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Every business day,a new
software program is being
developed for the Macintosh™
Personal Computer.
Software for word pro
cessing. Spreadsheets. Business
graphics. Project management.
Database management. And
data communications.
As well as software that
enables Macintosh to do things
that have never been done on
a computer before.
Which means the worlds
easiest-to-use business computer
is well on its way to becoming
the world's most useful busi
ness computer.
Any authorized Apple
dealer will gladly demonstrate
that fact.
just ask to see the com
puter that's software compatible.
With human beings.
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CROMEMCO COMPUTERS:
DESIGNED TO MAKE UNIX SYSTEM V
EVEN BETTER •••

UNIX 'ystem V, the new standard ill mult.iu er
microcomputer opera.Ling . yst ms, gives you high
performance features along with th portability and

fl exibility oi a t.andard.
Cr memco coropu rs c.:an make NIX 'ystem V
even better. Because our ystems are designed with

UNIX in mind. Fir t of all, we offer UNLX System V
with B rk ley n h ancem<~nts. 'f hen, our hardwm·e uses
advanced feature like 64-K of on·board cache memory
and OUT high peed TD conlJ·oll r to pe d up di k
operation - very important with NI X.

More capability and e xpanda bility
We have a high- peed. 68000 -b ed CPU tha
runs at 10 MHz, ·oupled with a memory nmna er that

u ·e demand-paging and catter loading lo ' ork with
UNIX, n t for it.
W, provide room for expanding RAM t 1 16
megabyte - with error d tection and correction - f r
running even thr mo t ophi. tica d and advanced
microcomputer programs. And the power lo accommo
date I.IP to 16 users-all with pl nty of memmy.
But we giv you ven mor .

A complete solution
We give you a hol ·e in :ystems: th

ysL m

100 eries, expandable 11p to 4 m gabyte. uf RAM, and
the System 300 series, expandable to 16 megabytes. A
high speed 50 m gabyt

hard di k driv is stan
dard on the systems.

And you ca.n expand the

the Berkeley enha.ncemenis give you the tandard UNIX.
System \ perating system. but with the added ,con·
v nienc f th, ·e widely ac ·!aimed impr vement .
Cromenico's System 1 O and :rtem aoo
comput rs: de ign d t 'be th highest performanc
UNIX system available anywhere.

Just l:Rll or visit one of ou1' l.JNIX 8y tern V
fficial yst m enten. to see for yoursel£. They'll also
brive y u n eopy of OLLT nev,- publication, "What you
should know before you buy a UNTX sy tern? Or
·nnta ·t u · dir tly.

W»'ll b . glad Lo how you h w 1. get a better
UNIX ystern.
Corporate Headquarter. : romemi::o, Inc., 280
Bernard Avenue, P.O. Box 7400 Mountain Vi w, C
94039. (tH5) 969-1n 10. In Europe: romemco GmbH, 6236
E cllborn 1, Frankfurter St:r. · 3-35, P.O. 526'7. Frankfurt
or Cromemco, Ltd.,
The Cambridge
Hou e, 178-182
Upper. Richmond

. tandard MD cl rives.
You can add floating
point proce ing. High

Rd., Pulney,

re olution gmphics. Video
digitizing and imaging. Communi
cations through tandard

Circle IOI on inquir y card.

Easy to use.
We also make our sy tem a ie.r to use, because.
w' in ·tall th opl;lrating .ystem befor w ship your
cumput r. No eomplicat d in taJJation procedur And

Main, West G rmanv,

hard tli k capacity up to
1200 megabytes using

UNIX is a trademark of Bt• ll LnLoratoric ~.
lint is u trutlemal'k cif lnt!' rna tiu nal B u ~in e ss

protot:ols. laiofram int i•fac .
And soft\vare $Upport i. }1 re to meet yom·
need . We offer major programming languages, database
managemrmt ystem , communicati ns oftware, including
NA ar ·hi e 'ture. X.25 protucol, ;,md Eth •rnet; even a
program t.o interface Lo an fB 1 P i.f you need to. And.
of course, acces to the brnad range of ·Uindt:ird UNlX
application programs that is growing dramatically
every <lay.

~!uchin e s

London SW15,
England.

Co r p.

Cromemco®
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E·D·I·T·O·R·I·A·L

THE MYTH OF THE lso-TECHIE

Time and again we encounter the mis
conception that BYTE readers.
because they have intense interests in
personal computers and related tech
nologies. have little interest in
anything else. It is almost as if some
people think our subscribers' tech
nical interests isolate and disable
them-prevent them from doing seri
ous work or earning their livings. This
view might be called the myth of the
Iso;rechie.
We have some new data from the
1984 BYTE Subscriber Profile Study
that tells how our subscribers use
their microcomputers for business
purposes and for personal. nonbusi
ness purposes. This data is based on
a survey of 1200 subscribers. It shows
that lso-Techies are as rare as
Sasquatches.
Here is the breakdown of the per
centages of subscribers or their com
r

•

panies using microcomputer software
for specific business applications:
Word processing . . . . ...... 84 %
Software development ..... 58%
Planning. forecasting.
spreadsheet ............ 54%
Graphics .... . ........... 45%
Accounting . ....... ... ... 45%
Engineering . . ........... 44 %
Math/science ... ..... .... 44 %
Telecommunications ... . ... 38%
Inventory . .. .. . ...... . . . 35%
Payroll .... . . . ... . ... .. . 26%
Sales/marketing ...... . .... 24%
Industrial control . . ... . ... 22%
Tux management . . . . . . . . . 14 %
Investment management .... 11 %
Here are the percentages of BYTE
subscribers who perform specific ap
plications when using personal com
puters for nonbusiness purposes:
Word processing . ..... . . .. 69 %
Programming .......... .. 60%

Designing/modifying
hardware and software
for personal use ......... 50%
Recreation (playing games
written by others) ....... 4 5%
Record keeping ..... . . . ... 38%
Personal finance . . ........ 35%
Learning about computers . . 31 %
Spreadsheets ............ 29%
In fact. most BYTE subscribers use
their computers for many different
purposes. They enjoy learning about
computers but also apply their com
puters to the many different activities
in their busy lives. Rather than limit
ing their range of activities. personal
computers extend the range.
How do BYTE subscribers manage
to do all these things with their micro
computers? It's both simple and
amazing. They own an average of 15. 5
software packages and plan to buy an
average of 4. 7 more in the next year.
On reflection. the versatility of the
BYTE subscriber shouldn't surprise
anyone. Computers are general
purpose tools that can be turned to
almost any specific application. BYTE
subscribers know a great deal about
computers and understand their ver
satility. In confronting any new task.
the sophisticated personal computer
user first asks how a computer can
make the task easier and the result
better. It would be surprising if
sophisticated personal computer
users restricted their machines to a
single use or only a few uses. Any
such view is bound to be a myth.
The myth of the lso-Techie is as
wrong as some people's belief. fueled
by misuse of the term in the general
press. that hackers are criminals. It
may be too late to dispel that miscon
ception in the popular mind. but
perhaps there's still time to stop the
mythical Iso;rechie from lodging there.

-Phi/ Lemmons. Editor i11 Chief
6
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Inventory control, bllllng;.,,.,.
srstems, educational, and otfiei'
school or IHHrHt lffifiil.,,
With Condor you get the power and fletlblllty of a fulfY
· relational database system complete rrltll a ''Step-by•
Step" MENU system to guide the new user. on.fins
help is integrated into the Menu system. A complete
REPORT WRITER is also included, that even the new·
comers in our field recommend.
With Condor, setting up a new database of infarmation,
is as simple as typing on a blank sheet of paper . . . typi
cally, it takes a minute, maybe two. Yau are then ready to
enter your data into the database you just created, again just
like typing on asheet of paper.
Then, yau can SORT, SELECT, COMPUTE, POST, or PRINT yaur
information in almost any way that you desire. Plus, you can easily pass
information tram Condor ta your word processor's mail-merge, or pass spread
sheet information inta Candar. It's all very easy, and also very English.
Begin with Candor jr. ($195), the advanced file manager. Upgrade later as your business and your data
grow, to Condor3 ($650-or less the $195 if you bought Condor jr.), the fully relational data
management system. It's the same system that hardware manufacturers like DEC, Sony, Zenith,
and Hewlett-Packard have selected ta market with their personal computers. There are well
over 100,000 satisfied users. Ta find out how condor data management soft
ware can make your business easy to handle, see your persanal camputer
dealer, ar call 1-800-221-84 79 (In Michigan call
0-313· 769-3992 collect) for yaur nearest dealer. He'll prove
our point. That Condor is the data management software powerful
enough to be useful to business, yet simple enough for business ta use.
~ cand~;he registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

~ 2051 South State Street Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 313-769-3988
Circle 94 on inquiry card .

Wordstar· Wordprocessing and SuperCak3.. Integrated Spreadsheet now included Free with all Seequa computers.

SEEDUA
SHOWS YOU
HOW TO
GETAN

IBMPC
FOR JUST
$1595.

BUY ACHAMELEON
. . .BY SEEDUA.
The Chameleon by Seequa does everything an
IBM PC does. For about $1000 less than an IBM.
The Chameleon lets you run popular IBM soft
ware like Lotus® 1-2-3 ™ and dBase II.® It has a full
83 key keyboard just like an IBM. A disk drive like
the IBM. And a bright 80 x 25 character screen just
like an IBM.
But it's not just the
e
ame
Chameleon's similarities to
the IBM that should interest
you. Its advantages should,
too. The Chameleon also has

Th Ch

an 8 bit micro
processor that lets you run
any or the thousands or CPJM-80®
programs available. It comes complete with two of
the best programs around, Perfect Writer™ and
Perfect Cale. '" It's portable. And you can plug it in
and start computing the moment you unwrap it.
So if you've been inter
eon
ested in an IBM personal comI
puter, now you know where you
can get one for $1595. Wherever
they sell Chameleons.

I

bY

SEEQUMA

COMPUTER

CORPORATION
8305 Telegraph Road
Odenton, MD 2lll3

Chameleon shown with optional second disk drive.
To learn moreaboutSeequaor for the location of theSeequadealer
nearest you . call (~00) 638-6066or(301 )672-3600.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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M ·I·C·R·O· B·Y·T· E·S

IBM Announces Productivity, Business Software
...................................................................
In late September. IBM unveiled two new integrated-software lines: the Personal Decision
Series and the Business Management Series. The Personal Decision Series includes Data . a
database manager: Reports +. ar:i advanced reports generator: Plans. a spreadsheet: Plans +.
which adds features to Plans: Words. a word processor: and Graphs The Data program is
required to use any of the others Data is S250: the other programs are S 150 to $300 each.
The Business Management Series includes General Ledger, Payroll. Inventory Accounting,
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable. and Order Entry and Invoicing.

Integrated Software for UNIX
.............................................
Horizon Software Systems. San Francisco, CA. announced Latitude, an integrated word
processing/spreadsheet program for UNIX. A document may contain both text and spread
sheet tables. When the cursor moves from an area of text to a numeric table. the command
line changes to reflect the options available. Versions are now on sale for Altos. AT&T. Onyx.
Sun, and DEC systems: Horizon plans to offer a version for XENIX on the IBM PC AT when
it becomes available. The multiuser software. costs $995 on small machines. including Altos.
the AT&T 3B2/300, and the PC AT.

Language Standardization to. Continue
........................................................
In late August. the ISO (International Organization for Standardization) announced that
Canada had agreed to pay for the 1so·s subcommittee TC97 /SC22 . fo rmed after a recent
ISO reorganization to develop international standards for programming languages. For a few
weeks this summer. no ISO member nati<OJl'l had funded the SC2 2 secretariat. and there was
some danger that international language standardization would grind to a halt. The United
States will provide funding for the parallel subcommittee TC97 /SC2 I. which works 0n stan
dards for graphics. databases. and other higher-level areas.
In domestic standards work, the American National Standards Institute technical commit
tee X3 )2 has decided to incorporate the Graphical Kernel System (GKS) as the standard
way of writing graphics routines in BASIC. A conflict still remains to be resolved with the
X3H3 committee. which is writing the standard for GKS, over the way BASIC will use the
graphics module.

Voice Communications Added to IBM PC
Digital Pathways, Palo Alto, CA. planned to announce SoundWare, a $449 voice communica
tions system for the IBM PC XT. at the November COMDEX show in Las Vegas. Included in
the package are a half-size card and software to control the system. Software features in
clude message playback . auto-dial capabilities . remote access. password security . voice-file
transmission . Touch-Tone dialing and decoding. and provision for an audit trail.

Mutual Broadcasting Offers Data Broadcasting via Radio
..............................................................................
The Mutual Broadcasting System plans to use spare satellite transponder capabilities to
offer
data-communication service called Multicomm. Mutual has leased subcarriers from
each of its 850 affiliate radio stations to broadcast data or voice information. including elec
tronic mail and software. Each message contains a code indicating which receivers should
receive the message. The receivers would cost about $200 each. Mutual says that New York
state may use the service to broadcast software to schools. If the service is successful,
Mutual says that its parent corporation. Amway, may use its sales force to sell receivers that
could be used to download software to home computers.

a

(continued)
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Software Arts Settle Suit, Offer New Packages.
........ VisiCorp,
....................................................................
'

VisiCorp and Software Arts settled their lawsuits in September. As part of the settlement.
VisiCorp stopped selling the VisiCalc spreadsheet program and has changed the name of
its Visi On Cale program to Visi On Plan. The two companies started a legal battle this
spring . each accusing the other of not providing adequate support for VisiCalc.
Software Arts now sells a VisiCalc package with two versions of the program for $150.
The company also recently unveiled a $249 Macintosh version of TK !Solver. an equation
processing program, and Spotlight. a set of desktop utilities for the IBM PC (see page 40).
VisiCorp offers another spreadsheet. FlashCalc, for $99. After selling most rights to its
Visi On operating environment to Control Data Corp., VisiCorp announced that it would sell
a complete Visi On package for $495 . Included in this package are Visi On Plan . Visi On
Graph , Visi On Word. and a mouse. w hich includes a PC Paint program and a pop-up menu
system. Without the mouse. the complete Visi On package will sell for $395 .

Apple Reduces Ile, Raises Ile Prices
Apple Computer lowered the base price of its new Apple lie by $100 to $1195 and an
nounced a package that bundles the lie. monitor. and stand for $1295 . Demand for the lie,
which includes a built-in disk drive. was lower than expected. while Apple lie sales didn't
drop as planned. In an effort to reduce the backlog of orders for the lie-more than
120.000 units were back-ordered by September-Apple eliminated a package price of $995
for the Apple lie with a disk drive. The Apple Ile list price is still $895 .

Smith~Corona

Unveils

Low~Cost

Printer

Smith-Corona, New Canaan, CT. announced the Fastext-80. a dot-matrix printer with a list
price of $2 5 9. The company says the printer features true lowercase descenders. 9 (horizon
tal) by 8 (vertical) dot characters. bidirectional printing at 80 characters per second , friction
feed , and a parallel interface. A tractor feed and an RS-232C serial interface are optional.

NANOBYTES
Software Connections, Santa Clara . CA. announced DATASTORE:file. a $195 data
management program for the IBM PC and compatibles. . .. AST Research announced Ad
vantage, a multifunction card for the IBM PC AT. The card can be extended from a $495
base version with I 28K bytes to a fully equipped card with 3 megabytes of RAM . a parallel
port, two serial ports, and a game port. . . . Ouadram plans to introduce a 12-megabyte
hard disk with a built-in tape drive at this month's COMDEX show in Las Vegas. Other new
products will include a monitor for the IBM PCjr and a new line of QuadSoft programs.
Quadram earlier announced a 2-megabyte memory board for the IBM PC. . . . Logitech and
Metaphor announced an infrared mouse for Metaphor's multiuser system . Logitech also an
nounced version I. I of its $495 Modula 2/86 compiler for the IBM PC. . . . Leading Edge
Products announced that it will sell Iquad Corporation's I IO-character-per-second daisy
wheel printer. Leading Edge said the price would be less than $2000 ... . Advanced
Peripheral Technology Inc .. Columb ia, MD. has announced a line of tape drives that take
up only as much room as a 3Vi -inch disk drive. The tape unfts will be sold to manufacturers
for as little as $300 each in quantity. . .. Sord Computer. New York. NY, has dropped the
price of its IS-I I Consultant notebook computer to $795 and will bundle it with a thermal
printer for $895 . .. . OmniTel. Santa Clara. CA. introduced a line of 300- and 1200-bps
modems for IBM and Apple computers. The Encore I 200B, an IBM expansion board. has a
list price of $399. including Crosstalk software. A 300-bps modem board for the PCjr will be
priced at $169 without software. An internal Apple II and stand-alone modems are also
planned for early 1985 . . .. Kaypro announced the New Kaypro 2 with one double-sided
disk drive. The system includes WordStar and MBASIC for $995 . A $495 upgrade adds a
second disk drive and six more programs .. . . MaxThink, Piedmont. CA has dropped the
price of lts MaXThink " thought processor " for the IBM PC from $250 to $60.
10
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SAL ES ANALYSIS

Now, translate your integrated soft
ware into integrated hard copy, with
the TI OMNI 800™ Model 855
printer. So versatile, it combines let
ter-quality print, draft-quality print
and graphics as no other printer can.
It prints letter-quality twice as fast
as comparably priced daisy wheel
printers, yet gives you characters just
as sharp, just as clear.
It prints rough drafts ten times faster
than daisy wheel printers . . . faster
than most any other dot matrix printer.
Only the TI 855 has snap-in font
modules. Just touch a button; change
your typestyle. The 855 gives you
more typestyles to choose from than
ordinary dot matrix printers. It
makes them quicker, cleaner, easier

to access than any other dot matrix
or daisy wheel printer.
The 855's pie charts are rounder ...
all its graphics are sharper than on
other dot matrix printers, because the
TI 855 prints more dots per inch. As
for daisy wheel printers ... no graphics.

TheTl855
Printer

The printer for all major PC's

For under $1,000 you get twice.the
performance of typical dot matrix
printers. Or all the performance of a
daisy wheel printer, and then some,
for half the price.
So get the best of all printers, and
get optimum results from your inte
grated software. With the TI 855.
See it at your nearest authorized
TI dealer. Or call toll-free:
1-800-527-3500. Or write Texas
Instruments Incorporated, P.O.
Box 809063, Dept. DPF-182BY
Dallas, Texas 75240.
~

l .

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you. .

O MNI 800 is a trademark of Texas Inst rumen ts Incorporared
C opy righ c © 1984 Texas lnsuumen rs Incorporated.
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A year's worth ofreports, plans, schedules,
charts, graphs, files, facts and figures
and it could all be lost in the blinkofan eye.
The most important part of
your computer may be the part you've
considered least-the floppy disk. After
all, there doesn't seem to be much dir
ference between one disk and another.
But now Fuji introduces a floppy disk
that's worth a second look.
We designed our disk with the
understanding that one microscopic
imperfection can erase pages of crucial
data. That's why every Fuji Film Floppy
Disk is rigidly inspected after each pro,
duction process. And that's why each
one is backed with a lifetime warranty.
We've even considered how
carefully a disk has to be handled, so we
designed user,friendly packaging that
makes it easier to get the disk out of the

box. And we provided plenty of labeling
space, so you won't have any trouble
telling which disk is which.
So think twice before buying a
floppy disk. And then buy the one you
won't have any second thoughts about.
Fuji Film Floppy Disks.

FUJI.
Nobody gives you better performance.
Circle 174 on inquiry card.

<O 1984 Fu1i Photo Film U.S .A., Inc .. Magnetic Products Div .. 350 Fifth Avenue. NY. NY 10118

L·E·T·T·E·R·S

MO RE LETTERS ON THE M AC
I've read everything you've printed about
the Macintosh. including Jerry Pournelle's
criticisms in the July issue. I've been using
my Mac for about a month and I think
something more needs to be said about
the importance of the Macintosh's graph
ics capabilities.
As Jerry grudgingly admits. it is a fun
machine. Fun is important for learning. for
thinking. and for creativity. We need fun
as much as we need food. love. and sex.
And the fun is in the power this machine
gives people to create graphics.
Yet what people (reviewers. Apple
employees) seem to focus on is the user
friendliness of the icons-on-a-desktop
metaphor. It is nice. I like it. It is certainly
better than what I've got on my old
machine. But that is not the point Mac
Paint is the point. MacPaint gives people
visual power. We know that one
hemisphere of the brain is more or less
verbal while the other hemisphere is more
or less visual. This machine is for the visual
brain: it is the greatest tool (other than the
much more expensive Xerox Smalltalk
machines) for the visual brain since
Renaissance Italy gave us perspective
drawing and the nineteenth century gave
us the camera. But we aren't quite
prepared for it.
Sure. we can do interesting. even cute.
things with the Mac's typography. Sure. we
can crank out bar charts. pie charts. and
line graphs. We can do maps 50 ways and
play with line drawings to our heart's con
tent. We can also think visually and relate
visuals to verbals with a facility not readi
ly available before. But only if we realize
that that is what this machine is about
thinking with the Macintosh.
There are many stories about great
thinkers who work in images. Watson and
Crick with the douhle-helix-why did they
actually build a three-dimensional model
of the helix while they were working up
the basic idea? Or consider the following
passages from a letter by Albert Einstein:
The psychical entities whic h seem to
serve as elements in thought are cer
tain signs and more or less clear im
14
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VAR : va ri ety
CMP : component

Figure I: Directed-graph notation.

VAR (maple, tree)
VAR (oak, tree)
VAR (pin oak, oak)
CMP (leaves, tree)
CMP (trunk, tree)
Figure 2 : Propositional notation.
ages which can be "voluntarily" re
produced and combined .... The
above mentioned elements are. in my
case. of visual and some of muscular
types. Conventional words or other
signs have to be sought for laborious
ly only in a secondary stage. when the
mentioned associative play is suffi
ciently established and can be re
produced at wi ll. IThe Psychology of Inven
tion in the Mathematical Field. by Jacques
Hadamard. New York: Dover Pub
lications. 1954.I
I need not belabor the point. But getting
at the visual brain is hard. and we all need
help. The graphics capabilities of the
Macintosh can provide us with that help.
Thinking is hard. It requires external sup
port. That's why we doodle and make
semicoherent jottings. That's why we write.
Writing is an external support for thought:
it is an instrument of thought. But writing
works best for the verbal brain. Learning
the mechanics of writing-how to form the
letters-is relatively easy. But it's different
with images.
Becoming proficient in the mechanics of
free hand drawing- e.g.. drawing a picture
of a horse that looks more like a horse

than a camel or rabbit-is much more dif
ficult. Technical drawing is easier. but it is
more difficult than writing. The Macintosh
could change that.
This is particularly important as we stand
on the threshold of the information age
whatever that is. The intellectual world of
information. of computing. is an intense
ly visual one. From chip design through
flowcharts to data structures-lists and
trees-we think in images. If it were easier
to draw good diagrams. more good dia
grams would be drawn. And if more good
diagrams were drawn. then more people
could grasp what computing is all about.
Consider an area that is of particular in
terest to me. knowledge representation (a
subfield of artificial intelligence). One nota
tion that is used by many researchers is
the directed graph (see figure I). Informa
tion structure can be represented in vari
ous notations. If you want to prove
theorems. you' ll choose the propositional
notation (see figure 2). If you want to pro
gram it into a computer. then you'll have
to think in terms of a linked list. But if you
want to think about how ideas fit together
and teach this to others. then the graph
notation is the most useful. Furthermore.
if you are dealing with structures only 3
or 4 times more complex than the one I've
shown-and you are typically dealing with
structures 10 to 100 times more complex
then the propositional form is unreadable.
You can't do any useful work with it. But
the visual representation is still usefu l.
Even if your graph covers half your desk.
you can work with it
The graph is a notation system in which
the visual form can represent the struc
ture of the information in a perspicuous
(continued)
LETTERS POLICY: To be considered for pub

lication. a letter must be typed double-spaced on
one side of the paper and must include your name
and address. Comments and ideas should be ex
pressed as clearly and concisely as possible.
Listings and tables may be printed along with •
a letter if they are short and legible.
Because BYTE receives hundreds of letters each
month. not all of them can be published Letters
will not be returned to authors. Generally. it takes
four months from the time BYTE receives a let
ter until it is published.

WHO SAYS''YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU''?

When we at Intertec intro
duced our new HeadStart™ com
puter we said "it's the fastest,
smallest, most powerful business
computer in its class:'
What more could we say?
How about "it's also portable:'
Every HeadStart computer
comes with its own easy-carrying
handle. You can choose between
a full size keyboard or a special
compact version that snaps easily
on the front of the screen. Either
way, you get all the great features
that make HeadStart unique. A
big twelve inch screen, eight and
sixteen bit processors, upgrad
able to one megabyte and it's
networkable up to 255 users.
We named our new business
computer "HeadStart" because

that's exactly what it11 give you. HeadStart Standard Features:
And because it's also port.able,
Size: IS.7S" wide, 12.7S" deep, 11.30"
you can take it anywhere. ·
Weight: 2S lbs.
Processors: Z80A (8 bit) and 8086116 bit).
Well, almost.
Memory: 128K to !MB depending on model.All models
For more information call us are expandable to !MB .
Dis kStorage: SOOK to !MB (u nfo rm atted) on a 3W'
at (803) 798-9100 or write:
Micro-Disk RAM disk feature emulates second system
drive.
3Y.!"or SW' external drives.
Intertec, Dept. "HeadStart;' 2300 Display:Optional
12" (diagonal) P31 phosphor, non-glare screen,
Broad River Road, Columbia, SC 2S lines x80 or 132 columns.
Keyboard: Detachable wit h 104 total keys. Aport
29210.
able version snaps onto the fro nt screen for easy
hi~h.

I

intertec..

transportab ility.
Disk Operating Software: ' CPIM00 f<l' 8 bit.
" MS JJOS for 16 bit. LAN D0Sfor multi-user8or 16
hi t operatio n.
' Concurrent CP/M 86 optional.
Interfaces: One RS 449/RS 232 compatible serial port.
One Centro nics compatible parall el printer port.
External data hus. Coaxial comm unications interface.
External disk 110 interface. Optional network print
spooli n~ interface.
Networkinl!: Up to 2SS HeadStarts may be connected
via a coaxial. multi-usernetwork into one of2 optional
data storage systems.
Optional Data Storage Systems: Tu•o models are avail
able. A IOMB. SW system is expandable to 20MB. A
SOMl.l . 8" system (25MB fixed. 2SMB removable) is
expandable to 545MB in 165MB increments.
"(f' /M 80aml Co ncurrent CPIM8fia 1t n:gisttrW trademarksofDiQltal Rc-se21 rch.
'' MS JX)S is a rl'lli~ten.·J trademark ofMicrm1ft l.

See us at

~t@M~~~~~

/Fall '84

TM

Las Vegas-Booth #4333

Circle 220 on inquiry card.
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LOOK NO FURTHER I

we'll get you low
prices and fast
service, or else!

ALPHA
OMEGA
COfJPL.ffER PRODUCTS
COMPUTERS
IBM PC 256K, IBM Color Graphics Card,
2 360K Drives, BASIC, Guide to Opera lions,
Amdek 300G 12" Hi Res Green
Monitor . .
..
. .. $2099
Many other configurations available.

DISKETTES
SCOTCH 3M SSDD .
MAXELL MD2 DSDD .

. . $23
.... ' .... 39

PRINTERS
C. ITOH 8510 P. 120 cps .
. .$349
EPSON FX80 160 cps
.. 395
EPSON FX100 160 cps .
. ..... 639
EPSON LQ 1500
..
. .. 1189
OKIDATA Microline 92 160 cps ....... 419
. . 699
OKIDATA Microline 9 3 160 cps .
GEMINI 10X 120 cps .
. . 269
. 389
GEMINI 15X 120 cps .
NEC 3550 35 cps UQ
..... 1715
JUKI 6100 UQ 18 cps
. 415
C. ITOH F-10 40 cps . .
. . 1049

MODEMS
$482
HAYES Smar!modem 1200 . . .
HAYES Smar!modein 1200B IBM .
. .409
249
HA YES Micromodem lie
BIZ COMP IBM Int. 1200 . . ........... 345
ANCHOR A. Mark XII 30011200
.. 259

MONITORS
TAXAN 12" Amber . ... . ...... .. . . $125
TAXAN 121 IBM green . . . .
. .... 159
.... 169
AMDEK 310A for IBM PC
.... 135
AMDEK 300G 12" Green
AMDEK 300A 12 " Amber .
. .. 145
.. 299
AMDEK Color I+ 13" . .
. .495
PRINCETON HX-12 RGB .
PRINCETON SR15 Super Hi Res .... SAVE

APPLE PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE
VIDEX Videoterm SOC w/softswitch
VIDEX Ultra!erm .
MICROSOFT 16K RAMcard . . . .
MICROSOFT 280 Sof!card . .
MICROSOFT Premium Pack
MICROSOFT Premium Softcard llE
HAYES Mach 11 Joystick . ,

... $209
. .279
. .... 69
. . 245
.... 479
.345
. .... 33

PROMETHIUS 1h Heigh! Drives .
. 165
WIZARD IPI Parallel Interface .
. .... 75
PROMETHIUS Versacard . . .
. 149.
KENSINGTON Sys!emsaver
.... 68
COOL & TIME (fan. surge, clock) ....... 75
KOALA Pad ........................ 79
PFS Filing System . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.81
PFS Report .
. 81
DBase II
. . 329
Words!ar .
. ... 249
Home Accoun!an! .
. .. 49
Multiplan .
. .. . 119
DB Master Version 4 .
. . 249
DB U!ili!y 1 or 2 .
. .. 95
49
Bank Street Writer .
Magic Olfice System for lie
.... 179
109
Magic Window II .
Mulliplan Macintosh .... ... .... .. . . . 159
Microsoft Basic Macintosh .......... 115
Thinktank for Macintosh . .. . . ...... . . 79
Filevision for Macintosh ..... . .. . . .. 125
Macintosh Carrying Case .. . ...... . .. 69

IBM PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE
TURBO 10 Int. 10MB Hard Disk
.. $949
TANDON TM100-2 360K .
.219
TEAC 'h Heigh! 360K .
. 145
MICROSOFT Mouse
139
QUADRAM Quad board w/64K·384K .. . 319
QUA DRAM Quad link .
. 569
QUADRAM Quadcolor I .
. .... 209
64K RAM Kil 200 ns
....... 55
..... .. 279
AST 6-pack plus w/64K
STB w/64K clock, par, serial, game . . 295
HAYES Mach II Joystick
35
Irma 3270 Em ulator .
975
Home Accoun!an! + . .
. .SAVE
Mul!imate . .
. .... 319
PFS Filing System .
85
PFS Report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 81
Lotus 1,2,3 . . . . . .
. . 319
Lotus Symphony . . .
. .. ... .. . 435
DBase Ill . . . .
. . 409
DBase II
.... 329
Framework . .
. . 379
Wordstar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 249
Wordstar Prepack w/Mailmrg, Spellstar . 309
Multiplan
.........
119
Flight Simulator New RGB ...... . ..... 39

Hundreds of available items. Call for complete pricing information.
Corporate P.O.'s welcome. Please call for quantity prices.

We do not charge for VISA or MASTERCARD

mm~ 345.4422

EJ
md

18612 Ventura Blvd., Tarzana, CA 91356
A11products are in factory sealed packages. We guara_ntee all items for 3Odays . Within this period. detecbve merchandise 1elurns must
be accompanied by AMA number. AH other returns will be subject to a 10% nt:S1~1nip fee . For prepaid orders there wilt be a 3°oi
shipping charg e: 5%for UPS Blue Label; $5.00 m inimum ; all orders outside U.S. al 15% shipping. There will be an additiooal $4.00
surcharge on C.0 .D. orders. Cash or Cashiers Chee~ is required on C .O.D . orders. Calil. residents add 6 s•. sales lax. Prices subJeCI to
change without notice.

See our ad on page 85.
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way. Well-drawn graphs allow you to catch
important and interesting information
structures in a single glance. The proposi
tional notation doesn't allow this. A single
glance at a list of propositional forms tells
you nothing: you have to read each one
line by line and assemble them painstak
ingly in your mind. The visual notation ex
tends the range of a single mental opera
tion (i.e.. what you see in a single glance)
far beyond that available with the proposi
tional notation. It thus makes the material
easier to work with.
The Mac makes it easy to use visual
notations and to invent new ones. But. as
I say. on ly if we know that is what we are
looking for. Right now the Mac is being
sold with a user-friendly interface and
graphics capabilities that make it easy to
do standard sorts of things. That's fine. But
what we really need are new visual cate
gories. images designed to convey
abstract concepts. images to think with.
Those who have Macs. no matter what
their graphics and artistic skills. can play
wi th images in a way they couldn't before.
The result may well be a new ""c ultural
genetic" lottery Somewhere in that
chaotic soup of icons. graphs. images. and
patterns there is going to be some impor
tant new stuff. stuff that would have been
much longer in com ing if it had been up
to the relatively small number of people
. with freehand graphics skills. This possi
bility is what makes the Mac such an ex
citing machine.
Now. if only the Apple marketing peo
ple could grasp this and go with it Then
Apple might be able to live up to its
pretentious 1984 TV ad. Then the com
pany might be able to give us an intellec
tually significant alternative to Big Blue.
BILL BENZON

Troy. NY

The July BYTE contained several inac
curate comments about the Apple Macin
tosh. The fi rst. in Phil Lemmons·s editorial
""Patronizing the Naive User" (page 6). mis
represents the difficulty of ejecting a disk.
The method Mr. Lemmons describes to
eject a disk is the most difficult of several
alternatives ava ilable to a Macintosh user.
Anyone -i nc luding my 4-year-old
daughter-who uses the Macintosh for
more than a short time quickly discovers
that the command E will eject a disk when
all files have been closed. and that the
command Shift 1 will force an ejection
even when a file is open
1do not feel patronized by having disk
ejection under software control. Rather. I
!continued)

Introducing
the Sl&Kprinter~M
The speedy new
printer that clocks out
at 300 cps
• SELECTABLE: With the new SXprinter™ you select the mode. Go for high speed letter
quality or in between: 300 cps (draft), 190 cps (correspondence) 70 cps (executive
quality) or 50 cps (letter quality). Extra long life head good for over 200 million
characters. • COMPATIBLE: With its parallel or optional serial interface the SXprinter™ is
fully IBM PC compatible. Accepts tractor feed multi-part (6) or cut sheet paper.
Autoload™ front feed for quick paper insertion. User friendly SoftSwitch™ Keypad.
• EXPANDABLE: Standard 4K print buffer, expandable to 68K with MemoryMate™
option. So up to 34 pages of print copy can be stored in memory- - -to free
up your computer! Choose any of more than forty print styles with
StyleWriter™ and PC DOS.
ORTABLE: The SXprinter™ is fast,
handsome, rugged and even portable, with optional travel
cover. The perfect partner to your
...
portable computer!

See the MPI family of products
OFFE
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Model# SDHHHA&T- TheSDHHH is designed

Model # SSVA&T- Designed to house one

7.

~Jll

to house 1 or 2 half height floppy or hard disk
drives in the horizontal side by side mode. A lit
on-off switch is mounted in the front where ifs
convenient. and uses our custom linear power
supply. A blank plate is available for one drive
installations.
Retoil ..... $125.00 (floppy model)
$195.00 (hard disk model)
1 year warranty
8. Model# SH8A&T-Willhouseonefull size8
inch floppy or one or two half height 8" floppy
disk drives. Uses a commercial grade 206 series
supply, and carries a full 2 year warranty!
Retoil .....$199.00
9. Hard disk & Floppies, we carry only the
top brands like Shugrnt and Qume' Don't be
fooled by the cheap immitotlons.Wecorryonly
the best. with the strongest warranty around.
For example. all Shugart disk drives carry a 1
year warranty. So coll for the latest pricing to
upgrade your PC. Zenith. Heath. Radio Shock.
Tl or one of the many other computer systems
on the market!
10. We also carry data cables for your system. We
con custom make them to your specs. or allow
us to help you choose what's right for you.

size or 2 holf height 5 %"floppy disk drives in
the vertical position. As on added feature. the
mounting holes ore duplicated in reverse so
the user con mount the drives door left or door
right. The power supply is a custom linear.
proven in thousands of installations over the
years'
Retoil... ..560.00. ($67.00 for half hgt
version) 1 year warranty
Model # SDVA&T - The SDV is custom
designed for 2 full size 5'14' floppy disk drives to
mountverticolly.The mounting holes ore dup
licated in reverse so the drives may be mounted
door left or right. The power supply is our
custom linear.
Retoil.....$85.00 1 year warranty
Model # FD-PCS - This unique enclosure is
designed to match the styling and size of the
IBM-PC and con mount on top of. under or
along side the PC. It is designed to house
Shugart 8 inch hoW height floppy disk drives.
and affords mainframe compatibility using 8
inch floppy diskettes.
Retoil ..... $399.00 1 veer worrontv
Model # DH8A&T - The DH8 is designed
for one or two standard size 8 inch disk drives
such as Shugrnt 800 series. Qume DT-8. and
SIEMENS. The power supply is 206 series com
mercial grade with a 2 yernworronty! Cooling
fan standard. There is a space designed in
above the disk drive area for mounting circuit
boards if needed. Specify double or single
sided connectors.
Retoil..... 5295.00 2 year warranty
Model # FD-PC-jr. - For those needing
expansion of their PC-jr .. here is a matching
enclosure to house your disk drive. We hove
the controller available also. The case hos on
injected molded front bezel to duplicate the
looks of the jr.
Model # FD-PCS - This unique enclosure is
designed to match your IBM-PC perfectly.
Injected molded front bezel. with all steel 18
gouge construction for shielding and strength.
It boosts a custom linear supply that delivers 5
amps continuous current. The FD-PCS is pre
drilled to hold any 5%" hoW height floppy or
hard disk or any 51/•" full size floppy or hard d isk.
We even hove adaptor brackets to mount a
Syquest Smeg removable'
Retoil.. ...5295.00 1 year warranty
18
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Floppy Disk Services. inc. is entering our 6th year of
supplying disk drives and custom enclosures to the
computer industry. Companies that demand qua
lity such as CBS-N. IBM and NASA to name a few.
purchase OlJ products. Space restrictions do not
ollOw us to show all our products. so coll toll free for
our FREE catalog of products. Or better yet, let one
of our soles staff help you make the right choice
.... Ask about our REPLACEMENTworronty policy.

r

Dealer inquiries invited. All products available in
OEM quantities. Prices and specs subject to change
without notice.

~

FLOPPY

)ISK
SERVICES

feel this is an example of good design that
makes it difficult for a user to compromise
the integrity of a disk. I see little difference
between this and the Safety program that
a Kaypro IO user should use to park the
hard-disk head before powering down. In
both cases. the software performs a useful
function but can be overridden by a
knowledgeable user (who should be aware
of the possible consequences of his ac
tions). The fact that a 4-year-old child has
used my Macintosh for two months with
out supervision but has never trashed a
disk is evidence enough for me of the
value of this approach.
Jerry Pournelle's problems with disk
copying and time to load MacWrite may
simply reflect the long lead time between
article submissions and BYTE's ap
pearance on the newsstand. In mid-May
Apple released revised Macintosh soft
ware that included a Disk Copy utility and
a new finder with an automatic start-up
option. With the Disk Copy utility. a com
plete disk can be copied in four passes
still not as conveniently as on a two-drive
system. but enough of an improvement to
make life with the Macintosh bearable.
How Jerry manages to take "a couple of
minutes to get the Macintosh to run a sim
ple text editor" is beyond me. With Mac
Write as the start-up application. my Mac
takes exactly 20 seconds from power-on
to a screen ready for writing. Since I don't
like the default font and format provided
by MacWrite. I generally avoid the
automatic start-up and open a preformat
ted document. This approach takes a lit
tle longer. but in any case 4 5 seconds
should be the outside time limit needed
to get going in MacWrite.
I am not trying to say that the Macin
tosh is without faults. as it clearly is not.
Among the worst of these is the perpetua
tion of a disk-drive controller that lacks
direct memory access. The integrated Woz
device. so hyped by Steve Jobs in Phil
Lemmons·s interview with the Macintosh
design team (February. page 58). may be
reliable and cheap to build. but the drives
are maddeningly slow. Double-sided
drives and hard disks will help. but the
Macintosh will probably never live up to
the performance of the potential of the
MC68000 because of the 1/0 bottleneck.
And while mice are nice. every so often
I would love to have real cursor keys.
SELDEN S. DEEMER

39 Everett Dr.. Bldg. D
Lawrenceville. NJ. 08648
(609) 799-4440

-INC.

TOLL FREE (800) 223--0306
Circle 168 on inquiry card.

Ann Arbor. Ml

As Macintosh owners with IO months of
Macintosh use among us. we would like
!continued)

INTRODUCING AST GRAPHPAK.™
THE POWER TO BUILD ON
FRAMEWORK™AND
ORCHESTRATE SYMPHONY.
TM

AST delivers the powerful integrated hard
ware you need to unlock the full capabili
ties of your integrated software Including
Framework.Symphony, Lotus 1-2-3:" Multi plan~
and more.
GraphPak is a complete. convenient solution
two plug-in boards for the IBM· PC. XT and
their compatibles And it's packed with ad
vanced features. Expanding memory to
640KB. GraphPak gives you the space to
operate state-of-the-art programs. handle
more data. and create larger spreadsheets.
And it lets you take fu ll advantage of the
sophisticated graphics capabilities of your
software. bringing high-resolution. bit-mapped
displays to your monochrome screen.
IBM-compatible serial and parallel ports
mean you can easily add a letter-quality
printer and a modem to connect with
services such as Dow Jones'.~ EasyLinkP and
CompuServe® Further. our built-in clock
calendar provides automatic date stamping.
Productivity-boosting SuperPak'"" utilities give
you SuperDrive which responds fifty times
faster than a disk drive and SuperSpool which
lets you input and print a t the same time
All this is yours in an easy-to-buy, easy-to
install. easy-to-use package that costs less
than individual components.
Find out about AST's total solutions. See your
dealer for facts on GraphPak and our com
plete family of multifunction boards. and
communications. LAN. graphics and modem
products. Or call our Customer Information
Center (714) 863-1333 Ext. 5249 for your nearest
dealer. AST Research
Inc. 2121 Alton Avenue.
Irvine. CA 92714.

TWX 753699ASTR UR.
.
I
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RESEARCH INC.
!3M ?C and \T traderr.orks o! lntemallonal Business Mach mes Co!Ooro1:c::
Symphony Lotus and 12 3 11odemorks o! Lo:us Develop~en! Co1pOrat1on
~·ra rne wo1k t1odemrnk 01 Ashto n Tale Mulhplan rrademrnk of M1crosot;
Dow Jo nes t1ademark of Dow Jones i.: Co. !nc Easy l mk copy11ght \Nesiem
Union CompuSe rve is an H&r< Block Co mpa ny Graph Pak and SuperPuk
tiademorks o! AST Resernch Inc

Circle 449 for Dealer inquiries .
Circle 4 50 fo r End-User inqui ries.

Buy now.

Because now when you choose Microsoft®Word, the high
performance word processor for the IBM®PC, you get
Microsoft Spell, a special version of The WORD Plus™ spelling
corrector A $150 value.Absolutely free at participating dealers.

It watches your·p's and q's.
Microsoft Spell is a proofreader that catches your typos
and misspellings. When you can't remember if its i before e,
Spell remembers for you.
And you can customize it to spell your favorite technical
words, from aepyornis to cryptococcosis.
Spell is just one of many extras you get in this package.
For example, Microsoft Word includes the most advanced
mail merge, for all your multiple correspondence. Plus a free
'Leaming Microsoft Word' disk that brings you up to speed
immediately.
And Word works with the vety latest printers-even laser
printers-to produce manuscripts of nearly publication quality.
20
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Spe__ free.
The critics loved it.
When Softalk IBM reviewed Word, they were delighted to
discover that Word was "fun to use:'
PC Magazine called it "a well thought out, finely-executed
product" that is "twice as productive" as WordStar.®
And Time, which also featured Microsoft in a recent cover
story, was impressed that Word was"loaded with extras:'
Word is a natural match for IBM PCs and their
.
compatibles for a vety n~tural r~ason: MICROSQf
We wrote the MS-DOS operating
The High Performance Software™
system that tells the whole IBM PC family how to think.
So if you want to make your writing letter perfect, call
(800) 426-9400. Ask for the name of your nearest Microsoft
dealer. In Washington State, Alaska, Hawaii and Canada,
call (206) 828-8088.

l:

Microsoft is a registered trademark and MS-DOS and T he High Performance Software are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark

of International Business Machines Corporation. The WORD Plus is a trademark of Oasis Systems. Word Star is a registered trademark of Micro Pro International Corp.
The $150 value of Microsoft Spell is based on the current list price for The WORD Plus.

Circle 38 on inquiry card.
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Networking begins with your fine
computer. Where it goes is unlimited
when you interface your peripheral
devices with a 4. 8 or 18 port BayTech
Serial Port Expander. With BayTech·s
units you can mix-and-match other
computers and/or peripheral devices
of different configurations without the
need to reconfigure. Port configura
tion of the peripheral device ports
may be changed by the user with
BayTech's menu-driven software.

BayTech's versatile networking
multiports. capable of any-port-to
any-port interconnection. have virtual
ly unlimited applications With their
features and low cost. the user can
create a local network providing simul
taneous communication for 5. 9. or 18
RS-2 32C devices.

A few companies make a good,
expensive Serial Port Expander.
One company makes an excellent,
affordable line of them · BayTech.
• Model 524F
S 329.
• Model 528F
.. . . S 619.
• Model 52 18F .. ...... ... S1750.

"We design and price BayTech M11ltiports so
evenJone mn have an affordable and reliable co111
p11ter network To solve yo11r 11etworf1i11g
problems. call 11s...
Charles R. Ramsey. President
Bay Technical Associates. Inc.

1-800-523-2 702
BAY TECHNICAL
ASSOC IA TES. inc.
HIGHWAY 601 . P.O BOX 18 7
BAY ST. LOUIS. MS 19520
16011 467·8211
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to respond to some of the criticisms of the
Macintosh that appeared in your July
issue.
First. Phil Lemmons·s exaggerated de
scription in his editorial of the "three-stage
qualifying examination" that must be
passed to eject a disk from the Mac is
ludicrous. As anyone who has tried it
knows. instructing the Mac to eject the
disk is easy using the mouse or the key
board. Nor can any of us recall feeling like
"a humble petitioner before a mysterious
and powerful computer." Come on. what
kind of purple prose is this? Furthermore.
all three of us are long-time computer
users who hardly fall into the "naive"
category; yet none of us feel the Mac is
"condescending." Interacting with other
computers. including some large main
frames. seems like a step back into the
Stone Age after a session with the Mac.
We also found some of Jerry Pournelle's
comments ("Computing at Chaos Manor:
The AT&T Computers." page 305) to be in
consistent with our own experience with
the Mac. One of us uses Microsoft Multi
plan on a daily basis to create project-cost
breakdowns. which is contrary to Jerry's
implication on page 314 that Multiplan is
fatall y flawed. He also strongly implies on
the same page that Microsoft BASIC for
the Mac is so full of bugs. especially in the
area of mouse utilization and graphics.
that it is virtually unusable. To the contrary.
one of us has developed a rather complex
BASIC program (I SK bytes) that is used to
generate architectural perspective draw
ings. This program uses the mouse as the
primary operator control and calls a
number of the Mac's ROM-based graphics
routines. Jerry also makes the claim that
the "only application software for the Mac
that's actually on the market is Bruce
Tonkin's The Creator database:· We would
like to call his attention to page 413 of the
same issue where he will find descriptions
of three Mac programs 1hat are on the
market.
Jerry implies that the language Mac
FORTH is not available and that it prob
ably won't be available any time soon
(page 377) One of us already has the
package. He also implie$ that external disk
drives are not available. 'J\vo of us already
own and use external Apple disk drives.
Finally. Jerry states on page 312 that the
"... Macintosh is a wonderful toy; but it's
not very much more." If this is true. then
the three of us have been wasting a lot of
company time. Collectively. we have used
MacWrite and MacPaint to generate nu
merous letters. technical memos with
mathematical equations embedded in the

text. Vugraph masters for electronic equip
ment layouts. organization charts. design
review forms. equipment specifications up
to 100 pages in length. Multiplan spread
sheets as large as 144 rows by 41 columns.
and 30 pages of proposal artwork. ln fact.
the ease with which MacPaint can be used
to rapidly create finished charts. figures.
and Vugraphs represents a major reason
for our decision to purchase Macs. Also.
the BASIC program we mentioned earlier
has been used to generate several archi
tectural perspective drawings.
We do not wish to whitewash the Mac's
flaws. the most glaring of which is the large
amount of software promised but not yet
delivered. However. this problem is not
unusual for a genuinely new computer.
and in view of the Mac's popularity we do
not doubt that this will be remedied by
the marketplace in time.
E. B. KNICK
D. C. MESTAYER
V. C. REYNOLDS
Melbourne Beach. FL
ln regard to the July editorial "Patroniz
ing the Naive User." I commend you. It is
nice to know that there is someone out
there who thinks along the same lines l
do. I knew there was something that
bothered me about Apple's Macintosh
(beside its name) and I think you hit the
nail on the head.
l do not respect people who con
descend to me nor do I respect computers
that do the same. l wish the designers of
such computers would remember when
they were computer naive and the initial
excitement of discovering how computers
work. Apple touts the Mac as being a
"computer for the rest of us"; but the rest
of us are not as dumb as the company
thinks.
CHARLES P. JAZDZEWSKI
Central Point. OR
Let me remind everyone that I like the
Macintosh. My critical comments were
prefaced with the statement. "Macintosh
will be nothing Jess than wonderful when
it has two drives and more memory. It
is without doubt the friendliest of today's
computers." I have personally bought a
Macintosh. I have ordered a number for
the office (we also have IBM and Tandy
products and have ordered some HP
portables). I regard the Macintosh's user
interface as largely successful. But I don't
think Macintosh is perfect or that it
should be treated as holy.
I do wish to confess that my frustration
with Macintosh's disk procedures disap
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peared when I finally received my second
drive and no longer spent half my wak
ing hours swapping disks.
I think Bill Benzon's Jetter contains
more insight into the Macintosh's power
ful appeal than any other Jetter we have
received. .
Now. if only there were more memory
and software!
PHIL LEMMONS

Editor in Chief

I was very amused by Susan Gold's
remarks (June Letters. page 3 3) about the
Macintosh not being a practical business
tool. She. like so many millions of people.
has not taken the time to sit down and use
the Macintosh or thoughtfully analyze its
potential as a business machine. I own a
small business and would not purchase
anything but a Macintosh. One thing that
has been overlooked by all who have
evaluated the computer is that when you
spend several thousand dollars for a com
puter system . you will spend three times
that amount training your employees to
use it (unless you don't mind firing
everyone that is not computer-literate).
This is not the case with the Macintosh.
The Macintosh is the least-expensive com
puter on the market today. when you
count the cost of training your employees
to use it. Not only that. I find that produc
tivity has increased because it's so fun and
easy to use.
RONALD L. LAWRENCE
Renton. WA
This is an open letter to Ms. Susan Gold:
Ms. Gold. I've read your letter given the
editorial heading "Mac Flak." in the June
issue of BYTE. If you check volume 6. issue
10 of lnfoWorld you'll find that I wrote a
similar letter criticizing the Apple Macin
tosh Computer but much more scathing
ly. I just hope your own letter doesn't
come back to haunt you and make you
feel as foolish as I feel.
You see. after sending that letter I began
to visit the computer stores and "mess
around" a little more with the Mac. The
crazy thing began to grow on me. It was
shortly thereafter that I purchased one
and I find that I've been eating the words
in that letter ever since.
Ms. Gold. I've learned to swallow my
pride and admit I was wrong. I've learned
to adapt to the future. and the future is
in machines like the Macintosh. It gives the
user untold power in computing and the
future only looks brighter with all the ad
ditional software and hardware that is go
ing to be coming out for the Mac. Remem

ber. many thought the original Apple II
wasn't a serious machine either. With
10.000-plus pieces of software out for it
I guess that rumor has been dispelled. And
it will go the same way with the Macintosh.
A few other points: my Mac (with exter·
nal drive. numeric keypad. keyboard. and
the Mac itself) takes up less room on my
desk than my IBM Selectric Ill. And I am
running it with a surface area of 6 by 8
to 8 by 8 inches for the mouse. and I don't
find it clumsy at all.
Now. isn't it about time that you went
out and really tried a Macintosh. to see
what it can do for you? ·cause one thin€
the Mac ain't ... it ain't no toy. that's for
sure!
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Add more users to your multi-user
computer without expensive hard·
ware or software modifications. A
BayTech Port Contention unit will
maximize utilization of available ports
thereby minimizing idle. valuable
s.ys tem time. With 6-to-3. 8-to-4 anc
I 2-to-6 port models available. Porl
Contention problems can be solvec
from micro to mainframe computers.

CRAIG A. PEARCF

Berwyn, /J

In response to the letter by David Nibbelir
in the June issue (page 14 ): Mr. Nibbelir
would do better to investigate all con
sumer finished goods that are made witr
parts derived from imported steel. Anc
remember. stay out of buildings made
with imported steel beamsr The bottorr
line for any properly run company is the
quality/cost ratio. Mr. Nibbelin's effort:
might be directed at those who do not
make the superior product that Sony·:
drive is. instead of pointing an accusin€
finger at the way Apple conducts its busi
ness to produce a fine product at a price
Americans can afford.
JULIA L. MULDAWH
Covington, LA
ON (ACHING
I read with interest the very lucid article
on disk caching "Maxim izing Hard-Disk
Performance" (May. page 307) by Roy
Chaney and Brian Johnson. At Microcosm
Research we have been involved in this
area for some time and have had a prod
uct (MicroCache) on the market for the
past three years.
We can endorse most of the authors·
findings but would like to make a few
observations.
With hard disks and caches of several
hundred kilobytes. the algorithm used is
not overly critical. as explained in the ar
ticle. However. for smaller caches or
floppy-disk systems. the algorithm is much
more critical. As a result. we used a com
bination of the least-recently-used algo
rithm they preferred. tempered by an al
gorithm they did not mention-the least
frequently-used. This is further adjusted

The graphic above illustrates a typical
BayTech Model 52 i 8B Port Contention
application. By adding a single 5 2I 8B unit.
a 6-port multi-user computer gains six
additional usm. thereby doubling access
ibility to the computer.
• Model 528B: 6 ports to 3 .. S 625.
•Model 5212B: 8 portsto4 ... $1095.
• Model 5218B: 12 oorts to 6 ... $1750
To solve your
port contention problems .. .

1 -800-523

!continued)
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on 8-bit systems because the applications
software tends to use overlays extensive
ly to overcome the limitations of a re
stricted address space. Caches are ideal
for handling these frequently used over
lays The 8-bit version of MicroCache
copes with memory addressing by accom
modating whatever additional bank
switched memory is available for the
machine (up to 8 megabytes).

with regard to the physical location of the
data of the disk. This has enabled us to
provide significant performance improve
ments with caches from ! 6K bytes upward.
Readers may have gotten the impression
from the article that the memory-address
ing capabilities of 16-bit processors are
necessary for effective caching. This is not
so. Eight-bit systems can also employ
caching. In fact. it is often more desirable

What do you get when you cross
1200 baud, free on-line time,
and extra features at a price Hayes
can't match?

Data Rate?
The MultiModem
gives you a choice
either 1200 or 300 bits
per second. So you can
go on-lini:> with thi:>
informal
Check o
po
boards.
rate mai1 Ill Cll 11<;"). vY\/ap
files with friends.

On-Line Time?
With the Multi
Modem you get
CompuServe's
DemoPak, a free two
hour demonstration of
their service, and up to
seven more free hours
if you subscribe. You
also get a $50 credit
towards NewsNet's
business newsletter
service.

Features & Price?
Of course, the
MultiModem gives you
automatic dial, answer,
and disconnect. Gives
you the Hayes
compatibility you need
to support popular
communications soft
ware programs like
Crosstalk, Data Cap
ture, our own MultiCom
PC, and dozens of
others. Gives you a
two-year warranty,
tops in the industry.

MultiModem.
But Better?
Yes. The Multi
Modem gives you fea
tures the Hayes
Smartrilodem 1200'"
can't match. Features
like dial-tone and busy
signal detection for
more accurate dialing
and redialing. Like a
battery-backed mem
ory for six phone num
bers. All at a retail price
of just $549-com
pared to $699 for the
Smartmodem.
What do you get?
The new MultiModem,
from Multi-Tech Sys
tems. Isn't this the
answer you've been
looking for?
For the name of
your local distributor,
write Multi-Tech Sys
tems, Inc., 82 Second
Avenue S.E., New
Brighton, MN 55112.
Or call us at
(612) 631-3550.

London. England
ON c:;FRVllF lONTRA!Tc;

SEE US AT
COMDEX/FALL '84
Las Vegas Convention Center

Circle 296 on inquiry card.
Trademarks - MuWModem. MuU1Com
PC: Multi-Teen Systems. Inc - Compu

SeNe: CompuServe lnf01ma11on Se1111ces.
an H & R Block compan y-NewsNel.
NewsNet. lnc . - Crosstalk: Microsluf.

lnc .-Data Capture · Soulheas1e1n Sofl
..,.,'Ni:- Sm.vlrootlcn'I Haye s Mrcrocom
pu/er ProOucts. Inc.

I was surprised that they found an
overall degradation in performance with
small caches. This has not been our ex
perience. Some caches we have seen
(usually thrown together by a RAM-board
manufacturer so that it can say it has a
cache) have the opposite problem: they
are okay for small caches but slow the sys
tem down when more than about \OOK '
bytes of RAM is used. A cache-searching
system that is very fast for all sizes of
cache is essential.
For small caches it is worth including a
facility that enables the user to "lock"
time-critical files in the cache so that they
are not ejected by the caching algorithm.
Printer buffers are effectively very crude
caches using a first-in/first-out algorithm
with background writing. Adding this facili
ty to the disk cache is easy and can greatly
improve the overall throughput of the
machine. It is a much more cost-effective
way of buffering printout than using add
on boxes because the RAM is dynamical
ly shared between the disks and the
printer. When the printer is the major
source of delay it gets more of the RAM.
releasing it for disk caching as soon as the
:haracters are passed on to the printer.
The authors· system was primarily con
cerned with caching hard disks. If floppy
disk systems are to be catered to. then it
is necessary to cope with the situation
when disks are changed. If disks are
changed without the cache knowing about
the change then there will be chaos! The
data on the cache from the previous disk
will get mixed up with the data on the new
disk. MicroCache is the only caching
system that we know of that avoids this
problem by automatically detecting disk
changes on the IBM PC and other popular
machines.
PETER CHEESEWRIGHT

MultiTech9
Systems \ T I
The right answer every time.

In your July publication. Michael W. Fitz
patrick wrote of his costly experience in
having his Columbia VP portable com
puter repaired by Bell & Howell Service
Company (Letters. page 31J. I am respond
ing to his letter in the hope that I can spare
Mr. Fitzpatrick and other computer users
from similar experiences in the future.
Mr. Fitzpatrick equated repairing a
defective motherboard to repairing a car
engine. While there is some similarity. in
that eventually a defective part may be
replaced. the means by which the defec
(continued)

Introducing the HerculesMGraphics Card
for the technical user.
OK. We confess. The
Hercules Graphics Card in
the picture above isn't a
special version for the tech
nical user.
In fact, it's exactly
the same as the standard
Hercules Graphics Card
running programs like 1-2-3™
and Symphony™ in more
than 100,000 IBM® PCs.
We just wanted to make
the point that the Hercules
Graphics Card is not only
big with business users-it's
also the most popular high
resolution graphics card for
the technical user.
Why? We run more
software than anyone else.
The Hercules Graphics
_Card is supported by more
technical software than any
other hi-res graphics card.
There are word proc
essors that
~1-- 1,~ 1 r1 can produce
•, 111 .t,
I+ l,t'.
publication
quality documents with
mathematical formulas.
There are programs
that enable your PC to
emulate a graphics terminal

,

and run mainframe graphics
software.
There are toolkits of
graphics utilities that can be
linked to popular program
ming languages.
There are CAD pro
gTams that can provide
features normally associated
with $50,000 systems.
And we supply free

A 2K static RAM buffer
elegantly eliminates scrolling
flicker. And our exclusive
safety switch helps prevent
damage to your monitor.
Convinced? Good. Now,
how about a little color?
Should you want IBM
compatible
-
color graphics
-,
for your sys
tem, then the
new Hercules Color Card is
the smart way to go.
It gives you a parallel
printer port and a size small
BASIC. No one else does.
Hardware that set the enough to fit in one of the
high performance standard. XT's or Portable's short slots.
And both Hercules
When we introduced the
cards are compatible with
Hercules Graphics Card in
the new AT™ and backed by
August, 1982, it set the
standard for high resolution our two year warranty.
Call 800 255-5550 Ext.
graphics on the PC.
But we didn't stop there. 408 for the name of the
In the past two years, we've Hercules dealer nearest you
and we'll rush you a free info
continually refined the
kit. See why the company
original design .
that made the first graphics
Tuday's Graphics Card
card for the IBM PC still
gives you two graphics
makes the best.
pages, each with a resolu
tion of 720h x 348v, and a
Hercules.
parallel printer port
We're strong on graphics.
standard.
[_

J

•

Address: Hercules, 2550 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 947!0 Ph: 415 540-60001elex:754063 Trademarks/Owners: Hercules/Hercules Computer1echnology, 1-2-3,
Symphony/Lotus Development; IBM, AT/International Business Machines
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tive part is identified is in no way similar.
A board-repair system in some cases
costing in excess of S500.000 does not
compare in cost to a timing light and
socket wrench. or even the more sophis
ticated equipment flOW in many
automobile repair shops. Bell & Howell
does maintain board-repair equipment
but not in every location because of pro
hibitive cost
While Bell & Howell Service Company
welcomes all users of Columbia Data com
puters to place contracts on their equip·
ment. many such as Mr. Fitzpatrick choose
to take a chance that service will not be
needed. The truth is that even a product
as well engineered and reliable as the
Columbia VP will eventually require ser
vice. To cater to the needs of noncontract
customers. Bell & Howell is required to
stock large spare parts inventories without
prior commitment from the user. who may
seek an alternative means to obtain
service.
In light of this. Bell & Howell has devel
oped contract rates that are competitive.
and perhaps the lowest in the microcom
puter service industry. I entirely endorse
Mr. Fitzpatrick's advice to buy a service
contract from a reputable service organi·
zation. If Mr. Fitzpatrick had followed his
own advice. the $8) l .06 he paid for his
motherboard would have given him three
years of full parts and labor contract
coverage and Sl 6.06 change.
DAVID C. HALLQUIST
Bell & Howell Service Co.
Chicago. IL
My IBM PC developed trouble in the
reverse mode. in my case black on green.
It will print reverse only for the first 12
lines and 6 4 characters of the thirteenth
line; 12 x 80 = 960 plus 64 on the thir·
teenth line gives 1024. That seemed
significant so I ran a program to check the
video system and guessed the problem
might be in the attribute chip number two.
I called the 800 number and was told
I could take my IBM PC to the repair depot
in lampa and I would get it back in 48
hours. The 800 number is a phone in
Atlanta. I was given a repair number and
then I packed up the computer and drove
36 miles through heavy traffic to the repair
depot
They had a copy of the repair ticket
called in by the operator in Atlanta. How
ever. I was told they would send the com
puter to Atlanta for repairs and I was given
no time limit for its return. Well. at $96 an
hour for labor and no guarantee of any
(continued)
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Introducing the MacClassics, a
collection of familiar games designed
to entertain and challenge. With
Macintosh'" or afriend as an opponent,
you can enjoy such classic games
as solitaire, poker, checkers,
backgammon, roulette, etc., and they're
all more fast-paced and exciting than
ever before, with a little assistance
from Macintosh. MacClassics let you
enjoy and explore the power of your
Macintosh while you relax and have a
good time.
The MacClassics are just another
example uf the kind of high-quality

products you've come to expect from
Videx. With a solid reputation for
dependable, innovative business
software and hardware, Videx is
consciously building that same degree
of excellence into its entertainment
software. Through development of
Appleil:and Macintosh software, Videx
continues to provide the micro
computer industry with an ever
expanding line of exciting, reliable
products.

\"idn . Inc. • I lll'i i\E Circk lll1u. • Conallis. OH <r.Htl

Call today for more information.
(503) 758-0521.

.\lari1110:-.h is a tr;1d1:mark of Apple C:on1p1111.:r. Inc Appll· h ,1

Circle 414 on inquiry card.

Innovation Backed by Support

rq,:i .~lnnl tralll:mar~

of Ap pl r Comprnrr. Inc.
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BORLAND
IN~ERNATIONAL

GIFT PACK

ONLY

9S

A SAVINGS OF $30!

What a gift for you and your friends! The extraordinary TURBO PASCAL
compiler. together with the exciting new TURBO TOOLBOX and new TURBO
TUTOR. All 3 manuals with disks for $99.95.

TUR 0
C L Version 2.0 (reg. $49.95). The now classic program
development environment still includes the FREE MICROCALC SPREAD SHEET.
Commented source code on disk
• Optional 8087 support available for a small additional charge
NEW! TUR
TO
0 (reg. $49.95). A set of three fundamental
utilities that work in conjunction with TURBO PASCAL. Includes:
•TURBO-ISAM FILES USING B+ TREES. Commented source code on disk
• QUIKSORT ON DISK. Commented source code on disk
• GINST (General Installation Program)
Provides those programs written in TURBO PASCAL with a terminal installation module
just like TURBO'S!
• NOW INCLUDES FREE SAMPLE DATABASE .. . right on the disk! Just compile
it. and it's ready to go to work for you. It's a great example of how to use TURBO
TOOLBOX and. at the same time. it's a working piece of software you can use
right away!
NEW! TURBO TUT
(reg. $29.95). Teaches step by step how to use the TURBO
PASCAL development environment-an ideal introduction for basic programmers.
Commented source code for all program examples on disk
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE These offers good through Feb. 1. 1985
For ~A and MA; ERCARD order call toll free: 1-(800)-2-;5·80; 1-(800).;47.1; 3- - - (Lines open 24 hrs.. 7 days a week) Dealer and Distributor inquiries welcome (408) 438-8400
CHOOSE ONE (please add $5.00 for handling and shipping U.S. orders)
_All Three-Gift Pack $ 99.95 + 5.00 SPECIAL! _Turbo Toolbox $49.95 + 5.00
_All Three & 8087
139.95 + 5.00 SPECIAL! _ 1llrbo Tutor
29.95 + 5.00
_Turbo Pascal 2.0
49.95 + 5.00
_ 1\.lrbo 8087
89.95 + 5.00
Check
Money Order
VISA
MasterCard
Card #:
Exp. date:
Shipped UPS
My system is: 8 bit_ 16 bit_
Operating System: CP/M 80 _
CP/M 86 _
MS DOS _
PC DOS _
Computer:
Disk Format: _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _
Please be sure model number & format are correct.

,

I
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
'

NAME= ----------------------~ l

\ ADDRESS: ------------------------~

l

''

CITY/STATE/ZIP: -

- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - 

California residents add 6% sales tax. Outside U.S.A. add $15.00 (if outside of U.S.A. payment must be by bank draft payable in
the U.S. and in U.S. dollars). Sorry. no C.O.D. or Purchase Order~
Gl5

9))
BORlAnD
•"'\"\

-~.I

INTERNATIONAL

4113 Scotts valley Drive
Scotts Valley, California 95066
TELEX: 172373

''
'
'
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New Release
4.1
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We've continually improved Microstat since it was introduced in
1978. and the latest release includes many new features you've
wanted.
Interactive and Batch Processing
Expanded Data Management
Subsystem with New Data
Transforms
Reading data files created by other
programs
3 types of Analysis of Variance
Time Series
Crosstabs and Chi-Square
Factorials. Permutations. and
Combinations
Hypothesis Tests

Data sets that can exceed memory
Multiple Regression (including
Stepwise)
Scatterplots (including best tit
regression)
Correlation Analysis
12 Nonparametric tests
8 Probability Distributions
Descriptive Statistics
Easy Installation

Microstat's algorithms have been designed to prevent numeric overflow errors
and yield unsurpassed accuracy. Microstat's price is $375.00 including the user's
manual and is avai lable for the 280. 8086. 8088 CPU's and CP/M80. CP/M86.
MS-DOS. and PC-DOS. To order. call or write.

•

E.$

6413 N. College Ave. • Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 255-6476

Trademarks Microstat (Ecosoft). CP/M (Digital Research). MS-DOS (Microsoft).
PC-DOS (IBM). Z80 (Zilog). 8086. 8088 (Intel).

kind as ta what they might do to the
machine. I decided that solution was not
for me. So I packed the equipment back
into the car and went home thinking about
the fact that I had packed the gear up and
driven all that way supposing that with a
formal appointment everything would be
taken care of.
I keep thinking about the advertisements
that say "includes a nationwide network
to help give you computer-age service
support: ·
I have not found that to be true. I wrote
'3oca Raton. I called various people. and
visited the local IBM showroom several
:imes over a period of several months.
Juite a few people at IBM laughed at me
Jecause. as a novice. I could not figure out
iow to properly use the WHILE and
NHEN statements. which are explained
Jn page 4-2 51 of the IBM BASIC manual.
-lowever. none of the IBM people who
aughed at me were able to figure out how
:o use it either.
I would like to hear from others who
iave had similar problems. Please write
:o me at 1710 Woodbine Dr.. Brandon. FL

33511
W. PATZSCH
Brandon. FL

DONALD

N DEFENSE OF

BASIC

:or some time now I have quietly stood
iy while readers. authors. and a slew of
;elf-proclaimed "experts·· have denounced
~ASIC for being a sloppy. unstructured
anguage. These folks then go on to
describe how learning BASIC inevitably
leads to programming habits so horrible
that its practitioners will be impaired for
life. To hear them tell it. you'd be better
off having a frontal lobotomy. Any day
now I expect to read about some hapless
soul who went prematurely bald and lost
all his teeth because of exposure to BASIC
Sure. it's possible to write programs in
BASIC that go this way and that with no
apparent direction-or "structure·· as
some people like to call it. However. it
seems to me that with enough practice it
should be possible to write convoluted.
hard-to-follow programs in any language.
I am unaware of any restrictions imposed
by BASIC that would force a programmer
to write poorly.
While BASIC may not be perfect. !or me
it is very close. I mean . what could make
more sense than X = SIN(A) or L =
1_EN(N$)? Do you need more speed?
(continued)
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Three ways to
Speed up your Apple II
& Apple lie for $29

The SpeeDemo; from McT.
•
SpeeDemon

SpeeDemon
SpeeDemon

•

•
•

Makes any Apple II, II+, or Ile run
3\1;! times faster.
Makes your Applesoft, Apple Fortran,
Word Processing, D.B. Master, Pascal,
or Visicalc programs run up to 3)6 times
faster.
Costs less than any other speed up card.
Costs only $295.

Please send me _ _ SpeeDemon's by return mail at $295 each.

I have enclosed $ - - -·
This is for: D Business Use
Or charge my: 0 Visa 0 Mastercard D American Express
D Personal Use

I have an: 0 Apple II D Apple II plus 0 Apple Ile

My Acct.# is

Expires - - - - - -- - 

N~m~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 
Addr~ - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- 
City _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___ State - - - -- - Zip - - - - 

Signature - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Calif. Res.Add 6'h% Sales Tax.
Mail to: McT · 1745 21st Street · Santa Monica· CA· 90404 · Telephone (213) 829-3643

: M·cT
\I I\
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Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.
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Dealer Inquiries Invited
VisiCalc is a regis tered trademark of VisiCorp, Inc.

DB Master is a registeredtrademark of Stoneware, Inc.
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Okay. buy a compiler. If you want to
declare all of a program's variables up
front. then go ahead and do it. Nobody's
stopping you. but then no one is forcing
you. either.
If all those anti-BASIC fanatics are so op
posed to something as innocuous as a
GOTO. then let's all petition against as
sembly language with its evil BRANCH .
or worse. that sinful JUMP instruction.

BASIC is the most straightforward. in
tuitively obvious. and easy to grasp of all
the high-level languages. It has made com
puter programming-real programming
accessible to millions of people. and per
sonally I am sick of snobs telling me I
would be better off learning no program
ming language than BASIC Phooey!

High throughput. Gang 8 EPROMS with the
fast Algorithm.Optional 512K butler.
Programs ALL 24 pin & 28 pin EPROMS.
Other units lo gang 24 EPROMS.

PROMPR0·8 .......... $689.00
Powerful commands, easy communi
cations.128/256K buffer. Alpha Display,
Simulation and Keypad option. Programs
ALL EPROMS & MPU's.

PROMPR0·7 ......... , $489.00
32K RAM butler. ideal for programming
8748. 8749, other Intel MPU's and 16K-128K
EPROMS.

BIPOLAR & PAL Programmers ...Call!
TELEX 383 142

(L{o{G{1Jc~JLJ

As a student of behavioral psychology and
a member of the Learning Processes pro
gram at the City University of New York.
I would like to comment about the article
"Cautions on Computers in Education·· by
Stephan L. Chorover (June. page 223)
Mr. Chorover makes a number of impor
tant observations on the rush to automate
the educational process. The question of
who needs computers and why is not
often asked and understood in learning
environments. However. I would like to
take issue with him on a few points.
Professor William N. Schoenfeld is as
much responsible for developing the pro
grammed approach to instruction as Pro
fessor Fred S Keller. Some psychologists
familiar with the early developments of
operant conditioning argue that it was
Schoenfeld who really provided the in
tellectual impetus.
The "Keller Plan" is an example of good
teaching practices in learning environ
ments all over the world. The intention of
"Good-bye. Teacher. .:· was not to say
teachers are useless creatures. but that
they could have a more effective impact.
ie.. supplying individualized care to
students if they were exposed to the tech
nology of teaching. "Good-bye. Teacher. ....
was an attempt to explain how aversive
elements can be eliminated from the
learning environment and to show how
the technology of teaching can be utilized
Before Skinner. Schoenfeld. and Keller
popularized the systematic methodology
that stressed learning by doing and con
tingent reinforcement. students and
teachers believed that learning was a
matter of good listening
Efficient teaching does not mean remov
ing the concerned and dedicated teacher
from the learning environment. Effective
teaching does not mean sterilizing the
educational environment with machines.
Correct and cautious use of the computer
in the educational environment means
providing a stimubting and exciting en
vironment for every individual child . The
key reason for using the computer is to
give every single child an opportunity to
learn. Computers in the classroom means
purging the classroom from the drudgery
of rote learning and providing children
with the opportunity to progress at their
own rates. To achieve these goals botn the
effective teacher and the properly
developed teaching machine is needed.

ETHAN WINER

East Norwalk, CT

COMPATll1Lt: WITH ANY COMPUTt:I<

GANGPR0·8 .. ........ $995.00

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

1

>!< Tt:l<MJNAL.

UV ERASERS
ECONOMY MODEL QUV-T8/l .... $49.95
Erases over 15 EPROMS. Plastic case.

INDUSTRIAL QUV-T8/2N . . ....... $68.95
Metal case. UV indicator. tray, erases over 15
EPROMS in 15 minutes.

INDUSTRIAL QUV-T8/2T . ... . .... $97.50
Wilh 60 minute limerand solely switch.

INDUSTRIAL QUV-T8/Z.. ........ $124.95
Fast Eraser. 15 EPROMS in 7 minutes. 30 EPROMS
in 15 minutes.

PRODUCTION UNIT. ............ $149.95
Model, ULTRA-LITE'". Erases 50 EPROMS in
15minutes.

TOLLFREE

1-800-EEl-PROM

(331-7766) FLORIDA (305) 974-0967
_ _ _ _A_-Y_.!W_..:l
__
LE
-____
SO F T W~--D-~
--R
VE _S
_ _
IBM PC

2. APPLE II

' 'TI:lrl'RONIX8002 6. COMMOOORE64

3. Intel-MOS

4. CPM

7. TRS-80 COLOR

8. FLEX

BARRY KATZ

OCICAL DEVICES, INC.
DEPT 6. 1321-E NW 65th PLACE· FT LAUDERDALE. FL 33309
DISTRJRUTORS INQUIRY WELCOME

Tel Aviv. Israel •
-
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DATA GENERAL INTRODUCES
THEST NDARD
BYWHICH EVERY OTHER PC
WILL BE MEASURED.

.

.
i

\i\\\~\\1\\

Jiqgton Mashburn
A CheMical Internationa l
1256 II. S7th Stl'eet
lltw York, HY 29345
Dear [.II ..
The third quarter sales results are now in, and your
region is again leading the pack .
Sales

Q3 83

Region
Me st
Midwest
Northeast
South

893
494
767
567

K
K
K
K

Pel'cen t
of Goal

Q3 84

82 .3
95 .1
99 .2
67.3

968
587
1024
892

Sales

Percent
of Goal
K
K
K
K

95.4
87 .2
112 .3
92 .5

As. you can clearl!I see, you have gone over the top
again! lie are pa.rticularl!J pleased with the fact tl1at the
11ajori ty of your sales have been on our highest Hargin products.
Keep on Selling! Great Joh!

INTRODUCING THE
DATA GENE
/Oneil
PORTABLE.
Now, for the first
time, you can be
freed from the
mfinement of your
desk. And your desk
bound computer.
With the first, full
function business
:;ystem that lets you do
your work anywhere:
Small enough to fit inside your briefcase.
at the office, at home,
or anywhere in between
The DATA GENERAL/One portable is a
computer with the capability of the
leading PC: two built-in diskette drives, the
.., ~~ ~ ,
same full-size screen, and full
size characters. It even runs
,, 1 1'11 111 \\ 11
the same programs as the
!BM-PC compatible so it runs thousands of programs.
leading PC.
. . .
.
.
All this in a size small enough to flt ms1de the average briefcase.
11.7 x 13.7 x 2.8 inches, and less than
Full-size screen lets you get
11 pounds.
the whole picture.
Someday, all PCs will be like this.
It's the only portable computer to give
you a full-size 80-column by 25-li~e screen:
Other portables give you as httle as 8 Imes.
,,,,.. •
......
It's compatible with IBM®-PC software.
.,1.. itU ~'&:I 11111 ~'U:l
Which means you can run the thousands ?f
~" iii -Mii D1
programs available to PC users. Software hke
1-2-3™ and Symphony"" from Lotus"",
Wordstar® dBase II®, Multiplan®, as well
as the most' popular packages from the pfs®
series, like pfs: file.
1

~~!t.1,m-.r{i..W:::.i~lti ~

•"'-,.ur

1

•

The only portable offering up to two bui{t-in _
diskette drives for serious business app/icatwns.

So you can do
such things as
word processing, database management, spreadsheet analysis, and
business graphics.
The DATA GENERAL/One is the only portable computer that offers
up to two built-in diskette drives. Just like the leading PC. .
It's the only way to do serious work. No more aggravation
swapping diskettes.
And these are state-of-the-art 3.5-inch hardcased microfloppies
with twice the storage capacity at half the size
of the 5.25-inch diskettes.
Internal memory is expandable up to 512 KB.
Storage capacity is 1440 KB-nearly one-and-a
half-million characters of information.
And if you want more information, the optional
built-in modem lets you communicate with other
computers.
Finally, it's the only portable that can give you the
benefits of integrated office automation-by connecting
with Data General's CEO®system.
Other options include a portable printer, an 8-hour
built-in battery pack, an external 1200-baud modem
Connects with Data General's and an external 5.25-inch diskette drive unit.
CEO office automation system.
The new DATA GENERAL/One portable.
It not only gives you everything the leading PC gives you. It also
gives you something the leading PC doesn't give you.
Your freedom.
To find the name of your nearest Data General salesperson or
authorized dealer, call 1-800-DATAGEN.

~•Data General

a Generation ahead.

IBM is a regis tered trademark of Internationa l Business Machines Corporat ion. I -2-3. Lotus and Sympl1onv are trademarks of Lotus Development
Corp.© 1983. dBase II is a register ed trademark of Ashton -Tate. pfs is a reg istered trademark of Software Pub lishing . Wordstar is a U.S. reg istered
trademark of Micro Pro lni'I. Mult iplan is a U.S. registered trademark of Microsoft Corp . CEO is a reg istered trademark. and DATA GENERAL/One is
a trademark of Data General Corp.
© 1984 Data General Corporation, Westboro. MA.
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Laserdiscs Here Today and With Us Tomorrow
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A letter lauding BYTE for the July Video
theme arrived the other day from Patrick
Binns. Mr. Binns. the consumer-products
marketing manager for Video Vi sion As
sociates. thought that our coverage was
"both timel y and knowledgeable:· al
though we neglected to cover those laser
videodiscs currently available.
"It is the variety and quality of laserdisc
software that will make this new
technology an exciting and significant ad
vance in communications." he said in his
letter.
Video Vision Associates. located in
Huntington Beach. California. has been in
the interactive-videodisc market for more

than two years. It produces a number of
topical packages for both educators and
consumers and markets a peripheral. the
VAi II. that interfaces Apple 11+/Ile and
videodisc programs. The VAi II can be
used for developing interactive computer/
video programs. (For more on this subject.
see Stan Jarvis's article "Videodiscs and
Computers" in the July BYTE on page 187.)
One of Video Vision's laserdisc software
packages is called Space Disc. It's a col
lection of still frames. photographs. and
video and movie clips that documents the
American space program . It's made up of
four modules that cover the Voyagers·
trips around Saturn and Jupiter. the six

Videodisc Replication Service

A Computer
on (Almost) Every Desk

Stan Jarvis's article "Videodiscs and Com
puters" (July. page 187) inspired Larry
Spangler. manager of Spectra Image lnc:s
videodisc operations to write us about a
service available from his company Spec
tra Image Inc. can provide single copies
of standard Laservision-compatible video
discs. using Optical Disc Corporation's
technology. Individual copies of CAY-com
patible single-sided discs cost $300. 11Jrn
arbund time is said to be 24 hours.
Spectra Image Inc. maintains its cor
porate headquarters at 540 North Holly
wood Way. Burbank. CA 91505. (818)
842-1111.

Entering students at Dartmouth College
are not required to buy an Apple Macin
tosh or any other computer. as we er
roneously reported in "A Computer on
Every Desk:· (June. page 162). A computer
can be purchased at a discounted price
through the college. but any such pur- .
chase is optional. Those electing not to
buy a computer through the school can
get computer experience at public clusters
on campus. We thank Laura Dicovitsky.
assistant director of Dartmouth's Office of
News Services. for alerting us to this
inaccuracy.

Call for Aid Answered
Niels J. Bjergstr¢m from the Danish manu
facturer E-C Data A/S has answered James
R. Primm's request for help in locating an
8-inch disk controller for the TRS-80
Model 4. (See August Letters. page 2 3.)
E-C Data produces an 8-inch disk con
trollerthat's based on the 2793 chip. The
controller is compatible with TRS-80 disk
operating systems. It's available in kit form
and comes with complete installation in
structions. schematics. test and diagnostic
software. and a sheet outlining the prin
ciples ot operation. A battery-backed
clock/calendar is optional.

The company also offers a range of kits
for the TRS-80. including disk drives. RAM
banks. and communication interfaces.
An E-C Data company representative is
now located at 310 Riverside Dr.. Suite
916. New York. NY 1002 5. (212) 678-0064.
By the time this update is published. the
company will have an 800 number that it
can be reached at. Please call (800)
555-1212 for the correct number. The
home address is E-C Data A/S. POB 116.
DK,3460. Birker¢d. Denmark. The com
pany's telephone number is 4 5-2-818191:
Telex: 37825 ec dk.

manned lunar landings. the first four flights
of the Space Shuttle. and observations of
solar phenomena. Other packages ad
dress such subjects as science and art
history.
Of the technology behind interactive
computer/videodisc programs and where
we can expect it to go. Mr. Binns said:
"The creative dimensions of thi s tech
nology have yet to be defined. but laser
disc software wi ll be a critical factor in
determining its full potential. Today's ini
tiatives in laserdisc and computer pro
gramming are certain to enrich the way we
will acquire knowledge and enjoy our
leisure in the not-so-distant future:·

Database Describes 50,000
Packages, Offers All for Sale
An electronic database with descriptions
of more than 50.000 software packages
for every type and size of computer has
gone on line. Menu. operating out of Fort
Collins. Colorado. lets you identify.
evaluate. and purchase software.
Menu is accessed through Dialog. the
Knowledge Index. Lexis. or Euronet. Once
on line. a customer can search the data
base and get printouts of third-party
evaluations of selected software. A search
costs $2 5 for the first 10 programs located;
the fee drops to $I for the next 40 pro
grams. and thereafter it's $0.2 5 per pro
gram. (Search fees may vary depending
on the network used to access the system .)
Software can be ordered through Menu.
The company says that most programs
can be purchased for up to 2 5 percent
below suggested prices. If Menu cannot
locate the desired package. it files the
customer's needs into a database. When
a suitable program is found. the customer
is notified. Currently. there is no charge
for this service.
A search fee is credited against the pur
chase price. Delivery is within 5 to 10 days.
Hard-copy printouts of the database are
(continued)
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Circle 368 on inquiry card.

New.

FIXES AND UPDATES

available in three categories: microcom
puters. minicomputers. and science and
engineering. Catalogs are produced in the
spring and fall: catalog prices range be
tween $29 and $115 .
Vertical-market software and additional
services are available to retail outlets. For
further information. contact Menu. I 520
South College Ave.. Fort Collins. CO
80524, (303) 482-5000.

Capacitor Mislabeled

We thank all of you who have pointed out
the errors in "1elevisions As Monitors"
(July. page 171). We're working on a follow
up article that will provide more useful
and accurate information on this interest
ing subject.

A schematic in Steve Ciarcia's article ''A
Musical 'Telephone Bell" (July. page 12 5)
requires a few changes. In the Whimsi-Bell
schematic (figure 5. page 131). the 0.22
microfarad capacitor connected to pin 8
of IC! should be labeled C5 . The ex
planatory text should say that potenti
ometer R12 controls the charge rate to
capacitor C5 . not C7 .

Michael Shook from Bar Harbor. Maine.
spotted a logic error in the listings dem
onstrating concurrency in Jurg Gutknecht's
"Tutorial on Modula-2" (August. page 157).
He encountered the error when using the
Modula Research Institute compiler on an
IBM Personal Computer.
The procedure NEWPROCESS fails to
begin executing the process it creates.
Consequently. an initial transfer to each
of the handler processes is required. This
can be accomplished by placing:
TRANSFER(main, handler[ curl])

Color Coding: save time and eliminate
costly confusion with instant recog
nition of each data category-in the
office and at home. Available in ten
eye-appealing colors. Organize.

Rodolfo Cerati informs us that his original
program . which appeared in the June
BYTE. can be ordered in 85 different CP/M
formats (see "Spreadsheet in BASIC page
154). The program costs $25. including
postage. and can be ordered directly from
Placida Systems. POB 11480. Bradenton.
FL 34282.

Televisions As Monitors

Logic Error Mishandles Listing

Sentinel
Color Diskettes

Program Update for Spreadsheet

after the line:
A : = AllocateHeap(400);NEWPROCESS
(Genlist, A 400,handler[curl])
in listing 11 on page 176.
In addition. when listing 10 is modified
by embedding it into a LOOP. .. END and
replacing GetRegistration by the call to
TRANSFER. you must add a call to
TRANSFER after the statement:
WriteChar(out, FF)'
Otherwise. the first handler to terminate
will terminate the entire program.

Bugs Play TTicks with Listing
A number of readers noticed that a data
line was missing in Michael W. Ecker's
computer card trick program (see "Math
ematical Recreations: Invariance." July.
page 365) . Add the following to listing I
(page 367):
270 [)llJA 38,39,44,45,46,47,52,53,54,55,60,
61,62,63
Alternatively. you can place 38 and 39 at
the end of line 260 and begin line 270 with
DATA 44.45. etc. This will maintain the
structure that Mr. Ecker used.

Bugs Bite Buffer
Don Gardener of San Pablo. California.
and Bob Peck of Urbana. Illinois. recently ·
reported a number of bugs in the program
listing that accompanied John Bono's ar
ticle "Build a Printer Buffer" (June. page
142).
Make the changes shown in listing A to
listing I. which begins on page 4 53. Our
thanks to Mr. Gardener and Mr. Peck.•

Listing A: Tfte corrections to the program listing that accompanied "Build a Printer
Buffer" (June. page 142).

Sentinel Technologies
One Sentinel Plaza, Hyannis, MA 02601
617-775-5220
Toll-free 1-800-323-5005
(in Mass. 1-800-323-5001)
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Line
Line
Line
Line
Line

22
81

82
100
137

0004
0040
0041
004A
0065

03 01
B3
C2 47 00
3F
C3 10 00

OUT (ACKLO),A
ORE
JP NZ, ENDIF1
CCF
JP LOOP

You can often judge a personal computer user by
the hardware he selects. If the modem comes
from UDS, chances are he has a serious invest
ment in computer and software, a serious data
communications requirement and serious com
puter-based decisions to make.
UDS modems offer true pro-quality perfor
mance to the serious microcomputer owner. Data
rates range from 0 to 9600bps. Depending on
data rate, synchronous and asynchronous
models may be selected for half- or full-duplex
communications. Their prices put them within
easy reach of the serious user.
Created by Dayner/Hall. Inc .. Winter Park. Florida

If data communication has progressed beyond
the game-playing stage in your microcomputer
system, it's time to investigate UDS. The efficiency,
reliability and potential for faster data transfer can
add real professional capability. Contact Universal
Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL
35805. Telephone 205/837-8100; TWX 810-726-2100.
See us at

~~ml@l~f}Xf"/Fall

'84

Las Vegas-Booth #2436

~ Universal Data Systems
([!)

MOTOROLA INC.
hfotmationSystems ~

Circle 410 on inquiry card.

Inquiry Hotline: 800/633-2252, ext. 354.

THE EHD OF SOFTHME
FREEBIES.

finally there's a foolproof way to protect
software against unauthorized duplication. And
the technology is all on the disk itself.
The new Prolok ™ disk doesn't need add-on
hardware. Instead each diskette is marked with
a unique, physical "fingerprint." No two are alike.
A precise description of the individual print is
encoded magnetically. The fingerprint AND the
description must match exactly before the soft
ware is decrypted and released to the system.
No match. no access.

Its genius is its simplicity and familiarity.
Prolok looks like an unprotected disk, loads like an
unprotected disk. works like an unprotected disk.
The user feels immediately at home and in com
mand. It's as easy as A>PROLOK B: filename.
Backups are easily made via normal
system utilities. However. to be read they must
be accompanied in the system by the original
Prolok disk.
Prolok puts the casual copier-and even the
deliberate pirate-out of business. It barely

PROLOH. SOFTHME
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increases the price of your product, yet it makes
sure your customers don't buy one program and
copy ten.
Several command line slash (I) options are
built into Prolok diskettes for customized security,
depending on your needs.
Software can be loaded easily onto Prolok
diskettes using any system from a PC to commer
cial mass duplication equipment.
Prolok is an engineering breakthrough of
Vault Corporation, which has been successfully

safeguarding software since the inception of
security disk technology. Over 2000 businesses
and organizations protect their valuable programs
with Prolok.
Simply contact Vault Corporation at 2649
Townsgate Road, Suite 500, Westlake Village,
CA 91361. Or phone us at 800
445-0193 (U.S.) or 800-821-8638
(California). And find out why
software freebies are becoming
a thing of the past.

PROTECTIOH. RIGHT OH THE DISH.
Copyright

Circle 411 on inquiry card.

©

1984 Vault Corporation. Prolok is a trademark of Vault Corporation
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NEW c..1TOH 75'XJ

OR Y-10 ~NlERS

THAT COST A MERE
Pl~NCE ...

f'OR6ET IT.
A new C. ltoh isn't exactly a stocking
stuffer. But as printers go, the new ProWriter TM
7500 dot matrix and StarWriter™ Y-10 daisy
wheel go for very little money
Yet, they're C. ltoh quality through and
through. Gilts fit for a king. Tested. Proven.
So doggone reliable they' II be around for
many a Christmas to come.
Both printers are IBM "' PC compatible
Both are perfect foryour basic printing needs.
The 7500 delivers 105 characters per
second, 45 lines a minute. It gives you bi
directional printing, graphics, and a 2-Kbyte
buffer.
The Y-10, with its 100-character print head,
gives you 20 characters per second of crisp,
sharp letter quality. It has a low profile design
and is engineered for quiet operation.
Like all C. ltoh printers, the 7500 and Y-10
come with a full 12-month warranty. backed
by over 400 Authorized Service Centers
coast to coast.
C. ltoh and your C. ltoh dealer wish you
and your PC the best Christmas ever. (And
you can print that.)
For more information. just write C. ltoh
Digital Products, Inc., 19750 South Vermont
Avenue, Suite 220. Torrance, CA 90502.
Or phone toll free 1-800-423-0300. In
Massachusetts, call 1-617-769-8770

Circle 4 51 for Dealer inquirie s. Circle 4 52 for End-User inquiries.

•• P10Wrr1e1 and S1arWrr1er are Trallemarks ol C llOh D1 ~1 ia l Prolluc ls. Inc
'to IBM is a Reg1s1ered Trademari-. or lnternat1
ona 1Bus1n.ess Macr11nes Coro
© 1984 C lioh D1g11al Producls. Inc
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IBM Graphics Displays, Adapters Improve Resolution
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BM recently introduced
several graphics products
for its personal computers.
The IBM Personal Computer
Professional Graphics Dis
play. which can only be
used with IBM"s Professional
Graphics Controller. is a
noninterlaced. high-resolu
tion RGB monitor. It can
display 640 by 480 pixels.
or 67 pixels per inch. in up
to 2 56 colors (from a palette
of 4096). The display mea
sures I 5Vi by 17 by I I Vi
inches and is priced at
$1295.
The Professional Graphics
Controller occupies two full
IBM PC. PC XT. or PC AT ex
pansion slots. It can emulate
the IBM Color Graphics
Adapter and has an ex
panded graphics mode that
enables full use of the Pro
fessional Graphics Display
capabilities. The controller
includes 320K bytes of
RAM: 300K for display star
. age and 20K for internal
variables and lists. The con
troller has its own on-board
8088 processor and graph
ics firmware in a 64Kcbyte
ROM.

I

The controller allows two
or three-dimensional draw
ing in hardware and has
built-in functions to rotate.
translate. or scale objects.
You have access to 2 56
user-programmable display
lists and can select either
the built-in character set or
define your own. The con
troller features vector and
polygon drawing as well as
polygon fill. The two-card
Professional Graphics Con
troller has a list price of
$2995.

For less demanding PC
owners. IBM also announced
the Enhanced Color Display
and Enhanced Graphics
Adapter. The display pro
vides a resolution of up to
640 by 3 50 pixels in I 6
colors (from a 64-color
palette) and should be avail
able by January for $849.
The Enhanced Graphics
Adapter provides 640 by
200 or 320 by 200 pixel
graphics in 16 colors on the
IBM PC Color Display, or
640 by 3 50 pixels on the

The IBM Personal Com
puter Graphical Kernel Sys
tem is a subroutine library
of two-dimensional graphics
primitives consistent with
the proposed ANSI and ISO
standards. The Plotting Sys
tem assists programmers in
generating most types of
standard charts and graphs.
The Graphical File System is
an implementation of the
proposed ANSI Metafile
Standard. The Graphical

Kernel System costs $295;
the Plotting System. $22 5;
and the Graphical File Sys
tem. $175.
The Graphics Development
Toolkit is designed for soft
ware developers writing
graphics applications. By
licensing the device drivers
contained in the Toolkit.
developers can sell device
independent software to
users who need not buy the
Toolkit themselves. The

IBM Monochrome Display.
On the Enhanced Color Dis
p!ay. the adapter can display
the full 640 by 3 50 pixels in
up to 4 colors with the stan
dard 64K bytes of RAM or
up to 16 colors when up
graded to 128K bytes with
the optional Graphics Mem
ory Expansion Card. An op
tional Graphics Memory
Module Kit expands the
card's memory to 2 56K
bytes. allowing smooth
scro lling and panning and
additional pages of graphics
data. A RAM-resident char
acter generator can use
from 2 56 (with 64K bytes) to
1024 (with 2 56K bytes) user
defined characters in sizes
up to 8 by 3 2 pixels.
IBM warns that some PC
owners may require a ROM
BIOS replacement in order
to use the Enhanced Graph
ics Adapter. which is priced
at $524. The optional
Graphics Memory Expansion
Card. which upgrades the
adapter to an I 28Kcbyte
RAM. costs $199; the
Graphics Memory Module
Kit is $259.
Circle 600 on inquiry card.

Graphics Software
!so announced by IBM
were a number of
graphics subroutine libraries
for the IBM Personal Com
puter. All require DOS 2. I
or later. at least 2 56K bytes
of RAM. and one of IBM's
color graphics adapters. Lan
guage bindings are provided
to access the routines from
programs compiled by FOR~
TRAN 2.0. Professional FOR
TRAN . \.att\ce C. and BASIC
compilers

A

Graphics Turminal Emulator
provides emulation of
'Jektronix 4010 and Lear
Siegler ADM3A protocols.
The 'Ibolkit can be pur
chased for $3 50. and the
Graphics 'Terminal Emulator
costs $295.
Contact IBM Corp.. Entry
Systems Division. POB 1328.
Boca Raton. FL 33432. (800)
447-4700.
Circle 601 on inquiry card.
(continued)
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WHATS NEW

Interface Hardware

...........................................................................................................................

0

ther new items from
IBM are a Data Acquisi
tion and Control Adapter
and a General Purpose In
terface Bus (GPIB) Adapter.
The IBM Personal Com
puter Data Acquisition and
Control Adapter features
two 12-bit analog input
channels. four 12-bit analog
output channels. a 16-chan
nel digital input port. and a
16-channel digital output
port. The adapter also in
cludes two timers: a 32-bit

timer for programmable
sampling rates and a 16-bit
user timer/counter for use as
an event counter. program
mable rate generator. or for
a programmable delay. The
adapter can be attached to
an optional Data Acquisition
and Control Adapter Dis
tribution Panel. providing
easier access to its signals.
voltages. and grounds. Also
available is a Programming
Support package including a
subroutine library accessible

from several high-level lan
guages. The adapter costs
$1275. the optional Distribu
tion Panel is $245. and the
Programming Support soft
ware is $160.
The IBM Personal Com
puter GPIB Adapter is a
half-size card that provides
an interface for up to 14
devices that use the ANSI/
IEEE-488 standard. It is
priced at $395 . Optional
GPIB Adapter Programming
Support. which allows high-

level language access to
subroutines to control or
monitor up to 48 devices
using four adapters. costs
$85.
IBM also announced a
2 56K-byte memory expan
sion on a 5-inch card. priced
at $489.
For complete information.
contact IBM Corp .. Entry
Systems Division. POB 1328.
Boca Raton. FL 33432. (800)
44 7-4 700.
Circle 602 on inquiry card.

Desk Accessories from Software Arts
potlight is a memory
resident program that
includes a set of six desktop
management utilities for the
IBM Personal Computer. The
programs include a note
pad. a phone list. an ap
pointment calendar. a calcu
lator. an index-card file. and
a DOS Filer. which allows ac
cess to some DOS com
mands from within another
program.
Each of the six utilities
can be called at any time
from within most PC-DOS
programs. and it will appear
as a pop-up window. The
Appointment Book allows
you to keep track of ap
pointments in the near and
distant future and to set
alarms to alert you as the
appointment approaches.
The Calculator utility allows
you to use the numeric key
pad and nearby keys as a
memory calculator and to
paste results into an applica
tion program. The Filer can
be used to view a directory.
to view the contents of a
text file. or to erase. copy.
or rename files.
ffi'ief notes entered in the
eight-page Note Pad can be
copied to a file or left in the
note pad for later reference.
You can use the Phone
Book utility to store up to
500 names. numbers. and
related informa.tion. in each

S
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of 36. possible phone lists.
Each entry is a free-form in
dex card. and text anywhere
on the card can be searched
for later. The Index Card File

is a more general-purpose
version of the Phone Book
and permits 36 additional
lists of 500 entries each.
disk space permitting.

Each program is accessed
by typing the Shift and
Alternate keys simultaneous
ly with one other key. The
utility programs themselves
are not copy-protected. but
because Spotlight's memory
resident portion is. the
master disk must be in a
drive to initially install
Spotlight.
Spotlight requires an IBM
PC. PC XT. or Compaq com
puter. one disk drive. I 28K
bytes of RAM (the program
occupies at least 72K bytesl.
and DOS 2.0 or higher; a
second drive and more
memory will improve its per
formance. It can be installed
on a hard disk. Spotlight is
priced at $149.95. For more
information. contact Soft
ware Arts. 27 Mica Lane.
Wellesley. MA 02181. (61 7)
431-6500.
Circle 603 on inquiry card.

Apple Announces 512K Macintosh, Software, Upgrade

...........................................................................................

pple Computer recently
announced a version of
its Macintosh personal com
puter with 512 K bytes of
RAM. The Macintosh 5I 2K
costs S319 5. The price of
the first Macintosh. available
with I 28K bytes. was
dropped from $2495 to
$219 5. and current owners
can buy a 5I 2K upgrade for

A

$99 5 from Apple dealers.
With the Macintosh 512K.
MacWrite can create docu
ments up to 80 pages long
and MacPaint and MacDraw
can create more complex
images.
Those who purchased the
128K Macintosh before
September 10. 1984. and
who buy the 512 K upgrade

before March 31. 198 5. will
also receive copies of Mac
Draw and MacProject at no
additional cost.
For more information. con
tact Apple Computer Inc ..
2052 5 Mariani Ave.. Cuper
tino. CA 95014. (408)
996-1010.
Circle 604 on inquiry card.
(continued)

The Super Organizer
Whenever you're using your
computer ... from start to finish of
your session Sidekick... will be there
... ready to serve. And it's as lightning·
fu.st and compact as only Borland knows
how to make it.
There's a notepad that has a full·
screen editor that can time and date
stamp your notes, and then save them to
disk. You can even pull information into
the notepad directly from the screen of
your "underlying" software.
Suppose you're working in Lotus and
the phone suddenly rings. Give your Sidekick
a call and it pops right up over Lotus with
the notepad you need. Or an appointment
calendar ... one you can never misplace.
What if you need to do a quick calcula·
t'S LOtUS 1-2·3
actlotl· 111a . k Notepad
lion? A keystroke instantly brings up the cal·
uere's sidekick itlth ln the SidekiCd fi'.011\ the
culator. And the results of your calculations
5L
dernea ·
.mporte
h
running un data that's been t right, that's t e
can even be transferred to your "underlying"
you can see
On the upper
softw.ire.
screen.
LOtUS. k calculator.
Need to make a phone call? Up pops your
Sidekic
personal phone directory. 'fype in the name you
want ... and Sidekick jumps right to the phone
or jot down a note,
number. Another keystroke, and the phone is
then you need Sidekick, too.
automatically dialed for you.••
''Only with Hayes Snt11r1nuxien1 and contptUibles,
There's lots more, too. You can move the Sidekick
windows anywhere on the screen you like. And you can have WHE111ER YOU'RE RUNNING
as many on screen at a time as you need. There's even an
LOWS, \\ORDSTAR, dBASE OR WHATIVER ..•
on-line help window for each of Sidekick's features.
JUST A KEYSTROKE
We designed it because we needed it. If you've
ever been writing a report and needed AND A SIDEKICK WINDOW
to do a quick calculation, OPENS •••

"SIDEKJCK IS A
$50 SOLUTION
TO A $5,000 PROBLEM. ''
Garry Ray, PC WEEK,
July l4 . 198-i,

• A CALCUIATOR
• A NOTEPAD

• AN AlITO DIALER
• A PHONE DIRECTORY

• AN APPOINTMENT CALENDAR

• AN ASCD TABLE

YOU fAN ORDER YOUR COPY OF SIDEKICK™TODAY!
For VISA and MasterCard orders call Toll Free 1-800-255-8008 in California 1-800-742-1133
(lines open 24 hours, 7 days a week) Dealer Distributor Inquiries Welcome 408-438·8400

SIDEIUCIP" $49.95
Non-copy protected
Version: $79.95
(Plus $5.00 shipping and handling.)
Check D
VISA D

Money Order D
MasterCard D

- - - ---====

Card#
Expiration Date _ _ _ __

fr.""'' non<fJ/11prot«llldt"""lon onJy.

'PC

Please be sure your computer is an IBM PC, AT, XT, jr., or
true compatible!
NAME ----==------------~
ADDRESS

•) BORlAnf

CITY/STATE/ZIP - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

II)) INTER NAT IONAL

California residents add 6% sales tax. Outside U.S.A. add $15.00. (If outside of
U.S.A. payment must be by bank draft payable in the U.S. and in U.S. dollars.)
Sorry, no C.0.D. or Purchase Orders.
s G1 5

Borland International
4113 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, California 95066
TELEX: 172373

TELEPHONE _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Circle 42 on inquiry card.

WHAT'S NEW

..........................................................·.................................

MacStation Organizes Macintosh and Peripherals
icroRain's MacStation
reduces the footprint
of Apple's Macintosh com
puter and peripherals by
better organizing them. The
Macintosh's lrnagewriter (or
other) printer rests on the
top of MacStation. above
the Macintosh. with paper
feeding from a slot in the
stand. 'l\vo storage spaces.
for storing manuals. a sec
ond disk drive. a modern. or
disks. are included on each
side of the stand. Access to
the Macintosh's power. reset
and interrupt switches is
provided. MicroRain says the
plastic case matches the tex
ture and color of the Macin
tosh and provides excellent
ventilation.
MacStation is priced at
$95. For complete informa
tion. contact MicroRain
Corp.. POB 96008. Bellevue.
WA 98009. (800) 54 7-4000.
Dept. 403; in Oregon. (503)
684-3000. Dept. 403.

M

Factfinder: Free-Form Filing on the Macintosh
···~~··················~· - ························~········································

actfinder is a free-form
filing system for the
Apple Macintosh computer.
Rather than setting up data
fields. you enter data freeforrn in a fact-sheet window.
which can be grouped with
other fact sheets into a
stack. Factfinder uses pull
down menus. command
keys, and task-specific win-

FACfftNDER

dows. as well as MacWrite
like text-editing features.
Information can be typed
directly into a fact sheet.
pasted from the clipboard.
or loaded from another file.
Keywords or phrases are in
dexed by marking them or
by typing them into an
"automatic keyword" list for
related fact sheets. A fact-

sheet stack can be locked to
prevent accidental modifica
tion.
The size of each fact sheet
is limited only by the com
puter's memory: each fact
sheet stack must be under I
megabyte. Factfinder works
with the Macintosh and the
Lisa 2 with Mac\Vorks; it
also supports the 'Iecrnar
MacDrive and Davong Mac
Disk hard disks. It should be
available this month for a
list price of $150. including
a free copy of the game
Reversi.
Forethought plans to an
nounce several more pro
grams for the Macintosh
soon. For more information.
contact Forethought Inc ..
1973 Landings Dr.. Mountain
View. CA 94043. (800)
622-9273; in California. (415)
961-4720.
Circle 606 on inquiry card.
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andy's newest com
puter. the Tundy 1200
HD Personal Computer. is
compatible with IBM's PC
XT system. The 1200 HD in
cludes an 8088 processor.
256K bytes of RAM (ex
pandable to 640K). a
parallel interface port. a
360Kcbyte floppy-disk drive.
a IO-megabyte hard-disk
drive. and three additional
expansion slots. The list
price is $2999; the MS-DOS
operating system and Micro
soft BASIC are available
separately for $89.95 each.
The keyboard is identical to
the IBM PC's except that the
left Shift key and Reverse
Slash key have been
swapped. and LEDs are in
cluded on the Nurn Lock
and Caps Lock keys.
Like 1andy's earlier MS·
DOS computer. the 1andy
2000. the Tundy 1200 HD
does not include a display
adapter or monitor. A
monochrome-display
adapter card is available for
$219; a monochrome moni
tor is also $219. A color
graphics display adapter.
which also supports mono
chrome graphics. is $299.
and a color display is
$549.95.
Several 'lecrnar expansion
cards can be purchased. in
cluding the $695 Graphics
Master. which provides 640
by 400-pixel color graphics
in 16 colors. 1ecrnar's Cap
tain multifunction board.
with serial and parallel
ports. a 384 K-byte memory.
and a clock/calender. costs
$795 . 1andy will also offer
third-party software for the
1200 HD. including Word
Star. dBASE Ill. and Soft
ware Publishing's PFS
series. For further details.
contact 1andy Corp.. One
1andy Center. Fort Worth.
TX 76102. (8171 390
3021.

T

Circle 605 on inquiry card.
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Tandy 12 00 ls
PC XT Compatible

Circle 607 on inquiry card.
(continued)

NEW PRODUCT NEWS
FROM TELETEK
Systemaster 11. Responding to

SBC 86/87. As the name indi

Teletek Z-150 MB . Teletek is

market demand for speed and in
creased versatility, Teletek is proud
to announce the availability of the
next generation in 8-bit technology
- the new Systemaster 11 ! The
Systemaster II will offer two CPU
::>ptions, either a Z80B running
:it 6 MHz or a Z80H running at
8 MHz, 128K of parity checked
RAM, two RS232 serial ports with
on-board drivers (no paddle
boards required), two parallel
ports, or optional SCSI or IEEE-488
port. The WO floppy disk control
ler will simultaneously handle
8" and 5114'' drives. A Zilog Z-80
OMA controller will provide in
stant communications over the bus
between master

cates, Teletek's new 16-bit slave
board has an Intel 8086 CPU with
an 8087 math co-processor op
tion. This new board will provide
either 128K or 512 K of parity
checked RAM. Two serial ports
are provided with individually
programmable baud rates. One
Centronics-compatible parallel
port is provided. When teamed up
with Systemaster II under TurboDOS
1.3, this 5MHz or 8MHz multi
user, multi-processing, combina
tion cannot be beat in speed or
feature flexibility!

the first to offer a RAM expansion
board designed specifically for the
Z-150/Z-160 from Zenith. The
Teletek Z-150 MB is expandable
from 64K to 384K. Bring your
Z-150uptoitsfull potential by
adding 320K of parity checked
RAM (or your IBM PC, Columbia,
Compaq, Corona, Eagle, or Seequa
to their full potential). The Teletek
Z-150 MB optionally provides
a game port for use when your
portable goes home or a clock/
calendar with battery backup!
Evaluate th e Systemaster II, SBC
86/87 or Teletek Z-150 MB for
30 days under Teletek's Eval
1ation Program . A
money-back guarantee
is provided if not com
pletely satisfied! All
reletek products carry
:i 3-year warranty.

=--. . -===-=~~~'1'

SBC 86187,
,
W I
. .u.,/
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suit is un
Mr~=-z.
precedented
performance.
Systemaster II will run under
CP/M 3.0 or TurboDOS 1.3, and
fully utilize the bank switching
features of these operating systems.

0
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TELETEK
4600 Pell Drive
Sacramento, CA 95838
(916) 920-4600
Telex #4991834
Answer back - Teletek

Kode Limited
Station Road
Caine, Wiltshire
SN11 OJR England
tel: 0249-813771
telex: 449335

In Canada:
MAE Microsystems
8255 Mountain Sights,Ste.150
Montreal, Quebec
1-J4P1 Wl Canada
tel : 514-341-1210

Name~------~

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ __

WHAT'S NEW

Gould Colorwriter Plotters

...........................................................................................................................

he Gould Colorwriter
6300 Series color plot
ters have on-board software
and interfaces to link them
to most computers. Model
6310 is a 7-pen plotter for
paper up to 8Vi by 11
inches. The I 0-pen Model
6320 handles paper up to
11 by 17 inches. A con
tinuous roll is an option that
eliminates the need to
change paper manually.
Both plotters can use any of
several pen types on paper.
transparencies. or foils. A
self-checking facility. simple
touch controls. and electro
static paper hold-down are
also standard features. Writ
ing speed is 16 inches per
second. or 20 ips with the
pen up. The plotter's ad
dressable resolution is 0.001
inch.
Built-in firmware includes
Gould's own graphics lan
guage. with Hewlett-Packard
graphics language-based
protocols. For added flex
ibility. the plotter's PROM
can be replaced to accom
modate additional graphics
standards. Three character

T

sets. including a scientific/
Greek alphabet. are stored
in ROM. Other features in
clude variable line fonts;
cross-hatching. bar. and pie
chart capability; arc and cir
cle generation; character
rotation and slant and

zoom and window controls.
Either Colorwriter is avail
able with an RS-232C or
IEEE-488 interface and with
a 2K-. 8K-. or I 6K-byte buf
fer. An optional digitizing
sight. for feedback to the
computer. is also available.

Cermetek Modem Reduces Chance of Unauthorized Access
he Cermetek Security
Modem prevents un
authorized access to your
computer system by offering
four levels of security. This
Hayes-compatible 300-/
1200-bps modem can be
programmed to require all
callers to enter a password.
After a correct password is

T

entered. the modem hangs
up and calls the phone
number associated with that
password. (Up to 2 5 pass
words and numbers can be
stored.) Alternately. the
modem can call back on a
second phone line. allow
password access without
callback. or be configured to

function as a Hayes
compatible modem without
password security.
The Cermetek Security
Modem creates an audit
trail listing all valid and in
valid attempts to access the
computer. A dial-out pass
word can be required to
prevent unauthorized out
going computer calls. A key
is needed to change the
modem's security level.
passwords. or callback
numbers. Standard features
include auto-dial and auto
answer. It costs $695. For
more details. contact
Cermetek Microelectronics
Inc.. 1308 Borregas Ave .
Sunnyvale. CA. 94088-3565.
(408) 752-5055.
Circle 609 on inquiry card.
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Prices for the Colorwriter
6300 series begin at S199 5.
Contact Marketing Services.
Gould Inc .. Recording Sys
tems Division. 3631 Perkins
Ave.. Cleveland. OH 44114 .
(216) 361-3 315 .
Circle 608 on inquir y card.

Oic·Stor·Plus
Expansion Unit
ic-Stor-Plus is an expan
sion unit for the IBM
Personal Computer that
adds a hard disk. a tape
drive for backup. and five
additional expansion slots.
Available with 20-. 52-. or
8 5-megabyte hard-disk
drives. the Oic-Stor-Plus can
be used to expand a single
PC or to create a multiuser
system using Alloy's PC
Slave/16 expansion cards.
Prices for Oic-Stor-Plus
start at S5595. For more in
formation. contact Alloy
Computer Products Inc.. I00
Pennsylvania Ave.. Framing
ham. MA 01701. (61 7)
875-6100.

Q

Circle 610 on inquiry card.
(continued on page 520)
Circle 405 on Inquiry card. -.....

INTRODUCING THE AT&T
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PERSONAL COMPUTER.
The personal computer game is ready for
business-and now it's your move. Tu win
the game your company needs a fast,
flexible, reliable personal computer that
enables you to call the shots.
Go directly to the new AT&T
Personal Computer.
The AT&T Personal Computer is more
than just a superior piece of hardware.
Behind it is a commitment to a better way
of managing information and communi
cations. One that can pay off handsomely
in increased productivity and profits.
Because our AT&T PC is designed to
be flexible enough to meet all your busi
ness needs-today and in the future.
Whether you use it as a stand-alone
workstation or as a team player in a fully
integrated system, you'll find our PC a
high-performance machine. And a hard
working addition to your office.
Its fast processing and high-resolution
graphics will help make any computer
task a computing pleasure. In addition,
you can expect more standard features.
More expansion slots. More options for
future growth.

OFF-THE-SHELF SORWARE
DOES THE JOB
Driven by the MS-DOS* operating
system, the AT&T PC runs the most pop
ular off-the-shelf software for a wide range

of business applications. Financial analysis.
Forecasting. Budgeting. Word processing.
Inventory. The AT&T PC does it all.
And its flexibility means that when it's
time to expand, our PC will actually make
your computer growing pains painless.
With our unique PC Interface it can be
linked to the more sophisticated, higher
capacity world of the UNIX** System V
Operating System-the AT&T Computer
"brain" that is emerging as the operating
system standard for multi-user, multi
tasking machines.

THE AT&T TRADITION CONTINUES
Some things about our PC cannot be
measured in bits and bytes, but are of
immeasurable value.
For instance, the unmatched service
and support of AT&T. The built-in relia
bility...:....and outstanding quality-of our
products. The century-long tradition of
technological innovation and personal
attention to detail.
Think about it. Then make your move
to the AT&T Personal Computer, from
AT&T Information Systems.
'lb get in on the game, call your AT&T
Account Executive, visit an Authorized
AT&T PC Dealer. or call 1800 247-1212.

AT&T INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
WHEN YOU'VE GOT TO BE RIGHT.

A·S·K B·Y·T·E

Conducted by Steve Ciarcia
TRANSIENTS
Dear Steve.
Thank you for a lucid discussion of the
types and consequences of power-line
transients (December 1983). When my
wife started using our Heath H-89 for pro
fessional word processing. the attenuation
of these transients suddenly became a
major concern: for us. the combination of
an isolation transformer and MOVs (metal
oxide varistors) seems to have dramati
cally decreased the incidence of glitches.
especially with respect to disk-writing
operations.
Your advice regarding the installation of
multiple MOVs is something most people
should consider. Some computers seem
to be susceptible to spikes to a lesser or
greater degree than others; for most peo
ple. it isn't worth the few dollars saved to
find out that their machine is among the
latter.
I have one comment regarding your sug
gested use of MOVs: the l 30-V MOV to be
soldered between the neutral and ground
wires will suppress only a truly major spike
because the normal voltage differential
between these points is I or 2 V at most.
caused by losses across the actual house
wiring. Wouldn't it be more effective to
employ an MOV with the minimum value
obtainable? The RCA SK Series catalog in
dicates that 14-V MOVs are available;
although the energy absorption rating is
lower. I would think their use is more ap
propriate. The other two MOVs should. of
course. be 130-V items. and your readers
should exercise special care to assure that
the low-voltage MOV gets strung across
the neutral and qround lines only.
As we are on the subject of spikes. I
might add that a disruptive. if not com
mon. source of transient voltage can come
from inside your computer. For some time.
we experienced occasional odd screen
behavior. as evidenced by spurious char
acters or by text appearing in the wrong
part of the screen.
After opening the chassis. I found
strands of dirt. much like cobwebs.
stretched between the f!yback coil's high
voltage lead and a nearby memory-expan
sion board. The static charge that had ac
cumulated made cleaning quite difficult.
48
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After cleaning. I moved the lead away
from the electronics. closer to the
monitor's tube. Mirabile dictu. no more
screen glitches! Although the charge
generated by static buildup contains lit
tle energy. the voltage levels are such that
they can wreak havoc on computer elec
tronics.
CLYDE NEWMAN

Agoura. CA
It is true that the normal voltage dif·
ferential between the common and
neutral lines ofhousehold wiring is smaJ/.
I was concerned with the possibility of
an induced voltage on this line caused by
coupling of some sort. Also, one must
consider Murphy's law when using
devices with different voltage ratings.

-Steve

CP/M 2.2
Dear Steve.
I am the proud owner of a Microstar
single-board computer from the Micro V
Corporation. Unfortunately, it cannot run
higher application programs like MOBS or
CalcStar because it uses CP/M version 1.14
and I need 2.2. which I have. but in an in
stalled form for another hardware con
figuration.
How should I patch the 2.2 source to run
on my hardware? Is there any book de
scribing in more detail the alteration pro
cess? Or is there anybody selling CP/M 2.2
for a Microstar (twin 8-inch disks. single
density. double-sided)?
ROMAN SIGMUND

Vienna, Austria
I am not aware ofanyone selling a ver·
sion of CPIM 2.2 for the Microstar. but
Digital Research has a newsletter that ad·
dresses quesUons of this nature. Write to
Digital Research News, POB 5 79, Pacific
Grove. CA 93950.
Installing a version of CPIM 2.2 on your
system will involve techniques that are
quite complicated. If you are not an ex
perienced assembly-language program·
mer. attempting this instaJ/ation might
become very frustrating. If you are ex·
perienced in 8080 assembly language
and want to attempt the installation, a

good place to start is The Programmer's
CP/M Handbook by Andy Johnson-Laird
(Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1983). -Steve

FASTER DATA PROCESSING
Dear Steve.
I have an Apple 11 + and want to process
data faster. Will a 3-MHz 6502B work in
the Apple II+ if I cool it with a small fan
or will it only give me problems?
L. B. KIRKENDALL
Hot Springs, AR

Adding a 65028 microprocessor chip
to your Apple II+ will not increase your
processing speed. The chip has the capa
bility of operating at higher clock speeds
but will not do so unless the clock fre
quency is increased. Jn addition, the
memory chips will have to be changed
to take advantage of the faster read/write
cycles, and the 110 routines in the
monitor ROM will have to be rewritten.
Jn short it is not a simple change. Ac·
cessory boards are available that will
enable your Apple II+ to run faster. They
incorporate all the changes necessary
and interface without problems. One
such board is The Accelerator I/ from
Titan Technologies, POB 8050, Ann
Arbor. MI 48/07, (313) 973-8422.-Steve

..................... .................

6502 PROCESSOR
'

Dear Steve.
While Ronnie Kelly's use of the ROY line
solves the timing problems he en
countered with the Z80-based Ferguson
Big Board (Ask BYTE. December 1983.
page 556). it is unlikely to solve Mr.
Beighe's problem using the 58167 clock
chip in the Apple (Ask BYTE. April 1983.
page 46 5). The 6 502 requires the J<UY line
to go low either during phase I or during
the first I 00 ns of phase 2. Since Mr.
Beighe's circuit uses the pin I 170 SELECT
line on the Apple bus to drive the 58167
CS pin. the clock won't be selected until
well after the beginning of phase 2 (two
74LSI 38 decoders are chained to decode
the pin I signals in the Apple II; they are
synchronized with the system clock. and
the delay through them is at least 15-2 5
(continued)

If you're lool<ing for
a quality monitor, tool< for this symbol.
HX-12. A high resolution
monitor at a medium
resolution price.

The SR-12 delivers even
better resolution color for
a better-than-ever price.

MAX-12. You won't find a
better monochrome monitor
for a better price.

HX-12 is a high resolution RGB color
monitor that's colorful enough for all your
graphics needs and sharp enough for
word processing.

At first glance, the SR-12 might appear
similar to the HX-12with a non-glare
screen and .31 mm dot pitch supporting
690 horizontal resolution. But take a closer
look. SR-12's scan frequency is 31.5 KHz,
allowing the SR-12 to support 480 vertical
resolution in non-interlaced mode. That
means a high-quality, flickerless image
with text that's up to monochrome
standards. What's more, you get all
that quality for $799.
For ful I compatibility with all IBM software,
get the Princeton Scan Doubler. Priced
at $249, it allows you to run the SR-12 from
a standard IBM or IBM equivalent color
card in the IBM PC.

PGS combines easy-on-the-eyes amber
phosphor and exceptional BOO x 350
resolution to give you the MAX-12, the best
monochrome monitor for your money.

With its own cabletha t plugs directly into
the IBM PC, the HX-12 delivers a rainbow
of 16colorson a non-glare screen. All that
includes clean whites without red bleed.
In fact, all the colors a re clean and crisp
thanks to the HX-12's .31 mm dot pitch and
690 x 240 (non-interlaced) resolution.
Shop around. Nothing else compares to
the HX-12 priced atjust$695.

Check the non-glare screen. Dynamic
focusing circuitry keeps the image sharp,
not only in the center, but around the
edges and in the corners. Then check
the price. At$249the MAX-12 is less
expensive than the leading green-0n
black competitor. And there's more. The
MAX-12 works with the IBM PC and other
IBM compatibles.
For clarity, performance and price, your
choice is clear. Make it the new MAX-12.

You can't beat the SR-12 for resolution or
price.

IBM " PC are registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation.

© Copyright 1984 Princeton Graphic Systems.
All rights reserved.

An Intelligent Systerns Cornpany

Circle 339 on inquiry card.

Princeton Graphic Systems
170 Wall Street, Princeton, N.J. 08540
(609) 683-1660/(800) 221-1490 EXT. 31
Telex: 821402 PGS PRIN

Circle 44 7 on inquiry card.

COMPUTER
BROKERAGE
SERVICES

ASK BYTE

"We do the Shopping for You"

800/233-1147
r.iiiiiil

TX Residents

~ 713/240-5515

•l'IS4•

4242 BLUEBONNET• STAFFORD, TX 77477
reen
m er ..... .
Direct IBM Plug In
115 Green/116 Amber ... .. .125/130
411 RGB-IBM Look Alike ... ..... 365
High Res/With mono switch
425 RGB-IBM Look Alike ....... .465
Super High Res/With mono switch
AMDEK New Color Monitors . . . .. ...... CALL
310 Direct IBM Plug In .. . .. . . .. CALL
300 Amber/Green ... . . ... .... CALL

: I

I

•

I

TE MAR II Bm1rds . .. ... .... . . .. SAVE$$$
TAXAN Monocard with Parallel Port .. . ... 199
Color Graphics Card .... . . ..... .165
PERSYST .. .. .... . ... . .. ... . . .. . .. CALL
APSTEK HandiOne Plus/1 yr. warranty . . . . 195
Same features as Six Pac Plus But Much Low
er Priced Bare Memory Board 256K . .. .120

PRINTERS

OKIDATA All Models . .. . .. .. .... .. SAVE$$$
EPSON All Models . .... . . .... .. BEST PRICE
PANASONIC 1090 . . . ... .. .. LOWEST PRICE
1091 .. . .. .... .. . ... .. . CALL
TOSHIBA P1351 /P1340 ...... . . . .. SAVE$$$
Tl 855 .. . ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... . ... .. CALL
NEC LO PRINTERS .. . ... ... ........ . CALL
OIABLO LO PRINTERS ........... . ... CALL
TTX LO PRINTER w/Pin Feed Guide ...... 370
STAR PRINTERS All Models . .. ... . . SAVE$$$

I I
ANCHOR

AR XII . ......... . ... . ... 245
MARK X .. .. . ...... ..... .... 105
MARK VII .... ... .. . . . . .. . . .. 89
HAYES .. . . .. . . . .. ... .. ... . . .. .. . . CALL

DISK DRIVES

TANDOM TM100-2 . . .. . . ....... ... 195.00
TEAC HALF HEIGHT FLOPPY . . . . . .. .. 175.00
12 INTERFACE Internal 10 Meg . .. . .. .. . CALL
External 10 Meg/Will boot from Disk SAVE$$$

terfacing the 58167 with a 6502 system.
All the functions of the 58167 can be
reliably obtained in a 6 502 system if both
ports of an interface adapter such as the
6520 or 6522 are used.
Three 74LS374 latch packages and
some gates can also be used to get a fully
functional interface.

ns). The 58167 can take up to 150 ns to
send the lmY' line low. Add the delay
through the 7407 buffer. and it is unlikely
that RT5Y on the Apple bus will get low
early enough. The system may hang.
Apple lie decoding is different but the
situation similar.
Another serious problem can be caused
by the fact that the 6502 processor
doesn't permit wait states during write
cycles. This. combined with the way it ex
ecutes write cycles (first reading then
writing the target address) plus the fact
that the output buffers on the transceivers
Apple uses to drive the data bus are Tri
stated during phase I (transceivers in
"receive" configuration). makes it extreme
ly difficult for the 58167 to reliably latch
the data written to it even if Mr. Beighe's
circuit is modified by Mr. Kelly's addition.
If the system doesn't hang. it will stop at
the next read cycle and wait until ROY
goes high-not very useful if you want to
write data to the clock.
The Apple Ill computer has a socket on
board for the 58167. but it was never
offered by the compan y (even though rou
tines for it were written into the SOS
operating system) because it couldn't get
all the functions to operate reliably. The
Apple Ill has the 58167 D0-07 pins tied
directly to the bus and drives AO-A4 .
READ. WRITE. and CS with the B port of
a 6522 PIA. While this arrangement allows
most clock functions to operate normal
ly. the latch and counter resets aren't com
pletely reliable. and the GO command is
inoperative This is a good example of a
half-a-loaf approach to the problem of in-

...

COMPUTERS

FRANK KUECHMANN

Vancouver, WA
Thank you very much for your letter.
You correctly point out some of the prob
lems with this slow chip and a way to
solve them-Steve
Dear Steve.
I've noticed at least one company that
offers a plug-in enhancement board for
the Apple II that makes use of the faster
(3-MHz) 6502B chip.
Why don't more manufacturers of 6502
based machines offer a speed-up option.
such as the so-called GT series that Ohio
Scientific used to sell?
What would have to be changed (other
than the processor. using faster memory
chips. and altering the clock speed and
possibly the 1/0 timing routines in the
operating system) to treble the crunching
speed of 6502-based machines?
How much would these changes cost if
performed on one machine? How much
difference in cost would there be if the
manufacturers incorporated this change
on the assembly line?
DAVID T. MORSE

Starkville. MS
[conti nued)

....
ICJ

Hile

?101
VCO

SWITCHBOXES Parallel 2/3 Position .. 96/109
Serial 2/3 Position .... 66/84
DESK TOP PRINTER STANDS Lg./Sm . . . 29/24
DUST COVERS . . ... . . .. . .. . . . ..... . CALL
OISKBANK MEDIA MATE 5 ..... . . . ...... 12
Holds 50 Diskettes
CABLES IBM PARALLEL .... . . ... .. .. . .. 19
PRINTER BUFFERS ... ... ...... . .. . . CALL
DISKETTES Nasua DSDD . .. . . . . . .. . .. .17
SURGE SUPPRESSORS/All Types .BEST PRICE

TERMS• We guarantee our products against
Manufacturer's defects . • Add 3% for shipping
charges. $5.00 minimum. • Checks: Allow two
weeks for clearance. • Texas orders +6% Sales
Tax. • C.O.D.'s payable w/certified check,
money order or cash.
Availability and prices subject to change.
IBM is a registered trademark.
APPROVED CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME.
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Figure I: Part of the original cirrnit with an analog multiplexer added.
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Elsewhere

0 $37 (surface mail), U.S. Funds enclosed

D BILL ME. If I'm not completely satisfied with my first copy,
I'll simply write "cancel" across your invoice, mail it back, and
my subscription will be cancelled.
D Bill Mastercard
D Check Enclosed
D Bill VISA
Please allow 6-8 weeks for processing your subscription.

Name - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - 

Address - - -- - - -- -- - - - -- - - 
City/State/Zip - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 

Card

/1

Signature

' off newsstand price of $42.00

Expires_
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THE BEST LITTLE WAREHOUSE
IN ATLANTA.
When acompany is called on to sell as many computer products as
we do, it's necessary to stock aselect quantity and quality. Acomprehen
sive selection of PC enhancements. Awide choice in Networking and
Protocol conversion products for the corporate buyer. Printers for both
the business professional and the home and end-user as well as dozens
of people dedicated solely to account support. All under one roof.

HOW MICRO MART STACKS UP.

Inside our 40,000 square foot Service and Distribution Center you'll find
the world's most popular IBM compatible peripherals and accessories.
We're geared to ship hundreds of products daily to customers all over the
world.It's easy to see why Micro Mart is the Nation's largest supplier of
leading software and hardware.

SIZE, SERVICE & SUPPORT.

Micro Mart delivers and keeps on delivering. That's apromise that keeps
us moving. With over a hundred people to serve you,we invite you to call
us and check us out. Ask aPC Specialist for advice, or talk with an expert
from the Corporate Accounts Division.Order today and we'll ship today,

but we won't stop there. Our Technical Support and Customer Service
Groups are the finest in the land. They'll not only get you up and run
ning, but see you to the finish line.
CALL FOR EXPERT ADVICE AND YOUR BEST
PRICE. FOR THE MICRO MART LOCATION NEAREST
YOU CALL 1-404-449-8089 OR 1-800-241-8149.
When you need the right product at the right price,call Micro Mart.
We have the necessary inventory and we'll give it to you fast. Show this
ad to your purchasing agent.

America's PC Specialist
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Technology Corporate Campus
3159 Campus Drive, Norcross, Georgia 30071

Micro Mart isa registered trademark of Micro Mart. Inc.

ATLANTA, NEW ORLEANS, CHARLOTTE, LOUISVILLE, NASHVILLE, RALEIGH, FT., LAUDERDALE,
ORLANDO, TAMPA, MIAMI, TYSON'S CORNER, ROCKVILLE.
Circle 273 o n inquir y card.
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The complexity of the changes re
quired to install a speed-up option to the
6502 (or other microprocessors) when
weighed against the benefits does not
make economic sense. For example, such
a speed-up could be added to a VIC-20,
probably at a cost greater than the com
puter. but it may render many commer
cial programs unusable because of tim
ing problems, and the speed increase
would probably not be appreciated by
many users. For games and graphics, the
speed of present computers is adequate.
Only when significant number crunching
or database searching is involved does
a speed increase become important.
Isn't changing "the processor, using
faster memory chips, and altering the
clock speed and possibly the 110 timing
routines in the operating system" to in
crease processor speed enough? A com
puter could be designed with the added
speed, but it is more practical to go to
a 16- or 32-bit processor.-Steve

uear :>(eve.

In your article on building a computer
ized weather station (February 1982. page
38). you described a circuit that converts
temperature to frequency in control
systems.
How can this circuit be adapted so that
multiple temperature inputs could be in
put to the system and identified and ser
viced. if necessary? I realize that a DIA cir
cuit would be needed for the servicing.
I have a Big Board computer system with
tin y BASIC. I feel that designing the pro
gram around this system would be similar
to that of the Z8. with possibl y more 1/0
options.
Thank you for any help.
DACE

R.

SMITH

Huntsville, TX
Whenever signals from several different
sources are to be fed into a single receiv
ing unit. you should search for some kind
of multiplexer to do the job. In the case
' of the digital-thermometer circuit. it is
best to do the multiplexing in the analog
portion of the circuit, as shown in figure
I. This figure is a redrawing of a portion
of the original thermometer circuit from
my artide with an analog multiplexer
(MUX-08) added. The MUX-08 (IC5) is an
analog multiplexer made by Precision
Monolithics Inc .. and it is used to select
one of eight different thermometer chan
nels. The channel selected is determined
(continued)
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NEW C COMPILERS
AZTEC C68K for MACINTOSH
Vl'V< cross compliers

C TOOLS & AIDS
Z editor (like Vi), C TUTOR compiler, PHACT database,
C GRAFX, UNI-TOOLS I, QUICK C, BABY BLUE for PC
to CP /M cross, QUADLINK for PC to APPLE cross

AZTEC C65
"C" compiler for APPLE DOS 3.3, ProDOS or COMMODORE 64
VED editor, SHELL, UNIX & math libraries
/PRO-library source, ROM. overlays

CROSS COMPILERS
Compile &link on HOST-test on TARGET machine
HOSTS: UNIX, PC DOS, CP/M-86, CP/M-80, VENIX, PCIX, APPLE
TARGETS: PC DOS, CP/M-86, CP/M-80, APPLE, RADIO SHACK,
COMMODORE 64, other hosts and targets available

PRICES
AZTEC C II C COMPILER

AZTEC C86 C COMPILER
PC DOS MSDOS
CP/M-86
BOTH
C86/PRO
/PRO UPGRADE
Z (VI EDITOR)
C TUTOR COMPILER
PHACT DATABASE
C GRAFX
SUPERDRAW
UNI-TOOLS I
QUICK C

249
249
399
499
250
125
99
299
99
299
99
125

CP/M
Cll/PRO
/PRO UPGRADE
TRS 80 MODEL 3
TRS 80 MODEL 4
TRS 80 PRO (3 & 4)

199
349
150
149
199
299

AZTEC C CROSS COMPILERS
PDP-11 HOST
PC DOS HOST
CP/M-86 HOST
CP/M-80 HOST
APPLE HOST
VAX HOST
MACINTOSH

2000
750
750
750
750
CALL
CALL

TARGETS
PC DOS
CP/M-86
CP/M-80
APPLE
RADIO SHACK
COMMODORE 64
MACINTOSH

AZTEC C65 C COMPILER

MANX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
Box SS
Shrewsbury, NJ 07701
TELEX: 4995812

APPLE DOS 3.3
PRODOS
E EDITOR

199
CALL
99
TRS 80 RADIO SHACK TRS DOS is a trademark of TANDY
APPLE DOS MACINTOSH is a trademark of APPLE.

TO ORDER OR FOR INFORMATION:

CALL: 800-221-0440 (outside NJ)
201-780-4004 (NJ)

Australia: Blue Sky lndustries-2A Blakesley St.-Chatswood NSW2067 -Australia 61-2419-5579
England: TAMSYS LTD- Pilgrim House-2-6 William St. -Windsor, Berkshire SL4 1BA- England - Telephone Windsor 56747
Shipping: per compiler nexl day USA $20, 2 days USA $6, 2 days worldwide $75, Canada $10, airmail oulside USA & Canada $20
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs. GP IM, GP I M·80 and GP I M-86 are trademarks of ORI. PC DOS is a trademark of IBM. MS DOS is a trademark of MICROSOFT.
N.J. residents add 6% sales tax.
Circle 2 55 on inquiry card.
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FOR YOUR
BOTTOM LINE.
Lotus

••••

1-2-3

'B09

(WS/MM/SS/S~

WordStar Options ak
(MM/SS/SI)
XYWrite II+

Co~da;,al,fr

f219
159
$189
f239
299
1269
199
$ 95
$Call
J169
109
$249
19
219

COMMUNICATIONS/
PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
Crosstalk
Memory Shift
Move It
Prokey 3.0
Relay
Smartcom II

$179

11

dBase II
dBase Ill
DB plus
F11day
lnfoStar+
Knowledge man
PFS: F1le/PFS: Report
Powerbase
2u1ckCode
:base 4000
TIM IV
Versa form

p

279
369
r9
89
179
f89
299
$169
f239
159
$269
$249
$249

LANGUAGE5fvUTILITIES

$279

Concurrent w Windows
Digital Research
CCompiler ·
DR Fortran 77
Lattice ·c·
Microsoft CCompiler
MS Basic Compiler
MS Fortran
Norton Utilities

$189
$229

$219
$219
$219
$299
$309
$249
$239
$ 59

$329
~229
369
339
329
$309
$135
F99
579
$219

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

r29
269
159

ACCOUNTING MODULES

Harvard Project
Mananer
Microso Pro1ect
Sci Ior Project 5000
Vis1Schedule

R:base

4000

169
r39
299
199

BPI Accounting
IUS EasyBusiness System r69
319
369
MBA Accountinl
Open Systems ccounting
429
Peachr,ak 4 (GL/AP/AR)
$239
Peach ree Accounting
i299
Real World Accounting
469
Star Account11;ipPartner
(GL/AP/AR AY)
$249
Star Accounting Partner II S699

$119
$ 79
$109
$ 95
$ 99
$109

MultiMate

'Z69

'Z69

s4z9

GRAPHICS/ST ATISTICS

Alpha Data Base

SPREADSHEETS/
INTEGRATED PACKAGES
Aura 5
Elect11c Desk
Framework
Integrated 7
Jack 2
Lotus 1-2-3
Mult1ptan
Open Access
Smart System
SuperCalc 3
SRm£hony
T I olver
VisiCalc IV

sz79

DATABASE SYSTEMS

WORD PROCESSING/
EDITORS

Easywriter II System
Fancy Font
Final Word
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Word/Mouse
Mui II mate
Peach Text 5000
PFS: W11te
Samna Word Ill
Volkswriter Deluxe
The Word Plus (Oasis)
Word Perfect (SSI)
WordPlus·PC with The Boss
WordStar
WordStar Professional

WordStar
Professional ' Symphony

dBase Ill

Abs tat
BPS Business Graphics
Chartmaster
DR Draw
Energraph1cs w/Plotter
Execuv1s1on
Fast Graphs
Graphw11ter Combo
MS Chari' ·
PC Draw
PFS: Graph
S1gnmaster
Statpak-NWA
Statpac-Walonick

229
r9
259
199

rs

279
219
f399
169
$279
$ 95
$199
p29
299

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Management Edge
Think Tank

MINIFILE
$169
$129

HOME/PERSONAL FINANCE
Dollars and Sense
Financier II
Home Accountant Plus
Sundex-CPA

$119
$119
$ 99
$109

HARDWARE I
PERIPHERALS*
AST Six Pack Plus (64k)
Quadboard (Ok)
Hayes 1200B with
Smartcom
Hayes Smartmodem 1.200
Keytromc 5151 DLX
IRMA
Hercules Graphics Board
Epson FX·lOO Printer
Comrex II Printer
C ltoh Prowriter
Okidata 93A
Toshiba Pl35l 'P11nler
64K Memory

S269

SC.ti

$399

$489
$209
$995
$349
SCall

$Call

$Call
$689
$Call
$ 55

•(all fcor sh1pp1ng

AST• Pak

Smartmodem

Plus

12008

'Z69

by the digital inputs at pins AO through
A3 of IC5.
When the circuit is connected to your
Big Board. one of your output ports will
be needed to select the thermometer
channel. and one of your input ports will
be needed to accept the frequency data
from the selected thermometer Identi
fication of the proper thermometer is
handled by the 110 program you write to
select the thermometer.
If a DIA circuit is needed to service a
device being monitored by the thermom
eter circuit, see 'Analog Interfacing in the
Real World" (fanuary 1982. page 72). This
article should supply you with enough in
formation about DIA applications to
assist you in your project.-Steve

Dear Steve.
In the February Ask BYTE. you said that
Atek NC Corporation provided the
FDS-100 Minifile to interface equipment
for recording 5Y:l-inch disks.
I would like to clarify a few points. Greco
Systems is the original designer and manu
facturer of the FDS-100 Minifile. Atek was
our representative in the New England
area. Since last April the company has dis
continued marketing our products.
Last November we introduced the
FDS-200 Minifile. similar to the FDS-100
Minifile. but with many enhancements. I
would appreciate it if you would indicate
the FDS-200 instead of the FDS-100 in
future answers since our future develop
ments will concentrate on the new product.
MICHAEL BRADBURY

Director of Marketing
Greco Systems
El Cajon, CA

'B99

LOWEST PRICE
GUARANTEE!!
We will match current
nationally advertised
prices on most products.
can and compare.

Thanks for the update. -Steve •

.......................................
Steve Ciarcia answers ques- •
•

IN "ASK BYTE:·

tions on any area of microwmruting . The most
rerresentative questions received each month will
be answered and rublished. Do you have a nag
ging problem? Send your inquiry to
Ask BYTE
do Steve Ciarcia
POB 582

HERMS:
Chec i{s- allow i.4 d •)'' 10 clear . Oredll

~:~~~;:;:;c:~ ~~~ ~~;;~;P.~:n~::'d:o.
han tJling OPS haJ1c1- 1dll' $3.00,p,,ei· •rMI.
(UPS BJ.1111 !6 oo p et, l,.lf'J. NYS•it•
Rt t!lftll'W a.  1tia" aPiiJiCati/e3ales lax. All prices
sub1{Jcl lo change.

Softline Corporation

PD Box 729. Brooklyn. NY 11230
TELEX: 421047 ATLN UI
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Glastonbury. CT 0603 3
Due to the high volume of inquiries. personal
replies cannot be given. All letters and photo
grarhs become the rrorerty of Steve Ciarcia and
cannot be returned. Be sure to include ··Ask
BYTE"' in the address.
The "Ask BYTE" sUlff includes inanager Harv
Weiner and researchers Bill Curlew. Larry
Bregoli. Dick Sawyer. and Jeannette Dojan.

.......................................

A BUREAUCRAT'S
GUIDE TO WORD PROCESSING
Now, if it were you or I and we
oonted a word processing program
For our IBM-type PC we'd probably
stop off at our local computer
store and simply diddle with a few.
You and I, however, are not
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
(Nor any of its permutations
of subsystems like the Economic
Research Service, National Re
sources Economics Division, Data
Services Center, etc., etc.)
So when the USDA told
ERS to tell NRED and DSC to look
into a truckload of w.p. programs
for all their PCs, the last thing they
wanted was simple diddling. Their
dedicated Wangs and Lexitrons
were far too few to handle their
THESE ARE THE PACKAGES
THE COMMITIEE EVALUATED:

needs, their IBM® PCs weren't
compatible with them anyway, and
nobody really, quantifiably, knew
from word processing with a per
sonal computer:
Definitely not a diddling-mode
condition.
As they put it in The Exchan~.
an internally distributed publication
of the Department of Agriculture:
"A needs assessment showed that
in the long-term, a word processing
system is needed that can increase
word processing capability and
also be compatible with ERS' Long
Range Information Management
goals."
Well. "Needs assessment" led
swiftly to "procurement action,"
which galloped into an "objective
review" of the eight top-rated PC
programs on the market (as com
piled by The Ratings Book pub
lished by Software Digest). along
with Wordstar® and Display Write 2,
because they had some around.
Thus armed with the names,
the final evaluators (a team of secre
taries from NRED who would be the
primary users of the PC software)
became armed with each of the
programs, along with checklists to
record such things as ease of use,
advanced features, and similarity to
their existing dedicated equipment.
The first to be eliminated from
the prospect list were Office Writer'"
THESE WERE THE FINALISTS:

and Samna:· since they're copy
protected and couldn't be trans
ferred to hard disks.
Next IBM's Display Write 2:
because it's "not compatible with
other software used in ERS (like
Lotus 1-2-3;" dBASE II~ etc.)'.' and
it's "full of confusing menu options
and cryptic error messages'.' Au
revoir!BM.
Then, three more, for a variety
of reasons.
Which left the following:
Volkswriter® Deluxe'"
MultiMate'"
Leading Edge'"

Volkswriter Deluxe? "Too
complicated and confusing'. ' Not
"easy to learn or use'.'
MultiMate?Not bad. It actually
tied the winner in a few categories.
The winner being the one that
won 820/o of the votes in the Ease
of Use/Ease of Leaming categories.
The one about which they said,
"The ability to store deleted text and
automatic document backup fea
tures were both highly desirable'.'
The one they thought they'd quickly
"be able to use ... for their day-to
day word processing tasks'.'
The whole process took some
three months of work by people
in DSC to support the NRED in
its work with the ERS and DSC
to make the world a better place
for the USDA
But the results were well
worth the wait. Because at last
they've solved their word- A
processing problems . . . ~
"With Leading Edge!"""'"""
THIS WAS THE WINNER:
LEADING EDGE'"
LEADING EDGE WORD PROCESSING

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS. INC
LEADING El>GESOf'TWARE DIVISION. 21 HIGHLAND CIRCLE. NEEDHAM. MA 021,4. TEL 800-343-3436. 16171 449-4655
HELP HOTLINE 800-523-HELP

IBM is a registered trade ma rk or International Business Machines

Circle 240 on inquiry card.
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How
~o
SHD[>
.

EPSONRX80&100,100cps
EPSON LQ 1500, a letter quality dot matrix.
OKIDATA 92 & 93, opt. IBM PROMS,_ __
OKIDATA ML84, 200 cps, opt. IBM PROMS.
OKIDATA Pa.cemark 2410, 350 cps._ __
TOSHIBAP-1381&1340.
DATAPRODUCTS PRISM 8080 Color, 132

A! . !

col., 200cps., _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
STARMICRONICSComolete

~~Gemln1,Deltaand

lVIICBO
MAR
,,
PHO~'E :1J'ospm::ter;~~~o.\~a:oithenew
•
B
TEXAS INSTRUMEN'!S 855 .

)

~.Ii

~'

DIABLO 620, 630&630EGS.. _ __
C-ITOH Starwriter, 40
For when you can't stop by your local Micro Mart store. cps; Printmaster,
ORDERS ONLY
55 cps._ _ __

1·800·241·8149~E4::

New Micro Mart stores are
Drives
opening all over the Southeast. But TANDON TM 100-2, DD/DS, 360K._ __
if we haven't yet opened a store
112 HEIGHT DISK DRIVES From
near you, don't give up. Call us on
SHUGART, PANASONIC, TEAC. We have the
the phone. It's the next best thing
south's largest supply of top names._ __
to the personal, professional
_H_a_r_d..._D_i.s...
.. c...s________
We carry all major name brands so if you
service you'll find in every one of
don't see it-ask for it.
our stores. Expert advice, your
PEACHTREE PERIPHERALS The P-10, 20 &
best price and immediate support
50, auto boot, int. & ext. instal.
service.
...#
- - -
(\
Plus the largest selectionofcomputer
\I'\
products around.
~la~
Networking/
~pl'

ULTRA PAK 64-384K, mono & color
graphics, multifunc._ _ _ _ _ _ __
I/ O PL US Ser., Olk ., Splr., Ramdisk, opt.
2nd Ser., Par., & Game ._ _ _ _ __ _
QUADRAM QUADBOARD, New Version,
64-384K, multi!Unc . _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TECMAR CAPTAIN, 64-384X. multifunc._
TALI.TREE J-RAMII, 0-512K, multi_
func., w/ J-RAMSo,f twa.re . _ _ __ __
MICROLOG BABYBLUE II, 64·2S6K. Z80
coproc., extra software . _ _ _ _ __ _
ORCHID PG Blossom, 64-384K
multifunction with optional PGnet

Piggy-Back., _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

.....~ ~........... Sandsta.r, HlUU. Floppy

& Hard Disc Controllers._ _ _ _ _ __

Chips
We've stock-piled the best. Call us for
quantity prices .
INTEL 8087 High speed math coprocessor. ·
64K RAMCHIPS For the IBM-PC
compatibles and their boards.. _ _ _ __

Graphic Cards
PERSYST BoB board._ __ _ _ _ __
S!'B Graphics Plus II, color & mono, w /par.
port& software.. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
HERCULES Mono & color graphics cards
support Lotus on IBM·.,.---=-----
PLANTRONICS ColorPlus+, HiRes color bd.
par.port w/software._ _ _ _ _ _ __
TECMAR Graphics Master, HiRes color &
mono supports Lotus._ _ ___,__ __
QUADRAM QUADCOLORI&-II, color cards.
PARADISE SYSTEM Multi-display
or Modular Graphics Cards, color & mono,
parallel port._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Protocol Conversion

SNA &: BISYNC 3780, 5251, 3274,

3278._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PC rtJ'RB0166byORCHID,
80186 coprocessor board._ _
IRMA/ IRMALINE Replaces
3278's w/PC's.
IRMAGRAPH
Upgrades IRMA
to 3279 graphics
capability._ _
IRMAPRINT
Enhances IRMA
graphics._ __

PCnetBy ORCHID,
complete line._ _
BLUE LYNX 8281
Mod 12 & 3276

Emulators by
TECHLAND. _ _ __

Printers&: Plotters
Micro Mart has thousands in stock.
AMDEK
PLOTII,
6 pen
plotter,
Lotus.
, _AM
__
___
__
__supports
_ __
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS Plotters and
d~gJt!.zers . _ _=--~~-----DotMatrix
SMITHCORONAD-300, byTEC, 140cps._
EPSON FXBO& 100, 160cps._ _ _ __

SYSGEN 10 & 20Megw/streamer tape._
SYSGEN Image, streamer tape back-up for
yourIBMXT._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
BERNOULLI TECHNOLOGY Hard Disc
Subsystems.. _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Software
Accou.nting

Multifunction Boards

SORCIM/IUS A/P, AIR, GIL, inventory,
order entry, payroll..,......--,--:::------
PEACHTREE A/P, AIR, GIL, payroll, job
cost, inventory, order entry.,_ _ _ __

We sell more of these than anyone else, so
we've become experts on boards of all types.
SIX PAK 64-384K, multifunc._ _ _ __
MEG APL US 64-512K, max. 8func._ __

ASHTON-TATE Framework._ _ _ __
LOTUS Symphony and Lotus._ _ _ __
lViICROSOFT Mu.ltiPlan, comes with choice

Spreadsheeto &: IDtegratedPackage.s

Atlanta, New Orleans, Charlotte, Louisville, Nashville, Raleigh,
56
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of templates._ __ __ __ _ _ __
Office&: Project Planning
MDBS Knowledge Man_ __ __ _ __
HARVARD Harvard Project Manager. _ _
IUS EasySalesPro_ __ __ _ _ __
SORCIM SuperCalc 3, Vers1on 2.0, new
enhancement pkg.._ __ __ _ _ __
MICROSOFT Project.__________
SPI Open Access. _ _ _ __ __ _ __
Data Basa Managers
MICRORIM 4000or 6000,ReportWriter&
Enhancements & Utilities
Cloutoptlons........,,,_ _..,...._ _ _ __ _ _
FOX&: GELLER Complete line of enhance
GMS SYSTEMS Power· ba.se._ _ _ _ __
ments for dBase II, m & Rbase400Q. _ _
NORTON Utilities . _ _ __ __ _ __
ASHTON-TATE dBase II & ill._ __ _ _
ROSESOJ":r ProKey:3.0_ _ _ _ _ __
MICROSTUF Infoscope.. _ __ _ _ __
CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE Copy II PC._
Modems
ATI Train1ng, critic's choice software
tutorials. _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __
HAYES Smartmodem 300, 1200, & 1200B.
SOl'TSHLE SetFX, Epson font control
NOVATION Complete line of int. & ext. _ _
package._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
RIXON 1200-4800 BAUD sync. & async.
models._ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SIDEWAYS Inverts printout._ _ __ _ _
BORLAND Sidekick.., ,-----.,,,...-,--
ANCHOR AlnOMilION S.tgn&lm&n Mark
XII. _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Compilers &: .Language 2Dols
LATTICE C-Compilers _ _ _ __ _ __
VEN-TEL 1200BAUDHalfCardfortheIBM
MICROSOFT Complete line. _ __ __ _
portable&XT._ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _
DIGITAL RESEARCH Complete line._ __
Miscellaneous Hardware
BORLAND 'furboPascal, Turbo Toolbox
&: Accessories
and more·--=---:-:-----:=-=-=-=,--- - - Grapbics 4: CAD
DYSAN DS/DD. Quantity savings ._ _ __
Zsoft PC Paint Brush, mouse driven
MICROMARTDS/DD, a 7yearwarranty._
graphics w /screen dump util._ _ _ __
XEYTRONICS 5150 & 5151 keyboards._ _
DECISION RESOURCES ChartMaster/
LQ SHEET FEEDERS Cut sheet feeders for
Sign-Master graphics pkgs._ _ _ _ __
the N C 3550 & C-ITOH printers._ _ __
AUTODESXAutoCAD._ _ _ _ _ _ __
MOUSE SYSTEMS PCMouse, optical
ENERTROmcs Energraphics, low cost
w/software._ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
graphics & CAD package._ _ _ _ _ __
MICROSOft
Mouse;
MICROPRO ChartStar. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Bus or serial mech.
Communications
mouse with mouse
MICROSTUF CROSSTALK XVI. _ _ _ __
menu software._ _
HAYES SMARTCOMII._ __ _ _ __
VM ReJay._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
CURTIS Monitor
pedestal, keyboard ex
Word Processors
tension cable, monitor
MULTIMATE With spelling checker and
extension cable._

•

QUADRAM MICROFAZER, print buffer:
8-128K._ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _
TRIPPELITE Backup power supply
200-1000 Watts, and ISOBAR surge
protectors with 4 &! 8 plug._ _ _ _ __

Monitors&: CRT's
PGS MAX 12, amber, monochrome,
7.20hx360v.._ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
PGS SR-12, 690hx480v, w/dual scan ed._
PGSHX-12,690DotRGB._ __ _ __
QUADRAM QUADCHBIJME, 690 Dot RGB._
AMDEX COLOR I, IIA & IVT, RGB's. _ __
AMDEX COWR300, BOO, 600, 700, 710,
new complete line ofHiRes RGB's._ __ _
AMDEX 300A/300G, composite monitors.
AMDEX 310A, amber monochrome w/3 yr.
warranty. _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __
WYSE Terminals, 100, 75, 60, en ti.re line in
stock._ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _

We'd really like you to come by
our stores, but if you can't, call us
direct. When you need the right
product at the right price,
remember the service and support
our local store experts and national
distribution center can give you.
Ask for expert advice and your
best price.

•

•
•

tutorial _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ __
sAJJCNA m, NewFlagshipwd. processor.._
MICROSOFT Word;w/orwithoutmouse._
LIFETREEVOLKSWRITERDELUXE.__
MICROPRO WordStar Professional series
withTutor,CorrectStar,MailMerge&Star
Index
SSIWora.t'errecz;
PEACHTREE Peach
Productivity Series

PC Spec1·alist
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M1croMart ls a registered trademark of Micro Mart, Inc .
IBM 1s a registered trademark of Internat ional Business Ma.ch1noa Corporat1on.

Miami, Ft.Lauderdale, Tampa, Orlando, Tyson's Corner, Rockville.
Circle 274 on inquiry card.
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C·L·U·B·S A·N·D N·E·W·S·L·E·T·T·E·R·S

e

PLEASE RELEASE
board. and your identifica
Million Club. POB 54.
INFORMATION-The Inter
tion numbers. if applicable.
Arrowsmith. IL 6172 2.
national Association of Com
Contact Monty Lee or Mike
puter Service Managers
Weasner. Apple PIE Writers.
e EPSON OX-IO IN AUSTIN
(IACSM) is an association to
12841 Hawthorne Blvd .. POB
The Austin. lexas. OX-IO
better inform and assist
Users Group meets on the
589. Hawthorne. CA 902 50.
second- and third-party
second Wednesday of each
maintenance companies. The
month to provide user and
e JUGFUL OF NEWS
group intends to provide a
technical assistance for
The Jefferson State Com
puter Users Group (JUG).
larger voice for companies
Epson owners. In addition. it
in the computer industry
distributes public-domain
formerly the Jackson
and influence manufacturers
programs and offers mem
Amateur Computer Society.
to release service informa
ber discounts. The monthly
meets regularly in south
tion. With a $120 annual in
western Oregon. Every
newsletter. included in the
vestment for membership.
month the group produces
$2 5 annual membership fee.
companies receive a month
contains new-product
a tabloid. The JUG Newsletter.
ly newsletter. Tee-Tips. con
that prints activities of the
reviews. For details. call
taining government bids in
several special-interest
Doug Jones at ( 512)
the area and more. For
groups it sponsors. A sub
255-4150.
details. contact Susan
, scription is included in the
Muller. IACSM. Suite 9-519.
$5 membership fee. The
e ATARI IN WEST L.A.
The West Los Angeles Atari
I IOI Post Oak Blvd ..
Medford FORUM-80. (503)
Houston. TX 77056.
Users Group (WLAAUG)
535-6883. is available 24
meets at 7 p.m. on the first
hours a day. For further
Wednesday of the month to
e SOLELY THE SANYO
details. write to the Jefferson
hear speakers. witness
San-PiC. a journal devoted
State Computer Users
exclusively to users of the
demonstrations. and discuss
Group. 2 3 5 5 Camp Baker
items of interest to mem
Sanyo MBC-5 50/5 55. aims to
Rd. Medford. OR 97501.
bers. The club maintains a
provide a consolidated
public-domain software
e IMAGINE A CLUB FOR
source of information con
library and produces a
THE IM-I-Owners of APF
cerning software compatibili
monthly newsletter that con
IM-I computers seeking in
ty. hardware accessories. up
formation and programs can
tains graphics. the club's
dates. applications. reviews.
bylaws and constitution.
subscribe to a newsletter
and reader contributions.
book reviews. relevant ar
The subscription to the bi
produced by the IM-I in a
ticles. and news. For meeting
monthly publication is $12
Million Club. It contains
locations and other informa
selected articles. news.
for 12 issues. Contact Am
tion. write WLAAUG. POB
reviews. questions and
brose Barry. 1967 Defiance
answers. programming hints.
84- 396. Los Angeles. CA
Ave.. Las Cruces. NM 88001.
and more. Members receive
90073 .
or call his bulletin-board sys
reduced rates on hardware
tem at (505) 646-5194.
e COMM'PUTOY CULT IN
and software. The $20 an
SAN DIEGO-The monthly
e APPLE PIE NEWS: $10
nual membership fee in
newsletter of the 500-mem
Users of the Apple PIE and
cludes technical assistance
and all current-year back
PJE Writer word-processing
ber San Diego Commodore
User Group. formerly the
issues. Write to IM-I in a
programs have formed a
club that acts as a clearing
CWBS & NEWSLETTERS is a forum for letting BYTE readers know what
house for ideas and tech
is happening in the microcomputing communit!:I. Emphasis is given to elec
niques to enhance the use
of the word processors. The
tronic bulletin-board services. club-sponsored classes. communit1:1-help projects.
field trips. and other activities outside of routine meetings. Of course. we will
newsletter is available for
continue to list new clubs. their addresses and contact persons. and other in
SIO a year and includes tips
formation of interest. To list events on schedule. we must receive 1:1our infor
and modifications. Specify
mation at least four months in advance. Send information to BYTE. Clubs
whether you have an Apple
& Newsletters. POB 372. Hancock. NH 03449.
II or lie. a 40- or 80-co lumn

San Diego PET User Group.
is called Comm'puto!:I Cult. The
group meets at 7 p.m. on
the third Thursday of each
month. An extensive library
is maintained for the 64.
VIC-20. and PET Exchanges
of library materials and
newsletters are welcome. For
details. contact Jane Camp
bell. POB 86531. San Diego.
CA 92138-6531. (619)
277-7214.
.

e TOO YOUNG FOR DUES
The Sanyo Users Group of
Central Ohio formed recent
ly for users of the MS-DOS
550/5 55 and the CP/M 1000/
1050/1100/1150 series micro
computers. Monthly meet
ings begin at 9 a.m. on the
last Saturday of the month
at the Public Library (96
Grant St.. Columbus. OH)
The costs of producing a
monthly newsletter are cur
rently covered by contribu
tions; dues are being
·established. Interested per
sons can contact Arnie
Skurow. Sanyo Users of Cen
tral Ohio. 5760 Crawford Dr..
Columbus. OH 43229. (614)
846-3330.
e

DATA WORTH ITS

WEIGHT-COLDATAnews. a
newsletter for users of
GOLDATAbase. features ar
ticles on software enhance
ments. user interviews. user
group meetings. and up
dates. For a free copy, con
tact COLDATAnews. do
Goldata Computer Services
Inc.. 2 Bryn Mawr Ave. Bryn
Mawr. PA 19010.

e

SANYO CLUB FORMS IN
BAY AREA-The Sanyo PC
Computer Club (SPCCC)
meets at 7 p.m. on the first
Wednesday of the month at
(continued)
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64K 5100 STATIC RAM

$199~~

CLUBS & NEWSLETTERS

NEW!
LOW POWER!
RAM OR EPROMI
BLANK PC BOARD
WITH DOCUMENTATION

5 _ ____,FEATURES:
....__ _-'s"""5"SUPPORT ICs + CAPS
$17.50

*
*

Uses new 2K x 8 (TMM 2D16 or HM 6116) RAMs.
~~l~~ ..~~~:orts IEEE 696 24 BIT Extended

FULL SOCKET SET
$14.50

:

~~~ ~~'°':isA"r.\'!y a~~P~f:~:rt:~y(~~Ds~tBA

make•
TMM 2D16s as last as 1DD NS. FOR YOUR HIGH

* ~~~~~::~L~~~T~~~~) (BOTH LOWER 32K
AND ENTIRE BOARD).
• 2716 EPROMs may be Installed In any oltop48K.

FULLY SUPPORTS THE
NEW IEEE 696 S100
STANDARD

* :~ydfs'.:,~:dtor., ~~~~~D !'in~~~s At~o:i~~I~~~~
8

(AS PROPOSED)
FOR 56K KIT $185

any possible contllcts wllhyoursystem monitor,
disk controller, etc.

* :~~'ci°~':::a~mc~~:1~\e~nst~i~~!~~~a~AM and

ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED ADD $50

~::::>

• BOARD may be partially populated as 56K.

256K S-100 SOLID STATE DISK SIMULATOR!

WE CALL THIS BOARD THE "LIGHT-SPEED-100" BECAUSE IT OFFERS

0 AN ASTOUNDING INCREASE IN YOUR COMPUTER'S PERFORMANCE
~ WHEN COMPARED TO A MECHANICAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE.

z

FEATURES:
256K on board, using + SV 64K
DRAMS.
• uses new Intel 82D3-1 LSI Memory

*

0

IL

::::>

>

....f-!"<Wil".l~lil *

IL

0

u

controller.

Requires only 4 Dip Switch
Selectable 1/ 0 Ports.

cW.+ll+:iH-+11-al * Runs on 8080 or zeo 5100 machines.
• Up to 8 LS-100 boards can be run
'1!1--Hr+H-+lr..'};J together for 2 Meg. of On Line Solid

w
w

a:

LL

,.:

z

<
a:
a:

:=<
c
w

BLANK PCB
(WITH CP / M• 2.2
PATCHES AND INSTALL
PROGRAM ON DISKETTE)

~
::i

s599s

Sta te Disk Storage.
* Provisions for Battery back-up.
• Software to mate the LS-100 to your
CP/ M• 2.2 DOS is supplied.
• The LS-100 provides an increase In
speed ol up to 7 to 10 times on Disk
Intensive Software.
• Compare our price! You could pay
up 10 3 times· as much for similar
boards.

$319°0

(FULL 256K KIT)

#LS-100

~1--------------------------------------------------1
c
THE NEW ZRT-80

~

CRT TERMINAL BOARD!

A LOW COST Z-80 BASED SINGLE BOARD THAT ONLY NEEDS AN
ASCII KEYBOARD, POWER SUPPLY, AND VIDEO MONITOR TO MAKE A
COMPLETE CRT TERMINAL. USE AS A COMPUTER CONSOLE, OR
WITH A MODEM FOR USE WITH ANY OF THE PHONE-LINE COMPUTER
SERVICES.

::::>
0
LL

O
~

a:

FEATURES:
• Uses a ZODA and 6845 CRT

W

I-

Controller for powerful video
capabilities.

W

:I:

• RS232 at 16 BAUD Rates from 75

0

*
*

I

U
LLI

~

~

~
-'
<
U>
..J
~

*
*

to 19,2DD.
24 x SD standard format (6D Hz).
Optional formats from 24 x 80
(SD Hz) to 64 lines x 96 characters
(6D Hz).
Higher density formats require up to

~::.d~-~~~~~Ka~:D6~!~~A:.~~
Gen. and USART combo IC.

*

!r!~~i~~i~c~u!:~~~~a~~~~~:s~ich

Include the LSl·ADM3A, the Heath
H-19, and the Beehive.
• Composite or Split Video.
• Any polarity of video or sync.
• Inverse Video Capability.
Small Size: 6.5 x 9 Inches.
• Upper & lower case with descenders.
* 7 x 9 Character Matrix.
* Requires Par. ASCII keyboard.

BLANK PCB WITH 2716
CHAR. ROM, 2732 MON. ROM

s599s

< •

WITH 8 IN.
SOURCE DISK!
(CP/M COMPATIBLE)

SOURCE DISKETTE - ADD $10
SET OF 2 CRYSTALS - ADD $7.50

$12 995

# ZRT-80

(COMPLETE KIT,
2K VIDEO RAM)

Digital Research Computers
P.O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214) 225-2309

TERMS: Add $3.00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under
$15 add 75G: handling. No C.O .D. We accept Visa and Master
Card. Texas Res. add 5% Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada)
add 20% P & H . Orders over $50 add 85G: for insurance.
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Fashion Island in San Mateo.
California. Members or sub
scribers to the Sa11yo-PC

Hackers Newsletter (111ternatio11al)
can keep up on the latest
news about the 5 50 series
of MS-DOS computers. A
library of public-domain
disks is maintained by the
club and a bulletin-board
service is in the works. In
return for contribution of an
article or program for pub
lication. you can receive a
library disk of your choice.
The S15 annual fee includes
access to the BBS. group
purchase discounts. and the
newsletter. For details. con
tact the Sanyo PC Computer
Club. 1215 5 Edgecliff. Los
Altos. CA 9402 2.

e GEORGIA GENERAL
The Atlanta Computer Soci
ety (ACS) of Georgia wel.comes people who share an
interest in personal com
puter applications. ACS
meetings begin at 7:30 p.m.
on the last Wednesday of
each month and offer pro
grams of general interest.
Several ~pecial-interest
groups (SIGs) conduct
separate meetings; many
offer services that include
public-domain program
libraries. ACS currently
houses SIGs for 8080-280CP/M. 68xx. Atari. Apple.
Timex/Sinclair. Epson. and
robotics. A newsletter is pro
duced monthly, and the BBS
is available 24 hours a day
at (404) 636-6130. For infor
mation. contact the Atlanta
Computer Society. POB
888771. Atlanta. GA 303 56.
(404) 435-9671.
e

SOLE SUPPORT FOR
DATAMAC-The Datamac
Computer Users Group
seeks Datamac owners to
interchange. public-domain
software. programming and
repair tips. and sources of
parts for the Datamac com
puter. For details. contact
Jack Hall. POB 1179. Angels
Camp. CA 95222.

e

EASTER SEALS AT WORK

Computer-Disability News is a
computer resource newslet
ter for people with disabili
ties. Produced quarterly by
The National Easter Seal
Society"s Committee on Per
sonal Computers and Dis
abilities. it contains informa
tion about job opportunities.
technology, and publica
tions. It also acts as a clear
inghouse for people with
disabilities who want to use
computers. Subscriptions are
free. Write to J. Minton.

Computer-Disability News. do
The National Easter Seal
Society. 2023 West Ogden
Ave.. Chicago. IL 60612 .

e

FREE FOR ALL LOTUS
USERS-All users of Lotus
1-2-3 and other integrated
software are welcome to
join the Lotus 1.2.3 Federal
Users Group. Because the
group is almost entirely
composed of government
employees. the applications
are geared toward such
needs as networking govern
ment users of sophisticated
microcomputer software.
Monthly general meetings
also house three special
interest groups-advanced
users. federal applications.
and training-that meet
separately. For further
details. contact Cathy
Robertson. D:C:H:C.
BXR-1310, Washington. DC
20224 , (202) 756-7453 .

e BBS IN CONNECTICUT
The Switchboard Net-Works
is a 300-bit-per-second
bulletin-board service
operating 24 hours a day on
a Franklin Ace computer.
Apple users can likewise
benefit from the user
supported utilities down
loadable from the board by
dialing (203) 669-34 56 .
Users can also use the
board as a problem-solving
forum. Donations are ac
cepted. Contact Tim Sipp!es.
70 Glenwood Rd .. Clinton.
CT 0641'3. (203) 669-9056.. •

WE DRESSED OUR
UNIX* SOFTWARE FOR
YOUR IBM PC/XT

Try it Risk FREE - the first AT&T-licensed UNIX
implementation for the IBM PC/XT. Shipping since
August 1983, Venix/86 is the popular choice among
knowledgeable UNIX users and developers. Here's why~
Multi-User Capability...
Share the same PC,·disk, and printer with up to
three users! Simply plug in a CRT and run.
Multi-Tusking...
Edit a file, print a report, run a spelJing check,
format a diskette...all at the same time. ·
Berkeley Enhancements ...
Including vi, termcap, more and the c shell.
Real-Time Extensions
With semaphores, raw and asynchronous I/O,
priority, shared data, 1/0 page addressing.
Quad-Screen Windowing...
Featuring four unique and powerful windows.
MS-DOS Partitioning ...
Keep your DOS files and programs!

Lean and Clean...
192K RAM, 3.5 Mbytes on disk. Proven reliability.
Applications...
Networking, word processors, database managers,
spreadsheets, menu interfaces.
One Source with Unisource ...
Unisource is the leading publisher and devel
oper of UNIX software for the IBM PC/XT
and compatibles, DEC Professional 350,
Rainbow, Micro-11, PDP-11, VAX series,
and NCR computers. All our packages are
fully documented and supported by our
800 user hotline. Call for a complete
information kit or to arrange your 30-day
Risk FREE Trial of Venix/86. Unisource
Software Corp. Department 4109
71 Bent St., Cambridge, MA 02141.
Telex 92-1401/COMPUMART CAM

CALL 617-491-1264

UNI

Getting UNIX Software
Down to Business
Circle 409 on inquiry card.
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You can't buyanIBM®PC with
Here are five important measurements to help you make
the-best choice:
IBM forces you to choose:
Buy a monochrome card and
monitor for high-resolution text.
(Essential for word processing
and spreadsheets .)
Or buy a color card and
:olor monitor for graphics. (LotusTM
1-2-3,™ for example, uses lots
of graphics, as well as text.)
You can invest in both; you can
sacrifice one or the other; you can
settle for a non-standard
compromise.
Or you can buy Paradise.
Here's how we've measurably
eased your job of choosing the best
video display (saving you a lot of
money in the process).

So can the Paradise Modular
Graphics Card.
But that's where the similarity
ends. When you use color/graphics
software with the Paradise Modular
Graphics Card and a monochrome
monitor, it translates those colors into
a true 16-shade gray scale. With full
screen display, flicker-free scrolling
and clear, crisp character sets (like
those of IBM) in all modes.
Naturally, the best video card fits
either the IBM PC orXT, and works
with any monitor you choose: IBM
monochrome (or equivalent),
RGB or composite video.

1 Measure video

·software
compatibility.

·functions.

display,
high-resolution

2 Measure

Manyvideo cards only work with
specially modified software. The
Paradise Modular Graphics Card
runs popular off-the-sltelf color/
graphics software on your choice
ofmonitors. Unmodified.
Most cards that offer graphics on
a monochrome monitor force you to

sacrifice off-the-shelf software
compatibility.
Paradise doesn't want you to
compromise.
Of course the Paradise Modular
Graphics Card runs Lotus 1-2-3
graphics on an IBM monochrome
monitor.
But it also runs almost all
unmodified off-the-shelf color/
graphics software.
Like PFS®:GRAPH, SuperCalc,®3
Flight Simulator~ and Symphony:M
No wires. No tricks.
A menu-driven software system
with a user interface much like that of
Lotus 1-2-3-lets you take advantage
of all the Paradise Modular Graphics
Card's features.

3•utili7_ation.
Measure slot

Unlike other video cards, the
Paradise Modular Graphics Card
gives you additional popular
Junctio11s in a single slot. This
may be the only card you'll ever
need.
You need to worry about slots for
future expansion. Since you must use

out choosingavideo card.
a slot for video support. why not pack
it with more functions?
The Paradise Modular Graphics
Card puts color and monochrome
video support plus your choice of the
most commonly requested
enhancements into one slot.
Enhancements like extra memory,
clock calendar, floppy disk controller,
parallel, serial or game ports.
Leaving you measurably more
room to expand.

5·value.
Measure

\hlue: the ratio ofperformance
to price. No matter how you
coilfigure the Paradise Modular
Grapfiics Card, you get more
performance for your money, and
more performance for your slot.

Unlike other multifunction cards,
the Paradise Modular Graphics
Card lets you choose the options
you need, now or later.
You select the features you want, .
when you want them-no more, no
less. So you pay only for what you
need .
Choose one module from list A,
one from list B, or one from each list.
The Paradise Modular Graphics Card
iits in a single PC orXT slot, even with
:ioth modules attached . And without
mposing on adjacent slots.

You'd have to combine several
other cards to even approach the
Paradise Modular Graphics Card's
functionality.
Obviously, that would take up
several slots in your PC.
It would also cost you a lot more
money.
And if you review measurements
one through four in this ad, you'll
realize that no other card-or
combination of cards-can give you
better PC performance.
What about reliab ility?
Guaranteed by a one year
warranty.
See us at ~OtmD!~f"/Fall '84
Booth H-8324

Go to the IBM dealer nearest you
or call us toll-free.
Within CA:
800-822-2020 (Dept. 120)
Outside CA:
800-527-7977 (Dept. 120)
150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005
(415) 468-6000

B·O·O·K

MODULA-2 FOR PASCAL
PROGRAMMERS
Richard Gleaves
Springer-Verlag
New York: 1984
151 pages. $16.95

While a student at the
University of California at
· San Diego (UCSD). Mr.
. Gleaves worked on the
~=-=~~=~~iiiii;:::;;;;;;;;;;::;~3~~~'.!l•i UCSD Pascal project. writ
ing some of the software.
He later joined SofTuch
DATA COMPRESSION:
Microsystems and con
TECHNIQUES AND AP
tinued work on the p-Sys
PLICATIONS. HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE
tem. He now works at Voli
CONSIDERATIONS
tion Systems (Del Mar.
Gilbert Held
California). a software com
John Wiley & Sons
pany that has written a
New York: 198 3
Modula-2 system for micro
144 pages. $30.95
computers. Volition's imple
mentation is derived from
THE HANDBOOK OF
the Apple Pascal version of
MICROCOMPUTER
the
UCSD p-System and is
INTERFACING
available for several pro
Steve Leibson
cessors and operating sys
Tub Books
Blue Ridge Summit.
tems. Modula-2 for Pascal Pro
PA: 1983
grammers is an extrapolation
272 pages. $14 .95
and generalization of the
user manual for Volition's
THE PROGRAMMER'S
version of Modula-2: as
GUIDE 1D LDOS/TRSDOS
such. it is a description
VERSION 6
based on a working micro
Roy Soltoff
computer installation of the
Misosys Inc.
language. Mr. Gleaves
Sterling, VA: 1983
writes with the authority of
208 pages. $20
a designer and experienced
user of an actual implemen
tation
of
the
language.
He
writes
also with great clarity.
MODULA-2 FOR PASCAL PROGRAMMERS
The
book
is
divided
into
three
nearly
equal parts. the
Reviewed by David D. Clark
first of which describes the Modula-2 concepts that will
be new to a Pascal programmer. The most fundamental
odula-2 for Pascal Programmers is an introduction to of these is the module. the basic compilation unit of
Niklaus Wirth's newest language and builds upon Modula-2. Several chapters discuss the various types of
knowledge and skills already acquired by Pascal program modules (local modules. separately compiled modules.
mers. The audience for the book is well defined in the and program modules). Another chapter is devoted to the
title and in the material presented. It dispenses with at module library, a crucial part of any Modula-2 program
tempts to teach proper programming practices that might ming environment. Other chapters cover new facilities for
be helpful for a beginner but distracting to an experienced low-level programming, concurrent programming, and pro
programmer. By drawing upon this assumed base of cedure variables.
previous experience. Richard Gleaves is free to concen
The second main section of the text discusses the dif
trate on differences from Pascal and features new to ferences between Modula-2 and its predecessor. Pascal.
Modula-2 . A treatment of this type will let the working These include changes in the interpretation of basic tex
programmer "come up to speed" quickly in this new tual units of programs. such as identifiers. symbols. and
language.
(continued)
1

M

ILL USTRATED BY STEVEN SA LERNO
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5STATION
NON·INTERLOCKING
SAME AS ABOVE. EXCEPT
EACH SWITCH OPERATES
INDEPENDENTLY.
52.50 EACH
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Circle 2 56 on Inquiry card.

comments; alterations to the syntax of constant. data-type.
and variable declarations; and the proper formation of
expressions. statements. and procedures. This section of
the book also deals with some features of the language
that don't really qualify as new concepts. For example. all
of the structured control statements of Pascal are present
in Modula-2 . but in slightly altered form. Often the changes
are small. but you have to learn them in order to write
correct programs. There are also new structured state
ments like RETURN and the lDOP/EXIT construct. In ad
dition. this section covers new standard procedures
(FlDAT and VAL. for example) and other new parts of the
language. including open-array parameters. cardinal
numbers. set constants. and relaxed rules for the order
of declaration of objects. Another important topic is the
group of revised rules for type compatibility in assignment
statements and expressions. The subjects covered in this
section are basically extensions of Pascal. things you've
always wanted but couldn't have. Some of the differences
are trivial. others have profound effects. but all are
presented clearly and thoroughly.
Part three of the book discusses utility modules. facilities
expected to be provided with each implementation of the
language on a particular computer. Since the language
definition does not provide explicitly for J/O (input/out
put). file handling. storage management. and other func
tions. modules containing the required routines are in
cluded with each implementation. Some chapters describe
the facilities for standard IIO. like reading and writing
characters. strings. and text. Mr. Gleaves describes
modules to perform storage allocation. subprogram calls.
format conversions. and mathematical functions. These are
not the same modules Wirth discusses in Programming in
Modula-2 (New York: Springer-Verlag. 1982). but they are
more applicable to a microcomputer environment. The
definition module for each is presented after a discussion
of the function of each of the procedures. In many cases
the discussions are short for obvious reasons. For exam
ple. just about everyone can figure out how to use the
cos procedure to take a cosine. However. the construc
tion of an interrupt-driven serial-port driver requires. and
is given. a more detailed treatment.
Several appendixes follow the main text-a glossary. syn
tax diagrams. a list of standard identifiers. and a list of
reserved words and symbols. The index also appears to
be very complete.
One of the best things about Modula-2 for Pascal Program
mers is that each important language feature is illustrated
with at least one example of correct usage. These ex
amples are often trivial. but it is refreshing to be shown
explicitly how the language works rather than having to
ferret out the information from obscure references scat
tered throughout the text. Aside from the profuse ex
amples. Mr. Gleaves provides notes and warnings at many
locations. pointing out not-so-obvious features of the
operation of the language.
If pressed to find something annoying about the book.

High performance to cost ratio...

Programming Chips?

BOOK REVIEWS

Project.<J develop profitably with deveJopment hardware /software from GTEK.

I would mention the listings. I hate to try to read a book
in which all characters are equally spaced. but it is just
as unpleasant to read listings of computer programs that
are spaced proportionally. I know this is just a matter of
personal taste, but the equal spacing of letters provides
textual markers that line up vertically in a listing, making
some structural features of the program easier to see. Pro·
portional spacing can destroy that vertical format. For·
tunately, care has been taken to preserve such markers
in this text. For example. formal parameters for groups
of procedures and comments for variable declarations are
lined up vertically.
Mr. Gleaves makes a presentation that is clear and com·
plete. Lots of concrete examples demonstrate the Ian·
guage facilities. Subtle technicalities and potential hazards
are plainly pointed out in numerous notes and warnings.
Facilities not an actual part of the language but expected
to be available in any Modula-2 environment are also de·
scribed.
Although I received an early proof of the book to review.
all typographical errors had already been eliminated. This
may be characteristic of careful work by Springer-Verlag
editors. For an experienced Pascal programmer. this single
volume can serve as an introduction to the similar but ex
tended facilities of Modula-2 .

DATA COMPRESSION: TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS,
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS

MODEL7956 . . ..... . .. .. .. . . .
MODEL 7228 • $549
(with RS232 option) .. .. $1099.
This model has all the features
MODEL 7956 (stand alone) $ 879.
of Model 7128, plus Intelligent
GTEK's outstanding Gang Pro
Programming Algorithims. It
grammer with i nte.lligent
supp orts the newest devices
algorithm can copy 8 E P R O MS at
availabl e. through 512Kbits; pro
a time! This unit is used in a pro·
grams 6x as fast as stand ard
duction environment when p ro
algorithims. Programs the 2764 in
~amming a large number of chip9
one minute! Supports Intel 2764A
1s required. It will program all
& 2 7 l 28A chips. Sup p orts
popular chips on the market
Tektronics, Intel, M otorollll and
through the 27512 EPROMS. It
other formats.
also supports the Intel 2764A &
27128A chips. It will also program
single chip processors.
EPROM&PAL

PROGRAMMERS

-'nee feeruree ere standartl from GTEK_.:
llir?b'hle with all RS232 iaiaJ int.irlaa! pats • Auto !Beet baud mte • With <r witlnlt hsJtl
shaking• Bidira:timal Xro'Xoff • CI"S'l1I'R ~ • Reed pin CD!upetihle ROMS• Noll"'
<mality moduli!! • Int.el. MOOrola. MCS86 Hex famata • Split !acility f<r 16 bit data paths •
Raid (KUgmIIl, fame Ital list cunmanls • lntlmlpt drivm - ~ aro ...nfy reel Wm while
!Hliingdeta • fuigmm Bingle byte, block, a wide EPROM • Intelligent~ dmm bod
and/a E<1lB8ble EPROM • VErify milllm aro <UT1pfll1l airnmandB • Busy light• °"'1plBtB with
Tu><toal zao iMrnon !<roe <tt.ka aro integml 120 VAC p:iw!!' (240 VAClliOHz available) •

MODEL 7324 • $1199
This unit has a built·in compiler.
The Model 7324 programs all
MMI. National and Tl 20 and 24
pin PALs. Has non-volatile
memory. It operates stand alone
or via R S2S2 .

MODEL 7128 • $429
This model has the highest
performance-to-p rice-ratio of any
unit. This is GTEK's most popular
unit! It supports the newest
devices available through
256Kbits.

MODEL 7316 Pal P rogrammer ..... . . . .. ..... . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . $ 599
Programs Series 20 P ALs. Built-in PALASM compiler.

Reviewed by Michael O'Neill

J

udging by the several articles that BYTE has published
on the subject. data compression is a topic of interest
to users of personal computers. Part of this interest is in·
tellectual. but I imagine that the major reason for concern
with data-compression methods is practical. This practical
interest can be attributed to two of the Laws of Universal
Privation: You never have enough memory. and You never
have a data channel that's fast enough.
Data Compression addresses the practical aspects of this
subject. "The goal of this book." the author writes. "is to
provide readers with an intimate awareness of practical
and easy-to-implement data-compression techniques."
Gilbert Held deals solely with the compression of digital
data. primarily text or numeric data stored as characters
(rather than. for example. as binary numbers). Held con·
centrates on applications to communications. but most
of the techniques can be applied to storage reduction as
well. True to his word. Mr. Held focuses on the nuts·and
bolts aspects of data compression.
Chapter I introduces basic definitions and areas of ap
plication. It also has a section giving you the data and for·
mulas necessary to determine information-transfer rates
for various types of commonly used data channels.
In chapter 2. the author presents methods of compres
sion. There are methods that suppress repetitions of char
(conrinued)

DEVICES SUPPORTED
NMOS
2758 2764A
2716 27128
2732 27128A
2732A 27256
2764 27512

by GTEK's
NMOS
2508 68764
2516 8755
2532 5133
2564 5143
68766

EPROM Programmers
EEPROM
CMOS
5213 l2816A
27Cl6
5213H 12817 A
27Cl6H
27C32H
52Bl3
27C64
X2816
27C256
48016

·~

8748
8748H
8749H
8741
8742H

8741H
8744
8751
68705

UTILITY PACKAGES
GTEK's PGX Utility Packages will allow you to •p~ify a range of addresses to
send to the progr-ammcr, verify erasure and/or set the EPROMI type. The PGX Utili·
ty Package include• GHEX, a utility used t o generate an Intel HEX file.
PALX Utility Package - for use with GTEK'g Pel Programmers - allows
transfer of PALASM® source file or ASCII HEX object code file.
Both utility packages are available for CPM,® MSDOS,® PCDOS,"' ISIS® and
TRSDOS"' operating systems. Call for pricing.

A VOCET CROSS ASSEMBLERS
These assemblers are available to handle the87 48 , 8751 , ZS , 6502, 68X and other
mlcroprocessora. They are available for CPM and MSDOS computers. When order·
ing, please specify processor and computer types.

ACCESSORIES
Model 7128-Ll, L2, L 2A .. . . . ... .
... .
(OEM Quantity) $259.
Model 7128-24 . . . . . .
. $329.
Cross Assemblers . .. .. .. .. . .. $200.
SIM48 Simulator .. . .. Call for pricing
PGX Utilities . . .. .. . Call for pricing
PALX .
. .. . . . Call for pricing

OiEK

XASM (for MSDOS) ... . . . .... $250.

V IV Eraser DE-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 80.

RS232 Cables . . . . . . . . . . . .... $ 30.
8751 Adapter .. , , . , .. , . , , . , , $174.
8755 Adapter _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $135.
48 Fomily Adapter . . . . . . . . . . $ 98.
68705 Adepter . .. .. .. Call for pricing
Development Hardware/Software
P .O. Box 289, Waveland. MS 39576
601/467·8048
, INC.

GTEK, PALASM, CPM, MSDOS, PCDOS, ISIS, and TRSDOS
are all registered trademarks.
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FROM
$100

BOOK REVIEWS

INCLUDING
POWER SUPPLY

Write or call tor our brochure which includes
our application note: "Making micros, better
than any ol' box cortiputer."

=1~11~~~~1~1·~

RESEARCH CORPORATION
8620 Roosevelt Ave./Vlsalla, CA 93291
209/651-1203
We accept BankAmerlcord/Vlsa and MasterCard
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acters: null suppression. bit mapping. and run-length en
coding. Half-byte packing compresses blocks consisting
of only one type of character-for example. numeric. And
there are techniques that replace frequently occurring
characters or groups of characters with short codes:
diatomic encoding. pattern substitution. and statistical en
coding (Huffman and modified Huffman codes). Mr. Held
also describes the method of relative encoding. used
when successive data items vary only slightly. In this
method. you encode the differences between one item
and the next if these differences are sufficiently small.
compression results.
All data-compression methods require that the data to
be compressed have the proper characteristics. Chapter
3 deals with this important aspect of the design of com
pression systems. The author describes a FORTRAN pro
gram (a complete listing is included) that will provide the
statistical information necessary to choose which form of
compression is appropriate for a given type of data file.
Even if you choose not to use the author's program. he
gives enough information to enable you to design one
suitable to your needs.
In the final chapter. Mr. Held deals with problems in
volved in linking data-compression routines to other soft
ware in order to build a working system. He treats such
matters as routine placement and timing considerations.
I have two complaints about this book: first. it is not com
prehensive: second. the author is repetitious.
As to the first complaint. the author does not mention
Karlgren's method (similar to. but more powerful than. half
byte coding). and his treatment of adaptive compression
is sketchy. I would like to have seen some material on spe
cialized methods. such as differential compression. as ap
plied to reduction of storage requirements.
As to the second complaint. the expositions frequently
are repetitious. This is most obvious in Mr. Held's discus
sion of Huffman coding: not only does he explain twice
how to construct a Huffman code. but figure 2.29 is in·
eluded in figure 2.30 and could have been eliminated with
no loss of clarity. It's appropriate that a book on data com
pression is slim. and it's ironic that it is redundant. Con
sidering the high price of this book. I feel that the
gratuitous repetition ought to have been replaced with
new information.
Data Compression. is detailed and wide-ranging. although
not comprehensive. The book should be of interest to you
if you are seriously involved with data communications
and have a need to know. in detail. about practical data
compression schemes.

11-tE HANDBOOK OF MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACING

Reviewed by Petr Beckmann

T

hough there are several books available on interfacing
to microcomputers. they all seem to fall short when
(continued)

"The MOC-550 is mvre compufing machine for the dollar than any other personal computer
on the marker:·

Introducing
The Silver Fox •

Oyre. August 1984

•

-

fl
Sanyo 550's for less
and more
256K R.AM/1.6 Megob)l"fes on dual floppys Compo1ible with 160K. :320K. :360K formers
Keyboard/12 ·· monitor/Printer Porr/8088 CPU One Year Warronry/Grophics/MS ·DOS
Wordsror I Moilmerge/Spells tor /RAM·Disk/Eosy Writer /Dorosror /R.eporrsror /FILEOASE/Colcsror
Color Graphics Dasie plus 25 games. graphics. and more

We've always hod the best prices for the Sonya 550 series. which is one reason why we"ve
sold more than any other U.S. dealer. Our in oddi1ion to selling Sanyo Systems for less we also
include more free sofrwore like games. graphics. and utilities. Plus if you buy your Sanyo from
Scol!sdole Systems you con also buy the extras or deep discounr. like on extra 128k of RAM
~~~t$~~~ and rested for ~98. or o 12" high-res Sonya monilorforo mere $94, or on RS-2:32 porr

$1398

It you·re planning ro buy a Sonya you owe ir ro yourself ro give us a coll. If you "re not planning
ro buy o Sonya give us a coll and we"ll send you o brochure rhor will change your mi"~

ALTOS

What ore you looking for in a compatible
system? If maximum compatibility. minimum
prices. ~3000 worrh of sofr w ore. reliability and
norionwide service ore on your checklist you
should consider buying o Columbia computer
from Scorrsdole Sys rems. Each system includes o
sofrwore pock with MS-DOS 2.1 . Oosico 2.0.
Perfect Writer . Perfect Cole. Perfect Speller.
Perfect Filer. Fast Grophs. Home Accountant Plus,
Space Commanders. ATI tu1otiols. and T.l.M. IV
dare base manager. Prices include video cord
and keyboard.

From the lowest-priced duol·floppy multi-user
systems ro rrue 16-bir 10 Mhz. mulri·user
systems. Local service available via TRW. We
will configure. rest and insroll your sys1ems for
on additional charge (coll for prices).

$3269
$3995
$5699

586-40 ............. .... .... .. ... $7295
8000 Series ··--
.. .. Call
$759
Alros II ..................

V.P. (Pono ble) ............ _ .. $1 6 4 9

The Pro-1 0Mb. 600K ........... Co ll

\ I /

:~-

Scottsdale' SystemSLtd.
/

617 N. Scottsdale Rood, Suite[), Scottsdale, Arizona 85257

-=- <602) 941-5856 a

Also great priices on 01herWyse and ADDS
terminols·plus Televideo, Qume. and
Zenith.

PLOTTERS
HI DMP-29 .................... $1 795
HI DMP-40 ............ .......... S745
HI DMP-41 ---·-·········-····· S2340

MODEMS
Password ........................ $309
Mork XII ... .., .............. -.... $249

Compatible Drives
Teac Slimline
FD54A ( 160K) ................ $79
FD54D (360Kl ................ $139
FD55F (720K) -·····--... $159

,,
A

Coll 8-5 Mon.-Fri.

We participate in orbitrotion for business and customers thr:..ough the Oener
Ousiness Oureou of Maricopa County.

SINCE 1980
If you plan ta visit please call first far an appointment. Prices
listed are for cash and include a .3% discount. We sell on a Net .JO basis ro Fortune
1200 companies and universities. No C.O.D."s or A.P.O."s. P.O."s add 2%. Visa.
Mastercard add :l%. Az. residents add 6%.Pricessubjecr ra change. praducrsubjecrra
availability. Personal/company checks rake :l weeks ra clear. All items listed ore new
with manufocrurers warranty. 0-20% restocking fee for returned merchandise.
Shipping extra-products are F.O.D. paint of shipment. Software is nor warrantied far
suitability. Registered trademarks, Televidea-Televidea Systems. Inc.' Unix-AT&T
Technologies. Inc.

OKI DATA
Now you con hove twice rhe resolution of on Okidoro 92 for
' obourrhe some p rice. Duy on Okidoro 82 or rhe retail price of
~049 and w e 'll ins roll on Ok-Writer enhancement for£ 70. You·11
hove rhe perfect double dury printer wirh 120 c.p.s. In draft
mode and on 18x1 7 resolution in correspondence mode · plus
a serial porr. Coll for print sample.

Tolly Spirit 80 ·-·····-·····
Okidoro92
Okidoro 93
Plug n" Ploy
Okidoto 84 ........................ Coll
Dataproducts
Prism 132 "loaded'" ...... 51 4 66
Tolly 160L --·-- -··········· 5569
Tolly 180L ...................... ~769
EpsonFX-80 .
New Low Price
Panasonic 1091 ............ ~::106
Toshiba P1340 .............. 57::19
Toshiba P1351 ........... $1299

LETTER QUALITY
Dioblo 630 .................. $1649
Juki 6100 ....... ......... ........ $408
Silver Reed 500 .... ........ $355
Silver Reed 550 ............ $414
NEC 3530 ................. .. $1279
NEC 3550 .............. - ... $1449
NEC 7700"s .................. $1735
Doisywriter 2000 .......... $824

STAR MICRONI

Gemini 10X
Power Type
$329
P.odfx 15 ........... ................ $599

Olli 02 w / C/o,-'9'/riJ•• ... .. .................... .................... $419
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The Little Board™••• $349*
The world's simplest and least expensive CP/ M computer

CP/M 2.2

'UNDER $200 fll
OEM QUANTITIES

INCLUDED
• 4MHz ZBOACPU,64KRAM,Z80ACTC, 2732BootROM

•Mini/Micro Floppy controller (1-4 Drives, Sln3l•/Doubl• D•nslty, 1-2 sld•d, 40/BO track)
• Only 5.75 x 7.75 Inches, mounts directly to a 51/4'' floppy drive
• 2 RS232C S.rlal Ports (75-9600 boud & 75-38,400 baud), 1 C•ntronlcs Printer Port
•Power Requirement: +5VDC at .75A; +1!lVDC at .OWOn·board .. 1w converter
• CP/M 2.2 BDOS

• ZCPRJ CCP

• Enhone<d AMPRO BIOS

• AMPRO Utllltlos lnclud•d•
• read/write to more than i dozen other formats(Kaypro, Tclcvldco, IBM CP/M86....)

• format disks for more than a do1en other computers
• menu-based system customization
• BIOS and UtllltlH Source Code Available
• SCSI/PLUS Adaptor:
•Mounts directly to Llttle Board • Slave 1/0 board control
• 16 bldlr<ctlonal l/O llnu • $99/Quontlty 1

• FullANSC X3T9.IJ.

Distributor/Dealer/Reps
Inquiries lnviled

COMPUTERS . INCORPORATED

ZBOA 1s a registered ttodemark of Z1lo9, Inc
CJl/ M is a re91s1ered \fadem!rl< ofO,g1tal lleseerch

67 East Evelyn Ave.• MountillnView,CA94041. (415)962-0230. TELEX4940302

COMPETITIVE EDGE
P.O. Box 556 •Plymouth, MI 48170 • (313) 451-0665
340/o off on most CbmpuPro® Boards at Qty 1
CE Integrated LOMAS Data Products Systems
Thunder 186, 256k, Dual 5" Drs System, 3 slot, CCP/M-86™ .. $1795.
Thunder 186, 256k, Dual 5" Drs Low Profile, 4 slot. ..... ... . . $1995.
3 slot Thunder system with I dr & !OmbHardDisk . . ... . .. . .. $2895.
4 slot Thunder system with I dr & 40mb Hard Disk ...... ..... . $3725

LDP S" Systems have IBM® Format

LDP 286 System, 5" dr, !Omb HD, 256k Ram CCP'l /M-86™ .$4295.
286System is IO slot. Also available with 40mb HD for .... . ... $4995.
Thunder l86"i1hCCP" M-86 ...... . 1195.
LDP72 DiskConuoller8"&5" . . ..... 2.20.

LDPLigh1ning286 .. . .. . ....... . .. 1116.
Hazitall 1/0 . . __ .. . • _. __ ... .. .. . ... 275.

256k RAM.. . . . . .. . -- ............ 636.

ColorMagicbyLOMAS . . , . . .. . ..... 396.

CE Integrated Macro Tech/CompuPro® Systems
286/Z80H System, 256k RAM, Diskla™, SS!, 1/04, 2-8" drs 10 slot,
CP/m® 8-16™, Runs 8 and 16 bit fast. .. ... . .... .. ....... .$4795.
286/Z80H, 9 serial ports, 512k RAM, 40mb HD, MPM™ 8-!6™$7495.
The above system fastest 8-16 Multi-user System

Ml'

know.

287 Option for above . . . ..... .. .. . : .. . ...... . .... ... ... . $495.
CPU Z™, System, CP/M 2.2, 64k, 1/04, 2-8", 10 slot .... . . . . $2795.
Teletek ZSOA, 64k, 2-8", 10 slot, CP/M-2-2 ...... .... .. - .... $2295.
HD/CTC November only special . .. .. . . .. . ... .. . _. ........ $475.
Systemaster II, SBC 86/87 ... ................. .. ....... . CALL

-DEALERSWe are authorized distributors for Cenna Technology Color Diskettes
with Timeless™ Warranty. Call or write for LOW DEALER PRICES.
Quantity pricing available on Thunder Systems
Thunder Systems now in stock for Delivery
PRICES SUBJECT 1D CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE AND INCLUDE CASH DISCOUNT.
CP/M, CCP/ M-86, CP/M-86, MPM-86, are eilher Regislered Trademarks or Trademarks of
Digi1al Rc:;earch Inc., CompuJW"' is a Godboul Company, Diskla, CP/M-8-16, MPM/8-16,
CPU Z, are either Registered Trad~ or Trademarks of CompuPro® . IBM is a Re~tered
Trademark of Inlcrnalional. Tuneless
Warranty is a Trademark of Cenna Technology.

explaining the practical workings. For example. why is it
so difficult to connect two devices using an RS-2 32C con
nection? Many books written about interfacing tell you
about the RS-2 32C standard interface conceptually. but
they ignore the problems encountered when using it.
I am happy to report that Steve Leibson's The Handbook
of Microcomputer Interfacing does not shortchange the reader.
Based on a series of six articles that appeared in BYTE
in 1982. this book does indeed answer the preceding
question about RS-2 32C connection. as well as many more
about interfacing. It is clear that the author feels at home
with this subject. In the introduction to the book he writes.
"Welcome to the world of microcomputer interfacing! It
is a place full of mysteries much like a computerized
Adventure game.... This book is a set of guidelines on
how to play the Interfacing game." Throughout the book
Mr. Leibson mixes facts. history of technology. and opin
ion into an easy-to-read introduction to this field.
The first chapter. "Bits. Bytes and Buses:· serves as a
preface for the hardware novice. It presents clearly and
simply the basic concepts of Boolean mathematics. gates.
flip-flops. computer number systems. and buses. Chapter
I also includes a complete explanation of the ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange)
code. The author covers each ASCII control code in a short
paragraph. lifting the veil on a somewhat cryptic subject.
In chapter 2. titled "Component-Level Buses:· Mr. Leib
son discusses the first port of access to the microproces
sor. All data flows into or out of the microprocessor over
its component-level bus. The chapter starts by defining the
parts of a generic microprocessor bus. which is composed
of address. data. and control buses. The author then pro
gresses to specific microprocessor buses; the 6800. 8080.
Z80. 8086. Z8000. and 68000 microprocessors are
covered in depth. The read and write cycles of each bus
are detailed. and special features of each microprocessor
bus are described. Throughout this chapter. Mr. Leibson
specifically calls attention to aspects he feels are par
ticularly interesting. rather than simply reciting "the way
things work:·
Backplane buses are described in chapter 3. Several of
the better-known buses are covered including the STD.
S-100. Multibus. and IBM Personal Computer bus. I did
not find the same level of description in this chapter. which
is more like a handbook of the various buses; the inter
esting and readable prose found in the rest of the book
is missing. However. the material is still handled well tech
nically. Some humor did find its way into the chapter: Did
you ever hear about the "MOfEL' circuit?
Chapter 4 is the first to cover an actual interface. the
parallel type. The author classifies parallel interfaces into
zero-. one-. two-. and three-wire handshakes. I have seen
several of these types before. but the classifications
seemed new to me. and I found it easier to sort things
out thinking of parallel interfaces in this manner. Simple
latched outputs are an example of a zero-wire handshake
(continued)
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Somebod
has to be be er
that1 everybody
else.
.
It's inevitable.
Somebody is always more determined. Works
harder. And winds up on top.
Take Dysan, for instance.
We were the ones who helped develop the first
SW' flexible diskette.
And while everybody else was trying to figure out
how to make them, we were busy making them better.
With superior materials.A special lubricant and
jacket liner that extend diskette life.
Unique manufacturing techniques. Like our bur
nishing process that helps eliminate read/write errors.
And an almost fanatical corporate commitment
to quality.
See us at

(~~f~\'"/Fall '84
BOOTH #1378

What does all this mean to you?
Every Dysan diskette you buy will record and
retain all your data all the time. For as long as you own
the diskette and treat it right.
Dysan.
We're not just like everybody else.
Dysan 5 Y,1" and 8" flexible diskettes are available
at your computer products dealer.
Call toll free for the name of the Dysan dealer
nearest you. (800) 551-9000.
Dysan Corporation, 5201 Patrick Henry Drive,
PO. Box 58053, Santa Clara, CA 95050, ( 408) 988-3472.

Dysan"
Circle 144 on inquiry card.

Dysan is a registered trademark of Dysan Corporation. © 1984. Dysan Corporation.

What do you like
better about the VISUAL 2000 ...
its power or its versatility?

Personally,
I like its price!

Never has a UNJX..based

multi-user system given so much
to so many for so little.
Introducing the
VISUAL2000

Powerful Intel 286
processor

Cost-effective
one- board design

The VISUAL 2000 is the full-featured
system with the power and flexibility to
support multiple users in real busi
ness applications at a surprisingly low
cost per station. It can be used with
inexpensive video terminals. Or as
a database manager or file server for
a cluster of intelligent workstations
or PCs, including both the IBM ®PC
and VISUAL's own lightweight.
portable, totally IBM PC compatible
COMMUTER. In all applications it
offers greater performance, more flex
ibility, and lower cost than any other
system in its class.

The Intel 286 is today's chip of choice
for UNIX'"-based systems. Only the
Intel 286 has on-chip memory man
agement, an instruction set optimized
for multi-tasking , and the optional 287
numeric co-processor to speed up
floating point by a factor of10.
What do these features mean to
the VISUAL 2000 end user? Faster
response time, more users supported,
and lower system cost!

A basic advantage of the VISUAL
2000 is its one-board base-level
design. A single high-density board
includes the 286 CPU, 512KB-2MB
of RAM , controllers for Winchester,
floppy, and streaming tape, an intelli
gent communications processor, six
RS-232 ports, and a parallel printer
port. Even a real-time clock with bat
tery backup. One-board design
means higher performance, lower
cost, and greater reliability than com
parable multi-board implementations.

UNIX trademark Bell Labs/XENIX lrademark Microsoft/IBM" trademark International Business Machines/COMMUTER 1rademark Visual Computer lncorporaled/AT&T lrademark American Telephone and Telegraph/RM/COBOL
trademark Ryan·McFarland/TOM trademark The Office Manager/SOFTBOL trademark OmtoolCorp./MlcroFocus Level II COBOL trademark Microfocus/INFORMIX 1rademark Relallonal Database Sys!ems/RealWorld 1rademark
Rea1World Corp./20/20 trademark AccessTechnology/X ED trademark Computer Concepts Lid.
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Configurability and
Expandability: VISUAL
gives you more
The VISUAL 2000 spans a much
wider range of configurability and
expandability than other systems in its
price class. Up to 16 independent
users. 6 megabytes of RAM . 4 Win
chesters. Floppy. And streaming tape
for simple, reliable disk backup. All
in a small stand-up enclosure which
looks right at home next to a desk.
And if a fully expanded VISUAL
2000 isn't enough, you can connect
up to 254 VISUAL 2000s, PCs, and
workstations in a local area network.

Extensive system
software simplifies
system integration
The VISUAL 2000 runs XENIX,
Microsoft's popular, enhanced ver
sion of UNIX, derived from UNIX
under license from AT&T, and
designed to be faster, more secure,
and easier to use in business
applications.

And VISUAL has worked hard to
simplify the system integrator's job,
by providing all the tools needed
to deliver end-user applications
with a minimum of effort.
Languages such as C, SMC
BASIC, RM/COBOL, TOM BASIC,
SOFTBOL, and MicroFocus Level
II COBOL, to provide instant com
patibility with hundreds of proven
business application programs.
Other system-building tools, like
the INFORMIX database manage
ment system and RealWorld
modular accounting system.
And productivity software, such
as the 20/20 integrated spread
sheet ar)d XED office-grad~ word
processor.

The Bottom Line
High performance. Superior flex
ibility. Extensive software. And low
cost .. .VISUAL 2000 systems start
at under $10,000, suggested list.
No one gives you more in a UNIX
based multi-user system.
Whether you're an OEM, system
house, distributor, or end-user, call
today for further information on the
VISUAL 2000 and see for yourself!

\llSl.W...

See for yourself®

Visual Technology Incorporated
540 Main Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876
Telephone (617) 851-5000. Telex 951-539

REGIONAL OFFICES:
Northwest:
(415) 490-1482
Southwest:
(213) 534-0200
North Central: (513) 435-7044
South Central: (214) 255-8538
(201) 528-8633
Northeast:
Southeast:
(301) 924-5330
Circle 415 on inquiry card.
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A Software Implementation
within Your Product Hardware
If you manufacture a computer system or a computer based product,
allow it to EMULATE/COMMUNICATE by insta lli ng one or more of
Systems Strategies ··c" Language based communication packages.
•
•
•
•

3270 SNA/SDLC Emulation
3270 BSC Emulation
278013780/ HASP Emulation
X.25 Levels 1, 2, 3 Communication

You can purchase these "C" Language packages with source code
and license to distribute in your hardware product. Each package is
available either "Port it Yourself" with instruction manual and training or
ported to your hardware by Systems Strategies' communications staff.

Systems Strategies/Advanced Technology Division
Specialists in Data Communications Software

@

Systems Strategies Inc.
225 West 34th Street

New York, New York 10001
(212) 279-8400

l-IC:XHl'!40ln
~

Our complete line says it all: Toochdown '" Keytop Expanders Iii over
existing keys on IBM PC and most PC lookalikes. Adhesive provided
insures easy removal without damage lo keyboard. Touchdown'"
Key Overlays re-assign, clarily or blank-out PC keytop commands;
durable, non-glare surface looks and !eels like original keytops.
P. 0. Box 201, Oep/. B, Cornville, AZ 86325

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED-ArtJ these unique items to your soltware line nJ re<IJ immediate prolits
Write us today or phone 602-634-7517 tor complete details.

KEYTOP EXPANOERS 0 Blk. 0 Grey I Oty.
Price ' •
I,---------------~
Pr ice
_ Compaq, Columbia (10 keys)
$21.95 I
_IBM PC. PC.IXT. PC Port. (12 keys) $2195 _Corona. Eagle Spirit. Oubie.
. _
IBM 5291 Display Station (13 keys)
21.95
Keylronic (10 keys)
21.95 I
KEY OVERLAYS
_ Blank Overlays (99 keytops)
21.95 I
I _525015251 (48 keylopsllronls) $21.95 _ Do-it.yoursell Kit (154 pieces) 29.95
5520 (95 keytops)
28.95 _ M ultiMale
29.95 I
I __Display
Write 2 (36 keytops)
21.95 _ Visicalc
24.95
_ Dvorak (43 keytops)
26.95 _
EasyWriter It
29.95 I
keytops)
26.95 _Lotus 1-2-3
29.95
I _WordstarKey(29English
(5 keytops)
695
I
Check
Money Order
·All prices include postage
TOTAL $_ _
I _Control
0
0
Arizona residents add 5% tax
_
I 0 Visa D MasterCard Exp. Date__
TOTAL ENCLOSED$ - - 1
Card #
· Custom Overlays, Other Sollware Kits.
I Visa or MC orders phone 602-634-7517
Write for information.
I
I Company Name
I
Attention
I Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ •
I City
State _ _ Zip
I
Q!y.

________________ ..
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interface. while the IEEE-488 (HPIB) is an example of a
three-wire handshake interface. The author details another
well-known parallel interface. the Centronics.
The last part of chapter 4 covers integrated circuits (ICs)
used to. implement parallel interfaces and how these ICs
are applied. Many of the illustrations are apparently taken
from manufacturer data sheets. I found this to be quite
unusual for an interfacing book; the "real world" details
are usually left as an exercise for the reader. The approach
used in this chapter sets the tone for the rest of the book.
Mr. Leibson tackles serial interfaces in chapter 5. He
starts out by showing how Morse code and telegraphy
evolved into today's computerized serial interface. then
he follows with descriptions of simplex, half-duplex. and
full-duplex connections. and synchronous and asynchron
ous communications.
When discussing serial-interfacing standards, Mr. Leib
son pays special attention to RS-232C. He has tried very
hard to give the reader a personal perspective on this.
the most pervasive of the interfacing standards. and he
describes the ''basic eight" signals in the RS-232C stan
dard. As in the previous chapter. a substantial part of
chapter 5 is devoted to the ICs used to implement a serial
interface. including level translators. receiver/transmitters.
and baud-rate generators.
Chapter 6 covers analog interfacing. both digital-to
analog (DIA) and analog-to-digital (AID) . This chapter in
cludes a smattering of operational amplifier theory and
the only math in the book_ Many pages are used to
describe resistor ladders and how they are used to con
vert digital signals to analog voltages. Various AID con
version techniques are illustrated. but the author unfor
tunately does not mention any real devices as examples.
as he did in the previous two chapters.
A unique concept, interfacing to time. is discussed in
chapter 7. The author covers both interval timers and time
of-day clock circuits and provides some actual IC descrip
tions. which makes the chapter seem less esoteric.
Chapters 8 and 9 are not about specific interfaces but
about the interfacing techniques of interrupts and direct
memory access (DMA). In the chapter on interrupts. the
author discusses the subject generally. He then returns
to four of the microprocessors described in chapter 2 to
discuss their interrupt capabilities. The chapter on DMA
is quite short. and I was left feeling that there is probably
a lot more to be said on the subject.
The Handbook of Microcomputer Interfacing is an excellent in
troduction to microcomputer hardware. It is easy to read.
yet it contains a wealth of information needed by anyone
working closely with microcomputers. The book seems
to be targeted at hobbyists. technicians, engineers. and
scientists.
If you have been a victim of books that promise a lot
and deliver even more. but most of it over your head. this
is the one you need for interfacing microcomputers with 
other devices.
(continued)

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS INVITES YOU TO:

SHARE THE THUNDER.
The SIOO-PC-TM offers the
following standard features:

'

D High performance THUNDER186 8Mhz
80186 processor
D 512K bytes of RAM (expandable to lMbyte)
D 4 serial ports to support up to four users
D 3 Centronics compatible parallel ports
0 Concurrent DOS operating system
allows execution of both CP/M-86 and
MS-DOS (PC-DOS) programs
0 5 114'' IBM-PC compatible floppy drive
0 40 Mbyte high performance Winchester drive
._ • :::::>
D Attractive 10 slot desktop enclosure
In addition, a number of options are available including:
larger Winchester drives, more user ports, 80286 proces
sor, graphics support and additional operating systems
(MS-DOS and CP/M-86).

SlOO BUS boards products & support
for the system integrator ...
All of LDP boards are fully tested to exacting standards
and carry a one year warranty. We specialize in 16-bit
products & support the major operating systems for 16-bit
processors: CP /M-86*, CONCURRENT CP /M-86*, and
MS-DOS (PC-DOS).
• THUNDER186 - THE ONLY COMPLETE S100 BUS,
16 BIT SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER AVAILABLE
TODAY.
Concurrent CP/M-B6, which in addition to running CP/M-86
programs, runs MS-DOS programs. Comes complete,
ready to plug into an enclosure and run. 256K bytes of
RAM only .. . ..... . .................PRICE $1595,00

II

SIOO-PC-TM: The LDP
Multi-user SIOO Bus System
offers high performance at
a "low" price . . . plus,
"our" system is expandable
and upgradeable!
PRICE

$6-99500

An unbelievable

• LIGHTNING ONE***8086/ 8088 CPU
8086 or 8088, with 8087 and 8089 coprocessors. Up to 10
MHZ operation .. ... . . . .. . . . .PRICES start at $425.00
• HA.ZITA.LL SYSTEM SUPPORT BOARD
2 serial, 2 parallel ports, battery protected clock calendar.
Hard disk controller host interface . . .. . .PRICE $325.00
• LDP 128/256K DYNAMIC RAM
Advanced dynamic RAM with LSI controller for failsafe
operation, parity PRICE 128K-$495.00, 256K-$795.00
• RAM67 HIGH PERFORMANCE STATIC RAM
High speed (lOOns) low power CMOS static RAM. 128K
bytes, extended addressing .... . .. ....PRICE $995.00
• LDP72 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
Single/double density, single/double sided disks, both 8"
and 51/4" inch drives simultaneously .... .PRICE $275.00
• LIGHTNING 286- 80286 CPU BOARD
Offers 4 times the performance of a 5MHZ 8086 CPU while
maintaining software compatibility .... . PRICE $1395.00
• OCTA.PORT 8 PORT SERIAL BOARD
0 to 19200 baud operation real time clock interrupt. Ideal
for multi-user systems such as MP/M-86* PRICE $395.00
SJOO-PC-TM is a rrad emark of Lomas Data Products, Inc.
*CPIM-86, MPIM-86 and CONCURRENT CP/M-86 are trademarks of
Digital Research.
**MS-DOS is trademark of Microsoft.
***Lightning One is trademark of Lomas Data Products. Inc.
Circle 249 on inquiry card.
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LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS, INC.
66 Hopkinton road, Westboro, MA 01581
Tel: (617) 366-6434 0 Telex: 4996272
Dealer inquiries invited.

For orders outside the US., contact
our exclusive dealers: 0 Australia 
LAMRON PTY. LTD., (02) 85-6228
0 Malaysia - EXACOMPUTER(M)
SENDIRIAN BERHAD, 795284
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THE PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO

GET SERIOUS. STOP PAYING HIGH PRICES NOW!
11-IOUSANDS OF AVAilABLE ITEMS. CAll FOR COMPLETE PRICING.
PRINI'ERS DOT MATRIX
SYSTEMS
IBMPC

STAR MICRONICS Gemini !OX ... 259.00

256K. Two 360KBDisk Drive~ Color
GtaphlcslMonocluornc Graphics board,
Parallel Printer Port, Monochrome Display
{Amber/Green). DOS 2. I.

Gemini 15X ...... - · . ........... 389.00

UST n!e&S·29SG.Ob -

ONLY $2095.00

EPSON RX-80 FIT ........ . . . . . . 329.00
FX-BO ...... . .... . .... . . .. ..... 459.00

FX· l OO . . . . .. . . . ... .. ... . ...... 689.00
OKIDATA 92A ........... . ..... 429.00
93A . .. .......... .. . . . . . . . . . .. 649.00

CAll POJt OTBl!lt BUNDLED STSTEM
CONJllGlDAllONS INO.IJDING
PltIH11!JtS MONTTOltS. CABLING, AND
SOFTWUEJ

B4A . ................. • ...... 949.00
PANASONIC 1091 ..... . . • ...... 310.00
TOSHIBA 1350-P . . . . . . . . . . . 1399.00
EPSON LO 1500 . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1299.00

IBM SOFIWARE

MONITORS

LOtUS 1·2· 3 .. . ............ ... $299.00
LOtUS Sym phony . ..... . ..... . . 449.99
MICROPltO Wordstar . . . . • . .. 279.00
ASCII &praa For IBM . . . . . . .. 129.00
Wordstar Professional. ..... . .. .. . 389.00
lnfostar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 279.00
Multim ate
. 269.00
MICROSOFT Word . . . ... . .. . .... 229.00
Word W/ Mouse . . . . . . . . . . ... . 279.00
Multiplan . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 149.00
Project . . . . . . • . .. . . . .. .
.. . . 159.00
ASHTON TATE Friday . . . .
. . .. 179.00
dBASE 11 . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .... 295.00
dBASE Ill . . . .
. . 395.00

AMDER 300 ....... ·- ,.~ . . .. . . 129.00
300A .. . ... .... "
• . ........ 145.00
310A . . . . . . .
. . . . . .. 169.00
Color!+ . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . 269.00
Color II ....... .... " · • . . . ... 459.00
TAXAN Com posite Amber .. . .... 119.00
1211122 ..... . ......... . ...... 149.00
420 (RG8l .. . ..... . ............ 439.00
415 <RGBl . • .. " ".... .. . . ...... 489.00
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX-12 . . . 469.00
SR-12.. .
. . -·
.... 649.00
MAX-12 ... . . . . . .. .. ...... . ... CAU
ZENJTII ZVM-122 Am ber ...... . .. 95.00
ZVM- 123 Green .. .. , ... .• .. . . .. . 95.00
ZVM-135 Color ..... . . ..... . .. .. 459.00
NEC 1201 Hi Res Green • . • . . 139.00
1205 Hi Res Am ber . . ........... 139.00
1260 Gree n .
, . . .. . .. . . 99.00
JC 12 15 Color. ... . ...... . .. . .. .. 255.00

Framework . . . . . . . • . . . ..... . . 395.00
UPETREE SOFTWARE Vo lkswtiter 109.00
Volksw1iter Deluxe . . . . . . .
. ... 179.00
FOX 8r GEll.ER Quickcode . ..... . 139.00
d Util . . . .
. . 59.00
dGraph . .
149.00
MICRORIM RbaseAOOO . . . . . ... 295.00
PFS Write . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 89.00
Rle ............... . . . . . ... .. .. 89.00
Report . . . .. .. ..... . ... . . . ..... 89.00
Proof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... CAU
Access . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. CAIL
ENEl!GltAPHlCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . 269.00

NORTON U1UlTIES . . . ......... 59.00

IBM HARDWARE
AST Six Pack Plus 64K. .
MegaPlus II . . . . .

. .... 259.00

. .. 269.00

PC Net l Starter Kit. . . .
. ... .. 830.00
QUADltAM Ouadboatd 0-K . . . . . 219.00
Ouodcok>r l o' Mla°'4Ut 64K . . .. 199.00
Quadlink . .
. .. 479.00
MICROSCIENCE
IOM8 Winchester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 899.00
HERCUUS Mono Graphics . . ~ .. . 335.00
Color Card
........ 199.00
PlANIRONICS Colorp lus . .. . ... . 389.00
STB Rio p lus 64K . . . . . . . ... .. .. 249.00
Super Rio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 259.00
Graphix +II NEW .. . .....
. .. 309.00
TEAC 558 .. .. .. .. .. .
. . . . 169.00
55F . . ... ..........
. .. . . . 229.00
TANDON 1M l00 ·2 .. ...... . . . . . 205.00
TAU.GRASS
12M8 External W/Tape . . . .. . . . . 2799.00

2QMB EX!erni!I WITape ..... . .• 3149.00
MOUSE SYSTEMS Op tical Mouse 189.00
ALSO · XCOMP. PEltSYSt. ORCHID,
mAN AND OTBllS

PRINI'ERS I..ETIER QUAlIIY
BROTHER HR· 15 . . ...... ....... 379.00
HR-25 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. ... .. 629.00
HR-35 . . . . . . . . .. . . .... .. . 859.00
]IJKI 6100 . . . . . .. .. .. . .
. 429.00
NEC 4030 . . ............ ...... 659.00
2050 . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. 799.00
3530 .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .
1229.00
3550 . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . 1539.00

TELEX #550757/ANSWER

O

MODEMS
HAYES 1200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 469.00
12008 . . . "

•

.. . .. . .. 389.00

~~~;,:.·;~ ... ~:: .: .:::::~:::

ANCHOR Mark X . . . . . • .. .. .... 109.00
Mark XII . . . . . . . . • • • , , .. 1 • • • • 259.00
Volksmodem . . . . . ....... , .. .... 59.00
NOVATION Sm art Cat Plus ...... . . CAU
Acce.ss 1-2·3 ... .. . . ........ .. .. 419.00
Apple Cat ll . . . .... ... . . ..... . .. 239.00

j-Cat .. ·- .. - .... ·- . ............. 99.00
tl.S. ltOBOnCS PC Modem •••.•• 365.00
Password . . . .. ... . ..... . .. . . ... 349.00
PROMETHEtJS Promodem 1200 329.00

APPLE PRODUCTS
MICltO SCl A2 drives . . . . . . . .... 189.00
RANA ElilE 1 ..... • ............ 219.00

ll!AC drM? .. , . • . . , , • , ... . . 1811.00
APPLE Com patible drive ......... 169.00
GRAPPIER Work-alike ..... . .. . .. . 69.00
8lJFFEJtED 16K . . . . . . . ........ . 99.00
SYSTEM SAVER Fan .
. ..... . .. 69.00
MICROSOFT Premium //e ....... 279.00
Soft card CP/M . . .. . ....... .. ... 229.00
Multip lan . .... .. ... ... .. .. . ... . 129.00
MAC Multiplan (Macin tosh) . . . . 129.00
Basic (Macintosh) . . . ., . ,
. , . 109.00
APIUCOllN Serial Caid . . . • ..... 69.00
Z-80 Card . . . . . . . .
. . 59.00
ASCII Express l'loksstonal .. • .... 89.00
MAXEl1. SIS . . . . . . . . . . .. • , .. .. 19.00
D/S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 27.00
KOAlA Touch Tablet ... . . . .. ..... 79.00
HA YES Mach lll JoyStick .......... 39.00
tlltJNl)EJICLOCK ............... 119.00
MOCKINGBOARD ..... . ._ . . . .• .. CAU
APPIEMOUSE 11 . . .... . . .. . .. .. 129.00
VIDEX Ultralerm .... .. . .. .. ..... 179.00
BO COLUMN/64K Interface lie only 99.00
BO COLUMN Card ll+ only ..... . .. 59.00

WE SUPPORT THESE FINE SYSTEMS,
Apple. Compaq. IBM. Saayv aad many

BA~OMPunRBNC

UD

714/841•6160
COMPUTERBANC

TM

:E •

16783 Beach Blvd., Huntington Beach. CA 92647

LDOS/TRSDOS VERSION 6

Reviewed by Terry Kepner

L

DOS/TRSDOS version 6 is a very powerful and flex
ible DOS (disk operating system). but it's also very
complex and difficult to learn and use. Programming in
machine code with LDOS is even harder; the user manual
gives only a few details on how to interface your machine
language programs with the LDOS system. forcing you to
waste time experimenting with code and trying to
decipher just what LDOS is doing.
Roy Soltoff's Tfie Programmer's Guide to LDOSITRSDOS elim
inates much of that work. providing details on the opera
tions and procedures .used by LDOS. both in memory and
on disk.
The book is divided into six chapters. with an appen
dix and a copious index. The first chapter gives you a brief
overview of LDOS and the philosophy that went into de
signing it. Chapter 2 describes the methods used in inter
facing the various hardware devices (printer. RS-2 32C. key
board. video) with a program and how to write your own
device drivers and special filter modules (for example. setc
ting up a character filter so that your printer automatically
slashes zeros).
In chapter 3. Soltoff describes diskcdrive interfacing pro
tocols for sending and receiving data to and from the disk
drive controller. including the allocation schemes used for
hard-disk drives. LDOS supports the Lobo Universal.
Western Digital WD-1000. and Xebec S-1410 hard-disk con
troller. all three of which are described with the attendant
service calls used and disk-drive registers. Floppy-disk and
hard-disk configurations are explained. as well as the drive
control tables used by LDOS to access them. A sample
disk-driver routine is included.
In chapter 4. the author moves on to the DOS directory
structure for 5 v.i - and 8-inch disks. He covers the Granule
Allocation Table. the Hash Index Table. directory record
structure (for 5 v.i- and 8-inch floppy disks and 5-inch hard
disks. in single-density. double-density. single-sided. and
double-sided configurations). and he provides a break
down of 32 bytes used for an actual directory record entry.
The next chapter contains general information on a file's
disk configuration. controlling disk files. accessing them.
and the file control block (in memo y), which tracks what's
happening with a file currently in use.
lHE REAL VALUE
Chapter 6 describes the DOS supervisor calls (SVCs) used
to communicate with the operating system at the assem
bly-language level. This is where the book's value is truly
revealed. These routines are vital for any programmer who
wants his programs to be as powerful and short as pos
sible. relieving you of the need to create your routines to
get a character from the keyboard. send data to the video.
obtain the system date. send a character to a disk file.
select a disk drive. read a disk sector. or any one of the
(continued)
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FINALLY! MAIL ORDER SERVICE YOU CAN DEPEND ON!

BUSINESS

SOFTWARE

Now you can take advantage of the same personalized service
enjoyed by America's largest corporations
at the same low prices!

WORDSTAR
PRO PAK

PROKEY 3.0

92

HARVARD
PROJECT
MGR. 299

199

Advanced Data Institute

Digital Marketing

Ala din

Writers Pak
Footnote
Datebook It
Notebook

595 399

Alpha Software

259
Spellbinder

ATI
Training WordStar 75
TrainingdBase II 75

45
45

195 139

dGr aph or Quickcode
dUtit

10 Base
10 Net

Lifetree
Volkswriler Deluxe 295 169

Funk

Advanced Lotus 1-2-3 70 45

Sideways

Chang Labs
Rags to Riches
Ledger

295 164
99 58

Think Tank (IBM) 195 149
Think Tank (Apple)150 109

MOBS
495 399
695 499

60

45

Heritage
Smart Key II
99

Knowledge man

500 299

90

79

WordStar
SpellStar
CorrectStar
Ma ilMerge
lnfoStar

Condor

LOTUS 1·2·3

299

98

Perfect Software

Multiplan
Basic Interpreter
Word /Mouse
Chart(Mac)
Cash Plan (IBM)

250 139
350 249
475 319
125 99
150 99

Perfect Write r
Perfect Write r/
Speller

349 218
399 298

Peter Norton

BO

225
99
175
125
248

52

Monogram
Dollars and Sense
(IBM)
Dollars and Sense
(Mac)

Prentice-Hall
179 149
149 119

Execuvision

Word Plus
Punctuation and
Style

395 299

Select Information Systems
Select Word
Processor

Oasis
495
150
250
250
495

79

295 199

150 105

Sorcim
150

95

SuperCalc 2

Pacific Data Sy stems

Tylog

Money Track

295 219

dBase Window

425 185
195 165
625 495

ViciCalc IV

295 154

249 155

Microrim

Humansoft
Condor 3

CROSS
TALK

Norton Utilities

Micropro
CDEX

265

Living Video Text Inc

Fox Research
Axel Johnson

349

Microsoft
495 239

295 179

Fox & Geller

AutoCode

MULTIMATE

Le xisoft
295 199
99 84
295 179
150 98

WORD
PERFECT

OPEN
ACCESS

449

317

SUPER
CALC 3

Data Base
Manager II

SYMPHONY

DBPlus

125

84

650 259

IUS
Easy System II
General Ledger
Accounts Payable

395 184
595 319
595 319

495 310
R Base 4000
Extended Report
Writer
150 119
Clout
195 159

Visicorp

Peachtree
Peachtext 5000
Calendar Mgmt
Decision Manager
Business Graphics
System
Peachpak 4

Warner Software Inc.
The Desk Organizer

295 219
395 238

250 159

295 239

Woolf Sy stems
Move It

150
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We can 't fit all of ou r huge inventor:i'. in this ad, so f2lease cal l for [2roducts :i'.OU don 't see here.

CALL FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE:
TERMS:
• Call for shipping charges and
support po licies.
• Fu ll gu arantee against
manufacturers defects
• Allo w 3 weeks for checks to clear
• Prices ma y change
• Call for availability
• NO CASH REF UN DS ! Du e to our
low prices, ALL SALES FI NAL.
Circle 162 on inquiry card.

(800) 235·3020 (USA)
(800) 235·3021 (CA)
(415) 382-9085
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• SAME DAY SHIPMENT ON MOST
ORDERS
• Prompt UPS service
• Authorized Pur chase or ders accepted
• Dealer, institutional and quantity
discounts avai lable
• No surcharge for credit card
purchases
•VISA & Mastercard acce pted
• COD
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It's always smart to think
before you do.
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Quick•Plan®
The Executive Project Planning System

Features:
•
•
•
,•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Menu driven.
250 activities I 500 connectors.
All input can be edited with full feature editor.
User specified time units - minute, hour, day, week, month.
Precedence logic (Activity on Node capability) with
Finish-to-Start, Start-to-Start, Finish-to-Finish, Start-to
Finish, Logic Connectors.
Activities and Resources can be transferred between
projects.
Both printed copy and screen displays can be used for
output.
Assignable and selectable Activity Numbers and Activity
Codes.
Multiple currencies (with a currency converter within the
program) .
Six resources per activity.
100 item resource library.

• All activities can carry Time, Cost,·and Resources.
• Permits specified dates with constraint options.
• TAILS and LAGS to simplify modelling.
• Memory resident system for maximum computational
speed.

1

• Network logic display with ability to zoom, spread, and
isolate activity displays.

QUICK·PLAN RUNS ON MS DOS*
for Data General DT*, DEC Rainbow + *, HP 150*, IBM
Compatibles*, Texas Instruments PC*, and WANG
PC*; 80 or 132 wide printer with 384 K RAM and a
graphics .option.
Having been successfully placed in offices worldwide,
Quick• Plan is recommended by users as the man
agement tool of the future.
PLEASE ALSO CONSIDER OUR " BIG" MANAGE
MENT AND PROJECT PLANNING SYSTEM
(MAPPS).

@
I

Mitchell
Management
Systems Inc.
FORMERLY STRUCTURAL PROGRAMMING INC.

1

Intern ational Business Machines, Texas Instruments and 1Nang Labor atories.
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Petr Beckmann (POB 2298. Boulder, CO 80306) is a professor
emeritus of electrical engineering at tfie Universitlj of Colorado.

TWX: 710·34 7- 105 4

' Regi stered tr ademarks of Data General. Digital Equipment Corp .. Hewlett Packard.
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David D. Clark (246 South Fraser St. #2, State College. PA 1680!)
is a postdoctoral research scho1ar in tfie chemistrlj department of Penn
Sijlvania State U niversitlj.
Michael O'Neill (2227 Dwight Waij #4. Berkeleij. CA 94704) has
been programming computers for 20 ljears.

Westborough Office Park
2000 West Park Drive
WestborOUIJh. Mass . 01561 U.S.A
Telephone (61 7) 366 ·0800

94 service calls supplied by LOOS. Jn fact. by using only
these SVCs for data manipulation between the system and
your program. you can insure that a program written on
one computer using LOOS 6 can be used on another com
puter using the LOOS 6 environment (i.e.. create a pro
gram on the Lobo Max-80 that can be used on the TRS-80
Model I or Model 4). These calls are listed alphabetically.
numerically. and by functional group. Calls requiring more
than just a brief note (such as how to switch between dif
ferent banks of memory if your computer has more than
64K bytes of RAM) are given more attention and detail
at the end of this chapter.
The appendix is devoted to topics that don't fit into the
other chapters. These topics include boot-up initialization
interfacing (so your program can automatically be initial
ized during boot-up). the diskcloading formats used by the
system loader. the protocols for using high-memory
modules. interfacing with the interrupt task processor.
using the @KITSK SVC to perform background tasks while
doing disk input/output or print spooling. details on the
DOS system overlays. and using the @PARAM SVC to
decode complex parameter commands from the user.
Soltoff includes three sample programs using the various
SVCs and filtering concepts.
All of this information is explained in simple language.
with a minimum of jargon. The only assumption made is
that you are a machine-language programmer. or at least
have more than just a vague idea of the details of such
programming.
Since most programmers are in a hurry and don't want
to have to'read an entire book to get the answers to one
or two questions. Roy Soltoff has included an index that
provides a "random access" approach to the information.
He has tried to make each section of the book indepen
dent of the rest. This tends to make some sections a little
repetitive. but that's a small price to pay for the referenc
ing capability it delivers.
This is one reference book every LDOS/TRSDOS version
6 programmer should have. Its cost is preferable to the
amount of time you'd have to spend to discover the in
formation yourself. •
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TerrlJ Kepner (POB 481. Peterborough. NH 03458) is a freelance
programmer wfio writes monthlij columns for several computin!J
magazines.

access to nearly
·oess newsletter ,
plus wire services like
UPI and PR Newswire.
There's news on everything
from computers to invest
ments, from taxes to
telecommunications.
2000 new articles are added every day and
each one is screened specially for you.

Fast,Versatile, Simple
You enter key words,
names or phrases. NewsNet
stores them and saves
every article containing
those words. Check in
daily, even hourly;
scan the head
lines or read
entire articles,
and print out
what you want
to keep. Change
key words when
you like. You're
free from the

$24 Free Trial
The average newsletter carried by NewsNet costs $200 per year in print form. That's
$40,000 worth of newsletters. With NewsNet you pay as little as $15 per month.
You can try NewsNet, at no obligation, and get $24 of free use. Just call
our toll-free number. We'll send you everything you need to get started.

--

Welcome
to

llewsllet
Your Cuslorn News
Report 1s Ready

(In PA 215-527-8030)

800-345-1301

945 Haverford Road Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
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FANTASTIC COMPUTER PRINTER SALE!!!

······ DELUXE COM STAR T/F
80 CPS Printer - $169 .00
Th is COMSTAR TIF (Tractor Fric t io n)
PRINTER 1s exceptiona ll y versatile
It
prints 8 11/ ' x 11" standard size sing le sheet
stat ionary or continuous feed computer
paper . B1 ·d1rec t 1ona l. impact dot 111atr 1x.
80 CPS . 224 characters
(Centronics
Parallel lntertact)

Premium Quality 120-140 CPS
10" COM-STAR PLUS+
Printer $249.00
The COM STAR PLUS+ gives you all the
features of the COMS TAR T /F PRINTER
plus a 10·· cam age. 120 · l 40 CPS . 9 x 9 dot
matrix with doub le strike capability for 18 x
18 dot matrix (near let t er quality) , hi gh
reso lut ion b it image ( 120 x 144 dot
matrix). underl ining. back spacing, le ft
and right margin settings . true lower
decenders with super and subscripts .
prints standard . 1tal 1c . b lock graph ics and
spec ial characters
It gives you print
quality and features found on printers
cost ing twi c e as much 11 (Centronics
Para llel I nterface)
(Better than Epson
FX80) . List $499 .00 SALE $249.00

Premium Quality 120-140 CPS
15 1/2 "COM-STAR PLUS+
Business Printer $349.00
Has all the features of th e 10 ·· COM -ST AR
PLUS+ PRINTER plus 15 ' . c arriage ancl
1110re powerfu I electronics co111ponents to
hand le large ledger bus iness forms 1
(Better than Epson FX 100) List $599

SALE $349.00
Superior Quality 140-160 CPS
10" COM-STAR PLUS+ IBM
IBM Pers/Bus Printer $369.00
Has all the features of the 10·· COM -STAR
PLUS+ PRINTER 1 It 1s especia ll y designed
for all IBM persona l computers 1 140 · I 60
CPS H IGH SPEED PR INTING 100% duty
cycle. 2K buffer . diverse charac ter fon ts.
special symbols and true decenders .
vert ical and horizontal tabs .
A RED HOT IBM persona l bus iness printer
at an unbelieveab le low price of $369 .00
(centronics paral lel interfac e)
List $699 SALE $369.00

Superior Quality 160-180 CPS
10" COM-STAR PLUS+ HS

Business Printer $369.00
The Super Com -Star + High Speed
Business Printer 160 - 180 CPS has a 10"
carr iage with all the Com-Star+ features
built 1n 1 The 15 16 " High Speed Business
Printer 1s especially designed with more
powerful ele c tron ics to handle larger
ledger business forms 1 Exclusive bottom
feed! (Centron ic s paral lel in terface)
15 1;, " pr inter is also compatab le with IBM
Personal / Busi ness Computers '
15 'C
Printer List $799.00 SALE $469.00

OOlympia
Executive Letter Quality
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER $379.00
Th is 1s the worlds finest daisy wheel printer
Fantasti!': Letter Quality , up to 20 CP S
b1 d1 rect 1ona l. will handle 14 4 ·· forms
w 1d!h 1 Has a 256 charac ter print bu fer .
spec ial pr int enhancements . bu il t 1n
trac tor-f eed (C entronics Para llel ancl
RS232C I nterfa ce) List $699 SALE $379.

• 15 Day Free Trial  1 Year Immediate Replacement Warranty
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~PARALLEL INTERFACES~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

For VI C.20 and COM-64 -

$49 .00

For App le computers -

Add S14 50 for ah ipp ing . t.ondling ond inauronee . lll ino ia reaidenta
pleo19"J1dd 6 "!, to• . Add S29 00 for CANADA . PUERTO RICO . HAWAII.
ALASKA . APO -FPO ordera . Conodion ordera mutt be in U.S. dollora .
WE 00 NOT EXPl9RT TO OTHER COUNTRIES .
Encloae Coat.iera Ct.eek . Money Order or l'eraonol Ct.eek . Allow 14
doya for delivery . 2 to 7 doya for phone ordera . 1 doy e•preu moil>
VISA - MAS T ER CARO- We Ship C O .O to US Addresses Only

$ 79 .00

Atari 850 Inte r face -

$ 79 .00

For AL L IBM Compu ters -

PRDTECTD

ENTER p RI z Es

CUSTOlll(~J
IOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS I0010
fW( LOY( 0011

Phone 3121312·5244 to order

COM -STAR PLUS+ ABCDEFGH J: J l<LMNCPGIR&TUVW >CV Z
"8CDEFGtU.JK~NDPGRSTUYWXVZ 12:S~e567B90
Print Example :
80
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$89 .00

NEW 128K -MEGA BYTE DUAL DISK DRIVE-80 COLUMN

COMPUTER SYSTEM SALE!
HOME • BUSINESS •WORD PROCESSING

Cl

LOOK AT ALL YOU GET FOR ONLY$

@
@
@
@)
•
•
•

89 5

e

Bl 28 COMMODORE l 28K 80 COLUMN COMPUTER
4023 · l 00 CPS · 80 COLUMN BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTER
8050 DUAL DISK DRIVE (over l million bytes )
12" HI RESOLUTION 80 COLUMN MONITOR
BOX OF l 0 LORAN LIFETIME GUARANTEED DISKS
1100 SHEETS FANFOLD PAPER
ALL CABLES NEEDED FOR INTERFACING

LIST PRICE
$ 995.00
499 .00
1795. 00
249 .00
49 .95
19.95
l 02.05

TOT AL LIST PRICE $3717.95
PLUS YOU CAN ORDER THESE BUSINESS PROGRAMS AT SALE PRICES
LIS T
SALE
Proles sionol BO Column
Word Processor
149.95 $99.00
Prolessionol Doto Bose
149 .95 $99.00
Accounts Receivable
$149.95 $99.00
Accounts Poyoble
$149.95 $99.00

s
s

LIS T
Po y rol l
In ventory
General Ledger
Financial Spread Sheet

$1 49 .95
$149 .95
$149.95
$1 49 .95

SALE
$99.00
$99.00
$99.00
$99.00
LIST

PRINTER REPLACEMENT OPTIONS
(replace the 4023 with the following at these' sole prices)

'r Olympia Executive Leiter Quality Serial Printer

' Comstor Hi-Speed 160 CPS 15 '/," Serial Business Pr inter
··• Telecommunications Delu x e Modem Package

$699.00
$779.00
$199.00

SALE
$399.00
$499.00
$139.00

15 DAY FREE TRIAL . We give you 15 doys to try out thi s SUPER SYSTEM PACKAGE!! II it doesn 't meet your e x pectations , just send it bock
to us prepaid and we will refund your purchase pri ce!!
90 DAY IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY . II ony of the SUPER SYSTEM PACKAGE equipment or progroms foil due to faulty
workmanship or material we will replace it IMMEDIATELY at no charge! !
Add $50.00 for shipping and handling!!
$100.00 for Alaska and Hawaii orders.
WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES
Enclo se Ca shiers Che ck . M oney Order or Per sonal Che ck . Allo w 14 doys fo r
deliver y, 2 to 7 doys f or ph one or ders, 1 day e xp r e ss mo i l ! We acc ep t Visa
and MasterCard. We ship C.O .D. to co nti nental U.S. addr ess es only.
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PROTECTD
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1WE LOV E OU R CU ST OMERS 1

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 90010
Phone 3121382·5244 to order
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Discover I:tS- PC'N t.
All the most needed programs
in one convenient software package.
It's here. True signal processing
on the IBM PC It's called ILS-PC 1,
and was developed from our mini
computer ILS, the world standard
in signal processing software.
ILS-PC 1 enables you to do signal
processing n0 w on your own IBM
PC or XT. Without writing programs.
Without a lot of.time or effort. When
used with the 8087 coprocessor, it
1111

performs at minicomputer speed.
ILS-PC 1 provides all the essentials:
data acquisition support; waveform
display and editing; digital filtering;
spectral analysis. Applications in
cludE) noise and vibration, speech,
seismology, acoustics, sonar, radar,
bio-medicine and many other fields.
Part of ILS-PC 1 convenience is a
menu-prompt you can use while

learning, then bypass once you're
ready for command control. With
our customer service phone line,
you get answers to software or
applications questions.
Bring signal processing to your
own IBM PC or XT. Call our toll-free
number now for full information on
ILS-PC 1. The price is $1495 The
benefit is a new world of convenience.

Signal Tczchnology Inc
5951 Encina Road • Goleta, CA 93117
In Califori:ia, (805) 683-3771 TWX 910-334-3471
Call toll-free (800) 235-5787

Gonn"-"J' •'TCAEGmbH Tol $i31Mi067 Tolo>.. 8,ol i 5Z'/Sl!J I Sw<Mlon • 3 K llU:Co••lc.r AB, T•I 0764130115, Tolo1 854 JS5S9 / Sw!tzorl4nd • Z•ntr•m• Tecbo1k ,v;, Te\ O~ 1!33593. T<l<Ji 845349353
UJC.• LO(lf"'. Tol 01&37 9111, Tulo> BS I 27200 / Jop.on • RJfc., Cot'p', Toi 03·34S-1·1ll. 'll!Jox 7lll \23772 I IC.ere• • Gn:<inoil Sr>lom lnd.cJry Co. Tol 72S 6281 <. To!o~ 7o7 O!J231 /
Tilw;an • Hcnr.ttl\ r:piti:i: Corp, Tol· 02!."62~S l , 1f:it- x 7852679-1 IBMPC 11. 11 d PCJXT11..--ereq1!1l.t1~ttadt!,rn..'lrk,::; o l lnt rn.'LlliDnt1.IB1.1:11nO!l.s M.:ii:::t:itne=;
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November 1984
e

CONTINUING ENGINEER
ING EDUCATION-Continu
ing Engineering Education.
George Washington Univer
sity. Wc3.shington. DC. For a
schedule. contact George
Harrison. Continuing Engi
neering Education. George
Washington University.
Washington. DC 20052. (800)
424-9773: in the District of
Columbia. (202) 676-6106.

November

e

DOCUMENTING COR
RECTLY-How to Document
a Computer System. various
sites throughout the U.S. A
step-by-step tutorial for
meeting the documentation
objectives of any software
development project. The
fee for this one-day seminar
is $\55. Contact Technical
Communications Associates.
Suite 210. 12 50 Oakmead
Parkway. Sunnyvale. CA
94086. (800) 227-3800. ext.
977: in California. (408)
737-2665. November

e

STRUCTURED PRO
GRAMMING TIPS-Seminars
from Ken Orr and Associ
ates. various sites through
out the U.S. Programs in
clude "Data Structured Sys
tems Development Method
ology" and "Structured
Systems Planning:· Contact
Ken Orr and Associates Inc ..
172 5 Gage Blvd .. Topeka. KS
66604. (800) 2 55-24 59; in
Kansas. (913) 273-0653.

November

e

TRENDS ADDRESSED
CAP Gemini DASO Seminars.
Saint Regis-Sheraton Hotel.
New York City. Three semi
nars are scheduled this
month: "Lamond on IBM;·
"Rudolph and Whiteside:
Fourth Generation Lan
guages." and "Davies:

Security for Computer Net
works:· Contact CAP Gemini
DASO. 9045 North Deer
wood Dr.. POB 23767. Mil
waukee. WI 53223. (414)
3 5 5-3405 . November

e

Technology Park/Atlanta.
Norcross. GA 30092. (404)
449-0460.

November-December

e INTEL WORKSHOPS
Microcomputer Workshops.
various sites throughout the
U.S. and Canada. Intel. the
semiconductor memory
manufacturer. is offering
more than 20 workshops on
microprocessor applications.
A brochure is available. Con
tact Customer 'Training. Intel
Corp.. 2 7 Industrial Ave..
Chelmsford. MA 01824-3688.
(617) 256-1374.

BRUSH-UPS FOR ENGI
NEERS-Continuing Engi
neering Education Courses.
George Washington Univer
sity. Washington. DC. Among
the course titles are "Work
shop in Data Communica
tions for Microcomputers"
and " Hands-On Program
ming in Ada." Tuition ranges
from $695 to $875 . Contact
November-December
George Harrison. Continuing
Engineering Education.
e LECTURE SERIES
George Washington Univer
sity. Washington. DC 20052. · Montclair State College Col
(800) 424-9773; in the
loquium Lecture Series and
the Nobel Laureate Lecture
District of Columbia. (202)
676-6106.
Series. Richardson Hall.
Room W-117. Upper Mont
November-December
clair. NJ. Topics to be ad
dressed include "Industrial
e HI-TECH EXPLAINED
Applications of Input/Output
Advanced Technology Semi
Analysis" and "A History of
nars. various sites through
out the U.S. Among the
Symmetry Principles in
Physics." Admission is free.
topics to be explored are
local-area networks. voice/
Contact Professor Gideon
data integration. CAD/CAM.
Nettler. Department of
Mathematics and Computer
WordStar. and Lotus 1-2-3.
Fees range from $195 to
Science. Montclair State Col
$885. Contact Bernie !Ison
lege. Upper Montclair. NJ
07043. (201) 893-4294.
Inc.. 65 West 55th St.. New
York. NY 10019. (212)
November-December
245-7950.
November-December
e MANAGERS COACHED
IN TECHNOLOGY-Facility
e INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
Management Institute Edu
PROGRAMS-1984 Institute
cational Programs. various
of Industrial Engineers· Con
sites throughout the U.S.
Programs on the agenda in
tinuing Education Programs.
clude "Impact of Office
various sites throughout the
U.S. A complete listing is
Automation on Facilities"
available from the Institute
and "Computer Aids to
Facility Management." Conof Industrial Engineers. 2 5

tact Jinx Andrews. Facility
Management Institute. 3971
Research Park Dr.. Ann
Arbor. MI 48104. (313)
994-0200.

November-December

e PROFESSIONAL EDUC
TION-Seminars from the In
stitute for Professional
Education. various sites in
the U.S. Programs in statis
tics. management. simulation
and modeling. personal
computers. and computer
science. Contact the Institute
for Professional Education.
POB 7 56. Arlington. VA
22216. (703) 527-8700.
November-December

e

TRAINING IN KNOWL
EDGEMAN-Training Semi
nars on KnowledgeMan.
various sites throughout the
U.S. A series of two-day
training seminars on the
KnowledgeMan information
management system for
16-bit computers. Contact
KnowledgeMan 'Training
Coordinator. Micro Data
Base Systems Inc .. POB 248.
Lafayette. IN 4 7906. ( 317)
463-2581.

November-December

e

CONFERENCES. MEET
INGS-Conferences and
Meetings of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics
Engineers. various sites
throughout the U.S. and the
world. A calendar of con
ferences and meetings com
plete with contact persons is
available. Contact IEEE Com
puter Society. POB 639.
Silver Spring. MD 20901.
(301) 589-8142.

November-January
IF YOU WANT your organization's public activities listed in BYTE's Event

Queue, we need to know about them at least four months in advance. Send
information about computer conferences. seminars. workshops. and courses
to BYTE. Event Queue. POB 372 . Hancock. NH 03449 .

e DATA COMMUNICA
TIONS TAUGHT-Networks
(continued)
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EVENT QUEUE

and Data Communications
Short Courses. various sites
throughout the U.S. A few of
the courses to be held are
"Introduction to Datacomm
and Networks:· "Designing
Digital Communication Sys
tems:· and "Configuring
Distributed Processing Sys
tems:· A catalog is available.
Contact Integrated Computer
Systems. 6305 Arizona
Place. POB 4 5405 . LDs
Angeles. CA 90045 . (800)
421-8166: in California. (800)
352-8251 or (213) 417-8888.

Buy ASCI Intelligent Port Expanders
• Eliminate Manual Swit cl1ing by Remote
Control
• Improve Produc tivit y and Reliability
• Sl1 are Printers. i'vl o d ems or Plo tters
• Ex p and Com p uters or T erminals
• Use 1vlatrix Swit ching for ivlultipl e Trans
m ission or Securit y
• Supports Polling and Queing
INSTANT COMPATIBILITY with new c omputer devices
and MAJOR OEM PRODUCTS:
Altos - Burroughs - Data General - DEC
H.P. - IBM - NCR - Northstar - Vic tor
and o ther k ey m anufacturers.

November-FebruarlJ

e

/

SPE CIAL FE A TUR E 2

SPECIAL
RETURNABLE POLICY

THE BEST FOR LESS $
Fe;ituring lh e besl best •1nlue. or bes! rehabil1iy
o f c. omp~i1er sys1ems on sale

.BM PC

64K
128K
25 6K
Leading Edge

Each mont h a se lected best value
co mput er sys tem is avai labl e with a
small pr emium for testing at the comfo rt
o f y o ur o ffice o r home for 15 da ys. If th e
sy ste m is retu rn ed in 15 da y s in t1 1e
or ig ina l co ndition, w e w ill d edu c t o nly
the prem iu m and sh ippi ng cos t from the
ref und.

51250

0 Drive
2 Dri ves
2 Drive s
128K 2 Or s

C all
Ca ll
Call

Tava

51620
51350

IBS
Compaq

Ca ll

INFORMATION
PROCESSING SEMINARS
New York University Semi
nars in Information Process
ing. various sites throughout
the U.S. "Fundamentals of
I Data Processing for Ad
ministrative Assistants and
I Secretaries" and "Managing
Systems Projects" are two of
the seminars offered. For a
calendar listing and more in
formation. contact School of
Continuing Education. Semi
nar Center. New York Uni
versity. 575 Madison Ave.
New York. NY 10022. (212)
748-5094.

Fr e e UPS Gr o und Shipp ing for orders prepaid .

Best Value Systems - Typical Configuration s:
C ~ H 1 gh

Resolution Monocl1rome Mo nitor . 2 Onves Keyboard. DOS Bnsic
OP Do t M ;i 1r1x Pr1n 1er. C -l to!i: LP ~ Le t t er Oual1ty Printer . DX-15
M =Mul tiplan , R 1=128 K R.:im . R2 =256K Ram. W =Wo1d Processing-LE

c
x
x

R1

x
x
x

R2

w

DP

LP

x
x

x

M

Price·
51 80 0
Cn ll
Cil ll
C;i11
Cctll
2189
Call

'Systern 1n1cgra t1on
and pre test inc luded

25 85

PleClsec,111 !or other co nf1 gurct 11 ons Our customer s hCl•:c found Hicc;i!ls v.. o nhwh1lc C<lll 101 Olhe r h1gh
quali ty produc ts A ST . B roUie r. C·l toh. Coro na. D1ahlo H ;iyes HNc u les. M 1crosoll Nee. Ok i
Ol 1ad ram . Ri co h. STB. Tecmar. So l tware Pub lishings. etc

COMPUTER SALES
Fine Products at Affordable Price s.

Orde r :

T ec hni c al Support:

(6 19) 576-91 85

(619) 576- 9187

Sto re:
8 199 C lairemon t Mesa Blvd Sui te A-1
San D iego. CA 9 2111

Ho urs ·
Mon. - I
9 a.m . - 6 p.m . PcH.. rn C Ti m e
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series of seminars that cover
computer databases and
such applications as local
area networks and graphics.
contact Technology n-ansfer
Institute. 741 Tenth St. Santa
Monica. CA 90402 . (213)
394 -8305 .

November-FebruarlJ

e

MANAGEMENT
COURSES OFFERED
Courses from the American
Management Association.
various sites throughout the
U.S. The American Manage
ment Association offers a
wide variety of courses in
such areas as information
systems. office automation.
and communications. A
catalog outlines each course.
Contact American Manage
ment Association. I 3 5 West
50th St. New York. NY
10020. (212) 586-8 100.

November-April

e

November-FebruarlJ

MOTION CONTROL
SEMINAR-Seminar from
the Electronic Motion Con
trol Association. San Jose.
CA Contact EMCA. Suite
1200. 230 North Michigan
Ave.. Chicago. IL 60601.
(312) 372-9800.
November 12-13

e

e

LEARN PERSONAL COM
PUTING-New York Univer
sity Programs in Personal
Computing. New York City.
Continuing education credits
can be earned as you learn
about personal computers.
application programs. lan
guages. communications.
and microcomputer tech
nology. Fees and session
lengths vary. A brochure is
available. Contact New York
University. School of Conti
nuing Education. Data Pro
cessing and Systems Analy
sis Institute. 327 Shimkin
Hall. New York. NY 10003.
1212) 598-7771.

November-FebruarlJ

e

NETWORKS MADE
CLEAR-Computer Seminars.
various sites throughout the
U.S. For catalog describing a

PROGRAM WITH
dBASE-dBASE: Program
ming and Advanced Tech
niques. Boston. MA Topics
to be addressed include
testing. debugging. indexing
considerations. and pro
gram. applications. and
database design. The fee is
S54 5. Contact Center for
Advanced Professional Edu
cation. Suite 110. 182 0 East
Garry St. Santa Ana. CA
92705. (714) 261-0240.
November I 3-14

e

INTERFACING IN
INDUSTRY-Synergy '8 4:
Functional Interfacing for
Computer Integrated Manu
facturing. Conrad Hilton
Hotel. Chicago. IL. Speakers
and technical sessions. Con
tact Society of Manufactur
ing Engineers. One SME Dr..

EVENT QUEUE

POB 930. Dearborn. Ml
48121. (313) 271-1500.
November I3-I 5
·

e

X.25. PACKET NETS
X.2 5 and Packet-Switching
Networks. Atlanta. GA. This
course will cover the inter
nal operations of the packet
switching network and its
implementation. Interna
tional standards and X.2 5 in
terfaces will be discussed.
Tuition is $795. Contact
Elaine Hadden Nicholas.
Department of Continuing
Education. Georgia Institute
of 1echnology. Atlanta. GA
30332-0385. (404) 894-2 54 7.
November I 4- l 6

e

FALL COMDEX
COMDEX/Fall. Las Vegas.
NV. This is one of the
largest and most prestigious
trade shows in the micro
computer industry. Contact
The Interface Group. 300
First Ave.. Needham. MA
02194. (800) 325-3330: in
Massachusetts. (617)
449-6600. November 14-18

e

PROGRAM WITH
dBASE-dBASE: Program
ming and Advanced Tech
niques. Hartford. CT. See
November I 3-14 for details.
November I 5-16

e WESTERN EDUCATORS
MEET-The Eighth Annual
Western Educational Com
puting Conference. Vacation
Village. San Diego. CA
Refereed papers on com
puter science. humanities
and the fine arts. CAI. ad
ministration. and research
support. Contact Dr. Virginia
S. Lashley. Glendale College.
I 500 North Verdugo Rd..
Glendale. CA 91208.
November I 5- l 6

e

FORTH CONVENTION
The Sixth Annual FORTH
Convention and Banquet.
Hyatt Palo Alto. Palo Alto.
CA. Contact FORTH Interest
Group. POB 1105 . San
Carlos. CA 94070. (415)
962-8653. November 16-17

e

FARM COMPUTER CON
FERENCE-The 1984 Purdue
On-Farm Computer Use Con
ference and Trade Show.
Purdue University. West
Lafayette. IN. Workshops will
complement exhibits and
conference sessions. Contact
Continuing Education Busi
ness Office. Stewart Center.
Room l 10. Purdue Univer
sity. West Lafayette. IN
47907. November 18-20

e BRIEFING ON
ADVANCED LANGUAGES
Structured 1echniques Using
Fourth Generation Lan
guages. Palo Alto. CA. This
seminar explains how struc
tured techniques and fourth
generation languages can be
used. The fee is $795. Con
tact Software Institute of
America Inc.. 8 Windsor St..
Andover. MA 01810. (617)
470-3880. November 19-21
e

CANADIAN CON
FERENCE-Annual CIPS
Computer Conference. Inter
national Centre. Toronto. On
tario. Canada. Speakers will
address a variety of issues.
Contact Canadian Informa
tion Processing Society. Fifth
Floor. 243 College St..
Toronto. Ontario MST 2YI.
Canada. (416) 593-4040.
November l 9-2 2

e

COMPUTERS IN
TORONTO-The Fifteenth
Annual Canadian Computer
Show and Conference. Inter
national Centre. Toronto.
Ontario. Canada. Contact In
dustrial Trade Shows. 20
Butterick Rd.. Toronto.
Ontario M8W 3Z8. Canada.
(416) 252-7791.
November I 9-2 2

e SHOW IN GERMANY
Chip Microcomputer Weeks.
Essen. West Germany. Micro
computer products. trends.
and applications will be
demonstrated. Sponsored by
Cfiip. a leading German com
puter magazine. Contact
Network GmbH. An der
(continued)

e TURBO 10 is designed for the

IBM PC®, to
achieve IBM PC/XT® capacity, and full PC/XT
compatibility.
•Access seek time 300% faster than IBM PC/XT®.
•Ideal with the use of serious application pro
grams, such as Aston Tate '" dBase Ill and
Framework, Lotus •M 1, 2, 3 and Symphony '" ,
Micropro Wordstar, etc . . .
•13 month defective exchange policy, covering
both parts and labor.
•TURBO 10 comes complete with all necessary
interfacing and cables, and installation and user
documentation.
•Speed, Convenience, Affordability, and Reliability
...at Alpha Omega Computer Products we put
it all together for you.
See our ad on Page 16.

I

~

_·j

Contact your local dealer.
and ask for the TURBO 10.
or call:

r=:J
i-.

~~~~~ 345-4422
18612 Ventura Blvd., Tarzana, CA 91356

All products are pre-tested before delivery, and are guaranleed for 13 months. Within
this. pe1iod . dt-lect11Jl" returns must accompany an AMA num ber. All other returns
subject toa 10% restoc king fee. Please include S6 for shipping and ha:nc:lllng. There will
be an additional 54 surcharge on COO orders. Cal it. residents. include 6 .S0 o- sales tax.

Circle 15 on inquiry card.
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-·WOW! ·
IBMPC

SYMPHONY

$1399.95
OKIDATA92
$384.95

$364.95

dBASE
$259.95

"PRINTER SPECIALS"
Okidata92
Okldata 93
Okidata82
Okidata83

384
5B4
309
524
290
239
479
414
629
1129

Epson RXBO FT

Epson AXBO
Epson RX100
Epson FX80
Epson FX100
Epson L01500
Toshi ba 1351
Delta 10
Delta 15

Ge m in i 15X
Radix 15
Radix 10
Powerlype
Daisywriler
Brother HA 15
Brolher HR25
Brother HR35
Keyboard
Traclor
Cut Feed
R11eman Bl ue +
Diablo 620 API
Mannesman Spirit 80

12 79
3 19
439
244

Gemini lOX
IBM

PC64K

1399

PC XT

3299

Pon able

2039

Printer Card
Tandon Dr ive
Mon itor Card
Color Card
IB M Moni tor (GANl
Her cules Graph ic
Master
Koala Pad
Tecmar Captain 64K
AST Six Pack
Tallgrass 20 Meg
Quad Board

309
74
284
239
2895
219

COMMODORE
Commodore 64
1541 Disk Drive
1702 Moni tor
MPS801 Pn nter
1526 Printer
Koala Pad
1650 Modem

1B9
2 14
219
179
224
69
B9

359
55 4
5 19
299
764
354
579
759
129
79
169
2B4
6B9
239

800-441-1144

89
169
139
169
244

MONIT ORS
Amdek 300 Green
Amdek 300 Amber
Color 1 +
Co lor 2 +
Color4
310 Amber
BMC Green
Banana Green
Taxan210

114
124
234
349
549
134
B9
74
209

APPLE
2E wl01sk Drive
BB9
M ac in tosh
1819
Apple 2C
939
lmagewr11e r
499
Pri nter Card
79
CPM 2.2 Card
109
124
AG B Card
Addll Drives
rrom $99
System Saver Fan
69
Koala Pad
74

Ma nnesman 160L

55 4

Juk i 6100

369

Tractor
114
Panasonic KXP 1091 269
Panasonic KXP 1090 199
Silver Reed EXP 550 369
Silver Reed EXP 500 319
Silver Reed EXP770 809

Prowriter8510

319

Starwrl l er F 10
Nee 3550
Teletex 1014
T elevideo 186PS
Olymp i a RO

869
128 4
349
439
314

ATARI
800Xl
1027 Printer
1050 Drive
Koala Pad
Ind us . Drive

169
169
169
79
call

SANYO
fl50S s.
550 D S
555 s s
555 D S
CAT30
CAT36
CAT70
PA 5000
PR 5500

654
659
859
969
99
129
4B4
444
6B4

MODEMS
Hayes 1200
Hayes 1200B
Hayes 300
M1cromodem 2E
Access 123
Novat1onJ .cat

36.1
1B9
209
339
BB

424

HARMONY VIDEO & COMPUTERS
'

2357 CONEY ISLAND AVE., BROOKLYN, NY 11223
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE
800·VIDE084 OR 718·627-1000 OR 800·441-1144

MICRO CONTROLLED
DIGITAL DATA RECORDER
FEATURES:
Microprocessor controlled
data buffering • Buffers
data in RAM • Data
comes in at any standard
baud rate, plays back at
any baud rate (switchable)
• Tape runs only during
block record/playback •
RS232 input/output 110/
220 v ac or 12 v de • 1.2
MB per tape side • Uses chrome oxide audio cassettes • Has
hold-off during playback via CTS line • No data hold-off during
record.

APPUCATIONS:
PROCESS CONTROL • POINT OF SALE • TELEPHONE
SWITCH LOGGING (SMDR) • INSTRUMENTATION • DIAG
NOSTIC SUPPORT• PROGRAM LOADING• DATA LOGGING.
BUFFERED VERSION MODEL PD1-BF .. .. .. . . . . $595.00
NON BUFFERED VERSION - MODEL PD-1 . . . .. .. $335.00

TO ORDER, DIAL:
(201) 356-9200
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r
!38 Lackland Drive
Middlesex, N.J. 08846
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EVENT QUEUE

Friedenseiche 10. D-3050
Wunstorf 2. Bundesrepublik
Deutschland (West Ger
many); tel (0 50 33) I 0 56 :
Telex: 92 4 5 4 5. In England.
Network Events Ltd.. Printers
Mews. Market Hill. Bucking
ham MKl8 llX. England: tel
(02 80) 81 52 26 : Telex:
83111. November 20-22

e

PICK PRAISED IN
AUSTRALIA-International
Spectrum Pacific. Centre
point. Sydney. Australia. Ex
hibits by manufacturers of
Pick-based systems and tech
nical seminars. In the U.S..
contact International Spec
trum. Suite 210. 9740 Ap
paloosa Rd .. San Diego. CA
92131. (619) 578-3152. In
Australia. International Spec
trum. POB 77, Gymea. New
South Wales 22 27: tel: (02)
570-5505. November 21-23

e

SHANGHAI EXPOSITION
The China International
Microelectronics/Computer
Exhibition and Conference.
Shanghai. Peoples Republic
of China. Integrated circuits.
semiconductors. personal
computers. minicomputers.
peripherals. and software
will be exhibited. Contact
American Exhibition Ser
vices International Inc .. POB
66373. O'Hare International
Airport. Chicago. IL 60666.
(312) 593-2462.

November 21-26

e TRADE SHOW

IN
MOSCOW-Systemotronica
'84. Sokolniki Exhibition
Centre. Moscow. Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.
An international trade ex
hibition of office systems.
electronics. and compo
nents. Contact Diisseldorfer
Messegesellschaft tnbH
NOWEA. POB 32 02 03.
D-4000 Dusseldorf 30.
Federal Republic of Ger
many: tel: (0211) 4 5 60-729 :
Tele x: 8 584 853 mes d.
November 22- 30

e

CAN ADI AN ATL ANTIC
SHOW-Moncton Computer

Exhibition '84 . Moncton.
New Brunswick. Canada.
Home computers. video
games. and office automa
tion equipment will be dis
played. Contact Anne
LeBlanc. Commerce Building.
University of Moncton.
Moncton. New Brunswick
EIA 3E9. Canada. (506)
8 58-4 55 5. November 2 3-2 5

e

FORTH USERS MEET
FORTH Modification Labora
tory Conference. Asilomar
Conference Grounds. Pacific
Grove. CA. Expert systems
and artificial intelligence will
be discussed. Registration is
$2 50 . which includes room .
meals. and conference fees.
Contact FORTH Interest
Group. POB 1105. San
Carlos. CA 94070. (41 5)
962-8653. November 23 - 25

e

COMPUTERS IN CHINA
Computer China. Xiamen
Special Economic Zone.
Peoples Republic of China.
Contact Kallman Associates.
5 Maple Court. Ridgewood.
NJ 07450. (201) 652-7070.
No vember 2 5-December I

e

PICK PRAISED IN
ENGLAND-International
Spectrum Europe. Heathrow
Penta Hotel. Londo n.
England. Exhibits by manu
facturers of Pick-based
systems and technical semi
nars. In the U.S.. contact In
ternational Spectrum. Suite
210. 9740 Appaloosa Rd ,
San Diego. CA 92131. (619)
578-3152. In England. Inter
national Spectrum. POB 32.
Northwood. Middlesex HA6
!HZ: tel : (04946) 71663 .
November 26- 2 7

e

BUILD BUSINESS
GRAPHICS-Computer
Graphics for Business. Hyatt
on Union Square. San Fran
cisco. CA. This seminar
presents guidelines for
selecting graphics hardware
and software. Contact Tuch
nology Transfer Institute. 741
Tenth St.. Santa Monica. CA
(cont inued)

Until now your PC was
missing an essential piece.
Master Piece~M
Introducing the only accessory your IBM® PC will ever need
The Master Piece is four accessories in one, offering your PC
the protection and convenience it's been missing.
SEE EYE TO EYE WITH
YOUR IBM PC.
The Master Piece
provides a swivel for your
monitor. Th is swivel lets you
adjust the viewing angle of
your monitor with just the
touch o f a finger.

PUTS YOUR ENTIRE
SYSTEM AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS.
Stop fumbling with
cords and scrambling for
outlets to plug in your
I
peripherals. Stop lunging to
the other side of the room
just to turn on your printer.
The Master Piece functions
as a five outlet power strip to organize al l your power needs.
Power up with the master switch. then use the individual
switches to control your peripherals Touch the master switch
to shut down and t he Master Piece makes sure you never
accidentally leave your peripherals running overnight

- --- -

-

POWER LINE PROBLEMS
ARE NO PROBLEM.
,
Surges. spikes and line
noise are responsible for
70- 90% of PC malfunctions.
They can wipe out memory
in your PC taking hours of hard work with them That just
costs you time. Even worse. they can zap your delicate
chips. sending your PC in for repairs. That costs you money
The Master Piece stops power line prob lems dead. You
end up with an IBM that's more accurate and more reliable.
EVEN YOU AREA THREAT
TOYOURIBM PC.
During the course
of an active day, you build
up static electricity-just
as much a threat as surges
and spikes . Until now, the
only solutions t o static were unsightly floor mat s or pads
that fit under your computer. The Master Piece offers an
elegant alternative. Just touch its nameplate before you
begin work and all static charges are safely grounded
Master Piece, the most versatile, most convenient.
most useful peripheral ever made for the IBM. In fact you'll
come to think of it as the piece your PC was missing
Special introductory price. $139.95 at most computer stores.

IP'~KENSINGIDN'M

l~MICROWARE

Circle 2 3 5 on inquiry card.

25 1 Park Ave nue South, New York, NY 10010, (2 12) 475-5200. Telex 467383 KML NY
Trademarks: MasterPiece/Kensington Microware. IBM/International Business Machines

© 1984 Kensington Microware Ltd

I

Nowlast minutepresentations
canbemaQe from
yourpersonalcomputer.
In color. In house. In minutes.
Introducing Polaroid Palette. 
Whether your presentation is in 30
minutes or 30 days, the new Polaroid
Palette Computer Image Recorder will
make it easier. Priced at under $1800'; it
lets you make Polaroid instant 35mm
slides or prints from personal
computer-generated data. Right at your
desk. So now you can create a presen
tation in minutes. Without sending out
for processing, paying premiums for
rush service or risking the security of
your confidential information.
Wor~ with the

graphics
packages ofthe IBM PC or XI;
DEC Rainbow, Apple Ile and II+
as well as other pcs.
The Polaroid Palette is designed to
work with many graphics software
packages. In fact, when using such
popular programs as Graphwriter,
Chart-Master, Sign-Master, DR Draw
and DR Graph, Palette can virtually
double both the horizontal and vertical
resolution of your monitor. Plus, a

"backfill" feature reduces raster lines
for a smoother, more finished appear
ance. The result-presentation quality
slides. On-the-spot.

Color 35mm slides, even from a
black and white CR'I
Think of it as an artist's palette. Be
cause Palette "paints" your graphs,
charts and text. You're choosing from
up to 72 colors. If you don't want red,
press a few keys-it's green. And if
you're not the artistic-type, Polaroid
has developed a menu of color sets:
combinations of colors that have been
specially coordinated to complement
your presentations. And all of this is
yours, even if you have a black and
white monitor.

Lets you make last minute
changes or add
up-to-the-minute information.
The Polaroid Palette is the fast, con
venient, low-cost way to prepare slides
for your presentation. And perhaps

even more important, Palette allows
you to keep confidential information
confidential. You won't have to send
your work out to anyone again.
So why wait until the last minute to
find out about Polaroid Palette? Call
this toll-free number or return this
coupon. Because with Palette you'll
make your deadlines, in no time.

,----------------1I

I For a demonstration, call toll-free, or mail the

coupon to Polaroid Corp., E.l. Marketing, Dept.
I
I 60~. 575 Technology Sq., Cambridge, MA 02139.
I
I
I
I
I D Send information. D Have representative call. I
' B- 11/84
I
I N•mC- - - - - - - - Till<:- - - 1
I Comp•nr
I
I
I Addrc.S - - - - -- - - - - -- 1
I
1 cur- - - - - - s"'"- - Zip- - I
I Telephone (
I
I
II PC make and model - - - - - - - - - 1

CALL 1-800-225-1618

l II Polaroid

:

L ________________ J
•suggested list price. Polaroid"

Circle 3 32 on inquiry card.
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EVENT QUEUE

90402. (213) 394-8305.
November 26-28

e MEET 20 PROGRAMS
Production and Allocation
Applications for the Per
sonal Computer. Atlanta.
GA. More than 20 interac
tive management-science
programs for MS-DOS-based
machines will be demon·
strated. Contact Elaine Had
den Nicholas. Department of
Continuing Education.
Georgia Institute of lech
nology. Atlanta. GA
30332-0385. (404) 894-2547.
November 26-28
e

Unlvel'SOI for all standard parallel printers.
Famous for Graphics (loRes, HIRes, SuperRes)
(logo Compatible)
• Terrific for text (even rotates spreadsheets to
print sidewards)
One set of commands for all printers. One
command changes character sizes. Create
your own printing fonts, alphabets and sym·
bols ... bold face, underline, ltallcs. subscript
and superscript, HIRes Zooming.

PLUS:
FREE Utility and Demon·
stratlon Software Disk.
CLEAR, comprehensive
user documentation.
PKASO/U ... for all the
reasons you need an
Interface.
Contact us for a llst of Authorized Dealers near you.

·

90

Interactive Structures, Inc.
146 Montgomery Avenue
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Telephone: (215) 667-1713
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PREDICTING RELIABIL
ITY-The 'T\venty-Second An
nual Reliability Engineering
and Management Institute.
Ramada Inn. 11JCson. AZ.
This institute will emphasize
system reliability prediction.
reliability testing. and life
cycle costing. The fee is
$750. Contact Dr. Dimitri
Kececioglu. Reliability Engi
neering and Management In
stitute. Aerospace and
Mechanical Engineering
Department. Building 16.
Room 200B. University of
Arizona. 11JCson. AZ 8 5721.
(602) 621-6 120.

November 26- 30
S ROBOTICS IN WEST
Robots-West. Anaheim Con
vention Center. Anaheim.
CA. Robot manufacturers
and component suppliers
will exhibit their wares. Con·
tact Robot Institute of
America. POB 1366. Dear
born. Ml 48121. (313)
271-0778. November 27-29

e

ADMINISTER SOFTWARE
PROJECTS-Managing the
Development and Applica
tion of Computer Software.
Atlanta. GA. Topics include
establishing the need for a
computer application. identi·
fying computer software re
quirements. and managing
the changes to established
production and marketing
baselines. The fee is $400.
Contact Elaine Hadden

Nicholas. Department of
Continuing Education.
Georgia Institute of lech
nology, Atlanta. GA
30332-0385. (404) 894-2547 .
November 28-29

e

VERTICAL MARKETS
CONFERENCE-Computer
Vertical Markets. Sheraton
Harbor Isle Hotel. San
Diego. CA. Contact Carol
Every. Frost & Sullivan Inc ..
I 06 Fulton St.. New York.
NY 10038. (212) 233-1080.
November 28-29

e

DEVELOP EFFECTIVE
DOCUMENTATION-How to
Develop Effective User
Documentation. Somerset.
NJ. This course covers
preparation. planning. docu
mentation design. illustra
tions. graphics. quality
assurance. and other topics.
Class size is limited. lllition
is $850. Contact Human Per
formance Associates Inc .. 13
East Main St.. POB 297.
Mendham. NI 07945. (201)
543-4333. November 28-30

e

LOCAL NETWORK
COURSE-Local Area Net
works. Atlanta. GA. This
course looks at the alter·
native technical approaches
on which local-area networks
are based. The fee is $795 .
Contact Elaine Hadden
Nicholas. Department of
Continuing Education.
Georgia Institute of Tech
nology. Atlanta. GA
30332-0385. (404) 894-2547 .
November 28- 30

e

SIMULATION CON
FERENCE-Winter Simula·
tion Conference. Sheraton
Dallas Hotel. Dallas. TX.
Papers. tutorials. sessions.
and panel discussions will
complement commercial ex·
hibits. Contact Udo Pooch.
Department of Computer
Science. College of Engi
neering. lexas A&M U niver
sity. College Station. TX
77843. (409) 845-5498.
November 28-30
(continued)
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If you think that's no big deal, we'd

like to introduce you to a multiplica
tion table you've never seen before.
One PC-XT plus two terminals
times one Pick System equals a
three-user business system.
Net result: a savings of about
50% over the cost of three separate
PC-XTs (which can't share data like
we can, anyway).
To explain in slightly greater
detail, the Pick System transforms
TM

Circle 4 3 2 on inquiry card.

a single-user PC-XT personal com
puter into a complete business
computer system.
If that's not enough-and for
us it isn't-the Pick System also
otters a built-in relational data base,
a simple command language that
uses eveiyday English words, and
runs on hardware from micros to
mainframes, from IBM®to Hewlett-·
Packard, and many more.
Which shows you just three
more examples of Pick Power, and
how our 20 years of business experi
ence is ready to work for you.
If you'd like to add to your
awareness of the Pick System, con
tact any authorized Pick dealer. Ask
him how the Pick System can make
your PC-XTmultiply, and he'll give
you his undivided attention.

ThePick
System.

Computer Ease, Not Computerese.
For more information, call us toll-free at 1-800-FOR PICK.
In California, call 714-261-7425. Dealer. inquiries welcome.
Pick System is a tiadcmark al Pick S1-stcm$. © 198·1 Pick Systems.
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4PROTEK 1ooo™ EPROM PROGRAMMER

•

I

EiiJ

only
$250.00

The APROTEK 1000 can program 5 vo lt. 25XX ser ies through 2564, 27XX
ser ies through 27256 and 68XX devices p lu s any CMOS versions of the above
types. Inclu ded with each programmer is a personality module of your choice ~others
are only $10.00 ea. when purchased w ith APROTEK 1000). Later, you may re
quire future modules at on ly $15 .00 ea., postage paid. Avai lable personality
modul es: PM2716 . PM2732. PM27 32A, PM2764. PM2764A, PM27128,
PM27256. PM2532, PM2564. PM68764 (includes 68766 1. !Please spec ify
modules by th ese numbers ).

APROTEK 1000 comes complete with a menu driven BAS IC driver programmer
listing which allows READ, W RITE . COPY. and VERIFY with Checksum. Ea si ly
adapted for use with IBM, Apple, Kaypro. and o th er microcomputers with a RS-232
port. Also included is a m enu driven CPM assemb ly language dr iver list ing with Z-80
IDARTI and 8080 182511 1/0 port examples. Interface is a simp le 3 -wire RS -2 32C
with a fema le OB-25 connector . A handshake characte r is sent by th e programmer
after programming each byte. Th e interface is sw itch selectable at the following
6 baud rates: 300, 1 .2k. 2.4k, 4.Bk. 9.6k and 19.2k baud. Data format for program0

1

1

E~~b~ ~~~~e ~~ 0l:og~~er !~;a~A~,~it~t~~y~:~n~xf~~~a~h~~e ite~ssil~enc a~~~,r~~d :~
absolute (object) code .
The APROTEK 1000 is truly universal. It co m es sta~dard at 117 VAC 50/60 HZ
and m ay be internally jumpered for 220-240 VAC 50/60 AZ. FCC ve rification
!CLASS Bl has been ob tained for the APROTEK 1000.
,4PRnTFll
t-llVALLY -

1()()()

io:

r:nuPrPrl hv ::1 1

Simply insert one or two EPROMS
and switch ON . In about 10 minutes,
you switch OFF and are r eady to

~~~°J;~~~200™ only

$45.00.

t::~HUM::i

APROTEK-300™ only $60.00.

j~~rMe~~~e~a~s a i~~i~t~ii~a~ imt~r ~pt~~tT;:~
~lga~:~~et~~~~l~m~n~\~~a~~~ll~is~u~7s 0 ~;~e~~
po sure damage t o you r EPROMS.
APROTEK-300™ only $60.00.

APRUPUS TEC,;HNULUG\'
1071-A Avenlda Acaso. Camarillo, CA 93010
CALL OUR TOLL FREE ORDER LINES TODAY:
1-1800) 962 - 5800 USA or 1 -1800) 962-3800 CALIFORNIA
TECHNICAL INFORMATION: 1-1805) 482-3604
Shipping Per Item: $3.00 Cont. U.S .
$ 6.00 CAN. Mexico, HI, AK, UPS BI L

Now Your
Computer
Can See!

The MicronEye·· offers select·
able resolution modes of 256x128
and 128 x 64 with operating speeds
up to 15 FPS. An electronic shutter
is easily controlled by software or
manual functions, and the included sample programs allow you to con
tinuously scan, freeze frame, frame store, frame compare, print and pro
duce pictures in shades of grey from the moment you begin opera ion.
Only the MicronEye·· uses he revolutionary IS32 OpticRAM'" image
sensor for automatic solid state image digitizing, with capability for grey
tone imaging through multiple scans. And with these features, the
MicronEye•· is perfectly suited for graphics input, robotics, text and
pattern recognition, security, digitizing. automated process control and
many other applications.
The MicronEye·· is available with immediate delivery for these com
puters: Apple 11, IBM PC, Commodore 64 and the TRS-80CC Itrademarks of

Phone for MicronEye·· information
on the Macintosh, Tl PC and RS232
'trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. and Texas In ·
;truments respectively.)
'(Add s 10.oo for shipping and handling (Federal
::xpress Standard Ai r] : residents of the following
;tales mus I add sales lax: AK, AZ., CA. CO. CT, FL.
JA. IA. ID. IL. IN. LA. MA. MD. ME, M l. MN. NC, NE.
'1..1. NY. O H. PA. SC. TN , TX. UT, VA, Vf. WA. WI.)
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KIDS SHOW
Bits & Bytes. Disneyland
Convention Center.
Anaheim. CA. This conf ererice and exposition at
tempts to show educators.
parents. and children how to
use computers in the home
and classroom. Contact In
formation Processing Group.
Suite 113-150. 350 South
Lake Ave.. Pasadena. CA
91101. (818) 792-5111.
November 30-December. 2

1984

e

A total imaging system complete
and ready for plug-and-go opera·
tion with your personal computer.

Apple Computer Inc.. International Business Ma
chines. Commodore Co rp.. and T andy Corp.
respectively).

e

December

$295.00 *

92

e STATISTICS SKILLS
TU1DRED-Forecasting and
Statistical Applications for
the Personal Computer,
Atlanta. GA. Areas of con
centration include regression
techniques. smoothing tech
niques. multiple sample tests
(ANOVA). and contingency
tables. The fee is $ 550. Con
tact Elaine Hadden Nicholas.
Department of Continuing
Education. Georgia Institute
of 1echnology. Atlanta. GA
303 32-0385, (404) 894-2 54 7.
November 28- 30

VPRr n::1rt!;: ::1nrl l.::1hnr 1A1.::1rr::1nt11

A :>1mp1e, 1nexpens1ve :>01urron 1 o t::rasrnn

APROTEK-200™ EPROM ERASER
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EVENT QUEUE

ICRON

TECHNOLOGY, INC,
VISION SYSTEMS
2805 East Columbia Road
Boise, Idaho 83706
(208) 383-4106
TWX 910-970-5973
Circle 27 5 on inquiry card.

dBASE. LOTUS
DEMYSTIFIED-dBASE II
and Lotus 1-2-3 Seminars.
various sites throughout the
U.S. Both seminars stress
the practical applications of
these two popular pro
grams. The fee is $24 5 each
or $450 for both. Contact
Software Institute of
America Inc .. 8 Windsor St..
Andover. MA 01810. (617)
470-3 880. December

e

REFRESHERS FOR
ENGINEERS-Continuing
Engineering Education. San
Diego. CA. and Washington.
DC. Courses include "Fre
quency Synthesis." "Fiber
Optic Communications." and
"Foundations of Modern
Telecommunications Sys
tems ... Fees range from
$695 to $920. Contact Con
tinuing Engineering Educa
tion. George Washington

University. Washington. DC
20052. (800) 424-977'3; in
the District of Columbia.
(202) 676-8530.

December-Januar1,1

e

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONFERENCES-Telecom
munications Programs.
various sites throughout the
U.S. "finding Telecom
munications Information"
and "Satellite Technology
for the Nontechnical
Manager" will be offered.
Contact Phillips Publishing
Inc.. Suite l 200N. 73 15
Wisconsin Ave .. Bethesda.
MD 20814. (301) 986-0666.

Decembe~-Januar1,1

e

INFO PROCESSING
SEMINARS-New York
University Seminars in Infor
mation Processing. various
sites throughout the U.S.
Seminars to be held include
"Fundamentals of Informa
tion Processing for Nontech
nical Executives." "The
Management of Technical
Personnel." and " Managing
the Data Center ... Contact
New York University, School
of Continuing Education.
Seminar Center. 57 5
Madison Ave .. New York.
NY 10022. (212) 580-5200.
December~Marcli

e

SIMULATION PROGRAM
EXPLAINED-Short Course
on MAP/I Simulation Soft
ware. West Lafayette. IN.
MAP/! is a simulation-based
modeling and analysis pro
gram that can be used to
design and evaluate discrete
manufacturing systems. Con
tact Pritsker & Associates
Inc .. POB 2413. West
Lafayette. IN 4 7906. (3 17)
463-5557 . December4-5

e

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE-The 1984
Western Design Engineering
Show/ASME Western Design
Engineering Conference.
Moscone Center . San Fr an
cisco. CA. Exhibitors. con
ferences. and short courses.
(continued)
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EVENT QUEUE

A Leader In
Medical and Dental
Systems

e

SNA EXPLAINED
Systems Network Architec
ture. Atlanta. GA. Systems
Network Architecture (SNA).
IBM's design for an end-to
end communications net
work. is investigated. Course
fee is 5795. Contact Elaine
Hadden Nicholas. Depart
ment of Continuing Educa
tion. Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta. GA
30337-0385, (404) 894-2547.
December 4-6

• Appointment Scheduling
• Private Patient Billing
•Third Party Claim Form Preparation
• Medical Diagnostic Records
• Word Processing
•Continuous Financial History

------ --- ---·
=:::::?::EH:

TM

MICRO COMPUTER

DIVISIO~

55722 SANTA FE TRAIL

~TOP nu~T

Contact Show Manager.
Western Design Engineering
Show. 999 Summer St..
Stamford. CT 06905. (203)
964-8287. December 4-6

--

:ause of
:omputer

e

COMPUTER MANAGE·
MENT CONFERENCE-CMG
XV. San Francisco. CA. In·
troductory and advanced
tutorials. lectures. and prod
uct displays. Contact The
Computer Measurement
Group Inc.. POB 26063.
Phoenix. AZ 85068, (602)
995-0905 . December 4-7

e

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Software Connection. Col
iseum. New York City. This
computer software exposi
tion focuses on business ap
plications. For more informa
tion. contact Conference
Management Corp .. 17
Washington St.. Norwalk. CT
06854. (203) 852-0500.
December 5- 7

e
Washable cavers la fl! the Apple II/lie. Ill and IBM.
Attractive sable brown suede cloth with beige trim or soft
beige with brown trim.
Bre'.>wn BAiaA ITEM

COVER CAN
I
I
I
SAVE YOU
I
~
COMPUTER
MAINTENANCE
COSTS!
I

D

D

D

D

D

o

SJ5 CPU/Keyboard cover and monitor
In one
$24 CPU Keyboard cover
$14 dual disk drive
$12 slnQle disk drive

D

D

:::J

u

Ll

D

518 Printer
15 x 1:
$22 Printer
16Y, x 14y,
D
D
$26 Printer
24" x 13'1>''
I ALSO AVAILABLE 0 $35 IBM CPU/Keyboard monitor
cover set.
CA RESIDENTS ADD 6'1o SALES TAX.

II Name _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
1 Address _

~

_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __

I :1ty, State, ZIP - - - - -- - - -- 
1 :ard It
D Check D Money Orde
I Exo. Date
D VISA
D MasterCard
--------'!I
Covers by Babette, 42 Caledonia SI.,
;ausaltto, CA 94965 1-800-621-0851 ext. 231 ,
~
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITE
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Circle 3 5 on inquiry card.

VIDEO, OPTICAL DISKS
GATHERING-The Fourth
Annual Videodisc. Optical
Disk. and CD-ROM Con
ference. Washington Hilton
Hotel. Washington. DC. More
than 30 sessions will delve
into interactive videodiscs.
digital optical disks. and CD·
ROMs (compact disks). Com
plementary exhibits. Contact
Meckler Communications.
520 Riverside Ave.. West
port. CT 06880. (203)
226-6967. December 5-7

e

GOLDEN STATE SHOW
California Computer Show.
Hyatt Hotel. Palo Alto. CA.

Products and technology for
OEMs and sophisticated end
users will be displayed by
more than 65 companies.
Contact Norm De ard i
Enterprises. Suite 204, 289
South San Antonio Rd.. Los
Altos. CA 94022. (415)
941-8440. December 6

e SHOW IN FLORIDA
The Great Southern Business
and Computer Shows and
Seminars. Leon County Civic
Center. 1allahassee. FL. Com
puter hardware. software.
peripherals. accessories. and
word- and data-processing
equipment will be featured.
Contact Great Southern
Computer Shows. POB 6 55,
Jacksonville. FL 32201. (904)
356-1044. December 6-8
e

STRATEGIC ISSUES
CONSIDERED-The 1984/
198 5 Strategic Issues Con
ference. Americana Canyon
Hotel. Palm Springs, CA. The
theme for this conference is
"Positioning for Success in
the New Computer Market."
A keynote address will be
delivered by John Sculley,
president and chief ex
ecutive officer of Apple
Computer Inc. Contact
Corky Holden. Info Corp ..
20833 Stevens Creek Blvd ..
Cupertino. CA 95014-2107.
(408) 973-1010.

December 10-1 3

e

FIFTH GENERATION
COMPUTERS-Fifth Genera
tion and Super Computers:
An International Symposium.
Rotterdam. The Netherlands.
Lectures and panel discus
sions will be featured. Pro
totypes of several Japanese
machines are expected to
be shown for the first time
outside Japan. Contact Fifth
Generation and Super Com
puters Symposium 1984.
Rotterdam 1burist Office.
Stadhuisplein 19. 3012 AR
Rotterdam. The Netherlands;
tel: (010) 14 14 00: 'lelex:
21228 vvvnl.
December 11-1 3
(continued)

EVENT QUEUE

e DEC SHOW
DEXPO West 84. The Sixth
National DEC-Compatible In
dustry Exposition. Disney
land Hotel. Anaheim. CA.
Products and services that
support Digital Equipment
Corporation's machines will
be displayed. Contact Ex
poconsul International Inc ..
5 5 Princeton-Hightstown Rd..
Princeton Junction. NJ
08 550. (609) 799-1661.
December 11-14
e

TECHNOLOGY UP
DATE-Hi.:Jech Update '84.
Delta Ottawa Hotel. Ottawa.
Ontario. Canada. A series of
presentations designed to
inform senior management.
engineers. and consultants.
Sponsored by the Carleton
University Faculty of Engi
neering. For further details.
contact Conference Coll Inc ..
1138 Sherman Dr.. Ottawa.

11 11

11

1111
II

II

II

111

111~ ''Ii111i
Ill

I

Ontario K2C 2M4. Canada.
(613) 224-1741.
December 12-13

e

EDUCATIONAL COMPUT·
ING-The Second Annual
International Computers in
Education Conference.
Queen Elizabeth Hotel.
Montreal. Quebec. Canada.
More than 100 exhibitors
and 12 5 speakers will par
ticipate in conferences spon
sored by the McGiii Univer
sity Faculty of Education.
For more information. con
tact GEMS Conference and
Consulting Services. POB
367. Snowdon. Montreal.
Quebec H3X 3T6. Canada.
(514) 735-1388.
December 12-14

e

COMPUTERS AND
SOFTWARE-The Fourth An
nual Southeast Computer
Show and Software Exposi

11111

111 1!1 MAXIMUM IBM PC/
llllllll XT COMPATIBILITY
11111111
MADE IN USA

*OEM Basic System

$595
OE~y~~~~

(Minimum Order 10 Units)
(Special"*), $1595 (List)
*2-Drive PC-2000 System _
(Dealer at Quantity 2 Price)
(Special**), $2495 (List)
*10 Mega Byte XJ-2000 System 51785 (Dealer at Quantity 2 Price)
IBS PCIXi:2000 ~m includes:
**Special Prices
• MCllher Boald with 2 Serial & 1 Paralel
at P~atlng Dealerships
Fons •128K~I0&40K •l<eybOanl
•
D
8) With conuoller •Color
*10 Mega~e HARD DISK
•(XT with Hird Oil and

$595
$1395
$1150
52195

ri:~:.1 sses
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Circle 203 for Dealer Inquiries.
Circle 204 for End-User Inquiries.

tion. Civic Center. Atlanta.
GA. Contact CompuShows.
POB 3315, Annapolis. MD
21403. (800) 368-2066; in
Annapolis. (301) 263-8044;
in Baltimore. (301) 269
7694; in the District of Co
lumbia. (202) 261-1047.
December 13-16

e

CAD/CAM SEMINAR
Carl Machover on CAD/CAM.
Cathedral Hill Hotel. San
Francisco. CA. Contact Carol
Every. Frost & Sullivan Inc ..
106 Fulton St.. New York.
NY 10038. (212) 233-1080.
December 17-19

e

BRIEFING ON
ADVANCED LANGUAGES
Structured 'Iechniques Using
Fourth Generation Lan
guages. Dallas. TX. See
November 19-21 for details.
December 18-20

e

BUSINESS GRAPHICS
SEMINAR-Carl Machover
on Business Graphics.
Cathedral Hill Hotel. San
Francisco. CA. Contact Carol
Every. Frost & Sullivan Inc ..
106 Fulton St.. New York.
NY 10038. (212) 233-1080.
December 20-21

January 1985
e

HANDS-ON LEARNING
Hands-On Computer Semi
nars. Wintergreen. VA.
Seminars offered are "Intro
duction to Personal Com
puting." "Word Process
ing/Information Manage
ment." and "Spreadsheet
ing/Graphing." Each spans a
four-day period and pro
vides 14 hours of hands-on
practice. Rates. which in
clude lodging and ski-lift
tickets. vary from $ 570 to
$97 5. depending on accom
modations. Contact Dr.
M. D. Corcoran. Wintergreen
Learning Institute. POB 7.
Wintergreen. VA 22958.
(800) 32 5-2200: in Virginia.
(804) 325-1107.
Januari,.1-March

e

SYSTEM SCIENCE
EXAMINED-The Eighteenth
Annual Hawaii International
Conference on System
Sciences: HICSS-18. Hono
lulu. HI. A series of con
ferences devoted to ad
vances in information and
system sciences. Major topic
areas are hardware. soft
ware. decision-support and
knowledge-based systems.
and medical information
processing. Contact Nern B.
Lau. HICSS-18 Conference
Coordinator. Center for Ex
ecutive Development. Col
lege of Business Administra
tion. University of Hawaii.
2404 Maile Way, C-202.
Honolulu, HI 96822 . (808)
948-7396 .
January 2-4

e

GIZMOS GALORE
Consumer Electronics Show.
Convention Center. Las
Vegas. NV. One of the
largest shows of consumer
electronics products. Contact
Consumer Electronics Office.
Suite 300. 2001 Eye Street
NW. Washington. DC 20006.
(202) 4 57-8700.
January 5-8

e

MANAGE RESOURCES
WISELY-Managing Com
puter Resources. Winter
green. VA. Focuses on net
working. system design. per
formance evaluation. and
operational difficulties en
countered by managers and
executives. Rates include
lodging and ski-lift tickets
and vary from $570 to $769
depending on accommoda
tions. Contact Dr. M. D. Cor
coran. Wintergreen Learning
Institute. POB 7. Winter
green. VA 22958. (800)
325-2200; in Virginia. (804)
3 2 5-1 I 07. January 7-I I

e

STERLING COMPUTER
SHOW-The Fourth Annual
Sauk Valley Computer Club
Computer Show. Northland
Mall. East Lincolnway. Sterl
ing. IL. Businesses. schools.
and users groups from the
area will display and dem

EVENT QUEUE

onstrate computers and
related services. Admission
is free. Contact Sauk Valle y
Computer Club. POB 702.
Sterling. IL 61081 .
January I 2-1 3

e THINKING OF SOFT
WARE_:_The Second Annual
International Software Up
date. Kahala Hilton Hotel.
Oahu. HI. Speakers from the
U.S. Europe. and Pacific
Rim nations will discuss
trends. current difficulties.
possible solutions to
marketing problems. and
the future of software. At
tendance is limited. Contact
Raging Bear Productions
Inc .. Suite 175. 21 Tamai
Vista Dr. Corte Madera. CA
94925. (800) 732-2300: in
California. (41 5) 924-1 194.
January I 4- 18

e

SCSI DEVELOPMENTS
Small Computer Systems In
terface (SCSI) Forum. Fort
Lauderdale. FL A seminar
and exhibit devoted to SCSI
controllers and peripherals.
Contact Mr. I Molina. SCSI
Forum Ltd .. POB 2625. Po
mona. CA 91768-2625. (213)
410-3952. January 15
~COMMUNICATIONS

INDUSTRY CONFERS
COMMTEX International and
The I 98 5 NAVA. Conven
tion Center. Anaheim. CA.
COMMTEX features audio
visual. video. and microcom
puter products for business.
education. and government.
NA VA. the conference and
convention of the Interna
tional Communications In
dustries Association. is
made up of numerous semi
nars. general sessions. and
special-interest group
meetings. Contact Interna
tional Communications In
dustries Association. 3 I 50
Spring St.. Fairfax. VA
22031-2399. (703) 273-7200.
January I 6-2 I

e

OPT\Cl\L ENGINEERING
SYMPOSIUM-The 1985
Symposium on Optical and

Electro-Optical Engineering
and Instrument Exhibit. Mar
riott Hotel. Los Angeles. CA
This symposium. sponsored
by the International Society
of Photo-Optical Instrumen
tation Engineers (SPIE). is
made up of conferences. ex
hibits. and tutorial short
courses. Contact SPIE. POB
JO. Bellingham. WA
98227-00 I 0.- Jamiary 20-2 5

e UNIX USERS UNITE
The 1985 UniForum: The In
ternational Conference of
UNIX System Users. Info
mart. Dallas. TX More than
400 companies are expected
to exhibit UNIX-related
equipment. A conference
program is planned. Uni
Forum. sponsored by the
/usr/group. will be held in
conjunction with the grand
opening of Dallas's Interna
tional Information Process
ing Market Center (lnfomart).
Contact Professional Exposi
tion Management Co.. Suite
205. 2 400 East Devon Ave..
Des Plaines. IL 60018. (800)
323-5155: in Illinois. (312)
299-3131. January 21-2 5
e

NETWORK CON
FERENCE. EXPO-The
Seventh Annual Communica
tions Networks Conference
and Exposition. Convention
Center. Washington. DC
Contact Communications
Networks 1985. POB 880.
Framingham. MA 01701.
(800) 225-4698: in Massa
chusetts (617) 879-0700
January 29-31

e

PAN AMERICAN CON
FERENCE-The First Inter
national Information Man
agement Congress Pan
American Conference.
Caribe Hilton International
Hotel. San Juan. Puerto Rico.
Seminars and product ex
hibits on advanced micro
graphics and office automa
tion. Contact IMC Pan
American Conference. POB
34404. Bethesda. MD 20817.
1301) 983-0604.
January 30- 31 •

LMC's 32-bit MegaMicro provides mainframe
or super-minicomputer performance at prices com
petitive with today's far less powerful 8- and 16-bit
microcomputers. This is made possible by use of
the next generation of logic chips-the National
Semiconductor 16000-series. LMC MegaMicros
incorporate: the NS16032 central processing unit
which has true 32-bi t internal logic and internal data
path configured on the IEEE 796 multibus;
demand-paged virtual memory implemented in
hardware; and hardware 64-bit double-precision
floating-point arithmetic.
The LMC MegaMicro is supplied with HCR's
UNITY* which is a full implementation of UNIX**
and includes the Berkeley 4.1 enhancements to
·take advantage of demand-paged virtual memory.
Also included are C and FORTRAN. Typical multi
user s :ems with 33 megs. of fast ( 30 ms. average
access ume) winchester disk storage, a half meg.
of RAM, virtual memory, hardware floating-point
arithmetic, UNIX, C, and FORTRAN 77 are avail
able for $20,000 (and even less with quantity or
OEM discounts).
• UNITY is a 'Trademark of Human Computing lkseurces.
""L!NI\ is a Trademark of Bell Lahoratorics.

LMC MegaMicros The LogicalAlternative™

INC
..
i•'i 'N

SEE US AT COMDEX
BOOTH M1240

The Logical Microcomputer Company
4200 W Diversey, Chicago, IL60639 (312) 282.9667
A member of The Marmon Group of companies

Circle 248 on inquiry card.
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THE LIGHTS WILL COME BACK ON.
YOUR DATA MAY NOT.
When the power goes down,
so does your computer-maybe
taking your data with it.
If you had last year's sales
figures with next year's projec
tions on screen, you're going
to be in the dark a long time.
Maybe too long.
Unless you backup your data.
Everyday.
No matter what.

98
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The smartest way to do that
is with a Tallgrass HardFile'"
Mass Storage System.

-

Sh own abo11e , Ihe 2 0 megabyte Ha r dFile
with 20 megabyte ta/1ef or $2,995.

TALLGRASS SELLS MORE
HARD DISK STORAGE WITH
CARTRIDGE TAPE BACKUP
THAN ANYONE IN THE WORLD.

Tallgrass took the industry's
most reliable medium-magnetic
tape-and perfected a format
that's become the standard for
personal computers.
We used a removable tape
cartridge to store data out of

harm's way. And made two ver
sions. Our 3000 Series HardFiles
combine tape's accuracy with
the enormous capacities of hard
disk, with 12, 20, 35 or 70 mega
bytes storage with a removable
cartridge tape for backup.
Our 4060 tape storage system,
for personal computers with
hard disks built in, supplies 60
megab:ytes of backup capacity.

Result: the world's best selling
mass storage systems with the
most reliable data protection.
And a decidedly enlightened
approach to doing business.
For a free brochure, your
nearest dealer, and more
good reasons to backup,
call 1-800-228-DISK.
Before the lights
go out.
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A TRAVESTY IS a distorted. stylistically incongruous translation or imitation
of a literary or artistic endeavor. Some puns are travesties; so is a Mark Russell
musical parody. In the computer business. people sometimes think that docu
mentation is a travesty.
A travesty is an interesting study for a linguist. Until the invention of the
computer. however. analyzing the frequency of various letter combinations
was tedious at best. But today even microcomputers aid the student of lan
guage in examining the frequency of letter patterns in ordinary text. It is even
possible to imitate the style of a writer by generating text based on the pat
terns observed in a particular passage. This month's feature article by Hugh
Kenner and Joseph O'Rourke describes a travesty generator written in Pascal.
The program uses frequency tables and reveals that the best algorithm is slow
but the faster algorithm misses certain patterns. Regardless. the possibilities
for the linguist. or the entrepreneur looking for a name for his newest com
pany. are exciting.
The big new product of the fall turns out to be small-Data General's new
eight-pound. PC-compatible portable computer called the One. Technical
editors Gregg Williams and Ken Sheldon report on the custom gate arrays.
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) chips. and efficiently used
printed-circuit board space (with surface-mounted !Cs) that permit packaging
desktop power in a true briefcase portable. A sub-$3000 price tag makes the
Data General/One affordable. but imperfect LCD technology might hurt the
machine's acceptance.
Steve Ciarcia travels to the cutting edge of technology again this month.
building what he believes is the first speech-recognition device based on the
new General Instruments SPI 000 voice-recognition chip. This is a low-cost.
high-performance. voice-recognition hardware project.
Contributing editor Bruce Webster recently learned the MacFORTH program
ming language in order to produce some software for his Macintosh. The result
is a game board for the Japanese game of go. Webster's software doesn't play
the game: it automates the board manipulations of two human opponents
and might prevent that aggravating ploy known as "go-stones pick up."
Dr. Leo Bores's recent medical-research visits to the Soviet Union turned
up an interesting surprise-an Apple computer clone. At $17.000. this machine
is not likely to flood American shores as did the wave of Apple copies from
the Far East. The existence of such a machine could add a new dimension
to Soviet-American relations. however. if Jobs and Wozniak decide to sue.
November's concluding feature. the second installment in our series on the
Pick operating system. examines programming. portability, and batch process
ing. Rick Cook and John Brandon discover that Pick is easier to use than UNIX
and provides powerful BASIC program-development tools.
-G. Michael Vose. Senior Technical Editor. Features
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THE DATA GENERAL

A 10--pound battery--powered portable that's fully compatible

with the IBM PC
Editor's Note: The following is a BYTE product description. It is (liquid-crystal display) screen that displays 2 5 lines of 80
not a review. We provide an advance look at this new product because characters. or 2 56 by 640 pixels for software that uses
bit-mapped graphics. Although the display is less than
we feel it is significant. A complete review will follow in a subse
an inch thick. its viewing surface is as large as that of
quent issue.
a standard IBM monitor and much larger than the
IMAGINE A PORTABLE COMPUTER that weighs only 10 displays of other portable computers. (There are. unfor
pounds but has a full-size display screen. a standard tunately. some trade-offs associated with such a large
keyboard. and two disk drives. Imagine that it can run LCD. as we'll explain later.) Although color graphics are
not yet available. the video system will display most
for up to eight hours on built-in batteries or use an or
dinary wall outlet. Now imagine that it is software
monochrome and color graphics in shades of gray.
The Data General/One's keyboard (see photo I c) is a
compatible with the IBM Personal Computer (PC) and
'standard. full-size. low-profile QWERTY keyboard with a
can have up to 5l 2K bytes of internal RAM (random
access read/write memory). Imagine two serial ports. an variety of special and function keys designed to make
optional built-in modem. and an expansion bus that will it compatible with the IBM PC while maintaining com
let you connect the system to a monitor in your office patibility with the Data General line of computers. Thus.
or add on third-party hardware.
IBM's Control. Alternate. and Delete keys are present
Earlier this year. David Winer. president of Living as well as Data General's Command and Special keys and
Videotext and publisher of Thinklank. dreamed of just even a blank key for future use.
Ten function keys are arrayed across the top of the
such a portable computer (see "Portables-1984 and
Beyond;· by David Winer and Peter Winer. in the January keyboard. and above them is a ridge for inserting plastic
BYTE. page 243). Winer predicted that this ideal portable command cards for programs such as word processing.
would take two to three years to arrive. that it would Four cursor-control keys are lined up along the bottom
weigh up to 2 5 pounds. and that it would cost up to right.
Like other PC clones-and unlike the IBM PC-the Data
$5000
Imagine Winer's surprise when. in June. he received General/One has large Shift and Return keys in the places
a preproduction unit that included all of the above where a typist would hope to find them. Finally. a
features and was told that the system would be available numeric keypad is superimposed over a group of keys
on the right-hand side of the keyboard; it's activated by
this fall for "well under $3000:·
The system is the $2895 Data General/One. a portable hitting the Num Lock key. ·
(continued)
computer that incorporates a number of state-of-the-art
Photo I: The Data General/One with case closed (la)
innovations in a sleek IO-pound package.
The Data General/One features a full-size. flip-up LCD and case open (lb). The keyboard (Jc) is a full-size
Gregg Williams is a senior technical editor and Ken Sheldon is a
technical editor for BYTE. They can be contacted at POB 37 2.
Hancock. NH 03449.

OWE/?TY unit compatible with IBM's PC and Data
General's line of computers. The portable comes with a
3 Y2-inch micro(loppy-disk drive on the right-hand side
(Id). and there's room for an additional drive.

BY GREGG WILLIAMS AND KEN SHELDON
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The Data General/One comes with a 3 V:i-inch floppy
disk drive on the right-hand side. and there's room for
an additional built-in drive (see photo Id). These double
sided drives provide 512 bytes per sector. 8 or 9 sec
tors per track. and 40 or 80 tracks per side-a maximum
of 720K bytes of storage per disk. An external 5~-inch
drive. with up to 360K bytes per disk. may also be at
tached to the unit. With this external drive. the Data
General/One can run most of the software available for
the IBM PC or transfer software that's not copy-protected
to 3Vi-inch disks. At the time of this writing. 20 major
software packages are already available in 3V:i-inch for
mat. including Lotus 1-2-3. WordStar. dBASE II. VisiCalc.
and the PFS series.
An A/C adapter. included in the base price. enables
you to use the system ·with a wall outlet. You can also
install an optional battery pack containing IO nickel
cadmium batteries by removing a cover on top of the
machine. The battery pack comes with a recharger that
lets you charge the batteries from a wall outlet. even
while running the system from another outlet.
On the back of the Data General/One are a bus
expansion connector and two RS-232C serial ports. One
of the serial ports also doubles as an RS-42 2 port. thanks
to a program-controllable switch.
OPTIONS

Options for the Data General/One include internal mem
ory expansion in 12 8K-byte chunks (up to 512 K bytes
maximum). a built-in 300-bps (bits per second) moderr
an external rn-inch drive. an external 12 00-bps modem.
the battery pack and charger. a carrying case. and a por
table printer. The printer has a 27-pin print head that
provides type that's quite readable on thermal paper or
smooth sheet paper-this rules out rough-surfaced bond
paper. The printer can run from the system's power sup
ply or its own set of nickel-cadmium batteries.
SOFTWARE

The Data General/One supports MS-DOS. CP/M-86. and
various programmirig languages. According to Data
General's software team. a great deal of IBM PC soft
ware will run as is. using the external 5 ~-inch drive. In
addition. several software developers have signed agree
ments with Data General to release their software in
3V:i-inch format. Among these developers are Ashton
Tute. Infocom. lntus Development Corporation. Micro
Pro. Microsoft. Peachtree. and Software Arts.
A few pieces of software have been built into the sys
tem's ROM (read-only memory). These programs include
Notebook. a kind of scratch pad that lets you print out
put or send it via modem to another computer (but does
not let you save it); Terminal. which enables the com
puter to act as a dumb terminal to the Data General line
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of minicomputers; and a system configurator that lets
you configure the Data General/One for different moni
tors. keyboards. printers. and so on. Each of these pro
grams is menu-driven and makes use of the function keys.
Data General has also announced DG Term. an ad
vanced terminal program. and CEO Connection. which
enables the Data General/One to tie into the company's
CEO office-automation system.
INSIDE

The Data General/One is built around the 80C88. a
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) ver
sion of the 8088 microprocessor used in the IBM PC and
most of the PC clones. The 80C88 uses less power than
the 8088-an obvious advantage in a portable system
but it is a little slower. operatin at 4 MHz as compared
to the 8088's 4.77 MHz.
The Data General/One comes with 128K bytes of RAM
on the main printed-circuit board. 80K bytes of which
is available to the user. (The system uses 48K bytes of
RAM to manage screen graphics.) Also located on the
main board are 32K bytes of ROM that contain the BIOS
(basic input/output system). diagnostics. and built-in
software.
Mounted on the main board is a small box in which
up to three 12 8K-byte memory expansion cards may be
added. providing a maximum of 512 K bytes. with 464K
bytes available for user programs.
The 1/0 (input/output) components are located on a
separate card as are the power-supply components. and
the disk-controller hardware is located on top of the disk
drive(s). An optional 300-bps modem card may also be
installed internally.
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

The Data General/One could not have been built without
pushing current technology to the limit-in many cases.
designing the machine around parts announced but at
the time not available. Three innovations stand out:
technology to create an LCD panel the size of a stan
dard monitor display. the inclusion of custom gate ar
rays that decrease the component count. and the use
of CMOS parts to reduce heat and power consumption.
The Data General/One's LCD panel is innovative from
both manufacturing and design standpoints A liquid
crystal display consists of two glass sheets separated by
a conductive liquid material. Nippon Data General
engineers overcame manufacturing difficulties associated
with creating an LCD of this size. the main problems be
ing the size of the glass sheets and the evenness of the
distance between the two inner surfaces.
LCDs are often criticized for being "slow·:.....that is. leav
ing a ghost image that fades slowly er Jgh fo rt1..~ eye
(continued)

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
DATA GENERAL/ONE

A

ccording to Kazuhiro Miyashita.
head of the research and devel
opment team that designed the Data
General/One. a portable computer was
the last thing on his mind when he
went to the National Computer Con
ference .(NCC) in May of 1982.
"We had just finished designing a
laser printer for Nippon Data General.
and I wer1t to NCC in search of a new
project for our team." Miyashita says.
"At the time. we had o intention of
doing a portable compute('
At NCC. however. laptop portables
such as the Gavilan were stealing the
show. and when Miyashita returned to
Japan. his list of possible projects in
cluded a proposal for a portable com
puter. The laptop project was approved
in September of 1983.
At the time.. the proposal was only
a concept. with none of the hardware
specified. By January of 1984. however.
·an initial design was presented. one
that included a large LCD [liquid-crystai
disolay) screen
emphasis on
CMOS [complememary metal-oxide
semiconductor) technology. In other
respects. the design differed signifi
cantly from the final product. The cover
of the proposed portable flipped aside
to reveal an LCD. a microcassette. and
a small keyboard It looked. literally. like
a three-ring notebook-th11c; the code
name for the project. Book· I.
The microcassette was the first major
element to change: it was replaced by
a floppy-disk drive because. as Bob
Miller. senior vice president for Data
General. put it. "Nobody's going to buy
a portable computer with a m icrocas
SE :te."
Although there :re many floppy
disk options to moose from. the
design team settled on 3 V2-inch drives
(licensed by Sony and made by Epson)
for three main reasons: a small size
that would allow for two built-in drives.
less power drain than other drives. anc'
use of hard-shell disks that can contain
increased amounts of data.

The change in storage media dictated
a change in software philosophy. away
from a concentration on ROM (read
only memory) software and toward
mass-market applications. To the Data
General software team located in
North Carolina-they had struggled to
convince vendors to make software for
the compan y's Desktop Generation
microcomputer-this meant only one
thing: as much IBM PC compatibility
as they could get. Ironically. then. it was
the third-party software team that
spelled out the requirements for much
of the Data General/One's internal
hardware. in order to make the system
IBM PC compatible.
In June of 1983. Edson Decastro.
president of Data General. visited Nip
pon Data General to discuss the proj
ect. Decastro wanted the portable to
be compatible with his company's line
of mini- and microcomputers: he
pressed the team to incorporate a full
2 5-line by 80-column display in the
design. Nippon Data General's contacts
with other Japanese manufacturers
quickly became invaluable.
The largest LCDs available at the time
were 480 by 12 8 pixels. and no ven
dor was willing to commit to making
a larger screen because the technical
challenges were too great. Miyashita
was able to convince two vendors.
however. that to develop a full-size LCD
:en would be beneficial for all in
v01ved. In September. Hitachi agreed
to try and make a 640- by 2 56-pixel
LCD that would provide 2 5 rows and
80 columns of 7 by 9 characters (8 by
JO with spacing). Epson followed quick
ly thereafter. (Interestingly. the division
of Epson that makes the LCDs is
distinct from its sister company that
makes portable computers. The LCD
maker apparently prefers to sell its
parts to outside companies because it
makes more money that way. As one
member of Data General's third-party
software team put it. "Good old
capitalism strikes again.")

By October of 1983. the essential
elements of the design had been
finalized in spite of the fact that major
parts. such as the lCD and 80C88
microprocessor. were not available yet.
"We had to design to the specifications
given to us by the parts designers and
synchronize our design with theirs:·
Miyashita says. In this '"design by
speculation." Nippon Data General had
in advantage over American 1ptop
portable manufacturers such as
Hewlett-Packard and Apple. which have
had trouble getting Japanese manufac
turers to commit to volume production
of large LCDs.
During this time. the rlFOsign of the
was taking
Data General/One's cc
place in Data General's Westboro. Mas
sachusetts. division. while develop
ment of the ROM software and deals
with third-party software vendors were
taking place in North Carolina. The
ROM software was purposely limited
so as not to scare off the vendors of
application software· •1-iose vendors
ener;illy found thal making versions
0
of tne1r programs for the Data General/
One consisted of simply putting the
IBM PC version on a 3 Vi-inch micro
floppy disk.
In January. the " final form factor" of
the project was completed-a proto
ype with essentially the same exter
1al appeara, ''-c as the final product
would have. Still. neither the 80C88 nor
the commercial gate arrays were yet
available: they were included in the
second prototype. released in April.
The third and final prototype was
unveiled in June. and preproduction
ts began shipping to third-party
sottware developers. like David Winer
of Living Videotext.
"We were blown away:· Winer says.
"When we wrote the article for BYTE
lsee "Portables-1984 and Beyond" '
page 24 3 of the January issueJ. it
seemed as if we were being overam
bitious in our projections. Actually. we
were conservative:·
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to catch . The challenge for the designers of the Data Gen
eral/One was to create a full-size panel that would be
both readable and "fast." Faster LCDs have to receive
electrical pulses more often in order to retain their opac
ity, a doubly difficult challenge for a proposed panel with
more than 2.6 times as many pixels as the largest LCDs
being produced then (640 by 2 56 pixels versus 480 by
128 pixels}.
The solution was an ingenious one. Since there was
no way to pulse 163.840 pixels often enough to produce
a dark image, the designers created a single physical
panel divided electrically into a number of smaller panels
that are driven simultaneously. Functions such as smooth
scrolling from one screen to another are tricky with this
kind of system. and the challenge was finding video
display drivers that could handle the task.
The engineers solved this problem by using CMOS gate
arrays. which also significantly contributed to the Data
General/One's compactness and portability. 'f\vo
4000-gate gate arrays control the video display and
replace about 500 integrated circuits (!Cs}. which would
use lots of space and power: one gate array controls the
LCD panel's contents and contrast. based on the con
tents of video memory; the other mediates the pro
cessor's access to video memory and emulates a super
set of the functions of the Motorola 684 5 video
controller chip (the one used in the IBM PC}. The com
puter "sees" the same character and graphics memory
areas as are in the IBM PC.

(such as the floppy disks and communications subsys
tem) that normally consume large amounts of power.
MAKING IT SMALLER

The Data General/One fits in a space of 3 5 5 cubic
inches-about the size of two three-ring binders. The wise
choice of components (3 !Ii-inch disk drives. gate arrays,
and the thin LCD panel} helps in terms of size. as does
a state-of-the-art printed-circuit-board technique known
as surface mounting. Surface mounting lets manufac
turers put specially packaged !Cs directly onto the cop
per traces without having to first drill holes through the
board. The lack of holes means that the designers can
lay more traces per board and use both sides of the
board. For example. the l 28K-byte memory card (see
photo 2b} packs 18 !Cs onto both sides of a board about
the size of a playing card and only a quarter-inch thick.
OTHER INNOVATIONS

Because the Data General/One is not designed to be
opened by the end user. the machine's engineers in
cluded the aforementioned configuration program in
ROM. The user's choices are stored in RAM. backed up
by a lithium battery that should. according to Data
General. last for three years.
Another nice touch is that the Data General/One char
acter set is downloaded from ROM to RAM at C5000
hexadecimal (see table 1). This lets software vendors and
other programmers redefine the character set. a feature
that often makes software more versatile.

REDUCING POWER CONSUMPTION

As previously stated extensive use of CMOS parts such
as the 80C88 processor and the memory chips radically
decreases the power needed to run the Data General/
One. (Because machines using CMOS parts also develop
negligible heat a designer can create compact designs
without having to worry about heat-dissipation prob
lems} CMOS integrated circuits hold information with
virtually no current (usually in the range of microamps}
and require only milliamps of extra current when that
information is being accessed or changed. Also. the
80C88 has half as many data lines as its parent chip, the
80C86. Although this means about a 20 percent
decrease in processing power. it also means that the
computer has eight fewer data lines to drive.
The designers also reduced power consumption by
careful choice of their 64K-byte static CMOS RAM chips.
Most memory designs use 64K- by I-bit designs. thus
requiring eight chips to be activated to retrieve a single
byte (I bit from each chip}; by using 8K- by 8-bit chips.
the designers made it possible for the processor to read
or write I byte of data by activating only one CMOS chip.
Finally, the designers created hardware and software
that automatically switch power on and off to subsystems
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IBM PC COMPATIBILITY

According to Data General. programs that use the docu
mented IBM DOS and BIOS interfaces will run on the
external 5!I.I-inch drive without modification. Although
we did not conduct exhaustive tests. a fair amount of
the PC software we had on hand booted up without
problems. including WordStar. PeachText. PC-Tulk, Turbo
Pascal. and others. Some programs exhibited problems.
Flight Simulator ran fine. but there were scattered pieces
of graphics along the top and bottom of the screen.
Lotus 1-2-3 ran well except that the printer driver did not
work; the 3 Yi-inch-disk version announced concurrently
with the Data General/One does not have this problem.
On the hardware end. Data General has announced
(continued)

Photo 2: A top view (2a) of a preproduction Data
Generali One shows the power-supply board at top
left. the disk-drive controllers at the right. and the
main board at bottom left. The 110 board is not
shown. A case mounted on the motherboard holds
128K-byte RAM cards (2b). which are the size of
playing cards. The bottom of the main board is in 2c.
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Table I: Tlie Data General/One memory map. Tlie 128K

bytes of memory on tlie motherboard includes BOK bytes of
available memory and 48K bytes of dual-ported RAM
(marked with asterisks) used to support tlie LCD panel. (Tliis
video memory actually totals 52K bytes. not 48K bytes. This
is because 4K bytes are snared by tlie monochrome and
color-video memory areas and are mapped to tlie appropriate
address depending on tlie video mode that is active at tlie
moment.)
BEGINNING
LOCATION
AMOUNT
(HEXADECIMAL) OF MEMORY
00000

BOK bytes

NOTES
motherboard; user
memory

14000

128K bytes

optional memory
board

34000

128K bytes

optional memory
board

54000

128K bytes

optional memory
board

74000

240K bytes

memory space for
external memory

80000

4K bytes*

monochrome video
memory

81000

28K bytes

used by gate arrays

88000

16K bytes*

color video memory

BCOOO

16K bytes

used by gate arrays

coooo

20K bytes*

image buffer that
stores bit map for
LCD panel

C5000

12K bytes*

font memory

CBOOO

32K bytes

reserved for future
use by Data
General

00000

128K bytes

memory space for
external memory

FOOOO

32K bytes

system ROM; ineludes BIOS, boot
strap code, Note
book and Terminal
programs

FFFFF
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end of address
space

its intention to release an expansion chassis that will
enable you to add IBM PC-compatible plug-in boards.
CAVEAT

The information in this product description is based on
two days of meetings with Data General people. a tele
phone conversation with the design team leader in Japan.
access to the Data General/One programmer's manual.
and more than a week's access to a fully functional. late
preproduction machine with 512 K bytes of memory. two
3 Vi -inch disk drives. battery pack. internal modem. and
external 5!4-inch floppy-disk drive. All photos and mea
surements in this article were taken from this preproduc
tion machine.
INITIAL TtSTS

We ran a few tests on the Data General/One in our of
fices. The system completes its internal memory test (with
512 K bytes) in I0.3 seconds: an IBM PC at BYTE with
the same amount of memory takes 4 3.8 seconds.
Data General claims the batteries will last 8 to 10 hours
with the disk being used 20 percent of the time. With
the battery fully charged. the Data General/One we tested
lasted 6 hours. 51 minutes running a GW BASIC program
that wrote to disk once a minute. a process that took
8 seconds. resulting in a 13.3 percent duty cycle. (The
nickel-cadmium batteries are said to recharge in 6 to 8
hours: for this test. we left the recharger connected
overnight.)
The infamous Gilbreath Sieve of Eratosthenes bench
mark took 202 seconds to complete one iteration using
Microsoft's GW BASIC: the IBM PC took 191 seconds
using its BASICA.
The prototype Data General/One we had (fully con
figured) weighed 12 pounds. I 0 ounces. The AC power
adapter weighed I pound. I 3 ounces. The battery
recharger weighed 4 ounces.
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

The Data General/One's most important strength is that
it is truly portable and fully functional. We've seen
machines that are small. light (under 15 pounds). and
useful (the Radio Shack Model JOO is the most popular
example so far). But this is the first such machine that
is as useful as the computer on your office desk. has
512 K bytes of memory. an LCD panel the size of a stan
dard display, two large-capacity disk drives. a comfort
able keyboard. and a modem.
One of the nicest things about the LCD panel is that
its low-persistence pixels make it possible for text to
scroll at normal display speed without leaving behind
ghost images (a problem with many LCD panelsj. It is
also different in that it uses 2-to-I aspect pixels (rec
tangular pixels twice as high as they are wide) instead

of the 1-to-l aspect pixels used in other LCD panels.
Because the 2-to-l aspect pixel most closely matches
that of video displays. the Data General/One display
looks like a CRT (cathode-ray tube) display. while others
(the announced LCD panel for the Apple Ile. for exam
ple) give a distorted image that is compressed vertically.
The Data General/One brings us again to the inevitable
adjustments to yet another keyboard layout. All in all.
Data General has done a good job of creating a keyboard
that is compatible with both IBM PC and Data General
keyboards. The keys, though they give some audible
feedback, are not as loud as those of the I BM PC or other
portables. For those of us who have finally gotten used
to the location of the left Shift key on the IBM PC. Data
General's decision to place it in its preferred. pre-PC posi
tion means we'll have to readjust again.
One change that we like is the placement of the func
tion keys above the number keys. This enables you to
insert directly above the keys plastic templates that tell
the function of each key and its function when used with
Shift. Control. and Control-Shift. Because Data General
computers have 15 function keys. the keyboard layout
lets Data General software use the FI through FI 0 keys
and the five keys to their right as function keys.
Data General is to be commended for choosing a stan
dard disk format for its 3 Vi-inch drives. The Data General/
One uses unmodified Sony 80-track. double-sided disk
drives and formats each track as nine 512-byte sectors:
this is the proposed standard used by Microsoft for
3V2-inch-disk MS-DOS systems. Hewlett-Packard and
Apple. the first major vendors to use 3Vi-inch drives. have
both used incompatible. nonstandard disk formats. Ac
cording to one engineer. Data General places a high
value on industry-wide compatibility and hopes that
future vendors will adopt this format. (The Data General/
One can read and write disks using one or two sides and
8 or 9 sectors per track. With some limitations. it can
also write sectors of 128. 2 56, and 1024 bytes each .)
On the negative side. we must point out that the LCD
panel is difficult to read in conditions less than ideal.
It looks great if you have diffuse light coming over one
shoulder and you're wearing light-colored clothing; other
wise. the image is not strong enough to overcome the
image reflected on the glass face of the LCD (even when
you adjust the LCD's contrast). Also. because of the
physics of driving rows and columns of LCD pixels. you
can see faint streaks above and below and dark vertical
bars in the LCD image. The LCD image is functional
good enough for an airport but not for sustained use
at the office. (Fortunately, Data General claims it will fix
this inadequacy with a "system expansion box"; see
"Plans.")
Another disappointment is the quality of the ROM
based Notebook and Terminal programs. which are

limited in that they cannot interact with the microfloppy
disks. Although you can use the Notebook to write some
thing and print it out (or transmit it to a remote com
puter using the 'Jerminal program). you cannot recall and
save work directly to a disk. which makes us think that
we wouldn't use these programs very often. The Data
General engineers explained that the two programs
"came free" because of ROM space left over after the
Configuration program had been written. They also didn't
want to anger third-party software developers. who are
less enthusiastic about writing software for a given
machine if adequate programs are bundled with it (in
ROM or on disk) .
Finally. we must point out a simple inadequacy of some
importance: the machine has no built-in handle. Granted.
Data General will offer several carrying cases. but they
are too inconvenient for those times when you want to
carry the machine to the library downstairs. Maybe some
one will invent a harness that has a handle and never
needs to be removed from the machine.

PLANS
A Data General spokesperson said that a "system expan
sion box" would be available "60 to 90 days after prod
uct announcement" (September 20) . Although he could
not provide specifications for the unit. he said that it
would definitely include the ability to drive a color or
a monochrome monitor. With this feature (and perhaps
the 5\4-inch disk drive). we can see possibly buying a
Data General/One instead of an IBM PC.
On the Data General/One main board. there is an
empty socket beside the 80C88 that is the same size as
the empty socket beside the 8088 in the IBM PC. Since
we now know that that IBM PC socket is meant to house
an Intel 8087 arithmetic coprocessor chip. it is plausible
to speculate that the empty Data General/One socket will
house an 80C8 7 or some other coprocessor that will
enhance the machine's performance. The Data General
spokesperson would not comment. but he pointed out
that the Data General/One is "not the only product in
this line we intend to put out" and that Data General
has plans to ensure that its products will provide state
of-the-art performance.
Another interesting possibility springs from the fact
that there are four OMA (direct memory access) chan
nels in the Data General/One. two internal and two ex
ternal. Of the internal OMA channels. one is used for
the 3Vi-inch drives. and the other is reserved "for future
use." An obvious enhancement to this machine would
be substitution of a 3 V2-inch Winchester hard disk (which
might hold. say, I 0 megabytes) for the second disk drive.
A machine of such capacity, at less than half the weight
of a suitcase-size AC-powered transportable computer.
would be impressive indeed. •
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C·I·A·R·C·I·XS C·I·R·C·lJ·I·l" C·E·L·L·A·R

THE
LIS'NER 1000
BY STEVE CiARCIA

Build a low--cost, high--performance
speech--recognition system
The concept of a com
puter
understanding
speech is not new. For
years we have watched
Capt. Kirk and Mr. Spock
on the bridge of the Enter
prise talking with the ship's
computer or have remarked at the
diabolical mind of HAL in 2001: A Space
Odyssey. These computers represent the
ultimate in automatic speech recognition
(ASR). Unfortunately, most of their capa
bilities are still science fiction.
The ultimate goal of all speech-recogni
tion techniques is to characterize the
spoken word into a recognizable pattern.
Specifically, ASR is the ability that would let
a computer recognize the spoken word. Ex
actly how the words are spoken. however.
determines the hardware cost and analysis
techniques employed.
SPEECH~RECOGNITION UNITS

The first type of unit is the speaker-dependent
recognition system. which creates its recog
nition vocabulary by '" listening" to the voice
of a single speaker. It then concerns itself
only with recognizing the same word as
spoken by that speaker.
First. the user speaks into a microphone
all the words the machine is to recognize.
The acoustical characteristics of each word
are analyzed and stored as templates. which

COPYR IGHT© 1984 STEVEN A. CIARCIA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

are digital patterns used by a recognition
algorithm to identify words., The procedure
of creating templates is referred to as train
ing. Depending upon the available memory
and the recognition-algorithm speed. the
total vocabulary can be from 4 to I 00
words. Generally speaking. the more words
in the vocabulary, the longer it takes to
recognize a specific word and the more
sophisticated the algorithm must be.
The second type of unit is the speaker
independent recognition system. Other than
HAL or the Enterprise computer. few func
tioning speaker-independent systems exist
that have more than a JO-word vocabulary.
This system requires no template training
by a single speaker. Its speech templates
are preprogrammed. and the matching
algorithm is supposed to be adaptable to
the voices of a variety of speakers and
accents.
The third type of unit is unconnected speecf1.
Also called discrete-utterance recognition.
unconnected speech is simply single words
preceded and followed by pauses. This is
(continued)

Steve Ciarcia (pronounced '"see-ARE-see-an") is an elec
tronics engineer and computer consultant with experience
in process control. digital design . nuclear instrumenta
tion. and product development. He is the author of
several books about electronics. You can write to him
at POB 582. Glastonbury. CT 06033 .
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Photo I: The General Instrument SPIOOO voice-recognition chip.

Photo 2: A prototype printed-circuit board of the Apple II recognition-only
Lis'ner I 000 circuit. The two connectors on the top right are for an external speaker
(RCA) and the microphone (miniphono). An IBM PC version is in the works

Photo 3: A prototype printed-circuit board containing Lis'ner 1000 circuitry. which
performs recognition. and speech-synthesis circuitry for the Apple II. It contains
both the SPIOOO and an SSl-263 speech synthesizer with a text-to-speech algorithm.
Together they facilitate a functional hands-off computer with complete speech I/O
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the easiest recognition approach and
generally the technique used in most
inexpensive systems. Each template is
for a single utterance that must be
spoken as a discrete word rather than
as part of a longer word or phrase.
The final type of unit is connected
speech. Also called continuous speech.
this is the way we normally talk. Un
fortunately, much of our understand
ing is dependent on recognizi.ng the
words in context. One major problem
for the computer is coarticulation.
where words are blended so that
there are no distinct word boundaries
for direct template matching. The
result is costly computing overhead
because every template must be
aligned with every possible interval of
the utterance. While significant ad
vances have been made in this area.
connected-speech ASR systems are
expensive and generally require some
monitoring of context as well.
Today. most speech-recognition sys
tems are discrete-utterance speaker
dependent units. They may be in the
form of expansion boards for existing
computers or stand-alone black
boxes. Ultimately. however. their pur
pose is singular. When the user
speaks. the computer analyzes the
acoustical signal. compares it to the
stored templates. and decides which
most closely resembles the spoken
word. Once a candidate is chosen. the
computer can itself respond to the
user's utterance or output a control
signal to another device.
Each stage of the analysis and pat
tern-matching procedure can be car
ried out by a variety of techniques.
The earliest techniques used a simple
zero-crossing detector to produce a
pattern somewhat related to frequen
cy. It soon became evident that
speech. which is a complex combina
tion of frequencies. could not be so
easily represented The next refine
ment was to break the voice frequen
cies out through a series of filters and
separately record energy levels. While
economically attractive. since it used
readily available components. the
massive quantities of data gathered
proved ponderous and slow to com
pute. Many systems on the market still
use this technique.
One significant advance in estimat
ing the amplitude spectrum of speech
is linear predictive coding (LPC) Also
known as autoregressive analysis. this
method predicts the amplitude of a

speech waveform at any instant by
combining the amplitudes at a
number of earlier instants. The LPC
coefficients that best approximate the
speech waveform can be mathemati·
ca lly converted to approximate the
amplitude spectrum. In speech appli
cations. the LPC analyzer is basically
a lattice of filters that approximate a
series of resonant cavities. thus simu
lating the vocal tract.

A CIRCUIT CELLAR SYSTEM
Up until now. it hasn't seemed worth·
while to present a speech-recognition
system that merely imitated others.
My article in the March 1982 BYTE
("Use Voiceprints to Analyze Speech."
page . 50) demonstrated the sepa
rated-filter and energy-level recording
techn ique in the hopes that I could
learn enough to quickly present an
ASR system based on that principle.
While feasible in theory. I ultimately
scrapped the idea as having too many
components. even if they were read
ily available. Since then. I have been
watching for any new components
that might improve the situation.
Fortunately. the wa it has not been
in vain. The new SP!OOO voice-recog
nition chip from General Instrument
allows me to demonstrate the con
struction of a low-cost. high-per
formance voice-recognition system
(see photo I) . To my knowledge. this
project is one of the first recognition
devices using the SP!OOO.
The Circuit Cellar speech-recogni
tion system. which I've called the
Lis'ner 1000. is both a voice-recogni
tion and voice-synthesizer board
using the SP! 000. The schematics I
present are specifically for the Apple
11. but they are applicable to other
6502-based systems such as the Com
modore 64. The Apple 11 version
plugs into any of the computer's ex
pansion slots. but slot 4 is preferred.
The Commodore 64 version (shown
in the opening photo) plugs into the
rear expansion connector. The Com
modore board is configured for
recognition only; the Apple 11 board.
shown in photos 2 and 3. supports
the LPC speech output from the
SPIOOO and has optional provision for
an SS!-263 phonetic speech synthe
sizer with a text-to-speech algorithm.
The Lis'ner 1000 hardware forms
merely the front end of a recognition
system by performing feature extrac
tion of the incoming audio signal. The

host microcomputer compares these
features with those of the templates
stored in memory and makes the rec
ognition decisions. Such a separation
of system tasks leaves control of sys
tem performance to the system de
signer. You can use the Lis'ner 1000
board in speaker-dependent or
speaker-independent systems with
connected or unconnected speech.
The designer is not locked into a
specific recognition algorithm that
may not be suitable for a particular
application. Instead. the recognition
algorithm is contained in software

( a)

This project is
one of the first
recognition devices
using the SP 1000.
residen t in the host microcomputer
and can be easily upgraded to take
advantage of advances in recognition
techniques without requiring hard
ware redesign.
In an effort to mor e fully support
(continued)
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the Lis'ner 1000 and make it im
mediately usable. I've had developed
a package of software routines that
allows the board to function as a
voice-operated keyboard on the Ap
ple II and Commodore 64. Not to lose
touch with true experimenters.
however. the source code necessary
to make the basic system function will
be available to those who build the
project and want to modify the soft
ware (see Experimenter Support on
page 123).

AUXILIARY
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Figure 2: A CCL loop.
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GENERAL INSTRUMENT

SP I 000

The SP\000. block-diagramed in
figure l. is a 5-volt (V) 28-pin NMOS
(negative-channel metal-oxide semi
conductor) microprocessor peripheral
chip that can be used for both speech
recognition and LPC speech synthe
sis. Using a bidirectional data bus and
control lines. the SP! 000 interfaces to
most 8-bit proce?sors as a memory
mapped peripheral device.
The unique aspect of the SP\000 is
its ability to do LPC analysis in real
time. LPC analysis solves for the coef
ficients Ai in an equation of the form:
Xk = A1XK-I + A2XK -2 + ... +ANXK-N

ANT IAUASING
FILTER

AliCCE

+5V

The software l provide makes the
Lis'ner 1000 a speaker-dependent.
discrete-utterance recognition system .
The present software supports 64
words in two groups of 32. You'\\ need
a disk drive for either unit to function
with the present software
Before I get too far ahead. however.
let me describe the SPIOOO chip itself
and what's necessary to build the
Lis'ner I 000

where Xk is an approximation of XK.
'fYpical techniques used to solve for
the coefficients involve matrix calcula
tions and manipulations Such tech
niques. which require vast amounts of
memory and extensive calculations.
preclude their use on an inexpensive
device at this time.
The SP\000 uses a modified form
of the correlation cancellation loop
(CCL) shown in figure 2 in a recon
figurable lattice structure. The CCL ap
.proach can be used to operate direct
ly on the incoming data stream
without extensive buffering of data or
exorbitant processing power. The
predictor coefficients (Ai) are taken
from the Integrator output of each
stage. The stages can be cascaded for
higher-order analysis and multiplexed
in low-bandwidth applications.
ln simpler terms. by modifying the
feedback-control scheme within the
filter itself. the ultimate number of
computations is reduced. The CCL ap
proach requires 300 bits of working
storage versus 3 kilobits for a stan
dard covariance or autocorrelation
analysis lt also has the interesting
property of being able to run back
ward with a minimum of reconfigura
tion. This property allows the SP\ 000
to be used as a speech synthesizer as
well as an analyzer for recogn ition.

The SPI 000 can perform useful
speech analysis with a relatively inex
pensive 8-bit AID (analog-to-digital)
converter. The major reason for this
is the use of an on-board automatic
gain-control (AGC) algorithm. The
three gain outputs from the SPIOOO
are used to control a variable gain
amplifier. The SPIOOO tests the 2 most
significant bits of each incoming sam
ple and lowers the gain if they are too
high. The net effect is to keep the
amplitude of the analog signal within
the dynamic range of the AID con
verter. preventing distortion and
stabilizing the signal level entering the
lattice filter.
When used as a synthesizer. the
filter is presented with LPC coeffi
cients of the speech frame to be syn
thesized. 'fYpically, these coefficients
are computed on a minicomputer and
stored as files to be loaded into the
microprocessor's memory. Eventual
ly. General Instrument intends to
supply an allophone set that will let
the user synthesize any word using a
text-to-speech algorithm or dictionary
table. The functional use of the Lis'ner
1000 in recognition applications is not
dependent on this software. which
can be added when it is available.

The desire for user-programmable
voice-output capability immediately
did not go unnoticed. however. I an
ticipated the interest in a functional
recognition/synthesizer board and
purposely designed the Lis'ner I 000
to perform as one. While the project
described is for an SP I 000-only
device. the Apple II printed-circuit
board for this project is also etched
to accommodate an SSI-263 phonetic
speech-synthesizer chip (see "Build a
Third-Generation Phonetic Speech
Synthesizer:· March. page 28). Adding
the SSl-263 and the text-to-speech
algorithm facilitates true voice 1/0
(input/output) and supports both
phonetic-generated and allophone
generated (LPC) speech.

1000

BUILDING THE LIS'NER

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the rec
ognition portion of the Lis'ner I 000.
which interfaces to the Apple II and
Commodore 64 through an 8-bit bi
directional bus and a few control lines.
The SPI 000 occupies four address
locations and is written to or read
from as any other peripheral device
at that address. Data is transferred
through the data lines whenever the
chip-select line is active. The read/

The source code that is
necessary to make the
basic system function
will be available.
write line determines the direction of
the transfer. and the two address lines
specify the particular register within
the chip. Of the four registers. three
are read/write and one is write only.
A typical system consists of the
SP! 000 and an assortment of analog
components. The analog interface
consists of filters. amplifiers. switches.
and an AID converter. The purpose of
the circuitry is to convert the ut
terances spoken by the user into a
form that the chip can understand.
The entire circuit is designed to run
on + 5 V and. except for the SPI 000
connection to the host computer. is
virtually the same for all applications.
The first section (see figure 4) con
tains the microphone input and high
pass filter. For best performance. you
should use a 600-ohm-impedance.
condenser-type electret microphone.
(continued)
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Table I: Signal amplifications possible with different combinations of the SP I 000
gain pins. which are shown in figure 5.
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To avoid background noise pickup, I
suggest the microphone headset
combination shown in the opening
photo. This keeps the microphone
close to the mouth and limits
interference.
The high-pass filter removes all
sounds below 2 50 Hz.
The output from the high-pass filter
is connected to an automatic-gain
controlled amplifier (see figure 5). The
SPIOOO provides three output lines
that control switches to vary the
resistor values within a circuit con
sisting of two noninverting opera
tional amplifiers connected in series.
These signals are GAIN 6. GAIN 12.
and GAIN 24. corresponding to 6-.
12-. and 24-decibel (dB) signal levels
(this is a voltage gain of 2. 4. and 15.8.
if you are interested). See table I for
the gain produced by combining
these pins.
The SPlOOO updates these signals
at a predetermined interval. depend
ing upon the value of the digital out
put from the AID converter. The three
lines create eight combinations of
signal amplification from 0 dB to 42
dB in 6-dB steps. The purpose of the
AGC is to monitor and modify the in
coming signal amplitude so that it
always stays within the range of the
AID converter.
Switching these resistors in and out
in the AGC produces high-frequency
transients known as aliases. These un
wanted frequencies are removed by
a two-pole. 3200-Hz. low-pass. anti
aliasing filter (see figure 6) before go
ing to the AID converter.
Once a conditioned signal with all
the extraneous noise removed is ob
tained. it is directed to the sample
and-hold AID converter to be read by
the SPlOOO (see figure 7).
The SPlOOO provides two signals for
controlling the AID converter and the
sample-and-hold circuit: ADCCLK and
ADCCE. The ADCCE signal provides
an active-low chip select that turns off
the sample switch (the switch. which
is normally closed. opens when the
AID converter reads the voltage level
stored on the capacitor) and enables
the AID converter. I used a National
Semiconductor ADC0831 8-bit serial
output converter clocked at 150 kHz
provided through ADCCLK as the AID
converter. The serial-output data is
read through the ADCDATA line. You
can program the SPlOOO to read the
input data at 5k to I 6k samples per

second. As configured in this project.
the sample rate is 6.2 5k samples per
second.
A complete schematic showing the
recognition part and LPC~synthesis
portion of the Apple II Lis·ner I 000
is shown in figure 8. Figure 9 shows
the circuit changes necessary to add
the SSl-263 specifically for t~e Apple
II. Figure IO is the Commodore 64
version.
SP I000 SOFTWARE

Figure 11 is a flowchart of the basic
software control of the Lis'ner I 000.
The routines described assume that
the SPIOOO is implemented as a
discrete-utterance speaker-dependent
unit. The software can be segmented
into two major functions: the creation
of training templates and actual rec
ognition of utterances relative to the
training templates previously created.
TRAINING

The purpose of training is to create
a set of patterns. each of which rep
resents a specific utterance. (Note that
an utterance may be a single word or
a phrase.) When recognition is per
formed. these patterns are compared
to a pattern created from the word to
be recognized. The pattern or tem
plate from the training utterances that
is closest to the word to be recog
nized is the one the system chooses
as the recognized word.
A well-designed training process will
create templates that capture the
unique features of an utterance in a
form simple enough to facilitate the
matching process and the efficient
use of a system's memory. With this
in mind. let's examine the training pro
cess implemented here.
The first step is initialization of the
hardware and software. The SPIOOO
is an extremely flexible device that
allows the user to specify several
parameters that govern its analysis
calculations. The parameters include
the sample rate (6.2 5 kHz). the analy
sis-frame duration (20 milliseconds
lmsl). and the gain-update period (I 0
ms). Once these parameters have
been specified and the software has
enabled the interrupts. the SPIOOO
will provide the processor with a fresh
analysis frame at the end of each
frame period.
The software initialization consists
of setting the counters for the number
of templates and the number of train

ing passes for each template. The
number of templates (utterances) is
variable. The system uses two training
passes for each template.
After initialization. the program
enters the endpoint-detection pro
cess. Since this is a discrete-utterance
recognizer. it must identify the start
and finish of each utterance it "hears."
This applies to both training and rec
ognition. The endpoint-detection al
gorithm is designed around a finite
state machine with four states: silence.
rising. plateau. and falling.
The SPIOOO continually analyzes
the audio input and sends its analysis
data to the host processor. Whenever
no speech is reaching the micro
phone. the SP! 000 will be analyzing
the ambient room noise. This repre
sents the silence state. While in this
state. the processor is constantly cal
culating a noise level based on the
average energy of the last 16 frames
of silence. If an incoming frame has
an energy 6 dB or more above the
noise level. the machine enters the ris
ing state. Similar energy measure
ments control the state transitions
throughout the duration of the ut
terance until the machine exits back
to silence. indicating that the end of
the utterance has been reached.
Once the machine enters the rising
state. it saves all the analysis frames
generated by the SPIOOO until the end
of the utterance has been found. At
that point. the data collected is tested
with criteria pertaining to minimum
duration and dynamic range to con
firm its legitimacy as speech input and
pinpoint the endpoints more closely.
A normalization process is also per
formed on the energy coefficients to
equalize weighting.
At the end of this process. we have
captured a parametric representation
of the utterance. The next step is to
include that representation in a train
ing template.
It is worth noting that the data col
lected for an utterance with one sec
ond of duration is calculated - as
follows: (8 bits/coefficient) x (9 coef
ficients/frame) x (50 frames/second) x
(I second) = 3600 bits of data (450
bytes). Utterances of 3 seconds in
duration would generate 13 50 bytes.
If left in this form. a few dozen ut
terances would take a sizable quanti
ty of memory just for storage.
Fortunately. the system need save
only the unique characteristics of an

The purpose of training
is to create a set
of patterns, each
representing a
specific utterance.
utterance in order to perform good
recognition. The unique sounds that
constitute a particular utterance will
usually be several frames in duration.
Thus. the algorithm tests the ut
terance data one more time. essential
1y to perform a type of averaging in
which adjacent frames with similar
coefficient values are combined to
form one new frame that replaces the
two old ones. This process reduces
the total number of frames in an ut
terance to 12. Theoretically. these 12
frames are representative of the
unique speech sounds that occurred
in the utterance. This process also
provides a time normalization for all
utterances. Since all utterances are
reduced to 12 frames. they all have an
identical length for comparison
purposes.
The resulting 12 frames constitute
a template. Since different repetitions
of an utterance are never exactly alike.
even when spoken by the same per
son. the software averages two tem
plates created from two repetitions of
the utterance in order to form a more
general template. This is stored as the
training template for that utterance.
The final size of the training template
is 12 frames of 9 coefficients each (or
I 08 bytes of data).
RECOGNITION

Recognition is performed with the
same front-end software as the train
ing. It uses the finite-state machine
and post-processing functions to iden
tify the endpoints of the utterance
and performs time normalization to
create a 12-frame unknown utterance
template. It then tries to find the best
match among the training templates
previously stored. The two key
elements of the matching process are
the frame-to-frame distance measure
and nonlinear time alignment.
DISTANCE MEASURE

I have mentioned the closeness of
templates. which is used to determine
(conlinued)
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A Chebyshev distance measure is
employed as the frame-to-frame
distance measure. The equation ABS
VAL (A;-B;) is summed for all i.
where i is the distance from frame A
to frame B. A; is the Ith element of
frame A and B; is the Ith element of
frame B.

the best match. But just how do you
determine the closeness of two tem
plates? The answer lies in a frame-to
frame distance measure. which is
used to build a template-to-template
distance. The smaller the template-to
template distance. the closer the two
templates are to one another.
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Thus. frame-to-frame distance mea
surement consists of simply summing
the magnitudes of the differences of
correspond ing elements in the frames
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To find a template-to-template dis
tance. the frame-to-frame distance
measure is applied within the context
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of the nonlinear time alignment of the
frames.

duration of words obviously vary. but
a more subtle variation is very signifi
cant to a speech recognizer. The in
dividual speech sounds comprising a
word vary in duration relative to one
another in different repetitions of the
same word. This time distortion is
nonlinear because simply stretching

NONLINEAR TiME ALIGNMENT
The need for nonlinear time align
ment arises because human beings
do not speak the same words exactly
the same way each time. Volume and

or compressing one entire repetition
will not time-align the boundaries of
the speech sounds with those of an
other repetition of the same ut
terance.
Consider a word with two syllables.
such as table. Thro repetitions of this
(continued)
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word may have the same total dura
tion. but the first syllable may con
stitute 50 percent of repetition one
and only 30 percent of repetition two.
If we created templates for the two
repetitions and compared them on a
frame-by-frame basis. we would not
get the best match because at some
point we would be comparing parts
of syllable one with parts of syllable
two.
On different occasions. the timing of
these patterns may vary considerably.
but they must all be present in the
described order if the utterance is to
count as a reasonable rendition of the
word table. The misalignment can be
corrected by stretching the template
in some places and compressing it in
others. so that a mathematically op
timum match is found. This procedure
is called dynamic time warping (DfW}

(See "Speech Recognition : An Idea
Whose Time Is Coming." January.
page 213.)
REJECTION THRESHOLD

Once we have a best match. we have
to determine if it is usable or not. One
method is to qualify the match by set
ting a rejection threshold. This allows
the recognizer to request that an in
put be repeated because it is not con
fident of a good match. With no re
jection. the recognizer is forced to
make a choice. The rejection thresh
old itself is the degree of confidence
necessary to consider a match valid.
The use of rejection criteria implies a
trade-off between two types of error.
the incorrect match versus no match
at all. Rejection criteria can enhance
the performance of the recognizer if
they are adjusted to suit specific ap

plications. The problems caused by
the two types of error are application
dependent.
As part of the recognition process.
a template is made of the word just
spoken. and it is compared to the
templates made during train ing. For
each comparison. a distance is com
puted that is used to determine the
best fit to the spoken word. In order
to reduce the number of false alarms
(i.e.. extraneous room noises being
recognized as words). a method of re
jection is used. Three parameters are
used during rejection: the lower limit.
the upper limit. and the rejection
threshold.
The lower limit specifies a distance
below which a word is automatically
accepted and no more rejection tests
are performed. This is useful in reduc
ing recognition times and allows the
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obvious correct matches to pass
through. However. if it is set too high.
many false alarms may occur.
The upper limit specifies just the op
posite. the distance above which a
word is automatically rejected. This
too is helpful in speeding reaction
times and discards obvious room
noises such as clapping. If th is

number is set too low. a large in
cidence of rejecting good words will
occur. resulting in a good deal of
frustration for the user.
The last parameter is the rejection
threshold. which is used to control
just how close the spoken word may
be to the two next closest reference
templates. ln short. a small rejection

threshold results in a higher degree
of rejection; a large rejection thresh
old is more forg iving and rejects less.
These three parameters are com
bined to tailor the system to the user's
particular needs. lf a highly speaker
dependent system is desired. a small
lower limit. a small upper limit. and
(continued)
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a small rejection threshold should be
used. The result would be that only
the person who trained the system
would have good recognition results.
Lts'NER

1000 SOFTWARE

The Lis'ner software consists of a
combination of BASIC and assembly
language routines. The recognition al
gorithm and template matching are
handled in assembly language to
speed execution. Training and other
infrequently used housekeeping func
tions are done in BASIC.
The purpose of the software is to
function as .a parallel voice input for
application programs or normal oper
ation of the computer. When first
starting the system. for example. you

are prompted to train a preselected
vocabulary of DOS (disk operating
system) and system commands. Rather
than typing CATALOG and a carriage
return. you merely have to say
"catalog" and "return" (you can still
type any part of it if you wish). In ef
fect. the Lis'ner l 000 can be pro
grammed to send a sequence of char
acters to the keyboard input handler
as if they had been typed. This func
tion can be turned on and off at will
or used at specific points in applica
tion programs.
The process of selecting and train
ing a vocabulary is prompted by a
menu. You start by entering your own
list of words to be recognized. Up to
four groups of 8 words. or 32 words.

TRAINING MODE

RECOGNITION MODE

INITIALIZE
SPJOOO

INITIALIZE
SPJOOO

I NPUT FRAME
ON IN TERRUPT

NO

YES

YES

SAVE FRAME

SAVE FRAME

IN PUT FRAME
ON I NTERRUPT

NQ

COMPRESS DATA

MAKE
TEMPLATE

EX IT

YES

EX IT

Figure 11: Tfie SPI 000 recognition-software flowchart.
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are entered at one time. as shown in
photo 4. A total of 64 words may be
entered into the system. Next. you are
asked for each spoken word followed
by its corresponding command se
quence. as shown in photo 5. The
command sequence is the group of
characters that the recognizer routine
will respond with when it hears this
particular utterance. The command
sequence may contain qny combina
tion of letters. numbers. punctuation.
and control characters.
The recognition software responds
with the preset command sequence
when it hears a particular word. re
gardless of whether it is appropriate.
For example. you could make one of
the speech commands a phrase such
as "DIRECTORY. PLEASE." In
response. the command sequence
would print CATALOG and a carriage
return for an Apple. (If you plan to use
the device to simulate the direct func
tion of discrete keyboard keys. it is
best to use words such as APPLE.
BAKER. CHARLIE. etc.. rather than
the single-syllable letters A. B. C. etc.) .
Once all the words have been
entered and a series of questions
regarding rejection levels has been
answered. you are prompted to train
the system by saying each of the
words two times. When this is done.
the computer knows your voice and
saves the templates to disk. The
following is a list of editor commands.
which can be spoken or typed. Their
function is to aid in producing a
vocabulary that approaches 100 per
cent recognition accuracy.
TEST---Enter test mode. This option.
shown in photo 6. is useful in testing
how well each word was trained. After
each word is spoken. the letter "A' (ac
cept) or "R" (reject) is displayed next
to the word. If an "R" is displayed. the
match between the spoken word and
the word as the computer knows it is
totally unacceptable. It may be due to
the fact that the word that was
recognized wasn't even the word
spoken. or two words that sound alike
may keep being confused. If any word
or words consistently get low scores.
that word or words should be re
trained. To get back to command
mode. hit any key.
EDIT-Add. delete. replace. and
retrain any of the words.
LOAD-Load prestored templates
so that editing and training may be
performed.

SAVE-Save the templates being
worked on for later use. This is used
to save all the work you've done up
to now. These templates may then be
loaded by one of the Hello programs
at some later date for use in your ap
plication programs.
OU IT-Leave the editor and return
to BASIC. Once all your editing and
saving are done. you may enter BASIC
with the recognize routine and DOS
templates still active.
Software design is of course
dynamic. Some aspects of the Lis'ner
software I've described here may have
been modified by the time you read
this.

handling charge ($27 for overseas air
mail). This offer is valid until March I.
1985.
Finally. while it isn't a requirement
that you include a picture this time
when you write to me. I'd like to see
your finished product so that I can
add your picture to the many hun-

dreds I've received on previous
projects.
CONCLUSION

The toughest part about writing this
article was deciding how much to say
about recognition techniques. I have
(continued)

EXPERIMENTER SUPPORT

I try to support the individual exper
imenter as much as I possibly can.
and this project is no exception. To
aid you in building the Lis'ner l 000
or an SPJ 000-based system. I have
coordinated parts and software sup
pliers.
The Lis'ner software package con
sists of a combination of source-code
and executable-only code files that
are much too lengthy to print for
distribution or to be published here.
The Lis'ner software is supplied as
BASIC source code with assembly-lan
guage executable code. Since I expect
that many of you won't be happy until
you've personally experimented with
dynamic time warping and converted
the routines to run on a different pro
cessor. I am making available demon
stration source code for an SPI 000
recognition algorithm for the Apple
11. This code. which is less com
plicated than the Lis'ner software. was
written by General Instrument. Also
included are LPC coefficient files that
will demonstrate the SPIOOO's syn
thesis capability.
Although this software is well an
notated. it is unsupported and distrib
uted for its educational value only. It
contains all the necessary structure
should you care to roll your own. (If
you do convert these routines. I would
be very interested in seeing your
handiwork.)
The Experimenter Support package
contains the General Instrument
SPI 000 demonstration software.
Lis'ner software. and the Lis'ner I 000
User's Manual. It is available on disk for
either the Apple II (except lie] or Com
modore 64 (please specify) directly
from me for a $17 shipping-and

Photo 4: Jn this training mode. you select and train up to 3 2 words at a time.
Multiple overlays of these template dictionaries result in potential recognition
vocabularies of thousands of words. In practice. 64 concurrent-available words is a
reasonable search vocabulary that maintains a high response reaction time.

Photo 5: These standard DOS commands comprise one of the vocabularies that
the user is directed to train. Once trained. many keyboard entries can now be verbal.
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barely scratched the surface in my
explanation.
It is equally difficult for me to list
and describe the multitude of poten
tial applications for computerized
voice recognition. Besides the ob
vious aids for the disabled. the Lis'ner
I 000 can be used in order-entry sys
tems. voiceprint-security systems.
video games. and telephone commu
nications. Also. many people sub
scribe to the notion that the world
needs a voice-operated typewriter. In
my opinion. it will be a long time
before voice entry becomes common
place in an office environment. but
.there have been inroads.
I intend to apply the board to tele
phone communications so that I can
call and correspond with my com
puter. Since the Apple II Lis'ner has
both recognition and synthesis. it
would seem natural that all conversa
tion over the phone with the Apple
should be spoken. "Hello. computer.
how are you?" "Fine. Steve. your
house is still here."
While this is a possibility. the quali
ty of the telephone lines suggests that
an alternate means of backup com
munication also be used. Some time
ago I wrote an article about DTMF
(dual-tone. multiple-frequency) de

coders ("Build a Touch Tone Decoder
for Remote Control:· December 19 81.
page 42). In it. I suggested that one
way to communicate with your com
puter was through an auto-answer
device with a DTMF decoder. Once
the computer answers. simply send
your message by pressing the Touch
Tone keys on the telephone
Your first thought might be to add
a DfMF decoder in parallel with the
recognition board. but it is quite un
necessary. DfMF tones and spoken
words are all sounds as far as Lis'ner
is concerned. It is simply a matter of
pressing the telephone buttons while
in the template training mode to pro
gram the Lis'ner to respond to the
DTMF tones. Adding a few select
words in addition will make it a truly
unique answering system. Using just
DfMF tones will allow invited sub
scribers a certain level of access to
your system. but combining speaker
dependent voice recognition with
DTMF tone recognition will allow you
to reserve certain functions only for
yourself.
CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK

Circuit Cellar Feedback is a new
feature I'm starting. Every month. I'll
answer letters about past projects.

Photo 6: One of tlie features of tlie Lis'ner software is tlie ability to make and
test a recognition vocabulary. In tlie modified editor program sliown liere. as tlie words
are spoken. tlie acceptance level is noted so tlie user can select words witli less
interference. Words like "computer" and "sequence" nave few differentiation
problems. "Nine" and "mine" would present difficulties. as would "next" and "text."
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This month's Circuit Cellar Feedback
begins on page 430.
NEXT MONTH

I'll show you how to build an AC 110
controller.•
Special thanks to Dennis lntravia for his work
on the recognition software.
Diagrams and data specific to the SPIOOO are
reprinted courtesy of General Instrument
Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous
Circuit Cellar articles. Most of these past ar
ticles are available in reprint books from
BYTE Books. McGraw-Hill Book Co.. POB
400. Hightstown. NI 082 50.

Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar. Volume I covers articles
that appeared in BYTE from September 1977
through November 197 8. Volume II covers
December 1978 through June 1980. Volume
Ill covers July 1980 through December 1981.
Volume IV covers January 1982 through lune
1983.
The following items are available from
The Micromint Inc.
561 Willow Ave.
Cedarhurst. NY 11516
(8001 645-3479 for orders
(2031 871-6170 for information

I. Apple II Lis·ner 1000 with SPIOOO recogni
tion/synthesis components only-includes
headset-style microphone and software on
disk.
VROI assembled and tested .. ... . . 5189
VR02 complete kit .. ...... ....... 5149
2. Apple II Lis'ner !000 with SPIOOO recogni
tion/synthesis components and SSl-263
phoneme synthesizer chip with text-to
speech algorithm-includes headset-style
microphone and software on disk.
VR03 assembled and tested . .. .... 52 59
VR04 complete kit .
. .. 5219
3. VROllVR02 phoneme-synthesis upgrade
to VR03. Includes SSl-263. miscellaneous
components. and text-to-speech algorithm
on disk.
VR05 VR01/VR02 upgrade kit.
. .. 579
4. Commodore 64 Lis'ner 1000 with SPIOOO
recognition/synthesis components-includes
headset-style microphone and software on
disk.
VRIO assembled and tested . ...... 5149
VRI I complete kit ... .......
. 5119
5. Apple 11 speech experimenter's kit
includes SPIOOO. 7.16-MHz ceramic
resonator. ADC 0831 AID chip. Lis'ner
manual. and Lis'ner software on disk.
. .. 560
VR20 complete kit. . . . . . . . .
Please include 54 for shipping and handling
in the continental United States. 510 else
where. New York residents please include 8
percent sales tax.
To receive a complete list of Ciarcia's Cir
cuit Cellar project kits. circle 100 on the
reader-service inquiry card at the back
of the magazine.

BY BRUCE

F.

WEBSTER

AGO BOARD
FOR THE

MACINTOSH
Explore the capabilities of the Mac and
MacFORTH with this computerized game
IEditor's Note Although Mr Webster's program is rather straightforward. you will need some previous
experience with FOKTH to understand this program. His comments and descriptive word names
demonstrate how these things make a FOKTH program more readable and easier to understand.I
bought a Macintosh about three weeks after Apple announced and released
it. Despite the marvelous things it can do. I felt frustrated because I couldn't
make it do more. TWo months later. though. I received a copy of MacFORTH
(from Creative Solutions Inc.). which gave me substantial access to the Mac's
myriad features. After writing several small programs. I decided to try something
a little more ambitious: bringing up a go game board on the Mac.
Go is an Asian game of ancient origin (see the text box "The Ancient Game of
Go" on page 434). Played with black and white stones on a wooden board, go has
simple rules but subtle and complex strategies. Unlike chess, go has not readily
yielded to computerization, so this program does not attempt to play against a human
opponent. Instead. it provides a board with which two people can play a quick. friend
ly game.
I wrote this program for several reasons. First. the program does most of the book~
keeping for you: removing captured stones, preventing illegal moves. counting ter
ritories. and so on. Second, you can't accidentally jiggle or bump the board and
send the stones flying. Third. I wanted to learn how to use MacFORTH. (By reading
the code, you can learn about MacFORTH. too.) The board is 13 by 13 inches (often
used instead of the usual 19 by 19 inches). which makes for a quicker game.
The program. given in listing I. is organized into 30 screens, a division of code
peculiar to FORTH (a screen is 1024 bytes of text. displayed as 16 lines of 64
characters). Tuble I shows a rough breakdown of the program by screens.
The program is not as long as it seems-I could have fitted it into fewer than 30
(continued)

Bruce F Webster (c/o FTL Games. 7907 Ostrow St.. Suite F. San Diego, CA 92111) is a Macintosh
owner. FORTH and go enthusiast. and contributing editor of BYTE. He wrote a go-playing program
as his project for a class in artificial intelligence and is currently working on another go-playing program
that builds on top of the listing in this article.
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screens. but this would have been bad
programming practice. Instead. I com
mented heavily on the routines. which
expanded the program's size con
siderably. Also. I suspect that my
FORTH coding could be improved in
quite a few places; I ask for patience
(and suggestions) from those more
experienced than I.

INSIDE THE

Go PROGRAM

This go program uses many of the
Macintosh's unique features: custom
menus and their command-key equiv
alents. windows. graphics. input using
the mouse. and even a custom
mouse-cursor shape (while a game is
in progress. the cursor becomes a
round circle the color of the player
whose move it is) . By looking at cer
tain parts of the program. you can see
how the Macintosh and MacFORTH
amplify each other's efforts. (See the
text box "How the Program Works" on
page 445.)
Creating the board window: Screen 2
(lines 1-5) defines the window for the
go board and displays it on the
screen. Screen 2 (line 8) creates the
"wood-grain" pattern used to fill the
go board itself. This pattern is 8 by 8
pixels and uses 8 bytes: the first byte
is the top row of the pattern. and the
most significant bit of each byte forms
the leftmost pixel of a row.
Screen 16 (lines 6 to 14) contains
the routine draw.board . This word
creates the board's frame. fills it with
the wood-grain pattern. puts the grid
on the board and prints the headings
for tallying the stones captured by
each side.
Defining custom cursors: Screen 4 (lines
I to 12) defines the two cursors
( wcurse and bcurse) used to let the
players place their stones on the
board. Each cursor is 68 bytes or.
more logically, 34 (16-bit) words long.
The first 16 words form the 16- by
16-pixel shape of the cursor itself.
following the top-left convention of
the wood-grain pattern (the first word
is the top row. with the most signifi
cant bit of each word being the left
most pixel in a row). The ·next 16
words form the 16 by 16 mask. which
defines what portion of the area under
the cursor shows through. If a bit is
0. then the area underneath shows
through; if a bit is I. then it is blocked
out. The last two words specify the
row and column numbers. respective
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Tuble I: Screen contents of the go program (listing I).
Screen

Contents

0
1
2-4
5-7
8
9-10
11  15
16-17
18-20
21
22-25
26-28
29

program information
load block (executed when block file is loaded)
definitions of constants, variables, and data structures
various utility routines
expand routine for tracing armies
more utilities
routines to handle placing and capturing stones
game save and restore routines
endgame routines (pick up stones, count territory)
routines to manipulate the Go menu
driving routines for major portions of the game
Go and Handicap menu routines
main body of program (listing captions)

Listing I: The MacFORTH go program. FORTH programs are split into
I 02 4-l?yte units called screens. usually presented as 16 lines of 64 characters

each. The parenthetical comment on the first line of most word definitions briefly
describes the word. The part fiefore the vertical oar provides a picture of the stack
before and after the word is executed: for example. the notation "rlc-val" should
fie read, "The word takes r and c from the stack (c is on top-of-stack) and
returns val :·
SCREEN # 0
" Go Blocks"
06/29/84
O ( A simple go program for the Macintosh
Last Update:
1 Version: 1.0
2 Author: Bruce F. Webster
3
FTL Games. Inc.
Language:
7907 Ostrow, Suite F
4
San Diego, CA 92111
5

03:48 04 AM
( 062884 bfw)
28 June 1984
MacFORTH
Version 1.0
Level 1.1

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Allows two people to play go on a 13x13 board, using the mouse
to place stones. Detects and prevents illegal moves. Detects
capture and removes stones. Ends game after two consecutive
passes. Allows players to remove dead stones. Counts up con
trolled territory and declares winner. Allows 2 to 9 stone
handicaps. Has "undo" feature to take back last move.
Copyright (c) 1984 by Bruce F. Webster.
All commercial rights reserved.

SCREEN # 1
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:48:10 AM
O ( load block for " GO" program
( 060984 bfw)
1
2 options.menu
( put up apple, FORTH options menus )
3 20000 resize.object
( allocate memory for code, words )
4 10000 resize. vocab

5
6
7
8
9
10

er . " Loading GO program ... "
2 load
sys.window board send.behind
init.cursor event.loop

11
12
13
14
15

SCREEN # 2
"Go Blocks"
O ( create board window, data structures
1 new.window board

03:48 :15 AM
( 062884 bfw)
( define and name window for board )
06/29/84

2

" GO Version 1 .0 -

© 1984 Bruce F. Webster" board w.title

3

(set title
)
40 40 330 460 board w.bounds
( set bounds of board window )
5 board add.window
( create actual window )
6 5 constant go.menu
6 constant hand.menu
( define menu # 's )
7
8 create texture hex 04000200 , 00010008 ,
( "wood grain" )
9 decimal
10
11 create pstk 512 allot
( used for stack for army search )
12 create tmap 256 allot
( used for capture detection )
13 create map 256 allot
( set aside data structure for board )
14
-- >
15
4

SCREEN # 3
. "Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:4822 AM
O ( variables, bmap, cmap
( 060884 bfw)
1 variable bflag
( current player's color: 1 =black, 2 =white )
2 variable stones
variable freedoms
( values for a given army )
3 variable stptr
( stack pointer in pstk-incremented by 2 )
4 variable color
( color flag: 0 = empty, 1 =black, 2 =white, 3 = edge )
5 variable gflag
( game status flag - controls states )
6 variable btaken
variable wtaken
( total stones captured )
7 variable wspace variable bspace
( total spaces controlled )
8 variable pflag
( used to detect consecutive passes )
9 variable hlevel
( handicap level-1 = none, 2 .. 9 = # of stones )
( stone played, single stone taken)
10 variable playy
variable ko
11 variable taken
variable !stones
( last taken, total # taken )
( bmap, cmap automatically adjust their size to fit everything)
12
( useq for backup )
13 create bmap bmap map - allot
( used to save game )
14 c.reate cmap cmap bmap - allot
15
-- >

06/29/84
03:48:31 AM
SCREEN# 4
"Go Blocks"
O ( set up cursors for stones
( 060884 bfw)
( cursor for white stone )
1 hex create wcurse
(shape)
2 03COOC30 , 10082004 , 40024002 , 80018001
3 80018001 , 40024002 , 20041008 , OC3003CO
4 03COOFFO , 1FF83FFC , 7FFE7FFE , FFFFFFFF ,
(mask)
5 FFFFFFFF , 7FFE7FFE , 3FFC1 FF8 , OFF003CO ,
(offset)
6 00080008 '
( cursor for black stone )
7 create bcurse
(shape)
8 03COOFFO , 1FF83FFC , 7FFE7FFE , FFFFFFFF ,
9 FFFFFFFF , 7FFE7FFE , 3FFC1 FF8 , OFF003CO ,
(mask)
10 03COOFFO , 1FF83FFC , 7FFE7FFE , FFFFFFFF ,
11 FFFFFFFF , 7FFE7FFE , 3FFC1 FF8 , OFF003CO ,
12 00080008 , .
( offset )
13 create stars
( handicap locations on board )
14 04040AOA , 040AOA04 , 07070704 , 070A0407 , OA070707 ,
-->
15 decimal

06/29/84
03:48:44 AM
SCREEN# 5
"Go Blocks"
( 060884 bfw)
O ( bounds checking routines; draw.stone
1 : legal ( n - n/ - 1 or O I checks if n in 1 . 13 )
2 dup 0 > over 14 < and dup if ( nothing) else swap drop then ;
)
3 : bounds ( n - low/high I converts row or col into bounds
4 18 • 10 + dup 7 - swap 7 + ;
5 : get.bounds ( r/c - x1/y1 /x2/y2 I gets coords for spot
6 bounds rot bounds rot swap ;
7 : stretch.bounds ( x1 /y1 /x2/y2 - x1 /y1 /x2/y2 I expands by 1
8 1 + swap 1 + · swap 2swap 1 - swap 1 - swap 2swap ;
9 : at.point ( coord - loc/flag I converts x/y to cir
10 1 - 18/ legal;
11
12 : draw.stone ( r/c/f - -I draws black stone at location
13 >r get.bounds 2over 2over stretch.bounds frame oval
14 r> 1 = if black else white then pattern oval ;
-- >
15
(continu ed)

Jy, of the "active point" of the cursor.
This defines the point considered
when the cursor's coordinates are
read. Both cursors have offsets of
(8. 8). meaning that the center of each
cursor is where it is "pointing" at. The
FORTH word set.cursor makes one of
these cursors active. (In this program.
line 13 of screen JO changes the cur
sor shape.)
Drawing and erasing stones: Screen 5
gives us draw.stone . a routine that
draws the black and white stones
once they have been placed on the
board. It first draws a circular frame
slightly larger than the stone, then
draws a white or black (solid) circle for
the stone itself.
Screen I I contains clear.stone .
which removes a stone from the
board. This word first erases the stone
by filling the appropriate rectangular
area with the wood-grain pattern ( tex
ture). Then the word redraws the in
tersecting lines. doing the necessary
clipping for correctly drawing the in
tersections of an edge or corner in
tersection. (The word vector interprets
the top four items on the stack as two
points and draws a line between
them.)
Controlling the program: Screens 22. 24.
and 2 5 contain the four main driving
routines of the program. Each con
tains a loop of the form begin
do.events .. . until . The FORTH word
do.events returns a value that in
dicates if a special event has occurred.
The constant mouse.down is the value
indicating that the mouse's button has
been pressed; two of the driving rou
tines ( play.go and end.game . both
on screen 24) use this to tell if a stone
is being placed or picked up. In all
four cases. this loop continues until
the game state flag ( gflag ) changes
(usually as a result of some selection
on the Go menu). moving the pro
gram to another state.
Screens 21. 26. 27. and 28 set up
and handle the two menus (Go and
Handicap). Screen 2 I contains rou
tines to enable and disable the items
in the Go menu (note that the Quit
selection is never disabled). Screen 26
creates both menus. specifying the
entries in each. Screen 2 7 defines the
results of any item selected from Go.
while screen 28 does the same for the
Handicap menu. Screen 28 also con
tains init.program . which contains all
the code that is executed once short
(continued)
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ly after the board window is activated.
This includes graphics initialization
( ginit). clearing the window ( page ).
setting the origin to the upper-left cor
ner of the window ( upper.left). defin
ing the pen size ( 2 2 pensize ). and
setting the text mode to "overwrite"
( srccopy textmode ).
Screen 29 represents the highest
level of the program. The routine
exit.program does the final cleanup.
deletes the Go and Handicap menus
(making the FORTH window the active
one). and changes the mouse cursor
back to the familiar arrow. The routine
go. program is the main body of the
program itself. Below it is the phrase
board on.activate go.program. which
is directly executed when this block
is loaded. This phrase "attaches"
go.program to the window board .
Whenever board is activated. a - I
("true") is pushed on the stack and
go.program is executed. The same
happens if board is deactivated ex
cept that a 0 ("false") is placed on the
stack instead. This causes go.program
to use the "else" branch of the if ...
else . . . then construct to make an
orqerly exit.
LOADING THE PROGRAM

To use this program. boot up your
working MacFORTH disk and double
click the FORTH BLOCKS file (to load
the editor). Then type in the follow
ing command:
include" Go Blocks"
This will create a work file named Go
Blocks and enable you to enter
FORTH source code with the editor.
Your next step is to key in the 30
screens of text shown in listing I. Do
this one screen at a time and proof
read your work very carefully. Your
biggest problem will probably be ac
cidentally omitting the right paren
thesis at the end of most lines; FORTH
considers everything between that
point and the next right parenthesis
to be a comment. You might consider
leaving off the comments altogether.
putting them in later.
You might get an error loading
screen 6 if you have already loaded
the MacFORTH editor. If this occurs.
you can get the screen to load cor
rectly by adding the following
definition:
: 2dup

over over ;
(continued on page 4 341
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SCREEN # 6
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:49:00 AM
O ( get.addr, put.on.map, get.stone, empty.spot
( 060884 bfw)
1 : get.addr ( r/c - addr I calculate address into map
2 1 - 13 • swap 1 - + map + ;
3
4 : put.on.map ( r/c/f - r/c/f I non-destructive placement on map)
(duplicate parms and save f)
5 3 pick 3 pick 3 pick >r
6 get.addr r> swap c! ;
( get lac, restore f, and store )
7

8
9
1O
11
12
13
14
15

: get.stone ( r/c - stone I gets stone value at r,c
legal if swap legal if swap get.addr c@ ( check if legal spot)
else drop 3 then else drop 3 then ;
( else off of board )
: empty.spot ( r/c - r/c/flag I checks if spot is empty
2dup get.stone 0 = if - 1 else 0 then ;
-- >

SCREEN # 7
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:49:14 AM
0 (fill.spot, st+, push, pull, get.adj
( 060884 bfw)
1 : fill.spot ( r/c -~I sets lac to 3 = filled spot
2 get.addr 3 swap c! ;
3 : st+ ( n -I adds n to stptr and stores in stptr
4 stptr @ + stptr 1 ;·
5 : push ( r/c - - I pushes row, column onto pstk
6
stptr @ pstk + dup rot swap c! 1 + cl 2 st+ ,
7 : pop ( - - r/c/ - 1 or 0 I gets row, column from pstk
8 stptr @ pstk + 1 - dup c@ swap 1 - c@ - 2 st+
9
10 : get.adj ( r/c/i - r/c I gets adjacent row/column
11
CASE ( 0 =down, 1 = up, 2 = right, 3 = left )
12
0 OF 1 +
ENDOF 1 OF 1 ENDOF
13
2 OF swap 1 + swap ENDOF 3 OF swap 1 - swap ENDOF
14
ENDCASE;
15
->

SCREEN # 8
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:49:28 AM
0 ( expand
( 060884 bfw)
1 : expand ( r/c -- !count stones, freedom of army at r,c
)
2 0 stptr ! 0 stones ! 0 freedoms !
( clear all values )
3 map tmap 256 cmove
( backup map for count )
4 2dup fill .spot push begin
( fill spot, push on stack, start )
( pop stone from stack, increment counter )
5
pop 1 stones + !
( check all 4 adjacent locations )
6
4 0 do 2dup i get.adj
7
2dup get.stone dup
( get color and act appropriately )
8
CASE
( O = space - add 1 to freedoms, fill it up
O
OF 1 freedoms + ! drop fill.spot
ENDOF
9
10
1 2 RANGE.OF
( if color matches, add to army, else drop )
11
color @ = if 2dup fill.spot push else
2drop then ENDOF
12
3
OF drop 2drop ( ignore edge )
ENDOF
13
ENDCASE
14
loop 2drop stptr @ 0 = until ( continue until stack is empty)
- >
15 tmap map 256 cmove ; ( restore map from tmap )

SCREEN # 9
"Go Blocks"
0 ( lim, limit. bounds, blackif

06/29/84

03:49:49 AM
( 060884 bfw)

1
n I forces n to 28 . . 244
3
244 28 rot 2dup > if drop swap drop
( force n > = 28
4
else swap drop 2dup < if else
5
swap then drop then ;
( force n < = 224
6
7 : limit.bounds ( x1/y1/x2/y2 - x1/y1/x2/y2 I put limits on
lim swap lim swap 2swap
( condition x1 ,y1 to 28 . . 244
8
9
lim swap lim swap 2swap ;
( condition x2,y2 to 28 .. 244
10
11 : blackif ( - flag I checks if color = black
2 : lim ( n -

)
)

)
)
)
)

(listing continued on page 4381

Nonsense imitation
can be disconcertingly recognizable
nglish letter-combination frequencies can be used to
generate random text that mimics the frequencies found
in a sample. Though nonsensical. these pseudo-texts have
a haunting plausibility. preserving as they do many
recognizable mannerisms of the texts from which they are
derived. For example. the following text was generated by the first
sentences of this article:

E

English letter-combination frequencies from text was generived. For
example. Though nonsentencies from text was the text was
generated to generisms of that mimics the first sentencies from text
the texts have a have a sample. they article:
The nature of such texts has been little explored. in part because it's been
difficult to get samples. Claude Shannon generated "approximations to
English" by hand in 1948, but the laborious calculation it involved
prevented extensive study. This is clearly a task for a computer. but pro
grams have been hampered by the need for impractical amounts of
memory.
Hugh Kenner and
We offer a Pascal program. Travesty. to fabricate
Joseph O' Rourke teach
pseudo-text quickly from any input text. Students of
English and computer
style and linguistics will see possibilities. So may pro
scienc.e. respectivel!I. at
grammers. since Travesty contains a feature that can
The Johns Hopkins
greatly speed up general pattern-matching proce
Univmil!I. Baltimore.
MD 21218.
dures. We add a special-case version that is (continued)
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ILLUSTRATED BY IOAN HALL. WITH APO LOGIES TO IAMES IOYCE AND HENRY IAMES

Each of these writers
had his own way
with trigrams, tetragrams, pentagrams,
matters to which
he surely gave no thought.
even speedier. To make clear what Travesty does. we'll first discuss lan
guage statistics and what they imply.
LANGUAGE STATISTICS

Finish typing a page of English prose. and the key you hit most often
will have been the space bar. Either "e" or " t' ' will rank second. You did
not make those decisions. the language did. In fact. the language makes
three-quarters of your writing decisions for you. Not only do the letters
observe preferred frequencies. they keep preferred company. A familiar
example: write " Q ", and (unless you are drafting a QANTAS ad or some
comments on Iraq) the next character is almost sure to be " u".
If probability coerces the successor to a single letter. what follows a
letter pair is even more tightly bound. Write " th", and the probability is
very high that what follows will be "e". If it is. then the character after
"e" is most likely to be either a space or an "r ". Pairs like " th" are called
digrams; triplets like " the" are trigrams. They have frequencies. like let
ters. The most common English digram is " he"; you will find it three times
in the sentence you are reading now. 15 times in this paragraph. And
you will guess correctly that as we move up from single letters to diagrams
and trigrams. the probabilities that govern the next character grow ever
more rigorous. By the time we've reached . say, pentagrams. has the author
any choice at all?
Yes. he has; otherwise Henry James could have had no way to be Henry
James. or James Joyce to be James Joyce. At a fairly low level. the statistics
of English would have taken over from both of them . and neither would
have been distinguishable from The New York Times .
But that is not what happens. True. even with a James or a Joyce holding
the pen. the statistics do not lie dormant. However. they no longer derive
from the undifferentiated language. i.e.. from a large sample of everything
we can find . The significant statistics derive from the personal habits of
James. or Joyce. or Jack London. or J. D. Salinger. Each of these writers.
amazingly. had his own way with trigrams. tetragrams. pentagrams. mat
(continued on page 449)
ters to which he surely gave no thought.
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PART 2: SYSTEM CONTROL

THE PICK
OPERATING
SYSTEM

BYRICKCOOKAND }OHN BRANDON

Programming
capabilities and
control elements

IEditor's Note: Last month we looked at Pick's struc
ture and information-management facilities. This
month, we' II discuss the system's control and pro
gramming capabilities and take a brief look at the
IBM PC implementation of Pick (see the text box
on page I 3 3). I
PICK

Rick Cook (2318 West Haywar d,
Phoenix. AZ 85021) is a freelance
writer specializing in computers and high
technology. He has written for Popular
Computing and many other computer
magazines. John Brandon (2432 West
Peoria Ave .. Suite I 303, Phoenix. AZ
85029) has worked with the Pick oper
ating system for eight years and is
president of Interactive Systems. a Phoe
nix corporation that supplies software.
education. and consulting for the Pick
operating system.
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BASIC

Like Access. Pick BASIC is an integral part
of the Pick operating system. It is a com
piled/interpreted version of Dartmouth
BASIC. which makes it a rather distant
cousin of the version of BASIC used on
home computers. Unlike most microcom
puter versions of the language. Pick BASIC
·contains all the constructs you need to write
highly structured code. It is not. however.
strongly typed like Pascal and it does not
force you to declare variables before using
them.
Among the commands available in Pick
BASIC are CASE. COMMON. IF . .. THEN
. .. ELSE. FOR .. . NEXT. FOR .. . UNTIL.
FOR . . . WHILE, LOOP . .. WHILE. and
LOOP . . . UNTIL. There are also a number
of matrix and array commands and other
commands that have no close parallels in
microcomputer BASICs (SLEEP. for in
stance) . Writing modular programs is made
easier by the use of statement labels (not
line numbers) for references in flow-of
control commands.
Pick BASIC supports two types of arrays.
One is the conventional dimensioned array
(via a DIM statement limited to about 3000
elements). However. in Pick you don't have
to specify the size of each element. Ele
ments in a dimensioned array will grow to

absorb the data placed in them. Pick also
supports dynamic arrays, which allow any
number of elements of any size. Like a Pick
item. the dynamic array will grow and shrink
as elements are added and removed. An
item in a Pick file is processed as an array.
Pick BASIC contains a number of com
mands to specify and operate on elements
in an array.
In Pick. subroutines are separate pro
grams that can be compiled individually
and linked into other programs as needed
This encourages. but does not force. you to
write several small programs that can be
linked together rather than one long
program .
One of Pick's strong points is that it makes
writing applications easy. Many of the
chores that are time-consuming in other
programming languages. such as writing 1/0
(input/output) routines and complex data
manipulations. are either not necessary with
Pick or can be done with utilities that are
built into the operating system . In addition.
Pick BASIC has a powerful built-in debugger
and facilities to automatically generate a
program map and a variable cross-refer
ence table upon compilation.
WHY

BASIC?

At this time. BASIC is the only high-level
programming language available for Pick.
There are several reasons for this.
One is simply historical. When Pick was
evolving, in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
BASIC was the most suitable high-level
language available. Most of the other high
level languages familiar in the micro

computer world were either still under limiting Pick to one language is that. by
development. not yet thought of. or not ·tying the language into the operating
widely known.
system. it can directly know the data struc
Richard Pick's original plan was to use tures and other features of the system . By
APL as the Pick high-level language. If he offering a single. tightly integrated. high
had used APL. the system might be a lot level language. Pick can use the system's
more attractive to theoreticians. but it would abilities to full advantage from within the
be a lot less useful for managers and pro
programs. Pick BASIC contains commands
grammers.
that let it operate directly on elements in
A second reason Pick just has BASIC is the kind of three-dimensional dynamic ar
that Pick BASIC fixes most of the common rays you can build with the Pick file
problems associated with microcomputer structure.
BASICs as serious programming languages.
Incidentally, Pick Systems Inc. is report
It contains the constructs needed to write edly planning to offer a C compiler as part
structured programs. as well as the kind of
(continued on page 4 7 4)
110 support and string-handling facilities
lacking in Pascal. Features like the
COMMON statement. the use of labels. and
the ability to chain subroutines encourage
you to write modular code. Because the
language is closely linked to the data
base-management system. primitives are
ecently. Pick Systems Inc. ported Pick to the IBM PC XT. The IBM
available for searches and sorts. Because
PC version of Pick is a full implementation It converts the PC XT or
Pick BASIC is compiled. it avoids the speed
the PC with the expansion chassis and a minimum of 256K bytes of RAM.
penalty of a purely interpreted BASIC.
into a multiuser system capable of supporting three users. The implemen
Pick BASIC is not strongly typed-delib
tation will also work with some of the IBM PC-compatible computers such
erately. Forcing you to declare the type of
as the Compaq Plus. the hard-disk version of the Compaq portable
all variables may prevent certain kinds of
computer.
errors. but it makes extra work and imposes
On the IBM PC. Pick requires a JO-megabyte hard disk and 2 56K to 640K
bytes of RAM. No hardware modifications are required and the system
some frustrating limits unless the language
uses stock IBM PC expansion boards. The second and third users are sup
has facilities for crossing type boundaries
ported via RS-2 32C ports and serial terminals.
when useful. However. at run time Pick
The first user is supported with the computer's screen and keyboard
checks for things like alphabetic characters
treated as an intelligent terminal with memory-mapped video. In this mode.
where numbers were expected.
the IBM PC version of Pick offers underlining. half intensity. protected fields.
Furthermore. the Pick operating system
and-if the graphics card is installed and a color monitor is used
contains a number of commands and utili
selectable colors. All these features are supported by commands that are
ties that can be used to do the equivalent
an integral part of the operating system
of type checking and. in most cases. do it
The hard disk is required partially because the Pick operating system
more thoroughly than strongly typed lan
is big and partially because it needs the read/write speeds of a hard disk
to function effectively. On the IBM PC. Pick can operate with as little as
guages can. For example. Pick BASIC con
4. 5 megabytes of a hard disk. The Pick software occupies 2. 5 megabytes
tains string-handling utilities that will not
of disk space. so this minimum configuration leaves 2 megat..ytes for user
only check to see that numbers rather than
data.
letters are entered but can check for the
Because Pick doesn't have to take up the entire disk. the user can keep
form of the numbers as well. If you want to
other operating systems and their files on the disk as well and switch back
specify that only numbers in the form NNN
and forth between them. However. only one operating system at a time
NNN-NNNN are acceptable (as in a tele
can be used.
phone number). you can do it easily. If you ·
Due to the way the Pick virtual memory operates. it wasn't practical to
choose to check data types you can do so
use the ROM BIOS routines on the IBM PC for disk 1/0. The expanded
readily. but the system doesn't force you to
PC BIOS on a PC XT takes control on a disk seek and read. keeping con
trol until it is done. This is fine for a single-user machine. but it ties things
do so.
up seriously in a multiuser environment. To get around this. Pick Systems
Many programmers who work in Pick
wrote its own hard-disk 110 drivers.
BASIC say that it is more like Pascal than
Like the other versions of Pick. the IBM PC Pick makes a disk i/O request
conventional BASIC.
and goes on to other things while the request is acted on. Once the opera
The fact that every Pick system comes
tion has been performed. the disk controller issues an interrupt that tells
with an essentially identical high-level
the monitor the request has been serviced and the data is now in memory.
language ensures a high degree of applica
Although the performance of IBM PC Pick is limited by the 4.77-MHz
tions portability. (There are. however. some
clock speed of the 8088 microprocessor and the 8-bit data paths. perfor
relatively minor differences among the ver
mance is still acceptable. According to the company. testing with some
sions of Pick BASIC on various systems) The
simple benchmarks indicates that in a computation-intensive operation.
IBM PC Pick runs about 3 5 percent as fast as minicomputer implementa
Pick world doesn't have the kind of dif
tions.
ferences in dialect that plague even close
ly defined languages like C.
But perhaps the biggest reason for

THE IBM PC

IMPLEMENTATI 0 N
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BY LEO

D. BORES, M.D.

A SOVIET
APPLE II
COMPUTER
The Russians' first microcomputer
is a bad copy of the Apple

1

_.___ HE AVERAGE SOVIET citizen would be star
tled to hear about personal computers. A
computer? In the house? Ne voz mosfma
impossible! In Russia. the language does not
even have a word for "private." the manufac
turing emphasis is definitely not on con
sumer goods. the thought of having a dishwasher is a flight
of fancy. and the thought of having your own computer
certainly is Peter Pan time. For Russians. computers con
jure up images of huge buildings filled with exotic elec
tronic gear located in the bowels of a major university
guarded by platoons of soldiers in the heart of Siberia.
Things are changing slowly Products from the West are
beginning to show up in Russia (Pepsi is for sale in kiosks
all over Moscow). and Russian products are appearing in
the West. Still. it was a surprise when the Soviets intro
Leo D. Bores. M.D. (73 50 East
duced the prototype of a
tabletop computer at a Stetson Dr.. Suite 203 . Scottsdale.
Moscow trade fair in July of
AZ B5 2 511. is an eye surgeon. well
1983. Produced by ELORG.
Fmown internationally for his pioneer
(Electronorgteknika) the
ing worfl (along with a Soviet eye
surgeon) in the development of a
organization responsible
radical new surgical procedure for the
for the purchase. manufac
eradication of nearsightedness
turing. and sale of elec
(myopia) and astigmatism- called
tronic instruments and
radial fleratotomy (RKJ. He conducted
computers in the Soviet
tf1e first joint U.S.-U.S.S.R. seminar
Union. the machine repre
in medicine and now conducts semi
sents a milestone for the
nars in opf1thalmology for American
Russians . Systems that
surgeons in Moscow. He is president
ELORG has produced in
of Sun Bear Software. a small firm
(continued)
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specializing in medical software.
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AGAT

the past are in the minicomputer category and usually run
a clumsy form of the CP/M operating system or a similar
BIOS (basic input/output system). Direct copies of early
model IBM 1401s and 370s are known to be in use in
Russia. many controlled by old-fashioned paper-tape
readers and punchers. Except for an occasional Hewlett
Packard and a rare DEC (and perhaps a VAX hidden away
in the Ural Mountains). computer systems in Soviet institu
tions are outdated but serviceable. An Apple-compatible
computer. therefore. is a definite first.
I first saw the machine called the AGAT in August of 1983
when I had an opportunity to use it for a week. After
booting it and examining its operation. I dubbed it the
yablocka (Russian for apple). The operating system and ROM
(read-only memory) seemed to be a direct lift from the
Apple computer. with only a few minor differences. and
the case is finished in a patriotic red. so the sobriquet was
a natural. (See photo I.)
HARDWARE

The machine is definitely not in the portable category. It
is. rather. a "transportable" computer (that is. you would
not get a hernia or a backache. as long as you didn't carry
it too far). I suppose that you could call it robust. The
monitor that comes with it weighs almost as much as the
computer itself. It is a standard 30-centimeter composite
color SECAM (systeme electronique pour couleur avec
memoire) television set with an RCA connector at the back
for a video signal.
The keyboard clips to the front of the computer with
two light-duty metal clips. There is no provision for stor
ing the connecting cable. The one-meter cable is per
manently affixed to the keyboard and terminates in a 9-pin
DIN (Deutsche lndustrie Norm) type connector for inser
tion into the back of the main housing.
The keyboard is full size. and it is mounted so that the
upper edge is elevated to tilt the keys about 15 degrees.
The layout is that of a standard Russian typewriter. which
resembles nothing you've ever seen: the Cyrillic alphabet

Photo I:

The AGAT. the Soviet Union's first microcomputer.

has 33 characters (31 sounded). The Control key is located
in the extreme upper left corner. The Return key is only
slightly larger than the other keys and is located where
it could easily be struck by accident. I never did find the
Escape key. There is a full numeric keypad to the right.
separated from the alpha keyboard by a row of presum
ably programmable function keys. and there is the usual
row of number/miscellaneous keys at the top of the key
board Cyrillic. as well as English. characters are embossed
into the key caps, one below the other. Auto-repeat and
lowercase are implemented The debounce circuitry is
shaky, and occasionally a stray character shows up." espe
cially during rapid data entry. The feel of the keys is very
similar to that of an IBM Personal Computer (PC). and they
are about as noisy. The elevation of the keyboard base
(about 3. 5 centimeters) and the slightly steeper-than
normal board angle would cause rapid fatigue as well as
wrist pain after prolonged use.
One standard-height 5 \14-inch disk drive is built into the
right side of the machine. There does not appear to be
any provision made for adding another drive. at least not
internally. There is no port for adding on a drive at the
rear. either. The AGAT has ports for a printer. a serial com
munication port. and a keyboard. but no game port. The
machine is convection cooled through the top. bottom.
and rear.
I did not try to open the case. but I peeked into the in
terior through the openings in the back and top. What
I saw was not reassuring. I was confronted with a night
marish wiring maze. The boards were a sickly brown color
and looked like the old semi-glass boards of ancient
renown. I could not see anything resembling a mother
board (although it's possible that there was one buried
down there somewhere) and had to assume that I was
looking at a variant of an old "back-plane" system. and
a hard-wired one at that.
SOFTWARE

I had not expected to be examining a Russian computer
especially a Russian 'Apple':.._so I had not come prepared
with my "hammer and tongs" with which I dissect Apple
disks. However. I was able to perform a few tests and make
notes of some impressions of the system. In a later visit
I was able to examine the DOS (disk operating system)
in greater detail.
The boot-up process seemed to be quite a bit slower
than it would be on the Apple using DOS 3.3. This slug
gishness is not confined to the booting process. as I found
out later. The drive is noisier than I expected both from
the motor and the head-positioning mechanism. The
greeting program was in Russian and turned out to be a
demonstration of the three graphics modes available.
The scrolling rippled. suggesting the use of graphics
mode to display text. This was verified after the demo.
when I reset the computer. The computer dropped into
normal text mode displaying garbled English characters.
(continued on page 486)
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The Complete Bard Disk Solutions
l'or Desktop a Portable PC's 10 Megabytes $794, Or 20 II
We have the whole package you need
to add a hard disk to your IBM PC or
compatible. Our half-height 10 and 20
megabyte drives have the lowest
current draw in the industry. Unlike
most aftermarket hard disks ours can
"boot" direct from the hard disk. No
software patches. or drivers to install
just a copy of IBM PC DOS 2.0 or 2.1.

The Portable Plus

is 10 or 20
m·e gabytes to go. In fact. the drives
we use have been selected by several
computer makers for use in their
portable computers. Their plated
recording media helps withstand
vibration. and allows the drive to be
used at any angle.

ldirfully Easy with the popular
ldir menu driven "visual shell"
software. It replaces complicated DOS
commands with menus that allow you
to just point at what you want to do.
Help files explain DOS commands and
give you on-line advice when you
need it. ldir takes the wonder out of
the tree structured subdirectories so
useful in organizing a hard disk.
Bard Problems like excessive
current draw and heat have until now
been unsolved problems with
aftermarket hard disks. Most drives
draw lots of power. II your PC has
many expansion boards in it. power to
run a hard disk is probably not
available. Hard disks have also been
easily damaged by vibration and
movement. And of course the problem
any non-IBM product must lace.
compatibility with the IBM PC. We
have tackled all these problems and
come up with the best solutions
available at any price.
Cool & In Control with half-height
drives so efficient they draw the same
amount of power as a floppy disk
drive. This means a minimum of heat
inside your PC with more power avail
able for expansion boards. The
controller uses LSI
technology to provide
fewer components.
drawing less power. and
giving significantly im
proved performance over
the IBM XT.

ldlr Directory System Included

help you quickly. And. JI you

a hardware problem durba9-tlie
warranty period it Js IJxed or repJ
within 48 hours!

No Rlslc. Don't be afraid to save.
manual is written so even the no
can successfully install his own
system. And remember. ii for any
reason you are not happy within 90
days ol purchase you may return It for
a lull refund. and we'll pay the freight
back! Get our competition to make tbe
same offer. and find out which system
is best. We know which one you
will choose.
System Requirements: Any IBM PC
with 64k RAM and PC DOS 2.0 or
later. Compatible owners call for
application information.

Total Compatibility

is a necessity.
Our hard disks have the ability to boot
directly from the hard disk. Check
around. very few aftermarket systems ·
can. In fact. all you need is a copy of
DOS 2.0 or 2.1 and you are ready to
go. no software drivers to install. or
DEBUG patches to apply.

Why Buy From Us? It's simple
really. Better value. and no hassles.
You see. the price advertised is the
whole price. No extra for freight.
credit cards. COD lees. or insurance.
Perhaps the best part is ii you have a
question you deal direct with Qubie'.
We have the knowledge and ability to

PCIO: Includes 10 Megabyte drive.
controller. cables. installation
instructions. I dir software.
and l year warranty. $794.
PC20: Same as above with
20 Megabyte drive. 51288.
Options: Auxiliary power supply. for
those with computers already lull ol
power hungry expansion boards.
#PCPWR $88.
Half-height bezel (specify computer),
#HHBZL $15.

DEALER AND QUANTITY PURCHASE
INQUmIES IBVITED

-----------~-

; Order Today, Shipped Tomorrow!

Price includes UPS surface freight
I and
insurance. Add $12 for two day
I air service. For fastest delivery send
certified check or credit card. Per
I sonal
checks take 18 days to clear.
I Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.
I Corporations and Institutions call for
I purchase order details.
I (800> 821-4479
I Toll Free Outside California
I (805) 987-9741
I Inside California
I QUBIE'
I 4809 Calle Alto
I Camarillo, CA 93010
I Tempo House, 15 Falcon Road,
I London SWll , United Kingdom
I 9/62 Blackshaw, Mortdale
I 2223 N.S.W ., Australia
Circle 3 52 on Inquiry carcl.

Introduc_ing the Citizens. A whole
i
new line of dot matrix
·~
printers, precision-engi.- 
liiliiiiiiill•=
neered by the people
~-....- .........-.._~who've become a wristhold
word in fine, precision-engineered watches.
~
The Citizens are very sleek, very quiet,
4 and reliable as the day is long.
fj ~ They're IB0'!: or Epson'!:compatible,
~ ""Q · . ·
with output speeds of 160 cps,
or 40 cps correspondence-quality at the
~
flick of a switch.
·.
· They're also exceptionally easy to
use, thanks to our unique new
push-feed paper loadin~ system.
And if all this weren't enough to tick off the
competition, wait 'til you see what a value Citizen™
is for the money
Stop by one of our dealers today and watch
what the Citizens can do for you.
For more information, call 1-800-556-1234,
Ext. 34. In California, 1-800-441-2345, Ext. 34.
Or write Citizen America I
CITIZEN
Corporation, 2425 Colorado ._____ __ _ __ _ _
Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404.

\ Q

j

O

© 19134 Cicizcn Ame1ica C01po1adon. Cicizcn ~ a aodema1k of Cicizen Ame1ica Corpmodon. IBM is a irgiste!ed aodemark
of lntemaoonal Businei; Machines Cmpomion. Epson is a regisccred aodemark of Epson Corpo1oaon.

Circle 60 on inquiry card.
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INTRODUCTION TO SEMICONDUCTORS

by Alan R. Miller .. ... . . . .... . . .. . . 143
THE MC68020 32-BJT MICROPROCESSOR

by Paul F. Groep/er and James Kennedy . . 159
THE XTAR GRAPHICS MICROPROCESSOR

by Terry Coleman and Skip Pwers . . . . . . 179
RISC CHIPS

by Jolin Markoff .

. .. . .. .. 191

GALLIUM ARSENIDE CHIPS

by Pliillip Robinson .... .... ... ...... 211
THE 80286 MICROPROCESSOR

by Paul Wells . .. __ . . . . . . . . . . . .
THE

. . 231

PF474

by Steve Rosentlial .. ...... . . . . ._. . . .. 247

SEVERAL YEARS AGO a computer scientist told us. "The biggest problem
presented by VLSI (very-large-scale integration) design isn't new fabrication
or computer-aided design tools: our biggest problem is simply getting the
designer's brain around a VLSI circuit."
·
Cal Tech computer scientist Carver Mead has compared the density of
current-generation VLSI circuits to street maps of major U.S cities like Los
Angeles and New York. He suggests that in the future. chip densities may ap
proach the complexity of a similar map of the entire United States.
Yet many of the obstacles facing designers are being surmounted. Computer- .
aided design and manufacturing tools permit microprocessor designs that
equal the performance of the newest generation of super-minicomputers. And
at the IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Conference held in San Francisco
earlier this year. four manufacturers showed off experimental I-megabit RAM
(random-access read/write memory) designs.
This month's theme articles focus on new chip design. including an introduc
tion to semiconductor technology. new microprocessor designs. new design
technologies. and specialized semiconductor applications.
·
BYTE contributing editor Alan Miller opens the new-chip section by pro
viding a general introduction to semiconductor technology. Miller explains
how semiconductors function at the most basic level.
We have included articles on both the Intel 80286 and the Motorola
MC68020 microprocessors. The 80286 might gain widespread acceptance
because it is used in the IBM PC AT. Likewise. the MC68020 also could attract
a major following: its predecessor. the MC68000. is used in Apple's Lisa and
Macintosh and the emerging software is an indication that Apple could move
to the MC68020 to power its future 32-bit personal computers.
BYTE editor Phil Robinson looks at gall ium arsenide technology to remind
us that more processing power and speed will be available in the future based
on advances in material sciences. The pluses of gallium arsenide are simple:
the chips are fast and they run cool. The first commercial chips are now
available.
One way of dealing with the complexity of VLSI circuits is to simplify micro
processor design. This is exactly what faculty and students at Stanford and
the University of California at Berkeley have done in experimental RISC (re
duced instruction set computer) microprocessors. As BYTE editor John Markoff
reports. using CAD (computer-aided design) tools developed on campus. the
two research groups have created VLSI microprocessors that outperform com
mercial 16-bit and 32-bit microprocessors.
Steve Rosenthal writes about a specialized application: the PF474. a semicon
ductor optimized to perform fast string-search operations on text files.
Finally. Xtar Electronics explains some deta ils of its graphics coprocessors.

-John Markoff. Senior Technical Editor. and
Ezra Shapiro. West Coast Bureau Chief
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National Instruments takes the GPIB to the second power and beyond.
Unsurpassed customer support is as close as your
phone.
National Instruments is the only company that is solely
dedicated to developing, manufacturing and supporting a
comprehensive line of IEEE-488 interfaces for a variety of
computer systems. Because GPIB hardware and software
is our only business, we can take customer support to a
level that is unsurpassed in the industry.
Our customer telephone support service includes instal
lation and operational assistance for all National Instruments'
GPIB products. All you have to do is call 1-800-531-GPIB
for comprehensive advice on installing and using our GPIB
hardware and software .This toll-free number gives you
access to 100+ man-years of GPIB and instrumentation
experience-every weekday, coast to coast.
We'll help you work with any
GPIB from any manufacturer. / J.
National Instruments
I.'
has the in-depth
~
knowledge required for
~
comprehensive system
support. We've provided
GPIB interfaces for ten different
computer architectures, from
the DEC VAX to the IBM-PCjr,
and we've worked with many

operating systems, including several flavors of UNIX. With
this unparalleled level of experience, National Instruments
now offers installation and application support on any GPIB
interface, from any manufacturer, as well as assistance
with appl ications development software.
It takes experience to make IEEE-488 systems work with
nearly 3,000 instruments available from more than 200
different manufacturers, and experience is what enables
National Instruments to take the GPIB to the second power
and beyond.
The GPIB.-. PC 2 works with an entire range of PC
products with no complications.
The National Instruments GPIB.-.PC 2 transforms your IBM
PC, PC XT, PCAT, PCjr, AT&T, Compaq, Texas Instruments
Professional, DEC Rainbow or comparable personal com
puter into a reliable, easy-to-use personal instrumentation
workstation. National Instruments software for these products
includes system software for interfacing the board to the
operating system, development tools, language support
and applications packages.
With the National Instruments GPIB +-+ PC2, there are no
frustrations or unpleasant surprises when you integrate
PC options in one of the many IBM "compatibles." A com
prehensive program evaluating product compatibility and
optimizing our software insures that our GPIB +-> PC 2 prod
ucts will work as well with an AT&T as with an IBM PC.
Circle 300 on inquiry card.

B

Your personal guarantee of unsurpassed
customer support and satisfaction.
CALL 1-800-531-GPIB for instant access
to 100+ man-years of GPIB experience.

N·E·W C·H·I-P·S

INTRODUCTION TO

SEMICONDU
BY ALAN

R.

MILLER

What they are and how they work
ELECTRICITY IS THE MIGRATION of
charge carriers. In metals. these car
riers are electrons; in ionic melts (such
as sodium chloride). they are ions;
and in gases (e.g.. in a fluorescent
lamp). ions and electrons are carriers.
The charge carriers in semiconductors
can be either electrons or electron
holes.
This article covers the fundamental
concepts behind conduction in semi
conductor devices. including the
thermistor. rectifier diode. zener
diode. and Schottky diode. In par
ticular. the relationship between the
band gap and the Fermi level is ex
plored for each device.
BAND THEORY

According to quantum mechanics. or
bitalized electrons are restricted to
certain values. of energy Some energy
levels are allowed and others are not
allowed. For a single atom. the allow
able energy levels are discrete. while
a solid material has broad ranges or
bands of allowable energy.
The values of energy that are not
allowed fall in an area known as the
band gap. which lies between the
allowable energy bands. An energy
band diagram (figure I) shows energy

increasing vertically; that is. an elec
tron that is higher than another has
more energy In the unexcited (ground)
state. bands with lower energy are
completely filled with electrons. The
regions of energy between filled
bands are free of electrons and are
the forbidden band gaps
For a material to act as a conduc
tor of electricity. some of its electrons
must be excited above the ground
state into orbitals that will allow them
to roam across the material. For some
materials. the top band is only partly
filled with electrons: that is. energy
states are available within this band.
This material is an electrical conduc
tor since very little energy is needed
to raise an electron to the next level
and make it into a charge carrier.
Figure I a shows the corresponding
energy-band diagram. For other ma-

Alan R. Miller is a professor at New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology (Socorro.
NM 8 780 I) where he has taught materials
science. thermodynamics. electrical engineer
ing. and programming methods since 1967.
He holds a Ph.D. in engineering from the
University of California at Berkeley. and he
has written six books about computer
languages and operating systems.

terials. the top band is exactly filled.
Electrical conduction is not possible
unless an electron is given sufficient
energy to promote it across the band
gap to the next available (empty)
band. These two bands. the top filled
band and the next empty band. are
respectively known as the valence
band and the conduction band. This
band picture. diagrammed in figure
I b. corresponds to both semiconduct
ing and insulating materials.
What distinguishes semiconductors
from insulators? At room tempera
ture. the normal thermal vibration of
the atoms can provide sufficient
energy to promote an electron across
the band gap if the gap is not too
large. On the other hand. materials
with large band gaps will have few
electrons available for conduction. A
material with a large band gap is
known as an insulator. However. if the
band gap is small. the material is
known as a semiconductor. Perhaps
it should be called a semi-insulator
THE FERMI LEVEL

At any temperature above a'Jsolute
zero. energy will be available for the
promotion of electrons. The higher
the temperature. the more conduction
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The variation of
conductivity with
temperature and light
can be useful.
electrons can be found at any given
energy level. The energy level where
the probability of finding a conduc
tion electron is exactly one-half is
known as the Fermi level. At absolute
zero. all available states below the
Fermi level are filled and all states
above the Fermi level are empty.
For a conductor. the Fermi level lies
in the partially filled band at the top
of the electrons. By contrast. the
Fermi level for an insulator or semi
conductor lies in the band gap mid
way between the valence band and
the conduction band. The Fermi levels
for a conductor and for an insulator
or semiconductor are marked by £1 in
figure I. Notice that the Fermi level
lies within a band for a conductor but
it lies in the band gap for a semicon
ductor or insulator.
ELECTRON HOLES

When a valence electron becomes a
conduction electron in a semiconduc
tor. it leaves a space in the lower
energy bonding orbitals that is avail
able for other electrons. This "electron
hole" can carry electrical current just
as an electron can. since both have an
equivalent charge. (Of course the
charges have opposite sign.) Clearly.
for each valence electron promoted

across the band gap to the conduc
tion band. one electron hole is pro
duced In this case. there are an equal
number of conduction electrons and
electron holes. and the material is
called an intrinsic semiconductor.
MOBILITY OF CHARGE
CARRIERS

Electrons and holes respond to elec
tric fields in different ways. Electrons
move against the electric field while
holes move with the field. (In reality.
of course. bonding orbitals do not
move at all. The holes only appear to
move as electrons are promoted out
of one bonding orbital and fall into
another. just as the sequentially lit
lightbulbs of a movie marquee appear
to move across the sign.) Although
the two types of carriers move in op
posite directions. they also have op
posite charge. Consequently. the re
sulting electrical current is the sum of
the two parts.
Movement of electrons and holes is
not symmetrical: they do not move at
the same speed The relative veloci
ty of charge carriers is known as the
mobility. the velocity relative to the
electric field. The units of mobility are
mis (meters/second) divided by Vim
(volts/meter). or m2/v s Mobility
changes from one material to the
next However, the mobility of the
electron is always greater than that of
the corresponding hole. The ratio can
be as small as three or as large as
several hundred The mobility changes
with temperature and with the con
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Figure I: Energy-band diagram for a conductor (a) and for an insulator or
semiconductor (b).
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centration of the carriers. If you keep
in mind that the only thing that really
moves is the eleqron, the reason why
holes "move" more slowly is readily
apparent Holes would move at the
same speed as electrons only if each
conduction electron moved directly
and unfailingly to the next available
bonding orbital. Quantum mechanics
tells us that the probability of this is
always and necessarily less than one.
TEMPERATURE, LIGHT, AND
CONDUCTIVITY

The normal thermal vibration of
atoms can provide the energy need
ed to promote a valence electron to
the conduction band. Consequently.
the eiectrical conductivity (the recip
rocal of resistivity) increases with in
creasing temperature. For an intrinsic
material the relationship is

s

=

A exp(-Egl2kn

where s is the conductivity. A is a con
stant. Eg is the band gap. k is
Boltzmann's constant. and Tis the ab
solute temperature. This expression
shows that the logarithm of conduc
tivity varies linearly with reciprocal
temperature: that is. a plot of log con
ductivity versus I IT is a straight line
The variation of conductivity with
temperature can be useful. An intrin
sic semiconductor designed for mea
suring or controlling temperature is
known as a thermistor (for thermal
resistor).
The conductivity of a semiconduc
tor also changes when exposed to
light Photons of wavelength A (Greek
letter lambda) have an energy

E

=

he/}\

where h is Planck's constant and c the
speed of light
When a semiconductor is exposed
to light. valence electrons will be pro
moted to the conduction band if the
energy of the photons is equal to the
difference in energy between a
valence band orbital and a conduc
tion band orbital. This is the principle
of photodetectors. The band gaps of
common semiconductors (in electron
volts) are given in table I with the cor
responding wavelengths of the band

SEMICONDUCTORS

gaps. Silicon and germanium have
band gaps that correspond to in
frared. cadmium sulfide's band gap is
in the visible region. and zinc sulfide
has a gap in the ultraviolet range.
Therefore. silicon and germanium can
be used to detect infrared light but
not visible light. which has a higher
energy. Cadmium sulfide is common
ly used for photographic light meters
since its band gap corresponds to
visible light. Zinc sulfide is used as a

phosphor in fluorescent lamps. video
screens. and television tubes.

If a small amount of a Group V ele
ment such as arsenic (As) is added to
silicon. the arsenic atoms will occupy
the regular silicon positions of the
crystal structure. Arsenic has five
valence electrons: since only four of
these electrons are needed for bond
ing. the fifth will be loosely held. This
fifth electron can readily become a
charge carrier. The energy needed to
promote this electron to the conduc
tion band is only about 4 percent of
the band-gap energy of silicon.
As stated earlier. when a valence
electron is promoted to the conduc
tion band of an intrinsic semiconduc
tor. an electron hole is produced.
However. when a conduction electron
is created by doping a Group IV ele
ment with a Group V impurity. no cor
responding hole is created. Thus
silicon doped with arsenic has an ex
cess of electron carriers. The doped
silicon is therefore known as an N

N- AND P-TYPE MATERIALS
Silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) use
four valence electrons for bonding
and appear as Group IV elements of
the periodic table (figure 2). A semi
conductor made from silicon will be
a single crystal in which each silicon
atom is surrounded by four other
silicon atoms.

Table I : Tlie band gap for selected semiconductors (eV=electron volts) .
Corresponding
Light

Band Gap
(eV)
Si
Ge
GaAs
GaP
CdS
ZnS
diamond

infrared
infrared
infrared
visible
visible
ultraviolet
ultraviolet

1.1

0.67
1.4

2.3
2.4
3.6
5.3

!continued)
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Figure 2: Tlie periodic cliart of tlie elements. Customarily tlie A in group designations (eg .. Group !!IA) is omitted in discussing

semiconductors.
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URCHASING AGENT
I

Abacus AP 3000
Alpha Micro 1000WF
Altos 580-20
580·40
586-20 wlo term .
586-40 wlo term.
986-40 w/o term .
68000-12
Basis-108

Co;;~~c:~AG~~~~r

1,625

6,193
3,496
4.275
5,414
6.776
8,250
10,068
2,146

4.378
4,489
6,283
Sys. 8168'
5.092
6.854
Sys. 816BH"
6.462
Sys. 816C"
8,324
Sys.8 16C W
9.402
Sys. 8160"
12.737
Sys 816F (CPU286)"
'Completely Assembled
1,100
M-Drive-H
Disk2, HardDiskConu. 500
1,070
RAM 22, 256K
23.64K
325
601
23. 128K
1,077
Macrol ech Ml ·286
Pragmatic 20 meg .. 8" 2,990
Pragmatic 40 meg., 8" 4,686
2.244
Columbia Sys.. 2-320K
Sys., 12 meg.
3.393
Sys .. por1able 2.100
2.250
Compaq Portab le
Molecular SM 8. 10 meg. 4,900
16X. 30 meg. 12,593
2,999
NEC APC-H03
618
APC·H12 Graphics
879
Special Soltpacks
APC· H13
395
2.172
APC·H26. 10 meg.
APC-H31
401
CALL
Sys. 816A RAM 21 •
Sys.816 AW

Nor1::t~ ~5dv:~~~e

1,976
w/Dual Floppies
3,886
wl15meg.
4,864
w/30meg.
309
0116 upwade
5,691
Dimens ion 15 m eg.
Onyx 8001MU20. 256K 10,4.'} 4
8002 MU 20. 512K 14,338
5001 MU 21 meg.
6.813
C SP
CAL L
Pinna c le
CALL
1.060
San y o 555. wf2· 160K
1.199
555·2, wf2·320K
T elevideo TS-802
2.525
TS-803
2.027
1.877
TS-1605 PC
3.479
TS-1605 H
1.855
TPC-1 , port.
TPC-2, port.
2.356
2.157
Zenith ZF-100 -21
ZF -110-22
2.685
2,754
ZF-120-22
4.176
ZW-110-32
4.245
ZW ·120-32
IBM PC Compa ti bles
ZF -151-21
2.247
ZF -151-52
2.565
ZF ·161 -21
2.245
2.553
ZFA ·161-22
ZW-151-22
3.912

ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE
Altos Accoun tan t
CYMA , each module
Graham Do rian. ea . mod.
MBSI, each module
Micro Com p uter
Consult ants, e a. mod.
Micro tax
Open Systems, ea mod
Struc ture d Systems

2.320
550
420
455
C AL L
CALL
568
CALL

BATIERY BACKUP
Cuesta 90 wall
200 watt
Salt 175 wa it
350watt

PRINTERS

HARD DISKS

COMPUTERS

292
513
456
626

Alloy
Cameo
Cor.-us 12 meg. w/inl .
Oavong, 15 meg. Univ .
21 meg. Univ .
32 ineg. Univ.
Iomega 10 meg.

20 meg.

CA LL
CA LL
2.299
2.138
2.519
3.040
2.036
2.739

Moun tain Compu ter
10 meg . external
10 meg . internal
15 meg. exlernal

1.547
1.314
2.167

20meg. external

2.554
3.484
1,702
1.857
60 meg .
Santa Clara Sys. 10 meg. 1.970

~~~e~:J.~jr~~-

Sys gen

CALL

Tallgrass 20 rneg . wttape
35 meg . w/lape
70 meg. wllape
IBM Interface
Tran lor 10 meg.

2.500
3,985
5.725
116
1.737

IBM PERIPHERALS
449
189
239

Ha yes 1200 B Modem
Key tronics 5 150 keyboard
5151 keyboard

MODEMS
479
390
479
349

Hayes 1200
Rixon R212A
US Rob o tics Auto 212A
Password

MONITORS
Amdek Color II
Color II+
Color IV A
Color tVT
Microvilek Cub
NEC 1410 AGB
Princelon HX ·12 RGB
Ou ad ram HX ·12 RGB
Taxan420 . RGB w/cable

423
429
1.007
668
1,040
780
485
475
485

PLOTIERS/ DIGITIZERS
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type materia l. This designatio n does
not mean that the material is nega
tively charged; that is. there are not
more electrons than protons. Rather.
it means that the mater ial has more
electrons than available slots in
valence orbitals.
If a small amount o f a Group Il l ele
ment such as gallium (Ga) is added to
silicon. the impurity atoms again oc
cupy regula r silicon sites. But gallium
can o nly provide three bondin g elec
trons. Since four valence electrons are
needed for bonding. the fourth is
taken from the surroundings.
Thermal energy has promoted the
fourth electron into the conduction
band. making it available for bonding
In the process. an electron hole was
also created. Together they are known
as an electron hole pair (EHP). Since
the electron of t his pair has been
taken by a gallium atom for a bond.
the electron hole is left by itself,
creating an excess of electron holes.
A material with excess electron holes
is called a P-type material.

Circle 346 on inquir y card.

ENERGY BANDS FOR EXTRINSIC
SEM ICONDUCTORS
Semiconductors that have an excess
of either conduction -electrons or
holes are known as extri nsic or doped
semiconductors. P-type and N-type
energy-band diagrams are given in
figure 3. The band gap. Eg. is the
same. suggesting that both are for the
same substrate. However. an acceptor
band is near the bottom of the band
gap of the P-type material. The accep
tor band is separated from the
valence band by a sma ll acceptor
band gap. Ea. A similar donor band
is near the top of the band gap for the
N-t ype material. The donor band is
separated from the conduction band
by a small donor band gap. Ed.
Notice that the Fermi levels are not
in the center of the extrinsic band
gaps as for intrinsic semiconductors.
The Fermi level is below the midpoint
for the P-type material and above the
midpoint for the N-type material. Let's
look at the N-type more closely
The relatively free fifth electron
originall y associated with the Group
(continued)
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SEMICONDUCTORS

V impurity can become a conduction
electron by applying a small amount
of energy equal to the donor band
gap This amount of energy is con
siderably less than the energy needed
to promote a valence electron across
the band gap to the conduction band.
Because the donor band gap is rela
tively small. with a small concentra
tion of donor atoms. the donor elec
trons are thermally excited to the con
duction band at room temperature.
But the temperature is not high
enough to promote electrons from
the valence band to the conduction
band. Thus. the conductivity of an ex
trinsic semiconductor is essentially
constant at room temperature. unlike
the great change in conductivity with
temperature that occurs in an intrin
sic semiconductor.
COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS

I have been discussing semiconduc
tors that are primarily one element.
such as silicon or germanium. When
doped with a small amount of a
Group Ill or Group V element. the
structure is still predominantly that
of the Group IV element. However.
another class of semiconductors.
known as the compound semiconduc
tors. combines two elements in equal
proportions.
The chem ical element immediately
to the left of germanium on the
periodic table (figure 2) is gallium. an
element with an atomic diameter
about the same size as that of ger
manium. but with one less electron.
The element arsenic is immediately to

the right of germanium. It too is about
the same size. but has one additional
electron. A compound made of equal
parts of gallium and arsenic is similar
in certain ways to germanium: that is.
the total number of electrons will be
the same. Furthermore. the bonding
is similar to germanium. Each atom of
gallium is surrounded by four atoms
of arsenic and each atom of arsenic
is surrounded by four atoms of
gallium. The resulting band gap.
however. is larger (table I).
A material -of this type is known as
a 111-V compound semiconductor.
Most of the Group Ill and Group V
elements can combine in this way.
Sometimes two Group 111 elements
are combined with a Group V ele
ment or vice versa. Gallium aluminum
phosphide and gallium arsenide
phosphide are examples.
A 111-V compound semiconductor
made with equal parts of Group Ill
and Group V will be intrinsic. How
ever. extrinsic compound semicon
ductors are possible. Adding small
amounts of zinc (Zn) . cadmium (Cd).
or silicon to gallium arsenide pro
duces a P-type material. while adding
sulfur (S) or selenium (Se) makes it N
type.
lHE P-N JUNCTION

Simple semiconductors are a single
crystal throughout. If such a material
is pure. the semiconductor is intrinsic.
However. by adding one type of im
purity to one end and another to the
other. you can create a P-N junction.
a device with two different regions. If

r

.._______.I

MOTION OF CARRIERS

The operation of a P-N junction in
volves two types of carrier movement
The charge carriers move from
regions of high concentration to
regions of lower concentration. This
movement is called a diffusion cur
rent. The movement alters the local
electric field. which in turn induces
(continued)
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a Group Ill impurity is added to the
left end and a Group V impurity is
added to the right end. then the left
end will be P-type and the right end
will be N-type. The resulting material
is diagrammed in figure 4.
Because of the small concentration
of impurities in a P-N junction device.
the structure is still physically the
same throughout its length: that is.
despite an excess of holes on the P
side and an excess of electrons on the
N side. the crystal structure and band
gap remain the same throughout the
device.
As described above. a P-N device
has an excess of holes (the majority
carrier) in P-type material on the left
side and an excess of electrons on the
right. At some point near the center.
the concentration of the two carriers
is equal and the material is intrinsic.
The energy-level diagram for the P-N
junction (figure 4) shows the bands
distorted so that the Fermi level is
constant throughout. Notice that the
valence band is close to the Fermi
level on the P side while the conduc
tion band is close to the Fermi level
on the N side.

_!
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~
-

-
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- Et
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Figure 3: Energy-band diagrams for P-type (left) and N-type (rigfit) semiconductors.
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Figure 4: A P-N junction device and tfie
corresponding energy-level diagram .
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SEMICONDUCTORS

moves from right to left. Thus the dif
fusion currents arise from majority
carriers while the drift currents begin
with minority carriers.
Since the electron diffusion current
begins in the N region and ends in the
_..--- 
- -Ef
P region. the electrons must climb the
potential energy barrier from the con
duction band on the N side to the
conduction band on the P side. Hole
diffusion is similar. You can visualize
this process by imagining that the
energy of holes increases downward
Figure 5: A forward-biased P-N junction
in the band diagram. opposite to the
device and t~e corresponding energy-level
energy
of electrons. The diffusion cur
diagram.
rents are limited by the potential bar
rier they must climb at the P-N
diffusion current. the drift current for junction.
In contrast to the diffusion current.
electrons begins in the P region
(where electrons are minority carriers) the drift currents do not have to climb
and moves to the N region (that is. the an energy barrier. An electron in the
electron drift current moves from left P region moving to the N region falls
to right in figure 4 ). The drift current in energy as it crosses the P-N junc
for holes begins in the N region and tion. The drift current. therefore. is
_....;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ limited by the ve-ry low concentration
of the minority carriers.
All of the above can be more clear
ly understood from the perspective of
orbital theory. In the absence of an
Thin and lightweight.
external field. there is no directionali
Much thinner than a
ty to the overall motion of the elec
CRT; lighter than
trons. Without a vectored migration of
DIXY
previous PDPs.
electrons. there is no ordered ar
Easy on the eyes.
rangement of the orbitals they leave
The high-resolution
behind. That is. when no electric field
screen does not
is externally applied. the two diffusion
flicker . Contrast
currents
and two drift currents cancel
ing orange color
each
other
and the semiconductor is
diminishes eye
at
equilibrium.
However. when an ex
strain.
ternal electric field is applied. two
Larger character
situations can occur-forward bias or
display capacity.
reverse bias.
Resolution is
the charge carriers to move. This
charge carrier movement in response
to electric field fluctuation is called a
drift current. With two types of charge
carriers and two types of mov~ment.
four separate currents must be con
sidered.
Since in the P-N junction a greater
concentration of holes exists in the P
type material than in the N-type
material. a diffusion current of holes
occurs from the P side to the N side
(from left to right in figure 4). Similar
ly. a greater concentration of elec
trons exists in the N-type material.
Here a diffusion current of electrons
moves from the N side to the P side
(from right to left). This diffusion
creates a charge imbalance and an in
ternal electric field. The electric field.
in turn. creates a drift current.
The electric field of the P-N junction
creates drift currents for both the
electrons and holes. In contrast to the

New! Low Voltage, High Resolution
Graphic Plasma Display

greater than a
CRT, with dis
play capacity of
more than 4,000
characters.

THE FORWARD-BIASED

P-N JUNCTION

Low power
consumption.
The newly developed trigger electrode method
allows for reduced voltage consumption.
CRT interface. The new DC PDP has the capacity to
interface with CRT-controlled systems.

FUJI Electronics America, Inc.
24050 Madison Street, Suite 102

Torrance, CA 90505

(213) 373-0555

If you apply an external electric field
to a P-N junction so that the positive
lead is attached to the P side and the
negative lead to the N side. the P-N
junction is forward-biased. The energy
level diagram for a forward-biased P
N junction is shown in figure 5.
By comparing figures 4 and 5. sev
eral features are apparent. The band
gap is the same throughout for both
examples However. in figure 5 the
(continued)
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SEMICONDUCTORS

Fermi level is displaced at the junction
by an energy E = qV where q is the
charge on the carrier (in coulombs)
and V is the applied voltage. The
energy E is in joules. The Fermi level
is higher on the right or N side.
Another feature of the forward
biased P-N junction is a lowering of
the potential energy barrier between
the conduction band on the P side
and the conduction band on the N
side. As discussed earlier. this energy
barrier impeded the diffusion current
since the carriers must climb the bar
rier to cross the junction On the other
hand. the drift current falls down in
energy when crossing the junction.
Therefore. a forward bias applied to
a P-N junction should increase the dif
fusion current but should not alter the
drift current Figure 6 shows the rela
tionship between the applied external
electric field and the resulting current
for a P-N junction. The curve indicates
that with a forward bias (positive V)
the current rapidly increases with the
voltage.
THE REVERSE-BIASED
P-N JUNCTION
If the external electric field is reversed.
that is. if the positive lead is attached
to the N side and the negative lead
is attached to the P side. the P-N junc
tion is reverse-biased. The energy
level diagram for a reverse-biased
junction is shown in figure 7.
A comparison of figures 4. 5. and
7 shows that a reverse bias separates
the Fermi levels but in the opposite
direction of a forward bias. The Fermi
level is higher on the P side than on

v
Io

Figure 6: Tlie current-voltage relationsliip
for a P-N junction
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Figure 7: A reverse-biased P-N junction
device and tlie corresponding energy-level
diagram.

the N side. Futhermore. with reverse
bias the potential energy barrier to
carrier diffusion is greater than the
equilibrium value. whereas a forward
bias reduces the barrier.
Diffusion current is negligible with
no applied field; therefore. it is also
negligible for a reverse bias because
the barrier is greater. Drift current is
not affected by the external field since
carriers are falling down the potential.
However. the drift current is not very
large anyway since it depends on the
concentration of minority carriers.
The drift current. also known as the
reverse saturation current. is shown as
10 in figure 6.
THE P-N RECTIFYING DIODE
The current-voltage relationship shown
in figure 6 indicates that current flows
in a P-N device when the voltage is ap
plied in a forward direction but not
when the voltage is reversed. A rec
tifier is a device that requires that cur
rent flow with only one bias direction.
Alternating current periodically
reverses direction and rectifying this
current is sometimes necessary. The
rectifying diode can perform this task.
The electronic symbol and the corre
sponding identification of polarity are
shown in figure 8. Positive current
flows in the direction of the arrow.
from the P side to the N side
HIGH CARRIER CONCENTRATION
The semiconductors described above
have a relatively low concentration of
impurities (measured in parts per bil

lion). The Fermi level for these semi
conductors is off center but still within
the band gap. As the impurity concen
tration in a semiconductor increases.
the Fermi level moves further and
further from the center position
(downward for P-type and upward for
N-type). If the concentration of im
purities is very large. the Fermi level
will move out of the band gap and will
actually be located within the valence
band for P-type and within the con
duction band for N-type. A material
with a high impurity concentration is
known as a degenerate semiconduc
tor. Since the Fermi level is located
within a band rather than in the band
gap. the material exhibits the proper
ties of a conductor rather than an in
sulator. Several semiconductor
devices are based on degenerate
semiconductors. including the zener
diode.
THE ZENER DIODE
Zener diodes are used to regulate
voltage. To diagram the operation of
a zener diode the curve given in figure
6 must be extended. For a P-N diode.
the forward current increases rapidly
with the voltage. but the current for
a reverse bias is negligible. However.
if the reverse voltage is increased suf
ficiently. a point will be reached where
current will flow (figure 9) The voltage
where this breakdown occurs is
known as the peak inverse voltage
(PIV) and is one specification for a rec
tifying diode. Reverse breakdown can
result from one of three effects:
punch-through ("frying" the chip).
(continued)
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Figure 8: Tlie electronic symbol for tlie
rectifying diode and tlie polarities of tlie
corresponding material.
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SEMICONDUCTORS

Schottky diodes are
used in digital circuits
because they can be
turned on faster.
avalanche (nondestructive ionization).
or zener (field effects) breakdown.
A zener diode is made by lightly
doping one side of the junction (e.g ..
the P side) and heavily doping the
other side (e.g.. the N side). For such
a semiconductor. the Fermi level lies
in the band gap of the P side but is
within the conduction band for the N
side. At reverse breakdown. electrons
can tunnel (another quantum me
chanics concept) from the valence
band of the P side to the conduction
band of the N side. (Technically, tun
neling is a thin-layer effect while zener
is a field effect. but it is common to
call any classically forbidden energy
barrier penetration tunneling.) The
idea here is that the applied field is
opposed by the field within the chip.
resulting in a deformation of the
chip's orbital. At some point. the in
duced field will so deform the orbitals
that the potential energy barrier to
reverse current flow is less than the
ambient thermal energy. The resulting
current is constant. independent of
further applied voltage. All modern
voltage regulators are based on this
device.
The electronic symbol and the cor
responding identification of polarity
for the zener diode is shown in figure
10. The symbol is similar to a rectify
ing junction except that the cross
arms are broken to represent the let
ter Z. Positive current flows in the
direction of the arrow. from the N side
to the P side. since the zener diode
is reverse-biased.
METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR
JUNCTIONS
T\.vo types of junction c.::m form when
a metal is attached to a semiconduc
tor. depending on the work functions
of the materials. (The work function
is the minimum energy needed to
remove an electron from a material.)
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other devices. However. these leads
For some metal-semiconductor com
must form ohmic rather than rectify
binations a regular ohmic junction is
ing junctions. As discussed earlier.
formed. This junction is nonrectifying.
ohmic junctions can be formed be
and the current is directly propor
tween certain combinations of metals
tional to the voltage. For other metal
and semiconductors depending on
semiconductor combinations. a recti
fying junction known as a Schottky . the work function. However. there is
another way to ensure an ohmic
barrier diode is formed. The current
junction.
voltage curve is similar to the one
Increasing the concentration of im
shown in figure 6 for P-N junctions. A
Schottky diode is not used for general purities in a semiconductor moves the
rectifier applications since the reverse Fermi level further from the center of
the band gap. At some point. the
saturation (maximum) current is
Fermi level will enter the valence band
greater than that for a silicon P-N junc
tion. The advantage of a Schottky for a P-type material or the conduc
diode is that it can be turned on faster tion band for an N-type material. The
than a P-N diode. Therefore. Schottky semiconductor is degenerate and the
diodes are commonly used in digital energy-band diagram now looks like
circuits. (The S. e.g.. in the designation that of a metal. Consequently. a junc
7 4S04. indicates a Schottky device.) tion between a metal and a degen
erate semiconductor will always
The electronic symbol for a Schottky
create an ohmic junction. Degenerate
diode is similar to a zener diode ex
cept that the arms are bent more semiconductors are indicated with a
sharply to look like a squared-off plus symbol: that is. the symbol N+
represents a degenerate N-type
letter S.
Every semiconductor device must material and the symbol p+ repre
sents a degenerate P-type material.
be attached to at least two metal lead
wires so that it can be attached to Making a semiconductor degenerate
at the point where the metal lead is
attached ensures an ohmic contact.
1

v
-PIV-

Figure 9: The current-voltage relationship
for a P-N junction extended to reverse
breakdown.
·

....

--------~~~!

p

N

Figure I 0: The electronic symbol for the
zener diode and the polarities of the
corresponding material.

CONCLUSION
In this article 1have explored the fun
damentals of electrical conduction in
solids with special emphasis on semi
conductors. I've considered some
simple semiconductors. such as the
thermistor. photodetector. rectifier
diode. zener diode. and Schottky
diode. You can obtain more informa
tion from the works cited below. •
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Get Smooth Clean Performance With Graphix Plus II™.
Single Board Support Of Both Color And Monochrome Display.

W

hen it comes to color/graphics adapter boards, your
IBM Personal Computer-and you-deserve only the
best. That's why Graphix Plus II gives you
outstanding graphics ... and a whole lot
more. With Graphix Plus II, you'll get
50% faster, flicker-free scrolling over
IBM's color/graphics board. And, the
Graphix Plus II is the only product on
l·:xpan.~im I '11 ~lt~·1s
the market which provides dual monitor
fiir ! b"SCrnll 1K1ij~ilill).!
support for both RGB color and
monochrome graphics on a single board.
It gives you /iii/ screen (640 x 352)
monochrome graphics and high
resolution color graphics with the appropriate
software. When two monitors are used, Graphix
Plus II automatically shifts to the appropriate screen.
0

Luxury Items Are Standard Equipment

With the Graphix Plus II, you'll be glad to know extra
conveniences come standard. For example, you get a
parallel printer port which allows you to hook up any IBM
compatible printer or SASI compatible hard disk controller.
Our 'PC Accelerator'™ software is included which !lives vou
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the use of two RAM disks and a print buffer. Plus, you
can access the screen RAM with absolutely no "snow" or
flashing. Graphix Plus II also provides
true gray scale display on composite
video monitors, a light pen interface,
32K display RAM (text and graphics
modes), compatibility with Lotus
1-2-3 and other popular software
packages. And much more. Abattery
operated clock calendar is available as
an option.
TM

Puts You In The Driver's Seat
Graphix Plus II fits easily in any

expansion slot inside your PC. And when you power up,
you'll see the same high-powered quality you've come to
expect from your machine. Incredibly smooth, versatile
performance. From start to finish.
Graphix Plus II. So good, so reasonably priced, you might
say ...we've outclassed the competition. See your local
dealer for all the details. Or call or write STB Systems,
Inc., 601 North Glenville, Richardson, Texas 75081
(214) 234-8750.
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STB Systems, Inc.
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Expanding Microcomputing
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In the 92 seconds it
find any file you need
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Ampex 20 MB hard lisk with 25 MB tape backup.
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takes to read this ad,
on our backup streamer.

C) In the 1 hour, 4 minutes other streamers take, you could
call your broker. Linger over coffee. Wade through the Wall Street
Journal. 0 And read this PC Megnstore ad too. G So take the time.
You'll more than make it up with a PC Megastore hard disk and tape
hooked to your IBM-PC®or compatible, Apple II or Ile; because all the files
you need-both current and archive-will always be right where you need them.
G) Just a keystroke away.
The secret? Only Ampex backs up a 20 MB hard disk
with another 25 megabytes* of addressable storage-a unique, bootable streamer with
cache memory. That not only means you can address a file in 92 seconds, you can
backup files offline just by touching a couple of buttons. E) Without tying up your
computer. C) Your time. C) Or a small fortune in floppies. (In fact, our 45 megabytes of
available storage cost about half the price per MB of other hard disks.) So consider
your time, money and convenience.
And our quality. PC Megastore is backed by
a full year warranty from Ampex, a company known for manufacturing quality
computer peripherals for over 20 years. Q Take a moment to call us at 800 421-6863,
or 213 640-0150 in California. Or write: Ampex Computer Products Division, 200 N.
Nash St. MS M-11, El Segundo, CA 90215. We'll give you a dealer's name so you can buy
PC Megnstore. G) Then in no time at all, you'll make
for the 9 2 seconds you spent reading this ad.
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ORCHID Rf_wI<IIESAESOPS FABLES

PCTURB0186...SpeedWins the Race.
In business, success comes to those who
win the race against deadlines and competi
tion.The IBM™PC is a great tool, but valuable
time can be wasted waiting for it to recalcu
late spreadsheets, retrieve data, or execute
the newer and more complex software pack
ages. PCturbo,~ new from Orchid, can help
you win and enjoy the fruits of success.
PCturbo is the ultimate IBM PC produc
tivity enhancement. It boosts the execution
speed of your PC so you can get more done
in less time. And it's transparent to existing
programs such as WordStar,™ Lotus 1-2-3;"
and dBase II'." So, with PCturbo, your PC
looks and acts the same as before; it just
runs faster.
Who needs PCturbo? Anyone who ever
waits for their PC to finish executing so they
can run something else. Programmers wait-

ing for compilers to finish before testing a
new feature. Businessmen waiting for a data
base to retrieve account information. Word
processors waiting for the spelling checker
to finish before printing.
PCturbo does more thanjustspeed up the
PC. It extends the life of slower, older pro

- ~~

11-:1"'\.
OR.CHIO
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
47790 Westinghouse Drive
Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 490-8586 Telex: 709289

grams. It provides a base for new sophisti
cated software. And it protects your PC
investment. You get your work done quicker
and decisions made sooner. The very reasons
you got a computer in the first place. Write
or call for more information.

TECHNICAL
DETAILS:
Hardware
•One slot plug-in board
with high-speed processor (80186)
• Up to 640K on -board memory for a maxi
mum of 1.28 Mbytes total PC memory.

Software
•Runs IBM PC-DOS.
•Provides disk cachin g, RAM disk using avail
able PC memory up to 640 Kbytes.

PCtllrbo is a trademark of Orchid Technology. IBM PC and XT are trademarks of International Bus iness Machines Corporation. WordStar is a trademark of MicroPro .
Lotus 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation. cl Base II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate.
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THE MC68020
32~BIT

MICROPROCESSOR
BY PAUL

F.

GROEPLER AND }AMES KENNEDY

The latest member of Motorola's 68000 family
includes on--board cache ,and virtual memory
THE MC68020. the newest addition to
the Motorola M68000 family of micro
processors. is a full 32-bit processor
with separate 32-bit data and address
buses. an on-board instruction cache,
dynamic bus sizing. and a coproces
sor interface. It is object-code com
patible with the earlier members of
the M68000 family but has ·new ad
dressing modes in support of high
Jevel languages.
The MC68020 is an HCMOS (high
speed complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor) microprocessor with
some 200.000 individual transistors
on a 37 5- by 3 50-millimeter die.
operating at a 16.67-MHz clock fre
quency (60-nanosecond clock period)
and dissipating Jess than I. 5 watts of
power. It can process instructions at
a sustained rate of 2 to 3 million in
structions per second (MIPS) and at
burst rates exceeding 8 MIPS.

MC68020

PARTS

Figure I is a block diagram of the
MC68020 with the various internal
sections labeled. We'll briefly describe
their functions.
The sequencer and control unit are

the chip managers. They control inter
nal buses. registers. and the execution
unit.
The execution unit contains the pro
gram counter (PC). the address. and
the data. The PC section calculates in
struction addresses and manages
pointers. The address section calcu
lates operand addresses and stores
the registers available to the user. The
data section performs all data opera
tions. such as immediate data value
moves. It also contains the barrel
shifter. which performs one-cycle
shifts of any amount on data.
The bus controller manages cache
and external memory accesses. It also
provides control for the various parts
of the 68020 microprocessor and in
terprets the nanorom information.
This information is combined with de
coding the instruction pipe to gener-

Paul F Groep/er is a systems applications
designer in the High-end Applications Engi
neering Department at Motorola. James
Kennedy is a software engineer in the MPU
Design Department at Motorola. You can
reach them at Motorola Inc .. POB 6000.
Austin. TX 78762.

ate control for the micromachine.
The instruction prefetch and decode
unit fetches and decodes an instruc
tion for execution by the execution
unit. The prefetch is a three-word
deep on-chip instruction store. It elim
inates the need for the processor to
sequentially fetch an instruction from
external memory. decode and ex
ecute it. and fetch another.
Instead. because of the sequential
nature of instruction accesses. the
prefetch can anticipate the next ac
cess and make it before it is needed.
Thus. external memory fetches are an
ticipated and overlapped with current
processor execution.
The instruction addresses for the
prefetch are calculated independently
of data addresses. allowing for par
allel accesses of instruction and data
addresses. This simultaneous access
will occur if the data access is from
external memory and the instruction
access is from the instruction cache.
When this happens. a simultaneous
instruction and data access occurs.
The 2 56-byte instruction cache in
creases performance by reducing the
(continued)
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WHY
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CAN'T
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OWN
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THE MC68020

Johnny's
A Good
Programmer,
Even Brilliant,
BUL Johnny works in 8080/Z80 assembly
language, with a conventional assembler.
That can make yesterday's brilliance
today's garble, a maze of mnemonics and
a jumble of meaningless labels. Johnny's
program is less than self -explanatory
even for Johnny.

Johnny could read his own code if he used
SMAL/80-the superassembler-and so
can you. SMAL/80 boosts your program's
clarity and your productivity by giving you:

number of instruction fetches. or bus
cycles. from main memory. This lets
system performance increase because
the processor's bus use is decreased.
freeing the bus for other system bus
masters. Only instructions are stored
in the cache. Data accesses must still
be read from main memory.
Hardware and software may control
the cache. Hardware control is in the
form of the cache disable (CDIS pin).
which can disable the cache. The
CDIS pin has priority and overrides
any software setting.
Software control is in the form of
two control registers: the cache con
trol register (CACR) and the cache ad
dress register (CAAR). The CACR and
CAAR are organized as shown in fig
ures 2 and 3. Bits 4 to 31 are unused
and always read as zeros. The CACR
lets the systems programmer enable
or freeze the cache. clear an entry. or
clear the entire cache. The CAAR is
a 32-bit register that provides an ad
dress for cache control functions. This

• Familiar algebraic notation in place of
cryptic mnemonics- "A = A-3" for example,
instead of "SUI 3" (if you know BASIC or
Pascal, you already know SMAL/80)
•Control structures like BEGIN . .. END,
LOOP... REPEAT WHILE, and IF .. . THEN .. .
ELSE ... to replace tangled branches and
arbitrary label names (eliminating up to 90%
of labels with no overhead imposed)
•Complete control over your processor
because SMAL/80 is a true assembler, it
doesn't reduce execution speed or burden
your program with its own runtime routines.
SMAL/80, the assembler that handles like a
high-level language, lets you do it right the
first time, and lets you read and understand
your work afterward-the next day or a
year later. Users say SMAL/80 has doubled
and even tripled their output of quality code.
But don't take our word for it-TRY IT!
Use SMAL/80 for 30 days. If you're not
completely satisfied with it-for any rea
son-return the package for a full refund .
SPECIAL BONUS: Order before Dec. 31 ,
1984, and get Structured Microprocessor
Programming- a $25 book FREE!
SMAL/80 for CP/M-80 systems (all CP/M
disk formats available-please specify) ;
produces 8080/8085 and Z80 code. Now
supports Microsoft .REL.ONLY $149.95
SMAL/80 for CP/M-80 systems,
8080 /8085 output only. SAVE $20: $129.95
NEW! SMAL/80X65-for Apple II and lie
(requires Z80 card and CP/M); produces
Z80 and 6502 object code. $169.95

SMAL/80
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DYNAMIC Bus SIZING
A nice feature of the MC68020 for the
designer as well as the programmer
is the dynamic bus. Now a designer
need not worry about excessive hard
ware "glue" to interface to 16- or 8-bit
peripherals and a programmer need
not worry about word or long-word
aligned data in data space. The
MC68020 allows transfers of 8-. 16-.
and 32-bit data between 8-. 16-. and
32-bit ports. The only requirement for
data alignment is that it occur on a
byte boundary Instructions and any
associated extension words must still
fall on word address boundaries. but
word/long-word alignment is no
longer req uired for program space
operands.
The processor lets misaligned trans
fers occur by determining the data

SEQUENCER

CACHE FUNCTION ADDRESS

Mastercard

register is used only for the clear en
try (CE) function in conjunction with
the CACR.

Figure 3: Tlie caclie address register.
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ces on IBM, 18 -compatible
pie II, Apple lie, and Apple II+
HARD DISK SYSTEMS.
~Ve sold thousands of tbese super-reliable Frara disks

Im tbe l.lst 12. months.
However, If you haven't bought your Mercury MegaBank
hard disk yet, you're In luck.

Now, the price Is right.
The MegaBank Archive :
a complete 10-megabyte hard disk
for use In the second floppy bay of
your re

The MegaBank I 0:
a complete 10-megabyte single bay
hard disk system

The Meg~Bank

z:a:

a complete 20-megabyte single bay
hard disk system

The MegaBank 40:
a complete40-megabyte sir.ig,le bay
hard disk system

The MegaBank Streamer:
a solid-cartridge tape unit that ·
plugs into your re to back up your
MegaBank 10, 20 or 40. Copies up
to 20 megabytes, in approximately
seven minutes, &. no extra slot
is required.

ONLY:

5

795
$995
$1,495
$1,995
. $995
ONLY:

ONLY:

ONLY:

.

ONLY:

You'll be up and running In minutes. With MegaBank,
you simply add the Included adapter board to your PC
chassis, plug In the hard disk unit. and turn It on.
Everything you need is included, so don't worry about
tricky Installation or "extras".
1s·M and Apple are registerea trademark s of International
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And every MegaBank product is fully supported by our
"no-risk" customer service network. We 're standing by
with a User's 800 Line to provide answers to technical
questions or to give you helpful hints.
Every MegaBank component is warranted for a full
90 days.
Finally, If you aren't satisfied - for any reason - just
return your order to us within 30 days. On the day we
receive It, a full refund check will be on its way to you.
When we say "no-risk." we mean It.

TO ORDER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION,

CALL

800-551-7666.

In Illinois, 312-951-0616.
We accept Visa, Mastercard and American Express, and
we'll ship within 48 hours of receiving your credit card
order or check.
There Is an additional charge of $33 per Item ordered
for shipping, handling, and insurance.

Specifications:
All Megabank drives are 9%" wide by 5%" high
by 14'/z" deep .
Runs on your IBM compatible with DOS 2.0, 2. I ,
or CP/M 86. Apple compatibles: DOS 3.3,
ProDOS, 1.0 I. CPM and Pascal.
Average access time 93M Sec. with a 5.0
Bits/Sec. transfer rate.

compatible
®
Mercury MegaBank Corporation
311 West Superior Street Dept. 416
Chicago, IL 60610

Machines. Inc. and Apple Compu1en.. Inc.
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THE MC68020

port size during each bus cycle. By
handshaking lines between the pro
cessor and external memory or pe
ripherals. the MC68020 can transfer
this mismatched or mis-sized data.
Figure 4 illustrates the workings of the
internal hardware that makes this pos
sible and the alignment of operand
bytes for an 8-. 16-. and 32-bit bus in
terfacing with the MC68020.
Misaligned operand transfers can
lead to an increased number of bus
cycles because the processor might
not be able to successfully transfer

the misaligned data across the port
within one bus cycle. A normal trans
fer occurring from an aligned 32-bit
operand address across a 32-bit bus
to a 32-bit peripheral would take only
one transfer cycle.
In a mis-sized transfer. as well as a
normal transfer. the peripheral uses
the DSACKO and DSACKI pins to sig
nal to the processor that it has a bus
width of 8. 16. or 32 bits. The proces
sor outputs the operand transfer size
using the SIZO and SIZI pins.
Notice that with an 8-bit peripheral.
MC68020

OPO
INTERNAL SOURCE/DESTINATION

OP!

0
"--~~--'-~~~-'-~~~L-~~_J

JI

0

MULTIPLEXOR

EXTERNAL DATA BUS

03 1-024

023- 016

015 - 0B

DI-DO

31

0

BYTE 0

BYTE l

BYTE 2

BYTE 3

31

32 - BIT PORT

0

BYTE O

BYTE I

BYTE 2

BYTE 3

16-BI T PORT

31

16
BYTE 0

BYTE l
8-BIT PORT
BYTE 2
BYTE 3
31

24

Figure 4: Tlie MC68020 interface to various port sizes.

LONG-WORD OPER AND
OPO

OPJ

31

OP2

OP3

0

DATA BUS

~

only data bits 03 I to 024 need to be
connected to the peripheral. Four bus
cycles are necessary to complete this
transfer with only I byte being moved
across the bus per cycle.
The MC68020 relaxes word and
long-word alignment restrictions for
data. It is now possible to execute an
operand transfer across a memory
boundary that only needs to be byte
aligned. Even and odd word restric
tions are gone. Some performance
degradation can occur. due to extra
bus cycles needed to transfer mis
aligned long-word or word data across
boundaries.
Figure 5 shows a misaligned long
word transfer across a word-wide bus.
In the example. a byte box with "xxx"
denotes that the location in memory
is not overwritten and remains un
changed. As you can see from this ex
ample. it is important for the system
designer to control the enabling/dis
abling of the appropriate data buffers
to avoid overwriting or misreading
nonpertinent data during a mis
aligned cycle.
For clarity"s sake. figure 5 also shows
line A2 in offset of the transferred
data into word memory. The first cycle
runs with A2/Al/AO being 001. show
ing an offset of I byte in memory.
SIZl/SIZO is 00. indicating that the
processor has a long word left to
transfer. The second cycle shows A2/
Al/AO with a 2-byte displacement.
and SIZI /SIZO showing the processor
with 3 bytes left to transfer. The third
cycle has no offset on the address
pins and the SIZE pins indicating 1
byte left to transfer. There is a two
bus-cycle degradation here. but it is
transparent to the programmer. let
ting him ignore the restrictions of data
alignment.
COPROCESSOR INTERFACE

WORD MEMORY

MC68020

MSB

LSB

SIZl

SIZO

xxx

OPO

0

0

OP!

OP2

OP3

xxx

MEMORY CONTROL

A2

Al

0

0

0
0

0

AO

DsACK1 DsiiCi<O
L

H

0

L

H

0

L

H

Figure 5: Example of a misaligned long-word transfer to a word-wide bus.

Though the MC68020 is powerful. it
might not have all the special com
mands or capabilities that a designer
requires. For this reason. the design
ers of the MC68020 incorporated a
general coprocessor interface and in
structions. The coprocessor interface
provides a means by which Motorola
(continued)
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Only
Before you read this, read the computer
screens above.
Because what you see there will tell you
more about The Source than a magazine-full
of copy.
And those are just a handful of the hun
dreds of innovative features you'll discover on
America's first telecomputing service.
No wonder industry experts have hailed
The Source as "ahead of its time" and "The
most potent information pipeline."
-
And this year, we're giving them even more
to boast about.
We've added another dozen major features,
yet reduced our membership price to just 849.95.
We've also published an information kit
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that explains just how powerful a resource
The Source is.
For your free copy, call (800) 336-3366.
Or mail the reader card at the back of this
magazine.
Then, the next fascinating screen you read
might be your own.
Online trading provided by Spear Securities, Inc., an independent
brokerage firm. The Source is a servicemark of Source Telecomputing
Corporation, a subsidiary of The Reader's Digest Association , Inc.
The Source services are offered in participation with Control Data
Corporation. ©Source Telecomputing Corporation, 1984
1616 Anderson Road, McLean, VA 22102

TheSOmte..

The most powerful resoun::e any personal computer can ha\\!.
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THE MC68020

tion sequences that emulate the pro
tocol of the coprocessor interface.
The coprocessor operates based on.
an F-line operation code. essentially
the first word of a coprocessor in
struction. It is so named because the
hexadecimal Fin the upper nybble of
the instruction word causes the pro
cessor to flag the instruction during
decode. The F-line indicates to the
main processor that it must call the
coprocessor for proper execution of
the instruction. See figure 6 for the
format of the F-line word.

and other coprocessors (floating
point. fast Fourier transform. or graph
ics processors) can extend the
MC68020.
The coprocessor interface is de
signed to support synchronous oper
ation between the MC68020 and up
to eight coprocessors. With this inter
face. downward compatibility is pos
sible because a coprocessor can be
coupled with a main processor other
than the MC68020 (e.g.. 68008.
68000. 68010. 68012). All the main
processor must do is provide instruc
15

14

13

12

I I I I I
1

1

1

11

1

1D

9

7

8

6

4

5

TYPE

Cp-ld

3

2

D

TYPE DEPENDENT

Figure 6: F-line format.
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Figure 7: Coprocessor system configuration
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Figure 8: Overlap example.
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N<XT INSTRUCTION

MOVE (An). (An)

E~ECUTION

CLOCK COUNT

PERFO

I

INSTRUC T ION >

J

l

I

NEXT INSTRUCTION :

J

The coprocessor identifier (Cp-ld)
field identifies which coprocessor is
to be selected. The Type field iden
tifies which type of coprocessor oper
ation is to be performed (branch.
general. save. etc.) .
Communication between the main
processor and coprocessors is syn
chronous. but the main processor
might not need to wait for the copro
cessor to complete an instruction
before it begins execution of its next
instruction.
Hardware connection is a simple ex
tension of the MC68000 bus interface
and is shown in figure 7. The copro
cessor is connected as a peripheral to
the main processor and is selected
based on combinations of function
codes (FC2-FCO are 111) and address
bits (A 19-A16 are 00 I 0) as well as bits
Al 5-13. described in figure 6.
OVERLAP
Overlap occurs when the sequencer
and bus controller are operating on
different instructions simultaneously.
For example. in figure 8 a MOVE (An).
(An) instruction and a SUB On.On in
struction can operate concurrently for
some of the total execution time. The
overlap takes place during the exter
nal bus activity associated with the
MOVE. Since for a certain clock time
the bus controller is busy performing
the write to external memory asso
ciated with the MOVE. the sequencer
can continue with the next instruction.
subtract (SUB). The SUB instruction
does not require any external bus ac
tivity. so the sequencer alone can
operate on it. This overlap time is
shown from docks 4 through 6.
Also note that part of the instruc
tion following the SUB might have
some of its execution time overlapped
under the MOVE instruction. This oc
curs if calculations. such as effective
address calculations. are needed to
perform the instruction. An example
of this would be if another MOVE in
struction followed the SUB instruction.
Because the bus controller was per
forming an external bus cycle asso
ciated with the MOVE during the time
the SUB was taking place internally.
(continued)
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THE MEMORY LEADER
OFFERING

THE FASTEST MEMORY AVAILABLE

IMB ONLY $1695*
•Memory For LSl-11, J-11,
MICROVAX
•The Fastest Access Times
•The Lowest Pricing

•The Best Selection (Including Error
Detect and Correct)
•The Fastest Delivery
•The Fastest Repair Service (24 hour)

MAXIMUM CAPACITY

4MB

2MB

1MB

130ns

160ns

240ns

PARITY

ECC, PARITY

PARITY

CSR

,,,..

,,,..

BLOCK MODE

,,,..

,,,..
,,,..

1MB

512KB

256KB

$1395

$525

ACCESS TIME
FEATURES

SOCKETED WITH
*PRICE

11

$1695

I

-

In addition to memory, Chrislin carries a complete line of

WINCHESTER SUBSYSTEMS
and
for your Q-BUS applications. Call
"OFFERING QUALITY WITH AFFORDABLE PRICING"

Chrislin Industries, Inc,
31352 Via Colinas ·Westlake Village, CA 91362
Telephone: (818) 991-2254 ·TWX 910-494-1253 CHRISLIN WKVG

*OEM Pricing.• LSl -11, J11, MICROVAX, Q-BUS are trademarks of Digital Eq uipment Corporation .
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dividual instruction is dependent on
the instruction previous to it and is
subject to the rules built into the
prefetch mechanism. The best timings
that can be given are in terms of best.
average. and worst-case boundaries.
Performance ratios and benchmarks
become requisite in measuring per
formance.

the execution time is attributed to the
MOVE instruction alone. If the pipe
had been depleted and the SUB in
struction had not been inside. the
described overlap would not have
taken place.
This example illustrates an impor
tant point about this concurrent
machine. With a sequential micropro
cessor (no prefetch and no concur
rency of operation). instruction timing
is easy to calculate. It is virtually im
possible with a concurrent micropro
cessor such as the MC68020. Each in31

16 15

PROGRAMMING

As shown in the programming model
(figure 9), the MC68020 has eight
32-bit multifunction data registers.
0

8 7

1--~~~~~~---~~~--~~---<lll
I
I I

1--~~~~~~--~~~+-~~---tlli
I
I
I
31

16 15

0

1--~~~~~~---~~~~~~---<1~
31

16 15

~~~~~~---

15
r
--
L...-~ _

31

A7 (USP)

USER STACK POINTER

PC

PROGRAM COUNTER

0

31

....__~~~~~~~~~~~~~---'

31

ADDRESS REGISTER

0

.........

....__~~~~~~

DATA REGISTERS

7

0

_._I_ ____.ICCR

16 15

0

16 15
15

I

CONDITION CODE REGISTER

A7'(1SPJ

INTERRUPT STACK POINTER

A7"(MSP)

MASTER STACK POINTER

0
0

87

I

(CCR)

31

lsR

STATUS REGISTER

0
VBR

n

2

r - - - - - - - - -- - - -BsFc

1-------------
L-----------31

0

....__~~~~~~~~~~~~~---<

31

VECTOR BASE REGISTER

o

ALTERNATE FUNCTION

D~

CODE REGISTERS

CACR

C'A'CHE CONiTFiOL REGISTER

CAAR

CACl'IE · ADDRESS REGISTER

0

....._~~~~~~~~~~~~~---'

Figure 9: MC68020 programming model.

seven 3 2-bit general addressing
registers. three 3 2-bit stack pointers
(user. master, and interrupt), a 32-bit
program counter. a 16-bit status
register. a 32-bit vector base register.
two 3-bit alternate function code
registers. a 32-bit cache address
register. and a 32-bit cache control
register. The MC68020 is object-code
compatible with the M68000 family
but has several new addressing mode
capabilities (table I) and several new
and enhanced instructions (table 2).
A principle in the MC68020 design
is support for high-level language and
system software implementation. This
support is provided by the inclusion
of special instructions that allow array
bounds checking with a single instruc
tion. safe manipulation of system
queues. support for linked lists. ex
pansion of system trap capabilities.
and module support.
The MC68020 has three new 32-bit
registers: the master stack pointer
(MSP). cache control register (CACR),
and cache address register (CAAR)
(figure 8). The interrupt stack pointer
is virtually the same as the M68000
family's supervisor stack pointer and
therefore is not really a new register.
The terminology has been changed to
reflect a multiprocessing environ
ment. The MSP was created to facili
tate multiprocessing by letting each
process have a small master stack
area where process-specific exception
data is stored while maintaining a
common large interrupt stack area
among all the processes. The CACR
clears the entire cache. clears a single
cache entry. freezes the· cache. and
enables the cache. Each of these func
tions is controlled by simply setting
a bit in the CACR. The CAAR is used
with the cache clear entry function to
clear a single entry in the cache.
Tuble I shows the MC68020 ad
dressing modes. Of particular interest
are the memory indirect and program
counter memory indirect addressing
modes .
There are two forms of memory in
direct addressing and program
counter memory indirect addressing:
indirect pre-indexed and indirect post
(continuedJ
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IT'S ABOUT TIME.
If you're losing time because
of missed connections, garbled mes
sages, wrong numbers and never
ending busy signals, your time has
finally come.
Because now there's away to
combine the power and speed of your
IBM®PC with the practicality of
your telephone.
And wind up with apersonal pro
ductivity tool that'sfar greater than
the sum ofits parts.
Its name is Watson.'" And its
function is to save you time. Alot
of time.
Just slip Watson into your PC,
hook up your telephone, and instantly
both become part of apersonal office automation and com
munication system that can double, triple, even quadruple
your productivity.
How? By providing instant access to the people and
information you need. No matter where you
happen to be.
In the office or on the road, Watson
will have you doing things you never

thought atelephone or PC could do.
Even while you're asleep.
Watson will forever eliminate
the wasted time and frustration of
"telephone tag;' unclear or garbled
messages, the tedium of looking up
numbers, dialing and redialing wrong
numbers and busy signals.
You get sophisticated digital voice
messaging, powerful information man
agement, electronic mail capability,
scheduling, time billing, remote
editing dictation and more. Plus a
built-in 300/1200 baud modem.
And all this includes time-sharing
and function switching, so you can run
other programs like Lotus 1-2-3 ™and
Wordstar™ while Watson is takingcareofyourtelephone.
Take this ad to your computer products dealer today,
and askfor ademonstration. You'll be amazed.
Or, call Watson directly at 1-800-6-WATSON and
we'll send you some helpful information plus
tell you where to find the Watson dealer
nearest you.
Do it today. After all, time is money.

Instant access to people and information.

Natural Microsystems™
Natural Microsystems Corporation
6 Mercer Road, Natick, Massachusetts 01760
Telephone 617/655-0700
IBM is a registered lrademarkofInternational Business Machines Corporalion. Watson and NaluralMicroSystems are trademarks of Natural MicroSystems Corporation.
Lotus 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation. Wordstar is atrademarkofMicroPro InternationalCorporation. ©Natu ral MicroSys tems Corporation, 1984
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indexed. Program counter memory in
direct is similar to memory indirect
addressing; however. where the ad
dress register is normally added into
the calculation. the current program
counter is used. The result is position
independent code where the memory
pointer is accessed relative to the cur
rent program counter. In indirect pre

indexed and indirect post-indexed ad
dressing modes. the base displace
ment (bd) and outer displacement
(od) can be null (zero). word (16-bit).
or long-word (32-bit) sizes.
Indirect pre-indexed addressing
adds the index register into the ad
dress calculation before the memory
indirection is performed. Indirect pre-

Table I: MC68020 addressing modes.
Addressing Modes

Syntax

Register direct
Data register direct
Address register direct

On
An

Register indirect
Address register
Address register
Address register
Address register

(An)
(An)+
-(An)
(d15,An)

indirect
indirect with postincrement
indirect with predecrement
indirect with displacement

Register indirect with index
Address register indirect with index (8-bit displacement)
Address register indirect with index (base displacement)

(d8, An, Xn)
(bd,An,Xn)

Memory indirect
Memory indirect post-indexed
Memory indirect pre-indexed

([bd,An),Xn,od)
([bd,An,Xn],od)

Program counter indirect with displacement

(d15,PC)

Program counter indirect with index
PC indirect with index (8-bit displacement)
PC indirect with index (base displacement)

(d8,PC,Xn)
(bd,PC,Xn)

Program counter memory indirect
PC memory indirect post-indexed
PC memory indirect pre-indexed

([bd,PC) ,Xn,od)
([bd,PC,Xn],od)

Absolute
Absolute short
Absolute long

xxx.W
xxx.L

Immediate

$<data>

Notes:
On = Data Register, D0-07.
An = Address Register, AO-A?.
d8,d15 = A two's-complement or sign-extended displacement; added as part of the
effective address calculation; size is 8 or 16 bits (d15 and d8 are 16· and 8-bit
displacements); when omitted, assemblers use a value of zero.
Xn
Address or data register used as an index register; form is Xn.SIZE*SCALE,
where SIZE is .W or .L (indicates index register size) and SCALE is 1, 2, 4, or 8
(index register is multiplied by SCALE); use of SIZE and/or SCALE is optional.
bd = A two's-complement base displacement; when present, size can be 16 or 32
bits.
od = Outer displacement, added as part of effective address calculation after any
memory indirection; use is optional with a size of 16 or 32 bits.
PC = Program Counter.
<data> = Immediate value of 8, 16, or 32 bits.
( ) = Effective address.
[ ) = Use as indirect address to long-word address.

=

indexed can be used to access oper
ands through an array of pointers or
through a pointer located in a record
item or an array of records. The ad
dress register or program counter.
index register. and base displacement
are added together and used as the
address of the memory pointer. The
32-bit memory pointer is fetched and
the outer displacement is added to
form the effective address.
Indirect post-indexed addressing
performs the memory indirection and
then adds the index register to calcu
late the effective address. Indirect.
post-indexed can be used to access
an element of an array that is pointer
addressed. The base displacement
and address register or program
counter are added to form the mem
ory pointer address. The 32-bit quan
tity at the memory pointer address is_
fetched and added to the index
register and outer displacement to
form the operand's effective address.
SCALING AND SUPPRESSION

An index register can be scaled-the
value in the register is read and then
logically shifted (zero fill) zero. one.
two. or four bit positions to the left
before it is used. This has the effect
of multiplying the value in the register
by I. 2. 4. or 8. The original value in
the register is not affected by this
operation. Using scaling. the same in
dex value can be used to point to in
dividual bytes. words, long words. and
quad words. without disrupting the
value.
Let address register AO be used as
an index and contain the value 3. The
AO* l (assuming 0 to be the first ele
ment in the array) will point to the
fourth element in a byte-wide array.
A0*2 will point to the fourth element
in a word-wide array, A0*4 will point
to the fourth element in a long-word
wide array. and A0*8 will point to the
fourth element in a quad-word-wide
array. This scaling takes no overhead
on the MC68020.
The suppression of the base ad
dress register or program counter
allows the use of any index register in
place of the base register. Since data
(continued)
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Growing up in the computer age
certainly has some attractive advantages.
"1r.i>:Wl~r.f"--c~--f Just consider the 1985
Cutlass Ciera.
A micro-computer about the size of a deck of cards constantly
tunes the engine as you drive, monitoring 20 vital engine functions.
Another computer monitors temperature to keep you cool and
when you order the available air conditioning. Still
------:= comfortable
another checks the optional cruise control, ingeniously sensing
whether you're going uphill or down, to automatically keep your
speed constant.
Want to hear more? Then ask about the available auto calculator that can
compute your mileage, estimate traveling time, even help balance your
checkbook, with the push of a button.
And remember, above all Ciera is a Cutlass. The look is clean. The
amenities-like the optional electronic instrument panel-are plentiful.
And the power of the available 3.8 liter V6 with multi-port fuel injection?
Well, you've got to experience it for yourself.
Olds Cutlass Ciera. Computers helped design it. For one good
reason. So you can enjoy it. Test drive one today.
Oldsmobiles are equipped with engines produced at facilities operated by GM car groups,
Circle 309 on inquiry card.
subsidiaries or affiliated companies worldwide.
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registers can be used as index regis
ters. this gives the MC68020 the abil
ity to have addresses in data registers.
Also. with suppression of the program
counter the user has access to pro
gram space.
BIT-FIELD INSTRUCTIONS

The MC68020 has eight new bit-field
manipulation instructions over the
previous M68000 instruction set.
These instructions can be used to
manipulate individual bits in registers
or memory. The bit-field instruction

mnemonics are described in table 2.
A bit field is simply an array of bits.
It can be small enough to be con
tained in a register or large enough
to require millions of bytes of mem
ory. Some examples of bit-field ap
plications are bit-mapped graphics.
communications with packed data.
and assembler op-code construction.
In each bit-field instruction. the field
selection is specified by a field offset
and field width. The field offset
denotes the starting bit of the field in
bits from the base address. and the

field width determines the number of
bits to be included in the field. The
base address is the effective address
and can be in memory or a data
register.
In a data register. the offset starts
with the leftmost bit. bit 31. and the
width determines the amount of bits
to the right of the offset. Register
wraparound is allowed; that is. if the
combination of offset and width ex
tend the bit field past bit 0 in the
register. the field wraps back around
(continued)

Table 2: MC68020 instruction set summary.
Mnemonic
ABCD
ADD
ADDA
ADDI
ADDO
ADDX
AND
ANDI
ASL,ASR

IAdd decimal with extend

Bee
BCHG
BCLR
BFCHG
BFCLR
BFEXTS
BFEXTU
BFFFO
BFINS
BFSET
BFTST
BRA
BSET
BSR
BTST

Branch conditionally
Test bit and change
Test bit and clear
Test bit field and change
Test bit field and clear
Signed bit field extract
Unsigned bit field extract
Bit field find first one
Bit field insert
Test bit field and set
Test bit field
Branch
Test bit and set
Branch to subroutine
Test bit

CALLM
CAS

Call module
Compare and swap
operands
Compare and swap dual
operands
Check register against
bound
Check register against
upper and lower bounds
Clear
Compare
Compare address
Compare immediate
Compare memory to
memory
Compare register against
upper and lower bounds

CAS2
CHK
CHK2
CLR
CMP
CMPA
CMPI
CMPM
CMP2

170

Description

Add
Add address
Add immediate
Add quick
Add with extend
Logical AND
Logical AND immediate
Arithmetic shift left, right
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Mnemonic

Description

DB cc

Test condition, decrement,
and branch
DIVS,DIVSL Signed divide
DIVU,DIVUL Unsigned divide
EOR
EORI
EXG
EXT

Logical exclusive OR
Logical exclusive OR
immediate
Exchange registers
Sign extend

JMP
JSR

Jump
Jump to subroutine

LEA
LINK
LSL,LSR

Load effective address
Link and allocate
Logical shift left, right

MOVE
Move
MOVE A
Move address
MOVE CCR Move condition code
register
MOVE SR
Move status register
MOVE USP Move user stack pointer
MOVEC
Move control register
MOVEM
Move multiple registers
MOVEP
Move peripheral
MOVEQ
Move quick
MOVES
Move alternate address
space
MULS
MULU

Signed multiply
Unsigned multiply

NBCD
NEG
NEGX
NOP
NOT

Negate decimal with extend
Negate
Negate with extend
No operation
Logical complement

OR
ORI

Logical inclusive OR
Logical OR immediate

PACK
PEA

Pack BCD
Push effective address

Mnemonic

I

Description

RESET
Reset external devices
ROL,ROR
Rotate left, right
ROXL,ROXR ' Rotate with extend left,
right
RTD
Return and deallocate
RTE
Return from exception
RTM
I Return from module
RTR
Return and restore
condition codes
RTS
Return from subroutine
1

SBCD
Sec
STOP
SUB
SUBA
SUBI
SUBO
SUBX
SWAP

Subtract decimal with
extend
I Set conditionally
Stop
Subtract
Subtract address
Subtract immediate
Subtract quick
Subtract with extend
Swap register words

TAS
TRAP
TRAPcc
TRAPV
TST

Test operand and set
Trap
Trap conditionally
Trap on overflow
Test operand

UNLK
UNPK

Unlink
Unpack BCD

Coprocessor Instructions
cpBcc
cpDBcc

Branch conditionally
Test coprocessor condition,
decrement, and branch
cpGEN
Coprocessor general
instruction
cpRESTORE Restore internal state of
coprocessor
cpSAVE
Save internal state ol
coprocessor
cpScc
Set conditionally
cpTRAPcc
Trap conditionally

t Cdid for Programming
___.,._.,..~,......=..- s has done for C Programming
ing the program under test; and evalu
ation, source, program and history
indows.
csd eases the most difficult part of
development - debugging. Because
csd debugs in C, not assembler, a pro
grammer no longer has to rely on old
fashioned assembler tools, but can
work as if using a C interpreter - in
real time.

MWC86 gets yo
ning faster and use
than any other comp
Then csd, Mark Willi
C Source Debugger, help
faster. That's The C Progr
tern from Mark Williams Compa

MWC86
MWC86 is the most highly optimized
C compiler available anywhere for the
DOS and 8086 environment. The bench
marks prove it! They show MWC86 is
unmatched in speed and code densicy.
MWC86 supports large and small
models of compilation, the 8087 math
coprocessor and DOS 2.0 pathnames.
The compiler features common code
elimination, peephole optimization and
register variables. It includes the most
complete libraries. Unlike its competi
tion, MWC86 supports the full C lan
guage including recent extensions such
as the Berkeley structure rules, voids,
enumerated data types, UNIX* 110 calls
and structure assignments.
Quality is why Intel, DEC and Wang
chose to distribute MWC86. These in
dustry leaders looked and compared
and found Mark Williams to be best.

r-...'.jif*'l'.ifiiJJinls.-was not content to
write the best C compiler on the mar
ket. To advance the state of the art in
software development, Mark Williams
wrote csd.
csd C Source Debugger serves as a
microscope on the program. Any C
expression can be entered and evalu
ated. With csd a programmer can set
tracepoints on variables and expressions
with full history capability and can
single step a program to find bugs. The
debugger does not affect either code
size or execution time. csd features
online help instructions; the ability to
walk through the stack; the debugging
of graphics programs without disturbSIEVE
Time in Seconds
ml LargeModel
•Small Model
Size in Bytes
0 Large Model
Gl Small Model
I.29

User Friendly
MWC86 is the easiest to use of all
compilers. One command runs all
phases from pre-processor to assembler
and linker. MWC86 eliminates the need
to search for error messages in the back
of a manual. All error messages appear
on the screen in English.
A recent review of MWC86 in
PC l#irld, June, 1984, summed it up:

1.05

MWC86
•unix is a Trademark a f Bell Laboratories.
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DRI

L

Cl

MS

The C Programming System
from Mark Williams now supports
the following libraries:
Library
Company
Wmdo •1s for C
Halo
PHACT
The Greenleaf Functions
Btrieve

Creative Solutions
Media Cybernetics
PHACT Associates
Greenleaf Software
So ftCraft

The C Programming System
from Mark Williams
The C Programming System from
Mark Williams delivers not only the
best C compiler for the 8086 but also
the only C source level debugger. That's
why it does for C programming what C
did for programming. The Mark Wil
liams C Programming System gives the
programmer the MWC86 C compiler
and the csd C Source Debugger for
only $495. Order today by calling
1-800-MWC-1700. Major credit cards
accepted.
Technical support for The Mark Wil
liams C Programming System is pro
vided free of charge by the team that
developed it.

•

Mark Williams Company
1430 W. Wrightwood Ave.
Chicago, IL 60614
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The MC68020 is an
improvement on the
M68000 family.
SOFT SECTOR ONL YI
MINIMUM ORDER: 20 DISKETTES
These are factory-fresh 3M diskettes packed in boxes
of 10 with Tyvek sleeves, reinforced hubs, identifica
tion labels and write·protect tabs.
Add 5% for orders less than 50 on 5 \4" only.

DIVl~ION

LIFETIME WARRANTY!
ON ALL 3M SCOTCH DISKETTES!

SUPER SPECIAL!
Order 50 3M Scotch Disk

ettes on this special otter and
you can g.el an Amaray Media
Male 50 for only $9 .99
9'
(shipping included). Normally, a
$14 .95 retail value. this is one of
the best designed disk storage
units we 've seen. Special slots
and ridges for stacking. A great buy.
With 50 3M Scotch 5 '!."' Diskettes$ 9. 9 9
Ordered alone $10.95

a· ssso

+ $2 .00

Shpng

B" 3M Scotch Diskettes
S2.05 ea.
ssoo
osoo .. S3.10 ea.

a·

a-

S2.50

and continues with bits 31. 30. etc.
lable 3 shows the Motorola assem
bler syntax and examples of the bit
field instructions.

ea .

SOFT SECTOR ONLYI
MINIMUM ORDER 8" DISKETTES: 20

3M HEADCLEANING KITS

AND MULTIPLICATION

The MC68020 has several enhance
ments to the original M68000 multi
ply and divide instructions. The most
important of these enhancements is
the ability to have 32-bit operands for

multiplication with a 64-bit result. and
a 64-bit dividend with a 32-bit divisor
and quotient for division.
The MC68020 also has special mul
tiply and divide instructions for high
Jevel languages where the result is the
same size as the operands. That is. a
32-bit operand times a 32-bit operand
yields a 32-bit result. This is equiva
lent to multiplication in Pascal or C.
where an integer times an integer
results in an integer of the same size
data type. If overflow occurs. it will be
reflected in the setting of the condi
tion codes after the operation. For
division there is provision for a 32-bit
dividend divided by a 32-bit divisor
to yield a 32-bit quotient with no re-

Table 3: Bit-field instructions. syntax. and examples.
Instruction
BFCHG
BFCLR
BFEXTS
BFEXTU
BFFFO
BFINS
BFSET
BFTST

Motorola Assembler Syntax
BFCHG <EA> {offset: width}
BFCLR <EA> { offset:width}
BFEXTS <EA> {offset: width} ,On
BFEXTU < EA> { offset:width} ,On
BFFFO <EA> {offset: width} ,On
BFINS <EA> { offset:width}. Dn
BFSET < EA> { offset:width}
BFTST <EA> { offset:width}

Assembler Example
BFCHG (AO){ 00:7)
BFCLR 01 {25:10}
BFEXTS (A3){ 02:5}, 07
BFEXTU 05{2:5},01
BFFFO (A6){ 00:32} ,07
BFINS 04{6:9},02
BFSET 03{30:9}
BFTST 01 {0:32}

< EA> = effective address of the base of the bit field
offset = bit offset from base address of bit field to start to bit field
width = bit width of bit field from 1 to 32 bits
On = data register

Table 4: Division and multiplication syntax and operation.
PRINTER RIBBONS
AT BARGAIN PRICES!
Brand new ribbons produced ta manufacturer's specs.
Epson MX-70/80
$3.58 ea. • .25 Shpng
Epson MX-100
$6.99 ea. • .25 Shpng.
Okidata Micro 83
S 1.48 ea. • .25 Shpng.
Okidata Micro 84
$3.66 ea. • .25 Shpng.
Shipping: 5 'I< DISKETTES-Add $3.00 per 100 or fewer
disketles. s-· DISKETTES-Add $4.00 per 100 or fewer
disketles. Other Items: Add shipping charges as shown in
addition 10 diskette shipping charges. Payment: VISA and
MASTERCARD accepted . COD orders only. add $3 .00
handling charge . Taxes: Illinois residents only , add
8°0 sales lax.

FOR ORDERS ONLY:

1-800-621-6827

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788)

INFORMATION & INQUIRIES:

1-312-944-2788 only!
HOURS: 9AM - 5PM Central Time.
Monday - Friday
WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLD!, Inc.

Suite 4806 • 30 Easl Huron Street • Chicago. Illinois 60611
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Instruction
DIVS.W
DIVS.L
DIVS.L
DIVSL.L
DIVU.W
DIVU.L
DIVU.L
DIVUL .L
MULS.W
MULS .L
MULS.L
MULUW
MULU.L
MULU.L

Motorola Assembler Syntax
DIVS.W <EA>.Dn
DIVS.L <EA> ,Dq
DIVS.L <EA>,Dr:Dq
DIVSL.L <EA>,Dr:Dq
DIVU.W <EA>,Dn
DIVU.L < EA> , Dq
DIVU.L <EA>,Dr:Dq
DIVUL.L <EA>,Dr:Dq
MULS.W <EA>,Dn
MULS.L < EA>,DI
MULS .L < EA>,Dh:DI
MULU.W <EA>,Dn
MULU.L <EA> ,DI
MULU.L <EA>,Dh :DI

<EA> = effective address of source operand
Dn = data register
Dq = quotient in data register
Dr = remainder in data register
Oh = high 32 bits of product in data register
DI = low 32 bits of product in data register

Operation
32/16 --> 16r:16q
32/32 - - > 32q
64/32 -- > 32r:32q
32/32 -- > 32r:32q
32/16 -- > 16r:16q
32/32 -- > 32q
64/32 -- > 32r 32q
32/32 -- > 32r:32q
16 x 16 -- > 32
32x32 --> 32
32 x 32 --> 64
16x16 --> 32
32 x 32 --> 32
32 x 32 -- > 64

THE MC68020

mainder. Several variations of syntax
and operations exist for divide and
multiply instructions. For more infor
mation. see the Motorola assembler
syntax and operation examples
shown in table 4.
I! ·n'm'f.I
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BINARY-CODED DECIMAL

Two MC68020 instructions. PACK and
UNPACK. can store BCD (binary
coded decimal) data in packed form
(two digits per byte) and then be ex
panded after calculations. The PACK
instruction reduces 2 bytes of numeric
data into a single byte. while the UN
PACK instruction reverses this opera
tion. In both cases. a user-defined
constant is added to the original value
to allow conversion from or to ASCII.
EBCDIC (extended binary-coded
decimal interchange code). or any
other data format.
HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGES
AND SYSTEM SOFTWARE

The MC68020 has extended the
bounds-checking capability of the
M68000 family with the introduction
of two new instructions. CHK2 and
CMP2 (check 2 and compare 2). CHK2
and CMP2 perform comparisons on
the upper and lower bounds and can
be signed or unsigned. The CMP2 in
struction sets the condition codes ac
cording to the result of the operation.
The CHK2 instruction sets the condi
tion codes and causes a system trap
if either boundary condition fails.
The MC68020 also offers other new
security and system-level instructions.
The CAS and CAS2 instructions use
the same read-modify-write cycle as
the M68000's TAS (test and set).
These operations are indivisible and
noninterruptible. which ensures data
security in single and multiprocessor
systems.
The CAS (compare and swap) in
struction compares the contents of a
data register (the compare register) to
the operand at the effective address.
If the operand and the contents of the
data register are equal. the contents
of a second data register (the update
register) are used to update the op
erand at the effective address. If the
(continued)

The Quick Silver Fox™
Jumps Over The Big Blue Dog.
We really hate to pick on the
big guys but compared to the
Silver Fox your basic IBM-PC™
is an overpriced dog.

ZS6kRAM
Why? Well, for starters, your
basic Silver Fox comes with 256k
of RAM which acts like a disk
drive so that more of your soft
ware is accessed at the speed of
light rather than the speed of a
mechanical drive head.

1.6 Megabyte•
You also have more than twice
as much software to access be
cause the Silver Fox comes with
dual 800k disk drives for a total
of 1.6 Megabytes. Yet the Silver
Fox can read and write to all
popular PC formats.

13 Free Pro1ram•
1. MS-DOS
2. HAGEN-Dos™
3. M-DISK
4. WordStar™
5. EasyWriter
6. DataStar
7. ReportStar
8. FILEBASE
9. CalcStar
10. Color Graphics Basic
11. MailMerge
12.· SpellStar
13. 25 Games, graphics
and utilities
The best free software bundle
in the business, and the Fox will
run some programs written for
the IBM-PC like dBase II and
Multiplan, and programe written
for Sanyo's new MBC-550 series.

Reliability
Because the Silver Fox is
born on a totally automated
production line in Japan it is
inherently more reliable than

systems built by hand. The Fox
is burned and tested for 14 days
in Japan, and further tested after
final assembly here in the good
old U.S.ofA.

One Year Warranty
The Silver Fox is built better
so we can back it with a limited,
one-year warranty, four times
longer than IBM. We're Scotts
dale Systems and since 1980
we've shipped over $10,000,000
of microcomputer equipment
directly to microcomputer users.
Because we deal directly with
use1·s, we think we have a better
idea of what you want. So the
Silver Fox includes graphics
with twice IBM's resolution, a
printer port, a keyboard with a
big return key, and a 12", high
resolution monitor as standard
equipment.
Of course, you could spend
$4729 at Computerland for an
IBM-PC that will perform almost
as well as a Silver Fox. But why
bother when you can call

1·800·FOR·A·FOX
and get your

S~398

to perform like $4729?
Foradditional information call 1-B00-387-2389, or in AZ,
AK, or HI call (602) 941 -5856. Or write Silver Fo• Computers,
617 N. Scottsdale Road #8, Scottsdale, AZ 85257.
IBM -PC price is based on a phone quote from the
Mesa. Az Computerland on July 30, 1984. Price included
256k RAM. dual 360K drives (800K "s weren "t available).
software, and a graphics monitor.
Trademarks: Silver Fox and Hagen-DOS. Scottsdale
Systems ltd. IBM -PC. International Business Machines
Corporation. Wordstar, Calcstar, Mailmerge, Spellstar,
and lnfostar, Micropro International. MS-DOS. Multiplan,
Micr osoft Corporation. Filebase. EWOP Software, Inc.
dBASE II, Ashton-Tate.
Ordering: Telemarketing only, Silver Fox price is for
cash. F.0 .B. Scottsdale, price subject to change. product
subject to limited supply. Visa. Mastercard add 3%, AZ
residents add 6%. Returned merchandise subject to a
20% restocking fee. Personal/ company checks take up to
3 weeks to clear. No C.0 .D.' s or A.P.0."s.
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compare register and the operand are
not equal. the operand is unchanged.
but the value in the compare register
is updated with the operand at the ef
fective address. The CAS2 instruction
is.basically the same as CAS. but there
are two compare registers (upper and
lower bound). two update registers.
and two operands at two different ef
fective addresses. The CAS and CAS2
instructions are useful for updating
system counters and for insertion and
deletion from linked lists. .
The MC68020 also has expanded
system trap capabilities in the form of
the TRAPcc instruction. where any
condition code is allowed to be the
trapping condition. The TRAPcc in
struction can be followed by a word
or long-word quantity that can be
used to convey information to the
trap handler. such as a high-level lan
guage statement number or other de
bugging information.

The MC68020 introduces module
support to the M68000 family.
Modules are high-level subroutines
that can have different levels of pro
tection or access. TWo new instruc
tions. CALLM and RTM. support this
module implementation.
The CALLM instruction initiates the
module call by referencing a module
descriptor. The module descriptor
contains access information. control
information. and the entry point for
the called module. If the module ac
cess is valid. the CALLM instruction
creates a module stack frame. stores
the current module state in that frame.
and loads a new module state from
the module descriptor.
The RTM instruction removes the
module state that was stored on the
module stack frame and returns to the
calling mo.dule. The MC68020 module
support is broken into two types: type
0 where there is no access level

With the Mind Prober™ you can. In just minutes you can have
a scientifically accurate personality profile of anyone.This new
expert systems software lets you discover the things most
people are afraid to tell you. Their strengths, weaknesses,
sexual interests and more. Mind Prober. Another insightful
product from the Human Edge™ Software Corporation. Call
1-800-624-5227 (in California 1-800-824-7325) for more
information on the loca·
tionof the nearest retailer.
IBM • Apple • Macintosh • Commodore

1•IDdpmer
b ,.

Software That Lets You Read People Like A Book.
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Circle 200 on Inquiry card.

change and type I where the access
level can be changed. No external
hardware is necessary for type 0. but
for type I CALLM. the MC68020
relies on external hardware (a mem
ory management unit) to verify that
calling modules possess the proper
access level for the called module.

VIRTUAL MEMORY
The MC68020 supports virtual mem
ory. the ability to make a small
amount of main memory look like a
large or infinite amount of memory by
using secondary storage devices to
swap currently executing code seg
ments into the main memory. In a vir
tual memory system. the processor
has access to a limited amount of fast
main memory (the physical memory
of the system). while the user writes
programs that might require millions
of bytes of memory (the virtual mem
ory of the system).
If the processor attempts to access
a memory location not currently re
siding in physical memory. a page
fault occurs. The processor suspends
the current instruction until the re
quired memory is moved into physical
memory from slower but larger sec
ondary storage. When the required
program segment is in physical mem
ory. the instruction is allowed to com
plete execution. All this activity is
transparent to the user. so physical
memory appears to be the same size
as virtual memory. Virtual memory
size has been increased from a
I 6-megabyte direct addressing range
in the MC680 I 0 to 4 gigabytes in the
MC68020.
CONCLUSION
The MC68020 is a fully compatible
member of. and an improvement on.
the M68000 family of processors. It
is backed by the same powerful soft
ware and hardware design-support
tools that back other members of the
M68000 family. For more informa
tion. see the MC68020 32-Bit Micropro
cessor User's Manual (Prentice-Hall.
1984) and the three-part article by
Thomas W. Starnes. "Design Philos
ophy Behind Motorola's MC68000"
(April-June 1983 BYTE). •

.
Introducing Spotlitht;
Note it. File it. Schedule it. Calculate 1t. Save it. Find it fast.

Phone Book-find and instantly display
any name, address and phone number
from 36 available lists. Each list can hold
500 different entries.

The Spotlight'" program is a set of
convenient desktop accessories all in
one package. No matter which appli
cation program you're working in 
including VisiCalc~ 1-2-3;" WordStar,®
·dBase II~ pfs:File~ MultiMate~
MicroSoft Word;" TK!Solver;i and
Syrnn.hr _ny"~ Spotlight gives you instant
access to six essential functions.
Just a keystroke suspends your
application program and gives you a
window into Spotlight. Another keystroke
gets you back to where you were just
as fast. It's that easy.

Note Pad- jot a note or write and edit
messages up to eight pages long.

Index Card File- search up to 36 sep
arate files, each of which contains 500
cards. Cards are alphabetically sorted.

Calculator- calculate any problems and
,

insert the answers into the program
you're using.

Here's what you get:
Appointment Book- schedule daily and weekly meetings or

Spotlight is the great program behind any great
program you use.

display monthly calendar. Set a sound alarm to remind
you of appointments, even if you're using another program.
DOS filer- perform operating system tasks without leaving
your program. List, create, delete, copy, and sort files and
directories. Even format disks.

System requirements: IBM® PC or XT'," or COMPAQ® por
table computers, one disk drive, 75K memory for RAM
resident portion, DOS 2.0 or higher. Printer optional. Can
be installed on hard disk. Runs with most IBM PC software
packages.

Spotlight·
By Sohware Arts'"
L t M 1co Lone, vv e11es1ey, Mos soc nusens V Ll!ll

Circle 3 7 4 on inquiry c ard.
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Introducing Filevisiorifor Macintosh:
The fine art of filing by pictures.
Now you can file things the way you
see them.
Because Filevision lets you store any
kind of information visually. Within pictures
you easily create yourself. Even if you
can't type or draw.
Filevision. The first software that
combines a practical filing system with a
simple-to-use, object-oriented drawing
system. Which lets you quickly visualize
your data. Instead of sorting through
tedious line-by-line listings.
In the click of a mouse, you can retrieve
the data stored behind each object in your
picture. You can even select the objects
in your pictures, based on the
Each object in your picture is
'.lutomatically connected to the
information about that object.

data in your files.
What's more, Filevision lets you link
another picture to an object. And lets you
group objects together as a common type.
So you can create zoom-like effects, step-by
step hierarchies, or overlays. Whatever
your mind can picture.

"Finally. A filing system
that sees things my way."
Imagine. A filing system for less than
$200, that lets you look at information the
way you look at the world around you.
Utilizing the simplicity of the
Macintosh's eye-opening technology,
Filevision allows you to create the most
spectacular visualizations of whatever you
need to file. Or anything you want to see
in more detail.
Whether you're an entrepreneur, a
businessperson, or someone who collects
things at home; if your data relates to

:e light Intensity through the cornea Into the eye
' chao~.s color dependant upon lJAAt lntellSity

hrougn th&

,..

ccornea

Create technical illustrations or
pictures ofscience class projects, with
ease. Whateveryou need to remember
about your picture, Filevision lets
you store on forms connected to it.
And retrieve in the click of a mouse.
176
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Organize office space by department
Diagram a summer home. Even
create a play book for yourfootball
team. It's a breeze with Filevision.

something you can see, you can file it
visually with Filevision. And retrieve it
visually, too.
You simply place
objects in a
picture, or select
symbols from
Filevision's ready
made symbol
menu to represent
pieces of the infor
mation you wish
to file.
Then there's
Filevision's flexible
way of handling alphanumeric data. Each
object in your picture is automatically con
nected to a data form. Which you custom
design, quick as a click.

Make a data form for any new object, and
all objects of that type will have the same
form. Automatically.
Modify a symbol and all matching
symbols in your picture will be modified.
Automatically.
Change an existing form, and all forms
of that type will change. Automatically.

"Picture the potential."

The possibilities are endless.
Filevision can help you quickly make
maps, and dawdle over the demographics.
Assemble anatomical drawings and look up
the names of the ligaments. Separate a
plan of Bar Mitzvah guests into those who
do and those who don't eat Kosher food
and actually see who you seat them next to.
Pinpoint places and connect them to faces.
Control
your inventory by depicting your
''For a change, it's simple
entire shelf space. And map out geography
to modify my files~
lessons, sales territories and direct-mail
ad targets ad infinitum.
Updating your files is just as easy.
Whenever the best-laid plans of mouse and
Filevision. The unique filing system
man need a little replanning, remember
for your Macintosh that lets you store and
you're just a click or two away from reper work with information ~e· l"\CtM
fecting your files. Create new symbols and in pictures, as well as
I~ \!..l..;;;J
objects, and add them to your picture.
numbers and text.
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
Software for the real world.
Circle 4 31 on inquiry card.

Map out sales ten-itories. Sift out subdivisions
for direct-mailings. Or search out the states
that participated in the French and Indian
Wars. Filevision makes your requests pop off
the screen. In the click of a mouse.

Plan a political fund-raiser with Filevision, and
seat the non-smoking Independents away from the
smoking Republicans. 01; click to see which blocks
ofseats have been resetved at your dinner theate1:
Filevision is a tiademark of Telos Software Products.
Telos is a trademark of Telos Corporation.
Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer Inc.
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THE XTAR
GRAPHICS
MICROPROCESSOR
BY TERRY COLEMAN AND SKIP POWERS

This graphics chip set draws filled.. in polygons
at superhigh speed
GENERATING COMPLEX IMAGES on
a CRT (cathode-ray tube) at real-time
rates of 30 or more frames per sec
ond requires the ability to draw
graphical primitives (points. lines. and
polygons) rapidly into a display
memory or frame buffer. A standard
microprocessor working alone is not
nearly fast enough. CRT controller
chips can draw about 10 times as fast
as microprocessors but still fall far
short of the speed required for real
time simulations and smooth anima
tion. To obtain the necessary through
put for these applications. you must
use a dedicated graphics copro
cessor.
DRAWING SPEED
SPECIFICATIONS

The key specification for a graphics
chip is the drawing rate. Drawing rates
are reported in two different ways.
The burst pixel-drawing rate is obtained
whenever video-refresh memory
cycles are not occurring, i.e.. during
horizontal and vertical retrace and
portions of the active display time.
This is the rate usually given on manu
facturers· spec sheets.
-

Circle 343 on inquiry card.

A more accurate benchmark of a
system's drawing speed. the average
pixel-drawing rate. is the total number of
pixels (picture elements) that can be
drawn in one frame time divided by
the frame time. This rate will always
be less than the burst rate.
The number of frame updates per
second achievable is obtained by
dividing the average pixel-drawing
rate by the number of pixels in the
frame buffer. This provides an ex
cellent indication of how well the
system will perform real-time anima
tion.
THE XTAR

GMP

The GMP from Xtar is a special
purpose microprocessor that ex
ecutes graphics instructions con
tained in an external program mem
ory. The instruction set is specifically
designed for graphics applications

Skip Powers is the chief executive officer of
Xtar Electronics. Terry Coleman is Xtar's vice
president of engineering and the designer of
the GMP chip. They can both be reached at
2262 Landmeier Rd .. Elk Grove. IL
60007.

and includes instructions for drawing
points. lines. and filled polygons into
a frame buffer. Because the GMP is
specifically designed to draw filled
polygons into a frame buffer. it can ac
complish this task at extremely high
speeds. Polygons can be drawn at a
rate fast enough to update every pixel
in the frame buffer 130 to 300 times
per second. The GMP eases the im
plementation of real-time simulation
and animation systems by drawing at
speeds that are often hundreds of
times faster than can be attained with
a CRT controller.
lables I and 2 illustrate the draw
ing speeds obtained by systems using
the GMP. The average pixel-drawing
rate increases as the resolution of the
frame buffer is increased. while the
number of screen updates per second
remains relatively constant. This
allows essentially the same level of
performance to be maintained. re
gardless of system resolution.
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

A typical system based on the two
chip GMP is shown in figure I. Oper
(continued)
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XTAR GRAPHICS

I want to wish you
all Happy Holidays and
thank you for making ,
my business a success.
All of you who
havn't tried us and are
afraid of mail order, call
us and give us a try.
I'm sure you'll like our fast and courteous
service. Get your order in soon, as Christ
mas is not far away.
Thank you & God Bless
Joan

PRINTERS

COMPUTERS

ALTOS 580-20 . . . . . . . . . . . . $3350
ALTOS 580-20 .. . . . . . . . . . . . $5350
ALTOS 98640 . . . . . . . . . . . $CALL
LEADING EDGE PC . .. .. . . . $CALL
NEC 8201 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$459
SANYO 550-555 . . . . . . . . . . $CALL

TELE VIDEO
803 . . . . . $1769
1603 . . . . . $2019
1605 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $CALL
ABATI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$389
BROTHER HR 15P. . . . . . . . . . .$479
DAISYWRITER 48K . . . . . . . . . .$819
EPSON . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... $CALL
GEMINI 10X . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$258
JUKI 6100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$419
OKI DATA (LOW PRICES) . , . . $CALL
QUME 1140+W/INF . . . . . . . . . $1365

CITOH
8510 . . . . .$319
F1040C PS .$899

1550 .. . . ..$499
F 1055 . . . . $1179

DIABLO
620 .. .. . .$769

630 API .. . $1669

NEC
3550 . .. . $1495
7710 . . . . $1645

3510 . . . . . $1235
2030 . . . . . .$659

TERMINALS- MONITORS
ALTOS II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$755
QUME 102G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$529
WYSE 50... . . . . . . . . .. .. . .$485
TELEVIDEO 950 .. . . . . . . . .. .$895
AMDEK 300G . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$129
B.M.C. COLOR . . . . . . . . . . . . .$235
PRINSTON HX12 . . . . . . . . . ..$462

DISK DRIVES - MODEMS
INDUS APPLE . . . . .. . . . . . . .$259
INDUS ATARI . . . . . . . . . . . . .$345
PROMODEM 1200 .. . . . .. . . . .$325
HAYS SMART MODEM . . . . . . . .$199
SMARTMODEM 1200 . . . . . . . . .$469
SMARTMODEM 1200B . . . . . . ..$415
MICROMODEM II E . . . . . . . . . .S235

1st
PLACE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
13422 N. CAVECREEK RD.
PHOENIX, AZ. 85022
OTHER INFORMATION: 602-867-9897

~
~

~
Free shipping is on UPS ground only.

~

Sand cashier's check or money order ..... all other checks will
detay shipping two weeks.
Prices & availabili1y subject to change without notice.
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ating in a multiprocessing environ
ment with a general-purpose host
microprocessor. the GMP communi
cates with the general-purpose pro
cessor through a shared memory. The
shared memory is the program mem
ory or display list for the GMP. The
general-purpose processor controls
the GMP by downloading graphics in
structions into the GMP's memory.
While the host processor may be any
general-purpose microprocessor. the
system is simplified if the host has a
16-bit data bus.
As many as 64K words of program
memory can be addressed by the
GMP. Any combination of 16-bit wide
RAM (random-access read/write
memory) and ROM (read-only mem
ory) may be used. but if animation is
to be done. at least part of the mem
ory must be RAM.
Instructions in the shared-memory
display list cause the GMP to draw
graphical primitives into the frame
buffer. The GMP performs all calcula
tions necessary to draw two-dimen
sional polygons. A separate circuit
controls the Write Enable inputs of
the RAMs in the frame buffer. which
may be any size from 2 56 by 2 56 by
I byte to 2048 by 2048 by 32 bytes.
The video shift register (VSR) chips.
an option that is ancillary to the GMP.
convert the parallel-pixel data from
the frame buffer into the serial form
required to drive the color-palette
RAM or DIA (digital-to-analog) con
verters. In addition to the Shift
Register function. the VSRs allow the
host processor to access the frame
buffer for Read-Modify-Write opera
tions on individual pixels. Also. a stip
pling feature allows the filling of
polygons with two-color patterns. This
feature increases the number of ap
parent displayable colors without in
creasing the depth of the frame
buffer-allowing about 1800 effective
colors to be displayed simultaneous
ly while requiring only 4 memory bits
per pixel.
A color-palette RAM defines the ac
tual color displayed for each pixel
value that comes from the VSRs. In a
high-performance system the color
palette RAM may be as large as 4096

by 24. which allows 4096 solid colors
to be displayed at one time from a
palette of over 16 million colors. In
low-cost systems the color-palette
RAM will not exist and the output of
the VSRs will feed the DIA converters
directly.
Because the GMP chip set does not
generate CRT sync signals or video
refresh addresses. a standard CRT
controller chip is used.
SPECIALIZED INSTRUCTION SET

The GMP's instruction set allows the
program mer to easily manipulate
graphical primitives. There is no need
for the program mer to be concerned
with repetitive tasks usually required
when programming graphics systems.
such as calculating the actual frame
buffer addresses of pixels to be
modified. calculating difference
parameters defining lines to be drawn.
and searching the frame buffer for
polygon edges to do polygon fills. The
instruction set is divided into three
major categories: graphics primitive
instructions. register loading instruc
tions. and program control instruc
tions (see table 3)
CLIPPING WIN DOW

Within the GMP. four 12-bit registers
define the four sides of a rectangular
clipping window. which can be placed
anywhere on the screen. All points.
lines. and polygons drawn by the
GMP are automatically clipped to the
current window. The registers are
under software control and can be
modified at any time using the LOAD
instruction. The GMP can draw an
image. change the clipping window to
a different area of the screen. then
draw a new image clipped to the new
window.
AUTOMATIC PROGRAM
MEMORY REFRESH

The GMP's program memory may be
designed with low-cost dynamic
RAMs and the GMP will take care of
RAM refresh. During noninstruction
fetch memory cycles. the GMP places
the contents of its internal refresh
counter on the lower 8 bits of the ad
(conrinuedJ

Tuam up with these winners:
Irma Boards and other networking alternatives D
Amdek halfheights, Great Lakes, Iomega Bernoulli
Box and Tandon disk drives D Hayes modems D
Comrex, Quadram and Zenith monitors D MAI
Board, Hercules, Quadcolor and Tucmar Graphics
Master monitor adapters D Quadram, Tucmar and
Paradise boards D Brother, Diablo, Epson, NEC
and Okidata printers D EPD, Kaola, Microsoft,
Networx Protectors and Microfazer accessories D
Harvard Project Manager, IUS, Microsoft, Think
Tank and XQ business software D Crosstalk,
Hayes and Remote communications D Easy filer,
Infoscope, InfoStar, Knowledgeman, PFS, Power
base and RBase data bases D Dayflo, Open Access
and Vision integrated packages D BPS, ChartStar,
Chartmaster, Graphwriter, PCDraw, Si~master
and Snapshot graphics D Lattice C, Microsoft,
Morgan Professional and Vedit programming D
Multiplan, SuperCalc 3 and VisiCalc spreadsheets
D ATI training packages D Multilink, Norton, Peeks
& Pokes, Prokey, Set FX+, Sideways, Inside Thick,
Watchdog Utilities D Easy Writer II, Microsoft Word,
Multimate, PFS, VisiWord, Volkswriter, Wordperfect
and WordStarword processing D and much more.
We offer complete Exporting Senices
through Ashford International; Tulex: 59-5007.
We accept Volume Purchase Agreements and

Blanket Purchase Orders.
Show this ad to your Purchasing Agent and ask
for a Corporate Products Catalog-well keep you
informed ofwhat's new on the market and what
demos are scheduled for your area.

Our Corporate Accounts find us the best professional
source for software, peripherals, accessories and supplies.
\\e maintain a large inventory- to serve the business
community and corporate accounts always receive special
attention.
Comp HQ's Corporate Account Representatives are
pros who will understand your questions and solve your
problems, quickly and efficiently.
Our commitment to Sales, Service, Support & Speed
is total.

£0MPUTER

HeadQuarters

333 Peters Street, S.W.
Atlanta. Georgia 30313
404-577-3899
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Table I: In systems based on the GMP. the time required to draw a line is a

function of the slope of the line. The figures here present the pixel-drawing rates
for drawing lines and assume a large number of lines with the slopes equally
distributed between 0 and 90 degrees.
System resolution and
refresh rate
S12
S12
1024
1024
2048

Burst pixel writes
per second

Average pixel
writes per second

Screen updates
per second

6.7M
6.7M
9.2M
9.2M
11.9M

S.6M
4.6M
7.BM
6.3M
8.1M

21.3
17.4
7.4
6.0
1.9

x S12 30 Hz
x S12 60 Hz
x 1024 30 Hz
x 1024 60 Hz
x 2048 60 Hz

Table 2: GMP pixel-drawing rates for drawing filled polygons.
System resolution and
refresh rate
S12
S12
1024
1024
2048

Burst pixel writes
per second

Average pixel
writes per second

Screen updates
per second

SOM
SOM
200M
200M
BOOM

42M
34M
168M
136M
S44M

160
129
160
129
129

x S12 30 Hz
x S12 60 Hz
x 1024 30 Hz
x 1024 60 Hz
x 2048 60 Hz

dress bus and places zeros on the up
per 8 bits of the bus. The refresh
counter is incremented after each
refresh cycle.
APPLICATIONS
As the increasing capabilities of per
sonal computers bring them into use
as low-cost computer-aided design
systems. greater demands are being
placed on the graphics proficiency of
these machines. Complex. real-time
images can be generated by a GMP
system at a fraction of the cost nor
mally associated with powerful graph
ics systems. The GMP could be the
basis of a moderate-cost peripheral
for personal computers that would
provide graphics capability currently
unavailable to small systems.
Flight simulators. devices that allow
pilots to practice maneuvers that
would be unsafe in a real aircraft. are
(continued)

BEFORE YOU BUY CABLE ASSEMBLIES
Heavy Guage
Unilerhood
Shield
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22AWG
Twisted
Conductors

CHECK
UNDER THE HOOD!

Circle 113 for Dealer inquiries . Circle I 14 for End-User inquiries.

LAST NIGHT WE EXCHANGED LETTERS WITH
MOM,THEN HAD APARTY FOR
ELEVEN PEOPLE IN NINE DIFFERENT STATES
AND ONLYHADTO WASH ONE GLASS...
That's CompuServe, The
Personal Communications
Network For Every Computer
Owner
And it doesn't matter what kind
of computer you own. You'll use
CompuServe's Electronic Mail system
(we call it Email™) to compose, edit and
send letters to friends or business
associates. The system delivers any
number of messages to other users
anywhere in North America.

CompuServe's multi-channel CB
simulator brings distant friends together
and gets new friendships started. You
can even use a scrambler if you have a
secret you don't want to share. Special
interest groups meet regularly to trade
information on hardware, software and
hobbies from photography to cooking
and you can sell, swap and post personal
notices on the bulletin board.
There's all this and much more
on the CompuServe Information Service.
All you need is a computer, a modem,

and CompuServe. CompuServe connects
with almost any type or brand of
personal computer or terminal and
many communicating word processors.
To buy a Starter Kit, see your nearest
computer dealer. To receive our infor
mative brochure or to order direct, call
or write:

CompuServe

Consumer Information Service
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd .. Columbus. OH 43220

800-848-8199
In Ohio call 614-457-0802.
An H&R Block Company

Cir cle 73 on inquiry card.
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IN-STORE SPECIAL
FREE BOARD INSTALLATION
Buy any of these great boards at a
Heathkit Electronic Center· and it will
be installed free of charge at the store
when you bring in your computer. See
store list at right for locations.

See and buy the finest
boards and other
accessories for your
Heath/Zenith
or IBM PC.
Find them at these
Heathkit Electronic Centers:
•PHOENIX, AZ
•MINNEAPOLIS, MN
2727 W. Indian School Rd.

•TUCSON, AZ

7109 E. Broadway

101 Shady Oak Rd.,
Hopkins

•ST. PAUL, MN

1645 White Bear Ave.

•ANAHEIM, CA

•ST. LOUIS, MO

330 E. Ball Rd.

•CAMPBELL, CA

3794 McKelvey Rd.,
Bridgeton

•EL CERRITO, CA

•GREENSBORO, NC

•LAMESA, CA

•OMAHA, NE

•LOS ANGELES, CA

•ASBURY PARK, NJ

•POMONA, CA

•FAIR LAWN, NJ

•REDWOOD CITY, CA

•BUFFALO, NY

2350 S. Bascom Ave.

6000 Potrero Ave.
8363 Center Dr.
2309 S. Flower St.

1555 N. Orange Grove Ave.
2001 Middlefield Rd.

•SACRAMENTO, CA
1850 Fulton Ave.

•WOODLAND HILLS, CA
22504 Ventura Blvd.

•DENVER, CD

5940 W. 38th Ave.

•AVON, CT

395 W. Main St., (Rt. 44)

•JACKSONVILLE, FL

8262 MinQton Expresswa~

•MIAMI, Fl

4705 W. 16th Ave.,
Hialeah

•FT. LAUDERDALE, FL
7173 W. Broward Blvd.
Plantation

9207 Maple St.

35·07 Broadway, (Rt. 4)

3476 Sheridan Rd.,
Amherst

•JERICHO, LI, NY

15 Jericho Turnpike

•ROCHESTER, NY
7Reservoir Rd.

•CINCINNATI, OH

10133 Springlield Pike
Woodlawn

•CLEVELAND, OH

28100 Chagrin Blvd.

•COLUMBUS, OH
2500Morse Rd.

•TOLEDO, OH

48 S. Byrne Rd.

•FRAZER, PA

•PEARL CITY, HI

•PHILADELPHIA, PA

98·1254
Kaahumanu St.

•PITTSBURGH, PA

3466 W. Devon Ave.

• DOWNERS GROVE, IL
224 Ogden Ave.

•INDIANAPOLIS, IN
2112 E. 62nd St.

•KANSAS CITY, KS/MD
5960 Lamar Ave..
Mission, KS

•NEW ORLEANS, LA
1900 Veterans
Memorial Hwy.

2727 N. W. Expressway
630 Lancaster Pike (Rt. 30)

3482 Wm. Penn Hwy.

•WARWICK, RI

558 Greenwich Ave.

•DALLAS, TX

2715 Ross Ave.

6825-A Green
Oaks Rd.

•NORTH HOUSTON, TX
•HOUSTON, TX

•BALTIMORE, MD

•SALT LAKE CITY, UT

5542 Nicholson Lane

•PEABODY, MA

242 Andover St. (Rt. 114)

•WELLESLEY, MA

165 Worcester Ave. (Rt. 9)

•FARMINGTON
HILLS, Ml

29433 Orchard Lake
Rd. (At 13 Mile Rd.)
•EAST DETROIT, Ml
18149 E. Eight Mile Rd.

•ST. JOSEPH, Ml

LDRW (DATA, Y1 ,X1, Y2,X2)
Draws a line between points (X1, Y1) and (X2, Y2).
PDRW (N,DATA,Y1,X1, . . . YN.XN)
Draws a polygon of N + 1 vertices, filled with DCITA. N must be 0 to 255. The
vertices must be specified in clockwise order. although any vertex can be first. All
convex polygons are legal while concave polygons are legal, only if it is not
possible for a horizontal line to intersect the edge of the polygon more than two
times.
Register Loading Instructions
LOAD (REG#,D'\TA)
Loads an internal register with DATA.
Register Number
0
1
2

3
4

Function
pixel address of top clipping border
pixel address of bottom clipping border
pixel address of left clipping border
pixel address of right clipping border
MODE register; used to program the GMP for
various sizes of frame buffers

S32B
Selects the 32-bit mode. When in this mode all D'\TA words must be 32 bits.
S16B
Selects the 16-bit mode. When in this mode all D'\TA words must be 16 bits.
Program Control Instructions

5050FM1960 W. (#126)

•SAN ANTONIO, TX

•ROCKVILLE, MD

PNTDRW (DATA,Y,X)
This instruction causes the GMP to draw a point into the frame buffer at screen
coordinate (X,\'). DATA is the actual value (color or shading value) written into the
frame buffer.

•FORT WORTH, TX

•LOUISVILLE, KY
1713 E. Joppa Rd.

Graphics Primitive Instructions

6318 Roosevelt Blvd.

1704 W. Loop N.

12401 Shelbyville Rd.

GMP instruction set.

937 Jellerson Rd.

•N. WHITE PLAINS, NY

•ATLANTA, GA

•CHICAGO, IL

T~e

1013 Slate Hwy. 35, Ocean

•OKLAHOMA CITY, DK

5285 Roswell Rd.

Table 3:

4620CW. Market St.

•TAMPA, FL

4019 W. Hillsborough Ave.

XTAR GRAPHICS

7111 Blanco Rd.

58 Eas1 7200 South,
Midvale

•ALEXANDRIA, VA

6201 Richmond Hwy.

•VIRGINIA BEACH, VA

1055 Independence Blvd.

•SEATILE, WA

505 8th Ave. N.

JUMP (ADDRESS)
Causes an unconditional branch to the specified address in the GMP's program
memory.
JSR (Yrel,Xrel,ADDRESS)
A relative draw instruction. Calls a subroutine at ADDRESS and sets the X relative
and Y relative registers. All primitives drawn after execution of this instruction but
prior to execution of an ATS instruction are drawn at coordinates offset by Xrel and
Yrel. Nesting of subroutines is not allowed, so an RTS instruction must be executed
before another JSR or JSRC cari be executed.

•TUKWILA, WA

15439 53rd Ave.S.

• VANCOUVER, WA

516 SE Chaklov Dr.(# 1)

•MiLWAUKEE, WI

5215 W. Fond du Lac
Lakeshore Dr.
'Units of Veritechnology Electronics Corporation.

For more information
write:

Heath Company

JSRC (DATA,Yrel,Xrel,ADDRESS)
Similar to the JSR instruction, except primitives drawn
instruction use the D'\TA specified in this instruction.

a~er

execution of this

RTS
Re turn from subroutine. Clears the Xrel and Yrel registers.
COMP
Causes the GMP to stop executing instructions and wait for a new hardware START
command.

Benton Harbor, Ml 49022
Circle 190 on inquiry card.
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XTAR GRAPHICS
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1st DATA PIPELINE
REGISTER
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Figure I : llJpical system block diagram.

Photo I : This is a frame from a real-time flight-simulation display. A simulator based
on the GMP might be affordable by small airports and flight schools. The screen is
updated at 30 frames per second to provide a realistic. moving view corresponding to
the plane's position in space. The objects in the scene are defined as polygons in a
three-dimensional space.
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currently too expensive to be used for
general aviation training. (See photo
l .) A significant part of the cost of
these systems is in the display elec
tronics that generate realistic real-time
views for the pilot.
Other applications include solid
modeling systems. architectural draft
ing systems. animation workstations
for artists. and graphics systems for
video production houses and cable
TV stations.
It would seem at first glance that ex
tremely high-speed graphics would be
overkill for business graphics users.
However. with this power made avail
able at moderate cost. people will
find new uses for it. One intriguing
possibility is generating animated
storyboards for advertising agencies.
An artist could render TV commer
cials directly on a computer. giving his
client an opportunity to pre'Jiew the
action in a manner similar to the final
product without the time and ex
pense of actually producing the com
mercial.•

THE FASTEST STANDBY SYSTEM
REACTS IN l/60TH OF A SECOND.

THAT'S l/60TH OF A SECOND TOO LATE.

It's also 1/60th of a second slower
than an RTE Uninterruptible Power
System.
Here's the difference: a standby
system waits until it senses a power

failure and then takes over. Unfor
tunately, by the time it does, your
computer's memory could have left
for the day, taking your work with it.
But the RTE Series 30'.Xl Uninterrupti
ble System is always on line. So when
the utility fails, your computer gets
500 watts of continuous power, no
waiting. In fact as farasyourcompu
ter is concerned, it's like nothing
happened .
What's more the RTE Series 3000
gives you constant line condition
ing-full-time protection against all
the AC noise, surges and dips that
can scramble data. Standby systems
don't have line conditioning-they

just stand by and let your computer
fend for itself.
Of course you could add a line
conditioner to the standby unit, and
take your chances with blackouts.
But for less money, you can have an
RTE Uninterruptible Power System ,
and a lot more peace of mind.
For the name of the local compu
ter dealer canying the Micro-UPS call
Toll Free 800-854-2658. In California
[619) 291-4211. RTE DELTEC Corpora
tion.

lfJu&DELTEC
Formerly Gould Inc .. Power Conversion Division

Circle 3 59 on inquiry card.
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Think about it a moment.
If you were to sit down and design your own
integrated PC software system, what would you
aim for?
Wouldn't you want to be able to integrate infor
mation from all modules in one window right on
the screen? And then print it?
Wouldn't you work at it until every module
gave you the functionality of the very best stand
alone programs?
Wouldn't you design each module to have its
own appropriate file structure?

Beyond the brass ring.
Naturally, you'd also want it to run on a stan
dard 256K PC.
It goes without saying that you'd want com
patibility with the leading single-purpose
programs.
And if you were to dream a bit, you'd go for
concurrency because it would be great to do two or
three jobs at the same time.
If you'd do all that in designing your own inte
grated program you'd certainly expect companies
like Lotus and Ashton-Tate to do the same.
It didn't happen.

They left it all out.
We put it all in.
And because we did put it all in, Enable lets
you produce at levels far beyond Symphony or
Framework.
Enable can integrate data from all modules in
one window and then print or transmit it . For
instance, you can create graphs from a spreadsheet
or database. Then insert the graphs, the spreadsheet
and DBMS data between text in a single word pro
cessing document right on the screen.
Functionality? Just as you'd do it, Enable's word
processing, spreadsheet, database management,
graphics and telecommunications are, without ex
ception, equal to the leading stand alone business
programs.
Further, Enable's files are not forced into clumsy
or unsuitable structures. Enable isn't spreadsheet
based or document-based or DBMS based . Each
module is designed for a specific application.
Symphony and Framework? Hardly.

More? There's more.
Your eyes blinked at our mention of 256K.
Yet thats all you need to operate a spreadsheet with
136K of workspace. Or a word processing docu
ment whose size is limited only by available disk
space. Or a DBMS file with up to 130,000,000
bytes of data.
We're sure you put a high priority on com
patibility. So did we.
With Enable, you can use files from dBase n;·
Lotus 1-2-3:· VisiCak;· WordSta( Easywriter r· and
Volkswriter'"-all automatically, without conversion
or rekeying. Then you can produce files in those for
mats for anyone who hasn't yet switched to Enable.
And you can work on your spreadsheet while
you're printing a monthly report and receiving
stock quotes over the wire-all at the same time.

How much good news
can you handle?
Its time to admit theres one area in which
Enable does not rise head and shoulders above Sym
phony and Framework. Price. We're the same.
$695.
And now for the next step. Borrow a loaner
copy from one of our dealers and give it a workout
on your own. Or, if you're a company with at least
25 PC's we'll send you a complimentary copy. No
obligation. Once you're thoroughly satisfied with
Enable you can trade up your Lotus 1-2-3 for $200,
your dBase II for $400.
Or send $12. 9 5 for your copy of a complete
Enable demonstration system.
Just dial 1-800-932-0233 . In New York dial
1-800-338-4646.
Will Enable live up to your expectations? Well,
you designed it didn't you?

Integrated
software shouldn't
be a matter of
choosing which compromises
=
to live with.
~
eft~hfA
.,,.~~

.....

integration without compromise ::::::::::;~~

For the IBM®-PC and selected compatibles.
Trademarks: Enable- The Software Group, IBM-International Business Machines Corp., Volkswriter- Lifetree Software, Inc .,
EasyWriter I- Information Unlimited Software, Inc., WordScar-MicroPro International Corporation,
dBase II, Framework-Ashton-Tate, Symphony, 1-2-3 and Locus-Locus Development Corporation, VisiCalc- Visicorp.
©Copyrig ht 1984, The Software Group Northway Ten Executive Park, llallscon Lake, New York 12019

Circle 3 7 5 on inquiry card.
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computers
wholiiiile

315-676-3004
Box 160 Brawerton, N.Y. 18029
Circle 90 on inquir y card.

,.....,... ...,.._. ANADEX

AMDEK

..,...,..- DP-95018 ... . . . .. .. . .. $1049
11\1\1111 DP-9620B..... .. . ... . ... 1099
[)()QI DP-9625B....•...... ... . 1199
DP-6500.......... ... .. .2399
WP-6000 ........... ....2159

IBM PC BOARDS

Color I. ...... . . . ... . .. . . $275
Colorl+ ...... . .• .• .. . ...319
Color II 1RGB1. . ... . .... . ....399
Color Ill 1RGa1 . . . . . ..... . .. .349
300 G 1.-2· g•eenl . ........... 135
300A1 12·embe•I ... . . . .. ... . 145
310 A (IBM PC) . ........ .. .169

AmdekMAIGraphlcsBoard .. $479
AST Sixpak plus 64k ...... . .299
AST Megaplus 256k . ... . . . .569
CCS 132ColumnBoard . ..... 5S9
Microsoft 256k RAM Board .. .299
Plantronlcs Color + Board . . ..399
Ouadram New Ouadboard. . .. .Call
Ouadram Ouadllnk Soard . .... Call
Teemer 1st MATE Board ......229
Teemer Graphics Master Board .569
PC Peacock Graphics Board ...299
64k Chip Kit (9 Chips) .. ... . . .Call

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

I

TIB50Par. . ........... . ..499
TIB55w/T....... ... ... . . 899

12AU112·g,..n1 ... . . . ...... $79

C.ITOH
Prowrlter B510A Par. . . ... ·. .$345
ProwrlterB510A Ser.... ... ..499
Pro writer II Par.. . . . . .. .. ... 565
Prowrlter II Ser. . ... . .. .. .. .699

EPSON
RX-BO . .... . ... . ........ 299
RX-BOFT . .. . . .. ... . . . ....Call
FX-BO . . .. . . ..... ....... .Call

~x~:~~;

BMC

.. ..... .. .... .. ..

Call

NEC
JB- 12011 12• 9,..nl ...... ... $155
JB-12051 12•embe•I .... . .... .155
JC-1212 11 2· colo•I.. . ... .. .. .339
JC- 1216 112" RGBI .....• . ....439

PANASONIC
12 " Green Monochrome .. .. .. $169
12" Amber Monochrome . . .. . 179
13 " RGB .. ... .......... ..3S9

SAKATA
~10X
~15X

........ . .... . ... .. $295
. . ... . ... . . . . . . .... .435

MANNESMAN TALLEY
,... ,,...,,.... MT- 1601 ...... .... . .... $529
_,...,......, MT-160L . . . . . . .... . .. .. .579
~·~·- MT-1BOL . .. .. . . • . •. . . . . .B59

~ ---.~ DIABLO

,....,... ...... 620R025CPS .. . . . . .. . .. $919

,....,.......,.... 630R040CPS .. . .... . . .. 1769

SG-1000 12" G•een, ......... .$99
SC-1001 3·co10, .. . . . .......269
SC-200 13"RG B. .. . . .. . • .. ..499
SC-300 13· RGB ...... . . . . . ..659

TAX AN
KG 12N 112• g•eenl ........ . .$129
210 113 -Colo•I . . .... .. ......299
400113" RGBcolo•I . .. .. . . .. ...299
410113• RGBcolod .. ... .... .. .379

ZENITH

, ..,......... OKIDATA
ML-S2A . . ..... ........ ..Call
ML-S3A ... ... ...... . ... .Call
ML-92 Par... . . . • .•.. . . . .. .Call
ML-92 Ser. .. . ... .. . ... ... Call
ML-93 Par..... . .... . . • ....Call
Pacemark 2350 ... . . . . . . . ..Call
Pacemark 2410 .......... .. Call

........"'"',. PANASONIC
KX-P1090 ..... . .. .... .. $319

NEC NEWNEC 2050 .. ... .979
3530 . . .$1490
7710 .... 1S99
S023 ... . .399

Z-122 11 2·embe•I .. ... . . .. .. $139
Z-123 112·g•een1 .. . ....... . . 109

RITEMAN lnforunner .... $299
SILVER REED
EXP 500 Par.... ...... ... .$459
EXP 550 Par... . ..... . .. ...529
EXP770Par............. . .939
Advertised prices reflect e cash discount on prepaid
orders only. Most items ere in stock for immediate
delivery in factory sealed cartons with full factory

VP Portable .... . . . .... ....Call
MPC 1600-1 .. . . .. .•. . ....Call
MPC 1600-4 . ...... . ..... .Call

CROMEMCO
.3195
.3755
.5595
. .475
..255

-COMPAQComputers Wholesale
Now Stocks COMPAQ

Call for Prices!

CORVUS

MORROW

Omnlnet6 .. . .... •. . . ... $1695
Mirror Sack -up............. 670
Print Server ............. . .S39

New Portable w/2Ddves & Softwe•e..Call
MD11 w/HD;sc & Soltwe•e . .. . .. .. Call

20MB Hardflle Disk
for IBM-PC ..... .. .. .. . ..2695
70MB Hardflle Disk
for IBM-PC ..... .. . ...... . .Call

- DISKETTES-

QUME
Sprint 11/40 ..... .... .. .$1299
Sprint 11 /55 .... .. ... .... 1499

COLUMBIA

- HARD DISKS

TALLGRASS
TECHNOLOGIES

Maxall
51/4" MD1 ......... . . .. $22.95
51/4" MD2 ........ . .....32.95

3M/Scotch
51/4'' SSDD ...... .. . . .. $21 .95
51/4" DSOD . .. ..........30.95

Educator
Lifetime Warranty
51/4" SSDD ...... .. .. .. $16.95
51/4" DSDD .. . ... .. .. . ..21 .95
Fllp'n' File/holds SODisks ... .. . 17.95

NEC
PC-S201 Portable ...... .. ..Call
PC-SSOO Smell Bus;nessSystem ... 1669
PC-SSOO 16·8it System .. ..... .1999
PC-SSOO Systemw/8-in.Ddves. . ..2299

NORTHSTAR
Advantage ...... ....... . .Call

SANYO
MBC 1200 . ... . . . . ...... 1299
MBC550 . . . . ..... . ... ... .Call
MBC555 ...... . •. . ... . ...Call
CRT-36 . . .... .. .... . . . .. . 159

TELEVIDEO
TS-S03....... . .. . ... .. $19S9
Portable .... .. ....... . . . .Call

ZENITH
151 -22 w/2 Drives ... . . .. $2495
151-22 w/Hard Disk .......3995
161-22 Portable.. . . ........Call

~~""'""""""*"""""~~·

Nawl
Talavideo Personal Terminal
Personal Terminal . ... . . .. .. $399
Personal Terminal . ... . .. . ...529
w/300 bend modem

Personal Terminal. .. ... .. ...S49
w/1 200 bend modem

TELEVIDEO

- SYSTEMS

CS -1.... .. . .... ... .. ..
CS-2.. . . . . . . .... ... . . .
CS-3....... . . . ... . .. . .
64FDC .......... . .. .. .
TUART .... •. ...... ....

ESPRIT SYSTEMS
Esprit .. . .. . .... . . .. . ... $4S9
Esprit II ... . . .... .. . . .. . . .499
Esprit Ill .. .. . . . .... .. ... .649
Exec. 10/ 102 .... • . . .. .. ..799
Exec. 10/102G .. . . . . . .... 1249

910 .. . .. ... .... .. . .... $439
914 .. ..... ... . . . .. . . . .. 579
924 . . . . . . .. . .. ... ... .. .695
925 . . . . . ....... .. .. ....699
950 .. .. . ... ... .. . . . . . ..S65
970/50 ..... . ... . . ...... .949

QUME
102 . ..................$569
10S . ........ .. . ........715

WYSE
50 .. . ... . . .• .. . ... .. .. 549
7 5 coto• .... ... . . . .... . . .. . . . . ... Call

ZENITH
Z-29 ......... ... .. .. ...$659
ZTX-10 .. . .... .. ... .. .. . .319
ZTX-11 .... . . .... . ..... ..3S9

- MODEMS
HAYES
Smartmodem 300 .. . ..•.... 199
Smartmodem 1200 ... . . . ...49S
Smartmodem 1200B . .......Call

NOVATION
D-Cat . . ... . .... . ....... $149
J-Cat ......... . ... . . .... .99
Apple Cat II ... . . . . ..... .. .269
103 Smart Cat...... . .. . .. .179
103/212 Smart Cat .... . .. .. 399
212 Auto Cat . .. . ...... . . .549
Access 1-2·3 ........... ..449

SIGNALMAN
Mkll. . ... $75
MkXll . . ..279
Mk VII .... $95

Volksmodem .. . .59

U.S. ROBOTICS
300Baud Password ........ $149
1200 Baud Password .. .... ..339
PC 1200BaudModem . .. ... .329
S 100 1200BaudModem. ....329
N.Y. residents. add appropriate sales tax. We BC·
cept VISA and Master Card. Personal and company
checks, allow 2 weeks to clear. C.0.0.' s require e
25% deposit. All prices and offers may be with·
drawn without notice.

N·E·W C·H·I·P·S

RISC
CHIPS
BY JOHN MARKOFF

RISC means longer programs

hut faster execution
IF YOU PEER into a microscope at a
certain VLSI (very large scale integra
tion) microprocessor designed and
fabricated recently by faculty and
graduate students at the University of
California at Berkeley, you will see
something quite startling. There. in
scribed in tiny detail next to the ini
tials of the microprocessor designers.
is a Porsche racing car.
The Porsche is intended to sym
bolize a radical philosophical depar
ture from conventional thinking about
microprocessor design. The depar
ture is known as a reduced instruction
set computer (RISC). and it provides
an alternate solution to one of the
fundamental problems facing modern
computer designers: how best to sup
port high-level languages.
Until today the general trend in
computer architecture design has
been to increase the complexity of
hardware in an effort to more closely
match high-level language constructs.
Sophisticated modern computers
such as the DEC (Digital Equipment
Corporation) VAX-I I family of
minicomputers and the Intel iAPX 432
microcomputer exemplify this trend.
These systems are referred to as
CISCs (complex instruction set com

puters) by the RISC advocates. (In one
of their papers. the Berkeley RISC
designers contrasted their Porsche
RISC symbol with a Cadillac symbol
for CISC design.)
CISCs are characterized by rich in
struction sets. a variety of address
modes. and extensive microcode. The
iAPX 4 32 in particular is represen
tative of the CISC approach in that In
tel designed the system to best sup
port one high-level language. Ada.
which has been adopted as a stan
dard by the U.S. Department of
Defense. The 432 has an instruction
set intended to efficiently translate
Ada into machine-language programs.
By way of contrast. RISC designs of
fer exceedingly simple instruction
sets. shortened design and fabrication
cycles. and the freeing of scarce sili
con real estate for other microproces
sor tasks.
Therefore. as the semiconductor in
dustry enters the era of VLSI for
microprocessor design. CISC and
RISC will offer conflicting avenues of
approach: VLSI used to construct in-

John Markoff is a senior technical editor at
BYTE. You can contact him at McGraw-Hill.
1000 Elwell Court. Palo Alto. CA 94303.

creasingly complex microprocessors
where hardware is used extensively to
do functions previously done by soft
ware. versus simplified designs op
timized for speed of operation.
RISC designers argue that even in
VLSI circuits. transistors available on
a limited chip area constitute a scarce
resource when they are used to im
plement an entire processor. They
argue that CISC instruction sets con
stitute an inefficient use of these
resources. In fact. detailed analyses
that the RISC advocates have made
of machine code generated by
modern compilers indicate that com
plex instruction sets are frequently
not fully used by compilers: therefore.
much of the power supplied in silicon
by hardware designers is wasted.
Furthermore. because the cost of
memory continues to fall rapidly, the
relatively compact code afforded by
CISCs is an increasingly insignificant
factor in total system cost. Occasional
ly. complex architectural designs even
lead to "irrational" implementation of
instructions. In a number of cases.
special-purpose instructions are not
faster than a sequence of simple in
structions. David Patterson. an asso
(continued)
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ciate professor in computer science
at the University of California at
Berkeley and one of the principal
designers of the Berkeley RISC proj
ect. has cited a number of examples
(see reference I):
One example was discovered by Peuto
and Shustek for the IBM 370: they
found that a sequence of load instruc
tions is faster than a load multiple in·
struction for fewer than 4 registers.
This case covers 40% of the load multi·
pie instructions in typical programs.
Another comes from the VAX·l 1/780.
The INDEX instruction is used to
calculate the address of an array ele
ment while at the same time checking
to see that the index fits in the array
bounds. This is clearly an important
function to accurately detect errors in
high-level language statements. We
found that for the VAX-11/780. by
replacing this single ""high-level" in·
struction by several instructions (COM·
PARE. JUMP LESS UNSIGNED. ADD.
MULTIPLY) that we could perform the
same function 45% faster! Further·
more. if the compiler took advantage
of the case where the lower bound
was zero. the simple instruction se·
quence was 60% faster. Clearly.
smaller code does not always imply
faster code. nor do ""higher-level" in·
structions imply faster code.

One of the criticisms of RISC is that
new instruction sets require radical
revisions of existing software bases.
RISC advocates respond that a per
formance increase by a factor of two
or possibly three times is worth the
time spent modifying existing
software.

RISC HISTORY
A number of experimental and com·
mercial attempts have been made to
build RISCs. both as microprocessors
and by using discrete logic. In this ar·
ticle I will focus on the experience of
the Berkeley RISC project. which has
built two separate RISC micropro
cessors and is currently planning a
third.
Recent RISC history extends back to
the IBM 801 project. In 1975 the 801
was originally designed as a minicam·
puter. It was thought of as a simple
alternative to the more complex IBM

360 and 370 mainframe architectures.
While no public performance figures
are available on the 801. reports in·
dicate that it could execute about 10
mips (million instructions per second).
This compares quite favorably to the
IBM 370/168 (2.4 mips) and the IBM
3033 (5 mips).
The design of the 801 began after
an analysis of trace tapes (measure
ments of instructions actually ex·
ecuted by a computer) at the IBM
Watson Research Center indicated
that relatively simple instructions such
as LOAD. STORE. ADD. SUB. and
BRANCH are used much more fre·
quently than complex instructions
(see reference 2) .
IBM is still carrying on the 801
research. Several implementations
have been done in VLSI. and several
reports indicate that IBM might offer
a commercial product based on the
technology.
A group of Stanford faculty and
students is also experimenting in RISC
design. The microprocessor is known
as the MIPS machine (microprocessor
without interlocked pipe stages).
While the Berkeley RISC group has
used off-the-shelf compilers. the MIPS
group has focused its attention on
compiler technology. using software
solutions to several traditional hard·
ware problems such as pipeline in· .
terlocks (data dependencies that force
one stage of a pipeline to wait for
results from another stage). See the
text box for further information.
In addition to these research proj·
ects. a number of companies are re
ported to be carrying out their own
RISC research: several have RISC-de·
signed computers already on the mar·
ket. In addition to I BM. the companies
TRW. Fairchild Semiconductor. Hew
lett-Packard. and DEC have research
efforts under way. and Pyramid 1ech·
nology and Ridge Computer already
have introduced RISC minicomputers.
INMOS has announced a single-chip
VLSI computer with on-board mem
ory and a RISC instruction set. Jn the
supercomputer class. Seymour Cray's
designs have consistently adhered to
the RISC philosophy.
(continued)
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The Berkeley and Stanford RISC
groups are now working on several
new designs. Students at Berkeley are
completing final design work on
SOAR (Smalltalk on a RISC). At Stan
ford. work is just beginning on MIPS
X. a microprocessor that is projected
to have I 0-mips performance.
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

The Berkeley RISC project largely
grew out of the design ideas of David
Patterson and Carlos Sequin. Patter
son's thoughts about RISC developed
after he spent a leave of absence at
DEC where he gained experience with
the difficulties facing VLSI computer
designers. He realized that to build a

computer like a VAX in VLSI. he
would have to include a writable con
trol store because of the near impos
sibility of perfecting the microproces
sor's microcode.
Patterson recognized that most of
the current 16-bit microprocessors
had essentially replicated the design
complexity of the PDP-I I. Instead of
following the DEC approach. he
decided to put a point on the other
end of the complexity curve.
From the first architectural studies
in the spring of 1980. Berkeley faculty
and graduate students began work on
the design of a microprocessor known
as RISC I. RISC I. a simple 32-bit
NMOS (negative-channel metal-oxide

THE SOFTWARE SOLUTION

T

he Berkeley RISC design isn't the
only approach to building re
duced instruction set computers. Com
puter scientists at the Center for In
tegrated Systems (CIS) at Stanford
University have designed MIPS to do
in software much of what RISC does
in hardware.
Instead of taking up silicon area with
a large bank of physical registers. MIPS
attempts to keep operands in registers
by using sophisticated compiler tech
nology. This strategy leads to a smaller
chip and a faster register set than in the
Berkeley RISC design. John Hennessy
(a Stanford professor who is one of the
leaders of the MIPS design team) notes
that the Berkeley and Stanford strate
gies are not mutually exclusive. In fact.
a number of similarities exist in the two
chips. Both RISC and MIPS have what
is called a load/store architecture; this
means that only load and store opera
tions can access memory. Data can be
operated on only when it is in a
register.
What sets MIPS apart is the focus on
compiler issues. " We attempt to get
zero idle time in the pipeline:· says
Hennessy. "In practice. we get within
5 percent of that goal:·
The MIPS compiler technology con
sists of several parts. including the rel
atively straightforward issue of code
generation and more complex tech
niques such as instruction scheduling.

branch scheduling. and instruction
packing. A pipeline reorganizer that is
part of the MIPS software system re
orders sequences of MIPS instructions.
packs instructions. and handles the ef
fect of branch delays.
At the heart of the MIPS architecture
is a dense five-stage pipeline com
posed of instruction fetch (IF). instruc
tion decode (ID). operand decode
(OD). operand store/execute (SX). and
operand fetch (OF) components. MIPS
allows packing of up to two instructions
per 32-bit word; the combination of
two operations per word and two
cycles per instruction makes possible
a peak rate of one operation per
machine cycle.
The argument in favor of doing in
struction reorganization in software in
stead of in hardware is that the perfor
mance price is paid for only once. at
compilation time.
And what's the performance bottom
line? Hennessy says that MIPS outper
forms an 8-MHz Motorola 68000 by as
much as a factor of five or six. What's
next? Last May. work began on MIPS
X. a CMOS (complementary metal
oxide semiconductor) microprocessor
projected to have 10-mips perfor
mance. MIPS-X will have an on-chip in
struction cache. some support for
multiprocessing. and possibly some
sort of interprocessor communications
facility.

semiconductor) microprocessor. was
fabricated and tested by the summer
of 1982. Because of a design error. it
did not meet performance expecta
tions. However. a second micropro
cessor. RISC II. exceeded them.
The initial design specification of
the RISC project was based on the
concept of a simple 32-bit architec
ture to both test the RISC hypothesis
and allow the research group to
shorten design time and reduce de
sign errors. Shortened design time is
not insignificant. Patterson estimates
that it can be cut to as little as two
years from the five years currently
typical of a major commercial micro
processor.
The RISC architecture includes four
important design constraints. The first
is execution of one instruction per
cycle; instructions are intended to be
as simple and fast as microinstruc
tions on computers like the VAX. (The
LOAD and STORE instructions are the
only operations that violate this
single-cycle constraint: they take two
cycles. adding an index register and
an immediate offset during the first
cycle and then performing the mem
ory access during the next cycle.
thereby allowing sufficient time for
main-memory access.) Also. all in
structions are the same size; this
generally simplifies implementation.
Third. system memory is accessed
only with LOAD and STORE instruc
tions: this also simplifies the system
design and is well matched for a mi
croprocessor optimized for keeping
operands in internal registers. Finally.
the RISC design was done with the
idea of supporting high-level lan
guages in mind.
The resulting microprocessor is a
register-oriented NMOS design that
has just 31 operation codes (shown in
table I) and supports 32-bit addresses
and 8-. 16-. and 32-bit data. This
design leaves floating-point calcula
tions and instruction and memory
caches to peripheral devices. The fin
ished RISC II is a 41.000-transistor
chip that is 2 5 percent smaller than
RISC I. yet has 60 more registers and
39 operation codes. However. both
(continued)
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No matter how specialized your
customers' business needs, Canon's new
compact desktop computer is uniquely
designed to accommodate them.
Because the TX-50 is a self-contained
computer that can be customized for a
wide range of specific business
applications.
Its all-in-one design includes:
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microprocessor with MS-DOSt operating
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• Seven-inch high-resolution
monochrome CRT display.
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separate ten-key calculator pad and
cursor control keys.
• Three-inch compact floppy disk drive
with 150 K-bytes memory capacity per
side.
• Optional RS-232C serial interface and
Centronics-type parallel interface
available.
• Wire dot impact printer that gives a
© 1984CanonUSA. Inc.
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sharp 5X7 dot matrix and has a maximum
30 characters per line. One original plus
two copies can be made on plain paper in
either black or red.
With such impressive, self-contained
flexibility, the TX-50 is ideal in areas such
as customer operations and counter
service. Especially since the TX-50
provides such a huge range of varied
functions, yet takes up so little space.
Businesses such as gasoline stations,
banks, mail rooms, real estate brokers
and numerous others will find the TX-50
particularly useful for sales, credit, loan or
general customer calculations.
So if you're dealing with business,
whether large or small, and you feel they
need a rather special computer; consider
the new Canon®TX-50desktop computer:
There isn't a desk it won't fit.
For more Information:
Call 1-800-323-1717, Ext. 302.
(In llllnols call 1-800-9.42-8881, Ext. 302.)
Or write Canon U.S.A., Inc.
Systems Division/TX-Serles
P.O. Box CN 11250, ll'enton, N.J. 08650
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designs were fabricated at 2 microns
(4 microns drawn gate length). RISC
II was later resubmitted at smaller
geometries of 1.5 microns. This ver
sion is reported to run at 3 30 nano
seconds per instruction with a
12-MHz clock and 1.8 , watts power
dissipation.
The RISC I microprocessor essen
tially consists of a large general
purpose register bank. a shifter. an
ALU (arithmetic and logic unit). a set
of program counter (PC) registers.
data 1/0 (input/output) latches. the

program status word (PSW) register.
and the control section. The RISC I
register bank has two independent
buses (A and BJ that are read-only
and a bus C that is write-only.
The register bank bus architecture
was redesigned in RISC II. The modi
fication permits dual-port read ac
cesses with single-bus signal sensing:
however. both buses are required for
a write operation. Each cell is about
2. 5 times smaller than the three-bus
RISC I register cell.
By visually examining a RISC

Table I : Operating instructions for RISC I. Tables in this article are based on
information from the Berkele~ RISC project.
Instruction
ADD
ADDC
SUB
SUBC
SUBR
SUBCR
AND
OR
XOR
SLL
SRL
SRA
LDL
LDSU
LOSS
LDBU
LOBS
STL
STB
JMP
JMPR
CALL

Definition
integer add
add with carry
integer subtract
subtract with carry
subtract with carry
subtract with carry
logical AND
logical OR
logical EXCLUSIVE OR
shift left
shift right logical
shift right arithmetic
load long
load short unsigned
load short signed
load byte unsigned
load byte signed
store long
store short
store byte
conditional jump
conditional relative
call and change window

CALLA

call relative and change window Rd,Y

RET

return and change window

Rm,S2

CALLI NT

disable interrupts

Rd

RETINT

enable interrupts

Rm,S2

LDHI

load immediate high

Rd,Y

GTLPC
GETPSW
PUTPSW

to restart delayed jump
load status word
set status word

Rd
Rd
Rm

STS

Operands
Rs,S2,Rd
Rs,S2,Rd
Rs,S2,Rd
Rs,S2,Rd
Rs,S2,Rd
Rs,S2,Rd
Rs,S2,Rd
Rs,S2,Rd
Rs,S2,Rd
Rs,S2,Rd
Rs,S2,Rd
Rs,S2,Rd
(Rx)S2,Rd
(Rx)S2,Rd
(Rx)S2,Rd
(Rx)S2,Rd
(Rx)S2,Rd
Rm,(Rx)S2
Rm,(Rx)S2
Rm,(Rx)S2
COND,S2(Rx)
COND,Y
Rd,S2(Rx)

Comments
Rd+-Rs+S2
Rd+-Rs + S2 +carry
Rd•-Rs-S2
Rd +--Rs - S2 - carry
Rd+--S2- Rs
Rd+- -S2 - Rs - carry
Rd+-Rs & S2
Rd•-Rs I S2
Rd<-- -Rs xor S2
Rd+-Rs shifted by S2
Rd+--Rs shifted by S2
Rd+- -Rs shifted by S2
Rd+-M[Rx+S2]
Rd+-- M[Rx + S2]
Rd+-M[Rx + S2]
Rd•-M[Rx+S2]
Rd+-M[Rx+S2]
M[Rx + S2]•-Rm
M[Rx + S2]+--Rm
M[Rx + S2] +-Rm
pc•-Rx+S2
pc+-pc+Y
Rd+--pc, next
pc+-Rx+S2,
CWP+- -CWP - 1
Rd•-pc, next
pc+-pc+Y,
CWP•-CWP-1
pc•-Rm+S2,
CWP•-CWP+1
Rd•-last pc; next
CWP+--CWP - 1
pc+-- Rm+ S2; next
CWP+-CWP+1
Rd<31:13 > •-Y,Rd
< 12:0>•-0
Rd+-last pc
Rd+--PSW
PSW+-Rm

microprocessor. you can see that.
while the control section generally
covers 50 to 60 percent of the total
chip area in a commercial micropro
cessor like the Motorola 68000 or the
Zilog Z8000. the control section
covers only 6 to I 0 percent of the
RISC I or II chip area. Remarkably, the
RISC II op-code decoder (equivalent
to the microprogram memory in mi
crocodable CPUs) occupies only 0.5
percent of the chip area. has only 7
percent of the transistors. and re
quires Jess than 2 percent of the
design and layout time needed by
CISCs.
The Berkeley RISC uses the area
freed by the absence of a large in
struction set for a bank of 32-bit
registers intended to minimize access
of system memory. These registers are
used in an innovative window-register
scheme described below. The RISC
philosophy also claims that it makes
more sense to use silicon area to im
plement an instruction cache than the
complex control circuitry necessary
for a large microprogram ROM. How
ever. the instruction cache was dealt
with as a separate device to keep the
scale of the first experimental RISC
chips small.

RISC's INSTRUCTION SET
While initially it seems plausible that
complex instruction sets offer better
support for high-level languages. RISC
advocates have conducted experi
ments indicating that simple instruc
tions are the most frequently ex
ecuted. This statistical evidence in
favor of simple instructions. coupled
with the facts that sequences of sim
ple instructions often run as fast or
faster than corresponding complex in
structions and that microcoded con
trol can be slower than hard-wired
control. makes it logical to consider
supporting high-level languages by
translating simple high-level language
operations directly into machine in
structions and translating more com
plicated high-level functions into
machine-language subroutines.
Additional simplicity is gained by
using only two addressing modes. in
(continuedJ
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Canon's advanced non-impact
printing technology heralds yet
another achievement-The F-60: a
flexible, high-quality thermal transfer
printer with Graphic Image capability.
Its letter-quality printing is good
enough to use with a word
processor, yet quiet enough to be
seen and not heard. The F-60
operates at a dramatically bw 45db,
so it's perfect for even the most
noise-conscious office.
Extreme flexibility gives access to
three attractive printing modes.
Printing speeds range from Graphic
Image at a rapid 80cps, through
Draft and Near-Letter-Quality to
Letter-Quality at a smooth 20cps and
an impressive high-resolution 36X24
dot matrix.
But its flexibility doesn't stop there.
Asimple system of interchangeable
typestyle cartridges gives an in
credible choice of eight different fonts.
© 1984 Canon USA, Inc.

The F-60 is also highly versatile.
It handles not only thermal paper
and overhead projection iilm, but
also plain paper in single sheets, rolls
or fan folded. .Its self loading
mechanisrn automatically inserts
and advances the paper It's even
compatible with most leading
personal computers.
Plus it prints in a choice of four
bold colors.
And it does rt: very quietly, and at
a very competitive price.
For upgraded performance,
optional accessories include pin
feed, tractors, roll paper holders and
a serial interface card.
The new F-60 thermal transfer
printer from Canon. You have to
admit it sounds very good. ·
For more Information:
Call 1-800-323-1717, Ext. 300.
(In llllnols call 1-800·942-8881, Ext. 300.)
Or write Canon U.S.A., Inc.,
Printer Division, P.O. Box CN 11250,
ll'enton, N.J. 08650

Canon Printer Division
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dexed and PC-relative. More compli
cated addressing modes can be syn
thesized from these if desired.
Most of the Berkeley RISC ll's 39 in
structions are simple ALU and shift
operations on registers. Instructions.
data. addresses. and both RISC I and
II registers are 3 2 bits wide. A fixed
width simplifies instruction fetching
and sequencing. Additionally, the in
struction format is simple. with fields
in fixed locations to speed instruction
decoding. As a consequence. register
access can take place at the same
time as op-code decoding.
PIPELINE

Both RISC I and 11 have pipelined
architectures. RISC I has a simple two
stage pipeline that overlaps the in
struction fetch and execution phases.
RISC II introduces a third pipeline
stage. In this version the process of
writing to a destination register has
been delayed until that stage. The ad
vantage of the fixed RISC instruction
format is that register operands
always appear in the same place in
the 32-bit word. Therefore. register ac
cess can take place simultaneously

with op-code decoding. effectively
shortening the pipeline (see figure I).
While pipelined architectures on
commercial machines generally use
complex schemes to avoid delays in
curred as a result of jump instructions.
the RISC goal of simplicity has led to
the choice of a "delayed branch"
technique. Berkeley RISC redefines
jumps so they do not take effect until
after the following instructions. This
insures that the RISC can always pre
fetch the next instruction while the
current one is being executed.
It is possible for a compiler to fur
ther optimize the branch by rearrang
ing instructions so the cycle after the
delayed branch can be used more
than 90 percent of the time. This
avoids having to insert a NOP (no
operation) instruction at this point.
REGISTER WINDOWS

Although the Berkeley researchers
didn't focus on compiler technology
to the same degree that the Stanford
MIPS designers have. they developed
a hardware design intended to keep
operands in registers in order to
significantly increase the speed of

SEQUENTIAL

I I I I I I
1F

m

oF

OE

os

I I I I I I
I I I I I I
IF

10

OF

OE

OS

1F

10

OF

OE

OS

PIPELINED

Figure I: Sequential versus pipelined execution. Pipelined execution gives a peak
performance of one instruction per step. Tlie five steps liere refer to tlie steps of

instruction execution: instruction fetcli (IF). instruction decode
operand execution (OE). and operand store (OS).

(ID).

operand fetcli (OF).

microprocessor operations. A block
of CPU registers is the fastest storage
option because it is on the same chip
with the CPU and because address
ing is done with a shorter address
than for cache or memory.
The Berkeley solution is to have a
number of sets of registers (referred
to as windows) to insure that local
variables and parameters are always
immediately available in registers. This
solution avoids the time-consuming
process of saving the state of a bank
of registers to slower system memory
on every procedure call and then
restoring the original parameters on
every return.
Thus. when a procedure call takes
place in both the RISC I and II archi
tectures. the processor is automat
ically switched to a new set of reg
isters. To further optimize this archi
tecture's performance. an overlapping
window arrangement is employed
(see figure 2). Because different win
dows overlap. operands are
automatically passed. so it is not
necessary for procedures to pass
values between registers.
The Berkeley register-window
design has already achieved at least
limited commercial acceptance.
Pyramid Technology's 90x processor
uses register-window design architec
ture.
The window-based register design is
vital to a RISC because procedure
calls are time-consuming. and RISC
designs create more procedure calls
than CISCs do. This is because com
plex instructions are implemented as
subroutines in RISC designs. rather
than as single op codes as in C\SCs.
One potential problem faced by the
register-window scheme is nesting of
procedures If the nesting depth is
large enough. the RISC architecture
handles the overflow condition by
creating an additional stack in system
memory.
According to the Berkeley design
ers. the effectiveness of this idea
depends on the relative frequency of
register overflows and underflows.
1\vo students did a study on the proj
ect indicating that with eight register
(continued)
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Take a look at the beautiful clarity of
the.Canon®PJ-1080.A:s color ink-jet
printing. Then discover that Canon's
color printer actually costs wel I
under a thousand dollars. You'll be
hard-pressed to decide which is
more amazing.
What makes the quality so
incredible? Features like:
•The advanced drop-on-demand
printing system. Canon's patented
ink-jet technology gives a sharp
640 dot-per-line scan mode, for
dazzling high-resolution color and
exceptionally clean, crisp
printouts.
•Whisper-quiet operation of less
than 50dB and an impressive
speed of 37 c.p.s.
• A choice of seven bold colors for
bright, imaginative graphics.
•A special dual-ink cartridge
system that gives cleaner

resolution on blacks and saves
you money, because when black
is used up only the black cartridge
need be replaced.
•The ability to print high-fidelity
characters and images on
transparencies for overhead
projection.
•Compatibility with most
computers you can buy.
And how much does all this cost?
Far less than a thousand dollars.
So what's more incredible about
the PJ-1080A color ink-jet printer?
There's only one way you'll really be
able to find out.
And that's to buy one and decide
for yourself.
For more information:
Call 1-800-323-1717, Ext. 300.
(In Illinois call 1-800-942-8881, Ext. 300.)
Or Write Canon U.S.A., Inc.,
Printer Division, P.O. Box CN 11250,
Trenton, N:J. 08638.

© 1984 Canon U.S.A.. Inc.

Canon Printer Division
Circle 50 on inquiry card.

RISC CHIPS

windows. overflow occurs in less than
I percent of the calls (see reference
3). This study. done early in the RISC
project involved the dynamic mea
surement of the number of arguments
and local scalar variables for a given
procedure and similar measurement
of locality property of procedure
nesting-depth. The students mea
sured a C compiler. Pascal interpreter.
UNIX troff typesetter. and six smaller
nonnumeric programs written in C.
In practice. not all the physical
registers are visible to the machine
language programmer at any given
time. Instead. one window designated
"the current window" is available.
Within each window are two types of
registers. Some registers belong only
to a single window and are referred

to as "locals:· Other registers belong
to two windows simultaneously and
are called "overlap registers:· These
registers are divided into high and low
sets. The high registers contain
parameters passed from "above" the
current procedure. while the low
registers contain parameters that will
be passed to procedures "below" the
current procedure. Finally. RISC I and
II have a set of registers called
"global" that are always visible
regardless of which window is current.
A register window in the RISC II
design contains 6 overlapping regis
ters. I 0 local registers. and I 0 global
registers.
In the sample RISC register window
in figure 3. registers 26 to 31 contain
parameters that have been passed

from the calling procedure. The local
registers are 16 through 2 5. These are
used for local scalar storage. Low
registers I 0 through I 5 are used for
parameters passed to the called pro
cedure. By changing only the pointer
to the current window. it is possible
to immediately pass parameters be
tween procedures Registers 0
through 9 are always visible regard
less of which register window is
current.
Overflow and underflow conditions
are handled by associated circuitry
and with a trap to a software routine
that adjusts the procedure stack in
memory.
The performance advantage of this
design is impressive. Overlapped
(continued)
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Figure 2: Three overlapped register windows in RISC I.
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Figure 3: RISC register windows.

High speed and high quality in one . whatever character fonts your host
functional, compact unit. That's
computer can create. As well as a
what Canon's Impact Matrix
choice of four different character
Printers offer you.
styles (al I printable on the same
They print hard copy at a rapid
line) that you can enlarge or
160 characters per second. While in condense.
·The Impact.Matrix Series
the double pass mode you get an
impressive, high-density 23 X18
Printers give you a convenient
dot matrix that gives near letter
choice of special paper widths-the
PW-1080A for BO-character
quality printing suitable for word
processing.
column printout and the PW-1156A
Canon's unique technology has
for 156-character column.
also dramatically reduced
Exceptional quality and high
bothersome clatter down to a
speed.
muted noise level of less than 60dB.
The Canon® Impact Matrix
Even at high speed.
Series Printers give you the best of
And that, unlike many 0th.er
both yvorlds.
impact matrix printers, makes them
.For more information:
a pleasure to work with.
Call 1-800-323-1717, Ext. 300.
(In Illinois call 1·800-942-8881, Ext. 300.)
Plus there's limitless flexibility
Or Write Canon U.S.A., Inc.,
with the optional down-loading
Printer Division, P.O. Box CN 11250,
function that lets you print ·
li'enton, N.J. 08638.
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$1675 $1395
•TTX.1014, 13cp!,/'ara&Ser.Pln&Fric,.\'.J. $ 499 $ 365
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~.~eta T!Xm ~MAC
•JUKI. 6100 18:11' Pn. 3pid1

Col

$ 59!l $ 459

PRINTER INTERFACES and BUFFERS:

IBM·PC Parallel Prinler Cable
$ 60 $ 35
Apple 111/F & Cable for Epson or Gemini $ 95 $ 59
OUADRAM. Al exp>ndalie ,.~ i> 512111 i:IJaP<ll i> 64IQ
i.lierol.. ..., witopy, PP, 8K. #MP8w/PS $ 179 $ 139
lf<rolmr. •lf.crpy, Pl', 6411. #MP6hl!'S $ 299 $ 229
Micro!.,..., witopy, PP, 128K, w/PS
$ 375 $ 345
Microfazer,SllajHln, 8K. PP, Epsonw/PS $ 169 $ 129
Miaofazer, SllafHIO, 64K, PP, Epson w/PS $ 299 $ 229

CASH....aurRYCOMPUTER STORES; INC.

Over·the·tounter sales on~. Open Monday through Saturday, tO:OO to &«IJ
SAN FRANCISCO-NEW STORE! OPENING 10/84. 520

Wlilllin&JO!I StAllll. for lnfonNllall. call (415) 561-90Sn

PORTl.AND. OREGON-At Park 21T. Tigard at intersection of
217 and 991'1. Call 620-5595.
SEAffiE. WASH.-3540 !28th Ave. SE. Bellevue, WA 9800i
In Lrehmann's Plaza near Factoria SQU&<~ SE of Hwy 405 & 90
and at SE 36lh & Richards. Call 641-4736.
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~--------------SERIES
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RISC CHIPS

register windows give the Berkeley
RISC design a typical call time of 2
microseconds versus the 20 microsec
onds typical of a call on the
VAX-I i/780 (see reference 4). Addi
tionally. register windows reduce the
total accesses to system memory by
a factor of two.
It is interesting that one of the
criticisms of the Berkeley RISC project
has been that RISC performance ac
tually comes from the register
oriented basis of the RISC design
rather than the RISC architecture
itself. The Berkeley group has
responded by agreeing that a signifi
cant portion of the speed is due to
the overlapped register window.
However. the group notes that critics
have ignored a key point in the
design-that a drop in the control
logic area due to the reduced set of
instructions (from 50 percent to 6 per
cent) created space for the expand
ed number of registers in the first
place.
DESIGN TOOLS

In many ways. the tools created to
design the Berkeley RISC micropro
cessors are as significant as the new
design philosophy inherent in RISC.
These tools have enabled a small
group of faculty and graduate
students. using the Mead-Conway
VLSI NMOS design rules and with ac
cess to corporate silicon foundries
over the ARPAnet. to construct work
ing microprocessors that rival com
mercial designs in performance. Many
of these tools are now available in the
public domain. making VLSI design
projects more readily accessible than
most people realize. The Berkeley
RISC project's decision to choose a

simple and regular design has also led
to shortened design cycles and chips
that function in first silicon.
The principal design tool available
to the RISC project was a color
graphical layout editor called Caesar.
created by Berkeley professor John
Ousterhout. Caesar runs on DEC VAX
computers under the Berkeley 4.1 ver
sion of UNIX and is widely in use in
university and corporate research
centers. Caesar is not an intelligent
system. It does not understand design
rules. electrical properties. or connec
tivity. It functions primarily as a
geometry editor that lets the designer
create pictures of VLSI circuits and
then integrate them into more com
plex circuits.
A variety of tools (designed by a
group that Ousterhout led) were used
to check the layout after it was
created including Dre. a program that
checks for layout errors; SPICE. a low
level circuit-simulation language; and
Crystal. a high-level timing verifier that
analyzes the performance of VLSI
circuits.
Future design work at Berkeley will
be done with an advanced layout
editor called Magic that Ousterhout's
group is now designing. This tool will
permit intelligent operations such as
automatic routing of connections be
tween different devices and "plow
ing." or altering a portion of a design
while maintaining layout rules and
connectivity.

RISC PERFORMANCE
The bottom line on RISC architecture
is actual performance. and this is dif
ficult to ascertain because the
Berkeley RISCs have not yet been in
tegrated into complete microcom-

Table 2: Execution time of four microprocessors on four programs.
Machine
MHz

Speed
wail states

8086
432
68000

5
8
8

0
4
2

Average
RISC I

1.5

0

Language
search

Pascal
Ada

c
c

7.3
4.4
4.7
5.5
2.5

nme .(milliseconds)
siew
puzzle

764
978
740
827
698

44000

45700
37100
42300
23500

acker

11100
47800
7800
22200
16000

puter systems. However. preliminary
studies and projected benchmarks in
dicate that RISC designs yield perfor
mance benefits as well as cost/perfor
mance benefits.
While the operating speed of RISC
I was originally expected to be 7.5
MHz. its actual speed was much
slower: only I. 5 MHz. The Berkeley
RISC designers attributed this to their
inexperience as VLSI designers; they
concentrated principally on logical
correctness rather than circuit speed.
Subsequent tests indicated that the
design errors would have limited the
performance of RISC I to 4 MHz and
that problems with the implementa
tion of only a few instructions were
limiting actual performance.
A RISC I test board was assembled.
including memory. 1/0. and memory
management. Comparative perfor
mance tests measuring the first ver
sion of RISC against commercial
systems (see table 2) indicate that it
can run a series of programs a little
faster than a series of micropro
cessors can.
RISC II results have been much
more promising. Because of added
experience and the use of more so
phisticated design tools. RISC II ran
much closer to original predictions.
The predicted cycle time execution of
a register-to-register instruction had
been 480 nanoseconds (8-MHz clock).
Actual RISC II performance was 500
nanoseconds per instruction. The
RISC II submitted with smaller
geometries runs at 330 nanoseconds
per instruction (12-MHz clock).
According to Patterson. "Bench
mark simulations show that even at
500 nanoseconds. RISC II runs integer
C programs faster than an 8-MHz
iAPX 286. IO-MHz NS 16032. 12-MHz
68000. or 18-MHz HP 900o:· (See
reference 5.)
C-compiler benchmarks on both the
RISC II (simulated) and the VAX
1i/780 have determined that the RISC
II compiles faster (see table 3).
To date. the results of all the RISC
experiments have been positive. Dur
ing the next few years. RISC architec
ture should have an opportunity to
(continued)
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If you've got a computer, you've got a
problem. Because every computer comes
equipped with something you didn't bargain
for-static.
Static is the major cause of computer
malfunctions, downtime and lost produc
tivity. And sooner or later a static problem
could result in costly repair charges.

ettes are non streaking and will not harm
sensitive electronic components.
Try Staticide and Staticide Wipes. After
all, you may not have been charged for that
something extra that came with your com
puter ... but it may very well charge you .
~.., •>!J'~., I' '.f,. •

"(•.~._..',~~J :.~~ ,r
tr,•, ••

But you can eliminate your problem and
improve your productivity with Staticide®.
So effective, just one application to floors,
furniture, walls and equipment keeps the
entire workstation area static-free for up to
six months.
Staticide is the number one topical anti
static formula on the market. And still the
most effective! Don't accept substitutes.
And when it comes to eliminating static
and cleaning CRT screens, new Staticide®
Wipes '"' is the answer. These handy towelCircle 5 on inquir y card.

~

!tat1c1de
by ACL Incorporated
1960 E. Devon Avenue
Department 101
Elk Grove Village , IL 60007
(312) 981 -9212 Ext. 101
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Table 3: UNIX C compile-time benchmarks.
Compiled Program

VAX·11/780 C Compiler

name

size
(lines)

on VAX
(secs)

ld.c
sortc
puzzlec

1587
873
118

27.9
17.4
5.2

21 .0
13.2
3.6

Tdal

2578

50.5

37.8

prove itself
marketplace.

in the commercial

SOAR
Another criticism leveled at RISC
architecture is that it is appropriate
only for certain high-level languages.
RISC I and 11 and Stanford MIPS have
shown that RISC does provide
superior performance in C and Pascal.
In order to test the applicability of
RISC to other language environments.
the Berkeley RISC project has begun
work on microprocessors tailored for
those environments.
SOAR is a 35.000·transistor 32-bit
NMOS microprocessor designed to
execute the Smalltalk-80 language at
performance levels comparable to a
Xerox Dorado. a powerful. single-user
ECL (emitter coupled logic) minicam·
puter that sells for more than
$100.000.

on RISC
8MHz
12MHz

RISC C Compiler

VAX
RISC

on RISC
8MHz
12MHz

VAX
RISC
8
12

8

12

on VAX
(secs)

13.9
8.7
2.4

1.3
1.3
1.4

2.0
2.0
2.2

35.2
20.0
7.3

22.4
13.2
4.8

14.8
8.7
3.2

1.6
1.5
1.5

2.4
2.3
2.3

25.0

1.3

2.0

62.5

40.4

26.7

1.5

2.3

The SOAR design was scheduled for
fabrication in September of 1984 and
projected performance micro-bench·
marks range from 41 percent to 580
percent of the Dorado's performance.

a 44.500-transistor integrated circuit.
has one minor design error. worked on
the first good silicon. and runs pro·
grams faster than commercial
microprocessors. •

CONCLUSION
RISC design principles fit well with the
"small is beautiful" philosophy of the
personal computer industry. In fact.
RISC design at Berkeley and Stanford
proves that successful VLSI micropro·
cessor design work can be done on
a shoestring. without the resources of
the semiconductor industry.
According to the Berkeley RISC
designers (see reference 6 ):
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The bottom line of the RISC I effort
is that students as part of the graduate
curriculum designed and evaluated an
architecture. learned Mead/Conway
design. built new CAD tools. and
tested their design. The end product.

ULTRA-RES™ GRAPHICS
Available from stock
Advanced feature displa y controllers for IBM·PC / XT and compatible systems. Features
include NEC7220, programmable resolution to !024X!024. slave controllers. transparent
mode allows monochrome adapter and ULTRA-RES on same monitor. OMA compatible. lighr
pen. externally powerable. Monitor protection circuits. Video outputs are ITL direct drive or

analog. Software drivers.

ULTRA-RES Tradema rk CSD Inc.

WHEN RESOLUTION COUNTS

C.S .D. Incorporated
P.O. Box 253 SUDBURY. MA 01776

(6171 443-2750

IBM· PC Trademark IBM

Prices from $995
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a fami ly of graphic controllers for IBM- PC / XT and S-100 sy stems
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Thomas R. Foley

President

"Make Way for Hayes' Please:·

bility and customer supp<?rt.
your spreadsheet program. Please
Now these same standards have . will even look up a name and comsystem for the IBMaPC and compatibles.
been applied to a new data
pany for you. your Hayes SmartL-------------~r---' management system that is gomodem-* will dial the phone number.
Want to get your paperwork out of
ing to instantly change the way you
andyou're ready to talk!
a dumsy file cabinet and onto your
do business!
T.ikin~ this same sales database.
PC's screen, where you can manage
Say you're looking for an efficient
you migllt also want to define special
it better? Frustrated with data base
way to maihtain
.....-----___.-"-------""--~ fields for a custom
software that's either too limited or
sales data. Please
"Make it snappy, Please!" Outout Plan.
leads you every step
Need a report fast? You and
With a defined
too difficult to use? Hayes offers you
Please can put together a Quick
field for "COMa simple word ofkindness.
of the way in aeatPlease"!' A powerful yet easy-to-use. ing a sales database
List in a matter of seconds.
MISSIONS DUE:'
system for organizing and managing
that might in dude
Please can automat
names, addresses. dates and fi8lJZ'es.
ically compute each salesman's com·
your information. Please is flexiole
enough to store any data you enter.
These categories are called "fields" in missions. and print them out in a
re~rt of your own desi . All this
and it'll return data to you in exactly
database lingo. and they're the very
the fonn you need. Please does
heart of your database structure.
and more. just for saying "Please'.'
more.
Want last month's total in a par. And if you ever change your mind
It does "The menu, Please?" ticular region? Press a few ke~ and
and want to change the structure of
Jt's]eursl
A
few
more
keystrokes
,
~our
database, please feel free. Stepit all
Menus list all your options
1~
faster. r, and tell you exactly which
an youll 1U10W who's moving prod-step instructions showy ou how.
keys to press fer every
uct. and what's your biggest seller.
You have this same flexibility with
And it's
Please feature.
Please will supply you with labels
any database you and Please design.
sure to
please! .___ _ _ _ _ __ ___. for a mailing to selected customers. It You can store up to 16 million records1
That's to be ~ed. As the
can send customer information to
and 200 custom Output Plans for each
te1ecomputing leader: Hayes built its
your word processor for a promotional ,database! Mare thati you're likely .
reputation on quality design, relialetter. And it can receive data from
ever to require. But isn't it nice
An advanced, easy-to-use data management

"Put it here. Please:·

Everything aboutPlea.se is designed
"My free 'lem
to save you time and effort. So what
plate. Please?"
storage
could make data management even
Which tem~late
power
easier? Plea.se Application 1emplates.
would you like?
.....,__ _ _ _ _ __ __ ___, is there? that's what!
Mail in your
Just in case you ever need it?
To help you get up-and-running
Please Product
Now you might think that a data .
immediately. we've developed a
, Registration Card.
series of practical, pre-designed
managemeo~~testem that does all
ana Hayes will
templates. You'll appreciate their
this must be · ·cult to use. Right?
send it to you.
Rest assured. Please works hara so
well-thought-out structure. and "fill.
absolutely free!
you don't have to. An easy-to-follow
in-the-blank" ease. Choose several
sample disk shows you everything
for business and personal use.
you need to know to
Including Mailing
create your first data- "Merge these, Please'.' list. !v!embetship.
base. Three Please
Combine data from one
Appomtmentii.
menus show you
database into another. withHousehold
which keys to press
out changing your original.
Records. Contacts.
to access every fea
Applican5.
Employee Files. Inventory. Payroll.
ture. And whenever you need it.
Plea.se provides on-screen HELP
Ledge.r; Invoices , Cash Flow and
messages. tailored to a specific task.
StoCks, And look for several new
templates. before you can say
So you needn't waste time readmg
through a list of unrelated instructions ''More, please:·
on your screen. Or stop what you're
See your dealer right away for a
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
doin_g to consult a manual. In no time demonstration of Plea.se (and its
5923 Peachtree.Industrial Blvd.
templates). You'll wonder how you
.. at all. and with no assistance at all.
Norcross, Geor!Ja 30092 404/441-1617
''' you'll be a Please database prol
ever managed information witlioutit!
I

Design a special screen
format to position data
in a particular place.

knowing

all that

tBM is 3. registered trademark of lntematicnal Businw Machines Corp. ~19'4 Hiyes Microcomputer ProdudS. lnc.
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N·E·W C·H·I·P·S

GALLIUM
ARSENIDE
CHIPS
BY PHILLIP ROBINSON

A

VIRTUALLY ALL microelectronics
chips are based on silicon. Ever since
silicon trounced germanium in the
transistor market. silicon has been the
only practical material for devices
ranging from SSI (small-scale integra
tion) to VLSI (very-large-scale integra
tion).
However. silicon has a new rival
gallium arsenide (GaAs). GaAs has the
physical properties to be a material
that's faster and requires less power
than silicon. While it has been the
preferred material for a few devices.
such as microwave transistors and
LEDs (light-emitting diodes). it wasn't
until the 1980s that GaAs became a
practical foundation for ICs (inte
grated circuits). A recent series of
events moved GaAs technology into
the commercial sphere.
First. the United States military
decided that signal processing and
complex design computation re
quired a leap in processing speed that
silicon !Cs would be hard-pressed to
provide. When the engineers looked
at GaAs and realized that it not only
provided higher speed than silicon
but also vastly improved radiation
-

Circle 158 on inquiry card.

high.-speed IC material
gets ready to go
resistance. higher operating temper
atures. and lower power dissipation.
they knew they had to have it.
The second factor that turned the
spotlight on GaAs was the telecom
munications market's desire for
higher-frequency devices. If GaAs was
used for simple discrete devices. why
couldn't complete circuits be fabri
cated upon it? The DBS (direct broad
cast satellite) dreams of entrepreneurs
played a role here. Using silicon
amplifiers. a home owner would need
a huge antenna (larger than a house
roof. by some estimates) to receive
television signals directly from a
satellite. GaAs IC amplifiers. on the
other hand. hold out the promise of
an antenna only a meter or so wide.
Also. the telecommunications firms
knew fiber optics would be invading
more of their fiefdom. GaAs has been
the major LED material for many
years and has been the substance of
choice for integrated semiconductor
lasers. The idea of an integrated

Phillip Robinson is a senior technical editor
at BYTE He can be contacted at I 000
Elwell Court. Palo Alto. CA 94303.

repeater-laser. amplifier. and digital
processing circuitry all on the same
chip-occurred to quite a few de
signers. Such a construction would be
vital to a fiber-optics network: every
link between fibers could use such a
repeater.
The final impetus for GaAs came
from the world of commercial super
computers. GaAs offered chips that
would be five to seven times faster
than the best silicon devices while
consuming equal or less power.
Supercomputer manufacturers were
all keeping an eye on the improve
ments in GaAs technology. And just
when some of those firms made plans
to include GaAs in a future system.
the other shoe dropped.
That shoe was the Josephson junc
tion. A superconducting device. the
Josephson junction switches in pico
seconds (ps) and uses a minute
amount of power. Unfortunately.
Josephson junctions operate only at
supercold temperatures (only a few
degrees above absolute zero). That
made them very difficult to manufac
ture. IBM was the largest Josephson
(continued)
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investigator. and Big Blue had open
ly predicted that supercomputers
would be built with these devices.
Then. in late 1983. IBM announced it
was canceling its Josephson project.
Interest in GaAs exploded.
PHYSICS AND PROCESSING

OF GAAS
Silicon has dominated IC manufacture
because it yields good performance
devices and is easily refined and pro
cessed. An important example of that
processing simplicity is the use of
silicon dioxide for insulation. Many
places on a chip require an insulating
layer between or within devices. Sili
con dioxide. an excellent insulator.
grows on hot silicon without requir
ing intricate chemical processing.
GaAs doesn't provide any simple in
sulating process and must rely on
complicated depositions for insula
tion.

But GaAs lab work in the past
decade has made GaAs processing
practical. if not as simple as silicon
processing. In fact. the same equip
ment that IC manufacturers use for
silicon needs only slight modification
to be used for GaAs. And now that
GaAs is practical. designers don't have
to live with silicon's disadvantages.
The first major disadvantage of
silicon. in comparison to GaAs. is its
speed. Silicon microprocessors ac
complish their simplest tasks in micro
seconds. That corresponds to an
operating frequency of as much as 10
or 20 megahertz (MHz). If faster.
though less space-efficient. technolo
gies are used to manufacture the tran
sistors on the chip-such as bipolar
bit-slice chips-silicon can go as fast
as I 00 MHz with the simplest actions
taking nanoseconds (ns).
This isn't fast enough for all applica
tions. Solutions that require huge

numbers of calculations (the most
famous example is weather forecast
ing) cannot be accomplished with cur
rent computers because those com
puters just aren't fast enough. Also.
some real-time computing problems.
such as controlling complicated
machines. require answers in such a
hurry that silicon chips are hard
pressed to do the job. But because of
its "energy-band" structure. GaAs is
nearly ideal for ICs: electrons in it are
very "light" and can move very quick
ly This is true of many of the com
pounds known as lll-V materials (so
called because of the position in the
periodic table of the compounds'
components). GaAs is the best known
of the 111-V semiconductors. Others.
such as indium phosphide and indium
antimonide. also hold great promise
as foundations for microelectronic
devices.
(continued)

We know you've been looking .
through our Windows ...but ao you?
If you've seen the recent CXI ads, then we know you've
been peeking through our windows. Or, you may become
aware of the power of our Window Machine'" through
products from 3-COM, Simon and Schuster, Revlon
Corporation, Structured Systems, or one of many others.
Now, we can give you the same kind of powerful
_ ..
__
---,_·
.,·--·~.: tool they've been using for just $59.95.

WINDOWS WITH ANOTION VIEW
l-800·227-3800 EXT 986

When you build a house you don't need to make
the windows yourself ... Now, the same is true when
you're writing code.

'•SIThe
Window
W
Machine"·
1

Availah\c for the IBM PC, XT. AT. IBM compatihles, and the Wang, T.I.. HP 150
and Tondy 20110.'

OUR VIEW:

You choose the language .. . we've got the interface.•
Amber Systems, Inc.
1171 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road
San Jose, CA 95129

• These are coder's win ows . . . esigned to be built
. ' into the programs you are writing. They can overlap,
·t"' move anywhere on the screen, grow, shrink, vanish,
...,
~~~~~
or blink. They can be bordered in anything from a
simp le line to flashing asterisks ... or even no border at all. • The Window Machine'" $59.95
I Shipping and handling included**
And you can have up to 225 of them at a time! Color or
*LANGUAGE INTERFACE:
monochrome ... of course!
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WHAT DOES VSI STAND FOR?

.

Available Now

-~-<,"

$59.95..

I D Lattice C 0 Realia Cobol
D Microsoft f'ortran
D PLI
II D Turbo Pascal lfuJJ.featured true

For dealer
inquiries ... call
our 800 number.

0 Microsoft Basic Compiler
D Microsoft Pascal

I

I
I1

windowin~J
Virtual Screen Interface.
Computer
Virtual Screen Interface? Behind each
I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
window, there's a much bigger picture.
~;:,-....·
VSI defines virtual screens rather than just
I Addre5'
I
windows. The window itself shows whatever
""""
I
City
State - - . Zip Code
I
portion of its virtual screen you wish to
...........
D check D Money Order D VISA D MasterCard D American Express I
I
exhibit at any given point in your program.
For VISA and MasterCard I Card #
Exp. Date
I
Each screen can be up to to 128 x 255 (columns x
Amber Systems, Inc. ll 71 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road San Jose, CA 95192
rows, or rows x columns). And there are more than
orders call toll free:
I ••California residents: tax included. Orders outside the
100 screen primitives at your command.
1-800-227-3800 ext. 986 I US; please add $5 for sh ipping and handling.
.J1
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Learn Lotus, Multiplan
orVisiCalc from
L:l6~
someone who
knows a thing
or two about
spreadsheets.

.-:---~----------1

An effective interaction of video,
diskette and reference
manual from one of the world's
major accounting firms.

Now you can learn to
use a difficult but powerful
business tool quickly
and easily-thanks to a
series of new training aids
from one of the world's
major accounting firms.
Arthur Young & Company's
Education Services Group announces
their definitive training courses for
V isiCalc~Multiplan® and Lotus 1-2-3'!'
After extensive development, the
Arthur Young Courses are self
contained products you can use
individually or with small groups
with no trained instructor necessary.
You proceed at the time and speed
you choose.
Based on the latest training tech
niques, the packages include a set of
video cassettes, a reference guide
and student diskette, each designed
with clarity in mind.
By using video training, the Arthur
Young method becomes a streamlined
course that's far easier and more
effective than a mere book or disk
ette alone.
Comprehensive and thorough, the
Arthur Young Courses provide the
very basics for beginners, including
hardware. If you have some spread
sheet experience, this is an excellent
way to learn the advanced features
of your software, especially 1-2-3.
Arthur Young's approach means
that when you're finished, you're
functional, a difficult achievement
with quick-survey or overview
courses.
Order the Arthur Young Self-

Teaching Course for your spread
sheet program now. Multiple-use
licenses and special group training
seminars are also available. Check
the appropriate box in the coupon
below.
With Arthur Young training behind
you, you'll be helped to realize the
power and productivity of your
spreadsheet software. Return the

coupon today, or to save time, call:

1-800-543-3450.

In Mass. call: (617) 64 7-9365.
In Canada call: (416) 864-1225
collect.

A MEMBER OF ARTHUR YOUNG INTERNATIONAL

Fill out this coupon today and take command of your sp readsheet.

r---------------~
I 0 Yes, I want Arthur Young's Interactive Video and
D VISA 0 MasterCard D Am. Express D Diners Club

I
I
I
~

i
I
I
I
I

Computer Based Training Program for my spreadsheet.
I understand that if I am not completely satisfied, [ may
return my order within 15 days of receipt for a full
refund. Please send the following:
QTY.

ITEM

_
Lotus 1·2·3 Self-Teaching Course@$399
_
Multiplan Self·Teaching Course@$349
_
VisiCalc Self· Teaching Course@ $299
_ Additional Reference Guides
and Diskettes @$75 per set
NOTE: Any 5 orders of complete courses or 5
of the guides/diskettes earn a 10% discount.
SUBTOTAL
Conn. residents add 7.5% sales tax.
TAX
Mass. residentsadd5% salestax.
TOTAL

PRICE
$_ _
$_ _
$_ _

Card#_ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _

Expiration Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

N3me _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ti tle _ __ _ _ __

Dept. _ _ _ __

Comp•nY- - - - - - - - - - - - $_ _
Addr • • - - - - - - - - - - - - 

City/State/Zip_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
$_ _
$_ _
$_ _

Computer Model _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
Operating System
Disk Type _ _ __
VCRtype: DVHS DBETAI DBETAII
D 'I•" U·matic(add $150)
D Purchase Order enclosed.
DCheckenclosed: $._ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Tcleph<>nc~-~~---------

D Please send me, without any obligation, more
detailed information about the:
D Lotus 1-2-3 Self-Teaching Course
D Multiplan Self-Teaching Course
D VisiCalc Self-Teaching Course
D Multiple- Use License for companies
D Education Licenseforcolleges and business schools
D Arthur Young Training Seminars
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In essence. the effective mass of the
GaAs electron is only 7 percent of
what it is in silicon. That means GaAs
can be up to five times faster than the
fastest silicon chip. GaAs electron
mobility ranges from 1.4 x 10 7 to 5
x 107 centimeters per second (cm/s)
while silicon electron mobility is ap
proximately 6 x J06 cm/s. In the end.
silicon devices struggle to run at 2 00
MHz. while GaAs just gets going at 2
gigahertz (GHz).
Another major advantage of GaAs
is that. when properly manufactured.
it is a better insulator than silicon.
which helps isolate devices on the
chip from each other and reduces
parasitic capacitance. (Parasitic
capacitance limits how close trans
istors can be to one another; a large
amount of parasitic capacitance slows
the chip down.)
Gallium arsenide is also very radia
tion-hard. and so it is good for mili
tary and space applications. It can
withstand 107 to 108 rads; silicon takes
only I 0 3 to I 04 rads. GaAs also has a
wide working-temperature range
(from -200 to +200 degrees Celsius)
because of its wider energy band gap.
Special processing techniques can be
used to make GaAs chips that run as
hot as 300 or 400 degrees Celsius.
Standard microprocessors. such as
the 8088 used in the IBM Personal
Computer. are built out of silicon
NMOS (negative-channel metal-oxide
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semiconductor) transistors. The fast depletion region (depleted of elec
est silicon chips use ECL (emitter trons) and are normally on. Positive
coupled logic). a bipolar technology bias voltage on the gate reduces the
that consumes a lot of energy and is size of the depletion region; negative
more expensive than NMOS. The heat gate voltages extend it. The negative
generated by ECL chips becomes a voltage may increase to the point
major problem in computer design, . where the channel is pinched off. E
requiring extensive cooling appara MESFE1S are doped to cut off the de
tuses and packaging innovations. pletion region with no bias voltage;
Silicon CMOS (complementary metal thus. they are normally off. That
oxide semiconductor) became popu means they use less power than 0
lar during the 1980s and offers much MESFE'TS. Positive bias voltage on the
lower power dissipation than ECL. gate increases the size of the channel.
CMOS has been traditionally known D-MESFE1S require two power sup
as a "slow" technology. but when the plies while E-MESFE'ls require only
devices are made very small and run one.
If they consume less power than D
at higher power. they can run faster.
Still. CMOS uses about 5 times more MESFE1S and need only a single
voltage and 2 5 times more dynamic power supply, why aren't E-MESFE'TS
power than GaAs. Figure I compares used? For one thing. they draw ex
the delay and power dissipation of cessive gate current if gate voltage is
several types of semiconductors.
above 0.7 volt. so the pinch-off volt
Just as in silicon. there are quite a age must be controlled very exactly.
few ways to make a transistor on a Also. surface depletion regions that
GaAs wafer. The three most common appear between the gate. source. and
GaAs devices are D-MESFE'ls (deple drain lower the efficiency of the tran
tion-metal semiconductor field-effect sistor. The gate area can be recessed.
transistors). E-MESFE'TS (enhance but that complicates manufacturing.
ment-MESFE1S). and HEM'ls (high
HEM'ls perform better than E
electron-mobility transistors). GaAs MESFE1S. particularly at low temper
won't grow a regular planar-oxide. so atures. HEM1S are superlattice hetero
standard MOSFE1S (metal-oxide-semi junctions-multiple. extremely thin
conductor FE'TS) cannot be built on it. layers of GaAs and GaAIAs (gallium
Currently. the most mature tech aluminum arsenide. a solid solution of
nology is the D-MESFET. E-MESFE'ls the three elements). The foundation
and H EM'ls are not yet ready for com of the devke ~ an undoped GaAs
mercial markets. D-MESFE'TS have a channel with a GaAIAs doped layer
between cha11nel and gate. Electron
mobility in the channel · is higher
because there are no dopant ions to
scatter current carriers. HEM'ls turn
on very quickly because they reach
full transconductance with a gate-logic
voltage only slightly above the thresh
Sili con
old voltage. HEMTS. however. are
ECL
more difficult to fabricate than
MESFE1S. and the required pro
cesses-such as MBE (molecular
Go As
HEMT
beam epitaxy)-don't adapt easily to
mass production.

101
101

10 2

10 3

POWER DISSIPATION (MICROWATTS/GATE)

Figure I: A comparison of the delay and power dissipation

of several semiconductor types.

THE SUPERCOMPUTER CHASE

It is no secret that supercomputer
makers are depending on GaAs for
some of their future speed improve
ments. Cray Research. the premier
[continued)
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Now, brilliant, high resolution color
comes standard with the newTele
Video"' Color Personal Computer. At a
price that's about the same as the IBM'"
monochrome system.
In fact, to match TeleVideos color on
an IBM PC, you'd have to add a
color monitor; plus a color and graph
ics adaptor board.And unlike IBM,
the TeleColor PC has memory thats
dedicated to the color screen . So you
get a faster; flickerless image thats
easier on your eyes.
Whats more, the TeleColor PC also
comes with the popular PC™-DOS
compatible operating system and three

essential business software programs
word processing, spread sheet and data
base management.

And, of course, the TeleColor PC runs
the same popular software as the
IBM PC.

It also has standard features that make
it easier to use than an IBM PC. Like
a tiltable monitor and a keyboard
that's exceptionally comfortable to use.

Contact the TeleVideo dealer nearest
you for a demonstration of the color PC
with a black and white price. Call 800
538-8725 (in California, 408-745-7760).

Standard Features
•Word processing, spread sheet
and data base software
•Color and graphics display
•12 inch tilt color screen
• 256 Kbyte RAM
•Two 360 Kbyte slim-line floppy
disk drives

• RS-232C serial port
•Parallel printer port
•Composite video port
•Internal expansion bus slot
•GW BASIC" programming language
•Self-running demonstration diskette
•PC-DOS comoatible

The best hardware for the best software.

Northwest (408) 745-7760 Southwest (714) 476-0244 Southcentral (214) 258-6776 Midwest (312) 397-5400
Southeast (404) 447-1231 Mid-Atlantic (703) 556-7764 Northeast (617) 890-3282 East (516) 496-4777 Rocky Mountain (408) 745-7760
IRM is a rcgistcrt."<l trJdemark of Inte rnat ional Business Machines. CW UASIC is a registered trade mark of Micro So ft Corparatiun. PC·DOS is a trademark of International Business Machines.
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GaAs in its own supercomputers. and.
because Fujitsu owns a portion of
Amdahl. the chips may turn up in Am
dahl systems. too.
Fujitsu has developed two HEMT
GaAs chips HEMT structures must be
cooled to 77 degrees Kelvin for best
results. not as cold as Josephson junc
tions. At such temperatures. and with

supercomputer maker. plans to use
GaAs for the central processing unit
in a future computer. Fujitsu is also
planning to use GaAs. Fujitsu. NEC.
Hitachi. and Mitsubishi are making
GaAs chips for the Japanese Ministry
of International 'Trade and Industry
supercomputer project.
Fujitsu has announced it will use

Graphics Takes A
Quantum Leap Forward!

THE /NOV/ON PERSONAL
GRAPHICS SYSTEM FEATURES:
• The most advanced color mapping
capabilities available .
• 250,000 simultaneously displayable
colors.
• A palette of 2.1 million colors .
• Frame Grabber/ Digitizer to capture
TV, VCR or Video Camera pictures.
• Quality three dimensional texture
capabilities .
•Built in Icon/Menu software .
•Completely Mouse/Trackball driven
• Fonts , Brushes , Microscope. Pat 
terns, and Rotations .

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A complete stand alone system.
A 19 " enhanced c olor monitor.
780K Graphics Memory.
512 x 480 pixel display with 24 bits
per pi xel.
RS232C port allows access to all
system functions and memory .
NTSC composite video and NTSC
RGB siqnal.
1 year warranty on graphics genera
tor and 90 day warranty on
enhanced monitor.
Special introductory 30 day satis
faction guarantee.

• ONLY $3,495 complete•.

a small (0.4 volt) logic swing. HEMT
gate arrays should switch in 30 ps and
use only about I 50 microwatts. HEMT
chips with I-micron gates and running
at room temperature are about 2 5
percent faster than MESFET chips.
Fujitsu foresees an HEMT computer
running with a 2-ns clock. Today's
supercomputers have clocks that run
at approximately 10 ns. Still. HEMT
chips are in the labs only and are hard
to fabricate. The thin layers. made by
MBE. are difficult to control and slow
to build.
In February of 1983. Fujitsu an
nounced an experimental HEMT I K.
bit SRAM (static random-access read/
write memory). and then in February
of 1984 it announced an experimental
4K-bit SRAM. The former is one of the
fastest HEMT chips announced. with
0.9-ns access time at - 196 degrees
Celsius. The latter has been tested at
3-ns access time-twice the speed of
comparable silicon chips. 'fYpical I K.
bit silicon ECL SRAM access times are
15. 20. or 24 ns. The newest commer
cially available 4K-bit ECL SRAMs
have about the same access times.
The 4K-bit GaAs SRAM also uses
only 700 milliwatts. That is only one
third the power needed by a com
parable silicon chip. In some cases
the peripheral circuitry on these chips
uses 8 5 percent of the power even
though it takes up only I 5 percent of
the total device count.
The Fujitsu chips have all been de
scribed in conferences and journals.
They are not available for purchase.
The only GaAs chips Fujitsu sells are
its GaAs FETs.
Cray indicates it will be using some
GaAs in a supercomputer: however. it
has published very little on this sub
ject. As is true of many of the super
computer designs. GaAs chips won't
make up all or even a majority of the
system. Instead. these expensive
jewels will be used where they can
give an economically justifiable boost
to performance-namely. in the cen
tral processor as ALU (arithmetic and
logic unit) chips. cache and microcode
memories. clock components. and the
like.
(continued)
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GALLIUM ARSENIDE

Cray is building a GaAs research
and development facility and is invest
ing nearly $100 million in the next
three years to build the Cray-3 super
computer (which industry observers
expect will use eight GaAs pro
cessors). Cray is even making its own
GaAs chips to lessen its dependence
on Japanese suppliers.
MILITARY APPLICATIONS

Military applications demand many of
the physical advantages of GaAs. The
speed is vital for everything from
complex weather forecasting to real
time signal processing. The radiation
resistance is crucial for satellites and
for hardening electronic equipment
against the threat of an electro
magnetic pulse from a nuclear blast
The ability of GaAs to run at much
higher temperatures than silicon is
useful for many of the extreme en
vironments military equipment must
perform in.
For those reasons. the United States
Department of Defense (DOD) has

long been interested in GaAs and has
contracted with firms such as Rock
well to develop GaAs chips. DARPA.
the Department of Advanced Re
search Projects Agency. is also pursu
ing GaAs work for applications such
as long-term space missions.
The military wants to use GaAs in
satellites. "Just about all surveillance
satellites gather tremendous amounts
of data:· explains Richard Reynolds.
the deputy director of the D"efense
Science Office. "but the sensors are
so good that there's no way to relay
all the data to Earth. We'd like to have
on-board selection of what's relevant:'
A very fast. radiation-resistant. low
power (able to work from solar cells)
satellite computer would be just what
the DOD doctor ordered. Raytheon is
the prime contractor for the proto
type of such a computer. expected in
1987. Rockwell and Honeywell are
making production lines for GaAs
digital circuits and will deliver logic
and memory chips. McDonnell and
'Jexas Instruments are working on new

SAFETY CONCERNS

T

he tag "arsenide" in GaAs worries
quite a few people who know that
arsenic is dangerous. It is important to
remember that once GaAs chips are
packaged. they are no more dangerous
than any other chips.
However. processing GaAs wafers
forming the circuits on them-involves
toxic gases. solvents. high tempera
tures and voltages. radio-frequency
fields. acids. and just about every
dangerous condition found in the field
of materials science. But those same
conditions are found in the processing
of silicon wafers. While the semicon
ductor industry may be comparative
ly "clean" when seen from the outside.
it can be anything but clean for those
who work on the processing line. Com
panies need to carefully isolate workers
from fumes. splashes. and particulates.
At this stage. GaAs and silicon work
pose the same fundamental dangers.
(In fact. silicon processing sometimes
involves arsine gases.)
In the first step of making a GaAs

chip-growing. cutting. and polishing
the GaAs wafer-solid arsenic. called
the charge. is used. This stage of chip
preparation is the most dangerous.
The people at Harris Microwave
Semiconductor. one of the companies
that grows its own crystals. take efforts
to keep things as safe as possible. Their
position. as they explained it to me. is
that the need for safety applies main
ly to the growing and processing of the
crystals. Once the gallium and arsenic
are locked into a crystal. processed.
and sealed in a hermetic package, they
are completely nontoxic. But in the
growing process. keeping in mind that
arsenic is a carcinogen. the people
making the charges must be protected.
Proper clothing and a clean process
ing environment help insulate workers
from the materials. In addition. the
arsenic is stored in jars in inert gas.
"Iests of both the area and the workers·
blood help monitor toxic elements. Ac
cording to Harris. no dangerous levels
have been detected.

circuit designs. Both Rockwell and
Honeywell are working on 64K-bit
RAMs that will have access times of
10 to 15 ns.
According to Allen Firstenberg. of
Rockwell's Microelectronics Research
and Development Center. Rockwell
has been active in GaAs for quite a
few years. The low-power. radiation
hard GaAs RAM LSI and VLSI chips
that Rockwell is developing are ex
emplified by a I K-bit SRAM that uses
only 100 milliwatts to achieve a 6-ns
access time. Operating the same chip
at higher power can yield access
times approaching I ns.
Rockwell is also working on optronic
GaAs chips: it has used ion implanta
tion to make the FE'IS and multilayer
epitaxy to make the GaAs-GaAIAs
structure for integrating semiconduc
tor lasers onto a chip. Rockwell ap
parently believes it can get 500 to
I 000 gates on a chip within the next
two or three years.
At the 1984 International Solid
State Circuits Conference. Rockwell
representatives described a 4.5-GHz
frequency-divider chip that used
GaAs/GaAIAs heterojunction bipolar
transistors (HB15) in an ECL circuit
configuration. This is a very high
speed configuration that has higher
current drive capability. higher trans
conductance. and lower sensitivity to
process parameters than simple GaAs
FE15.
Rockwell grows its own 3-inch-dia
meter. low dislocation density GaAs
crystals using the LEC (liquid encap
sulated Czochralski) technique. Each
crystal provides between 7 5 and I 50
wafers. and each wafer can yield 880
2 56-bit SRAMs.

Do

IT YOURSELF

According to Al Patz. general mana
ger of 'Tektronix Gallium Arsenide In
tegrated 'Iechnologies. "Our involve
ment in gallium arsenide began in
197 8. from our people trying to guess
what the future needs of our cus
tomers would be:· Looking for high
speed parts to improve their own in
strumentation performance. the
Tektronix designers decided to use
(continued)
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GaAs. By 1985. GaAs chips will be
part of many of the company's instru
ments. Tektronix. however. has de
cided to use its knowledge to aJso
build circuits for others because. Patz
said. "We recognized we had a tech
nology with applications beyond our
product line:·
Tektronix's current chips are only

medium-scale integration (around JOO
to 500 gates) . Patz sees GaAs as
"about seven years behind silicon in
terms of the level of integration. which
means that GaAs LSI devices are still
a year or more away from produc
tion:· Tektronix is working on an LSI
process that will use combined en
hancement and depletion-mode cir-

Turn your own
Commodore 64 into a
graphic workstation:
$149

FLEXIDRA\\1• is the exciting
a net a1torc1able Light Pen/Software System r or people wno
need drawings, schematics. plans. layouts or graphics in
their work.
A REAL WORKING TOOL THAT'S FUN TO USE. Be
more productive right away. Draw and fine-tune design ideas
right on your CRT ... with your Light Pen. Then generate
drawings or hard copies in black and white or color quickly
and effortlessly.
And because you're unconcerned with computer commands
you can focus on what you're working on. Fact is. work becomes
a lot more fun .
FEATURE -RICH GRAPHICS AT YOUR LIGHT PEN
TIP. Select from a wealth of drawing modes listed on the screen.
Move fluidly from freehand drawing to lines. boxes, arcs,
circles, ellipses. zooms, cross hairs, grids. Plus. flips. rotations
and split screens ... virtually all the functions you'll ever need.
FLEXIDRAW gives you the freedom to manipulate and
handle images as you work. Create your own templates and
patterns to go with the standard Flexidraw templates and 512
pattern fills. There's seven different type styles for text. And
16 hi-res colors may be added. There's also a Sprite Editor
and Animator. An exclusive Transgraph feature even lets you
send graphics to distant locations via modem.
EXCLUSIVELY ENDORSED BY THE U.S. COMMO
DORE USERS GROUP. Test draw FLEXIDRAW yourself at
your nearest Commodore Software dealer now.
P.O. Box H:,1:,2 :\I B
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cuits to keep dissipation to 2 50 micro
watts per gate. Those chips will run at
twice the rate of ECL while using only
one-tenth to one-fifteenth the power.
Tektronix is making depletion-mode
MESFEls with I-micron gates. gate
delays of 65 ps. and power dissipation
of 15 milliwatts per gate. The com
pany's line and processes aren't
limited to digital chips: lektronix also
makes GaAs analog chips with tran
sistors that run at 12 GHz.

INKWELL SYSTEMS
"A Pen Joi · Yow· 11wuyhts"

Circle 209 on inquiry card.

Harris Microwave Semiconductor was
the first to bring GaAs digital !Cs to
the commercial market. In February of
this year. Harris introduced its first
two GaAs chips: a shift register and
a binary counter. Harris says both of
these chips can operate five times
faster than the fastest silicon equiva
lent and are completely ECL compat
ible.
Bruce Hoffman. Harris's manager of
product marketing. admits that GaAs
is "not cheap:· In fact. the shift register
and the binary counter now cost $393
apiece in quantities of JOO. ECL chips.
which are gallium arsenide's main
competition. cost far less. For in
stance. an off-the-shelf ECL binary
counter costs approximately $6 in the
same quantities (100 pieces) as the
Harris GaAs HMD-11016-1 binary
counter. But it muddles along at a
mere 150 MHz. or an even slower 12 5
MHz when the temperature reaches
+ 85 degrees Celsius. Harris's GaAs
binary counter cruises at 2.0 GHz. So.
although the Harris binary counter
costs more than 60 times as much as
an ECL binary counter. it runs more
than 13 times faster. While the price
is sure to come down for GaAs. the
chip is even now worth the price if
speed is critical and beyond the capa
bility of ECL.
Similarly. a standard ECL universal
shift register costs about $7 and runs
at 2 50 MHz; the Harris GaAs HMD
11141-1 equivalent costs $393 and
runs at 1.4 GHz.
Harris says that testing these new
high-speed !Cs is not as easy as test
ing simple silicon TTL JCs. It disputes.
!continued)

Powerful CPIM® Software.
For Apple, Osborne, Kaypro, Rainbow, NEC, Epson, Heath, Xerox and others.

s39

Now only

95

each!

NEVADA

NEVADA

COBOL™
When we introduced Nevada COBOL in 1979, it was loaded with
innovations. Today's, Edition 2.1 is even better!
D Extremely Compact. You can compile and execute up to 2500
statements in 32K RAM, 4000 statements in 48K, etc.
D It's based upon the ANSl-74 standards with level 2 features such
as compound conditionals and full CALL CANCEL.
D You get a diskette, 165-page manual with lots of examples and 16
complete COBOL source code programs.

Also available: COBOL Application Packages, Book 1

PASCAL:
This newest addition to the 8-bit Nevada product line has many
advanced features:
D 14-digit precision, BCD Math, no round-off errors with decimal
arithmetic for business and floating point + 63 - 64 for scientific.
D A very nice TRACE style debugging.
D Arrays up to 8 dimensions and 64K strings.
D External procedures and functions with dynamic auto-loading.
D One-step comp ile , no assembly or link required .
D No limits on size of procedure, nesting levels, recursion .
D Requires 60K RAM and one disk drive with at least 90K storage.
D You get a 184-page manual and diskette rev. 4.1.

$9.95

NEVADA

NEVADA

FORTRAN™ BASIC'·
D
D
D
D
D
D

D FORTRAN IV based upon ANSl-66 standards with some 1977
level features.
D IF .. THEN .. ELSE constructs.
D A very nice TRACE style debugging .
D 150 English language error messages.
D You get a diskette, including an 8080 assembler and Nevada
FORTRAN rev 3.2, 214-page manual and five sample programs.
Requires 48K RAM.

This interpreter has a built-in full-screen editor.
Single- and Multi-line functions .
BCD Math-no round-off errors.
Full Matrix operations.
Requires 48K RAM .
You get 220-page manual and diskette rev. 2.5.

EDIT'M

NEVADA

PILOT™

NEVADA

c.

DA full-screen video display text editor rev. 3.1 designed specifi
cally to create COBOL, PASCAL and FORTRAN programs.
D See the review in May 1983 Microcomputing.

D See review in January 1983 MICROCOMPUTING.
D You get a diskette rev. 6.1, 131-page manual andten useful
sample programs.

r---------------------------------------------------------------------,

1

:

Please send me: Software Packages
D COBOL D FORTRAN D EDIT D PASCAL D BASIC D PILOl
Send my order for
packages@$39.95 each Total _ __
COBOL Apphcatrons Package @$9.95 each Total _ _ _
California deliveries add 6% or 6.5% sales tax
Outside North America, add $6.00 per package for
shipping. (Postage paid within North America.)
Checks must be in U.S. Dollars and drawn on a U.S. Bank.
D Check enclosed
D COD if COD add $4.00
TOTAL _ _
D MasterCard
D VISA

This 1s a llm1ted time offer. so order yours today•

ELLIS COMPUTING, INC.

1

3917 Noriega Street
San Francisco; CA. 94122
Phone (415) 753-0186
1 The CP/M Operating System, an 8080, 8085 or Z-80 microprocessor, and 32K
RAM are required, unless stated otherwise above.
Diskette format:
1 D 8" SSSD (Standard CP/M IBM 3740)
t 51/•" Diskette for:
1 D Apple CP/M
D North Star Double Density
D North Star Single Density
1 D DEC VT 180
D
DEC
Rainbow
D Osborne Single Density
1
D Epson QX·10
D Sanyo 1000, 1050
1
D Heath Hard Sector (Z-89)
D Superbrain DD DOS
' D Heath Soft Sector (Z-90. Z-100)
3.X (512 byte sec)
I D IBM-PC (Requires Z-80, CP/M-80 card)
D Televideo
D Kaypro Double Density (NCR)
D TRS-80 Model I Base
D Micropolis Mod II
o mapper
1 D NEC PC 8001
D Xerox 820 Single Density
1 Satisfaction is guaranteed-or your money back. If for any reason
you're not completely satisfied, just return the package-in good
condition with the sealed diskette unopened-within 30 days and
we'll refund your money.
1
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however. that the testing problem is
unique. Testing can be done. Harris
says. with other digital circuits that are
that fast. In fact. testing GaAs digital
!Cs may mean building GaAs !Cs into
the test instruments.
Other GaAs products planned at
Harris are SS! logic elements such as
D flip-flops. divide-by-two prescalers.
five-input NANO/AND gates. five-input
NOR/OR gates. exclusive NOR/OR
gates. differential amplifiers. and
variable-modulus dividers. Harris says
all of these parts will run at 3 to 4 GHz
and will be available by the end of this
year. In addition. the firm is working
on cell arrays and on GaAs FE'IS.
Gigabit Logic. a Rockwell spin-off
started in 1982. makes only GaAs !Cs.
The firm offers a series of 12 chips
and an evaluation board to simplify
the task of designing with the chips.
According to Tony Livingston. mar
keting vice-president of Gigabit.

"There is a learning curve on parts
complexity that builds with time and
the maturity of the technology. We
could physically make at least l 6K-bit
SRAMs. but we don't have the yield
experience to do it economically:· Liv
ingston adds. "We'll be pushing up the
level of integration very rapidly. but
we are purposefully starting out with
things that are easy".
"Everything we're making is ]
micron design rule." according to
Richard Eden. Gigabit's vice-president
of research and development. Gigabit
sees GaAs as "a tool to a system
designer for high performance" just as
CMOS is used for low power and
bipolar for speed. Having GaAs digital
chips on the commercial market lets
people "use it where it makes the
most sense." Furthermore. Gigabit
says that all of its parts are ECL com
patible and can also be easily inter
faced to TTL and CMOS.

Gigabit's 12 products fa\\ into three
categories: diode arrays and FET ar
rays. high-speed counter/prescalers.
and logic devices.
The dual-gate and single-gate FETs
and diodes are useful in analog work
and in testing the characteristics of
the fundamental components of GaAs
technology. The four high-speed
counter/prescalers are useful in clocks
and high-frequency systems running
up to 3 GHz.
The four logic devices include a
quad three-input NOR chip. a dual
high-speed comparator. a dual-pre
cision D flip-flop. and a dual fan-out
buffer. The NOR gate has a mere
7 5-ps/gate delay in the die form. That
is I 0 times faster than ECL at the
same power. It would run even faster
and use less power if it didn't have to
drive a 50-ohm line. Most of the
power is used in the buffering. The
(continued)
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While some disks lose their way in the torrid zone of drive heat,
Maxell guarantees safe passage.
A lifetime warranty. And manufac
turing standards that make it almost
unnecessary.
Consider this: Every time you take
your disk for a little spin, you expose
it to drive heat that can sidetrack data.
Worse, take it to the point of no return.
Maxell's Gold Standard jacket construc
tion defies heat of 140°F And keeps
your information on track.
And Maxell runs clean. A unique
process impregnates lubricants through
out the oxide layer. Extending media
and head life. How good is Gold?
Ma .x~ll

Circle 2 59 on inquiry card.

Maxell's the disk that many drive manu
facturers trust to put new equipment
through its paces. It's that bug-free.
So you can drive a bargain. But in
accelerated tests, Maxell was an
industry leader in error-free perform
ance and durability. Proving that if
you can't stand the heat you don't
stand a chance.

maxelt
Corpo n 11ion
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00 OxforJ Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074 201-440-8020
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dual high-speed comparator and the
dual-precision D flip-flop run at
3 GHz.
Livingston explains that Gigabit ex
pects GaAs digital chips to be strate
gically used to gain system perfor
mance. For instance. in clock distribu
tion. GaAs might be used as a com
parator and a fan-out buffer to elimi
nate the skew time that forces other
system parts to wait for the clock
signal to become steady. In such a
position. Livingston sees GaAs mak
ing a 20 to 2 5 percent improvement
in system performance. GaAs memory
products will be used for microcode.
fast registers. and cache.
Livingston says. "In the next few
years we will see complete GaAs com
puters. Within a year to 18 months the
Japanese will have something. By
1988 we will see complete GaAs sys
tems:·
Gigabit's chips have up to 80 gates
now. But according to Livingston.
you'll see "16- and 32-bit micropro
cessors running a couple of hundred
megahertz by l 990 or sooner. Im
agine a 68000 microprocessor at 200
MHz on your desk and you get an
idea ·of the promise this holds'.'
When asked about the economics
of digital GaAs. Livingston points out
that Gigabit is using fewer masking
steps than are required in most CMOS
processes. Initial material for the
GaAs chips is more expensive (wafers
cost approximately $17 5. 20 times the
cost of a similar silicon wafer). but
Gigabit apparently believes that after
all costs (testing. packaging. and so
on) are considered. the price of those
chips can be very competitive when
their performance is taken into ac
count. Eden says that wafer costs add
only l 5 to 30 cents to the price of
each chip. He further asserts that on
the basis of cost. GaAs will compete
head to head with silicon. "And in the
long run:· Eden says. "we hope to
match high-performance silicon on an
absolute-cost basis:·
Gigabit's chips cost from $59 for the
NOR gate to $399 for the 4-GHz
seven-stage ripple counter. Those
prices are for I 00-piece lots. If you
want to buy single chips. you'll shell
224
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out from two to three times that
much: however. if you think you can
work with the naked dice. you can cut
those prices by as much as a third.
These prices are between 10 and 100
times those of ECL chips. but the

FOR MORE
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GaAs chip performance is also signif
icantly higher.
According to Livingston. "Gallium
arsenide is fundamentally attacking
emitter-coupled logic. which cannot
make the jump into the gigabit speed
range. Only gallium arsenide can do
that."

How

BIG THE MARKET?

Yves Blanchard of Strategic Inc.. a
market-research firm. thinks GaAs will
cost three to five times what ECL
costs but will fit in special applications
where high speed. low power. or
radiation resistance is important.
Strategic indicated it also believes that
GaAs will remain at 3 percent of the
semiconductor market that is. even
though it will grow enormously over
the next decade. the entire semicon
ductor market will grow just as fast.
Strategic Inc. estimates that the
1983 market for GaAs was $48
million. It further subdivides the GaAs
chips into types and estimates that.
of the chips sold in l 98 3. 7 5 percent
were analog and 14 percent were
digital. with optoelectronic represent
ing the rest. By 1992. it sees a market
where 47 percent of the GaAs chips
will be digital. 2 8 percent analog. and
2 5 percent optoelectronic.
According to Strategic. chips used
in supercomputers and voice-recog
nition systems will represent $6
million of business in 198 5. $56
million in 1987. and $865 million in
l 992.
Unfortunately. all of these estimates.
including the general estimate that
many people working in GaAs will
quote-that the market will be $5.6
billion in 1992-are from a study that
has become dated. No one is really
sure where the market will be.
Companies should be able to sell to
DOD and communications firms and
thus have a source of cash while mov
ing down the learning curve. "We are
still at the top of the learning curve."
according to Blanchard. He sees the
industry moving from a level of 200
devices per chip in l 980 to l 6.000 in
1984 and 600.000 in 1990.
A study by Mackintosh International
(continued)

NOW YOU CAN HAVE
COMPATIBILITY
WITHOUT BUYING
YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER

IN BITS

AND PIECES.
THAT'S THE WIZARDRY OF OLIVETTI.
If you've always wanted a personal computer that runs all the most
popular business software, like Lotus 1-2-3®1, dBase II® 2 , WordStar®3
and more, but want it in a single, easy-to-buy package, you need the
wizard1v of Olivetti.
·
You'll find it in the Olivetti Personal Computer. It's a
complete system with some remarkable features.
Like a high resolution screen for clarity and superb
graphics. Plus expandability to grow with your needs. It
has optional storage capacity. You can choose either single
or dual floppy disk drives. Even get a 10 megabyte disk
drive for really large storage needs.
All with a choice of transportable or desktop models.
To please the hardcore computer buff, it has the flex
ibility to accept compatible expansion boards, plus the
necessary printer and modem ports. And for computer
beginners, you can get the PC Tutor program and a "Get
ting Started" booklet. So you don't have to be a wizard
to use it.
In fact, the Olivetti Personal Computer is so complete,
you can even get it bundled with five of the most popular
business software programs.
And the Olivetti Personal Computer offers all this for
a lower price than a comparable system from IBM®4.
How do we do it? Wizardry. Sheer electronic
wizardry. See it all at the Olivetti dealer nearest you.
He's a wizard.

Call 1-800-447-4700 for the dealer nearest you.
In Alaska and Hawaii call l-800-441-0890.

oliveIii
Electronic wizardry
at your fingertips.

DDCllTEL ~ !Jl"elli
Olivetti Typewriters and Personal Computers are marketed in the USA by DoCLitel/Olivetti Corporation, Dallas, Texas.
'Lotus De1 ,elopment 'Asbton·Tate lMicroPro 'IBM C01poration
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GALLIUM ARSENIDE

Don't expect to see
GaAs chips in your
micro for quite a while.
(a technology consulting company in
London). directed by 1bny Pyne. in
dicated that 2 percent was a more
realistic figure for the portion of the
IC market that GaAs would capture.
That means a market one-third
smaller than Strategic expects (at least
on the basis of the first Strategic
report). There are several reasons the
GaAs market may not take off. For
one thing. it is a high-capital start-up
business terribly short of experienced
people. One major reason Mackin
tosh sees a smaller market for GaAs
is that it is hard to get a high process
ing yield using the GaAs material. Ac
cording to Pyne. the processing prob
lems "are so severe that yields can be
a fraction of I percent. requiring the
processing of many wafers to obtain
one good die site:· So with high yields
and complex new VLSI architectures.
silicon technology is presenting a
moving target to GaAs makers.

I
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h

Sri

FINAL NOTE

Don't expect to see GaAs chips in
your microcomputer for quite a while.
They will first turn up in advanced
telecommunications systems. super
computers. and on-board aerospace
processors.
GaAs won't be the final winner of
the high-speed race. Many other
materials are waiting out there. Some
are just wild shots in the dark. But
there is at least one material that has
even greater mobility than GaAs and
could surpass it for all the same
reasons GaAs surpasses silicon. In
dium phosphide is another 111-V com
pound semiconductor that is still
found only in labs. It is harder to pro
cess than GaAs. but it is already the
material of choice for some very
special applications such as millimeter
wave devices. GaAs holds everyone's
attention now; but remember. just
four years ago. Josephson junctions
were the odds-on favorites over GaAs
and GaAs was in second place. •
-
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words and tones have bee~ assigned discrete addresses, making 11
p ossible to ou1put single words or words concatenatedlnto ph1ases
or eve n sentences. The "'voice "' ou!put ol lhe OT\050 is a highly in
telligible male voice. Female and c hlldren"svotces can be s ynl hesil·
ed. The vocabulary Is chosen so that It is applicable to many pro·
ducts and markets.
The OT1050 consists ol a Speech Proc11ssor Chip, MM54104 (40- p in)
and lwo (2)Speech ROM s MM52164SSR1 and MM52164SSR2[24- pln)
along with a Master Word lls 1 and a recommended schemalic
diagram on theappllcalionsheet.
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RS232 ADAPTER FOR
VIC-20 AND COMMODORE 64

8.8

PROME'J'HEUS

..

TheJE232CM allows connection of standard serial RS232
printers, modems, etc. to yourVIC-20 and C-64. A 4-pole
switch allows the inversion of the 4 control lines. Com
plete installation and operation instructions included.

'

-

- -

~

.

~·

The ProModem"' is a Be11212A (300/1200 baud) intelli·
gent stand-alone modem · Full featured expandable
modem • Standard features include Auto Answer and
Auto Dial, Help Commands, Programmable Intelligent
Dialing, Touch Tone'"' and Purse Dialing & More • Hayes
command set compatible plus an additional extended
command set· Shown w/a1phanumeric display option.

~'

-~-

HeYJ! The EDU-LINK Learning Kit

Intelligent 300/1200 Baud
Telephone Modem with
Real Time Clock/Calendar

~~
-

PM1200.•••••• $374.95

The EDU-LINK fiber optic system
is a low-cost, m. compatible data
:::.•. transmission system designed
"' specifically as an educational tool
for students and eng ineers work
.
·- - • ing in many different industries.
~.'IC.._ ~
Includes: transmitter PCB, a re
~ -
.___ _ . ceiver PCB, one meter ol plastic
'· · ·
- •
optic fiber, and all the necessary
electrical hardware· Complete step-by-step instruc tions,
theory o f operation, and tutorial information are included.

;

•

• Plugs into User Port · Provides Standard RS232 signal
levels • Uses 6 signals (Transmit, Receive, Clear lo Send,
Request to Send. Data Terminal Ready, Data Set Ready).

JE232CM . ......... .. ... . $39.95

• SPST keyswi1ches • 20 pin ribbon cable connec
tion ·Low profile keys ·Features: cursor controls,
contro!. caps (lock), function, enter and shill keys
·Color (keycaps): grey ·wt.: 1 b · Pinout included

KB54...... .. ••.••. . ... $14.95

13\i"lx.41... 'W;r;.a.i--i

76-Key Serial ASCII Keyboard
·Simple serial inlerface • SPSTmechanical switch
ing ·Operates in upper and lower case • Rve user
!unction keys: Fl -FS ·Six finger edge card connec
tion ·Color (keys): tan ·Weight: 2 lbs. ·Data incl.

KB76....... . .. . . . ..... $29.95

Nationally Known
Manufacturer!

-

................
••••D••••••••••

106-Key Serial ASCII Keyboard

,

__

__ _

i:ri r-·- -~·-- ······ ---~
~··

JE520CM
• Over 250 word vocabulary-affixes allow the formation ol more
than 500 words • Built-in amplifier, speaker, volume control. and

•••
·············
.......
-··········
.....
--·· ......

· 8-bit serial ASCII (12-bit data structure - requires
3 instruction bits and 1 sync bi!) ·The terminals
were designed lo be daisy chained around a central
host computer and used as individual work stations
• Hall elfect sw:itching · Numeric and cursor keypad
• 10 user definable keys • 50'' interlace cable wilh
9-pin sub-miniature connector • 7 LED funclion
displays· Security lock· N-keyrollover · Aulomalic
key repeat function ·Color (case): white with black
panel - (key caps): grey and blue Weigh!: 61h lbs.
· Data included

KB139.. . ..... ..... .... $49.95

audio jack • Recreates a clear, natural male voice • Plug·in user

ready with documentation and sample soflware • Case size:
71/t" l x 31/t"W x 1-3/B"H

68-Key Keyboard with Numeric
Keypad for Apple II and II+

APPLICATIONS: •Security Warning
• Teaching
•Instrumentation

·Plugs directlyinloApple II or ll+ motherboard with
16 ·pin ribbon cable connect· 26 spec. func . ·Color
{keys): white/grey · Wt. 2 lbs. • Enclosures available

•Telecommunication
• Handicap Aid
•Games

JE520CM
JE520AP

• Programs and validates EPAOMs ·Checks for pr operly erased EPROMs
·Emulates PROMsor EPROMs • RS232C Computer Interlace fo red1tin9 and
program loading• l oads data into RAM by keyboard ·Changes data in RAM
by keyboard • LoadsRAM!rom an EPROM ·Compares EPROMslorconlent
ditlerences • Copies EPROMs ·Power Input: 11 SVAC. 60Hz, less lhan lOW
power consumpfion • Enc!osure: Color-coordinated, light tan pane!s wilh
molde d en d pieces in mocha brown· Siz e: 15"11"L x Slt."0 x 3\7"H ·Weight·
5~• lb s.
fheJE664 EPA CM Programir.eremuJa1esan<1pro91amsv01rK1US 8·B1IW01d EPACMs horn 8K10
64K-8'!mtfTIOl'YcaDJCll~. D.atac;in beenlerf<lmta lhe.JE664·s internal 8Ki 8-B•t MM in C~ree
vtaYS: [1) 11om a ROM or EPROl'.tl2Jlrom anu1ema1compUer via 1heopllOl'lal JE665RS2J2C

6\.IS:(J)lrom11spanelkeybo.'w(!.ll1e.IE664'sRAMsm:iybeaccessedloremu1a1tonpu1poses
l1omlhepanel'sCts!SOCll!l10anex\etnalmk;roJ:.!Xessof.lnproqranunngandemlrlatlon,the
,IE664 allows!or era!lllnaflon.ctian~eandva!ida1iooorprog1amcoutenl TheJE664"sRAMs
canbeprogranvtlellQuickJycoall ~l"s(o.-anyva!ue),allow.-.c1L ts00add1essesmU1eEPROM
to be ltOQlanYned later wilhouc nei:ess~y ol ''IN" e1as1~ The JE664 1l1splays DATA and
ADDRESS ~ comenien1 he~all etimal (alpham1me11c) !ounal A "OISPUIV EPROM DATA"
bu!lon cham1es tne DATA readout 11om RAM wo1d to EPROM w01d aml 1s d1splaye<I 11 00111
hexadecima1aut1b1rurtc.ooe.Thellantpar.e\leaUesaconvemenloperal!n9gu1de.TheJE664
Programmerintludes 111'f.Jlll6'~

odule(asl1S1tdbel<M-).

JE664-A EPROM PJ01rammOJ••••••••••••• $995.00
Assembled & Tesied (tncludesJM16A Module)

JE665 - RS232C IHTERFACE DPTIOH - The RS2J2C 1n1errace C:>11on impleme nts
compurer acct~ 10 the JE66•1"s MM H11s a"a"l'IS lhe computer ro 1mnp-ula1e. sicre anil
uanslerEPROMdala !oaml rrom 1neJE664 Asample p!o~ram 1,s11ng ls supp\;ed rn MBASIC lor
0>1Mcomouters.Oocumcntalion1sprovidcd1oadapt1!1esoftware1oo lhe1computersw ilhan
RS232Pml

9600B.:wt:1.8·b1tword, «ldpill~'Yand2SC09b.ls.

FOR A LIMITED TIME A SAMPLE OF SOFrwAME WRtTIEN IN BASIC fOR
THE TAS· 80' MODEL I. LE VEL 11 COMPUlER WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED.

JE664-ARS EPROM Prog. w/JE665 Option• •• • • $1195.00
Assembl ed~

Tested

~Includes

JM16A Module)

EPROM JUMPER MODULES - The JE664'sJU PER MCCU LE (Perso11a~ty MO<Wel is a
plug·m Mo<lulet11ac pre·Sels tne ..(6&1 !orlhe p1cpe1 p1og1amrn.ngpulses tot11eEPflOMa11(I
co1~111wes1he EPflCMsoc~et comect•cns !ortna! parncu1ar EPROM.
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Protect Yourself. ..

DATASHIELD®

~m~a~~.vo~ge'!~e?.~!~~.~~e

·
before it can damage your equipment or cause
data loss · 6 monlh warranty · Power d1ssipa

~i6~k(;t~~ G:~~~~~:rdcs~~~ ·.0~~~~~ rr;~,:~11~
age indicalor light· Brown out/black out reset
switch • Weight: 2 lbs.

1I

DATASHIELD®
Back-Up
Power Source
Provides up to 30 minules of continuous 120
VAC 60Hz power to your computer system
(load dependent) when you have a black oul
or voltage sag ·Output raling: 200 walls· Six
month warranty · Weight: 24 lbs.

PC200 (Model 200) ............. $299.95

· lnpul: 105· 1251210·250 vt.C al 47 ·63 Hz ·Line regulation: .?. 0.05% ·Three
mounting surfaces •Overvoltage prolection • UL recognized · CSA ce1tilied

For more demanding systems (e.g. with hard disks)
• Output rating: 300 watts

Part No.

Outl'.IUI

XT300- ........  ............ . . $399.95

EMAS/GB
EMA5/6C

5V@3A/6V@2.5A 41i"L x 4'W x 2\a "H
2 lbs. $29.95
5V@6A/6V@5A
5 ~a'' L x 4~ a·w x 2 11· H 4 lbs. $39.95

Size

Wtigh\

Price

·Input 11SVAC. 50·60Hz @ 3 amp/2JOVAC. 50Hz @ 1 6 amp ·Fan \/Oii 1powe1 supply
se1ec1sw11ches c 11512JOVACI • 0u1uu1 5vOC ~ 7 6;imp. 12voc Ii! 1 5 amo • Sloorblaclt.
power cord ·Size 11 1 1· Lx 1J•,·w i Ji.·· H ·WC1gh1 , 61bs

SAVE HUNDREDS OF SSS BY UPGRADING
MEMORY BOARDS YOURSELF!

PS94VOS.. . .. . ... . . . ... . . . ..... . ..... $34.95

Mosl ol lhe popular memory boards allow yo u to add an addlllonal
64K, 128K, 192K, or 256K. The IBM64K Kii will populate these boards
in 64K byle increments. The kil Is simple lo install - l usl Insert the
nine 64K RAM chips in the pro vi ded sockets and sel lhe lwo groups
o l s wilche s. Directions are included.

KEPCO/TDK 4-0UTPUT SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY
• Ideal for disk drive needs of CAT terminals, microcomputers and
video games· Input: I 15/230VAC, 50/60Hz • Oulpul :+5V@5Amp . +12V@
1.8 Amp. + 12V ~ 2 Amp, -12V @0.5 Amp· UL recognized ·CS Acerfilied
· Size:ll•"l.x 6-3f16'W x 1~" H ·Weight: 2 lbs

TRS-80 MEMORY EXPANSION KIT

POWER PAC INC. REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

TRS·80 to 16K, 32K, or 48K

··Model 1 =
Model 3 =
Color =

·Perfect lorcompuler systems· Output: +SVD C@ 11 Amps, - 5VOC @ I Amp,
+12VDC@ 2 Amps, - 12VDC @ 0.5 Amp and +24VDC@ 3 Amps · Over·
voltage protection · Size: 12!,J"L x 6~'e'W x 4Sa"H ·Weight: 17 lbs. · Spec incl.

PS2922..... . ... . .. .. ... . . . ..... . ... . $69.95

••Model I ei:uipped wilh Expansion Soa1d up co 48K Two Kits Required
- One Kit Required ror each 16Kol Eipansi~n 

4-CHANNEL SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

Switching Power Supply for APPLE II, II+ & lie'"
• Can drive fOt.K floppy disk drives ard up to eight expansion cards
• Sharl circuit and overload protection • Fits inside Apple computer
·Fully regulated +SV@ SA, + 12V@ 1.SA. -SV@ .SA. -12V@ .SA
• Direct plug-in power cord included • Size: 97i'B"L x 3W'W x 2\'4 "H
·Weight: 2 lbs.

KHP4007....... . ......... . .... ... _. . . $59.95
1t-~----~---------------~~-~~~~

Spec Sheets -

$8.95
$6.95

TRS-SD Colar 32K or 64K Conversion Kit

FCS-604A. . ......... . .. . . .. . .. . . . $69.95 each

U.S. Funds Only

From 4K to 16K Requires (1) One Kit
From 4K to 48K Requires (3) Three Kits
From 4K to 16K Requ ires (1) One Kit

TRS-16K3 "200ns lor Co lo r & Model Ill ,
TRS -16K4 "250ns for Model I .
. . ...

·Microprocessor, mini-computer, terminal, medical equipment and process
control applications· Input: 90·130VAC. 47-440Hz ·Output: +SVDC@ SA,
-SVDC@ 1A: +12VOC@ IA.-12VDC@ 1A · Line regulations: !.0.2% ·Ripple:
30mV p-p · Load regulation: · 1% • Overcurrent protection · Adj: SV main
output ~ 10% · Size: 6J.'a1. x l'.t 'W x 4·15116"H · Weight 1 ~ lbs.

CaUlo,-nla Re.sk!enl:! Ack! 6 Y, % Sa lH Tax

i

IBM64K (Nine 200ns 64K RAMs) .... $43.95

MRM 174KF.. .. ..... . . . .. . .... .. ...... $59.95

$10.IM) Mini mum Order -

i

IBM MEMORY EXPANSION KIT
COMPAQ COMPATIBILITY

POWER SUPPLY +5VDC@7.6 AMP. 12VDC@1-5 AMP SWITCHING

""' ~~::'!~ls.lto~ ~-:,::1~: ~!;: ~'~~;r"
1105

~
•

PS51194 ....... . .......... . .......... $14.95

-·
CampletelySelt·Cont ained-RequiresHoAddilianalSystemslarOperatian·

, , ~Dcs;,=,n:s

· Outpul: +SVDC@ 1.0amp (also +30VDC regulaled) ·Input: 115VAC. 60 Hz
·Two-tone tt:ilack/beige) self-enclosed case · 6 fool. 3-conductor black
power cord· Size· 6 1<"" L x 7" W x 21.'' H ·Weight: 3 lbs.

.

JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER

O

-

Protect
Yourself•••

TRANSACTION TECHNOLOGY, INC.
5VDC@ 1 AMP Regulated Power Supply

Power/Mate Corp. REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

SK to 64K EPROMS - 24 & 28 Pin Packages

ADD-514 (Disk Drive)............ $179.95
ACC-1 (Controller Card)....... .. $ 49.95
Also Available...
JE864 (80Col. + 64K RAM for lie) • • • •• • $ 99.95
JE614 (Numeric/Aux. Keypad for/le) ••• ,.$ 59.95
F051APC (Apple Compal. •2-HI. Drive) • •. • $189.95

Model 100. .. .......... .. . .. .. . $69.95

POWER SUPPLIES

For Commodore 64 & VIC-20 .. . . $114 .95
ForApplell.11+ , andl/e . • ••• • • • S149 _95

.--.·

The ADD-514 Disk Drive uses
Shuga1t SA390 mechanics-143K
for matted storage • 35 tracks
• Compatible with Apple Control
ler & ACC- 1 Controller • The drive
comes complete with connector and cable - just plug
into your disk controller card • Size: 6"L x 3 1,2"W x
8-9/
- 16"D • Weight : 41-z lbs.

..

KB-A68.. .. . . .. . . _..... $79.95

TheJES20 VOICE SYNTHESIZER will plug right into your
computer and allow you to enhance almost any applica
tion. Utilizing National Semiconductor's DIGITALKER"'
Speech Processor IC (with four custom memory chips),
the JE520 compresses natural speech into digital mem
or~ including the original inflections and emphases. The
result is an extremely clear, natural vocalization.
Parl No.
Oescr!£_1ion
Prlc•

5114" APPLE'"
Direct Plug-In
Compatible Disk Drive
and Controller Card

Easy to install kilscomescomplete with 8 ea. 4164·2 (200ns) 64K
dynamic RAMs and conversion documentation. Converts TRS-80
color compulers with D. E. ET. F and NC circuit boards to 32K
Also converlsTRS-80 color computer II to 64K. Flex DOS orOS-9
required to utilize lull 64K RAM on all computers.
TRS-64K2-- ..•....... - .• - .............. $38.95

UV-EPROM Eraser
I a Chi p s - 51 M.l n ut•• I ..........

30e each

Send $1 .00 Post•ge for your
FRffi 1984JAMliC0 C.ATA~OG
Pricts Subjtt1 to Chan.go-

ffi Jameco'[

VISA'

I 1 Chip -

I

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
t1184PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592·8097 Telex: 176043

37 Minutes

I

Erase s2708, 2716, 2732, 2764, 25 16, 2532,2564. Erases up toe chips
within 51 minutes (1 chip in 37 minutes). Malnlains consIan I exposure
distance of one Inch. S pec ial conductive loam llner eliminates static
build.up. Bum.in safety lock l o prevent UV eitPosur e. Compact - only
9.oo· x 3.70" x 2 .60". Complete wi lh holding tray lot 8 ct\lps•

DE-4

579.95

UV·EPROM Eraser ...
UVS·11 EL Replacement Bulb .. $16.95
NOVEMBER 1984 • B Y T E
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You don't need a computer
to talk to another computer.
DISPLAY (VP3012D). High
performance, 12" diagonal,
non-glare, green phosphor
screen.

VIDEO OUTPUT. Selectable 80

RESIDENT MENUS. User-friendly
terminal set-up and
phone directory maintenance.

TV OUTPUT. Displays
40 characters x 24 lines
on Ch. 3/Ch. 4 of standard TV set.

DIRECT CONNECT MODEM.
Built-in, 300 baud,

AUlO

:::::~::~::·:,::•"

\

phone~~u~m:be:r~s·-=~~~~~~~~~

voice or data base calls.
of up to 26 stored

AUTO-LOG·ON. Enters information
automatically after auto dialing.

"'ll•lliliii

~~

111

MEMORY BACKUP. Minimum
48-hour storage of directory, log
on and other parameters without
plug-in power. No batteries
/required.

/

./FUNCTION KEYS. User
programmable or
downloadable
from host computer.

The new RCA APT (All Purpose Terminal)
expands your data communications capabilities
for a lot less money.
For business, professional and personal data
communications, you 'll find more user-friendly fea
tures and greater communications capabilities in
the RCA APT than in other terminals selling for up
to three times the price.
The new APT terminals are ideally suited to
multi-data base time sharing and dedicated, direct
computer-connected applications. They feature
menu-controlled operation and a programmable
"personality" to match specific communications
requirements for your data bases. '
A single keypress can dial a stored number,
send the log-on sequence on the host computer,
and return terminal control to the user. Password
protection prevents unauthorized access to desig
nated numbers. APT can also be used as an auto
dialer for voice communications.
OTHER FEATURES
RS232C port for direct computer connections at data rates
to 9600 baud, or for connecting high speed modems and
other accessories. Parallel printer port for hard copy.
Numeric keypad, can dial phone numbers not in terminal
directory. Built-in speaker with adjustable volume control for
audio monitoring of phone line. Smooth scroll display. Auto
matic screen blanking to reduce possibility of burn. Brief
case size: 17" x 7" x 2". Weight: under 4 lbs.
230
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Quite simply, matching features with price,
there is no other professional quality terminal avail·
able today that can do as much at such low cost.
APT terminals listfor$498, in your choice of full
stroke or membrane keyboard versions. Either style
is also available with a display monitor for $697 list.
The data display monitor alone, VP3012D, $199 list.
For more information-or to order-call 800
722-0094. In Penna., call 717-295-6922. Or write for
fully descriptive brochure to RCA Data Communica
tions Products, New Holland Avenue, Lancaster, PA
17604. OEM and dealer pricing available. The new
RCA APT. Expansive. Not expensive.

Flexible membrane
keyboard version
designed for travel
and hostile
environments.

RCll
Circle 3 56 on inquir y card.
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THE 80286
MICROPROCESSOR
BY PAUL WELLS

A close look at Intel's

32--bit iAPX 286 chip
DURING THE PLANNING phase for a
processor to follow the 8086. we at
Intel realized that two distinct markets
had emerged. One market required
the power of the 8086 but was
primarily driven by the customers·
need for cost-sensitive solutions. To
satisfy this market. we defined a pro
cessor with a significant performance
increase over the 8086 that also in
cluded such common peripheral func
tions as software-controlled wait state
and chip select logic. three timers.
priority interrupt controller. and two
channels of OMA (direct memory ac
cess). This processor. the 80186.
could replace up to 22 separate VLSI
(very large scale integration) and TTL
(transistor-transistor logic) packages
and sell for less than the cost of the
parts it replaced.

80286 FUNDAMENTALS
For the second market. driven by per
formance. address space. and com
plex system-level requirements such
as sophisticated OS (operating sys
tem) support and protection. Intel
developed the 16-/16-bit 80286 micro
processor.
lb allow designers committed to the
8086 to take advantage of the next-

generation technology. the 80286
design uses the 8086/88 instruction
set and is capable of executing binary
level 8086 code. Like the 8086. the
80286 operates atTTL levels and sup
ports the use of coprocessors. Among
these coprocessors are the 802 87.
the iAPX 286 version of the 8087. the
802 586 Ethernet coprocessor. and
the 802 730 text and graphics copro
cessor (iAPX 286 refers to the family
of chips that includes the 80286
microprocessor: iAPX 186 refers to
the 80186 family. and so on). The
8086 instruction set has been ex
tended on the 286. and a new design
employing a high degree of paral
lelism and pipelining to improve pro
cessor performance has been imple
mented.
Finally. the 80286 was designed to
be more "aware" of the complex
problems it has to solve. For example.
multitasking is a software-intensive

·•• ••·•···············•···•·•··········

Paul Wells has been employed by Intel Cor
poration (3065 Bowers Ave.. Santa Clara.
CA 95051) for the past 11 years. He has
spent five years in engineering. two years in
sales. and four years in marketing. He is cur
rently the Marketing Manager of Special Pro
grams within the microprocessor operation.

solution to many types of problems
but represents significant overhead to
a CPU (central processing unit) that
has no knowledge of what a task is
and no way to support it. The 80286
provides an implementation in hard
ware of task switching and a protec
tion model that recognizes attempts
to violate protection criteria and
monitors the transfer of control within
the system. Virtual . memory support
was also fully integrated within the
80286 to avoid reliance on external
devices.
To provide additional flexibility. the
80286 operates in two modes. Follow
ing power-up or a system reset. the
80286 is in real address mode. sup
porting a I-megabyte real address
space. The real mode operates as an
8086 except that it is up to six times
faster. based on internal improve
ments and increased clock frequency.
When you run the processors at the
same clock speed and do not take ad
vantage of any 80286 capabilities. the
80286 achieves 2 50 percent of the
8086's performance. !Editor's Note: For
one example of how the 80286 performed in
a system environment. see "The I BM PC AT'
October 1984 BYTE. page 108.1The pro
(continuedJ
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THE 80286

cessor can continue to execute in the
real mode or it can be switched to
protected mode by setting a bit in a
status register. In protected mode. the
802 86 supports a 16-megabyte real
address space (24-bit address) and a
virtual address space (32-bit address)
of up to I gigabyte (one billion bytes).

80286

MEMORY MANAGEMENT

Memory management makes pro
grams and data independent of physi
cal memory location.

In the 80286 protected mode. ap
plication programs deal exclusively
with virtual address and have no ac
cess to the actual physical addresses
that the processor generates. A pro
gram specifies an address in terms of
two components: an effective address
offset that determines the displace
ment in bytes of a location within a
segment. and a 16-bit segment selec
tor that uniquely references a par
ticular segment. Jointly. these two
components constitute a complete

LOGICAL ADDRESS

SELECTOR

TARGET
SEGMENT

OFFSET
REAL
ADDRESS
DATA

l

DESCRIPTOR
TABLE

SEGMENT
DESCRIPTOR

Figure I: 80286 address translation model.

80286

0 7

7

RESERVED FOR IAPX
(MUST BE ZERO)

p

D~L

JTJPEIEolw
ACCESS BYTE

A

BASE 15-0

32 -bit virtual address pointer data
type.
Programs manipulate these 32-bit
virtual addresses in exactly the same
way as the two-component addresses
of real address mode. After a program
loads the segment selector compo
nent of an address into a segment
register. each subsequent reference to
locations within the selected segment
requires only specification of an off
set; this improves speed
The important difference between
real address mode and protected
mode is the format and information
content of segment selectors. The
protected mode alters the interpreta
tion of the value in a segment register
from a 16-bit real address to a table
index (figure I). In addition. protected
mode extends the 16-bit segment
registers by 48 bits to hold the ad
dressing protection. access write. ac
cess bit. and privilege information.
Selector loading in protected mode
parallels the loading of a segment
base in real address mode. By retain
ing the basic addressing procedures
of real address mode in protected
mode. the 80286 eliminates rewriting
application programs to use virtual
memory.

0

386

BASE23-16

+6

+4

+2

SEGMENT SIZE

Figure 2: Descriptor data type. The meanings of the access byte abbreviations
are P=present bit; DPL=privilege level: TYPE=type of descriptor; ED=expand
down (stack); W=write protect bit; A=access bit (segment has been read/written).

0

ADDRESS TRANSLATION

The 48-bit segment register cache
contains a segment descriptor that
defines the properties of the segment
being addressed. such as the base ad
dress in physical memory. segment
size (from I byte to 64K bytes). and
protection parameters for a single
segment of memory (see figure 2). All
the descriptors needed to define a
program space are collected in a
descriptor table.
The 80286 uses this cache descrip
tor information in a segment register
to translate a program's virtual ad
dresses to real addresses. As long as
a program remains within the bound
aries of a single segment. the pro
cessor obtains all address-translation
information from the descriptor field
in the segment register. This normally
takes one processor clock cycle
(which is 12 5 nanoseconds at 8 MHz) .
(continued)
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The VERSABUSINESS™ Series
Each VERSABUSINESS module can be purchased and used independently,
or can ~e linked in any combination to form a complete, cGordinated business system.
VERSARECEIVABLES™

$99.95

VERSALEDGER II'"

VERSARECEIVABLES" is a complete menu -driven accounts r eceivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement-generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac
counts. VERSARECEIVABLES'• prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked w ith VERSALEDGER II" and VERSAINVENTORY'".

VERSAPAYABLES™

expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.
• VERSA!:EDGER II'" gi11es you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries· per month, depending on the system),
• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor-feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,
balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

$99.95

VERSAPAYABLES'" is designed to keep track of current and aged payables. keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. VERSAPAYABLES'" maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,

check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With llERSAPAYABLES'", you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPAYROLL™

$99.95

VERSAPAYROU'" is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government-required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automati·

VERSAl..EDGER If" comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual de·
signed for first-time users. The VERSA[..EDGER Ir" manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSAl..EDGER Ir", using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGER

VERSAINVENTORY'"

$149.95

VERSAL.EDGER II'" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VERSA[..EDGER ll'" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,

1r· system.

$99.95

VERSA INVENTORY'• is a complete inventory contro l system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERSAINVENTORV'" keeps track of all information related to what

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and prid ng data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print

Every VERSABUSINESS'M module is guaranteed to outperform allo ther competitive systems,
and at a fr action of their cost. If you are not satisfied with any VERSABUSINESS 'Mmodule, you
may return it within 30 days for a refund. Manuals for any VERSABUSINESS' Mmodule may be
purchased for $25 eac h, cred ited toward a later purchase of that module.

invoices directly or to link with the VERSARECEIVABLES'" system. VERSAINVENTORY'" prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re·

ports, period and year-to·date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

To Order:

Write or call Toll-free (800) 431-2818
(N. Y.S. residents call 914-425-1535)

c
50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N.Y.10977

"' add $ 3 for shipping in UPS areas
"' add $4 for C.O.D. or non-UPS areas

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

--

~

-

• add $5 to CANADA or MEXICO
"' add proper postage else\·;here

All prices and specifications subject to change I Delivery subject to availability.

~

• TRS·80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Ccrp. - *APPLE is a trademark of Apple Corp. · "'IBM is a lrademark of IBM Co rp. · *OSBORNE is a trademark of Osborne Corp.
*CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research - "'XEROX is a trademark of Xerox Corp.
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Whenever a program loads a new
selector into a segment register. the
CPU automatically copies the descrip
tor from main memory into an on
board cache within the 80286 (figure
3). Once the hardware has copied the
segment-addressing information from
memory to the cache. the CPU does
not refer to a descriptor table again
until the program requires access to
another segment.
DESCRIPTOR TABLES

At any one time. a user's address
space is defined by three descriptor

CPU

tables: a global descriptor table (GOT)
for code and data common to all
tasks. an interrupt descriptor table
(IDT). and a local descriptor table
(LDT) that defines the code and data
private to each task. There are as
many LDTs as tasks in the system.
These tables form the interface be
tween the OS software and the 80286
virtual addressing hardware. The ad
dress of each table is automatically
maintained by the 80286 through
three on-chip registers: GDTR. IDTR.
and LDTR. Switching from one user's
local address space to another's only

PROTECTION

The hardware-enforced protection of
the 80286 improves the reliability of
an entire system (by confining soft
ware errors) and keeps the system
running even when a user program at
tempts an invalid or prohibited opera
tion. The 80286's protection mecha
nism can locate and isolate a large
number of program errors during de
velopment and prevent the propaga
(continuedJ
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Figure 3: Virtual memory addressing procedure on tne 80286.
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4 . THE PROCESSOR USES THE DESCRIPT OR INF"ORM .O. TI ON
LIMITS AS WELL AS TO F ORM EFFECT I VE ADDRESSES.
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CHE CK S EGMENT

TYPES AND

-enTech
$3B9
$449

$B09/$B79

Universal External: 10121 MB . , . , $1925/$26:45
Internal for IBM : t0/21 MB . _ _. _ $189~$2 4 95
!OMEGA Bernoulli Box
Dual tO MB Remov. Cartridge Drives .. , .
PEGASUS -GREAT LAKES
10 MB Internal For IBM. . . • . . • . . •
$1079
23 MB External (w/ Controller) . , _ .
$1799

ucs

CORONA
PC-22 (256K, 2 Drives) .
Portable PC-22 (256K, MS-ODS 2.0) .
Portable PC-XT (256K, tO MB Disk) . . _ .•
FUJITSU MICRO 16s (6066/Z60A) __ . _
NEC
PC-620tA (w/ 1BK RAM). .. _ . _ . __ .
PC-BB01A (ZBOA, B4K, 2 Drives, 12" Monitor,
WordStar, MailMerge, Multiplan, NBASIC)
PC-BB01A W/BOBB, DOS. , ___ . _ . : .
APC-H02 (BOBB, 12BK, 2 B" Drives) . . . .

$Call
$Call
$Call
$1995
$479
$1199
$1499
$2B49

SANYO
MBC 550-2 (BOBB, 12BK, 1OSOO Drive (320K),
WordStar, CalcStar, EasyWriter) . . • , •
MBC 555-2 (550-2 Plus 1Add. Drive,
Mailmerge, Spellstar & lnfostar) . , • , .
SEEUUA Chameleon/Plus (BOBB. ZBO) . .
SWP Micro Computer Products
Co-Power-BB Board (BOBB w/ 25BK, 1MB)
For KAYPRO 2, 4, 10 & MORROW . , , , .
**Lotus Patch Now Available **
TAVA IBM Look-Alike (12BK. 2 Drives) • , •
TELE VIDEO
1B05 (BOBB, 12BK, 2 Drives, ODS 2.0) _. , ,
TPC-11 (Portable Version of Above) . . • , ,
Personal Mini (Multi-User System) . . , • ,

$Call

. _. .
••...
_. . . .

BROTHER/DYNAX OM-40. .. _ .
C·ITOH Prowriter I B510 AP . , • .
DATA PRODUCTS BOOO Paper Tiger
DATASOUTH OS-1BO . ..•. •• ,

•.
$Call
• . . . . $349
Series . $Call
•. ..
$1149

$Call
$Call
$Call
$Call
$Call

$2B5
S2B5
$2B5
$129

. . . . . . $55
, . , • . • $45
. . . • . $Call

QUA DRAM
EXPANDED OUAOBOARO (S, P, Clock, Game)
B4K .• , • • .
$279 3B4K . . .
QUAD 512+ (Serial Port. Maximum 512K)
B4K
$239 25BK .
OUAOCOLOR I (Video Board) . . , , • , . ,
OUAOLINK (B502 w/ B4K). . . • . . . . . .

OOT MATRIX PRINTERS

$Call
$Call

FOR IBM-PC &COMPAQ
AST RESEARCH INC.
MEGA PLUS II (64K, Ser &Clk) .
SIX PACK PLUS (B4K, Ser/Par, Clk)
COMBO PLUS (B4K, Ser/Par, Clk) .
1/0 PLUS II (Serial Port, Clock/Cal)
**OPTIONS**
B4K Installed.. .• . •... , . .
Serial/Parallel/Game Port . . , , .
MONO GRAPH PLUS Card. . . . .

10/20 MB (w/ 5 MB Back-Up) ..
$2995/$3495
TALLGRASS
12 MB External w/ Tape Back -Up.
$2799
20 MB External w/ Tape Back-Up.
$3179
TECMAR
Remov. Cartridge Winchester in PC (5 MB) $15B9
1OMB w/ 5 MB Cartridge in Chassis
$3149
XCOMP 1B MB External (For IBM, Apple,
Kaypro &Morrow Designs).
$1749
CALL FOR PRICES ON DATAMAC, ALLOY, SYSGEN

$529
$369
$199
$479

AMDEK MAI Board (12BK. B40 x 400)
$3B9
CCS SuperVision (132 Column) ... , . . $4B9
HERCULES Graphics Board (720 x 3B4) • , $339
Color Card (RGB, Composite, Parallel) • , • S1B9
fNTEL BOB7 Math Co-Processor . • . , . , $249
ICEYTRONfC Deluxe IBM Keyboard (5151). _ $209
MA SYSTEMS PC Peacock (RGB &Composite,
Parallel Port) . .. .. . , • .
$230
MICROLOG Baby Blue II (ZBOB, B4K, Parallel &
Serial Ports, Clock/Calendar).
$539
ORCHID PC Turbo . . . . . • . • . • . . . • $Call
PANASONIC JA 551-2 (OSOO Thinline Drive) $149
PARADISE SYSTEMS Multi-Display Card . _ $409
Modular Graphics Card . . • , • , • , • . • $305
PLANTRONICS ColorPlus . • _
$419
STB SYSTEMS Graphix Plus II . . , . , . . . $2B9
Rio Plus II . , , , , • , • , , •.. _ . _ . . $Call
TANDON TM t00-2 (OSOO Disk Drive) • , , $179
TEAC F0-55B (OSOO Thinline Drive) . • , . $159
TECMAR Graphics Master (B40 x 400 RGB)
$519
The Captain (w/ OK) . . • . . . • • . • $259
1st Mate (w/ OK) .. •• , . , • , • , • $229

EPSON JX-BO: Color Printer. • .•..• , , $Call
L0-1500
$1149 RX-tOO .
$Call
RX-BO . • . • . . $Call RX-BO FIT .
$Call
FX-BO
$Call FX-100 .
$Call
** NLO Option Board for FX/JX Available **
FLORIDA DATA (BOO CPS, 4 Fonts) .
MANNESMANN TALLY
MT 1BOL . .
$599 MT 1BOL. , .
Spirit-BO. . . .
S2B9 MT 1B02 . . .
MPI Sprinter. .
NEC
P2 Pinwriter (1BO CPS, tO " Carriage) . ,
P3 Pinwriter (1BO CPS, 15" Carriage) . .
OKIDATA
ML 92 . .... . $Call ML 93 .
ML B4(P) • . •. $Call Pacemark

$3095
S7B9
$Call
$Call

Sweet-P .
$Call Six Shooter .
SB59
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
OMP-40-2 . . .
$779 OMP-29 . , , , $1 B49
OMP -41/42 . . $2399 OMP-51/52
$3B95
OT-11 Oigitizer(1-Button Cursor) . • .
$719
OT-114 Digitizer (4-Button Cursor). _ . _ . _ $779
PANASONIC VP -BB01A . • . • . • . • .
$1449
ROLAND OXY-t01/0XY-BOO . . • , • , $539/$B99
- . ' $5191$729

AMOEK
Video 300/300A/3tOA . . • . . . $135/$145/$159
Color I+ . .
$2B9 Color II+. . . .
$419
Color 300/500/B00/700/710 , , •.• , . . $Call
MONITECH 12" Green/Amber . .• _
$B9
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX-12 . , . . . • . $479
SR·12 (B90 x 4BO) .
SB19
Max-12 (12" Amber, TTL) . • . • . . . • . . $1B5
UUAORAM Ouadchrome.. •.• .... , . $4B9
Ouadchrome II. .... , . . . . .
$459
ROLAND
MB-121G
$135 MB-121A
$145
MB-122G
$155 MB-122A
StB5
CB-141 .
$279 CC-141.
$559
SAKATA
SG-1000 .
$109 SC-100 .
$2B9
SA-1000
$119 SC-300.
SB99
TAXAN
KG -12N.
$109 KG-12N/UY.
$119
2t0 (3BO x 2B2)
$259 420 (B40 x 2B2)
$439
ZENITH
ZVM-123A
$99 ZVM-122A.
$105
ZVM-135 (13", RGB/Composite, B40 x 240)
$459

ESPRIT
Esprit I.
$Call Esprit II . • . •
$499
Esprit Ill .
$Call ESP-B3t0 . • , •
$5B9
UUME t02/102A . . , • . . . . • . . $4B9/$4B9
103/tOB (Green) . • . . • . . . • , . $B49/$519
TELEVIDEO 914/924 .•.•. , • _
$519/$B75
950/970 .
. ...... . , . , . $Call
Personal Terminal . • . _ .
S419
w/ 300 Baud Modem . .
$52B

SB49
SBB9

sm

ABATI L0-20 (1B CPS, 15" Carriage)
$3B5
BROTHER/DYNAX
HR-15 (13 CPS, Oiablo Compal .). . , • .
$3B9
HR -25/HR-35 . ... .. . . . _ . . • $B49/$BB9
DIABLO
B20 API
$B09 B30 ECS/IBM
$2049
JUKI B100 (17 CPS, Oiablo Compal.) . , • . $Call
NEC
2030 - . - - - .
SBB5 2050 . ' - - '
SB15
3530..
$1275 7710 . • . •• . $1725
**CALL FOR BBOO SERIES PRICING**
OLYMPIA Compact R0/2 . . , , • $459/$429
ESW 3000 (50 CPS, 15" Carriage)
$1399
UUADRAM Ouadjet (Ink Jet Printer) .
$759
UUME Sprint 1140/1155/1190.
S1299/$ 1479/SCalt

FOR APPLE II/lie
ALSCP/M Card . ,,, , • . • ,
$279
Smarte1m II (BO Column Card) _ _ _
S129
DIGITAL RESEARCH CP/M Gold Card w/ B4K $349
FOURTH DIMENSION 1BK RAM Card .
$55
BO Column Card w/ B4K (lie Only) .
S129
HAVES
Mic1om-0 dem Ila w/ Sm.artCom f ,
$245
Smartmodem 10011200 . •
$219/$509
INTER.ACT. STRU. PKASO UniverHI. • .
$125
MA SYSTEMS Omniflraph . •
$79
MICROSOFT Prtmlum Sollcard (lie) _ .
$279
Soll md (Apple/fnnklin). . • . • . . . $229
MICROTEK Dump1111g -GX , • • , •• , , . $75
NOVATION
J.Cat (AulO Ori~/An1we1, JOO Ba ud) .
$105
Apple Cati/ (300 Baod) • • • • . •
$225
212 Apple tat II (1200 Baud) • , • .
$409
103/212 Smal1 Cat (t 20D Ba•d). . • .
$399
OUNGEMICROGrappler+ . . • .
$109
SIB9
Buffered Gnpp1er• (18K) . . •
PCPI MPlieard 8 MHZ, • • • • . •
$249
RANA Elite 11/111 . . • . • • • • . $349/$429
lUNSEND ASIO , • , • , • . •• , • . . . $125
Modemcard w/ So u.rte .• • , • , • , , , $239

MISCELLANEOUS
SINGLE-SIDED DISKETTES
3M . . _ . _ . . _ $23 Oysan
Maxell .• . . , $23 Verbatim
DOUBLE -SIDED DISKETTES
3M . , .. , , . . $30 Dysan . •• , , ,
Maxell .
S32 Verba tim . , • . .

VISUAL 50/55 .
102/300 .
WYSE
WY-50 .
WY-100.
ZENITH
Z-29.
ZTX-10.

.. ....... ...

$559/$BB9
SB39/$7B9

$519
$B59

WY-75 . . • , •
SB19
WY-300 . • , •• SB19

$~49

z.49 .•.•.•. sc.11
ZTX-11 • .
$389

$329

ANCHOR
Mart VI
$179 Mark XII . • . •
$259
DCA lrma/lrmaline. • . . . • . • . • . . . $Call
HAYES
Smartmodem 300/1200 . , .• , • . . $219/$509
Smartmodem 1200B (IBM) • . • .
$439
NDVAT ION
Smart Cat Plus 300/1200 w/ Mite.
PRENTICE POPCOM C100/Xt00 .
QUADRAM Ouadmodem. . • , _ .
TRANSEND PC Modem Card 1200.
VEN-TEL 1200 Plus _ .•.

$329
$359/$379
$Call
$419
$Call

ASHTON-TATE dBase Ill/Framework
HAYES Please . , .•••..••.. , , . .
LIVING VIDEDTEXT ThinkTank. .•. _

$Call
$239
$135

$24
$23
$32
$31

SPECIAL
RANA 1000 ..$255
PRINT BUFFERS
OUADRAM Microfazer
Parallel/Parallel
16K . . S139 64K
Sf B5 12BK .
Serial/Serial, Se1ial/Parl, Parl/Serial
BK .
$145 1BK.
$155 64K
INTERACTIVE STRUCT. ShullleBuller 32K.
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS Microbufler 32K.
SURGE PROTECTORS
NETWORX Wire Tree/Wire Tree Plus.
UL TIMA SF-BOO . • , • , •••• , • .

$Call
$Call

PANASONIC KX-P1090/1091 . .•... $279/$329
SMITH CORONA 0-200
(120 CPS, NLO 17 x 1B) .
$4B9
STAR MICRONICS
Gemini 10X . .•
$2B5 Gemini 15X .
$3B9
Delta 10 . • _•
$409 Delta 15
$549
Radix 10 . • .•
$5B9 Radix 15 .
SBB9
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
B50 RO . .•.•
$4B9 B55 RO.
TOSHIBA
P1340 • , •.•
Sll9 P1351 .
$1399

LOTUS 1-2-3/Symphony. . • . . • • $329/SCall
MOBS Knowledge Manager. , , •. , , , $349
MICROPRO WordStar Pro Pack (IBM)
$Call
MICRDRIM R:Base 4000
, , • , , • , $309
MICROSOFT Multiplan _ . _ . • • • . . . S129
SAMNA Word Ill . •....... , •. _• . $Call
SATELLITE SOFTWARE WordPerlect _ .
$259
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING PFS:Write • .
$105
SOFTWORD SYSTEMS Multimate .
$319
WARNER SOFTWARE-Desk Organizer.
$205

$239
$209
$219
$209
$59/$75
$39

EMERGENCY POWER SYSTEMS
Tripplite BC200-10 (battery incl.)
TlippLite BC425-FC (425 Watts) .

$270
$429

FOR COMMODORE-64
CARO CO Card?+ G. . , • .
ORANGE MICRO Grappler CO.

$49
$t02

800-843-4302
150 Broadway, Suite 2212, N.Y., NY 10038
Money Order, Cashier's Ct. Personal Ck (2 Weeks To Clear)
All Prices Reflect Cash Discount. 2% COO Charge
APO Orders Add 6%. Add 3% For Net Terms.
All Relurned Non·Oeleclive Merchandise Are Subjecl To
20% Restocking Charge.
Gen Tech Reserves !he Right to Change Adve~t ised Prices.

...-.-~11o,.

.

~ ~
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Circle I 78 on inquiry card.

Circle 93 on inquiry card.
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vfL'Js
Easy touse
word Processor with the
Power of BASIC
VEDIT
has been
acclaimed
for the last
four years
the industry
standard
in text
editing.

Pcr-for-01"'l ce

~r.u1ur.nfild'on
EaNc nf f '"•~
Error U andunx

Now there's VEDIT PLUS.
VEDIT PLUS is easy to learn, yet
can do things far beyond ordinary
word processors:
• Sort a mailing list
• Perform arithmetic computations
• Compare files
• Edit mulitple files of unlimited size
The power of VEDIT PLUS is equal to
a high-level language - it gives you:
• If-then-else decision making
• Pattern matching
• User prompts and input
• An optional 280 to 8086 translator
Expect a lot from VEDIT PLUS. !Cs
from CompuVie.v - nationally recog
nized for user support.
For a demo disk, more infor
mation or the dealer nearest you call
toll free:

tion of errors in other tasks or pro
grams once the system is installed.
Protection in the 80286 has three
basic aspects: data-type checking. sys
tem software isolation. and task isola
tion.
DATA~TYPE CHECKING

The foundation of the 80286 protec
tion mechanism is the segment. the
smallest region of memory that has
unique protection attributes. Modular
programming automatically produces
separate segments whose contents
reflect the natural construction of a
program. e.g.. code for module A
data for module A. stack for the task.
etc. The 80286 was designed to op
timally execute code for software
composed of independent modules.
The attributes of each segment are
contained in the memory-resident de
scriptors I discussed earlier. During
address translation. the 80286 protec
tion mechanism compares the seg
ment's attributes against the opera
tion requested. Thus. with no software
intervention. it is possible to guard

against executing data or writing into
a write-protected area. All checks are
made for each instruction the CPU ex
ecutes and take one-half of a pro
cessor clock cycle. Since the checks
are performed concurrently with ad
dress formation. there is no perfor
mance penalty.
The hardware performs several
checks while loading a segment reg
ister. These checks enforce the protec
tion rules before any memory refer
ence is generated. The hardware
verifies that the selected segment is
valid (is in memory and is accessible
from the privilege level in which the
program is executing) and that the
type is consistent with the target
u'sage (code. data. stack). For exam
ple. a code segment or read-only data
segment cannot be written.
All these checks are made before
the memory cycle starts: any violation
prevents that cycle from starting and
causes an exception to occur. This
prevents the machine state from be
ing partially changed due to an excep
tion detected halfway 'through an

APP UCAT IO~ S

IU.ili!ll Pflll~ll•.£0[0J

r

is~SL~TION

PROVIDED BY
SEPARATE
DESCRIPTOR
TABLES

TASK A
TASK C

1-800-327-5895
PRIVILEGE LEVEL
ISOLATION

VEDIT PLUS is available for prac
tically every microcomputer ...$225

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Co111puView

TASK B

PRODUCTS, INC.

1955 Pauline, Ann Arbor, Mi 48103
(313) 996-1299 • (800) 327-5895
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Figure 4: The four-ring protection model showing tasking.

WAREHOUSE
DATA
TI~~l~I PRODUCTS
~~1111 1-;.

THE 80286

(Formerly Warehouse Software)

Call for programs not listed

Technical & Other Information (602) 246-2222
TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-(800) 421-3135

Four privilege
levels provide the
isolation necessary.

FREE SOFTWARE! FREE SOFTWARE! FREE SOFTWARE!

Purchase an Okid ata. Epson. or Gemini printer and receive at no charge a program to
set print characteristics and to make your computer function as a correcting
typewriter. Retail value $50. Available for most disk formats_

operation and streamlines exception
handlers.
ISOLATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE

The 80286 provides a four-level. ring
type protection mechanism to isolate
application software from various
layers o f system software (figure 4).
Software modules at the operating
system level are protected from
modules in the application level.
Within the OS. the kernel can be
isolated from the more d ynamic oper
ating extensio ns such as device
drivers. standard libraries. and other
services. This is especially important
in an environment that supports
multiple. concurrent instruction
streams.
The four privilege levels provide the
isolation necessary for the system 's
various layers_ Privilege on the 80286
is hierarchical with the levels num
bered from 0 to 3. where 0 is the most
trusted level and 3 the least. Programs
at a given privilege level can access
data and code at the same o r a nu
merically higher privilege level.
The 8028 6 controls access in the
opposite direction through a mecha
nism called a gate. A gate is a 48-bit
data type residing in a user's descrip
tor table that points to (contains the
address of) the procedures in a more
privileged ring accessible to the call
ing procedure The referencing proce
dure uses a standard CALL instruction
with the operand containing the gate's
address. The 80 286 recognizes that a
level transition is in progress and per
forms the necessary access checks
automatically. If the checks are
passed. access is allowed to the target
procedure (figure 5) .
The gate for a more privileged pro
cedure must reside at the calling pro
cedure's privilege level. If the privilege
levels do not agree. the processor will
fault the operation. It is impossible for
a procedure to access a procedure at

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Fox and Geller Ouickcode . . .. ... .. $149
Knowled9.eman . . . .. . . . . . ..... . . . . $275
Condor Ill. .. . .. .. . . . ... .. ... . . .. . $315
NWA Statpak . . . . .. . ..... . .. . .... $285
Tim IV .... .... . ... . ..... . ..... .. .$249
lnfostar . . . .. . ... . . .... .. . . ..... .$249
FRIDAY ... .. . . . . . ..... . . ... .. .... $165
Personal Pearl .... . . .. . .. .. . . ... .$215
Fast Facts for IBM PC . . .. . . .. .. . . . $135
RBase 4000 .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .$269
CLOUT . . ..... . ......... . .. . . .. .. $119
WORD PROCESSING
Wordstar, Mail Merge , Correct
Star. Star Index . . . . ... ... . ...... . Call
Wordstar . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . ... ... . . Call
Leading Edge Word Processor
with Merge . . . .. . . . .. . ... .. . ..... .$95
Mail Merge or Correct Star .... . ... $130
Microsoft Word With Mouse .. . . . . . $284
Word Perfect . . .. .... ... .. . .... ... $248
Volkswriter for the IBM PC . . . . .. . . $110
Volkswriter Deluxe . ..... ... . . .. .. $155
Metasoft Benchmark .. ... . . . .. .. .. $265
Multimate . . .. .. . . .. . ...... . ..... $249
Peachtext 5000 . . . . .. .. . .......... $185
SPREADSHEETS
Calcstar . . . ...... . . . . .. . .. ... . . ... $99
Supercalc II . . ..... . . .. . .... . ... .. $145
Supercalc Ill . . . . .. . .. . . . ..... . .. .$195
Microsoft Multiplan . .... . . ... . .... $119
!TK Solver ......... . ... . .. . . .. .. .$259
ACCOUNTING

TCS. equivalent ol Peachtree • Specially
augmented by Warehouse SOftware.
Customized ror your IBMPC Terminal
and Printer - GL. AR, PA. AP. CP/M-80.
CP/M-86 for PC XT. DOS 1.1. 2.0.
Each Module . . S65 For All Four $249
CYMA . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... Call
Dollars & $ence . . . .... . .. . .. . .. . .. $95
MBA Accounting . . . . .. .. . ..... . .. Call
TRANSFER PROGRAMS
Hayes Smartcom . . .. . . . ... .. ... . . . $88
Move-it ... . ....... . . .... . .. . . . .. . . $78
S:!l!i

Mir.rnst11ff r.rnsstrilk

BEST PRICE INU.-S.
FOR IBM PC OR CLONES

Multifunction Board - Includes Async
Adapter. Parallel Adapter 1 Clock wi1h
battery back-up and SOTtware, 64K

::~~~Y~~~~~~.a.~I~. ~~. ~~~~:.~ ~=~

LANGUAGES
Lifeboat Lattice C Compiler ........ $295
Microsoft C Compiler . .. . . .... . . . . $315
Microsoft Pascal Compiler . . . .. .. . . $215
Microsoft Basic Compiler .. .. .... .$245
Microsoft Basic Language .... . . . .. $235
CBASIC 86 for IBM PC . . . ... . ... . . . $135
CP/M-86 for IBM PC . . . . . .... . . . .. .$37
Concu rrent CP I M 86 . . .. . . . .. . . . .. $160
FOR PC DOS
Norton Uti Ii ties . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. ... .$48
Copy II PC .. . .. . ... . . .. . . . ... . . .. . $34
Prokey V3.0 . . . .. .... . . . .. . ........ $79
Harvard Project Manager . . . .. .. .. $225
Microsoft Flight Simulator . . . .. . .... $32
HARDWARE
Hayes 1200 Modem ... . .... . . .. . . . $485
Hayes 1200b Modem for IBM PC . .. $415
Internal Modem for IBM PC 1200B .. $285
Anchor Signalman 1200 baud Modem $240
CDC 360K Disk Drives . .. .. .... . .. . . $199
1/2 Height Panasonic Drives D/S DID $165
10 MB Sigma hard drive for the PC . $895
30 MB External Hard Drive for IBM PC$1795
10 MB Datamac external hard drive
for IBM PC . ... . . .. .. . . . .. . ... . . $995
Princeton RGB monitor . . ... .. . .. . .$459
Ta xan RGB Vision 420 ......... . . .. $425
COMPUTERS
l eading edge IBM PC Compatible 
2 O/ S DID Driv es - 256K Ram
Monitor . . ... . .. . .. . . . ... . . . .. $1795
Corona Computer .... . ... . ... .. . . Call
Televideo Portable & Software ... $1495
BOARDS FOR THE IBM PC
OR LOOKALIKES
Color Board with Par. Port .. .... . .$199
Plantronics Color Plus Board . .. . . . $365
384K Board with 256K . . . . . . . . . . . . . $320
Maynard Sandstar Controller . . . ... $195
'STB Graphics II Board . .... .. .. . . . $340
Tecmar Graphics Mater . ...... . .. . $495
New Ouadram Multifunction Board . Call
PRINTERS
Gemini 10X .. . . . .. ... . ... . . . ..... $265
Gemini 15X .. .. . . .. . .. . ... . . .. . . . $365
Okidata 82A. 83A, 92P, 93P . . . . . .. . Call
Okidata 84P .. . . ... .... ........ . . .$895
Juki 6100 .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. ... $409
Call on all Epson Models
Daisywriter 2000 . . . ...... . .. . . . . .$975
Silver-Reed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call
Diablo 620 .. .. . __. _. . . .... .. . .... Call
Diablo 630 . . ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . Call
NEC 3550 . ..... . . . . .. ... .. .. . . .. . Call

TERMS: Prices inc lude 3% cas h discou nt. Add 3% for charge orders . Ship ping on
most items S3.00. AZ ord ers •6% Sales Tax. Prices subject to change.

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1 (800)-421 -3135

WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS
2701 West Glendale Ave., Suite 6
Phoenix, AZ 85021
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THE 80286

another level unless it has access to
the gate. It is also impossible for a
user to manufacture a gate or manip
ulate its descriptor table. Operations
on descriptor table contents are al
lowed only at level 0.
The multiringed mechanism of the
80286 has simplified the view that ap
plication programs have of the oper
ating system. Each request for system
resources passes directly to the OS
via the gate structure. The application
has access to the OS through as many
different paths (gates) as the system
designer allows. Since no operating
system intervention is necessary to
pass into a "supervisor" state. the
80286 also provides a performance
enhancement over the software
based user/supervisor approach.
The most important aspect of the
ring model and gate mechanism is
that it is transparent to the applica
tion programmer. For the user. a
CALL instruction acts as if a system
service were locally def ined.
FOUR PRIVILEGE LEVELS
Four privilege levels allow the devel
opment of more reliable. flexible sys
tem software. For example. an oper
ating system is normally composed of
two parts: a kernel and system ser
vices. The system kernel is responsi
ble for supporting key system-level

PROGRAM
VISIBLE

SELECTOR

mechanisms such as memory alloca
tion. task scheduling, and dispatching.
The kernel represents the most static
code in the system. The services por
tion supports more dynamic aspects
such as file access scheduling. data
communication. and device control.
Normally. these two parts are phys
ically placed together in a supervisor
space. A major problem arises when
the operating system is updated with
a new device driver or data commu
nication protocol. Changes com
promise overall system integrity.
The 80286 lets an operating system
be physically separated with con
trolled access. monitored by the hard
ware. between the two parts. The
kernel could be placed at level 0.
isolated and unaffected by any
changes to the system services. at
level I. The kernel's integrity is main
tained and the kernel can be smaller
due to the hardware assistance sup
plied for task and memory manage
ment.
Privilege !eve.I 2 could contain the
custom operating-system extensions.
Such customizing can be kept isolated
from errors in application programs
and cannot affect the basic integrity
of the system software. Examples of
customized software are the database
manager and logical file access
services.

I I
OFFSET
CALL
GATE

--,

I
I
I
I
1 - - - --t.. -J

OS ENTRY
POINT

DESCRIPTOR

Figure 5: 80286 operating system CALL model. Because tfie offsets are taken
only from the OS table. applications can only access elements at tfie prescribed
point.
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THE 80286

Tasks are dynamic
and execute one
or more programs.
This is just one example of protec
tion mechanism usage. The four pro
tection levels can be used in many dif
ferent ways or. in the case of some im
plementations. not at all. The usage
(or nonusage) is up to the system
designer.
that's fast, smooth, and jJicker
free! Write, produce, and direct your own
computer movies. No programming skills are
needed to create superb full-color animation. With easy to use
TAKE-1, you define animation shapes and movements, "shoot" scenes
frame-by-frame, add text at any time, and then combine the scenes to make a
complete movie. Perfect for presentations and demos.

TASK ISOLATION

An important distinction exists be
tween tasks and programs. Programs
(instruction in code segments) are
static and consist of fixed sets of code
and data. each with an associated
privilege level. The privilege assigned
to a program determines what the
program may do when a task ex
ecutes it. Privilege is assigned to a
program when the system is built or
when the program is loaded.
On the other hand. tasks are
dynamic and execute one or more
programs. lask privilege changes with
time according to the privilege level
of the program being executed. Each
task has a unique set of attributes that
define it. such as address space.
register values. stack. and data. A task
may execute a program if that pro
gram appears in the task's address
space.
Multitasking partitions a problem
into separate instruction streams that
the central processor executes in
rapid succession. To an observer. the
tasks appear to be operating in
parallel. From a physical standpoint.
multitasking provides an efficient way
to share a scarce resource-the CPU;
while one task is waiting for I/O (in
put/output). another task can be ex
ecuting. Logically. multitasking affords
a system designer a natural partition
ing of large problems into smaller.
more manageable functions or the
ability to support multiple users/tasks
at one time.
An example of an implementation
is a workstation on a network support
ing an advanced word processor. At

Available at your local software store or direct from BAUDVILLE. $59.95 Requires 64K
Visa and Master Charge accepted, Michigan residents add 4% sales tax.

'l,;;'

For Apple II c, Ile, and II+ or compatible computers.

I

I~'*'
II~
a VA
'JI
J
•J •

l'..s

7

!I

'ii
It

=~~'
~
'\

Apple is a regislered <nxl•mork ofApple Compt>f.,. Inc.

BAUDVILLE,1001MMloolfbrkDr..
S.E.
Gmnd
R.apJd~. MjchigCll'l 49500
f'hone (616/ 057-303-0
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THE 80286

least one task would handle data
shipped over the local-area network.
At the same time. the word processor
would be using multiple tasks to per
form user 1/0. formatting. spelling
checks. and disk access.
The 80286 provides a high-per
formance task-switch operation with
complete isolation between tasks. A
full task-switch operation takes 2 I
microseconds at 8 MHz.
Performance and system design ad
vantages arise from the 80286 task
switch. First. a task switch performed
by hardware is faster. A task switch is
a single instruction performed by
hardware. Such a scheme is more
than five times faster than an explicit
task-switch code sequence.
Second. a task switch performed by
hardware creates more reliable. flexi
ble systems. The high-speed task
switch lets interrupts be handled by
separate tasks rather than within the

currently interrupted task. This isola
tion of interrupt handling code from
normal programs prevents undesir
able interactions. The interrupt system
can be more flexible since adding an
interrupt handler is as safe and easy
as adding a new task.
Third. every task is protected from
all others via the separation of ad
dress spaces. unless explicit sharing
is planned in advance. If the address
spaces of two tasks include no shared
data. one task cannot affect the data
of another (figure 4).
A data type called a task state seg
ment (TSS) defines tasks in the 80286.
The definition of a task includes its ad
dress space and execution state. A
task is invoked (made active) by inter
segment IMP or CALL instructions
whose destination address refers to
a TSS. Such TSS has a unique selec
tor value that provides an unambigu
ous identifier for each task. This lets

an operating system manipulate tasks
through a single pointer.
A TSS contains 44 bytes that define
the contents of all registers and flags.
the initial stacks for privilege levels 0
through 2. the LDT selector. and a link
to the TSS of the previously executing
task. The descriptor used for task
state segments must be accessible at
all times: therefore. it can appear only
in the global descriptor table.
A task switch can occur in one of
four ways The destination selector of
a long IMP or CALL instruction can
refer to a TSS descriptor. An IRET
(return from interrupt) instruction can
be executed when the NT (nested
task) bit in the flag word is set. The
destination selector of a long IMP or
CALL instruction can refer to a task
gate. Or an interrupt can occur whose
vector refers to a task gate in the in
terrupt descriptor table.
(continued)

EVENT: COMPETITION OF HI-RES COLOR DISPLAY FOR IBM PC

WHO IS THE WINNER?
You are the
Judges!!
Exceeds 700
dots resol ution
Erg on om ic al
tilt/swive l
Green text mode
One year
warranty*
.31 mm pitch CRT
2000 characters
16 colors
(by inten sity)
FCC c lass B
Direct Pl ug- in
to IBM PC/ XT
Pri ce $

~~

*
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
699

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines, Inc.
*

* MONITOR NEWS *
PX -IV TAKES THE GOLD!

q_'V-~

By Hyres Vesion
The crowd is estatic as Qui max con
gratulates their Hi-Res champion
PX -IV. One observer at the Olympiad
Mr. Misty Focus stated, "That
PX- IV clearly demonstrated to the
competition what a real winner is
made of. superior pixel resolution
like I've never seen before." Another
observer Mr. Hunch Neckacker
states "PX-IV displayed tremendous
tilt and swivel action that looks
fantastic from any position." Finally,
Mr. Tex Writer shouts, "PX-IV
showed his switching versatility be
tween color and green text display,
he really knows how to turn it off and

turn it on ."

Ouimax
~
SYSTEMS, INC.

- COME TO SEE US 
•COMDEX/Fall Las Vegas Booth #M1346
PGS is a trademark of Princeton Graphic systems, Inc.

568 WEDDELL DR. SUITE 4
SUNNYVALE. CA 94089

408-734-8283 {Sales Manager)
408-734-8476 {Customer
Service Manager)
Ask your local dealer for a demo.

See our warranty policy for details.
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The no-compromise
voice/data remote
information station.
Introducing the Freedom™ 212
Remote Information Station.
The only system anywhere today
that combines all the advantages of
remote ASCII terminal capabilicics
and the convenience offull telephone
communications. With no
compromise to either.
The Freedom 212 is ideal for
corporate computer or public database
access, telecommuting, time-sharing
or electronic mail. And for personal
services like home banking and stock
quotations.
The 212's full size, ergonomically
designed 12-inch display and
sculptured, low-profile keyboard
combine to deliver uncompromised
data input and output.
Its integral Bell 212A compatible
modem delivers uncompromised data
communications. With a complete
directory and dialing capability for
both voice and data calls, you
get uncompromised telephone
features, too.
The Freedom 212's modem
is built right in. No external cabling
or complicated special hook-ups
needed.Just plug your phone into the
Freedom 212 and the Freedom 212 into
any standard modular phone jack.
Another good thing is that you
don't have to work at a snail's pace.
Because you get 1200 baud. Standard.
To minimize your wait for information.
You also get a "HELP" mode for
unmatched simplicity of use. That,
along with automatic log-on features
and key-per-funcr ion operation,
helps you to help yourself to the
information you need.
With the Freedom 212 you get it
all. It's the easiest system of its kind
to operate. And since it's priced far
below personal computers, it's also one
of the easiest to buy. All in one package.
And all for just $1,295. Call Liberty
today at (415 ) 543-7000. After all,
anything else is just a compromise.
See us at

~©Jm~~~»«\™/Fall

'84

Hilton Hotel Booth #H7538

[!LIBERTY
© 1984 Li bert y Electronics.
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No new instructions are required for on the system designer.
a task-switch operation. The standard
I want to consider the steps neces
sary for an operating system to dis
8086/80286 JMP. CALL. IRET. or inter
rupt operations perform this function. patch a task.
The processor makes the distinction
between the standard instruction and TASK INVOCATION
a task switch through the type of After the operating system makes the
descriptor referenced. The choice of policy decisions as to which task is to
task-switching technique depends run. the task is dispatched with a stan
- - - - - -- -- - - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - -----.

lntele•Type
$795.00

• Access your PC or company computer, electronic mail sys
tems, all major networks and databases - easily phone. Built-in modem and rechargeable batteries.

from the nearest

• Use it for Telex ... anywhere. When business means travel, take
your Telex with you.

• Automatically answers the phone and prints incoming com
puter mail or Telex.

• Edit and store off line your letter or report. Transmit it anytime.
And there's more...

• It's a typewriter -an editing typewriter. Type all your correspon
dence on regular sheet paper anywhere, anytime. Letter quality print.
Full international character set.

lntele•Type, more than just a nice portable terminal.

Call Toll Free 1·800·482·2424
Size 3.2" x 10.5" x 3.2 " • weight 6.25 lbs. • 80 columns • 18 x 24 dot matrix
printer• plain or thermal paper• Bell 103 modem • direct connect • optional
acoustic coupler• keyboard dialing • 10 digit printing calculator• and more•

5442 Normalld~ une
M•dlaon, WlsconslnS371 9
(!!08) 273.0707

dard JMP instruction whose effective
address is a task gate. From this point
on. hardware handles the task switch.
The CPU checks the task gate
against the protection rules. If the re
quest is valid. access to the TSS is
allowed. Once access to the TSS has
been granted. the task-switch opera
tion involves six steps in the CPU that
were formerly required of the oper
ating system. The processor then ap
plies data access privilege rules and
the current task becomes the out
going task. If the new task is present
(in memory), the new task becomes
the incoming task.
Then the state of the outgoing task
is saved by the processor. The
dynamic portion of the outgoing TSS
is written with the corresponding CPU
register values (e.g .. AX. BX. CX. DX.
SI. DI. BP. SP. ES. OS. SS. CS. IP. and
flag register) . The IP (instruction
pointer) value points at the instruction
following the one that caused the task
switch. All errors up to this point are
handled in the context of the outgo
ing task. The errors are restartable
and error handling is transparent to
the application program. (A restart
able error occurs when an executable
line of code cannot be executed at
this time. For example. a virtual
memory fetch to disk might not have
the data available when the line of
code requires it.) The task register is
then loaded with the incoming task
selector. and the incoming task's
descriptor is marked "busy." Finally,
the incoming task state is loaded and
execution resumes. The following
registers are loaded: LDT. AX. BX. CX.
DX. SI. DI. BP. SP. ES. OS. SS. CS. IP.
and flag register. Any errors detected
in this step are handled in the context
of the incoming task. The operat
ing-system software is not involved
with the task-switch mechanism. but
is only concerned with identifying
which task runs next.
Note that the state of the outgoing
task is always saved. If execution of
that task is resumed. it will start the
instruction that caused the task
switch. The value of the registers will
be the same as when the task
stopped running. •
-
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A NewAge Dawns for
Microcomputer Programming
PROMAL FEATURES

Meet

fto~~

lP ft

.A. ,I ™

~

The First Fast
PROMAL may be the answer
Structured
to your programming needs.
Finally, there's an answer to the
Language
need for a complete environ
ment for simple and rapid
That Lets You
program development. Finally, a
has begun for micro
Program The
computer programmers. Finally,
there's PROMAL.
WavYou
Always eommoc:1orc "Benchmark / ;.~'*' /..?""/Gt ;_:, r
Wanted To. t--(Sieve
_of_Erat_osthenes_)--~'
/~~-/0<:Y"f--r-/<fY/_q,tr-r----1
/
And For
S~Ll:'.I

r IS.. ,\:'.ll:'.~dm 1y.

~age

Executionllme(secs.)

0 nly $49.95.

ectCodeSlze<b'ttes>

30

630

490

51

55

128

255

329

181

415

ll---''--m-l.o&d-Tl-me;_,(secs,'----"-)--1--3.2_._3_
.8-+-6-3-+--11
.2 +-2-3.5-+----t I
leTone

secs.

8.5

3.9
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AS me

COMPILED LANGUAGE
Structured procedural language
with indentation
Fast, 1·pass compiler
Simplified syntax requirements
No line numbering required
Long variable names
Global, Local, &Arg variables
Byte, Word, Integer &Real types
Dec or Hex number types
Functions w I passed arguments
Procedures w/passed arguments
Built in 1/0 library
Arrays, strings, pointers
Control Statements: IF-ELSE, F, WHILE,
FOR, CHOOSE, BREAK, REPEAT,
INCLUDE, NEXl; ESCAPE, REFUGE
Compiler 1/0 from/to disk or memory
EXECUTIVE
Command oriented, w /line editing
Memoryresident
Allows multiple user programs in
memory at once
Function key definitions
Program abort and pause
22 Resident system commands,
8 user-defined resident commands,
no limit on disk commands
Prior command recal I
1/0 Re-direction to disk or printer
Batch jobs
EDITOR
Full -screen, cursor driven
Function key controlled
Line insert, delete, search
String search and replace
Block copv, move, delete & wr~e to/
read from file
Auto indent, undent support

oenchmark results 1nthe
LIBRARY
table show, PROMAL is much
4 3 Machine-language commands
faster than any language tested.
Memory resident
Call by name with arguments
From 70% to 2000% faster! And PROMAL Is scheduled for
1/0, Edit, String, Cursor control
release on the Apple lie in
it generates the most compact
and much more
object code. The PROMAL
December, 1984 and on th4i
PROMAL runs on
compiler is so fast that it can
IBM PC in 1st Quarter, 1985. Commodore
64s with disk drive.
compile a100-line source
program in 10 seconds or less.
HOWTo ORDER
And, not only is it fast in Compile D Please send me my copy of PROMAL for the Commodore b4 at $49.95 plus $5.00 for
and run time it also reduces
shippingandhandlingata total cost ot$54.95. Satisfaction guaranteed.
·' d
I
·
D PleasesendmeaPROMAldemodskettefortheCommodoreb4at$10forthediskette
programming eve opment time. plus$2.SO for postage and handling for a total costof$12.50. (Non-refundable.)
PROMAL is easy.
D Please charge my purchase to my... D Visa D M-lsterCard
D lo/rt check is enclosed.
It's easier to learn than Pascal or C
or FORTH. It makes use of power r.c;;;::::d~...,-::-==------------------"7E>?roll=::::.,,,:::'16"i~e
ful structured statements, like IF
ELSE, WHILE, REPEAT, FOR, arid
CHOOSE. Indentation of state
"'
Ho=
,..= - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - 
ments is part of the language's
;yntax, so all programs are neatly Address
md logically written. There are no =
a111
~,~~s ...., ""p-------------.,.~=..,,,""'*'"="'"modcnt>==..,,odd""°".,.,..,,_=141C.=
z1"
·
b t
1· t
Forqticke:rresponse oncreditca1
ine num ers ocomp ica eyour
Toll Fre:e:1-800-762-7874 C1nNorthC
programming. And comments - - - - - - - - - - O u r G u a r a n t c e - - - - - - - - - 
don't take up memory space, so
you can document programs
completely. And with the full
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES
111 ~ ,,
screen editor, you can speed
3700 Computer Drive, Dept. PB-1
ttirough program development
Raleigh, North Carolina 27609

J
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FIR 15 YEARS,

WE'VE BEEi
IAKllG
THE WORLD'S

MIST POPULAR

lllEIS.
llWYIU CAii
BUYllE.

Introducing the Maxwell Modem·· from
Racal-Vadic.
It's not your fault you didn't buy one
sooner. You couldn't. Unless you happen
ed to be a major corporation. They're
the ones who buy the most modems. And
the modems they buy most are ours.
Now we've taken everything we
know about modems and made one you
can buy.
The Maxwell Modem.
It's designed expressly for personal
computers. And the people who use them.
It's rugged. Reliable. And it even operates
over low-quality phone lines that other
modems can't handle.
But best of all, it's uncomplicated. So
you don't have to know how one works
to work one. There's no control panel to
control. No switches to switch.

The Maxwell Modem and George are trademarks of Racal-Vadic. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. ©1984, Racal-Vadic .
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Instead, every feature makes sense .
Auto-dialing. Auto-answer. And complete
unattended operation.
Our communications software is just
as accommodating. It's called George."
And we've made George so simple to use
you may never have to open your manual.
The Maxwell Modem comes in two
different versions and two different speeds:
Internal modems for the IBM PC and com
patibles, and desktop models for virtually
every personal computer. Both are avail
able with speeds of 300- or 1200-bps.

And every Maxwell Modem has diag
nostic features built in. So we can test your
modem right over the phone from our
Remote Diagnostic Center. We'll even pay
for the call.
So where can you get your hands on
a Maxwell Modem? To find our dealer near
est you, just do what modems do.
Call 800-4-VAOJCS.
Racal-Vadic, 1525 McCarthy Blvd.,
Milpitas, CA 95035.

THE
MAIWEll
lllEM.
From Racal-Vadic.
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D THINKING FORTH
by Brodie
$16

THE FORTH SOURCE™

MVP-FORTH

. FORTH DISKS

Stable - Transportable - Public Domain - Tools
You need two primary features in a software development package
a
stable operating system and the ability to move programs easily and
quickly lo a variety of computers. MVP-FORTH gives you both these
features and many extras. This public domain product includes an editor,
FORTH assembler. tools, ut ilities and the vocabulary for the best selling
book "Starling FORTH". The Programmer's Kil provides a complete
FORTH for a number of computers. Other MVP-FORTH products will
simplify the development of your applications.

#

FORTH with editor. assembler, and manual.
"'
0 APPLE by MM, 83
$100 D Z80 by LM, 83 +~ ~~ $100
0 ATARI® valFORTH
$60 0 8086/88 by LM, 83 ~ $1 00

+«-°"D

CP/M

by MM, 83

0 HP-85 by Lange
O HP-75 by Cassady

~ O IBM-PC by LM 83
~ 0 NOVA by CCI 8','

$100
$90
$150
$1 OO
$175

~

glossary with cross references to fig-FORTH, Starting FORTH
and FORTH-79 Standard. 2nd Ed.
$25

(<,."' o

0 Volume 2, MVP-FORTH Assembly Source Code. Includes
CPIM"' , IBM-PC"' , and APPLE® listing for kernel

$20

0 Volume 3, Floating Point Glossary by Springer
$1 O
0 Volume 4, Expert System with source code by Park
$25
0 Volume 5, File Management System with Interrupt security by
Moreton

~

0

+«--" D
0

$25

0

MVP-FORTH Software - A Transportable FORTH
0 MVP·FORTH Programmer's Kit including disk, documen
tation, Volumes 1 & 2 of MVP-FORTH Series (A// About
FORTH, 2nd Ed. & Assembly Source Code). and Starting
FORTH. Specify 0 CP/M, 0 CPIM 86, 0 CP/M+. 0 APPLE,
0 IBM PC, 0 MS-DOS, 0 Osborne. 0 Kaypro, 0 H89/Z89,
0 Z100, 0 Tl-PC, 0 MicroDecisions, 0 Northstar,
,\I 0 Compupro, 0 Cromenco, 0 DEC Rainbow. 0 NEC 8201.
y.<r; 0 TRS-80/100
$150
0 MVP·FORTH Enhancement Package for IBM-PCIXT
Programmer's Kil. Includes full screen editor, MS-DOS
file interface, disk, display and assembler operators.

0
~-" 0

VIC20 cartridge
R4 cartr'1dge

$40
$25

APPLE by MM,
F. G, & 83
$1 80
ATARI by PNS, F.G . & X $90
CP/M bv MM. F & 83
$1 40
Multi·Tasking FORTH
S CP/M X & 79
by L,
$ 395
'
TRS-80/1 or Ill by MMS
F, X, & 79
$130
Timex by FD, tape G,X,
& 79
$45
C64 by ParSec. MVP, F,
79 . G & X
$96

0 FOOS for Atari FORTH's $40
O Extensions for LM Specify
IBM, Z80, or 8086
D Software Floa ting
Point
0 8087 Support
(IBM-PC or 80$6)
O 9511 Support
(Z80 or 8086)
0 Color Graphics
(IBM-PC)
O Data Base
Management

$100
$1 00
$100
$1 00
$200

debugging and translating. CPIM, IBM-PC, Z80
or Apple.

$200

FORTH MANUALS, GUIDES & DOCUMENTS
0 ALL ABOUT FORTH by

$11 O

$25
Haydon. See above.
0 FORTH Encyclopedia by
$25
Derick & Baker

$300

0 MVP-FORTH Meta Complier for CPIM Programmer's kit.
Use for aoolicatons on CP/M based computer. Includes
public domain source
$150
on board with disks, documentation and enhanced vir tual
$450
MVP- FORTH for Apple II, II+, and lie.

I<!'

$80

tt--" 0

MVP-FORTH Expert System for development of knowledgebased programs for Apple, IBM, or CPIM.
$100
FORTH CROSS COMPILERS Allow extending, modifying and compiling
for speed and memory savings, can also produce ROMable code.
$300
Specify CP/M, 8086, 68000, IBM, Z80, or Apple II, II +

Ordering Information: Check. Money Order (payable to MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS.
INC.). VISA, MasterCard. American Express. COD's $5 extra. Minimum order· $15.
No billing or unpaid PO's. California residents add sales tax. Shipping costs in US
included in price. Foreign orders, pay in US funds on US bank, include for handling
and shipping by Air: $5 lor each item under $25. $1 O for each ilem between $25 and
$99 and $20 lor each item over $100. All prices and products subject lo change or
withdrawal without notice. Single system and/or single user license agreement
required on some products.

0 1982 FORML Proc.

o

The Complete FORTH by
Winfield
$16
0 Understanding FORTH by
Reymann
$3

0

lJ

0 FORTH Fundamentals,
Vol. I by McCabe

0 MVP-FORTH Programming Aids for CP/M, IBM or APPLE
Programmer's Kil. Extremely useful tool for decompiling.
callfinding, and translating.
$200
0 MVP-FORTH PADS (Profe'sslonal Application Development
System) for IBM PC, XT or PCjr or Apple II , II+ or lie. An
integrated system for customizing your FORTH programs and
applications. The editor includes a bi-directional string search
and is a word processor specially designed for fast
development. PADS has almost triple the compile speed of
most FORTH's and provides fast debugging techniques.
Minimum size target systems are easy with or without heads.
Virtual overlays can be compiled in object code. PADS is a
true professional development system. Specify
Computer.
$500
0 MVP-FORTH Floating Point & Matrix Math for IBM
~
with 8087 or Apple with Applesofl on Programmer's
Kil or PADS.
$85
f<,<i- 0 MVP-FORTH Graphics Extension for IBM or Apple on
~
Programmer's Kit or PADS.
$65

0 1980 FORML Proc.
$25
0 1981 FORML Proc 2 Vol $40

(<,.-" 0
"'

0 MVP-FORTH Fast Floating Point Includes 9511 math chip

~-" D MVP·FORTH MS-DOS file interface for IBM PC PADS

$50

0 C64 by HES Commodore

0 Victor 9000 by OE,G ,X $150
0 fig-FORTH Programming Aids for decompil ing, callfinding,

0 MVP-FORTH Cross Complier for CPIM Programmer's Kil.
Generates headerless code for ROM or target CPU

$250

Enhanced FORTH with: F-Floating Point, G-Graphics, T- Tutorial,
S-Stand Alone, M-Math Chip Support. MT -Multi-Tasking, X-Olher
Extras, 79-FORTH-79, 83-FORTH-83.

0 Volume 1, All about FORTH by Haydon. MVP-FORTH

~

68000 by LM , 83

0 VIC FORTH by HES,

0 Timex by HW

MVP Books - A Series

~~

0

$16

D

0 FORTH Fundamentals,
Vol. II by McCabe

$13

I<!' 0
"'

FORTH Tools, Vol.1 by
Anderson & Tracy
0 Beginning FORTH by
Chirlian
0 FORTH Encyclopedia
Pocket Gulde

$20

$17
$7

0 And So FORTH by Huang. A
college.level text.

0
O
0 MET AFORTH by
Cassady
Languages

$25

0 Systems Gulde to fig

$17

0
0
0
0
0

FORTH

0 FORTH on the ATARI by E.
Floegel

$8

0 Starting FORTH by Brodie .

$30

0 Threaded Interpretive

0 FORTH Programming by
Scanlon

$25

1981 Rochester FORTH
Proc.
$25
1982 Rochester FORTH
Proc.
$25
1983 Rochester FORTH
Proc.
$25
A Bibliography of FORTH
$15
References, 1st Ed.
The Journal ot FORTH
Application & Research
Vol. 1, No. 1
$1 5
Vol. 1. No. 2
$15

Invitation to FORTH
POP-11 User Man.
FORTH-83 Standard
FORTH-79 Standard
FORTH-79 Standard
Conversion
0 Tiny Pascal flg·FORTH

$23
$25
$20
$20
$15
$15

Best instructional manual
available. (soft cover)
$18
$1 0
0 Starting FORTH (hard
$1 0
cover)
$23
0 NOVA fig-FORTH by CCI
saooo fig-Forth with
Source Listing
$25
assembler
$25
0 NOVA by CCI User's
0 Jupiter ACE Manual by
Manual
$25
Vickers
$15
$15
0 Installation Manual for fig-FORTH,
Source Listings of fig-FORTH, for specific CPU's and computers.
The Installation Manual is required for implementation.
Each $15
0 1802
0 6502
0 6800
D AlphaMicro 0 IBM "-.JI.
0 8080
0 8086/88 0 9900
0 APPLE II
,t>
0 PACE
0 PDP-11/LSl-1 1
0 6809
0 NOVA

o

0 68000

0 Eclipse

0 VAX

0

Z80

MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, INC.
PO BOX 4656
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(415) 961-4103

Circle 292 on inquiry card.

N·E·W C·H·I·P·S

THE
PF474
BY STEVE ROSENTHAL

coprocessor
for string comparison
A

FINDING THE CLDSEST match for a
string of symbols is important in data
base searches. speech recognition. ar
tificial intelligence. and computer vi
sion. Yet. even with the fastest 16- and
32-bit processor chips. computing a
closest-match function is relatively
slow and complex. However. there is
no reason why this operation must be
left entirely to the central processing
unit. Just as a numeric coprocessor
can greatly accelerate complex calcu
lations. a string-search chip can make
fast work of finding the closest string
value.
Proximity Technology Inc. makes
the PF474. a VLSI (very-large-scale
integration) string comparator and
ranker. which is the first chip of this
type to become generally available.
This chip is available in single quan
tities for $2 50. Running at up to
several thousand string comparisons
per second. this chip compiles a
ranked list of the 16 best matches for
a test string from a selection of pas
- sible candidates.
The rankings. as I'll explain at length
later. are based strictly on a mathe
matical function of symbol counts.
This means the chip can be used for
much more than checking English

text. The PF4 74 will rank any informa
tion that can be expressed in strings
of 8-bit characters up to 127 bytes
long.
On the negative side. however. the
PF474 is only a symbol comparator.
not a linguistic processor. Each sym
bol is treated as entirely uncon
strained by the preceding and follow
ing symbols. a situation quite unlike
the workings of English and all other
natural languages. (See the text box
"Different Conceptions of Order" on
page 248 for more information.) As a
result. unless supplemented by com
plex processing done by the host. in
some circumstances the PF474 can
produce closeness rankings of words
and phrases that are far different than
most native speakers would produce.
The PF474 is logically composed of
two semi-independent subsections: a
proximity (closeness) computer and a
ranker (see figure I). Additional sup
porting circuits include a OMA (direct.

Steve Rosenthal (POB 92 91. Berkeley. CA
94 709) is a writer and lexicographer. He
writes seven regular columns for computer
publications and is working on two computer
related dictionaries to be published by Prentice
Hall.

memory access) controller to rapidly
load the strings. parameter storage for
saving selected characteristics for
each symbol. and a number of con
trol and status registers.
The proximity computer finds the
closeness of two strings and com
putes a 3 2-bit fraction that expresses
their closeness. A value of all zeros
indicates two entirely different strings.
all ones indicate two identical strings.
In between. higher values indicate
closer matches.
The algorithm used to compute
closeness is basically a counting func
tion. (See the text box "PF4 74 Math
Deciphered" on page 2 52 for the ac
tual formulas.) Searching forward. the
chip counts the number of matched
symbols in the strings. considering in
sequence the first symbol of each.
then the first two. then the first three.
etc. The chip then does the same
computation going backward from
the end of the strings.
Although conceptually simple. this
method accords with many of our in
tuitive measures of closeness. 1rans
positions (where two letters are in
reversed order) detract less from the
proximity value than omissions.
(continued)
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Single-letter deletions or additions do
not completely negate matches in let
ters that follow. Matches at the begin
ning and end are more significant
than those in the middle.
The basic algorithm is fixed in
silicon. but you can customize the
operation of the proximity-matching
function by choosing the appropriate
value for the three parameters
(weight. compensation. and bias) that
you must supply for each of the 2 56
possible 8-bit symbols.
The weight (a number from 0 to 7)
specifies the relative importance of
the symbol during the matching pro
cess. A match of a symbol with weight
0 does not count toward the proximi
ty value. while a match of a symbol
with weight 6 counts three times as
much as one with weight 2.

The compensation only enters into
the result for symbols that are not
matched. This parameter also ranges
from 0 to 7. A high compensation
value lessens the effect of a symbol
that occurs in only one of the two
strings. Compensation is a sort of
"consolation prize" that the strings get
for having those symbols individual
ly, even though the symbols don't
match between the strings.
The last symbol parameter. the bias.
alters the relative importance of find
ing a match during a forward-compar
ison or a reverse-comparison scan. If
the bias is 0. each direction is equally
important. The bias is added to the
weight during the reverse compari
son. so a positive bias increases the
importance of a reverse match. a
negative bias decreases it. The bias

DIFFERENT CONCEPTIONS
OF ORDER

D

etermining how similar two strings
of symbols are to each other in
volves philosophical as well as practical
questions. A brief diversion into types
of ordering seems appropriate here.
Mathematicians and metrologists
(measurements specialists) generally
group measurements into four different
categories: nominal. ordinal. integral.
and ratio.
With nominal measurements values
can be classified. but you can't specify
a mathematical relationship about the
relations between classes. For example.
you might divide computer programs
into those written in BASIC. COBOL.
Pascal. and C.
Ordinal measurements have a se
quence but no specified magnitude. For
example. you might argue that you could
rank three popular operating systems for
user friendliness. with UNIX being the
least user friendly. CP/M being the next
to least. and MS-DOS being the most.
But we would not have any mathematical
way of expressing how different CP/M is
from UNIX. or whether that was more
or less than the difference between CP/M
and MS-DOS.
Integral measures let you make that
judgment. In an integral scale. you can

specify both direction (sequence) and
distance between items. but you don't
necessarily know what the true zero
point is on the scale. For example. you
can measure the increase in the in
cidence of cancer due to radiation ex
posure. but you won't have a good fix
on what the baseline value would be
with no exposure at all (including natural
exposure).
Ratio measurements are the most
specific. A ratio measurement lets you
specify both amount and proportion. For
example. you can say that one computer
has 128K bytes of memory. which is
twice as much memory as another
machine has.
The question is: what kind of measure
can you hope to apply to symbol strings?
If you're comparing the closeness of
characters. are you going to say that
vowels are closer to each other than con
sonants? Are Ks more like Cs than Os?
One difference between the way people
operate and the way the PF4 74 does is
that people can make those judgments
(often unconsciously). The PF 47 4. how
ever. treats all symbols as equally distant.
or as integral measurements located in
a 2 56-dimensional space with a I-unit
separation between any two members.

for each character can be set to - 2.
-1. I. or 2.
In theory. you could use just the
proximity section of the chip because
it is possible to read out from the chip
the proximity value obtained during
each comparison. Similarly. you could
compute the proximity indexes for
pairs of independent strings rather
than comparing one constant string to
a series of possible matches. How
ever. in most applications you'll want
to use the proximity section to com
pute an index for the closeness of a
number of strings to a single refer
ence string and then send the result
ing values to the ranker to find out
which ones are the closest.
THE RANKER

After the proximity section has
evaluated the closeness of two strings.
it passes the value on to the PF4 7 4's
ranker section. The ranker tests the
new value against its current 16 best
values and throws the result away if
the new value is less than any of the
16.
If the new value does rank more
highly. the ranker section adjusts the
list by eliminating the bottom value
and inserting the new one in the ap
propriate position. Along with each
proximity value. the ranker stores a
32-bit record number showing which
proximity comparison produced that
value. Note that the PF4 74 does not
store the 16 best strings themselves
but saves the pointer values instead.
If you want a list of more than the
16 best matches. you can set the
ranker to next-best mode. During next
best mode. the ranker saves the 15
proximity values (and their pointers)
that are less than or equal to the prox
imity value in the highest ranking slot.
If you make the highest ranking slot
equal to the lowest value from a first
normal ranking and do a next-best
match. you will extend your rank to
the top 31 values.
The proximity computer section
and the ranker operate independent
ly. but in a pipelined arrangement.
That means that while the ranker is
figuring out where a new proximity
(continued)
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at everyPC network

/ shoUldbe.
Simple.
Anybody in your office
should be able to use your
network.That's how we
designed OmniShare.
OmniShare™software lets
any IBM XT or compatible
share its disc space with
other PC's or compatibles.
All it takes is one transpo11er
card per computer, plus
the wire to connect them.
Then you just put in one
floppy, answer one question
and you've got a working
network. It's that simple.

Expandable.
A network should grow as
easily as it starts.
Fair enough.With OmniShare, whenever you want

to add a station, you just
put a transporter card into
your new,computer and
plug it into the network.
And if your storage or
backup needs outgrow your
XTs capacity? Co1vus offers
a complete range of net
work disc storage and
backup.

Affordable.
At under $500 per connec
tion, OmniShare makes
OMNINET™one of the most
cost-effective networks you
can install. Or expand.
Because when you need
to add storage and backup,
you'll find that Corvus has

--------------IBMXT

'~='---•
CS

.&:; _ ....... _

~~~!J:==~~~

VCR
Co11·11s

>.7'Mirror
(OfJtio1wtlJack-11jJJ

some of the best values in
the industry Like a 200 MB
random access backup at an
anuzing $11 per megabyte.

Dependable.
Of all the networks around,
how many are really proven?
We think the facts speak
for themselves: Corvus net
works now connect 3 out of
every 5 locally-networked
micros~'

If you'd like to hear more,
just call us at 800-4-CORVUS.
We really believe a PC
network should be like a
rubber band. Simple. Ex
pandable. Affordable.
Dependable.
And that's not stretching
the point.

**
CORVUS
The Networking Company.

·59w~ of all

locally-networked micros upc::rate ma CORVUS

network, according to lnfoC01p. COR\'US. THE NETWORKING
COMPAA'Y, O .\ININET. OM NISHA RE and CORVUSXT MIRROR are

tr.tdemarks of COR\'US S~Th~ts lNC. lliM PC and PC XT are

trademarks of International Business Machines.

Circle 99 on Inquiry card_

THE PF474

value fits it. the proximity section can
be busy loading another string and
computing a new closeness value.

THE OMA
With string comparison and ranking
working at speeds of thousands of
strings per second. the PF474 has a
voracious appetite for input data. To
speed up the transfer process. the
chip includes its own OMA controller
to regulate the flow of data from
memory to chip.
In OMA mode. the main processor
writes the required control words to
set up the PF4 74. plus a starting ad
dress for data transfer. The main
processor then halts. relinquishing
control of the bus to the PF474.
When the PF474's OMA section re
ceives both bytes of the starting ad
dress. it takes control of the bus. step
ping through 16-bit addresses and
reading data from memory into the
chip. The PF474 continues reading
data until it finds a 00 byte or reaches
the maximum 12 7 characters.

For systems that don't provide for
OMA control. or where the data to be
compared doesn't exist in memory
but is computed during processing.
the PF474 can also accept data in
non-OMA mode. With a little bit of ex
ternal logic. such as on Proximity's PF
PC board for the IBM PC. the PF474
can also accept data from an existing
system OMA controller.
OMA loading on the PF474 pro
vides one other capability. Prior to a
OMA transfer. the PF4 74 can be set
to use the upper 12 8 of the 2 56 pos
sible I-byte symbol codes as special
editing symbols. According to the set
tings loaded from the host into the
PF4 74's command registers. the OMA
transfer will then drop all of certain
specified special symbols or sequen
tial duplicates. or add codes to em
phasize transitions from one symbol
to another.

loading. search initialization. a trans
fer operation. and a final reading of
the results.
The first initialization step sets
values that are indeterminate when
the PF4 74 is powered up but must be
specified before the chip is used. The
main task here is to set initial values
for the symbol parameters. For ranker
control. the size of the comparison list
must be set to 16 or some smaller
value (using smaller values slightly
speeds processing when 16 closest
matches aren't required). The ranker
must also be set to start with the nor
mal. rather than the next-best mode.
so it will find the 16 highest proxim
ity values.
For each search. the reference string
must be loaded into the proximity
portion of the PF47 4. normally into
slot A (the two comparison slots are
symmetric. but the -software and ex
amples that Proximity Technology
provides assume this arrangement).
To get the ranker section ready. the
(continued)

USING THE CHIP

Producing a ranking with the PF474
requires four steps: initial parameter

I

PARAMETER
TABLES

PROXIMITY
COMPUTER

1
_J

------- T--•
I

~~~--~~~

I

-.1

L_

--------..

~~r,__~f's~KED
RANKED
____.______

Figure I: A block diagram of the Proximit~ Devices PF4 74 string-proximit~ computer chip.
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1

V-Spell® (V' -Spel)
n. 1. The latest word in spelling correctors featuring an ex
pandable, 60,000 word dictionary, special-use dictionaries,
and built- in dictionary hyphenation. 2. A spelling corrector
that proofs up to 50 pages (60K) of text in less than 50 seconds,
displays misspelled words within the context of a paragraph,
and corrects automatically. 3. A menu-driven spelling correc
tor that runs on nearly any computer-as well as many word
processing programs. 4. A one-of-a-kind spelling corrector
that offers up to 40 alternate spellings for each word and
adjusts easily to any operating mode, from beginner to expert.
5. Another fine product from the people who brought you
VEDIT-acclaimed as the industry standard in text editing
since 1980.

For More Infonnation
or The Name ofYour Nearest V-Spell Dealer, Call

1-800-327-5895

CompuView
PRODUCTS, INC.

CompuYiew Products, Inc.
1955 Pauline Boulevard - P.O. Box 1349
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103
313/996-1299
TELEX 701821
Circle 9 2 on inquiry card.

THE PF474

PF4 7 4

MATH DECIPHERED

've translated the algorithm used to
compute the proximity (string close
ness value) in the PF474. First I'll present
the formula Proximity 'Jechnology pre
sents in its manual. then my translation.

Then look at the resulting string if you
·emove in turn none. one. two. three. etc..
characters. leaving the rest of the string
from there to the end. That the order
within the fragment is backward from ·
normal doesn't matter. nor does it mat
Wf(a) = W(a)
ter that you're starting from the full string
Wr(a) = W(a) + B(a)
and working down rather than from a
Wf is the forward t 1ght. Wis the weif
null string and workir 1p. So the result
function. Wr is tf
weight. B is the b1
working with the :ring fragment:
function. and a b u >~mvol.
wJnted from the end of the reversed
string is the same as working on a por
For each symbol. assign a weight value
tion of the string counting from the
saying how important a match of this
beginning.
symbol is. When comparing forward
For each set of string subsets. look at
matches. use this weight. When match
each symbol (a) that belongs to the total
ing the strings going backward. however.
ibol set (A) in tL1rn Count how many
use a reverse wei lht. cornposed o
::s the symbol appears in each string
sum of the forwa
ve1ght and a factor
I take the minimum of the two counts.
called the bias. Bee use the bias varies
which is the same as checking how many
from - 2 to + I. it can increase or
times the symbol is shared by the two
decrease the weight for the reverse scan
substrings.
compared to the forward scan.
'lake that minimum count for each sym
C(a) < = min(Wf(a). Wr(a)) for all a in A.
bol. multiply it by the forward weight
h is the symbol weight itself). and
where C is the compensi ion function. and A
ply the result bv two. This gives yo11
set of all symbols t
1 can be.
u1e weighted value of that particular
Assign each symbol a compensation
symbol for that size string fragment. Sum
value. to be taken into accou.nt as a sort
of consolation value if the symbol occurs
the product for each symbol in turn for
the current string fragment size. Then
in one string but not in the other. The
add together the sums for all the frag
compensation value for each symbol
11ent sizes. giving us the matching value
can't be larger than the forward weight
or the two strings. Note that the sym
r reverse weie:ht for that svmbol.
iols at the start c
string (tested as
the end of the reversed strings) are
Mf(S.T) = E:,o EaEA 2 x Wf(a) x
checked for match during each possible
min (CNT(a.suf(S'.n)).
string fragment. Those that would be at
CNT(a.suf(T'.n)))
the end of the string in their normal
where Mf(S.1) is the forward matching value of
order are checked only once. Therefore.
strings S and T; CNT is the number of occur
matches at the beginning have an im
rences of a in suf(S'.n) or a in suf(T'.n): suf is
plicitly greater weight. one that grows
proportionately with the length of the
'~" string obta i~ed
1ving the first
e1ements from S' or T'. S
f' are the rever~
trings being com1
t

I

original string and the searched string.
The first item you have to compute is
the forward matching value. Conceptual
ly. this is the weighted sum of the
number of symbols shared by both
strings. considering just the first symbol
of each string. then the first two. the
ti
1gh the complete
three. and so
length of the strings.
Because of the way the chip works. it
can handle parts of the string running
from somewhere in the middle to the
end better than from the beginning to

on

I
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'

Mr(S.T)

=

E:.o EaEA 2 X Wr(z) x
min (CNT(a.suf(S.n)).
CNT(a.suf(T.n)))

where Mr(S,T) is the reverse matching value of

c; nwl T ·
everse rr
works
much like the for
... ch. This time,
you don't have to
;trings around
to work from the back end. And this
time. instead of using the forward weight
as you count matches in each string frag
ment and multiplying by the weight. use
the reverse weie:ht (made up of the for

COMP(X.Y)

= I\X\ + I J x EaEA JC(a) x
max (CNT(a.X)
CNT(a. Y).0)1

where COMP(X.YJ is the comparison compen
sation value for strings X and Y. and \X\ is tfte
length of string X.
For symbols that are not matched. you
can also compute a comparison com
pensation value for the comparison of
two strings. As shown below. you do this
as two partial sums. one finding the com
parison compensation of X compared
with Y and the other finding the com
pensation of Y compared to X.
Compute each sum by looking at each
svmbol that beJo- -- ., the symbol set.
x each symbol.
how many time:
it appears in the t1rst string and subtract
from that how many times it appears in
the second. This gives you the number
of times the symbol has appeared but
not been matched. If it is a negative
number. ignore the counts for now by
using a 0 instead of e counts.
Then multiply the resulting count by
the symbol compensation value for that
symbol. Repeating this procedure for
each symbol in the symbol set and sum
ming the results gives you a raw com
pensation value. which you then have to
multiply by the length of the first string
plus one (to make up for the fact that all
the other values in the overall proximity
function have the length factored in).
The result of this process is the com
parison compensation value of the two
strings. When you compute this function
as the second string compared to the
first. however. you may get a different
value. The length of the strings may dif
fer or there may be a difference between
the weighted value of how many sym
bols are in the first string but not in the
second. and how many are in the second
but not in the first.

E:':o E,=f) Wr(Xlill +
Wf(X'lill
where 10TM(XJ is the self-similarity matching
function on X. and Xiii is the ith character in X.
10TM(X)

=

The last two elements in the proximity
equation are the self-similarity scores of
the two strings in the comparison (that
is. each string's similarity with itself). You
could compute this with the matching
function. but since vou know that each

THE PF474

by that symbol in a comparison with
itself. you can use this simpler formula.
You can compute the forward and
reverse self-similarity matching values at
the same time. Again. reverse the string
to compute the forward matching value
and look at the values for a serie s of sub
strings starting from within the string and
running to the end. lake in turn a series
of substrings. starting with the first
character through the last. then the sec
ond through the last. the third through
the last. etc. For each substring. look at
each symbol position in the substring.
For each position. add the reverse sym
bol weight for the character you find in
the string at that position plus the for
ward weight you find in the reversed
string at that position {that's the same
as adding the forward weights and the
reverse weights for all symbols in the
substring). Summing the weights for each
substring gives you a total matching
weight for the comparison of a string
with itself.

M(ST)

=

Mr(S.T) + Mf(S.T) +
COMP{S.T) + COMP(S.T)

where M(S.T) is the adjusted matching value for
Sand T .
From all of the above equations. you're
now read y to compµte the adjusted
matching value for the se two strings.
Add the reverse matching value of the
string s plus the forward matching value.
plus the compensation for first string
compared to the second string. plus the
compensation of second string com
pared to first. Since this is a sum of
positive values. increasing any of these
factors increases the resulting adjusted
matching value.
O(S.7)

=

M(S.T)

IThe following is reprinted from the PF474 manual. CopiJright 1984 blJ Proximitld TechnologlJ
Inc .. 3511 NE 22nd Ave.. Fort Lauderdale. FL 33308. Used with permission.]
AN INTUITIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROMIXITY FUNCTION

The following is an intuitive method for manuall y ca lculating proximity values that
is mathematically simple. ye t completely accurate. For the first few examples. all
characters have a weight of one. and bias and compensation are set to zero.
The proximity value that appears in the ranker after a comparison of word A
with Word 8 is the result of:
PROXIMITY VALUE =

2 x {A compared wi th 8)
+ (8 compared with 8)

(A compared with A)

The comparison o f word A with word 8 is calculated as follow s:
Let word A be 700 and word 8 be TWO .
Write the words above one another:

T 0 0
T W 0

Look at the first column:

T
T

Comparing the letters in the first word. first
column. and second word. first column:
how many pairs of matching letters are ther e?
Look at the first 2 columns:

matches

=

I

T 0
T W
matches = I

How many matching pairs are there?
Look at al l 3 colu mns:

T 0 0
T WO
matches = 2

How many matching pairs are there?
(there is on ly one pair of Os)

forward total = 4
Now look at the two words with the order of
the letters in each word rever sed:

0 0 T
0 WT
matches =

First column:
First 2 columns:

• •

A ll 3 columns:

• • •

matches = I
matches = 2
reverse total = 4
total = 8

Now. add up the matches found:
This is the comparison value for WO with

TWO.
Now. calculate the value for WO with itself:

TafM(S) + TarM(T)
Finally. the proximity value is equal to
the adjusted matching value of the first
First column:
string compared to the second. divided
First two columns:
by the sum of the matching value of the
All three columns:
first string with itself. plus the matching
For the reverse words. the same results
value of the second string with itself. Put
will be found: I + 2 + 3 = 6
another way. the proximity value is the
for a total of:
actual adjusted matching value com
Comparing TWO with itself also totals 12.
pared to the maximum possible match
ing value. The result is a single unsigned
2
16
2x 8
Proximity Value = - number ranging from 016 through
-24
3
12
+
12
/I I I I l II ,6.

T 0 0
T 0 0
matches = I
matches = 2
matches = 3

••
• • •

reverse total = 6
total matches = 12

- .666666666
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THE PF474

The first thing you
notice about pBASE

is how fast it searches.
5‘/4" SSDD

5‘/4" DSDD

_99.E $1Q.9
Qty. so

Qty. so

(These are poly-bagged dlskettee with reinforced
hubs. Tyvek Sl99\|!19S. user ldengflc)atlon labels arid
w te-protect ta s.
SOFT SECTOR ONLYI
Sold in multiples 01 50 only.
Prioes good while sale quantities last.
INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL!
NASHUA Corporation is a half-billion dollar corporation and a recognized leader in mrgignetic media.
You've used these lskettes before e didn't know
it...since Nashua has sold primarily to software
duplicators.

SUPER SPECIAL!
Order 50 NASHUA
Diskettes on this special
offer and you can get an
Amara Media Mate 50 for
¢ onl £9.99 (shipping in»
eluded). Normally, a S 4.95
retail value. this is one of
the best designeddisk
storage units we've seen. Special slots and ndges
Ior stacking. A great buy.
With 50 NASHUA 5‘/4" Diskettes $9.99

Ordered alone: $10.95 + $2.00 Shpng.
3M HEADCLEANING KITS
Stop swearing and start cleaning. This non-abrasive

cleaning kit has everything you

~ $1 50

need tor 30 applications.

Shpng

DISKETTE 7O STORAGE:
STILL A GREAT BUY

G‘

Dust-lree storage for 70 5‘/i" diskettes. Six dividers included. An excellent value
$.
-sﬁgntgo

-T

DISK CADDIES
The original flip-up holder for 10
5‘/4" diskettes. Beige or grey only

1“ . »

$1.65 ea. sin";

PRINTER RIBBONS
AT BARGAIN PRICES!

Brand new ribbons produced to manufacturers specs
Epson MX-70/80

Epson MX-100
Okidata Micro 83
Okidata Micro 84

$3.58 ea. » 25 Shpng

$6.99 ea ~ 25 Shpng
$1.48 ea ~ 25 Shpng
$3.66 ea r 25 Shpng

Shipping: S‘/4" DlSKETTES—Add $3 00 per 100 or fewer
diskettes Other Items: Add shipping charges as shown in
addition to diskette shipping charges Payment: VISA and
MASTERCARD accepted COD orders only. add $3 00
I'Iﬂf‘lO|ll'Tg charge

Tues: Illinois residents only. add

8% sales tax
MINIMUM ORDER: $35.00

FOR ORDERS ONLY:

1-800-621-6827

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788)

INFORMATION 81 INQUIRIES:

1-312-944-2788 only!
HOURS: 9AM - 5PM Central Time.
Monday - Friday
WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON TNE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!
DISK WORLDI, Inc.
Suite 4806 ~ 30 East Huron Street ~ Chicago Illinois 60611
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main processor must load all zeros
into the ranker's list space. The ranker
IRN (internal record number. which is
the pointer used to keep track of
which comparison produced which

proximity value] must also be set to
an initial value. normally O. If DMA will
be used. the main processor must
also load the PF474 with the correct
DMA command word.
Now the chip is ready to start
searching. Each string to be compared is loaded into slot B in the proximity section either by using the main
processor to write data into the PF474
in programmed mode or by direct
loading by DMA. In DMA mode. loading a complete string can automatically start the proximity calculation. In
programmed mode. the host must
send a GO command to the PF474.
When this process has been repeated for all the match candidates
in the data set. it's time to read out
the results. Using the processor to
read the ranker section like a section
of memory. the program can find a
ranked list of the top proximity values
and pointers for those records. Using
the pointers. the application program
can then find the actual strings themselves.

THE PF-PC CARD AND PBASE
The PF474 manual gives you complete information about how to hook
up the chip as a component and program its operation. But to make it
easier to explore the workings of the
chip without designing a whole circuit
board around it, Proximity is also
offering potential OEM (original

equipment manufacturer) customers
complete hardware implementations
on IBM PC and Apple ll cards (S1295
and $695. respectively}. I borrowed
one of the PF-PC (IBM PC-style) cards
for this article.
The board comes with a manual
(complete with schematic). programming information, and a 5%-inch disk

containing test programs. a monitor/
debug program, and a simple exam-

ple database program (pBASE) with
data files.
Working with pBASE, the database
program. is a good way to explore the
strengths and weaknesses of the
PF474 approach. Essentially. the database loads a set of strings up to 67
characters long from disk to memory
and lets you search for any string
using the PF474. The two sample data
files Proximity supplies on the disk
are a list of government officials by
name, title. and phone. and a list of
cities along with their state and area
codes
The first thing you notice about
pBASE is how fast it searches. As you
type each letter of the search string.
the PF474 searches for the best I6
matches considering the information
you've entered thus far. For a search
of the 800 or so records in the database. the response is less than the interval between keystrokes. Then. as
you provide the next letter. the program updates the list if necessary.
For example. using the government
database. if you start with the letter
P. you'll get a list headed with PAT
SCHROEDER. but when you add an
E. the head item on the list becomes
PETER RODINO. Further letters may
result in additional changes in the list.
until the effect of added letters
becomes too small to affect the result.
On the other hand. when you've
only provided a small part of the reference string, the rankings the chip
makes are often quite different from
the rankings you and I might make.
For example. using the pBASE program on the sample file of government officials with the input string
PAT. THOMAS P. O*NElLL. lR. and

THOMAS E. PETRI were both judged
more similar than PETER H.
KOSTMAYER. That's because the
PF474 spots the A in THOMAS as a
match for the A in PAT before it spots
the A in KOSTMAYER.

pBASE also lets you alter the
weight. bias, and compensation for
any or all of the ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Inter(continued)

Draw Your Way to the Top
PC-Draw Will Increase Your Office Productivity.
And Upward Mability.

I

magine. You now have the capability to graphically
depict your best ideas, plans, designs and proposals. In
color or black & white. Accurately. Completely. Dramati
cally. Concepts presented so forcefully-yet so simply
that you leave that critical meeting
with upper management. .. totally
confident of success.
IO DAY
And you win. Your secret
TRIAL
weapon'? PC-Draw. A powerful in
teractive graphics program for the
PERIOD
IBM PC or XT@ -unlike anything
else on the market. Using PC-Draw
you create virtually anything that can
be drawn with pencil and paper. Quickly. Easily. With far greater detail.
PC-Draw is ideal for presentation graphics, proposal s,

systems design, forms, diagrams . .. and an endless variety
of charts, graphs and illustrations . PC-Draw allows you to
produce drawings up to 99 pages long. Several templates
come with PC-Draw including Flowcharting, Electrical
Design, Office Layout, and Alternate Text. In addition
you create and store your own unlimited supply of user
defined symbols.
PC-Draw includes an easy-tojollow interactive tuto
rial. Requires IBM PC or XT® or compatible, graphics
adapter and graphics monitor. Version for PCjr available.
Graphic boards, plotters at competitive prices .
Shhh! Don't tell your office competition about PC-Draw.
They'll catch on soon enough. For free brochure or to
order call 800/2PC-DRA W. In Texas or for customer
service call 214/234-1769. Micrografx, Inc. , 1701 N.
Greenville Ave., Suite 305 , Richardson , Texas 75081 .

MICROGRAFX
(Mosr pop ular plotters and primers supported. }

The Picture of Success.

Circle 2 78 on inquiry card.

THE PF474

change) codes. You can try, for exam
ple. to give greater weight to con
sonants than vowels. or vice versa. For
matches closer to the ones people
would make. you can emphasize the
start of each string with a negative
bias.
When you've explored pBASE suf
ficientl y to get a feel for the chip. you
can move on to DEX. the "Diagnostic
Executive." Besides checking the
operating of the PF-PC board and
PF4 74. this program allows you to set
each register on the chip. load and
change memory directly. and operate
the chip at the single-byte level.
APPLICATIONS
Proximity Technology claims that the
potential applications for the PF474
are vast. but it has not been out long
enough to start showing up in any
products you can examine.
The earliest customers for Proxim

ity's string-search chip are reluctant to
say anything about their application
military buyers were among the first
to spot the potential of the chip.
Other commercial users are similarly
closemouthed: the companies are
waiting until their products using the
chip hit the market. However. I was
able to learn that one of the larger
computer companies has been one of
Proximity's best customers for the
evaluation units.
Database searching is the most ob
vious direct use of the PF4 7 4. If multi
ple PF474s were used in parallel. it
would be possible to search very
large databases for a matching pat
tern quickly. Proximity points out that
the speed and successive-approxima
tion nature of the matching process
would let users get immediate feed
back on their search strategy, allow
ing the searchers to refine their
strategy as they go.

DISK COPYING SERVICE
Fast • Reliable • Low Cost
II you produce software, ALF 's disk copying service is the quick,
convenient answer to your duplication needs. Fifty copies or thousands,
standard or copy-protected formats, just d isks or a whole packagecall ALF. Consider:
'

•FAST. Most orders are shipped in a week or less. Prompt service
on custom printing, too.

c

•LOW COST. Set-up i;uges start a t $15 Copying charges are 25¢
to 35¢ single sided, or 50¢ dp ut:51e si d ed . Copy proteetlon for IBM, Apple,
and other systems is avai ab e at q reasonable cost.
• CONVENJENT. We offer label appl lca11091 shrink packaging, heat
seallng, a nd other services, tr4 d custom R lntea labels and sleeves? We
can handle II and much mor . W°'B'h ave vinyl fe1ders. binders with slip coses,
3-ho le vinyl disk pages, and Cils l"l)alle1s In stock-and can custom f:lrlnt
them for packaging In a hurry.
•TOP QUALITY. We start with the finest disks available. Your choice
of JM, Memorex, Nashua, Verbaefm, or o ther major brands-or you can
supply your own disks. Every d isk we copy is verified bit by bit and
guaranteed 100% flawless.
•RELIABLE. ALF designs anal manufactures copying equipment that
other copying services and softwa re publ'ishers rely on every day. Our com
plete understanding of duplication tee nology assures you of the finest
reproduction available-and ha since 1980.
We 're eager to meetyourduplication and packaging needs. Give us a call today!

ALF
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The PF4 74 should start appearing
soon in dedicated spelling-checking
systems or subsystems for word pro
cessors. Proximity is already a major
OEM software supplier of these rou
tines. with its spelling-checker code
used as an OEM product by several
major software houses and computer
companies.
Speech recognition and robot vi
sion are two other areas targeted for
the chip. Using the PF4 74 to search
for template matches would speed
processing and allow wider latitude.
because the chip could more quickly
look through larger sets of possible
matches.
As with all chips. however. the most
imaginative uses often appear after
the chip has been on the market a
long time. And often it is the reader
of an article like this. rather than the
chip's designers. who ultimately shape
the destiny of the product. •

BLANK DISKS
ALF buys large quantities of top quality, bulk
packaged disks for our disk copying service.
We avoid the expense of fancy printing and
labeling-and can pass these savings on to
you! The disks listed below are 51/4'', single side
(SS) or double side [OS), double density, soft
sector, unlabeled, with hub ring. Call for infor
mation on other disks, too.

3M

call for details

MEMOREX

$1.46 SS
$1.80 DS

NASHUA

$1.13 SS
$1.35 DS

VERBATIM

$1.50 SS
$1.92 DS

SHIPPING &

For 50
disks:

For 100
disks:

S3.50

S2.50

EXTRAS, ADD:
With sleel'es
With Tyvek sleeves
With Tyvek sleeves
& boxed in JO-packs

$7 .00

$9.50

$11.50

$18.00

To order, call 1-800-321-4668. VISA & MasterCard welcome.
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ALF Products Inc. 1315F Nelson St. Denver, CO 80215 • Inside Colorado call 1-303-234-0871.
Circle 11 on inquir y card.

Gifford's
Multiuser Concurrent DOS:
The net that ~orks?
Gifford has the network solution. It's
simple, fast, secure, complete, and it
works. Multiuser Concurrent DOS is
based on Digital Research's Concurrent
DOS, the only major microcomputer
operating system specifically
designed for networking.
Users can share disks and
printers transparently, and can
also take advantage of true m
ti user features like file and
record lockout. And Gifford
has added a bundle of featur
that makes Multiuser Concurrent
DOS easy to install and use. It let:
get right to work.

Our net is ARCNET."'
Multiuser Concurrent
DOS utilizes Datapoint's
ARCNET, the most popu
lar network hardware in
the industry. It's reliable,
economical, and fast - so
you can add users
without overload
ing the network.
You can net
work up to 255
single and multi
user systems. You
can connect single or
multiuser Gifford or CompuPro"
systems as well as IBM PC-XTs~ Dual
processor Gifford and CompuPro
systems can run thousands of 8 or 16 bit
CP!M or MP/Mapplications.PC-XTs
can run 16 bit CP/M and MP/M
programs as well as most popular
MS-DOS applications, such as
Lotus 1-2-3'."

Gifford adds to your
net worth.
Our enhancements of Concurrent
DOS make it possible to get more and
better work done in less time. Network
wide features include electronic mail,
event calendar, inter-terminal
communication, user time

reminder messages, message of the
day, automatic startup and shut
down procedures, and easily prepared
files for initializing terminals, printers,
and network nodes.
Gifford's Virtual Terminals"'
increase oroductivit\

Gifford nets a big one:
Simplicity.

If you've gone through the ordeal of
typing as many as seven commands
just to get on and off a network,
r.;fford has yqur number.
A single, menu
driven network
command
handles all your
network options.
'!!!!!~~a Everything you
a:;
need is right in
front of you. The net
!ffect is simplicity- and sanity.
If you'd like to see how Gifford's
Multiuser Concurrent DOS can
solve your networking problems, or
· you'd like to know about Gifford's
-----~~~~~ii!!'~ selection of multiuser systems and
software options, call (415) 895-0798.
Or write us at the address below.
We'll send you a free networking
>chure and give you the name of
! nearest dealer.

Mui f1 user L'oncurrc111 DOS is a tr ad cmark o JG1f/ord
Com purer s_\'SIClllS. Cm1rnrrc111 DOS ,·s a tr ad cmark "I Di}fital
RcJcarch, Inc. ARC NET 1~· a trademark of Darapm'111
Cor{lorntion. IBM PC-XT is a rc;n"stercd trademark of /8 ,\1
Corpormion. CumpuPra i's a rc1:is1crcd trademark of
CompuPro Corporation. Loms 1-2-3 is a trademark of lows
Det·clopmcnt Corp. Virtual Tt•rn11'11a/s is a trademark of
Glf/111·d C111np11tcr Systems.

excessive
down time,
since the
modular net
work architec
ture gives you
immunity
from single
point failure.

e EJ!'"t:ese
A subsidiary of lite/ corporation

2446 vema Court
San Leandro, CA 94577
1415!895-0798 TELEX: 704521
Houston. TX 17131 680-1944
LOS Angeles. CA 12131 477 -3921
Amherst, NYl716J 833-4758

THE MUl.TIUSER eOMPJlll'Y'"

-...-""~i~!!i~i!i~ili:~il
(

accounting
usage report
generation, and
telecommunication:
user expandable HELP facility
Circle 18 0 on inquiry card.
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IN JULY OF LAST YEAR we met with Columbia Data Products and learned
about the VP. its new IBM PC-compatible transportable computer. At that time
we asked to borrow an evaluation unit for review in the magazine. And we
asked again. And we asked again. Finally. as frequently happens. one of our
veteran reviewers-Peter Callamaras-bought one for personal use and agreed
to review it. Halfway through the review. Columbia sent us one of our own
for a month. This helped enormously with our benchmark tests and
photographs. Was the Columbia Portable worth the wait? Pete answers this
and many more questions in his review.
Next we have the HP l 50. More than a year ago. we published a product
preview of a new computer from Hewlett-Packard. This 8088-based desktop
machine with a revolutionary touch panel caused a bit of a stir. Now that the
dust has settled. the initial bugs have been fixed. and some more useful soft
ware has become available. it is time to ask what this machine can really do.
We engaged one of our top reviewers. Mark Haas. to put this diminutive
desktop through its paces. The results are pretty interesting.
Of course. all computers-even the two mentioned above-are useless with
out software. So next we look at two word-processor programs for the IBM
PC: Leading Edge and MultiMate. One of them has been billed as the most
powerful word-processing package ever for the IBM PC. The other is recom
mended by many top consultants. C J Puotinen. who has written two books
on word processors. gives a detailed look at these word processors and com
pares them to that reliable standby-WordStar. If you are thinking about serious
·
word processing on the IBM PC. this is a "must read" article.
But wait-that's not all. Another relatively recent arrival on the IBM word
processor scene is Samna. ln its fairly short time on the market. Samna has
attracted a lot of attention. We recently received Samna Word 111. the top-of
the-line version. which has some very advanced features. We gave this package
to a veteran wordsmith. Rubin Rabinovitz. Later in this issue. Rubin gives Samna
Word III a detailed examination.
For those more interested in writing programs than letters. we have a com
parison of two FORTH systems for the IBM PC: polyFORTH and PC/FORTH .
Ernie Tello compares these two packages and gives his recommendations.
And whether you are writing programs. letters. or shopping lists-whether
you are using an IBM. Apple II. or Kaypro-you need a printer to see what
you've written. This month we offer a look at two printers: one an inexpen
sive dot-matrix machine and the other an inexpensive daisy-wheel model. First.
the Mannesmann lally Spirit 80 is a low-cost printer that competes directly
with the Epson RX-80. Mark Welch. our resident news writer. gives this machine
a close look. Finally. the Brother HR-15 is a popular low-cost daisy-wheel printer
that has a number of interesting options. In fact. one of the options is a key
board that turns the printer into a typewriter. For this product review. we again
enlist the efforts of Pete Callamaras. Pete examines whether this printer can
do what everyone claims it can. and how well.
-Ricli Malloy, Product-Revew Editor
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Say hello to the Datasouth Personal Printer-an office-quality dot matrix printer
that makes itself right at home next to your personal computer.
Technically speaking. the Personal Printer is "Epson compatible:· But it's better than
the competing Epson because it also does near-letter-guality printing.
Personally speaking. the Personal Printer is "checkbook compatible'.' So you don't
have to sacrifice the money you need to get the printer you want. And it comes in two
models-one with a 10-inch and one with a 17-inch carriage.
Make a personal visit to your local computer store.
and bring home legendary Datasouth performance
for an affordably personal price. The Personal
Printer. Only from Datasouth.

Find Datasouth Printers At
Participating ~®S tores
And Other Fine Dealers.
260
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Datasouth Computer Corporation
Box 240947 ·Charlotte, NC 28224
704/523-8500 ·Telex 6843018 DA SOU UW
Circle I 15 on inquiry card.

CALL TOLL FREE :

1-800-222-4528
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WITH ALL THE ATTENTION being
paid to the IBM Personal Computer
(PC) AT. another powerful machine
may be overlooked: the Compaq
· DeskPro. This machine offers perfor
mance that is just a mite slower than
the AT. a IO-megabyte hard disk. and
even a tape cartridge for safe backup
of the hard-disk data. Also. unlike the
AT. it seems to be very compatible
with the PC hardware and software.
And at $7200 for a full configuration.
it is quite competitive with the AT.
In our tests. we found the DeskPro
to be just 2 5 percent slower than the
AT. (The IBM PC is. by comparrson.
150 percent slower than the AT.) As
for compatibility. the DeskPro seems
to run rings around the AT. Every IBM
PC software package we tested so far
works. even Microsoft's Flight
Simulator. The IBM PC expansion
boards that may not work with the AT
apparent\y do work with the DeskPro.
The top-of-the-line DeskPro also
comes with 640K bytes of memory
and serial and parallel ports. But the
most important advantage of the
DeskPro is its integral tape-cartridge
drive for backing up data on the hard
disk. The DeskPro is the first major
desktop system to feature this impor
tant device.
Of course. the AT remains a potent
competitor. The AT has a fast 2O
megabyte hard-disk drive (as op
posed to the DeskPro's 10 megabyte).
a 12001<-byte floppy drive. and the
ability to address (in XENIX) up to 3
megabytes of memory. But a fully
equipped AT with a third-party tape
cartridge unit will cost about $8200.
The DeskPro is only about $7200.
Compaq. by the way. was one of the
first companies to come out with a
reliable. well-cushioned hard disk in
a transportable computer. Of course.
I refer to the Compaq Plus. which was
reviewed here last July.

Another IBM PC-clone manufac
turer. Corona Data Systems from
Thousand Oaks. California. has come
out with a similar transportable: the
Corona Portable PC XT. The Corona
features the same high-resolution
display and the same IBM PC com
patibility as its desktop version (see
November 1983 BYTE. page 308). This
machine. which costs $4340 in a com
plete configuration (with added color
graphics capability). worked very well
here for a few weeks. but unfortunate
ly. the computer's display suddenly
died two weeks ago. Corona. however.
quickly sent us a replacement.
We should note that the failure rate
among evaluation computers is rela
tively high. probably even higher than
that among computers bought by the
general public. Computers from all
manufacturers-including the Big
Guys-are subject to failure at one
time or another. Part of the problem
is that the machine that is sent to us
is usually one of the first units off the
assembly line. before the early bugs
have been worked out. Another fac
tor may be just the luck of the draw:
a faulty chip or a damaging voltage
surge on the power line. Ideally. we
would like to purchase 10 units of
each type and perform comprehen
sive stress testing on each. but this
would be prohibitively expensive. The
most we can do is mention cautious
ly if a given machine has failed or not.
and what the manufacturer has done
to replace the unit. We then hope that
the reader will evaluate such informa
tion in the proper statistical light. That
is. the results of a statistical test of one
unit are fairly meaningless by them
selves but may be useful in a larger
sample. The focus of our reviews is
therefore on factors that will not vary
from one machine to another. e.g., the
speed of the operating system. For
statistical tests. we hope that our

Review Feedback section will give in
formation based on large samples.
and we hope our readers will relay to
us their particular experiences. both
positive and negative.
And with that disclaimer. let me
mention another I BM PC clone that
recently had problems in our testing.
The ITT Xtra PC. which I mentioned
here last month and which had been
working here flawlessly for the past
few weeks. suddenly stopped work
ing. lb its credit. ITT quickly sent us
a replacement.
As for software. not a week seems
to go by without our hearing some
more good news about Borland Inter
national. a software house in Scotts
Valley. California. Most of the time we
have been hearing rave reviews about
its Turbo Pascal. the S50 Pascal com
piler for CP/M and MS-DOS machines
that runs loops around the higher
priced compilers. Well. two weeks ago
we received Sidekick. a $ 50 accessory
program for the IBM PC that runs
under your regular application pro
grams and can be called into action
at any time. Sidekick includes several
Macintosh-like features. such as a
notepad and calculator. but Sidekick's
version of these products is really
spiffy. The calculator can do calcu
lations in octal. hexadecimal. and
binary. And the "notepad" is actually
a proficient word processor. However.
this product is copy-protected and
thus cannot be loaded on a hard disk
or on all floppy disks.
What was the good news about
Borland last week you ask? Well. they
have come out with an unprotected
version of Sidekick for a little more
money ($80). Companies like Borland
could put us reviewers out of busi
ness. They give us almost nothing to
complain about. I can't wait to see
what this week brings.
,

-Rich Malloy. Product-Review Editor
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The HP 150 Computer
Easy to use

but difficult
to program
BY MARK HAAS

Mark Haas is technical director of
Osbome/McGraw-Hill. a Berkeley.
California. publisher of computer
books. He may be contacted at
2600 Tenth St.. Berkeley. CA
94710.
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ewlett-Packard a company that is
probably best known for its scien
tific and engineering products
programmable calculators. plotters of ex
ceptional quality. and minicomputers-is
now making its presence known in the
lucrative business market with its latest crea
tion. the HP 150. Using a design employ
ing a unique software enhancement to the
popular MS-DOS operating system (called
PAM. which I will discuss in detail later) and
a touch-sensitive screen. HP hopes to cash
in on the feature most business users are
demanding-ease of use.
The basic HP 150 is composed of only
two units: the system processor/display unit
and the keyboard. However. most of the HP
l 50s sold also include a 9121 diskcdrive unit
housing two 3 Yi-inch Sony microfloppy-disk
drives (see photo 1) Other disk-drive sys
tems. including hard-disk systems. are also
available. The HP 150. like other HP com
puters. uses the Hewlett-Packard Interface
Bus (HPIB). also known as the IEEE-488 bus.
to expand the system. The HPIB is used to
connect the 9121 disk-drive unit to the
system unit.
The system processor/display unit mea
sures about 12 by 11 by 13 inches. It con
tains the system processor board the 9-inch
CRT (cathode-ray tube) and associated
video circuitry. the touchscreen. and. on the
system I tested. an optional thermal printer.
The system board contains a 16-/8-bit 8088
microprocessor (16-bit internal data bus.
8-bit external data bus) operating at 8 MHz.
2 56K bytes of dynamic RAM (random
access read/write memory). and 160K bytes
of ROM (read-only memory). Up to 384K
bytes of RAM can be added through the
use of a plug-in memory board bringing the
total RAM to 640K bytes. Also contained
on the system board are two RS-232C ports.
an HPIB port. and two expansion slots.
THE DISPLAY SCREEN
Without the disk drives. the HP 150 can be
thought of as a terminal. All the character

istics of the display screen can also be
thought of in that sense. The display screen
on the HP 150 is actually composed of two
independent screens: a 2 7-line by 80-char
acter text screen and an optional 512- by
390-dot graphics display. These displays can
be set up as windows into even larger areas.
The normal virtual-text screen comprises
48 lines. or two physical screens. The screen
always displays the current line. Thefirst 24
lines of text may scroll off the top of the
display. but they are not lost. Tlie computer
reserves the bottom three lines of the physi
cal display for a status line and the softkeys
(touchscreen versions of function keys).
leaving 24 lines available for text on the
screen. The status line provides information
on the state of various functions. lt displays
the time. lets you know when the Caps Lock
is on. indicates whether the keypad is
numeric or graphic. and gives you other
information.
Characters are very well formed and easy
to read. even on this smaller-than-average
display screen. A variety of attributes are
available. including half intensity, underline.
inverse. blinking. security (where nothing
shows on the screen-used for passwords).
and something called background inverse.
Several alternate character sets are pro
vided for line drawing (useful in designing
forms) and math symbols. as well as foreign
character sets that include umlauts. tildes.
and other diacritical marks.
The HP 150's graphics capabilities are im
pressive. Included in the large ROM are a
number of routines for plotting on the
graphics screen. In the graphics mode. the
numeric keypad to the right of the QWERTY
keyboard assumes the role of a graphics
keypad. It can be used to selectively turn
on or off the text and graphics screens. Four
keys become graphics cursor-control keys.
allowing the graphics cursor easy move
ment to any point on the screen.
Most of the graphics capabilities. however.
are accessed through escape sequences.
These can be entered directly from the key

board but are most useful when generated
from a program. For example. the sequence
ESC *m 0,0,100,100E will draw a box from
the lower left-hand corner of the screen (0.0)
100 dots wide and 100 dots high and will
fill it with the current pattern (which can be
changed with another escape sequence).
There are other sequences for line (vector)
drawing. character-graphic definition. line
pattern definition. drawing modes. and set
ting of a relocatable origin.
Text can also be generated on the
graphics screen. Eight different text sizes.
from about 1/32 inch to about 7/16 inch. can
be produced and rotated 90. 180. and 270
degrees The text can also be slanted about
30 degrees. Escape sequences are provided
to control graphics text

that most people have never dealt with
before. shown in photos 3 and 4. If you have
never had to decide whether the lerminal
Ready line should be high or low. or
whether the Receiver Ready or Secondary
Carrier Detect control line is detected as
- 12 V instead of + 12 V. you should leave
these in their default state. If you under
stand these terms. this type of control can
be very useful.
I had no trouble using the configuration
screens to connect the HP 150 as a terminal
to a Radio Shack Model 100. I set the bps
rate. etc .. as usual. and left all the other set
tings alone. It worked fine except when I
transmitted a file from the HP 150 to the
Model 100 using XON/XOFF flow control.
The HP 150 expects to see an XON charac
(co ntinued)

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The HP 150 is a "soft" machine. That is.
many of the operating characteristics can
be changed through software control. In
fact. just about everything the machine
does can be controlled from the touch
screen. There are four main configuration
screens built into the HP 150. and a fifth
MS-DOS configuration program is supplied
with the operating system. The system is a
bit overwhelming at first. but the manual
takes you through the initial configuration
one step at a time and makes it seem ·easy.
The Global Configuration screen (see
photo 2) allows you to set such items as the
type of keyboard being used (ASCII,
Swedish. French. German. etc.). the key
board click on or off. and where the HP 150
looks for the operating system (seven HPIB
addresses and two accessory slots) when
booting up. At power-up you can also
decide whether the HP 150 will act like a
terminal or a computer.
1\vo more screens allow you to configure
the two serial ports. Here things really get
complicated. You can set the usual charac
teristics such as bps (bits-per-second) rate.
word length. parity. and stop bits. but then
there is an additional assortment of items

Photo I: The HP 150 with a 9121 disk-drive unit.
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ter from the external device after
every line is transmitted. The Model
I 00 will send an XON character only
after it has sent an XOFF character
and has had a chance to catch up. The
HP 150 would send the first line of a
file to the Model I 00 and then wait
for an XON character. I had to
manually send one from the Model
I 00 so the next line of text would be
sent. and so on. Transmission going
the other way, from the Model I 00 to
the HP I 50. was no problem.
The last built-in configuration
screen. shown in photo 5. sets a varie
ty of terminal options. Most of the op
tions on this screen deal with func
tions that are important when using
the HP 150 as a terminal connected
to a larger computer. Hewlett-Packard
has designed the HP 150 to be com
patible with its line of communica
tions terminals. All of these can com
municate with larger systems. in this
case an HP 3000. From this screen
you can control the cursor type (line
or box). the bell (on or off). the defini
tion of the Return key. and more
exotic things concerning block-mode
transmission. graphics-emulation
modes. etc.
In an abstract sense. the configura
tion screens are easy to use. That is.
changing the values of the various
functions is easy; knowing what they
mean is another thing. The screens
often present you with somewhat
cryptic abbreviations for the func
tions. such as lnhDcTst(W). Xmitfnctn
(A). and RR(CF)Recv. Unfortunately.
these functions are not always clear
ly explained in the manual. But. to be
fair. if you need to change these func
tions you probably already know
what they mean. Otherwise. leaving
them in their default states will usually
suffice.
The touchscreen is also used to con
figure MS-DOS. The configuration
screen is divided into two parts. Sys
tem Devices (such as printers and
plotters) and Disc Drives (see photo
6) Using these utilities. you can
specify where your peripherals are
physically connected and relate these
locations to the logical devices MS
DOS understands. Do you want
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Photo 2: The Global
Configuration screen allows
you to set up the basic
functions of the HP 150.

Photo 3: The configuration
screens that allow you to
configure ports I and 2 are
identical. and each can be
configured as either full
duplex hard-wired. shown
I here. or full-duplex modem.

Photo 4: Tfie Jutl-duplex
modem configuration. which
is slightly less complicated
than the full-duplex hard
wired configuration and has
the receive and transmit
signals reversed.

COM I: on port I? Okay. Do you want
your printer (PTR I:) on port I too? No
problem. Do you have a plotter on the
HPJB? Just say so. Are you adding a
hard disk you want to boot from?
These can be done in straightforward
procedures.
DISK DRIVES

Without some sort of mass-storage
device connected to it. the HP 150 is
really no more than a fancy terminal.
Adding disk drives allows you to load
programs and store data. The disk

drives supplied with the machine I
tested were contained in the 9121
unit. This device contains two Sony
31h-inch microfloppy-disk drives. Each
single-sided drive can hold a disk con
taining up to 2 58K bytes of data. al
though a significant portion of this
space is taken up by system files.
Many other disk-drive combinations
are available. including hard-disk and
51;.\-inch drives. and most of these
connect via the HPIB in daisy-chain
form. The drive box is normally
placed under the system processor/

REVIEW: THE HP 150

display unit. With this placement.
however: the keyboard must be
located some distance in front of the
machine. otherwise it interferes with
disk insertion and removal. In all. you
need about 24 inches of depth on
your desktop to situate the machine
properly. More space is recom
mended because if you don't have
enough room you might find the key
board falling into your lap.
Having used a Macintosh for some
time. this was not my first experience
with 3 Vi-inch disks. I like them very
much. The rigid cases are more pro
tective than the flexible jackets on
5 ~-inch floppy disks-you can even
use a ballpoint pen to write directly
on them. The automatic shutter keeps
misplaced fingers off the media sur
face and also helps keep dust off the
disk. Disk storage is more convenient
because the 3V2-inch disks take up
less space.

THE KEYBOARD
The keyboard on the HP l 50 is di
vided into seven sections. as shown
in photo 7. The character-set group is
the main keyboard. including the nor
mal QWERTY keyset. Above that are
the terminal-control group (the Reset/
Break and Stop keys). the function
control group (Menu and User/System
keys). and eight function keys. The edit
group includes keys for inserting and
deleting characters and lines. and the
display-control group includes the
cursor keys. The numeric/graphics
group is at the right of the main key
board: it serves the dual role of nu
meric pad and graphics-control pad.
The keyboard is meant to be tilted
up toward the back when in use; a
flap along the bottom of the unit
swings down to accomplish th is. The
keys have a nice feel and are arranged
in stepped rows. The Shift keys and
the Return key are in the customary
positions. although I found the Con
trol key a bit too close to the A key
Also. the Control and Caps keys on
the HP I 50 keyboard are in the op
posite position of the same keys on
a terminal I use in the office. This led
to some adjustment problems. but
this is no fault of Hewlett-Packard's. It

Photo 5: The terminal
con[iguration screen controls
the basic keyboard and
display functions of the HP 150.

Photo 6: Hewlett-Packard
has further developed MS
DOS by providing the user
with this handy con[iguration
screen . Here the user can
relate MS-DOS's logical
device names (PRN :.
COM2 :. etc.) to the actual
physical devices and where
they are connected to the
computer (port I. HPIB. etc.).
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Photo 7: The keyboard of the HP 150 contains 107 keys arranged in seven groups.
It connects to the back of the system processor/display unit with an RJ-11 plug
only points out the unfortunate lack
of standards in the computer industry.

LIVING WITH PAM
PAM. short for Personal Applications
Manager. is Hewlett-Packard's idea of

ease of use. Technically speaking,
PAM is an MS-DOS shell installed
using the CONFIG.SYS f ile at boot
time. PAM replaces the normal MS
DOS COMMAND.COM console-com(continued)
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mand processor and presents the user
with the screen shown in photo 8.
Together with the touchscreen, PAM
lets novice users deal with the oper
ating system in a .more friendly way.
No command lines need to be
entered. You merely have to point to
your desired application and then to
the box in the lower left-hand corner
of the screen labeled Start Applica
tion (or press the Fl key or the Return
key). PAM then starts the application.
Alternatively, you could point to the
application with the cursor keys, mov- .
ing the small arrow over the applica
tion choice boxes. and then press the
Select key and then the Return key to
start an application. There's no need
to be concerned with default drives
and the like because the drive con
taining the application to be run
becomes the default drive automati
cally.
Applications appear with expanded
titles of up to 13 characters. which
makes it a little easier to determine
what an application does.
Besides running an application.
PAM lets you set the time and date.
log in new disks. perform a number
of file-related operations. and turn
your HP 150 into a dumb terminal. A
simple help facility is also provided.
You can access file-related com
mands by touching the File Manager
box or by pressing the F5 key. The file
manager (see photo 9) allows you to
list the files in a directory. choose a
different directory (including subdirec
tories), print the contents of a file or
directory. delete a file or directory
from a disk. view the contents of a file
on the screen. and copy and rename
files. Throughout these procedures.
you are guided by a combination of
menus. prompt lines. and screens. Of
course. regular MS-DOS rules still
apply; for example. you cannot delete
a subdirectory if it is not empty (i.e..
containing no files). As with other
PAM functions. you can select files for
whatever operation you are about to
perform by pointing to the filename
on the screen. Alternatively, you can
use the cursor keys to point to a file
and press the Select key to select it.
The dumb terminal is just that. It
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Photo 8: The PAM screen.
The highlighted box is the
currently selected application.
The small arrow over these
boxes is controlled by the
cursor keys and points to a
new application. Touching the
leftmost softkey would start
the selected application.

Photo 9: The fi/e manager
can be accessed from PAM
or from most applications. It
relieves the user of having to
enter MS-DOS comands to
perform file and directory
functions.

would be useful if you could run an
application while simultaneously be
ing connected to another system. But
on this system. switching between the
two is cumbersome; you have to end
the application. return to PAM. select
the terminal. press the Shift/Stop key
to get back to PAM, and then reselect
the application. From the terminal
mode you can journey through a
labyrinth of menus that will enable
you to configure the communications
capabilities of the HP 150. You can
select bps rates and determine pro
tocols and many other parameters.
However. I doubt anyone could do it
without the manual sitting beside the
machine. In fact. a separate manual is
devoted to explaining all this in detail.
When the PAM screen appears. it
displays "installed" applications. Only
installed applications can be accessed
or run from PAM. This holds true even
for MS-DOS. Installing an application
is an interesting process that makes
use of a utility program named ap
propriately enough, Install. Install
reads a special file associated with the

application you want to be installed
and then creates another file that tells
PAM your application has been in
stalled. A number of files are moved
around. and a number of disks may
have to be swapped in and out as
well. The installation procedure also
ensures that the user is not running
a program from the master copy of
the disk. You are forced to move a
program from one disk drive to an
other (either A to B or B to A), usual
ly by placing the master copy in drive
A and a blank formatted disk in B. You
can't install a program on the disk it
resides on. Although there is definite
ly merit to this feature. it can be
cumbersome when you are putting in
your own application.
Applications sold by Hewlett
Packard come ready to install. If you
create your own application. for ex
ample a BASIC program. you must in
stall it manually. The documentation
clearly explains this process. \t in
volves creating an installation file
using EDLIN. WordStar, or some other
(continued)

AT A GLANCE
Name
HP 150

Manufacturer
Hewlett-Packard
3000 Hanover St.
Palo Alto, CA 94304

Components
Size: System unit, 12 by 11 by
13 inches: disk drives. 123.4
by 3 by 11V4 inches;
keyboard, 18 by 83.4 by 1V2
inches
Processor: 8-MHz 8088
Memory: 256K bytes RAM
Display: 9-inch diagonal
cathode-ray tube, 27 lines by
80 characters, monochrome
Keyboard: 107 keys, detached
Mass storage: Too Sony
31/2-inch microfloppy disks,
single sided, 258K bytes total
disk space each drive
Expansion capability: Too ex
pansion slots
1/0 interfaces: Two RS-232C
ports, one Hewlett-Packard
Interface Bus (HPIB), i.e.,
IEEE-488 parallel bus

MEMORY SIZE (K BYTES)
0

200

400

DIS K STORAGE
600

BOO

1000

8

10

0

4 00

( K BYTES)
BOO

1200

1600

2000

Operating System
MS-DOS 2.01

Software
1-2-3, Memo-Maker
PRICE ( $ 1000)
0
2

BUNDLED SOFTWARE PACKAGES

Optional Hardware

0

2

4

6

10

51/4-inch floppy-disk drives
and 5- and 15-megabyte hard
disks, thermal printer; 384K
byte plug-in RAM board

Documentation
Users manual, terminal users
guide

Price
$3495 with dual microfloppy
disk drives, $3795 with BASIC,
$5850 with 5-megabyte hard
disk drive and one micro
floppy-disk drive, $6450 with
15-megabyte hard-disk drive
and one microfloppy-disk
drive

HP-150

nmrn

IBM PC

The Memory Size graph shows the standard
and optional memory available for the com
puters under comparison. The graph of Disk
Storage capacity shows the highest capacity
of a single and dual floppy-disk drive for each
system. The Bundled Software Packages graph
shows the number of software packages in
cluded with each system. The Price graph

~APPLE TIE

shows the list price of a system with two high
capacity floppy-disk drives, a monochrome
monitor, graphics and color-display capability,
a printer port and a serial port; 256K bytes of
memory (64K bytes for 8-bit systems), the stan
dard operating system for each system, and the
standard BASIC interpreter for each system.
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The rear view shows two RS-232C ports and an IEEE-488 bus
interface for expanding the system.

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC

The overhead view of the HP-150 system unit, which includes
the display units as an integral component.

BASIC PERFORMANCE (SEC)

(SEC)

250 ~---------------------.

250....------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----,
228
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>------
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.--- -I

50 t-- -1

READ

WRITE

SIEVE

CALCULATIONS

SYSTEM UTILITIES (SEC)

SPREADSHEET (SEC)

50 ---------------------~

25 ---------------------~
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25
25

40K FORMAT I DISK COPY

LOAD

40K FILE COPY
-

HP-150

lsi%lii'I IBM

The graph for Disk Access in BASIC shows how long it takes to write
a 64K-byte seqLJential text file to a blank floppy disk and how long
it takes to read this file. (For the program listings see June BYTE,
page 327 and October BYTE, page 33.) The BASIC Performance
graph shows how long it takes to run one iteration of the Sieve of
Eratosthenes prime-number benchmark. In the same graph, the
Calculations results show how long it takes to do 10,000 multiplica
tion and division operations using single-precision numbers. In the
System Utilities graph, the Format/Disk Copy results could not be
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PC

RECALCULATE

~APPLE TIE

obtained because the MS-DOS utility Disk Copy is not included with
MS-DOS for the HP 150. Formatting and copying files are two distinct
operations on the HP 150. The File Copy results show how long it
takes to transfer a 40K-byte file using the system utilities. The Spread
sheet graph shows how long the computers take to load and
recalculate a 25- by 25-cell spreadsheet where each cell equals 1.001
times the cell to its left. The spreadsheet benchmark program is
Microsoft Multiplan, but the HP 150's spreadsheet program is
VisiCalc. DOS 3.3 was used with the Apple II.

REVIEW: THE HP 150

program-containing information
about the application such as the
names of all files needed by the ap
plication and their total size. and the
title you want to appear on the PAM
screen. Once this file is created. which
takes about two minutes. you are
ready to use the Install utility The ap
plication program and the special in
stallation file must reside on the same
disk. If the application needs other
files. such as overlays. they can be in
stalled from other disks. but you must
allow for this when creating the in
stallation file. Since you cannot install
the program back on the same disk.
you must either install it onto another
disk or first copy all your files onto
another disk and write them back
onto the first one. Once the applica
tion is installed it cannot be copied
onto another disk and run from PAM.
It must be reinstalled from the master
disk. Also. once you have installed an
application. you cannot delete it from
MS-DOS. You must again use the In
stall utility. Otherwise. PAM will think
the application still exists even though
all visible files associated with it have
been deleted.
Another utility. called Set Up PAM.
lets you retitle applications and re
arrange their placement on the
screen. It also lets you auto-start an
application when booting the system.
PAM's ease-of-use features do not
come cheaply. however. The MS-DOS
system files. plus the PAM files. leave
you only I 78K bytes of a blank for
matted disk's 2 58K·byte capacity. If
you want to have MS-DOS installed as
an application under PAM. subtract
another I 7K bytes.
Despite its benefits. PAM is tremen
dously frustrating for experienced
users. It makes everything take longer
because you have to tell it to look at
the new disk each time one is in
serted. And with only 17 8K bytes on
a disk. you change them often. For
tunately. PAM can be bypassed. leav
ing you to deal directly with the oper
ating system.
Novice users (who would surely
benefit from most of PAM's features)
may have problems when PAM hands
them over to the application and they

no longer are protected from the
operating system.
THE TOUCHSCREEN

Together with PAM. the HP I 50's
touchscreen provides you with an
alternative form of data entry. Physi
cally, the touchscreen is composed of
a 9-inch screen surrounded by a 14
by 21 (vertical by horizontal) element
array of infrared LEDs (light-emitting
diodes) and matching photodiodes.
similar in many ways to the touch
screen designed by Steve Ciarcia (see
"Let Your Fingers Do the lalking: Add
a Noncontact Touch Scanner to Your
Video Display;· August 1978 BYTE.
page 156). The operating system can
detect a finger or pointing device in
terrupting the infrared beams and
determine the location of the inter
ruption.
The touchscreen has a resolution of
I line by 2 characters for a total of 40
points horizontally and 24 points ver
tically. This means that when you are
using WordStar you will be able to
place the cursor on any line by
touching the screen. but only on alter
nate characters in a line. How does a
14 by 21 array of LEDs distinguish a
24 by 40 array of points on the
screen? When your finger touches the
HP I 50's screen. it may interrupt one
or two of the beams on each axis. Es
sentially. this doubles the number of
points that would be available if you
could detect only single-beam inter
ruptions. However. if you have thin
fingers. you may find that placing the
cursor on one of the in-between
points is difficult to accomplish
because the space within which your
finger will interrupt two beams may

Together with PAM,
the HP l 50's
touchscreen provides
you with an alternative
farm of data entry.
be very small indeed. This is especial
ly true in the vertical axis where the
LEDs are placed farther apart. Using
the eraser end of a pencil will inter
rupt only one beam at a time on each
axis and result in half the resolution
(i.e.. only every other line and every
fourth character on a WordStar
screen).
I found the touchscreen to be
moderately sensitive to the way I
lifted my finger from the·screen after
touching it. especially when it was
working at its full resolution (for ex
ample. when using WordStar) To
assure accurate cursor placement.
you must withdraw your finger from
the screen perpendicularly. In most.
but not all cases. touching the screen
lets you select an item or point. and
removing your finger initiates an ac
tion or sets a point. Thus. it is possible
to touch the screen and then. without
lifting the finger. drag the cursor to the
proper location. Too much skew when
releasing your finger from the screen
results in additional cursor move
ment.
The touchscreen also senses eight
softkeys along the bottom of the
screen. These correspond to the eight
functions keys across the top of the
keyboard. and the two may be used
(continued)

Table I: The benchmark results for word-processing tests run on the HP 150
using WordStar. The comparison was with the IBM PC only. unlike the At A
Glance tests which measured the HP 150 against the PC and the Apple II.
All times are in seconds.

Word Processing with WordStar
Document load
Document save
Search

HP 150
11.1
25.4
13.0

~rrnll

71 7

IBM PC

9.9
24.2

10.5
d 1?
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True Dual Trace • 10 MHz Real Time Bandwidth • 3 Input Channels • I/0 Port
Digital Waveform Storage • Boolean Waveform Operations • Audio Functions
8.25 (L) x 4.5 (D) x 1.75 (H) Inches • 1.25 Pounds • 9 Volt Battery/AC Operation
Consider the LogicScope 136
• The LogicScope 136 is the next logical step in test instru
mentation for you. It combines many of the features and capa
bilities of sophisticated logic analyzers and oscilloscopes .. .
and it fits in your hand. Never before has so much technology
been available in so small an instrument, at such a low price.
• The pocket-sized LogicScope 136 is made possible by a
patented breakthrough in display technology. The conven
tional cathode ray tube has been replaced by a unique array of
400 LED's that permits simultaneous display of two digital
waveforms.
• The 136 can be used for viewing single shot events, or
repetitive waveforms. It can be operated in real time mode, or
in memory mode which permits acquisition and storage of up to
24 128-bit waveforms. These can be recalled, logically com
pared (AND, OR, EXCLUSIVE ORl to other stored/input
waveforms, or output to an external device via an RS 232 port.
• Its very low cost, convenience and ease-of-use make the
LogicScope the ideal instrument, for designing, troubleshoot
ing or repairing digital systems.

~'2'

11!\

Consider its Engineering & Field Service Applications:
• On microprocessor-based systems, check the timing rela
tionship of various parameters relative to the system clock and
other key events. Its storage capability allows visual and logi
cal comparison of non-repetitive waveforms to known refer
ence signals. Output in the start-up of the digital device can be
compared to reference signals to determine the operating state
of the device. Questionable wavefonns can be stored for analysis.
• Its light weight and small size make the LogicScope conve
nient to take on every service call. The 136 provides much
more information for trouble shooting a digital system or pe
ripheral than a logic probe or digital multimeter, without hav
ing to lug an oscilloscope or logic analyzer along.
Contact us for the name of your local distributor
See us at Wescon '84, Booths 111566 & 111568

i'OCCiEi: i:iECl-nOLOC:~, inc.
7320 Parkway Drive, Hanover, MD 21076
Circle 33 1 on inquir y card.
301-796-3300
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interchangeably. The softkeys are pro
grammed by the running application.
and they take on different meanings
for each application. The softkeys can
be thought of as a menu . Some keys
perform functions: their legends ap
pear in uppercase letters. Others lead
to other menus: their legends appear
in lowercase letters.
As with most menu systems. the
softkeys are helpful at first. but they
tend to slow you down as you gain ex
perience. They can also get in the way.
When using the touchscreen with
WordStar I inadvertently activated
one of the softkeys when I wanted to
point to a spot on the bottom line of
text. Fortunately. none of the softkeys
selected in this manner resulted in
anything more than another level of
menu appearing. It was annoying but
not disastrous.
Overall. I found cursor positioning
via the touchscreen of limited use. I
also found that using the touchscreen
to select items has limitations as well
as benefits. For instance. when using
VisiCalc adapted for the HP I 50. a
help menu lets you select from a full
screen of items. All you have to do is
touch one of about 20 lines on the
screen. But touching one line exactly.
not the line above or below. is almost
impossible. When using VisiCalc.
merely touching the screen usually
sends you off to the wrong help
screen. This is a problem with Visi
Calc. because the selection and ac
tivation should be two steps instead
of one. as with other Hewlett-Packard
software.
It is nice to be able to select the file
you want to edit by pointing at it.
When selecting other functions in
WordStar. however. I suspect most
users will prefer to use keyboard com
mands. For example. a common
\\brdStar sequence is Control-B
Control-0 P. which re-forms a para
graph and returns the cursor to its
previous location. This is a fairly fast.
simple keyboard sequence. The same
procedure using the softkeys or
function keys requires selecting the
following sequence: format and find
(F4). re-form paragraph (F7). main
menu (F8). cursor movement (F6).

other keys (Fl). previous cursor (F4).
main menu (F8).
SOFTWARE

Along with the HP 150. I received
several optional software packages in
cluding the WordStar and VisiCalc
programs I've mentioned. I also re
ceived a communications package
called DSN/Link. a version of Micro
soft BASIC. a program called Text
Charts. and. of course. MS-DOS. Using
these packages I was able to run the
standard BYTE benchmarks.
The BASIC that Hewlett-Packard
offers is Microsoft BASIC-86. It is
essentially the same as MBASIC. the
8-bit CP/M version. As a result. there
are no commands to access the
graphics capabilities (i.e.. LINE. CIR
CLE. PSET. etc.). perform screen oper
ations (IDCATE. CLS. etc.). or commu
nicate through any of the operating
system's logical devices (OPEN

The BASIC that
Hewlett.-Packard offers
is Microsoft BASIC.-86.
COM I :. etc.): all things I've come to
expect with 16-bit BASICs. You can
only access the HP I 50's graphics
capabilities through escape se
quences. The manual tells you how to
use these escapes: for example. it tells
you how to use the DEF FN command
to create your own graphics com
mands. However. this process is a bit
clumsy. [E.ditor·s Note: Hewlett-Packard was
in the process of introducing GW BASIC for
both the HP 150 and the HP 110 when this

review was written. If all has gone as planned.
the new BASIC should be available now.I
BYTE has established a set of
benchmarks for testing a variety of
system functions. These tests combine
(co~tinued)

Introducing Dow Jones Straight Talk™

Nowthere's smart software™
for the Macintosh
Think of it. Now there's .
software as smart as the
Apple® Macintosh™ computer.
Dow Jones Straight Talk™
offers you all the facts in
Dow Jones News/Retrieval®
and the other leading
information services. With
Straight Talk, you get the
exact information you
need, when you
need it.
--~
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the abilities of both the hardware and
software The complete results of
these benchmarks are shown in the
"At a Glance'' graphs. with additional
benchmarks for word processing
shown in table I .
I was unable to run the Format/Disk
Copy test in the System Utilities
benchmark because the Disk Copy
utility is not included with MS-DOS for
the HP 150. Formatting and copying
files are two distinct operations in the
standard HP 150 world.
VisiCalc on the HP 150 has the
added feature of being able to let you
select cells by pointing to them. Of
course. if a cell is off screen. you have
to use keyboard commands to select
it. The softkeys make it easier to learn
to use VisiCalc. but as I've stated.
once you become familiar with the
program's functions. you'll probably
want to use keyboard commands.
rather than the touchscreen. to evoke
them.
I performed two benchmark tests
with VisiCalc: I loaded a standard
spreadsheet and recalculated it (the
results are shown in the Spreadsheet
graph). The standard spreadsheet is
a 2 5- by 2 5-cell array where each cell
is equal to 1.001 times the cell to its
left. The first cell in rows 2 through 2 5
is equal to 1.001 times the last cell in
the preceding row. Multiplan on the
IBM PC is significantly faster than Visi
Calc on the HP 150.
The word-processing benchmarks in
table 1 were performed using Hewlett
Packard's latest release of WordStar.
version 3. 3B. which replaced the
significantly slower version 3.30. 1
have already commented on some of
WordStar's features as adapted to the
HP \ 50. ·rwo of the nicer ones are its
ability to let you select the file you
want to edit by pointing at the file
name. and to let you move the cursor
on the screen by pointing. As the
figures in table 1 show. this new ver
sion of WordStar on the HP 150 holds
its own against the IBM in all but one
of the tests.
With the exception of the scroll
benchmark. the times clocked for the
HP 150 were fairly close to the times
for the IBM. The document-load time
-

Circle 286 on inquiry card.

of 11.1 seconds is only 12 percent
slower than that of the IBM. the docu
ment-save time of 2 5.4 seconds is
only 5 percent slower. the search time
of 13 seconds is 24 percent slower.
and the scroll time of 71. 7 seconds is
74 percent slower. The benchmark
times are based on loading a docu
ment immediately after starting Word
Star. saving the document immediate
ly after loading it. searching im
mediately after loading. and scrolling
immediately after loading. Subse
quent times for the same operations.
however. improved substantially.
Loading the document after saving it
(not directly after starting WordStar)
provided a load time of only 7. 5 sec
onds. Repeated saving of the docu
ment resulted in a time of 18 seconds.
Jumping back to the beginning of the
document after the search test and
repeating the search resulted in a time
of only 4.6 seconds. But nothing im

proved the scrolling time. I think the
subsequent times more closely repre
sent the times you can expect when
working with a document. The bench
marks don't show the superior times
the HP 150 provides when you move
the cursor to a random point or move
it horizontally or vertically within a
screen. or when you enter the name
of the file to edit. But I still wonder
why a processor identical to the one
in the IBM PC. running nearly 80 per
cent faster. runs an application more
slowly than the IBM PC does.
As the slow times of the bench
marks show. the 8-MHz processor is
busy doing things other than running
the application. Pure processing times
were good. as shown by the single
precision Calculations and Sieve
results. But screen-oriented tasks are
particularly slow. probably because of
some sort of overhead. At first 1
jcontimied)

Get an(W.' onyour Paper.
It's one o 'clock in the morning. Your term
paper on the American Revolution is due at 8 a.m.
Where was the misnamed Battle of Bunker Hill
remly fought? It could be the difference between an
''N..' and a "B':

Now there's smart software)!
for the Macintosh™ computer.
With Straight Talk, the smart software from
Dow Jones, you can use an
electronic encyclopedia to find the
historical fact you need. Even if it's
the fact that on June 17, 1776 the
Battle of Bunker Hill was fou~ .,.....,.,_,,.<·•
Breed's Hill.

-
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Circuit-Board-Design
Without the Tedium
smARTWORK™ lets the design
engineer create and revise
printed-circuit-board artwork
on the IBM Personal Computer.
Forget tape. Forget ruling.
Forget waiting for a technician.
draftsman. or the CAD depart
ment to get to your project.
smARTWORK™ software turns
your IBM Personal Computer
into a professional. high-quality
drafting tool. It gives you
complete control over your
circu it-board artwork - from
start to finish.

smARTWORK™ is the only low
cost printed-circuit-board
artwork editor with all these
important advantages:
D Complete interactive control
over placement and routing
D Quick correction and revision

D Production-quality 2X artwork
from pen-and-ink plotter

D Prototype-quality 2X artwork
from dot-matrix printer

D Easy to learn and operate,
yet capable of sophisticated
layouts
D Single-sided and double
sided printed-circuit boards
up to 10 x 16 inches
D Multicolor or black-and
white display

D 32 user selectable color
combinations; coincident
its can be displayed
in contrasting
colors.

0 Can use opt iona l Micro
smARTWORK'Mtrans
forms your IBM PC into a CAD system
for printed-circuit-board artwork.
Display modes include both sin
g le-layer black and white and
dual-layer color.

What makes smARTWORK'M
so smart is that it understands
electrical connections. Con
ductor spacing is always cor
rect. lines don't become too
narrow, and connecting lines
do not intersect other con
ductors. smARTWORK™ can
automatically find and draw
the shortest route between two
conductors. Or you can specify
the route.

274

Dual-layer color display of a 2" by 4"
section of a 10" by 16" circuit board

soft Mouse as p ointing
device

The Smart Buy
At $895, smARTWORK™ is an
exceptional value, particularly
when compared to conven
tional engineering workstation
costs.
Call or write us for more
information on smARTWORK"'
We'll be glad to tell you how
smARTWORK™helps us design
our own circuit boards and
what it can do for your business.
Send a purchase order. or
major credit card number.
and smARTWORK™ can be
working for you next week.

System Requirements
D IBM PC or XTwith 192K RAM. 2 d isk

1w1ce sca1e
hardcopy of your
artwork is produced using
the Epson dot-matrix printers or the
Houston Instrument DMP-41 pen
and-ink plotter. Quick 1X check plot
is also available from Epson printers.

drives and DOS Version 2.0
D IBM Color/Graphics Adapter with
RGB color or b&w monitor
D Epson MX-80/MX-100 or FX-80/
FX-100 dot-matrix printer
D Houston Instrument DMP-41
pen-and-ink plotter (optional)
D Microsoft Mouse (optional)

"smARlWORK" and "Wlntek" are trademarks
of Wintek Corp oration.
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If you want to use all of
the HP l 50's features,
there's a lot there to play
with, but you may find
it's not as accessible as
you would li, ke.

thought it might be because of the rather cryptic and could have in
touchscreen. but apparently the cluded more examples. The new
touchscreen is interrupt driven and WordStar manual is a big improve
does not affect the timings simply by ment over previous editions.
being on or off. Whatever the cause
of these delays. it seems ease of use C ONCLU SIONS
has its price.
A fellow I spoke with who has been
DSN/Link is a communications programming HP I 50s for some time
package designed to allow the HP 150 summed up the system nicely when
to communicate with an HP 3000 or he said that the HP I 50 is a good "ap
another HP 150. It can be used for plication engine" but difficult to pro
general-purpose communications. gram. If all you intend to do is buy an
too. I found it to be of limited use in application and run it. this machine and through the Hewlett-Packard In
my situation. If I had an HP 3000. I will make life easy for you. If you want terface Loop (HPIL). a wide assort
could have used DSN/Link to access to use all of the HP I 50's features. ment of sophisticated peripherals in
it automatically and perform a there's a lot there to play with. but you cluding the new Laserjet printer and
number of wonderful tasks. DSN/Link may find it's not as accessible as you'd the famous HP plotters. and the abili
can be controlled by command files like. IEditor's Note: This may change when ty to emulate a number of graphics
created with any text processor. The the new GW BASIC is available!.
terminals assure the HP 150 a share
commands allow the program to carry
The HP 150 is an extremely flexible in Hewlett-Packard's traditional
on a dialogue with the host computer machine that can become part of a market. Whether Hewlett-Packard's
to enable automatic log-on sequences much larger system of computers. concept of ease of use will help it to
and other automatic procedures. But Direct links with HP 3000s. links to penetrate the business market re
programming DSN/Link is not easy. other peripherals through the HPIB mains to be seen. •
and the control it gives you is limited. .---- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Text Chart is a nice little graphics
package that shows off the HP I 50's
graphics capabilities. but its perfor
mance is a little slow. mainly because
of constant disk accesses.

Play it Smart.

IEditor's ote: After this review was writ
ten. Hewlett-Packard began bundling Lotus
Development Corporation's 1-2-3 and
Hewlett-Packard's Memo-Maker word pro
cessor with the HP I 50. I
DOCUMENTATION

The manuals accompanying the HP
150 do a good job of explaining a fair
ly complex system. They are well writ
ten and provide necessary back
ground information-telling you why
things are being done. not just how
to do them. The directions on setting
up your computer and installing the
peripherals are excellent.
Some of the software manuals were
not as good as the system documen
tation. The BASIC manual may be a
good introduction to BASIC. but it
fails as a reference guide. Commands
are scattered about and arranged by
function rather than alphabetically;
this manual is even worse than the
original Microsoft manual. There is an
index. which is the best way to find
anything. The VisiCalc manual is

Playthe Infonnation Game"
andget $60 off DowJones
StraightTall(andApple®
Modem1200.

Play the Information Game at your authorized
Apple®dealer. Answer five questions ~n the Macintoshn1
computer using Straight Talk. Show us how
smart you are.
Play the Information Game and buy Straight Talk
and we'll give you $10 off
Straight Talk and $ ;o off Apple
Modem 1200*. It's a deal smart
people can appreciate. One that
will make you a winner - w hat
ever your information game.
For a free brochure on Dow Jones Straight 1alk.
call: 1-800-345-8500 c:xt. 272
(Alaska, Hawaii and foreign. call 1-215-789-7008)
"Rebalcd from Dow Jones and Apple with proof of purchase while supplies la.SC.
Appl• is a "'l!isttrcd ttad.mark of AP!'ICCompul•r. Inc. Macintosh L< a tndern:ark llct:RICd 10 Apple Cu
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The Columbia
Multipersonal Computer-- VP
IBM PC
compatibility
on a budget
BY PETER V.
CALL AMA RAS

F

or me. choosing a computer system
depends largely on the amount of
software available for it. Thus. when
I decided to buy a second computer. I
wanted one that was either Apple or IBM
compatible. Since I already had an Apple
it seemed reasonable to add the I BM capa
bility.
Because I needed a system I could use
both at work and home. I decided to get
a transportable machine.
Money was also a large consideration.
The cost of an IBM system consisting of
what I considered a minimum configura
tion- l 28K bytes of RAM (random-access
read/write memory). two floppy-disk drives.
graphics. and both serial- and parallel
output ports-was too high, so I decided to
look at IBM PC clones.
I wanted to buy from a manufacturer l felt
would be around for a while-that narrowed
the field a bit. Additionally. l wanted to find
out how much it was going to cost to get
suitable software for my new system and
what sort of software compatibility I could
expect between my Apple and the IBM PC
compatible.
I eventually decided to buy a Columbia
Data Products' Multipersonal Computer-VP
portable (see photo I). The VP not only met
all my hardware criteria. but it came with
all the software I needed to handle almost
any task. And at $2495. it was priced well
below any other similar system without
software.
HARDWARE

Peter V. Cal/amaras (POB 408.
Scott AFB. IL 62225) is an officer
in the Air Force. The recipient of
degrees in computer technology and
biological sciences. he recently
received his master's degree in
systems management. He has been
interested in computers since 1966
and used to be the service-depart
ment manager of a computer store.
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The VP is housed in a metal cabinet with
a built-in handle. Since the computer weighs
32 pounds. you are not going to want to
move it often. However. I plan to leave it at
work most of the time and take it home only
on weekends or evenings when I have work
to do at home.
The system unit measures 18 by 16 by 8
inches with the cover on. or 18 by 14 ·by 8
inches with the cover off. It comes with
l28K bytes of RAM (expandable to 256K

bytes) resident on the motherboard. two
floppy-disk drives with 360K bytes of stor
age capacity each. a detachable I BM PC
compatible keyboard. a 9-inch mono
chrome monitor. and two 110 (input/output)
ports. There are two storage slots in the
front of the unit; the power switch. reset
button. and a built-in fan are on the back.
During transport. the keyboard is stored in
the removable front cover of the VP. You
have to be careful when arranging the key
board's cable in the top cover because you
run the risk of pinching the cord and
possibly breaking some wires when you
lock the cover down.
SOFTWARE

The VP comes with an impressive array of
software that lets you do just about any
thing you need to-word processing. file
management. spreadsheets. graphics. com
munications. and personal financial man
agement. An arcade-type game is also pro
vided with the system. (See the "At a
Glance" page for more information.) Addi
tionally. you get the CP/M-86 and MS-DOS
version 2.0 operating systems. Microsoft
BASIC (GW BASIC/BASlCA). and Macro/86
assembler.
TuE DISPLAY

The VP's 9-inch monitor (see photo 2) can
be ordered with either a green or an amber
phosphor (I prefer to use an amber moni
tor-the fact that I could get one with the
VP was a major factor in my decision to buy
it.)
As is the case with the IBM PC. there are
four display modes: two for text or charac
ters and two for graphics. The text-display
modes are 5 by 7 matrix character. either
40 columns by 2 5 lines or 80 columns by
2 5 lines. The monochrome graphics display
modes are either 320 by 200 pixels (low res
olution) or 640 by 200 pixels (high resolu
tion).
The video-graphics display is supported
by a separate 16Kcbyte RAM storage buf

fer that can hold eight pages in the 40 by
2 5 mode and four pages in the 80 by 2 5
mode. The video logic is directed by a
separate Motorola 6845 CRT (cathode-ray
tube) Controller. I found the display sharp
and the graphics pleasing.
KEYBOARD

The keyboard is an 83-key unit separated
into three general areas with auto-repeat on
all keys (see photo 3). On the left side are
10 function keys, in the middle is the QWER
TY keyboard and on the right side is a
numeric keypad.
The keyboard is essentially the same as
that found on the IBM PC except the Caps
Lock and Num Lock keys have LEDs (light
emitting diodes) built into them. The LEDs
light up when you have either of these fea
tures selected. As on the IBM PC keyboard,
the Return, Shift. and lab keys have the in
ternational symbols on them. The function
keys and the numeric keypad are also
essentially the same as those found on the
IBM machine.
The feel of the keyboard takes some get
ting used to. The IBM PC has ..breakaway"
keys that offer your finger some initial
resistance and then, at a certain point.
release and give you a response. The VP,
on the other hand, does not have break
away keys and has a very light touch. Since
I switch among computers often, I find the
VP's light touch disconcerting. I have to get
used to it all over again when I've been
using other computers. With the auto
repeat feature on each key, I often get a line
of characters instead of the single character
I wanted.
Overall. the keyboard is solid and per
forms satisfactorily, but it is unfortunate that
Columbia didn't improve on the IBM PC
keyboard by making its own more like the
Selectric.

double-sided double-density drives each
hold 360K bytes of data. I have no prob
lems with the drives and find them much
quieter than the IBM PC drives.
The disk-drive doors will not close unless
you have inserted either a disk or a card
board protector first I have heard that on
some drives the two heads can hit each
other if jarred during transit: thus it is a
good idea to save the cardboard protectors
to use when you move the computer.
One unhandy aspect to the drives is that.
although you can check the drive speed,
you can't adjust it yourself. I haven't noticed
any speed problems. but I wish the drive
speed adjustment were accessible to the
user, since I have found that I have to ad
just the drive speed on my Apple
periodically.
THE MOTHERBOARD

The motherboard is located on the under
side of the metal plate that holds the CRT
video-drive circuitry and the two disk drives.
There are access holes cut into the plate for
!continued)

MASS STORAGE

The standard VP comes with two half
height. 5V<l-inch floppy-disk drives. The

Photo I: The Columbia Multipersonal Computer-VP.
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tional l 28Kcbyte memory-expansion
piggyback board.

the single expansion slot and the
video connectors. The diskcdrive cable
slides around the front of the plate.
This arrangement protects the
motherboard if you happen to
remove the top of the computer to
work inside. There is also a place in
the motherboard to plug in an addi

THE PROCESSOR

The VP comes with a standard 16-/
8-bit 8088 microprocessor (16-bit in
ternal data bus. 8-bit external data
bus) running at 4.77 MHz. You can
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also plug an 8087 arithmetic copro
cessor into the premounted socket
that is wired in parallel with the 8088.
Unfortunately. you have to complete
ly disassemble the computer to do so.
MEMORY

The VP's RAM chips are standard
4 l 64s. which are automatically re
freshed every 2 microseconds. The
chips are soldered onto the mother
board to prevent their being dis
lodged in transit. If you have trouble
with a RAM chip. a service center will
have to replace it. When you boot the
system. you are offered the option of
testing the memory. If you choose to
do so. pressing the S key during the
test lets you listen to a series of tones
that indicate whether the specific
location under test is okay. If you hear
a steady tone during the test. that
memory location is bad.
You may want to increase the
motherboard memory to its full 2 56K
byte capacity. The process is relatively
simple. Disassemble the computer.
plug in the piggyback circuit board.
change a couple of jumpers. and then
button it up.
INTERFACES

Photo 2: The VP's display showing the 80-column text mode.

Photo 3: The VP's key&oard. Except for the Shift l.Jxk and N um 1..nck key LEDs.
the keyboard is laid out like the IBM PCs.
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Both the parallel and serial interfaces
use DB-2 5 connectors and are located
on the rear of the unit with the power
and reset switches. The parallel inter
face is Centronics compatible. The
serial port is a standard asynchronous
RS-232C interface with a 110- to
19.200-bps (bits per second) range.
The combination of the two built-in in
terf9ces lets you plug in a variety of
peripherals without adding any other
hardware to the basic system.
The VP also has one IBM PC-com
patible expansion slot. With only a
single slot available. choosing what to
put into it can be very difficult. I chose
a Ouadlink board from Ouadram.
You can now get the necessary
cable and speaker extension wires
from Ouadram to put a Ouadlink in
the VP. However. the Ouadlink is
primarily intended for use with Col
umbia desktop units. Because of the
difference in the internal arrangement
(continued)

AT A GLANCE
Name
Columbia Multipersonal
Computer-VP

Manufacturer
Columbia Data Products
9150 Rumsey Rd.
Columbia, MD 21045
(301) 992-3400

I

Components
Size: 18 by 16 by 8 inches,
32 pounds with cover; 18 by
14 by 8 inches with cover
removed
Processor: 4.77 MHz,
16-18-bit 8088, socket for 8087
coprocessor
Memory: 128K byles of
system memory expandable
to 256K byles
Display: 9-inch green or
amber cathode-ray tube; 80
columns by 25 rows or 40
columns by 25 rows of 5- by
7-pixel characters; 320- by
200-pixel or 640- by 200-pixel
graphics
Keyboard: 83 keys, IBM PC
compatible; 10 function keys
and 10-key numeric/cursor
control keypad; auto-repeat
on all keys
Mass storage: two internal
5Y4-inch floppy-disk drives,
double-sided, double-density,
360K bytes, IBM
PC-compatible
110: asynchronous serial
interface, RS-232C, 110- to
19,200-bps Centronics
compatible parallel printer port
Expansion: one IBM PC
compatible expansion slot,
128K-byte piggyback memory
board ($295)

MEMORY SIZ E (K BYTES)
0

200

400

DISK STORAGE (K BYTES)
600

800

0

2

4

6

800

1200

1600

2000

PRICE ( $ 1000)

BUNDLED SOFTWARE PACKAGES
0

400

10

0

10

2

Software
MS-DOS 2.1 , GW BASIC, TIM
IV, Perfect Writer; Speller, Cale,
Filer, Fast Graphs,
Asynchronous Communica
tions, Space Commanders,
and an A.Tl. tutorials package

COLUMBIA VP

Fti:t]

IBM PC

~APPLE IlE

Documentation
All software manuals,
117-page MPG-VP Operations
Guide, tutorial

Price
$2495
VP plus (with an additional
256K bytes of RAM storage)
available for $2695

The Memory Size graph shows the standard
and optional memory available for the com
puters under comparison. The Disk Storage
graph shows the highest capacity of a single
floppy-disk drive for each system. The Bundled
Software graph shows the numberof packages
included with each system. The Price graph
shows the list price of a system with two high
capacity floppy-disk drives, a monochrome

monitor; graphics and color-display capability,
a printer port and a serial port, 256K bytes of
memory (64K bytes for 8-bit systems), the stan
dard operating systems for the computers be
ing compared, and the standard BASIC inter
preter for each system. Note that the VP comes
with graphics capability as standard but does
not support color capabilities.
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The top view. The disk drive housing is at the top left. The
expansion slot is below and to the left of the disk drive.

The rear panel. The parallel and serial ports are at the lower
right. The expansion slot protector plate is at the far left.

DISK ACCESS

IN

BASIC PERFORMANCE (SEC)

BASIC (SEC)

250,....-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--,

2 5 0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--,

22 8

WRITE

READ

SYSTEM UTILITIES (SEC)
so

SPREADSHEET (SEC)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

40K FORMAT /DISK COPY

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

LOAD
VP

h:::"'+.l 1B M

The Disk Access in BASIC graph shows how long it takes to write
a 64K-byte sequential text file to a blank floppy disk and how long
it takes to read this file. (For the program listings, see June, page
327 and October, page 33.) The Sieve bar in the BASIC Periormance
graph shows how long it takes to run one iteration of the Sieve of
Eratosthenes prime-number benchmark. The Calculations bar shows
how long it takes to do 10,000 multiplication and division operations
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CALCUL ATIONS

SIEVE

PC

~APPLE

RECALCULATE
IlE

using single-precision numbers. The System Utilities graph shows
how long it takes to format and copy a disk (adjusted time for 49K
bytes of disk data) and to transfer a 40K-byte file using the system
utilities. The Spreadsheet graph shows how long the computers take
to load and recalculate a 25- by 25-cell spreadsheet where each
cell equals 1.001 times the cell to its left. The spreadsheet program
used was Microsoft Multiplan. DOS 3.3 was used for the Apple tests.

REVIEW: THE VP
Achieve laboratory automa
tion at low cost-connect a
DAISI™ (Data Acquisition and In
strument Systems Interface) to
your Apple® II or lie Computer.

I· have found

very few programs
for the IBM PC
that the VP can't run.
of the portable. I ran into a problem
getting the speaker extensions to
reach far enough. Once the Quad! ink
was installed. the computer worked
fine as a Columbia, but I was not able
to get it to recognize Apple disks. Ap
parently this was common with the
early software-Ouadram has since
revised its emulator software to fix the
problem.
COMPATIBILITY
How compatible is the VP with the
IBM PC? Happily. I have found very
few programs written for the IBM PC
that the VP can't run. If the program
does not depend on specific IBM PC
ROM (read-only memory) locations.
there should be little problem in run
ning the program on the VP.
Flight Simulator (FS) from Microsoft
is often used to check the level of IBM
compatibility. The FS program ran fine
on the VP. and the graphics the pro
gram generated were crisp and easy
to see on the screen. I had no trou
ble flying the simulator (except that
I crashed the plane a lot) . The VP
seems as close to I 00 percent com
patible as it could be without using
the IBM PC ROMs. Columbia has
made available a list of over 500 pro
grams it has tested for compatibility
with the VP.
I often use MicroPro products
(WordStar. lnfoStar. CalcStar. etc.). the
PFS series from Software Publishing,
Ashton;iate's dBASE IL and 1-2-3 from
Lotus Development. They all run fine
on the VP. but J-2-3 requires a mem
ory upgrade. If you have a specific ap
plication you need to use. you might
want to try it on a VP at your dealer's
first.
DOCUMENTATION
You get two kinds of documentation
with the VP: manuals accompanying

DAISI peripheral devices ...
• Interface with Apple II and
Apple lie Computers and their
lookalikes
•Work with all popular language
systems
• Come with cable, instructional
diskette and comprehensive
manual

DAISI and Apple work together as
a single system to measure,
monitor, time, analyze, control and
record a wide variety of research
and testing functions.
DAISI peripherals plug easily into
any Apple expansion slot, ready
to be used in chromatography,
environmental data collection,
evoked response, gas analysis,
spectroscopy, signal processing,
solar heating, mechanical mea
surement, structural testing, and
many more functional applications.
The Al13 analog-to-digital con
verter reads instruments and sen
sors and has its own external unit
for easy cable access.

DISCOVER NEW
HORIZONS IN

1.~l!l!);~}J!);) 1

~ill1!liililJj!)lJ
AND KEEP YOUR COSTS DOWN TO EARTH

Here's a rundown on the
DAISI Peripherals:
Al13 12-Bit Analog
Input Interface .................. $550
• 16 input channels
• 20 microseconds conversion time
DI09 Digital Interface
with Timers ...................... $330
• timing and interrupt capability
• direct connection to BCD digits,
switches, relays
A003 8-Bit Analog
Output Interface ....... $195-$437
• up to 8 independent channels
•range and offset adjustable
AI02 8-Bit Analog
Input lnterface .................. $299
• 16 input channels
• 70 microseconds conversion time
Plus the SC14 system for frontend signal conditioning and
amplification, the Ul16 isolation
system for AC or DC power input
or output, and more ...

"

AND NOW ••• AMPRISTM
An easy add-on to Applesoft®
BASIC.
With AMPRIS you can :
• Read and store analog and
digital inputs
• Send out analog and digital
outputs
• Set, read and control the DI09
counters
• Set, read and control the DI09
shift registers
• Make full use of the DI09 inter
rupt capability
Using AMPRIS is as easy as in
serting an ampersand (&) com
mand where you would normally
insert an Applesoft command. For
more information about the com
plete line of DAISI peripheral
devices and the full spectrum of
their applications, write or phone:
Interactive Structures, Inc.
146 Montgomery Avenue
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Telephone: (215) 667·1713

(Designed and manufactured in the USA)

(continued)
Circle 21 9 on inquiry card.
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REVIEW: THE VP

(52)
CONT~OL

The fact that the VP
can run MS--DOS and
CP/M--86 makes it a
very versatile system.
the software and manuals that are
devoted to the system itself. The soft
ware manuals are. for the most part.
well done. Essentially. they are the
standard commercial manuals that ac
company software packages with a
Columbia Data Products cover and
copyright notice. I didn't have any
problem using any of them and I think
even a novice user would be able to
use them effectively.
The documentation dedicated to
the system consists of a short intro
ductory-type manual to get you up
and running and a thicker MPC-VP
Operations Guide. The tutorial is a short
"follow these instructions exactly"
manual that teaches you how to back
up all the disks that accompany the
system and describes the differences
between the MS-DOS and CP/M-86
operating systems. Due to serializa
tion requirements. you do not get the
CP/M-86 operating system with the
rest of the computer system at the
time of purchase. To get your copy of
CP/M-86 you have to send a card to
Columbia. which will then send you
a disk containing the operating system
and a small booklet (which was being
rewritten at the time I was writing this
review) describing the Columbia im
plementation of CP/M-86.
The MPC-VP Operations Guide con
tains all the information you need to
get the syst;em up and running. plus
sections on the company's theory of
operation. troubleshooting. and
maintenance. There .are also indexes
detailing specifications. pin-outs. ROM
listings. peripherals. keyboard-code
generation. and a guide to the soft
ware accompanying the system.
For those of you who want more
detailed information. there is a
technical reference manual under
development. It will cost approxi
mately $200. I looked at selected por
tions of the draft documentation and
282
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it is complete but probably unneces
sary for most users. Overall. the docu
mentation accompanying the VP is
more than adequate for all levels of
users.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Technical support for the VP includes
standard dealer support. a customer
support division at Columbia. and
system-maintenance s~rt pro
vided by Bell & , Howell Service
Company.
Bell & Howell provides on-site or
depot (you bring it in) maintenance
for Columbia products for an annual
fee. This service is available nation
wide. For more information contact
Bell & Howell at 6800 McCormick Rd.
Chicago. IL 6064 5.
CONCLUSIONS

The Columbia Multipersonal Com
puter-VP is one of the best overall
bargains on the market today. It is a
transportable. albeit heavy, computer
that you can use wherever there is a
wall plug. Included in the purchase
price is all the software you will prob
ably ever need. The Perfect Software
set of applications is good. if not
flashy.
'
The VP is compatible with most
software designed for the IBM PC. I
was able to run all of the popular
business software I had for the IBM
PC on it and had no problems. Al
though the software that comes with
the system should meet the needs of
the majority of users. if you have an
IBM-format application package you
would prefer to use. you should be
able to run it on the VP.
The fact that the VP can run MS
DOS and CP/M-86 makes it a very ver
satile system.
Admittedly. parts of the system
could be better-the keyboard could
be improved upon. another expan
sion slot could be added. and the unit
as a whole could be lighter. But. con
sidering the VP's modest price. these
are minor problems.
If you need a second. or even a first.
computer system that gives you por
tability and IBM PC compatibility. the
VP is an exceptionally good value. •

DATA

BUSINESS PRODUCTS
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR

YOUR

"SPECIAL OFFER"
DISTRIBUTOR
CALIFORNIA
~tllldae. CPX • 818/341-3783
Oraige,Oata Bits Inc. • 714/ 633-6650
SiCIDlllllD Queat Medla& SIJoolles · 916/488·3310
San ~ Media Pnitllcts • 619/565-7802
San f
iiiJOOii4 • 41i/397·1446
San Jose, Gaan CO!qJu!BI SIQllles • 408/252·4210
San Ralaet, Ka leen's Inc. •4\5/459-1010
Slmyvale, Idea· 408/745-1911
~etlc Olsc Services • 714/832-4016

Denver, Greenbar Corp. • 303/373-8510
FLORIDA
Miami, Data Research Associates· 305/274-7855
Miami Lakes,Kar ComouterSupplles • 305/557-4782
=
National Data PlnciJcls • 1-800/237-3875
Idaho Falls, R&L Data Systems, Inc.· 208/529-3785
ILLINOIS
Chicago, Compute1s Midwest Inc. • 312/964-4625
Clllcago, OataResearchAssociates • 312/885·0200
Lombard,Danek Computer SuoPUes • 312/963·9136
Schaumburg,Force 4 • 312/397·11444
West Chicago, Midwest Computer ~Y • 312/231-1112
Wheaton, Ameilcan Computer Equip. • 312/653-7444
INOIANA
lndiillauolls. National Data Products • 317/241-8217
South Bend. Kelley World Co • 219/255-4926
IOWA
Des Moines. Ncs Computer Supplies • 515/225-2526
LOUISIANA
New Orleans, Copper Business Forms • 504/581-7611
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston, Data Research Associates • 617/938-0425
Norwood, NRI • 6171769-7550
Norwood.Timebrnkers of New England • 6171769-4060
MICHIGAN
Detroit Transaction Storage Systems• 1-800/FLOPPYS
Southlleld, Comtel Instruments· 1-313/358-2505
Warren. Design Business Systems • 1·3131759-5200
MINNESOTA
Mlnre.1P01ls.•Minnesota Computer Supplies • 612/881-5507
MISSOURI
r
Livonia,Eczei • 313/261-7510
~~ifA°ll~L~putime Inc. • 314/991-2991

Charlotte, Oataprint Inc. • tfl4/535-0296
NEBRASKA
Omaha, Neblaska/lowa Computer Supply • 402/551-1288
NEW JERSEY
Englewood,Data Research Associates • 201/569-2620
South Plainfield. CPX East • 201/756-8040
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque,Del Sol Computer Supply Shop· 505/883-9127
NEW YORK
Deer Park, Macade Inc. • 516/667-6565
Rochester, Oatron Computer Products • 716/328-8390
Plainview, Global ComputerSu!lllly • 516/292-3400
Staten Island,Compu Media SuJl!Mies •\.800/248·2418
OHIO
Cleveland,OAK Suoolr • 216/238-0102
Cleveland, Comtel ~ 21.6/442·8080
Independence, Eczel • 216/661-7707
Columbus, ABCO Distribution Inc. · 614/457-6955
OREGON
Portland. Force 4 • 503/620-8888
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia, Data Research Associates • 215/659-2360
Philadelphia, Teck-Mate Ltd • 215/245-4545
Pittsburgh, Data Research Associates • 412/429-1330
TEXAS
Dallas.CPX South • 214/248-2880
Dallas.Philbo Enterprises • 214/358-1200
Houston. Data Sysilms SulJOlll • 713/680-9353
Houston, National Data PrriduCls • 713/988-4008
San Antonio, Tejas Business Services •512/654-7969
UTAH
Salt Lake City,Force 4 • 801/973-9111
Salt Lake City, Rebel Enterprises •801/261-3300
VIRGINIA
Fairfax. Data Research Associates • 703/385-3414
WASHINGTON
Bellevue, Force 4 • 206/682-9330
Seattle, Advanced Computer Products •206/527-4300
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee, Media Management &Magnetics • 414/783-5423

~~

124400
DOUBLE SIDE

(~~

SINGLEIOOUBLE DENSITY
SOFT SECTOR

35140TRACK

Give him a call...or call toll
free and we'll help you fmd
the nearest .source.
1-800/328-6207 (In Minnesota
call 1-612/835-8065).

(52)
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The WY-50 is one ASCII terminal that makes economic sense without offending your
aesthetic sense. At $695, it looks as smart to the people who pay for it as it does to the
people who use it. No wonder it's now among the best-selling terminals in the world.
Like all our display products, the WY-50 combines an unusually small footprint
with a very generous 14" diagonal display. The non-glare screen tilts,
swivels, and displays a full 132-column format. The low-profile
keyboard adjusts, too, for perfect fit and feel.
The WY-50 offers full software and hardware compatibility
with most computer systems. And at $695, its price/performance is
unbeatable. More intelligence inside and out.
For more information about our complete line of products, write
or call Wyse Technology, 3040 N. First Street, San Jose, CA 95134,
(408) 946-3075. Outside of California 800-421-1058.
To find out where you can see the WY-50 demonstrated, call the
regional office nearest you.

WYSE
I

I

I

I

See us at

(OM~~~l"'/Fall

'84

East Hall Booth #378

Regional Offices: Northeast (201) 725-5054; Southeast(305) 862-2221; Midwest(313) 471-1565;
Southwest (213) 340-2013; Northwest (408) 559-5911.
Circle 42 7 on Inquiry card.
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Revelation. Because the obiect is to win.
Winning isn't easy when you have
to work harder than your PC because
your relational database falls short.
That's why experienced users
power their PC's with the Revelation®
"Applications Environment" from
Cosmos.
More than a relational database.
Revelation gives you the tools and
flexibility you need to prototype and
develop even the most exotic micro
computer applications with relative
ease and efficiency. Revelation uses
plain English to create files, fields,

entry screens and menus, process ·
information, make simple inquiries or
generate complex reports.
Revelation's R/DESIGN applica
tions generator does the work for you,
or you can switch to Rev's structured
R/BASIC languagefor precise program
customization. You can make changes
in programs, screens or data structures
in a matter of seconds without having
to start from scratch.
Revelation works with MS/DOS™ so
you c_an take advantage of all your.favor
ite microcomputer software packages,

and Rev's "Open Environment" com
munications concept allows interactive
access to many mainfram~ and mini
computer systems_ Networking and
runtime versions are also available.
When you need more tl,an a simple
database, Rev up your PC with Reve
lation, the "Applications Environment"
from Cosmos.
Contact us by phone or write and
we'll arrange an unforgettable demon
stration for you with a Cosmos repre
sentative in your area.
MS! DOS'" ofMicrosoft CorjJ.
Circle 4 4 2 on inquiry card.

Cosmos Inc. 19530 Pacific Highway S.

COSMOS™

Seattle, WA 98188,

I

(206) 824-9942
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Leading Edge
and MultiMate
Dedicated
word
processor
programs
might not be
for everyone
BY

CJ

PUOTINEN

CJ Puotinen (POB M -525 .
Hoboken. NJ 07030) is the author

of The

Last Word on WordStar

and Using the IBM Personal
Computer: MultiMate.

A

few short years ago. which is a
long time in the world of com
puters. there were two approaches
to word processing. You could use an of
fice word processor. a single-purpose com
puter whose keys were clearly labeled ac
cording to function. or you could use a
microcomputer with a program like Word
Star. which meant learning a confusing ar
ray of letter-key commands.
The dedicated machines left little to
chance. Unlike their microcomputer
counterparts. they stored text automatical
ly and used a logical if restrictive approach
to move. copy. and delete commands. The
microcomputer programs made more
demands on new users. but their com
mands could be more flexible and. in some
cases. their execution times faster.
The IBM Personal Computer's success
offered software companies an opportuni
ty to design programs for a microcomputer
widely used in business offices. Developers
could take advantage of special-purpose
keys in combination with the Control. Shift.
and Alternate keys. practically eliminating
the need for letter-key commands.
Now a microcomputer could act like a
dedicated word processor. Before you
could say Wang Writer. dedication became
a buzzword. Are the dedicated word pro
cessor programs the answer to a secretary's
prayer? Are they fast. efficient. and easy to
learn? In this review I will examine
MultiMate and Leading Edge Word Process
ing. two programs riding the dedicated
wave.

cated word processor so successfully that
a typist need never encounter a DOS (disk
operating system) command. even during
installation.
Its slick. colorful manual is the most
graphically interesting I've seen. and so are
its stand-up cue card 9I-page training guide
and disk. quick-reference card. and key
board template.
I spent months looking forward to trying
the Leading Edge word processor. Alas. the
program offers little more than a pretty face.
In a competitive market where speed and
efficiency matter. it uses an awkward com
mand structure and confusing procedures.
Worst of all. it's slow Fortunately. its price
has been lowered from $295 to $100.
LEARNING THE PROGRAM

The Leading Edge tutorial disk provides
short. simple memos that you correct as in
structed in five embarrassingly worded
lessons. I can only wonder at the intended
audience.
"Congratulations. Your mild-mannered
computer has emerged from the phone
booth ..... "Wowi My typing's on TV!" "Con
gratulations. Your typing is a television hit."
"Congratulations. You're now a licensed
return key operator:· "When you want
'somebody to read what you've written on
Leading Edge Word Processing. don't mail
them the computer. Here's a much easier
way." There's more. but I'll spare you.
Color-coded cardboard dividers separate
and label the manual's three main sections:
essentials. functions. and etceteras. "Each
section." says the introduction. "is an in
lHE Tu.AILING EDGE
dependent unit. The manual is not meant
When the Leading Edge package appeared to be read from cover to cover. It is de
in late I 98 3. full-page. full-color advertise signed so that you can find exactly what you
ments hailed it as "the most powerful word want-when you want it."
Well. that depends. There's no index. so
processing package ever created for the
IBM Personal Computer" and a model of reading the manual from cover to cover is
sophistication and simplicity. Embracing the the only way to locate most commands. You
latest fads in word processing. Leading could spend a long time searching for the
Edge splits the screen into two windows. procedure for justifying the right margin (it's
(continued)
uses layered menus. and emulates a dedi
NOVEMBER 1984 • BYTE
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REVIEW: LEADING EDGE

Multi Mate's manual
has been rated
superior to most .
in the Format Line section). deleting
more than a single character (see Cut
commands). entering boldface type
(Fancy Print). and moving blocks of
text (Paste commands). You don't
move or copy document files; you "ar
chive" them. You don't copy text from
one place to another; you "name
paste" or "super name paste" it.
The manual provides no narrative
description or overview and its ex
planations are so curt and cryptic that
deciphering commands can be a
major task. especially for new users.
EDITOR AT WORK
Where most microcomputer pro
grams refer to disk drives. Leading
Edge refers to Drawer A and Drawer
B. Each drawer can hold up to 32
folders and each folder up to 32
documents.
When you first open a folder. the
program creates a standard docu
ment. Here's how the manual
describes it:
The LE Standard Document is auto
matically created by Leading Edge
Word Processing. There is one stan
dard document per folder. It consists
of a format line with a left margin of
0 and a right margin of 80. You may
choose to use this format as is or to
assist you in establishing new formats
for the creation of new documents.
Establishing new formats may be useful
for creating standard memos. letters.
reports. etc.

What the manual doesn't explain is
that you can never erase a standard
document. that you can edit this file
any way you like. and that whatever
you store in a standard document
(text and/or format lines) will appear
automatically in every new file you
create within its folder.
The filing system offers certain ad
vantages. Filenames can be a full 30
characters long, including spaces.
Folders can be treated as single units
288
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and copied from one disk to another.
moved. or erased; their contents can
be rearranged as well. But clear disk
labels are essential. for the DOS direc
tory command reveals nothing about
a disk's contents: to review filenames.
you have to load the program and
consult its folder directories. a pro
cedure that involves menu changes.
LoOKING AT MULTIMATE
In 1982. after adding IBM PCs to its
collection of Wang word processors.
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co.
hired a software-development com
pany to transform its microcomputers
into Wang Writers. The development
company. W.H. Jones & Associates.
agreed on the condition that it retain
marketing rights to the program. In
December 1982. WordMate made its
debut. For trademark reasons and to
reflect future enhancements. Word
Mate became MultiMate; the develop
ment company. which changed its
name to SoftWord Systems. recently
became Multimate International.
Though MultiMate cannot do every
thing the Wang does. it comes as
close as can be expected for a pro
gram requiring 2 56K bytes of RAM.
As a result. it is easy for novice users
to learn. especially those who have
Wang experience. In fact. MultiMate
owes much of its success to the wide
base of office workers already trained
on that equipment.
COMMAND STRUCTURE
MultiMate comes with a color-coded
keyboard chart and matching tem
plate. Stick-on labels used in previous
releases have been discontinued.
On the color charts. the.Control key
is orange and the Alternate key is
green. Keys are labeled on the charts
with both color and function.
For example. the F2 key carries four
labels. On the top of the key it says
PgComb above the F2 and PgBrk
below it. On the front side. it says
Repag on an orange stripe and PgLgth
on a green one. Initiates can decipher
this key at a glance: F2 by itself sets
a page break; Shift-F2 combines the
page you're on with the next page. as
suming you enter the command from
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the page's last line; Ctrl-F2 starts
automatic repagination to adjust the
length of edited pages; and Alt-F2 lets
you change a document's lines-per
page setting.
DOCUMENTATION
MultiMate's manual is easy to use.
with instructions at left. explanations
at right. and a built-in easel that posi
tions the book for easy reading. An
introduction offers basic information
and definitions; a chapter called "Get
ting Started" explains the keyboard.
command structure. and start-up pro
cedures; and four training lessons in
troduce the program. A reference sec
tion takes up most of the manual and
provides more detailed instructions.
These are necessary for those com
mands described briefly in the train
ing lessons or not at all on the tutorial
disk accompanying version 3.22.
MultiMate's latest release. A glossary
and index complete the manual.
MultiMate's documentation has
been well received and rated superior
to most. but that has more to do with
the sorry state of computer documen
tation than writing talent. There are ir
ritating inconsistencies in this pro
gram and its documentation. and
some procedures aren't adequately
described
You enter some commands with the
Return key. others with the FIO key,
and some with either. The Escape key
cancels most but not all commands.
For example. to cancel a replacement
command. you type the number 3;
the program ignores the Escape key.
Practically every command that re
quires user input displays the previ
ously typed entry. and MultiMate con
tinues to display the old name as you
type the new one. This creates con
fusion because in some but not all
cases. you must erase surviving char
acters from the old name before
entering the command. If the two en
tries are so similar that you need to
change only a single character. you
must remember that search/replace
commands ignore displayed charac
ters to the right of the cursor. while
nearly every other command includes
(continued)

AT A GLANCE
Product
Leading Edge Word
Processing

LOAD (SEC)

SAVE (SEC)

50

25,---------~~~-----,

22

42

Manufacturer
Leading Edge Products
21 Highland Circle
Needham, MA 02194
(617) 449-6762

Computer

40

30

20

IBM PC, XT, or compatible;
256K bytes RAM
10

Price
$100; $150 with mail-merge
program

0

Product

SCROLL (SEC)

SEARCH (SEC)

MultiMate Professional Word
Processor 3.22

150

150r--~~----------~

Ha
122

Manufacturer

120

Multimate International
Corporation
52 Oakland Ave N
East Hartford, CT 06108
(203) 522-2116

90

601- - - - - 

60

30

30

0

0

Computer
IBM PC, XT, or compatible:
256K bytes RAM

Price
$495, includes spelling
checker and tutorial disk

-

LEADING EDGE

!;, : : -:q
0

The graphs show the results, in seconds, of per·
forming various standard word-processing
functions using a 4000-word text file. The Load
graph shows the time required to load the file
from disk to memory. The Save graph shows
the time required to save the file on disk. The
Scroll graph illustrates the time required to scroll

MULTIMATE

~ WORDSTAR 3.3

manually from the file's first line to its last line.
The Search graph shows the timing results for
a search starting at the beginning of the file and
looking for its last word. The times are for
Leading Edge Word Processing, MultiMate 3.2,
and WordStar 3.3 running on an IBM PC with
dual disk drives and PC-DOS 2.0.
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them. Several bf the help screens suf
fer from typographical errors. and
some. written for previous releases.
are no longer accurate.
The documentation is strongest
when it describes routine commands.
such as those used in short reports
and correspondence; it's weakest in
descriptions of complicated com
mands and procedures. and it makes
no mention of program inconsisten
cies. Worse, it doesn't mention bugs,
and MultiMate suffers from several.
Some are harmless or merely irritat
ing. One can wreck your files.
REPAGINATION

When you add new material or erase
old material. pages change length. To
correct imbalances and let you refor
mat material for legal-sized paper or
short forms. MultiMate has an auto
matic repagination command.
It works without a hitch if the file
contains heading or footing com
mands on the first page only or none
at all. if the document uses the same
format throughout. and if the page
length hasn't been shortened.
I set a wide, single-spaced format at
the beginning of a file and a narrow.
double-spaced format in the middle
of the first page. Before using the
automatic repagination command, I
typed and edited several additional
pages. all using the double-spaced
format. During automatic repagina
tion. MultiMate inserted spurious for
mat lines on every page, S8metimes
the wide format line. sometimes the
narrow one. Nearly every unauthor
ized format line divided a sentence or
paragraph. Each inserted a hard
carriage-return symbol at the end of
the text line preceding it. and in some
cases these symbols were impossible
to erase.
I developed a tedious routine for re
moving the symbols; if the delete
command worked. I saved the page
and returned to try another one. But
sometimes the program refused to let
me back in. "Cannot load this page:·
said the screen. Once this message
appeared instead: "O'ut of record
space-press any key to continue."
This happened in a short file on a disk
-

Circle 20 on inquiry card.

with 12 4K bytes available. When I did
as instructed. part of the format line
at the top of page I disappeared and
the screen filled with upside-down
question marks. The Escape key
brought no relief. and the program ig
nored my reboot command. To
resume the edit session. I had to shut
the power off and start over.
The repagination command doesn't
like headings or footings. either. Each
heading occupies at least three lines
(one fQr the "start heading" symbol.
one for the heading's text. and one for
the "end heading" symbol). The same
is true for footings. and either can be
up to five lines long. But MultiMate
can't tell the difference between a
heading/footing command and regular
text. so when automatic repagination
encounters these commands on any
page but page I . it rearranges them.
Your page 3 footing might appear
near the top of page 4. or a page
break might separate its parts.
Changing the lines-per-page setting
generates a different problem. Exper
imenting with a long file of alpha
betical entries. I shortened the page
length from 55 lines of text to 40.
Automatic repagination sent text from
page I to the end of the file. material
from the middle came to the front.
and several paragraphs from what
had been the end were scattered
through the file.
Because MultiMate saves every
page as you leave it. the results of
automatic repagination are perma
nent. If my file doesn't pass the three
part checklist (one format setting only.
no headings or footings after page I.
and no revised page length). I re
paginate by hand. It's a slow pro
cedure. but it doesn't have any bugs.
By the time this article appears.
Multimate International might have re
paired the repagination command in
version 3.3, scheduled for late sum
mer release-but this defect was a
problem in version 3.11 and should
have been solved in version 3.2.
As disturbing as I found some of
MultiMate's tendencies. they inconve
nience few of the program's users.
most of whom type only routine cor
[continued)
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respondence and short reports. It's
when you deal with long or compli
cated files that you run risks.
INSIDE DOCUMENT FILES
Both MultiMate and Leading Edge
make extensive use of the IBM PC's
function keys. reconfigure text auto
matically, and store material con
tinuously. Both provide merge print
programs. but MultiMate supplies a
spelling checker as well.
Leading Edge uses more menus
and more layers of menus than Multi
Mate. and it ignores the Return key in
favor of the Execute key, Leading
Edge's name for the gray plus ( +) key
on the IBM's numeric keypad.
To give credit where it's due. Lead
ing Edge outperforms MultiMate in a
number of categories. The approach
to onscreen formatting is similar. but
MultiMate uses more embedded
commands and does not display a
justified right margin. Because Lead
ing Edge recognizes the difference
between alphanumeric characters and
format symbols such as hard return
or tab indent characters. it preserves
the format symbols as you overtype
old screen text. MultiMate can't tell
the difference. so it's easy to erase for
mat symbols accidentally, a situation
made more confusing by the im
mediate reconfiguration of surviving

screen text. Leading Edge is a refresh
ing change from MultiMate and a hun
dred other programs because it sends
the cursor straight up and down the
screen instead of zigzagging. even
when it moves to an empty line.
Both programs store text contin
uously. a feature I find inconvenient
for creative projects or manuscripts
requiring extensive revision. If you like
a file's previous version better. you
can't restore it by canceling your edit
session. Since MultiMate saves each
page as you leave it. you can cancel
a single page if desired. Leading Edge
saves to disk I 0 seconds after you
stop typing. which can be disconcert
ing. and it interrupts a busy typing
session frequently.
MultiMate is the more page
oriented program; it sets pages auto
matically and treats each page as a
separate subfile. To see a new page.
you must leave the old one. Leading
Edge displays page-break lines and
lets you see more than one page at
a time. No page-break lines appear
until you return to the beginning of a
document and enter the repagination
command. and the program does not
update page breaks as you add or
remove text. In general. Leading
Edge's pagination is more convenient
than MultiMate's because it doesn't
have page-length limitations. it can

Table I: Summary of search/replace command options.
Search/Replace Commands

· .': Leading Edge

Multi Mate

Word Star

Display search string before
executing command

no

yes

yes

Search forward

yes

yes

yes

Search backward

no

no

yes

Single search/replace (does not
repeat automatically)

no

no

yes

Automatic global replace
(repeats automatically)

forward
only

forward
only

yes

Discretionary global replace
(repeats automatically)

no

forward
only

yes

Ignore case. match case

yes

yes

yes

Find nth appearance

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

Make replacement

n times

Match whole words only

display individual headings and
footings after repagination. and it
doesn't make a production out of
moving from one page to another.
Even considering these advantages.
however. Leading Edge is harder to
understand. slower. and less conve
nient than MultiMate.
PRINTING ATTRIBUTES
Leading Edge's fancy print category
includes underlining. double underlin
ing. boldface type. wide boldface.
double wide print. subscripts. super
scripts. italics. strike-through. color
monitor selections. and color printing.
You can enter the appropriate com
mand before typing text or type first
and apply attributes later in a block
procedure. Automatic underlining is
the only single-keystroke attribute
command; the others require seven
keystrokes and two menus. Though
the underline appears on mono
chrome monitors. underlined charac
ters display on color monitors in in
verse video. The advantage to this
escapes me because all other at
tributes display on either monitor as
inverse video. You can request a
screen notation defining attributes.
but only one message can appear at
a time. If you use a variety of at
tributes. you must visit each word
separately and enter two or more
commands to determine which words
are boldface subscripts. for example.
and which are italicized superscripts.
Though automatic attributes sound
convenient. the screen can't keep up
as you type. When I attempted to
enter three lines of italic text. I filled
the keyboard buffer. which made the
screen beep. and then waited while
the characters appeared at the rate of
two per second. It takes less time to
type the material first. then mark it as
a block and apply the desired at
tributes. WordStar and MultiMate
don't handicap the user. and Multi
Mate offers more versatile underline
commands.
MYSTERY SEARCH COMMAND
WordStar and Multi Mate display your
search string as you type. The string
(continued)
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remains on the screen until you
cancel or execute the command. giv
ing you plenty of time to verify it and
make changes. Leading Edge doesn't
subscribe to this user-friendly
philosophy.
Whether you press the Execute key
or not. the program starts its search
as soon as you type the string's first
character. As if this weren't confusing
enough. it displays only the string's
first character until it matches that
character. then it displays the next
character as well. and so on. Not until
the cursor stops at an exact match
. does the entire string display on the
search line. If the program can't find
an exact match. it never does display
the string; instead. a "Cancel search/
replace" message appears. You can't
tell whether you typed the string cor
rectly.
Both programs offer automatic
global replacements (see table I).
though Leading Edge's command se
quence is by far the more awkward.
WordStar and MultiMate provide dis
cretionary (yes/no) global commands;
Leading Edge requires you to press
a key each time you want to repeat
the command.
Unlike Leading Edge. WordStar and
MultiMate provide numerous screen
prompts and yes/no verification mes
sages at possible replacements.
Unless the Leading Edge manual or
cue card is beside you. it's hard to
remember the commands for special
wild cards. ignoring case. and global

replacements. Even a simple search/
replace command requires several
steps: position the cursor at the
beginning of the file or where you
want the search to begin; press the F7
(search) key; type the word or phrase
to be replaced; when the cursor stops
at the first match. press Shift-F7; type
the replacement word or phrase:
press the Execute key.
The command repeats automatical
ly. lb confirm the offered replacement
and go to the next appearance. press
the Execute key again. To go to the
next appearance without making the
offered replacement. press F7.
If Leading Edge's search/replace
commands are confusing and awk
ward. their speed adds injury to insult.
In a 4000-word benchmark file. Lead
ing Edge needed I minute and 2 sec
onds to find a word that WordStar
located in 4 seconds. But more stun
ning (I ran the test twice to confirm
this) was its automatic global replace
ment of a word that appeared 400
times. WordStar completed the task in
21 seconds with its screen display
suppressed. I thought MultiMate was
slow at 6 minutes 2 5 seconds. Lead
ing Edge took 30 minutes 40 seconds.

Cur

AND PASTE

Leading Edge doesn't use the familiar
nomenclature of block commands.
such as move. copy, and delete. The
cut command erases a block of high
lighted text. The paste command in
serts previously cut text at the cursor.

Table 2: Benchmark results for Leading Edge Word Processing and Multi Mate
3. 2 compared to WordStar 3. 3. All times are in seconds.

A named cut is given a one-letter
label as it's erased; a named paste in
serts the specified named cut. To copy
a block of text. you must erase it first.
then restore it at the original position
and insert it at the new location.
The super name paste command
moves text from one window to the
other.
BOILERPLATE

Like many new programs. and unlike
WordStar. MultiMate and Leading
Edge provide special commands for
storing and inserting boilerplate text
and for entering frequently used key
stroke sequences automatically.
The library is MultiMate's boiler
plate mechanism. and its key pro
cedures store keystrokes. Leading
Edge includes both functions in its
glossary command.
Both programs name their entries:
MultiMate allows up to three charac
ters and Leading Edge limits the name
to a single letter.
The programs are similar in key
stroke execution but worlds apart in
handling of text-and the automatic
insertion of text is what word process
ing is all about. When called for. Multi
Mate's library entries appear all at
once. Leading Edge. which goes out
of its way to do things differently.
brings the text in one line at a time.
I prepared the same 500-word page
of text as a MultiMate library entry
and a Leading Edge glossary file. It
took MultiMate less than 4 seconds
to execute the command and insert
the text. but Leading Edge needed I
minute 27 seconds.
BENCHMARK TESTS

Procedure

Leading Edge

MultiMate

Load a file

42

4

7

Save a file

3
44

8
138

22
31

Search for last word
in a file

62

49

4

Load program from DOS

20

16

8

Move to end of fill;'

5

6

7

Scroll from top to bottom
of file

Move to beginning of file

6

Word Star

Using the same 4000-word bench
mark file for each program. I tested
WordStar 3.3. MultiMate 3.2, and
Leading Edge I .I with standard BYTE
procedures plus a few of my own (see
table 2) . I ran the tests on an IBM Per
sonal Computer with dual disk drives
and 2 56K bytes of RAM.
In the move-to-end-of-file test. Lead
ing Edge took 5 seconds to go from
the first line of the benchmark file to
the last. WordStar required 7 seconds.
(continued)
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A faulty disk drive can scuttle a
lot of software.

The seven most important test
parameters in less than a minute.

Available now for IBM PC and XT,
Apple and Radio Shack systems.

Defective drives can wash out data
interchange between compatible
drives so they can't talk to one
another. These problems can be
easily and quickly detected with
Dymek's R.l.D .™ (Recording
Interchange Diagnostic).

Simply insert the R.l.D. diskette in
the drive and receive the "pass/fail"
results on your screen for drive
speed , noise tolerance, write/read,
alignment, backlash/hysteresis,
clamping, and erase crosstalk. No
disassembly or special test equip
ment needed. If there's an error you
can immediately pinpoint where
maintenance is required.

All it takes is a telephone call or
send the coupon below to: Dymek
Corporation, 1851 Zanker Road,
San Jose, California 95112, (408)
947-8700, TWX 910 338-2174.
Do it today so you'll have a safe
drive tomorrow.

You protect your software library
investment for only $34.95.
With daily use of the R.l.D. diskette,
you're ready to read and write with
complete confidence in your
system. Confidence backed by
Dymek,™ the leading supplier
of alignment diskettes to head,
drive, and system manufacturers
worldwide.
1851 Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95112

This drive diagno~tic

can save you

from data disaster

==

Pi:a;e-;;;;;

ii1ii oi;k~tte~i@s34.9s";;c;, 

plus $3.50 shipping & handling.
0 IBM PC & XT D Apple 11 Family
D Radio ShackTRS-80, 111, 4, 4P.
D I have enclosed money order.
D Check D Visa D MasterCard

Expiration Date - - Ship my diskette(s) to:

- -

- - 

Address-- - - - - - C i l y - - - - - - - - 
State
Zi P - - - 
California residents add 6Y2°/o sales tax.
Outside U.S.A. write for order information.
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and MultiMate used 6 seconds. Mov
ing from the file's last line to its first
took Leading Edge I. 5 seconds. Word
Star I second. and MultiMate 6 sec
onds. In this category. the perfor
mance differences are negligible.
Document saving times are hard to
compute for Leading Edge and Multi
Mate because they save text automat
ically. MultiMate saves every page as
you leave it. a procedure that takes 5
to 7 seconds. Leading Edge saves text
when you stop typing and at frequent
intervals throughout a busy edit ses
sion. I timed the programs as they
closed the benchmark file and re
turned to the main menu. Leading
Edge needed 3 seconds and Multi
Mate 8. WordStar saved the file and
returned to the main menu in 22 sec
onds.
For program loading. WordStar
loads from disk in 8 seconds. Multi
Mate and Leading Edge take longer
and the loading procedure includes
an extra keystroke; both display
copyright messages and "Press any
key to continue:· MultiMate's mini
mum loading time was 16 seconds.
Leading Edge's 20 seconds.
Loading times for the benchmark
file varied dramatically. It took Word
Star 7 seconds to load the benchmark
file. MultiMate 4 seconds (3 to display
the document summary screen and I
to display the file). and Leading Edge

took 42 seconds. Leading Edge makes
a backup copy not when you leave a
file but when you enter it again. and
the procedure makes a real racket.
The longer the file. the more the disk
drive sounds like a demented
mechanical calculator.
Using the down-arrow key to scroll
manually through the document is an
other benchmark test. WordStar was
the fastest program. going from first
to last lines in 31 seconds. Leading
Edge's 44 seconds might be slower.
but MultiMate needed 2 minutes 18
seconds to complete the test.
The last BYTE benchmark test is a
search command; it begins at the file's
first line and looks for the file's last
word. which appears only once. Word
Star found the word in 4 seconds.
MultiMate in 49. and Leading Edge in
I minute 2 seconds. As mentioned.
the global replacement comparison is
even more dramatic.
To show that Leading Edge's pace
isn't my imagination. I ran some ad
ditional tests. For example. WordStar
deletes a line instantaneously; Lead
ing Edge leaves the line onscreen for
a full 2 seconds after you enter the
appropriate cut command. and it
spends another second updating the
screen.
No matter where you are in a Word
Star file. you can enter the "go to end
of file" command. and the cursor

Tab1e 3: Summar~ of save/store command options.
Functions

Leading Edge

MultiMate

WordStar

Saves file on disk

saves text
continuously

saves
each page
as you
leave it

on
command

Makes backup file

when loading
file (used only
to overwrite
current version
if damaged)

no

yes, when
saving; user
can rename
and edit
file

Abandon edit command lets you
cancel edit session, restore
original version of file

no

no

yes

Program can generate, edit
ASCII files

no
no
(conversion programs
provided)

yes

moves directly to the file's last line.
Enter this command in a Leading
Edge file and the cursor moves to the
top of the last page. pauses. and con
tinues to the end. If you're already on
the last page. this program scrolls up
to the top of the page and pauses
before moving down to the end. a
procedure that consumes half a
minute on long pages.
MERGE AND PRINT

MultiMate's built-in merge program
might not be the fastest in town. but
compared to Leading Edge's. it's a
model of simplicity. Someone already
familiar with records. fields. delimiters.
nonhyphenated field specifiers. and
hyphenated field specifiers might be
able to follow the Leading Edge pro
cedure. but its documentation seems
designed to confuse novice users.
MultiMate's merge program is easy
to understand and use. and it doesn't
require file conversion. Leading Edge
merge files must be converted to
ASCII format before printing.
Printing is a straightforward opera
tion once you decipher the Leading
Edge print menu. Each line is a menu
item. lb change a value. you move the
highlighting up or down. press the Ex
ecute key. type the correction. and
press Execute again. Printing begins
when you move highlighting back to
the top line (or the second line for
merge printing) and press the Execute
key.
Dedicated word processors were
designed for busy offices. and it's in
the printing department. where time
is money. that MultiMate leaves both
Leading Edge and WordStar behind.
WordStar and Leading Edge let you
print one file while editing another.
but MultiMate uses a printer queue/
spooler that frees the operator from
waiting for one file to finish printing
before entering the next file's print
command.
With MultiMate you can delay the
print session to a specific time. enter
the commands for printing a dozen
files one after another. rearrange files
in the queue. and go out to lunch
while the printer carries out your com
(continued)
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Kamerman
Labs combines
the speed and storage capacity
of hard disk technology with prices you can't affo
A dramatic leap in performance for
your personal computer.
Even the smallest Kamerman Labs
hard disk unit gives you 30 times the
storage capacity of a typical floppy
disk. Sophisticated business and pro
fessional data storage requirements
can now be handled with ease.
Better yet, you can access data up
to 10 times faster than with floppies.
Spend more time working and less
time waiting.
And it's easy to use. Kamerman Labs
lets you boot directly off the hard disk,
just like the IBM XT.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corp.
Compaq is a trademark of Compaq Computer Corp.
Corona is a trademark of Corona Data Systems.

A complete backup solution.
Backup of hard disk data is a critical
requirement in many microcomputer
applications, so Kamerman Labs offers
several reliable and cost-effective
backup devices that are fully com
patible with our hard disk units.
Lower prices than ever.
Because you deal directly with
Kamerman Labs, we offer you re
markably low prices. Finally, you can
realize the full benefits of hard disk
technology without the excessive
costs.
Leading Edge is a registered trademark of Leading Edge
Products, Inc.
Eagle is a registered trademark of Eagle Computers.
TAVA is a trademark of TAVA Corporation.

to pass up.

Tested and formatted.
All Kamerman Labs systems have
been thoroughly tested and formatted
before delivery.
Full warranty and technical support.
Kamerman Labs backs all its prod
ucts with a full one-year warranty on
both parts and labor. Plus you get
prompt technical support through a
toll-free hotline number.
To order, call toll-free
800-522-2237.
In Oregon, Hawaii and Alaska call
503-626-6877.
All Kamerman Labs Units come in either internal or external
configurations.

Circle 234 o n inq uir y card.

Kamerman

Lcl.>s

8054 S.W. Nimbus, Bldg. 6, Beaverton, Or 97005
Phone 503-626-6877
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PC

SOFTWARE
SALE!
WE'LL l!ATCH PRICES ON ~!OST PRODUCTS
LOTUS 1-2-3/
SYMPHONY
$309/$425
dBASE II/III
$279/$375
WORDSTAR
PROF PACK
$275
CROSSTALK
$99

FRAMEWORK
$315
EASYWRITER II
SYSTEM
$185
PRO KEY
$87
HAYES
SMARTMODEMS
1200/1200B
$489/$409

LOOK AT THESE
SPECIAL PRICES!
AT! Training Power
AST Products
Crosstalk
dBase II/III
EasyWriter II System
Hayes 1200/12008
!US Accounting
Lotus 1-2-3/Symphony
MicroPro Products
Microsoft Products
Mu ltimate
Nor ton Utili t ies
PFS Pr oducts
Pro Key
Quadram Products
RBase 4000
SuperCalc 2/3
Volkswriter Deluxe
Wordstar
Wordstar Prof. Package
All Other Products/Diskettes

CALL
CALL
$ 99
$279/$375
$185
$489/$409
CALL
$309/$425
CALL
CALL
$265
$ 59
CA LL
$ 87
CALL
$289
$149/$199
$175
$209

$275
CALL

To order:
Call TOLL-FREE:
800-227-4780 or 415-845-2651

Or write:
ECONOMY SOFTWARE
2040 Polk Street
San Francisco, CA 94109

ECONOMY
SOFTWARE
0 We g uarantee our products against
manufac t urer's defects.

0 Quantity discounts available. We are
experienced with Corporate accounts.

0 No surcharge added for charge cards._ No
charges until products are shipped.
0 Purchase orders accepted.
0 CaJJ for shipping charges. L4iiiiiiJ
0 Prices subject to change. ~
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mands. MultiMate supports sheet
feeders in addition to a wide range of
printers (40 at last count), making it
a more practical and office-oriented
program.
Leading Edge supports a number of
printers: the Leading Edge Letter
Quality. Leading Edge Dot Matrix. IBM
Matrix, NEC 3 550, Prism. PrismPro.
and PrismRGB. By the time this review
appears. Leading Edge users will be
able to call the company to request
support programs for specific printers
in addition to those listed here.

ing it impossible to cancel an edit ses
sion and return to the file's previous
version) and because the program
doesn't provide backup copies. this
command can be dangerous.
For more information, see the com
parison of save/store command op
tions shown in table 3.
THE BOTTOM LINE

Leading Edge has no shortage of bells
and whistles. from its "Gee Whiz" keys
that transpose letters and reverse
upper- and lowercase letters to its
special commands for generating
DISK RECOVERY
solid lines. international and U.S.
As you enter a Leading Edge file. the decimal tabs, reverse indent, dot
screen displays available disk space leader tabs. right flush tabs. alternate
as a percentage figure. and if the disk page headings and footings, archive
is nearly full, a warning message tells procedures, "hot print:· and a dozen
you to erase unnecessary files. But more. It looks very. very nice. Also. it
there is no recovery from a full disk. costs only $100.
But Leading Edge is poorly docu
and you can damage files in other
ways as well. In one of my practice mented, slow. and inefficient. It
files. the program froze as soon as the doesn't hold a candle to WordStar
cursor reached the second page, and when it comes to standard word pro
I still don't know why. Substituting the cessing, and when you compare the
backup copy for the current version commands that matter. it doesn't
didn't help.
threaten MultiMate.
Although the program beeps and
flashes warning messages when you A F INAL THOUGHT
approach a full disk while editing, it's "There's someone for everyone.
possible to fill the disk while entering promises the old saying, and there's
text with gallery or paste commands a word-processing program for every
and receive the warnings too late. one. too. In an office setting, where
There's no mistaking a too-full-to-save users have little or no computer ex
document; the screen fills with small perience. programs like MultiMate
arrows and if you try to reload the file and Leading Edge might be easy to
a message says, "Document trun
teach because they are designed for
cated. please restore it from backup:· correspondence and short reports.
Using the backup procedure doesn't projects that require few commands.
necessarily rescue the file. so a full Many novice users fear the loss of
disk is a serious matter.
documents and find the save-as-you
MultiMate's save-every-page pro· go feature reassuring . ,
Relatively few office workers use the
cedure protects all but the page
you're working on when the disk fills. procedures needed in complex proj
The exception to this rule is impor
ects. procedures that. in both pro
tant. MultiMate's external copy com
grams. are hard to decipher. awkward,
mand lets you insert text of any and sometimes dangerous. Novice
length. and the program doesn't users tolerate restrictive command
check for sufficient room on the disk procedures because they have
nothing to contrast them with and
or in the file (maximum file length:
because constant screen prompts are
I 28,000 bytes). MultiMate inserts the
text and reconfigures the file. If you reassuring.
don't have sufficient room for your
Slow as they are. the dedicated pro
old text, it disappears. Because Multi
grams are faster than a typewriter. But
Mate saves text automatically (mak
they aren't for everyone. •

Our multi-mode HERMES printers shake hands
with all kinds of computers. Even some you've
never heard of.

And [or your IBM-PC™,
we have created the fully
compatible multi-mode
HERMES PC-PRINTER l.

Fully compatible with your IBM-PC™, tested with
Easywriter™, Multiplan™, Lotus 1-2-3™ and other soft
ware packages, the HERMES PC-PRINTER 1 allows you
to convert your personal computer to a heavy duty pro
fessional system. IBM-PC™ users who only pick the best
will also appreciate:
Its speed. Bi-directional, shortest path printing. 200 cps
Data, 100 cps Near Letter Quality (single pass).
Its resolution. Finest print quality available on a matrix
printer. So good you can even print signatures. Bit
mapping graphics in single, double and triple density
modes.
Its quality. Swiss high quality construction. Very high
reliability for heavy duty use.
Its versatility. Choice of printing styles with the
complete IBM™ character set tables (226 chars.). Wide
range of automatic sheet-feeders with 1 or 2 bins +
envelopes, single document inserter, roll-holder and
tractor.
Its ease of use. Plug'n play installation. Plug it in, switch it
on yourself.

* t!!7~r!~;nters

Manufactured in Switzerland by HERMES PRECISA INTERNATIONAL,
CH-1401 Yverdon.
HERMES printers are distributed in Austria, Canada, Cyprus, Finland, France,
Greece.Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom, USA, West Germany.

Circle 19 4 on inquiry card.

To receive a sample of the finest quality matrix print-out
...
and additional information on the HERMES PC-PRINTE~
l· ,:~l~~ : o:
please return the coupon below.
,;i~~: =

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.===- ...
I Please send me more documentation about your PC-PRIN;ER I. iJj
I Name
Title
I Company
IStreet
Citv
IState
Zip
Phone (
I Send to: HERMES PRODUCTS, Inc.
Printer Division
I
1900 Lower Road, LINDEN, NJ 07036, (201) 574 0300
NOVEMBER 1984 • BYTE
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·-- Y P ...8-T-A ~ING
AS ................. $1199.00

•

ANVO

71NlrN
~ --

- --

data systems

- ..

-

~~~ ~~,

:C.-'l"·

MCB 880...................... $699.00
PC COMPATIBLE
MBC 880-2 ............. ...... $749.00
PC-150 Desktop ........... .. ..... CALL MBC BBB ..... ......... .. ...... $949.00
PC -160 Portable ................. CALL MBC BBB-lil ...... ... ........ $1099.00

•
•
•

IDEAssociatH
BMlil ~o 4B'MB Hard c!J'fves with
mmovabl~ Carwldge paeir. "''.11
as low &s ...... .. . .. .. . . .... . ... .... .. .. $Ul99.00
AST :E!JllJafC
Six Pak Plus .....from .. .......... .. $249.00
Combo Plus Il _.from _... .. ...... ..$279.00
Mega P l us....... from.. ......... $299 .00
110 Plus ..
....... from ...... . ..$139.00

...nos.oo

Crosstalk ....
MICROSOFT
Mult!Plan ...... ..• .. .. .. ··--··· . $1 39 .00
ABBTOlr-TATE
am!l\VOI" ·-·--·-····--··"""""""""" 99 .0 0
dBASE II.. .... .. .. upgrade ....... ... $149.00
dBASE ll... ..................... ......... $299.00
dBASE lll . .. ... .. .................. .. ... $399.00
Friday!. .. .. .....
................ $179.00

_ _ _APPLE
APPLE Ile STARTER PACK
APPLE IIe ....................... CALL
64K Apple IIe, Disk Drive & Con APPLE Ile ........... .... ........CALL
troller, 80 Column Card, Monitor
II & DOS 3.3 .................. .... CALL MacINTOSH ................•.... CALL

l-..,::--=o:-,_.,_.,,.,.;~t1 Al!RAM:., _ __,..,~--..=°""•==- .~~.. -...--.. ~ .........-2•

Quadllnk 84K .. . ... .. ........ .......$$479 .00
... . ..............$l1 .
9 00
Quad.boa.rd IL. ... as 1ow as ...... 309 ,QO
Qaad 512 Plus .. .a.s low as ..... .$269 00 Ea:;yFUer~··
.$229.00
QulLdCOlor !....... ...........
$2Ul.00
COJfTilf11J'l!l'.&L BOHWAJlll
~;.tu'Oft-'t\~~-""'"'"'""'""'""*·69,,9. 3~.r..~li.1&.llQ.Jfaill.li' rm Le.~ter--S'ZB.a
Pa ra lle l IMer face Boord ......... .$69 .99 Home Accounting Plus. ...........$68.99
LOTUS
64K RAM Chips K 1t.. ...............S49.99
Sympho ny ............................... $4 99.00
PARADISE
1·
2·3
...............
..
....................... $319 .00
Mu lti-D isplay Car'<l ................. $ 3'59 .00
PROFESSIONAL SOl"l'WARE
Modular Graph ics Ce.r<L ........S319 .00
P P
1'h B
.. .. ...............-$a .0 0
BYllrAPB1l
BPI
.. ....$59 .99
Open Access.................... ......$339 .00 File Manager ..

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ca.ll fo price a.n d--0ona gura.t. ona- - - - - - - - - 

.

SOFTWARE
---------~•o ....,.___~a

:MONITORS

AMDJIX
300 Groon ..... ......... ......
300 Amhbr...
310 Amber IBM P lug...
Co lor 300/audlo ... .... ....... ........$289 .00
Color 500 Compos1telROBNCR$389 .00
Color 600 Hires(MO • 240) .....$549 .00
Color 700 H~s(720 • 240).... .$639 .00
Colo 7 10 LoJl!l..l'hOBPhOc. ....Sl>7.l! OQ
BllO
1201 P lus rt2" Groen lli-R es).696.9.9
91 91 P lus ,....... .................. $249 .00

GOJllL LA

•

m:gg

1

Pa.elfan

Ms. P~an
Donkq ong
Code Writer
VlslCorp
V!s!Calc
PFS'
Write

~4.99

3
at.99
8.99
ft4.99
4.99

IG4..ea

$~::~:

NIA
134.99

t<l4.B9

.34.99

$34 99

$76 .99

5 79.99

$175.99

$155 .99

81 59 .99

$79.99

$ 159 .99

S l59.99

$69 .99
NIA
1----.J.j.!a,i;lll..............................~.....................-"lJA........,......,-t'l•"'----.·~~~~g
NIA

ulow aa
Maglc Spells
Wort! Spinner
Bumble Clames
A<ld 1t lo n Magtc la n
Reader Rabbit
•can on Tltles

34.9~-~~~~~

22 .99
$22 .99
5 22.99
$ 22 .99
5 24 .99

22.99
$22.99
522 .99
NIA
NIA

SS9 .99
9. 9

189,99
816.99
NIA

179.99
$79.99
$18.99
189..99

22 .99
$22.99
NIA
$22 .99
$24 .99

2.2 .99
$ 22 .99
522 .99
$ 22 .99
$ 24 .99

AROHO&

Votlramode m .......

400 Med·Res ROB...... ............ $319 .00
4.16 Hl· R11s RG.B......................$439 .00

4-20 !h-Res ROB (JBM) ............ $ 469 .00
9 .9·--- - - - - - -tr8I

.DUii.
Appl.ei
12'" Gn1 a .................................
ELECTRON IC ARTS
12" Arnber ........ ............. ..... . ... .$89 .99
One on One
S29.99
NIA
$29 .99
$29.99
NEC
Music Construction
S29 .99
~~~:~g
~~~ :~~
JB 1206 Oreen................ ........$1 09.00
Pinball Construction
S29.99
$39.99
$39 .99
539 ,99
J1l 1201 Grsen .. .. ....... ... ..........$ 139.99
Cut &. Paste
$39.99
$ 27.99
$ 27.99
$27 .99
JB 1206 Amber............ ..........$149 .99
Hard Hat M.o.ck
S27.99
l l-""°'~"""0:.-------------------------;ra
~l Cillo ....................... $:;,109 .00
:nmlCOJ(
29.99
JO
1216 RGB ........... - .. ,$42'9.00
Wabneas
raQ.99
29.99
JO
1460
Coto~....
.. .......... $369 .00
9.99
lnMel
29.99
l'JUJrOHOS IUtARHJOB
29.9 9
~na
29.99
PlaniCMl
~3~~
MAX- 2 Amb!n'
•
,
OD
2 g:9
li:
HX-12 R.GB .. ............................$489 .00
5 _
$ 29.99
Suspended
29 .99
99
$29
SR-·
12
RGB
.......
......
.................$
629
.00
Sorcerer
$29.99
$ 27 .99
Zork l.2 .3 ea
527.99
ATAR.ISOPT
Joust
$ 34.99
$34 .99
$34 .99

Pt>le Position

BAXATA
8C· l 00 Ooior........................... $249.00
-)000 GI'!!
................$ 129.00
SA-1000 Amber...................... 51 39 .00
TAXAN
100 12" Green ... ... .. .. ............$125.00
121 !'BM Oreen .......................$ 149.00
100 12 " Amber ....... ...............$ 135.00
22).lj Amb c ..................... $159 .00
210 Colo" RGB.... ....................$269 .00

Pi 1.
Pi 2,
Pi 3,
Pi 4,
1400

9" Green.. _
.. .. .... .... $99.99
12" Green .. ............. .. .... $119.99
12" Amber
..... ... $129.99
9" Amber... .. .. .... ...
.$ 119.99
Color ........... ............ . ...$249.99
QVADJl.AX
Qu11.dahrome 8400 Oolor...... ... $499 .00
USITH
ZVM Ul2 A mber .. ............. .. .....$ 99.99
ZVM :a
ve n
. . ...... .•.. Se9 .99
ZVM l2<1·IBM A.mb11r..... ........ 149 .00
ZVM 135·RGB/Color .. ...... ..... ...S469.00

s

MODEMS
.SOVATlOX
859 .99 J -CaL. ............ -............................ $1<9.99

Mark IL S&rl!l.I ...................... .$79 99

OILL .........................................$139.00

Ma.rk Vll (AUIJO A l\111A'1t.o DIAIJ$99.99 S ms.rb Oa.t 10 3 ......................$1 79.00
Mat•k xrr (l.200 BRUdl .... - .. $26!1.!!9 SmarL Cat 103 12 1 2 ...............$3S9 .00
arl< TR$80.............................,$g1J.9
u
a ............................. ...... $219.00
9 Volt Power Supply ............. .....$ 9 .99 212 AutoCat...........................S549 .00
JIAY!lS
Apple Cat 11.......... ........ .........$249.00
Smartm<><lom 300.... .......... .....$199 .00 212 Apple Cat...... ...... ............ $449 .00
Srnartmodem 1200 .. .... ... ........$ 469 .00 Apple Cat 212 Upgrade......... 5 259 .00
Smar modem 1200B. .... . ... 419 .00 Smart Cat l'I
.
. . ... . $ 339 .00
MI01'0m1;1<lem lJ6
........... $ 2139.00
UJrn.JI
Mlcz'Omodem 100.... .. ... ........ ... $299.00 Z'l'· l .. ...................................... $ 339.00
Smart Com IL .... ......................$75.99 ZT· lO ..................................... $309 .00
Chronoeraph ..... ............. ......... $199.00 ZT· ll
............ -._ .............. $369.00

KOALA
Atari (ROM).
..$79.99 IBM
.. ....... ............ ....... $99.99
C·64 ... ...... ...... ... ......... ..... .. .. ..... $79.99 Apple/Franklin .................. ...... $85.99

n
nd
g p o o c l' me h ks.<> mo
m
:ppinff-and handling
on all orders. Larger shipments may reQuire additional charges. NV and PA residents add sales tax. All items subject to availability and
price change. Call today for our catalog.
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HOME COMPUTERS

PRINTERS

· -~.,.._. o

AXIOM

MANNESMAN TALLY
AT-100 Atari Interface Printer$199. 0 0
.. . .... . . .. ... $589.00
AT-550 Atari Bidirectiona!....$319.00 160 L........... ..
GP-100 Parallel Interface .. .... $189.00 180L .... .. ...... . ..... .. ..... ....... .$749.00
Spirit
80..
..
.. .$259.00
GP-700 Atari Color Printer ... $489 .00
NEC
850 lnter f ace ................ .. .. .......$109.00
GP·5 5 0 Par allel Printer .. .. ..... $269.00
2010/18/30 . .... .. .. ...... .•. .• .. . •.. .$749.00 . 1010 Recorder.......... ... .. ... ... ..... .$54 .99
BMC
401 Letter Qua!lty .. . ,....•.., . .. .. $589.00 3510/l5 /3Q ............................ $1369.00 1020 Color Printer....~ .... ... ... .. .. $79.99
BX-80 Dot Matrix .. ............ .....$239.00 7710 /16/30 .... .......... .... .. . : .... Sl 799.00 1025 Dot Matrii< Printer........ $ 199.00
BX-100 Dot Matrix .. .. .. ... ... ..... $259.00 8027 .. .. ......... ........ ..... ..... .. ....... $379.00 1027 Letter Quality Printer .. $269.99
OKIDATA
1030 Direct-Connect- Modem .. .. $59 .99
C.ITOH
.. .. .. .... $229.99
Gor illa Banana..
.. .... $149 .00 82, 83, 84, 92 , 93, 2350, 24 10 .. CALL 1050 Disk Drive .. .
OLYMPIA
64
K Memory Module (600) ... $119.99
Prowriter 8510P .......... .. .. ... . .$339.00
Compact
2...
..
..
..
..
..
.$469.00
Touch
Table/Software
......
......... $64 .99
Prowriter 1550P .. .. ..
$599 .00
.. ...... $499.00 Light Pen/Software .. ................ $72.99
AlO (18 cps) Son of Starwriter$569.00 Compact RO.
.. .... $39.99
H<>L..D<>t. Ma trix .. .. ..... ...... ....... .... .CALL ESW 3000...................... ...... .$1399.00 CX22 Track Ball .. ...
Fl0-40 Starwriter .. .. ... ..... .. .....$949 .00 Needlepoin.t Dot Matrix.I... ... $329 .00 7097 4t.ari Logo .... ....... - ..... .. ... $74 .9 9
SllDTJ[
CORQN'&
4018
PUot
(Homo).
........
.......
.... .$57 99
Fl 0-55 Print master.....
.. ..$1249.00
TP -lOQO .... ............................ . $449.00 4 0 5 P ilot (E duo.).: ........... ..... .. ... $99 .99
COMREX
Comw' ri t erll Letter Quality .. $ 449.00 TPactor · Feed.. .... •.. ....... .. ... .. .. $119.00 8036 Atari Wri ter..... .. ..... ... ..... $49.99
SILVER REED
5049 Vis1Calc .......... ~ ....... ,.. ....... $7Q. 99
DI.ABLO
620 Letter Quality .. .
.. . .. $949.00 500 Letter Quality .. .. ............ $379.00
550
Letter
Quality
.
..............
.$469.00
630 API Letter Quality ... .. .$1549.00
770 Letter Quality .. ... .. . . .... .. $869.oo
MEMORY BOARDS
DAISYWRITER
STAR
2000 .. .
... ...... $949.00
ATARI
Gemini lOX..
.. . .... ...... $259.00
EPSON
RX-80, RX-80FT, RX-100 . .. .... CALL Gemini 15 X .. ............... .. ...... .. ..$ 379.00 Axion 32K... ...................... .... .. $ 4 4 .9 9
Axion
48K..
.............
.
... ... $69.99
Radix
10.......
"'··············'
···
·····
$549
.00
FX-80, FX-100....... . NE W ...........CALL
LQ 1500... ........... ...... . LOW ... ...... CAIIL . Rad i x 15 ... ...... ....................... .. $649.00 A xion 128K................... ...... ... $269.99
Apple/Franklin
JX·BO Color...... .... .... ... PRICES .. CALL Powert.ype ..: ..................... ...... . $329 .00
Axion 128K.. ........................ .. $2 7 9.99
'J'OBJU:BA
JUXI
Ax
Jon
3
2
0K
.. .. ,. ... ....... .. .. ... ..... $849.00
.....
$799.00
6 100 ...... ....................... .. .... .... $469.00 1:140 .. .. .. .... ............. .. ..
.. $1369.00
1351 .................. ..... ..

F'J/ij9

NEC

HEWLETT

~/:JI P ACKARD

l'C·8110l Pcn:·tab!o Co mpul<lr•••S4:Jll.OO

CALL WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
600XL, 800XL, 1200XL

CX3 0 Paddles .. .. .. . .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. ..... $11.99
CX40 Joystick... .... .. .. .. ........ ...... $7.99
4011 Star Ra!ders..... ... ... ......... ..$ 12 .99
4022 Pac Mo.n.. ... ......... .. .. .. ..... .. $16.99
4025 Defender.. ... .. ..
.. ... $32.99
8026 Di g Du g
........... $32.99
8031 Donkey Kong.......... .. .... .. $32.99
8034 Pole Position
... $32.99
8040 Donkey Kong Jr.... . .... $32.99
8043 Ms Pacman.. .......... .... .. .... $32.99
8044 Joust..
. .......... .. ........... $32.99
804 5 Pe-ngo ..... .. .... . .... ... ..... ....... $16 .99
8052 Moen PaU'OI..... .. ...... ........$32 .99
4003 Assembler.... ................ .. .$34 .99
8126 Mic osoft Basic I or Il ..... $64.99
45 8 Commun icator II ...... ........ $ 119.99

DISK DRIVES
FOR ATARI
INDUS

GT Dr ive (Atari) .. ...... .............$279.00
RANA

1000.... .. .. .... .. .... ...... .. .. ..... .. . ... $299.00
TRAX

AT-D2. ... ........ .. ... ..... .... .. .. .. . ... $ 389.00
AT-D4 ............... ...
. ........ $ 5 39 .00

c~ commodore

PC-8221A The rm a l P r lni.ers ..$149.99
PC-6261A Dato. Recorder.... ..... $9.9 .9 9
>!liU l'V ••••••••.•••••.•.. .••••• ••• • $1 89.9 9 PC-6201 -06 BK R AM Chlps .... SlOB .9 9
SX·64 Portable..... . .... ...... .. . . $799.00
41CX_.•.•.....•.•..•••••...•.••.• $249.99 E C-8206A 3 2 K RAM Cartr•idg e$32 9 .00 CBM S032........ ........ .. . .. .. . ....$639.00 OBlla.64 .. ... . .... •...•.. . ...... .. ... ... $199.00
CBM 8096...
$869.00· Cl 541 Disk Drive..
..$249.00
HP ?lB .... ... ..... .................... $419.99
CBM 9000...
. ...... ...... $999.00 Cl530 Datasette
......$69 .99
' SHARP
HP ll C...... . .
.. .$62.99
Bl28-80 ................ .. .. .. .. . ...... .. .$769.00 Cl520 Color PrinterlP!otter .... $129.00
HP 12C .. .. ..... ..... ... .. ... .. ... ....... $92.99 PC-lBOOA ........... .......... $168.99 8032 to 9000 Upgrade .... .. .... . $499.00 M-801 Dot Matrix Printer.. .. .. $219.00
HP 15C.
.. .. $92.99
PC-12BOA .... .... .......... ..... $88.99 2031 LP Disk Drive
...... $299.00 Cl526 Dot Matrix/Serial .....$299 .00
HP 16C ................................ $92.99
8050 Disk Drive ... ........ .... ...... $ 9 9 9.00 Cl70 2 Col or Monitor.... ... .. .. .. .$2 5 9.00
HP 75D.
. ...... $999.99 CE- 125 Printer/Cassette .. .. ..... $ 128.9 9
8250
Disk
Drive
.........
..
.. .$1249.00 Cl3ll Joystick .. ... ..... ... ... .. .. .. .... ..$4 .99
H PIL Module ... .. .... ..... .. ..
.. .. .$98.99 CE -150 Color Printer CassetteSl 71.99
4023 Pri nter.. ...... .... ..... ... .. ... .$399 .00 Cl31.2 Paddles ...
.. ..... ....$ 11.99
H P I L Cassette or Printer.. .. ...$359 .99 CE-151. 4K RAM .. .. .. ............ .... .$29.99
8023 Printer ............. .. .. .... ...... $589.00 Cl600 VIC Modem ... ............ .... $59.99
Card Reader .
.. .. $ 143 .99 CE· l 55 BK RA M ..... ... .. ............. $49.99
6400 Printer.. ....... .
.. .. .. $1449.00 Cl650 Auto Modem .. ........ .. ..... ..$89 .99
Extended Functio n Module ..... $63.99 CE- 18 1 ! BK RAM..... ..............$1:54 .99
.. ... ...... ... .. . $49.99
Z-RAM .
.. ...... $36 9.00 Logo 64 .. .
Time Module ....... .......... ... ... .. .... $63 .99 CE -500 ROM Library ea... . .. .. $29.99 Silicon Office ....... ........... ... .. .. $499 .00
Pilot 64 ......... ...... .. ..... ............. .. $39 .99
The Manager
.............. $199.00 Word Pro 64 Pl US. .. . . .... ..... .... ... $59.99
SoftROM
.... .. $125.00 Cale Result 64 .......... .. ....... ...... $65.99
VisiCa!c ........... ...... ........ .... ..... $159.00 Cale Result Easy.......... .. .... ...... $39 .99
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M.CS 80 Color Printer', ... ..... ..$49 9.00
51;, ,. MD-1. .... ............ ..... ...
.$ 19.99 Elepha nt 51/4" SS/SD. ..
.. .... .$15.99
MSD DIBK DRIVES
DPS 1101 Daisy Prlnter..... ... .. $459.00
.. .... .. $349.00 Magic Voice Speech Module .. ...$54 .99
5 11<" MD-2 ,......... ......... .......
..$26.99 Elephant 5 1;, •· SS/ DD .... .. .. .... ... $ 17.99 SDl Disk D1'lve... ...
8" FD· l.. .......... .. .. .. .. .... .... ....... $39.99 Elephant 51;.," DS/DD .... ... .. ... ... $24 .99 SD2 Disk Drive .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .$599.00 Desk Organizer Lock ... ....... .. ... .$49.99
8" FD-2
... ...... ... .. ..
.$49.99 Elephant EMBP 51;. .... ..... ........ $34 .99
PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
V!dtex Telecommunica tions ......... . ... $34.95
VJlllBA'J'IJI[
DISK BOLD.!lB.8
Word. Pr e 2 P lus ... .. ... .. .. .. . .. ... . $159.00
PllECIBIOR SOFTWARE
53/t" SS/DD
.............. ... . .$21.99
INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS
Word Pro 3 Plus ...... .......... .. .... $189.00 Superbase 64
.. .. ......... $59 .99
5114" DS/DD .. ........................... . $29.99 Fllp-in-Flle 10....... .......... ... .. .....$3.99 Word Pro 4 Plus/5 Pl u s each.$239.00
PERSONAL PERIPHERALS
BIB
Fl!p·in·Flle 50 .
.. .. .... ..... ..... $ 17.99 Info Pro....
79
. .... .... Sl .OO Super Sketch Graphics Pad .... $39.99
51/4" Disk Head Cleaner....... .. $14.99 Flip-in-File 50 w/lock... . ......... $24.99 Administrator ............ ............ $399.00
Fllp-in-Flle (400/800 ROM) .. .. .. .$17.99 Power ...........................
.. .. $69.99

maxell.

1-...i

west

800-648-3311

•·:§.1.!fr!.i

canada

Ontario/Quebec 800-268-3974
Other Provinces800-268-4559

east

800-233-8950

In PA call (717)327-9676
In Toronto call (416) 828-0866
Order Status Number: 327-9576
Tel ex: 06-21S960
Customer Sel'Viee Number: 32 7 -1450
25Q6 Dunwln Drive, Unit 3ll\, Dept,'\100
477 E .3rdSt., Dept.100,Wllliamsport , PA 177 1
Miss issau ga, On tario, Canada L6L1Tl
CANADIAN ORDERS: All prices are subj ect to s h i pping, tax a nd curren cy fluctu ations. Ca.11 for ex a ct p ricing in Canada. IN TERNATIONAL
ORDERS, A\ l orders placed with U.S. offices for delivery outside the Continental Unit ed Stat es-must•b e-pre-pa.id b y certif ied check on ly.
Include 3% (minimum $5) shipping and handling. EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS: Additional discounts are available to qualified Educational
Institutions. APO & FPO: Add 3% (minimum $6) shipping and handling.
In NV call (702)588-5654
Orde.l'. Statu s Numb er: 568·566 ~
P.O.Box 6e.B9, Dept<.100
Stateline, NV 894 49

Circle 83 on inquiry card.
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poly FORTH
and PC/FORTH
Two FORTH
development
systems
for the

IBM PC
BY ERNIE TELLO

Ernie Tello is a founding partner of
Integral S~stems. an independent
software-development and consulting
firm. He can be reached at 3711
Capitola Rd.. Santa Cruz. CA
95062.

I

n this review. I will discuss some of the
capabilities made possible by the
FORTH language and review two excel
lent implementations of it for the IBM Per
sonal Computer (PC): polyFORTH II Level
3. from FORTH Inc.. and PC/FORTH. from
Laboratory Microsystems.
Long the programming language favored
by scientists. hardware vendors. and pro
cess-control experts. FORTH has also been
a favorite in-house development tool for a
surprising number of large corporations.
FORTH is now coming into the spotlight as
a powerful language for commercial pro
gramming. A flood of new and innovative
products written in FORTH has hit the
market. Some of the better-known packages
written in FORTH include EasyWriter. the
original version from Cap'n Software; Easel.
from Time Arts; Answer. from North
American Business Systems; SAVVY. from
Excalibur Technologies; Mastertype. from
Lightning Software; and the integrated soft
ware system for the Gavilan computer. The
adaptability and flexibility of FORTH lets it
fit in the most diverse applications while re
maining intrinsically modular.
FORTH is a threaded interpretive lan
guage. For a moment. forget the technical
side of what this means. Consider a string
of pearls or beads that can be threaded in
various ways to create larger pieces from
the same set of originals. suiting different
needs and occasions. A FORTH program
mer uses the basic precompiled words of
FORTH to thread together other words that
will be useful again and again for an ap
plication; the programmer then orches
trates them together into still higher-level
words that may be used to create programs.
While defining functions and procedures
in C and Pascal is in some ways comparable
to this. the difference lies in the unrestricted
ease and abandon with which it is done in
FORTH.
But equally important to the programmer
is FORTH's interactive environment. which
helps the programmer by supplying. on re

quest. information to help him program.
You enter the word that asks for informa
tion about something in the system. and
FORTH will immediately display the answer
on the monitor. I will cite specific examples
of this later on.
Another attribute of FORTH is the often
startlingly small size of itself and the pro
grams produced under it. FORTH packs an
amazing number of powerful words into a
very small space. For this reason it has long
been favored by vendors of small dedicated
hardware packages and by producers of
coin-operated video games. FORTH pro
grams fit in places too small for programs
in just about any other language Produc
ing compact. efficient programs has been
a keynote of the FORTH philosophy since
its invention in 1970 by Charles Moore. who
designed it for use in controlling radio
telescopes.
Naturally. FORTH has its darker sides. The
most frequent complaints are that it is
unreadable and that you cannot produce
stand-alone executable files. as you can with
compiled languages. Another common crit
icism is that FORTH has no real standard
dialect. that there are as many dialects of
FORTH as there are FORTH users. And
sometimes. too. there are complaints about
the postfix notation.
There are three main reasons why FORTH
is difficult to read for those new to it: its use
of postfix or reverse Polish notation; its
stack orientation. with various apparent
"sleight of hand" tricks in manipulating the
stack; and its total extensibility. which lets
a programmer create the language as he
goes. extending it toward its applications.
Experienced FORTH programmers readily
admit it is harder to become accomplished
in this language than in other higher-level
languages. But the reward for learning
FORTH is greater control over the size and
speed of the programs you produce. Be
cause of its friendly interactive environment.
it is relatively easy to get started writing pro
(continuedJ
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grams in FORTH. What is far more dif
ficult is writing powerful and efficient
high-level programs. Let's take a brief
look at some of the more technical
details of FORTH.

plays the current contents of the stack
on the screen. For example. if you first
enter the numbers 1 through 5
separated by spaces. .S shows

THREADED CODE

It should be noted that the FORTH
stack is last in/first out. so 5 is on the
top of the stack. With .S or its
equivalent. you can use the standard
FORTH words for stack manipulation
and see the results of your change at
each step. Here is a sample session.
as it would appear on the monitor.
that illustrates the effect of all the
main FORTH stack operators. (User in
put is set in triumvirate type; the com
puter's response is set in italics. The
entries affected by the succeeding
manipulation are underlined.)

There are three common kinds of
threaded code interpreters: direct
threaded. indirect threaded. and
token threaded. What they have in
common is that programs consist of
linked lists of addresses. At the very
heart of FORTH is the address inter
preter. a short routine (typically I 0
bytes or less of machine code) that
looks up the addresses of machine
code instructions to be executed.
Usually the FORTH language inter
preter uses the instruction pointer (IP)
to point to executable machine-code
routines. The direct-threaded inter
preter. the fastest of the three types.
uses the contents of the IP to point
directly to the executable code.
Most of the popular FORTH inter
preters. such as FIG (from the FORTH
Interest Group). use the indirect
threaded approach. The IP points to
a code field address (CFA) in system
memory. which in turn points to the
executable code routine. Although
this extra address fetch costs more
time. the routines for the FORTH in
terpreter are made less machine
dependent by using the indirect
threaded approach.
The token-threaded interpreter uses
still another indirect address fetch. but
because of the further loss in speed
this type has not found many imple
mentations yet. One important new
implementation using token-threading
is MacFORTH.
PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT

A good deal of FORTH programming
involves handling the parameter stack
for all parameter passing; when used
properly. FORTH naturally recycles its
own programming environment with
out a need for periodic garbage col
lection. To do this effectively. a FORTH
programmer has a number of interac
tive tools at his disposal.
Most FORTH systems include the
word .S . which nondestructively dis
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1 2 3 4 5 ok

1 2 3 4 5 ok

.S
123 4 5 ok
SWAP .S
1 2 3 5 :!. ok
DUP .S
1 2 3 Q. 4 4 ok
ROT .S
1 2 3 4 :!. 5 ok
OVER .S
1 2 3 4 :!. 5 4 ok
3 PICK .S
12 3 4 4 5 4

:!. ok

DROP .S
1 2 3 4 ~ Q. :!. ok
DROP SWAP DROP .S
1~3- :!. Q. ok
4DROP DROP .S
o ok
It can be very useful to have a word
like .S in the FORTH interactive en
vironment. It is very important in
FORTH that routines do not leave
anything on the stack . .S can be in
cluded for debugging purposes at the
end of a new routine to show what.
if anything. is left on the stack. Then.
when the word is finished executing.
it is usually simple to DROP as many
things as you do not want to appear
on the stack.
The adaptability of FORTH lends
itself very well for use as a systems
language for the implementation of
other languages. At least two imple
mentations of BASIC are written in

FORTH (one is by Charles Moore\. as
is a Tiny Pascal interpreter. There are
also at least two implementations of
LISP in FORTH. including a complete
implementation at the University of
Utrecht in Holland and a partial im
plementation in the United States.

POLYFORTH II LEVEL 3
FORTH Inc.. started by Charles Moore
to satisfy the demand for FORTH sys
tems. has been in business for a long
time. Its current system is available for
several microcomputers and mini
computers. polyFORTH is offered in
a series of ascending levels with in
creasing software capability and sup
port for increasing levels. This ranges
from Level 2. a minimal system that
lacks multiuser capability but has a
"turnkey compiler:· to Level 6. which
includes all the bells and whistles and
an on-site introductory course for
companies. I've evaluated polyFORTH
Level 3. with the powerful interactive
graphics options.
polyFORTH Level 3 comes on two
double-sided disks. one of which con
tains all the source screens. The other
contains the "shadow block" docu
mentation; each block of source code
in the A drive is "shadowed" by the
disk in the B drive. Hitting the 0 key
gives you an immediate help screen
for the current screen block in A.
One of the main features of poly
FORTH Level 3 is its stand-alone multi
user operating system. Instead of run
ning under MS-DOS. polyFORTH does
its own file and disk operations and
has a multiprogrammer as an essen
tial part of its interpreter. Two kinds
of tasks are supported: terminal (or
foreground) tasks and control (or
background) tasks. Every task has a
parameter stack. return stack. and
user variables. Terminal tasks have
everything a control task has plus text
110 (input/output) facilities. serial line
support. and their own user diction
ary of commands. The minimum size
for a terminal task is 2048 bytes. while
that for a control task is 2 50 bytes.
In polyFORTH. concurrent tasks are
inserted onto a "round robin" loop
implemented by the word PAUSE .
(continued)

AT A GLANCE
Name
polyFORTH II Level 3

Name
PC/FORTH 2.0

Price
$100

Type
FORTH programming
language interpreter and
multitasking development
system

Type
FORTH programming
language interpreter

Format
5V•·inch single-sided floppy
disks

Manufacturer
Laboratory ·Microsystems Inc.
4147 Beethoven St.
Los Angeles, CA 90066 ·
(213) 306-7412

Computer System
IBM PC with one floppy-disk
drive. 48K RAM, MS-DOS or
CP/M-86

Manufacturer
FORTH Inc.
2309 Pacific Coast Highway
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
(213) 372-8493
Price
$600

BYTE

SIEVE (SEC)

PRICE

6 0 . - - - - - --

Documentation
500-page polyFORTH 11
reference manual, 250-page
Intel 8086 supplement, pocket
reference guide, electives
source code, Starting FORTH
by Leo Brodie

Options
PC/FORTH +
Intel 8087 package
Floating-point software
Interactive symbolic
debugger
Native code compiler

$250
$100
$100
$100
$200

($)

- - - - - -- - - - ,

$600

55.6

Format
Two 5114-inch double-density
double-sided floppy disks
Computer System
IBM PC with two double
sided floppy-disk drives or
one double-sided floppy-disk
drive and a 10-megabyte hard
disk, optional color graphics
card, 8087 coprocessor, and
second monitor

Documentation
250-page user's manual,
reference card, FORTH
glossary, FORTH-83 reference
document

480

360
$300
$250

12

DICTIONARY SEARCH (SEC)
7.5 . - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

6.90

D POLY

6.0 1 - -- -- - - - 1

·:v·
1----------f

4.5

1 - -- - - - - - - 1

3.7

3.0

f--- - -----1

FORTH

"t'-- - - - - - t

·.·>:t

),:''I- - - - - 1
•f

c -  . ..,...- - - - 1
:-:.·.:

~ PC/ FORTH 2.0

[ill

PC/FORTH

+

~ ?'.,.,...- - - - - - 1
~ ::.

l.S ,......._ i. 1-

:

--¥'./J-- -I· 11--

- - - 1

D PC/FORTH

NATIVE

CODE

COMPILER

r.:"I

0

'---~l~
;J _ _[,.<Ci__~I·~~· ..___•_ _~

A comparison of polyFORTH and three im·
plementations of PC/FORTH. The BYTE Sieve
of Eratosthenes prime-number benchmark was
translated into FORTH by the author. The
source code is reprinted in listing 1. All times

are given in seconds. The list price for the
PC/FORTH native code compiler is $200, but
it requires PC/FORTH 2.0 to run. The dictionary
search is not applicable to the native code
compiler.
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Circle 460 on inquiry card.

SOFTWARE GALORE
THE ULTIMATE PLACE
FOR YOUR COMPUTER
SOFTWARE & COMPONENTS
LOTUS 123
D BASE Ill
FRAMEWORK
SYMPHONY
WORDSTAR PRO PACK
MULTMATE
SAMNA II & Ill
OPEN ACCESS
THINK TANK
IUS II SYSTEM
MULTIPLAN
CROSSTALK
C-COMPILER MS
FORTRAN MS
EXECUVISION
STATE OF THE ART ACCOUNTING
CONDOR 111
R BASE 4000
SUNDEX
COMPUSERVE STARTER KIT

$299.00
399.00
419 .00
425.00
349.00
259 .00
CALL
369.00
129.00
179.00
132.00
119.00
219.00
239.00
279.00
CALL
329.00
279.00
109.00
19.95

•PRINTERS •••••••••••••••••••••••••
269 .00
269.00
475.00
395.00
645.00
475.00
665.00
1195.00
1595.00
1345.00

RITE MAN L Q 20
RITE MAN PLUS
RITE MAN 15
EPSON FX80
EPSON FX 100
OKI DATA92P
OKI DATA 93P
EPSON LO 1500
NEC 3550
TOSHIBA P1351

•MODEMS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
235.00
379.00
459.00

ANCHOR MARK XII
HAYES 1200B
HAYES 1200

• ACCESSORIES ••••• ••••••••••••••••• •
KOALA
APPLE /FRANKi LiN
ATARI
COMMODORE
IBM
APPLE FAN
COOL + TIME
DANAFAN

84.00
72.00
72.00
84.00
69.00
39.00

•MICROTEK (GARPHICS BOARD)

••H•••H•

RV 611C
DUMPL ING GX
GX 16K BUFFER
GX 32K BUFFER
AST SIX PACK+ 64K
PARADISE MUL Tl PUNCTION BOARD
64K MEMORY UP GRADES (9) DRIPS

59.00
65.00
139.00
159.00
259.00
279.00
45.00

•TAXAN & AMDEK MONITOR•••••••••••••
145.00
135.00
465.00
159.00

IBM MONO AMBER 122
IBM MONO GREEN 121
COLOR 420
310A (IBM)

•DISK DRIVE •••••••• ••••••••••••••• • •
199 .00
339.00
389.00
79.00
159.00
219.00
795.00

RANA ELITE I
RANA ELITE II
RANA ELITE Ill
CONTROLER CARD
TANDON (IBM)

coc

10 MG HARD DISK
DEF : DUN & BRAD STREET
IBM
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
HUGUES AIRCRAFT

1-800-423-6326
.....

IN CALIFORNIA

v1~·

(213) 827-1851
VISA & MIC

4079

•

GLENCOE AVE.
MARINER DEL REY. CA 90292

IF YOU SEE IT ADVERTISED FOR LESS
CALL FOR LOWEST QUOTE !
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When the system is ready for use. it
is cycling the PAUSE loop searching
for a task. The total number of simul
taneous tasks is a function of available
system memory. The multiuser
capability is available in the poly
FORTH programming environment
and for applications written with it.

POLYFORTH EDITORS
An interesting way of handling the
editing problem in a FORTH environ
ment is implemented in the IBM PC
polyFORTH. Actually. there are two
editors: a customized full-screen
editor and a powerful line and string
manipulation editor that can be used
while remaining in the FORTH vocab
ulary.
The line and string editor is used in
conjunction with the LIST function. By
listing a screen. it becomes the cur
rent screen for a large number of line
and string operators. For example. T
followed by a number makes that the
current line and sets the cursor at the
beginning of it. M takes two
parameters. the block (or screen)
number and the line number. and
moves a copy of the current line
under the specified line on the
specified block. P places a string that
you type on the current line. while U
inserts it under the current line. shift
ing the others down. The advantage
of this editor is that it is available right
in the FORTH vocabulary and doesn't
require loading a new vocabulary that
takes up dictionary space.
All of the find-and-replace functions
are available from this editor. When
an error message comes up after you
have just loaded a screen or program.
simply typing L lists the delinquent
screen with the cursor positioned at
the objectionable line.
A full-screen editor is loaded when
needed. This editor includes many
useful conveniences and details. It
makes effective use of the IBM PC
function keys and uses the other edit
ing keys as you would expect them to
be used.

DOCUMENTATION
Two loose-leaf binders accompany
polyFORTH Level 3. The first is a

500-page polyFORTH II reference
manual. and the second is a supple
ment about the Intel 8086. In addi
tion. Starting FORTH by Leo Brodie
(Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall.
1982) is included. Between this and
the on-line shadow-screen documen
tation you'd think that here at last is
all the documentation anyone could
ever hope for. Strangely. though. there
are some things absent that I would
have hoped for. One· of them is an
alphabetical glossary of all the words
in the polyFORTH system. lrue. there
is the interactive LOCATE function.
which takes you to the source screen
for any word not in the protected
kernel. But the glossary has become
virtually standard for most FORTH
systems. It is the best single tool for
getting a working overview of a given
FORTH implementation. and it is also
an essential reference tool for actual
programming.

DATABASE SUPPORT SYSTEM
Available with Level 3 and up. the
database support system gives the
programmer a set of tools for defin
ing customized databases optimized
for efficiency rather than providing a
preset format for filing and indexing.
The main database defining function
is the word FILE . which is used to
specify the name of the file. the
number of bytes for each record. the
maximum number of records. the
number of 1024-byte blocks the file
will occupy. and the beginning block
number. Unfortunately. record lengths
are limited to only one block (1024
bytes). an inflexibility that seems
unnecessary.
Since the database handler is im
plemented in the multiuser environ
ment. files can be declared as either
shared or unshared. Fields within
records accept five permissible data
types: I-byte. numeric. double. multi
ple-byte. and filler. Routines for con
trolling the allocation of records in
direct-access files enable you to
allocate records in such a way that
relinquished space can be reallocated
as needed. There are provisions for
using hashed files. a report generator
with variable page formats. and a

polyFORTH & PC/FORTH

The Brand . NEW

:Jia/f1G/ :Jic:ynl 2

documentor tool for maintaining a
fully documented glossary of all
FORTH words used in an application.

printed this ad on an Epson FX printer
Letter Quality

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS

The graphics option is the newest ad
dition to the IBM PC implementation
of polyFORTH; it is extremely impres
sive. as is the included graphics demo.
In addition to the usual line-drawing
primitives. the new graphics package
offers special text fonts in the graphics
mode with the ability to set the size
and spacing of the characters There
are also line-drawing and "brush"
words. resembling software capabili
ties of the Apple Macintosh. that
enable you to choose different widths
and textures for line drawing. in
cluding circles and other graphics
shapes. So far. however. there is no
mouse support. Instead function keys
control a graphics cursor and support
the placement of graphics and text or
leave a trace on the screen that may
be used either in the layout of screens
or to draw figures.
Another plus for the polyFORTH in
teractive graphics package is its sup
port of both a monochrome and a
graphics monitor at the same time:
code is edited and listed on one
screen and graphics on the other.
polyFORTH is FORTH taken to its
logical conclusion. It is an extremely
powerful tool. but only in the hands
of a knowledgeable user. and that
knowledge doesn't come easy. The
basic kernel. together with all the
functions FORTH Inc. considers most
proprietary. occupies only nine
screens (9K bytes). When you learn all
of the powerful things that are in that
small space. you will have a direct ac
quaintance with what FORTH at its
best is all about.
However. polyFORTH is not for
everyone. It is the closest version to
Charles Moore's implementation of
FORTH and the closest to his charac
terization of it as a programmer
amplifier. An expert can really display
expertise and. conversely. a weak pro
grammer displays his ineptness. On
the other hand. in spite of the DOS
(disk operating system) file transfer

Say goodbye to correspondence quality and hello to 90/'n£A.f 'JrYni•s
~J?aced,
letter quality.
F"'onts are
bigh:-resolu tion.
ro orlLonall
available in sizes from 6 to 7'2 points; styles include Roman, Bold,
Italic, Script, Old English, and mure. All this on low-cost dot-matrix
printers. j~ 'J~;J is an easy-to-use software package, developed
by SoftCraft, Inc., for CP /M and IBM PC compatible systems; no
special hardwarP or installation is required.

New Features Now Available in Version 2

The latest version of .fo t1( '/ :fc. n/ takP>< advantage of the phenomenal
resolution of the Epson FX and RX printers to achieve laser printer
quality. High resolution \'ersion" for the Toshiba IJ.'jO, 1351, 1340 and
the Epson LQ-1500 will soon 1,.. a' ail al ii•'.

This version boasts a great!~ p:-;pa11dt>d s.. t uf f"rmatting commands,
including word-wraµ. Sµ"C'ial tyJH>s('l I i11g f1·a1 un•,; such as kerning and
automatic ligature formation art • pro\ idPd i., a11 oµtional utility.
As part of our library of fo11ts and utilities we have packages that
make ja;nc'f 'J~.,J directly comµatibl(' with Microsoft Word, Wordstar
and Valdocs; if you know how ~o use '!llY of these word processors then
you already know how to use .f<11u.'f .'"Jc.rJ. Alternatively, you can still
use almost any word processor to rreatt· a text file to be printed with
'jO/TW.f f'rYni.

Create Your Own Characters
Hundreds of fonts are a;vailable in our foni library, and furthermore,
you can create any new characters or logos you like, up to 1 inch by 1
inch.
A database of over 1500 characters is included that makes it
possible to print foreign languages and mathematical notations.

Numerous Applications

I

Ji~ Jirm,f, customers are constantly
• Business and personal letters
Mailing labels from databases
• Custom forms, invoices, signs
• Foreign Languages
• Mathematical Notation, Greek
Super- and Sub-scripts
View Graphs

·.

Tnd•marU: fancy fo11i: (SofLCraf'L),

Order NOW MSDOS •od CP/M veniooe ue
1.v&il&ble
for
the
following
printen: Epeon MX FX RX 1
IBM Q,..phice, Stu Oemioi !OX
Redix Delto, Tl 860 855,
lnforunner.
MSDOS venion•
~ are 1.vl.ilable or will 1000 be
.v.!l•ble for: Toehib• 1860 IS!il
1840, Epeoo LQ-16()0, C.ltob
Specify
Prowriter, NEC 8028.
printer when ordorinr.

Wor~

discovering new applications.
• · Custom Letterheads
• Name tags, badges
• Articles for publication
• Newsletters, brochures
• Complete manuals
• Advertisements
• Resumes, invitations

(Mkropro), CP(M (Dla:U.aJ. Raaarch), Vakloc:• (RU:ln1 S.._,.), Micro.oft, IBM

(800) 351-0500 -

M/C Visa

ISoltCndt, loc., 222 State St. *400, Mr.dioon, WI S8703 ordeno,(800)301-05001
I (We've moved from Ct.lifomi•)
from Wiec:(608)2.S7-33001
IF&ncy Foot Syetem
1180 . 
IF.ncy Foot Demo Diek
110 . ICtJif. and Wiec. ....,ideote Mid nlco tt.X
6.5% or 5\lli . 
IOuteide US •dd 110 po•t"l'e (ooly 12 for demo)
110 or 12 . 
IDiokette Format: (IBM PC, Epeoo QXIO, Osborne DD,
I
I
K•ypro, 8' CP/M, Apple CP/M, Victor)
!Printer: (Epaon FX 1 Epson MX, etc.; att box at left)
117.50 of demo coet ie 1.ppliuble towud1 Fancy Font purchue.
ICP/ill requi...., 84K, MSDOS 12BK memory.
IFulb· u.uparent 8-bit printer interface required on Apple I.lid CP/M.
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The editor always presents
a special problem in a
FORTH system. On the
one hand, you don't
want to exit the FORTH
interpreter, and on the
other hand, you don't
want it to use too much
dictionary space.
ability. it can be a disadvantage for
some applications to use a system
that does not run under MS-DOS.
However. this could be an advantage
if stand-alone multitasking is what
you're looking for.
Stand-alone applications imple
mented in ROM (read-only memory)
with a customized dictionary contain
ing only the FORTH words needed to
run the application are a specialty of
FORTH systems that do not run under
a separate operating system. How
ever. it should be noted that the target
compiler and source code needed for
such applications are available only
with polyFORTH Level 4 and up. and
the price for this starts at $3200.
For those who are willing to sur
mount the rather steep learning curve.
polyFORTH may be just what your
programming needs require.

PC/FORTH
Laboratory Microsystems is one of the
most progressive companies produc
ing a fully equipped professional
FORTH development system for the
IBM PC. What sets this system apart
from others is that it runs under MS
DOS with a full set of MS-DOS file and
record interface functions. A similar
version is available for CP/M-86. An
other distinguishing feature of
PC/FORTH is that it is the first to con
form fully to the latest standard.
FORTH-83. (See "FORTH-83 : Evolu
tion Continues:· by C. Kevin McCabe.
in the August BYTE. page 137.) A
broad set of optional tools includes
a high-level debugger. a new native
code compiler. a cross compiler. and
a database handler.
Laboratory Microsystems offers two
FORTH systems for the IBM PC PC/
f ORTH ($100). which is for applica
tions only as large as 63K bytes. and
PC/FORTH+ ($2 50). which can handle
programs up to I megabyte. With
both systems. a nucleus and elective
screen file are provided for develop
ing a customized version that lets you
choose the words you want per
manently in the dictionary It is
relatively easy to provide various ver
sions of the system both to serve in
the development process and for pro
viding a compact run-time environ
ment for the applications.

PC/FORTH EDITOR
In version 2.0. the full -screen editor
has been redone and now takes up

Table I: Benchmark results for the reviewed systems. All times are in seconds.
poly FORTH
Sieve of Eratosthenes
Sieve (Colburn)
Sieve (array)
Sieve (optimized)
Sieve (optimized array)
LOOPTEST
-TEST
•TEST
/TEST
MOVETEST
COMPTEST
Dictionary search
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9.93
28.62
1:06.25
1:07.50
1:08.24
1.12
3.64
4.47
4.72
3.68
4.46
1.08

PC/FORTH 2.0

PC/FORTH+

Native Code
Compiler

55.63
34.54
1:05.47
1:04.75
1:12.77
0.76
3.40
4.28
4.72
3.40
4.06
3.68

52.98
10.30
2:19.56
2:06.71
2:29.39
1.26
5.65
19.55
42.95
6.20
6.26
6.90

7.68
7.41
7.36
7.03
7.41
0.38
0.60
1.48
1.75
0.49
0.76

n.a.

even more space than before. 13 K
bytes. This editor. while more stream
lined than the earlier one. is still a
potential trouble spot. The editor
always presents a special problem in
a FORTH system. On the one hand.
you don't want to have to exit the
FORTH interpreter to use it. and on
the other hand. you don't want it to
use up too much dictionary space.
(which you will need for compiling
your application).
The PC/FORTH editor is configured
so that you must enter it by a two-step
process. First. the EDIT command
brings you to a screen from which a
number of commands may be issued:
these commands perform editing and
various screen-moving and copying
functions. You first enter E (for edit)
and then the screen number you wish
to edit. A certain amount of time is
needed. therefore. to move back and
forth between the normal FORTH vo
cabulary and the editor. This situation
leads to problems at times because
there is no way to immediately flush
screens to the disk while within the
editor. This. coupled with the fact that
there is not a foolproof mechanism to
save all current screens. means that
considerable care is needed to ensure
that screens are not lost. Part of the
routine of developing an application
is loading and testing code that has
just been entered. Often code that is
not yet fully debugged causes the sys
tem to crash. It is my opinion that the
PC/FORTH system is not sufficiently
equipped with secure protection for
screens when this happens. Occa
sionally. and unpredictably. screens
are just not there as they should
be.

PC/FORTH ADVANCED
GRAPHICS EXTENSION
PC/FORTH 's graphics package ($100)
has words for plotting various
graphics figures. The graphics pro
gram also has a set of powerful turtle
graphics functions. as well as support
for all types of state-of-the-art input
devices such as light pens. joysticks.
the Microsoft Mouse. and the Mouse
Systems Mouse. Other features in
clude words for transferring graphics

REVIEW: polyFORTH & PC/FORTH

images to and from a disk or a printer.
full window-management support. an
intersegment memory-dump utility.
and several demos with source code
for illustrating the use of all these fea
tures.
The graphics functions are fast and
powerful. The window-management
routines let you operate even in
graphics mode. The documentation
for the graphics extension. however.
is a minor weak spot. Some functions
are too scantily explained. leaving it
up to you to figure out how to use
them. This is an unfortunate inconve
nience in a package that is otherwise
very easy to use.
NATIVE CODE COM PILER

A new option from Laboratory Micro
systems is the handy compiler ($200)
by Tom Almy that lets you selectively
compile time-consuming words with
out an assembler. It is intended
mainly for low-level FORTH words.
such as those used in hardware inter
face drivers. and for the inner
segments of iterative loops that are
particularly costly in time. The com
piler is designed to work only with
PC/FORTH version 2.0. the FORTH-83
model.
The native code compiler works by
replacing the colon defining word at
the beginning of a selected word with
the special defining word COMPILE :
and then loading the compiler and
the application program . The two
main options in the compiler enable
you to either generate a development
system in which the compiler is per
manently present or compile selected
words in application programs. There
is optional support for both byte and
word arrays. which must be defined
prior to loading the compiler. Another
special defining word. INTR: . is in
cluded for compiling new intrinsic
functions. At first. only COMPILE: is
used. Later. as words can be accessed
solely from within words already com
piled into native code. they can be
changed to begin with INTR: . which
invokes direct machine-language calls
rather than the time-consuming inter
preter.
The native code compiler provides

an additional resource for FORTH pro
grammers who want to optimize their
programs for speed but. for various
reasons. do not want to recode sec
tions of their programs with an assem-

bier. There are very definite limits
within which the compiler must oper
ate. but its use seems promising for
routines in many types of applica
(continuedJ

Listing I: Source code for the benchmark programs.
Screen# 16
0 ( Eratosthenes sieve benchmark program )
1 FORTH DEFINITIONS DECIMAL
2 8190 CONSTANT SIZE
3 (I) VARIABLE FLAGS SIZE ALLOT
4 : DO-PRIME
FLAGS SIZE 1 FILL
5
0 SIZE 0
6
DO FLAGS I + C@
7
IF
I DUP + 3 + DUP I +
8
BEGIN
DUP SIZE<
9
WHILE
0 OVER FLAGS + C! OVER +
10
REPEAT
DROP DROP 1 +
11
THEN
12
LOOP
13
." Primes " ;
14 : 10-TIMES 0 0 !TIME CR 10 0 DO DO-PRIME LOOP
.T CR;
15
Screen# 31
01/01/80)
0 (IMPROVED ERATOSTHENES SIEVE by Don Colburn
1
2 : DO-PRIME .HI ( faster algorithm in high-level FORTH
FLAGS SIZE
01
FILL
3
O
(range)
SIZE
O
( prime counter )
4
( prime?)
C@
DO
I
FLAGS
+
5
SIZE<
DUP
I
+
F
3
I
+
I
+
6
FLAGS
+
IF
SIZE
FLAGS
+
OVER
I
+
7
DO 0
I
C!
DUP
+LOOP
8
( flick down modulo I flags )
9
1 + ( bump prime counter )
DR OP
THEN
10
THEN
11
" Primes " ;
LOOP
12
13
10-TIMES 0 0 !TIME CR
10 0 DO-PRIME .HI LOOP .T CR ;
14
15
ok
Screen# 41
0 ( SIEVE BENCHMARK W. ARRA YS

01/01/80)

1
2 : CARRAY CREATE ALLOT DOES> + ;
SIZE CARRAY FLAGS
3 8190 CONSTANT SIZE
0
FLAGS
SIZE
1 FILL
4 : DO-PRIME
0 SIZE 0
5
DO I FLAGS C@
6
IF I 2•
3
+
DUP I +
7
BEGIN DUP SIZE<
8
WHILE DUP FLAGS 0 SWAP C! OVER + REPEAT
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

DROP DROP 1 +
THEN
LOOP

10-TIMES 0 0 !TIME CR 10 0 DO

DO-PRIME

LOOP

.T CR ;
lcont inuea
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tions. Code produced by it runs ex
tremely fast. as a glance at the bench
marks will show (see table I). Once
the FORTH routine has been com
piled. the entire image of the FORTH

system can be saved to disk as an ex
ecutable COM file. This environment
is kept from becoming excessively
large by a routine that enables the
system to forget the compiler vocab

ulary after the application has been
loaded and compiled without disturb
ing the resulting high-speed code.
This compiler is an important step in

Screen# 39
0 (SIEVE BENCHMARK -MAX SPEED
NO ARRAYS
01/01/80)
1 8190 CONSTANT SIZE
0 VARIABLE FLAGS SIZE ALLOT

2
3

· DO-PRIME

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

FLAGS

0

SIZE 1 FILL

0

BEGIN DUP FLAGS + C@
IF DUP 2• 3 + 2DUP +
BEGIN DUP SIZE<
WHILE DUP FLAGS + 0 SWAP C! OVER + REPEAT
DROP DROP SWAP 1 + SWAP
THEN
1 + DUP SIZE = UNTIL DROP

10-TIMES 0 0 !TIME CR 10 0 DO

Screen# 40
0 (SIEVE BENCHMARK MAX SPEED

DO-PRIME

LOOP

W. ARRAYS

.T CR ;

01101/80)

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
ok

: CARRA Y CREA TE ALLOT DOES> + ;
8190 CONSTANT SIZE
SIZE CARRAY FLAGS
: DO-PRIME
0
FLAGS
SIZE 1 FILL

0 0
BEGIN DUP FLAGS C@
IF DUP 2'
3
+
2DUP +
BEGIN DUP SIZE<
WHILE DUP FLAGS 0 SWAP C! OVER + REPEAT
DROP DROP SWAP 1 + SWAP
THEN
1 + DUP SIZE = UNTIL DROP

10-TIMES 0 0 !TIME CR 10 0 DO

DO-PRIME

LOOP

.T CR:

Screen# 79
0 (BENCHMARKS FROM FORTH DIMENSIONS 111/1, PAGE 11 ·
INTERPRET)
1 HEX
2 : LOOPTEST 0 0 !TIME 7FFF 0 DO LOOP .T CR :
3 : - TEST 0 0 !TIME 7FFF 0 DO I DUP - DROP LOOP .T CR :
4 : ·TEST 0 0 !TIME 7FFF 0 DO I DUP • DROP LOOP .T CR ;
5 : /TEST 0 0 !TIME 7FFF 1 DO 7FFF I I DROP LOOP .T CR ;
6 ( DIVIDE BY ZERO CAUSES INTERRUPT IN NCC )
7 : MOVETEST 0 0 !TIME 7FFF 0 DO 2 @ 2 ! LOOP .T CR :
8 : COMPTEST 0 0 !TIME 7FFF 0 DO I 4000 < IF ELSE THEN LOOP .T :
9 : TIMES 0 0 !TIME ' SWAP 0 DO DUP EXECUTE
10
LOOP DROP . T CR :
11 DECIMAL ;S
12
13 ( EXAMPLE: TYPE " 10 TIMES /TEST " TO EXECUTE /TEST TEN TIMES)
14
15
ok
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(continued)

lnlrodudng the software

thatmakescommuniadions
a piece ofcake.
EasyLink"' Instant
Mail'M Manager software
is probably the only
communications
package you'll
ever need.
Designed
to blend in
perfectly
with
Western
Union's
EasyLink
service, it
makes the total
communication
process easy, instant, and
automatic too.
Allthe rightIngredients.
EasyLink Instant Mail Manager works with
EasyLink service to provide automatic access and
transmission of almost any type or length corre
spondence over the EasyLink network. So sending
mail instantly to virtually any other phone-equipped
PC or word processor is a snap.
You can even reach people without equip
ment. Thanks to EasyLinks instant access to Western
Union's Worldwide communications services. .
EasyLink Instant Mail Manager also lets you
access your company's computer or connect in
stantly to other business and information services.
The frosting on the cake.
EasyLink Instant Mail Manager is more than
simple "send and receive" software. With it, you also
have complete word processing capabilities. So you
can easily create, edit and change the format of
© 1984 The Western Uruon Telegraph Company

Circle 4 2 2 on inquiry card.

your correspondence, then
send it without ever
changing software.
And, unlike
most other communi
cations software,
EasyLink Instant
Mail Manager
allows you to
create and
manage a
permanent
electronic address file
that stores hundreds of names
and addresses. So you can instantly speed
correspondence to anyone. Anytime.
Ifyou need It, gelling help Is sweet
ant/simple.
EasyLink Instant Mail Manager is set up
to guide you step by step. From how to format
messages to how you go about sending them.
EasyLink Instant Mail Manager software
and EasyLink service. The perfect mix.
Available now at your computer software
dealer or call 1-800
336-3797 ext.
908 for more
informa
tion~

Easyl/IJ/i.i,;k~

• In Virginia, call (703) 448-8877
Software by Kensington Microware.
Available for the IBM PC, and compatible equipment.
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Both polyFORTH and
PC/FORTH are current
and complete FORTH
implementations.
the right direction for providing the
FORTH language with the inherent
speed and power that is normally
associated with compiled languages.
Also available for PC/FORTH is the
Nautilus Cross Compiler. which costs
$300 and can produce code for Z80s.
68000s. LSI-I Is. and many other
chips.
THE BENCHMARKS

I have run some benchmark tests that
can provide a basis for comparison of
the various FORTH implementations.
polyFORTH II Level 3. a stable imple

mentation of the FORTH Inc. system.
is one entry in the tests. PC/FORTH.
on the other hand. has changed a
number of times. Accordingly. I have
run the benchmarks in various imple
mentations of that system: the
FORTH-83 version. the current PC/
FORTH+ . and the results when the
native code compiler is used.
The benchmarks I chose for execu
tion time were adapted from the stan
dard ones appearing in recent tests
and from their variations. There have
been attempts to rewrite the Sieve of
Eratosthenes algorithm. which ap
peared in the September 1981 BYTE.
for optimization in FORTH According
ly. I have selected five versions of this
algorithm. including one optimized by
Don Colburn for the 68000 (see Don
Colburn·s article in the September
1983 Dr. Dobb's Journal) and other ver
sions. with and without arrays and cer
tain optimization approaches. I've

Best
l"esterll
',.

SUMMARY

WORLDWIDE
LODGING

GOOD rooms,,,,,, BETTER value,,,,,,
BEST WESTERN!
3.000 delightfully different. independently owned and
operated hotels. motor inns and resorts in 2.150 cities
worldwide. Make reservations at any Best Western.
see your travel agent
or call toll-free:
~
1-800-528-1234

0

'tor

also used a set of tests that originally
appeared in FORTH Dimensions (see
issue 11111 . page 11). Finally. I've used
a test suggested by Bill Midge for
measuring compile time by forcing
the FORTH interpreter to search its
entire dictionary repeatedly for a
whole screen of numbers and then
print the elapsed time. The source
code for each of these benchmarks is
included in listing I .
In all honesty. I have to caution you
against assigning too much impor
tance to the benchmarks. FORTH by
its very nature lends itself to customiz
ing. The standard way of adding in
line assembly-language routines in the
middle ot higher-level code routines
means that the various implementa
tions of FORTH feature different
choices of even standard FORTH
words that have been implemented in
code definitions.
One thing these benchmarks show
clearly is how programs that are op
timized for one system may run par
ticularly slowly on other implementa
tions for the same microprocessor.
FORTH provides many ways for get
ting the job done. Finding the fastest
way to implement routines in a given
system is an ongoing process. and
there doesn't appear to be any end
to the opportunities for creatively im
proving the efficiency of FORTH
programs.

iui); tJJ!./

Although the two implementations of
FORTH for the IBM PC evaluated here
are extremely different in their overall
features. it was not an extraordinarily
complicated matter to take bench
marks. some of them written for other
processors. and get them running on
both systems. In spite of their many
differences. both are current and com
plete implementations of FORTH.
polyFORTH is particularly well
suited for stand-alone applications.
especially in scientific and research
and development categories. The
multiuser and database-handling
capabilities make it suitable also for
dedicated business applications in
which program size is an important
(continued)
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THE FUN PAD COMBINES TWO OF THE
I -.
MOST CA LLED FOR ACCESSARIES INTO
I
ONE CONVEN IE NT PACKAGE . IT'S
..., .)
VERSATI LE A ND EASY TO USE AND
V ER TUA L LY ELI MINATES FR EQUENT
CABLE SWAPPING. RUNS ALL SOFTWAR E
FOR KOALA TOUCHTABLE T . AVAILABLE
FOR APPL E II , ll E AND IBM . FOR JUST
$89.95, NO WONDE R IT IS TH E MOST COST
EFFE CTIV E ACC ESSARY YOUR COMPUTER
CAN GET. FOR MORE INFORMATI ON ,
WRIT E OR CA LL : .

,,.

I

WEL LWAY INTERNAT IONA L CORP.
765 S. STATE CO LLEGE BLVD. , SUITE E FULL ERTON, CA 92631
TEL : (714) 526-7922

DEALER'S INQU IRIES INVITED.

:

• APPLE I S A REG I STERED TRADEM A RK O F APPLE CO M PUTERS , INC.
•IBM I S A REG I STERED TRADEMARK OF I NTERNAT I ONAL BUS I NESS MAC H I N E.
•KOALA IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF K OA L A TECHNO L OGIES, INC.

Circle 202 on in q ui ry card.
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issue. Finally. the superb graphics
functions open up many other possi
bilities. including multiuser computer
aided design and computer-aided
drafting systems.
PC/FORTH. with its ability to pro
duce programs that run under either
MS-DOS or CP/M-86. its advanced tur
tle graphics. its low price. its support
of many intertace devices and user
friendly practices. and its speedy
native code compiler. can be con
Circle 288 on inquiry ca~d.

sidered a major option for develop
ing virtually any type of microcom
puter application on the IBM PC and
it>J compatibles With the trend toward
multiple program shells and in
tegrated software. PC/ FORTH can be
essential for a development environ
ment that produces relocatable code
configured to run under a major
operating system. This interpreter is
also relatively easy to handle for pro
grammers new to FORTH.

Features of FORTH make it especial
ly suited for an adaptable microcom
puter system such as the IBM PC. and
the products reviewed here are two of
the powerful systems available for it
Clearly there are outstanding re
sources available for FORTH that can
suit a variety of programming require
ments. whether the IBM PC is the
target system or is to be used as a
host to develop programs for other
target applications •

NOW YOU CAN HAVE YOUR IBM®
AND KEEP YOUR APPLE ][®
A Piece of Cake

[]

D

The Minimums
All you need to free yourself
of the Apple/IBM dilemma
is a PC, PCXT or Compatible
with 128K of memory and
~~~~<
two disk drives. One of those
drives can be a hard disk!
DOS 2.0 or later is required
for full wild cards! One thing
~~~~~.......--though .. . APPLE-TURNOVER™
will not work properly with TEAC
disk drives. It will not support copy
protected disks.
WITH

Finally! A disk to disk
transfer from Apple to IBM
and back again. Impossible!
NotwithAPPLE-TURNOVERTM
.
~.---~~
An extraordinary new PC
Board from the innovators
in microcomputer products
at VERTEX SYSTEMS. No
modems! No serial links! But
a truely compatible way to
quickly copy any file back and forth,
from IBM to Apple-from Apple to
IBM injust seconds!
AnAPPLE-TURNOVER™ in your IBM
PC®; PCXT®; or PC Compatible allows
direct reading, writing, and formatting
of APPLEDOS® 3.3 and Apple
CP/M®disks.

APPLE-TURNOVER™

Choices Abound

In The Box

Included with your purchase of the
half-sized APPLE-TURNOVER™ board
you get an additional cable to connect
it to your regular disk controller card.
An APPLE-TURNOVERI"MSoftware
program disk (unprotected) which
contains four main files: APFORMATl'M
for formatting a blank disk, APREAD1'M
to copy a file from Apple disks to DOS
disks, APWRITEl'M to copy a file from
DOS disks to pre-formatted Apple
disks, and APSIFfl'Ma text file
modification utility.

APPLE-TURNOVER™ isn't choosy,
either! It can copy Data.files; Textfiles;
Spreadsheets; Program source codes,
and more. It supports all Apple J[
formats. APPLE-TURNOVER.TMmakes
shar1ng files so easy you'll be amazed
with the endless possibilities.
For Example: Create a Visicalc®
spreadsheet on your Apple computer
at Home. At Work insert the Apple J[
disk into your PC. Use your APPLE
TURNOVER™ to copy the Visicalc file
to your IBM disk. Now lise an
advanced 16 Bit program like Lotus
1 2 3® to work on the spreadsheet.
APPLE-TURNOVER™will then copy
the spreadsheet file back to the
Apple J[ disk. That night at Home use
it on your Apple computer. It's that
Simple! And it works!

Add BOMATE 2.0™. Now you can run
most Apple CP/M and other CP/M-80
programs directly in your IBM
without an expensive coprocessor
board or other hardware!
Add XENO-COPY Plus 2.0 ~. Now you
can copy your Apple and IBM files to
more than 70 different disk formats
including most CP/M formats and read
those formats, too! Version 2.0 will
now 1n1 t1alize blank disks also.

What are you waiting for! Say goodbye
to the past. Sey hellow to APPLE
TURNOVER1'M. Your high performance
alternative to complicated serial links
and modem madness! Set yourself free
in business and in the home with the
fastest and simplest way to copy
Apple/IBM information ever
developed.
APPLE-TURNOVER™is your key to
unlocking the 'Ibwer of Apple Babel!
$279.BO

XENO COPY PLUS 8.0 *IMPROVED

XENODISX

80MATE

NOW YOU C.Allf FOBKAT, BEAD,
AND WllI'1'E OVER 70 DDTBBElV'l'
DISKS I Th1nk of the adva.nta€ e s of e:f!ortJessly

TURN YOUR PC INTO A DISK
PRODUCTION llACHIRE. If you need to

RUN CP/M-80 AND Z-80 PB.OGllAMB

mavtng foreign dlBk files to your PC a.nd back aga.ln
W1th XENO COPY PLUS 2.0"'. Without Modems,
Ber1B.l l1nkB or Hardware your PC ca.n copy a 16K
file 1n well under a m1nutel It support.a moat softr
sector double densicyCP/M-80/86 formats. TBBDOS;
p-System• (read only), NECDOS, 'furboDOS and
other popular international formats. XENO COPY
PLUB2.0 rn runs under DOS 1n the IBM PC, PCXT,
and most PC Compat1bles with 128KB.Also ava.llable
1B IMPORT"' for the DEC Ralnbow. Ask about nsw
formats, features andhosts coming soon. $149.80
"AfPL2.TURNOVER; XRN0 COPY' PLUS 2.0; XENODIS~ 80 MATE; 60TBR.M;

IllPORT; APPORKAT; APR!A,D; APWR.ITE; 6Dd APSIPT are reGStared ~
marka ofVERTEX !JraI'EMS, INC.
"IBM.; IBMPC; PCXT; are ~red t.rad8marll:s of lnternat.1onal Bue.1naea

·~Co~ are registsred. t.radamarks ot Apple Computare. lno.
0

l48 00818a~ti'lidemr.rko!Ml.c.roeoft.Co rp.

"CP/ll; CPfl4.SO and B8 are regl.Stand tradamarks O!DtgltaJ. RliMaroh, Ino.
"Vla1calo 1s & registered trsdamarll: o! VJ.a1oorp.
"Lotus 1-2-3 ta & reg1.Stsred tradsmarlr. otlntus Develop.ment.
"p-ElylMm 18 a reg1BU!red t.r&damarkofBoft.ooh ~ms .
~

Copyri.gD,t.1984 VERTEX eyutems. Ino. All ri4hta reeervad..

Circle 413 on inquiry card.

COPY FILES FROM APPLE
DISKS TO IBM DISKS
OR IBM TO APPLE.
NO MODEMS! NO SERIAL LINXSI
NO HASSLES!
Sideorders

11

One 'l'o Go .•. Please!

ON YOU'l\ IBM PC WITH NO ADDI
TIONAL HARDWARE! aoMATEn.' Software

produce di:f!erent d1Bk formats but shreek at tbe
high cost of other solutions try the XENO DISK""
Software Development System. Import and Export
disk files plus initla.11ze blank disks 1n foreign
formats. Fast track-by-track duplication a.nd exten
sive table-driven text-tr&.nslation capabilities a.re
just two of many features neededbybusinesses, DP
space departments, software developers and pub
Ushers, cypesettars, schools and other orga.nlza..
tions. XENO DISK11•1 support.a more than 80 dif
ferent 40 track, 8o track and 8 inch floppy formats.

CP/M 2.2 emulatorw1th80-TERM"'' video emulator
allows your IBM PC or PC Compatible to run
almost any CP/M program. Many MS DOS0 pro·
grams are simply translations so why duplicate
your software library when you can legally trans
fer them to your PC. All the fa.millar CP/M com
ma.nds are included. 80MATEn.1 uses ordinary DOS
disks and dsvices such as your printer, hard disk,
ramdisk, etc. Version 2.0 adds Z-80 capab1l!cy and
video a.nd keyboard emulation for Apple CP/M.

$379.80

$149.80

SEE YOVll Dlll..A.LBB. OB. CALL !'OB.

2i3,93e-0857

~~1~~ 1n~
IWl!rOYAnON IN MICBOCOICPUTBB. PRODUCTS

6022 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90035
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At

DayFlo offers the best of
two worlds.
It does all the tasks you
normally do with traditional
databases. Those structured,
form-oriented, left-brained
applications.
More exciting, it also does
things you can't do with
traditional databases. Like
enter unstructured data such
as spontaneous ideas. Or
memos. Or quotes. Or
anything else your creative
right brain can dream up.

You could even create
an electronic encyclopedia
with DayFlo. It could cover
any subject matter. In Market
Research, for instance, it could
contain all the customer
profiles and industry studies
you ever wanted. Arranged

and classified your way.

So you could track and cross-

DayFlo runs on the new
reference data your way.
So you see, DayFlds possi IBM PC AT. the IBM PC with
bilities are limited only by
hard disk, Compaq Plus, or
your imagination.
compatibles.
Free-form database.
ReportFlo.
DayFlo is so flexible that it
Ok, youre impressed. But
accepts all data, structured or with DayFlo's incredible free
unstructured. And stores it all forming capabilities, how in
COMPARING DAYFLO TO TRADITIONAL DATABASES
in a single database for quick the world do you produce
retrieval.
finished documents7 Just
TRADITIONAL DBMS
THE BENEFITS OF DAYFLO
How is that possible? For use our powerful ReportFlo
• Fixed record format. All records must
• Free-Form record format. No two
one thing, DayFlo offers free- package in conjunction
lookalike.
records need look alike. All record
form record formats so no
with DayFlo. ReportFlo will
formats a-e stored in same database.
two
records
have
to
look
not only give you presenta
• No word processing capabilities.
• Integral word processing.Create and
alike. And it provides variable tion-quality reports and
store letters, memos, notes, ideas, etc.
field lengths so you can enter tables, it'll also perform cal
• Fixed field length.
• variable field length. No counting
as
much data as you want in culations. Nice package.
character spaces.
See for yourself
any field, and you can enter
• Adding new fields requires remapping • Instantly add new fields to existing
new fields without reformatYou can see DayFlo in
or reformatting of database.
records without reformatting the
ting or reprogramming.
action at your nearest DayFlo
entire database.
Word-oriented database. Dealer. Or; if you prefer; we'll
• One value per field.
• Multiple values per field. Information
DayFlo has integral word send you a Demo Disk for SJO.
where you want it.
processing. So you~e free to
You'll see, DayFlo is the
• Retrieves data based on pre-planned
• Retrieves information based on content manipulate data at will. Free most flexible information tool
criteria only.
or key words.
to enter and edit information this side of the human brain.
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' whenever and wherever you
For details, call
~------w_H_A_r_v_ou_c_A_N_D_o_w_IT_H_DA_Y_F_Lo
_ _ _ _ _ _ _~ please. You can even cut and 1-B00-7DAYFLQ In California,
• Client Record Tracking
• Letters. Memos, Reports
• Project Management
paste entire fields. All of
call 1-800-CDAYFLQ
• Field Service Tracking
• Sales Lead Tracking
• Form Letters
which means you're able to
• Personnel Records
• Note Taking
• And much more
perform any word processing
:====== ====·=P=u=rc=h=as=e=O=r=d=er=li=ra=ck=i=ng== =======:::::: task within a database.
ALITOMATIC RECORD CONVERSION AVAILABLE FOR dBASE II AND pfs
© 1984 DayF!o, Inc. DayFlo"' and Reportfio"" are trademarks of DayFio, Inc. /BMii is a registeredtrademarkof International Business Machines. Compaq Plus .. is a trademark of Compaq Corporation.
d8ASE u ~ is a registered trademark of A shton-Tate. pf s:~· is a registered trademark of Software Publishing Corporation.

Tberight
DayFlo, Inc., 2500 Michelson Drive, Building 400, Irvine, CA 92715
Circle 116 on Inquiry card.

SOFTWARE
SPREAD SHEETS
Lotus 1-2-3 ___________ -- --·--- ·------- · $299
Symphony --------- ·------ -··-----· _____ 425
Framework ·····-···········---········ -.-:.372
Multiplan ······················-··-··-····· 135
Open Access ........................· 369
TK Solver ·-· --··-·--·-··· ·-·-··-···-··-·--265
Supercalc Ill ---- --- -- ---- -·- -·--·--· --- .-:! 95
Visicalc IV ·······-······················
157
Design Manager ................... ~75
DATA BASE
dBase 11 _····-······--·····-··· --- __ ___· 279
dBase II I .. -·· ···-····-·- ··-·--··------- · 372
R:Base 4000 --------- --------·- -·-·-···--289
Knowledgeman
w/K pen & K graph ········-· 295
Powerbase ·-------- ______ -· ---·-·· -· ---275
Friday ............................ ····---··· 195
DB Plus ...................................· 95
Quick Code
& DU ti I Pak .........................- 185
UTILITY
Peter Norton Utility ..............
55
Prokey --······· ·-········---··--·-·····-··- 87
Sideways ·-·-·-· ···-······-·············-· - 45
COMMUNICATION
Microstuf Crosstalk ·····-··-····· 115
Smartcom II ·······-- -·--··--··-····-··· 109
Transporter ························-···-· 205
PROFESSIONAL
Desk Organizer ......................-:195
Harvard Project Manager .... 275
Compusoft Legal/SoftwareCall for info.
Real Estate Analyser II ........ 175
Visi Schedule ----·--·····-············· 125
COMPILERS
Cobol Compiler ...................... 485
Fortran Compiler -·-···-···-···-····· 245
Lattice 'C' Compiler -·········-··· 325
Microsoft 'C' Compiler .......... 325
Microsoft Pascal Compiler __ 215
Macro Assembler ··-·-·············
65
Digital C Basic Compiler ...... 375
Pascal MT and CPM186 ...... 255
FINANCIAL
Home Accountant-Apple ......
49
Personal Investor ········ · --·-· -- · . - l 35
Accounting Plus
GL, AP, AR, PR, INV Each 399
State of the Art
GL, AP, AR, PR, INV Each 485
Peachtree GL, AR, AP Each 475
Think Tank ···-------·-- ----·· ·-·· ·· ··-.-l 25
Data Cell II (Tax Preparer) __ 1125
WORD PROCESSING
Bank Street Writer IBM.......... 55
Edix/Wordix Each ····------- ··--··· 129
Peach Text 5000 ·-·······--········--245
Pfs: File ······-··-···········-·-··-·····-·-- 84
Pfs: Report ····-------------············· 79
Multimate ··················- -·-·---·--··· 275
Volkswriter Deluxe __ ---·········· 162
Word Perfect -- ··············--·- ·- __ . 275
Wordstar Pro w/Correctstar
299

HARDWARE
COMPUTERS
IBM PC 64K/1 DD/Ctrl Cd $1545
IBM PC/XT 128K ______ ............ 3495
IBM Portable ····--·----·--·-········ 2195
Apple Ile ··--··········---·------·-··-··- 1145
Apple lie 80 col & Mon . ...-1295
Macintosh
w/lmagewriter Printer .... 2595
DISK DRIVES
Teac Half Height ·· ----·-- --- -···· 165
Tandon 100-2 ___ -·-· .............· 195
HARD DISKS
Tal1Grass12Mgb -···-········· 2245
Pegasus 10 Mgb (Internal) 1195
Iomega 10 Mgb ······-··---------·· call
PRINTERS
Epson FX 100 ···---- ··············- __ 695
IBM Parellel Printer Cable
29
LQ 1500 ········---- ···············---- 1145
NEC 3550 ·······-----··········-···--·· 1675
Okidata 92P ·- -··-··- ····--···--·----- ·· 409
Qume 1140 plus ········----·-- ··· 1435
MONITORS
Amdek 12" 310A ···········-·-----·- 169
Amdek Color II RGB Hi-Res 399
Princeton RGB Hi-Res ····-- - 485
IBM Monochrome ----·- ·········- 235 .
IBM color .................................. 565
MODEMS
Smart Mod. 300 w/Smartcom 199
Smart Mod. 1200 ·--···------·--·-· 495
Smart Mod . 1200B ...............~29
J-Cat ·······-·············-·······-·······-·-99
Smart Cat 103 ........................-:169
Smart Cat 103/212 ·····--···· - · · - ~25
HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS
Megaplus 64K -·---·--··········------ 265
Six Pac Plus 64K .................. 265
Quadboard II ·---·-·········----······· 285
Orchid Blossom ·--·······---·-····· 255
64K Ram Chips ·--··········----······· 45
Techmar Graphics ................ 525
Hercules Graphics ·--·······------ 335
Plantronics ·······---········-- ---- ······ 395
STB ---- -------···--·-- ·-·-···- -- -·-·-·· ··· ---335
Everix ······--· ······· ---·- ·····--------······ call
Intel 80/87 Chip ·-··-··-······· ----- 175
Orange ······--······-··-··········--------94
Peach ----··· ··-··--··-· ···-·· --- ·--- ····-· ··- 64
Irma Board ········--·············---· ··· 895
Compuguard .........................· call
35
Kraft Joysticks . -········----·-··
TG Joysticks .......................·
35
Hayes Mach 111 Joysticks .... 39
PC Mouse w/Software ·-······ 165
NETWORK
Orchid PC Net ---······-----········ 345
PC Net w/Blossom --··········--·- 525
COMMUNICATIONS
AST 3780 ...............................· 635
AST 5251 -·-- ··········--- ·······-·--·--· 545
Circle 261 on inquir y card.
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Samna Word III
Taking on
the dedicated

word
processors
BY RUBIN RABINOVITZ

A

few years ago. word-processing
programs were designed to run on
personal computers with a maxi
mum machine memory of 64K bytes. A lot
could be packed into such programs. but
they were no match for dedicated word pro
cessors. Recently. however. users began
buying machines with more memory. and
programs requiring 12 8K bytes of mem
ory-like Microsoft Word and Volkswriter
Deluxe-have become popular.
Samna Word Ill is part of the next wave:
programs that have doubled the memory
requirement once again. Samna Word II.
released in the fall of 1983. needed 256K
bytes for the DOS 2.0 version of the pro
gram. Samna Word Ill was introduced last
April; it also runs on 2 56K bytes. but it's a
tight squeeze. and the program will take ad
vantage of extra machine memory up to
320K bytes. Samna Word Ill comes with five
double-sided. double-density disks. 1\vo
disks. booted sequentially. hold the oper
ating program. The third disk is used to
customize the program for a specific printer.
The fourth disk contains the training pro
gram. and the fifth. the dictionary.
Samna Word Ill is a large program. But is
larger necessarily better? People who have
worked with dedicated word processors will
find that many of Samna's features are com
parable or superior to dedicated pro
cessors. But the program does have limita
tions. as we shall see.

on the cursor-direction keys. Manufacturers
like Wang and Digital Equipment Corpora
tion (DEC) limit the cursor pad to the five
keys just described. But on some dedicated
word processors (the Phillips Micom. for ex
ample). cursor quantity keys (such as Word
Sentence. Paragraph) are added to the five
central keys. The Samna configuration is
something like Micom·s. although Samna
has added one more cursor quantity key.
the File key (see figure I).
Mylar labels redefining the keys are in
cluded with the program . The new key
names fit on the keys in such a way that the
original key names aren't obscured. This is
useful when you want to use the computer
for other programs. Samna provides a chart
of the keyboard for people who dislike
labels; it's possible to learn the program
using only the chart.
Samna·s key assignments make for very
efficient cursor control. With one keystroke
the cursor can be advanced by a word
sentence. line. paragraph. or page. By itself
the Page key scrolls through the pages of
a file; in combination with the Go To key,
Page takes you directly to a specified page
without scrolling. The File key similarly
moves the cursor to the end of a file without
scrolling through intermediary pages. Using
the Shift key in combination with the cursor
control keys reverses these movements:
Shift plus Word moves the cursor to the pre
vious word. Shift plus File moves the cur
sor to the beginning of a file. and so forth.

CURSOR CONTROL

Rubin Rabinovitz I Department of
English. Campus Box 226.
University of Colorado. Boulder. CO
80309) is a professor of English.
He received his Ph.D. at Columbia
University. He has reviewed books
for journals and magazines.
including the New York Tim es
Book Review and New York
magazine.

Many features of Samna Word Ill resemble
those of dedicated word processors; this is
especially evident in its keyboard assign
ments. People familiar with Wang and other
popular word processors will recognize the
cross-shaped configuration of the main
cursor-control keys. At the center of the
cross is a Go To key. surrounded by the
cursor-direction keys. This configuration
places the cursor keys in logical positions.
and it is easily adapted to the IBM Personal
Computer (PC) keyboard. which has arrow.;

FUNCTION KEYS

Many word-processing programs assign an
equal number of tasks to each of the IBM
PC's function keys (Fl through FIO). Samna's
approach is different (see photo I). While
eight of the function keys have only one
function. two of them have many functions.
The Scroll Lock key is also assigned
numerous functions.
I first found this arrangement strange. But.
as I eventually understood. there are some
Icontinued)
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Figure I: The IBM Personal Computer's cursor-control keys. as defined by
Samna Word Ill. Mylar labels with Samna's definitions (shown in color) fit on
the keys without hiding the original definitions.

Photo I: The IBM PC function keys as redefined by Samna Word Ill.
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good reasons for it. The keys with
only one function don't have to be
memorized since their labels make it
clear what tasks they perform. The
keys with multiple functions are used
to initiate commands that-because
they are both mnemonic and redun
dant-are easy to remember. For ex
ample. F9. defined by Samna as the
Do key, appears at the beginning of
a number of repetitive command se
quences. Similarly. F5 . defined as
Select. initiates a number of functions.
If you forget a command sequence.
pressing the appropriate function key
and then Help (the Escape key)
displays a list of the functions initiated
by that key. In addition. Samna pro
vides labels listing the commands that
use the multiple- function keys; these
labels can be attached to the margins
of the keyboard This makes it easier
to learn the keyboard than when
every function key has a few diverse
functions.
Just as the Shift key is used to
reverse the motion of the cursor. in
combination with the function keys it
becomes an Undo key. For example.
to remove boldface text. you press
Shift and Bold; to restore a deleted
item. you press Shift and Delete. Here
again the combination of redundant
command sequences and labeled
keys facilitates learning the program
Many of the other command se
quences are equally logical: Delete
plus any of the cursor quantity keys
(Word. Sentence. Line. etc) removes
the amount of text specified The
commands for copying and moving
use the cursor quantity keys to define
the amount of text to be adjusted.
This consistency makes it easy to use
the program; even when I forgot com
mands I usually was able to guess.
Other nice touches include two that
compensate for weaknesses of the
IBM PC keyboard. When you are typ
ing uppercase letters on the IBM. the
proximity of Alt and Ctr! to the Shift
key often leads to errors. In some pro
grams (WordStar. for example) these
errors can take some time to correct.
In Samna Word Ill. striking Alt or Ctr!
in combination with an alphabetic key
never leads to disasters. Samna also

REVIEW: SAMNA 111

AT A GLANCE
makes up for the IBM PCs lack of LED
(light-emitting diode) indicators on the
locking keys by displaying the mes
sages NUM and CAPS in the status
line when those two keys are toggled.
LEARNING TO USE SAMNA
WORD III

Samna Word Ill is a big program and
can't be learned as quickly as word
processors with fewer functions. But
the program is not inherently difficult:
a given series of operations in Samna
Word Ill is no harder to learn than an
equal portion of Easywriter II.
First-time users should have no
special problems learning Samna
Word Ill. People who know another
word-processing program may initially
be impatient with the program
because many command sequences
have to be relearned; but once the
logical structure of the program
emerges. things go more quickly. Peo
ple familiar with dedicated word pro
cessors will make the transition to
Samna Word Ill quickly.
Samna Word Ill has good help
screens. and the help levels are ad
justable. If you make a mistake. a help
screen with a remedy is automatical
ly displayed. The manual is clear and
comprehensive. But I don't like the
training disk very much-the exercises
are at times confusing.
Most operations can be completed
by initiating an operation and then
pressing Help. This displays the re
maining commands in the sequence.
A reference card that comes with the
program lists the opening commands
of every operation. You can learn
almost any function by using the ref
erence card in conjunction wi th the
help screens.
MAJOR WORD- PROCESSING
FUNCTIONS

Samna Word Ill uses very few vi sible
control characters (though these can
be displayed when you need them) .
What you see on the screen is close
to what the printed page will look like.
Samna Word Ill contains all the word
processing functions I expect in a
good program. including automatic

Name

Format

Samna Word Ill

Five 5V4- inch double-sided
floppy disks (two for operating
system, one each for
dictionary, printer; and training
program)

Type
Word-processing package

Manufacturer
Samna Corporation
Suite C-700
2700 Northeast Expressway
Atlanta, GA 30345
(404) 321-5006
(800) 241-2065

Software Required
PC-DOS, MS-DOS. or similar

Documentation
400-page indexed manual,
train ing disk. command and
keyboard chart, key labels

Computer System
IBM PC, PC XT. and
compatibles with at least
256K memory; also DEC
Rainbow and Texas ·
Instruments Professional

Price
$550

Audience
People who do a good deal
of writing
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SAMNA WORD III

D

WORDSTAR 3.3

A comparison of Samna Word Ill with Word
Star 3.3 and Volkswriter Deluxe.The graphs
show the results of pertorming various stan
dard word-processing functions using a
4000-word text file. The Load graph shows
the time required to load the file from disk
to memory. The Save graph shows the time

~ VOLKSWR ITER DELUXE

required to save the file on disk. The Scroll
graph illustrates the time required to scroll
manually from the file's firs t line to its last line
The Search graph shows the timing results
for a search starting at the beginning of the
file and looking for its last word.

(continued)
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word wrap. global search and replace.
and right-margin justification. But
even the common word-processing
functions go beyond the usual: many
have convenience features that

enable various modes of operation.
Underlining. for example. can be done
in numerous ways: during or after typ
ing text: with solid. broken. or double
underlining: or with the shifted

hyphen key. as on a typewriter. Similar
options are available for printing in
boldface. converting text to capital let
ters. and centering text. On a color
equipped system . you can specify dif
ferent colors for different types of text
(see photo 2)
ADVAN CE D F EATUR ES

Photo 2: With a color graphics adapter and a color monitor. Samna Word Ill can
mark underlined. superscript. and subscript text in different colors.

Photo 3: Samna Word Ill's split-screen capability.
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What makes Samna Word Ill superior
to many competitive programs is its
unusual number of advanced fea
tures. Some of these. like mail-merge
or dictionary programs. are often sold
as extras: but they're part of Samna
Word Ill. The following are some im
portant advanced features
Windows Samna·s windows divide
the screen horizontally (see photo 3).
With two keystrokes you can move
from one window to the other. It's
easy to display a new file or another
portion of the same file in the window.
and to copy or move text from one
window into the other.
Automatic Update This is one of
Samna·s best features. As you revise
or enter text. the new material is auto
matically recorded on the data disk.
It takes little time to save a document.
since most of it is written on the disk
as you type. More important. it's
almost impossible to lose material in
advertently. Even with a power failure
you never lose more than about three
lines. and since they're the last ones
you typed. you can usually recon
struct them.
Automatic Merge: Samna·s automatic
merge works well but is difficult to
learn: the instructions are confusing.
As with other merge programs. you
create a standard (or "boilerplate") let
ter and a mailing list. Then the two are
merged: a copy of the standard let
ter. addressed to each person on the
mailing list. is generated automati
cally
Foreign-l..J:mguage Keyboards: Many pro
grams can generate foreign charac
ters. usually by using special key se
quences. In Volkswriter. for example.
you press Alt and an alphabetic key
In Samna Word Ill. you can.reprogram
the keyboard so that it emulates a
foreign keyboard. When you press the
[co ntinued)

For the AXIOM™ dealer nearest you,
call toll free:
In U.S.A.: 1-800-633-6784 In New York State: 1-800-992-9228
In Canada: 1-800-267-7373 In British Columbia: 112-800-267-7373

DIDAI<
Didak, 402 Ford Street, Ogdensburg, N.Y. 13669 Tel: (315) 393-0086
Circle 119 on inquiry card.

TM

Registered trademark of Didak Manufacturing Limited
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key for a particular character in the
new configuration. the corresponding
character appears on the screen and
the same character is printed. so long
as you use the proper print wheel.

Samna Word 111 includes the following
keyboard configurations: English
(American and British versions).
French. Canadian. Spanish. Math/
Greek. German. Italian. Swiss/French.

Photo 4: A bar cfiart drawn witfi Samna Word Ill. using tfie Control and
cursor-arrow keys.

Photo 5: Samna·s Zoom function lets you see tfie layout of tfie material on tfie screen
as it will appear on tfie printed page.
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and one with alternate symbols. in
cluding many of the IBM Personal
Computer's special characters that
don't appear in the other configura
tions.
Dictionary: Samna uses the Merriam
Webster Dictionary for its spelling
checker. When the dictionary does
not recognize a word. it flashes alter
natives in the status line. You can then
substitute one of the suggested alter
natives. revise the misspelled word
without retyping it. or add the word
to the dictionary. The spelling checker
is slower than some rival programs.
such as Spellix . The dictionary disk
provides automatic hyphenation at
syllable breaks. The disk isn't copy
protected. so you can customize your
own dictionary by adding new words
to it.
· Matfi Mode: In math mode you can
perform five operations: addition.
subtraction. multiplication. division.
and calculation of percentages. lwo
memory registers and a total register
retain the results of the calculations;
you can then transfer these from the
registers into the text without re
typing. You can add a row of numbers
across a line and columns of numbers.
But it isn't possible in this mode to
work on the text of a document: to
do that. you have to exit to normal
operating mode.
Recording of l<Eystrokes: This is a macro
type operation: a series of keystrokes
is recorded and played back later.
Both alphanumeric and command
keystrokes can be recorded. To play
them back. you press the Control key
and a number key It's a feature that's
invaluable for repetitious jobs. such as
writing letters that have the same
heading and signature. You could
record the keystrokes for the close of
one letter. the commands for a page
break. and the heading of the next let
ter. Samna lets you record I 0 different
operations using up to 500 key
strokes-an average of 50 keystrokes
per operation.
Glossary: Glossaries are lists of
phrases or sentences that are often
repeated; with a few keystrokes you
can insert these passages into the
(continued)

CA$HCDm
Stand Alone or Multi-User

POINT OF SALE SYSTEMS

)

IBM PC/XT
CAN FUNCTION AS
THE SYSTEM'S MASTER
AS A COMPUTER

AS A CASH REGISTER

• The stand alone system can be upgraded into a multi
user system to meet growing business needs.
• Uses CPIM or MS-DOS (multi-user system only) to
run thousands of dedicated software packages available
to users.
• Displays transactions on a 9" CRT utilizing large
characters for easy customer viewing.
• Utilizes two way data communications allowing quick
and accurate price changes, order processing and file
updates.
• Can be programmed using familiar languages for
easy customization of vertical markets.
• Utilizes a database management system to produce
meaningful reports on demand.
• Can be configured with floppies or Winchester drives
(storage capacity-640KB to BOMB).

• Its flexibility in function use exceeds industry
standards for E.C.R.'s.
• Uses a programmable, buffered keyboard.

ea

Advanced
Business
Computer

Systems International, Inc.

IT IS CAPABLE OF:
• error correct, void, return, refund, entire ticket
voiding, manual discount by $ or %, mark down,
mark up, coupons, food stamps.
• payment by cash, cheques or credit cards.
• charge and payment posting to in-house accounts.
• H.A.L.O./L.A.L.O. protect on open departments and
discounts.
• black list and credit authorization.
• electronic funds transfer.

In Canada :
(519) 255-9199
4088 Sandwich Street. Windsor. Ontario N9C 1C4
In U.SA.:
P.O. Box 32524. Detroit. Michigan 48232
(313) 961-3406
Circle 9 on inquiry card.

Visit us at ®~~!MOO»«~ Booth #R 8126 and at the Canadian Computer Show Booth #258 & 259.
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Table I: Benchmark tests using Samna Word Ill on the IBM PC with 256K

bytes and a monochrome-monitor adapter and a document of 40 paragraphs of
I 00 words (a total of 4000 words). Results are the average of three trials. Note
that Samna Word Ill formats slowly (tests 6.7. and 8); however. because the
program automatically saves material as it is written to the screen. Document
Save time is good.
Minutes: Seconds

Test
Document Load: time to retrieve standard document from
disk and display it on the screen

0:04.82

Document Save: time to save the standard document on
the data disk

0:01.42

Search: time to find the last word (the 4000th) of the
standard document

1:40.26

Scroll: time to scroll from the beginning to the end of the
standard document

1:00.40

End of File: time to go to the end of the file by pushing the
File key

0:1209

Delete: time to delete the first five words of a 100-word
paragraph and reformat

0:04.25

Insert: time to restore the five deleted words and reformat

0:05.26

Format Changes: time to reformat the standard document
from single to double space; margins from 10-75 to
15-70; top and bottom margins from 1 inch to 1.5
inches; pitch from 10 to 12

6:53.60

Print File: time from last command to print a file to start of
printing

0:28.24

Print Page: time from last command to print a page to start
of printing

0:04.43

Table 2: Comparative speeds of some Samna Word Ill functions on the IBM
PC and compatible computers. Times. in seconds and hundredths of seconds. are

the averaged results of three tests: the time it took to scroll to the end of a
I 000-word document. to use the Go To function to find the last word in a
document. and to find the same word using the Search function. "Repaints"
means the screen flickers (is being erased and reconfigured during scrolling) . an
undesirable characteristic.
Computer

Scrolling

Go To Word

Search

Repaints

IBM PC with monochrome card

12.40

22.86

2306

no

IBM PC with color card

33.84

42.79

40.71

yes

Eagle PC Plus

33.40

54.05

50.65

yes

Seequa Chameleon

33.02

43.35

41.51

yes

Zenith Z-150

35.85

45.87

42.53

yes

Sperry PC in normal mode

13.87

23.18

23.18

no

9.57

17.36

17.21

no

Sperry PC in Turbo mode
(microprocessor clock speed
about 40 percent faster than
in normal mode)

You can use Samna to
draw charts and simple
house plans. No
graphics card or dot-
matrix printer is
necessary.
text. You can use combinations of
boilerplate text or insert long book
titles in the text with relatively little
typing. Unlike some other programs.
Samna makes it possible to create
and use more than one glossary at a
time.
Index Compiling: With this feature you
can create an index from any docu
ment written with Samna Word Ill.
First. you prepare a list of entries you
want included in the index. The pro
gram then searches through the text
looking for these entries. arranges
them alphabetically. and lists page
references for them. The index com
piler works well. but it's very slow.
Table of Contents: By introducing
special marks for chapter headings
and subheadings. you can have
Samna create a table of contents.
Subheadings. when properly marked
are indented to the right of chapter
headings
Outline Generation: If you're creating
an outline. you can use special marks
for each entry: these marks are used
to indent the entry (up to six levels
of indentation are possible) and to
number it. The program automatically
renumbers the entries if you make ad
ditions or deletions.
Line Graphics: Samna Word Ill can
draw horizontal and vertical lines.
useful for organizational charts. bar
charts. and even simple house plans
(see photo 4). You don't need a graph
ics card or a dot-matrix printer to take
advantage of this feature: all you need
is a daisy wheel that can print vertical
and horizontal lines.
Samna·s other features include a
Zoom function (see photo 5) that Jets
you view a reduced image of an en
tcontinuedJ
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DATAACQUISITION SOFTWARE
THAT SPANS TWO WORLDS
Now one IBM PC can direct high
speed acquisition ofanalog signals, and
simultaneously read and control instru
ments on the IEEE-488 bus. Connect
your analog signals to the Keithley DAS
Series 500 Measurement and Control
S)'stem; connect IEEE-488 instruments
to our new Plus500 Instrument Control
System. The same software environ
ment controls both interfaces at the
same time.
• SoftSOO and new PlusSOO
software make measurement and
control accessible.
Soft500 and Plus500 software are
enhancements of BASIC, the language
of personal computing. As easy to use as
BASIC itself, Soft500 and Plus500 add
Circle 312 on inquiry card.

powerful data acquisition and control
capabilities to a higher level language.
• Youcantrustthedata.
Soft500's foreground/background
scheduling carefully times multiple
tasks to ensure that successive readings
from the same channel maintain pre
cisely the same sampling interval. And
there's still time for simultaneous data
analysis.

• The Series 500 is fully modular.
Seventeen modules form an extensive
and growing family that supports ana
log input, analog output, digital 1/0,
current loop output, pulse counting,
and AC/DC relay control. And now the
Plus500 Instrument Control System
allows simultaneous access to the IEEE
488 bus as well.

• Quality manufacturing,
quality service.
The Series 500 is built like an instru
ment. It has the highest accuracy, the
lowest noise, and the best thermal sta
bility of any personal computer based
data acquisition workstation. That's why
it comes with a one-year warranty and a
free product support hotline.
• For more information
Call us toll free at l-800-552-lll5. In
Massachusetts, call 617-423-7780. We'd
like to tell you more about the Series
500 measurement and control family.
349 Congress Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02210

l<EITHLEY
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Samna Word Ill's
main problem is
a lack of speed.
tire page on the screen (this requires
a color graphics card); wild-card char
acters that can be used for file func
tions: a typewriter mode that permits
you to type directly on the printer;
automatic backup; support for 26
printers: the ability to create very
wide pages and then to fold them on
screen so you can compare various
columns on a spreadsheet; and "con
trol tabs" that let you mark and return
to a specified place in a file.
WEAKNESSES

Samna Word Ill's main problem is lack
of speed. Reformatting a 4000-word

file takes almost 7 minutes (see table
l). Deleting and inserting material can
be time-consuming with long para
graphs: you have to wait for the auto
matic reformatting to end before you
can resume editing.
Like most word processors for the
IBM PC. Samna Word Ill is even slower
when you run it on a system with a
color graphics adapter. As shown in
table 2. the program runs between
two and three times slower on an IBM
PC with a color graphics adapter (or
similarly equipped PC-compatibles)
than on an IBM PC with monochrome
adapter. In addition. the displays of
the color systems are continually re
painted during scrolling: the repaint
ing produces an annoying flicker that
makes the moving text almost illegi
ble. A friend with a Zenith Z- l 50 had
this problem until he added an IBM
monochrome adapter and suitable

monitor; the speed doubled and the
repainting disappeared. The flicker
problem is caused by the way IBM
designed its color graphics adapter
board. The monochrome monitor/
adapter does not flicker during scroll
ing. Unfortunately. if you have to buy
a monochrome adapter and monitor
to fix the speed problem. it will cost
you at least $ 500.
These tests were conducted on sys
tems with two floppy-disk drives;
many results would be faster with a
hard disk. Samna recently announced
it was removing the copy protection
from all of its word-processing prod
ucts. which will enable the programs
to be run from a RAM (random-access
read/write memory) disk or a hard
disk and should speed things up quite
a bit. According to Charlotte Hixson.
Samna's customer-support manager.
the speed problem is a result of the

REVIEW: SAMNA Ill

program being written in C rather
than in assembly language (this was
done to make the program easier to
debug). "As soon as the software is
stabilized:· says Ms. Hixson. "the
screen and line-handler blocks will be
written in assembly language and will
be much faster."
Samna Word Ill is sensitive to fluc
tuations in power-line current. even
with a surge protector: the resulting
crash usually freezes the screen. But
this happens infrequently and sounds
worse than it really is: since Samna
automatically records text as it is writ
ten. you seldom lose more than a few
lines. and these can be copied from
the frozen screen.
After a lot of editing. the page
counter sometimes loses track of the
proper page number. The spelling
checker doesn't recognize words
linked by dashes. The automatic-

hyphenation features sometimes miss
one or two words that should be
hyphenated. File size is not listed in
the directory. nor is there any indica
tion of how close you are to filling a
disk. However. I've never lost text
because of a full disk: you're given a
chance to use a new disk or delete
material from the one that's full.
USER SUPPORT

Samna Corporation seems to have a
positive attitude toward its customers.
The people who answer the toll-free
information hotline are friendly and
helpful; they've provided assistance at
no charge after the 30-day support
period had expired. Customers who
install their programs incorrectly are
given new copies.
When version l. l of Samna Word 11
was released. free updates were pro
vided to purchasers of the original

Samna seems to have a
positive attitude toward
customers. Users who
install programs
incorrectly are given
new copies.
program. with no requirement that
the old program be shipped back to
the company. Owners of Samna \\brd
II can buy Samna Word Ill updates for
the difference in price between the
programs. Samna said it is planning
to release a new program. Samna+.
that will include spreadsheet func
tions. Owners of Samna Word II and
Samna Word Ill will be able to update
[continued)

Let the gibberish stop here.
The TDK No-Risk Disk.™
Because no matter how many times you play it, the TDK No-Risk
Disk won't scramble your thoughts or play games with your words.
Not once. Not ever.
·
Our lifetime replacement warranty guarantees that.
And our almost 50 years of experience
in developing superior magnetic recording
products support that.
That incidentally is more than you can
say for any other disk.
Bringing us to our point.
Don't play games with an ordinary disk.
When you can play for keeps with an
'w"·"-M'Dou .,.IS
2 ell
extraordinary disk. ·
b.. Oen

TDK oilers a complete line of the most popular disk in SI/, · and S·inch formats.

TDK.THE NO-RISK DISK~
Circle 394 on inquiry card.
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Circle 30 for Dealer inquiries.
Circle 31 for End-User inquiries.

REVIEW: SAMNA Ill

Put labels
on your list.

Samna Word III costs
more than some
programs, but if it can
outperform a dedicated
word processor, then
the price is justified.

Next time you shop for computer supplies, pick up a pack of
Avery's new self-adhesive labels. By putting all your address
lists on labels, you get more done in less time. Name badge
labels, shipping labels, piggybacks and new clear labels are
also available.
The labels are designed especially for micro computers.
And they're packaged to fit neatly behind your printer. Look
for them wherever you buy computer supplies.

their programs for the price dif
ference.
CONCLUSION

~Avery Label
An Avery International Company
Business Systems Division

Free CatalogJ

Your 80-pageguide to computer supplies and
accessories-including complete
newproduct descriptions.
• Packed with over 1600 producls for microcompulers, minicompulers,
and word processors - many available nowhere else.
•

Big special section devotedlo new supplies and accessories.
• Comprehensive product descriptions - including more than 475
full-color photos - clearly explain features and benefits.
• Easy-to-use cross referenceguides to magnetic media, ribbons,
and more-along with the industry'smost complelecable guide.
• Helpful suggestions and tips. ranging fromflexible disk
careto proper ribbon selection to useful application ideas.

-- --------,

.
r 1nmaa

,.

I
I
I

lnmac Catalog Dept.
2465 AuguslineDrive
SanlaClara.CA95051
Please rush myfree copy of
lhe lnmac Calalog. I under
stand thereis no obligation
whatsoever.
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Phone tollfree 1-800-547-5444
h California. call 1-800-547-544Z

Phone tollfree 1-800-547-5444* or sendcoupon today.
NAME

COMPANY

~AOO~R~E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- ~
CITY
STAlE

ZIP

"In California, call 1-800-547-544Z
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Samna Word Ill is one of the most
powerful word-processing programs
available for IBM PCs. In recent adver
tisements. Samna Corporation has
claimed that a number of dedicated
word-processor operators who tested
the program agreed that Samna Word
Ill was superior to the systems they
were using. Samna Word Ill costs
$ 550, which is more than some other
programs. but if it can outperform a
dedicated word processor. the price
is justified-what you pay for the soft
ware you'll save on hardware.
Who should buy Samna Word Ill?
Anyone who spends a good deal of
time writing. Samna's main strength is
its assortment of automated opera
tions and convenience features: many
aren't available in other programs or
on dedicated word processors. But
this isn"t a program for casual users:
it doesn't make sense to pay for ad
vanced functions if you'll never use
them.
Samna Word Ill is the best of several
word-processing programs I've tested
including WordStar. Easywriter II.
Volkswriter. Volkswriter Deluxe. and
MultiMate. I use Samna at home on
my PC and a Micom word processor
at work. I like the speed of the Micom.
and this makes me fidgety when
Samna takes too long to complete an
operation. but Samna Word Ill 's many
special features more than compen
sate for this problem. Like the people
in the advertisement. I've been won
over. I'd rather work with Samna Word
I I I than with a dedicated word
processor.•

1

I

Our Model 440 (720 by 400) Ultra High-Res
monitor is the Worlds standard for
excellence. Its capabilities will out-rank
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We won't Stop producing the finest!
You can't!
Not when you're Number One!
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MODEL440

MODEL4Z5

MODEL4ZOL

MODEL411

MODEL1ZZ

12 inch Ultra High-Res RGB
Color Monitor
Designed as up-grading
display for IBM PC
720 x 400 line resolution at
non-interlaced mode
4000 character display
capability
Switchable to green
character display

12 inch Super High-Res RGB
Color Monitor
Fully compatible with IBM
PC and its family
640 x 262 line resolution
Switchable to green
character display
Built in audio

12 inch Super High-Res RGB
Color Monitor
Long Persistance Phosphor

12 inch High-Res RGB Color
Monitor
Fully compatible with IBM
PC and its family.
510 x 262 line resolution
Switchable to green
charaaer display
Built in audio

12 inch Super High-Res
Amber Display
Fully compatible with IBM
Green Display.
Operated by H. scan. Rate
18.432 Khz
Optional Tilt/Swivel Base
available (Model 110-12)
Green phosphor available
{Model 121)

Tube

Fully compatible with IBM
and most other personal
computers.
640 x 262 line resolution at
non-interlaced mode
640: x 525 line resdkJtion at
interlaced mode
Unlimited colors available
through analog video circuit

18005 Courtney Ct City of Industry. CA 91748

(818) 810-1291
Circle 43 7 for Dealer inquiries. Circle 4 38 for End-User inquiries.

See You At
COMDEX
Booth #116 and 120
o Taxai Corporation

10 co1rununicatevoice
the · ary111odern

and data sirnultaneousl~
leaves alot to bedesired.
Introducing theTel-A-Modem.

Now you and your personal computercan talk on the same phone at the same time.
Let's say, for example, certain data you
were transmitting via your personal computer to
a remote computer user needed some verbal ex
planation to go along with it. With the ordinary
modem it couldn't be done. Not simultaneously.
You'd have to first call the user to in
form them that data was coming. Hang up. Re
dial in order to connect modems. Transmit the
data. Hang up. And then call back with your ex
planation. Ifyou had additional input to transmit
and discuss, you'd have to begin the whole pro
cess again. Talk about frustration.
Code-A-Phone's solution to this prob
lem is the Tel-A-Modem. An innovative two
line desk telephone integrated with an
inte11igent modem capable of transmitting
voice and data simultaneously.
Of course, the genius ofTel-A
Modem doesn't end with its unique _..:: 1
communication capabilities
and
~
.
.("'.
state-a f-the-art convemence.
~
Specially designed for use
with RS-232C compatible computers
and terminals, it offers a full spectrum of
both telephone and modem cost effective
features, including: single button selector
for voice or data on either line; full
duplex mode; automatic answer/origiSee us at

~~m~~~~~™/Fall

'84

November 14-18, 1984
MGM GRAND HITTEL, Las Vegas, Nevada
Circle 64 on inquiry card.

nate modes; 300 and 1200 baud data transmis
sion rates; automatic selection ofbaud rates;
switch dialing for tone-dial or pulse-dial systems;
memory autodial; and modem status LEDs.
So much for words.
For more information and the name of
your nearest Tel-A-Modem dealer, call 1-800-547
4683. That is, just as soon as your computer gets
off the phone. /,,Chego,,, Alaska mid Ha1m1i, rall 1-503-655-8940.

Olde-A-Phone
A SUBSIDIARY OF CONRAC CORPORATION
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The Mannesmann Tally
Spirit 80 Printer
A low-cost

dot-matrix
printer that's
Epson
compatible
BY MARK

J.

M

annesmann Tally's Spirit 80
printer doesn't represent any
breakthrough in technology.
performance. or price. but it follows the
gradual improvement of price and perfor
mance that's been occurring over the past
few years.
To some extent. the Spirit 80 is a "clone"
of the Epson MX-80 or RX-80 in that it uses
Epson-type control codes. The Spirit 80
takes up more desk space. but it is more
attractive. quieter. slightly faster. and it has
WELCH
a slightly better print quality than the Epson
MX-80. A parallel interface is standard; a
serial interface is optional
The Spirit 80's best selling point. however.
. is its price: though it has a list price of $399.
it is advertised by discounters for less than
$300 The Epson RX-80 FT-Epson·s
replacement for the MX-80-is discounted
to about $400 (from a list price of $499).
making the Mannesmann lally a better
bargain for similar performance.
SPEED

The Spirit 80 compares favorably with the
Epson RX-80 in printer benchmarks (see
"The Art of Benchmarking Printers" by
Sergio Mello-Grand. in the February BYTE.
page 193). The RX-80 is slightly faster in
some tests but slower in others. It should
be noted. however. that the RX-80 is adver
tised as a IOO-character-per-second (cps)
printer. while the Spirit 80 is advertised at
80 cps. (Interestingly. the Star Micronics
Gemini-I OX printer. advertised at 80 cps.
beats them both in all but one test)
PRINT MODES AND SPEED

Mark I Welc~ is a BYTE staff
writer. He can be contacted at POB
372 . Hancock. NH 03449.
-

Circle 420 on inquiry card.

The Spirit 80 prints 10 characters per inch
(cpi) normally. 5 cpi in double-width mode.
and 18 cpi in compressed mode. and it sup
ports emphasized (bold). under! ined.
italicized . superscript. and subscript
printing.
The printer's manual doesn't mention
some commands supported by the Epson.
but the Spirit 80 seems very compatible

with the MX-80. Despite some differences.
the printer seems to respond to most
Epson commands; WordStar text. for exam
ple. was printed accurately. and. though the
graphics format is slightly different. Lotus
l-2-3 graphs were also printed using Epson
control codes.
The Spirit 80 uses squared print hammers.
unlike the Epson or the Gemini. which use
more rounded "dots." As a result. spaces
between the printed pixels are less visible
and characters are clearer on the Spirit. Like
the Epson MX-80. the Spirit 80 prints each
character as a 7 by 9 matrix: uppercase
characters use the top 7 by 7. while lower
case descenders drop into the bottom two
pixels. The Spirit 80 characters come closer
to those of a typewriter. though not close
enough to fool anyone
Graphics are available with a resolution
of 50. 67. 100. or 133 dots per inch. How
ever. an image printed using Epson control
codes won't look quite the same on the
Spirit 80 because the Spirit has a finer
horizontal resolution. The same number of
horizontal pixels in a Spirit 80 graph are
only about three-quarters as wide as on the
Epson A pie chart printed as a circle by the
Epson is oval-shaped when printed on the
Spirit 80
Although software could compensate for
the difference in horizontal resolution. one
major flaw in the Spirit 80 can't be elimi
nated. Below each graphics line is a small
space. probably one pixel high. This results
in horizontal white lines through the graph.
which detracts from the visual appeal The
Epson doesn't have these spaces.
Like the Epson. Mannesmann lally's Spirit
80 has just three top panel buttons: on-line.
linefeed. and formfeed. To get the test
mode. you must hold down the linefeed
button while turning the printer on.
PROBLEMS

If you don't like loud. obnoxious fault
alarms. you won't like the Spirit 80. When
(continued)
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AT A GLANCE
Name
Spirit 80
Manufacturer
Mannesmann Tally
8301 South 180th St
Kent, WA 98032
(206) 251-5500
Type
Dot-matrix printer
Size
15112 inches wide, 13 inches
deep, 5 inches high; 11
pounds
Equipment Needed
Computer with parallel
interface; cable; serial printer
interface optional
Features
Most control codes are Epson
compatible; all common print
modes and graphics

Mannesmann Tally's Spirit 80 printer:

PR INT SPEED (CHARACTERS/SEC)
0

20

40

60

LIST PRICE ( $100)
BO

JOO

0

2

4

JO

Documentation
Operator's manual, 57 pages
List Price
$399

D

This

SPIRIT 80

W@1 EPSON RX-80

is the Mannesmann Tally Spirit 80 printe

This is the Epson RX-80.
is the

Sta~
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This is the Epson RX

Gemini-lOX

The Spirit 80 printer is compared with the Epson
RX-80 and the Gemini-10X (all in draft mode). The
pitch for all printers is 10 characters per inch. The
print speeds in draft mode were determined by
timing how long it took the printers to print 50

336

~ GEMINl-JOX

Th i s

lines of 80 As each (see "The Art of Benchmark
ing Printers" by Sergio Mello-Grand, in the
February BYTE, page 193). The prices shown
are list prices, including tractor-feed mecha
nism.

REVIEW: SPIRIT 80

it runs out of paper. it whines until you
turn it off or add paper. A few short
beeps would be enough. Overall.
however. if you hate loud printers.
you 'll be pleased to know that the
Spirit 80 is noticeably quieter than the
Epson MX-80 in its normal operation.
Another aspect of this printer I don't
like is that the tractor feed pushes the
paper. rather than pulling it. The
paper jammed several times during
page feeds when I · first put it in .
Though it didn't jam again. the
sprockets sounded as if they were
tearing into the paper during page
feeds and might jam again at any
time. However. because the paper
exits through a slot on the removable
plastic cover. it doesn't jam under the
cover. which happens occasionally
with the Epson.
With some printers. the paper
feeding out can feed right back in
again-a situation I never notice until
the printer is completely jammed with
three layers of paper. You'd have to
work at it to get the Spirit 80 to do
this.
DOCUMENTATION

The Spirit 80 manual is short. but it
contains all the information a pro
grammer or novice will want. It also
includes a complete BASIC program
to demonstrate each print mode and
command. The appendix is compact
and carries a great deal of
information.
CONCLUSIONS

The Spirit 80 isn't a giant leap
forward-but it is a step in the right
direction. Whi le it has a few draw
backs. such as the tractor feed that oc
casionally jams. unwanted white
spaces in graphics modes. and an un
reasonably loud fault alarm. its advan
tages far outweigh any problems. It
has better print quality than both the
Epson RX-80 and the Gemini-I OX .
Although it is slower than the Gemini.
it seems ·more reliable.
Until a company announces a step
down in price or a step up in perfor
mance. you should consider the Man
nesmann ·1a!ly Spirit 80 an ideal alter
native in dot-matrix printers. •

Complacency or curiosity?
Move your children away from the
passive nature of TV and tum them
on to the excitement and fun of in
teractive learninj with Dow Jones
News/Retrieval.
You probably thought Dow Jones
News/Retrieval only provided busi
ness and financial information.
Wrong. We've got something of
value for the whole family.
With our 20-volume, 30,000 ar
ticle Academic American Encyclo
pedia, Dow Jones News/Retrieval
will pique your children's curiosity
about the world and help them de
velop new skills. The information
they need for school is easy to ac
cess, always up-to-date, always
ready. And kids love to use it!
There are timely news reports

from Washington, our nation and
the world. You also get current
schedules and rates from the Official
Airline Guide'; Comp-U-Store, a
convenient shop-at-home service;
Cineman Movie Reviews; sports
highlights, weather reports and MCI
Mail-the new electronic mail ser
vice that lets you send letters to
anyone, anywhere, even if he or she
doesn't own a terminal.
Overall, you'll find a wide variety
of high-quality data bases accessible
quickly and easily with most per
sonal computers.
To get your children involved,
excited and turned on to the fun of
learning, tum them on to Dow Jones
News/Retrieval.

~Ni:\N~;;~?~J9:~~~-®

~

\

(

Copyrigh t © 1984 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rig lns Re scived.
Dow .Jones News/ Hctrieva l® is a rellistcred trademark of Dow ,Jones & Co nman\'. Inc .

Alaska, H awaii a nd forei gn, call
Circle 13 6 on inquir y card
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letting me ask questions of
"With four billion
customers and the world's my personal computer in
my own words. Just like
biggest inventory, it's a
I'm talking to you now:'
wonder I'm out the door
on time each Christmas Eve.
"IT WRAPS UP
"But this year, I'll have
FILES FROM
time to spare. That's
LOTUS 1-2-3~
because I've got Clout'~
PFS:FILE~
the new software program
DBASE
II~ OUR
from Microrim®that lets
MAINFRAMES
me conveniently get at
AND MORE:'
information from every
department in my company "Besides the
shop up here at
"How conveniently? By
the Pole, I have
338
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to oversee manufacturing
plants all over the world.
And at each facility, they
keep track of their work by
using the leading
productivity pack
ages on the market
today Including
Microrim's own
R:base™DBMS
software.
"In the past, it
used to be near
- impossible to pull

ER OF THE WORLD'S
LlS ITALL TOGETI-IER.
•
~

frame or another PC.
"Anytime I have a
question, all I have to
do is ask. Clout will
scan up to forty of
these files automat
ically, cross-refer
ence five simul
taneously, and
there's my answer.
I don't have to
know exactly
how the data
is organized.
Or even in
which file it's
stored:'

"'WHICH WAREHOUSES
SHIPPED MORE
RED AND GREEN ARGYLE
SOCKS THAN PLANNED?'"

information together from
different sources, without
re-entering every bit of the
data. But the new Clout
takes data files directly
from these programs-plus
ASCII, DIF, and SYLK files,
too. So I can get informa
tion from other PCs by
sharing floppy disks. Or
being part of a LAN. Clout
can even read files which
have been transmitted
from the company main

"Try typing that into any
software package you know
Using exactly those words.
Likely all you 'II get is a
blank stare from the screen.
"But with Clout, I get
a clean, crisp list. No
computer jargon. No need
to check it twice. Just
straightforward answers.
"I also use Clout on
the corporation's financial
files. For example, my elves
enjoy a well-deserved
bonus as much as the
next elf. So I entered,
'Which departments were
over quota last quarter?'
I was happy to find that

there were plenty But
they were even happier
to get the bonus:'

"BEAT
THE CHRISTMAS
RUSH. GET A
DEMO TODAY"
"Want to see how
easy it is to pull
your business to
gether? For only
$14.95 (plus shipping)
Microrim will send
you a demo/tutorial
of Clout. Just call
1-800-547-4000
'
Dept. 909. In
Oregon, or outside the U.S.,
call 1-503-684-3000, Dept.
909. Or drop by your
nearest software store.
"It could be the best pres
ent you'll ever give yourself'

CIDlIT™

FROM MICRORIM®

l{{'(lllirl's 256K of 111L·nwn: Runs on ~tS-DC JS <11HI PC/ I)! lS
operating systems. I lard (lisk recom11u·1Hicd.
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RUGGED PERSONAL PRINTERS.
You can't keep a good printer
down. After heavy rains and flooding
washed through a Tulsa auto parts
store. they left behind extensive dam
age. three feet of grimy water. and a
totally submerged Okidata Microline
printer.
"We thought that printer was a real
goner." explained Jim and Jeannie
Butler. owners of Butler Compu
Systems. "but we bought two gallons
of pure alcohol and took apart
everything that would come apart."
They soaked it. scrubbed it. reas
sembled it. then crossed their fingers
and plugged it in. After all that abuse.
the Okidata printer did just what you'd
expect from an Okidata printer . . .
it printed.
In fact. it printed so well and the
owner was so pleased that he wouldn't
even accept a brand new replacement.

340
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Leagues ahead in performance.
Add another chapter to Okidata 's reli
ability story. Okidata builds the most
dependable printers there are. with a
warranty claim rate of less than 1/2
of 1% .
Okidata builds the most versatile
printers too. The Microline models
print data at rates up to three pages a
minute. There's an additional print
mode for enhanced or emphasized
text. and their letter quality rivals any
daisywheel with full graphics printing
capabilities.
Okidata Microlines are totally com
patible with all popular software
packages and personal computers.
Special interfaces are available for
IBM and Apple Macintosh™ at no
extra cost. And service is always close
by through Okidata Dealers or Xerox
Service Centers across the country.

The Okidata Microlines. For printer
performance that's absolutely un
sinkable. Call 1-800-0KIDATA
(609-235-2600 in NJ) for the Autho
rized Okidata Dealer nearest you.
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Technological Craftsmanship.

Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

Circle 308 on inquir y card.
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The Brother H~l 5
Letter--Ouality Printer
The
basic print
mechanism
is simple,
yet solid
BY PETER

V.

CALLAM A RAS

C

hoosing a printer is a big decision.
Until recently. most of us opted for
dot-matrix printers for two reasons:
price and graphics capabilities. But most of
us really want a letter-quality printer. After
all. a word processor lets you produce pro
fessional-looking documents in a short
amount of time. right? And a dot-matrix
printout is. well. not that professional
looking.
But technology has once again come to
the rescue. Brother International Corpora
tion's HR-15 printer is a reasonably priced
($599 suggested list) daisy-wheel printer
with a respectable speed (13 characters per
second).
DESCRIPTION

Peter V. Callamaras (POB 408.
Scott AFB. IL 62225) is an officer
in the Air Force. The recipient of
degrees in computer technology and
biological sciences. he recently
received his master's degree in
systems management. He has been
interested in computers since 1966
and used to be the service-depart
ment manager of a computer store.

The HR-15 is a well-designed. well-pack
aged. and rugged printer. The basic print
mechanism is simple. yet solid. The design
of the print hammer and daisy-wheel por
tion of the printer is based on that of the
popular Brother electronic typewriter line.
The printer is encased in relatively thick.
sturdy plastic.
There are six membrane keys on the front
panel of the printer labeled Pitch. Line
Feeds. Top of Form. Line Spacing. Select/
Deselect. and Copy. You select options by
pressing the corresponding key. The Pitch
key gives you a choice of I0. 12. or 15
characters per inch plus proportional spac
ing. If you need an extended printout. you
can get 22 5 characters on a single line of
8Vi-inch-wide paper by using the 15 pitch
and the optional Ouadro 15 print wheel.
Line spacing can be set at single. one and
a half. or double spacing. The other print
options are self-explanatory
You can use the Copy key to reprint
material stored in the HR-I 5's 3K-byte buf
fer (BK-byte buffer optional). The buffer
stores approximately a page of text. This
page will be reprinted until you stop the
copy function with the Select/Deselect key.
I had no trouble using the membrane
keys. and they seem relatively impervious

to damage from spilled liquids. etc.
Brother International offers a wide vari
ety of ribbons and daisy wheels for the
HR-1 5. They are standard Brother typewriter
supplies. both plentiful and affordable.
The ribbons are encased in plastic plug
in cartridges; they come in single-strike film.
multistrike film. and reinkable fabric. When
you get to the end of a ribbon a buzzer
sounds and an alarm light goes on.
Daisy print wheels are available in most
standard fonts. including Prestige. italics.
script. optical-character reader (OCR). and
others (see figure 1 for examples). There is
also a proportional daisy wheel that can be
used in conjunction with the proportional
spacing setting on the pitch selector
The HR-1 5 has standard typewriter con
trols such as the paper-bail lift bar. platen
roller knob. and paper-release arm. It func
tions like an electronic typewriter converted
for use as a computer printer.
To use the basic printer all you have to
do is insert a sheet of paper. roll the paper
to the start position. and press the Select/
Deselect key. You can buy the printer with
either a parallel or serial connector on the
back. If you buy an HR-15 with a serial-port
connector. you will have to set the serial
parameters via the DIP (dual-inline pin)
switch on the back panel of the printer.
OPTIONS

You can add three options to the basic
HR-15 to enhance its capabilities. The most
useful of these options. in my opinion. is
the tractor-feed mechanism. which retails
for $1 50. It fits into a set of guides built into
the printer. Slide it into the guides. plug the
paper-out sensor plug into a socket on the
back of the printer. and it's set up (see
photo 1). The unit works well with microper
forated fanfold printer paper. Your final
product will look like it came from a dedi
cated typewriter.
Included with the tractor-feed mechanism
is a large plastic noise-reduction cover that
(continued)
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replaces the unit's standard noise
reduction cover. Although either
cover reduces the noise level some
what. I prefer to put the printer in a
noise-reduction enclosure because

even when covered the printer is loud.
The cut-sheet feeder option. priced
at $259.95. is an alternative to the
tractor-feed unit (see photo 2). This
feeder is designed to mate with pre

formed installation holes and guides
on the back of the printer. With this
option you can insert a stack of let
terhead stationery into the mecha
(continuedJ

This is a sampl e of the Standard Print wheel (10 pitch)
This is a sample of the Standard print wheel (12 pitch)
This is a sample of the Proportional print wheel (single pitch only)

This is a sample of the
This is a sample of the
7hi~
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7h.i~ i~
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lh.e

Presti ge I talic print wheel

(10 pitch)

Prestige It al i c print wheel (12 pitch)

th e

[ngli~h

Sc~ipt

[ngli~h Sc~ipt p~int

p~int

wh eel (70 pitch)

wheel (72 pitch)

This is a sample of the English Symbol print wheel (single pitch o

This is a sample of the

English Quadro print wheel (15 pitch only)

This is is a sample of the

OCR-B print wheel. (10 pitch)

Figure I : Samples of printout from Ifie Brotfier HR-15 printer using a variety of print wfieels.

Photo I: Tfie Brotfier HR-15 printer witfi the optional tractor-feed mecfianism attached.
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Photo 2: The Brother HR-15 printer
with the optional cut-sheet feeder attached.

Name
Brother HR-15

Manufacturer
Brother International
Corporation
8 Corporate Place
Piscataway, NJ 08854
(201) 981-0300

·f...l

__-_
-

~\

~-

\

\

Type
Letter-quality printer

Size
18 by 6 by 13 inches

Features
3K-byte printer buffer, inter
changeable daisy print
wheels, cartridge ribbons
(80,000- to 210,000-character
print capacity), multicolor
printing, boldface, subscripts
and superscripts, automatic
underlining, double strike, and
proportional spacing. Cen
tronics parallel or serial inter
face with single, one and a
half, and double spacing, and
10, 12, and 15 pitch on a
13.5-inch carriage width

PRINT SPEED (CHARACTERS/SEC)
0

10

?O

~O

LIST PRICE ( $100)
.d.O

0

6

12

18

24

30

Cost
$599

Options

BROTHER HR-15

h\%:C;l JUKI

6100

~ DIABLO 630

Tractor-feed mechanism, $150
Cut-sheet feeder, $259.95
Keyboard, $200

Documentation
45-page user's manual

This is the Brother HR-15. This the Brother

Audience
Any computer user desiring a
medium-speed letter-quality
printer with adequate through
put for small business use

This is the Juki 6100 This is the Juki 6100

This is the Diablo 630 This is the Diablo 6

The B rather HR-15 printer (using a Prestige
10112 daisy wheel) is compared with the Juki
6100 (using a Courier 10 daisy wheel) and the
Diablo 630 (using a Courier Legal 10 daisy
wheel). The pitch for all printers is 10 charaders
per inch. The print speeds were determined

by timing how long it took the printers to print
the Shannon test (573 characters, see figure
1 on page 207 of "The Art of Benchmarking
Printers" by Sergio Mello-Grand, February
BYTE, page 193). The prices shown are the list
prices, including tractor-feed mechanism.
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Photo 3: The Brother HR-l 5's optional keyboard
nism and it will automatically feed the
sheets to the printer. This is handy if
you send a lot of form letters or if you
do a lot of single-page revisions.
When l tested the cut-sheet feeder I
had no significant jamming problems.
The last HR-l 5 option is a $200
plug-in typewriter keyboard This key
board changes your HR-l 5 printer into
a fully correctable typewriter (see
photo 3) It has 96 standard character
keys and some special controls. All
the print functions are controlled from
the keyboard when the Select switch
is on. You can set the keyboard to
operate in three different formats.
depending on the print wheels you
are using. For example. if you are
using the international print wheel.
you can use the English symbol for
pound sterling (£) to denote curren
cy. All the alternate symbols (as many
as four on a key) are printed on the
appropriate keys.
The keyboard has three different
resting angles so you can adjust it to
your most comfortable typing posi
tion. Overall. the keyboard's feel. lay
out. and switch locations are excel
lent. I had little difficulty switching be
tween it and an IBM Selectric type
writer. despite the HR-l 5 keyboard's
extra function keys and switches
OTHER FEATURES

The HR-l 5 has a second ribbon
holder that can hold a correction rib
344
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bon when the optional keyboard is in
stalled. (Unfortunately. the keyboard
manual does not tell you what type
or size of correction ribbon to use.)
You can also use a different colored
ribbon in the second ribbon holder
for two-color printing capability (when
using WordStar. for example).
The HR-l 5 prints at a rate of l 3 char
acters per second (I did some tests
that confirmed this measure). l don't
think this speed is objectionable. even
when printing long documents. How
ever. l recommend that you use either
an onboard or outboard printer buf
fer to free up the computer when you
are printing long documents.
l used WordStar versions 3. I and 3. 3
on my Columbia PC and the printer
did not disable any WordStar features
that l usually use. l did not. however.
run exhaustive tests on the H R-15/
WordStar combination because l did
not have access to some of the other
popular word-processing programs to
use for comparison. I did use the
HR-l 5 and WordStar on an Apple II (as
well as on the Columbia running the
IBM version of WordStar) and again
I had no problems.
When combined with WordStar. the
printer let me easily change print
wheels whenever l wanted a different
typeface. The Brother daisy wheels
come in plastic carriers that are de
signed to slip in and out of the print
mechanism. It takes about four sec

onds to change daisy wheels. Open
the print unit's cover. press the print
wheel release. pull out the original
daisy wheel by the built-in finger tab.
insert the new wheel. and close the
cover. One thing about this procedure
did bother me: there is a chance you
might damage the unit's cover when
you open it to access the print mech
anism. The cover is supported on
either end by two hinges and the
distance between them prevents the
cover from being as sturdy as l would
like it to be because l might change
print wheels several times when print
ing a single document.
The printer and the optional hard
ware come with instruction manuals.
On the whole. the manuals provide
good installation directions. but inex
perienced users may find them some
what difficult to understand. My im
pression is that they were written
primarily for installation technicians
and experienced users.
CONCLUSIONS

The HR-15 currently is very popular in
the marketplace: original equipment
manufacturers are buying the Brother
unit and repackaging it under their
own label The Comrex CR-11 and
Dynax DX-15 are examples.
The Brother H R-15 is one of the best
low-cost daisy-wheel printers you can
buy today It is sturdy and easy to use.
It has a set of six controls that you
would expect to find only on much
more expensive printers.
The HR-15 is a medium-speed
printer that should meet the needs of
most personal computer and small
business computer users who want to
produce letter-quality documents.
The keyboard option for the HR-15
turns the printer into a fully correct
able typewriter. but for most people
the tractor-feed unit will probably be
the most popular option The cut
sheet feeder is also useful if you use
letterhead stationery often
The Brother H R-15 gives you excep
tional value for your dollar. It could
very well become the standard for
letter-quality printers in the same way
the Epson MX series has become the
standard for dot-matrix printers. •

The database management software that prevents costly
data loss when several users share the same data.

compatibles, Tl Protessional and all
leading networks including Corvus,
3Com, Nestar, Novell, Davong and
PCnet~'

If you don'twant togamblewith your
company's data, call us or write to find
out all those who should not see it.
Hardly anyone knows about it
out more about DATASTORE:lan.
until it happens.And then it's too late. You can even protect data down to the Or stop in to Businessland, partici
field and record level with
pa ting Computer Lands, or other
There's a collision. An entire data
µ major retailers.
DATASTORE:lan.
base is destroyed. Vital records and
• BUSINESS-SIZE CAPACITY
information are lost. And untold .
- - - - - - for growth. It provides up to 16 mega- I . 'or more information, a full-function
dollars and man-hours are required
to replace them. An entire business
bytes of information per database
demonstration disk, or the dealer
is thrown into chaos.
with no limitation on the number of I nearest you, call toll-free:
Why does database destruction
records, and each record can be up
occur? Because today's leading data
to 16,000 bytes with over 500 fields. In I
.
. .
base management systems were
addition, there are 16 key fields, and
or 1-800-LAN-DATA m California.
designed for single users only. So
youcanjoin up to 15 different data- I Or write:
Software Connections
when you have more than one
bases. Obviously, single-user systems I
2041 Mission College Blvd.
employee accessing the same data
pale by comparison.
base, look out.
• EASILY COMPATIBLE. If you I
Santa Clara, California 95054
Happily, there is now a simple
are currently using single user data
BT-11
solution to this serious problembase management software there's
I Name
no need to re-enter files when you
DATASTORE:lan, the first software
designed specifically for personal
upgrade to DATASTORE:lan. Com I -i \-<ld- r-es_s _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __
computernetworks. DATASTORE:lan patible with leading database manState
Zip
puts an end to data loss once and for
agement software including dBase II'" I City
all. And, it offers many other sophis
and PFS:file'."
I
ticated database advantages as well:
EASIER TO USE than virtually
A
• SECURITY AND PRIVACY
any other database product on the
I
V Vrl
unheard of in single-user database
market. A step-by-step menu leads
systems. lt permits selective access
any user easily through the program. I
_to_se_n_s_it_i_ve_in_f_o_rm_a_ti_o_n_.s_c_r_e_en_1_·n_g_ __.____l'\._M_l'\._I_L_A_B_I_~_E_f_or_IB_M_P_c_a_n_d_ _,[ THE FIRST NAME IN NETWORK SOFTWARE.

1- 800-LAN-DBMS

GI SOFT'

/ARE

CONNECTIONS"
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Introducing the .
smartest tools ever created
for the business mind.

The Smart
Software System.
Smart Software, featur
ing The Smart Spreadsheet
with Graphics, The Smart
Word Processor and The
Smart Data Manager, is
the first soft ware system
with the unique intelli
gence and inherent logic to
perform the way you think.
Which makes applying the
power of a computer to
business tasks more effort
less and effective than ever
before.
It's awesomely power
ful , yet amazingly simple.
And with its greatly ad
vanced and unprecedented
capabilities, it sets new
standards by which all
other integrated business
software will be measured.
ACHIEVING FULL
INTEGRATION WITHOUT
COMPROMISE

Unlike all-in-one inte
grated packages, Smart
Soft ware is structured on
the concept of modular in
tegration. Where each
dedicated application can
achieve its own maximum

potential. So you get the
full power and features of
dedicated software in an
integrated system.
Each application mod
ule maintains its own data
structure. Yet all are cap
able of transferring data,
passing commands and
sharing information
automatically.
This unique system of
integration also allows for
multiple windows; rela
tional files, documents and
spreadsheets in memory
at once; graphics printed
within text; external data
interfaces; and open-ended
application development.
It's a system of integra
tion without compromise.
Integration that is not only
better; it's smarter.

 ...

...
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.... -·- - .
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/ .J_.....1i~~------
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CREATING CUSTOM
APPLICATIONS BY
SIMPLE MENU SELECTION

·-. -
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SETTLING THE
EASE OF USE VERSUS
POWER DILEMMA

Smart Software puts to
rest the ease of use versus
power dilemma with an
exclusive feature called
"confidence levels."
At confidence level one,
beginners don't face intim·
idating options; yet level
three provides experts with
all the power they want.
This feature enables
Smart Software to grow in
sophistication as the user's
confidence increases or
needs expand. Even more
importantly, a variety of
users in the same company,
with different experience,
can each work comfortably
at their own level of ab ility
with the same applications.
This one, innovative
idea could revolutionize the
way all business software
is designed to work. And
only Smart Software has it.

Perhaps the most signi·
ficant aspect of Smart
Software is its unique
"project processing" cap·
abili ty. It allows the user to
set up customized projects,
lik e a monthly sales report
system or multi-year busi·
ness plans, simply by doing
them once.
There's no need to learn
a complex programming
language. The user merely
makes simple English com
mand selections. Smart
Software then remembers
to complete the project in
the same way again at the
touch of a button. Not by
memorizing keystrokes
(like a macro), but by auto·
matically learning your
custom sequence of com·
mands and freely adjusting
to changes and edits.
No other integrated
system has a capabili ty
that even comes close to
Smart Software's project
processing.
HELPING PEOPLE
TO WORK SMARTER,
NOT HARDER

Smart Software was
created to work for you,
relentlessly. Structured to
integrate between applica·
tions automatically. And
desig~ed to perform multi·
faceted business projects,
brilliantly.
See your local computer
dealer for a demonstration,
or call 800-GET SMART to
order a Smart demonstra·
tion disk.**

Smart Software is
currently available for the
IBM PC, IBM PC/XT, the
new IBM PC/AT and IBM
compatibles.

,

. .•...
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The Smart Software System
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ANALYSIS OF SAM
I am amazed that you should publish an
article comparing statistical analysis pack
ages ("Statistical Software for Microcom
puters:· by James Carpenter. Dennis
Deloria. and David Morganstein. April.
page 234) without allowing the software
authors to check it before publication. In
particular. the details and comments on
the SAM package were quite misleading.
perhaps reflecting bias against the only
non-American system .
For example. one of the unique features
of SAM is its cluster-analysis option-yet
this form of analysis is nowhere men
tioned in the article. 1able I 0 is printed
over two pages in such a way that it gives
the impression that SAM does not include
multivariate analysis. In fact SAM is one
of the ver y few packages that features
both discriminant analysis and factor
analysis. etc.
The comments on SAM claim that it was
one of the "weaker" packages yet fail to
point out that it was the most accurate
system when compared with others run
ning on the same hardware. SAM will also
read DIF and dBASE II files as well as
creating correlation files and frequency
table files- again this wasn't mentioned in
the article.
The inaccuracies are numerous and the
subjective commentary highly partial.
R.E. DOWNES
International Software
Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire
England
No doubt Mr: Downes has forgotten that.
in fad, we sent him a copy of the original
draft in September of 1983. Subsequent
ly. Jim Carpenter spoke to Mr: Downes
by telephone and received several sug
gested changes to the tables. Mr: Downes
suggests that the details and comments
on the SAM package were quite mislead
ing. We would like to examine each of his
specific points. since we do not agree
with that remark.
First. we should observe that Mr.
Downes sent us. as we noted in the arti
cle. only an Apple version of the SAM
package.
Mr: Downes indicates that SAM was
348
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"the most accurate system when com
pared with others running on the same
hardware." 18ble II does not confirm
this. Microstat was the most accurate pro
gram run on the Apple with the six in
dependent variables test. and TWG ELF
was the most accurate run on the Apple
with the three independent variables
test.
Mr. Downes says that SAM reads both
dBASE II and DIF files. Neither the
documentation nor the program he sent
us indicates this. We would be very
pleased to examine newer documenta
tion or program versions that have this
capability. Why did Mr. Downes not tell
us this discrepancy when we spoke to
him on the phone?
We agree fully with Mr. Downes that
SAM 's cluster-analysis capability is
unique and we would have served
readers better by commenting on it in
the review. To be candid. none of us have
ever used this method but know that it
is of value to some researchers.
To say that SAM was among the weaker
packages does not imply that it is weak.
It is far easier for us to write a review of ·
the excellent work ofall the developers.
Mr: Downes's group included. than it is
to prepare and document a complex
statistical analysis program. We applaud
International Software and the other
developers for their truly valuable con
tributions but remain unchanged in our
comments regarding comparisons of the
various programs.
DAVID MORGANSTEIN

Germantown. MD

Editor's Note: II is not BYTE's polic11 to send
copies of reviews to manufacturers before
publication.
-Rich Malloy

LISP
As I've recently started learning LISP on
an Apple II+. I was very interested in your
article comparing muLISP and IOLISP
("LISP for the IBM Personal Computer:· by
Jordan Bortz and lohn Diamant. July, page
281). I have a question and a couple of
observations.
First the question: I bought muLISP in
March 1984. As my dealer didn't keep it

in stock. it was ordered from Microsoft
and I received muLISP-80 version 2.15. I
see that the version you were using was
muLISP version 4.05 . Even allowing that
you were using a different implementa
tion. the jump from 80-2.15 to 83-4.05 in
under six months seems rather large.
Question: have I been ripped off?
Bortz and Diamant pointed out that
muLISP didn't report an error on unbound
atoms and allowed you to take the CAR
and CDR of atoms. MuLISP has a feature
called auto-quoting: if a muLISP atom is
imagined as having two pointers. then.
when muLISP encounters a name it
doesn't recognize. it creates an atom with
the first pointer (the atom's value) point
ing to itself and the second pointer (the
atom's property list) pointing to NIL. This
means that all atoms are bound (to
themselves. at least) and that they do have
a CAR (the value pointer) and a CDR (the
property pointer pointing to NIL). An ad
vantage of auto-quoting is that a sequence
like
(SET AB)
(SET AC)
will always work in muLJSP and involves
a lot less typing than the OUOTE-ful alter
native. A big disadvantage is that typing
errors produce completely valid atoms
that you can't get rid of; on a 56K-byte sys
tem like mine. this can get pretty annoy
ing. I think your reviewers should have ex
plained auto-quoting rather than simply
dismiss it as poor error-checking.
I couldn't persuade your benchmark fac
torial function to work with my version of
muLISP. as your function doesn't include
the magic word LAMBDA. As muLISP
doesn't require COND or T in a function
like this. my version looked like this:
(DEFUN FACT (LAMBDA (X)
((LESSP X 2) 1)
(TIMES X (FACT (SUB1 X))) ))
and this ran about 2 percent-3 percent
faster than a similar definition that in
cluded COND and T.
Finally. your reviewers complained that
there was no documentation to cover the
compatibilit y packages that came with
their version of muLISP (I didn't get them
with mine). As the only reason for includ
ing a MacLISP emulation would seem to
(continued)
Circle 302 on inquiry card. 
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be to allow LISP novices to work through
Winston & Horn's "LISP." presumably the
Soft Warehouse felt that any attempt at
more than minimal documentation might
be a little superfluous Perhaps they
should include the Winston & Horn book
as part of the muLISP package-after all.
doesn't everyone who gets a LISP package
go out and buy it?
MICHAEL M. MASON

Worksop. Nottinghamshire
England

PRoDOS

....................................... .

About Bulls
&Bears&
Savings Bonds.
The stock market says that bulls are good and bears are bad. But if you
buy U.S. Savings Bonds through the Payroll Savings Plan, you can get
the most out of both markets.
Rates are high during bull markets, so the variable interest rate you get
on Bonds lets you share in those higher returns.
But if the bear takes over and rates fall, don't panic;
you're protected by a guaranteed minimum of7.5%. ~ si;,, ...
Just hold your Bonds 5 years
or more, and you can ride
the bull and beat the bea'
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inAmerica.

Haven't you folks at BYTE heard of the
new Apple II operating system. ProDOS?
You must have. since it has been available
since early this year and you published a
fine article by Rob Moore describing the
new system in your February issue.
In recent months you have published a
number of reviews of various computers
and compared their respective perfor
mances versus the IBM PC and the Apple
II. Why do you continue to use the old
operating system (DOS 3.3) for these
various tests rather than the new ProDOS
system?
I would hope that in the future a fine.
objective magazine like BYTE would strive
to provide its readers with the most up
to-date test results so that fair com
parisons can be made.
MARTIN KALMAN

Friday Harb01; WA
\.le agree. ProDOS is a big improvement.
Many application programs, however. are
not yet available for it. Mu/tip/an. for one.
will not be available for ProDOS until
early next year: Despite this. we will up
grade our Apple Ile BASIC and system
benchmarks shortly.
-Rich Malloy

}UKI 6100 PRINTER
I was interested in the review by G.
Michael Vose of the Juki 6100 printer
(August. page 305). I've been using the
6100 with my Zenith 110 and Peachtree's
5000 programs for about three months
and I'd like to offer my views on these
products.
The Juki user's manual is far better than
the Peachtree manual.
The Juki isn't kind to ribbons. If you let
the ribbon-loading lever snap into posi
tion. it may cut or cause other problems
for the ribbon. It must be eased ever so
gently into position. The lift/lower actions
of the ribbon transport/guide mechanism
Icontinued)

SuperSoft Languages
When Performance Counts
A programmer's most
important software tool is
the language compiler or ·
interpreter he uses. He has
to depend on it to work
and work well.
At SuperSoft, we believe it.
That's why we offer three
excellent compilers:
SuperSoft FORTRAN,
SuperSoft C, and SuperSoft
BASIC. They answer the
programmer's need for
rock solid, dependable
performance on
microcomputers.

SuperSoft

Both 8087 support and a RATFOR
preprocessor are optionally available.
FORTRAN (CP/M-80 & 86, MS DOS,
PC DOS): $425
Small model under PC DOS and
MS DOS: $325
8087 support: $50 ·
RATFOR: $100

SuperSoft C
SuperSoft C is a high-powered, full
f eatured C compiler designed for
serious C applications. It is fast 
both in compilation and execution,
and it is packed with more than 135
library functions (all delivered in
source code form). SuperSoft C
produces optimized assembly code,
and object code can be ROMed.
SuperSoft C (for CP/M-80, CP/M-86,
MS DOS, PC DOS): $350

FORTRAN
With large code and data.
SuperSoft FORTRAN version
2.0 with large code and data
space is now available under
MS DOS and PC DOS. It gives
you the power to compile
extremely large FORTRAN
programs on micros. It allows
double precision and complex
numbers, full IEEE floating
point, and a full range of other
important features for the
serious FORTRAN programmer.

To order call:

800-762-6629

In Illinois call 217-359-2112
In conj unction with SuperSoft. Supersoft FORTRAN was develop ed by Small Systems Se1v ices,
Urbana, IL, a leader in FORTRAN development.
J apan ese Distributor: ASR Corporation International, TBL Building, 7 th Floor, I · 19·9 Tcranomon,
Minato·Ku, Tokyo I 05, Japan Tel. 03-05025550. Telex 222-5850 ASRTYO J.
European Distribut or: Super Soft International Ltd., 50 The Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. England
TN2 5TE. Tel. 0892-4 5433. Telex: 9544 1 Micro-G.

SuperSoft
BASIC
The SuperSoft BASIC compiler lets
you get serious with business and
financial programs. It uses BCD
math to give you highly accurate
results for demanding applications.
SuperSoft BASIC is a true native
code compiler that is generally
compatible with Microsoft's BASIC
interpreter. And an additional
bonus - no run time license fee is
required.
SuperSoft BASIC Compiler (for
MS DOS, PC DOS, and CPI M-86 ):
$300

Also available for programmers:
Star-Edit, a full-featured
programmer's text editor: $225.00
Disk-Edit, an invaluable
programmer's disk data editor:
$100.00

Su

ft

SuperSoft, Inc., 1713 S. Neil St.,
P.O. Box 1628, Champaign, IL 61820

PC DOS is a trademark of International Business Machines.
MS DOS is a trademark of Microsoft.
CP/M-80 and CP/M.S6 are trademarks of Diaital Research, Inc.

Circle 386 on inquir y card.
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cause ribbon mispositioning/folding at the
takeup area. causing the ribbon to be
caught in the takeup winding spindle at
the right. most often under the ribbon car
tridge. which breaks or binds the ribbon.
Sometimes I can salvage the ribbon by
freeing the ribbon. then winding more
onto the takeup reel. straightening as I go.
but it's annoying and messy. I'd like to be
able to stop that vertical movement. for

when I find a better fabric ribbon. but I
can find no instructions in the manual for
doing so. The metal shield in front of the
ribbon is too easily bent. which prevents
full vertical travel of the ribbon. which
causes underline misses when the shield
scrapes the carbon from the film. The ver
tical movement caused constant misalign
ment of the only fabric ribbon in a Selec
tric II cartridge I have been able to find-

the IBM Tech III. IBM part #1136391. That
ribbon twisted almost immediately each
time printing started. so I just had to
replace it: $15 wasted. The ribbon guides
let the ribbon slip out too easily given the
constant vertical movement: what good is
easy loading if the ribbon won't stay in
place? The clear plastic shield between
ribbon and paper accumulates flake too
easily. obscuring the poin t at which the
top of the paper must be placed to get
full use of the sheets. and there's no ap
parent way to easily remove that shield for
cleaning.
The power supply failed on my first
machine three days after I got it. My
dealer. JCS. replaced it without question.
The metal ribbon shield started interfer
ing with the print wheel this week. so the
serviceman will have to replace that. he
said. My warranty runs out next week. so
I'm starting to get nervous. Th e external
clip that holds the cable plug in place will
cut your fingers as you try to remove the
plug: a less-hostile clip method would cost
no more.
My questions are: Do you know of other
fabric ribbons available for the Juki? And
what is required to make the Juki print out
a chess position graphically using
Mychess running under ZOOS?
)AY

H.

BECKERMAN

Ft. Lauderdale. FL

.
Touch-Tone in •.. ASCII out.
With a T-300. any Touch-Tone phone
in the country can become a remote
data-entry terminal . .. or even a
control panel!
Imagine the possibilities:
Branch-office order entry. Inventory
control. Remote control of environ·
mental systems. Data logging.
Emergency access to process
control systems. Credit ca1;d
authorizations. The list of remote
access applications is endless!
Teltone's T-300 combines a
DTMF·to-ASCII converter with the
capabilities of a fully-equipped
inrelligent modem. It features Bell
103 compatibility. auto-answer and
originate. tone and pulse repertory
dialing. and call progress indications.
For ease of use. it's menu-driven and
user-programmable. An internal
buffer allows the T-300 to handle
multiple deta transfer speeds.
Touch-Tone is a registered tr ademark of AT&T.

Use it for front-end hardware
security too!
Protect your valuable programs and
data by effectively limiting access to
the computer &eftl'e the caller gets
through to any software security
system you might be using. You can
program the T· 300 to respond only to
a specific string of DTMF' sigAals:
unless the correct tones are
detected. callers are not connected
to your computer.
To get all the details. call us today at:
1·800-227·1800, ext. 1130.
Distributor inquiries are invited. For
more information. call us at
(206) 82 7-9626. ext. 490.
Teltone Corporation. P.O. Box 6 57. Kirkland.
WA 98033. TWX 910 449-2862 . In the east. call:
Teltone Co rporation (9041 262· 69 I 0. In Canada.
contact: Teltone Ltd.. 183 Amber Street.
Markham. Ontario L3R 36 4.14161475- 0837.

\CEL"'CDNE®

Having read Mr. Vose's excellent review of
the J uki 6100 printer. I thought your
readers might find these additional obser
vations useful.
Juki has prepared a very user-friendly
164-page owner's manual that is available
without charge to qualified Juki owners
through their dealers. This overcomes the
problems encountered with the supplied
44-page documentation.
In addition to the Courier 10 print wheel
provided with the printer. Juki sells two
others: Prestige Elite 12 and Roman PS.
I paid $7.95 each for these at my Juki
dealer. The mechanically (but not typo
graphically) compatible Triumph/Adler
print wheels from a 1riumph/Adler dealer
are available.in a wide range of type styles
including I 5 pitch. These cost about three
times as much as the Juki wheels and. as
a comparative self-test will quickly reveal.
differ from the Juki wheels. in 8 positions
used by infrequent accent marks.
The J uki wheels' lack of a true
apostrophe can be extremely disconcert
ing. The character that Juki has assigned
to the hexadecimal 2 7 position is more of
an acute accent Presumably it is intended
(continued)
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Dare to Conipare. Wme in. Sit down.
Run OOth PCs. IBM vs.Tl. Side by side.
Compare how they run powerful software.
Like 1-2-3™from Lotus: Or BPS Business
Graphics: Or MultiMat~
Compare speed. Keyboards. Graphics.
Service and support. Compare everything
a PC can do for you.
And one simple fact
will emerge:

'' ''L' ' ' '' ' ' ' ' '

'

~

~~\lll.\

IBM Personal Computer
(1-2a from Lorus)

Texas Instruments Professional Computer
. (1·2-3 from Lotus)

Take Tl's "Dare to Compare" challenge today. Selected dealers want you to see for yourself
how the TI Professional makes the best software perform even better. You'll also learn how
TI backs you with outstanding service and support, including an optional
...Ii.A.
24-hour customer support line and extended 1- or 5-year warranties.
~
Call us toll-free at 1-800-527-3500 foryournearestTI dealers.

TEXAS

IBM isa aadomarkoflntemational Business Machines, Inc. lotus and 1-2-3 aietrademarksofl.orus
!Hvi?lopmcnt Corporation. BPS Busines& Graphics is a trademark. of Business & P1ofessional Softwa1c,
Incorporated. MultiMate is a ttadomark ofSdtWon:I Systems. Copyright © 1984, Tex:is Instruments Jncorpoiated.

INSTRUMENlS

Creating useful products and services for you.

2764-48
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to serve both needs. but it looks terrible
as an apostrophe. particularly if you are
doing quotes within quotes. It just looks
wrong. For this reason. a Triumph/Adler
wheel is best if you are preparing English
language text where appearance is impor
tant. The lriumph/Adler wheels can also
get you in trouble at t imes. such as when
printing out a SuperCalc 2 spreadsheet
with borders. What you get instead of ver

YOUR PC CAN BE YOUR
NEXT SMART TERMINAL.
Smar Term sof1ware can make
your personal computer a lot
more intelligent than it really is.
Our terminal emulators have the
features that do the job: Full
keyboard emulation. Multiple
setups. TIY mode. "Sma rt"
soflkeys_ Printer support. Help
screens . And a friendly user
manual .

Built -in text and binary file
transfer is powerlul and simple
to use, and does not require

tical bars for column separators are para
graph signs. It looks very awkward.
Being able to use standard IBM type
writer ribbons is a great convenience. I
have found that the Tech Ill multistrike
ribbon is of sufficiently high quality for
nearly all uses-including correspond
ence-and its long life lessens the likeli
hood of running out of ribbon in the mid
dle of a page. When preparing originals

any special host software.
SmarTerm also features
automatic fi le transfer and two
dillerent "error-lree" protocols,
including XMOOEM.
There's a SmarTerm emulator
tha t matches your needs:

SmarT erm 100

tor emulation

of DEC VT100, VT102 and
VTS2. This program now
features 132-column display
mode support. using either
horizontal scrolling or special

132-column video display
boards. SmarTerm 125
includes all the leatures of

IN A WORLD ~~~~:~~~~~r:E'~oo

OF CHANGE,
THE SMART

for emulation o f Data
General Dasher 01 00,
0200 and 0400.

: Call today for more information.

More than 10,000 cus
tomers have discovered
just how smart their PCs
can be with SmarTerm.
We think you'H agree. Try
ii for 30 days wilh lull re·
lund privilege.

Available through your local
software dealer, or

Persolt, Inc.,

2740 Ski Lane,
Madison, WI 53713.
Phone (608) 273·6000.
TELEX 759491 .

GET SMARTERM™

for offset printing. however. a single-strike
ribbon such as Tech II will markedly im
prove the quality of the end product. and
it is easy enough to switch ribbons back
again.
STUART

C.

DOBSON

Irvington. NY

TOOLWORKS

C/80

It was gratifying to see our Toolworks C/80
used as one of the comparison compilers
in the review of three CP/M-80 C compilers
(lune. page 303) It's nice to see that our
$49.95 compiler still matches up well with
those costing much more.
But Toolworks C/80 would have done
ever better if Christopher Kern had used
version 3. which has been the current ver
sion since August 1983. It generates bet
ter object code and comes with an ex
panded library of over 4 5 functions. The
library includes the string functions that
Mr. Kern noted were missing in C/80 2.0.
coded in fast machine language. which
greatly speeds up the sort benchmark.
The most important improvement in ver
sion 3 is the optional C/80 Mathpak. which
adds true float and long data types {not
just subroutines) to the language. We sell
that Mathpak separately at $29.95 to keep
the price of the compiler down.
We compliment BYTE for its new review
format. with graphs clearly showing dif
ferences in performance. As a leader in
low-priced software since 1980. The Soft
ware Toolworks depends greatly on objec
tive reviews to point up the differences (or
lack of them) between our products and
more expensive ones.
WALT BILOFSKY

The Software Too/works
Sherman Oaks, CA

NEW PLASTIC CHIPS
······································~

persn1r

In regard to Harry J. Kuhman·s letter in
Review Feedback (lune. page 374) about
hangs and crashes while using Pinball
Construction Set. Commodore has started
using plastic-package video controller
chips instead of the ceramic-package
chips. These plastic chips run hotter than
the ceramic ones and after using the C64
with some games that have a lot of screen
activity the chip will overheat and lock up.
This can also occur when scrolling through
a file with a text editor. Pulling the reset
pin low with an external reset switch will
not reset the chip; the only cure is to
power down and let the machine cool off.
A very helpful service technician at a
(continued)
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Would you hire an entire band when
all you need is one instrument? Of
course not.

J,

So why use a whole orchestra of
computers when all you need is one
to develop software for virtually any
type of micro-processor?

\

The secret? Avocet's family of
cross-assemblers. With Avocet
cross-assemblers you can develop
software for practically every kind of
processor - without hauing to
switch to another deuelopment
system along the way!

Cross-Assemblers to Beat the Band!
Development Tools That Work
Avocet cross-assemblers are fast, reliable
.and user-proven in over 4 years of actual
use. Ask NASA, IBM, Xerox or the
hundreds of other organizations that use
them. Every time you see a new micro
·processor-based product, there's a good
chance it was developed with Avocet
cross-assemblers.
Avocet cross-assemblers are easy to use.
They run on almost any personal com
puter and process assembly language for
the most popular microprocessor fam iiies.
Your Computer Can Be A
Complete Development System
Avocet has the tools you need to enter
and assemble your soft-ware and finally
cast it in EPROM:
VEDIT Text Editor makes source code
entry a snap. Full-screen editing plus a
TECO-like command mode for advanced
tasks. Easy installation - INST ALL pro
gram supports over 40 terminals and
personal computers.
Customizable
keyboard layout. CP/M-80, CP/M-86,
MSDOS, PCDOS .......... . . . . $150
EPROM Programmers let you pro 
gram, verify, compare, read, display
EPROMS but cost less because they
communicate through your personal
computer or terminal. No personality
modules! On-board intelligence provides
menu-based setup for 34 different
EPROMS, EEPROMS andMPUs (40-pin
devices require socket adaptors). Self
contained unit with internal power supply,
RS-232 interface, Textool ZIF socket.
Driver software (sold separately) gives
you access to all programmer features
through your computer, lets you down
load cross-assembler output files, copy
EPROM to disk.
Model 7228 Advanced Programmer
- Supports all PROM types listed. Super
fast "adaptive" programming algorithm
programs 2764 in 1.1 minutes.
Model 7128 Standard Programmer 
Lower-cost version of 7228. Supports all
PROM types except "A" versions of2764
, and 27128. Standard programming algo
rithm programs 2764 in 6.8 minutes.
Circle 3 2 on inquiry card

Target
Avocet
Cross-assembler
Microprocessor
XASM04 NEW
6804
XASM05
6805
XASM09
6809
XASM18
1802/ 1805
XASM48
8048/8041
XASM51
8051
XASM65
6502/65C02
XASM68
6800/01 , 6301
XASM75
NEC 7500
XASM85
8085
XASM400
COP400
XASMF8
FS/3870
. XASMZ8
ZS
XASMZ80
280
XM AC682 NEW
68200
XMAC68K NEW
68000/ 68010
Model 7956 and 7956-SA Gang Pro
- Similar features to 7228,
but program as many as 8 EPROMS at
once. 7956-SA stand-alone version copies
from a master EPROM. 7956 lab version
has all features of stand-alone plus RS
232 interface.
~rammers

EPROM: 2758, 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 2764A,
27128, 27128A, 27256, 2508, 2516, 2532, 2564, 68764,
68766, 5133, 5143. CMOS: 27Cl6, 27C32, 27C64,
MC6716. EEPROM: 5213, X2816A, 48016, 12816A,
5213H. MPlJ (w/adaptor): 8748, 8748H, 8749,
8749H, 8741, 8742, 8751, 8755.
7228
Advanced Programmer
$ 549
Standard Programmer
429
7128
Laboratory Gang Programmer 1099
7956
7956-SA Stand-Alone Gang Programmer 879
PDV
Driver Software
95
8748FamilySocket Adaptor
98
481
Sil
8751 Socket Adaptor
174
755
8755 Socket Adaptor
135
30
CABLE RS-232 Cable (specify gender)

CP/M-86
IBM PC, MSDOS**
$ 250.00
250.00
250.00
'
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
500.00
250.00
300.00
300.00
250.00
250.00
595.00
595.00

CP/M-80
$ 250.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
500.00
250.00
300.00
300.00
200.00
250.00
595.00
595.00

AVOCET'S SUPERB 68000 CROSS
ASSEMBLER - With exhaustive field
testing completed, our 68000 assembler
is available for immediate shipment.
XMAC68K supports Motorola standard
assembly language for the 68000 and
68010. Macros, cross-reference, struc
tured assembly statements, instruction
optimization and more. Linker and
librarian included. Comprehensive, well
written manual. XMAC682 for MK68200
has similar features.
Call us toll-free for some straight talk
about development systems.

1-800-448-8500
(in the U.S. Except Alaska a nd Hawaii)
VISA and Mastercard accepted. All popular d isc formats now available

~~~,:~~ OE~YJQ~JR&osnJ~~l¥ft~. shipping and handling·· call for
"Trademark of Digital Researc h

HEXTRAN Universal HEX File Con
ve r ter - Convert assembler output to
other formats for downloading to de
velopment systems and target boards.
Also useful for examining object file,
changing load addresses, extracting parts
of files. Converts to and from Intel,
Motorola, MOS, RCA, Fairchild, Tek
tronix, TI, Binary and HEX/ ASCII Dump
formats. For CP/M, CP/M-86, MSDOS,
PCDOS .. ............ . . .. ... $250
Ask about UNIX.

exaci

*"Trademark of Microsoft

DEPT. 1184-B

804 SOUTH STATE STREET
DOVER, DELAWARE 19901
302-734-0151 TELEX 467210
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local dealer helped to find the problem
and replaced the plastic video chip with
a ceramic one: the problem disappeared.
I hope this information will help Mr.
Kuhman and other BYTE readers with
similar lockup or hang problems.

R.

SUNLEY

Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada

FOUR

Locos

I liked the review "Four LDgos for the IBM
PC" by Mark Bridger (August. page 287 ).
It was a well-written. in-depth. and fair
review.
I was especially pleased with the text
box "Recursion: Therein Lies a 'Jail " (page
300). because Mark Bridger realizes the
importance of optimizing tail recursion
and making the best use of stack space.
IBM Logo (from Logo Computer Sys
tems Inc.) was written in machine code by
people who were determined to get per
formance. ·rail recursion and list process
ing are optimized.
I could not resist the temptation to

rewrite the recursive version of your Sieve
program (listing 6. page 301) to make it
more efficient (by making it tail recursive
and by building up the lists with FPUT) .
The new version can find all of the prime
numbers between I and 1500 on an IBM
PC with only 128K.
TO SIEVE :N
PR SIEVE2 BF IOTA N []
END

:RESULT]
OP SHRINKIT :N (BF LIST) :RESULT
END
TO IOTA :N
LOCAL "T MAKE "T LIST :N
REPEAT :N - 1
[MAKE "T FPUT ((FIRST :T) - 1) :T]
OUTPUT :T
END
IAN MACMILLAN

TO SIEVE2 :LIST RESULT
IF EMPTYP LIST [OP REV RESULT []]
OP SIEVE2 (SHRINKIT (FIRST :LIST)
:LIST []) FPUT FIRST :LIST :RESULT
END
TO REV :LIST :RESULT
IF EMPTYP :LIST [OP RESULT]
OP REV (BUTFIRST :LIST)
(FPUT (FIRST :LIST) RESULT)
END
TO SHRINKIT :N :LIST :RESULT
IF EMPTYP LIST [OP REV :RESULT []]
LOCAL "T MAKE "T (FIRST LIST) I :N
IF NOT :T =INT :T
[MAKE "RESULT FPUT (FIRST LIST)

Logo Computer Systems Inc.
Lachine, Quebec
Canada

COMPAQ PLUS
Mark Dahmke's review of the Compaq Plus
(July, page 24 7) was very informative ex
cept for one small bit of misinformation.
Mark was pleased to see that Compaq
was now supplying technical information
with its machine. such as how to open the
cabinet. how to install add-ons. set
memory switches. etc. This is not entirely
correct.
This information is not supplied. it must

7 REAsONS WIY EVERY CORPORA
4. You have w produce
all kinds of reports on a regular
basis to keep everybody happy.
(MULTI-FILE REPORTlNG)

5. You get imenupted
so much even the interruptions
get interrupted, so the last thing
you need is software that makes

MENU-DRIVEN)
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be sought out. Compaq will try to answer
questions. but it publishes no technical in
formation of any kind. No instructions for
any modifications to the Compaq. such as
adding an 8087. are provided.
One is referred to the IBM technical
manual for memory and 110 maps. and
since Compaqs are sold on the basis of
their compatibility to the IBM PC. one can
only hope that the technical information
contained in this volume is valid for the
Compaq.
DAVID KORST

Canoga Park. CA

SANYO

have few complaints. About the only thing
that would make it a better machine is if
software developers would do the little
work needed to rewrite certain IBM
specific programs so that they would run
on the many Sanyos out there.
There were a few minor errors in Mr.
Sudbrink's article that I'd like to correct
also. First. the 5 50 comes with WordStar
3.3-not the earlier 2.4 version stated in
his review. Also. Sanyo now offers pur
chasers the choice of receiving either a
bundle of IUS's "Easy" software packages
or the MicroPro "Star" bundle at their
option.

550/555

BRAD SCHOLZ

Norwalk. CT

I'd like to take this opportunity to tell you
how much I enjoyed Bill Sudbrink's review
of the Sanyo MBC-550/555 computers
(August. page 2 70). This system certainly
deserves the kind of attention you r maga
zine offers. I think it is fair to say that no
other MS-DOS computer on the market to
day offers as much value and performance
for the money as the Sanyo. I have been
using my 5 55 for nine months now and

IEC
6. You have word-pro
cessing packages, spreadsheets,
and mainframe data files, with
no way to make them relate to
each other. (POWERLINKS™)
7. You think you
deserve some time to yourself.
(THEN READ ON)

I read with interest Bill Sudbrink's review
of the Sanyo MBC-555. I purchased the
Sanyo as an expensive way to back up my
Columbia 1600-4. which we use at the of
fice. There was a curious problem in the
WordStar program that was bundled with
the machine. When I installed WordStar
and attempted to set the function keys
similar to the way we had set them at the

office. I discovered that. while I was able
to redefine the function keys. the install
program did not allow me to change the
message that appeared at the bottom of
the screen. I was able to take the program
into the office and use the WordStar in
stall program. which we had purchased for
the Columbia. to install that particular
feature and had no difficulty doing so.
I enjoyed the review and enjoy the
magazine considerably.
ROBERT C. SACKS
Lilburn. GA
I bought a Sanyo 4050 and have tried to
get the Sanyo company to answer a
number of questions about upgrading the
memory. recommended communication
packages. disk formats. etc .. with abso
lutely no success. Three phone calls have
been ignored as well as three letters; the
last one having been sent by registered
mail on June 28. Perhaps you or your
readers can tell me how to get this com
pany to respond?
HARVEY

J. COOPERSMITH
Elmhurst. NY•

NEEDS POWER-BASE:M
12 West 37th Street, New York,
Visit your local
NY, 10018 1-$00-237-4778
computer dealer today and ask
for Power-base™-the #l-rated
, 11 ".:::----- - -;::---::,, ,. (In NY,
business management program
/~
~~212-947-35~)
that helps you get the job
r
\::
done simpler.
--/
- - ~
.·O
1
PowerBase
Systems, Inc.,
f:}-('.".J-" \._~'o,,.. ~1
=~ ~

A)-.., '~~

J'

L

'

/~-~· ,1..~,____I _:-\!, ,

~~.,1'1' ',\ "'

4'-;:,~~
.
.J~
/~Y_µr:.¢" 11 I
' ~ "' JJ t-1 I' r 1 \ ' \ I
1
(11 -

1

·;.r·

?V rl /,' ' ~ r 1;,~

ti~~~

i

WEMADEITPOWERFUL
BUT WE KEPT IT SIMPLE.
SEEUSAT

((@ffl~~f~XfM
ilcx)TH5 7032,

7133.

-~~. 1·i _
rp:;:;~ -~~

Requires 2S6K for use on the IBM PC. PC!XT and compatibles.
"("' ....,!.
Requires 320Kforuse on the IBM PC/AT.
Power-base. DacaZOOM, and Powcrlinks arc registered rradcmarks d Powcrbasc Systems, Inc.
IBM PC. IBM/Xl and IBM PC/AT arc registered trademarks of the IBM Corporation.

Circle 3 3 5 on inquiry card.
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Not long ago, PC Magazine called MOBS Ill "The most complete and flexible data base
management system available for microcomputers." That's a powerful statement. But then,
MOBS Ill is an amazingly powerful software package. So powerful, in fact, that it lets you build
mainframe-quality application systems on your micro or mini. MOBS Ill is not for beginners. It's for appli
cation developers with large data bases or complex data interrelationships who want to define data base
structures in the most natural way-without resorting to redundancy or artificial constructs. It's for profes
sionals who can appreciate its extensive data security and integrity features, transaction logging, ad hoc
query and report writing capability and its ability to serve multiple simultaneous users. And if you want the
power and the glory that only the world's most advanced data management system can provide, MOBS Ill
is for you. For information on MOBS Ill and our professional consulting services, write or call Micro Data
Base Systems, Inc., MOBS/ Application Development Products, 85 West Algonquin Road, Suite 400,
Arlington Heights, IL 60005. (800) 323-3629, or (312) 981-9200. MOBS III. ABSOLUTE POWER.

II

Circle 269 on inquiry card.
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COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR: NCC REFLECTIONS

by Jerry Pournelle ............................. . . . . . ... 361
CHAOS MANOR MAIL conducted by Jerry Pournelle ' .. ' ' . . . .. '' '381
BYTE WEST COAST! NEW DEVELOPMENTS

by John Marko{{. Phil Robinson. and Ezra Shapiro ........... ... 387
BYTE )APAN: TECHNOLOGY SHOCK by William M. Raike. . . . . . . 401
BYTE U.K.: A PLETHORA OF PORTABLES by Dick Pountain ' ' ... 413
MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS: TOGGLING FUNCTIONS

by Michael W. Ecker . . . . . . . . . . .

. ..... .. .. . . . . .... 42 5

SUPER SAVING BARN BURNERS!
ffi
.ffEl

IBM-PC™ COMPATIBLE
.PROMETHEUS
. PRODUCTS INCORPORATED
HARD DISKS & CONTROLLER 1200 Doud Modem Cords

1OMbyte Internal

$299

$795

=
:

ORDER FROM BELOW
:

-

MOPJIOW DESIGNS

.... ...

Micr oOtc•SC1nw1SMbyterulllltSk&te1m1018KP08MOSM05 $1999 00
Bas<CBO Supr1Ca1t.Pe1sona1 Pea1~a l'IO
BKMOSMO 11SOfr 5 J5000
PJot sohwil! lor MOS a»e

lllMPC"
.

W/11.Jal 'Ii ~m ll)ppies & 256K RAM 8Kl0MCP0256TEA 5199900

SANYO
MBC550·2 MS·OOS 1 llbtlsdO'ive sys·BKPOBSV0999
temw/Gtnsc1eeM"Clnltor&80cpsJ)'!fltt1

s 99900

111 Hard OIW w tftl
IOMB ln!tfl'lal
IOMB EKte rna
15MB tnttma1
ISMB Exl ema
30M8 Jn:erna!
JOMB Extunal
II\ lOMBSueam1ng Tallt Bac~Ull
54K RAM expans:on fOr eM PC..

ConfTollen
BKIUHOPCllO
BKIHHOPCXl(I
BKl11HDPC115
BKHH OPCXl 5
BKHOPC!JO
BKIJIHOPCXJO
BK lllSTXIO
BKPDBIB~MEM9

S 79500
5 895 00
S 99 500
51 09500
S179500
5189500
5129500
5 4500

VIDEO CAl\DS
8K1BM1504910
BK IBM1504900

tBM colo! l'ICleacaidlit>s
IBM l,IOf«l'\IQ111tCar<l 21bS

S 25000
5 25000

-

PRINTERS

_.
•

:

.

STD CAMS !2 lbs each!
Oual RS2J2 1 C!fll pm1tel. cloclcal BKSTBSR tO
i;iamtoacc,r port, ano 256K RA McarCl
~ pcj)I. ta "1j 10 64 Kl
·cei1oara1e1ane1 1RS2J2portcoc•1c a1B KSTSIO
an!lljlmeoon caro
1· RS232 l ·centpill CloclYcalgameOOrlBKSTBRIOPLS
anl3384Kca1C {pcp u1atedto 64K)
Grapt~cs P!JS II RGB MllC Cl\IOITof! Oa• poflSKSlBGRPt52

S
S
5
S
5

27500
16900
17900
68000
49500

Parf nG.

G!mn !OX 20 bs.
Gemini !OX 1or IBM PC 20 lbs. ..
Gem1n1 15X 26 lbs
Gemn ISX IOI IBM PC.. S 26 lbS
Saia! intulace JOI' GEMINI X seues
Se11a1m1eilace with 4KOOfter
COEX SOFT· p;ual1el 211bs

0KSTRG(M10X
8KSH\GfMLOXPC
BKSTRGEM15X
6!1.SlllGEM15Xpt
BKSTRSERJNTX
6KSIRSERl~llU!

BKCOXSOH

Ml160L80 rol 21 lbs
MT180L lJ2 cot 28 llJs

BKTALMTl60L
BKTALMT180l

S 19900
5 28900

BKOOROOBROXPO
Bl<OOROOBRIJHO
BKOOROOCLR
BKOOROOCLRI
8KOOR0051
BKOOROOtlllK
BKOORRS732

5
5
S
S
S
S

239 00
22900
21900
U90 0
2!i90 C
53900
S 8900

Pata1et car11

8KOORli'1C

5 8900

•

APPLE II'" COMPATIBLE ADD-ONs
DISK DPJVES

PIJ40 seua1 JOlbs
P1340 oara ~r l JOl!)s
Pl351 oarattel 35'b5
B·t1,1ect1on1 t1 ac1r 10l~ 13 51 6rbs
S1'1Qle b<n nt stieel te etler

8KTSH P134 0S
BKTSHP1340P
BKTSHPl JSlP
Br<TSHA04 00 J
BK TSHA05002

CP/111"" CAl\DS

PRACTICAL PEIUPHEl\AL5
6KP~PCR,l,PlllCAR0
8Kl'l\PRIHERfAC~

S 8500
S 5900
8KPRPV82PLUS16S S 18900
8KPRPl.'82PlUS lti P Sl8900

11 (Ser1a11
M<e 1ot..Htf ti ioaralleQ
·~oc100..!fet

VIDEO MONITORS
SAN'IO
SAi/YO
5.AtiVO
Tt.XAN
I AXl.S

l2MH1 12 Ambet 18 ICS
18MH1 12 Grttn 24 lb'S
18MHI !2 Ambei 24 Its
18',lHz 12 Gieen 18 lbs
18'AHz 12 Amou 18 IOS
~ :.·1vo n RGB co:1:1 n.~HI JO lbS
IAXilll 12 AGB CO!flf 6MH150 IOS

8KSY00M2212
9KSY00M8112CX
8KSY00M8212CX
8KTAX115
SKTAX\16
BKSVOJM7500
8KTAX210

MODEMS
PP.OMmlEUS

5 57500
79900

s

1200 Baut:!Slf\JflmOOem 4 tbs
12008aull!01 IBM ·PC.. w/so!1 ware
JOO Baull Sma1111ooem

5 77700
s 77700
!129900
~ 195 00
s 995 00

CH SYSTEMS

HAYES
BKDCH0 40 0P
BKOCH1200B
BKDCH0200P
BK OC>i701400

S 47900
5 42900
s 2•900
$24900

MISCEUAHEOUS
Sl ~!t1 11 (J(lem laimpul!r

sec111•!Y llt1Ace J 1m
MURA 300 BaJCI 11 C111e m 2 bS

8KMURMMIOO

s 7500

Double Density Diskettes

$1. 6 0 EACH In Packs ot 25
BK5 025 ($1.80 x25 = $40.00/packl
$1 •40 EACH In Boxes
ot 250
BK5D25D ($1.40 X250 = S35o.OO/b0ll
In Cartons ot 1000
$ 1 • _20EACli
$
OO/carlonl
(Sh. Wl 3 lb~

s

5
5
5
S
5
5
5

7900
12900
12900
1J900
13900
37900
319 00

?A t,AS0f/ C401!~ ''1 te,oh!

s

Ct!s.cel10>81C;PA 1'JASS"W
149 00
2 to9 Cnves SIJ9 0 tJCn ; 1001 more Oroves 512900 eacn
TEAC 961~ 'h Ile Q"ll dol S'C\I! Jibs
BK TE A55f
s 16900
2 10 9 Cnve~ 515900 eJCh l 10 01moit Dr"·e> S\4900 Nth
TANDON 100·2 40trll CO( s11:t 4! bs
81CTND TM1002 s 19 900
2 lo9 Or1ves 519000 eac11 1 10 or more Drwes 518500 eacn

5' /" ' HARD DISK

-;;,
ouMHUM 42M byte Ha•ll
MlCROPOLIS 52M0yte

GIS~ 9tis

BKOTM0540
8KMCP1304

s 14 95 00
5219500

64KM.crobuNe11St11al21os
64K M1cro0urte1(paralleQ 2·os

BKPAPM81S54
BKPRPl.'81?64

5 24900

S 24900

DISK DRIVE ENCLOSURES

e·· ENQOSUl\D
ParaOynam<s ClualCl!Skl!lll J51b~
Pa1aOynam•csoual1ackmllufl1351bs
JMA Dual OesklOO JQ , b~

8 o, 'C~2X :)

8KPON2200R
BKJMA2CB

JMR0.1a 1t1a1 neion1~en mounlTl~s

Ill S1rio1e t>arCJ tlrS~ enclosure 161b~
JMR CAra f flardCJ1Sk encJosure2010>

8K JMR1C5
BK ~ MR2C5

B<. JMR 2C5C
8KJMR2SV5
3KillH05001
BKJMRHOC52

5900
8900
9900
S 55(10
S 23900
s 29900

8" MAXELL DISKmES
8" dbVdens s.ngte sidell 110

BKMACMl286
BKGBTS\060
BKGBT51080
8KSOSJ8095
BKSOSJ8092
81<.ADCSUP6t28

11moo

BKAOCSBC15

S

8KAOCS8C18

I St!CO

BKCRMOPU
BKCRMSCC
BKCRM2PU

I WOO
s 49$ DO

S 2000
S 19'00
S i9t00
S 69900
$ 69900
S~

•

00

~

=

S >ts 00

Ccm (ll.IProRAM 16 / 64K
ComouF'fo RAM 23 / 128K
SOS ExpandoRA Mlll/696
SOSExoanOCRAM W
CADMEMCO 512K MSU
CROMEMCO MCU Memory coi\rd unit
CROMEMCO 256Kz
CROMEMC064KZ
CROMEMCO 2MegaBy1e RAM CARO
MACROTECH I Megabyte

BKGBT520 16
I 14tC0
BKGBT5202J2 S sttCO
BKSOSJ8097
I 49'00
BKSDS38088
S USCIO
BKCRM 512MSU $199500
BKCAMMCU
S 39900
0KCRM256KZ $1295.00
BKCAM64KZ
S 69500
BKCRM2048MSUS8995 00
BKMACMAXM S219S 00

BKG8T52012
8KSOSJ8082

S 89900
S 64900

CompuPro tntMacer 1
Compi.l'folf'lteflace-4
Com.,,1P10Sys1emSvDQor1 I
SOS 4 IJO"I Async. stria!
SOS80Cl'IAsyr'C.se11al
sos 8 Plll l 4·Asyric 4·Syl'I(;
CAO MEMCO TV·AR T
CAOMEMCO OUAOART
CROMEMCO lnte:loenc c-eus.. 1/0
muurcroces50f
CROMEMCO 4 ODii r511ated oa1alll!l
CRO ME MC 0 B OOf'I oara'll!l m1r11m
CROMEMCO GPIB 1EEH88 lfl\eflm
CROME MCO OAC12
CROMEMCO AOC12
CROMEMCO 0+7A

BKGBTIJJA
BKGBT53040
BKG8156010
BKSOS38096
BKSOSJ809J
B KS OS~8094

BKCAMTR T
BKCRMOORT
BKCRMIOP
BKCRM4PIO
BKCRMBPIO
BKCAMGPIB
8KCRMOAC12
Bio+RMAOC 12
BKCRMOHA

I nu o
S }4900
S )!.000
S U 900

S $1'00
S 64100
S JllOO
S '1$ 00

I 49!00
S 11100
S l4t 00
J ~)SOO
S tMOO
I 41$ 00

s m oo

S-100 CONTROWR DOAP.DS
54 7900
5499 00
5 22900

5' 1•" ENCl.OSUP.ES
JI.Ill Sn•g:e Sits.
JMAOual tul11•e1o"ll 90$
JMR Ou a11ullhe1gnl wllfllernadala
cable91bs

-

Nd!

S-100 1/0 DOAP.DS

PRINTER DUFFERS

8" DIUVES

bo3rd:s21~

S-100 RAM DISK DOAP.DS

(Shipped fre19h1 col~cll
1200 ·
BICiDIDDD ($1.20 X1000 
These prices are so low, the manufacturer has requested to not be ldentHled.

SIEMENS Sf'9Je S'Cl!OWCltnSo!y 1810s BKSIEf001008 S 12500
210501uesS11000eact116crmaeD•1..esS9900eaci'I
WORLD DISK DRIVES O:J1bte Solle
RKWOD2008P
21900
<1bl!Clens•W 181bs
2 loS Orr. es 519900 each / 6 DI mo:e OnvesS18900each
OUME TR.AK 842 Obi side 0111 lltns 18tbs8KOME IRAK842 S 45 900
MITSUBISH!Clblsllle llll dens 18lls
8KMITM28946JB5 31500
TANDOt~ 'Ii h~lllSQl s1 Cle lll!Gens91osBKTN0iMB481E s J1900
TANOOtl 'h lle•Qnt ~trt Side Obi !lens 9obs. BKT~ OTM84 82E S 38900

li!iiii!ii!i!

S-100 RAM DOAP.DS

CompuPro M·Omor/lt• 512K
SOS RAM Cl is k256K

per paek)

(S~ wl 30 lb~ per box)

DISK DRIVES

MACRO TECH 80286 & ZBO
Comt>U?IG CPU-2
CnmpuP1G8085/8 811Ual ptou-;sor
SOS SBC-300 4MHZ
SOS SBC-JOO BMHz
ADVANCEO DIGITAL SuPctS.K w/fl<W1
COlltrG11er. 128K RAM
ADVANCED OlGITAL4MH l SBC. 5\'0
nnppyco11rolll!r. 64K RAM
AOVANC~O DIGITAL 4MHz SBC. a·
11oooycoi1rc;ler.64KRAM
CROMEMCO OPU 68000 anUllOA
CROMEMCO sec
CROMEMCO 2PU

BKC HSSLEUTH S429 00

51/4" Double Sided

. .

_

S-100 CPU DOAP.DS

......

$1\0c>rog fi'e'qlt Cl'1 all 5·100

P10Mo::lem 1100 ~ a~!o(flaV ans 4 1~8KPRMPM 1 200 $ 359 00
ProMa:lem !BM·PC"" carcl wtsoltware - . BKPRMPM1200B S29900
Prot.kxlem AA* n car el w/sohware
BKPRMPMllOOA SJ99D O
PloMOOtmb Maontoshwlc~ & sottwa-e8KPRMPMI 200M$49900
AIPll3/r'Jmeltsplay l0t P1oMoclem
8KPRMOISPLAY S 7900
Opllons pt!ICeSSOt IOI' ProMooem
BKPRMOPTPRO s 7900
64K Men'()f1Jt1;l lorop11ons !)l'OCtSSOf 8KP06PRMEXP64 s 5900

•• -,

3 49

..
•

BKABTL020P (Sh. wt 25 lbs.)
BKABTL020T Tractor Feed
$189.00

';°'~"~"~'~"~"~·.............................~-:----::':"-:---:----------,

!>11• " OPJVES
5 26900
5 17900
5 7500

t.llCROSOFT P1em..1mcaio 11r
BKMSFJ57760
S 29900
..·1CP I.I. ano MBASC.
MICAO?RO zaoe 6MH1 card 154~ RAM BKMOflWOSTRlA 5 299 00
CP1M· aflll WorCls1a r 33"
HAYES Mocromooem I e
BKOCH701400
S 24900
0ATASPEC97!untt(ln~efHftxmo
0KOSCAPLKE825 S 19900

P1111terlace

Parallel

5 399 00

QUADllAM CAf\llS 12 lbs ea ch)

Gra~n , ~arc

Qume Compatlble$

S 259 00
S 32900
S 37900
S 449 00
S 5900
S 11900
5 17900

TOSHIDA

S 31900

EXPANOEO OUAOBOARD
Ol-AOBOAROll
Ol.iAOCOLOR1·
OUAOCOLOR 11""
OUAO 512 (64K ms1alleC'1
OUAOLINK
Se11a1 1r.tta1"Clt·AS2J2

uious GT It.: Appe" W<SCl1ware
BKINOG TAPPLE
COrlCO'IOE A:p.e II o ~k the allcl·on BKCROC1 11
CONCOROE App en 4 011~e r..on1ro11er BKCROClJO

-

STAR

ti PRINTER

18CPS LETTER QUALITY

CALL
FOR
PRICING

MONITOl\S
1BM 12" 9reen screen !Bibs
BKIBM5151001
TAXAN 12· i;i1eenscreenlor 18M18tbs 0KTAX121
TAXAN 12 amoer screenlorlBM 181bsBKTAXl22
IBM ll colcrRGB 281bS
BKIBl,1515J001
TAXA N 12 colo• RGB w/cable 28IOS 8K TAXRGB4 20

I

0 MS-DOS"' Computers

MANNIWMNN TAUY

IDM PC'" COMPATIBLE ADD-ONs

,!,It l

$399

ORDER FROM BELOW
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

$29.95

BKWBRDGl 15S (Sh. wt 3 lbs.) List Price: $49.95

ORDER FROM BELOW

1OMbyte Streaming
Tape Backup For
IBM-PC™ $1295

SURGE SUPPRESSOR

DATAGAllD

FOP.
APPLE II, II+, lie

FoP.

-

6KMXlFOl 128M1200 S 2150

FOii FLOW'f DlllU
Com;:..f"ro OISKl OMA
SOS Ve1safl0DC71 u wtlll CJl/M 30 ..
(a spec·al tf'fl;>lef nenla1C1'1 by SOS!

BKG8T5'018
$ 39900
0KP08VF2CPM3 $ 29900

SOSVeisaF~y111

BKSOSJ8099
S 59 900
BKPOBVFJ39US S 74900
BKP0811FJ39146 S 74900
BKPOBVFJJ9147 S 74900
BKPOBVFJJ9148 S 74900
BKCRM64 FOC S 59500

w1lhS" ~n{)ankC":ICPIM 30 ..
w1tn8" unbankC":I CPIM JO..
•
S'- Oinllr< CP/M JO ..
wit n8 !laMl!llCPi MJO..
CROMEMCO 64f0C

Com~1Pro

FOP..:..HARD
:.:...::..::...cDl
:_S
.:..K
.,.,...--

O!SKJ Sea9a1e Sl500 Set"ltS BKG8T54030
' UltS
AOVA"ICEO OIGITAL SeaQ~te 500
BK.AOCHDC10015 s 39900

·::.~:.;~--D :~·::;:o~:~:~=-~== :~~
9161 Deering Ave ., Chatsworth, CA 9131 1-5887

2~~~p!~h~R~~~e~~~e~ !~~-~~!~?.y ~Id~F~~N~~~~a~~~!~i.s lR!~e~ll ~U~

SHIP PING & HANDLING of S"J.OO for !he lirSI 3 lbs., plus 401 lor each add1!ional pound (20¢ if within California). Orders over 70 lbs. sen! Ireight collect JuSI in
case, include your phone number.Pnces sub ject to change wit hoot not ice We will dO our oest to maintain prices through November,1984 . Credit cardorders will re
charged appropriate fre 1ghl. We are rol respons ible for lypographical errors. Sale prices lor prepaMI orders only. Circle 3 4 on inquiry card.

o

ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423-5922 - CA. AK. HI CALL (818) 709-5111

~

•

~
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C·O·M·P·U·T·I·N·G
A·T C·H·A·O·S M·A·N·O·R

NCC
Apology
Hype Merchants
Endangered Species?
NCC
Puzzled Bell
Zenith Z-1 50
Screen Test
Tl Appetizer
Keyboard Mystery
More Macthoughts
In Love with Love
Boosting Borland
Tutsim
Eagle Scout

BY JERRY POURNELLE

Re~ections

I

don't usually write about software that
isn't running at Chaos Manor. Once in
a while I may take someone's word for
something. but when I do. I find I often
regret it. There's no substitute for personal
experience.
Case in point: I reported in the July issue
that Bruce Tonkin had found a number of
bugs in Microsoft BASIC for the Macintosh.
I shouldn't have.
What I said was true: the version Bruce
was using, 1.0, did not implement mouse
functions; and he did report some prob
lems. Alas. some of those "problems" turn
out to be rumors he'd heard. and even as
we were speaking, Microsoft had replaced
1.0 with l. l. which does hook into the
Macmouse.
I routinely send manuscript copies of my
reviews to affected companies so that they
can complain about errors. (I don't pay any
attention to other kinds of complaints.)
Somehow. though, the copy sent to Micro
soft went astray.
The best news. though, is that Microsoft
is now bringing out Microsoft BASIC 2.0.
which has graphics. the ability to use pull
down menus. and lots of other goodies.
Note: as l write this. I have only 1.1. which
works fine. I've been promised 2.0. which
I should have long before you read this.
More when I know more. Meanwhile. my
apologies.
INVASION OF THE PRODUCT
SNATCHERS

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in
psychology and is a science-fiction
writer who also earns a comfortable
living writing about computers
present and future.

I sometimes think this industry is going to
dissolve in hype.
Case in point at NCC I made contact with
some people at a major hardware house.
which I'll call the Glubnautz Company to
protect the innocent. They asked me why
I never reviewed their products.
"I only write about what rm using. and
I've already got a good thingummy:·
"Would you try one of ours if we sent it?
We think you'll like it better than the Brand
X you're using:·

"Sure. Love to."
"Fine. We're also introducing Finkleduddy.
a revolutionary new software product. Can
we get you to try that?"
"Yeah. sure. it sounds interesting. You do
know that I'm not BYTE. and stuff you send
me doesn't get to the BYTE product-review
editor. and stuff you send to BYTE doesn't
get to me:·
"Yeah. sure. we read your column all the
time. Can we have your card?"
So I gave them a card. In fact. I gave them
two: one with the BYTE address and phone
and one giving the real address and phone
for Dr. I. E. Pournelle at Chaos Manor. Alas.
1\vo weeks later. the phone rang at 8:30
a.m. My staff doesn't get here before 9:00.
so I got out of bed and staggered into the
office. A voice with a cultured accent asked
for Dr. J. E. Pournelle. I reluctantly admitted
that was me.
"Hi. J. E. I'm Joe Gland. media relations
specialist for the Glubnautz Company.
How're you doing? Hey, J. E., I see you're
with BYTE . Great magazine. We were just
up to New Hampshire. Must have missed
you when we were there."
"Yeah. well. I don't get to New Hampshire
very often. I live in California:·
"Oh? Hey, yeah. that's right. it says so on
the card here. Look. J. E.. you gave your card
to one of our people at the booth at NCC.
right? You want some information on our
new Finkleduddy software. Great product.
Really great. Revolutionary."
"That's not quite the way it was." Patient
ly I tried to explain that it was his people
who had approached me and wanted me
to evaluate his company's products.
"Well. we sent a copy of the Finkleduddy
program to BYTE already."
Sigh. I tried once more. "As I explained
to the people at your booth. I am not
BYTE:'
"Your card says here you're with BYTE."
"I write a column:·
"Oh. do you? Hey. J. E.. that's great! If I
(continued)
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Circle I 0 on inquiry card.

.11o~Nc:o

CHAOS MANOR

M:Mo11:s
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

a

IBM PC 64K. 1/360 KB DRIVE ..... $1425
IBM PC 64K, 2/360 KB DRIVES . .. . $1625
IBM PC-XT, 1/360 KB . ....... .... CALL!
IBM PORTABLE 256K,
1/360 KB DRIVE ...... . .. . ..... $2050
IBM PORTABLE 256K,
2/360 KB DRIVE ............... $2375
COMPAQ 128K, l/360 KB DRIVE .. CALL!
COMPAQ 128K, 2/360 KB DRIVES . CALL!
COMPAQ PLUS, l/360 KB, lOMb .. CALL!
TAVA PC, 128K COMPLETE
SYSTEM ........ . ............. $1625
SANYO 555-2, 128K,
2/360 KB DRIVES ...... .. ...... CALL!
SANYO 550·2, 128K,
21160 KB DRIVES .............. CALL!

DISK DRIVES
TEAC 55B, 360 KB, 1/2 HT FOR IBM $123
PANASONIC (MATSUSHITA) 360 KB,
1/2 HT FOR IBM ........ .. ..... . $120
SANYO, 360 KB, 112 HT FOR IBM .. $120
TOSHIBA, 360 KB, 112 HT FOR IBM $145
MITSUBISHI-M48530, 96 TPI,
80 TRK ..... .. ... . .. . .. .. ...... $149
A.M. L Ile, APPLE Ile COMPATIBLE $145
AM I. Ile, APPLE Ile COMPATIBLE $175
TRS 80 COMPATIBLE SS/DD . . . . . . . $98
IBM COMPATIBLE SS/DD . . . . . . . . . $98
COMMODORE COMPATIBLE,
174 KB, SS/DD .... .. .. .. .. .. . .. $265

ACCESSORIES

~
,.,..,..__
A

' ;-<. • . . •

64 K ORAM CHIPS (Set of 9)
IBM UPGRADE .......... . .... $39.50
LOCKING DISKETTE FILE
(90 Capacity! ................. $23.95
1
5 /.i" DISKETTE HOLDER
(100 Capacity) .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. $3.95
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

ADVANCED
MEMORIES
187 W. Orangethorpe
Building 1, Unit C
Placentia, CA 92670

(714) 528-4300
rz::x:si

IS:K:2J

I I

CA RESIDENTS
ADD 6.5' SAi.ES TAX 

Availabili ty Jn d prices subject to ch;:ingc without
Not responsible for typogr<tphical errors.
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send you Finkleduddy, when will you
send it back?"
"I don't usually return software:·
"Oh. Well. J.E.. it's a pretty valuable
program. Look. I'll send you our press
kit on the Finkleduddy program:·
"Please don't bother," I said. "I have
12 cubic feet of unreviewed software
already. I certainly don't need any
product descriptions."
·
The conversation dwindled down
ward from there. It was obvious that
Joe Gland. the "media relations
specialist." had never read a copy of
BYTE in his life. I found out later from
the New Hampshire staff that when
he'd visited the BYTE offices. it had
become obvious that Mr. Gland had
never read any computer magazine.
nor had he ever used a microcom
puter. He'd come straight out of a con
sumer products environment. prob
ably something to do with selling
soap. He apparently used my initials
because he didn't know my first name.
and the Gladhander Association
rescinds the membership of anyone
using honorifics like "Mister" or
"Doctor."
Whatever he'd been trying to do. he
has certainly undone the relationship
his engineering people tried to build
while I was at NCC. I have to cope
with a mountain of software and hard
ware that I feel some obligation to
review. I'm always looking for good
stuff. advertised or not. but let's face
it there's no real shortage; yet Mr.
Gland wanted me to beg for his
sacred products. which he would
grudgingly send on 30-day loan. dol
ing out the precious gold to media
peasants who in his imagination must
be panting with anticipation.
In other words. he didn't know the
territory.
The horrible part is that he's not
unusual. These "product represen
tatives" from the consumer products
outfits have descended in force:
dozens of companies. including some
old-line outfits. have employed them.
It's as if the micro community were
the victims of a curse. It's the invasion
of the product snatchers. creatures
determined to sell computers and
software the same way you'd hype

Procter & Gamble soap.
It has to stop. Look: how can it
possibly benefit a company to
employ "media relations specialists"
who haven't read any of the media
they "specialize" in relating to?
ARE WE DINOSAURS?

The product snatchers think computer
hobbyists are out-of-date crumb balls.
aged hackers dreaming of the days
when we owned this field. We are.
they think. obsolete fools unwilling to
move aside and let the common peo
ple have their day. Query: do the com
mon people deserve "media relations
specialists"?
Is the world better off when com
puters and computer programs are
thought of as "the product"? I would
have thought that good programs. like
good books. have authors who have
poured something of themselves into
their work. and that it's demeaning to
refer to such efforts as "product" as
if it were no more than yet another
bar of soap.
Leave that though: is the hacker a
dinosaur? Is BYTE doomed. as com
puters become more and more
popular? Must all computer maga
zines become business oriented or
vanish?
No.
First. let's look at some data. Alas.
this is the year of the computer book.
There are so many of them. and book
store managers are so unfamiliar with
computer books. that almost no
single title-including my own-will do
very well. Oh. mine are making money
for both me and the publisher. but
less than we'd expected. Fortunately.
I didn't insist on one of those truly
monstrous advances. so my pub
lisher-Jim Baen-will still be in the
computer-book business two years
hence.
Individual books aren't doing well
but the total sales of computer books
this year is expected to exceed total
sales of fiction.
There's a huge market out there.
True. the book salespeople. and the
public. don't yet know who to trust
and what to buy, and it's going to take
(continued)
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Brother

. . .5359
. . 5549
. . .5875

C-ltoh
A10-20 . . . . . . . . . . .

.

F-10 Parallel or Serial . . . . . . .
55 CPS Serial or Parallel .
8510 Parallel (Prowriter). _ .
B510 SP .
B510 SCP
B510 BPI. . .

.
. .

.

Computer Intern
Daisywriter 2000 W/ABK .

Comrex
CR-2 Paralli
CR-2 Serial
CR-2 Keybo
CR-3.

.
.

. .

Datasouth

DS1B0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DS220 . . . . . . . . .

Diablo

620 . . .
630!
630 E
GSOECS/ll
Smms36.

...5459
...5909
..51189
...5315
...5435
...5509
...5335

lnforunner

Riteman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Juki

5500 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6100 . . .
6300.

NEC

2010
2015
2030
2050
8510

... ....
.....
.......
.
.

3515 .
3530 .
3550

.

7710
7715
773"

P2
P8.

. 5249

. . Call
Call
. . . . Call
...5539
...5539
...5539
...5559
51215
..51215
..51215
.51359
.51549
51549
51549
.....CalI
.....Call

Okidata
All Printer Models .
Panasonic

.....Call

1091 .
1092 .

- ~ - 5299
~ 5445

...5519
Letter Pro 20 Parallel or Serial
11/40W/interface............ . . . . . ..51359
11/55W/Interface .......... . . . . . . . ..51569

Silver Reed

EXP400 . . . . . . . . . . .
EXP500 Parallel. . . .. . . . . ..
E)(P5[)ﬁ Qnrial

EXPSE
EXPSE
770P .
.
770s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Star Micronics

All Printer Models . . . . . . . . . .

Tally
MT 16OL

MT 180L . .
SpiritB0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tmhiba

P1840 Parallel or Serial .
P1351 Parallel or Serial . .

.H5289
“.5355
.5419
.5419
.5419
.5849
“.5849
.....CaII
. 5555
. .5769
. .5255
..5719
51249

DISK DRIVES

lomega

Bernoulli BoxforlBM
10 Megabyte.
20 Megabyte.

Rana

Elitel .

. .

Elitell.......... . . . . . ..
ElitellI......... . . . . . ..

Controller (W/Drive Only]
1000 W/DOS for Atari .

TEC MAR

Graphics Master . .
128K Dynamic Mei
256K Dynamic Mei
Captain 128K .
.
Captain 256K . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

52095
52895
.5199
...5259
.....5399
.. . .569
.5305
. . .5449
. . .5225
. . .5299
....5299
...5399

-.

it

~

_l‘

‘

-

“:1u:

‘

l '-

-

.

--';=4'

. *

*.

. T-

r

u

I . ~‘ A

1 -800-528-1054

PRICED TOO LOW TO ADVERTISE
Call for Prices.
—

I

I

Macintosh
5 Megabyte Removable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .s1480
10 Megabyte Fixed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1480
10 Megabyte Fixed/5 Megabyte Removable $2450
Dual 5 Megabyte/both removable . . . . . . . . . $2450

VIDEO TERMINALS
ADDS

A-2er~--

.

A-3. .
Viewpoint 60 .
Viewo0int90 .

Altos

Smart ll .
QVT 102 Green
QVT 102 Amber .
OVT 103 Green .
QVT 103 Amber.
QVT 105 Green .
QVT 108 Amber

..H.5449
..H5459
H5816
..H5B50
H.H.5449
.H.5519

Televideo
.

910+
914.
925
. . .
950.....
970

. . . . . ..

800A [User Station).
Personal Terminal

Wyse
50 . . . . .
75.

. . . . . . ..
. . . . . . ..

~ 5439
“.5559
.H.5515
.5635
.5700
.5905
.5985
..“5979
..H53B5
. . . . . . . .5489
. . . . . . 5555

Zenith z-29. .

D I SK ETTES
Maxell
MD-1 [0ty100)
MD-2 [Qty 100)

Scotch

5% SSIDD[Qly100) .
5% D5/DD(Qty 100) ..

Elephant

5% SS/SD[Oty‘l00) ..
5% DS/DD(Qty100) .

FUJI MD1D[0ty'

====-

10 Megabyte ln Mlni Cabinet . . . . . . . . .
15 Megabyte in Mini Cabinet . . . . . . . . .
5 Megabyte Removable In Mlnl Cabinet

Columbia .

....5175
....5245
.....5155
...5218
. .5159

. . .CaII

. . . . . . . .Call

Eagle All Computer Models . . . . . . . . . .C8II
Leading Edge Personal Computer. . . .Call

NEC

. ...5459
PC-8201 Compute! .
.....517
PC-8201A-90 Battery Pack
.....5305
PC-8206A 32K Ram . . . . .
PC-8271A-01 AC Adapter
.....517
PC~8271A-02 AC Adapter
. . . . ..517
.589
PC-8251A Recorder. .
Northstar All Computer Models . . . . . Call

Sanyo MBC-77 Portable . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call

.........Call
MBC~$50System
MBC-555System........ . . . . . . .. .....Call
..Oall
MBC-550-2 System .
MBC-555-2 System .
. . . . . ..CalI

Televideo
802H

803. .
803H
B06/20
TPC—1 .
TPC-2[
TPC-25
1605

Zenith

....5175
. . . . ..5225

$1 773
52050
51 495

COMPUTERS
AIIOSAllC0rr|outer Models .

. 5459
. 5459
5485
. 5849
....5599

Qume

910.

:-

TEQMAR- HARD DISK SUB-SYSTEMS

924.

Qume

ea 1. F‘l.:._ 1 '-1
~. .. vl

.

ll

l ma...

.51149
51459

. .Call

Epson

_ Q

~

1600-1 1600-1V 1600-4 1600-4V ColumbiaVP

.....Call

All Printer Models

Q‘.

.

All systems include fifteen software packages with a $3,200 value.

...S339
...5499
...5129

. .

.

% *SPECIAL5 OF THE MONTH* %
COLUMBIA COMPUTERS

. .5985

...5729
51609
.51999
.51B79
51245

~ vi '7

J

»-

CALL TOLL FREE
DX-15
.
..
HFl-25
. .
HR-35 .

l

‘

.

PRINTERS

'

Z-150Sing|e Drive. . . . .
Z-150 Dual Drive ........
Z-150W/10 Megabyte. . . . .
Z-160Single Drive. . . . . ..
Z-160 Dual Drive .. . . . .

.H54285
.51755
.52850
54540
5869
51749
51509
51729

Save 25%
Save 25%
Save 25%
Save 25%
Save 25%

M0DEMS

All Mon‘

...

Princ

tic

HX-12 .. . .

. . . . . . . . Call
. . . . . .5479

Sany

CRT-30
CRT-36
CRT-50
CRT-70 . . . . . . . . . .

Sony

19" RGB (KX1901A]
25" RG8 [KX2501/1)

Taxan

12" Amber .

.

. . . . . .599
.51 49
. Call
.5549
. . . . . ..5709
.....51089
. . . . . .5125

Zenith
ZVM»122Ambe

ZVM-123Greer‘

.

ZVM-124 .
ZVM-133C0l0r/RGB . . . . . ..
ZVM-135Color/RGBW/Audio

.
.

..595
..595
...5129
...5410
...5459

SONY;
Nalitman

'eo Cassette (WM-F-10) . . . . . . . . . . .599
Iassette w/Auto Reverse
ORV) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..5105

lV3ICI1II13I'l

.a.w1v(i=o-2oAEa) . .
aawTv w/AM (FD-25/ . .
4" B&WTV(FD-40A] . ..
B&W'lV(FD-20A) . . . . . . . . ..

.5179
.....5189
......5179
. . . . . .5159

Video Recorders
Anchor Automation
Beta Video Recorder(SL2300) . . . . . . . . ..5329
MarkXll .
. . . . . . . _ ‘ _ ’ ‘S235
Beta
Movie
Hayes
HH.s189 :2 An
r M tuna
' r‘ an-\n!: lFlM!‘.9')nl(\
51390

Smarlmodem300Baud . . . . . . . . .
Smartmodem 1200 Baud . . .
....5459
...5389
Smartmodem120OB Baud (IBM
Micromodem IIE (Apple] . . . . ..
...5214

Racal-Vadic All Models .
US RQIJOIICS Password 1200. .

.

order Line:

Order Processing &
Other Information: 602-954-6109
2222 E Indian School Rd.
Phoenix, Arizona 85016

Prices reflect 3% to 5% cash discount. Product shipped in factory cartons with manufacturer's warranty. Please add
$8.00 per order for UPS shipping. Prices it availability subject to change without notice. Send cashiers check or
money order. .. all other checks will delay shipping two weeks.
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a while for them to learn; but learn
Not everyone interested in com
they will. Just as science-fiction
puters will want to really get their
readers have learned to trust certain
hands dirty studying them-but quite
authors. and editors. and publishing
a few will. After all. most people who
houses. so those interested in com
read books don't try to write them.
puters will learn to recognize certam
but there are still a vast number of
names and publications Many
writers. potential writers. and would
readers already have; it's the book
be writers out there. It will be the
store managers who haven't yet. They
same for programs and programmers.
will: and it will be the hobbyists who
Just as most books are not written by
show the way. as well as write many
salaried writers. within a few years
of the books.
most commercially successful pro
Meanwhile. the computer field
grams will not be written by salaried
moves fast: today's miracle is tomor
programmers. They will be published
row's old hat. It's much easier to get
by software houses but not written by
stung buying a computer than buying
staff writers.
a car. The only defense is either to
When BYTE first began. hobbyists
learn more about the machines-or were the entire micro community. This
find people you trust who do know
column was an unusual feature in
about them . Pournelle's Law: if you
BYTE because it dealt with using these
don't know what you're doing. find
little beasts. not just playing about
people who do. As long as the field
with them or hacking their insides. In
keeps moving. there'll be a need for
deed. it was originally called the
BYTE.
User's Column to distinguish it from
- -- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - -- - - ---.,

Series 36: 35 cps - all-purpose interface

630 API : 40 cps - all-purpose interface

Treat your personal computer to
· famous Diablo letter-quality printing.
Don't settle for less: your choice of hundreds of printwheel styles,
fully-formed characters, interfaces with IBM, Apple, Radio Shack,
Commodore IEEE 488, Centronics "Parallel" and RS232C "Serial".
In MTI's opinion, the best letter-quality printers on the market.
Whether you lease or buy, you'll find MTI is the one source for all
the computer and data communications equipment, applications ex
pertise and service you'll ever need. At hard-to-beat prices. Call us.
NewYork: 516/621-6200, 2121767-0677, 518/449-5959
New Jersey: 2011227-5552 Pennsylvania: 412/931-9351
Ohio: 2161464-6688, 5131891-7050
Outside N.Y.S.: 800/645-6530

·aEo· Discounts
VISA & MasterCard

D·iablo' Authorized
Distributor

Compuler & Data Communications Equipm ent
Uistrihution /Systems Integration/ Maintenance
DEC, Intel. Texas Instruments, Hewlett-Packard, Dataproducts, Diablo,
Lear Siegler, Esprit. C.ltoh, rtaca l-Vadic, ~ ll CO ~I . Ven-Tel, Develcon, PC! ,
U.S.DPsign, Digita l Eng., CiphC' r, i\licroPro, i\1icroso£t, Polygon & Select.
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Circle 295 on inquiry card.

the rest of the magazine. which largely
appealed to true hackers.
Things have changed a bit now. For
one thing. I've learned a bit of hack
ing. For another. there are millions of
small computers out there. most used
by people who pay so little attention
to what's in the machines that they
make me look like an expert. Once we
BYTE types. hobbyists and hackers
and users alike. were the whole of the
micro community. Now we're only a
small part of it.
We're still an important part. Far
from being a bunch of old dinosaurs.
we're the cutting edge of a real micro
revolution. Part of our job is to pro
tect "the rest of us" from the invasion
of the product snatchers.
We have our work cut out.

NCC
The National Computer Convention
was dull this year. The most exciting
thing I saw had nothing to do with
micros: it was an Intergraph design
automation system. and it was pretty
wonderful. A big computer has a
complex mouse that controls a large
drafting table. You can draw extremely
complex circuits. using conventional
symbols. and specify the character
istics of all the components. such as
the various chips you've sketched in .
When you're finished. the Inter
graph will simulate the circuit. It
analyzes waveforms. does fault simu
lation. shows you the circumstances
under which each logic gate is ac
tivated. and in general does about
everything you'd do if you'd actually
built the hardware.
Computer-assisted-design (CAD)
systems aren't all that new. but I've
never seen one as complex. yet easy
to use. as the Intergraph.
I wonder when I can get that for a
micro?
AN AUDIENCE WITH MA BELL
AT&T had a big display at NCC. with
the 3B2/300 tabletop computer. as
well as the new Olivetti-manufactured
PC!one. The clone didn't interest me
very much; from the specs it's Yet An
other. with no special features. I do
(continued)

LOOK WHO BUYS
SOFTWARE
FROM US!
f you ortler software from
us, you're in gootl company.
You see, some of our best cus
tomers are America's biggest
corporations.
Ma ybe they're attractetl by
our low, low prices(bigcompa
nies are price-conscious too!).
Or maybe when you're an
"IBM'; you're looking for some
thing extra. Like the personal
service, giant inventory, anti in 
tlepth technical support yo u'll
fintl at 800-SOFTWARE.

I

You see, when you call us.
we'll take care of you like our
business tlepentls on it. Because
it tloes . Which means when you
place an ortler, you can be sure
we'll fill it promptly. Anti that
our unique Ortler Tracking
System'" is keeping tabs on yo ur
ortler every step of the way.
Most important, we'll be
there if you neetl us after your
software arrives. We'll make
sure that you' ll receive the finest
technical support anti customer

service in the intlustry. Anti that's
a promise. If you purchase in
large quantities, yo u'll be delight
ed b y the service our National
Accounts Program provides.
Next time yo u're looking
for low price anti great service,
tlo what IBM. General Electric,
anti a lot of other big companies
tlo. Pick up the phone anti give
us a call.
We' 11 show yo u why some
hartl-heatletl companies buy
their software from us .

CHECK OUT All OUR INCREDIBLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE PRICES:
lotus 1-2-3
$319

dBa se 11/ 111
$309/$399

Framework
$399

WordStar Pro Pack
$ 299

lotus Symphony
$449

Crosstalk
$105

SuperColc 3
$219

Hayes Modems 1200/12008
$499/$425

AMDEK '"
Monitors
ASHTON·TA ff"
dBase 111111
Framework
Friday!
AST'" PRODUCTS
All'" & COEX '" TRAINING
DIGITAL RESEARCH '"
FOX & GELLER
HAYES '"
Smart modems
1200112008
All Other Products
HERCULES'"
Graphic Card
IMS/'"
4·Point Graphics
PC Paintbrush

CALL
$ 309/$399

$399
$219
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

$499/$425
CALL
$375
$129
$149

LIF ETREE' "
Volkswriter Deluxe
LO TUS"
12·3
Symphony
MAXELL'" DISKETTES
MEMOREX '" DISKETT ES
MICRO PRO "
WordStar
WordStar Prof Package
lnfoStar
Chart Star
TelMerge
All Other Products
Ml CRORlM '"
RBase 4000
MICROSOFT'"
Multiplan
Word wlMouse

For tran
All Other Prod ucis

$179
$319
$449
CALL
CALL
$209
$299
CALL
$239
$ 99
CALL
$309

$269
CALL

MICRDSTU F"
Crosstalk
$105
MUL TIMATE"
$299
NORTON UTILITIE S'"
$ 59
OUADRAM'"
CALL
ROSE SO Fr
Pro Key
$ 99
SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS " (PFSJ
CALL
SORCIM /IUS '"
SuperCalc 213
$159/$ 219
EasyWriter II System
$195
IUS Easy Bus iness Accounting
$299/mod.
All Other Products
CALL
WESTERN UNION EASY LIN K'')
FREE

$149
$359

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE:
800-227-4587 or 415-644-3611
Circle 2 on inquiry card.
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remain interested in the 3B2/300.
which runs UNIX. The 3B2/300 in
combination with the Teletype 5620
"Blit" bit-mapped terminal looks like
a really wonderful programming en
vironment.
Incidentally, the Pyramid Tech
nology Corporation thinks so. too. The
company makes fairly expensive
multiuser minicomputers and has
done some pretty impressive things
with them. Pyramid's people had to
sweat blood to adapt the leletype
5620 to their machine. but they've
done it.
One thing I didn't know: just what
are the practical limits of the 3B2/300?
That is. how many jobs can it be do
ing before it slows down to a crawl?
It seemed an interesting question. so
I devised an experiment: keep adding
tasks. each task simulating a user. un
til the text editor slows down enough
to be annoying to a fast typist such

as me. That's no exact measure. but
it will give a ballpark figure. Since my
son Alex. who's been studying UN IX
at UCSD. was along with the camera.
we hedded for the AT&T booth at a
time when they didn't have many
visitors.
The booth was big. and it was
crowded with AT&T people in three
piece suits despite the I 0 5-degree Las
Vegas weather. AT&T people at shows
have a badge system. Lowest in hier
archy have paper badges in plastic
holders. Then come short white
plastic badges. Then wider white
badges. Then (I am not making this up)
short gold badges. The senior officer
present wore a wide gold badge.
He'd never heard of Pournelle and
had barely heard of BYTE (even
though nearly everyone at the show
was carrying the July BYTE with my
AT&T comments in it) . One thing he
was sure of: he hadn't the authority

to authorize that kind of test. and he
was pretty sure there was no one in
Las Vegas who could. (lechnology
Division Vice-President Jack Scanlon
was at the show as a speaker. but one
presumes he was off duty or some
thing: or maybe he hasn't the
authority?)
"Alas." said I. "That's too bad. I
guess I'll have to concentrate on your
clone. Okay, Alex, get some pictures__.:.·
"Oh no. no. we can't authorize you
to do that. You're not supposed to
take pictures on the show floor." said
the Wide Gold Badge.
Nobody else in the show objected
to Alex taking photographs. and the
Apple people even moved their
crowds around so we could get bet
ter shots. I don't think AT&T knows the
territory. Anyway, that's why I have
nothing to report on the new AT&T
machines.
MAN, THAT'S COMPATIBLE!

•ROM able (< 3K)
• No royalties
•Source code included
•Language interfaces
•Low interrupt overhead
•Inter-task messages
Options:
• C, Pascal, PL/M, Fortran i/f
• Extended memory (> 64K)
• Configuration Builder Utility
·Resource (semaphore)
Manager
• Buffer Manager
·Integer Math Library
• Real-Time C Library

AMX (for 8080)
manual only
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AMXS91'V1Ce
PrQCl!dures

AMX, Real-Time Care TM of KADAK Products Ud.

ZBO is TM of Zilog Corp.

KADAK Products Ltd.

::Ill: 206-1847 W. Broadway Avenue
::JllllF Vancouver, BC .. Canada V6J 1Y5
•

Teleph one: (604) 73 4- 2796
Telex: 04 -55670

Circle 233 on inquir y card.

The Zenith display was just down the
aisle from AT&T. The Zenith account
reps aren't product snatchers. They
normally know the machines. and
when they don't know. they have peo
ple who do.
One of them. Mark Foster. a senior
systems engineer from the St. Joseph,
Missouri. plant. had been waiting for
me. He writes most of the firmware
(the code in the read-only memory or
ROM) and wanted to show me just
how compatible the Zenith Z-150
really is. While he was at it. we went
over some of the built-in debugging
features of the Z-1 50. It has a lot of
them. all impressive. The Z-150 isn't
just a PClone: it's a distinct improve
ment.
It is also compatible. Mark Foster is
compulsive about that. For instance.
there's one public-domain program
that wouldn't run on the Z-150 It was
driving everyone nuts until Mark
found that it was actually doing a
· comparison with the checksum on the
IBM copyright notice. No one knows
why the programmer went to all that
trouble-but the program will run on
the Zenith Z-1 50 now.
Foster has gone to extreme lengths
(continued)
Circle 367 on inquiry card.
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to make the Z-150 compatible and
knows of no program that will run on
the PC and won't run on the Zen ith.
Even as he was tell ing me this.
Philippe Kahn. president of Borland
International. came around to test his
new Sidekick program on the Z-150.
If you read last month's co lumn. you'll
know I'm quite fond of Sidekick (ex
cept for the name) Naturally I stuck
around.
It works fine. There is one oddity.
When run in the color mode. one of
the windows generated by Sidekick
appears to be the wrong color. or at
least a different color from what it
displays on the PC itself. Neither Kahn
nor Foster knew why. I last saw Foster
muttering to himself. and I wouldn't
be at all surprised if the next iteration
of the Z-150 ROM changed that color.
Shortly after we returned from NCC.
I received a new set of ROMs for our
own Z-150. Since I was going to be in

side the machine anyway. I figured I
might as well fill it up with memory.
Neither operation is particularly dif
ficult. The Zenith Z-150. unlike the IBM
PC. doesn't have a motherboard; every
board. including the one holding the
central processing unit. is a plug-in.
Getting the main board out of the
machine takes a little effort not much.
but you do have to bend it somewhat.
since it's just a millimeter or so too
long. Once out. installing the new
ROMs was simple enough. There are
also plenty of sockets for new mem
ory. As usual. we used 4164-type 64K
bit dynamic-memory chips. which we
obtained from California Digital;
they're currently advertised for $ 5.9 5
each and install in sets of nine. Each
set adds 64K bytes of memory (eight
chips for the memory itself and one
chip to store the parity check).
The Z-150 does parity generation
and checking for reliability. So does

RX· 100 Printer

"~
~PRINTERS
C. ITOH

$459
8S 10SP
$435
8S10SCP
$509
8S10 BPI
... $335
8510 Prow riter .
. . $315
F- 10 porollel or Seriol .
. . . $909
SSCPS Porollel or Serio! .
$1189
COMPUTER INTERNATIONAL
Doisywriter 2000 .
$985
COMREX
CR-11 Porollel. .
. $339
. $129
CR·ll Keybo0<d .
CR-Ill
.. $ave
DATA SOUTH
. $1149
DS -180 .
DS-220 ..
. . $1469
DIABLO
620 ..
. $729
630API .
.. $1609
630 ECS .
. $1999
630 ECS/IBM
.. $1879
. $1245
Series 36 .
EPSON
All Printer Models .
. $ave
INFORUNNER
Ritemon .
. $249
JUKI
6 100 .
. ...... . ... $409
A 1-20
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Radix 10 & 15 Printers
Delta 10 & 15 Printers

NEC

QUME

2015 Printer

Letter Pro 20 Printer

the IBM PC. of course. but there's a
difference. With the Zenith Z-100
series (Z-100 through Z-161). the
machine performs a register dump on
finding a parity error and then exits
to the system monitor (DOS) . If you
want to continue the program. type
"G" and the machine will try to pick
up where it left off. At least that's
what Mark Foster tells me; I've never
had a parity error. so I've never used
the feature. It seems a reasonable
thing to do. though.
The Z-150 is well made. quiet. and
free of glitches. I have only one prob
lem with it. Mrs. Pournelle. weary of
being switched from machine to ma
chine. has claimed the Z-150 as her
own to use until she finishes her read
ing-instruction book/program . Since
the Z-150 has far and away the best
color display I've ever seen for any
PClone-it scrolls smoothly, without
(continued)

TPC-2 Dual Drive Portable Computer

SONY

MAXELL

19 " RGB Monitor MD· 1 Diskettes
25" RGB Monitor

Free ihl pplnq is by U.P.S. ground only

PRINTERS

TERMINALS

NEC

ADDS

2010. 201S, 2030 .
20SO .
3SIO, 3S1S, 3S30
3SSO
7710, 7715, 7730 .

. $639
. . $669
$1215
. .. $1359
.. $1649
. $ave

PANASONIC
All Printer Models

$ave
.. $ave
$ave

STAR MICRONICS
MT-160Lw/Troctors ..
MT-180Lw/Troctors.

Spirit BO ..

TELE VIDEO
$ave

WYSE
All Terminal Models

STAR MICRONICS
All Printer Models

. . $ave

All Terminal Models

SILVER REED
All Printer Models

. $699

QUME
QVT102 , 103, 108 .

. $555
.. $769
. . $255
... . $719
. $1249

DISK DRIVES
Elite I .
Elite II
Elite Ill

.. . $215
. $340
.. $410

SCOTCH
. . . $175
. $245

SY. SS/DD (Qty 100)
SY. OS/DD (Qty 100)

ELEPHANT
... $155
$218

SY. SS/DD (Qty 100)
SY. OS/DD (Qty 100) .

COMPUTERS
ALTOS
.... $ave

.. $ave

All Computer Models .

AMDEK

NEC
$ave

~~~~~puter

..

All MBC Models

$ave

ZENITH
All Monitor Models .

ZENITH

A ll Model
Z·lSO&Z-160
$ave

MODEMS
HAYES

US ROBOTICS
Password 1200 Baud .

.. ...... $ave

$ave

All Models

· · · $189
. $459
. $ 3 89
. $309

!~dos~•~o;,~g~!.~°,~~cl!~g

JD

$ave

~ ~

~ ~

(S'~ ~ ~

~

Pncu reflect 3% to 5% co' h
ducount Product 1h1pped 1n
factory co1ton1 with monufoc·
~
turer'' worronty Pleo1e odd
-,

-

~ ~
'V
t"-C\
P\V

o~

~ ~
A_' ~

~ ~~ 0 (')
a~..._~ ~ I'\.~

& ovculobilrty 1ub1ectto
change without no·
.,_.
~ ~
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hce Send ca1h1 e r'1
W
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~ n..U
checlc or money
~
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-..
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<he<k. w.tt
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d•loy 1h1p·
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pin g tw o
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weeks .

I

EAGLE

MONITORS

Smortmodem 300 Baud
SmoJtmodel 1200 Baud
Smortmodem 1200 B .

RANA

$175
. .. $225

MD-1 (Q ty 100) .
MD·2 (Qty 100) .

Al Computer Models

TOSHIBA
P 1340 Parallel or Serial ..
P1351 Paollel or Serial .

I

MAXELL
. $469
.. .. $469
. $485
.... $849

ALTOS
Smart II

OKIDATA
All Printer Models

A-2 .
A-3 .
Viewpoint 60
Viewpoint 90 .

DISKETTES

~

HOC

FORMATTER

(

RAM
2KB

ECC

HOC S1N /S CONVEATOR
[ COMPARATOR
OMA

DISK
DRIVER/)
( RECEIVER

HOST l/F: SASI
Sector Length : 256 B/512 B
Data Buffer: Ful I-sector dual buffer
Data Transfer Rate: 1MB/S (OMA MAX)
Voltage Source: +5.0V(800mA), +12.0V(100mA)
Size: 5. 75" wide, 4.02" deep
Disk l/F: ST506 disk drive compatible

HOST

(~)

5.25" HOC SERIES
NDC-100

NDC-100

IBM

SASI

HOST l/F: I BM P.C plug compatible
Sector Length: 512 B
Data Buffer: Full-sector buffer
Data Transfer Rate: 500K B/S (OMA MAX)
Voltage Source: +5.0V, 2.0A
Size: 13.20" wide, 4.02" deep
Disk l/F: ST506 disk drive compatible

e

HOST l/F: SASI
Sector Length : 128 B/2 56 B/51 2 B
Data Buffer: Full-sector buffer
Data Transfer Rate: 500KB/S (OMA MAX)
Voltage Source: +5.0V, 2.0A
Size: 7.80" wide, 5.60" deep
Disk l/F: ST506 disk drive compatible

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

National Computer Ltd.
UASON OFFICE IN CALIFORNIA

PHONE:14081734-1006 FAX:t4081744-0709

AKEBONO BLOG. 2-6-12 MIAMOTO-OiO

Circle 299 on inquiry card .

CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO, J APAN

PHONE:l03)863-6705 TLX:J27542

FAX:l03)864-4581

!!<See us at COMDEX/Fall 64 , Booth #M-237
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flashing-I don't get to play Cygnus's
Star Fleet I in color as often as I like.
COLOR VERSUS MONOCHROME

There's one other problem with the
Z-150. but it's generic to nearly all
PC!ones and. for that matter. to most
of the microcomputers I've yet seen.
If you use the Z.150 with its color

screen for word processing. the letters
are just a bit fuzzy. It's not too notice
able at first. but it's enough to tire the
eyes after working several hours. The
I 50 comes with both composite and
RGB (red-green-blue) color output as
standard. so it's only necessary to
plug in a high-resolution mono
chrome monitor to clear up the situa

tion. 'rtue. that involves having two
monitors if you want color as well. and
it's a nontrivial exercise finding a
place to keep two monitors: but with
the Z.150 you have that choice. When
you buy an IBM PC. you have to
choose one or the other (or buy an
extra board).
Mrs. Pournelle has been using the
color monitor. This was mostly
because the only good monochrome
monitor I have (other than the one
that came with the IBM. and that has
the wrong kind of plug) is the 9-inch
amber-screen monitor that belongs to
Adeline. my Otrona. Today, though.
we plugged in the Otrona monitor to
the Z-150. and it's a great improve
ment for word processing. which is
what she's doing to get her book out
so I fear I've lost the Otrona screen.
The "fuzzy image" problem is hard
ly unique to the Z-150. It's at least as
bad for both the Z-100 and the IBM
PC Indeed. I have yet to see a color
monitor system I could write books
with. High-resolution monochrome
works fine. though. on both Zeniths
(100 and 150) and the IBM PC itself.
Incidentally. since Adeline mostly gets
used on trips (I wrote some of this col
umn with her in my Las Vegas hotel
room). we have generally used Ade
line's amber screen with Zorro the
Z-100. She doesn't seem to mind.
TuE EXCEPTIONAL

Champian™is no ordinary surge
protector. Because it also tilters
data-robbing line noise (RFllEMI),
discourages unauthorized users,
prevents accidental data lass,
mounts easily, /oaks goad and
casts less than its lesser rivals.
Far the Champion dealer nearest
you, call 800-325-7308.
Key-lock switch activates computer. monitor and extra peripheral;
key may be withdrawn in on or off position.

Circle 4 36 on Inquiry card.

Tl

The one machine that has good
monochrome letters displayed on its
color screen is the Tl Professional.
which has great color and well-shaped
letters. Nothing comes up to my stan
dards: I use a memory-mapped video
board into a high-resolution I 5-inch
Hitachi black-and-white monitor.
which gives pleasing letters I can see
from five feet away. I sure wish some
body would make something that
good for new machines. The Tl Pro
fessiona I. though. is plenty good
enough. even for people with eye
problems.
It has one problem: there's a rapid
ly blinking cursor that's optimally de
signed to drive you mad. Peter Flynn
thinks there's a way to turn that off.
(continued)

By kton Corporation, 400 Laguna St., Santa Barbara, C4 93101. •Suggested retai'l price.
In California, call (805)963-3730. Telex 350665. Dealer inquiries welcome.

COMPARE
OUR
SERVICE & PRICE!

COMPUTER HUT™
SPECIAL
OF THE
MONTH

8

I
- '81

CALL
0
0

IBM·PC & XT
& PORTABLE~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;ma;;~~
CALL FOR
PRICE

Smartmodem 1200
Smartmodem 1200B

DISK DRIVES
landan TM100-2 DSIDD
MATSUSHITA JA 551

$185
169
TEAC FD-55B Slimline
179
SHUGART SA-455 half-high
CALL
MAYNARD WS1/WS2/WS3 . . .. CALL
SYSGEN - Harddisk & Tape CALL
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
$129
CALL
CALL

$489
$419

NOVATION, ANCHOR

._____

llE

COMPUTERS

MODEMS

_ P_R_IN_T_E_R_S_ ____,I

MONITORS

PGS

DYNAX

HX12 Hi Res RGB monitor . ... BEST
M'A*·12 Hf Res Mono·.
PRICES
SR· 12 Super Hi Res 'RGB

DX-15Par .... $399 Ser ... . .. $399

/ r;;.;,1~

,CJ:

C-ITOH
STARWRITER A-10
STARWRITER F-10P

CALL
$1095

~~f;..: MICRON/CS

84P ...... CALL
92P ...... BEST
93P .... PRICES

NEC

3510 ... . . $1375
3530 . ... . .$1375
3550 ..... $1675

15X . . . $399

84S .... . . CALL
92S ...... BEST
93S .... PRICES
7730 .... . $1895
2030 .... . . $749
2050 ..... . $895

TOSHIBA
P1351 . .. . ..... .. . .. ....... $1499
P1340 ......... . .. . ...... .. . $839

DAISYWRITER
2000 w/48K Buffer . . . .. . . . .... $995
IDS Prism . ................. CALL

$499

HERCULES

J·

;IGfi PROOUOS

EVEREX Graphics Edge . ..... CALL

AND LOTS MORE

MICROCONTEXT INC.
5253 Ave Du Pare
Montreal Que H2V4P2.

COLOR PLUS 640 x 200,
16-Co/or w/Par Port + s/w . .. . . $389
Multidisp/ay .... . . .. ........ $349

I

SOFTWARE FOR IBM-PC

Vo/kswriter $135
VW de/ux $199
R:base 4000
'
$319 ·
Harvard Proj. Mgr.
$279
Crosstalk
· $129
PFS: File
$119
PFS: Graph
$109
PFS: Report
$109
PFS: Proof
$89
FLASH COM
CALL
LOTUS .................... CALL
Word Perfect$279 WordStar
CALL
dBase Ill . .. $499
Mu/tip/an . .. $135 Multimate . .. $299
Microsoft Word . ............. $269
Framework ...... . ...... ... CALL

AUTHORIZED DEALER

Hi Res Mono Graphics720 x 348$335
Color Graphics w/Par Port .
CALL

PARADISE

I

CANADIAN
COMPUTER HUT

TECMAR
Graphics 720 x 400 16 colors

I

brother

HR-15 Par . . . . $399 Ser . .. .. . $399
HR-25 .... . .. $649 HR-35 . .. CALL

Ol\IDATA

GRAPHICS BOARDS

CALL

Video300G . . . $145 300A ..... $155
Video 310A
$179

QLIADlW1

Baby Blue ...... .. .......... $359
Baby Blue II 64K . . . . . . . . . . . . . $499

romPAa~

FXBO . . ... . . CALL FX100 , .. CALL

Quadboard expand to 384K ... CALL
Quadcolor . ................ CALL

MICROLOG

CALL

AMDEK

Gemini 10X ... $289
Radix .. . . .. . CALL

A5J" RESEARCH

TAVA PC

EPSON

Floppy Disk Controller
FDC w/Par. Port or Ser Port
SAN DSTAR SERIES

Mega Plus 114-Funct 64K + s/w $279
6-Pack 5-Funct 64K + slw
$279
110 Plus ...... . .... .. ....... $129
MonoGraphP/us . .... . .... . .. CALL
STB ......... .. ..... . ..... . CALL

cALL

•

(514) 279-5114
ANY PRODUCT NOT
LISTED? CALL

Published Prices are for U.S.A. Only
Please call for Canadian Prices

EAST COAST

MID-WEST

COMPUTER HUT

COMPUTER HUT1Nc.

101 Elm St. Nashua, NH 03060

524 S. Hunter
Wichita, Kansas 67207

OF NEW ENGLAND INC.

(603) 889-0666
For Orders Only -· (800) 525 5012

*

(316) 681-2111
For Orders Only -

(800) 572 3333

All products usually n stock for immediate shipment and carry full manufacturers' warranty. Price subject to change - this ad prepared two months in advance. You
gel the lowest price. We honor personal checks - allow 10 days to clear. COD up to $300 add 2% . Visa , MasterCard add 2% . For shipping & insurance add 2% o r
$5 .00 min . for small Items and $10 min for monitors, printers, etc. We accept company checks and P.O.'s from Fortune 1000 Companies.
IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp.

·

Return authorization and order status call information line

Circle 81 on inquiry card.
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The Zenith Z--1 50 has
quite the nicest keyboard
of any computer I know,
including the Archive
keyboard I'm using to
write this with.
I sure hope that he's right.
There's a Jot to like about the Tl. I
was going to review it for this column.
but today the Tl technicians came out
and did things to Big Tex. He got a
new motherboard. a new processor.
and a whole mess of other stuff. Alas. ·
one of the new boards is so thick that
the Tl people had to remove the
speech board. which is a pity: I was
just getting used to the idea of using
the Tl as my telephone. It will dial
numbers and let you talk through its
headset (as well as accept voice
commands).
There's much software for the Tl.
although not as much as for the PC
or the Z-1 50. Alas. alas. Sidekick.
Borland's nearly indispensable note
book/calculator utility, won't work with
Big Tex. The good news is that I'm try
ing to put the Tl people and Borlands
Philippe Kahn in touch with each
other: Philippe thinks it wouldn't be
much trouble to get Sidekick working
with the Professional if Tl will send
him a machine and the information he
needs.
With Sidekick and the voice capa
bility restored (and I'm betting Tl will
figure out how to get all that working
at the same time before you can read
this). Big Tex may just become the
"master machine" to control a lot of
the others here. provided that I can
get that blinking cursor under control.
I would like a good color/mono
chrome combination. and the Tl has
both. as well as an excellent keyboard.
I may even use it as a terminal to con
trol a genuine IBM PC.
At the moment. though. it won't
even read the directory of standard
IBM PC disks. so I can't even play Star
Fleet I with it. I suppose there's some
372
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kind of conversion routine. but I'll
never get it implemented before I
have to send this off More when I
know more.

THE KEYBOARD MYSTERY
The IBM PC comes with an infuriating
ly excellent keyboard.
That is: I find the sculpting. touch.
and feel of the genuine IBM PC key
board highly acceptable: excellent. in
fact. On the other hand, the key lay
out. with that extra key between the
Z and Shift. and the tilde (-) between
the quotation marks and Return. is
enough to make a saint weep. espe
cially when you remember that IBM
manufactures the Selectric with its
wonderful keyboard.
Practically nobody likes the IBM
keyboard: so what did I see all over
NCC?
Why. I saw PClones with key layouts
identical to the IBM but without the
excellent touch and feel of the IBM.
Worse. there's a plethora of keyboards
that have the same goofy layout. in
that there are extra keys between the
Shift and the Z. and between the
quotes and Return-but they aren't
even the same keys .that IBM put
there! This is insanity cubed. The
extra key near the Z is bad enough:
but putting that extra key on the
Return row makes it physically impos
sible. for me at least. to reach Return
when I have my fingers on the normal
home keys. Yet. having sacrificed a
sane key layout. these silly companies
go on to assert their independence by
making their keyboard just a little dif
ferent from the genuine IBM.
For instance. there's a great little
Australian lap-sized computer. but I'll
probably never be able to use it
because my little finger's not long
enough to reach Return when my
index finger is on the ")" home key.
Dumb.
I know why this happens: there's
some kind of regulation. perhaps a
union rule. that forbids anyone in
volved with keyboard and display de
sign to be a touch-typist. The design
engineers are pecking about with two
fingers: what does it matter to them
how the keys are laid out? More:

because they are staring at the key
board and not looking at the screen.
they don't notice ugly scrolling. screen
flashing, flickering cursor. and other
distractions.
Fortunately, there are exceptions as
well as remedies.
The simplest remedy is to learn to
live with the IBM PC keyboard. This
you can do if you buy one of those
programs that rearrange the IBM PC's
keyboard. There are a number of
them. I use Magic Keyboard. which is
run as part of my PC's start-up proce
dure. Magic Keyboard is a small
demon that sits at the top of memory
and turns those badly placed keys
into about what you'd like them to be.
It toggles on and off with Control-I.
while Control-3 toggles the PC in and
out of graphics mode. making it easy
to draw figures on the PC screen.
Another remedy is to buy a Zenith
Z-150 instead of a PC. The Z-1 50 has
quite the nicest keyboard of any com
puter I know. including the Archive key
board I'm using to write this with. For
that matter. the Tl Professiona\'s key
board is really excellent. laid out like
a Selectric.
You can also buy a Key Tronic KB
51 51. We've installed one on the IBM
PC ("installed" = unplug old. plug in
new keyboard) and it works fine The
51 51 has all the keys of the IBM PC
keyboard plus some extras: and
they're mucn better la id out It's not
quite a Selectric. but it's close enough.
There's even a stiff-springed Reset key
set where you can't possibly hit it by
accident. It accomplishes the same
result · as the "Control-Alternate
Delete" kludge the PC wants.
The Key Tronic layout is good. it
looks nice. and the keys are well
shaped. Alas. I find I like the feel of
the genuine PC keyboard far better
than I do the 5151 's. This is. of course.
a matter of personal taste. and there's
nothing wrong with the Key Tronic's
feel: indeed. I'm sure that many
typists will prefer the 5151. which has
a soft inaudible mechanical click and
good travel.
The Key Tronic 5151 keyboard mea
sures 81/i by 20 inches. as opposed to
(continued)
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l
to find, compare, evaluate
products and for solid value.

the IBM's rn by 18 inches. The size
difference isn't really noticeable
unless you have space problems. It
has nice little lights to tell you if the
Caps Lock and N um Lock keys are on
or off. something the IBM keyboard
badly needs. The cursor control keys
are much more sensibly arranged.
too. It may be just what you're look
ing for. Recommended. but try it first
to be sure you like the feel.
·
MORE MACTHOUGHTS
Apple had a new two-story booth at
NCC The upper story was filled with
minibooths. about as small as the
library carrels they assign you in
graduate school. Developers of Apple
software were given use of these minibooths in shifts.
There are a lot of them. with some
pretty impressive stuff. Probably the
most impressive was a package that
attaches to the print head on the
Macintosh's lmagewriter (printer).
Once the device. which contains a
light source and an electric eye. is in
place. the software package causes
the print head to scan across what
ever document is in the lmagewriter.
The scanner sends a stream of data
back to the Mac. and Hey Presto!.
your document. whether words or
pictures. is digitized into a MacPaint

file.
There was also a program to pro
duce poetry. namely rhymed couplets.
I was reminded of the public poet in
Kismet and his introduction song. "Fine
Rhymes Have L"
There was a C compiler. said to be
full Whitesmiths C
There was a program to generate
musical scores.
There were several database pro
grams.
With the exception of the digitizer.
all these programs and many more
had certain things in common:
I. They were demonstrated by their
owners. and audience suggestions
were in general not implemented.
2. The developers said they were
ready "now."
3. They promised review copies within
(continued)

Programmers
depend on us

THE PROGRAMMER'S SHOP serves serious microcomputer
programmers .. . from giant institutions to small independents.
Specializing helps us provide 1OOs of programming products
... technical literature ... specialized evaluations and more
to help you find and evaluate. Other services like ... special
formats . . . rush delivery ... payment options (POs, COD,
credit cards, etc.) ... newsletters . . . and reports help you

save time, money, and frustration and get solid value.
Intriguing New Products
Other Key Products
BRIEF'" THE PROGRAMMER'S
EDITOR for PCDOS is "Out of
the way", fast, windows, undo,
macros
$195
HS/FORTH - fits professionals with
great doc, MSDOS interface, full
RAM, ASM, graphics, more.
$210
Consider a solid FORTH.
1

"BASICA COMPILER", also
access all RAM~ modules, struc
tured. BetterBASIC, PCDOS $195

ForCP/M-80
ECOsoft C is now complete, rich,
fast, has library source, trig $225
Edit programs with VEDIT ($119),
MINCE ($149) or "C"SE with
source ($75)

C86 by Cl ($339), Lattice ($359)
from Lifeboat or Microsoft, and
Williams C ($475) are in a tight
battle. Which is best for integra
tion with Fortran? 8087? support
libraries? speed? debugging?
FORTRAN-86from Microsoft
($259) is improving with libraries
for graphics ($175), screen ($265).
LISP by Integral Quality ($155) is
well rounded while GC Lisp ($465)
supports syntax closer to "Com
mon LISP." Or Prolog-86 ($125).
PROFILER-86 - find where any
program spends most of its time
quickly, easily. DOC nicely discovers
theory, key issues. MSDOS. $125

FEATURED PRODUCT:

The lnstant-C™ Interpreter
C programming three times faster
tnstant-C™ is an optimizing interpreter for C that makes program
ming much faster. It eliminates the time wasted by compilers and
loaders. Many repetitive tasks are automated to make programming
less tedious.
•Two seconds elapsed time
• Compiled execution speed ;
from completion of editing to
40 times faster than interpreted
execution.
Basic.
•Symbolic debugging; single
• Can generate . EXE, .CMD
files.
step by statement.
• Integrated package; nothing
• Follows K & R-works with
else needed.
existing programs . Comprehen
sive library with source.
• Works under PC-DOS,
• Full-screen editor integrated
MS-DOS, or CP/M-86.
with compiler; compiler errors
• Immediate execution; ideal for
set cursor to trouble spot.
learning C.

RATIONAL SYSTEMS, INC.

(617) 653-6194

lnstant-C is $500.

For a catalog, comparisons, prices, or for an info packet on AI, or Editors, "C,"
BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN, or COBOL-or just for straight answers

CALL TOLL FREE 800-421-8006

TIIE

l~ll()()llili,l)ll~ll'S

Sll()l1

TM

The programmer's complete source for software, servicesandanswers

128-B Rockland Street, Hanover, MA 02339 In Mass.: 800-442-8070 or 617-826-7531
Circle 3 41 on inquiry card.
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I've developed a definite
love/hate relationship
with my own Mac.

wonderful letters. I find that I like doing

illustrated manuscripts. printing a
fried egg in the middle of a line. and
simply being silly with boldface.
shadow. etc.
On the other hand. it's painfully
a few days but had none I could take slow. and sometimes its limits are just
silly. For example. after you create and
home.
4. The review copies haven't come as store a document of any length at all.
of September 5. two months after you may not be able to print it. At
tempts to print produce quite a lot of
NCC.
disk activity lasting a minute or more.
As I said. the digitizer was an excep
followed by the message. "Disk Full.
tion: its owner said he couldn't pos
sibly ship a review copy before Please Try Again:·
Trying again produces the same
September. I have a recent letter con
firming that. For the rest. the software result. and indeed you can probably
will be ready Real Soon Now; at least stay there trying until you starve.
we can all hope so. The C compiler Eventually you get the picture: this is
would be especially important. since no temporary problem. You have to
it might enable us to write some new do something. like erase stuff off your
disk. Indeed. it turns out that you can't
Mactools and utilities.
Meanwhile. I've developed a, have very much at all on the MacWrite
definite love/hate relationship with my system disk if you want documents
own Mac. On the one hand. it writes more than a page long. Okay. Query:

No more scraps to see who gets to use the printec
first. No more tangles with cables everytime you
want to connect to peripherals. No more jostling
heavy equipment around the office.

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER SWITCH
THAN FIGHT?
Portal allows you to quickly and easily
introduce a comprehensive switching
system that will handle terminals,
printers, modems, CPUs and other
RS232 compatible devices. Up to 32
ports can handle 16 simultaneous
connections.
SAVING TIME AND MONEY
NOW THAT'S A SWITCH
Portal gives you network capabilities at a
fraction of the cost. With features such as hunt
group (acts much like a multi-line telephone that
will ensure the user gets through to an open mode)
and wait queues that will automatically notify user
once the requested peripheral is available. There's
more good news and features. Call or write today
for complete details.

ENFIN RESOURCES INC.
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150 Metcalfe St.
Suite 1028, Ottawa
Ontario K2P 1P1
613-230-1759
Circle 15 7 on inquiry card.

why does it try to save the document
for so very long before it discovers
there's not enough room? Surely it
could check that first.
FALLING IN loVE WITH loVE
What I find interesting is that every
one loves the idea of the Macintosh;
but when pressed they don't care for
the actual implementation. Everything
is going to be fixed when we get hard
disks and the 5121<-byte memory "Fat
Mac." and meantime we ought to be
grateful that there's a machine to rival
the IBM PC.
Macintosh is the machine for "the
rest of us:· the nonhackers of this
world. What's interesting is that it's
the hacker types who are the most
passionate defenders of Mac. They
don't use it much if they have one at
all. They do their work on something
else. After all. it's the machine for the
naive user. Since the naive user
doesn't know what small computers
can do. he's not going to notice the
Mac's problems; he's too busy getting
his work done.
That view may even be correct. Cer
tainly the Mac is easier to learn than
the I BM PC. Whether it's easier to use
is a different story.
I keep hoping. I really do. I don't
want to see an IBM-dominated world.
I have more faith in American tech
nology than the "we must save the
Mac at all costs because it's the only
alternative to Big Blue" school. but I
don't want to see Apple and the Mac
fail. On the other hand. I'm getting
very weary of the promises and hype.
There was a full-page ad in the Wall
Street Journal weeks ago showing Mac
screen after Macscreen. each with a
new and different application pro
gram up and running. In the real
world. though. those programs will be
available Real Soon Now.
Progress is happening. Dr. Michael
Hyson has a new version of Mac
FORTH that doesn't crash unless he
does something egregiously wrong.
As I said earlier. there's a good Micro
soft BASIC. At NCC I saw a C com
piler. even though I don't have it
weeks after it was promised.
(continued)

Inside CP/M Plus: A Gulde for Users
With this clear guide to the updated version of CP/M for
8-bit machines, you can take advantage of all the
features offered by one of today's hottest operating
systems. Complete with reference section of CP/M PLUS
commands. $18.45
Inside CP/M-86: A Gulde for Users
The first complete guide to CP/M for16-bit computers.
Emphasis is on quicker start-up times and better use of
automated command sequences. Includes detailed
coverage ofCP/M-86 system commands. $17.45
Inside Concurrent CPI M: A Gulde for Users
Everything you need to know about the new multi-tasking
system for16-bit machines-presented in tutorial sections
that will soon have you performing file transformations
without special programming. Includes a complete
reference table of CONCURRENT CP/M commands.
$18.45
...And the Cortesi bestseller that started It all
Inside CP/M: A Gulde for Users and Programmers
"That rare gem, the well done introductory computer
book.· -Personal Computer Age. "A landmark work...by
farthe best CP/M guide I've seen:-Microcomputing.
$26.45
UNIX Programmer's Manual: Volume 1
By Bell Laboratories. This invaluable reference is your
prime source for information on the use of system calls,
special languages. compiler-writer tools, and al! other
aspects of the UNIX operating system. $35.45
UNIX Programmer's Manual: Volume 2
By Bell Laboratories. The companion to Volume 1
provides supplementary information conveniently
organized into the areas of basics, editing, language
tools, document preparation. and system maintenance.
$35.45
Programming the IBM Personal Computer: Cobol
By Nelll Graham. Only an expert like Graham could
introduce the IBM PC version of Cobol so clearly. He
shows users how to construct a Cobol program. compile
it, link it to previously written routines. and execute it. $20.45
Also available with disk at $40.45
Using the IBM PC: Organization and
Assembly Language Programming
By Mark A. Franklln. The Assembly Language book for
1984. From basic data types and hardware/software
concepts to interfacing with higher-level languages, it
contains a wealth of hard-fact information. $20.45
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Even Philippe Kahn is getting in the
act: he intends to have a Macintosh
version of Turbo Pascal (for $49.95!)
before the end of the year.
It could well be that the Mac will
become all it was supposed to be.
What bothers me is that the early pur
chasers were made unwitting venture
capitalists when they thought they
were buying "the computer for the
rest of us:"
SUCCESS STORY

of mine).
They don't have any Harvard or
Stanford MBAs. They do have com
puters. and most of the marketing
decisions are modeled on spread
sheets-in fact. on the spreadsheet
whose source -they give you with
1\1rbo Pascal. If the activity looks prof
itable they do it. It's an old Wall Street
adage: "Nobody ever went broke
making a profit." In these days of
"profitability maximization." it's an
adage often forgotten to the peril of
the maximizers.
Borland sells decent products at
good prices. and if you don't like what
you get. you can get your money
back.
That's the kind of attitude the micro
community needs.

Philippe Kahn's Borland International
has done it again: this time it's a bun
dle of Pascal software tools called the
1\Jrbo Toolbox. I have a test version.
By the time you read this. the pro
grams will be for sale. As usual. the
price is reasonable. The tools include
a B-tree search and a sorting system;
I've seen stuff like this. but not as well TuTSIM
thought out. sell for hundreds of It ain't easy to use. the documentation
dollars.
is terrible. and the user interface
Borland is. nearly single-handedly, leaves a lot to be desired: but if you
transforming the micro industry. large want to solve differential equations or
ly by doing things right. For example. do really complex numerical analysis
the indispensable Sidekick utility has on an IBM PC or PClone. 1\1tsim is
already been updated (if you run a PC what you need.
or PClone without Sidekick. you don't
Tutsim is a very advanced computa
know what you're missing). Borland tional program "analog computer;·
keeps doing new and better versions complete with "feedback resistors"
of 1\Jrbo Pascal. A Modula-2 compiler and "condensers"; only instead of
is already in alpha test. and now wires and walls of operational
Kahn's people are doing a BASIC amplifiers and other hardware. you
compiler that will. of course. sell for -use an IBM PC and this program.
$49.95.
If 1\1tsim sold at a more reasonable
Meanwhile. the people at Borland price. I'd say buy it for the learning ex
pay attention to user complaints. They perience: I've had a lot of fun figur
keep revising their products to make ing out how high tennis balls rise on
them better. and they keep their the fifteenth bounce and solving com
prices low.
plex meeting engagements. It is pos
Philippe Kahn tells the story of how sible. given the 1\1tsim program and
a bunch of venture capitalists visited documents and an elementary knowl
his company. "We don't need venture edge of calculus. to make your PC or
capital." he says. "but I thought it PClone do some pretty amazing
would be fun to hear what they had simulations. nothing like the big CAD
to say:·
simulators. but still more than worth
What they found horrified them. while: stuff like shock absorbers. elec
Here was a company started on a tronic systems. etc. I even managed to
shoestring. Most of the furniture simulate a Richardson arms race.
comes from secondhand stores. and (Lewis F. Richardson tried to model a
they use banquet tables for desks. two-nation arms race using a series of
They started out in offices above a differential equations: more on that in
garage and took out their first adver Strategy of Technology by Stefan Possony
tisements on credit secured largely by and Jerry Pournelle and "Microcom
some favorable reviews (including one puters in the Study of Politics: Predict
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ing Wars with the Richardson Arms
Race Model" by Philip A. Schrodt in
the July 1982 BYTE. page 108.)
1\1tsim has the potential to be one
of the best educational tools I've ever
seen. If the documents were im
proved and the price lowered.
Applied i could really do well by do
ing good. A recent letter from
Applied i says they're doing all that.
Meanwhile. if you need Tutsim. you
need it bad. It would be a really super
program for the Macintosh.
EAGLE FLIES!

1\vo months ago I detailed the prob
lems we'd had getting our programs
out of the Eagle I 600 and over to an
IBM PC All's well that ends well. The
interesting part is that our program
mers. now that they know there's a
way to get stuff out of the Eagle and
into a PC. insist they w antto work with
the Eagle: it's fast. convenient. and
just easier to work with .
On the other hand. fair warning: the
Eagle company has problems. There's
a creditor committee and a new presi
dent. The original founding president
is dead. one of the major software
designers is dead. and Mr. Kappen
man. the Eagle founder I worked most
closely with. has left the company.
Rumors fly about the long-term sur
vivability of the company.
That's a subject I know little about.
I've taken a number of courses in
economics and finance. and I'm sup
posed to know a lot about political
economy: but I preserve my reputa
tion as a financial wizard by not mak
ing predictions.
I do like Eagle machinery. I'm not
fond of the documents. Eagle people
have been helpful to me on the
phone. but my correspondents give
mixed reports. depending on when
they called.
Eagle has more or less discontinued
the 1600 series. At least. orders are
not being taken. The Spirit XL is a
very nice portable PClone about 98
percent PCompatible.
My troops like Eagles. So do I. More
than that I can't say.
Anyway. our data-transport prob
(continued)
Circle 272 on inquiry card. 
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!ems were solved in a number of
parallel ways. First. Dave Sturgiss of
Eagle took copies of our disks and
had the Eagle engineers transform
them to standard IBM PC format. That
worked fine. (Understand: our data
transport problems were with the
1600; there is no such problem with
the Eagle Spirit XL or the T\Jrbo PC)
At the same time. Dave Butterfield
of Locus Computing. the Santa
Monica outfit that designed much of
the AT&T 3B2/300 networking soft
ware. managed to read the Eagle
disks into a VAX and use the Locus
networking system to download onto
an IBM PC That worked fine. too.

Thanks. Dave.
The Disk Maker I people are solv
ing the problem generically by teach
ing Disk Maker I to read Eagle 96-tpi
disks.
Finally, the Eagle engineering peo
ple swear blind that if your Eagle disks
are aligned just right they're able to
write to an IBM PC format just fine.
You may recall that I'd thought it was
alignment and sent the troops out to
buy a new disk drive rather than try
to align the old one. It turns out my
idea was right. but the alignment is
really critical. Anyway. Dave Sturgiss is
arranging to have Eagle align both my
drives. We'll see how that works.

ITEMS DISCUSSED
Design Automation . . . Not Available
System
Intergraph
One Madison Industrial Park
Huntsville. AL 3 5807
(205) 772-2000

. .... . .. .. $49.95
Star Fleet I. .
postage and handling ....... . $2
Cygnus
POB 57825
Webster. TX 77589
(713) 486-4163

Macintosh .. .. .. ... . . . . .. $2495
Apple Computer
2052 5 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino. CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

Tl Professional .. . .. . . from $2495
Tuxas Instruments
POB 402430
Department DCA2 32BY
Dallas. TX 75240
(800) 527-3500

Microsoft BASIC for the
Macintosh ... . ............. Si 50
Microsoft Corporation
I 0700 Northup Way
Bellevue. WA 98004
(206) 826-8080

Tutsim ... . .. . .. . ... . $3 50-$2000
Applied i
200 California Ave.
Palo Alto. CA 94306
(415) 32 5-4800

M.U.L.E.. .. ... .. ... .. . . . ... $40
Electronic Arts
2755 Campus Dr.
San Mateo. CA 94403
(415) 571-7171

Zenith Z· 150 ...... . .. from $2199
Zenith Data Systems
I 000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview. IL 6002 5
(800) 842-9000 ext I

Sidekick . ............... . $49.95
11.Jrbo Toolbox . ... ... ... . . $49.95
Borland International
4113 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley. CA 9 5066
(408) 438-8400

5 I 5 I Keyboard . . . . . . . . . . . . $2 5 5
Key ironic Corporation
POB 14687
Spokane. WA 99214
(509) 928-8000

Spirit XL .... . . . . ... .. ... $4 79 5
Turbo PC. . . . . . . .
. . $4995
Eagle Computer
983 University Ave.
Los Gatos. CA 95030
(408) 39 5-5005
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382/300 . ... .. . .. .... . . . . $9950
AT&T
2 2 2 Broadway
New York. NY 10038
(212) 669-2584

I have seen and worked with the
wonderful Eagle lllrbo PC The com
pany keeps promising me my own
copy. but every time one is available
a new wave of orders comes in.
Sturgiss says he can't even keep one
on his desk: the salespeople roam the
halls looking for machines to ship. The
11Jrbo PC is about 98 percent IBM PC
compatible (Lotus 1-2-3 and Flight
Simulator. including the World War I
mode. run right out of the box). but
in keeping with Eagle's philosophy it
does more than that. It has an 8086
(rather than IBM's 8088) and runs
faster than the IBM even when the
Eagle is in its "slow" or "compatible"
mode. It also has "11Jrbo" mode that
goes like sin.
The Eagle 11Jrbo PC is apparently a
souped-up 1600 with added features
to make it as nearly IBM PC compati
ble as Eagle can manage. It has more
slots than an IBM; it's faster: and it has
a better keyboard arrangement. I
would be very glad to hear that Eagle
is alive and well.
It's a real dilemma for columnists:
if we don't recommend good com
panies. they may very well die. If we
do. and they die anyway. we de
servedly get letters from those who
bought machines only to find they
have orphans.
Eagle has contracted with Bell &
Howell to provide servicing. including
warranty service. through 1989. so
that removes one worry.
Use your own judgment on this one.

a

WRAP-UP

Once again. I'm out of space before
I've finished my list.
There are two games of the month:
Star Fleet I. which is likely to drive me
crazy but I keep coming back for
more. and M.U.L.E. from Electronic
Arts. M.U.L.E. is a cross between Ham
murabi. Diplomacy. and an arcade
game. with lots of subtle strategic
decisions-provided that you're skill
ful enough with a joystick to imple
ment what you 've decided to do The
kids love it. I like it well enough ex
cept for the arcade aspects; I've never
been very good at hand-eye coordina
tion. I managed to beat two boys and

CHAOS MANOR

the computer. though; strategy ex
perience will tell ...
The PClone of the month is still the
Z-I 50; it's full of surprises. all good
ones.
The book of the month is The Recur
sive Universe by William Poundstone
(William Morrow & Co.). This is a
thought-provoking series of essays on
thermodynamics. Maxwell's Demon.
the Game of Life. and Fifty Million
Monkeys. I read it off and on during
lulls in the Olympic modern pen
tathlon competition. Recommended.
Next month. with any luck. I'll be
done with Footfall and can clean up
some of that threatening pile of un
reviewed software. •

Editor's Note: Rejoice. Footfall is finally
finished. For those who don't know. Footfall
is the latest N iven/Pournel/e science-fiction
novel spectacular. Look for it from Ballantine
Books next spring.
More good news. You don't have to go to
a computer show to get a signed copy of the
Pournel/e Users Guide poster. This is a won
derful thing. done by Robert Tinney. show
ing Pournelle astride a stack of dead com
puters. ready to do battle with yet another.
You can get one free at the BYTE booth at
most computer shows. If it's one either Jerry
or Robert are at. they'll be glad to sign it.
For those who can't go to shows. Workman
and Associates (I 12 Marion Ave.. Pasadena.
CA 9II06. (8I8) 796-440I) is selling 25
numbered copies signed by Tinney and
Pournelle and I 000 signed or inscribed by
Jerry alone. If you'd like it inscribed to acer
tain person. make that clear in the letter order
ing the poster. It's sent in a mailing tube. post
paid. Inscribed posters will take a couple of
weeks longer. since Jerry does these in batches.

Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers· comments :
and opinions. Send aself-addressed. stamped :
envelope to Jerry Pournelle. clo BYTE :
Publications. POB 372. Hancock. NH:
03449. Please put your address on the let-:
ter as well as on the envelope. Due to the :
high volume of letters. Jerry cannot guarantee :
a pe•sonal reply.

............. .........................
Circle 3 34 on inquiry card.
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SAVE OVER $1500 ON
YOUR NEXT IBM PC.
AND YOUR NEXT.
AND YOUR NEXT.
AND YOUR NEXT.
Until now, adding extra users
to your office system has
presented some real prob
lems. Additional PCs are
costly. And the problems get tougher when you
need shared data access and communication
between PCs. Alloy's revolutionary PC-PLUS
solves these problems. For $1195 for each user
processor and the addition of a dumb terminal,
PC-PLUS transforms your IBM PC into a power
ful multi-user, multi-processor system.
In any system requiring more than one PC,
PC-PLUS provides a more powerful and less ex
pensive alternative. PC-PLUS is almost 1wice as
fast as an IBM PC. And PC-PLUS is ten times
faster than LANs (Local Area Networks) at

(~M~~~~~™/Fall
November 14-18. 1984
Las Vegas Convention Center
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half the cost. It also elim
i notes the cost of LAN con
trollers, taps, and expensive
cabling.
So whether you're adding your secretary or
15 colleagues, Alloy's
PC-PLUS can do it at a
much lower cost and
with higher performance.
Best of all, it's available
right now. See PC-PLUS
in action at Computer- ,
land~ Businessland, and
at your local dealer.
Or call Alloy today at
!617) 875-6100.
Computer Products.Inc.
Alloy Computer Products, Inc., 100 Pennsylvania Ave., Framingham,
Massachusetts 01701. 16171 875-6100, TWX: 710-346-0394
In Europe: Alloy Computer Products IEuropel Ltd.,
Cirencester, Gloucestershire, England.Tel: 0285-68709, Tix: 43340
Circle 13 on inquiry card.
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PANCHO? TONTO MAYBE?

young industry We all owe you a debt o f
gratitude.
DAVE HAMNER

Dear Jerry.
I found Borland's Sidekick to be gener
ally well designed and implemented ex
cept for two inconvenient features.
First. it is copy-protected. meaning it
can't be copied onto a hard disk or RAM
disk for faster operation. The whole util
ity doesn't reside in memory: it reads from
help text tiles and notepad document files
on the disk. Since the whole idea of Side
kick is that it be available at the poke of
a key. that means it has to occupy a disk
drive all the time or you wind up chang
ing disks ver y often.
Second. when you try to run GW BASIC
with Sidekick in the background. the com
puter hangs up. You can't break out of it:
you can only turn the computer off and
on again. This is extremely hazardous for
computers with integral hard disks. It
means a guaranteed head crash un less
your particular model of hard disk auto
matically retracts to a landing track after
a certain period of inactivity. Before you
can run GW BASIC. you have to reboot to
get rid of Sidekick. Again. this is quite
time-consuming and therefore inconve
nient for a hard-disk user. I was told that
Borland is working on that bug and that
a GW BASIC-compatible Sidekick is in the
works.
These two faults combine to make Side
kick much less useful than it could be. In
a machine with one hard disk and one
floppy disk. it's more of a kick in the side
than a sidekick. In all fairne ss. I was told
that a hard-disk version wi ll probably be
offered at a higher cost Real Soon Now
If your machine has a hard disk. wait for
the hard-disk version. If you use GW
BASIC a lot. wait for the friendly version
to come. If you have only one floppy-disk
drive. Sidekick may not be worth the ad
ditional disk changing.
Changing subjects. as president of
SAPASSLA (the Society of American Pro
grammers Against Silly Software License
Agreements) it is my privilege to inform
you that at our last meeting you were
named honorary chairman for the cour
ageous way in which you have cham
pioned the cause of common sense in our

Hudson, OH
Actually. both you and I have read the
documents wrong: you can put Sidekick
on a hard disk very easily All you have
to do is copy all the files over (except
SK.EXE). Then. when you turn the ma
chine on. you do SK from the A drive. You
can then remove the Sidekick disk until
the next time you turn the machine off
/' m no fan of copy protection. but I have
to admit this is the least harmful kind. In
cidentally, Philippe Kahn tells me he's
starting a new policy to make life even
easier for Sidekick purchasers.
In the fine print of the Sidekick docu
ments, it tells you there's a configuration
program that Jets you tell it that the
notepad and help files are on a drive
other than A. and once you've done that
configuration you never have to do it
again. Thus. the hard-disk version works
already-and at no extra cost. I do agree:
if you have only one disk drive. Sidekick
is probably not worth the effort.
I asked Kahn about CW BASIC. He's
never tried it. If you really have problems.
Borland will refund your money Oh-and
there's a new version of Sidekick that will
even work with the Pro-Key keyboard re
arrange1: I don't myself care for Pro-Key
because it messes about with the ma
chine's registers: I prefer Magic Key
board. Howeve1: for Pro-Key fans. there's
a new Sidekick that works with it: maybe
it will work with CW BASIC.
Thanks for the election. /'// try to live
up to the office.-Jerry

Is

TURBO THAT

Gooo?

Dear Jerry.
I happen to have a copy of Turbo Pascal
version 2.0 for my personal computer and
think tha t it's really the best Pascal avail
able. especially considering the price.
However. I am getting a little tired of
people's unbounded praise for it. Look
it's very good. but it's not perfect. What
really prompted this letter was your
remark in June that you haven't heard one

complaint about Turbo Pascal. Here are
a few.
As part of its ultraefficient operation.
Tl.!rbo has some compi ler-directive de- ·
faults that can be extremely frustrating to
the novice who doesn't yet know how to
set them. For instance. recursion is not
allowed. there is no way to stop program
execution (e.g .. endless loops) without
turning the computer off. and subscript
checking is not performed. In case the
problems of no subscript checking have
never occurred to you. consider what
would happen if you tried to read a string
of length 13 2 into a variable declared to
be of length 5. That's right-it gets read
in and possibly writes over the operating
system. I've never seen a Pascal (or any
other language for that matter) that lets
something like that happen!
As those who have 11.irbo know. when
you first get it you have to " install" it. You
supposedly have the opportunity to
define whatever keys you wish to operate
the editor with. including the program
mable function keys. Problem is. some
programmable function keys (depending
on the specific ASCII code they generate)
just won't program in; that is. the editor
ignores them . Borland promises to fix this
in version 3.0. Also (at least on CP/M-80
versions). you must first install the editor
commands. then install the terminal: any
other sequence used to install the editor
commands will not work. The result would
be that the default WordStar editor com
mands are used instead.
I'd also like to point out what I feel is
an outright design mistake on the part of
Borland. First. a little background. During
my upbringing on Pascal. I've learned
what I feel to be a rather effective method
of inputting sets of data: use the end-of
line (EOLN) function to test for the end of
a particular data element (it's set true by
a carriage return) and use the end-of-file
(EOF) function to test for the end of a data
set (this is set true by the end-of-file char
acter Control-Z). If this isn't real clear. im
agine reading in several names to several
groups. The end of each name is indicated
with a carriage return. and the end of each
group is indicated by a Control-Z. Every
other version of Pascal I've used has al
(continued)
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lowed this sort of control scheme without
any hitches. but not 1\Jrbo.
The folks at Borland found an obscure
paragraph in the manual to justify this. It
states that in the special case of reading
in strings from the CON: device. if a string
read in is terminated prior to its defined
length (ie.. entering eight characters for a
string defined to be length I0). then a
Control-Z is appended to the string. Of
course. this Control-Z sets EOF to true
even though one has only hit a carriage
return.
The 111rbo manual (along with every
other Pascal book) states that EOLN is set
true by either a carriage return or an end
of-file character and EOF is set true only
by the end-of-file character. The only
justification Borland can offer for this ob
vious contradiction is that the manual says
it's supposed to work that way. There is
no sensible explanation for it. One way
around this is to change the default 1/0
device to TRM:. but this can create other
problems I don't feel like elaborating on.
I'm not down on 111rbo. but I am just a
little tired of people claiming it's abso
lutely perfect. Let's face it folks. nothing's
perfect or above criticism.
RION T CASSIDY

San Luis Obispo, CA
Gee, did I go overboard in my first ap
praisal of Turbo? Possibly On the other
hand, I was so pleasantly shocked to see
a good product. marketed intelligently,
priced reasonably, and put out by really
nice peop/eYour points are well taken. Thanks.
-Jerry

NETWORKS AND BULLETIN
BOARDS
Dear Jerry.
1want you to consider coverage in your
column of the telecommunications re
sources. from local bulletin boards to net
works like CompuServe. I'm sure you have
had at least some experience with these.
Why don't you join in message exchanges
on CompuServe's IBM PC Special Interest
Group subsystem (just type GO PCS! 31).
By the way. that SIG is not affiliated with
nor supported by IBM.
Also. we would like to hear more about
your experiences with public-domain soft
ware. There are some great programs out
there for the IBM PC. like PC'!alk. Newkey.
PC-File. and dozens of utilities to browse
through files. look at directory contents.
and selectively delete files.
382
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These are generally available through
CompuServe's SIG databases and also
from the local boards. Boards are great
sources of info and gossip. Come join in!
You'll spend more time than you probably
have to spare. but you'll have fun. And just
think of the expansion of the effectiveness
of your efforts to promote sanity in this
industry. Some of the principals of some
companies are participating now on
CompuServe. For example. Philippe Kahn
gets instant give and take about his prod
ucts there.
LARRY WEISS

Garland, TX
Agreed: now that Footfall is done I can
devote more time to playing about with
small computers, and J'd Jove to. Learn
ing more about what's available from net
works and bulletin boards will be one of
my first tasks. J'd appreciate tips on
where to begin. I've been out of touch
too /ong.-Jerry

of the cord doing-I mean. where can you
see the end of the cord?"
"lt's lying on the ground. too? Okay. well
there's our problem. You need to plug it
into the wall:'
"No. there's a hole in the wall. Can you
see it?"
"Okay. now the prongs on the plug-see
them. they're on the other side from the
cord-no. no. on the plug. not the
terminal-they go into the hole."
"It won't go in? Okay. are you sure it's
right side up? The single prong should go
into the bottom hole ... No. it sounds like
you have it sideways ... Look. it plugs in
just like a vacuum cleaner:·
"There is no third hole?"
"Okay. so on that one socket you're look
ing at there are only two holes. then the
screw below that."
"And the plug definitely has three
prongs on it. Okay. I'm going to have to
get back to you on this."
CHARLES SHAPIRO

Atlanta. GA
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
Dear Jerry.
ln the April BYTE (page 64). you men
tioned some things about telephone cus
tomer software support. Because 1 work
in customer support for a good-sized
OEM I was intrigued. You were right on
most aspects of the game. lt is difficult.
boring. and tends,to drive the best people
out fast.
To show you what the other side of the
picture looks like. 1 transcribed one half
of a telephone conversation that is very
close to what a real customer-support per
son finds himself doing for several hours
per day. In reading this. you must imagine
the poor man (or woman) speaking into
a telephone handset. hunched over a pile
of mostly out-of-date manuals. in a small
room with at least four other people doing
the same thing. The name. of course. has
been changed to protect the guilty.
"Hey. this is Rupert with Enisoft. what's
up?"
"You can't get anything on the screen?"
"Well. is it plugged in?"
"No. look in the back of the terminal:·
"No . the back-the side opposite to the
side with the screen on it."
"Okay. good."
"Can you see the black cord coming
out? Yeah? .Okay. is it plugged into the
wall?"
"It's' lying on the ground? Okay. so you
can see the cord part of it. What's the end

Ye gods!
Actually, I think Digit.al Research has
madea ghasdy mist.ake with its new tech
nical-support policy The other day Jim
Hudson told me he spent three weeks
trying to get hold of someone there to
tell him why his Digit.al Research C com
piler kept blowing up when he tried to
use 8087 math-chip routines.
Eventually, after DR people continually
refused to talk to him until he paid his
$250/year technical-support fees. he got
hold of someone there who wanted to
buy one of his Zenith Z-/00 808 7 support
boards-and told them he wouldn't sell
until they answered his question.
The answer was that the compiler. or
at least the version he had. didn't sup
port the 8087 math chip although the
advertisements said it did.
I don't think anyone should have to pay
$2 50 a year to find out that a product
doesn't do what the advertisements say
it does.
Last minute note: DR people say they
agree with me and that they are retrain
ing some telephone receptionists. We'll
see. They also say the newest version of
the compiler can use the 808 7. I haven't
seen it-Jerry
SCIENTIFIC LANGUAGES
Dear Jerry.
I read with great interest Jay Pasachoffs
(continued)

Mass storage Mthout lllass confusion.
Your hard disk system. Do you choose a half-height or full height? How about storage
capacities and back-up media?
Talk to us at QuCeS. We make it easy to amass mass storage. That's because no
one offers you so many choices in a single line. Like 10 to 114 megabytes
of fixed Winchester drives. Plus, for backing up, there's our 5 Mb
removable cartridge, our V4 fl streaming tape, or the old stand
by...your floppies.
Our new Y4 fl tape streamer, for example, can back up 20
megabytes in less than 10 minutes. To back up more, just pop
in another tape cartridge.
The newest addition to the OuCeS family is also very compatible.
With the rest of our line. With your office. All backed up with a one-year
warranty and a very economical price.
Here's onemorewaywe simplify your life. Every QuCeS hard disk gets along
famously with machines and operating systems from Apple to Wang,
including IBM, Epson, Canon, Tl and Radio Shack.
QuCeS. When the disk is hard, we make the decision easy. Call us today at
201-548-2135 for more details.
Circle 353 on inquiry card.

, Computer Services
j 3 Quces

~----~

Drive, Metuchen, N.J. 08840 (201) 548-2135
TELEX 299410 OCS

See us at
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letter to you (April. page 404). Although
my current position is that of director of
a computing center. my background is in
astronomy. which qualifies me to com
ment on his views.
To begin with. Mr. Pasachoff overstates
the case when he writes that ..... it seems
unlikely that scientists will change to
Pascal. Modula-2. or whatever:· Some scien
tists will undoubtedly never abandon FOR
TRAN until they are forced to. But many
of us adopted better languages a long
time ago. When I worked at the U.S. Naval
Observatory. a large part of the program
ming was done in PL/I. Languages such as
BASIC. C. and Pascal also are widely used
among scientists.
It is simply not true that "... physics and
astronomy students simply have to learn
FORTRAN:· Like students of any other
disciplines. those in physics and
astronomy should be introduced to pro
gramming by use of a structured language.
such as Pascal. Although a student whose
first introduction to programming is by
way of FORTRAN may not be permanently
brain damaged. as some computing pro
fessionals feel. Niklaus Wirth's observation
that it is difficult to find a language that
incorporates structuring principles to a
lesser degree than FORTRAN is certainly
relevant. Even FORTRAN-77. which pro
vides some of the control structures so
lacking in FORTRAN-IV. still fails to include
a number of necessary features. such as
recursive subroptines. and remains. in my
opinion. an inferior language.
After they have mastered a structured
language. physics and astronomy students
may want to learn a little FORTRAN to be
able to interpret FORTRAN programs writ
ten by others or to incorporate FORTRAN
subroutines into theirown programs. Such
needed subroutines can always be linked
with a main program written in a struc
tured language. With our VAX-11/7 80 it is
simple. as long as you are careful when
passing parameters. to link a main pro
gram written in. for example. Pascal. with
a FORTRAN subroutine.
Three cheers to you for being unrepen
tant about FORTRAN and for your perti
nent comments. Perhaps with the develop
ment of new languages such as Ada and
Modula-2 many scientists will finally give
up their obsession with FORTRAN and
realize that more suitable languages exist
for their programming tasks.
RICHARD BRANHAM

Mendoza, Argentina
Thanks for the kind words.
I haven't repented yet!-Jerry •
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TheVen-Tel Half Card:M
The only 1200 baud modem
for your IBM XT or IBM Portable PC.
The Ven-Tel Half Card,. is the only internal 1200/300 baud
modem that fits in the small expansion slots of the IBM-XT and
the IBM Portable.

automatic dialing using the industry standard "AT" command
set, automatic answer on any ring, and full compatibility with
virtually all software.

Free Expansion Slot. If you own an IBM PC-XT, look inside the
chassis sometime. You'll see a number of standard sized ex
pansion slots and one unused half-sized slot. That's where the
Half Card,. fits- in a spot that would otherwise be wasted. So
why take up one (or sometimes two) valuable full-size slots for
your modem? With the Half Card;· it's like getting an extra ex
pansion slot for free.

The Half Card·· comes complete with one of the most popular
communications software packages available, CROSSTALK
XVI by Microstuf. Whether you use a.n information service such
as The Source or Dow Jones News Retrieval, or transfer files
and electronic mail, the Half Card,. connects your Portable or
XT to the world.

True Portability. IBM Portable PC owners will appreciate the
true portability offered by the Half Card:· the only modem that
fits in the half-sized slots of the Portable. When you're on the
road, you won't need to pack along a bulky external modem,
cable and power supply. Your modem will already be inside your

Effortless Communication

From Ven-Tel Inc.
2342 Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 727-5721

B·Y·T·E W·E·S·T C·O·A·S·T

New Developments
The dBASE
Compiler
package, new
printer
technology,
pfs:Plan, and
talking
Macintoshes
BY }OHN MARKOFF,
PHIL ROBINSON,
AND EZRA SHAPIRO

Ezra Shapiro (McGraw-Hill. 42 5
Battery St.. San Francisco. CA
94111 ) is BYTE's West Coast
bureau chief. John Markoff and Phil
Robinson (1000 Elwell Ct.. Palo
Alto. CA 94303) are BYTE senior
technical editors.

T

wo of the most widespread data
base-management programs ever
marketed are dBASE II and dBASE
III from Ashton~Iate. A key to their success
is their programmability. Although the pro·
grams themselves are fully functional. their
cryptic command structures are a source of
frustration for many users. As a result. con
sultants and programmers have built a
lucrative profession out of manipulating the
products' built-in programming language to
produce menu-driven database packages in
which the end user is completely protected
from dBASE.
However. it has not all been gravy for
dBASE programmers. In order to market an
application for dBASE. a developer either
had to purchase one copy of Ashton.:iate's
RunTime module for each copy of the pack
age he wished to sell. or distribute original.
unprotected source code that could easily
be pirated.
lbday. a package called dB Compiler from
Wordtech Systems of Orinda. California.
may be the answer to many dBASE pro
grammers' dreams. The program. which
consists of a compiler and a linker. is similar
in operation to many Pascal compilers. It
takes source code written for Ashton.:iate's
dBASE products and compiles it into low
Jevel intermediate code (so much like
Pascal's p-code. in fact. that authors Richard
Sheng. San San Sheng. and Charles Chou
refer to it as "d-code") . The dB Compiler
program then builds a command file and
several overlays (PC-DOS and MS-DOS ver
sions produce an .EXE file and two over
lays; the CP/M-80 version yields a .COM file
and three overlays) that incorporate emula
tion of most major dBASE functions and the
application programmer's material. A word
processor can create original source code
for dB Compiler; actual dBASE is required
only for interactive program debugging and
for database file creation. which dB Com
piler does not support.
The dB Compiler package is essentially a
self-contained new program that parses

dBASE syntax. It handles all dBASE com
mands and functions except those interac
tive commands that would drop the user
back into dBASE when finished. The pro
gram's authors decided that dB Compiler
would use interpreted d-code. rather than
compile all the way down to assembly lan
guage. in order to support the dBASE
macro substitution facility.
As Wordtech doesn't impose any license
fees for the programs produced with dB
Compiler. a developer is freed from the
RunTime requirement and can market
dBASE applications at a much lower cost
than before. In addition. compilation rep
resents an effective form of encryption that
protects the author's original source code.
Furthermore. dB Compiler is a handy tool
for businesses. A firm that wished to devel
op a complex dBASE application to be used
by a large number of employees on sepa
rate microcomputers would have to pur
chase one copy of dB Compiler and one
copy of dBASE-period. The application
programs created by dB Compiler could be
distributed in unlimited quantities.
Wordtech's principals. Dave Miller and
Mike Gardner. are quick to point out that
dB Compiler may not offer the same speed
increases that other programming language
compilers do. Some operations are much
faster than they were. while others are a bit
slower. depend ing on the size of the data·
base. the type of data being handled. and
the nature and complexity of the manipu
lations performed. In general. they predict
a 20 to 2 5 percent increase in speed under
most conditions.
The current price of the dB Compiler
package is $750. A CP/M-80 version was
shipped around June 15. generic MS-DOS
on July 8. PC-DOS on August 8. and a
CP/M-86 version was planned for the end
of August. Cross-compilers (to compile
source under one operating system for use
under another) are available for $3 50 each.
These are all compilers for use with dBASE
(continued)
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11. Wordtech plans to develop a 16-bit
version for dBASE Ill and intends to
announce a trade-in policy in the near
future. The purchase price includes
free bug fixes forever and free up
grades for one full year from the date
of purchase.
MAGNETIC PRINTING RIVALS
LASERS

Recently a number of U.S. companies.
including Hewlett-Packard have intro
duced their own versions of the
Canon laser printer. and Apple Com
puter is set to use the Canon as a
print-server in its promised network of
Macintoshes and Lisas. But as soon
as it appeared that the personal com
puter industry had settled on laser
printing as office automation's tech
nology of the future. a new rival ap
peared on the horizon.
Ferix. a start-up company from Fre
mont. California. has introduced a

novel magnetic printing technology
that may potentially undercut low-cost
laser printing before it gets off the
ground. The first Ferix product. the
Model 800 Magnetic Printer. looks like
a desktop copier. However. it has an
808 5 microprocessor. contains both
serial and parallel interfaces. and has
both ROM (read-only memory) and
RAM. (random-access read/write
memory) cartridges to allow you to
alter fonts. With the addition of a
graphics controller. the Model 800
can function as a bit-map printer.
The Model 800 is targeted at almost
exactly the same market as the Canon
laser printer. It prints I 0 pages per
minute (14 pages in duplication mode)
and is designed for applications that
print between 2000 and 10.000 pages
per month. The cost of supplies (not
including paper) may fall as low as
one cent per page. Ferix plans to sell
the model to OEM (original equip-

DYSAN®
protects disks
in sleeves of

TYVEK.
Here's why.
Quality disks deserve aquality sleeve.
Sleeves of TYVEK" spunbonded olefin
provide unsurpassed data protection
because
1. TYVEK is strong-won't tear like paper.
2. TYVEK does not lint.
3. TYVEK is smooth, non-abrasive.
4. TYVEK is chemically clean, has a
neutral pH.
5. TYVEK reduces static problems.
6. TYVEK is unaffected by water.
Take the first step to maximum disk data
protection. Call 800-44 TYVEK for the
names of manufacturers who rely on
sleeves of TYVEK.
·TVVEK is DuPont's trademark for
spunbo,nded olefin . Du Pont makes
TWEK. not slee ves.
Dysan is aregistered trademark of
Dysan Corporation

ment manufacturer) distributors for
between $2000 and $3000. depend
ing upon the quantity ordered and
the features desired.
Ferix uses a semiconductor-like pro
cess to produce a thin-film magnetic
printing head that differs significant
ly from traditional ring/core heads
that employ wire coils wrapped
around a soft magnetic material. In
stead. the Ferix technology incor
porates an "inside-out" architecture
that focuses magnetic flux patterns to
produce distinct magnetic boundaries
in an array of magnetic heads. Inside
out in this case means that each in
dividual magnetic coil (which is litho
graphically deposited on a substrate)
is actually embedded in a magnetic
material shaped like a half doughnut.
This approach results in a flux pattern
that generq.tes less interference. or
crosstalk. between individual heads
and produces sharper characters with
higher definition. The Ferix head pro
jects the flux pattern through the
plane of the substrate instead of off
an edge as in traditional recording
techniques. Although the manufactur
ing process of the flexible thin-film
head is similar to that of semiconduc
tors. it uses an entirely wet chemistry
and 7-micron technology-a much
larger scale.
The head array is embedded in a
flexible strip that slides across a
rotating drum. The heads deposit a
magnetic bit-map image on the drum
material that is similar to the magnetic
material used in conventional floppy
disks. After the image is recorded.
toner is transferred from the drum to
the paper and fused in a manner
somewhat akin to a traditional xero
graphic process.
One of the intriguing aspects of the
Ferix process is that once the image
is written to the drum. it stays in
definitely. allowing the device to easily
function as a copier. The magnetic
image is deposited on the drum as if
it were an 8~- by I I-inch sheet of
paper (three lines at a time in the
daisy-wheel emulation mode) .
Ferix President Pete Wilson claims
that the printer is currently capable of
(continued)
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The trouble with conventional hard
disk backups is that backing up is all
they do. They take and store informa
tion-and can take a lot of time and
effort doing it-butthey don't help you
use that information.
RamTape-PC is a complete data
storage peripheral that does more
than just take data from your PC; it
gives you new and advanced
capabilities.
It gives you: Electronic disk-a Ram
Tape-PC exclusive. Load data into its
360 Kbyte RAM without reducing user's
memory. Breeze through file editing
and spread sheets. With an access
Circle 348 on inquiry card.

time measured in nano-seconds, the
electronic disk speeds every function.
It gives you: A floppy library capa
bility-another RamTape exclusive.
Store the contents of 32 double-sided
floppies on one cartridge: it's more
manageable, less expensive. And you
access files up to 50 times faster.
It gives you: A choice of hard d isk
backup, either file or image oriented. A
complete 10MB file by file backup
requ ires less than 15 minutes, with no
user intervention. Image backup is
even faster. The file mode of backup
allows great flexibil ity providing for
backup and restoration of specific files

which meet selected criteria.
Even with its exclusive features, Ram
Tape-PC costs no more than ordinary
backups. So why settle for a system
that only takes, when the RamTape-PC
gives, gives, gives?
For details contact Qantex,
60 Plant Ave., Hauppauge, NY 11788. Call
toll-free 800-645-5292; in NY State
516-582-6060.

~ north iltlilntic

Qantex
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The Model 800
produces excellent
gray scales and
sharp images.
densities up to 240 by 240 dots per
inch. but adds that this is conservative
in terms of the potential of thin-film
magnetic technology. The current
pixel size is 6. 5 mils. The speed of the
current model is also nowhere near
potential; much higher-speed printing
should be possible in the near future.
Wilson also says that the printing
head technology is generic enough
that Feri x could place it in both
higher-performance. more expensive
printers and less expensive desktop
models that could compete with the
high end of the daisy-wheel market.
We are impressed with the printing

betting that there's room for another
contender-at the low end of the
market. The company has already
scored with this strategy; the success
of the PFS family (pfs:Write. pfs:File.
pfs:Report. and so on) has firmly
established Software Publishing as a
leading money-maker in an over
crowded software industry.
They've also been eyeing statistics
from Future Computing. the market
research firm. about the purchasers of
new personal computers: something
like 2 3 percent of all microcomputer
buyers get spreadsheet software at
the same time they purchase their
machines. That's a hefty market. and
with a $140 list price for pfs:Plan. the
company hopes to attract a significant
chunk of it.
The program represents one of
Software Publishing's biggest prod
uct-development efforts to date; it

samples that Ferix showed us. al
though the one graphics sample was
slightly less dense than the output
we've seen from laser printers. How
ever. the Model 800 produces ex
cellent gray scales and sharp images.
So far. Ferix is the only U.S. com
. pany that has introduced a thin-film
magnetic printing technology. Both a
French and a Japanese company are
currently selling printers based on
more expensive magnetic technolo
gies.

YET ANOTHER SPREADSHEET
Does the world need another elec
tronic spreadsheet? With a personal
computer software market flooded
with the likes of Multiplan. SuperCalc.
Lotus 1-2-3. and even two VisiCalcs.
how can yet another program be
added to the deluge? With the intro
duction of pfs:Plan. Software Publish
ing of Mountain View. California. is

(continued)

DANA'S COMPUTER DISCOUNT
All Items In Stock

*Highest Quality - Lowest Prices*

EMPTY PC/XT
CASES (New)

Apple II C & E Compatible

HARD DRIVE
10 MEG (internal)
w/Controller CD
complete

FULL HEIGHT
35 Trac
Single sided 143 K capacity

The closest thing to· an
IBM we've seen-you're
sure to be pleased

$149.95

r::I_- .

HALF HEIGHT
Apple II E & C Compatible

**$99.99**

Slngle sided 163 K capacity

$149.95

$149.95

Commodore® Compatible Drive S249.95
Dana's Discount Computer
Buyers Club

****

•SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP CARD
•MONTHLY SPECIALS FOR MEMBERS ONLY (ID REQ)

TEAC FD55F

IBM

Real Special

Color Grap. CD ... 149
DISK Dr. CD .••••• 139
LMS, Joy Stk
1910

SANYO COMPATIBLE

JOIN OUR CLUB AND SAVE

FD55B/BIOS

$179.95

HARD DRIVE
10 MEG (External)
wit~

""•d & software

$119500

Dana's Computer Discount
PD. Box 15485, Santa Ana, CA 92705

ORDERS: 1-800-262-DANA

PRE-CHRISTMAS
SALE FOR IBM

$795.00
"Better Hurry"

RAM CHIPS 64K 150 NS $42.50/set (9 pc)
$16000

•$12.00 ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
•$10.00 CREDIT TOWARD FIRST PURCHASE

ORDER DESK 8:00 A.M. m 5:00 P.M.
PST MON. THRU FRI.
Orders normally shipped wilhin 48 hours.

TEAC FD55B
The Highest Qualltyl
Slim lin e - 40 trac capab ili ty
Double sided, double density
Compalible

Sllm llne. 40 trac w/patch

No Waiting

In California: (714) 953-9105

Apple

HARD DRIVE . :S1195
10 MEG (EXTERNAL)
complete/card/software

Producl shipped in faclory cartons
wilh manufaclt.rer's warranty. Prices
& a\19.ilibili\'J subiee\ ID change
without notice.

lnlernational ord0fs accepled wilh a $5.00 surcharge for handling, plus shipping charges • We accepl Visa, MaslerCard, Money Orders,
and Certified checks • California residents add 6% sales tax • All prices + Shipping • Salisfaclion guaranleed or full refund.
Sanyo, IBM, Apple, Apple II E, and Commodore are all regislered lrademarks of Eagle, IBM, Apple and Commodore corporalions.
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''My computer keeps track ofBS,000 cubic
feet ofwholesak auto parts.''
The more work
you do, the more you
need to store. And
th.e harder if is to
work with stacks of
Ooppy diskettes.

Sysgen-II-G TM hard
disk systems store
everything-up to
20 Megabytes
conveniently. You
can look at any
program or file in
seconds. But ...

Any hard disk can
fail-and lose your
information. So
every Sysgen-II-G
hard disk includes
Y." cartridge tape
back-up-up to 20
Megabytes per
cartridge. (We make
back-up systems for
other hard disks,
too.) So you can
protect your files in
minutes. Instead of
spending hours
re-entering them.

''My Sysgen hard disk stores
the whole lot and
runs a whole lot Jaster.''

''And
this lets me sleep
atmght.''

Sysgen.

Because a hard disk without tape
just doesn't make sense.

Sysgen products for the IBM" PC, PC XT™, and other
personal computers: Economical, lO- and 20-Megabyte
hard disk systems with tape back-up. Or lO-Megabyte

tape back-up for the IBM PC XT.
Go to your local computer dealer. Ask for a
demonstration ofSysgen back-up systems. And find out
how to make sense ofyour storage.
47853 Warm Springs Blvd., Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 490-6770
Telex 4990843

IBM PC-XT and IBM PC arc trademarks orlnterna1ional Business Machines Corporation. SYSGEN-11-G and IMAGE are lradcmarks orSysgen, Incorporated .
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Perhaps pfs:Plan's nicest
touch is that it can read
values from data files
written by other programs.

models based on five-year projections
with quarterly co lumns and summar
ies. It also includes automa ic con
solidation. the ability to add in
numbers from other spreadsheets.
and the ability to clear values from a
spreadsheet without destroying head
ings and formulas (similar to the Zap
took wo years to bring pfs :Plan. de
command in Microsoft Mul tiplan).
veloped mostly in Pascal. to market And there's an additional feature that
The version we saw recently wasn"t isn't seen in other spreadsheets;
quite ready to go out the door. but pfs:Plan allows targeting-the ability to
it had a number of interesting aspects. constrain one variable in an equation
Like other third-generation programs. embedded in the spreadsheet. With
formulas in pfs:Plan use a very th is feature. for example. you can set
English-like syntax. They are built gross margin goals and then compute
around user-defined co lumn and row the requ ired sales. The only thing we
headings. rather than numbers. A fou nd that was obviously missing
typical formula migh t look like "Pro
from pfs:Plan was a set of statis ical
fit = Sales - Expenses_"
functions. though there is a series of
Construction of worksheets as large fi nancial functions that can be built
as those allowed by programs like into equations.
Lotus 1-2-3 is not permitted by
Perhaps pfs:Plan·s nicest touch is
pfs:Plan. However. it is big enough for that it can read values from data files
- - -- -- - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - - ,

on

EPSON PRINTERS
80 COLUMN PRINTERS
RX-80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 235.DD
AX-SOFT• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275.DD
FX-80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 390.0D

132 COLUMN PRINTERS
RX-100 . . • • • . . • . • • • • • . . 390.DO
FX-100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 590.DD

NEW Near Letter Ouelity
LO 1500

2D~=!~!~~raQtor{Friction . . . ... . ....... _. . ... CALL
CABLES/ACCESSORIES

C:l56:Z:2
C8,60'!:I
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written by 1-2 -3. Multiplan. and Visi
Calc (iust numbers-not formulas) .
This feature should make pfs:Plan
even more appealing to first-time
buyers.
MORE ON SoFTOFFICE
SoftOffice. the icon-based in tegrated
package for the IBM PC and PCir men
tioned in this column in June. will be
distributed in the last quarter of 1984
by Breakf hrough Software. 505 San
Marin Drive. Novato. CA 94947. (4 l 51
898-1919 . The price was not an
nounced at press time.

A SMOOTH TALKER
The BYTE Palo Alto office is becom
ing the BYTE Macintosh office. wi h
sof ware (pre -pre-release versions
largely), hardware (such as the Corvus
hard disk). and press releases roll ing
in every day. Amidst a growing chorus
of ··ves. the Mac is fun bu what can
you do with it?" we are starting to see
some real li ve software.
Dave Fradin. the president of First
Byte. came through the office to show
off the Macintosh version of Smooth
talker. a speech-synthesis program.
Dave was visiting more than just the
BYTE offices: he was on a full tour that
included a "talk-off'" the following
week at Apple. where Smoothtalker
and Mactalk would compete "mouth
to-mouth:·
Firs Byte expected o sell 10.000
copies of Smoothtalker between the
September I release date and
December I . The program was first
developed for the Apple Ill - Dave
Fradin used o work for Apple as the
business unit manager for the Apple
111. First Byte sprang out of PCMA
(Professional Computer Marketing
Associates). whtch distributed Apples
in Southern California .
First Byte called up lots of Apple
Macintosh owners and asked them if
they would like a program like this_
Supposedly. 70 percent said yes.
When asked how much it would be
worth to them. $I 50 was the figure
that was often quoted and will be the
price of Smoothtalker. In 198 5. Fi rst
Byte hopes that the computer that
[co11!im•edJ

Cirde 155 on Inquiry card

!OMEGACorporation
1821 West 4000 Sooth
Roy, Utah 84067
Circle 2 2 2 on Inquiry card.

See us at
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HARDWARE

EXPANSION BOARDS CONT.

QUADRAM
Quadboard w/64Kto 384K .......... $ 269

IBM
PC w/256K 2 DS/DD Disk Drives . . ... $ Call
PC wl256K 1-360K Drive
1-10MB Hard Disk .. . .. . . $ Call
COMPAQ
w/256K 2 OS/DD Disk Drives . .. . ... .$ Call

HAYES
Smartmodem 300 .. .. .. .. ...... . . $
Smartmodem 1200 . .. . ..... .. ... . $
Smartmodem 1200Bw/Smartcom II . . $
Smartmodem-to-IBM 6 ft. Cable ..... $
Smartcom n. ... .......... ..... ..$

209
489
419
25
99

TAC

Irma (Emulates 3278 Terminal) . . .. .. $ Call
Irma Line (For Remote Emulation) . .. $ Call

CONTROL DATA
Fufl Size 320KOS/OD . . . ... . . . . . .. $
Half-Height 320K OS/DO w/Brackel . .. $
DAVONG
10MBto 41 MB Hard Disk lnt./Ext. . . .$
IOMEGA
Bernoulli Box (10 or 20MB) . . . . ... .. $
TAUGRASS
12- 70 MB Hard Dlsk w/Tape Backup.. $

rue

209
179
Call
Call
Call

Hall-Heigh t 320K OS/DD w/Bracket . .. $ 179
Half-Height 640K OS/DD w/Bracket . . . $ 265
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
10MB Hard Disk WS-1 (XTLookalike). .S 949
10MB Hard Disk WS-2 (XT Lookallke) . .$11 49

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
Modular Me'mory Brd. w/64K to 576K . $ 219
Modular Multifunction Board ....... .$ 95
AST RESEARCH
(All A.5T boards include SuperDrive, SuperSpool
and 1 year warranty)
SixPack Plus w/64K to 384K ... . .. . . $ 269
MegaPlus II w/64K to 512K . . ..... .. $ 269
Memory Board ti w/64K to 384K . . . . . $ 239
110 Ph.is II ....................... $ 139
MegaPack w/128K or w/256K ... . . .. $ Call
Parallel, Serial, Game Options .. . .... $ 35
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
Blossom w/64Kto 384K . . .. .. ... .. s 249
TECMAR
Captain w/64K to 384K w/Software . . .$ 269

•

0

PRINTERS &PLOTTERS
C. ITDH

Starwriter Letter Quality 40 cps .. . ... $1195
Printmaster Letter Quality 55 cps ... . $ Call
Cul Sheet Feeder (feeds 200 sheets) .. $ 445
EPSON
(All Printers include GRAPHTflAX-Plus)
RX-80 (120 cps, 80 cols) .... . ..... .$ Call
RX-80 FIT (120 cps, 80 cols).. ... . . .$ can
RX-100 FIT (100 cps, 132 cols) ...... $ Call
FX-80 FIT (160 cps, BO cols) . ..... . . $ Call
FX-100 FIT (160 cps, 132 cols) .. . ... $ Carl
Epson-IBM Cable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 30
HEWLETI PACKARD
HP- 7470A Two Pen Plotter . . . . . ... .$ Call
HP- 7475 Six Pen Plotter.... . . ... . . $ Call
HP-IBM Cable (works wllotus 1-2-3).. $ 50
NEC
NEC 3550 Letter Quality 35 cps . . . . . .$1699
NEC 2050 Letter Quality 18 cps...... $ 895
Bi-Directional Tract0< .. . .. . .. .. . . .. $ 235
Cut Sheet Feeder (Feeds 200 Sheets).. $ 445
NEC-IBM Cable . ..... . . .... ... ... $ 30
OKIDATA
Microline 83A (120 cps, 132 cols) .Best Price
Microline 92 (160 cps, 80 cols) . . .Best Price
Microline 93 (160 cps, 132 cols) . .Best Price
Microline 84 (200 cps, 132 cols).. Best Price
Plug n' Play ...... . . .... . .. . .. Best Price
Okidata-IBM Cable .. .. . .. .. . ... ... $ 30
SILVER-REED
EXP 550 (20 cps, 132 cols).. . . .... . $ 595

VJDEO MONITOR BOARDS
HERCULES

Graphics Card .. $ 359
Color Card ..... $ 179
PC COMPONENTS
Bi-Graphix I .... $ Call
PARADISE SYSTEMS Multidisplay . . . . $ 339
PC + PRODUCTS
Colorplus ... . .. $ 419
Graphix Plus ... $ 389
STB
QUADRAM
Ouadcolor I ... . $ 199
TECMAR
Graphics Master S 499
I

MONITORS

AMDEK
Video 300 Green Screen . . . .... . .. .$ 140
Video 300A Amber Screen . .. .. .. . . $ Call
Video 310A IBM Monochrome in
Amber . . ..... . . ... ....... .. .. $ 170
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
HX-12 RGB Hi Resolution Color ... . . .$ 499
Max-12 IBM Monochrome in Amber .. $ Call
SR-12 Hi Resolution Color .. . ...... .$ Call
Simply re1er 10 lhls rel erence number-BY;> w1lh your order
and receive S10 00 t redit loward ~our next purchase. ·
· M1n1rnum O<Oi!t S\0 0 00 t1111t one ereikl pe1 eus1o~r
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has speech will have an important
edge over the computer that doesn't.
Fradin illustrates that appeal with an
analogy to Dolby sound: as Dolby is
to "hiss elimination:· so Smoothtalker
will be to speech synthesis in personal
computers.
Smoothtalker will be available only
on the Macintosh at first but then wil l
be adapted for other machines. It will
be available in two rorms: as a com
plete package for ind ividual
customers and as modules that can
be linked to other software. The
modules can be called directly from
Pascal. BASIC. or FORTH programs.
There are already two and a half
years of work in Smoothtalker. wh ich
is written mostly in Pascal and
assembly language. It meets the first
three criteria imposed by First Byte:
adherence to the Macintosh interface.
software-only implementation. and a
small memory requirement (it uses
only I 8K bytes). First Byte also claims
the Smoothtalker voice will meet their
self-imposed criteria: naturalness. in
telligibility. and good long-term effect
(doesn't fatigue the ear).
Smoothtalker accepts ordinary
English text- up to the length of a
MacWrite file-and reads it through
the Macintosh speaker. It is said to
use 1200 rules of pronunciation.
which may explain why it was able to
handle numbers. symbols (such as +.
S. and @). and many abbreviations.
Enhancements will include foreign
language pronunciation. a user dic
tionary (where you can enter what
ever pronunciation you want a word
to have). and the ability to ad just the
sex. pitch. volume. speed. bass, and
treble levels of the voice. And you·11
be able to change any of these fac
tors within a speech. Smoothtalker
also analyzes sentence structure to
change in tonation for questions and
the li ke.
Fradin claims that the Smoothtalker
in its original form - written for the
Apple III- used only 20 percent of the
power of the 6 502 central processing
unit. That is one of the claims o f
Smoothtalker's superiority over Mac
ta lk. Mactalk eats up all the pro
cessor's time. says Fradin. which

&tect
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ltjompatibility
IBM.·& ACP

DISK CONTROLLERS

COMPANIES
MENTIONED

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
Standard Disk Controller ... . .... . .. $
with ParaHe! Port ...... . ..... . .. $
with Serial Porl. .... . . .. ........ $
Sand star Modular Disk Controller . . .. $
All Sandstar Modular Options Avail. . . $

115
165
175
209
Call

FERIX

48571 Milmont Dr.
Fremont. CA 94538
(415) 659·0800
F IRST

284 5
Long
(800)
(800)

SOFTWARE

BYTE
Tumple Ave.
Beach. CA 90806
624-2692 (California only)
523-8070

SOFTWARE PUBUSHING

190 1 Landings Dr. ·
Mountain View. CA 9404 3
(415) 962-8910
WORDTECH SYSTEMS

POB 1747
Orinda. CA 94563
(415) 254-0900

means the computer ca n't do any·
thing else whi le it is speaking. (And
please don't !et me hear anyone say
"Can't talk and do graphics at the
same time?") The pre-release version
of Mactalk I heard couldn't handle
numbers or abbreviations. either.
Smoothtalker has a rasp at the end
of its "s" sounds where Mactalk
doesn't. The version some heard at
NCC (National Computer Conference)
had phonemes recorded by an engi
neer in a garage next to an Orange
County airport. The version I heard
recorded by the same engineer but in
a sound studio- was supposed to be
two orders of magnitude below the
version scheduled for September
release. The documentation and a
spoken tutorial wil l be on the disk.
Smoothtalker uses a proprietary
wave-form compression method
along wi th phonetic smoothing to
make a sonorous voice while using
only a lit tl e RAM. Fradin cla ims this
scheme is superior to the LPC (linear
predictive coding) scheme used by
many other synthesizers. including
Mactalk. Smoothtal ker uses a digi tal
to-analog converter (DAC) to produce
the voice. The Commodore 64 and
1con1i11ued]

ASHTON TATE
dBase m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
dBase Ill ........ . .. .. . .. . ...... .$
Framework ......... . ...... . ... . . $
FOX &GELLER
Ouickcode nor Ill .. .. . .. . . . ..... . $
dGraph (Requires Graphics Card) . . .. $
dUtil (Utilities For dBase II or Ill) .. . .. $
FUNK-Sideways . ... ..· ......... .. $
HAYES-Smartcom II . . . . . . . . . .. . $
IMSl-4 Point Graphics (Rated #1) .. . $
(lnhance Lotus Graphics)

285
Call
Call
169
Call
Call
49
99
119

INDIVIDUAL SOFTWARE
.
Tutorial Set (IBM PC/XT and DOS) .. .. $
Typing Instructor .. , ... ... .. ..... .$
INFOCOM-Zork I. 11, Ill . .. . . •.•• . . $
All games avallable ............... $

79
39
29
Call

INFORMATION UNLIMITEDSOFTWARE
EasyWriter II System.......... . . . . $
Accounts Receivable .. ..... .. .... . $
Accounts Payable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$
General Ledger ...... .. . .. ... .... . $
Payroll .............. . .......... $

195
299
299
299
369

LATTICE
C-Compiler ... _... . . . .... . ....... $ 299
C-Food Smorgasboard .. . . •.. . . •. . . $ 11 O
LIFETREE
Volkswriter Deluxe w/TextMerge . . . $ 169
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT
Lotus 1-2-3 (Version 1AJ ..... . ..... $ Call
Symphony ... .. .... . ......... ... $ Call
Symphony Upgrade . ...... . .. . .... $ Call
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS
Knowledgeman ................. . $ 299
Ml ~ ROP RO

•
•
•
•
•
•

No Cre~it Card Surcharge
Special Corporate Accgunts Division
Company P.O. Accepted
Training
Equipment Maintenance
Next Day Shipping

MICROSTUF
Crosstalk XVI (lor Hayes
Smartmodem) ........ .. ....... $ 99
MORGAN COMPUTING
Trace 86 (Assembly Language Debug) $ 99
Ted (Program Editor) ..... .. ... .... $ 79
Professional Basic (170K Work Space
w/8fl37 Support) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 259
MULTIMATE INTERNATIONAL
Multimate ....... . . . .... . ...... . $ 269
PETER NORTON
Norton Utilities . ....... . . : . ..... .$ 55
ROSESOFT
Prokey (Newest Version) .. .. . ..... .$ 95
SATELLITE SOFTWAREINTERNATIONAL
Word Perfect (includes Speller) ...... $ 269
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
Open Access ... .. ......... . ..... $ 299
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS/Access . . ................... $ 65
PFS/File . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . • . $ 89
PFS/Graph .......... . .... .... .. .$ 89
PFS/Report .................. ... $ 79
PFS/Write .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . $ 79
WANG PUBLICATION
Random House Proof Reader (SOK) .$ 45
WORDTECH SYSTEMS
dB/Compiler (TruedBase II
Compiler) .. .... .. ... . . ....... . $ 450
OUR POLICY

• We accept VISA. aslerCard. Money
Orders. Cerlilied Checks. Cashiers Checks ,
Personal Checks. Wired Fu nds • We do not
charge your card until we ship • No sur
charge added on VISA and MulerCard •
ARow 1>ne week for p.ers<inat and company
checks 10 Clear • coo mal(lmum 5500 cash
or Cerlilied olleck on de Ivery • Please use
local phone number for ()(ljer slatus inquilies
• Prices su b1ec1 lo change wilhout nolice •
Relurn.s may be subject to reslocking lee.
SHIPPING (U.S.). For monllors. and hard
disk drives acid 2% to all orders. Blue label
and Next Oay Atr avallable. For all olher
Uems add $4. Masi orders shipped nul day.

When you need competitive prices,
prompt service and complete sup·
port, call us.
Circle 23 on Inquiry card.

Wordstar wfTutorial on Disk . . ...... . $ 229
ProPack (Wordstar/MailMerge/
CorrectStar/Starlndex) . .... .... .. $ 329
ProfessionalPlus (ProPack plus
TelMerge Electronic Mail System
Mailing list Management and
Business Letters) . . .. . .. . ..... .. $ Call
MICRORIM
R. base 4000 . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . $ 299
Clout . ...... . . . ..... ...... ... .. $ 139
Extended Report Writer ....... ... . . $ Call
MICROSOFT
C-Compiler . . . . .. . ... . ..... . .. .. .$
Flight Simulator . . . ........ . . ..... $
Mulllplan (New Version) . .. .. . . . .... $
Project (Project Manager) ... . . . .. .. $
Chart ...... .. ... .. .. ...... .... $
Word . ..... . .... .. ... . . . .. .. . . . $
Word w/Mouse ................... $
Mouse w/Soltware .... .... .. . . . ... $

349
35
149
180
180
239
299
139

APPLIED COMPUTER
PRODUCTS INC.
19 t6 Welsh Road #6, Philadelph!a, PA 19115
215-934-6990 Telex 756876 UD

1-800-223-3860
·10M is a rel)is1ered lrademark or
lnternalional Business Machines.

DATA EXCHANGE/64K
SPOOLER

Sllf
l'IJtl

READY COPY

. The AOS-82 12 DATA EXCHANGE/64K is a computer independent
interlace conver er and print spooler. It can be installed between
vir1ually any computer and any peripheral
Dala can be 1npu1 in either serial or parallel. stored in its 64K
bytes of RAM. and oulput serial or parallel. Serial ports support baud
rates from 50 10 19 200 and both hardware and software hand·
shaking The input and output ports are completely independent:
lnpul data with one protocol and baud rate and output it with a
dilferent protocol and baud rale Selections are dip switch
selectable.
A unique leature is its ability to make unlimited numbers ol
copies. Hilling the copy button will send another copy to the
printer When done making copies. hit the reset button 10 clear the
memory.
Included with the DATA EXCHA GE/64K are two 4 too
outpu t cables. one pa rallel cable with standard
Centronics type connector and one serial
cab le with standa rd DB 25 connector.
RS-232 HANDSHAKING:
Standard plugs are supplied lor
flDY/BSY (DTR)
XonlXoff
input ports.
ETXIACK

Suggested list price: $339.00
Dealer inquiries welcome.
DAT A E.XCHANGE/64K

INPUT
AS-232

-

50 TO 19 2K BAUD

~------II!--

............

......

.::::<

PARALLEL

.-

,,,.. ~

OUTPUT
m>·232

,, .................~
./_ &IK-BUFFER

...
...

50 TO 19.2K BAU 0

PARALLEL

A oailable a l your local dealer or c ontac1

r.r.'r!1 ~~!~o~ne~!!'A!X!.TEMS
~ 2630 California Street

Mountain View, California 94040 • Ph0ne: (415)
Telex: 704 969 INTEAAX UD
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the Atari computers have a DAC The ·
Apple II and IBM PC will require an
add-on DAC board.
Smoothtalker is designed for incor
poration into other programs and into
computers tmaybe as a ROM). The
First Byte Company sees the use of
Smoothtalker in various applications:
for example. imagine your computers
being used in the classroom. saying
"Don't worry if th is is the first triple
integral you·ve seen." In entertain
ment it might say "The engines can·t
take Warp 7 for long. sir:·: in custom·
product demonstrations. "Dicer-slicer·
chopper-gr inder. the Wonco does it
all!": as a security measure. " lohn. I
think there's a prowler in the kitchen
let the Dobermans in. quick:·; and in
text-to-speech for the visually d is
abled. 'The Source: Main Menu." First
Byte even tr ied to appeal to my in
terests as a writer by suggesting that
Smooth talker could read my words
back at me so I could hear their
cadence. rm not so sure r want to
hear my words. But. come to think of
it. maybe when I can adjust the tim
bre of the vo ice to something be·
tween lames Earl Jones and Richard
Burton . . . Thinking of applica tions
for speech isn't a problem: gettinf?;
good-quality speech is.
One interesting sidelight is that First
Byte thinks it has the first program
that can advertise itself on radio. Un
fortunately, that same disnission led
to expected groaners along the lines
of "The product speaks for itself" and
so on.
Which speech maker. Mactalk or
Smoothtalker. is more glib? We
haven't seen a final version of either
yet and really can't make a final judg
ment. If the voice on the Smoothtalker
version I heard is tru ly two orders of
magnitude below the final version.
Smoothtalker will probably win the
contest hands down . But for now.
borh sti ll sound robotic in the 1950s
sense. However. I'd love to have those
text-to·speech modules to plug in to
some of my programs. and there is no
doubt at this point that Smoothtalker
has a much better grasp of all the
extras like abbreviations. numbers.
and symbols. •

MoreThan
Artificial

httelligence.

Genuine Genius.
'When it comes to e:i:pert systems,
t,AA 1~·b..,rrry..
We .,,,,,vte
w"
Tte • '""

people you work with. You can hold the
bright ones. Lose the losers. And keep an
easy gii p on the reins.
Human Edge"' Business Strategy Software .
The Negotiation Edge™ helps you
Smart, tough, tactical pro•••••••
size up your opponents.
grams that provide the user
You'll see where they're
with personality profiles of
strong. Where they're vul
two people dealing in a
nerable. No matter what's
on the table, a property deal,
business situation.
a merger, or the promotion
The Sales Edge™ gives
you a handle on your pro·
you're overdue. In short, the
spect. You'll know when to
egotiation Edge will help
be aggressive. And when to
you win.
back down. How to best pre
The Communication
pare, open and close to sell
Edge™ shows you how to
anyone the way they want to be sold.
make your conversations and meetings
The Management Edge"' helps you
more meaningful and effective.How to
better analyze, understand and manage the
make your point with a specific person so
Orcl e 201 on inquiry card.

there's no doubt that you've said what you
meant. And meant what you've sa id.
In just a few minutes your IBM,
Macintosh or Apple II pc will give you a
strategic report that's cunningly accurate.
The Sales and Management programs
are $250. The Negotiation Edge is $295,
and T he Communication Edge is $195.
Your personal strategy is as close
as your nearest Computer Dealer. Or
your phone.

ill WeHUMAN
EDGE
Make Computers Think.
1·800·624·5227 <in Califomia 1·800·824·7325)
Human E.dge Software Corporation
244.5 Faber Place, Palo Alto, C.'\ 94303
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When yon start witli roducts

system for this lucrativ · market.
In adclition, AT&T 1sup·
port UNIX Syste~V 'th th~
service, training, d d umenta~
tion resellers n.e ed · p ' sper.

point to customers who want to
add hardware that is compatible
¥.'1th the machine they already
have.
,
markets.
And over the long term,
UNIX System V offers continuing
It's ~.other reason why goo'd
More choices; · I'
opportunities
to upgrade and
business decisions are based on more opportunif"es
expand
yom·
customers'
systems.
uNix System, V from Kf&T.
. UNIX Sy m.V is irtually
End-user flexibility translates
More ~a more of your cus
hardware in ·· pendent . ~o you'll · into market opportunity for the
reseller.
\
be able to · hfigure systiems
mers will be,demanding multi,\
u
and multi-tasking systems.
using e_quipment from a 'v ariety
1
Software
that
sells
The benefits of UNIX System V of :en ors.
You can use the flexibility of
portability, reliability, flexibilit
UNIX System V offers
-maReit the id~al sof ware
UNIX System Vas a real selling another sales opportunity in
based on UNIX Syste' V from
AT&T, )'.'OU can end up closing
the.sale.
openin up ne

Ana

/

FROM TIE START.
an area of tremendous potential UNIX System V. From AT&T.
customized software.
From now on,
You'll be able to sell software consider it standard.
for a wider range of configura
tions. You'll have more software
to offer, too. Your programmers
can concentrate on developing
new pacl{age instead of rewrit
ing old ones.
For more information on this
sales tool from AT&T, send in the
coupon for a copy of our free
booklet, "Why Good Business
Decisions are Based-011
UNIX System V"

ATs.T
-

r

I
I
I
I
I

1
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are Based on UNIXT" Syst,em V."
Mail to: f\T&T, P.O. Box 967,
Madison Square Station,
w York, NY 10159

Name - - - - - - - - - - - . , . . . . - 
Tit.le _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,.._
Compan." 

-

- - - -- - - - - - + - 

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' I P 
City

State

Zip ____

My business ~tegory (cheek one).:

0 OEM / VA~
D Software House
O MI S/DP M .
D General Business M,gt.
Other _ __,,__ _ _ _ __ _
NIX System icensee D Yes 0 <> 0 Don 't

Lfil -

Y-11 00.CA

----/:

INTRODUCING ANEW BREED
OF ELEPHANT..
Introducing Elephant Premium Floppy Disks. They're specially designed for the more demand
ing needs of business, and because they are, we test them at a higher standard. In fact, 150%
of the industry standard. And then, they're certified 100% error-free at that more critical level.
So we can say with confidence that Elephant Premium will protect your data when other
disks won't.
Plus, Elephant Premium is the only flopp y disk that fea tures The Elephant
i·tttH.:.i
· '"-tie
I easiest
· way ever to store, re1erence
[
an d protect your d'1s ks. :::=:::=:=::=:=
0 rgamzer
~
For the Elephant dealer nearest you, call l-800-343-8413. In Massa
chusetts, call collect 617-769-8150.

The Elepha111
Orga11iierN

ELEPHANT NEVER FORGETs:•
Circle 11 8 on inquiry card.

Serving business for o ver 140 years.
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Technology Shock
Comparisons
Vectorio Ill
NEC computers
C batches and pipes

BY WILLIAM

M. RAIKE

I

t's been the better part of a month
since I returned to Tokyo after a whirl
wind U.S. tour. That two-and-a-half
week Midwest and West Coast trip was my
first chance in nearly two years to glimpse
firsthand the U.S. personal computer scene.
and the changes were too numerous to
itemize. Particularly after seeing the diver
sity of computers and peripheral equipment
here in the Akihabara district of Tokyo. the
dozen or so U.S. showrooms I walked into
made me feel like a visitor from another
planet. Reading about the influence of Big
Blue didn't prepare me for the reality: near
. total shaping of the growth of an entire
market by a single product line from a single
company.
I saw IBM PCs. more IBM PCs. several IBM
PC-compatible machines. the occasional
PCjr. various Apples. one DEC machine. and
a few assorted portables. I saw lots and lots
of applications software on display. the
greater part of it for the PC. I saw almost
no peripherals. except for the occasional
printer. (Presumably it's hard for a retail
store to compete with the mail-order pages
of BYTE.)
COMPARISONS

William M Raike. wno holds a
Ph.D. in applied mathematics from

Northwestern University. has taught
operations research and computer
science 'n Austin. Texas. and
Monterey. California. He holds a
patent on a voice scrambler and was
formerly an officer of Cryptext Cor
poration in the United States. In
1980. he went to Japan looking for
641<-bit RAMs. He has been there
ever since as a technical translator
and a software developer.

Chatting with the people in the stores
seemed to produce either incomprehension
or surprise when they heard me comment
on the lackluster performance of the IBM
PC and compatibles in the Japanese market.
The fact that virtually no Japanese manufac
turers advertise IBM compatibility for their
machines in Japan also produced surprise.
This phenomenon can be explained most
ly by the Jack of Japanese-language software
(and hardware) for the PC and partly by the
intense competition within the Japanese
market itself. The high level of competition
has resulted in a number of technologically
superior machines available at extremely
low prices.
Although it may be too early to say. the
language gap seems to have given Japanese
manufacturers both the time and the leeway

to create a substantially different and highly
differentiated domestic market. Their chal
lenge will be to exploit that market in the
future. What makes their job tough is that
they don't have the base of de facto stan
dards that was available to U.S. vendors as
a by-product of IBM's long domination that
Jed in turn to the creation of so much out
standing American software.
APPLE CLONE

The most significant exception to the
general lack of interest in compatibility here.
apart from the Microsoft-inspired MSX stan
dard. is the wide availability of the Apple
and Asian-made Apple compatibles. A par
ticularly interesting Apple compatible is a
new machine from Honda 1rading Com
pany. a small firm in Akihabara. Honda is
run jointly by Hiroo Honda and by an
American. Pete Perkins. who see their future
in bucking big-company domination of the
Japanese personal computer market.
Honda and Perkins improve their technical
and engineering leverage by encouraging
young engineering students to participate
part-time. Additionally. they spend a signifi
cant part of their time in their showrooms.
seeing who the customers really are and
what they have to say.
One Honda Trading Company product.
about to debut. is a 3 Vi-inch micro
floppy-disk drive that is otherwise complete
ly plug-compatible with standard Apple
drives. Another is the just-released Vectorio
Ill portable computer. the latest in the Vec
torio series. The Vectorio III is compatible
with all existing Apple 11 + hardware and
software. It's supplied with one or two built
in I-megabyte 3Y2-inch microf!oppy-disk
drives: standard RAM (random-access read/
write memory) is 64K bytes. The processor
is the 6 5C02. a CMOS version (and up
grade) of the 6502 workhorse. running at
I MHz. The Vectorio Ill has an RS-232C in
terface on the board in addition to the RGB
(red-green-blue). composite and RF (radio
(continued)
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frequency) video outputs. and parallel
printer interface; on-board memory is
expandable up to 2 56K bytes; either
a serial or a parallel keyboard can be
used; and there are five expansion
slots on the main board (accessible
through a "hacker's hatch" without
removing the case) that accept Apple
option cards.

The price for the Vectorio Ill with
two disk drives will be around $1200;
the complete board (minus the drives.
case. power supply, and keyboard) is
available for approximately $3 50.
NEC COMPUTERS

The nearest thing to single-company
market dominance in Japan is the

Whatever System You ~se • • •

... there's plenty of
UniPress Software from our product library
PRODUCTIVITY AIDS

APPUCATIJNS

LANGUAGES

SUPPORTED U.S.

• Emacs Multi-window
exlensible editor
• Minimacs-Emacs
without MLISP
• Phact Isam File Manager

• QCalc Spreadsheet
• Lex Word Processing
• Leverage List Processor

• LaUice CNa!ive
• Lattice CCross to MS·DOS
• Amsterdam Cand Pascal
Compiler Kit

UNIX 4 .1. 4.2. System Ill.
V. V7
VMS
MS-DOS
XENIX

• /ROB  Relational
Database
• The Menu System

In addition, we carry the UniPlus+ Unix System V for the
Apple Lisa and a fu ll line of app lication software dedicated

to the Lisa.

Call or write our trained staff for more product information

UniPress Software, Inc.
2025 Lincoln Highway, Edison, NJ 08817
201-985-8000 •Order Desk: 600-222-0550 (outside NJ) Telex: 709418
Mastercard and Visa

NEC's PC--8801
MkII has a split

personality.
NEC line of personal computers. One
survey put N EC's market share at 40
percent whether that figure is precise
or not. the company is clearly the
powerhouse. However. NEC is only
number two in the Japanese main
frame business. behind Fujitsu and
ahead of Hitachi.
NEC offers dedicated (Japanese lan
guage) word processors and a sepa
rate line of small "OA' (office auto
mation) computers in addition to its
personal computers. The NEC lap
sized portable. the PC-8201. has been
out for over a year and is widely
available in the U.S.; the PC-880 I.
which I've owned for more than a
year. has been replaced by the
PC-8801 Mkll
The Mk!! is roughly equivalent to
the original PC-8801. but with dif
ferent packaging and a much lower
price. It's based on the NEC version
of the Z80A (running at 4 MHz). and
the main unit includes up to two built
in 5!4-inch. 3201<-byte floppy-disk
drives. along with the standard 64K
bytes of RAM . Also provided are an
other 48K bytes of graphic video
RAM and 72K bytes of ROM (read
only memory). One RS-232C serial
port is standard; a second port is op
tional. The main unit can be installed
either in the conventional horizontal
position or standing on edge. the
smaller "footprint" being helpful on .
a crowded desktop or in situations
that don't permit the monitor to be
placed on top of the main unit.
This computer has a split personali
ty. A DIP (dual-inline pin) switch allows
you to select either of two banks of
ROM: N88 -BAS!C or the older N-BASIC
from the now-obsolete PC-8001. The
two are incompatible. and the NEC
version of CP/M-80 boots up only
from the N-BASIC ROM.
Despite its peculiarities. the PC-880!
Mkll is a powerful and useful 8-bit
machine and an impressive value. Dis
(cont inuedJ
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Concise structure and fast exe
cution make C the ideal language
for applications and system-level
programming.
And compared with other MS~
DOS C compilers, Microsoft®C
consistently produces the fastest
executable code.
It supports the full C language
and includes an extensive library
of subroutines that implement
most UNIX~ compatible functions.
Small, medium, compact, and
large memory models give you
flexibility in selecting the address
ing requirements of your software.
Programs can be designed to make
MICROSOFt effecti~e use of
The High Performance Software the available
memory of your computer, up to
one megabyte.
Microsoft C Compiler provides
you with a complete development
system including the compiler,
run time library, linker and library
manager, and full support of

MS-DOS 2.0 directory structure
(pathnames) and I/O redirection.

How do programmers feel
about Microsoft C?
"In the top category for its quick
compile and execution time, small
incremental code, best documen
tation, and consistent reliability:'1d<
- Ralph Phraner, BYTE Magazine

"Best for software development:'
-Bill Hunt, PC Tech Journal

"Produces good, tight-running
programs."
- Peter Norton, Softalk

Call 800-426-9400 to order
the raging C. $500!'t
In Washington State, call 206
828-8088. Ask for operator A6,
who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or
give you the name of your nearest
dealer to see Microsoft C in action.

*Price exclusive of handling and Washington State sales tax.
Microsoft is a registered trademark and MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

UNIX is • trademark of Bell Laboratories.
" *Reprimed wit h pe rmission, BYTE Maguzine, August '83 .
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Amazingly enough,
the two.-drive version
(the PC--9801F2)
can be bought,
discounted, for a
little over $1300.
counted. a two-drive version sells for
about $900.
'Iwo 16-bit NEC computers are
based on the 8086 processor. not
counting the older model N5200 (sold
in the U.S. as the APC). One is the
PC-100, introduced late last year.
which runs MS-DOS and is sold
bundled with Microsoft's Multiplan
(the Japanese-language version) and
the JS-Word Japanese word-processing
program. It is supplied with I 28K
bytes of user RAM plus another 12 8K
bytes of video RAM and two 360Kc
byte floppy-disk drives. A mouse is
optional.
The most prominent feature of the
PC-I 00 is that the video display can
be installed either in the normal posi
tion or on its side. providing a total
of six different screen formats (three
in each position). This seems sort of

gimmicky to me. but NEC apparently
feels that it's worth the effort. All in
all. the PC-100 seems overpriced; it
lists for just under $1900. although
discounts can no doubt be found.
A far more interesting (and much
more popular) machine is the
PC-980 IF A slight variation on this
machine has been released in the U.S.
as the APC Ill (see What's New. July
BYTE. page 44). but the Japanese ver
sion incorporates 640K-byte, 5~-inch
floppy-disk drives instead of 320Kc
byte drives. Its 8086 processor clocks
at 8 MHz (compared to 7 MHz for the
PC-100). although a 5-MHz clock rate
can be selected for compatibility with
an earlier version of the 9801. A I 28Kc
byte RAM is standard expandable to
640K bytes: 192 K bytes of graphics
RAM and 96K bytes of ROM (includ
ing Na6-BASIC) are also standard.
Available options include an 8087
coprocessor. a mouse. a 68000 pro
cessor board. and up to two IO-mega
byte hard disks. Both the Japanese
language version of MS-DOS and
CP/M-86 are available as operating
systems: nothing has been announced
yet about the memory-management
hardware and UNIX operating system
that you can get for the APC Ill.
Amazingly enough. the two-drive
version (the PC-980IF2) can be

bought. discounted. for only a little
over $1300; the PC-9801E version.
without any built-in drives (external
drives can be connected. though). is
available for only about $700.
While NEC says nothing about IBM
PC compatibility for the PC-9801F
here in Japan. the APC !II in the U.S.
is supposedly a PC-compatible ma
chine. Further. utility programs are
available for the PC-9801 F that con
vert files from disks in the IBM-PC for
mat to NEC format. Such conversion
at least makes the huge body of
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS software easily
accessible to people (like me) who
want good C compilers. modern word
processors. and other goodies.

C ACROSS THE SEA
Living in the world of CP/M-80. I find
various occasions when typing several
CP/M commands on the same line
(command-line batch initiation) would
be convenient. An example is when
I want to compile a source program.
assemble the resulting object pro
gram. and obtain a printed listing of
the source code without having to sit
in front of the computer the whole
time. The CP/M SUBMIT (and XSUB
MIT) commands provide batch sub
mission capabilities. but the com
(continued)
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$299

95

•VERY HIGH SPEED

*7 VOCTAGE RANGES
*COMPLETE SOF1WARE

SIGNAL CONDmONING & DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS AWUIABLE
Adds mainframe editing power to your
_ __.Apple's language' Uses NO program
memory space. \l.brks with ANYsize program! Hundreds ofprogramming features
never before combined in one package! ALWm'S AVAIIABLE and NEVER IN
THE WAY!
The features of this system are far too extensive to describe here. so
call or write for more information, and get a FREE quick reference card.
Nowyou can market your turnkey systems in ROM!
OEM'S Pl.EASE NOTE:
Eliminate worries about copy protection. Your program auto· boots from ROM
which can even eliminate the need for a disk drive. Call or write for ddalb.

Optional Additions Include:

SJSOO

NEW DAPU·2, supeRENUMBER. multlHIDE. multIMERGE. VARIABLE CROSS
REFERENCE, AtrrONUMBER. NEW programs by Pauljohnson. Far more powe1fiJI and mistake
proof than other versions ... and always at hand.
NEWll COl'V ZAP by Glen Bredon. author ofBIG MAC. SMART DISK COPIER, and
ZAP utilities written for our system.Also copies 40 track disks!

$39 95

NEWll ROM DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM, Program your own finnware! Includes
sofiw'are, documentation and emulation RAM .

rr Olli Hollywood Hardware 6842 VALJEAN AVENUE, VM+J NlNS, CA. 91406 (818) 989-1204
1
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Circle 19 7 on inquiry card.

Ferocious
FOR
Microsoft®FORTRAN crunches
numbers with a vengeance!
It combines fast and efficient
native code compilation with
built-in 8087 coprocessor support.
The result? Mini and mainframe
performance from your MS~ DOS
micro.
Based on the '7 7 standard,
Microsoft FORTRAN supports
extensive statements and data
types-including complex num
bers and IEEE single and double
precision floating point accuracy.
Support for large arrays (greater
than 64K bytes), separate module
MICRgSOFt compilation,
The High Performance Software and Overlays,
allow you to create very large
programs-up to one megabyte,
with access to more than 65
thousand records in a file as large
as four gigabytes.

that takes advantage of the full
addressing capability of the 8088
and the power of the 808 7:'
- Jack Wilschke, Softalk
"We decided to use the
Microsoft FORTRAN Compiler
for its INTEGER 4 capability
and the flexibility of its 8087
implementation:'
-Charlie Huizena &
Chip Barnaky, PC World

Call 800-426-9400 to order
the ferocious FORTRAN.
$350:~

In Washington State, call 206
828-8088. Ask for operator A4,
who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or
give you the name of your nearest
dealer to see Microsoft FORTRAN
in action.

How do programmers feel
about Microsoft FORTRAN?
"The first FORTRAN compiler
*Price exclusive of handling and Washington Srare sales tax.
Microsofr is a registered trademark and MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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Listing I: Tlie /.c program.

/•
/•
I•
/•
/•

/.c -

Produces a submit file from the command line
and chains to SUBMIT.COM.
To use, separate commands with semicolons.
E.g.: I c test; as test ; pip 1st:= test.c
Also partially simulates pipes. For example,
I•
I cdir * .c I sort produces the command
/•
sequence:
I•
cdir > 1. + + +
I•
sort < 1. + + +
I•
era /.sub
/•
era •. + + +
#include tprintf.c
#include exec.c
main()
{
int f1, pipeflg, i; char c, s[B], •comline, •comstr, •comptr, •itoa( );
comline = OX82; /• CP/M stores cmd line tail at 0082H •/
i = pipeflg = O;
f1 = file ("/.s ub", "w");
while (c = •com line+ +)
{
if (c = = ';') /• semicolons separate multiple cmds •/
{
putc('\n', f1);
while (•comline = = ' ') comline + +;

•I
·I
•I
·I
·I
•I
•I
·I
•I
·I
·I

}
else if (c = = 'I') /• simulate pipe with temp file i. + + + •/
{
pipeflg = 1;
i+ +;
comptr = comstr = alloc(128);
fprintf(f1," >%s. + + + \n" ,itoa(i,s)); /•redir. output•/
•
while (•comline = = ' ') comline + +;
while ((c = •comline) ! = '\O' && c ! = ';' && c ! = 'I')
• comstr + + = • comline + + ;
/• next cmd to comstr •/
•comstr + + = '\O';
strcat(comptr, " < "); /• redir, input •/
strcat(comptr, itoa(i, s));
strcat(comptr, ". + + + ");
strcat(comptr, comline);
I• comptr now has the rest of the cmd line
/• with redirected input for the next cmd
comline = comptr;

}
else putc(c, 11);

}
putc('\n ', f1);
fprintf(f1, "era /.sub\n");
if (pipeflg) fprintf(f1, "era *. + + + \n");
fclose(f1);
exec("submit", "/.sub");

}
file(fname, fmode) /• general-purpose file opener •/
char •!name, •!mode;
int i;
{
i = fopen(fname, !mode);
if (i > 0) return i;
printf ("Can't open: O/os\n",fname);
exit();

}
#include stdlib.c

·I
·I

mands must exist in advance in a disk
file. which is awkward.
There are other times. such as when
sorting the output from a text-pro
cessing program. that "pipes" come
in handy. (A pipe is a way of executing
a sequence of programs in such a way
that the output of one program is
used as the input to the next.) Various
operating systems (notably UNIX)
offer pipes. While true pipes have the
component programs running as con
current tasks. you can achieve a
similar effect under CP/M-80 by using
temporary files to hold the inter
mediate results.
Several commercially available soft
ware packages (such as MicroShell.
Unica. and C/NIX) offer these and
other useful features. More limited
programs already exist in the public
domain. But it's easy and instructive
to implement simple versions in C.
The C program in listing 1. compiled
using the Software Toolworks C/80
compiler. allows you to enter multiple
CPIM commands on one line. pre
ceded by a slash (/) and a blank and
separated by semicolons (;). It then
creates a CPIM SUBMIT file and ex
ecutes the SUBMIT command. which
processes the commands sequential
ly. Upon completion. the SUBMIT file
is erased. If a vertical stroke (I) is used
as a separator instead of a semicolon.
the output of one program is used as
the input to the next by redirecting
the respective outputs and inputs to
temporary files. (Note: individual C/80
programs automatically offer 110 fin
put/outputl redirection. For example.
the CDIR program !August BYTE.
page 34 21 can output a file directory
to a file called. say. DF\LE by typing
the command CDIR > DFILE. If your
C compiler uses different conventions
or does not implement 110 redirec
tion. the program in listing I won't
simulate pipes correctly. The com
mand-line batch-initiation feature.
with the successive commands sepa
rated by semicolons. will still be
usable though.)
One tricky aspect is to prevent the
program from simply recognizing a <
or > (less than or greater than sign)
(continued)
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Potent Pasca •
Microsoft®Pascal may be the
most powerful software develop
ment environment available for
the MS~ DOS system. It com
bines the programming advan
tages of a structured high-level
language with the fast execution
speed of native code compilation.
And it exceeds the proposed
ISO and ANSI standards with
logical extensions that make the
language more powerful and ver
satile. For example, programming
capabilities even allow you to
manipulate data at the system and
machine level.
It gives you single and double

MICR~SOF! prec~sion I~EE

floating point
arithmetic. Numeric operations
take advantage of the 8087. Or
automatic software emulation is
The High Performance Software

provided if the coprocessor is not
installed.
Support for long heap alloca
tion and separate module compi
lation gives you the flexibility
to create large programs up to
one megabyte.
And the standard linking inter
face makes it easy to combine
Microsoft FORTRAN or assem
bly language subroutines.
Call 800-426-9400 to order
the potent Pascal. $300!~

In Washington State, call 286
828-8088. Ask for operator AS,
who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or
give you the name of your nearest
dealer to see Microsoft Pascal in
action.

*Price exclusive of handling and Washington Scace s;i!cs tax.
Microsofr is a registered crndemark and MS is a trndenrnrk of Microsof r Corpormion.
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PREVENT THE DISASTER
OF HEAD CRASH AND
DROPOUT.
The war against dust and dirt
never ends. So before you boot
up your equipment, and
everytime you replace a
cassette, disk or drive
filter, be sure to use Dust-Off II;
it counteracts dust, grit and lint.
Otherwise you're flirting with
costly dropouts, head crashes
and downtime.
Dust-Of fII is most effective
when used with Stat-Off II. Stat
Off II neutralizes dust-holding
static electricity while Dust-Off!I
blasts loose dust awa y. There's
also the Dual Extender and Mini
Vac for vacuuming dust out of
hard-to-reach places.
Photographic professionals
have used Dust-Off brand
products consistently on
their delicate lenses and
expensive cameras for
over ten years. They
know it's the safe, dr)".
efficient way to contami
nant-free cleaning.

Cleaning not provided by liquid
cleaners.
Dust-Off !I's remarkable
pinpointaccuracyzerosin on the
precise area being dusted. And
you have total control-every
thing from a gentle breeze for

Stat-Off II neutralizes dust-holding
static electricity from media and
machines.

delicate computer mechanisms
ro a heavy blast for grimy dirt.
Don 't let contamination djs
rupt your computer operation .
Stock upon Dust-Offll-thead
vanced dry cleaning system ,
at your local computer or
office supply dealer.
Or send $1 .00 (lor
- . post.age and handling)
for a 3 oz. tria l size and
literatu re today.

The safe dry cleaning system

Folcon Saf ety Products , In c . 100!.ii B11stol Hoad. Mou11 ta 111s1de. NJ 17092
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on the command line as an indication
that its own input or output is to be
redirected. (That is. 1/0 redirection has
to be disabled for this program so that
< or > symbols in the command line
can be handled correctly.) Your C
compiler might provide compile-time
options to accomplish this task; the
C/80 compiler doesn't but it does
supply an assembly-language file con
taining its normal run-time library.
Deleting four lines in that file
(CLIBRARY.ASM) disables 1/0 redirec
tion; the lines to be deleted are lines
89 to 92: CPI '< ', JZ $B1, CPI '> ',
and JZ $B2.
The program is reasonably straight
forward. It parses the command-line
tail (stored by CP/M starting at hexa
decimal address 0082 in the CP/M
buffer area); places successive com
mands on individual lines in the file
/.S UB (and sets up 1/0 redirection to
temporary files when necessary);
adds a line after the last command,
which causes the /.SUB file and any
temporary files to be erased; and
chains to the CP/M SUBMITCOM pro
gram to start execution.
The #include files (TPRINTF.C and
EXEC.CJ are supplied with the C/80
compiler and contain the code for the
formatted output routines and the
program chaining feature. respective
ly Similarly. STDLIB.C contains
various standard C library functions.
These files may or may not be needed
with your compiler.
COMING UP
The December BYTE Japan will fea
ture hand-held computers, particular
ly the Ampere Big.APL. and a com
parison of several available MSX
machines. •

DusfOff]I
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One tricky aspect is
to prevent the program
from recognizing a <
or > as an indication
to redirect its
own input/output.

Circle 164 on inquiry card.

IMIGIT ac:lds icOft..
selected Graphic
Functions, text, and
textures with a full
palette of vibrant colors.
Together You Enjoy
Unparalleled economy
and Applications
. Flexibility.

For $695.00 you get the PC-EYE™
video digitizer board and IMIGIT™
graphics software. PC-EYE allows
you to capture real-life images with
an ordinary video camera or VCR
and produce them on your personal
computer. IMIGIT is an icon
oriented graphics software package
which allows you to modify the
camera image by adding text, pat
terns, colors, lines and shapes. By
using cut and paste features with
multiple video images, you can store
images for later retrieval and print
images from the screen.

IMIGIT Supports ..•
High Resolution - up to 640 x 512
pixels with 16 colors or gray scale
(64 with 6-bit PC-EYE). Flexibility 
to support the most popular
graphics cards and printers for
convenient display and hardcopy
output. Speed - less than 2 / 10 of a
second to capture an image in the
IBM-compatible 320 x 200 mode.
All in all, a powerful but easy-to-use
package that allows you to develop
sophisticated and dramatic graphic
.presentations.

CHORUS is the Single Source for
your graphics and imaging needs.
Complete solutions in both
hardware and software. Call us for
other low cost/high performance
imaging products such as Dr. Halo*
and Halo* graphics software; video
cameras and accessories; and
graphic adapter cards. You can
expect prompt delivery, technical
support and complete OEM design
assistance.
.CALL 1-800 OCHOA US or
603-424-2900.
PC-EYE and JM/GIT are trademarks of
Chorus Data Systems, Inc.

You get this Exciting Tool for
integrating video images with
graphics created by other software
packages like Lotus 1-2-3*;
Graftalk*; CAD and business
presentation packages. Imagine
combining a real-life camera image,
text and a pie chart generated by
Lotus into one picture. It's really
as easy as 1, 2, 3.

*Dr. Halo and Halo are trademarks of Media
6ybernetics, Inc.
,
Graftalk is a trademark of Redding Group, Inc.
Lotus 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development
Corporation.
Circle 56 on inquiry card.

CHORUS
Chorus Data Systems, Inc., 6 Continental Blvd., P.O. Box 370, Merrimack, New Hampshire 03054

Don't spend one more dollar on microcomputer hardware or software until you
get Tony Webster's amazing new Buyer's Guides for the micro marketplace!

COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
OVER 1100 MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS!
These are the buying guides that every experi
enced and prospective micro user needs. Clearly
written, completely objective guides that
provide up-to-date information on the price,
performance, special features, compatibility and
ease of use for hundreds of micro hardware
and software products.
Until now it's been next to impossible to keep
track of today's bewildering array of new micro
products and peripherals. Conflicting claims and
sketchy product literature have confused even
the most experienced users. And you can't rely on
salespeople to always be objective with you.
But all your confusion will melt away when
you get Tony Webster's extraordinary new Buying
Guides for home and small computer users.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
TO MAKE WELL INFORMED,
PRICE-WISE BUYING DECISIONS
Here's where you 'll find complete details on the
entire spectrum of microcomputers, printers,
terminals, firmware and major applications
software-not only the best-selling systems
from Apple, IBM, Commodore, Radio Shack and
the like but the many less expensive "clone"
systems now on the market. Fully illustrated and
formatted for easy cross reference, these are
the best Buying Guides published, bar none.
They help you get the most from your computer
dollar by making it simple for you to ...
1. Save time and money. Model by model price
information makes comparison shopping
easy.
2. Focus on compatible systems and software.
Avoid costly mistakes when upgrading your
system.
3. Identify available options and special features.
Configure your system to your specific needs.
4. Choose the most appropriate applications
software packages. Many programs make
the claim, but just how "friendly" are they?
5. Compare performance and capabilities. Get
the best price/performance trade-off on
every purchase you make.
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6. Quickly locate suppliers, distributors
and manufacturers. Complete
address and phone listings are
included in each Guide.
So much timely information in one
place! You'll find everything you need
to pinpoint the right product at the right price.

TONY WEBSTER'S ORIGINAL
MICROCOMPUTER BUYER'S GUIDE
IS ALREADY AN INDUSTRY
STANDARD
Internationally recognized for his work in com
puter research and development, marketing and
sales, Mr. Webster's original Microcomputer
Buyer's Guide (now in its Third Edition) is ac
knowledged as the best in the field.

Creative Computing reports ...
'This is probably the largest and most complete
buyer's guide to micros yet published ... a valu
able reference book, the best I've seen of its type
... setting a standard that wil I be difficult to
surpass."
From Inc. Magazine ...
'The book's photos, tables and ample
descriptions of each product and its sub-systems
and accessories ... spare the prospective
purchaser a considerable amount
of salesman's palaver . ..
well organized and thoroughly detailed."
From Popular Computing ...
"It's rare to find a book that achieves exactly what
it promises to do ... the book gives new meaning
to the phrase, 'according to Webster'."
Now Byte Books has updated and expanded
Mr. Webster's original classic into 4 invaluable
new reference tools for home and business
microcomputer users. You'll be getting the most
complete, up-to-date buying guides ever pub
lished for the micrcomputer marketplace!

MICROCOMPUTER BUYER'S GUIDE
(Third Edition)

MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE
BUYER'S GUIDE

Tony Webster
BY2 x 11 384 pp

Tony Webster and Richard S. Champion
B'h x 11 352 pp $19 .95 paperback

$19.95 paperback

Full details on more than 200 companies and 600
microcomputer systems and peripherals, including
Macintosh PCjr., and the new portables. Plus, up-to-date
information on optional equipment • new trends and
technologies • Japanese vs. U.S. models• feature and
performance comparison charts • reviews of manu
facturer's software • third-party IBM vendors ; pricing
• full glossary • and more.

In-depth description and evaluation of top-selling
applications software in areas of spreadsheet analysis,
word processing, data base management, telecom
munications, plus integrated packages. Includes reviews
of dBase II, Multiplan, VisiCalc, Lotus 1-2-3, Wordstar
and major software from Visicorp, Peachtree, Perfect
and many others. Complete glossary and vendor
information included. Fully illustrated .

TERMINALS & PRINTERS BUYER'S GUIDE
Tony Webster
8~~ x 11 320 pp

$19 .95 paperback

Model by model summaries of over 500 products,
including graphic and alphanumeric terminals •
printers and printing terminals • data communica
tion products • interface devices • protocol standards
• IBM compatible systems • price guidelines • vendor
and manufacturer profiles• glossary• and much more.

OFFICE AUTOMATION &
WORD PROCESSING BUYER'S GUIDE
Tony Webster
B'h x 11 328 pp

$19.95 paperback

Includes detailed and fully illustrated summaries on
over 200 office automation products and accessories •
word processing hardware and software • electronic
typewriters • local area networking • communica
tions • productivity factors • cost benefit analysis •
PBAX systems • ergonomic factors • vendor and
supplier listings • pricing • complete glossary

Look for the Tony Webster's Buyer's Guide at
your favorite bookseller or computer store. Or,
use this handy coupon to examine any or
all of the Guides at no risk for 15 days.
•

. ....

. •...••..••.••••••.•...........••........,
~'';
itn i

Steve Matthews
Suite 2677
Byte Books/McGraw-Hill Book Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

•

Please send me the Tony Webster Buyer's Guides
checked below . I am including $19 .95 (plus local
tax) for each book ordered which includes shipping
and handling. I understand that if I'm not completely
satisfied, I may return the Guide(s) before 15 days
for a full refund.
D
D
D
D

Microcomputer Buyer's Gulde
Microcomputer Software Buyer's Gulde
Terminals & Printers Buyer's Gulde
Office Automation & Printers Buyer's Gulde

D Check Enclosed

o

Visa

D Mastercard

Account Number _ _ _ _ __
Expiration Date _ _ __ __ _
N ame------------~~~~

T i t l e - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - 
Com pan y _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
City _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
State'----- - - - - Zip._ _ _ _ __
23-D238-4000- l
Signature - - -- - - - - - - - - - 
(Required ii using charge card)

.••••••••••••••••.•...............................••
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BASF QUALi METRIC™ FLEXYDISKS®
BUILT FOR ETERNITY-WARRANTED FOR A LIFETIME.
BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks® offer
you more ... an extraordinary new
lifetime warranty.* The BASF Quali
metric standard is a dramatic new
international standard of quality in
magnetic media .. . insurance that
your most vital information will be
secure for tomorrow when you enter
it on BASF FlexyDisks today.
We can offer this warranty with
complete confidence because the
Qualimetric standard reflects a con
tinuing BASF commitment to perfec
tion ... a process which begins with
materials selection and inspection,
and continues through coating, pol
ishing, lubricating, testing, and
100% error-free certification . Built
into our FlexyDisk jacket is a unique
two-piece liner. This BASF feature
traps damaging debris away from
the media surface, and creates extra
space in the head access area, insur
ing optimum media-to-head align
ment. The result is a lifetime of
outstanding performance.
When your information must
be secure for the future, look for
the distinctive BASF package with
the Qualimetric seal. Call 800-343
4600 for the name of your nearest
supplier.
Circle 36 on Inqui ry card.
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A Plethora

of Portables

Apricots
and the
Organiser
BY DICK POUNTAIN

0

ne of the corollaries to Murphy's
Law states that whenever you
choose to go on holiday it will all
start to happen at home. This proved to be
true when I decided to take an unprece
dented four-week vacation in June: ACT
launched not one but a whole family of new
Apricots. while Psion unveiled its first ven
ture into hardware design-a pocket com
puter. Because none of them is likely to be
available in the U.S.A. at the time this arti
cle appears in print. I thought you might en
joy a sneak preview.
ACT IS TOGETHER

Dick Pountain is a technical author
and software consultant living in
London. England. He can be
contacted clo BYTE. POB 372 .
Hancock. NH 0 3449.

ACT is the U.K:s largest and most successful
purveyor of business microcomputers. After
an early period of selling CP/M machines
and software. the company rose to promi
nence through marketing Chuck Peddle's
8088-based Victor 9000 under the name
Sirius I. While IBM procrastinated over
European introduction of the IBM Personal
Computer (PC). the Sirius I became the
16-bit business machine. particularly in the
U.K. and Germany. In the intervening three
years. Big Blue has not enjoyed the easy
ride to dominance that was predicted for
it over here. with a strange result: the Vic
tor 9000 flopped in its home market.
swamped by the IBM PC tidal wave. but
prospered across the Atlantic. It was in
evitable that ACT should take manufactur
ing into its own hands. so it designed and
built the Apricot-launched just in time to
take over as the Victor 9000 foundered.
The Apricot is much smaller. neater. and
cheaper than the Sirius/Victor. and the soft
ware is almost entirely compatible with it.
though not with the IBM PC-it uses the full
16-/16-bit 8086 rather than the 16-/8-bit
8088. and it has Sony 3 ¥.\-inch disk drives.
'!Wo versions of the Apricot were introduced
to the U.S.A. earlier this year-the standard
PC and the XI. which features an integral
3-inch JO-megabyte (MB) Winchester drive
and both versions were enthusiastically
received by the computer press.

ACT could have been expected to take a
rest at this point. Instead. they have chosen
to introduce no fewer than three new
Apricot models. one of which is a portable
featuring one of the new 80-column by
2 5-line LCDs (liquid-crystal displays). All
three machines are equipped with infrared
cordless keyboards (a la IBM's PCjr). the
world's first infrared mouse. and an icon
driven shell that sits on top of MS-DOS.
FIRST, THE F

1

The Apricot FI comes in a box that is less
than half the width of the standard Apricot's
processor unit. In fact. at 2 21 by 160 by 4 20
millimeters. it's not much bigger than many
manufacturers· disk drives. A single Sony
3¥.\ -inch drive with a capacity of 720K bytes
is built in. along with a standard 2 56K RAM
(random-access read/write memory) and an
8086 central processing unit (CPU) (4 .77
MHz). RS-232 and Centronics printer ports
are included. plus one internal expansion
slot and an external bus. A 10-MB Win
chester or extra Sony drives · can be at
tached to the latter. ACT used the occasion
of the launch to announce a local-area net
work (Point 32) and a cluster controller
(Point 7). which can link all members of the
Apricot family, the Sirius I . and the IBM PC,
Three Sorcim applications. SuperWriter.
SuperCalc. and SuperPlanner. come
bundled with the machine. together with
ACT's own drawing and diary packages and
a game. The operating system is MS-DOS
version 2. I I with Concurrent CP/M and the
GSX Graphics extensions as optional extras.
The U.K. price is £995. just under the magic
£ 1000 barrier.
There is no integral display. but provision
for color is built in. allowing it to drive either
an RGB (red-green-blue) color or an Apricot
monochrome monitor. (A new color moni
tor of Sony manufacture will be available as
an, option.) In addition. the Fl ha·s a com
posite video output to drive standard
monochrome monitors and an optional
(continued)
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UHF modulator to drive domestic TVs.
Unlike the original Apricot. which in
herited the very high-resolution 800
by 400-pixel Victor graphics. the Fl
has 640 by 256 graphics in two
modes. and 640 by 200 (for ease of
software transfer from the IBM PC) in
two further modes.
One dramatic improvement over
the original Apricot is a smart VDU
(video display unit) driver that pro
vides what ACT has dubbed "mad"
(for multidirectional) scrolling: this is
said to allow you to pan the screen
smoothly in any direction and define
scrolling windows. I haven't seen the
full thing yet but the Fl I used cer
tainly had smooth scrolling in the ver
tical dimension.
The keyboard is also a new design.
lacking the LCD "microscreen" of the
original Apricot (which was con
sidered virtually useless by popular
consensus). Ultra-low-profile keys are
used with fashionably round tops and
all 92 keys are arranged in a single
block. with no gaps between the
QWERTY. editing, numeric. and func
tion-key groups. The keyboard com
municates with the processor unit via
an infrared link. though a fiber-optic
cord is available for use in crowded

offices where interference might oc
cur ("group environments." in the hor
rid language of the promotional leaf
let). I found that the infrared link
worked reliably with the keyboard sit
ting on the same surface as the pro
cessor box. but not so well on my
knees. where the edge of the desk
could shadow the sensor.
I couldn't get my hands on the in
frared cordless mouse in time for
press. but it appears to be highly
original in design. The rotating ball
protrudes from both the upper and
lower surfaces of an elongated plastic
box: the ball can be manipulated di
rectly with the fingers as a trackball
or. by tilting. can be brought into con
tact with the desktop to act as a con
ventional mouse. lWo buttons are pro
vided.
THE NEW SHELL GAME

It would be nice to report that the new
operating system shell lived up to the
innovative hardware. but it does not.
at least in the early version I used.
Whichever side you take in the
"mouse versus no mouse" debate.
you have to admit that the concept of
a mouse- and icon-driven user inter
face. as it came from Xerox PARC

(Palo Alto Research Center) through
Lisa and Macintosh. is an indivisible
one. The prerequisites are a com
pletely bit-mapped display. with soft
character generation and sophisti
cated window and menu manage
ment integral to the operating system.
Such software. as Apple has shown.
requires years of painstaking effort to
develop. Putting a shell over standard
MS-DOS. supplementing menus with
little pictures. is not adequate and
smacks of cashing in on fashion .
The new Apricot front-end program
is called Activity (get it?) and consists
of a menu along the bottom of the
screen. in which words are highlighted
by a reverse-video cursor and have a
small icon underneath to reinforce the
message. Choices can be made by
using the ordinary cursor keys or the
mouse. When a choice is made. the
screen fills with other menus (and
icons) from which selection is made
by moving a separate cross-hairs cur
sor. using the mouse (or the numeric
pad keys). The whole setup. with two
totally independent cursors. was com
pletely incomprehensible to me and
inferior in ease of use to an ordinary
Multiplan-style menu. I prefer to stick
with the unadorned MS-DOS inter
face.
A reduced version of the Fl (called
Fl E) is to be produced for schools
and universities. with l 28K bytes of
RAM and a single-sided 320K-byte
disk drive. The attraction will be the
low (£795) cost and Digital Research's
Dr. Logo as bundled software.
AN APRICOT FOR THE ROAD

Photo I: Tl1e Apricot Fl (left) and Apricot Portable (rignt) from ACT.
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The most exotic of the new machines
is the Apricot Portable. Sharing all of
the features of the Fl. this machine is
packaged in a futuristic wedge-shaped
case and has a full-sized (80 by 25)
LCD manufactured by Hitachi. The
keyboard unit is the same as the Fl ·s
though the infrared sensor sits under
the beveled lower edge of the case.
which makes it even more sensitive to
positioning than the Fl 's keyboard.
The Apricot Portable has its disk drive
situated at the right-hand side of the
case but the disk operation light.
(continued)
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A LOT OF WRONGS
FOR$59.95.
Most word processing programs create more
problems than they solve. Introducing
the first program that rights all those wrongs :
lliE WRITE STUFF ~

WRONG# 1: WORD PROCESSING PROGRAMS
ARE EXPENSIVE.
Some people say software has to be
expensive to work well. We don't agree.
THE WRITE STUFF is everything those more
expensive programs should be. And more :
It's affordable . Only $59.95 . And it's available
for Apple®II+, Ile, Ile and IBM®PC, XT, and
compatible computers .
WRONG #2: GOOD WORD PROCESSING
PROGRAMS ARE HARD TO USE.
TifE WRITE STUFF was written for Harper
& Row by the co-developers of The Bank
Street Writer™, the best-selling word processor
for children. To say that it's easy to use is an
understatement. Twenty minutes is all it takes

tomasterlliE WRITE STUFF. Your " help menu"
of functions and commands is just a key
away. Creative Compu ting calls it "as simple
as using a typewriter. ..an excellent word
processor.''
WRONG #3: YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR.
There's virtually no word processing
function lliE WRITE STUFF can't perform. As
well as options you only find in programs cost
ing five times as much: word count, complete
cursor control, variable speed scrolling, undo
any change in one step, on-screen underline
and boldface, automatic save, and more.
WRONG #4: GREAT SOFTWARE COMES FROM
SOMEONE'S GARAGE.
THE WRITE STUFF is from Harper & Row,
one of the world's leading publishers. We've
been recognizing great writing for more
than 150 years, even before Mark Twain
brought us Huck Finn. We think you'll find
THE WRITE STUFF right in his league.

f~ Harper&Row.

© l984Harper&Row.10E. 531dSt. 20lh0
New V01k. NY 10022 (212)207-7492

Software for peopleT:
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along with several other indicators. is
placed at the left-hand edge of the
screen for visibility.
Like the FI. the Portable relies en
tirely on mains power. battery opera
tion having been rejected as a design
option. In this sense it's not a com
petitor to the new Vadem/Morrow/Os
borne machine that has a much
smaller footprint and a battery power
option. ACTs managing director
Roger Foster doesn't believe that this
sector of the market demands any
more than easy transportability.
though I feel that some engineers.
geologists. and other field workers
might disagree. A very smart carrying
case holds the processor/display unit
and the keyboard for traveling.
The most spectacular feature of the
Apricot Portable is the voice-recogni
tion circuitry and integral microphone.
This sits in a recess at the right-hand
side of the screen and can be re
moved on a self-rewinding cable. It
wasn't fitted on the early prototype I
used. but according to my informa
tion the circuitry works like the 1ecmar
PC-Mate. The machine is trained to a
person's voice by speaking the
chosen keywords from three to five
times. Unlike the Tecmar. however. it

uses a hierarchical system of keyword
storage. with 64 primary words; upon
recognition of one of these words. a
further 64 different words can be
recognized and so on.
At £1695 the Apricot Portable is
priced close to the Compaq. Kaypro.
and the new Osborne Encore (Mor
row Pivot).
Tuken altogether. the new Apricots
are smartly designed and incorporate
some bold technical innovations at
remarkably low prices. Their future is
assured in Sirius-conscious Europe.
but whether they can succeed in the
IBM-dominated U.S. without IBM soft
ware compatibility remains an open
question.

A

PSION IN EVERY POCKET?

Psion is a successful U.K. software
house that started out writing games
for the Sinclair ZX8 I and Spectrum
and later produced the highly ac
claimed applications programs for the
less-than-highly-acclaimed Sinclair OL
(see BYTE U.K.. September. page 415).
On the same day that ACT unveiled
the new Apricots. Psion revealed a
venture into hardware manufacture in
the shape of a pocket computer
called the Organiser. (See photo 2.)

Photo 2: The Organiser pocket computer from Psiorr .
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The pocket computer has been alive
for many years. but so far none of the
offerings quite make the grade in
terms of truly general usefulness. One
line of thought has led to instruments
like the Sharp PC! 500 (and similar ma
chines from Casio). which are the
modern version of the programmable
calculator. They run more or less stan
dard BASIC with a bias toward math
ematical applications. but they are
limited in their data-processing capa
bility by the use of cassette tapes for
mass storage.
Another line of thought (started
years ago by Toshiba) has led to a
pocket database: the "electronic ad
dress book" concept. Despite some
neat designs currently emanating
from Casio. using expensive CMOS
(complementary metal-oxide semi
conductor) RAM modules. these too
have been inhibited by inadequate
mass-storage capacity.
The Psion Organiser spans both of
these concepts. with some degree of
success. It succeeds by the applica
tion of new CMOS microcomputer (as
opposed to calculator) technology.
together with clever firmware design.
The Organiser certainly won't have
the Japanese running scared on ac
count of its packaging. Compared to
the current models from Sharp and
Casio it's overly large (about the size
of the older TV remote-control units)
and. though it is well made. it lacks the
exquisite finish that the Japanese
achieve.
Inside the chunky case. however. is
a proper 8-bit microcomputer. the
HD6301X. which is a CMOS versior1
of the Motorola 6800 with some ex
tra instructions. The display is a quite
ordinary single-line 16-character LCD
as used in inexpensive calculators.
The mass storage is something new
though; Psion has adopted ultra
violet-erasable PROMS (program
mable read-only memories) called
Datapaks as removable storage
media. These cartridges are about the
size of an ordinary eraser and fit into
the side of the Organiser. 'f\vo Data
pak cartridges can be inserted at a
time. with capacities of either 8K or
(continued)
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16K each. giving a usable amount of disk drives) and. apart from some
quickly accessible storage. The Data
math routines in the ROM. all code is
paks are "write-once" media. so data fetched as a serial stream into the 2 K
stored in them is secure against most workspace. When it's switched on. the
kinds of accidental loss. Records can
Organiser presents a real-time clock/
be erased from the database but they calendar display-pressing the Mode
continue to occupy EPROM space; key clears this and allows you to pro
when a Datapak becomes full. you ceed.
can copy all the active records to a
new one and have the old one erased DATA ENTRY
and reformatted using a special ultra
What makes the Organiser concept
violet eraser. This service will be avail
work is the design of the soft/firm
able at Psion dealers. though larger ware. This is based around a very fast
organizations might wish to purchase search algorithm with partial word
matching. With a full I 6K-byte Data
one for internal use.
Battery power is supplied by a pak the maximum search time is 5
single 9-volt alkaline cell. which lasts seconds. and retrieval is typically
for about six months of normal use. much faster
All database manipulation is done
The HD6301X has 4K bytes of mask
ROM (read-only memory) and 2K of using dedicated keys. so that a
RAM actually on the chip. and this is minimum amount of typing is re
all the memory that the Organiser quired on the small alphabetically ar
directly addresses. The Datapaks are ranged (as opposed to QWERTY) key
treated as external serial devices (like board.
--------------------------~
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LOCAL NETWORK PROBLEM=

"How can our department get our six computers and three
.printers to work together efficiently? We also want to
be able to access outside data services and our
future company LAN ."

SIMPLE NETWORK SOUJTION =NetCommander
NetCommander is a smart, small Local
Area Net work manager. It lets you link
from four to 40 computers and peripherals 
in any mix of models and makes. A 50K buffer
(expandable to 250K) makes sure that productivity
is high - keeping fewer printers humming - while
computer and PC users do their thing, without waiting
for a printer, modem, or shared disk. Those devices can be
specified with names defined by users - and allocated on the
basis of availability and capability. And NetCommander handles
multiple protocols and different baud rates simultaneously 
without modifications to hardware or software. It will also tie into your
company's LAN. The latest in a family of products in use since 1979,
NetCommander is a smart, small, efficient net\\'ork manager.
For more information, cal 1 or write:

NetCommander

Digital Products Inc. •The Simple Network Solution Company
600 Pleasant Street • ll'atertown, MA • 021i2
(6!iJ 924-1680 •Outside Mass .. call J-800-243-233"3
And check out our 30-day trial evaluation.

Four keys control the storage and
retrieval of data. programming. and
calculation function. Records consist
of free-format strings of text and
numbers. up to 200 characters. You
enter these in Enter mode (the Mode
key steps through a circular list of the
available modes) into the temporary
display memory. where they can be
edited at will. Hitting the Save key
stores this record into a Datapak (if
two Datapaks are fitted the prompt
will show SAVE!:· or SAVE2: on alter
nate presses). To retrieve a record
merely hit the Find key (which also
alternates if there is a choice of paks)
and enter as much or as little of the
target record as you wish to search
on. Pressing the Execute key then
displays all the records that have been
matched stepping through them at
each press. Using an asterisk specifies
that the search word must occur at
the beginning of a record so that FRE
will match FRED or ALFRED. but
*FRE will only match FRED. lf you ex
ecute FIND with no search clue. then
you can single-step through the whole
database. By paying attention to the
design of records (using special char
acters or letter codes) you can easily
classify your information.
The ergonomics of the Organiser
are so carefully designed that it is
quite possible to operate it with one
hand. using your thumb to reach the
various keys. This is slightly spoiled by
the small keyb9ard. which dictates
that most keys have a shifted value
the numbers and math operators are
all shifted letters and Shift toggles be
tween sets.
The limitations of the small display
are diminished by left and right scroll
keys. which. rather than step by single
characters. cause the display to scroll
automatically until another key is hit
The Delete key was designed in a
similar way. lt deletes characters to
the right as Jong as there are any, but
deletes to the left if there aren't.
The Organiser has a Cale mode in
which it behaves as a simple four
function calculator; BASIC-style
operators are used and. on pressing
Execute. the whole calculation and
(continued)
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Circle 120 on inquiry card.

It data management is becoming a problem, you are
ready for a Sunol mass storage system .
We're Powerful
Choose from 8, 16, 25, 40, 65, or 92 megabytes per
drive and up to four drives per controller. That's a
total of 368 megabytes and that's up to 2570 floppy
disks or 184,000 typed pages.
We're Fast
You've got more data and almost instantaneous ac
cess to that data ... up to 10 times faster than a floppy
- 7.5 megabits per second transfer rate.
We're Compatible
You can connect your Sunol to the IBM PC and
compatibles, Apple II, 111, and Macintosh, Tl, Victor
9000, DEC, Epson QX-10, Zenith, and more.

We're Connected
Use your Sunol to network with ·SUN*NET and
SUN*MAC. SUN * NET can handle up to 64 users at
a time and with seven different operating systems all
on the same Sunol disk . SUN* MAC networks up to
32 Macintoshes on the Applebus and can be net
worked to SUN*NET. (Sunol's disk is also c ompat ible with
Omninet, PC Net, or Ethernet.)

We Have Back-Up
Our optional 21.5 megabyte random access type
cartridge gives you the back-up you need. And you
can access it as a 21 .5 megabyte floppy of on-line
disk storage.
We're Clear
Our dynamic display lets you know exactly what the
drive is doing every moment.
We're Reliable
Sunol's Error Correction Code gives you the relia
bility you expect.
COMPARE SUNOL FEATURE FOR FEATURE
Then compare price . There is no better value . There
is no better mass storage system.

~ llllllL
1111111 llll lE

~~111 1 j

IBM PC .is a registered tradema rk o l Intern ational Business Machines Corpo ration.
P C._Net is a trademark ol Orchid Tech nology .
Macintosh and Apple are regis tered tr ade m arks of Apple Comp ute r Inc.
Omninet is a tradema r k of Co r vus Systems Inc.
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result are displayed as in: 2 3 x 2 =
46. Arithmetic is floating point to
seven significant figures. and scientific
notation is supported. When the
Mode key is pressed. the prompt
changes but the displayed data re
mains the same. This allows you to do
a calculation and then press Save to
store either the result (adding an
alphabetic label to help retrieve it) or
the text of the calculation itself. This
principle applies across the board;
once a record has been retrieved. it
behaves as if you'd just entered it. so
you can calculate on it. edit it. and
then resave it.
The·whole design is aimed at fool
proof operation; the only possible
error conditions are a full or faulty
Datapak. other illegal input merely
being re-presented for editing. The
system senses the presence or
absence of Datapaks. and the Mode
key is context-sensitive and displays
certain modes only at the appropriate
time-for example. Erase is only
allowed after a Save.

POPL
The Organiser is programmable. using
a specially developed language called
POPL (no relation to last month's
POP-I I). POPL is not built into the
machine but is included in each of
Psion·s application packs. As I write.
only the Finance Pack is ready, but
Science and Math/Stats Packs are in
preparation. Adding an application
pack (it replaced one of the Datapaks)
causes a number of new modes to be
added. including Prag and Copy
POPL is a very simple language.
with a syntax similar to a structured
BASIC; it is procedure based and
. allows the passing of parameters. The
input and output functions are
rudimentary: IN "prompt" X causes
"prompt" to be displayed and assigns
the input to X. while OUT "result" X
causes "result" to be displayed fol
lowed by the contents of X. All vari
ables are local to a procedure. but
there is a predeclared 20-element
system array that can be used either
as an indexed array or for global
variables. The total workspace avail
able for data is only 3 56 bytes. and
420
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this can be exceeded quite quickly if
you write deeply nested procedures
with lots of local variables.
You can get an idea of POPL from
this factorial exan:iple:

FACT
IN "NUMBER" N

C=O
F=1
LOOP:C=C+1

F=FxC
IF C<N GOTO LOOP
OUT "FACTORIAL IS" F
This procedure is called FACT and
it is saved. retrieved. and edited in the
same way as any other data (except
that a special mode called Cat lists
only procedures and not data rec
ords: it works just like Find). Pro
cedures can be run either in Run or
Cale mode-they can call other pro
cedures (including recursive calls to
themselves)-with parameters being
passed using the reserved variable
names Pl to P5. No procedure may
exceed 200 characters. and no one
line may exceed 100 characters.
Some discipline is required to avoid
squandering scarce storage and work
space. A procedure being edited is
held in workspace RAM. from where
you can run and test it during devel
opment. saving it only when it's fully
debugged. On the other hand. to re
lease the maximum workspace for
running procedures. you must save
the current procedure and then delete
it from workspace (by using QUIT
rather than EXIT).
A nice touc,::h is that the source code
of the built-in functions in an applica
tion pack is available to inspect and
edit and can be copied to a Datapak
to be incorporated into your own pro
cedures. The Finance pack includes
various compound interest. cash-flow.
depreciation. and bond-yield func
tions. as well as some general scien
tific functions. such as exponentials
and trigonometry.
I couldn't run the Sieve of
Eratosthenes due to the small amount
of workspace RAM. but an impression
of the speed can be gained by timing
the factorial program-the conclusion
is that Seymour Cray needn't lose any

sleep. Calculation of 50! took 44
seconds or almost one second per
iteration. and an empty loop takes ~
second per iteration. This slow result
is a consequence of the amount of
overlaying from the serial EPROM.
rather than a reflection of the CPU's
true processing power. but it suggests
that POPL will not be used much for
heavily iterative programs. Recursion
is worse still. as the stack quickly
grows to overflow workspace. This
should not be taken as condemnation
though; realistically speaking. POPL is
intended for writing short procedures.
typically involving simple arithmetical
transformations. Its ease of use. and
the fact that user procedures become
extensions to the catalog of available
functions. makes it preferable to a cas
sette-stored BASIC program for most
nontechnical users.
In summary then. what I find im
pressive about the Organiser is not its
absolute performance in any sphere.
but the clever design of the software
for fast and foolproof use. A general
purpose BASIC machine like the
Sharp PCI 500 will beat it soundly at
complex scientific calculations. but
just try writing any sort of database
program using cassette tape storage
to find out what slow really means. I
also liked the consistency of the
Organiser environment. where rec
ords and procedures are all handled
in similar ways using the same few
keys; when I first received the ma
chine. it took me only I 5 minutes to
discover how to do everything (apart
from POPL) without any documenta- '
tion or outside advice. A I 6K-byte
Datapak will hold over 300 average
telephone-book entries. five times
more than most of the competing
"electronic notebooks:· The price and
relative difficulty of reusing Datapaks
militates against using them as the ex
act equivalent of disk or tape; instead
they are highly suitable for semiper
manent information such as names
and addresses or commercial data
such as price lists. The machine costs
£99.95 in the U.K .. about the same as
a BASIC pocket computer. Datapaks
cost £12.95 for 8K and £19 .95 for
16K. •
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WHEN TOTAL PERFORMANCE IS THE ONLY OPTION.
The IBM PC-Compatible Zenith Z-100 PC's.
Total performance. It's a must for United Press International, in reporting
news that changes the face of the world. And for you, in handling information
that changes the face of your business.
The IBM PC-compatible Zenith Z-100 PC's deliver that total performance,
with enhanced features that include greater internal expandability Storage
that can expand up to 11 megabytes. The ability to run virtually all IBM PC
software. A detached keyboard with a "smarter" key layout. And much more.
When total performance is the only option for you, call 1-800-842-9000,
ext. 1, for your free Z-100 PC information kit and the name of your nearest
Zenith Data Systems dealer.

data
systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON.

C> 191!4. Zenilh Data Systems

Circle 429 on inquiry card.

For the Zenith Data Systems dealer nearest you, call

1-800-842-9000, Ext. I
NOVEMBER 1984 • BYTE
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And we can prove it.
We put our 212 modem to the critical test.
We stacked it up against Hayes, one of the
"smart" modems.

The Performance
Hundreds of phone calls were carefully moni
tored , analyzed, and verified by telecommu
nications engineers. After exhaustive testing,
the results were conclusive: when line quality
was average, our modem was one and a half
times more accurate than Hayes. When line
quality was bad, however, our modem was
up to ten times more accurate. And when line
quality was really bad, their error rate shot up
to as much as 100 times ours! The errors
ranged from misspelled words to incorrect
numbers. The implications for modern busi
ness are understandably serious.

The Reliability
Then we went inside and did a component
count. The final score: Hayes 252, us 155.
This can be viewed two ways: Either Hayes
has a 60% better chance of developing part
failure, or our modem has a 60% better
chance of delivering higher reliability.
Eliminating operator risk is a.s important to
us as eliminating errors. With our modem
there's virtually no risk of electrical damage
because there are no internal switches to
deal with . General DataComm modems auto
matically select all call parameters.

The Company
The General DataComm intelligent modem is
the newest product of a company that has
been designing data communication systems
for 15 years. A company whose customer list
is a "Who's Who" of international business .
Most of the Bell operating companies, and
other telephone companies in the U.S. and
Canada. Major banks. Brokerage firms. And
many of the Fortune "500."
We build multiplexers, modems, local area
and digital network products, and the most
complete networking systems on the market.
Now we're applying the technology that won
the respect of big business and Bell to the
personal computer market. With a line of 300
and 1200 bps modems and our own com
munications software.
The General DataComm modem. We put it
to the critical test. Now it's ready for the ulti
mate test. Yours. To find the dealer nearest
you, contact the Personal Computer Products
Dept., (203) 574-1118. General DataComm
Industries, Inc ., Middlebury, CT 06762-1299.
Circle 17 5 on inquiry card.

(El ]general datacomm
The best connections in the business.
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Most Choose PC,

but
Most Need JC.

PC, personal computer has become a
commodity product. It is just like a personal car.
It has limitations and problems. People expect PC
to do more than it can do.
JC is a growing computer. The superb
architecture can offer you painless expansion for
your organization. If your computer must be able
to grow as you grow, JC is your only choice.
JC computers have been available thru our
world-wide dealer network since 1979. The
installed base of computers is now reaching
10,000 units. Our latest addition features a multi·
user, multi-processor system, based on our 80186
master/slave processor modules. It runs under
TurboDos· 1.4 operating system with PC/DOS
· emulation.
JC users agree that our computers truly offer
expandability, low cost; and high performance.
If you want to know more, contact us. Let one
of our professional dealers help you. They will
hold your hand until you get solutions, not
problems.
see us at

•

~~m~~~~ '"/Fall '84
Las Vegas Hilton
Booth #7220

JC SYSTEMS
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPANY
JC INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
469 Valley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 945-0318
TWX 910-381-7041

"TurboDos is a trademark of Software 2000, Inc.
"PC/DOS is a trademark of IBM Corporation.
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Toggling Functions
The
Slobbovian
Amnesty and
the Eccentric
Jailer
BY MICHAEL W. ECKER

Dr. Michael W. Ecker is an
associate professor in the
Department of Mathematics and
Computer Science at the University
of Scranton.

A

.

n eccentric jailer proposes the
following cockeyed partial amnes
ty to the 100 prisoners in his 100
cells. All cells in the prison are initially
closed. Then the warden walks by all 100
cells and turns his key in the door of each;
however. no prisoner may leave. Then the
jailer walks back and. starting with cell
number 2. reverses every second cell.
Hence. cells numbered 2. 4. 6..... 100 are
again closed. Again. no prisoner in an open
cell may leave. The warden continues with
every third cell. starting with 3. 6. 9. and
again turns the key This reverses every third
cell. the cells formerly open are now closed
and vice versa.
lt starts to get a bit fuzzy as to who is in
an open cell. for this process continues 100
times. On the fourth time. every fourth cell.
starting with 4. 8. and so on. is reversed by
a turn of the key. Jn general. every kth time.
cells k. 2k. etc.. are reversed. No prisoner
may leave during the process (The vicious
guards see to that)
Now. this is the offer. Any prisoner for
tunate enough to be in a cell that is open
at the conclusion of this 100-pass process
may go free. Which prisoners will be
released?
Let's first make sure we understand the
problem. 'Take the prisoner in cell number
8. His cell will be opened at pass# l. closed
at pass #2. ignored at pass #3. opened
again at pass #4. ignored at passes #5. 6.
and 7. and finally closed again on pass
#8-not to be opened again during the rest
of the warden's walks. On the other hand.
the prisoner in cell number #4 is more for
tunate. His cell is opened at pass # l. closed
at pass #2. and opened at pass #4-never
to be reversed again.
What is more special about cell number
4 than cell number 8? Let's try a BASIC pro
gram to simulate the opening and closing.
Let us agree to use 0 for closed and I for
open.
Since the cells involved are essentially be
ing toggled. l would like to sneak in an

elegant programming trick for toggling. For
it. lam indebted to David B. Lewis (himself
a writer of mathematical recreations and
programs) for reminding me. Suppose you
have a variable called A that is storing 0 or
l for off and on. or for closed and open.
or whatever. Ordinarily. one would use
some program line in BASIC like this:
100 IF A=O THEN A=1 ELSE A=O
or. using 0 and - l. 100 A= NOT A
Instead. we'll use:
100A=1 -A
If A =0. then A is assigned the value l. and
conversely. if A= l then A is now assigned
the value 0. (The mathematicians reading
this will note that the function F(x) = l -x and
the identity function /(x) =x together con
stitute a cyclic group of order two under the
operation of function composition. w!th F
a generator.)
Type in listing l. When you are done. you
will find a fascinating result The only cells
open are those whose number is a perfect
square (i.e.. l. 4. 9. 16. 25. 36. 49. 64. 8 l.
100).
What is so special about perfect squares?
Why not the odd numbers. for example. in
stead of the perfect squares. as many peo
ple often incorrectly guess? Look again at
what happened to the prisoners in cells 4
and 8. Note that a cell is reversed precisely
at a pass number that is a divisor of the cell
number. For 8. the divisors are l. 2. 4. and
8. On these passes we get open. closed.
open. closed. For 4. the divisors are I. 2.
4. and we get open. closed. open. Jn order
for a prisoner to go free. the last pass must
produce an open. But for that to happen.
we see that the number of divisors of the
cell number must be odd. In general. each
divisor d may be paired with another divisor
d'=1.l-. However. if the number is a perfect
square. the square root is a divisor that is
not paired with any other divisor.
Although you might like to say that the
(continued)
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square root should be paired off with
itself. don't lose sight of the fact that
the goal is to see how many divisors
the number has. and we don't count
any divisor twice. So perfect squares
always contain an odd number of
divisors. It now makes sense that the
only lucky prisoners are the ones in
cells whose numbers are squares.

THE ECCENTRIC JAILER'S MORE
ECCENTRIC COUSIN
Mathematicians never like to leave
things alone-not even nice things like
the previous conclusion. In that spirit.
I offer the related tale of another
warden (a cousin of the first jailer)
who had his own cockeyed plan. He
made the same kind of offer. except
that instead of turning the key once

each time. he turned the key as many
times as the number of the pass. On
the first pass. the jailer turns the key
in all cells-once. On the second pass.
however. he will turn the key in cells
2. 4. 6. etc.. two times. (Hence. on the
second pass. nothing changes.) On
pass number 3. he goes to cells 3. 6.
9.. . . and turns the key in each three
times. He continues this for all I00
passes.
Listing 2 ought to do it. Lines 3 5
and 4 5 ensure that the key is turned
as many times as the number of
passes made. Of course. there are
shorter ways to implement the pro
cess. such as by noting that a switch
is made if and only if the pass number
is odd. but the idea is to let the com
(continuedJ

Listing I: The Eccentric Jailer program.
1 DIM A(100):REM ARRAY TO STORE 0 OR 1 FOR CLOSED OR OPEN FOR
EACH CELL
10 CLS:REM CLEARS SCREEN
20 FOR PASS= 1TO100
30 FOR CELL= PASS TO 100 STEP PASS
40 A(CELL) = 1 -A(CELL):REM TURN THE KEY
50 NEXT CELL
55 PRINT "PASS NUMBER" ;PASS; " COMPLETED" :REM SO YOU'LL KNOW
THE PROGRAM IS WORKING
60 NEXT PASS
65 PRINT " OPEN CELLS ARE ... "
70 FOR CELL= 1 TO 100
80 IF A(CELL) = 1 THEN PRINT CELL;
90 NEXT CELL
100 PRINT: END

Listing 2: The Eccentric Jailer's More Eccentric Cousin program.
1 DIM A(100):REM ARRAY TO STORE 0 OR 1 FOR CLOSED OR OPEN FOR
EACH CELL
10 CLS:REM CLEARS SCREEN
20 FOR PASS= 1 TO 100
30 FOR CELL= PASS TO 100 STEP PASS
35 FOR CHANGE= 1 TO PASS
40 A(CELL) = 1 -A(CELL):REM ELEGANT TRICK FOR SIMULATING KEY TURN
45 NEXT CHANGE
50 NEXT CELL
55 PRINT "PASS NUMBER"; PASS; "COMPLETED" :REM SO YOU 'LL KNOW
PROGRAM IS WORKING
60 NEXT PASS
65 PRINT:PRINT "THE OPEN CELLS ARE .. . "
70 FOR CELL= 1TO100
80 IF A(CELL) = 1 THEN PRINT CELL;
90 NEXT CELL
100 PRINT: END
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I've made a lot of new friends
through my Datec PAL Plus
Modem. Now I have friends who
can deliver mail immediately.
Confirm my reservations. Quote
stock prices. Research my reports.
Entertain me. Even keep me
up-to-date on the latest scores.
With my PAL Plus Modem, I
just call a friend whenever I need
a favor. After all, what else are
friends for?
Circle 11 7 on inquiry card.

To learn more about our friendly
Personal Access Link modems,
or for the name of your nearest
Datec dealer, call 800-334-7722,
in NC 919-929-2135.
PAL Plus features: • 0-300or1200 bits
per second • Touch-Tone or rotary pulse
dialing· Autodial/Autoanswer • On-board
monitor speaker with volume control
• One-slot-only, no-hassle fit in the
IBM PC or XT • Independent RS-232C port
• CROSSTALK XVI communications
software included free.

DATEC®
Your Best Connection

TM

l)atec,Incorporated
200 Eastowne !)rive, Suite 116
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
See us at Booth No. 936
COMI)EX/Fall '84, Las Vegas
Datec, Datec PAL and Your Best Connection~ Datec. Inc.
IBM ® Interna tio nal Business Machin.es Corporation
CROSSTALK XVI• MicrostUf, Inc.
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The only way to have
an odd number
of odd divisors
is if the odd part
of the original number
is a perfect square.
puter do all the work. Again, stop
reading and run the program.
This time it is not quite as obvious
what all the open cell numbers have
in common. Note that all 17 of the
numbers that you should find-and
no others-are expressible as a power
of 2 (e.g., I. 2. 4.... ) times an odd
perfect square. This description in
cludes the numbers that are pure
powers of 2 or pure odd squares as
well. since I may be used as the other
factor in each case. The basic idea
relates to what happened in the
previous problem. We can reason as
follows: In the previous question. a
cell wound up being open if and only
if the number of its divisors was odd.
Here. a cell will be open if and only
if the sum of its divisors is odd. Now.
if the sum of the divisors is to be odd.
since the sum of the even divisors is

·-

--

SSSD • 8 IN . ...........
SSDD·81N..... .. ....

IM

M!MGAU..

11.101511

Sl . \~l lOD

12.10/H IZ.1011'D

1.11 . . . . . ..

11 .i DJU ll.9D/IGD
osoa . 5 1. 11 . .. .. .... . ll.IOISD 11..a/IGD
DSDD·96TPl51/1IN. , $3 .50150 IJ.DDllDD
PLASTIC STORAGE BOX-WITH KEY
FOR JOO DISKETTES ... S\ 9.00
1

1

WE SELL
WHAT YOU
NEED...
NOT JUST
WHAT WE
STOCK.
PLUS...
LOW
PRICES,
TECH
SUPPORT
AND RELi
ABILITY.

beyond the intended scope of this
column. I will merely mention that I
recently published this problem in
Crux Mathematicorum. a Canadian prob
lem-solving journal. I will supply fur
ther information upon request.
ABOUT THE LISTINGS

The programs provided here run on
a TRS-80 Model Ill (48K, two drives)
and a Sanyo MBC-5 5 5 (2 56K, IBM Per
sonal Computer data-compatible
under MS-DOS with two single-sided
drives that can probably read IBM
BASIC programs if saved in ASCII).
Users of compatible machines prob
ably can run the programs I provide
as is. Other machine users may need
to make modifications.
For those of you who wish to send
me suggestions. questions. improve
ments, etc.. please feel free to use
magnetic media for programs if we
have compatible machines. I am in
terested in all comments, original
problems._ and whatever you feel
would enhance this column. Credit for
contributions will be given for any
material I use. Please enclose a self
addressed. stamped envelope if you
would like an acknowledgment or
reply. Write to me. Dr. Michael W.
Ecker. c/o BYTE. 70 Main St.. Peter
borough, NH 03458. •

·-·
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even. the sum of the odd divisors
must be odd. But if the sum of the
odd divisors is odd. then there must
be an odd number of odd divisors.
(Otherwise. if you had an even
number of odd divisors. the odd
numbers could be paired off. and
since odd + odd = even. we would
have an even sum.)
Now, by what we had before, the
only way we could have an odd
number of odd divisors is if the odd
part (factor) of the original number is
a perfect square. Thus. it follows that
the number must be expressible as 12
to some powerl times Ian odd
square!.
I have extended this even further
and found that there actually exists a
plan for amnesty that involves a
specific number of togglings per pass
in the jailer problem with the net ef
fect that each cell is reversed exactly
as many times as the cell number.
This means that cell number I is re
versed only once, number 2 is re
versed a total of two times. number
3 a total of three times. etc. Moreover.
the solution function involved is well
known in mathematics. It is called the
Euler phi function. This function counts
the number of integers less than the
number and having no factor in com
mon with it. Since this obviously is
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HARO DISK SUBSYSTEMS
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FEATURES:
•
•
•

•

64K Ram
Dual 51/•" Floppy Disk Drive
(36B.6K per drive)
9" Amber Graphic Monitor
Low Profile Keyboard
w/1 O function keys
TeleWrite, TeleCalc,
TeleChart CP/M

E><SEb..
OFFICE! OU IPMEMTBll O KEllS
2llSALEll AMD!A $ TAUlT
AOCHESTEA . HEW VO AK14S07

2911 01xwell Avenue, Hamden, Conn 06518
_ _ Phone (203) 248-3212 or 1-800 -638·2436
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5 !." MDI-DDM SS/DD/96TPI .. $2.65
5v.'' MD2-DDM DS/DD/96TPI .. $3.30
8" FD-! SS/SD or DD . ... .. ... $2.85
8" FD-2 DS/ DD . . ..... . . ... ... $3.30
1

1-800-328-3472
Dealer inquiries inviled. COD's and charge
cards accepted. All orders shipped from
stock within 24 hrs.
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North Hills Corporation
3564 Roll ing View Dr.
White Be ar Lake, MN 5511 0
MN Ca ll Collec t 1-61 2-770-0485
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deserves another
and another

and

another.
At IBM, we've been working to help your busi
ness keep up with its computer needs.
That's why we developed our innovative line of
IBM Personal Computer Furniture. You'll find work
stations, tables and chairs that are custom-designed to
accommodate Personal Computers, as well as the
people who use them.
And best of all, you'll find IBM's PC Furniture
available in a variety of prices designed to accommo
date your budget.
The IBM Synergetix® PC Work Station (pic
tured in pearl white) provides a convenient and com
pact workspace for the Personal Computer. In
addition, it's completely mobile, so you can move it
from office to office. But most important, the entire
unit closes and locks, so you can secure and protect
your system.

The IBM PC Table (pictured in walnut) is a sta
tionary unit that's economically priced. It has the
same durable construction as our PC Work Station,
along with some basic security features. What's more,
it's also pe1fect for the IBM PCjr.
The IBM PC Chair boasts a p1ice tag you don't have
to sit down for. This ergonomically engineered seating
comes equipped with fingertip adjustments and features
a contoured backrest for greater conifort and support.
You'll find our IBM PC Furniture in a variety of
attractive colors at your IBM Product Center. The
IBM PC Work Station is also available at partici
pating retailers. To find out the location nearest
you or to order by phone, call I BM Direct toll free at
1800 IBM-2468, ext.104.
IBM Personal Computer Furniture. It's designed
with you and your PC in mind.
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- -- -------------·
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Conducted by Steve Ciarcia

Maynard Electronics
400 Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry, FL 32707.
(305J 331-6402

struments TMS99532 frequency-shift
keying modem chip and is available for
$60 plus postage and handling (The
Micromint Inc., 561 Willow Ave.,
Cedarhurst, NY l/5/6J.
The modem interfaces to a standard
RS-232C port and requires only pins 2,
3, and 7 of the standard DB-2 5 connec·
tor. Your Commodore 64 has a serial
port, but the signal levels are TTL levels
(+5 VJ and not RS-232C levels f± 12 VJ.
Fortunately, all that is required are some
level-shifter /Cs to effect the necessary
changes. An article for such a circuit ap
peared in the May 1983 BYTE. ''The
Enhanced VJC-20, Part 4: Connecting
Serial RS-232C Peripherals to the V/Cs
TTL Port" by Joel Swank (page 33/J
describes the requirements for a VJC-20.
The Commodore 64 is similar. and the ar
ticle will serve as an excellent
reference. -Steve

Tecmar Inc.
6225 Cochran Rd.
Solon. OH 44139
(216J 349-0600

LASER CANON
.......................................

8-INCH DRIVE INTERFACE
········ ······· ··· · ·····~··············

Dear Steve.
What hardware and software are
available to interface an 8-inch disk drive
to my Leading Edge PC?
)IM DARROUGH

San Diego, CA
I have no immediate plans for a Circuit
Cellar article on an 8-inch disk controller
for the IBM PC or its compatibles and
have no circuit diagrams available. How
ever. here are some companies that offer
controllers. drives, and software to add
8-inch floppy disks to the IBM PC and
compatibles.

MicroXpress
305 South State College Blvd..
Suite 135
Anaheim, CA 92806
(800J 632-8515
-Steve

MODEM KIT AVAILABLE?
Dear Steve.
I recently read your article in the August
I 980 BYTE on constructing a modem for
less than $ 50. What is needed to interface
your modem to the Commodore 64
computer?
M.

W.

CAMERON

Clareinch. South Africa
The modem described in the August
1980 BYTE is no longer available from
the Micromint. It has been replaced by
the ECM-103 modem, which I described
in March 1983. It features both originate
and answer modes, has provisions for
direct connection to the telephone lines,
and requires no calibration or adjust
ment. The modem uses the Texas In
430
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Dear Steve.
Please consider designing an interface
for the Canon LBP-CS laser printer.

R. T. 0UENETT
Winnipeg, Manitoba. Canada
I share your enthusiasm about the new
Canon LBP-CS laser-printing mechanism.
It looks like it could give the higher-priced
character printers some stiff competition.
However. when I write an article, I try
to keep the topic as general as possible
and try to use parts that are available to
the individual from common sources.
Canon has already stated that it will not
be selling the LBP-CS directly to con
sumers but will be seWng to original
equipment manufacturers for incorpora
tion into their equipment. These OEM
prices are much lower than individual
prices because the OEM buys in high
quantities. This price advantage usually
outweighs the savings made by design
ing and building your own interface elec
tronics, and there may be no cost advan
tage over a commercially available unit.
If the price and availability situation
changes to make the LBP-CS mechanism
of interest to a wide range of readers,

there could be a Circuit Cellar project on
the subject-Steve

WHERE'S THE CHIP?

...... ................. ......... .......

Dear Steve.
·The single-board computer I want to
build needs an ASCII parallel keyboard.
I'd like to build a serial keyboard and con
nect it to a UART (universal asynchronous
receiver/transmitter) in the computer via
a coiled cord carrying power to the key
board and data from it. I recall you once
mentioned a 5-volt encoder chip with
1200-bps serial output. Who makes this
chip. and where can I get it?
MIKE OLSON

Lincoln, NE
Your power of recollection is very
good. My article in the September 1980
BYTE. "Build a Low-Cost, Remote Data·
Entry Terminal." revolved around a
keyboard encoder that operated from a
single 5-V supply and that converted
keyboard depressions into an ASCIJ
serial output at 1200 bps.
The chip that performs all this is an
MM57499 and is an excellent choice for
your application. For information on the
availability of the MM57499. write to
Product Marketing. National Semicon
ductor. 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa
Clara, CA 9505/.-Steve

HOOK THE COMMODORE

64

............................••.........
' .
Dear Steve.
Is there a way to hook a Commodore
64 to the Micro D-Cam? Also. is there any
way to connect the 64 to the Turm-Mite
ST Smart Turminal wi thout using the user
port?
GREG BoLLHEIMER

Warrensburg.' IL
The easiest way to connect the Micro
D-Cam to the Commodore 64 is to use
the serial version and connect ,it to the
user port using its RS-232C facility. Other
wise. the Apple //+ version could be
adapted by interfacing through the ex
pansion port.
Software changes would be extensive
(continued)
Circle 7 2 on Inquiry card. 

CIARCIA FEEDBACK

ber and October 1983). wouldn't it be bet
ter to use a television camera and map its
output to a video-display terminal? I think
that resolution would be higher. Do you
know of any companies that make
economical units?
Speaking of resolution. what is the res
olution of the Micro D-Cam? I have in
mind some image-analysis studies that in
volve an area of 1.5 by 2 feet with a resolu
tion of 0 003 inch.

because the Commodore 64 uses not
only different addresses for screen
memory but also a considerably different
method of producing graphics displays.
The Term-Mite terminal is basically a
serial J/O device. as are most terminals.
and can also be interfaced through the
user port. If you are already using the
RS-232C port. you might use an RS-232C
switch. available from Misco Inc .. 404
Timber Lane. Marlboro. NI 17746, or
build one using the circuit in my article
" Build an RS-232C Code-Activated
Switch" in the May 1983 BYTE. These
switches make the port accessible to
more than one device.
The alternative is to make your own
serial port and connect it to the expan
sion bus. This would also require support
ing software to account for the new ad
dress of this port.-Steve

DAVID HOOPER

Atherton. CA
Here are some d the differences be
tween the Micro D-Cam and commercial
television digitizing systems.
The Micro D-Cam is fundamentally a
digit.al device from the image detector to
the screen. while the television digitizers
convert analog signals from the camera
to a digit.al represent.ation of the original.
This requires expensive high-speed AID
converters and associated circuitry
The television digitizers are usually
designed to operate in real time. i.e.. 30
frames per second. while the Micro D-

BETTER THAN MICRO 0-CAM?
Dear Steve.
Concerning the Micro D-Cam (Septem

OTRONA ATTACHE 8:16 PERS<
IBM Compatible and Transportable

•
•
•
•
•
•

Made in Boulder, Colorado
90 day warranty backed by XEROX
20.0 lbs. - 12" W x 53/4" H x 133/.1" D
5.5" screen, 24 line with 25th status line
Includes Charton (CP/M)
Real time clock (battery operated)

•
•
•
•

256 K RAM
2-360KB disk drives
8086 and Z80 A processors
Complete with MS-DOS and CP/M'
operating systems
• Graphics

Additional 9 months maintenance backed by XEROX... $275 (with the additional
9 months maintenance you'll protect your investment for a full year).

Otrona Attache 8: 16 Options
• Multiplan . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... $100
• GW Basic . .
. . $75
• MITE Communication
Software . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . $89

•
•
•
•

12" Amber Monitor
.. . . $249
Battery Pack .. ... ..... . .. .. $359
Hard Disk
$1589
Carry Bag
. . . . .. .. .... . $99

Additional Items
• WordStar Professional
IBM PC Format .. .... ... ...
• lnfoStar Plus
IBM PC Format ..... . .... . .
• Hayes 300 Smart Modem ....
• Hayes 1200 Smart Modem ...

$359
$239
$219
$499

• Diablo S11-CO Printer (Includes
90-Day Maintenance) ..... .. . $489
• Additional 9 Months
Warranty on Printer ... . . .... . $95
• ATI WordStar Training . .. . .... $49
• ATI Multiplan Training ........ $49

Credit approved orders with company purchase order number, American Express or
money orders accepted. New Yark Residents add applicable sales tax. Limited quantities.
Call for more information!

-212-684-5553

,1 3H CALIBER SYSTEMS, INC. 165 Madison Ave.. New York Cily, New York 10016
432
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Cam produces less than I frame per sec
ond for a full-width picture with no gray
scale (black and white only).
The Micro D-Cam produces a gray
scale with reduced resolution by dither
ing several images taken at different ex
posure times.
The maximum resolution is 256 pixels
per row by 128 rows for a continuous
image.
A resolution of 0.003 inch over a 1.5
by 2-foot area is not easily achieved with
present low-cost video equipment. You
will have to divide the overall area into
a number of small regions and combine
the results of your analysis somehow if
you want to keep costs down.
A "/ow-cost" digitizing system (Data
Copy Model 90) is available from Oat.a
Copy Corp .. 1215 Terra Bella Ave.. Moun
tain View. CA 94043 for $9945 . This was
reviewed along with the Micro D-Cam in
the June 26, 1984. issue of PC magazine
on page /54.-Steve

NEEDS LISTING
Dear Steve.
I am extremely interested in your Term
Mite ST Smart Terminal (January and
February 1984). What I need is a listing
of the hexadecimal code that the Term
Mite contains in its external ROM so that
I can emulate other terminals and include
XON-XOFF protocol. Also. any other infor
mation you have regarding the NS4 5 5A
terminal-management processor (TMPJ
will be of great help.
Your fans here at Penn State University
are always guessing what you will dream
up next. Keep those articles coming. Steve.
We can't learn and build enough.

G. WHITENACK
University Park. PA

DAVID

The Term-Mite firmware is presently
the same as the firmware supplied by Na
tional Semiconductor in the NS455A
TMP but placed in an outboard £PROM.
This was done so that users wanting to
enhance the operation of the Term-Mite
could do so by modifying the control pro
gram in the outboard £PROM. This is the
approach that would have to be t.aken to
add XON-XOFF handshaking to the Term
Mite. Modifying the firmware to include
the XON-XOFF protocol should not be
difficult. once a listing of the existing firm
ware is obtained. The firmware listings
are available from The Micromint Inc..
561 Willow Ave.. Cedarhurst. NY 11516.
(800) 645-3479 for $20.-Steve •

Why buy

''ADDITIONAL EXPENSIVE PC'S''
just to get additional users I
Kimtron is the only one that enables you to
expand your IBM PC, XT, AT or the other PC
compatibles to Multi-Tasking and Multi-User
system at a fraction of the cost of additional PC's.
Only Kimtron can display the screen exactly as
your PC monochrome monitor. even for software
like Lotus 1-2-3 or Word Star. Plus only Kimtron
provides an IBM PC keyboard look-alike .
Operators will not only think and feel the KT-7 /PC
as if they're using IBM PC, but the KT-7/PC

provides many more useful features such as tilt,
swivel and height adjustment of monitor.
optional amber screen, a dedicated serial
printer port for each user at no extra cost, and
optional 14 inch screen .
In addition, the KT- 7 /PC is designed for flexibility
so that it can also be used as an industry
compatible ASCII terminal.

Kimtron. a 5-year technology leader - we're going places and want you
to join the Kimtron family of satisfied users. For more information about our
KT-71PC and your other terminal needs, call the Kimtron Corporation.

(408) 727-1510

.

NOTE, IBM PC. XT. and AT. Lotus I -2-3. and Word Star are trade marks ot IBM Corporation. Lotus
Development Corp .. and MicroPro International Corp.

2225 - I Martin Avenue
-

Santa Clara. CA 95050

408-727-1510 TWX , 910-338-0237

--

-=-- ~ l:iimtron
Circle 236 on inquiry card.

MAC GO PROGRAM

(continued from page 12 8)

One way to debug the program is
to delete the FORTH word - > from
the ends of screens 2 through 29.
then load each screen manually. In
this way. you can isolate some errors
to a certain screen . Once you have the
program running. replace the - > at
the end of screens 2 through 29 so

THE

here is some dispute as to just
how long ago the game of go
started. It is at least 2000 years old: it
may well be a dozen centuries older
than that. By comparison. chess (born
around 650 A.D. in India) is a new
comer. Originating in China. go was
carried into Japan by invading soldiers
and remained long after the armies
left. It is still a national pastime in
Japan. with professional players com
peting in tournaments for prize money.
If chess depicts armies meeting on
a battlefield. go represents guerrilla
warfare. Players seek to capture ter
ritory as well as opponents' pieces.
Fierce fights often break out at key
points on the board. and the place
ment of a single stone may determine
victory or defeat. Throughout the
game. each player must be aware of
both global patterns and local
formations.
Go is played on a board with 19 hori
zontal and 19 vertical lines. forming a
19 by 19 grid of 361 intersections.
Shorter games are played by using a
portion of the board: I 5 by I 5. I 3 by
I 3. I I by I I. or even 9 by 9. Each
player has a set of rounded. convex
stones: one player has black stones.
the other. white. The stones are placed
on the intersections. not on the
squares. of the grid.
THE RULES OF Go
Go has relatively simple rules. which
may in part explain its longevity. Here's
a brief summary:

•Black plays first. If White has given
Black a handicap (two to nine stones
placed ahead of time in a predefined
pattern). then that counts as Black's
move. and White places a stone.
•Opponents alternate placing stones
on the board. You may choose to

B Y T E • NOVEMBER 1984

RUNNING THE PROGRAM

Once you have correctly loaded the
program. you will get the screen
shown in figure l: the go program is

up and running. Before starting a
game. you can use the Handicap
menu to set any level (zero or two
through nine stones) of handicap.
When you're ready to play. select
the Start option in the Go menu. Black
and White can now take turns placing
stones. (The mouse cursor changes to
[continued)

ANCIENT GAME OF Go
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that you can later load the go pro
gram directly from the Macintosh
desktop by clicking on the Go Blocks
icon.

pass-that is. not place a stone at all.
The game is over when both players
pass.
•You may place a stone on any in
tersection. With the two exceptions
noted below.
•You may capture one a more of your
opponent's stones by eliminating all of
their freedoms (see "Armies and
Freedoms"). You remove them from
the board and keep them.
•You may not place a stone so it has
no freedoms unless by doing so you
capture enemy stones and thereby
create the freedoms you need.
•if your opponent captures a single
stone of yours. you cannot on the
following turn place a stone in the
vacated spot and capture the stone
your opponent just played. Instead.
you must wait at least one move before
capturing that particular stone. This
situation is known as ko: the prohibi
tion on immediate recapture prevents
"infinite loops" with two opponents
trading stones until both run out.
•When the game is over (i.e.. both
players pass). all "dead" stones are
removed from the board and counted
as captured. A dead stone is one that
could be captured if the game were to
continue. If there is any doubt. then
you should keep playing until both of
you are convinced.
•Count up the territory (empty spaces)
surrounded by each color. If you have
removed all of the dead stones and
filled in any neutral points (empty
spaces bordered on by both colors).
then it is easy to see who controls
which spaces. since each group of
spaces will "touch" only one color.
•Each player's score is the sum of the
stones captured and the territory con
trolled. The player with the higher
score wins. [Editor's Note: The traditional

met fwd of computing the fin al score involves
placing captured enem!:I pieces to fill !JOUr op
ponent's territor!J. with the final score being the
count of the territor!J left on each side. The
preceding method produces different numbers
but the same win margin for one pla!Jer. j
ARMIES AND FREEDOMS
If two stones of the same color are
adjacent-that is. if they occupy two
side-by-side spaces connected by a
single vertical or horizontal line-they
form an army. If another stone of that
color is adjacent to either of those two.
it is part of the same army. If a fourth
stone is adjacent to any of those three.
it also belongs to that army, and so on.
Separate armies can be merged into
one by placing a stone in a spot adja
cent to all of them. A single stone by
itself can be considered an army of
one.
A given army (one or more con
nected stones) has some number of
freedoms. A freedom is an empty (unoc
cupied) space adjacent to one or more
of the stones in that army. To capture
an army, you must take away all of its
freedoms. You then remove the army
from the board. keeping the stones for
the end of the game.
A key concept in go is the formation
of e!JeS. Stated very simply, an eye is a
freedom (or group of freedoms) sur
rounded by an army. An army with two
or more eyes cannot be captured.
Why? Suppose Black has an army with
two eyes. each of which has exactly
one empty space in it. and suppose
that this army is completely sur
rounded by White's stones. To capture
Black's army, White must place stones
in both of those eyes. But White can't
place a stone in either eye because that
stone would have no freedoms and
wouldn't capture any black stones.

Circle 393 on inquiry card. 
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MAC GO PROGRAM

up again. The game continues until
both players are satisfied that no
more effective moves can be made.
Each player then passes. using the

a go stone the color of the current
player.) One level of "undo" is sup
plied (also in the Go menu). so that
the last stone played can be picked

~
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Figure I: The Macintosh screen immediately after listing I has been loaded.

Notice the custom texture that fills the square used as the go board. Also note
the two custom menus. Go (pulled down) and Handicap. The stage of play deter
mines which items in the Go menu are currently active.

' s

Ootions

Go

H<1mli<un

Black stones taken
17
Area white controls
38
White stones taken
12

Area black controls

26
White wins by 17

Figure 2: The end of a game. When a player chooses the Done selection from
the Go menu. the program counts each side's territory (marked with hollow
circles).
436
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Pause selection from the Go menu.
The mouse cursor now changes to the
familiar arrow shape. and players pick
up any "dead" enemy stones within
their territory. When both are done.
one player should choose the Done
menu selection. The program then
counts all the remaining territories.
totals the score for each side. and
declares a winner (see figure 2). You
can then select Clear to start over
again or Quit to end the program.
Also. you can now skip the editor and
load the go program directly by
double-clicking the Go Blocks icon
from the desktop.

Because MacFORTH was one of the
first two languages available for the
Macintosh. it will probably remain
one of the major languages for that
computer. There are already a lot of
public-domain programs written in
MacFORTH. You might check the
Apple SIG (special-interest group) in
CompuServe for FORTH programs
you can download into your Mac.
It's interesting to note that this pro
gram is only 10 manuscript pages
long. Brevity comes from the power
inherent in both the Macintosh and
MacFORTH: 1don't think I could have
done this program as easily o.r com
pactly using. say, Microsoft Macintosh
BASIC. MacFORTH is not for every
one. but it offers a lot to the program
mer willing to use it-fast. compact
programs. customized language com
mands. and increased productivity.
The go program illustrates many
features of the Macintosh and Mac
FORTH. Once you have it running.
make a backup copy of the Go Blocks
file. then start making changes and
see what happens. For example. set
the masks of both cursors (in screen
4) to all Os and watch the difference
as they move across the screen. You
might try chang ing the size and loca
tion of the window or reorganizing the
menus. Major changes you rhight try
include converting the game to a full
19 by 19 board or adding a save/load
game option. As you play around.
you'll learn how to make the Mac do
what you want it to.
(continued)

Great. In one word, that's the new VISUAL 60. The display
is crisp and clear for easy viewing. The low profile keyboard
is built for comfort and speed, as well as high reliability.
And the streamlined enclosure saves precious space
beautifully. Moreover, you get the emulation capabilities
you'd expect from VISUAL-code-for-code compatibility
with the Esprit I ~ ADDS Viewpoint ~ Lear Siegler ADM-3A'"
and DEC VT52~
All this, plus renowned VISUAL quality throughout, at
a price below any other terminal in its class. Contact VISUAL
for full details or a demonstration. See for yourself just how
great the VISUAL 60 really is.

Circle 417 o n inquiry card.

Visual Technology Incorporated
540 Main Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876
Telephone (617) 851-5000. Telex 951 -539

REGIONAL OFFICES:
(415) 490-1482
Northwest:
Southwest:
(213) 534-0200
North Central: (513) 435-7044
South Central: (214) 255-8538
Northeast:
(201) 528-8633
(301) 924-5330
Southeast:
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Circle 26 7 on inquiry card.

Multi-function
RS-232
Transfer Switches

MAC G 0 PROGRAM

MFJ-1240

$

79 95

"Fl 115-m '!RANSFER SWrTCH

Choice of
8 models

••.
•··• •• ~
.• • • ·• • • •.

-

(listing continued from page 12 8)

Multi-function RS-232 transfer switches let you
switch your computer among printers, modems,
terminals, any RS·232 peripherals; monitor data/
line failure, protect data lines from surges, and
use as null modem for less cost than a switch alone.
Switches 10 lines (2,3,4,5,6,8,11,15,17 ,20).
LED data/line indicators monitor lines 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
8, 20. Metal oxide varistors protect data lines 2, 3
from voltage spikes and surges. Push button
reverses transmit-receive lines (2,3). PC board
eliminates wiring, crosstalk, line Interference.
Connects any one Input to any one output.
Model Price In Out Model Price In Out

MFJ-1240
MFJ-1241
MFJ·1242
MFJ-1243

$79.95
$99.95
$119.95
$119.95

1
2
2
1

2
2
3
4

MFJ-1244 $139.95
MFJ-1245 $169.95
MFJ·1246 $199.95

3
3
5

IMFJ-1247 S99.!Z. 1

•swltthes 20 !!mis

3
5
5

21
.

AC Power Centers
$

MFJ-1108
MFJ-1108, $99.95. Add conven·
99
95 ience, prevent data loss, head
bounce, equipment damage. Relay
latches power off during power tran·
sients. Multl-lllters isolate equipment,
eliminate interaction, noise, hash.
MOVs suppress spikes, surges. 3
isolated, switched socketpairs. One un
switched for clock, etc. Lighted power,
reset switch. Pop-out fuse. 3 wire, 6 ft.
cord. 15A, 125V, 1875 watts. Aluminum
case. Black. 18x23Ax2 in. MFJ-1107,
$79.95. Like 1108 less relay. 8 sockets,
2 unswitched. MFJ·1109, $129.95. Like
1107 but Intelligent. Switch on device
plugged into control socket and every
thing else turns on. Others available.

Acoustic/ Direct
Coupled Modem

Use with any
phone anywhere

· MFJ·1233

$129 95

MFJ-1233 Acoustic/Direct Coupled 300 baud
modem. Versatile. Use with virtually any phone,
anywhere. Use battery or 110 VAC. Direct con
nect mode: Plug between handset and base. Use
with single or multi-line phones. Acoustic
coupled mode: Use with phones without modular
plugs. Quality muffs give good acoustic coupling,
isolates external noise for reliable data transfer.
Originate/answer. Self test. Carrier detect, ON
LEDs. RS-232, TTL compatible. Reliable single
chip modem. Crystal controlled. Aluminum cabi
net. 9x1V2x4 in. Other models available.
Order from MFJ and try It. If not delighted,
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping).
One year uncondltlonal guarantee.
Order yours today. Call toll free llOO-M7·1800.
Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order.
Add $4.00 each for shipping and handling.

CALL TOLL FREE ... 800-647·1800
Call 601-323·5869 In MS , outside continental USA.

~I ENTERPRISES

MF.

~

INCORPORATED

921 Loulsvllle Road, Starkville, MS 39759
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12
13
14
15

color @ 1 = ;

->

SCREEN # 10
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:50:02 AM
O ( 2c=, 2c!, 2c*9, swap.colors
( 060884 bfw)
1 : 2c = ( addr1 addr2 - flag I compares two bytes from addrs
2
2dup c@ swap c@ = rot 1 + c@ rot 1 + c@ = and ;
)
3 : 2c! ( a b addr - - I store 2 bytes
4
rot over c! 1 + c! ;
( a - > addr, b - > addr + 1 )
5 : 2c@ ( addr - a b I fetch 2 bytes
)
( fetch addr, addr + 1 )
dup c@ swap 1 + c@ ;
6
7

)
8 . swap.colors ( flag- I changes player from black to white
dup O= if
( O=pass - check for consecutive passes )
9
10
pflag ! else pflag + ! pflag @ 2 = if
11
12
13
14
15

2 gflag !
( game ends on two consecutive passes )
then then bflag @ 1 = if
( change to appropriate cursor )
wcurse else bcurse then set.cursor
bflag @ 3 xor bflag ! ;
( and swap to other color player )

SCR
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

# 11
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:50:21 AM
(clear.stone, remove.army
( 060884 bfw)
: clear. stone ( r/c - - I removes stone from board
)
( clear from map data structure )
2dup get.addr 0 swap c!
( fill board with wood grain, redraw lines-clip if needed
)
2dup get.bounds stretch.bounds texture pattern rectangle
get.bounds stretch.bounds rot swap
2dup + 2 I > r 2over r > rot over limit.bounds vector
2swap + 2 I rot over swap 2swap swap limit.bounds vector ;
: remove.army ( r/c - - I removes entire army
0 stptr ! O stones ! 2dup taken 2c!
( initialize values )
2dup clear.stone push begin
( remove stone, push on stack )
pop 1 stones + ! 4 0 do 2dup i get.adj
( get adjacent stone)
2dup get.stone color @ = if ( if same color as dead army
2dup clear.stone push else 2drop then
( remove stone )
loop 2drop stptr @ 0 = until ;
( continue until stack empty )

->

->

SCREEN# 12
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:50:40 AM
0 ( put.count, do.error
( 060884 bfw)
1
2 : put.count ( - - I put stone-captured count
)
3 320 blackif if
( x = 320, y and value are based on color )
4
40 btaken @ else 120 wtaken @ then
( get y, value )
5 >r move.to r> . er ;
(move to x,y and print value)
6
7 : do.error ( errnum -I prints out appropriate error message
)
8
270 200 move.to
( this is all pretty self-explanatory )
9
CASE O OF."
"ENDOF (clear msg on valid move)
10
ENDOF
1 OF." No freedoms
11
2 OF ." Spot occupied
ENDOF
12
3 OF " Ko situation
ENDOF
13
ENDCASE er;
14
15
->
(continued)

Now there's a real-time video
image acquisition and color display
module that plugs directly into the IBM
PC and PC-XT/AT
It's called the PCVISION '" Frame
Grabber. From Imaging Technology
the leading OEM supplier of low cost,
board level image processors
The PCVISION Frame Grabber
converts a standard analog video sig
nal (RS-170) from a camera to digital
data at 30 frames per second, and
stores the resulting 8-bit pixel data in
a 512 x 512 x 8 frame memory
It allows your IBM PC or PC-XT/AT
to access stored images for process
ing or manipulation, and features up

to256 gray scales/colors per pixel, full
color support. low cost, easy installa
tion and high reliability.
The PCVISION Frame Grabber
turns your IBM PC into a low cost, multi
featured image processing system for
teleconferencing, robotic vision,
factory inspection, medical imag
ing, microscopy, X-ray analysis
and many other applications in busi
ness, industry, medicine and research.
The PCVISION Frame Grabber
comes complete with driver level soft
ware, cables and full documentation
for fast, easy installation and integration.
Sophisticated image processing
software optional.
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All for just $2995 (camera
and display monitor not included).
256 pseudo-colors optional module.
To find out how the PCVISION
Frame Grabber can provide your IBM
PC with the high performance. multi
featured image processing capabilities
of systems costing much more, call our
Sales Department at (617) 938-8444
Or write to the address below
Dealer inquiries invited.

IMAGING

Imaging Technology Incorporated
600 West Cummings Park. Woburn, MA 01801
Tele x 948263
Circle 3 3 8 on inquiry card.
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PSEUDO-COWR 8-BITS
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Circle 418 on inquiry card.

Your computer
could talk you
into winning
$1,000.

Votrax, Inc. isn't just talking when we say
you could win $1,000. We mean it. All
you have to do is come up with the best
application idea for the Votrax Type 'N
Talk (TNT) or the Votrax Personal
Speech System (PSS) text-to-speech
synthesizers.
Send your best idea to Votrax,
postmarked no later than 1/31/85, one
idea per entry, and enter as often as you
like. The most original idea wins $1,000.
Second Prize: the Votrax PSS.
Third Prize: the
Votrax TNT

Votrax, Inc. enables
your computer to talk with either the
TNT or the PSS. Both have an unlimited
vocabulary. Both are adaptable to most
personal computers.
Suggested retail price is $189
for the TNT, $395 for the PSS. Call
313-583-9884 today to hear an actual
voice demonstration of the PSS over
the phone.
For more information on Votrax
voice synthesizers, or to enter the Votrax
Talking Computer Competition, write to:
TALKING COMPUTER COMPETITION
Votrax, Inc.
1394 Rankin, Dept. 22B
Troy, Michigan 48083
1-800-521-1350
313-588-0341 (in Michigan)
Nolice ofWaiver: Volrax. Inc. cannot gu;irantce

MAC GO PROGRAM

06/29/84
03 :50:55 AM
SCREEN # 13
"Go Blocks"
( 060884 bfw)
O ( check.for.ko, capture.armies
1 : check.for.ko ( - - I detects ko situations on board
)
( only if 1 stone taken )
2
o ( set flag ) tstones @ 1 = if
3
playy ko 2c = if
( stone played = stone taken last turn )
( replace taken stone )
4
taken 2c@ color @ put.on .map
5
draw.stone 3 do .error
( write error message )
( zero tstones, set error flag )
6
0 tstones ! drop - 1
7
else taken 2c@ ko 2c! then
( taken - > ko for next turn )
8
else O O ko 2cl then ;
( clear ko if < > 1 stone taken )
9
( r c -I checks adjacent stones for capture )
10 : capture.armies
4 0 do 2dup i get.adj
( check adjacent locations )
11
12
2dup get.stone color @
if
( see if opposing color )
13
2dup expand freedoms @ O= if
( count freedoms of army )
14
remove.army stones @ tstones + !
( if = 0 then remove )
15
else 2drop then else 2drop then loop ;
- >
( cleanup )

SCREEN # 14
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03 :51 :13 AM
O ( 14-check capture
( 060884 bfw)
1
2 : check.capture
( r/c - flag I capture enemy, check freedoms )
3
bflag @ 3 xor color !
( look for opposing color )
4
0 tstones 1
( clear capture total )
5
capture.armies
( remove any freedom- less armies )
6
check.for.ko
( lookout for ko situation-returns O/ - 1 )
7
tstones @ blackif if
( update "stones taken" count )
8
btaken else wtaken then + ! put.count
9
dup 0= if
( if no ko error, then check for no freedoms )
10
drop bflag @ color !
( switch to player's color )
11
expand freedoms @ 0 = dup if
( if stone has no freedoms )
12
1 do.error drop - 1
( then you can 't play it there )
13
then then ;
( returns - 1 if illegal move, else 0 )
14
15
->

SCREEN # 15
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:51:46 AM
O ( pu t.stone.down
( 060884 bfw)
1 : put.stone.down ( - - I places stone on board
)
2
@mousexy
( get mouse coordinates )
3
at.point if swap at.point if
( check if legal position )
4
empty.spot if
( check if empty )
5
2dup playy 2c! 2dup
( store for · 'ko'' check )
6
bflag @ put.on.map draw.stone
( place stone on board )
7
2dup check.capture if
( check for legal move )
8
clear.stone 3 sysbeep else
( if not: clear, beep)
9
O swap.colors 2drop O do.error then
( else o.k. move )
else 3 sysbeep 2 do.error 2drop
1O
( not an empty spot )
11
then else drop then else drop then ;
(cleanup )
12
->
13
14
15

th at idea:-; or informa ti on suhmitte<l lo th is

SCREEN# 16
' 'Go Blocks''
06/29/84
03:51:46 AM
O (redraw.stones, draw.board
( 060884 bfw)
1 : redraw.stones ( - - I draw all stones on board )
14 1 do 14 1 do
(search through 13x13 board)
2
[continued)
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These are a few. examples of

the unlimited variety of

typefaces

and symbols auaflabte on dlsR that download to Toshiba's Pl3Sl

The first 3-in-One printer smart enough to change
typefaces automatically. TheToshiba P1351.
The Toshiba P1351 is the ultimate 3-in-One
printer. Others come close to us on speed.
Others try to approach our level of graphics
sophistication. And there are even a couple of
printers with a 24-pin dot matrix print head
similar to ours. But no other printer has it all.
Because Toshiba has always pioneered
in printer development and technology.
Where we have led, others have followed. And
now we've added the benefit of software
selectable downloadable typefaces.
Smart and unlimited. The Toshiba
P\351 does more than give you access to
three resident typefaces. It also gives you the
ability to download an unlimited variety from a
growing library of IBM-compatible software
typefaces. They're all stored on floppy disk.
And you get programming access to five
typefaces at any time.
Smart and letter-perfect. Our unique
high-density 24-pin dot matrix print
head gives you letter-quality results
from any typeface you choose.
And with Oume SPRINT 5™
emulation, the Toshiba P1351
can give you those results
from almost every popular
word processing program.

Of course, it's fully IBM-compatible. And
there's even an optional forms tractor or sheet
feeder for paper handling versatility.
Smart and fast. Why sacrifice speed
for letter-quality printing? The Toshiba P1351
gives you the best of both worlds. Sharp,
clean letter copy at 100 cps. And even faster
draft copy at 192 cps.
Smart and an eye for detail. The
P1351's print head doesn't JUSt produce letter
quality type. At 180 x 180 dots per square inch,
its high-resolution graphics lead the industry.
And it's supported on popular graphics soft
ware like Lotus 1-2-3.™
Smart and reliable. The Toshiba P1351
is designed and built with a very intelligent
attitude toward reliability. And optional third
party 24-hour service is also available. That's
why, over the past four years, more than
200.000 smart buyers have depended on
Toshiba 24-pin printers for letter-quality results.
So make the smart move. To the
Toshiba P1351 3-in-One'" printer.
For more information, call
1-800-457-7777, Operator 32.
Laius and 12-3 a11;> tradema1ks o! Laius Oeve1oomen1
Coroora 11on SPq1Nl 5 is a traderr2rk at Ourr.e 'corporation

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA AHERICA. INC. Information Syslerns 01v1s1on

Circle 403 on inquiry card
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Inker
Re-ink any fabric ribbon
AUTOMATICALLY for less
than 5¢. Extremely simple
operation with built-in
electric motor. We have a
MAC INKER for any printer:
cartridge/spool/harmonica/
zip pack. Lubricant ink safe
for dot matrix printheads.
Multicolored inks, uninked
cartridges available. Ask for
brochure. Thousands of
satisfied customers.

3
i j get.addr c@ dup 0> if
(look for stones)
4
i j rot draw.stone
(if found, draw on board)
5
else drop then loop loop ;
( clean up everything )
6 : draw. board ( - - I draw board in window "Go board"
)
7
9 9 263 263 frame rectangle
( draw outline of board )
( fill "wood grain" )
8
1O 1O 262 262 texture pattern rectangle
(draw lines for 13x13 go board)
9
262 28 do
i 28 i 244 vector 28 i 244 i vector
( vert, horiz )
1O
11
1 8 +loop
( lines are 18 units apart )
(set up labels)
12
270 20 move.to." Black stones taken" er
13
270 100 move.to ." White stones taken" er
14
1 color ! put.count 2 color ! put.count ;
( redraw counts )
->
15
SCREEN# 17
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03 :5204 AM
O ( backup.game, restore.game
( 060884 bfw)
1
2 : backup.game ( flag - - I saves game state into bmap/cmap)
3
O= if map bmap bmap map - cmove
( flag= 0 - store in bmap )
4
else map cmap bmap map - cmove then ;
( else store in cmap )

5
6 : restore.game ( flag - - I restores' game from bmap/cmap
)
7
O= if bmap map bmap map - cmove
( flag= O - store in bmap )
8
else cmap map bmap map - cmove then
( else store in cmap )
9
bflag @ 1 = if
( restore correct cursor)

Mac
Switch
Mac Switch lets you share
your computer with any two
peripherals (serial or
parallel). Ideal for word
processors-never type an
address twice. Ask us for
brochure with tips on how to
share two peripherals (or two
computers) with MAC
SWITCH. Total satisfaction or
full refund.

f

-~.

Order toll free 1-800-547-3303

CEmputer
Friends
6415 SW Canyon Court
Suite 1110
Portland, Oregon 97221
(503) 297-2321
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bcurse else wcurse then set.cursor
draw.board redraw.stones ;

SCREEN# 18
O ( expand.empty

( redraw board, stones)

->

"Go Blocks"

06/29/84

03:52:19 AM
( 060884 bfw)

1

sgg_oo

----

10
11
12
13
14
15

2 : expand.empty ( r c - I search for adjacent empty points
)
3
( get adjacent stones )
4 O do 2dup i get.adj
4
( handle according to 'color" )
2dup get.stone dup CASE
5
)
( empty slot - fill up, push onto stack for later check
6
O
OF drop 2dup fill.spot push
ENDOF ·
7 ·
( stone - keep track to see if all one color )
8
1 2 RANGE.OF freedoms @ or freedoms ! 2drop ENDOF
9
( edge of board - just ignore )
10
3
OF drop 2drop
ENDOF
11
ENDCASE loop
12
->
13
14
15

SCREEN# 19
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:52:32 AM
O ( count.territory
( 060884 bfw)
1 : count.territory ( - - I tally up free areas
)
O bspace ! O wspace ! O color !
2
( clear variables )
14 1 do 14 1 do i j
3
(scan entire 13x13 board)
4
get.stone o= if
( look for open spaces )
O stones ! 0 stptr ! O freedoms !
5
( clear counters )
6
i j 2dup fill.spot push begin
( get x,y, trace "army" )
7
pop 1 stones + ! 2dup
( pop x,y and incr. count )
8
get.bounds stretch.bounds frame oval
( draw empty stone )
9
expand.empty
( look for neighbors )
10
2drop stptr @ 0 = until
( continue until filled )
(continued)

Circle 3 79 on inquiry card. 

FANTASTIC LOW PRICES ON

MAC GO PROGRAM

BASF

~ QUALIMETRIC ~
DISKETTES!
11

12
13
14

freedoms @ dup if dup 3 < if
color ! stones @ blackif if
bspace else wspace then + !
else drop then else drop then then loop loop ;

( see if controlled area )
( get controlling color )
( and increase captures )
(cleanup)

->

15

BASF OUALIMETRIC DISKETTES have a lifetime
warranty and are packed in plastic storage cases.
TYVEK sleeves. reinforced hubs, user identification
labels and write-protect tabs included.

S139 °fa~o
Oty. 20

51/,.$
DSDD

1agea.
Qty. 20

"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:52:51 AM
SCREEN# 20
( 060984 bfw)
O ( pick.stone.up
1 : pick.stone.up ( - - I pick captured stone up from board)
2
@mousexy
( get location of cursor
3
at.point if swap at.point if
( check if on board
( see if a stone is there
4
2dup get.stone dup O= if
( if none , then beep
5
3 sysbeep drop 2drop else
6
( else store color and increment appropriate counter
7
color 1 1 blackif if btaken else wtaken then + !
8
( update counts, clear stone from board, cursor = arrow
9
put.count clear.stone init.cursor then
( otherwise, clean up stack
else drop then else drop then ;
1O

SOFT SECTOR ONLY!

11

3M HEADCLEANING KITS
Stop swearing and start cleaning. This non-abrasive
+ $1.50
cleaning kit has everything you
need for 30 applications.
•
Shpng.

12
13
14

$18 00

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

->

15
AMARAY MEDIA-MATE 50: A
REVOLUTION IN DISKETTE STORAGE
Every once in a while, someone takes
the simple and makes it elegant. Ths
unit holds 50 51/4" diskettes, has
grooves for easy stacking, nipples to
,.. ' keep diskettes from slipping and
' several other features. We like it.
+ $2.00
•
ea. Shpng.

$10 95

DISKETTE 70 STORAGE:
STILL A GREAT BUY
Dust-free storage for 70 5'1•" disk·
ettes. Six dividers included. An excel
+ $3.00
lent value.
•
Shpng.

$11 95

DISK CADDIES
The original flip-up holder for 10 5 14 "
disl<enes. Beige or grey only.

.....

$1.65

eaS~;~;

PRINTER RIBBONS
AT BARGAIN PRICES!
Brand new ribbons produced to manufacturer's specs.
Epson MX-70/ 80
$3.58 ea. + .25 Shpng.
Epson MX-100 . . .
. $6.99 ea. + .25 Shpng.
Okidata Micro 83 .
. $1 .48 ea. + .25 Shpng.
$3.66 ea. + .25 Shpng.
Okidata Micro 84
Shipping: 5%" DISKETTES- Add .$3.00 per 100 or fewer
diskettes. Other Items: Add shipping charges as shown in
addi tion to diskette shipping charges. Payiment: VISA and

MASTERCARD accepted. COD orders only. add $3.00
handling charge . Taxes: Illinois residents only. add 8%

sales tax .

FOR ORDERS ONLY:

1-800-621-6827

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788)

INFORMATION & INQUIRIES:

1-312-944-2788 only!
HOURS: 9AM - 5 PM Central Time,
Monday · Friday

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

SCREEN # 21
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03 :53 :07 AM
O (turn.off, disable.all, turn. on
( 060884 bfw)
1 ( these routines are used to control what is and is not active
2 on the "go" menu )
3
4 : turn.off ( n -I turns off indicated item in go.menu
5 O go.menu item.enable ;

6

7 : turn.on ( n -I turns on indicated item in go.menu
8 - 1 go.menu item.enable ;
9
10 : disable.all ( - - I turns off all specific items in menu
3 turn.off
11
12
5 turn.off 6 turn.off
13
8 turn.off 9 turn.off
14

( start
( clear, pass
( resume, done

->

15

SCREEN# 22
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03 :53 :20 AM
O (show.results
( 060884 bfw)
1 : show.results ( - - I show final stuff of game
)
2
disable.all 5 turn.on
( adjust go menu )
3
count.territory
( count free area on board )
4
( show how much each side controls )
5 270 60 move.to . " Area white controls" er
( write values )
6
320 80 move.to wspace @ . er
7
270 140 move.to ." Area black controls" er
8 320 160 move.to bspace @ . er
9
( calculate and declare winner )
10
270 200 move.to bspace @ wtaken @ + wspace @ btaken @ + - dup
11
0> if." Black" else." White" then ." wins by" abs. er
12
( wait until gflag changes [by menu] )
13
begin do.events drop gflag @ 3 = not until ;
14
->
15

DISK WORLD!, Inc.
Suite 48 06 • 30 East Huron Str eet• Chicago, Illinois 60611

DISK
WORLD!
444

Authorized Reseller
Information Processing ': ·
Media
.
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BASF

SCREEN # 23
"Go Blocks"
O (get.pair, ?6.or.8, do.handicap

06/29/84

03:53:36 AM
( 060884 bfw)
(continued)

How

THE PROGRAM WORKS
BY GREGG WILLIAMS

D

uring the editing of this article. I
had trouble tracing this pro
gram's flow as it ricocheted from
FORTH word to FORTH word. The
notes that follow should clarify the
workings of this program.
The key to this program is a variable
called gflag ; its value causes the pro
gram to switch from one word to
another. Here are some notes about
the various values of gflag and their
meanings:
gflag

= 0-initial value at beginning of
program. before an actual
game has started
= I-during the play of a game
= 2-possible end of game.
signaled by both players ex
ecuting Pass from menu
= 3-end of game confirmed by
player executing Done from
menu
= 4-go program being exited by
player executing Quit from menu

All states except gflag = 2 are
manipulated by making selections from
the Go menu (see screens 2 6 and 27).
In screen 26. menu selection names
are separated by semicolons: thus.
Undo is selection I. selection 2 is un
used. Start is selection 3. and so on.
gflag is set to 2 by execution of the
menu selection Pass (screen 27. line 6).
which executes the word swap.colors
(screen 10) with the argument I instead
of the usual 0.
Another variable that helps describe
the state of the program is bflag .
which denotes the current player
(I =black. 2=white). Many of the words
in this program do the same work for
both players-they simply look at the
value of bflag to determine who is cur
rently playing. The word swap.colors
toggles the value of bflag between I
and 2: in fact. the main loop of the
program-take a move. process it. and
switch to the other player-consists of
swap.colors as called from the word
play.go . which is itself part of a loop.
Figure 3 shows a state diagram of the
program where each node is a FORTH
word and the Jaber of each connecting
line describes the conditions that
cause program control to transfer to
another node. Notice that either a
change in the value of gflag or the ac
tivation or deactivation of the board
window causes these transitions. The
following paragraphs provide over
views of the FORTH words in figure 3.

go.program (screen 29) executes
when the window board is activated or
deactivated; lines 6 to 12 execute upon
activation. and line I 3 executes on
deactivation. Lines 6 to 12 run initializa
tion code then fall into a loop that ~ods
only when gflag = 4 (quit program).
The initialization code sets gflag to 0.
so start. new.game executes the first
time through the loop.
start.new.game (screen 25) draws the
board and turns on the Handicap
menu and the Start selections in the
Go (main) menu (the Quit selection is
always active). The only way to get out
of this word is to choose one of the
two selections. When selected. Start
causes gflag to change to l and pro
gram execution to pass to the word
play.go.
.
play.go (screen 24) activates the Clear
and Pass selections: it then switches to
the other player (line 3) and gets the
location at which the current player
wants to place his piece (lines 4 and
5). Players can set gflag to 2 by choos

Moc FORTH

ing the Pass selection twice in succes
sion instead of playing pieces: this
causes execution to pass to the word
end.game.
end .game (screen 24) activates the
Resume and Done menu selections
and lets players discard "dead" stones.
Resume returns gflag to I. enabling the
game to continue: Done sets gflag to
3. causing execution to pass to
show.results.
show.results (screen 22) activates the
Clear menu selection and calculates
and displays the final score of the cur
rent game. By executing Clear. the
player sets gflag to 0. thus preparing
for a new game.
exit.program (screen 29) removes the
Go and Handicap menus. restores the
normal pointing-arrow mouse cursor.
and returns the MacFORTH system to
the default window. sys.window .

Gregg Williams is a senior technical editor at
BYTE. He can be contacted at POB 37 2.
Hancock. NH 03449.

(uncon diti ona l

(activate
board
window)

ploy .

~o

gflag.Qor4
g flog • O or 4

Figure 3: A state diagram of the go program. With the exaption of the Mac
FORTH node. each node represents a keyword within the go program of listing
I . The labels on the arrows indicate the events that cause program control to go
to another word; for example. when the program is executing go. program . con
trol transfers to play.go only when gflag becomes I (which happens when a
player chooses the Start selection from the Go menu).
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Circle 2 53 on inquiry card.

magnum

MAC GO PROGRAM

p.c.

800·544-4354
EB GA Residents ~
CR2J (404) 441-3112 ll!!!!iiii.I
4056 WETHERBURN WAY. SUITE 205. ATLANTA, GA 30092

PRINTERS
RITEMAN 3" TALL. LIKE EPSON BUT FASTER BEST PRICE
C. ITOH LETTER OUALITY ... ...... ...... ...... CALL
OKIDATA ALL MODELS ......................... CALL
NEC SPINWRITERS, P2 & P3 .................. CALL
EPSON MX. FX. RX .......... ..... .. .. .......... CALL
STAR MICRONICS .............................. SAVE
TOSHIBA P1351 & P1340 .. .. .. ............. ... CALL
SILVER-REED .. ... ... ........ ... ..... ... .. ... ... SAVE

DISK DRIVES
TANDON TM100-2 ................................199
TM65 V2 HEIGHT.. ... .. ...... ......... ..... 185
10 MEG HARD.............................1440
HALF HEIGHTS (FOR IBM).............. FROM 155
QUAOOISK 6 MEG REMOVABLE............... CALL
TECMAR 5 MEG REMOVABLE .......... ....... CALL
MICRO SCI (FOR APPLE) ...................... CALL
QUENTIN (FOR APPLE & IBM)................. SAVE
TALLGRASS HARD DISK WITH BACKUP..... CALL
IOMEGA BERNOULLI BOX (20 MEG) .. ........ CALL
SHUGART HARD DISKS & CONTROLLERS ... SAVE
EVER EX 10 MEG INTERNAL HARD DISK ....... 950
PEACHTREE PERIPHERALS ................... CALL
TEAC 1/2 HT STREAMERS & HARD DISK ... ..NEW
PC r 2ND DISK DRIVE OR HARD DISK ......... CALL
PAO .. ............ ........... .. ..... .... ....
IBM PC YOU CONFIGURE .... .. ................CALL
SANYO MBC ..................... NEW LOW PRICES
TAVA PC ........................ MORE PC FOR LESS

BOARDS
OUAORAM ALL PRODUCTS .................... CALL
AST SIX PAC PLUS ....275 . PERSYST ...... CALL
IRMA 3278 EMULATOR ... .... ......... BEST PRICE
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD .................. CALL
TECMAR ALL PRODUCTS ..................... . CALL
IOEASSDCIATES ALL PRODUCTS .. .. ......... CALL
STB GRAPH IX PLUS II ............ . .... CALL
PCjr MEMORY EXPANSION (UPTO 512K) ... CALL
TITAN TECHNOLOGIES (FOR APPLE OR IBM)NEW
ACCELERATORS FOR IBM OR APPLE .... CALL

MONITORS
TAXAN 116 AMBER/ 115 GREEN .. . ... 1371131
410 - 415 RG BHI RES . ............ CALL
420 - 425 RGB SUPER HI RES .... . . . CALL
440 ULTRA HI RES ........... . ... CALL
AMOEK ...... . ............... • •. . .. CALL
QUAORAM OUADCHROME ... . ...... ... CALL
PRINCETON GRAPHICS .... . . . . . . . . .... SAVE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

: get.pair ( addr - addr+2/r/c I gets next two values
dup c@ swap 1 + dup c@ swap 1 + rot rot ;
: ?6.or.8 ( n - nlf I checks if n = 6 or 8 for handicap
dup 6 = over 8 = or ;
: do. handicap ( n -I sets handicap of 2 .. 9 stones, n = 2 . . 9
)
( save handicap level )
0 backup.game dup hlevel !
>r stars r> 6.or.8 if 1 + then Odo
(adjust for 6, 8)
get.pair 1 put.on.map drop drop drop
( put stones on map )
loop drop hlevel @ ?6.or.8 if
( if 6 or 8 remove center )
drop stars 18 + get.pair clear.stone
then drop 1 bflag ! ;
( set for white start )

->

SCREEN # 24
"Go Blocks"
06/29184
03 :54 :22 AM
O ( play.go, end.game
( 060884 bfw)
1 : play.go ( flag I routine assigned to wptr "board"
)
2
disable.all 5 turn.on 6 turn.on
( adjust go menu )
3
0 swap.colors
( set up cursor for player )
4
begin do.events mouse.down = if
( allow stone placement )
5
O backup.game put.stone.down
then gflag @ 1 = not until
6
( on exit, do solid backup )
7
gflag @ 1 gflag ! 1 backup.game gflag ! ;
8 : end. game ( - - I finishes off game of go
)
9
init.cursor
( change to arrow cursor )
disable.all 8 turn.on 9 turn.on
1O
( adjust go menu )
11
begin do.events mouse.down = if
( allow stone pick-up )
12
0 backup.game pick.stone.up
13
then gflag @ 2 = not until ;
->
14
15
SCREEN# 25
"Go Blocks"
06129184
03:54:09 AM
O (start.new.game
( 060884 bfw)
1
2 : start.new.game (  - I allows players to start new game
)
3 map 256 0 fill
( clear the map )
4 O btaken ! O wtaken ! O hlevel ! 2 bflag !
( clear variables )
5 page draw.board init.cursor O pflag !
( set up board, cursor )
6 - 1 hand.menu menu.enable
( enable handicap menu )
7 0 backup.game disable.all 3 turn.on
( turn on items)
8 begin do.events drop gflag @ O= not until
(main loop)
9 0 hand.menu menu.enable ;
( disable handicap menu )
10
11
->
12
13
14
15
SCREEN # 26
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:54:22 AM
O ( create.menus
( 060884 bfw)
1 : create. menus ( - - I creates menu for go program
2
go.menu delete.menu
( delete any existing menu
3
go.menu 1 + " Go" go.menu new.menu
( define title for menu
4
" Undo/U; - ("
go. menu append. items
( add opt.
go.menu append.items
5
" Start/S; -("
6
" Clear/C;Pass/P; -("
go.menu append.items
7
" Resume/R;Done/D; -("
go.menu append.items
8
" Quit/O"
go.menu append.items

)
)
)
)

(continued)
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interact with a Genius
13SWPOWER
SUPPLY
Hard Disk ready
+ 12V at 4.SA max
+SV at lSA max
Same dimension and plug
compatible with IBM PC/XT
power supply

HARD DISK

ASSEMBLY

10 Mb formatted Fated Disk
5 Mb formatted Removable
Cartridge
Unlimited storage
Bootable from fixed disk

SUPER
MCJIHEBBOARD
Single layer double sided
board
Same dimension as IBM
motheiboard
Up to 256K Ram on-board
8 VO slots

PERSYST B.O.B.
BOARD
Super hi-res display adapter
on text and graphics
10 x 16 character ceD in
monochrome and color
Programmable and software
selectable character sets

MUUIFUNCTION
CARD
0-3841( memory expansion
plus 256K on board to give
maximum addressable
memory.

The Ultimate in IBM PCIXT®compatibles.
The Super XT Plus by Super Computer
is a better alternative than the standard
PC/XT configuration. The 256Kb of
dynamic RAM v.rith parity can be
upgraded to 640Kb. Eight 1/0 slots give
you the maximum in tailored
expandability. A 16 Bit 8088
Microprocessor v.rith an 8087

coprocessor option gives you the speed
to tackle the heavy jobs. Two half-height
360K Roppy Disk Drives are matched
v.rith a half-height 5 Mb Removable
Hard Disk and a 10 Mb fixed Hard Disk
A Multfunction card is included with
Serial and Parallel ports, Clock Calendar.
Game port, and memory expansion to

Taxan~ monitor
equipped v.rith Persyst's B.0.8. Board
gives you the highest resolution
possible (720 x 400). A unique 135
Watt Power Supply offers 220 Voltage
conversion as an option.
The Super Computer PC/XI
8

Interact with a Genius!
® 1984 Super Computei;

SUPER COMPUIER
M.anufactarer/Diatribator

Inc.

DEAIER AND OEM INQUIRES INVITED

17813 South Main St. Suite 103, Gardena, CA 90248
213/532-2133
Circle 385 on inquiry card.
IBM PCIXT is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Co1p.

384K. An Ultra High-Res

Taxan is a registered trademark ofTaxan Corp.

FAX 213/532-6342
lElEX 3719394 SUPER
Persyst is a registeredtrademarkofPers.onal Systems Technology, Inc.

MAC GO PROGRAM

BOOKS ON

Go

Grunfeld. Frederic V.. ed. Garnes of the
World. New York: Ballantine Books.
1975. This volume features a concise
but complete explanation of the game.
Haruyama. ls.amu. and Nagahara
Yoshiaki. Basic Techniques of Go (2nd edi
tion). Tokyo: lshi Press. 1973. A good
second book. after your introduction.
Holmes. john C. Go. Mt. Vernon. VT:
Paul P. Appel. 1979.
Iwamoto. Kaoru. Go for Beginners. New
York: Pantheon. 1977. An excellent in
troduction by a high-ranking pro
fessional.
Kishikawa. Shigemi. Steppingstones to Go.
Rutland. VT. Charles E. 1\1ttle Co.. 1965.
A good substitute if you can't find Go

for Beginners.
Lasker. Edward. Go and Go Moku. New
York: Dover Books. 1960.
lakagawa. Shukara. Go' Carlisle. PA :
Sabaki Go Co.. 1982. A reprinted com
bination of How to Play Go and The Vital
Points of Go. The author is a former na
tional go champion of japan.
Mr. Quentin Dombro. of the Sabaki
Go Company. says that his firm carries
a complete line of go materials. in
cluding two go magazines (one from
japan) and every English-language go
book available. The company will also
send its catalog free upon request. The
address is POB 2 3. Carlisle. PA 17013.

PROGRAM AVAILABLE
Readers who don't want to type in the
entire go program can get a copy for
S l O: checks should be made payable
to Bruce F. Webster.
MacFORTH Go Program
c/o Bruce Webster
7907 Ostrow St.. Suite F
San Diego. CA 92111

•

You'll receive a 3 Vi-inch disk with the
Go Blocks file on it.
You'll still need MacFORTH l. l. from
Creative Solutions Inc. (CS!). to run the
the program . CS! is located at 4801
Randolph Rd .. Rockville. MD 20852.
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9
hand.menu delete.menu
( delete any existing menu )
10
hand.menu 1 + " Handicap" hand.menu new.menu
(set title)
11
" Clear:2 stones;3 stones"
hand.menu append.items
12
" 4 stones:5 stones:6 stones"
hand.menu append.items
13
" 7 stones:8 stones:9 stones"
hand.menu append.items
14 draw.menu.bar :
15
->

SCREEN# 27
" Go Blocks"
06/29/84
O ( do.go.menu
1
2 : do.go.menu ( - - I defines actions for each menu item
3
go.menu menu.selection: O hilite.menu
4
CASE 1 OF gflag @ 3 = if 1 else O then
5
restore.game
ENDOF
6
3 OF 1 gflag !
ENDOF
7
5 OF 0 gflag !
ENDOF
8
6 OF 1 swap.colors
ENDOF
9
ENDOF
8 OF 1 gflag ' 1 restore.game
10
9 OF 3 gflag !
END OF
11
11 OF 4 gflag !
ENDOF
12
ENDCASE :
13
14
15

03:54 :41 AM
( 060884 bfw)

(undo)
(start)
(clear)
(pass)
(resume)
(done)
(quit)

->

SCREEN # 28
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:54 :56 AM
O (do.hand.menu, init.program
( 060884 bfw)
1 : do.hand.menu ( - - I handles handicap stuff
2
hand.menu menu.selection: O hilite.menu
map 256 0 fill dup 1 = if
3
( clear board )
O hlevel ! 2 bflag ! else
4
( set for regular play )
5
do.handicap then
( set handicap )
6
draw.board redraw.stones:
7
8 : init.program ( - - I set everything up at the start
)
9 O gflag ! ginit page upper.left
( init graphics )
1O 2 2 pen size srccopy textmode
( set up to draw or write )
11 create.menus
( create go and handicap menus)
12 0 hand.menu menu.enable
( disable handicap menu )
13 do.go.menu do.hand.menu :
( define actions for both )
14
15
->

SCREEN # 29
"Go Blocks"
06/29/84
03:55: 12 AM
O (exit.program, go.program
( 060984 bfw)
1 : exit. program ( - - I clean everything up when program is done
)
2 go.menu delete.menu hand.menu delete.menu
( turn off menus )
3
sys.window window init.cursor ;
( make sys.window active)
4
5 : go.program ( - - I driving loop: switches between segments
)
6 if init.program begin gflag @ CASE
( use gflag to select)
7
0 OF start.new.game ENDOF
( handle new game selections)
8
1 OF play.go
ENDOF
( play the game )
9
2 OF end.game
ENDOF
( tally score )
10
ENDOF
(give results of game)
3 OF show.results
11
ENDCASE gflag @ 4 = until
( continue until quit )
12
exit.program else
( cleanup and exit )
13
( do same on window deactivate )
exit.program then ;
14
15 board on.activate go.program
( attach program to window )

TRAVESTY

(continued from page 131 J

This line of reasoning brings us to
the unexpected fact that essentially
random nonsense can preserve many
"personal" characteristics of a source
text. Travesty {listing I), a program
suitable for small systems. will scan a
sample text and generate. from the
sample's n-gram statistics. a "non
sense" imitation through which the
original text. and even its authorship,
is disconcertingly recognizable.
For example. we provided Travesty
with 29 names of towns taken from a
gazetteer of England and called for
third-order (trigram) analysis. It
promptly churned out a couple thou
sand characters. These letter groups
included (I) many input words re
gurgitated; (2) some uninteresting let
ter strings that we agreed to call "gar
bage" (on the principle that a weed
is a flower you don't want): and (3)
some wondrously plausible names for
English towns that don't exist but
ought to. They included Bambudge.
Nettlewett. Gidge. Hample. Bognor
ton. Chire. Clop, Tootinton. Bleweth.
and Eastle. (If any of these is a real
name. that's by accident: none was on
our input list.) And fancy being Mayor
of Clop'
The connection of the output to the
source can be stated exactly: for an

order-n scan. every n-character sequence in the
output occurs somewhere in the input. and at
about the same frequency. That is all. yet
it is enough to account for an eerie
similarity. Every string of three letters
in our pseudo-place-names. "ttl" or
"dge". for instance. was lifted out of
a string of characters and spaces that
consisted simply of the 2 9 input
words typed one after another with
one space after each.
Figure I shows one of the thou
sands of machine-generated deriva
tions Travesty can extract from a
75-word sample of James Joyce's
Ulysses. This passage is an order-4
scan: every four-character sequence in
the output comes from somewhere in
the input.
FREQUENCY ARRAYS

There is a lot of fun to be had here.
There is also much for the student of

language and literature to investigate.
To what degree can personal "style"
be described as a manifestation of let
ter frequencies? Such a question.
though not new. was merely tantaliz
ing before the modern computer:

even more so before procedures were
discovered-quite recently-that
didn't demand impossible amounts of
machine memory.
Brian P Hayes. associate editor of
(continued)

REMARKS ON THE
TRAVESTY LISTING

P

asca! input/output (1/0) conven
tions are. to say the least. poorly
standardized. We have three Pascal sys
tems available: 'Illrbo Pascal for CP/M
and MS-DOS. Lucidata Pascal for CP/M
and HDOS. and Berkeley Pascal run
ning under UNIX-and we haven't been
able to write a version of Travesty that
will run on all three unmodified. Judg
ing that 'lllrbo is the . rising young
comer. we list the 'Illrbo Pascal version.
with notes on such problem areas as
we know about. This version might run
on UCSD Pascal too. but we've not
' been able to try it. Since it avoids
features unique to 'll.Jrbo and UCSD. it
ought to be transportable to any de
cent Pascal system at the cost of a lit
tle attention to input and output.
Line numbers are. of course. for
reference only; don't type them into
your Pascal listing.
23 This value is safe and may even be
increased. but remember that you'll
have two arrays this size. How big you
can make ArraySize depends on your
system's memory requirements. Turbo
Pascal. when compiled to disk to get
the compiler itself out of the way. per
mitted ArraySize = 14.000 on a 641<
byte CP/M system. That's about 2 300
words of input text. On an MS-DOS sys
tem with l 96K bytes. maximum Array
Size increased to 21.000. or 3 500
words of text. independent of whether
compilation was to memory or to disk.
33 If your Pascal doesn't know about
the TEXT type. change this line to f :
file of char.
40 If your Pascal system has a RAN
DOM function. you can drop lines 40
to 44 altogether. Then change line 239
to read toss : = random(total) + 1;. You
should also delete lines 38. 52. and 53.
49 Many versions of Pascal don't
recognize STRING types unless they

have been declared:
Type STRING
OF CHAR;

=

PACKED ARRAY[1 .. 12]

Then change line 49 to lnFile :
STRING .
62 Some Pascals will require you to
declare a variable i and say. FOR i : =
1 TO 12 DO READ lnFile[i];.
63 Berkeley Pascal doesn't use the
ASSIGN command. You'd omit this line
and change line 64 to reset (f, infile);.
Also. you will probably want output
to a disk file. and you'll have to set that
up yourself. Add a second TEXT vari
able. g. to line 33 and a second
STRING variable. OutFile. to line 49.
Then insert after line 64 a request for
the name of the Outfile. and ASSIGN
it tog in whatever way your system pro
vides. And if your system requires files
to be explicitly closed. add a statement
line. CLOSE (g). just before the final
END. (Don't forget the semicolon at
the end of the line above it.)
NOTES ON HELLBAT

To change Travesty into Hellbat. pro
cedures lnitSkip and Match are re
placed by the versions given in listing
2. and numerous lines are deleted as
shown below. Note that WriteCharacter
now receives its characters from Match
and has only formatting duties to per
form. If your Pascal has its own RAN
DOM function. make the deletions
listed in the section on Travesty for line
40: and the major change-applied
above to the WriteCharacter proce
dure-should instead be made to the
line in the new Match procedure that
invokes Random.
Lines to delete for Hellbat include 28.
72 to 80. 269. 2 73 (all references to
FreqArray), and 2 32 to 2 4 5 (process for
getting a character).
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Circle 4 4 5 on inquiry card.

CAMBRIDGE
GRAPHIC
SYSTEMS

TRAVESTY

Listing I: lravesty. a program for generating pseudo-text. The program will scan
a sample text and generate a "nonsense" imitation. For an order-n scan. every
n-character sequence in the output occurs somewhere in the input.

3

PROGRAM travesty (input, output);

5
6

(•
(•

This is based on Brian Hayes's article in Scientific
American, November 1983. It scans a text and generates
an n-order simulation of its letter combinations. For
order n, the relation of output to input is exactly:
"Any pattern n characters long in the output
has occurred somewhere in the input,
and at about the same frequency."
Input should be ready on disk. Program asks how many
characters of output you want. It next asks for the
"Order"-i.e. how long a string of characters will be
cloned to output when found . You are asked for the
name of the input file, and offered a "Verse" option.
If you select this, and if the input has a ":" char
acter at the end of each line, words that end lines in
the original will terminate output lines. Otherwise.
output lines will average 50 characters in length.

7 (•
8 (·
9 (·

VM1480
RGB, TTL Input; High Resolution; 16 Color,
14" Display; IBM®, Apple® Compatible

VM12501

10
11
12
13
14
15

(·
(*
(•
(·
(•
(•

16

(·

17
18
19
20

(•
(·
(•
(·

22
23
24

CONST
ArraySize = 3000;
MaxPat = 9;

*)
*)
*)
*)
*)
*)
*)
*)
*)
•)

.)

..
.

)
)
)

*)
•)

{maximum number of text chars}
{maximum Pattern length}

26 VAR
27

---.

_
·-
....... _

·:::.-·... _... ....
···-__
.....

:~~Z'"=.···-

28
29
30
31
32

33
34
35

36
37

VM12101
High Resolution Monochrome
Low Distortion
Tilt and Swivel Base
Fully IBM® and Apple® Compatible
Green and Amber Displays

IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
COMPETITIVE PRICE PACKAGE
Dealer/Dlstr1butlon Inquiries Invited.
40 - 50% margin bullt·ln.
Sales terr1tor1es avallable.

Cambridge Graphic Systems
11020 East Rush Street
So. El Monte, CA 91733
800-228-3320 I 818-448-6173

See us at Comdex I Booth MB32
•Apple is a re9istered trademark of the Apple Corp.
•IBM 1s a registered trademark of the International
Business Machines Corp.
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BigArray : PACKED ARRAY [1 .. ArraySize] of CHAR;
FreqArray, StartSkip : ARRAY(' ' . .': '] of INTEGER;
Pattern : PACKED ARRAY [1..MaxPat ] of CHAR;
SkipArray : ARRAY [1 .. ArraySize] of INTEGER ;
OutChars : INTEGER;
{number of characters to be output}
PatLength : INTEGER;
f: TEXT;
CharCount : INTEGER;
{characters so far output}
Verse, NearEnd : BOOLEAN;
NewChar : CHAR;
TotalChars : INTEGER;
{total chars input. + wraparound}
Seed : INTEGER;

40
41
42
43
44

FUNCTION Random (VAR Randlnt: INTEGER) : REAL;
BEGIN
Random : = Randlnt I 1009;
Randlnt: = (31 • Randlnt + 11) MOD 1009
ENO;

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

PROCEDURE lnParams;
( • Obtains user's instructions •)
VAR
lnFile : STRING [12];
Response : CHAR;
BEGIN
WRITELN ('Enter a Seed (1 .1000) for the randomizer');
READLN (Seed):
WRITELN ('Number of characters to be output?');
READLN (OutChars);
REPEAT
WRITELN ('What order? < 2 - ', MaxPat,' > ');
READLN (PatLength)
UNTIL (PatLength IN [2 .. MaxPat]);
PatLength : = PatLength - 1:
WRITELN ('Name of input file?');

55

56
57
58
59

60
61

(continued)

aves system s

wer

Ill Easily upgradable to 64K for additional function
High resolution color graphics and interlace
Monochrome graphics and interlace
0Re year warranty
Iii Priced competitively at $299.00

\®
·

INTELLIGENT
DATA SYSTEM INC.

14932 Gwenchris Ct.
Paramount, CA 90723
Circle 217 on Inquir y card.

800•325•2455
(213) 633·5504
TLX:509098

Desmet

TRAVESTY

c

8086/8088
Development
Package
FULL DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
Full K&R C Compiler
Assembler, Linker & librarian
• Full-Screen Editor
Execution Profiler
• Comple te STDIO library (>120 Fune)

Automatic DDS 1.X/2.X SUPPORT
BOTH 8087 AND
SOFTWARE FLOATING POINT
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
First and Second in AUG '83 BYTE
benchmarks

SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER
Examine & change variables by
name using C expressions
Flip between debug and display
screen
Display C source during execution
• Set multiple breakpoints by function
or line number

DOS LINK SUPPORT
• Uses DOS .OBJ Format
• LINKs with DOS ASM
• Uses Lattice® naming conventions

Ghee~~ Dev~k~109~ --- -,
I
D Debugger (50)
I
I
D DOS Link Supt (35)
I
I
I
I SHIP TO
I
I
I
I
I
I

,,.

I
I
I
I

I

C~~~~~I:
P.O. BOX C
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 720-9696
All orders shipped UPS surface on IBM format disks.
Shipping included in price. California residents add
sales tax. Canada sh1pp1ng add S5. elsewhere add
S15. Checks must be on US Bank and in US Dollars.
Call 9 am - 1 pm to CHARGE by VISA/MC /AM EX.
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I

I

I
I
I
I
I
l

I
I

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

READLN (lnFile);
ASSIGN (f, lnFile);
RESET (f);
WRITELN ('Prose or Verse? < p/v > ');
READLN (Response);
IF (Response = 'V') OR (Response = 'v') THEN
Verse : = true
ELSE Verse : = false
END ; {Procedure lnParams}

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

PROCEDURE ClearFreq;
(• FreqArray is indexed by 93 probable ASCII characters,
( • from " " to " : ". Its elements are all set to zero.
VAR
ch: CHAR;
BEGIN
FOR ch : = ' ' TO ':' DO
FreqArray[ch] : = 0
END; {Procedure ClearFreq}

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

PROCEDURE NullArrays;
(•
Fill BigArray and Pattern with nulls
VAR
j : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR j : = 1 TO ArraySize DO
BigArrayUJ : = CHR(O);
FOR j : = 1 TO MaxPat DO
PatternUJ : = CHR(O)
END; {Procedure NullArrays)

..

)
)

•)

93 PROCEDURE FillArray;
Moves textfile from disk into BigArray, cleaning it
94 (•
95 (•
up and reducing any run of blanks to one blank.
96 ( •
Then copies to end of array a string of its opening
97 (•
characters as long as the Pattern, in effect wrapping
98 (·
the end to the beginning.
99 VAR
100
Blank : BOOLEAN;
101
ch: CHAR;
j : INTEGER;
102

..
.

PROCEDURE Cleanup;
(• Clears Carriage Returns, Linefeeds, and Tabs out of
( • input stream. All are changed to blanks.
BEGIN
IF ((ch = CHR(13))
{CR}
OR (ch = CHR(10))
{LF}
OR (ch = CHR(9)))
{TAB}
THEN ch : = ' '
END;

..

104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124

)

)
)
•)
•)

)
)

BEGIN {Procedure FillArray)
j := 1;
Blank : = false;
WHILE (NOT EOF(f)) AND U < = (ArraySize - MaxPat)) DO
BEGIN {While Not EOF}
READ (f, ch);
Cleanup;
BigArrayUJ : = ch;
{Place character in BigArray}
IF ch = ' ' THEN Blank : = true;
j := j + 1;
WHILE (Blank AND (NOT EOF(f))
(continued)
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Why people choose an IBM PC in ·the first place
is why people want IBM service ... in the first place.
After all, who knows your IBM Personal
Computer better than we do?
That's why we offer an IBM maintenance
agreement for every member of the Personal
Computer family. It's just another example
of blue chip service from IBM.
An IBM maintenance agreement for your
PC components comes with the choice of service
plan that's best for you-at the price that's
best for you.
Many customers enjoy the convenience and
low cost of our carry-in service. That's where
we exchange a PC display, for example, at any
of our Service/Exchange Centers.

And for those customers who pref er it, we
offer IBM on-site service, where a service repre·
sentative comes when you call.
No matter which you choose for your PC,
an IBM maintenance agreement offers you fast,
effective service.
Quality. Speed. Commitment. That's why
an IBM maintenance agreement means blue
chip service. To find out more about the
specific service offerings available for your PC,
call 1800 IBM-2468, Ext. 104
and ask for PC Maintenance.
---- ~

--
:..= ==
Blue chip service from :S:.::::S'f5:

Circle 205 on Inquiry card.

:

Circle I 28 on lnouirv card.
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125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148

You probably know who DISK
WORLD! is: our ads are scattered
throughout this and every other major
computer magazine.
We're one of the largest computer
supply marketers in the country.

And we want you!
But, no matter how much we ad
vertise, we still can't reach every com
puter user.. .but you can.
We're looking for people who want to
run their own part- or full-time comput
er supply business.

You'll have our help.
You won't be alone.
You'll have the accumulated experi
ence, buying power and merchandis
ing skills of DISK WORLD! working
with you. (And, if you don't think that's
important, just remember this:
eighteen months ago DISK WORLD!
didn't exist. .. and now we're one of the
largest distributors in the nation.)

PROCEDURE FirstPattern;
(•
User selects "order" of operation, an integer, n, in the
·)
(•
range 1 .. 9. The input text will henceforth be scanned
•)
(•
in n·sized chunks. The first n - 1 characters of the input
•)
(•
file are placed in the "Pattern" Array. The Pattern is
•)
•)
(•
written at the head of output.
156 VAR
157
j : INTEGER;
158 BEGIN
{Put opening chars into Pattern}
159
FOR j : = 1 TO Patlength DO
160
Pattern(j] : = BigArrayUJ;
161
CharCount := Patlength;
162
NearEnd : = false;
{Align first line}
163
IF Verse THEN (' ');
164
FOR j : = 1 TO Patlength DO
165
WRITE (Pattern@
166
END; {Procedure FirstPattern}
150
151
152
153
154
155

$24.95 gets you started.
We'll send you a complete business
plan that tells you everything you need
to know.
It'll cost you $24.95 + $3.00 ship
ping.
But it's risk-free. Read it for fifteen
(15) days and if you decide this isn't for
you, send it back. We'll refund your
money.
If it is for you, you'll know what to do
next.

·oisiiwoili-o!_________ _
Sulte4808
30 East Huron Street
Chicago, llllnols 80811

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

YES, I'm interested in the details of the1
DISK WORLD! independent resellers pro-:
gram. Please send me my manual.
1
I understand that if I don't like it, I can 1
return it within 15 days for a full refund.
:
D My check or money order for $27.95 is 1
enclosed.
1
D Charge my VISA or MASTERCARD•

# _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __

<P- 
Signature:'- - - - - - - -- - 
PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY!

_ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ __
)

___ ___

I

~-------------------------~
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AND U< = (ArraySize - MaxPat))) DO
BEGIN {While Blank}
{When a blank has just been}
READ (f, ch);
{printed, Blank is true,}
Cleanup;
{so succeeding blanks are skipped,}
IF ch < > ''THEN
{thus stopping runs.}
BEGIN {If}
Blank : = false;
BigArray[j] : = ch;
{To BigArray if not a Blank}
j := j + 1
END {I f}
END {While Blank}
END; {While Not EOF}
TotalChars : = j - 1;
IF BigArray(TotalChars] < > ' ' THEN
BEGIN
{If no Blank at end of text, append one}
Tota!Chars : = TotalChars + 1 ;
BigArray(TotalChars] : = ' '
END;
{Copy front of array to back to simulate wraparound.}
FOR j: = 1 TO Patlength DO
BigArray(TotalChars + j] : = BigArray(j];
Tota!Chars : = Total Chars + Patlength;
WRITELN('Characters read, plus wraparound = ',Tota1Chars:4)
END; {Procedure FillArray)

PROCEDURE lnitSkip;
(•
The i·th entry of SkipArray contains the smallest index
(•
j > i such that BigArrayUJ = BigArray[i]. Thus SkipArray
(•
links together all identical characters in BigArray.
(•
StartSkip contains the index of the first occurrence of
(•
each character. These two arrays are used to skip the
(•
matching routine through the text, stopping only at
(•
.locations whose character matches the first character
in Pattern.
(•
177 VAR
178
ch : CHAR;
179
j : INTEGER;
180 BEGIN
181
FOR ch : = '' TO·:· DO
182
StartSkip(ch) : = TotalChars + 1;
FOR j : = Tota!Chars DOWNTO 1 DO
183
184
BEGIN
185
ch : = BigArrayUJ;
186
SkipArrayUJ : = StartSkip[ch);
187
StartSkip(ch) : = j

168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176

*)

·)
•)
)
•)
•)

.

*)
•)

TRAVESTY

D
188
189

END
END: {Procedure lnitSkip}

HARDWARE OPTIONS

191 PROCEDURE Match:
192 ( •
Checks BigArray for strings that match Pattern: for each
*)
193 (·
match found, notes following character and increments its
*)
194 (•
count in FreqArray. Position for first trial comes from
*)
195 (•
StartSkip; thereafter positions are taken from SkipArray.
*)
196 ( •
Thus no sequence is checked unless its first character is
*)
197 (·
already known to match first character of Pattern.
·)
198 VAR
199
i : INTEGER:
{one location before start of the match in BigArray}
200
j: INTEGER:
{index into Pattern}
201
Found : BOOLEAN:
{true if there is a match from i + 1 to i + j-1}
202
ch1 : CHAR:
{the first character in Pattern: used for skipping}
203
NxtCh : CHAR:
204 BEGIN {Procedure Match}
205
ch1 : = Pattern[1];
206
i : = StartSkip[ch1] - 1:
{ i is 1 to left of the Match start}
207
WHILE (i < = TotalChars- PatLength-1) DO
BEGIN {While}
208
209
j : = 1:
210
Found : = true;
211
WHILE (Found AND U < = PatLength)) DO
212
IF BigArray[i + j] < > PatternLi]
213
{Go thru Pattern till Match fails}
THEN Found : = false
214
ELSE j : = j + 1 :
IF Found THEN
215
216
BEGIN
{Note next char and increment FreqArray}
217
NxtCh : = BigArray[i + PatLength + 1]:
218
FreqArray[NxtCh] : = FreqArray[NxtCh] + 1
219
END;
{Skip to next matching position}
220
i : = SkipArray[i + 1] - 1
END {While}
221
222 END; {Procedure Match}
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232.
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

Full IEEE 696/S100 Compatibility

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

SOFTWARE OPTIONS

D
D
D

.

D

.
.
.

D
D

PROCEDURE WriteCharacter:
)
(·
The next character is written. It is chosen at Random
(•
from characters accumulated in FreqArray during last
·)
)
(•
scan of input. Output lines will average 50 characters
)
(•
in length. If "Verse" option has been selected, a new
)
(•
line will commence after any word that ends with ":" in
(•
input file. Thereafter lines will be indented until
·)
(•
the SO-character average has been made up.
·)
VAR
Counter, Total, Toss : INTEGER:
ch: CHAR;
BEGIN
Total:= O;
FOR ch : = ' ' TO ':' DO
Total : = Total + FreqArray[ch]: {Sum counts in FreqArray}
Toss : = TRUNC (Total • Random(Seed)) + 1;
Counter:= 31:
REPEAT
{We begin with ' ' }
Counter : = Counter + 1;
Toss:= Toss- FreqArray[CHR(Counter)]
{Char chosen by}
until Toss < = O;
{successive subtractions}
NewChar : = CHR(Counter);
IF NewChar < > ':' THEN
WRITE (NewChar):
CharCount : = CharCount + 1 ;
IF CharCount MOD 50 = 0 THEN NearEnd : = true;
IF ((Verse) AND (NewChar = ' i ')) THEN WRITELN;
(continued)

8MHz, 10 MHz, or 12 MHz
68000/68010 CPU
68451 Memory Management
Hardware Floating Point
Multiple Port Intelligent 1/0
64K/128K Static RAM (70 nsec)
256K/512K/1MB Dynamic RAM (150
nsec)
Graphics-Digital Graphics
CAT-1600
OMA Disk Interface
SMD Disk Interface
Y4" or Y2 " Tape Backup
5'1." or 8" Floppy Disk Drives
5MB-474MB Hard Disk Drives
7/10/20 Slot Back Plane
20 or 30A Power Supply
Desk Top or Rack Mount Encl.

68KFORTH 1 Systems Language
CP/M-68K 20/S with C, 68K-BASIC',
68KFORTH1, FORTRAN 77, EM80
Emulator, Whltesmlths' C, PASCAL
IDRIS 3 O/S with C, PASCAL,
FORTRAN 77, 68K-BASIC', CIS
COBOL•, INFORMIX 5 Relational
DBMS
UNIX& SYS V O/S with C, PASCAL,
FORTRAN 77, BASIC, RM COBOL 7,
ADA 8 , INFORMIX 5 , Relational DBMS
VED 68K Screen Editor
Motorola's MACSBUG and FFP
Package

Trademark 'ERG, 2 Dlgltal Research,
"WhHesmlths, 'Micro Focus, 'RDS,
Inc., 'Bell Labs, 'Ryan McFarland,
'U.S. DoD

30 Day Delivery - OEM Discounts

since 1974

Empirical Research Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 1176
Milton, WA 98354
(206) 872-7665
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CLEO™ makes the 3270
Mainframe Connection

3780Plus provides powerful
batch communications to
your mainframe or other 3780's.

The communications features of the CLE0-3270 Software package
allow your computer to emulate a remote cluster of IBM terminal
devices.

If your IBM mainframe doesn't support remote 3270 clusters. you
may need remote batch communications. 3780Plus is your answer
for high speed computer-to-computer file transfer.

You'll be up and running fast. No changes are necessary on your
mainframe. And CLEO on your computer will install anywhere an
IBM 3276 cluster might be used.

3780Plus is full featured and supports the IBM 3780 and 2780 BSC
protocols. If you need to transmit or receive text or binary files at
high speed. 3780Plus has no match. 1t·11 run synchronous modems
up to 19.2K baud.

TM

Once CLEO is running, it maintains communications with your host
computer. while allowing your computer keyboard operators to run
DOS or UNIX tasks in addition to 3278 emulation.

~

0
I

Simultaneously use
alternate key.
Simultaneously use
shift key.
No simultaneous key
required.

3780Plus maintains a ..job file." It'll run .. unattended" and keep a log
file of all communications activity. Before you buy a 3780 emulator
make sure you have the features you ·11 need: transparent mode.
space compression. device selection. printer forms control. spool
ing. configurable line parameters and line trace for diagnostics.
3780Plus has them all!

IBM Pc
COM PATJBLES

CLEO on the IBM PC Compatibles. The CLEO
software program loads from a PC-DOS disk
ette and contains simultaneous em~lation. for
3276 line protocol and up to six devices
emulating 3278crtsor 3287 printers. When CLEO runs on the PC. six
devices are supported (through three interface cards supplied with
the CLEO software). The six supported devices include: 3278 support
for the PC's console: 3287 support for the PC's printer: and. 3278
support for up to four other PC's which may be serially attached to
the PC which is running CLEO.

CLEO is a full 3276 emulator and supports all of the standard
features of IBM's 3276: you won't need to make any modifications to
your 3270 host computer. Your installation considerations for CLEO
on the PC will be identical to those experienced in installing an IBM
3276. In fact. CLEO on your PC will readily install at any site where a
3276 currently operates.
Keyboard decals are supplied with CLEO. These adhere to the front
face of the keys on your PC keyboard and serve as a quick reminder of
the location of the 3278 keys.

For enhanced 3278 display. the IBM color graphics card is recom
mended for use with CLEO.
3780Plus on the IBM PC Compatibles. 3780Plus Software is self
contained on one floppy disk and menu driven with simple commands
so that you need not be an ··expert"' in 3780 or 2780 communications
to use the package. 3780Plus for the PC includes an interface card.
SIC. for interfacing to your synchronous modem.
Z>.!
tt..l\'A!
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3780Plus supports IBM's 2780 and 3780 BSC protocols for
computer-to-host or computer-to-computer high speed communica
tions. Additionally. 3780Plus has special new features for talking to
other computers which are running 3780Plus. For example. files are
automatically named by the receiving computer to their original
name on the transmitting computer.
3780Plus allows maximum flexibility with a "System" command
which allows you to execute many PC-DOS commands from within
3780Plus.
·

BSC and SNA versions of CLEO are available in two models. The first
version is PC2 which provides 3276 emulation and support for two
devices. a 3278 CRT and a 3287 printer. PC2 includes one hardware
support card (PC-SIC).
The expanded or "clustered" model is called PC6. PC6 requires two
additional interface cards (PC-AIC) and four 25' cables for attaching
four PC's to a central PC running PC6. Physically these four PC's are
attached through their asynchronous serial port (COMM1) using a 25'
cable included in the PC6 package.

Software/
Hardware
Model

PC2-3276/2SHM
PC2-3276/12SHM
PC6-3276/2SHM
PC6-3276/12SHM
PC-3780PlusSHM

When you're operating one of the four attached PC's and you want
your PC to become a 3278 you execute a software package. PC3278.
included with the PC6 package.

HP-150

CLEO on the HP-150. The CLEO software pro

gram loads from a MsDos diskette and con
tains simultaneous emulation for 3276/2 BSC line protocol and sup
port for two devices. a 3278 crt and 3287 printer.

3270
Devices
Supported

Description

3276 BSC
for the PC
3276 SNA
for the PC
3276 BSC
cluster for PC
3276 SNA
cluster for PC
3780/2780
emulation
for PC

Retail
Price

2

s

795.

2

s

895.

6

2

$1.349.

6

2

$1.499.

s

795.

3780Plus on the HP-150. 3780Plus Software is self-contained on one
floppy disk and menu driven with simple commands so that you need
not be an "expert" in 3780 or 2780 communications to use the
package.

CLEO is a full 3276/2 emulator and supports all of the standard
features of IBM's 3276/2: you won't need to make any modifica
tions to your 3270 host computer. Your installation considerations
for CLEO on the HP-150 will be identical to those experienced in
installing an IBM 3276/2. In fact. CLEO on your 150 will readily
install at any site where a 3276/2 currently operates.
Unlike a 3270 coax product. CLEO needs no additional hardware on
the HP-150 and an IBM cluster controller to support a coax connec
tion is not required. CLEO is a 3276/2 cluster controller and hooks to
a synchronous modem in the same fashion as an IBM 3276/2. The
HP-150's port 1 is used for the modem connection.

Interface
Cards

IBM

UN!\.'.\C

CDC
C(C

CG
\\'.\NG

HONE YWELL
IBMPC

ETC

3780Plus supports IBM's 2780 and 3780 BSC protocols for
computer-to-host or computer-to-computer high speed communica
tions. Additionally. 3780Plus has special new features for talking to
other computers which are running 3780Plus. For example. files are
automatically named by the receiving computer to their original
name on the transmitting computer.
3780Plus allows maximum flexibility with a "System·· command
which allows you to execute many MsDos commands from within
3780Plus.
The HP-150's port 1 is used to connect to the synchronous modem.

Keyboard decals are supplied with CLEO. These adhere to the front
face of the keys on your 150 keyboard and serve as a quick reminder
of the location of the 3278 keys.

CLEO is ported for many more computers.
Contact Altos. Honeywell. IMS. Micromation.
Molecular. Nohalt . Olivetti. Tandy. or
Zenith Data Systems for CLEO on their machines.

Software
Model

Description

Retail
Price

HP-3276/2SM
HP-3780PlusSM

3270 BSC for HP-150
3780/2780 emulation for HP-150

$500.
$500.

• Color coding on configuration diagrams identifies components supplied in software packages.
Circle 327 on inquiry card.

MsDOS is a Trademark of Microsoft. Inc.
Unix is a Trademark of Bell Labs

For further information or t o order, call:
CLEO Software A division of Phone 1. lnc..461 North Mulford Rd .. Rockford. IL 61107 1(815) 397-8110. Telex 703639
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251
252
253
254
255
256
257

IF ((NearEnd) AND (NewChar = ' '))THEN
BEGIN {If NearEnd}
WRITELN;
I
IF Verse THEN WRITE ('
');
NearEnd : = false
END {If NearEnd} :
END; {Procedure WriteCharacter}

259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270

PROCEDURE NewPattern;
This removes the first character of the Pattern
(•
(•
appends the character just printed. FreqArray
(•
zeroed in preparation for a new scan.
VAR
j INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR j : = 1 to Patlength - 1 DO
Pattern[j] : = Pattern[j + 1];
Pattern[Patlength] : = NewChar;
ClearFreq
END; {Procedure NewPattern}

272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284

BEGIN {Main Program}
ClearFreq;
·
NullArrays;
lnParams;
FillArray;
FirstPattern;
lnitSkip;
REPEAT
Match;
WriteCharacter;
NewPattern
UNTIL CharCount > = OutChars;
END. {Main Program}

Scientific American. explained in the
November 1983 issue of that publica
tion ("Computer Recreations." pages
18-28) how the obvious approach to
an order-11 scan used 11-dimensional
arrays. Let Array1 count all occur
rences of all characters. Let Array2

and
is

•)
•)
•)

{Move all chars leflward}
{Append NewChar}

keep track of the character that
follows each character. Let Array 3
keep track of the character that
follows each pair. Now generate a ran
dom printout that reflects the prob
abilities recorded in the arrays. The
result of this order-3 scan will be what

THE$2395 DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Up to 128K bytes of ROM EMULATION (BK
standard) allows you to make program patches
instantly. Since the target ROM socket con
nects data and address lines to both the
analyzer and the emulator, no expensive adap
tors or personality modules are needed.
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we saw in the place-names. a scram
bled impression that preserves. to a
surprising degree. many idiosyn
crasies of the input text.
A higher order would be even more
interesting. especially if the input sam
ple were long. But until quite recent
ly order-4 was an exceptional achieve
ment and no one had ever seen an
order-5. Getting even as far as order-3
(trigrams) gobbles up memory if you
use arrays of arrays. For example. even
if you restrict the character set to a
mere 28-the uppercase letters. a
space. and an apostrophe-you have
to store 21. 9 52 characters to create
three arrays. Most of the character
combinations would actually be
blanks. because most trigram possi
bilities don't occur: think of "cnx ". A
fourth array would entail over half a
million places of storage. A fifth is
nearly unthinkable (and almost
empty) .
Sparse arrays are generally a sign
that a new approach is needed. It was
Hayes himself who took the next step.
which was to discard multiplied arrays
altogether. He perceived that you
could get the same result by scanning
the text for patterns and simply re
cording the character that follows
each pattern. Consider this brief text
ALL IN ALL THE CHANCES MAY
WELL BE ENHANCED.
To run a trigram scan. take any two
letters and see what comes next. "AL'
is followed only by " L'; " LL' is fol
lowed only by a space. which we'll
(continued)

Turns any personal computer into a complete micro
computer DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM. Our integrated con
trol/display program runs under PC/MS-DOS, CP/M, or
TRS-DOS. and controls the UDL via an RS-232 port.

The powerful BUS STATE ANALYZER features
four-step sequential triggering, selective trace,
and pass and delay counters. $99 symbolic trace
disassemblers are available for Z-80, 8048, 6500,
6800, 8031, 8085, 3870, Z-8, 1802, 8088, & 8086.

The PROM PROGRAMMER also
doubles as a STIMULUS GENERATOR.
For a brochure and I ist of cross
assemblers call or write:

-=-~==~=

1720tlsAve.,Woodside,CA94062 ~~~~~

(415) 851-1172

Instruments

Circle 3 t 3 on inquiry card.

The best of both worlds

. --..

. ..

·- · _;,,· .

Now, software developers can expand their markets and increase their
productivity with Co-Idris"'\ the newest UNIX-like operating system from
Whitesmiths, Ltd.
Co-Idris is a professional, sophisticated tool enabling users to develop programs
in a powerful and flexible UNIX-like environment, then easily port these
applications to a wide range of PC/MS-DOS machines, including the IBM PC,
DEC Rainbow, Wang PC, DG Desktop, and Olympia PC. With the Co-Idris
package, you can construct C, Pascal, or assembler programs for operation
under Co-Idris, DOS or CP/M-86 .
Able to work in as little as 128 KB of total main memory, Co-Idris allows
concurrent access to both Idris-based programs and PC- or MS-DOS based
application programs. You get the multi-user, multi-tasking features of a UNIX
environment as well as the rich selection of DOS applications. And there is no
need to reboot DOS, ever.
Co-Idris works on most all PC/MS-DOS based configurations with hard disks,
and it's available now!
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

Whitesmiths, Ltd.
97 Lowell Road Concord, MA 01742
TLX 750246 SOFTWARE CNCM

(617) 369-8499

DISTRIBUTORS: Australia, Fawnray Ply. Ltd., Hurstvllle, (612) 570-6100; Japan, Advanced Data Controls Corp., Chlyoda-ku, Tokyo (03) 263-0383; United Kingdom,
Real Time Systems, Douglas, Isle of Man 0624·26021; Sweden, Unison A. B., Goteborg, 31-125810. Rainbow Is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. UNIX Is a
trademark of Bell Laboratories; MS·DOS Is a trademark of Mlcroson Corp. PC-DOS Is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Idris Is a
trademark of Whltesmlths, Ltd.

Circle 423 on inquiry card.
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Gleaming harnesses, petticoats on slim ass rain. Had to adore. Gleaming silks, spicy
fruits, pettled. Perfume all. Had to go back. Had to back. Had to back. His braces
all him ass to adore. Gleaming harness rain yielded. A warm silver, rays of the
mutely craved dorn on lim ass rays of the woman plumpnesses. Uselesh
obscurely, he mutely craved down o"n him assailed. A warm hungered down on him
assailed to adore. Gleaming silks, sil ver, rich from Jaffa A warm hungered down on
slim braces all. Hig

Figure I: An order-4 scan taken from a 7 5-word sample of James Joyce's Ulysses.
represent as .._ ..; so the pair 'AL' can
only lead to the string "ALL_". But
the next pair. "L_", may be followed
by "I". ''T". or "B". We list these char
acters as we come to them. then
choose one from the list at random .
' Let's say we choose "B" so that we
have ':ALL_B". The next pattern is
"_B'·, and the only thing that can
follow is "E". Continue in this way. and
by the time you've convinced yourself
that one possible result is ALL BE
ENHANCES MAY WELL THE EN
HANCED. you'll have understood the

method. You'll also see how it pro
duced a word-ENHANCES-that was
not in the input.
One further principle isn't illustrated
by an example this short. A long text
may yield a fairly long list of charac
ters from which to make the random
choice. and many of these will have
turned up over and over. In such a
case. frequent appearance on the list
should improve a character's chance
of being chosen. What we want our
output to reflect is n-gram frequency .
not just n-gram presence. Hayes's

----xx==== •
Feb.

March
April

52.75 52 .75 53.25 53.25
52.75 53 .25

73To74.25
53 .70 54.25

,_
53 .70 53 .70 54 .25

52.75 52 .75 53 .25 53 .25 53 .70 53 .70 54.25

May

52 .00 52.75 52.75 53 .25

53.70 53 .70 54 .25

June

52 .00 52 .75 52.75 53.25

53 .70 53.70 54.25

July

52.00 52.00 52 .75 52 .75 53.25

53.70 54 .25 54.25

Aug.

52 :00 52 .75 52 .75

Sept.

52.75 52.75 52. 75 53.25

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

53 .25 53 .70 54.25 54.25

53 .25 53 .70 54.25

52 .75 52 .75 53.25 53 .25 53 .25 53.70 54.25

Special BYTE Guide to IBM PC's -

54.75

Clrcte ana sena requests with payments to:
BYTE Back Issues
P.O. Box 328
Hancock, NH 03449
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IMPLEMENTATION

In o ur first attempts to implement the
Hayes algorithm. we left the source
text on disk to be read through over
and over. Though it's tempting to let
source length be limited only by disk
(continued)

Prices include postage in the US. Please add S50 per
copy for Canada and Mexico; and S2.00 per copy to
foreign countries (surface delivery) .

D Check enclosed
Payments from foreign countries must be made in
US funds payable at a US bank.

D VISA

D Master Card

Card #
Exp.

53.70 54.25 54.25

52 .75 52 .75 53 .25 53 .25 53.70 54 .25 54 .25
53.25

method provides for this too.
His method has several advantages.
It is applicable to programs that fit a
small computer. It makes fea sible
order-4. order-5, order-6 scans-in
fact scans of any order. Nor need it
conserve memory by restricting the
character set: it can accommodate up
percase and lowercase letters.
numerals. and all punctuation. But it
does have one disadvantage. Since
with his method you have to scan the
entire input text to generate each
character. the process can be very
slow. We'll describe a partial remedy
for that.

Signature
Please allow 4 weeks for domestic delivery and 12
weeks for foreign delivery.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

Free Storage!

A radical V9= 3 offer in extra length
High Density Data Cartridges.
1!11"' now offers you ths perfect formula
high-density storage capacity at 6400
for data storage with our new nine pack
and 10.000 ftpi. And finally. our three
separate shrink wrap packages will allow
configuration. And to make this an abso·
you to maximize your department inven·
lute value; with the rurchase of each
tory and J'.> l'Ovide flexibility when working
nine cartridges we'I include a durable
and practical st orage container. First,
with small quantities. This is. of course, a
limited offer, so call your
you'll have the finest high·
density c artridge tllat .
. .- . .-  . .-~""~""'"' nearest listed DEi distribu
tor today. When it comes
money can buy. Second,
3
to Y
our extra length 5 fifty 5'
4 " technology. .. 1!11
cartridges have 23% more
has the answersr

10150 Sorrento Valley Road• San Diego. CA 92121-1699

Authorized DEi Reaal• Locatlona:
American Computer Supply, TX (214) 243-3232 • Automated Computer Sy1tam1, FL (305) 594·3819
Bu1ln111 D1t1 Products, Inc., TX (512) 453·5129 • Challenge Computer, CA (415) 785·1300
Computer Madia Products, CA (619) 585-7802 • Computer Ribbons, CO (303) 295-0851
Crown Computer Products, NY (518) 438-0600 • D1t1 Documents, CA (818) 965-3323 • EDP Supply, NH (603) 893-6118
Emerald Sy1tam1, CA (619) 270·1994 • Global Computer Suppll11, NY (516) 485·1000 • l.D.E.A., CA (408) 745·1911
lndal·D1vl1, OK (918) 587·2151 • lntam1tlon1I Memory Product•, CA (213) 450-0132
M1nch11tar Equipment, NY (516) 435·1199 • MISCO, NJ (201) 264·8200 • N11hu1 Plus, NH (603) 880·2323
P1r1gr1m S1l11, VA (703) 356·0808 • St1nn1rd Computer, TX (214) 423-7553 • Step Computer Madia, TX (512) 822·2376
W11tarn Paper Co~ WA (206) 251·5300
. QI and DEi are registered trademarks of Data Electronics. Inc.

See us al

~OMD!H'"/Fall
· Booth #6122
Circle I 09 on inquiry car d.
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capacity. the amount of disk reading
can be altogether unreasonable: one
full read per output character. Not
only is the process slow but. if you try
to run the program to get a meaning
ful amount of output from a long text.
it might consume an appreciable frac
tion of a disk drive's service life. We
settled for a limited input sample. to

for under
•
•
•
•

be read from the disk just once and
stored in an array.
In the program in listing I. this is
BigArray, indexed by a range of inte
gers from I to ArraySize. As the
source text is read in. linefeeds. car
riage returns. and tabs are stripped
out. and runs of blanks are con
densed to a single blank. The cleaned-

siaoo

Custom vocabulary you control
Supports SP-I 000 synthesizer
IBM PC compatible
Includes hardware & software

With Adisa's VX2
System, you can say
"Goodbye" to robotic
timing and inflection.
Create synthesized
voice the way you
want it pronounced, on
your own schedule.
Experiment to evaluate
its impact on your pro
duct. Tweak the
vocabulary, tailoring it
to your market.

The VX2 lets you
digitize voice, convert
it to LPC codes, and
conveniently edit the
synthetic speech.

Manual $25
includes
cassette tape

4'Ll1>4 ~o ~f!- 4 lt.4.t.J..a .n
APPLIED

DIGITAL

SIGNA L

ANALYSIS

(415) 326-7303
P.O. BOX 1364, PALO AlTO, CA
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TELEX 750626

up result is stored. character by char
acter. in BigArray. Next. for an order
n scan. the first n- I characters of the
source are put into a small array
called Pattern. They are also printed.
to get the output started . All this may
take a second or a few.
·
The rest is simple in principle. A
Match procedure runs through Big
Array, checking for matches with the
contents of Pattern. Each time a
match is found. the next character is
stored in a way we'll explain in a mo
ment. At the end of the scan. one of
the stored characters is randomly
chosen for printing. the more fre
quent ones being the more likely
choices. We now make a new Pattern.
by dropping the old Pattern's first
character and appending the charac
ter just printed. And we keep this up
until we have generated as many char
acters of output as we want.
To store the characters from which
to choose at random. we used a
method suggested by Hayes. Freq
Array is an array of integers. indexed
by 93 ASCII (American Standard
Code for Information Interchange)
characters. from"" (space. ASCII 32)
to ":" (ASCII 124). (We might have
stopped with "z" IASCII 1221. but we
had a special use for .. :", as will ap
pear.) Before each scan. all of Freq
Array's elements are zeroed. After
each match. the element indexed by
the found character is incremented.
Thus. after four "e"s have been found.
FreqArrayl'e' I contains four. At the
end of the scan. the contents of all
FreqArray elements are totaled. and
a random number in the range "I . ..
Total" is generated. The contents of
the individual' FreqArray elements
(most of them zero) are then sub
tracted. one by one. from this
number: the subtraction that drops
the remainder to zero or less chooses
the character that will be printed. That
way, characters that index some fair
ly large FreqArray number stand a
better chance of being chosen.
You decide how much output you
want by setting the variable MaxChars
when the starting menu prompts you.
You also set the Order. which deter
(continued)
Circle 28 on Inquiry card . 
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The language makes
three--fourths of your
writing decisions.
mines the pattern length. As the
Order increases. so does the likeli
hood of ever~ pattern being unique. in
which case the output would be sim
ply the unaltered input. We set the
constant MaxPat to 9. but that's an
option.
The output is formatted by count
ing the characters printed (Tota!Chars)
and watching for a chance to break
· the line whenever this total passes a
multiple of 50. The next space after
that will trigger a new line. To make
verse look more like verse. we type a
bar (": ") at the end of each line of
input text. No bar is ever printed. but
if the user has selected the Verse op
tion from the starting menu. a new
line will commence whenever a bar is
encountered. On top of that. any line
breaks created by the 'TotalChars
MOD 50" test will be followed by a
5-character indent. Figure 2 shows

what the result can look like. The in
put text was the whole of T. S. Eliot's

The Hollow Men .
The smooth running of this system
depends on the fact that a match will
be found. and a new character re
turned. somewhere on every scan.
There is one potential bug-when the
new character isn't valid because the
matching process stepped right off
the end of BigArray. Suppose the last
four characters of the input text are
"it._". Now suppose an order-4 scan
has come clear to the end. seeking
the pattern "t._": though it finds a
match. the character after the match
is undefined. If that character hap
pens to get selected for printing.
something unauthorized will turn up
in the output. Worse. something un
determined will go into the next pat
tern. Whether the Match procedure
can find the new pattern in the input
text is now doubtful. If it can't. the
program will lock into an endless
loop.
Our solution was to wrap the end
of BigArray back to the beginning, by
appending a space (if there wasn't

We are not appear
Sight kingdom
These do not appear:
This very long
Between the wind behaving alone
And the Kingdom
Remember us, if at all, not
appear
Sightless. unless
In a fading as lost kingdom
Remember us, if at all, not me also wear
And
voices are thine images
Are raised, here, is that
five o'clock in dreams
In the Kingdom.
This is
the world ends
There, the stuffed meaning places
Are quiet and more solent souls, but on a bang
but a whimper.
Let me also wear
Prickly pear:

Figure 2: A

pseudo-text version. in verse form. of TS. Eliot's The Hollow Men.

one) plus as many of the opening
characters as there are in the search
pattern. Thus the input text is. in ef
fect. a closed loop and has no end
that the matching routine can step off.

A

FASTER VERSION

As first set up. with a simple matching
algorithm. all this worked perfectly
but slowly, new characters trickling
onto the screen like drops of molas
ses. Then a way to get a dramatic
speedup presented itself. Consider
that the Match procedure is spending
most of its time checking out cases
that don't match at even the first char
acter. They are the majority of the
cases. and they are a total waste of
time. Suppose we are looking for the
string "rep"; is it possible to skip
through BigArray. investigating on/~ se
quences that begin with "r''?
Yes. it is. at the cost of a second ar
ray the size of BigArray. Called Skip
Array. it works as if it were many
linked lists braided together. In our ex
ample. we have only to follow Skip
Array's linked skein of ''r''s. With its
guidance. the Match procedure can
skip swiftly through BigArray from
one "r'' to the next. ignoring all other
checkpoints. If all letters were equal
ly frequent. that would hasten the
matching process by a factor of 26.
In the program run that generated
figure 2. the number of searches was
cut by a factor of 15. If Match were
the only determinant. we'd speed up
execution by that much. However.
other overhead stays constant and
hogs time. In practice. the overall
speedup approaches a limit of about
7-for big jobs. the difference be
tween five minutes and half an hour.
SkipArray is accompanied by a
much smaller array called StartSkip.
which is indexed by characters and
simply records the first location of
each character in BigArray. The two
of them are set up. once and for all
and very quickly, by the procedure
lnitSkip. Once they are in place. we
start each search from the information
in StartSkip. and then use SkipArray
as follows.
Consider our example. a pattern
(continued)
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ENGINEERS

Some Of The Most Provocative
Telecommunications Engineering
Of The 80's Will Be Done
Right Here With Hayes In Atlanta.

There's an energy level here at Hayes that
fuels our confidence. An enthusiasm few
engineering environments encourage or support.
A unique blend of engineering and technological
talents drawn together to move telecommunica
tions technology further along. The projects . ..
The programs and the confidence to roll our
sleeves up - ask the questions that must be
asked - and search out the answers.
If you're taking a closer look at your career,
perliaps it's time to take an in-depth look at
Hayes. There's a future in it.
•HARDWARE/MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN
ENGINEERS
•SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Interested, qualified candidates should forward
a confidential resume to: Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc., Dept. TJC-84, 5923 Peachtree
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th of a Salesma
that begins with "r''. Let's suppose we
have learned from StartSkip that the
first "r'' is at BigArrayl31. Then the "r' '
entries in SkipArray might begin like
this:
. .. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II I2 13 . .
7
13
22

Computer-Mate™
case on this sales trip, Willie's entire
demonstration fell apart.
The pitch meant millions to
the firm . A bundle of dreams
to poor Willie. But they never
said he would have to carry
the demo equipment without
a Computer-Mate™ case.
Mr. Prospect met him at the
door. "So what have you got
for us, Willie?" Willie'!:
face crumpled like a
waddedsalescontracl
as he stammered,
"The equipment. ..
it's b-b-broken."
Willie lost the
sale of a lifetime

assembled for each order
to ensure a safe, snug fit.
Specially-designed and con
structed from quality American
materials to make them lighter,
yet stronger than steel. And
each case withstands the most
stringent air transport stan
fords, is stamped with
a toll-free lost and
found phone number,
and is backed by
Computer-Mate's™
100% guarantee.
Don't end up like
poor Willie. Get a

••II!!'•

equipment in a
Computer-Mate™
case. Cases
that are hand-

the life of your
next presentation
may depend on
it. Right, Willie?

~Computer-Mate 1M Cases_
"''Sumo-Tested for Strength and Durability

.i

For more information contact: Computer Mate, Inc.
1006 Hampshire Lane, Richardson, Texas 75080
Dallas (214) 669-9370 Texas Residents (800) 442-4006
Out of State (800) 527-3643 Dealer Inquiries Welcome.
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Circle 87 on inquiry card.

At 3. we learn that the next "r" is at
7; at 7, that the next "r'' is at I 3; at
13 . that the next "r" is at 22; and so
on. Of course. the other positions fn
SkipArray would be filled with infor
mation about the other characters.
That information is ignored this time
through but stays available for other
scans.
Inspection of the listing will show
how the Match procedure consults
StartSkip to see where. in BigArray.
the first character of the Pattern to be
matched first appears. Thereafter.
guided by SkipArray, it can safely
leave most locations of BigArray un
visited. Jn a count that includes the
spaces. "r'' occurs in English about
once every 18 characters So if Big
Array were 2000 characters long. only
about 110 of its locations would be
checked. "P". with a frequency of
about 2 percent. would trigger a mere
40 visits. The improvement in speed
over our preceding versions is dra
matic. Scanning a small input file on
a fast system. we've seen new charac
ters patter onto the screen faster than
we could read them. The analogy is
no longer with molasses but with rain
drops.
TIMING ANALYSIS

Some statistics yielded by the "time"
function on the UNIX system suggest
two timing considerations. First the
time consumed seems independent
of pattern length. (Most matches fail
well before the pattern length is
reached.) Second. time is largely
determined by the product of two fac
tors: the number of characters in the
input file and the number of output
characters requested. For large inputs
and outputs. doubling either doubles
the time. and doubling both quadru
ples the time. But on a small scale. the
program works more slowly than that.
(continued)

Run INTEL softw~....a-and full-screen symbolic debugger
on your IBM-PC
GeneProbeqii our full in-circuit emulator, or as a
• Get our complete development solution: compilers, assembler, linker, debuggers,
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and C86. Or use the Intel software you already own.
over your existing libraries or store back your new
modules. It transfers files of any kind, in either
• It takes less than 6minutes to recompile a 1000-line PLM86 module and relink it with
direction.
34 others to regenerate a 40K program.
Call us today.
• Use GeneScopeqii our interactive, fully symbolic debugger and emulator line. It
features macros, help, on-line assembly, automatic disassembly and trace with
scrolling, simultaneously supporting separate screens for debug and source-file
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user interface runs in your PC, either connected to your target system with
Microsystems

Genesis™

Genesis is a licensed OEM or Intel Corp.

'are Trademarks or Intel Corp.

196 Castro Street, Mountain View, CA 94041 (415) 964-9001

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS• lns1rumatlc: 'oeutachlend-MOnchf!n, Tel.89 16520 63 ·Espana-Madrid, Tel . 11250 25 77-Malaga. Tel. 5122138 98 • Schwelz-Aueschllkon , Tel. 11724 1410-Geneve, Tel. 022136 OB 30

•United Kingdom-High Wycombe, Tel. 494 450 336 • lareeJ-Savyon: Micro-Bit, Te l. 03·380098 • Japan-Tokyo: Asahi Business Consultan1 Co.. Tel (03) 543-3161 : Showa System Laboratory. Tel. (03) 361-7131.
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TRAVESTY

In the short run Hellbat

can be disablingly
input~sensitive.
More exactly. the time in seconds
follows quite closely an equation of
the form
T

=

K (i/10 + o + io)

where i is thousands of characters
supplied as input. o is thousands
wanted in the output. and K is a sys
tem constant. obtained by trial. Thus.
1000 characters both in and out (i and
o both = I) took 21 seconds on one
system. a VAX 7 50 running Berkeley
Pascal. The same job took 130 sec
onds with a different compiler on a
2-MHz Heath H-89. System constants
were thus 10 and 62. respectively.
For large inputs and outputs. the

Frees

last term-the product of i and o-pre
dominates. On a smaller scale. the in
creasing weight of the first two terms
will slow things down.
It is possible to obtain a measure of
the speed contributed by the Skip
Array process. With SkipArray deac
tivated so that the Match procedure
must check every character. the final
term gets multiplied by about 7. This
factor represents an empirical
weighted average of the frequency of
the characters that get checked. and
it means that for big jobs. where the
final term predominates. SkipArray
speeds up the matching of English
text by 7 times. For smaller samples.
the improvement factor may be closer
to 4.
SHANNON'S ALGORITHM

At this point. we wondered if there
wasn't still more speed to be gained.
In 1948. working without a computer.

areI

Claude Shannon had not bothered to
build up frequency tables at all. He
opened a book at random. selected
a letter. and recorded it. He then
opened the book again. read till he
found that letter. and recorded its suc
cessor. On another random page. he
found the first successor to that letter
... and so on.
This process amounts to hopping
into BigArray at random and letting
the first occurrence of Pattern you en
counter be the one to define the
following character. Why build a table.
only to select one element from it at
random? Why not acknowledge that
the text itself is a frequency table and
make random entries into it? So we
implemented a new method and got
a further speedup factor of better
than 3 (listing 2) . After molasses and
raindrops. this was a torrent! The new
version flew like a bat out of hell and
got nicknamed Hellbat.
Theoretically. in the long run. Traves
ty and Hellbat give equivalent genera
tion results. with Hellbat a lot faster.
But in the long run. as John Maynard
Keynes said we are all dead. The
world's results are obtained in the
short run. and in the short run Hellbat
can be disablingly input-sensitive.
Its problem is this. Let's imagine an
input that contains. midway, the se
quence "... silk stockings and silk
hats .. ." . and no other occurrences
of "silk". Suppose the pattern we are
matching is "silk_''. The chances are
good that a random pounce will land
either before that sequence or after
it. If before. then "silk" will be followed
by "stockings". If after. then wrap
around will carry us around to before.
and "silk" will again be followed by
"stockings''. Only if the jump chances
to land in the short interval between
the two occurrences of "silk" can the
following word ever be "hats". So the
output can settle into a tedious loop.
"silk stockings and silk stockings and
silk stockings and ... ''. Nothing but a
rather unlikely jump can enable Hell
bat to break out of that loop.
But note how this case would be
handled by the frequency-table
method of Travesty. "SilLs" and
(continued)
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Listing 2: These routines turn 1Yavesty into Hell bat. a faster. but finicky. version.
PROCEDURE lnitSkip;
VAR
HeadSkip, TailSkip : ARRAY[' ' .. 'l'] of INTEGER;
ch : CHAR;
i: INTEGER;
BEGIN
{Initialize HeadSkip and TailSkip to indicate that}
{no occurrence of any character has yet been Found .}
FOR ch : = ' ' TO ' : ' DO
BEGIN
HeadSkip[ch] : = TotalChars + 1;
TailSkip[ch] : = O
END;
{Link SkipArray by reverse pass through BigArray.)
FOR i : = (TotalChars - PatLength) DOWNTO 1 DO
BEGIN
ch : = BigArray[i];
IF TailSkip[ch] = 0
THEN {1st occurrence}
BEGIN
TailSkip(ch] : = i;
HeadSkip(ch] : = i
END
ELSE
BEGIN
SkipArray[i] : = HeadSkip[ch];
HeadSkip[ch] : = i
END
END;
(Close links from tail back to head .}
FOR ch : = ' ' TO':' DO
IF TailSkip[ch] < > 0 THEN
SkipArray [TailSkip[ch]] : = HeadSkip[ch]
END ;
PROCEDURE Match;
VAR
i: INTEGER;
j : INTEGER;
Found : BOOLEAN;
ch1 : CHAR;
BEGIN
ch1 : = Pattern[1];

{one location BEFORE start of Match in BigArray)
{index into pattern}
{true if there is a match from i + 1 to i + j- 1}
(first character in Pattern; used for skipping}

{Hop into BigArray at a random location}
i : = TRUNC((TotalChars- PatLength) • Random(Seed)); '
{Search for an instance of ch1 at location i + 1 }
WHILE BigArray[i + 1 ] < > ch1 DO
i : = (i + 1) MOD (TotalChars- PatLength);
Found : = false;
WHILE (NOT Found) DO
BEGIN
j : = 1;
Found : = true;
WHILE (Found AND U < = PatLength)) DO
IF BigArray[i + j] < > PatternLi]
THEN Found : = false
ELSE j : = j + 1;
IF Found THEN
NewChar : = BigArray[i + PatLength + 1]
ELSE i : = SkipArray[i + 1] 
END
END;

silk_h" would be considered equal
ly likely; the letters "s" and "h" would
ring up the same increments in Freq
Array; and the upshot, all else being
equal. would be truly 50-50 . Traves
ty. in short. makes probability in
dependent of the spacing of items.
Though slower than Hellbat. it is less
particular about peculiar input
structures.
Hellbat. on the other hand. is tempt
ingly fast; the io term disappears al
together from its timing equation.
which takes the form
T = K (i/5 + o)
For order-5 , and input and output of
1.000 characters each, the two
machines that took 21 and l 30 sec
onds to run Travesty ran Hellbat in 4
and 50 seconds. respectively.
Because a long pattern is apt to en
tail more tries before a match is
found. Hellbat's time, unlike Travesty's,
is order-dependent. The dependency
could be incorporated into K. which
could then stand for both the com
puter system and the order.
So, if the input text is fairly free of
repeated words clumped together. or
if it is long and varied enough for such
words to be scattered elsewhere also.
then Hellbat (jump in with closed
eyes} is the algorithm of choice.
Otherwise, opt for the inefficiencies of
Travesty and its frequency table. We
print herewith (listing I) the Pascal
code for Travesty (modified Hayes)
and append instructions for convert
ing it into random-jump Hellbat
(Shannon) (listing 2). The nature of
your input must decide which version
is for you.•
BIBLIOGRAPHY
I. Bennett, William R. Jr. "How Artificial
is Intelligence?" Americari Scieritist.
November-December 1977, page 694.
2. Hayes. Brian. "Computer Recreations.''
Scieritific Americari. November 1983, page

18.
3. Shannon. Claude E. 'The Mathematical
Theory of Communication." Bell System
Techriical Journal. July and October 1948.
pages 379, 623.
4. Shannon. Claude E. "Prediction and
Entropy of Printed English." Bell System
Techriical Journal. January 19 5l, page 50.
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"What do you mean, the printer's Planning a convention. Or doing
on vacation!"
the annual report.
"Those prima donnas in developNo matter what, someone impor
ment say the prototype will be a
tant expects you to finish on time.
month late."
m!!IP'P'!!""'l~~~!!'!!""'l!!!"!!'l.,......
And on budget.
And if that doesn't
''Concrete just went
up 20%!"
seem humanly possi
"The boss wants to
ble, you're right.
make it blue."
That's why you
need QWIKNET:®a
If you're managing
remarkable new bit
any kind of project
of software magic for
today, you've got your
.
your IBM* PC.
hands full. Whether it's A picture ofthe pro1ectplan.
With QWIKNET,
bringing a new product to market.
and its optical mouse, you can
Picking the best telephone system. push-button your way to figuring
Constructing an office building.
the time, money, and resources

j.

See us at Booth M!OlO

C@fmlD~f~f"/Fall

'84

November 14-18,MGM Grand Hotel

*IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines

you need to complete a project.
And when changes threaten your
best-laid plans, QWIKNET analyzes
the effects on your deadlines and
budget. Then it helps you make the
necessary adjustments to keep
on track.
QWIKNET is an idea that could
only have come from PSDI. We cre
ated the world's most respected
family of project management soft
ware for mainframes and minis:
PRO JECT/2~ And 16 years of exper
ience have given QWIKNET more
savvy, more power, and more usable
features than any other product.
Features like easy, pop-down

menus. Window management.

CPM analysis. Network graphics.

And a report writer.
For the name of your nearest
QWIKNET dealer, or a free copy
tJ'"'~
of the "Project
Management
Primer,'' call us
at 617-661-1444.
With QWIKNET,
project manage
ment won't be a
project any more.

QJ!:!ll~!~1C®
estllll
From

Project Software & Development, Inc., 14 Story Street, Cambridge, MA 02138.
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CCU YOUR ·
LARGEST DISK DRIVE
SUPPLIER
This Month Only
PRICES SLASHED!
Apple compatible Drives
QUANTITY

1

2

. ... 517S 5169 51S9
•.. •
6S
60
so

Rana Systems
Elite I . . . . . . . . .
.
. . 5210 520S 5200
Elite II, Dbl. Head . . • .
33S 330 32S
Elite 111, Quad Density . . . . . . . .
39S 44S 43S
controller Controls 4 Drives .
7S
70
70

8" Disk Drives

QUANTITY

1

2

Tandon
TM100·1. 160K . .•
TM10Q-2, 360K ... ... .
TM101·4. Quad Density
TMSS-2, 360K'/' Height .

.. . 51SO 5140 5130
1SS 14S 140
280 270 260
. 19S 190 18S

Shugart
. . 5190 5180 5170
200 190 180
230 220 210

Mitsubishi
48S1, 'h Height . . . . . . . . . . ... 5179 5169 51S9
48S3, Quad Den. v, Height
• . . 169 1S9 140

FDS2SA Fully Apple com. .'. .... 5140 5130 5120

CDC9409, 360K . . . . .... . ... 5200 5190 5180
CDC 9409T, auad Density . • • .
2so 200 190

Sigma Technology

Matsushita
JA·1SS . ..

10

FDD-100·8
. • • • .. ...... 5119 511S 5110
FDD-200·8 : .. • •.•.• _ . . . .. 180 170 160

Shugart
801 R, 5gl./ Dbl. . , •
, •
.. 5290 $280 S270
8S1R, Dbl./Dbl. • _ ... __ .. . . 430 420 410

Tandon
TM848-1E, Sgl./Dbl. 112 Ht.. . ... . 5240 5230 5220
TM848-2E, Dbl./Dbl. y, Ht. .
370 360 3SO

Mitsubishi

B·S2. 360KPCCompatible ..... 5100 5 9S 5 90
SA400, 160K . . . . . . . .
SA4SS, 360K y, Height . . . . .
SA46S, Quad Den. 'h Height

2

Siemens

M2894·63, Dbl./ Dbl. . . . . . . . . .. 5400 5390 5380
M2896-63, Dbl./ Dbl. y, Ht. . • , .
400 390 380

MPI

control Data corp.

• • • • • . . . 5160 51SO 5140

1

Teac

Half Height

Full HTApple . . •

QUANTITY

10

FOSSA, 160K . . • . ......... .. 5160 51SO 5140
FDSSB,360K .... . . _ . . • . 13S 129 119
FDSSF, Quad Density ....... . .. 1S9 1SO 140
All TeaC'S are Half Heights

10

Micro Sci
A-2, 3STrack . .
controller .
•• ••

5%" Disk Drives

........ . .. . 5140 5130 5120

DT8, Datatrak 8 ..

Ou me
. 54SO S440 5430

51/4" & 8"
Power supply & Cabinets
QUANTITY

1

2

10

PC Products 51/4"
SingleCabinetw/pwr ......... 5 70 5 60 5 so
DualThinlineCabw/.pwr . ,
80
-zo
60
Dual Cabinet & Power .
..
80
70
60
All have 6 month warranty

PC Products B"
Sgl.Cabinetw / pwr&fan .
. . 5220 5210 5200
Dualw/pwrfor2thinlines . •• . _ 230 220 210
Dualw/pwr&fan _. _. _. _•••• 270 260 250

Ast Research

llECPU
. ..•..... $ 690
Macintosh .. ..... . ... ... .•..... 1895
lie Portable . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 999

Compaq
Portable <PC compatible! 2, 360K Drives
256K of Memory . . . . . .
. . $2195
Call for all new compaq·s

Columbia
Columbia VP ............... . ... $1995
Columbia MPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 2495
Columbia MPC w I Hard Disk . . . . . . . 3795

Franklin
Ace1000 . ...... . ........ ..... S 599
Ace12000MS '' ...•.• ' . ' ' ••...• 1099

Kaypro
Kayrpoll ..................... . S1119
Kaypro4 . .
1695
Kaypro4 + 88 . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .... 1995
Kaypro10 .............. . ...•. 2350
Kaypro llX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1399

Six Pack+ .. _.... .. _.•.....••.• S 265
Mega+ . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
265

IBM

Monochrome Adapter.
Colorcard .

ouadram

ouad Color card . . . . . . . . . .

64KUpgrade

64K of Memory . . . . . . . . . .

Sanyo
MBCSS0-2 . ... .... ... ...... ... S 799
MBCSSS-2 .................. . .. 1099
79
Optional serial Port . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Optional 360K Drive . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159

Tava

PCCompatiblew/Monitor . .... . • 51779

.S

39

Paradise Systems multi-display card S 329

PC Products

ALS

zcard
...............
CPM3.0Card

Astar

179

Parallel . ....... . ... ..... ... . ... S 79
Serial . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
79

PRINTERS .
Brother
HR15, Letter Quality . .. ... . ... .. . S 379
HR25 . . . . . ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . 719

Epson

Okidata

MD1 Sgl/Dbl ........... $25
MD2 Dbl/Dbl .......... 38

82A <120 cpsl Par & Ser inter. • .. ... S 299
83A(15"Carriagel . ....• . . ... : . • . 569
84P <200 cpsl Friction & Tractor . . . . 849

Star Micronics
Gemini10X<120cpsl ........... .. $ 269
Gemini 15X (120 cpsl 15" Carriage . . . 399
Power type (18 cpsl Ltr. qual. . . . . .
399

69

... ..s

89

IBM to Printer .............. .. .. S
Kay pro to Printer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RS232 Cables . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joystick . . ...... . .... ... . . . .. .. S

44

card & cable

Koala

Graphics Tablet ..

Kraft
Micro Max
Viewmax80, 80 col. card ..... . .... S 139
Viewmax80E (F for llEl 64K . . . . .
129

Micro Soft

16KCard .... .. ......... . . ..... S 69
Premium Soft Card llE. . . . . . . . . . . . 369
Multiplan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189
239
SoftCard(Z80l . ... .

MicroTek
Serial Interface .

. .S

89

Joystick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.S
Select-A-Port . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Paddles.
. .... , . . . .

39
31
34

TC

100for180
100for230

Maxell
100for235
100 for360

verbatim
Sgl/Dbl . ...•... ....... $26
Dbl/Dbl . .. ....... .. .. 36

100for240
100for340

8 " DISKET.TES
oysan
Sgl /Sgl . . ... .. .. . ..... $34 1oo for 320
Dbl/Dbl ..•......•.... 53 100for480

Maxell
Sgl/Dbl . .......... . .. $44
Dbl/Dbl . . . . . . . . . . . .
50

100for380
100for469

verbatim

Cables

Fourth Dimension

100for300
100for370

Fuji
Sgl/Dbl . . . ...... .... $19
Dbl/Dbl . .... ...... . .. 25

.s

Kensington
system saver . ........ .

oysan
Sgl/Dbl . . ... . ....... . . $33
Dbl/Dbl .... . .... .... . 39

RX-80 (120 CPS) .. . .. . _. . . . . . . . . . . Call
RX-80FT(120 cpsl Friction & Tractor . _ For
FX-80(160cpsl . .....••... Unbelievable
FX·100 <160cpsl15" carriage . . . . . . Price

15
34

.... .. .

CCU

Sgl/Dbl reinforced hub . $16 100 for140
Dbl/Dbl reinforced hub . 19 100 for170
Not Bulk Packed

.s

RF Modulator ..........
Fanw/Surge . .. ...... . ' '

zenith

ZVM122, H i-ResGreen . . . . • . . . . . S 99
ZVM123, Hi·ResAmber . . . . . . . . . .
99

s 219

92P (160 cpsl .......... ..... .. .. S 409
93P <15" carriage! . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 669

..... s 119

PGS HX12, IBM Copy . .
..
$ 469
PGSSR-12, Hi-Res Color . . . . . . . . . . 649
PGS MAX-12, 12" Monochrome. . . . . 199

Ports

Okidata 90 series

APPLE ADD ON'S

Monochrome Hi-Res Green •.. . . . . S 239

Princton craphics
. S 219

USIResearch
PC Peacock

249
419
139
149
179

IBM

Plantronics
PC+ w /Software ............ . .. S 389

IBM

PC64K, No Drives
.. . ..... $1199
PC 64K, 1 Drive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
134 9
PC64K, 2 Drives . . . • . . • . . . • . . • . . . 1549
.. ....•.•... 3495
XTW/10Meg,256K
Additional Memory64K .
39

S 229
239

Amdek
Color I + composite Video .
.S
Colorll + RGBVideo . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300G,12 ' Green . . . .•..... . ......
300A, 12" Amber
..............
310A, Monochrome Amber

29
29
29

s

49

Dumpling GX <Grapplercompatiblel S
DumplingGXexpto64K . . . . . . . . .
DumplingGX16KW/16Kexpto64K.
for each additional 16K . . . . . . . . . .

89
149
169
15

.

Microtek

Okidata Options

Sgl/Sgl . .......... . .. $30 100for280
Dbl/Dbl .............. 40 100for360

DISK ACCESSORIES · . -...-:,·:
verbatim
8" or sw· Head Cleaning Kit . .. .... S

Flip Tub

S%" Holds 50 disks, plexiglass.
S%" Holds70disks, plexiglass .

9
17
21

Tractor for 82 & 92 .
. .......... S 59
serial Interface . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
99

orange Micro
Grappler+ ...... ... . ..... . . ... S 109
Grappler+w/16K .....•...... .. 179

star or Epson

Epson serial interface . .
. .. S 119
starserial Interface . . . . . • . . . .
59

Hayes Micro computer
smart Modem 300 Baud . ... ..... . S
smart Modem 1200 Baud . . . . . . . . .
Smart Modem 1200B for PC . . . . . . .
Micro Modem llE . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •

205
489
399
239

PICK

(continued from page 13 3)

of Open Architecture. a new release
of the operating system that is now
being readied.
STORED COMMAND SEQUENCES

Proc. the stored-procedure processor.
is roughly equivalent to a cross be
tween the UNIX concept of a script
and a highly sophisticated job-control
language. It lets you store command
sequences and call them by name. It
also provides tools for a number of
tasks associated with these functions.
For example. Proc has a series of
commands that makes it easy to set
up a command menu screen. With
Proc you can set screen characteris
tics. position the cursor. display
screen prompts. and check keyboard
input
Proc can also string together other
Pick utilities. In general. if a command
or process is available on Pick at the
TCL (terminal-control language) level.
it can be incorporated in a stored pro
cedure. or Proc (similar to a batch file).
BASIC programs. Access sentences.
and other contructs can be used.
Procs can even call other Procs. In ad
dition. Procs can test for conditions
and branch on the results Proc in
cludes facilities for labeling state
ments and can use those numbers as

references for commands like GO
Proc also has commands that test
for errors or a specific error and per
form a specified command if the error
occurs.
Structurally. a Proc is an item in the
user's master dictionary, or a Proc
library, and is called by its ITEM-ID.
This lets you call Procs by name. as
if the Proc were a TCL command.
TERMINAL--CONTROL
LANGUAGE

TCL is rather like the command pro
cessor in a microcomputer operating
system. When you log onto the sys
tem. you are normally in TCL How
ever. for the benefit of users who
need a specific application or applica
tions or who shouldn't be allowed ac
cess to' TCL for security reasons. this
is easily changed by automatically
transferring into a Proc.
There is a great deal to TCL. much
more than it:S microcomputer equiv
alents. Among other things, TCL com
mands let you create files and new ac
counts. set the time and date. clear
files. compare files. perform a system
backup. reorganize files. send mes
sages to other users. copy files to
magnetic tape. and other system
maintenance functions. For the user.

TCL tends to blend in with Proc and
Access.
OTHER FEATURES

In addition to the parts already
named. Pick has several other useful
segments. One of them is Runoff. a
fairly elaborate print formatter. Runoff
is a text formatter rather than an
editor or word processor. but it pro
vides many of the features normally
associated with word processors.
Spooler is a print spooler that in
cludes a variety of commands to help
manage the printer function on a
multiuser system. Spooler supports
multiple print queues so it can han
dle multiple printers. and it can mix
dot-matrix. letter-quality, and other
kinds of printers. It includes restart
capabilities that let it search a docu
ment for a character string and restart
printing on that string. Spooler can
also send reports to tape or other
back-up media for archival storage.
Pick has several security and data
protection features. including built-in
permission levels. It also has a form
of file and record locking. Instead of
locking the file or the record Pick
locks the group in virtual memory.
The Pick editor is a full-function line
editor for entry and editing of Pick

DATA TRANSFER PROBLEMS?
•
•
•
•
•

Avoids serial communication protocols.
Needs only one system to transfer data.
Converts source code and data files.
Allows 2-way transfer.
Quick, reliable, and inexpensive .

(continued)

VERSIONS

..

Reads/Writes
Runs On
CP/M
.. IBM 3740
CP/M
..__.DEC RT-11
CP/M-86
..__.IBM 3740
CROMIX
..__.DEC RT-11
DEC RT-11 ..__.CP/M
MS-DOS
.__.IBM 3740
TRSDOS 11*..__.CP/M
TRSDOS II ..__.DEC RT-11
PRICE :

$350

*$249

Requires 8" floppy drive.

(415) 324-9114 TWX: 910-370-7457
467 Hamilton Avenue , Suite 2, Palo Alto, Calif. 94301
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Circle 282 on inquiry card.

Fifteen user defined Flex-Keys provide
single keystroke data entry and database
commands, making DataFlex one of the most
user-friendly database systems available.
DataFlex's powerful program generator processes easy to create screen "images" to
quickly define applications and produce
ready to run, menu-driven software that's
perfectly tailored to your needs. From simple

single file applications to complex multi-file/
multi-key/multi-indexed systems, nothing
does it faster, better or easier than DataFlex.
Even multiple page HELP screens are
produced with a one word command and
called automatically at literally, the touch
of a button. Call or write today for our latest
literature and a list of existing DataFlex
applications.
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DATA ACCESS CORPORATION.
Circle I 08 on inq uiry card.
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8525 SW 129 Terrace, Miami, FL 33156 (305) 238-0012
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compatible with MSDOS, PC-DOS, CP /M, CP/M-86, MP/M-86, TurboDOS, Novell Sharenet, PC-Net, Molecular N-Star,
Televideo MmmOST, Action DPC/OS, Onminet, IBM PC w/Corvus and OSM Muse.
MSDOS is a trademark of Microsoft. CP / M and MP /Mare trademarks of Digital Research. DataFlex and FlexKeys are trademarks of Data Access Corp.

PICK

files of all sorts. including programs
and Procs. Like the rest of Pick. it is
rich in commands to make life easier
for programmers. For instance. the
REPLACE command has an option for
global replace. replace between
· specified lines. and replace in
specified columns. You can con
catenate editor commands. store
them. and call them using a single
command. You can replace the first
occurrence of string A with string B
and then replace every occurrence of
A with B in columns 5 through 9 of
the next I 0 lines with one stacked
command.
PORTING PICK

Below the visible level of the Pick
operating system are the software
structures that make it operate. This
is a level of the system that few pro
grammers ever see. As has been men
tioned. it is elaborate and rather
complex.

The Pick operating system is divided
into two parts (see figure I). About 95
percent of it is in the hardware-inde
pendent portion called the virtual. or
(more narrowly) ABS. About 5 per
cent of the system is the monitor.
which is roughly equivalent to the
BIOS (basic input/output system) in
CP/M. Like the CP/M BIOS. the moni
tor is the part of the system that in
teracts directly with the hardware. In
addition. the monitor contains the vir
tual memory manager (VMM). the
time-sharing executive. and the hard
ware interrupts for 110 to terminals
and other slow devices. Virtual inter
acts with the hardware entirely
through the monitor.
Pick. as it exists on a host computer.
is entirely in machine language. Tu
port it over. a two-pass table-driven
assembler is constructed on the host
machine running Pick and sent to the
new machine.
The assembler used to move Pick to

a'new machine works like most assem
blers. but above the native (executable)
object code and the assembly lan
guage (called native. or host. assem
bly language) is the Pick operating
software in Pick pseudo-assembly lan
guage. sometimes called the "mis
sionary" source code (see figure 2).
The Pick pseudo-assembly lan
guage is the mother tongue of the
Pick operating system. Virtual is writ
ten in it. The monitor part of Pick.
however. is written in the host assem
bly language of the target machine.
The Pick assembly language is the
language of the Pick paper computer.
To translate Pick into something that
will run on a real machine. the Pick as
sembly source code is put through a
two-pass table-driven assembler. On
the first pass. it is translated into host
assembly language. and on the sec
ond pass. into executable host object
code.
(continued)

PICK OPERATING
SOFTWARE
VIRTUAL

i.e ..
PICK/BASIC
TCL
ACCESS

NO KNOWLEDGE
OF MACHINE
HARDWARE

95%

ED

- -- - --

/

KNOWLEDGE
OF MACHINE
HARDWARE
HARD
DtSK

STANDARD I ZED INTERFACE

RICK OPERAlilNG

~;.;~;:'\ " ~B

d
I
rb
~OK/$
~~vW

~~!o~b

5 •;,

~REAL-TIME
CLOCK

Figure I: The parts of the Pick operating system and some supporting hardware. The interface between "virtual:· which contains
most of the Pick operating system. and the monitor. which connects to the hardware, is standardized. Only about 5 percent of the
code in Pick is in the monitor.
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Is your calculatOr~-·~-···~~GA
progratntned for success?
Move up to the Tl-66. The easy 512 step programmable.
You're in the fast lane now, and the
last thing you need is a calculator that
slows you down. That's why you need
the TI-66 program
mable calculator

from Texas Instruments. The TI-66
offers full programming power and
flexibility so you can handle complex
and repetitive math problems quickly,
easily, and with fewer keystrokes.
Its 512 merged program steps and
over 170 built-in scientific, engineer
ing, and statistical functions make for
powerful programming. And its sleek,
streamlined design makes for easy use.
Its Algebraic Operating System lets
you key in problems as they are writ
ten, left to right. And its 10-digit
angled Liquid Crystal Display not
only makes it easy on your eyes, but
provides alphanumeric notation of

Copyright !ti 1984 Texas lnsrrumencs lnco1pomti:d.

your program steps so you can make
easy modifications as you go along.
The keys are readable and large
enough for your fingers. The guide
book is a quick study. And at $69.95
suggested retail, the price is easy. So
instead of spending extra time on
routine calculations that won't get
you noticed, promote yourself with
the TI-66 programmable

calculatoc.TEXAS.,,,
INsrRUMENTS
Creating useful products and services for you.

NETWORK
PC
BUY HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AT WHOLESALE +So/o,
AND GET 14-28 DAY SOFTWARE RENTALSt ...
In just the last few months, The NETWORK
has saved its members more than $18,000,000
and processed over 45,000 orders.

Listed below are just a few of the over 20,000 products avail
able at our EVERYDAY LOW PRICES! All software below is
priced in IBM-PC format.
GAMES & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

The nation's largest corporations depend on
PC NETWORK!

(Pleue add S1 shipping and handling for each title ordered from below.)
Wholeule
518 .SO•
Sierra On-Line Frogger
AVlnt· Gerde Air Treflic Controller
34.00•
Sierra On-Line Crossfire
Bluebush Chess (Your Toughest Opponent)
Broderbund Lode Runner
~::~~:
~~~"~~ti~,N~P;h:b'!f~;:1nba11
CBS Goran-Bridge Mede Easy
81.00·
Spinnaker Delta Drewing
CBS Mastering the SAT
21.97•
Spinnaker FacaMaker
Epyx Temple ol Apshel
21 .so·
Spinnaker Hey Diddle Diddle
lnlocom Zork I or Witness
21.00•
Spinnaker KlnderComp
lnlocom Deedflneor Suspended
21.00•
Spinn1ker Rhymes & Riddles
Microsoft Fllghr Simulator
22.00•
Spinnaker Story Machine
Orion JBird (OBart Look Alike)
27.00"
Spinnaker Most Amazing Thing
Scarborough Mes,ertypa
Screenpl•y Asylum (works with mono ard too)
15.50"
Virtual Combinatic1Mlcro Cookbook

On our corporate roster are some of the nation's largest
financial industrial and professional concerns Including some
of the most Important names In the computer Industry:
AT&T
Barclays Bank
Bell & Howell
Citibank
Columbia University
Data Genera/
Farm Bureau Insurance
Frontier Airlines
General Mills
Gillette

Harvard University
Hewlett Packard
Hughes Aircraft
IBM
IT T
Kodak
Mu/I/mate
Standard Oil of Ohio
University of Chicago
Veteran's Administration

plus thousands of satisfied consulting firms, small busi
nesses, user groups, municipalities, government agencies
and valuewise individuals ACROSS THE NATION! Their
buyers know that purchasing or renting from PC NETWORK
saves them time, money and trouble. They also count on us
for product evaluation, professional consultation and the
broadest spectrum of products and brands around.

Who\e11le
2too·
18.00·
24 .oo•
11.00·
29.oo·
20.00·
17.00"
11.00·
11.00·
20.00·
23.oo·
21.00"

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
(P/e11e •dd $2.50 shipping •nd h•ndling for a.ch title ordered from below.)
ATI How to use Multi Mate
$42.oo•
Micro1ott Word with Mouse-Le/est Version
ATI How to use Mlcroso,,: Word
42.00•
Micro1ofl Mu/tip/en

..1. r!~./:11 JI 11 ,~·~· 3

255.oo·
105.oo·
89.90"
240.00·
90.00"
370.oo•ea

1

~U:ti: .. :~n~~~Zi8eJ:;~!~ ~~;r!~, version)

~ A1 hton - T1le Framework

Alhton-T•le Friday!
Centr1I Point Copy/I PC

g~~~e:.l~~v~::i~::'(~~~~~:: fOi1)nlzer

011i1 The Word Plus
Open Sy1tems PIO Se/es AIR /NV GIL AIP

33.oo•
57.oo•
399.oo•
90.oo•
38.oo•
215.oo•
88.00•
145.oo•
145.oo·
270.oo•

Roaeaoll Prokey Version 3
Ay•n McF1rl1nd RM COBOL (Dev. System}
Samna Semna /11 Word Processor
Satellite Sottw1re Word Perteet
SoftcrallFancyFonts
Sott1tyleSET-FX
Software Publl1hlng PFS: File
Softw•re Publi1hingPFS : Report
Softw•re Publi1hlng PFS: Write
Sottw•re Publi1hlng PFS: Greph

~~~oLo•

~=~~~~ng::g~:ve Anelyzer

Teem Mgr

~~~:~~:

Dlglt1I Reae1rch CPIM-86
Digital Re1urch DR Logo
Digi11I Re1e•rchPL/ICompfler
Dlgll1I Research Concurrent CPIM-Wlndows
Funk Software Sideways
H1rv•rd Hervard Pro/eel Meneger
~H1ye1 Smartcom II-New UT JOO Emulator
Human Edge The Menegament Edge
Hum•n Edge The Sales Edge
~Lotu1 Development Lotus 1-2-3

~~~~~~v~~~~e;J5Jmphony

347.50•
158.oo·
23.oo•

·

Mlcro1oll C Compiler

510 .00·
387.50•ea
74.oo·
570.00·
325.oo·
210.00·
125.oo·
35.oo·
12.00·
84.oo·
12.00•
12.00·
730.00·
25.oo·

=~.~ ~~{id~/l AIP AIR PIRorOEllNV

275.oo•

HARDWARE
(Ple11e 1dd •hipping ind h•ndllng charge1 found In italic• next to price.)

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
Apple Macintosh Base System
Apple Ap.ole l l c

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-621-S-A-V-E
312) 210·0002

Comp1q A// Models

,,(."
F DC/ Color CO/Per Port/ Monitor/HK

t

~

PERSONAL COMPUTER NETWORK

Call " " •.. Join Ille PC NETWORK and

, '

•••rt uvi1111 lod•rl

PC NETWORK• MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
YESI Please enroll me as a member in the PC NETWORK'". and rush my
catalog featur ing thousands of computer products. all at just 8% above
DEALER WHOLESALE PRICES. I will also periodically receive "'THE
PRINTOUT"". a special up-date on merchandise at prices BELOW even
those in my wholesale catalog, and all the other exclusive. money-saving
services available to Members.

r-1

382[__.J
I am under-no obligation to buy anything. My complete satisfaction is
guaranteed. Please check (
all boxes that apply:
Baalc Member1hlp
Special V.l.P. Member1hlp'
D One-year membersh ip for $8 D One-year membership tor $15
D Two-year membership tor
D Two-year membership tor $25
$15 (SAVE $1)
(SAVE $5)
D Business Software Rental
D BOTH Business and Game
Library for $25 add'I. per
Software Rental Libraries tor $30
addl per year-with 28 day rentals
ye ar-with 14 day rentals
0 Games Software Rental
•VIP members receive advance
notice on limited quantity
Library tor $10 add'I per year
merchandise specials
D Bill my credit card: D VISA D MasterCard D American Express

.,l'l

~~:~;;,

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Exp. Date - - - - - - - 
mo.
year
D Check or money order enclosed tor $ - - - - - - 
Addre ss
City

•
.,

MTa:a~;:,s;,~;~~~~tr~if~,1,e~~;'~'~iotJ
M•yn1rd Floppy ConlrollertSerial Port
H•tl Height DSDD Drlv• Pair
Qume Helt Height DSDD Drive Pair
(Same es used on IBM Portable}

Becltup
Tame FD55-B Helf Height DSDD Drive Pair 285.oo•

•
•

MEMORY CHIPS

All
1 11
64K Memory lJfl't~
84K Dyn•mlc Rim Chips (Eich)
258K Dyn1mlc Rim Chips (Etch)

i,

'°

:c •:.1

MODEM S-

m..-r'"-of'Wl /1

No. - - 
State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __

Telephone (
)
Please provide the lollowing Information to lnaure compatibility with your
ayatem (check all boxea thet apply):
My computer(s) Is: D IBM-PC D IBM-XT D Apple II D Macintosh
D Kaypro
D Other:
Signature
(Signature required to validate membership)
Copyright ©1984. PC NETWORK INC.

CALL

8 ;~:gg: d;.sogJ

IBM Version

Okid1ta MLB4P 200CPS 132 Col

720.oo• (16.00J

g~:~::: ~t~;~ :~gg~~ ~;8°~f'::~~er

~:~:gg: r~::;~1

t~ wk N
0 ;:.w;~s==~~~::~Ouj
Uld;{ ~c,•~ I.I ..,..,, rt.'"' " ~~ - J

: 2S . ...,.

Okldata 2410P Pacemerk 350CPS
1,850.oo• (60.00)
Okid1l1 l8M-to·Okldata Pere/le/ Ceble
20.15• (1.00)
Qume Sprint 11145 45CPS Letter Ouelity 1,155.oo• (24.00J
Cume Spr/nr 11t90.90CPS Letter Ouellty CALL
.,..

fl.~JIY' Eps o n

r2. • f t OO~
"·•

Graphics Com palable

~ St ar

-

Mlcronics Gemini 15X 10X f eelutes 325.0 0" 1102)
w /132 Col
300.00" (6.48)
Ster Micronic1 Powertype 18 CPS
LO Dieblo Coda Compe,ebla

Tex11 ln1trumenl1 855 DPILO w!Tree1or 718.00" (15.50)
To1h\b1P-134080 Col Vers ion ot P-1351 896.00" ( 15.03J
Toshiba P-1351 1601100 CPS Dreft!LO 1,200.oo• (25.92}

335.oo· (8 .50J
290.00· r5.50J

MONITORS

LO Printer

VIDEO CARDS

AmdekM AI Card
310.00· (2.50)
E•gle Monochrome Display Cerd
180.00" (2.50}
110.00· (3.00J
Amdok Video 300G Compc1U• GrHn
120.00· (3 00) ~Hercules Monochrome Gr1phlc1 Card 298.oo• (2 .50J
Amdek Vldsa JOOA C°""°•lt• Amb•r
Hercule1 Color Card with Parallel Port
148.80" (12.50)
130,00· (:iOO)
Amdek Vld•o 310A IBM Trpe Amb.,
215.00·
Amdek Color300(NEW!I Composite
~~:~!ti~~- !!~'i'.Y.{~~ n~rr!
e rd 3
.. r2 50}
Amd•k Color500(NEWl)
320.00· ~:·. ~j1
Ce rel with Mono Ouellty Te•lln Color
Composlte!RGBIVCR
Quad ram Ouedcolor I Color Cerd
170.00" (2,50}
Amdek Color600 (NEWIJ High Res RGB 395.oO• (8.53}
Qu•dram
Ouedvua
Mono
Cerd
210.00•
(2.50)
Amdek Color 100 (NEWIJ Ultra High Res 455.oo• (9.83J
wtSar!Par!Clock
Amdek Color 710 (NEW/) 700 w!Non485.oo• (10.48}
STB Grephilf Plus// NEW!
295.00• (2.50}
Giere/Long Phosphor
(slmulteneous Mono Graphics & Color)
Princeton HX·12 RGB Monitor
CALL
Prlnc•lon MAX-12/BM Mono
CALL
ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES
Prlnctlon SR-12 UltreHighRes RGB
CALL
~ Br1nd N1me OSDD Dl1kelle1
18.00· r1.00J
_. CUldrlm Ouadchrome/INEW /
370.00· (8.21}
Guaranteed lor Wei! Not Generic
640K200 RGB w/14" Screen/
CurlluPCPedeste/11
38.oo· 2.50J
Bleck Phoshar Maski/BM Cesa
,..KeylronlcKB5151 Dalu•elBMKeyboerd 170.00• (4.00J
Tl1fan420SuperHighRas RGB Monitor 380.oo• (8.21)
Source-Tek Rap/ecamant fOOWIBM·PC 215.oo• (4.64J
~

...

25 0

Tat8u"rr~~l~~~=fi~~l~s~~r~f~?r~ ~~syst~ o b J~f/i
4

(Consumer Reports Retad Bast Buy/)

- - - - - -- - - - -- - - --Apt

- :~~:gg: d~:~;~

NEC 3~5033CPS Lerter OuafityPrinter 1,315.oo• (24.401
NEC 8B5055CPS LO Nsw Model
1,710.00" (36.94)

s Wt'l'l'r,...,..

VTIOO Emulato r
Rlxon R212A Stand Alone 7200BPS
U.S. Robotic• Pessword(Compec/
1200BPS Edernal)

875.oo• (18.90)
285.oo• (6.16J
287.oo• (6.00J

=~g ~~~g~~g~~ f~~~r~r,::ity Printer 1 .~~~:gg: ~~~:~:~

e. 35,55• ( 1 OOJ
3,95• (1.00J -...
33.oo· (1 .00J

HAYES COMPATIBLE EXTERNAL MODEM!
m.11tmod•m 3
1tt11•ltf'IW.r."1.

525.00· (10.48 }

w/2K Buffer
C. ltoh F10/40 Sl•rwrlrerfO CPS LO
C. lloh ProwrlterB510 AP
Epson RX-80

~~o~~~~2~g~1g~::;~~:' Cable

(5.12)

Anchor Merk XI/LOWEST PRICE 1200BPS 230.oo• (5.00)
1 ..
6 ff

50J

Amdek 5025 (NEW!) 25CPS LO

~~:~~ ~:1go

/If

r

(2

195.oo· (2.SOJ

Epson L01500

: ,li ~~

with

fHf~

PRINTERS

(31.32}

uo.oo· r20.30J
14!5.oo• (2.50)
225.00" (5.40J
350.oo• (7.00)

=: l~~~6if'.JlCf.,
'!:Ja~~SP.f"1Y• 2.l
Tape

1115.oo·

Tecmar Captein Multifunction Cerd 0/K

M'JJ~:'!n~~~~d~~~/J',J,~i'~~':tr;:! card no.oo• (18.15J

~Pin.Honie

%

... o!:If:,:,rt=.s,c:::,~~~~~
.. "
Spectal Purch1Hf

(13.82}

735.00• (15 .83J
75.00" (2.50)

Zenllh ZVM-123 Graen High Res

Name

(48.60}

:! :

lffitil'L'o"ssDMW/6 4K
Multltunctlon wi th networking et
en unbeliaveble price. Up to 384KI

(35. 101

DISK DRIVES & CONTROLLERS .
IBM Floppy Disk Controller

r2

197.oo•
50}
205.00• ;2.50}

AST MegaP/us II with OK

Pc Bas. system
1,825.15·
2 DSDDI FDC l 256K
IBM PC Protessfona/ Hard Dl~k (XT )
2250.15•
(1 OSDOI FOC/10 MB Hard Olsk/ 256KJ
ISM PC/ AT All Cont/gs
CALL
S1nyo MBC 550 "Lowest Cost
840.oo•
Compatible"
TIVa PC Comp/eta IBM Competlble
1,450.oo•
(64K/Color or Mono Cerd/2 drives}
Texa1 ln1lrument1 Professional
CALL

~ Co~1~0ch~~~~ ~7,£~w~~n't~~/!

87.oo· (2.50J
123.00• (2 .50)

~ ,,, :t1f:'~;_:~. Pl uswllh OK
" (3W ) ...

~ I BM
~

Apparat 256K Memory Board with OK
Apper•t Combo/I w/serlper/geme l

CALL

.~..Plj,":1".!ll"h!rf81'''..

In lllinoi1 c1ll (

~ 320 Wnt Ohio
Chic190, lllinoi1 10810

g:tt

~~l~;~Pfi:::~p & Portable Systems

Your Memberehlp Validallon Number: B3B2
You can validate your membership number and. II
you wish, place your first money-saving order over
the phone by using your VISA, MASTERCARD or
AMERICAN EXPRESS. Our knowledgeable service
·
consultants are on duty Mon-Fri 8 AM to 7 PM, SAT~
9 AM to 5 PM CST.
•

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS

1,580.oo· (3 4 12)
880.00• ( 18 58}

7 34
· J

76.oo• (2.50J

!rY..

Power Supply lers old PC's Drive
lnternel Heed Disk & More

WP Printer Paper 2600 Sheets

17.00· (10.00J

Microllna Paris (Invisible when torn}

· pc NETWORK Memben pay ju11 9-;, •bove lhe who lesale price, plus 1hipping.
All prices refle ct e 3 1;10 cash dis cou nt. Minimum shipp ing 2 50 per order

tRENT BEFORE YOU BUY-Members are eligible to join The NETWORK's Business and Game Software
Rental Libraries and evaluate products for a lull 14 (Regular) or 28 (VIP) days to see II ii meets your
needs. And The NETWORK"s rental charges are tar less than other software rental services-JUST 20%
OF THE MEMBER WHOLESALE PRICE.
Hardware prices hlghllted by .,. reflect recent major price reductions

PC

NETWORK

... WITH THESE 15
UNIQUE BENEFITS
1

COST+ 8% PRICING-The NETWORK purchases mil
lions of dollars in merchandise each month. You benefit in
receiving the lowest price available and all at just 8% above
published dealer wholesale price.

2

OUR 400 PAGE WHOLESALE CATALOG-Members

receive our 400 page wholesale catalog containing over
20.000 hardware and software products for the IBM PC, APPLE
and over 50 other popular computer systems. THE NETWORK'S
CATALOG IS THE LARGEST SINGLE COMPILATION OF PER
SONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE TODAY.

3

IN-STOCK INSURED FAST HOME DELIVERY-The
NETWORK maintains a giant multi-million dollar inventory
of most popular products, allowing us to ship many orders from
stock. Non-stock items are typically maintained in local ware
houses just days away from The NETWORK and YOU. We pay
all insurance expenses on your shipment. EMERGENCY OVER
NIGHT SERVICE IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
10 DAY RETURN POLICY-If you are not satisfied, for
any reason with any hardware component purchased from
The NETWORK within 10 days of receipt, we will refund your
entire purchase (less shipping) with no questions asked.

4

5

MEMBERSHIP SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
If for any reason you are not satisfied with your membership
within 30 days. we will refund your dues IN FULL.

&

EXPERIENCED CONSULTANTS-The NETWORK
hires consultants. not order takers. to aid you in product se
lection. Our consult ing staff possesses in excess of 150 man
years of personal computer product experience . We back our
consultants with our money bKk guarantee: IF ANY
PRODUCT RECOMMENDED BY OUR CONSULTING STAFF
FAILS TO PERFORM AS PROMISED - OR IS INCOMPATIBLE
WITH YOUR SYSTEM - WE WILL TAKE IT BACK AT OUR EX 
PENSE FOR A 100% REFUND .

7

FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT-The NETWORK sup
ports every product it sells. Our qualified TECH-SUPPORT
staff will help you assemble your system. interpret vendor docu
mentation and get your software and hardware to work . WE
WILL GIVE YOU ALL THE HELP YO'U NEED, WHEN YOU
NEED IT - FREEi

t 9 0PTIONAL BUSINESS RENTAL LIBRARY- All
members can joi n our BUS INESS RENTAL LI BRARY featur 
ing over 1000 avaltable I/lies for just $25 PER YEAR above the
base membe rs hip fee . This entitles you to rent usin $ soft
ware AT JUST 20% of the DISCOUNTED PRICE FOR A 14 DAY
PERIOD . II you dec id to keep the software, the entire rental
lee is deducted from the purchase price. VIP MEMBERS GET
A FULL 28 DAYS for j ust $30 above the V.l.P. base lee. This
also includes the game lib rar y privileges for a $5 combin Ii-on
savings.
t g oPTIONAL GAME SOFTWARE RENTAL LIBRARY
- The Game Re ntal library is avai lable to membe r s for 1u1t
$10 PER YEAR and parm11 eva luation (or just enjoyment) of
any game or educat ional software product as above .
SPECIAL SAVINGS BULLETINS-THE PRINT
OUT-The NETWORK seeks every opportunity to save
money for its members. We buy excess dealer inventories, and
store bankruptcy closeouts regularly. We then turn around and
make this merchandise (only top quality name brand products)
available to our members at fantast ic savings via THE PRINT
OUT. our newsletter and savings bullet ins.

1O
11

DISCOUNT BOOK LIBRARY-Working with numer
ous publishers and distributors. The NETWORK has as
sembled a library of over 1000 computer related books and
manuals at savings of up to 75% from the normal store price .

12

MEMBERSHIP REFERRAL BONUS-Our most val
uable source of new members is you• To date almost 40%
of our members have been referred by word of mouth from
other satisfied members. For those of you who refer new mem
bers, The NETWORK will credit a cash bonus to your account
applicable to any future purchase.
CORPORATE ACCOUNT PROGRAM-Almost
50% ol The NETWORK's members are corporate buyers
and users (see opposite page felt). The NETWORK can estab
lish open account status and assign designated account man
agers to expedite orders. and coordinate multiple location ship
ments.

13

14

0UANTITY DISCOUNTS-For large corporations,
clubs. and repeat or quantity buyers The NETWORK can
extend additional single order discounts. when available to us
from our manufacturers and distributors.
PRICE PROTECTION-The PC Industry is crazy!!
Prices change not yearly or monthly or even weekly but
often day by day• These changes are sometimes up but are
mostly down!!! THE NETWORK GUARANTEES THAT IN THE
EVENT OF A PRODUCT PRICE REDUCTION , BETWEEN THE
TIME YOU PLACE YOUR ORDER AND THE TIME THE
PRODUCT SHIPS YOU WILL ONLY PAY THE LOWER
AMOUNTll

15

Circle 316 on inquiry card.

PICK

In a microcomputer assembler. the
machine-code sequence to be gener
ated by each instruction is fixed and
embedded in the assembler itself.
Because of the structure of the assem
bler. changing the translations would
require a major rewrite.
In the Pick assembler. these transla
tions are kept in a separate table. This
makes the operating system more
portable and it allows tweaking those
instructions to speed up operation
without rewriting the assembler.
There are two such tables for every
Pick machine. one for going from Pick
assembly language into host assem
bly language and one for going from
host assembly language into host ob
ject code. Each of the 600 or so in
structions in Pick assembly language
is represented by an entry in the
tables.
To make all this work as efficiently

as possible. close attention is paid to
optimizing Pick when it is transported
to a new computer. The translation
tables are reviewed carefully to make
the best use of the architecture of the
new microprocessor. There is also an
automated optimizer built into the as
sembly process. It is used after the
first assembly pass.
The Pick virtual machine has 16
pseudoregisters. One of the main jobs
of the optimizer is to map those
pseudoregisters onto the actual hard
ware registers. Obviously. the mdre
swapping of values in and out of reg
isters it takes to perform mapping for
the different instructions. the less ef
ficient the implementation will be. The
optimizing process seeks the best
possible match between the pseudo
hardware and actual hardware to min
imize these kinds of inefficiencies.
After the optimizer has done its job.

the same instruction in Pick assembly
language may produce very different
host source code depending on the
instructions that went before it and
the state of the machine. This avoids
many of the inefficiencies built into
simple assemblers and compilers and
speeds up system operation.
Finally. the optimized version in host
assembly language is put through the
second pass of the assembler and
emerges as host object code.
PICK ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

It is possible to write in Pick assembly
language. but most applications pro
grammers don't.
As you might expect from an as
sembly language with more than 600
instructions. Pick assembly language
was designed for use by assemblers.
not humans. Furthermore. it is not
(continued)
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Figure 2: Stages in transporting the Pick operating system. The process of porting Pick to a new machine uses a two-pass table
driven compiler that ultimately produces a machine-language version of the system. The code sizes are for the IBM PC
implementation of Pick.
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NRIgives you ALL the training
you1/ need to repair
ALL microcomputers.
When you've
learned the basics
the NRI way, you can
troubleshoot the entire
system-and
earn good
money doing it!
For business
owners, lost com
puter time means
lost money. For
customers, it usual
ly means frustration,
delay and a strong
temptation to take a
walk to the nearest
competitor.
But for the NRl-trained com
that can go wrong, for any major
puter service technician, a down
brand of desktop microcomputer
computer can mean higher earn
(and a large chunk of the aging
ings or even the opportunity to
minicomputer population, as well).
start a profitable business.
Only a person who knows and
Fixing computers: fastest
fully understands all the underlying
growing occupation in the U.S.
fundamentals of microcomputers
Whether the flaw is in a circuit
can hope to be able to tackle all
board, a disk drive or a printer,
microcomputers. NRI has
everybody wants it fixed fast.
known the need for thor
The U.S. Department of Labor
oughly understanding
recently projected that the number
fundamentals since 1914.
of computer service jobs will dou
NRl's training is
ble before 1995. Median earnings
hands-on training
of full-time computer service
You get practical
technicians are $430 per week
exper-ience in
(with much higher earnings for
writing program&
experienced service persons). And
in BASIC, testing
while all computer-related job
and debugging
opportunities are expanding, the
systems. You'll
computer service technician is the
learn how to install an
fastest growing job category of all.
expansion board, how 1
The trained computer techni
troubleshoot pesky circ
cian can choose between: working
flaws. Using NRl's exclusive
for a large corporation or an inde
Discovery Lab®, you'll perform
pendent; making office calls or
over 60 experiments. You'll learn how
staying in the shop; working for a
to fix the slipped disk drive and how
retailer or for a specialized service
to fix the#@!!!@ printer.
firm-even starting his own com
Learn at home, in your spare time
puter repair business.
You learn at your convenience,
at your own most comfortable pace.
Total System Training from NRI
Without classroom pressures,
As an NRI graduate, you'll be
without rigid night-school
qualified to fix just about everything

schedules, without wasted
gasoline. Your personal NRI in
structor and the N RI staff will
answer your questions, give you
guidance-even give special help
if you need it.
Computer, disk drive
and printer-all yours
to keep
As part of your train
ing, you work with a
TRS-80 Model 4, a power
ful microcomputer with
many of the features and
capabilities of machines costing
three times as much.
You'll install a double-density
disk drive and a dot-matrix printer.
The entire system-computer,
drive, printer and manuals-is
yours to keep, as part of your
training.
Your NRI catalog is free; send
the card today
Send the postage-paid card
now for your free 100-page catalog
from NRl. It's the first step you'll
take toward joining the
growing, exciting
world of microcom
puters. (Note: if the
card has been
removed, please
write to us today and
ask for our free 100
page catalog.)
Your NRI course includes this modem 64K RAM
microcomputer, dual-density di.sit: drive, dot matrix
printer . .. plus a professional LCD multimeter, NRI
Discovery Lab and hundreds of demonstrations and
experiments. It's all yours to keep.

Ill. .

#scHOOLS

NRI School of Electronics
McGraw-Hill Continuing
Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, DC 20016

We'll give you tomorrow.
TAS·BO is a trademark of the Radio Shack di..,.ision of Tandy Corp
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PICK

The main difficulty with writing in
Pick assembler. though. is that Pick is
tightly integrated and not written in
a highly structured form. Unless you
are very careful and quite knowledge
able. an assembly-language program
in Pick is likely to produce all sorts of
unwanted side effects. Few program
mers know their way around in Pick
assembly language.
The biggest reason that so few
people program in Pick assembly lan
guage is that they don't feel the need.
Working in an information-manage
ment environment there is little you
cannot do through Pick BASIC Proc.
Access. TCL. or the other easy-to-use
Pick features.

Few programmers know
their way around in Pick
assembly language.
machine-oriented. That is. it is quite
different from the assembly language
for any physical machine. and those
differences extend right down to the
concepts.
Because the virtual machine does
not have physical registers. it uses a
data structure called the primary con
trol block (PCB) as a scratch pad to
keep track of things like the contents
of each pseudoregister. To list the
registers. flags. and all the other things
you must keep track of. a description
of a PCB takes up an entire 8!12- by
! !-inch sheet of paper. Beyond that
you must keep track of a secondary
control block (SCB). a tertiary control
block (TCB) or debugger control
block. and other things.

HIGHEST
USAB.LE RMI
256K-f;40K

I

PICK VIRTUAL MEMORY

ln keeping with its philosophy of leav
ing the user free to concentrate on the
data and not the details of the hard
ware. Pick uses virtual memory. Like
almost everything else on the micro

512

512

JATA
JSER DATA,
JPERAT ING SYSTEM
JATA, USER
'ROG RAMS

IRTUA
<;pl>(~

I
-

512

.,

2048

f

I
I

I
l'I

_ ...E.S 1

cl

p.e

512
2048

.-c

-

--

~~;UAL

PICK
) JPERA TING SOFTWARE

FIU IABLE
HASH TARI F
NITOR ;

4BK

Figure 3: The memory allocation on the Pick operating system for the IBM
PC. The monitor is in the lowest part of RAM. with the hash table and FlD
tables above it. Above them is the virtual space. which is divided into pages. On
the !BM PC Pick uses pages of two different sizes. The lower section of virtual
is reserved for ABS. the operating system proper. Frames in ABS are 2048
bytes each. Everything above ABS is divided into pages of 512 bytes each and

used for data. programs. etc.
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computer implementation of Pick. this
is done entirely in software.
On Pick the virtual memory is so
well integrated into the system that
programmers (other than assembly
language programmers) never have to
deal with it. Figure 3 shows the mem
ory structure of Pick.
Pick divides the RAM (random
access read/write memory) available
on the computer into three main
areas. The lower 3 2 K to 4 8 K bytes of
memory is occupied by the monitor.
which is always resident. Above that
are two sets of tables used by the
memory-management system. One of
them is the hash table and above that
is the frame identification (FlD) table.
Above that are the frames (pages) of
virtual memory space. (In Pick. the
subdivisions of memory are called
"frames" when they are on the disk
and "pages" when they are in RAM.
To keep things simple. we will call
them frames all the time.)
On the !BM PC implementation. the
virtual space is divided into two parts.
One part. ABS. is for operating-system
code and the other part is for data.
The frames in ABS are 2048 bytes
each. while the ones in the data space
are 512 bytes. It is more efficient to
bring in the Pick system in larger
pieces because the program can
transfer more code on a single read
operation.
Above ABS is the data area. This
area contains user data. operating
system data. and user programs.
When the system is running. there
are a few frames of the virtual oper
ating system in memory. even if no
one is on it. Basically. it is executing
a tight loop waiting for someone to
give it instructions. As soon as some
one logs on. the monitor detects it
and calls for frames that are not resi
dent in memory required to service
the user. These can be frames of data
or frames of the operating system.
The frames are swapped in by the vir
tual memory manager (VMM) in the
monitor.
As a program or part of the operat
ing system executes. it eventually
reaches a boundary of a frame. The
VMM portion of the monitor detects

PICK

this and looks to see if the next and not referenced. Each time it practical alternative to UNIX as a well
needed frame is already in memory. checks a frame. it resets the reference established multiuser operating sys
First it checks the hash table to find bit to show the frame as not refer
tem for the business community and
out roughly where the appropriate enced. If the frame has not been ref
applications programmers. Setting up
frame identification entry would be in erenced by the time the clock hand the various dictionaries and data files
the FID table. and then it searches comes around again. it is considered requires a somewhat sophisticated
that section of the FID table. This cuts a candidate for replacement. If the user. but actual use of the system is
the time needed to search the FID frame is dirty. the VMM puts it in the straightforward. •
table by a factor of 256. The FID table write queue to be written back to the
has 8-byte entries. each describing disk. Once it has been written. it
BIBLIOGRAPHY
frames in RAM. After a short search. becomes clean-and available for re
1. Overview of the Pick Operating S!:istem.
the monitor knows whether the page placement.
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Thebest values
come
from 21 name you cantrust.
APPLE

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

SDFTWARE

lnterénhatrix
Mac one Telemanogement System —

Telep one, time and management
system. (Compatible w/ MacWrite)
Telephone Call Log — Logs outgoing calls
Electronic Calendar
Executive Diary — Records dates/events
Telephone Directory — 200-name cap.
Quick Dialer — autodial up to 80 numbers
Memo Pad — Electronic note keeper
For Macintosh. ........................ .. $I45

Ashton-Tate .......... .. Call
Microsoft
Cobol-80 ............... .. $499
Fortran-80 ............. .. I45
Financial Statement... 79
Budget.................. .. II9

Peachtree............. .. Call
Penguin Software Call
Software Publishing

Peachtree

PFS: File, Graph,
Report ...... .........ea $ 79

Home Software Library — Multi~faceted
program which includes:
Home Accountant — Basic accounting
Home Writer — Word processing
Home Analyst — Spreadsheet
Basic Tutor — Beginning BASIC
programming
Compu-Spell — Leoming to spell
Compu-Read — Reading speed and
comprehension
Prisoner 2 Adventure Game ~ Logic
and reasoning
Documentation provided for
various levels so all ages Wlll
profit. For IBM, PCir. ................. .. $275

Visicorp......... ...... .. Call
Xerox Education
Sticky Bear ABC ..... .. S 35
Sticky Bear Numbers. 35

CP/M
SDFTWARE
Formats Available
All prices below are for B"
standard. Other formats

Connecticut Software
Printer/Letter Boss - Utility pr

ore available. Some are
subject to "Download"
fee and require minimum

ram

with full menu»based operationcai control
functions of Epson printers. Allows advantage of sendin complicated control
codes with simpleglreystrokes. Letter Boss
prints at full text-mode s eed, o two- ass
near<letter-quality text. gar IBM.... .. £75

2 weeks for delivery.

Please inquire.

ATI
All Trng Prog‘s .... ..ea S 60

Balcones

Borland

Bass Financial
Acct'g System ....... .. $999
GL, AP, AR ........ .. ea 399

Sidekick — Productivity tool permits,
by strikin one key, opening windows
which incslude: calculator, notepad,
appointment calendar, auto»dialer,
ASCII table, and much more. Another
keystroke returns to original program.
For IBM PC, XT. ....................... .. S 40

CompuView
V-Edit 8080 ZBO,
IBM/PC ............... .. SI 30

'V~Edit CP/M
I30
Systron.................. .. 99

‘

Living Video Text
Think Tank - Designed to organize
ideas through outlines which can be
arranged in any order by use of a
few keystrokes.

For IBM ..............

For Apple 8. Mocintosh................

B5

Alpha Software

Digital Research

Aﬂuuriull-null

Pascal MT+ w/ SPP
DR Assembler 8- Tools
CP//M2.2...............
CBasic...................
PL/I-80....................
Personal Basic..........
Access or
Display
C Long/compiler ..... ..
All B”—86 Version
of Above ............. ..

Ashton-Tate
dBase
dBase lll
Framework........... __..

Fridoy................. Cc
Data Based Solutions
dNAMES ........... .. 5 9
Fox 8- Geller
dGraph ....
$l9f
Quick Cnrle.......... I71

dUtil...................
Human Soft
DBPlus........

Deadline.......
Starcross..........
Suspended...............
‘Zork, I, II, lll .........ea

.

¢ ~ .-,-. ' ‘_|_‘l'.‘1=."I'll1'4>'i'
_

., j , r ;é<;;._‘;;~._;.
i J - '4
_.
.1», _.~,.v.§',.
.

-» r.>.t .:»*~?-:-‘r|.i-ti‘ ..
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Call

lnfocom

.. -j_ --;.»
'.

$299
260

SI

(All above ovai
on PC-DOS.)

ts ,-

$389
I49
I25
95
375
I20
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49
39
39
39

Please see CP/M listing.
All products with an ' in
front are also made for
PC/DOS and are riccd
the some unless otherwise specified.

Electric Desk - Integrated program w/

word processing, spreadsheet,

communications and file management
w/ report writing on one disk.

Alpha Software
Data Bose Mgr ll .... .. I79
B8iL Multi-Job (runs 9
programs at once)... $l45

For IBM, PCir. .......................... .. $195
Warner Software
Desk Organizer - Mona ement tool

Central Point

aiding users in tracking in?orrnation.
Managing time and work flow becomes
easier. Also included are communication
capabilities. For IBM. ................ .. $195

CTek.................... .. Call
Digital Research

Multimate
Multimate — Word processing mode
simple. Includes 30,000 word spellin
checker. For IBM. ..................... ..g$265

For the TRIVIA buff:
Professional Software - Trivia Fever.
For IBM. ............................. .. $ 35
Mirage Concepts - Trivia. For

Copy ll PC ............. .. $34

Concurrent CP/M 86..
Pascal MT+ CP/M 86..
Pascal MT+ DOS .... ..
DR Logo ............... ..

Call
Call
Coll
Call

Dow Jones
Market Analyzer ..... .. $229
Market Manoger....... I89

Spreadsheet Link ..... .. I79
Ecosoft, Inc.

S Ma<ii*ntosl;a.E....................... .. $ 35

Microstot............... .. $259

Quilagon. For Apple. ............ _. S 35

Ener raphics .......... .. $259
w/ PFotter Option .... .. 299

prin

oa

( ounterpoint) -

Dow Jones
Investors’ Workshop - Integrated
investment portfolio management,
chartinﬁ and communications package. A ows user to go online with
Dow Jones News/Retrieval. For
Apple II, Ile, Ilc. ....................... .. $ 95

Dow Jones
Straightalk - Communications program ollowing Mac users to log-on,
retrieve and save information.
For Macintosh. ........................ .. $ 69

dBASE
Abstat ........... ..

um/Pc

SOFTWARE

Mark of the Unicorn
‘Final Word ............ .. $I 99

Micro Pro
'WardStar .............. .. $230
' Pr0~Pak (WS,
MM, SI, CS)............$339
All Others ............. .. Call

Microsoft
Basic 80 ...... ............$239
Basic Campiler......... 249
Fortran80........
330
Cabal 80.......
449
Macro80.........
I30
Multiplan......
I49

Microstuf
‘Crosstalk ............... .. $I09

Northwest Analytical
' Statpak ................. .. $365

Oasis
The Word Plus ........ .. 5 I 20
Punctuation 8- Style.... 99

Peachtree

Enertronics
Fastware Thor (the
thought organizer.... $245

Financier, Inc.
Tax Series .............. .. $I05
Financier ll ............ .. II9

Fox 8- Geller
Grafox ................. .. SI 89
RGraph (for
R-base 4000) ......... .. $I75

Hayes
Please ................... .. Call

Lifatree
Volkswriter Delu><e..... $179
Micropro.............. .. Call
Microrim
R-base
R-base Clout............
R-Writer ......
Prog lnterface..........

$279
I29
II9
3I9

Back to Basics
Acct's System ........ .. Call
Home Software Library......... .. Coll
PeochPok 4

Morgan Computing

Series 8 (ea. mod.)..... $389

Supercalc lll ........... .. $249
SPI Open Access .... .. $379

(GL, AP, AR).......... .. $249

Sorcim
‘Supercalc ll ............ .. SIB9
Superwriter

(w/ Speller, Mailer)... $189

T Maker lll............ .. $195

Prof Basic .............. .. $299
Trace B6................ .. 99

Satellite Software
Word Perfect w/ Sp... Call

Sorcim
Star Software Systems
Property Mgmt ....... .. $695
Acct'g Partner.......... 269

Visicorp ............... .. Call
...and many more!

APPLE/
FRANKLIN
BOARDS
ALS
CJ'/M Cord ...... .. .. .... $259
Smorterm 11..... .. ... ... . 119
Z-Cordll ..... .... ... .... . 119

ccs 7710
Asynch Serial.. .... .. .. $109
East Side
Wild Cord 11 •• ••••••• •• • $ 99
Orange Miera
Grappler + w/ buffer. $175
Prometheus
Versocord ..... ...... ..... $159
Videa-7, Inc.
V-Color RGB cords .... Coll
Videx
Videoterm VT-600 .. .. . $179
Videoterm VT-602 .. ... 249
Ultroterm. ... .. . .. .. . .. .. 249

IBM/PC
BOARDS
AST Research
Mego Plus 64K, (Cl/Col,
S Port, 512K cop
w/ Nlegopok) ... .... ... $269
Extra ports available
for Megoplus and 110
Plus II (Gome, PIS) ... $ 40
5251 (PC to Syst/34,
36, 38 connection) ... Coll
Megopok 256K up
grade for Megoplus. Coll
110 Plus II Cl/Col
and S Port ........... .. $159
Maynard Electronics
Floppy Drive Cntrlr.... $169
w/ Par Port .... .. ... .... 219
w/ Ser Port. ... ......... 229
Sondstor .. .... .. ........ Coll
Orange Miera
Mr. Chips........ .... .. ... Coll
Quadram
Quodboord 64K, (exp
3B4K, Clk/Col, S&P
Ports, Software ...... .. $269
Quodboord 384 (OK) . 239
Microfozer Stock Printer
-PIP BK (exp 512K) .. ... $139
-S/P BK (exp 64K). .. . .. 149
-SIS BK (exp 64K). .. . .. 149
Ouodlink 64K Nlemory
allows Apple SW to
run on IBM/PC) ... .... $469
Other Products .... ..... Coll

Mannesman Tally
MTlBOL. .. .. ..... .... . .... $799
MT160L. .. .. ... ..... .. .... 569
Spirit .. ....... .. .. ..... .... 299
NEC 3550 ...... .. .. .... $1625
Okidata B2-93 ..... .. .. Coll
Printek, Inc.
920 SIP .... .. ...... ..... $2099
Star Micronics ..... .... Coll
Teletex Tl014 ...... .. ... $499
. . . and much more.

HARDWARE SPECIALS
MONITORS
Amdek
300 - 12" Green comp mono ... ..... $135
300A - 12" Amber comp mono..... 155
310A - 12" Amber IBM com
patible mono ......... ....... .. ...... .. $1B5
Princeton Graphics Systems
HX 12 - 12" RGB Color ... ..... .... ... $4B5
MAX 12 - 12" Hi Res Amber . . . . . . . . 1B5

MODEMS
Anchor
Volksmadem - Features direct
connection for RS·232C type interface,
Bell 1093 compatible, built-in inter
face coble and connector, audible
carrier detect signal, full/half duplex
switch, 0-300 baud. Available for
Apple and IBM ...... ... ....... ....... ... $ 65
Hayes Microcomputer
Smartmodem 1200 - Features
direct connection to telephone lines,
full/half duplex, self-test, compatible with Bell 103 and Bell 212A,
tone and pulse dialing . .. .... .. ... ... . $485

PRINTERS
Juki Industries of America, Inc.
6100 - Prints graphics! 2K buffer (exp
to BK), proportional spacing, 11 " print

DISPLAY CARDS
Amdek
MAI Cord .... .... .... $420
Fredericks/Plan·
tronics Colorplus ... $399
Hercules
Graphics Boord ... .. $339
MA Systems
PC Peacock
Color Boord .. .. .... $249
Paradise/US!
Di.splay Cord
{cir/ monochrome). $379
Quadram
Quodcolor I ....... .. $199
Quodcolor II......... 389
Teanar
Graphic fv\.oster .. ... $479

MONITORS
Amdek
Color 11 + ...... ........ .. $429
NEC
JB1201-12" Green ..... $169

Juki 6100 continued
line, uses 100-chorocter drop -in doisy
wheel & IBM Selectric II® ribbon ... . $449
w/ bi-directional tractor (Special) ... $565

MULTIFUNcnON/MEMORY
EXPANSION BOARDS
AST
Six Pak Plus - Features: Rom memory
64K (exp to 3B4K), serial & parallel
ports, clock/calendar, AST Superpok,
utility diskette.
w/ optional game adopter •.. ........ $305
w/o game adapte r .. .. .... ... ..... ..... , 265

DISKETTES
3M 5" DS, DD Box ... $ 35
CDC ......... ......... ... . $ 2B
Maxell 5" DS,
DD MD2 Box ......... .. $ 32
Verbatim
5" DS, DD, Box .... .... $ 32
Ultra Magnetics 5"
DS, DD, (box/10) .... ... $ 32
(3 Boxes Diskettes Min.)

MISGLLANEOUS
Electronic Protection Devices
The Lemon I EC-I - Features include:
6 outlets and indicator light. Provides
protection from AC power line gliches,
spikes, surges and transients. Lemon
or Vanilla color. . .... .......... ... .. ..... $ 45
The Lime I EC-ll- Features ore some
as Lemon but include 5' power cord
and AC on/off switch. Choose Lime
or Vanilla color. .. .......... .... ..... .... $ 65
The Orange I EC-Ill - Features ore some
as Lime, but also provides EMl-RFI filtering. Orange or Vanilla color. ... ... . $105

NEC continued
JB1260-12" Green .... 119
JC1216 RGB. .. . . . . .. .. .. 429
PGS
SR12 (690 x 4BO Res) .. . $639
Doubler Cord. ..... .... . 175
Quadram
Quodchrome ...... .. ... $4B9
Sanyo
B11212" HR Green ... . $195
Taxan
KG12N-UY
12" HR Am ... ..... ..... $129
KG12N 12" HR Gr... .. 132
RGB Vision-1 12" Cir.. 319
RGB Vision-3 12" Cir .. 449
USI 1200A
12" HR Am .... .... .. ... $139

MODEMS
Hayes
Smortmodem 300...... $205
Smortmodem 1200B... $449

PLOTTERS

Novation
Apple-Cot 11. .• • ....... . $259
Prometheus
Promodem... .. ... ... .... $399
US Robotics
Auto-Dial 300/1200 .. . $459
S-100 Modem ........... 349

DISK DRIVU
CDC 1800 .. ..... ... ..... $199
l-Om911a
Bernoull i Box.... ....... . Coll
Tandon TM-100-2 ... ... $199
Vista
Dynofrome Systems
w/ 5-40 MB Pri DD .. Coll

Enter
PlOO Sweet P.. ..... ..... $545
Sweet P Six Shooter... Coll

MISC.
Alpha-Delta "MACC'"
Surge Protector ... .. ... $ 69
Computer Accessories
Power Director .. ....... Coll
Hauppage
B7 Chip ........ ..... .. ... . $159
Other Products ..... .... Coll
Keytronic
Keyboard 5150 .. .... ... Coll
WP KB5151 ...... .. ...... Coll
WP KB5151 Dvorak ... Coll
Versa Computing
VersoWriter..... ...... ... $239

PRINTERS
Dana/Abati
LQ-20P ....... ..... ... .... $429
Diablo
630 ECS ... ... ............ Coll

A variety of complete
PC compatible systems
ore available at Oryx.
For assistance in
determining your needs,
use our technical line~
We will be happy to
provide full support..

POLICYz

WE WELCOMEz

I> Wisconsin residents odd 5% for soles tax.

I> Visa, MosterChorge and American Express. (No charge for credit cords.)

I> Minimum $4.00 for shipping, handling and insurance

I> Corporate, government or educational volume purchases, please ask for special accounts

I>
I>
I>
I>
I>

for orders to $200.
For orders over $200, odd 2 Y,% for shipping, handling
and insurance.
For cash prepayment of orders $200 or more, odd
ONLY 2"A. for shipping, handling and insurance.
Foreign - either odd 15% handling & shipping
(Int'/ money order) or inquire.
Prices ore subject to change without notice.
All items subject to ovoilobilit)<

desk for additional discount. (l-715-B4B-1374)
I> COD (Add $2.00 per box/parcel. Cash or certified check required.)
I> Checks. (Allow 1-2 weeks for clearing.)

WORKING HOURSz
Monday-Friday B:30-6:00 • Saturday 10:00-2:00 • Central Time
For technical support, order status pnd customer service, coll (715) 848-1374
Special Software and Hardware prices listed herein ore in effect until December 15, 19B4.

ORYX SYSTEMS, INC.
CRAFTSMEN OF THE NEW TECHNOLOGY

1 800 826-1589
wist'6ml~

1800 472-3535

425 First Street • P.O. Box 1961
Wausau, Wisconsin 54401
INT'L TELEX: 260181 ORYX SYS WAU
NOV EM BER 1984 • B Y T E

Circle 439 for Hardware inquirie s. Circle 440 for Software inquiries. Circle 4 41 fo r November Specials.
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ADVANCED COMPUTER SYSTEMS

AGAT

MODEM SALE
1200 BAUD Auto Dial, Auto Answer, Auto Log On, File Transfer, Print
ing. Call Progress Monitoring. Auto Baud Rate Selection. For IBM PC,
XT, Portable and Compatible. H ayes Compatible plus more features!
Made in Sunnyvale, CA U.S.A. S249
Dealers inquiries welcome.

POWER SUPPLY
For IBM PC/XT Compatibles. Enclosure, 115/230 volts. Fan, EMI Filter.
130 watt
$169.00
64 watt
$139.00
COMPUTERS

PRINTERS SPECIALS

IBM PC 64K 1 DR . . . . . . . . .
. .. . $1439
IBM PC 256 K 2'h HT DR. .
. .. $1630
IBM PC 256K HT DR + 10 MB ... . . . . . $2699
SA NYO 555-2 (2) OS/DD+ SOFTWARE . . S999
SANYO 555-2 (2) DSIDD +MON +8 . • . $1399
. . $3848
IBM PC XT 2 56K.
IBM PORTABLE . ..... . ...... . ... . . . . . . CALL
SANYO 555·2+CO L.M ON+5 SOFTWA RE . $1599

CABLE . ... . ... .
. . $19
. $409
OKl[}\TA 92P . .. ,
..
. ... $625
OKl [}\TA 93P. . .
EPSON FX1001BO. . . . . . . .
. very very low
BROTHER HR 151HR 25 .
. . .. . . . . $3981$659
BROTHER HR 35 .
. . ..... . S898
OTC STYLE WRITER 3 5K BUF .
. $1294
DTS 380Z+48K BUFF .
..
. $933
EPSON LO 150 0.
. very very low
DIABLO
....... CALL
. . CALL
NEC..
. . CALL
OUME . . .. . . . . . . . ...
. . CALL
MANNE SMANN TALLY.
TOSHIBA 1340. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $828
OTC 380Z +S HEET FEEDER FICAB L E. . $1298

SOFTWARE
SYMPHON Y . .
LOTUS 123 ...
dBASE 111 111 . ... .... . . .
WORDSTAR PRO PAC K.
OTHER SOFTWARE . .
ABASE

. . . $419
.. . . .. $285
. $2891$398
. . $348
. .. CALL
CALL

MONITORS
. $165
$ 415
. $469
. $149
.$448
. $195

AMDEC 310A . .
AMDEC 11+ . . . . . .. . . . . . ... .
PRI NCETON GRAPHIC HX 12.
SANYO ..... . .
TAXAN RGB . . .
PGS MAX 12 . .

DISC DRIVES
EVERE X co mo 10 MB INTL ..
SIGMA 10 MB IN TERN AL. .
TE AC -112 HT for IBM 360K
SHUGART 455 tor IBM 360K
TAl'.IJON 100-2 . .
IBM DISC DRIVE..
CDC DRIVE for IBM .
TEC 1h HT fo r IBM 360K ..

. . $848
.$8 75
. $149
. $155
. . $170
$199
. . $19 5
. .$135

HARDWARE
PC PEACO CK . . . . . .
. $234
. $313
HER CU LE S CARD.
64K RAM SET . . . . . . .
. .
. . .... S42
AST 6-PACK 64K/2 56K. .
. . . .. ... $259/$389
AST ME GA PLUS II 6 4K. . . . . . . . .
. $255
KEY TRONIC KEYBOARD 5151 ..
. $20 9
TELMAR GRAPHICS . .
. ... .. $485
EVER EX BOA RD. . . . . .
. . . CALL
OTHER HARDWA RE .
. CALL
SI GMA MAXMI SER .
. S249
. ... $178
8087 CH IP . . . .
OUAD BOARD . . . . .
. . .. $278
PLANTONIC PLUS .
. . . $385

DISKETTES
$25.85
.$19.79

VERBATIM OS/DD . .
VERBATIM SS/ DD ..

Company Purchase Orders Welcome. MC/VISA + 3%. Cash prices subject lo stock on hand.

CALL US FIRST!
WEST COAST - 665 Grape Ave. Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 732-6200
1987 No. Main St. Walnut Creek, CA 94596 (415) 945-8011
14515 Gilmore St. Van Nuys, CA 91401 (818) 796-4870
EAST COAST -

50-17 Queens Blvd. Woodside, NY 11377 (212) 335-mo

When You Want The Best, Call ...

nbsinc.

National Business Software and Supplies

MULTIMATE
PFS FILE
PFS REPORT
PFS WRITE
dBASEll
dBASE Ill
FRAMEWORK
WORDSTAR
WORDSTAR PRO+

S295
84

so

84
319
415
415
229
415

FLIGHT SIMULATOR
MULTIPLAN
KNOWLEDGEMAN
BANKSTREET WRITER
CROSSTALK
VOLKSWRITER
PRO KEY
NORTON UTILITIES
MANY, MANY OTHERS

s

30
125
329

CALL

125
169
89
55
CALL

NEW!!! Ribbons and Printwheels
call for prices

(602) 967~5681
P.O. Box 3163
Tempe, AZ 85281

(co ntinued fron page 136)

It was obvious that the system was using Apple Tool Kit
to produce the Cyrillic characters for the user interface.
Listing the program confirmed this.
It was also apparent from the listing that a variant of
Applesoft was in ROM (read-only memory). I say variant
because. while all the normal Applesoft commands were
present. they were occasionally used a little differently.
A few of the keywords were parsed differently as well An
example is the TEXT command. On the AGAT. TEXT could
be used with a number to specify cursor position. Calls
could be made to the usual places to perform the usual
things. I did not test them all. but all those I did test worked
normally
One feature that I liked was the ability to directly ad
dress text pages and graphics pages-there were three
text pages available in the demonstration program . I
understand that it is possible to address a total of seven
text pages. but I didn't try it. Since the basic machine is
only equipped with 64K bytes of RAM (random-access
read/write memory) and there is no apparent way to
expand the memory. I wonder how useful that ability
would be.
There are three graphics modes-low. medium. and high
resolution-producing graphics much as you would ex
pect. The medium-resolution mode has almost the same
resolution as high-resolution. with all the colors of low
resolution and very little bleeding. Another nice feature
was the ability to specify color in text mode Also. text
could be printed to the screen in medium-resolution
mode.
The screen appears to be bit-mapped and the software
switches are identical to the Apple's. with the addition of
switches for the extra screens. By using the color and plot
statements in low-resolution mode. I could print letters to
the screen with the Apple parameters. This leads me to
believe that the screen is mapped identically to the
Apple's.
The only "application" l saw was a surgical calculation
program . The ELORG officials told me that it was "forbid
den" to list the program. but I worked around their pro
tection scheme quickly. much to their dismay. The pro
gram was written in mishmash BASIC in English. The pro
gramming was clumsy. using a lot of IF. . .THEN loops.
I shortened the program by 5K bytes. just by tightening
the code for them.
BENCHMARKS

VISA

MasterCard

Mon-Fri
8AM-5PM

No cash refllnds-all sales final. 20% restocking lee. Add SS for credit card purchases.
AZ residents add 6%. Prices subject to change, product subject to availability. Allow
two weeks for personal/company checks lo clear. All ilems are new with manufacturers
warranty. Soflware not warranted for sullabillly of purpose. Shipping and handling
add SS per order. Minimum order SSO.

I had not come prepared for elaborate testing. but I did
have a back issue of BYTE in my apartment. which con
tained an article on benchmarks. I ran the Sieve of Era
tosthenes and Fibonacci routines on the AGAT and found
it to be about 30 percent slower than the Apple. A SAVE
to disk was I 5 percent slower for a BASIC program and
22 percent slower for a text file or binary program . LOADS
were somewhat faster. but still slower than Apple.
(continued)
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• If you thought you couldn't afford hard disk performance, think again.
•The MDS-E hard disk Micro Decision computer with 128K RAM• Seagate 5 1/4" Hard
Disk with 5.4M bytes formatted (Second hard disk can be added) • 384K floppy disk
backup• Superfast CP/M 3.0 operating system (compatible with most CP/M 2.2
software) • NewWord word processor• Correct-it spelling checker • New tilt &
swivel monitor • Low profile keyboard • Morrow does it again. At $1999, this special
introductory offer shatters the price barrier for hard disk computer systems •

Call (800) 521-3493 (in California (415) 568-8599 for a dealer near you. Or
write to Morrow, 600 McCormick Street, San Leandro, California 94577.

Circle 290 on inquiry card.
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AGAT

HP9000/216

Word Processor
• Mix graphics & text output
• Screen always shows final form of
document with page divisions
• Mistakes cannot cause loss of any text
• Integral spelling checker-corrector with
60,000 word dictionary
• Keyboard overlay supplied
• Header and footer, Auto page numbering
• Superscripts and subscripts
• Comment lines - outline processing
• Variable indentation, right justification
• Table of contents generator
• Mail list and low cost options available
• Unprotected HP BASIC source code
• Also available for HP 236, 226, 520 & 9845
• LaserJet and many other printers fully supported
"Much easier to use than WordStar" -M.L. CA
"Very well written, congratulations" -R.E. FL
"My customers love the dictionary" -A .Meo . TX _,

WORDWISE2
L. W . James and Associates • 1525 East County Road 58
Fort Collins, CO 80524 • 303-484-5296

My .overall impressions of the system
were favorable. considering the source,
although I wouldn't buy one. It's too
difficult for a non--Russian to use the
keyboard, and the system is too slow to
compete with what's already available.
Ordinary number crunching was also slower. but harder
to measure. I ran a calculation program involving heavy
use of SOR and SIN functions on the AGAT. I copied this
program onto a disk that I had with me and ran it on the
Apple when I returned home. Apple is faster by 6 per
cent. I have to attribute this to a deliberate system slow
down. probably because of poor chip performance or
because of the long conductor runs and point-to-point wir
ing of the system. This could produce problems at higher
chip speeds. However. as I am not an electronics· engineer.
I am probably missing something.

A CLOSER LooK AT THE DOS

EXPOTEK
ORDER LINE

CUSTOMER SERVICE

800-528-8960 602-482-0400
SANYO COMPATIBLE RS232 PORT
Directly Interchangeable With Sanyo. Can be
Programmed for Bi-Sync Operation .............. $79
RS232 PORT W/CABLE
As Above With Modem Cable .............. ...... .. ... 99
Modem Cable Only ...... .... .............. ... .. ......... .... 29
SHEET FEEDERS
High quality mechanical single bin feeders
for Diablo, Qume, NEC, C.ltoh, Ricoh, Daisy,
Daisywriter, Juki, Dataproducts and Others
(specify type) .... ... ........ ................ ......... ... ... . $495
Electronic Dual Bin sheet feeders
for most printers .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . Call
TRACTOR FEEDERS
High Swiss quality bi-directional tractors
for Diablo, Qume, NEC, C.ltoh, Ricoh,
Radio Shack and others, (specify type) ... ..... 199
Silver Reed .................................................... 125
PRINT WHEELS & RIBBONS .... ........ Call Save $

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
2017 EAST CACTUS• PHOENIX, AZ 85022
All prices are for cash, cashiers check or money order. Allow 4 weeks bank
clearance for personal checks. C.O.D .'s, Visa/MC, and P.O.'s accepted at
additional charge. Prices subject to change. Returns must have authorization
number and are subject to a restocking charge.

During my most recent visit to the Soviet Union. in April
of 1984, I saw the AGAT again and was given a copy of
· a disk containing the DOS to try on the Apple at home.
The boot portion of the code is not identica~ to DOS 3.3,
and it is not possible to boot a disk initialized with this
system on an Apple. This is probably an effort to avoid
being sued by Apple.
The reverse is not true. Examination of the initialized
disk with a "nibble editor" such as Locksmith 5.0 shows
that the VTOC (volume table of contents). the RWTS rou
tine within DOS (the routine that reads and writes disk
sectors). and the file manager are identical to DOS 3.3.
Once booted. disks from either system can be read from
or written to the other system. There are some gaps in
the Soviet DOS not present in Apple DOS; it's the boot
strapping portion that seems to be missing. Since Apple
includes the bootstrapping portion only to make the DOS
compatible with old Apples having less than 48K bytes
of memory. it is not needed in this machine. But the com
mands are all there-a CHR$(4). for example. will route
a command string to DOS on the Russian system-so the
differences are not material.

AN AGAT FOR THE TEACHER?
My overall impressions of the system were favorable. con
sidering the source. although I would not buy one. It is
just too difficult for the non-Russian to use the keyboard.
and the system is too slow to compete with what is already
available. It's akin to the old Apple I. Because of the
Western boycott on computer exports to Eastern bloc na
tions. there is an unfilled demand for such devices in
(continued)
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THE 8087 AND 80287 ARE IN STOCK!
MicroWay* is the world's leading
To support the 8087 we stock the
retailer of 8087s. We also have the
largest selection of of 8087 software
most accurate statistics on chip relia anywhere. This includes: five
. bi\ity. They are: .01 % infant mortality,
FORTRANs, three PASCALS, APL,
Intel's ASM86, PL/M-86, several Cs,
.00% adult mortality and .02% 8088
incompatibility. As for ease of install
87BASIC, 87MACRO and MATRIX
ation, we have never had a customer PAK For real time or multi-user appli
return a chip because of bent pins.
cations we offer RTOS'" - our imple
mentation of Inters iRMX executive.
We are so confident that you will be
Our new products include a profes
able to successfully install and use
the chip that we offer a 180-day
sional debugger with 8087 support,
warranty with every chip we sell. That's an interface library which enables MS
90 days more than anyone else!
Fortran users to call the IBM Basic

Compiler Library, and a translator that
converts object modules into read
able assembly language files. If you
have a question about which com
puter, language, compiler, operating
system or application package is
best suited to your problem, we can
answer it Just call:
Information and Orders
617·746·7341
University, Corporate and
Government Buyers
617-746-7364

Micro
Way™
8087Support
For the IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT and Compatibles.
MWS-286'" Configured to your specifica
tions, our computer runs RTOS-286 or XEN IX.
Includes one Intel compiler, seven slot multibus
chassis, hard disk, streaming tape backup and
Intel Service Contract. Six to twenty times faster
than your PC ............................. CALL
REAL TIME MULTI-TASKING/
MULTl· USER EXECUTIVE - RTOS

RTOS is a MicroWay configured version of
iRMX-86. Includes ASM-86, LINK-86, LOC-86,
LIB-86, and the ROM Hex Loader ........ $600

87FORTRAN/RTOS'" - our

adaptation of
the Intel Fortran-86 Compiler generates in line
8087 code using all 8087 data types including
80-bit reals and 64-bit integer& The compiler
uses the Intel large memory model, allowing
code/data structures of a full megabyte, and
supports overlay& Includes RTOS and support
for one year.. .. .. . .. ...... .......
. . .. $1350

87 PASCAL.JATOS'" is Inters ISO
Standard Pascal with 8087-8088 exception&
These make it possible to use all the 8087 data
types directly, while generating modules in one
of the three Intel Memory Model& Includes
RTOS and support for one year ......... $1350
RTOS DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE

includes 87FORTRAN, 87PASCAL, PUM-86,
Utilities, TX Screen Editor and RTOS . ... $2500

OBJ -ASM'" - a multipass object module
translator and disassembler. Produces
assembly language listings which include public
symbols, external symbols, and labels
commented with cross reference& Ideal for
understanding and patching object modules
and libraries for which source is not
available . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . ..... ... .... $200

FFT87

an FFT package for the 8087.
Performs Forward and Inverse Transforms on
complex data Callable from SSS or MS
Fortran .............. ........ .. .. ..... . .. .. $150

.
MICro
llVal\I
i,-

P.O. Box 79
Kingston, Mass.
02364 USA
(617) 746-7341

. '
.
. Circle 284 on inquiry card.

MATRIXPAK'" manages a MEGABYTE!
Written in assembly language, our runtime
package accurately manipulates large matrices
at very fast speed& Includes matrix inversion
and the solution of simultaneous linear equa
tion& Callable from MS Fortran 3.2, 87MACRO,
87BASIC, and RTOS ................ each $150
87BASIC'" includes patches

to the IBM
Basic Compiler and both runtime libraries for
USER TRANSPARENT and COMPLETE 8087
support Provides super fast performance for all
numeric operations including trigonometries,
transcendentals, addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division ..... ... ...... . . $150

87BASIC/INLINE'" generates inline
8087 code! Converts the IBM Basic Compiler
output into an assembly language source listing
which allows the user to make additional
refinements to his program. Real expression
evaluations run seven times faster than in
87BASIC .......... . ..... .. ..... ....... ... . $200
87MACRO'" - our complete 8087 software

development package. It contains a "Pre
processor," source code for a set of 8087
macros, and an object library of numeric
functions including transcendentals,
trigonometries, hyperbolics, encoding, decoding
and conversions .
. .......... $150

87 DEBUG'" - a professional debugger with
.8087 support, a sophisticated screen-oriented
macro command processor, and trace features
which include the ability to skip tracing through
branches to calls and software and hardware
interrupt& Breakpoints can be set in code or on
guarded addresses in RAM ........... .... $150
FOR-BAS'" - a library of interface routines
which allow MS Fortran programs to call the
IBM Basic Compiler library and access features
such as the RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR,
SOUND, PLAY, DRAW and SCREEN
commands.......
. ...... .. $150

You Can
78/kToUs!

8087-3
CHIP......... $175
including DIAGNOSTICS and 180-day warranty
64K RAM Set ........ $40
256K RAM Set .... $325
80287 CH IP...... .... $350
8087 8mhz ....... CALL
IBM PROFESSIONAL
FORTRAN . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. . CALL
MICROSOFT FORTRAN 3.2... $239
MICROSOFT PASCAL3.2 ...... s209
These IEEE compatible compilers support
double precision and the 8087.

DIGITAL RESEARCH
FORTRAN ..... ... ..........
... $279
MICROSOFT C COMPILER. . $329
LATTICE C with 8087 support.. . . $329
FLOAT87 for MSC.... .. ... ............... 125
IBM Basic Compiler . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ..
. CALL
SuperSoft Fortran 66.. ........
. .... 329
STSC APL* PLUS/PC
..... . ...... 500
TURBO PASCAL or SIDEKICK . .. ...... ..... 45
TOOLBOX . .................................. 45
TURBO PASCAL with 8087 Support . . .... 85
HALO GRAPHICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... CALL
GRAPHMATiC.... .. .................. .. .. .. 125
ENERGRAPHICS .. ....... .. . . .... . . . .. ..... 295
Professional BASIC............ ........ ..... 295
COSMOS REVELATION .......... .. ... .... 850
MAYNARD WS1 HARD DISK .............. 950
MAYNARD WS2 HARD DISK ............. 1109
JRAM-2 .............................. . ... . CALL
smARTWORK by WINTEK .... . . . ... .. . . .. . 895
SPSS/PC............
. ..... 695
NO CHARGE FOR CREDIT CARDS
ALL ITEMS IN STOCK
CALL FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

*Formerly MicroWare, Inc. 
not affiliated or connected with
MicroWare Systems Corporation
of Des Moines, Iowa.
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AGAT

Eastern countries. so the AGAT may find a home outside
of the Soviet Union. It should do very well in Russia as
a computing device in an institute or other facility. though
not in the home.
If El.DRG plans to distribute the AGAT widely in the
West. they will have to cut the price dramatically from
$17 .000 (the price that I was quoted). which includes soft
ware. of course. When I told El.DRG officials what kind
of a computer I could buy for that price in the United
States. they were shocked. I'm not certain they believed
me. Clearly. they had not researched the competition.
As a government agency. El.DRG could afford to offer
the AGAT at a very low price in order to develop a market
for it. I believe. though. that it wouldn't stand a chance
in today"s international market. even if they gave it away
It has neither the polish nor the sophistication to com
pete. The Soviets seem to lack a certain business
acumen-especially in this area.
If El.DRG has manufactured this computer for home con
sumption in the Soviet Union. then the AGAT would seem
to herald an unprecedented move by the government
toward the public at large. However. considering their fan
tastic paranoia about information and their tendency to
bury it under layer after layer of red tape. it does not seem

likely that it was intended for home use. The Soviet leaders
themselves are highly suspicious of new technology and
could view general use of a cybernetic device as
hazardous.
Even if a microcomputer were available to Russians for
use in the home. it would have to be very cheap to com
pete with more mundane. but more desirable. consumer
goods such as refrigerators and washing machines. Be
sides. what would Soviet citizens do with a home com
puter? They certainly don't need to worry about invest
ments or figure out income tax.
It is quite possible that the AGAT has been developed
with education in mind; it may be intended for centers
of higher learning. I just can't see them placing any in
secondary schools. at least not in the near future. Rus
sian education stresses the three R's. with roteand recita
tion given high marks. In my view. the rigidity of the lower
school education system weighs heavily against the pos
sibility of computers in the classroom.
Don't expect to see the AGA T in your local computer
store any time soon. The high value of the American dollar
in the foreign exchange and the nearly 60 percent duty
that would be tacked on this machine by the U.S. puts this
device into the category of the exotic. •

Cable:COMSYSTEC EWYORK
Telex; CST Y 429418

I

DAT ABASE 68000 UNIX EXPORT

l---'--'---------.---___._-~----.----~-~---11

PRINTERS

***_Letter Quality***

Epson, Cromemco, NEC PC,
Altos, North Star, Dual 68000,
DEC Rainbow, OSM

I' LOTT EH
OMP-~O

PLOTTERS/DIGITIZERS

Hewlett Packard
Calcomp M84

6-pen X-Y Plotter. .. ... .......... _.. . 895
OMP -29 8-pen X-Y Plotter.
. .1,795
DMP-40 1 pen plotter. .
. ... 795
DMP41, DMP42 22xl4", 24xl6"
plotter
. . . .. ... ........... CALL
DMP-51, DMP-52 22x34", 24x36"
plotter ... . . ......... .. ....... . .. . . CALL
HIPAD DT-1 IAA Digitizer ..... ... .... 725
HIPAD DT-114 4-button digit izer. .. . CALL
7470A 2-pen plotter
........ 940
7475A 6-pen plotter..
. .. ... 1,640
8-pen plotter ..
. . . . . . . • . . . . . .. 1,650

AutoCAD'• is a two-dimensional computer-a ided
drafting and design syslem suitable for many applica
lions includ ing drawings for architectural, mechanical,
electrical, PCB layout, chemical, structural, and civi l
engineering.
For the configuration as shown in the above flowchart,

SPECIAL

CALL FOR $5,800.00
(cables included) ·
Package with IO MB hard disk also available
•••••••••••n CALL FOR DETAILS•••••••••••~

- ----------- - ------!
POWERFUL ADD-ON BOARDS
from AST. PERSYST, PLANTRONIC, TECMAR,
QUADRAM, HERCULES, TITAN

MORE FOR YOUR IBM PC
490
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Call

200 cps, 132 col ......... .. .. . l,IOO
80 col., 160 cps. ... . ... ....... . 799
110 cps, 80 col. graphic . ......... 379
8000 series .. , ....... ....... CALL
8010 180 cps, graphic ........ . . . 545

OTHER POPULAR
COMPUTERS

Amdek
Houston lnsrrument

I

EPSON, OKIDATA
full line

Columbia, Corona, Zenith,
Leading Edge, Televideo, Sanyo,
Tava, & IBM PC

I

MODEMS
Smartmodem 300/ 1200 bps. .. . ... . 4~'
1200B modem for IBM PC ..... CALL
USR
300/1200 bps w/64K, parallel port. 550
Password 300/1200 bps modem .... 339
NOVATION Smarlmodem 300/1200 bps modem . .415
PC Cal 300/1200 bps modem. . . . . 450

HA YES

NEC 2050
20 cps for IBM PC . ........CALL
3550
35 cps for IBM PC.. . . . .... CALL
C.Itoh F-IO
40 cps ..... . .. .... . . ......... 999
Joki 6100
18 cps.........
• •.... . .. .. 459
Qume 11 /40
w/IBM interface .. ... , .... .. 1,420
Star Power Type
18 cps.......... . .
. ...... 399
Diablo 630
ECS/IBM ext. char.
. ..... 2,100
Dyna. HR35
33 cps . .. ... . ...•. .. ..• .... . .. 9!0
Comrex Comwrirer Ill. . . . . . • .
. ... .. .. . 740
......... .. .. 479
Translar 315
graphic,

I

HAZE~!~~!

(TERMINALS:
L.. CALLJ
Panasonic amber super..... •• , .• , . ~ .• . .... .... . .. .. 199

~~':'.:'~cT2~:S:g~ ;~~~~r: 64o~joo ;~;~i~t;~~ :: : : :: :~~

I

4

JBl201 20 Mhz green monitor. . . .
. ... 185
Princeton Graphic HXl2 RGB monitor. ... ... ........ 490
SR" or."
.............. . .. . 630
Amdek 300 12" green
• • .. • • . . • . • • • • • • • .. 155
Color IV Xtra ....•.•..•....•......• • ...•. . 710
•
•
. . 87
Zenith ZVM 123 Gree
ZVM 122 Amber monitor. . . . . . . . . . • .
. . l lS
ZVM 135 RGB monitor for I
••.. .• •• .. 475' 1
Prlots $UbjKI CO chanqu. American E.XJ>J65. VisalMastercard add 3,__
EO.B. point of shipment. 20% restocking fee fOf returned merchandise.
Personal checks take 3 weeks to clear. COO on cerlilied check only. N.Y.

~~~~~~s~g?ei;! c o~~i~~~~~l~~;~::r~;d:~r~:ri ~.3: f~~~~~~~n~
05

0

500, schools and gov'I.

~~t?'K~!%~~:'A'v~.

Farmingdale, NY 11735
For lnforrnallon CALL (516) 420-0142
To order CALL 1-800-331-3343

TELEX:
429418
CSTNY

Circle 75 on inquiry card.

1

Statpro"' brings
the nnwer of
_::..L.ame statistics
m d.lllll
your perso~ coi:itpu

· .

Until now, serious statistical analysis
meant mainframes, computer cen
ters and a lot of extra work for you.
Enter Statpro, the most power
fu} statistical software system ever
developed for personal computers.
It lets you do almost everything
you do on a mainframe on your
IBM"' or Apple*pe:sonal ~01:nputer.
lndudjng aescriptive stahshcs,
regression, ANOVA, factor and
duster analysis, to name just a few
capabilities.
And Statpro's awesome pmyer
isn't limitecfto number crunching.
You can plot all your results in f?urCOlOr graphics, SUCh as SCatter, biangle
and regreSSiOnilOtS/ dendrogramS,
•
histograms an pie
Charts.

Circle 42 I on inquiry card.

hat's more, Statpro has
sophisticated database
~ management capa.bilities
~ which make entenng,
manipulating, transforming and
editing data quick and easy.
Most important of all, you get
this incredible power in one inte
grated, fully documented, easy-to
use package for onli' $795... .
Discover Statpro s capabilities
for yourself. Call us tolf-free t~day
to order a Statpro demonstration
package. We'lfhave it on its way to
you within 24 hours.

800 322 2208
-

-

Jn Massachusetts calJ (617) 423-0420.
Or caJI your local dealer.

liJ Wadsworth
Professional Software
Statpro is a trademark of Wadsworth Professional Softwa re,
Inc. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, In c.
IB M is a registered trademark of In ternational Business
Machines Corp.
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"Hello, I'm from Thoughtware.
I'm an ingenious expert business
consultant.
Together we'll Trigger actions to run
your business better
than it's ever been run before!'

The Age Of Trigger,,
Has Begun.
Trigger Is A New Generation
Of Personal Computer Software
From Thoughtware.
It Makes lbu Run lbur Business
With Greater Insight, Power And
Control Than Ever Before.
It Triggers Actions To Make
Smarter And More Profitable
Business Decisions.
A manager has three overwhelming
problems. A lack of time. An information
overload. A difficulty in remaining focused on
key business objectives and controlling them.
Trigger solves these problems in a brilliant and
innovative way.
It will transform the way you run your
business. Trigger monitors key performance
areas. And performance can be measured in
volume, dollars, behavior; whatever criteria
are important to your business.
And whenever an element being moni
tored falls outside of its acceptable performance
range, Trigger issues an action memo, with
probable causes and actions to be taken,
requiring the individual responsible to respond.
And it makes sure those actions are taken.

The More You Use It, The Smarter You Get.
Trigger becomes an expert system, learn
ing from experience and helping you learn as
well. The more you use it the smarter you both
get. The more you use it, the more easily and
efficiently you can analyze problems, make
decisions and create solutions.
It works with your people, monitoring and
analyzing their actions, day to day, week to
week, month to month. In your absence,
Trigger is still present, acting as your surrogate,
making sure what needs to be done, gets done.
The more you use it, the more smoothly
and beautifully your business will run.
Circle 401 on inquiry card.

Why It's Easy To Consult With Trigge1:
Getting to know Trigger is exciting.
Everything is provided to quickly and easily
integrate Trigger into your regular business
operations. The computer, itself, assists yo~ in
every phase of using the program. It explains
the business approach on which it is based,
and provides all the consultative help that you
will need to set up Trigger, and involve and
motivate your people.

The Thoughtware Behind Trigger.
Thoughtware pioneered personal
computer-based management training. As a
member of the Alexander Proudfoot world
wide family of companies, Thoughtware drew
on Proudfoot's nearly forty years of manage
ment consulting experience in thousands
of companies, to develop Trigger.
To meet Trigger, your astounding new
Expert Business Consultant, or some of
Thoughtware's other Expert Consultants listed
below, visit your local software or computer
store or call toll-free 1-800-THT-WARE for the
dealer' nearest you.
Assessing Personal Management Skills-Evaluating
Organizational Effectiveness-Understanding Personal
Interaction Styles-Leading Ejfective61-Motivating To
Achieve Results-Defining Goals and Objectives
1mproving Employee Pe1formance-Performance
Appraisal-Managing Time Eifectively-C o.nducting
Succes!ljit! Meetings-Managing By Exceptwn
Trigger runs on: IHM·' PC. XT. AT and orerationally wmratihlc PC's.
lhgger is a Trademark ol The Alexander Pwudloot Comrany.
Thought ware is a Registered li'ademark of 1 houghtware, Inc.

Ihought1~~rn.
Expert Consultants In Your Compute1:
NOVEMBER 1984 • BYTE
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We decided not to burden this ad with the
usual ostentatious, self-indulgent software
hype, not to dwell on the fact we've contained
four accounting modules on a single diskette
for total integration of the most powerful
accounting package available for small
business, nor to stress the sophistication,
creativity, clarity and conciseness of the
program's remarkably proficient reporting
capabilities, nor to mention the tutorial, the
queuing files, or even the fact we've put an
incredible $395 retail price on it. No, as our
professional peers, we realized you'd prefer a
more subtle marketing approach.

Nice Box.

The Shoebox Accountant:'" A complete accounting system for small business. 2160 East Brown Road, Mesa, Arizona 85203. 1-800-292-2962.
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Circle 106 on inquiry card.

B·O·O·K·S R·E·C·E·I·V·E·D

ADAM'S COMPANION, Ramsey /.
Benson and Jack B. Rochester.
New York: Avon Books. 1984:
416 pages. 15.3 by 22.8 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-380-87650-7.
$995.
AN ANALYSIS OF CAD/CAM
APPLICATIONS. Richard Stover.
Englewood Cliffs. NI: Prentice
Hall. 1984; 306 pages. 18. 3 by
24.3 cm. hardcover. ISBN 0-13
032871-5. $32.
'll-IE ART OF MICRO DESIGN, A.
A . Berk. Kent. England: Newnes
Technical Books. 1984; 310
pages. 13.8 by 21. 5 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-408-01403-2.
£13.95.
ASCENT TO ORBIT, Arthur c.
Clarke. New York: John Wiley &
Sons. 1984; 2 3 8 pages. 2 2 by
29 cm. hardcover. ISBN 0-471
87910-X. $19.95.
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PRIMER
FOR THE IBM PC & XT Robert
Lafore. New York: Plume/Waite.
1984; 510 pages. 18.5 by 23.3
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-452
25497-3. $21.75.
BASIC PRIMER FOR THE IBM PC
XT. Bernd Enders and Bob
Petersen. New York: Plume/
Waite. 1984; 448 pages. 18.5 by
23.3 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-452
25495-7. $16.95.
&

THE BBC MICROCOMPUTER FOR
BEGINNERS. Seamus Dunn and
Valerie Morgan. Englewood
Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 198 3:
320 pages. 14.5 by 22.8 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-13-069328-6.
$13.95.
PLUEBOOK OF ASSEMBLY
ROUTINES FOR THE IBM PC & Xl
Christopher L. Morgan. New
York: Plume/Waite. 1984; 2 58
pages. 18 by 2 3 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-452-25497-3. $19.95
BOOK BYTES-THE USER'S GUIDE
10 1200 MICROCOMPUTER
BOOKS. Cris Popenoe. New York:
Pantheon Books. 1984; 240
pages. 21.3 by 27.5 cm. soft
cover. 0-394-72273-6. $9.95.
'll-IE BYTES BROTHERS. Lois and
Floyd McCoy. New York: Bantam

Books. 1984; 128 pages. 10.5 by
17.5 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-553
24419-1. $2.25.
'Tl-IE C PROGRAMMING 11JTOR.
Leon A. Wortman and Thomas
0. Sidebottom. Bowie. MD:
Robert I. Brady Co.. 1984: 288
pages. 17.8 by 23.5 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-89303-364-2.
$17.95.
COMMODORE 64. Larry Joel
Goldstein and Fred Mosher.
Bowie. MD: Robert I. Brady Co..
1984; 320 pages. 17.8 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89303
38 l-2. $15.95.
COMMODORE 64 SUBROUTINE
COOKBOOK. David D. Busch.
Bowie. MD: Robert I. Brady Co..
1984: 208 pages. 17.8 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89303
383-9. $12.95.
COMPARING & ASSESSING PRO
GRAMMING LANGUAGES. Alan
Feuer and Narain Gehani. eds.
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice
Hall. 1984; 288 pages. 18. 3 by
24 cm. hardcover. ISBN 0-13
154857-3. $24.95.
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN. J.
Encarna~ao and E.G.
Schlechtendahl. New York:
Springer-Verlag. 1983; 360
pages. I 7 by 24.8 cm. hard
cover. ISBN 0-387-11526-9.
$29. 50.
COMPUTERS FOR REALTORS.
Laurence Gonzales. New York:
Ballantine Books. 1984; 144
pages. I 3. 5 by 21 cm. soft cover.
ISBN 0-345-31477-8. $6.95.

hardcover. ISBN 0-03-071672-1.
$29.95.

cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89303
424-X. $16.95.

CONSTRUCTION .OF DATA PRO
CESSING SOFTWARE, John Elder.
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice
Hall. 1984; 448 pages. 15.3 by
22.8 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-13
168675-5. $22.95.

ENJOYING BASIC: A COMPREHEN
SIVE GUIDE TO PROGRAMMING,
Richard D. Greenwood and
Ignatius F. Brodzinski. New York:
Harper & Row. 1984; 290 pages.
21 by 27.8 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-06-042504-0, $19.50 . .

CP/M SOFTWARE REVIEW.
Michael L. Gonzales. Reston.
VA: Reston Publishing. 1984;
208 pages. 17. 5 by 23.3 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-8359-1101-2.
$19.95.
DBASE II FOR THE PROGRAMMER.
Nelson T. Dinerstein. Glenview.
IL: Scott. Foresman and Com
pany. 1984; 176 pages. 18.8 by
23.5 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-673
15956-6. $19.94.
DBASE II PROGRAMMING. Albert
L. Peabody and Richard H.
Seabrook. Englewood Cliffs. NJ:
Prentice-Hall. 1984; 176 pages.
17. 5 by 2 3.3 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-13-196148-9. $14.95.

c.

DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING
TECHNOLOGY AND CRITICAL
ISSUES. M. P. Mariani. ed.
Amsterdam: North-Holland.
1984: 240 pages. 15.5 by 22 .8
cm. hardcover. ISBN 0-444
86796-l. $40.
DOS PRIMER FOR THE IBM PC
& XT Mitchell Waite. John

Angermeyer. and Mark Noble.
New York: Plume/Waite. 1984;
208 pages. 18.5 by 23.3 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-452-25494-9.
$14.95.

COMPUTERS FOR WRITERS.
Laurence Gonzales. New York:
Ballantine Books. 1984; 144
pages. I 3. 5 by 21 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-345-31476-X. $6.95.

ll-IE EASY GUIDE TO YOUR ATARI
600XL/800XL. Thomas
Blackadar. Berkeley. CA: Sybex.
1984; 222 pages. 15 by 22.8
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89588
125-X. $9.95.

COMPUTERS. INFORMATION AND
MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS. David
Rhodes. New York: Praeger.
1984; 158 pages. 15. 5 by 24 cm.

8086/88 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING, Leo J. Scanlon.
Bowie. MD: Robert I. Brady Co..
1984; 224 pages. 17.8 by 23.5

..•..•••.•.......................................•...•..••••

usr of books recently received at BYTE Publications. T!ie list is not meant
to be exhaustive. its purpose is to acquaint BYTE readers with recently published titles in
computer science and related fields. We regret that we cannot review or comment on all the
books we receive: instead. this list is meant to be a monthly acknowledgment of these books
and the publishers who sent them.
THIS IS A

THE EPSON OX-10 USER'S GUIDE.
James M. Hansen. Glenview. IL: ·
Scott. Foresman and Company.
1984; 176 pages. 19.3 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-673
15973-6. $17.95.
EXPERIMENTS IN LOGIC AND
COMPUTER DESIGN. Albert Y.
Teng and William A. Malmgren.
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice
Hall. 1984; 192 pages. 21.3 by
28 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-13
295833-3. $15.95.
EXPLORING APPLESOFT. Roger
Mcshane. Englewood Cliffs. NJ:
Prentice-Hall. 1983: 176 pages.
15 by 22.8 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-13-295916-X. $19.95.
EZ/KEY. PRODUCTIVITY AID FOR
EASYTRIEVE PLUS. USER'S GUIDE.
Documentation department of
Pansophic Systems. Oak Brook.
IL: Pansophic Systems. 1984:
334 pages. 18.3 by 23.5 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-881898-042-0.
$19.50.
A FIRST COURSE IN FORMAL
LANGUAGE ll-IEORY. V. J. Rayward
Smith. Boston. MA: Blackwell
Scientific Publications. 1983:
144 pages. 15.5 by 23.3 cm.
softcover. 0-632-01176-9. $14.95.
FROM LOGIC TO COMPUTERS. P. J
Thewlis and B. N. T. Faxon.
Boston. MA: Blackwell Scientific
Publications. 1983; 144 pages.
15.5 by 23.3 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-632-01183-1. $13.95.
FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRIC
CIRCUITS. 3rd ed .. David A. Bell.
Reston. VA: Reston Publishing.
1984; 864 pages. 18.5 by 24.3
cm. hardcover. ISBN 0-83 59
212 5-5. $27. 95 .
THE FUTURE OF VIDEOTEXT.
Efrem Sigel. Englewood Cliffs.

(continued)
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BOOKS RECEIVED

DUMP/RESTORE-XT
Directory ~anagement at
Your Fingertips
0 1·~
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COGITATE's DUMP/RESTORE-XT is a package of utilities specifi
cally designed to handle directory manipulation and file backups
under MS-DOS.
_r- COGTREE-A graphic tree display. Hardcopies are available
as well as file and directory dumps.
_r- COGDIR-A multiple wildcard directory utility; i.e.:
C>COGDIR\ACCOUNT\ *.DAT, *.IDX, * .. BAK
The * ..BAK excludes all .BAK files.
_r- COGBKUP-Reads lists created by COGDIR and compresses
the files to the floppy diskette. Diskettes can be spanned and are
serialized.
_r- COGRSTR-Reads diskettes created by COGBKUP and re
stores to hard disk based upon multiple wildcards.
The package includes other utilities to assist in file and directory
manipulations. COGITATE's DUMP/RESTORE-XT is priced at
S90. Dealer inquiries welcome. MasterCard and Visa accepted.

@.
0

24000 Telegraph Road
Southfield. Michigan 48034 USA
(313) 352-2345

DOUBLES. DISKETTE STORAGE SPACE!
REDUCES DISKETTE COST 50%!

Now! The back of 51/4" Diskettes can be used for
data storage even with single head disk drives.
• 1'1/lltE HTt:N® Tools make it easy.
• Adds the Precise notch where it's needed.
• Doubles Diskette Space er Money Back!

1\1111111..13 1\11fl'CH I

1\111111"'3 1\'flTt.'H II

Cuts Square Notch and Y• inch round
"index hole." For use with computers other
Franlilin & Commodore.
than those shown for~ Hid L
only $14.~5* each
only
each
Cuts Square Notch for
Apple, II, II+, lie, lie, Ill,

•.

• ~~

$21.90*

DISK OPTIMIZER SYSTEM
Software for Apple, II, II+, lie, Ill and Franklin
•
•
•
•
•

-

Cert1f1es your "new" Disk 100% Error Free
469% FASTER THAN SIMILAR PROGRAMS'
Removes Bad Sectors • Adds 36th Track
Performs Disk Drive Speed Check
Adds DOS and More only

$24.95*

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE 

1\'lllllUl i\11fl't:H I and DISK OPTIMIZER

*On all orders add $2.00only
$29.95 for BOTH*
for each item Postage & Handling ($5.00 each foreign P&H)
·Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

EBJ
-.....c3

ORDER TODA V!
Toll Free 1-800-642-2536
Florida 305-493-8355
or send Check or Money Order to:

•\'llllll~E

•\'ITft'IP

c11~1u1llThlt

1

·

rlttlllllt"TS

4211 NW 75th TERRACE • DEPT. 8 6 • LAUDERHILL, FL 33319
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Circle 98 on inquiry card.

NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1983: 208
pages. 15.3 by 22.8 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-13-345777-X.
$9 95.
GOING PLACES WITH THE NEW
APPLE lie. Danny Goodman.
New York: Simon & Schuster.
1984: 256 pages. 10.8 by 17.3
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-671
53188-3. $3 .95.
GUIDE 1D EFFECTIVE SOFTWARE
TECHNICAL WRITING. Christine
Browning. Englewood Cliffs. NJ:
Prentice-Hall. 1984: 160 pages.
15.5 by 23.5 cm. hardcover.
ISBN 0-13-369463-1. $19.95.
HANDBOOK OF BASIC FOR THE
COMMODORE 64. Frederick E.
Mosher and David I. Schneider.
Bowie. MD: Robert J. Brady Co..
1984: 368 pages. 17.8 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89303
505-X. $14. 95.
How To CHOOSE A COMPUTER
CAMP. Joseph W. Cellini. Sher
man Oaks. CA: Alfred Publishing
Co.. 1984: 64 pages. 10.8 by 28
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-88284
266-8. $2.95.
How 1b MAKE MONEY WITH
YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER, Paul
and Sarah Edwards. Sherman
Oaks. CA: Alfred Publishing Co ..
1984: 64 pages. 10.8 by 28 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-88284-264-1.
$2 95
How To USE THE TRS-80 MODEL
100. Robert K. Louden. Sherman
Oaks. CA: Alfred Publishing Co ..
1984: 64 pages. 10.8 by 28 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-88284-270-6.
$2.95.
IBM PCJR. Larry Joel Goldstein.
Bowie. MD: Robert J. Brady Co..
1984: 400 pages. 17.8 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89303
539-4. $16.85 .
THE ILLUSTRATED MULTIPLAN
BOOK, Russell A. Stultz.
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice
Hall. 1984: 192 pages. 18.8 by
2 3. 5 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-13
450313-9. $16.95
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY AND
ELECTRONICS. Robert G. Seippel
Reston. VA: Reston Publishing.
1984: 384 pages. 18.3 by 24.3
cm. hardcover. ISBN 0-83 59
3073-4. $26 95.
INTRODUCING THE ACORN BBC
MICRO. Ian Sinclair. Englewood
Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1984:
192 pages. 15.3 by 22.8 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-13-4 77266-0.
$12.95.

AN INTRODUCTION lD Aum
MATED DATA ACOUISITION. Ben
E. Cline. Princeton. NJ: Petrocelli
Books. 1984: 312 pages. 16.3 by
24 cm. hardcover. ISBN 0
89433-192-2. $29 95.
INTRODUCTION 1D BUSINESS PRO·
GRAMMING & SYSTEMS ANALYSIS,
Keith L.ohmuller. Blue Ridge
Summit. PA: lab Books. 1983:
240 pages. 13 by 20 .8 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-8306-1437-0.
$13.50
AN INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEM
PROGRAMMING-BASED ON THE
PDP 11. Derrick Morris. New
York: Springer-Verlag. 1983: 200
pages. 15.3 by 2 3.3 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-387-91230-4.
$ 16.80.
LANGUAGE ARTS COMPUTER
BOOK-A How'lb GUIDE FOR
1EACHERS. Wayne Dickson and
Mike Raymond. Reston. VA:
Reston Publishing. 1984: 336
pages. 15.8 by 23.5 cm. hard
cover. 0-8359-3942-1. $21.95 .
LARGE SPARSE NUMERICAL
OPTIMIZATION. Thomas F.
Coleman. Lecture Notes in Com
puter Science #165. New York:
Springer-Verlag. 1984: 112
pages. 16.5 by 24.3 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-387-12914. $8.50.
1HE LAST WORD ON THE
Tl-99 / 4A. Linda M. and Allen R.
Schreiber. Blue Ridge Summit.
PA: Tab Books. 1984: 2 54 pages.
19 .5 by 2 3. 5 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-8306-17 4 5-0. $II .50.
LISP PROGRAMMING. I. Danicic.
Boston. MA: Blackwell Scientific
Publications. 1983: 112 pages.
I 5. 5 by 2 3. 3 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0·632-01181-5. $11.95
THE MACINTOSH GUIDE. Paul
Stark. New York: World Almanac
Publications and Pasadena. CA:
Micromedia Marketing Inc..
1984: 128 pages. 14 by 21 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-911818-70-7.
$9.95
MAKING CP/M-80 WORK FOR
You. The Human Connection.
Blue Ridge Summit. PA: Tab
Books. 1983: 96 pages. 19.8 by
2 3.3 cm. softcover. ISBN 0
8306-1764-7. $9.25.
MCGRAW-HILL DICTIONARY OF
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING. Sybil
P. Parker. ed. New York:
McGraw-Hill. 1984: 960 pages.
16 by 2 3. 5 cm. hardcover.
ISBN 0-07-045483-3. $32.50.
(continued)

Circle 40 on inquiry card.

The BOS C Compiler

"Performance: Excellent.
Documentation: Excellent.
Ease of use: Excellent."
That's what Info World said when we introduced
the BDS C Compiler four years ago. Today, the
updated BOS Version 1.5 is even better.
First, the BDS is still the fastest CPM/80-C
compiler available anywhere.
Next, the new revised user's guide comes
complete with tutorials, hints, error messages and an
easy-to-use index - the perfect manual for beginner
or seasoned pro.
Plus, the following, all for one price: Upgraded file
searching ability for all compiler/linkage system files.
Enhanced file 1/0 mechanism that lets you
manipulate files anywhere in your system. Support
system for float and long via library functions. An
interactive symbolic debugger. Dynamic overlays.
Full source code for libraries and run-time package.
Sample programs include utilities and games.
Don't waste another minute on a slow language
processor. Order now.
Complete Package (two 8"SSDD disks, 181-page manual):
$150. Free shipping on prepaid orders inside USA. VISA/MC,
C.O.D.'s, rush orders accepted. Call for information on other

disk formats.

BOS C is designed roru sewilh CPIM.8/J operating systems. ...ersfon 2.2.
or higher . It is not cutrently available fOf CPIM-86 or MS. DOS.

J :~[f®

BOOKS RECEIVED

MEMORIES THAT SHAPED AN
INDUSTRY. Emerson w. Pugh.
Cambridge. MA: The MIT Press.
1984: 336 pages. 15.5 by 23.5
cm. hardcover. ISBN 0-262
16094-3. S25.
MICROCOMPUTERS ANO THEIR
COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS. D. E.
Avison. Boston. MA: Blackwell
Scientific Publications. 1983:
104pages. 15.5by23J cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-632-01172-6.
S9 95.
MICROPROGRAMMER'S MARKET
1984. Marshall Hamilton. Blue
Ridge Summit. PA: lab Books.
1984: 240 pages. 19.5 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8306
1700-0. SI3.50.
1HE MULTIBUS DESIGN GUIDE
BOOK. James B. Johnson and
Steve Kassel. New York:
McGraw-Hill. 1984; 448 pages.
15.8 by 2 3. 5 cm. hardcover.
ISBN 0-07-032599-5. S32.50.

BO Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 2368

Cambridge, MA 02238
(617) 576-3828

MUSIC & SPEECH PROGRAMS FOR
THE IBM PC. Robert /. TI·aister.
Blue Ridge Summit. PA: lab
Books. 1983: 200 pages. 19.5 by
23. 3 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8306
0596-7. SI 1.50.
1984 NATIONAL ELECTRICAL
CODE. I. D. Garland. Englewood
Cliffs. NJ : Prentice-Hall. 1984;
144 pages. 15.5 by 23.5 cm.
hardcover. ISBN 0-13-609561-5 .
Sl7.95.

Programmer's Quiz
BetterBASIC is
a. Interactive
b. Structured
c. Compiled
d. Modular
e. Extensible
f. Supports 640k
g. All of the above
·aAoqe a1n 10 11e ·6 ·su'if
Ask your dealer for BetterBASIC or
call Summit Software at 617-235-0729

BetterBASIC 199.00 8087 MathModule 99.00
Runtime System 250.00 Sample Disk 10.00

~
. . Summit Software Technolo3y . .
P.O. Box 99, Babson Park.Wellesley. MA 02157
498
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1HE OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL
CP/M USER GUIDE. 3rd ed ..
Thom Hogan. Berkeley. CA:
Osborne/McGraw-Hill. 1984: 334
pages. 163 by 23.3 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-88134-128-2.
SI 7.95.
THE OSBORNE/McGRAW-HILL
GUIDE TO USING l.OTUS 1-2-3. Ed
ward M. Baras. Berkeley. CA:
Osborne/McGraw-Hill. 1984: 320
pages. 20.8 by 27.5 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-88134-123-1.
Sl6.95.
PARENTS. KIDS. AND COMPUTERS.
Lynne Alper and Meg
Holmberg. Berkeley. CA: Sybex.
1984; 160 pages. 10.8 by 17.8
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89588
151-9. S4 95.
PASCAL. Charles H. Goldberg.
Walter S. Brainerd. and Jonathan
L. Gross. Boston. MA: Boyd &
Fraser. 1984: 480 pages. 21.3 by
27.5 cm. softcover. ISBN 0
87835-140-X. S22.95.
PASCAL. Geneva G. Belford and
C L. Liu. New York: McGraw-

Hill. 1984: 352 pages. 18.S: by
23 .3 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-07
038138-0. S19.95.
PASCAL PRIMER FOR THE IBM PC.
Michael Pardee. New York:
Plume/Waite. 1984: 304 pages.
18.5 by 23.3 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-452-25496-5. Sl7.95.
PERSONAL COMPUTERS FOR
EXECUTIVES, Christina J.
Mcclung. John A. Guerrieri.
Kenneth A. Mcclung Jr.. and
William Weiss. New York: John
Wiley & Sons. 1984: 160 pages.
I 7 by 2 5. 3 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-471-89722-1. SI0.95.
PILOT-THE LANGUAGE AND How
lb USE IT. Tom Conlon. Engle
wood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall.
1984: 240 pages. 15.3 by 22.8
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-13
676247-6. SI 5.95.
THE POWER OF: WORD, Robert E.
Williams. Portland. OR: Manage
ment Information Source Inc ..
1984: 156 pages. 213 by 27.3
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-943958
14-8. S29 .95 . Includes floppy
disk.
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO
DESIGNING EXPERT SYSTEMS,
Sholom M. Weiss and Casimir
A. Kulikowski. Totowa. NJ:
Rowman & Allanheld. 1984: 192
pages. 16.3 by 24 cm. hard
cover. ISBN 0-86598-108-6.
S24. 95.
PRELUDE TO PROGRAMMING.
William Mitchell. Reston. VA:
Reston Publishing. 1984: 190
pages. 18.3 by 24 cm. hard
cover. ISBN 0-8359-5614-8.
Sl9.95 .
PROGRAMMER PRODUCTIVITY.
Girish Parikh. Reston. VA:
Reston Publishing. 1984: 256
pages. 15.8 by 23.5 cm. hard
cover. ISBN 0-83 59-56 50-4.
S31.50.
PROGRAMMING THE APPLE II &
llE. revised ed .. John L. Camp
bell and Lance Zimmerman.
Bowie. MD: Robert I. Brady Co..
1984: 464 pages. 17.8 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89303
779-6. Sl9.95.
PROGRAMMING THE IBM PC &
XT. Clarence B. Germain. Bowie.
MD: Robert J. Brady Co.. 1984:
352 pages. 17.8 by 23.5 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-89303-783-4 .
Sl9.95 .
PROGRAMMING THE IBM
PERSONAL COMPUTER: ASSEMBLY

(continued!
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You simply can't afford to miss this opportunity.

government and others.
Altogether, circulation will total 120,000. And you can reach
them all in this one, single directory. In fact, if you sell more than
one product or service, you'll want to consider ads under more
than one category heading. This new, comprehensive directory
will offer up to 6,000 different headings.
So don't wait! November 16 is the closing date for this
significant, new advertising medium. For complete details, write
or call today.

Now, for the first time, your advertising message can reach
all 80,000 members of the NSPE in a single publication-the
unique, new"Professional Engineering Directory." Every member
of NSPE-a group identified by a Gallup poll as a leading force in
the profession-will be listed and have a copy for ready reference.

There's never been a directory like it.
To provide optimum convenience and usefulness to engineers,
the "Professional Engineering Directory" has the unique distinc
tion of being planned and developed by a panel of NSPE engineers
in cooperation with BellSouth National Publishing, one of the
country's most experienced directory publishers with offices in
Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Miami and New York.
BellSouth National Publishing is developing a network of marketing
information tools, including the Regional Industrial Pages (currently
in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee and the Carolinas) and
an Import/Export Directory for Latin America.

This could be your last chance to sell the
cream of the engineering crop.

.--------------------------------,
BELLSOUTH NATIONAL PUBLISHING
I
I
I
Please send me complete details on your new
I
I
Professional &rgineering Directory.
I
n
II
I

I

D I would like

ID

join NSPE.D I would like

ID

obtain a copy. D I am interested

advertising

I

I

I

NAME

TITLE

FIRM

PHONE!

I

II

1
1

II.

Think for a moment what you will miss if you fail to advertise II
in this directory-80,000 members of the NSPE in all five cate
gories of practice: private, industry, government, construction and
education. What's more, copies of this directory will also be sent to
40,000 specifiers of engineering products and services in such fields
as architecture, construction, transportation, communications,

P.O. Box19739, Atlanta, Georgia30325

I
I

PRODUCT OR SPECIALTY

I

ADDRESS

I l,;ITY
::;1ATt:
Zit'
48 I
~--------------------------------~

TOLL FREE: 1-800-222-1207
Inside Georgia, call
1-800-554-1169.

BELLSOUTH
NATIONAi. PUBUSHING

·~IJ~~·~Q:IPJiili.aol
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BOOKS RECEIVED

LANGUAGE. Chao c. Chien. New
York: Holt. Rinehart and
Winston. 1984; 312 pages. 17.8
by 23.5 cm. softcover. ISBN 0
03-070442-1. $18.45.
PROGRAMMING llPS AND TECH
NIQUES FOR THE APPLE II AND
llE. /ohn L. Campbell. Bowie.
MD: Robert J. Brady Co.. 1984;
416 pages. 17.8 by 23.5 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-89303-273-5.
$19 .95.

hardcover. ISBN 0-13-806837-2.
$26.95.

21. 3 by 28 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-13-854430-1. $24.95.

softcover. ISBN 0-88284-268-4.
$2.95.

SOLVING MATH PROBLEMS IN
BASIC. Thomas P Dence. Blue
Ridge Summit. PA: Tub Books.
1983; 400 pages. 13 by 21 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-8306-0164-3.
$15.50.

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT WITHOUT
PAIN: A USER'S GUIDE TO MODEL
ING ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS.
Paul T. Ward. New York: Your
don Press. I 984; 288 pages.
17.8 by 25.3 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-917072-40-5. $27.50.

UNIX FOR USERS. Chris Miller
and Roger Boyle. Boston. MA:
Blackwell Scientific Publications.
1984; 224 pages. I 5.5 by 23.3
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-632
01182-3. $12.95.

THE RS-232 SOLUTION. /oe
Campbell. Berkeley. CA: Sybex.
1984; 224 pages. 17.8 by 23
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89 588
140-3. $16.95.

STACS 84-SYMPOSIUM ON
lHEORETICAL ASPECTS OF COM·
PUTER SCIENCE. Paris. April
1984. M. Fontet and K.
Mehlhorn. eds. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science #65. New
York: Springer-Verlag. 1984; 344
pages. 16 .5 by 24.3 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-387-12920-0. $15.

SENSOR SELECTION GUIDE. 1984
Edition. Harry N. Norton. ed.
Lausanne. Switzerland: Elsevier
Sequoia. 1984; 186 pages. 21 by
29 .5 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-444
75024-X. $15 .

STRATEGIC DATA PROCESSING.
James W Cortada. Englewood
Cliffs. N /: Prentice-Hall. 1984;
224 pages. 18 by 24 cm. hard
cover. ISBN 0-13-851246-9.
$24.95.

SEQUENTIAL PROGRAM STRUC
TURES. lim Welsh. /ohn Elder.
and David Bustard. Englewood
Cliffs. NI: Prentice-Hall. 1984;
348 pages. 15. 5 by 23.8 cm.

STRUCTURED ANS COBOL
PROGRAMMING, 2nd ed .. William
M. Fuori and Stephen I
Gaughran. Englewood Cliffs. NI:
Prentice-Hall. 1984; 480 pages.

PRINTER BUFFER FOR PC

1,024K
Printer Buffer
for the IBM PC
and Compatibles

-- ---- .,,,,..
. ··c.
'">J'
I

I
I

l,

SPDOL-Z-Q BLUE is a TRUE HARDWARE
PRINTERBUFFER which plugs nto youc PC and
takes the wait out of printing. Spool-Z-Q Blue
doesn't take one single byte of memory away
from your pn:x;rams while at the same time
buffering l.(J to 1.024K characters [actually,

even more since SpOO-Z-Q Blue has full-time in
ternal space compression) of printing, depend
ing on how much memory is installed on the buf
fer. All sizes of Spool -Z-Q Blue are USER EX
PANDABLE to 1.024K (using 256K RAM

chipsjor 256K [using 64K RAM chips]. Exp"1·
sion consists of simply plugging 1n the chips,
Spool-Z-Q Blue is smart enough to determine
how many and what kind of chips are plugged
1n. Spool·Z-Q Blue appears to the operating
system as the standar'd parallel printer adapter
(may be strapped as LPT1. 2. or 31 so no soft

ware ··patches" or special boot disks are
necessary. Since Spool -Z-Q Blue has a com
pletely separate computer. you can even switch

operating systems. or reset t he PC [using the
Ctrl-Alt-Del keys} without losing characters

already
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Spool-Z-Q Blue

(RS-232] or parallel (standa1d IBM/Centmrncsj
printers. Serial protocols supported include

XON/XOFF. ETX/ACK, and ha1dwar<! handshak

ing. Serial Baud rates up to 19.2 Kbaud are
switch selectable.
An optional switch panel is available whlch allows
the Spool-Z-Q Blue to perform special functions.
such as Copy, Clear. Reset, Pause-on
Formfeed, Self-Test. etc.

There is nothing else like Spool-Z-Q Blue
available anywhere. but Spool·Z-Q Blue is
available from your dealer now! Suggested List
Prices start at $495 for a 64K buffer.
JVB Electronics also manufactures the Spool
Z-Q 100 buffer for S·100 computer systems.
and the Spool-Z-Q Standalone buffer for use
with all parallel printers.

See us at

~OrMl@l~~~f1Fall
November 14-18. 1984
Los Vegas Hiiton Hotel

· the buffer waiting to be printed.

Spool -Z-Q Blue may be used wit h either serial

•

'84

Booth H7131

1601 Fulton Avenue, Suite 10A
Sacramento. CA 95825
(916) 483-0709
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SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING FOR
SMALL COMPUTERS. Daniel H.
Marcellus. Englewood Cliffs. NI:
Prentice-Hall. 1984; 396 pages.
17.3 by 23.3 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-13-881656-5. $18.95.
TAKING OFF WITH BASIC ON THE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS HOME COM·
PUTER. Nancy Ralph Watson.
Bowie: MD: Robert/. Brady Co..
1984; 176 pages. 17.8 by 235
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89303
870-9. $12. 50.
lELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR THE
EXECUTIVE. Ronald R. Thomas.
Princeton. NI: Petrocelli Books.
1984; 144 pages. 16 by 24 cm.
hardcover. ISBN 0-89433-233-3.
$19.95
'THINGS lb Do WITH YOUR
COLECO ADAM COMPUTER. jerry
Willis. Merl Miller. and Cleborne
D. Maddux. New York: New
American Library. 1983; 192
pages. I0.5 by 17.8. softcover.
ISBN 0-451-13182-7. $3.95.
'IH INGS lb Do WITH YOUR IBM
PCJR COMPUTER. Jerry Willis.
Merl Miller. and Deborrah
Willis. New York: New American
Library. 1984; 224 pages. 10.8
by 17 .8 cm. softcover. ISBN 0
451-13183-5. $3.95.
1HE TKISOLVER BOOK. Milos
Konopasek and Sundaresan
/ayaraman. Berkeley. CA:
Osborne/McGraw-Hill. I 984; 464
pages. 16.3 by 23.3 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-88134-1J5-0.
$19.95.
TRS-80 MODEL IOO; A USER'S
GUIDE. Joseph Coleman. Blue
Ridge Summit. PA: lab Books.
1984; 160 pages. 19.5 by 23.3
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8303
1651-9. $15.50.
UNDERSTANDING THE MACINTOSH
COMPUTER. Rick Dayton. Reston.
VA: Reston Publishing. 1984;
224 pages. I 7.3 by 23.3 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-8 359-8054-5.
$18.95.
UNDERSTANDING SOFTWARE LAW.
/onathan D. Wallace. Sherman
Oaks. CA: Alfred Publishing Co..
1984; 48 pages. 10.8 by 28 cm.

Circle 232 on inquiry card.

USING & PROGRAMMING THE
VIC-20. Dennis Raney. Blue
Ridge Summit. PA: lab Books.
1984; 224 pages. 19.5 by 23.3
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8306
1702-7. $10.25.
USING BBC BASIC. p /. Cockerell.
New York: /ohn Wiley & Sons.
I 983; 392 pages. I 5 by 22.8
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-471
90242-X. $16.95.
USING CP/M ON YOUR KAYPRO
I0. The Human Connection.
Blue Ridge Summit. PA: Tab
Books. 1984; 128 pages. 18.8 by
23.3 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8306
1774-4. $19.50.
USING SMALL BUSINESS
COMPUTERS. D. G. Dologite.
Englewood Cliffs. NI: Prentice
Hall. I 984; 448 pages. 18.3 by
24.3 cm. hardcover. ISBN 0-13
940156-3. $23.95.
VISUAL DISPLAY TERMINALS. john
Bennett. Donald Case. Ion
Sandelin. and Michael Smith.
eds. Englewood Cliffs. NI:
Prentice-Hall. 1985; 304
pages. I 8. 3 by 24 cm. hard
cover. ISBN 0-13-942482-2.
$28.
WOPPLOT 83-PARALLEL PRO·
CESSING: LOGIC. ORGANIZATION.
AND TECHNOLOGY. Becker and I.
Eisele. eds. Lecture Notes in
Physics #I 96. New York:
Springer-Verlag. I 984; 200
pages. 16.5 by 24.3 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-387-12917-0.
$10
WORD PROCESSORS AND THE
WRITING PROCESS. AN ANNO·
TATED BIBLIOGRAPHY, Paula Reed
Nancarrow. Donald Ross. and
Lillian Bridwell. Westport. C1'
Greenwood Press. I 98 4; I 60
pages. 16 by 24 .3 cm. hard
cover. ISBN 0-313-23995-9.
$29 .95.
ZAPPERS. HAVING FUN PROGRAM·
MING AND PLAYING 23 GAMES
FOR THE T[-99/4A. Henry Mullish
and Dov Kruger. New York:
Simon & Schuster. I 984; 208
pages. 14 .8 by 21.5 cm. spiral
bound. [SBN 0-671-49862-2.
$9 95 . •

MicroAge francliisees Ernie Venta and Ela!Jne Kalman shown with an IBM Personal Computer.

Circle 268 on inquiry card.
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A 3M diskette can
make one read/write pass
on every track, every hour,
every day for 200 years and
still be in terrific shape.
Has 3M discovered the
floppy fountain of youth?
In a way, yes.
We discovered that if
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you want to make a floppy
that's certified 100%
error-free and guaranteed
for life, you have to make
every last bit of it yourself.
That's why we're the
only company that con
trols every aspect of the
manufacturing process.

We make our own
magnetic oxides. And the
binders that attach them
to the dimensionally
stable substrate. Which
we make ourselves from
liquid polyester. Which
we make ourselves.
We also test our

floppies. At least 327 ways.
And not just on exotic
lab equipment with per
fectly aligned. sootless
heads. But al~
equipment Ii
We even reje1
kette if its lal
is crooked.

Some companie:·
claim their floppies are as
good as ours. .
They should live so
)ng.
(\V"\" l " " " f- h ~V"\ ~ f-,...,,

· • Circle 402 on Inquiry card.

The Micromint Collection
Th e SC-OtA Speech Synthesizer is a completely self.
contained solid state device that phonet ically syn·
thesizes continuous speech of unlimited vocabulary .
SCOlA Quantity 1·99 .. _
... S32.
100+ . .
. .. S24.
1000+.
. call

All you need to build a Smar! Video Terminal equiva ·
lenl to the types advertised !or $1000 or mo~e is a
Term -Mite ST circuit board, scanned or parallel key·
ho:ird, video monitor and power supply.
· Uses brand new Nat'I Semi NS405 Terminal
Processor.
· 24 lines })y 80 charac1ers, 25 th reverse-video
slalUs.
· Upper & lowercase. line (block) graphics.
· Selectabl~ data rate, pari1y & display options.
Reverse video. half intensity, double hei~1ht &
widtfl, underline, blinking and /or blank character.
Separate sync or composite vid eo output. Self Test.

The ZS Basic
System Controller
is an updated version
of our popular BCC01. The price has been reduced
and features added . The entire com11uter is 4" by 4Y.."
and includes a ti ny BASIC interpreter, up to SK bytes
of RAM and EPA OM, one AS·232C serial port wit h
switchable baud rates and two parallel ports. BASIC
or machine language programming is accomplished
simply hy connecting a CR T terminal. Programs can
be transf err ed to 2732 EPROMs with an optio nal
EPROM programmer for auto start applications. Atldi
tional za peripheral boards include memory expan·
sion, serial and parallel 1/0, real lime clock, an A/O
Convener and an EPROM programmer.
· Uses ZilO!J ZS single chip microprocessor.
· Data and address buses available tor complete
peripheral expansion
·Can be batlery operated.
Cross assemblers fo r various compulers.
New
BCC11 Assembled & Tested . .
. S149 . Low Price

TERM -MITE ST Video Disp lay Terminal Board
llCC22 Assembled & Tested . •• , , •••• ... S284.
~CC23 Complete Kit.
. .. S244.

The Silicon Systems SSI 263 Speech Synthesizer
Chip is a third generation speech synthesizer chip
tha1 produces even more intell igible speech than
did olde r devices . Th e SSI 263 has improved into·
nation, inflection and fil1rat ion.
SSI 263 Quantity 1·9 . ••••• , •••• . _..S42. ea.
10-99 .............S34. ea.
100 . .
S30. ea.
The LIS' NER 1000 provides voice input capability
for yo ur computer. The unit fu nct ions in the same
manner as your keyboard.se rvi ng as a data entry
device for application programs or the normal op·
eration of the computer.
Tile LIS' NE A 1000 recognition system works
by analyzing human speech and extracting the
most important features. These impressions ol
word s are compacted into "templates" which
can be stored and later compmed to someone
talking to the recognit ion unit. The LIS ' NER
1000 supports a 6 4 word vocabulary in speaker
dependent, discrete utterance mode. The rec·
ognition accuracy is greater than 98%. Each
unit comes with a professional quality head·
band style electret microphone to assure accu ·
racy,sohware on diskette and a user's manual.
The APPLE II LIS' NE A board has provision lor an
SSI 263 phone tic speech synthesizer chip with text
to·speech alqorithm. This addition provides all the
leaturesdescribed for the Sweet Talker \I as well
as speech recognition.
APPLE 11 LIS' NER 1000 with SP1000
recognition/synthesis components only
VA01 Assembled & Tested . •••• .•• •••• .S189.
VR02 Complete Ki t. .. , ..• , ........ ,. S149.
APPLE 11 LIS ' NER 1000 with SP1000
recognition/synt llesis components and SSI 263
phoneme synthesizer chip with text to speech
algorithm.
VAOJ Assembled and Tested.
. . S259.
VR04 Comp lete Kit .................. S219.
COMMODORE 64 LIS ' NER 1000 with SP1000
recognition/synthesis co mponents

The Micromint is stocking thousands of SP1000
voice recogni ti on chips. Call us for a quote.

MICRO 0-CAM
OIGHAL TV CAMERA

Give your computer !he dimension of sight
·Interprets, enhances and stores images.
· 256 x 128 digital image sensor.
·Plug-in boards for the IBM -PC, APPLE II ore.
·Software includes utilities for auto exposure.
mu lti- level greyscale. screen dump and image
enhancement.
- Includes interface card. 4 foot extension cable
camera assembly, manual, and software on
diskette .
DCOl IBM PC Assembled & Tested . . ••. ,$2.99.
OC02 I BM PC Complete Kit. .... - . - ••• U\4.
OCOJ APPLE 11 Assem\Jled & Tested . •.• SU9.
OC04 APPLE II Complete Kit . ••• ,, •• • $26e.

~~:~ ~~~~~::dK~tT'.'.''.~ ,",' _'_' :::·:::: : .~:1::

As fc.·;1t1mHI on the cover of 8 YTE M;,g;uine. Also
fr..1tt m!d in Ciarcia 's Circuit Ce/Jar Novvmlier,
Deceml1er 1982 & JJm1c1rv 1983

Th e Comput er with a Split Personality
- Use it as an IBM PC look alike that directly boots
PC OOS '2.0 and accepts all expansion boards
designed for the IBM PC.
- Use ii as a powerful 8088 single board computer
for all your OEM a11plications. Just add serial ter·
minal, disk dri ve and power sup ply. Directly boots
CP/M·86 .
Buy the MPX-16 in the form Iha! best meets your
needs or budget. As a bare board, as a wave soldered
board that conlains all components less /Cs, as an
assembled and tested circuit board or as a complete
sys1em .
·Directly boots PC DOS 2.0 and CP/ M·S6.
· Most IBM PC sohware executes with no
modifications.
·! BM PC bus compati ble +9 expansion slots.
· Inte l S088 16- bit microprocessor.
· Optional Intel SOS7 math cocprocessor.
· 256K bytes on board memory.
· Up to one megabyte of system memory.
·Up to 64K bytes of system RPM / EPROM.
2 RS -232C Serial & 3 Parallel 1/0 ports.
· Disk controller for 511." or 8" drives.
· Sixt een level s of vectored interrupts.
MP X- 16 Circuit Board Assembled
w/64K RAM . ................... .Sl,200.
OEM 100 Quantity price . • , ..... .. ,, • ... 840.
MPX -16 Circuit Board Assembled
w/256K RAM ........... . ... . . . ... 1.400.
MP X-16 Semi-Kit (wave soldered ci rcuit
board w/all components) Less ICs. . . .• 595.
Complete Kit of 1Cs w/256K RAM . . . . .. 595.
MPX·16 Unpopulated (liare) PC Board .... 300.
CP/M-86 Operat ing System+ Manuals..
80.
MP X- 16 Switching Power Supply.
. .. 300.
MPX -1 6 Technical Reference Manual . .. ... 50.
MPX -16 Metal Enclosure with Fan ....... 225.
Tandon TM 100·2 Double Sided/Density
Drive.
.300.
IBM/PC Keyboard Interlac e Adapter . •••• 100.

Ship/Jing and hand/mg additional on MPX ·f6 orders.

ISM PC 1s

;i trademark of International Business
Machines Inc,
CP/ M-86 is a trademark of Dig ital Research Inc.
ZS is a trademark of Z1log Inc.

Circle 279 on inquiry card .

· Tra11slcr BASIC or Assembly language application
programs fro m RAM to 2716 or 2732 EPAOM.
· Comes with proyramming & utility routines on
EPROM.
· Requires ZS 1/0 Expansion Board for operation.
BCC07 Assembled & Tested . • , •••••• .. S145.

Analog to Digital Converter
· Uses Analog Devices 7581 IC, 8-channel 8-bit.
- Adds process control capab ilit y to the ZS sys1em
· Over 1,000 conversions per channel per second.
·Monitors 8 analog signals in one of two 10v Ranges.
BCC13 Assembled & Tested .... ••• ,, .. S140.

Serial Expansion Board
·Adds additional RS·232C and opto·isolated 20 ma.
current loop serial port to the Z8 System.
Runs al 75 to 19,200 baud in all protocols.
· Comes with iislinys of sample serial 1/0 rou tines.
BCCOB Assembled & Tested.
. .. S160.

SWEET TALKER 11, a 3rd generation speech
synthesizer, is based on the SSI 263. SWEET
TALK EA II directly drives a speaker to provide
music. sound effects and continuous speech ol
unlimited vocabulary at data rates as low as
50-7 0 bps.
· SSI 263-bascd Apple II compatib le speech
speech synthesis board
· Comes with text-to-speech algmithm on
disk mos 3.31
· App ropriate control inputs for mapping with
several buses
· On-board 1 watt amplifie r with volume control
· Measures 3" x 3~"
· Operates on i·5and+12v
ST22SWEET TALKER II Apple II compatible
speech synthesizer with tex t·to-speech algorithm
on disk......
. •••• .••.•. $104.

Tht Mia'omint So"'' flan;i~ fuuim1m1rr··1
K41lul'll11plbt1d and higher f11r1e1 ia11;"' v111ian of
the Pci•cn111d SX-70 Camera sonar ranging circui t
used in the original Polaroid U!trasonic Ranging
System Designer's Kit. There are similar performance
characteristics but !his unit requires far less sup·
port circuitry and interlace hardware.
The Tl ranging module can function between 4.5
and 6.8v. With a 5v supply, the ranging module
110 is TTL compatible and can be connected
directly to most computers with one input and
one outpul bil.
The Sonar Ranging Experi1nenter's Kit includes
one SN28S27 (anginu modu le , one Po la roid 50
KHz electrostatic transducer, ilnd user's manual
with data sheets.
TID1 Sona~ Ranging Experimenters Kit . .. S60.

Micro mint's lates1 300 Baud Modem Kit is crysta l
controlled, uses the Tl TMS99532 IC, contains
jusl 25 parts and requires no calibration or i!d·
juslments. Use with acoustic coupler or in direct
connect mode.
M004 Complete Kit as shown . • . . • . . • . . S60.
MOOS Translormer lor Direct Connect Mode S9.
ACO l Acoustic Coupler Kit . •• , ••• ,,., , S20.
From Allen Ashley
TRS·S OModel I, 111, Northstar 5'!." ....... 75.
CP/M 2.2 8" .... . .... .......... .. . . 150.

Five Slot Mother Board
· Ex11and your Z8 BASlC System with minimum
eflort.
· Con tain s live slots complete w/44 11in co nnectors .
MB02 Assembled & Tested . •••••••• .•. S69.

Triple Voltage Power Supplies
+5V@ 300 ma.+/· 12V@ 25 ma.
UPS01 Assembled & Tested .. ,..
. .. . S35.
UPS02 Complete Kit... ....
. .... 27 .
+5V@ 1 Amp. +12V@ .5Amp.· 12V@ 50 ma.
UPSOJ Assembled & Tested . ..
. . 60.
UPS04 Complete Kit . •••••••••••••• .... 50.

-

-

•

Microvox is a professional voice qua lit y text · to
speech synthesizer that is easily interfaced to
any computer, modem, AS-232C serial or parallel
output device and provides speech of unbelievable
clarily.
· Unl imited vocabulary.
· 64 prog rammable inflection levels.
· 6K text·to·speech algorithm.
·Full ASCII character set recognition and echo.
· AS232C and parallel input .
. 1000 Ctmacte r buller, 3000 optional.
·Adjustable baud rate s (75·9600).
· Spelling output mode.
· 7 oclavemusic and sound effects.
· On board audio amplilier & power supply.
· X-On/X-Olf handsha king.
MV01 Assembled with 1K buffer. . . . . S349.
MV02 Complete Kit with 1K buffer . . . S269.
Add S15.00 for JK buffer option.

MICROMINT INC. 561 Willow Avenue.
Cedarhurst. NY 11576
To Order: Call Toll Free 7-800-645-3479
For Information Call: 1-516-374-6793
Call: Monday-Friday, 9-5 PM
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WORDSTAR AS A
PROGRAMMING
TOOL
BY VINCENT ALFIERI

Put the power and flexibility of WordStar
to work when you program
MICROPRO'S WORDSTAR has its
faults. but for power and versatility in
a word processor you would be hard
pressed to find its equal. WordStar is
set up to handle any number of word
processing tasks. including the text
processing that programmers engage
in to put their hard-earned code into
a form for compiling.
Don't be too upset that WordStar
calls programs "nondocuments:· This
is merely its way of distinguishing
those files that aren't set up with stan
dard formatting-in this case. pro
grams-from those that require for
matting for a printout. such as letters
or articles. Nondocument files
(created and edited with the N com
mand from the opening/no-file menu)
are actually standard ASCII (American
Standard Code for Information Inter
change) files. while WordStar's normal
document mode (created and edited
with the D command) contains Word
Star's special use of the high-order bit.
Because inputting programs is a
function more akin to word process
ing than to the actual business of
writing code. programmers are well
advised to take advantage of some of

the tricks of the trade used by profes
sional word-processing operators to
save time. work. and frustration.
This article serves a double pur
pose: it suggests how to use several
word-processing tricks in program de
velopment. and it covers ways to get
around some of WordStar's quirks (for
example. what to do about space lim
itations and the iniquitous .BAK
IBACKUPI files). Even if you don't use
WordStar to write programs. you
might find the programming tools
presented here applicable on your
own word-processing or text-editing
setup.
KEY POSITIONS IN A FILE

Four commands that no professional
word processor should be without
allow the operator to move quicl<ly to
key places in the file. These com
mands move the cursor to (I) the

Vincent Alfieri. Ph.D. (4118 Lns Feliz Blvd ..
LDs Angeles. CA 9002 7). has recentl1,1 com
pleted a book. Mastering WordStar. on
practical applications for WordStar. He is a
software anal1,1st at the Universit1,1 of Southern
California.

beginning of the file. (2) the end of the
file. (3) the left side of the line. and (4)
the right side of the line.
Being able to skip over large chunks
of the file. especially to arrive at the
beginning of the file (to start check
ing it through. for example) and the
end of the file (to begin entering more
text). is crucial for saving time and
work. You do not want to crawl slowly
through an entire file of code with the
one-step cursor commands.
Similarly, going from one side of the
line to the next quickly by skipping
over the rest of the line is another way
to save time and work. You'd be sur
prised how often these commands
are used (some programming
language editors. such as Microsoft
BASIC. also provide these com
mands).
WordStar has these four quick com
mands. all invoked with the Control
0 prefix. They are Control-OR (cursor
to beginning of file). Control-QC (cur
sor to end of file). Control-OS (cursor
to left side of line). and Control-OD
(cursor to right side of line). (On the
IBM PC. Control-OR can be effected
(continued)
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You can save a great
deal of frustration with
the abandon edit
command.
with the FlO key and Control-QC with
the F9 key for most versions of
WordStar.)
Actually. both Control-QC and
Control-OD do something that is of
great significance. They take you to
the last entered character. either in the en
tire file or on the particular line. Thus.
you can get quickly to where you left
off by hitting the appropriate com
mand. For example. if you catch a
typo on the left side of the line. hit
Control-OS and then use the arrow
key to reach the mistake. correct it.
and then hit Control-OD to resume
typing at the last entered character on
the line.
·
MOVING AND DELETING
Don't forget the other cursor
movement commands when you wish
to locate specific words: Control-F will
take you to the first Jetter of the next
word on the line. while Control-A
takes you to the first Jetter of the pre
vious word ("!Flore" and "IAlft." as it

were). These two commands are most
effectively used with ControJ;r. which
deletes a word (including the spaces
after it up to the beginning of the next
word). or with two other useful
deleting options that are available:
Control-OY and Control-0-.
These latter commands allow you to
delete from the cursor position either to
the right side (Control-OY) or the left
side (Control-0-) of the line. (On the
IBM PC. the command Control-0- is
Control-0 Backspace.) The advantage
of these two commands is that they
don't eliminate the entire line: nor do
they remove the ending carriage
return. They are much safer than
Control-Y. which deletes the line and
everything on it (including the carriage
return).
A SECOND CHANCE
If you find. however. that you have ac
cidentally deleted a crucial line and
you've forgotten its exact contents. in
stead of pulling out your hair and
figuring the code out from the begin
ning. you can save a great deal of
frustration with WordStar's abandon
edit command. Provided you have
already saved a version of your file to
disk. this Jets you abandon the current
editing session and reinstate the file
as it was before you opened it. The

abandon edit command is Control
KO. It is a good way to give yourself
another chance.
THE TOP-DOWN APPROACH
You can apply your knowledge of pro
gramming structure and the top-down
method and use WordStar to help
you. For example. most programming
languages-such as C and Pascal-let
you create procedures and functions as
separate modules and then call them
up whenever they're needed in the
program.
Word processors have long known
the benefit of working with modular
units. especially when the memory
and storage limitations of the com
puter allow files of only a certain max
imum size. For procedures and func
tions. you can use WordStar to write
these parts of the program. each in
its own separate file. Then. whenever
you need to insert a procedure or
function into another program. use
WordStar's versatile read file com
mand Control-KR. which lets you copy
another file from the disk into the cur
rent file. Thus. you can set up an en
tire library of procedures and func
tions and call them up quickly when
ever needed.
Here's another little trick that many
(continued)

BYTEK® Computer Systems Corp.
4089 S Rogers Circle
Boca Raton FL .33431
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Distributor Inquiries Welcome

Circle 44 on inquiry card.

"Now when I
my broker listens."
DowJones htvestor's Wor~hop™ and the Apple®Ilc
Also Runs on the De and D Plus

The DowJones Investor's Work
shop™, developed especially for the
Apple Ile, helps you understand the
market and your portfolio, so you and
your broker can become a more
effective team.
The Investor's Workshop brings
you:
• The latest stock quotes (delayed
a minimum of 15 min.) and
business news from DowJones
News/Retrieval®, the leading
online infonnation service.
• Reports that show you exactly
what your portfolio is doing,
at the touch of a few keys.
• Charts* that give you a
clear picture of your stocks'
perfonnance, helping you
know when to buy and
when to sell.

The Investor's Workshop runs on
the Apple® Ile and II Plus, as well as the
Ile. It's so easy to use, you'll be creating
charts and reports moments after you're
up and running. With a suggested retail
price of $149 and full support from
our toll-free Customer Service hotline,
the Investor's Workshop is a value any
investor can appreciate.

Your broker will want to listen.
For a free brochure, call

1-800-345-8500
ext. 240
(Alaska, Hawaii and foreign call
1-215-789-7008 ext. 240)

DowJones
Software'"

1------------------------------1
I
I
send this coupon to: Ms. Lynn filippone. Dow Jones & Co.. Inc.,

I
1

I
1

~me

1

•Tue chart in this ad (and, irx:idcndy, in most
Apple adsforthe lie) is a Price and Volume bar
chart thatshow.ithe performance of the DowJones
A\·crageovera six-month period. You can also
construct Moving Averages and '[}'end Lines.

Circle 140 on inquiry card.

l~O.

!lox .\00. l'rinceton. N.j. 08540.

I
I

I
I

1 Address

1

1

1

Dow Jones Ne\\>/Retrieval is a ,.gisiered uademark
of DowJones& C.O., Inc. Dowjonesln\'estor's

I City
State
Zip
I Workshop~atrademarkofllow)on<~&Co.,lnc.
I Apple and the Apple logo are regisiered trademarks
I
I of Apple ~uter, Inc.
II Phone Number( s)
I O:Jpynght
. !l 1984 DowJones& Company, Inc. All
B-11
______________________________ _I Rights Reserved

I
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Of course,

DOCU-POWER!™
POWER!™ saves will make your
your Bad Disk. WordStar™
SHINE!

APPLICATION NOTE

NOW! WiNDOWS FOR IBM!

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
TO DO, BUT WERE AFRAID TO TRY

CREATE NEW TEXT
WITHOUT RETYPING.

Unlike some utility programs that are a headache
to use, POWER! is engineered to spoil you with 55
features, simple and uniform commands, and utter
simplicity of use. POWER! automatically alpha
betizes and numbers your files. You select by the
number and never type file names again. Need to
[COPY), [RENAME), [ERASE), or [RUN] programs? Just
type in their menu number! POWER! also locks
out your disk's bad sectors [TEST] without destroy
ing files-a critical difference from other utilities
that search and destroy, without informing you
what they've done, leaving you to wonder why
your programs won't run. (And POWER! still has
50 commands to go!)

DOCU-POWER! turns your existing text
files into a database. Now you can create new
documents from parts of old files by simply
picking sections from the DOCU-POWER!
master index. You never have to retype the
same words again.

POWER! ONE PROGRAM DOES IT ALL!
You may own a few utility programs for your com
puter housekeeping, each with its own commands
to memorize. POWER! has all the programs rolled
into one 16K integrated package, so you do things
you've never tried before-every day. Save sen
sitive data from prying eyes with [PASS] word pro
tect, move a block of memory [MOVE), look for data
[SEARCH] or compare files [CHECK]. POWER! also
makes easy work of patching, [DISPLAY /SUBSTITUTE),
customizing software [LOAD/SAVEi. Among the
other commands are [SIZE). [STAT) [LOG), [DUMP),
[TYPE), [JUMP), [FILL), [SETI, and the CP/M version
lets you restore erased files-even when you don't
remember the filename-at a flick of the POWER!
[RECLAIM) command. (Still 31 commands to go!)

POWER! NOW FOR IBM's PC-DOS
AS WELL AS CPIM
I

We first developed POWER! for CP/M two years
ago, and a stack of testimonials from FORD to
XEROX testify to its excellence. For IBM-PC'"
users, special features like managing sub-direc
tories, [CHANGE), and a separate creation of up to
8 simultaneous, on-screen [WINDOWS) have been
added.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE AND
A JO DAY TRJAL
POWER! has the Seal of Approval from the Pro
fessional Software Programmers Association, and
you, too, must be happy with POWER! -or your
money back! Foronly $169 you can now really be in
control of your computer. Call Computing! at (415)
567-1634, or your local dealer. For IBM-PC or any
CP/M machine. Please specify disk format.

TO ORDER CALL 800 TOLLFREE
IBM am/ IBM-PC are registered trademarks of
International Busiuess Machines Corporation.
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DOCU-POWER! WORKS WITH
ANY WORD PROCESSOR.
At your leisure, you set up your library files,
and then give a DOCU-POWER! mark to any
section, paragraph, or even groups of pages
you think you may want to use again. DOCU
POWER! automatically indexes them for
you, and, at the same time, extracts a com
ment description from your text-up to 40
characters long.

NOW YOU CAN WRITE BY NUMBER.
To create your new text, simply scr;;jj
through your DOCU-POWER! index-you
have instant window preview into any text
and pick the appropriate numbers. Now you
can walk away, free to work on something
else. DOCU-POWER! pulls together all the
pieces of text, and gets it ready for printing
or further editing with your own word
processor.

MONEY.BACK GUARANTEE AND
A JO DAY TRJAL
DOCU-POWER! is available by mail or
through your software dealer - for only
$149. To order, call our SIU Toll Free num
ber. For more information, call Computing!
at 415-567-1634. For IBM-PC or·any CP/M
machine. Please specify disk format.

COMPUTINGI
The company that earns
its e11clomotion point.

25191' Greenwich.
San Francisco, CA 9412J

TOLLWFREE

800-428-7825 Ext. 96F
In CA: 800-428-7824 Ext. 96F
WordStar is a trademark of Mit:roPro.

Circle 91 on inquiry card.

1

people don't know. You can even have
your procedure and function files on
other disks. When you need one.
merely hit Control-KR. then wait for
the program drive (A) to stop rotating.
Remove the program disk from the A
drive. insert the library disk. type the
desired filename with the "A:" prefix.
and hit the carriage return. Then.
when the file is copied into your cur
rent work file on the B drive and
before you do anything else. replace
the WordStar program disk in the A
drive. This trick provides a great deal
of copying flexibility between files. It
lets you bypass exiting WordStar and
entering the operating system or hav
ing to keep all available library files on
the same disk. And anyone with
single-density systems knows how
hard that can be.
GOING THE OPPOSITE WAY

Just as you can use Control-KR to call
up separate modular files that contain
procedures and functions. you can
also move parts of files in the op
posite direction with WordStar. For in
stance. after developing a procedure
or function in a program. you decide
to add it to the library. Merely block
it out (with Control-KB to begin the
block and Control-KK to end the
block IF7 and F8. respectively. on the
IBM PCI) and write it to another file
with Control-KW Make sure that the
file with the written-to text block has
a new filename (otherwise. WordStar
will ask if you wish to overwrite the
existing file).
And don't forget that you can then
delete the same block from the cur
rent file after writing it to its own
separate file (with Control-KY). move
it around in the current file (with
Control-KV). or even copy it again in
the current file (with Control-KC).
These block maneuvers can save a
great deal of programming time. espe
cially after you've gotten your pro
gram structure totally organized.
KEEP FILES SMALL

A major problem with using WordStar
is its strange habit of keeping a
backup file every time you edit an
(continued)

Circle 67 on inquiry card.

Circle 44 3 on inquiry card.

mEuf'l·BYTES FCJA

m~LACJ·BlJ[]uETS

eHpand yaur syslern ... shrinH yaur cast
Why pay more for top quality products when our prices are
consistently among the lowest anywhere?
We invite you to compare prices, then call us.

MISC. PERIPHERALS
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200B (IBM-PC) ........ . .. . ....... .$399.50
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200 (RS-232) . .... . ..• ... ......... . 489.50
HAYES CHRONOGRAPH .... . . .... .. .......... ... .......... . 189.50
ROLAND DG XY800 6 PEN PLOTTER ....... .... .. .......... . 799.50
BAUSCH&LOMB DMP-29 PLOTTER ... .. ....... . . . .. . ..... . 1885.00
PENCEPT PEN PAD 320 . . .. .. . ... .. .. .......... . ........... . 900.00
PRINCETON GRAPHICS SYSTEMS HX-12 ....... .. ... . ... . .. .. . Call

INTEGRAT
you want!
What
Uke!
'
What you
dY own.
voU Alrea
What .

EPSON PRINTERS
MX-100 . . . . . ... .. ... . . .$475.00
FX-80 ........ . ......... .489.00
FX-100 ..... ... . ........ . 689.00

RX-80 . . . . .. . .... .. .... .$309.00
RX-80 FfT ... .. ......... . 375.00
L0-1500 ............... . 1135.00

DYSAN DISKETTES !Box of 101

3740/1 8" SSSD . . . . .... . .$32.39
3740/10 8" SSDD .... ..... 40.19
3740/2 8" DSSD . .. . . .... .. 40. 19
3740/2D 8" DSDD ......... 46.89

104/1 51/4'' SSSD ........ .$31.20
104/lD 51/4' SSDD.. .. ..... 32.98
104/2D 51/4' DSDD . .. ..... 38.99

GREAT LAKES (PEGASUS) HARD DISK SYSTEMS
10 MEGABYTE INTERNAL ........... . . . ............ . ... $1149.00
10 MEGABYTE EXTERNAL . . ........ .. ..... .. ... ........ . 1295.00
23 MEGABYTE EXTERNAL ......... .. ............ .. ..... . 1895.00
40 MEGABYTE EXTERNAL ..... .. .... ................... .2449.00
65 MEGABYTE EXTERNAL . . ... . . ... .. . .. . . •... . • . ...... .3249.00
140 MEGABYTE EXTERNAL .. . ... .. ....... .... . . . . . .... . . .4995.00
TAPE DRIVE 23 MEGABYTE INTERNAL. ........... . . ... .. .. . 950.00
TP.PE DRIVE 23 MEGABYTE STAND ALONE ............... . 1249.00

COMMERCIAL BUSINESS SYSTEMS
2858 S. ROBERTSON BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CA 90034
INFORMA T!ON
(213) 559-0596
1 Phone orders accepted on Visa and MC only. CA residents add 61/1% sales tax. No COD.
Actual shipping and handling charge added to all orders. Prepaid orders as follows: M.0.
or cashier's check-merchandise shipped upon receipt. Personal checks must clear before
shipping. 20% restocking fee. Prices and availability subject to change. $100 min. order.

.

<<MEMORYfSHIFf>>
If you. own an IBM™PC or compatible
using IBM™PC DOS or MS-DOS™,
<<MEMORYf SHIFT>> can give you
the capability of making your own
integrated package of compatible
software_.. plus.•.
• two monitor capability
• up to 9 program partitions
• abil',ty to transfer data quickly
• raP,id witching between programs
It costs oltY $99 to be SELECTIVE
at leading computer stores.
Designed for most versions of IBM ™Pc DOS and MS-Dos™ by

North American Business Systems, Inc.
642 Office Parkway

St. Louis, Missouri

(314) 432·6106

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
MS·DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation

Meet The Controllers.
Power Control™ protects computer
circuitry and data stored in memory
against the damage voltage spikes can
cause.

Eliminates reaching
over, behind and
around devices to
turn them on or off

Master
switch turns
computer
and all

periphera
on or off at
same time_

Less than

2" high.

16" width, 10" depth
allows placement under
terminal for
fingertip control.

P.'''''''''''''',
l~;~~h!~~~/~~~?fir·

s

S2t'P~~~~sc~~t~o11: $69.95*

~

mail to:
"1 3101 Whipple Rd., #25 , Union City, CA 94587
~ •Calif. Residents add applicable sales tax.

~O

ii
ii

Power Control 2: $89.95*

Additivnal switches
ii 10 amp circuit breake1: RFI noise
give individual
~
filtering. I EC power comzect01:
control over
§
D
Power Control 3: $129.95*
peripherals.
~
Cross suppressio,n between a/l 4 outlets.

lilii1'

ii
ii
~

ii

ll/1111mzated switches. 3-stage RFIf1/te1:
,.
Check for$
enclosed-S
~ D VISA D MasterCard

sS

~D

Organizes
power wires.
4 cords in1 cord out.

©Relax Technology. The company that worlls so you can relax and get down to business.
Circle 3 5 7 on inquiry card.

Contains a master switch (to turn your
computer, terminal, printer, a modem or
a lamp on or off at the same time) and
three additional switches to turn
peripherals on or off in any order.

Puts on/off control of your computer,
terminal, printer, and more at your
finge1tips in a slim panel unit sized to fit
undemeath your computer terminal.

~ uron

5~ Name

Exp. Date

Bank#

~ Address

§City
l i 1 Signature

St. _

Zip _ _

S
S:
'I5

~

~'''''''''''''''"'
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Strange as it seems. you
can get more pages on a
disk with many small files
than with one large file.
existing file. This means. in effect. that
you must maintain a great deal of disk
space for the necessary backup files.
Once again. anyone who has a single
density system knows what can hap
pen if you are not careful about disk
space: WordStar will refuse to save a
file that is too large. and you're stuck.
When doing word processing and
when inputting large programs with
WordStar. I have found it a good idea
to divide them into smaller files. no
matter how large the eventual size of
the document or program is. One ob
vious advantage of this method is that
you don't run the risk of losing as

much work in a 5-page file as you
would in a 20-page file. should Mr.
Murphy be lurking around (which is
usually the case).
The other important advantage to
this method is that small files in turn
create small backup files. and
strange as it may seem-you can ac
tually get more pages on a disk with
many small files than with one large
file. Think about it: a small file needs
only. at any one moment. a small
amount of disk space for its backup.
Try it it works.
Here's another useful tip: distinguish
related files with the file extension. By
this. I mean labeling files like "P. l :·
"P.2;· "PJ:' instead of "Pl.'' "P2;· "P3."
The reason for this is that WordStar
will create a backup file only once. no
matter how many "P" files there are.
because the ".BAK" is a file extension.
Thus. when you edit "P. l ." WordStar
will create a backup file called

BARGAIN PRICES

BARGAIN PRICES

"P.BAK." When you then edit "P.2,''
WordStar will create another backup
file called "P.BAK" to replace the first
backup file. and so on. You therefore
need to have at the most only one small
backup file on a disk for all these dif
ferent modular files. Of course. this
means that you should be even more
careful than usual to keep separate
backup copies of your files.

How

TO CONCATENATE

Sometimes it is necessary to use the
operating system when working with
WordStar. especially when you have
large programs and limited disk
space.
I recently agreed to type the entire
FIG-FORTH code on my trusty, but
limited. Osborne I. As it turned out.
the entire listing took up slightly more
than 60K bytes on the disk. It would
have been impossible to have it in one
(continued)
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Computer Software Technology, Inc. of Sunnyvale, makes computer communication easy, simple and error free by introducing"SVST ALK"
Software available for IBM PC/XT and compatibles, Compu Pro, Kay Pro, etc.
$ 99.99
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE through 12/15/84 . , .. .. . . (SAVE $100) . . . • . . .
RETAIL PRICE • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . • . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$199.99
For "SYSTALK" contact your dealer/distributor or CST direct. Distributor/Dealer/International inquiries welcome .

SYSTEMS
IBM-PC 64K/2 Drives
Controller Card
IBM-XT
Televideo PC 1605
(2 Drives. Monitor, & Graphic

$1990
$3799
$2150
card)

SOFTWARE
Symphony
Lotus 123
dBase Ill
dBase II
Wordstar Propak
Multimate

Microfim R-Base 4000
Think Tank
EZ Writer II System
SYSTALK
HOURS:

$465
295
415
295
315
270
315
125
259
99.99

MON . - FRI. BAM - 7PM

CST

MS Multitool with Mouse
MS Pascal compiler
MS C compiler
Accounting Pkge
MS Mulliplan
Knowledge Man
Harvard Project Mgr.
Micro Soll Project
Micro Soll Chari
Super Cale Ill
Pro key
Data Base Manager 11
Apple-IBM Connection

HARDWARE
TANDON TM 100-2
CDC Drive OS/DD
AST Sixpak plus
with 64/K

510

AST Mega plus 11
with 64K
Hercules Graphic Card
Hercules Color Card
Hayes 1200 B Modem
Hayes 12000 Modem
STB Color Graphic Card
Ouadboard II w/64K
Quadboard w/OK
64K Ram Chips set
TEAC 112 height
Panasonic 1/ 2 height
Everex Graphic Edge

491 Macara Ave. #1008
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Parallel Printer Cable

275
335
199
430
490
369
290
279
45
163
160
445

MONITORS/PRINTERS
$195
219
260

Epson L01500 with Parallel
Interface Card

Epson FX-80
Epson F X-100

SAT. 10AM - 4PM

For inquiries and technical support (408) 720-8908
NOTE:

315
235
335
CALL
139
350
295
199
199
235
89
219
49

Okidata 92P
Okidata93P
Dynax DX-15 (LO)
Taxan RGB Super Hi-Res
IBM
Taxan Hi-Res Amber

475
169

Princeton Graphic RGB
(Hi-Res)

480

HARD DISKS
Everex 1/2ht 10MB
internal with card

$975

Cogito 1/2ht 10MB
internal with card

$1325
479
685

27
445
699
455

Data Mac 10 MB external with
card. Power Supply
Tall Grass 12 MB HD and Tape

950
999
2850

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

llll ::::

VISA/MASTERCARD/COD/COMPANY P.O.'s Add 3%
For orders only (800) 982-8899 (Calif. only)
(800) 325-3487 (Outside Calif.)

We will give you additional discount of 2% not to exceed $200.00 on all items if your purchase includes SYST ALK
This offer expires 12/15/84.
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BUY ANYI.C.
AND
GET ONE FREE
Special offer: Buy any I.C. and get a free certificate
worth up to $10.00 off your next order. Now that's a great w~y
to get guaranteed I.C.'s at wholesale prices, plus a free part! ·
Guaranteed parts-every part
guaranteed for 60 days-and pre
tested before shipment.

Visit our retail store:
The Computer Parts Merchant, Inc.
17777 Main Street, Suite D : ·
Irvine, CA 92714

Guaranteed fast-same day
shipping.

Terms: minimum order $10. For
shipping and handling, inch~P.e
$2.50 UPS Ground, or $3.50 for
UPS Air. California residents
must include 6% sales tax. All
prices are subject to change with
.out notice. We are not responsfgle
for typographical errors. All mer
chandise subject to prior sale: :·.

Guaranteed low prices.
Guaranteed satisfaction or pur
chase price cheerfully refunded.
How to order.
Call toll free. We accept Visa,
Mastercard or American Express.
Or we can ship UPS C.O.D.
National 800-235-4900
California 800-238-4900
Local Orange County
(714) 474-1033.

A few samples from our million
part inventory:
74LSXX
74L500
74L502
74L504
74L508
74L510
74LS11
74L512
74L514
74L520
74L521
74L530
74L532
74L537
74L538
74LS40
74L542
74L551
74L554
74LS63
74LS74

5 .38
38
40
.40
40
40
36
.76
.38
38
38
.50
40
40
.38
66
.36
.38
1 50
.55

74L583
5 .87
46
74L586
74L591
.75
74L593
66
74L5107
46
74L5109
46
74L5112
50
74L5122
.53
74L5124
2.90
74L5132
91
74L5137
.99
74L5138
.87
74L5147
2.75
74L5151
.66
74L5153
69
74L5157
65
74L5158
.65
74L5161
.75
74LS166
1.95
74LS169
1.75
Partial List

74L5170
74L5191
74L5221
74L5240
74L5241
74L5242
74L5243
74L5244
74L5245
74L5251
74L5257
74L5258
74L5266
74L5273
74L5373
74L5374
74L5377
74LS640
74LS669
74LS670

5, 8, 12 AND 15 VOLT
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Call for Prices

Circle 461 on inquiry card.

51 49
.99
1 30
1.60
1.30
130
1.30
1.49
1.49
.75
.75
.75
.79
1.69
1.49
1.49
149
3.49
1.99
2.99

CPM

The Computer
Parts Merchant1 Inc.

74SXX
74500
74502
74504
74508
74510
74511
74520
74522
74530
74532
74537
74538
74574
74586
745112
745113
745124
745132
745138
745139
745140

Search service. Ifwe don't have
the I.C. you need in stock, we can
find it for you. (There is a $25 min
imum charge for I.C.'s fo].li°id
through a search.)
:·
A few samples from our million
part inventory:
::

5 45
745151
49
745153
49
745157
49
745161
45
745169
49
745174
49
745181
45
745194
745197
35
.59
745240
.89
745241
745244
.99
745251
89
.95
745253
745257
1.19
1.19
745260
2.99
745273
1.59
745287
97
745373
.97
745374
.77
745570
Call for othe1s

LINEAR DEVICES
5 97
97
.97
187
3.99
.99
4 39
1 99
1 79
2.20
240
2.20
95
95
95
79
245
2.29
3.39
3.39
3.50

DYNAMIC RAMS
TMS4027 S l 99
4116
MM5280
1.95
2118
TMS4060
4164
1.95
UP0411
1 95
TMS4416
MK4108
1.95
41256
Ca lll or more

51.49
4.95
5 95
9 95
Call

LM301
LM307
LM309H
LM312
LM318
LM324
LM350
LM380
LM393
NE555
NE556

7400
7401
7402
7404
7406
7407
7408
7410
7411
7420
7421
7427
7430
7432
7438
7442

5 47
.57
1.95
1.75
1 49
79
4.95
.89
1.29
.57

NE570
LM709
LM723
LM741
LM747
LM748
LM1458
LM2900
LM3900
MC4024
MC4044
.77
Call !tr others

5 35
.35
39
39
89
89
41
35
.39

35
19
45
35
35
49
59

53 95
.59
.59
49
69
.59
59
.85
79
3.95
4.50

74XX
7451
s .39

7473
.54 '
7474
.69
7489
3.40
7498
47
7492
69
74107
.39
74109
59
74123
.69
74125
.69
74132
59
74147
1.75
74151
79
74153
.79
74154
1.25
74157
.79
Diner s on shelf

STATIC
RAMS
2101
51.95
2114
150
2147
4.95
TM54044
4.59
TMM2016
4.59
HM6116
4.75
TM54016
6.95
HM6264
39 .95
Others on shelf

74160
74161
74163
74164
74166
74174
74181
74 191
74193
74194
74221
74273
74366
74367
74393

89
89
.89
.99
150
.99
2.39
115
.99
.99
135
1.95
.99
.99
1.35

CMOS
4001
4002
4008
4010
4011
4012
4020
4021
4022
4030
4034
4040
4041
4050
4069
4071
4082
4093
4502
4512
4522
4532
4556
4585

5 .35
74COO
35
74C02
74C04
95
.57
74C08
.37
74C10
.37
74C20
74C30
87
.95
74C73
74C74
.87
.57
74C86
195
74C90
.97
74C93
.97
74C151
74C157
47
.35
74C161
.35
74C173
74C174
35
.67
74C192
74C193
.95
.97
74C373
1 25
74C374
1 95
74C906
.99
74C912
.99
74C921
Many more. Call.

5 49
47
47
47
47
.49
49
87
79
59
1.19
1 75

225

U5
1 79
79
1 19
149
149
2.45
245
' .95
8.95
15.95

MEMORY EPROMS •.
2708
2716
2732

53.95
3.95
4.95

2764
27128

: :: ~6. 95
:· ~4 .95

,,.

More available
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Serious Software For The C Programmer From Lifeboat.TM
Lattice® C Compiler: The serious software developer's first choice.
Selected for use by IBM,® Texas Instruments, Wang,® MicroPro,® Ashton-Tate/"'
IUS/Sorcim,® Microsoft® and Lotus'"' to name a few of the many. Why?
Lattice C is clearly the finest 16 bit C compiler available today.
-Renowned for speed and code quality.
-Fully compatible with the C standards set forth by Kernighan and Ritchie.
-Four memory model options offer you unsurpassed control and versatility.
-Superior quality documentation.
-Now includes automatic sensing and use of the 8087 chip.
-Widest selection of supporting add-on packages.
Halo™: A g~aphics development package rapidly emerging as the induslry standard.
-140 graphics commands including plot, line, arc, box circle and ellipse primitives,
bar and pie charts; pattern fill and dithering commands.
-New: multiple viewports and "stroke text" for angling, scaling and filling text.
C Food Smorgasbord"': This beautifully written collection of C functions is a valuable time save1:
-Library includes a binary coded decimal arithmetic package, level 0 110 functions,
a terminal independence package, IBM PC ROM BIOS access functions and much more.
Pmatl"': The premier editor for the programming professional.
Pmate is a full screen editor with its own powerful macro command language:
-Perform on screen row and column arithmetic, alphabetize lists,
translate code from one language to another, call up other macros.
-Customize Pmate almost any way you like.
-Contains 10 auxiliary buffers for storage of macros, text, subroutines.
-An "undo" feature allows the programmer to retrieve whole series of deleted items.
Additional C Tools
Panel,.,: Screen formatter and data entry aid.
Available From Lifeboat: Lattice Windows TM: Wmdowing utility; create "Virtual Screens?'

I

Plink-86"': The popular linker; includes extensive overlay capabilities.
Pfix86rn: Dynamic debugging utility.
Pfix86 Plus™: Symbolic debugger with capacity to debug overlays.
Btrieve™: Database record access/retrieval library.
Phact: Multikeyed ISAM C-Function library.
Fabs: Fast access B-tree database function library.
Autosort: Fast sort/merge utility.
ES/P: 'C' program entry with automatic syntax checking and formatting.
Greenleaf Functions"': Library of over 200 popular C functions.
And much more.

YES! ~e ;;;;;-;e t~st 'FREE LifeboatT~log ofCpr• .
Company
Business
Name
Wrie---~-----1Nam~
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
· Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

I
I

© 19H4 INTERSOn CORPORATION

Circle 244 on inquiry card.

City
State
ip_ _ _ __
Please check the category where Lifeboat can best help you:
D Softwar.e development D Corporate
D Education
. D Dealer/distributor
D Government D Other_ _ _ _ __
Call Direct: 1-800-847-7078 (In NY State: 212-860-0300)
Return coupon to: Lifeboat AssociateSTM
1651 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10128.
B111
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Circle 4 58 on inquiry card.

APPLICATION NOTE

C the world
from the Lattice perspective.
As a program designer, you know that It's
essential to establish the right perspective.
If you've chosen the C language perspective,
then why not join the many professionals
who use the Lattice family of C compilers
and associated tool kits?
Our compilers provide the complete C
language and the portable UNIX function
library across a broad range, Including MS·
DOS, PC-DOS, CP/M-86, CP/M-80, and a
varlety of 68000 env.ironments. Our cross
compilers operate on VAX/VMS, IBM/MVS,
and ail UNIX systems.
More than three dozen tool kits are available
from us and other vendors, providing
capabilities such as graphics, databases, CRT
forms entry, and window management. No
more need to re-invent the wheel for each
applicationl
Contact us to learn more about the Lattice
perspective on C program development.

LATTICE®

P.O. Box 3072
Glen Ellyn, IL 60138
312/858-7950
lWX 910-291-2190

SWIRE LSl's PRODUCTS

file. because if I had to edit the file (as
is always the case). I couldn't have
saved my corrections because there
would not have been enough space
on the disk for the backup file.
Instead. I broke up the entire job
into four separate files that all fit on
the same disk because each was a
workable size. I named the four
modules "F.I ." " F.2:' " F.3 :· and "F.4: ·
with only one small backup file on the
disk at any time.
Then. after I had corrected each
module file. using CP/M's powerful PIP
feature. I copied the four files into a
single file named "FORTH" on the
other drive. I did this by concatenating
the four files during the copying
operation. The command looked like
this (after invoking PIP):

* b:forth =a :f.l lvl.f.2.f .3.f .4 <CR>
where the four files were on the A
drive and the new. composite file was
to be created on the B drive. Note the
placement of PIP's verify parameter
(lvl) after the first filename. With an
IBM PC running Microsoft's MS-DOS.
the command line would be
copy a:f.I + f.2+ f. 3+f.4
b:forth/v <CR>

IC Supply

Gate Arra y

Thermal Printer(OEM).

Robot Eye Unit

Floppy Disk Drive(OEM)

Thermal Printer

Our PReDUCTS & ACTlVITIES/
IC Supply/Gate Array Design/FOO for APPLE II*
High Resolusion CRT/Wire Dot Printer/Daisy Wheel Printer
We will also market your products in Japan.
Telecom/Image processing Div.

~

SWIRE LSI LIMITED

IS i

¥E ~~~;2"3co~~·1~h!(L~~j~~2ii; ~X~ ,~~~j3~J~~:S
1

0

• APPLE II is a trademark ot APPLE comovter co1porat1on.
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A trick is involved with concatena
tion. however. Make sure that the last
line in each separate file is a blank
line. In other words. whatever the last
program line in the file. make sure that
you have hit the Carriage Return key
and brought the cu rsor down to the
next blank line. This prevents the first
line of one file from joining with the
last line of the previous file during the
concatenation process.
After concatenating the four files
with PIP. I was ready to assemble it
in the normal fashion. And I could go
back to make corrections in the
module files. reconcatenate them into
one file. and reassemble them .
WATCHING YOUR PROGRAM
PASS BY

Most word-processing programs. in
cluding WordStar. let you scroll
through a file slowly to check it for ob·
vious errors. In WordStar. you can
(continued )

Circle 38 7 on inquir y card.

Circle 2 21 on inquiry card

Circle 12 3 on inquiry card

TEXT·TO·SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

-----

·-····----·.
FREE SHIPPING

/#TEJ(_~ TALKER'"

1

'-----:i
Pt. I\ t:W

. 16K Vocabulaiy Module
Now Avallable.

~IPt.NUPt.lt'U

/N PROFESSIONAL VOICE QUALITY
The new INTEX-TALKER features unlimited vocabulary, automatic
inflection control and has an unmatched pronounciation accuracy. An
optional, new 16K vocabulary module and the built-in text-to-phoneme
algorithm enable the INTEX-T ALKER to pronounce the 5000 most
commonly used words with approx. 100 percent accuracy. INTEX
TALKER can speak or spell any ASCII text-including punctuation. Other
available options are an 8 K byte user programmable memory and a 2.7
K character buffer for text storage or down loading user programs.
Additional features include:
• 64 inflection levels
• 6502 Microprocessor
!automatic or manual control)
• Completely self-contained
• RS232C and Parallel connectors
!requires no overhead)
• Built-in speaker option
• Spelling and phoneme access modes
•Available at board level
• Mjustable baud rates 175-9600)
• 5 octaves of music
!Standard or CMOS version

!I

~
• 5~· ·

17!!
2J!!
27 59
JJ
• 8"•
215
26(
Jr

- side

Uysan maxe11

VJ

• 51"
~.

22!:!!

I-side
quad .

s-side
d-den.
d-side J05~
d-den.
s-side
quad
d-side 45~
quad

-side
i-den.
i-Side
I-den.
I-side
I-den.

s-side
s-den.
s-side
d-den.
d-side
d-den.

~den.

- side
I-den.
.-side
~uad

345:!

• 8'·

2s~

30~
34~

~~ CAU
• 51°'·

199_5
259_5
289_5
369_5
• 8" •
Jl9_5

s-side
d-den.
d-Sjde
d-den.
s-side
quad
d-side
quad

s-side
d-den.
'-side 34~
-den.

•

.5~i5atciiife

189..:"
249Ji
30 9Ji
399_5
•8" Datafile
24Tii
2G9Jl
319_?
s-side
d-den.
d-side
d-den.
s-side
quad
a-side
quad

s-side
s-den.
s-side
d-den.
d-side
d-den.

Kits. . .... 5 ~
Refills . .. 9 ~

For More Information
Write or call us at 1313) 540 -7601 to order, request our product
brochure or to discuss your requirements. Prices start at S295.
jplus shipping)

d n::al in:a rc:. ? !;Cf..

1l tt~iOI(
~ttttec

lntex M icro Systems Corporation
725 S. Adams Rd. - Suire L-8

Birmingham. Mrchigan 48011

..

·· ·---'o""e::.:1.:.;;iv""e""ry....._,O;.;.n;.;..ly
....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____;··

a message to
our subscribers
From time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list
available to other companies who wish to send our
subscribers material about their products. We take great
care to screen these companies, choosing only those
who are reputable, and whose products, services, or
information we feel would be of interest to you Direct
mail is an efficient medium for presenting the latest
personal computer goods and services to our
subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use
of our mailing list. and look forward to finding
information of interest to them in the mail. Used are
our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other
information we may have is ever given).
While we believe the distribution of this information
is of benefit to our subscribers. we firmly respect the
wishes of any subscriber who does not want to receive
such promotional literature. Should you wish to restrict
the use of your name, simply send your request to the
following address.
BYTE Publications Inc.
Attn: Circulation Department
70 Main St., Peterborough, NH 03458

.~
~:r

Industries, Inc.
Circle 446 o n inquiry card.

Call toll-free 1-800-325-9056
Ask for Department D
44 East University Drive
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004
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APPLICATION NOTE

way to scroll. however. is by screens:
up screen with Control-R and down
screen with Control-C. (On the IBM
PC. these two commands are also ef
fected with the Pg Up and Pg On keys.
respectively.)
An even easier way to scroll through
a file is with WordStar's repeating com
mand Control-00. By appending

WordStar's power and
flexibility make it a
true programming tool.
scroll by line up with Control-W and
down with Control-Z. A more useful
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Control-00 to another one-letter
command. you get continuous move
ment. Thus. Control-OOR scrolls the
file continuously up by a screen and
Control-OOC scrolls it continuously
down. Similarly, Control-OOW scrolls
continuously up by line. while Control
OOZ scrolls continuously down by
line. To stop the repetition. hit the
space bar once. (On the IBM PC you
cannot use the Control-00 feature
with the Pg Up or Pg On keys. how
ever; you would have to use the Word
Star originals.)
This repeating function gives you
the option to view the file easily
without having to hit the scrolling
commands over and over again. You
can even vary the speed of the repeti
tion by hitting a number key (I is
fastest 9 is slowest). You just sit back
and watch your work scroll by, stop
ping only where necessary (by hitting
the space bar) and avoiding unneces
sary keystroking.

Circle 466 on inqu iry card.

You can print your nondocuments if
you wish. but the formatting is no
great shakes. There is. however.
nothing to stop you from copying
your program file to another file.
which you would edit with the stan
dard document command (0) and
then format as you wish, utilizing
WordStar's many dot commands for
headers. footers. fancy pagination.
special print features. etc. One espe
cially useful. and little-known, feature
is the page offset command (.po plus
an integer number). which decides
where the first column of the file will
print on the page. With page offset.
you can center the output on the
page without having to change the
left margin setting in the file.
Just remember that your compiler
will not be able to compile a program
with WordStar's special formatting
commands, so distinguish between
the real program and the printout
program.
WordStar's power and flexibility
make it an ideal choice both for your
regular word-processing needs and
for helping you write programs. It is
a true programming tool. •

Pl-SWITCH le ts you safely share your computer
among mult iple SERIAL or PARALLEL printer s.
modems. term ina ls, etc ., all with j ust a ftk:k of
the wri•tl
•

Serial switch has female RS ·232 connectors with
i;iold plated pins. Uses ijnes 1-7 & 20 or can easily be

reset by user.
•
•
•
•
•

Parallel switch has female centronics connecfors.
All models have an amactive aluminum case .
30-day satisfaction guarantee .
Oneyea1 Warran1y
Send 101 FREE leaflet tha t describes its m any uses.

f'MU·S Serial · Sha1es 121devices .. .
Pl..QJ-S Se1ia1·Shares13) devices .

. ... . $59 .95
. 89.95
. ... 109.95
. .. 94.95
164 .95

Pl..QIS.S Serlal· Shares 151 devices .

fl't.01·'
P1. oq,.p

Parall el· Shares !2l devices .

Pa1allel · Shares (41 de vices

CA-05-S Serial Cable 5' . .
CA·05-P Paralrel Cable 5'

15.00
.. 25 .00

TERMS : VISA , MC , Chec k.. MO or COD. Add $2.00eac h
for ground or $4 .00 each for 2n d Day Air shipping.

Deal•n and Custom Switch Ordua lnvltltd - ~ .... C•ll

7301 NW 41 ST.
MIAMI , FL 33166
13051 592 -6092

Buy and sell
stocb
with your
p onal
computer.
For inore information, call today!
Toll-free

1-800-544-6666
In Mass. l ·800-523-1919
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RETAIL
• Fas! Dump/Reslore CP/M, TurboDOS
over 600k per disk .
............ S90.00
• Basic/Zwilh Graph/Z
.S345.00
• TurboDOS for TeleYideo. . . . ...... from S300.00
• LYNG Communicalions Package .
. .S195.00
• 8" Disk Drive lor 802 and BOOA
l:Xive, board and software .
. .S1200.00
• RM/COBOL Syslems. . . . . . . . .from S250.00
• DalaFlex 2.0 . . , . . . • • . . . . .from $750.00
• 803, 803H, TPC·1 and GRAPHIC programs:
Draw! . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .S90.00
Games Pak I .
. . .. . . . .S34.95
• 816 and 806C T<P3 Backup ...... from S175.00
• Saft Slandby Power Syslems:
'!JJVN40CNA . • • . .
.from $575.00
• Anli·Slalic Producls . . .
. . . from $39.95

PC & COMPATIBLE USERS!
Run your PC as a slave to your 8-Bit
TurboDOS System! Also see our ad on Page 459.
Available soon: Backup for TELE\'IDEO PM & 1608.
PLUS OTHER GOOD TELE\'IGEO & PC STUFF!
SPECIALIS1S IN UNIQUE SOFTWARE

FIDELln' l:!ReKERAGE SER VICES, INC
Member N SE
SIPC

24000 Telegraph Road, Southfield, Ml 48034
(313) 352-2345
Telex 386581
VISA/MASTERCARO Accepted

Circle 66 on inquiry card.

VIDEO DATA
MONITORS
••• •

USERS

COGITATE, INCORPORATED

PVi!O:

Circle 166 on inquiry card.

Orcle '.362 on inqu Jry card.

• TeleVideo

Now ... You Can Monitor 7
Most Important RS-232 Lines

15" 19" 23" 25"
HIGH RESOLUTION
MONOCHROME/COLOR
15" and 23" High Resolution
Monochrome with composite or TTL
input. 19" and 25" RGB color.
RS232 interface available for
monochrome units. CRT choices of
black and white, green or amber.
Ideal for upgrading your PC display
or can be used as remote monitors.

Bridge Display Systems
P.O. Box 560
Cornwall, New York 12518

(914) 534-2785

RS-232 INTERFACE TESTER connecls in
series wi lh any RS ·232 inler1ace. LED 's
clearly display slalus of 7 funclions: TD.
RD , RTS, CTS, DSR , CD, DTR. Requires no
power: may be Jell in permanenlly.
Salisfaclion guaranleed. Order Direct! Only
$39.95. All cash orders postpaid (IL res.
add 6% sales lax): we accepl MC. Visa.
Free: new illuslraled calalog ol RS-232 in
ler1ace and lesling equipmenl. Phone :
815·434-0846. Make checks payable lo:

B&B
~!!~!r.!-!n!~~
P.O. Box 10088,0TIAWA, IL 61350

'" (Ann.,y _,..,., ' "'"" 5XtU

Circle 148 on Inquiry card.

wabasH
When it comes to
Flexible Disks, nobody
does it better than
Wabash.
MasterCard. Visa Accepted.
Call Free: (800) 235-4137

Circle 43 on inquiry card.

Circle 33 on inq·uiry card.

IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE
I' rices for dealers iu qm111titics <~( JI or w ore.
End users iuqwirie.'i rffe n/so 111£tfrv111ed .

ZEllRH/

PC/XT Bare Board (8 ;lot/

12~:~;s~~~fe~ «;11,i T~;[~.i .......... .8 55·00

sn;.oo

CPU Board. . . . . . . . . . . .............
4·floppv Disk Controller wlSerial.
Parallel, Game Ports. & Cables . . ..... 81!15.00
Sliugarl SA455 31iOKB flop py Dis k . . .. 8110.00
T eac fD·55B 31iOKB floppy Di;k ...... 8115.00
Tar<l on T i\1100-2 3GOKB floppy Di sk .. . Sl .I0.00
OTC Hard Disk Contrnller 5Jfio BX
w/Cables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 8240.00

~Jr~l)3~;~,,~·VJf2 Ptmi Hii'.~:.~1 D~1~,-::::: : ~~~~:~~
1

Mi croScience HH·li12 lllMB Ha rri Disk . 8·150.00
AST G-PAK Compat ibl e Boar d ........ 8160.00
H" ·ctil~~ Co mpal1ble Graphi l' Board . . . $175.00
Colo r Graphi c Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8150.00
2· f lopp y Disk Controll er w/CalJI,• . ..... 8 !15.00
Co mputer Cas e (5 or il slots) . ..... ..... $ ~JO.OU
Key Tronic Keyboa rd 5150 ... ....... . . $105.00
. . 8180.00
Kei• T ronic Kei•boa rd 5151 . . . .
XT IOOW Poll'er S uppl y wll'a n
.. 8110.00
XT 130W Po\\'er Supply wWan
..... 81:!0.00
Monochrome Monilor .... . ..... . ..... .. $11 5.00

Double Your
disk storage
capacity without adding a drive.

5Vi"

Get twice as much from your H 88 or
H89 microcomputer. Our FDC-880H
flopp y disk controller. in conjunction
with your 5W' drives. for example.
ex pands memory capacity from 256
byt es to 512 bytes per sector.
And it handl es single and double
sided. single and double-density, 8" and
5\1," drives - simultaneousl y.

--l

ELECTHADE CO.
780 Trimble Rd., Suite !iO!i
San Jo$e, CA % 1:31
(408) 946-2541
Circle 318 ·on inquiry card.

Circle 153 on inquiry card.

Heath
Users

C. D. R. Systems Inc .

Controlled Data Rcconlin1 Systems Inc.
7210 Clainnont Mesa Blvd., San Diqio, CA 92111
(619) 560-1272

Circle 5 4 on inquiry card.
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Know led geMa n™and You.
The possibilities are endless.
To succeed in business, you need
a partner that's fast, flexible,
intelligent and easy to work with.
A partner that can help tum your
big ideas into well-conceived
reality. One that gives you the
support you need to make critical
decisions confidently.
No partner can give you
more of what you need than
KnowledgeMan, the knowledge
management software from
MOBS.
A powerful partner.
KnowledgeMan helps you man
age more knowledge, in more
ways, than ordinary software. It
can help you make better de
cisions on just about everything
from production scheduling to
financial planning to market

forecasting. KnowledgeMan
and its optional components
offer data management, spread
sheet analysis, statistical analysis,
text processing, forms manage
ment, business graphics, program
ming and more.
The key to KnowledgeMan's
versatility is its exclusive syner
gistic integration, allowing you to
accomplish your computing
needs within one program. Unlike
other software, there's no need
to exit one function before enter
ing another. The result: different
kinds of processing can be inter
mingled. Quickly and easily.

So your secrets are safe with
A partner that speaks your
KnowledgeMan.
language.
For all of its power and sophisti
A partner you can build on.
cation, KnowledgeMan is remark To add yet another dimension to
ably simple to understand. Even
KnowledgeMan's capabilities,
a beginner can start putting
you can get fully-integrated
KnowledgeMan to ·work in
options like K·Graph, an exten
minutes. With a single query, you
sive business graphics facility that
can obtain related data from
unlimited multiple tables. You
can even teach KnowledgeMalll
to understand your own jargon.
A partner that helps
you along.
The on-line HELP facility allows
you to draw on 6800 lines of help
ful information organized into
380 screens. If you have a prob
lem or question, KnowledgeMan
allows you to access the pertinent
HELP screen immediately. Each
screen is carefully designed to
provide a quick reference guide
to KnowledgeMan commands.
A partner that gives you
room to grow.
Ordinary software packages can
be frustratingly easy to outgrow.
Not KnowledgeMan. Each
KnowledgeMan component has
more power than you'll probably
ever need- far more than con
ventional integrated programs.
With KnowledgeMan, you don't
sacrifice capability, capacity
or convenience. So with
KnowledgeMan, you spend your
time solving problems- not trying
to overcome software limitations.
A partner that protects your
interests.
KnowledgeMan offers sophisti
cated security features.
Unauthorized access to data is
next to impossible, thanks to
password checking, thousands of
access code combinations and
data encryption.

lets you plot information in a
variety of colorful graphs; charts
and diagrams. For text process
ing, the1<-Text option lets you
incorporate data into written
documents quickly and easily. Or,
create highly-polished, full-color
customized forms with K-Paint,
our forms painting option. To
short-cut the keyboard, put the
K-Mouse option to work.
A partner you should get to
know better.
To see KnowledgeMan in action,
visit your dealer. Or contact Micro
Data Base Systems, Inc., P.O. Box
248, Lafayette, IN 47902, (317)
463-2581, Telex: 209147 ISE UR.
It may be the beginning of a
long, successful partnership.
Current version is 1.07 as of 9/ JU/84.
Kn owled geMan , K-Graph. K-Paint, K-Text, and
K-M ouse are trademarks of Micro Data Base
System s, Inc. M DBS is a registered trademark
of Micro Data Base System s. Inc.

The Knowledge Management Software
fromMDBS

Operating Systems: PCDOS. MSDOS. CP/ M -86. Minimum RAM 1r 1Juired: l'J2 K. K-Graph: PCDOS on/.1·.
Circle 270 o n inquiry card.
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WHAT'S NEW

NEW

SYSTEMS

Select Desired
Central Processor

Portable Micro Designed for Communications
he Orcima Solution is a
portable microcomputer
designed for communica
tions with mainframes using
high-level. high-speed com
munications protocols. This
23-pound computer comes
with a 2400-bps auto
answer/auto-dial synchronous
modem and with software
that supports both bisyn
chronous IBM 3280 batch
protocol and IBM 3270 in
teractive terminal protocol.
The modem connects direct
ly to the telephone lines: a
telephone is not required
for operation.
The batch-transmission
software permits text- or
binary-file transfers. File
transfers can take place on
an unattended. delayed
basis for automatic over
night transmissions.
The 3270 terminal emula
tor provides full keyboard
and screen support for all
functions. A twenty-fifth
status line keeps you
abreast of status and errors.
Basic system hardware
comprises a 4-MHz Z80A
microprocessor. 64K bytes
of RAM. and an RS-232C

T

serial port. The 9-inch
amber display features an
80-character line. 7- by 9-dot
characters in an 8- by 12-dot
cell. and lowercase de
scenders. Video attributes.
which are user-selectable. in
clude underline. reverse. in
tensified. blinking. and block
graphics. The DOS is Info
soft's I/OS. a CP/M 2.2-com
patible operating system.
Mass storage is provided
by a 3 Vi-inch Epson micro
floppy-disk drive. which can

handle 322K bytes of for
matted data. A Winchester
hard-disk drive is optional.
Miscellaneous features in
clude 12 programmable
function keys. a separate
numeric keypad. three ex
pansion slots. and a built-in
carrying handle. The list
price is $2995. For more in
formation. contact Orcima
Corp.. 8406 Center Dr..
Minneapolis. MN 55432.
(612) 784-7926.
Circle 611 on inquiry card.

UNIX-Based Computer Supports Four Users
he MicroFactor is a
32-bit UNIX-based sys
tem for four users. It has a
VME bus architecture. a
Motorola MC68000 micro
processor. a 43-megabyte
Winchester hard-disk drive.
512 K bytes of RAM. four
serial RS-2 32C ports. and a
Centronics-compatible
16-line parallel port. 'l\vo
backup storage systems are
offered: a 5 V.-inch floppy
disk drive or a 32-megabyte
streaming-tape unit.
MicroFactor supports such
languages as C. FORTRAN.
and Pascal. and it can run
the VRTX real-time kernel.
Available applications soft

T
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he Microkey 4500 is of
fered with a choice of
central processors: 6502.
6809. or Western Design
Center's 16-bit W65SC816.
It's available in two basic
units. the 65xx family and
the 6809E FLEX package.
both of which can be up
graded to the other.
The Microkey 4 500 has a
pair of independent com
posite-video monitor out
puts. each software scrolled.
Video controllers achieve a
resolution of 640 by 200
pixels in either 16-color
analog or 8-color TTL. A
very-high-resolution mode
offers 1280- by 200-pixel
monochrome displays.
Standard are 12 8K bytes
of dynamic RAM. 32K bytes
of EPROM. a serial interface.
a 16-color board. a pair of
8-bit bidirectional ports. a ·
cassette . interface. and con
nectors for microfloppies
and most standard 5V.-inch
disk drives.
The 65xx family package
is based on the 6 502 micro
processor and comes with
an implementation of
FORTH-79 and FIG-FORTH.
The 6809E FLEX package
features the 6809 micropro
cessor as well as the FLEX
operating system so that
you can run such languages
as FORTRAN. BASIC. and
polyFORTH
The base unit in the 65xx
family is £92 5. which in
cludes a central processor.
color board. RAM. and
FORTH-79. The 6809E pack
age. which comes with
FLEX. 6809 and 6502 micro
processors. FORTH- 79. RAM.
16-color analog video board.
IBM-style keyboard. and a
disk drive. is £I 5 50. Contact
Microkey Ltd .. 98a St.
James St.. Brighton. East
Sussex BN2 ITP. England:
tel Brighton (0273) 672911.

T

ware includes accounting.
database management. and
vertical-market packages.
1\vo versions are offered
The first. MicroFactor/FD.
comes with Winchester and
floppy-disk drives. It lists for
$9990. The MicroFactor/ST is

supplied with the Win
chester drive and the
streaming-tape unit. It sells
for $II .990. Contact Victory
Computer Systems. 1610
Berryessa Rd.. San Jose. CA
95133.
Circle 612 on inquiry card.

Circle 613 on inquiry card.

WHAT'S NEW

ADD-INS

Professional Computer Expansion
estern Automation
Laboratories' Seeker
series expands the capabili
ties of the Texas Instruments
Professional and Portable
computers. The primary
product in the series is the
Seeker SI multifunction
board.
lhe SI provides up to
5I 2K bytes of RAM. an
asynchronous/synchronous
RS-232C communications

port. and an SCSI/SAS! inter
face for up to eight internal
or external Winchester disk
drives. A battery-backed
real-time clock is optional.
Currently. Western Automa
tion offers a I 0-megabyte
Winchester. with a 20-mega
byte Winchester and a
60-megabyte streaming-tape
backup scheduled for
delivery by the end of this
year.

Data Acquisition
Without Programming

Ultra Hi-Res Adapters

W

nalog Connection data
acquisition and control
cards do not require any
special programming
because ranges. engineering
units. data-log intervals.
alarm limits. and control
levels are selected through
menus. The cards accept
signals from thermocouples.
RTDs. pressure sensors. and
voltage and current sources
without additional modules.
Analog input resolution is
14 bits. The digital 1/0 lines
drive relays or detect events.
Expansion is accomplished
by adding more circuit cards
to your computer. On the
IBM PC. data manipulation
and graphic analysis can be
performed on logged data
using Lotus 1-2-3.
Minimum Apple system re
quirements are 48K bytes of
RAM. one disk drive. Apple
soft BASIC. and DOS 3. 3.
Memory requirements for
the IBM PC or PC XT are
64K bytes. a disk drive. and
PC-DOS 2.0. Analog Connec
tion also works with the
Franklin Ace IOOO.
An eight-channel card for
the IBM PC costs $889. For
the Apple II+ or lie. it's
$695. Contact Strawberry
lree Computers. 949 Cas
cade Dr.. Sunnyvale. CA
94087. (408) 736-3083.

A

Circle 615 on inquiry card.

A shielded data cable at
taches the external drives to
the SI. The enclosures com
plement the Professional
Computer's. The internal
Winchesters occupy the
space set aside for a second
Professional Computer
floppy-disk drive. Both drive
packages come with a for
mat program. bootstrap
EPROM. disk-format and
verify routines. and required

cabling and hardware.
The Seeker SI board is
$425 without memory. With
its full 5121<-byte memory
complement. it's $1095. A
I 0-megabyte Winchester
raises the price to $189 5.
Contact Western Automation
Laboratories Inc .. 559 5
Arapahoe. Boulder. CO
80303 . (800) 227-463 5: in
Colorado. (303) 449-6400.
Circle 614 on inquiry card.

...........................................................................................

he Ultra-Res Graphics
adapters. models 4-79
and 4-111. provide the IBM
PC with a programmable
display resolution to 1024
by l 024 and 2048 by 2048
(interlaced) pixels. from a
memory of I million or 4
million pixels. respectively.
These controllers. which use
a single expansion slot. fea
ture the NEC 7220 chip and
are programmed by means
of 1/0 commands or OMA.
Vector. circles. and arcs
are drawn at rates of up to
I million pixels per second.
Zoom from 2 to 16 times is
provided. Pan is smooth ver
tically but coarse hori
zontally.
The 4-79 and 4-111 con-

T

trailers have a standard
9-pin D-type connector for
TTL direct drive. An analog
video signal can also be
generated. Software drivers
in FORTRAN are supplied.
Optional software drivers

include a subset of Plot-10.
The Ultra-Res 4-79 is $995.
The 4-111 is $2000. Contact
C.S.D Inc.. POB 253. Sud
bury. MA 01776. (617)
443-2750.

incremental database file
growth beyond 32 mega
bytes. It supports DOS 2 0.
2 I. 3.0. ONX. PC/IX (IBM's
version of UNIX). Concurrent
DOS. UCSD p-System. PC
XT/370. 3270 PC. and PC·
compatible networks. It also
provides user-configurable
disk-caching of up to 4
megabytes.
Emerald System's BRU
(backup and restore utilit y),
which lets you transfer files
to the tape medium. comes
with the tape drive. It pro-

vides menu- and command
driven file management.
The tape-backup system
kit is $19 50. including hard
ware. BRU and installation
software. and manual. Hard
disk pricing begins at ·
$43 50: the full 280-mega
byte drive is $15.850. For
further information. contact
Emerald Systems Corp..
4901 Morena Blvd .. San
Diego. CA 92117. (619)
270-1994.

Circle 616 on inquiry card.

Expand PC AT's Storage
nternal hard-disk drive
and !4-inch streaming-tape
upgrade kits for the new
IBM PC AT are available
from Emerald Systems. The
hard-disk drive capacities
are 40. 70. 140. and 280
megabytes. and the stream
ing-tape cartridge provides
60 megabytes of backup.
The tape-drive subsystem
is said to be 30 percent
faster than the IBM 20
megabyte hard-disk drive. It
allows you to back up multi
ple files. and it provides an

I

Circle 617 on inquiry card.
(continued)
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PERIPHERALS

TWo-Line
Telephone/Modem
..

·!·························································································································

..
C

ode-A-Phone's Tel-AModem is an intelligent
rilodem coupled with a twoli1ie desk telephone. The
rnodem is compatible with
AT&T 2l 2A-type modems.
such as Hayes's products.
iolnd with Smartcom and
other communications soft
wa re. It'll work with any
RS-23 2C terminal and is
designed to be a direct
replacement for any
rr1odem.
Tel-A-Modem combines a
fi.Jll function-key telephone
\Vith the modem to provide
simultaneous voice/data
communications. Its tele
phone lets you select either
pulse- or Touch-Tone dialing.
.'.Ind it provides an

audio/visual phone-status
reports. hold functions for
both lines. last-number
automatic redial. nine-

number memory automatic
dialer. and individual volume
controls for ring signals and
line monitors.

A direct-connect modem.
Tel-A-Modem lets you initiate
a carrier on either line with
a push button. The default
switches for setting the
modem's operation param
eters are readily accessible.
Miscellaneous modem fea
tures include 300- and 1200
bps data-transmission rates.
full-duplex operation. automatic answer. automatic
selection of data rate and
answer/originate tone. and
programmable signal interchange.
The Tel-A-Modem is
$695.95. Contact Code-A
Phone Corp.. 16261 South
East I 30th Ave.. Clackamas.
OR 97015. (503) 65 5-8940.
Circle 618 on inquiry card.

Rainbow Touch Screens

...
T
'!. '

! ........................................................................................................................ .

ouch-screen kits for the
DEC Rainbow and Prof essional 350 are available
for OEMs and systems integrators. The kit includes a
touch screen. controller
board. and firmware.
The controller is fully pro
grammable. allowing data
rates. data formatting
calibration. and other modes
of operation to be set from
the host computer. The con
troller averages the entire
ilrea touched to a single
discrete point. making it
possible to manipulate a
single letter. It's available
with an EEPROM for storing
the calibration values and
other parameters.
An optional firmware pack
age. Command*Point. pro
vides all the codes neces
sary to create and manage
touch zones. which helps
reduce software-develop
ment time. The program is
able to off-load work usually
performed by the computer.
'Sno it allows the application
software to dynamically re
configure the screen into
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touch-sensitive zones of differing sizes and shapes It
also monitors lift-offs and
touchdowns and manages
such zone attributes as timeouts and audio feedback.

Installatio n can be done
by the manufacturer or the
user. Including installation.
the single-unit pricing for
the DEC kit is SI 595. The kit
will also work with VT220.

VT240. and VTIOO terminals.
Contact MicroTouch Systems
Inc.. 400 West Cummings
Park. Woburn. MA 01801.
(617) 93 5-0080.
Circle 619 on inquiry card.

CITTT Modem
MacPhone Dials 200 Numbers
he Fujitsu 1915L. a
CCITT V27 bisynchro
nous terminal-compatible
modem. is designed for
four-wire. unconditioned
leased lines. It operates at
2400- or 4800-bps and is
equipped with an equalizer
that continuall y adapts to
transmission-line characteristics.
The 1915Ls 32-character
LCD panel lets you monitor
operation. check signal
quality, and do local and
remote loopback. The LCD
and the local and remote
strap setting controls are
on the front panel.
The 1915L is $1695. Contact Fujitsu America Inc..
30 55 Orchard Dr.. San Jose.
CA 95134.
Circle 6 20 on inquiry card.

T

he MacPhone Tele
Management System is
a software and telephone
handset package for the
Macintosh. It features speed
dialing. automatic logging
capabilities. note and memo
pads. a billing feature. a
built-in three-month calendar. and an area-code
directory.
Up to 200 numbers can
be stored and dialed with
the MacPhone. Its calendar
includes an appointment
book and a note pad for an
notating calls. Your notes are
automatically filed in a
telephone log. which lists
the person called. the time
the call began and ended.
the date. the cost. and any
consultation charges. The

T

phone log can be displayed
on screen and printed out.
MacPhone supports
speaker phones. headsets.
and modems. Miscellaneous
features include a tone
signaling the passing of a
minute or hour. Touch-Tone
compatibilit y, the ability to
work with long-distance ser
vices. and a MacWrite
compatible memo pad for
recording larger notes.
MacPhone works with a
standard telephone jack. The
suggested price is $199.95 .
which includes software.
manual. and connecting
cords and plugs. Contact
lntermatrix. 554 7 Satsuma
Ave.. North Hollywood. CA
91601. (818) 509-0474
Circle 621 on inquiry card.

WHAT'S NEW

PERIPHERALS

SOFTWARE• CP / M / MS - DOS

Communications Line Protection

Software Protection Software

·····················•······ ··················· ··· ··········

ataGuard from Control
Industries gives you a
protected. dedicated com
munications line. Once
you've installed DataGuard.
your logged-on modem will
always have priority while
on line. Consequently. data
loss or tripped communica
tions resulting from some
one picking up on the same
line are eliminated.
DataGuard comes in two
models: in-phone and snap

D

in cord. The in-phone model
is not visible after installa
tion. and the snap-in cord
model features a 12-foot
cord that replaces your pres
ent telephone cord. Normal
telephone functions are not
interfered with. and no ex
ternal power is required.
The suggested retail price
is $39.95. Contact Control
Industries. POB 6292. Bend.
OR 97708. (503) 389-1969.
Circle 622 on inquiry card.

488 Port for Mac
he MAC 488 connects
directly to the Macin
tosh's rear-panel serial port
and provides IEEE-488 bus
control. Simple high-level
commands transmitted to
the MAC 488 are converted
into 488 bus protocols and
handshaking. Responses
from an IEEE-488 device are
sent to the Macintosh
through the serial port.
The MAC 488 has an 800
character 1/0 buffer. It's sup

T

lo -'
[
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•

~·~

plied with BASIC routines
for creating IEEE-488 bus
control programs. Indicators
for talk. listen. SRO. and
error are front-panel
mounted.
The suggested list price
for MAC 488 is $595. which
includes a manual and con
necting cables. Contact
IOtech Inc.. POB 21204.
Cleveland. OH 44121. (216)
321-0609
Circle 623 on inquiry card.

M AC 488
BUS CONTROi.LEA
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ltralock. a file-encryp
tion software system .
intercepts data written on or
read from a disk and
scrambles or unscrambles it
according to your key. A key
can be a word or phrase. in
cluding punctuation. from 8
to 60 characters. You can
use one key for all files. or
separate keys for each file.
It lets you copy scrambled
disks. but they cannot be
read without Ultralock and
the key words. In the Con
current CP/M version. dif
ferent users can protect
their files simultaneously.
Ultralock's operation is
transparent. When it's
booted. Ultralock asks you

U

what files you want pro
tected and what the keys
are for each file. It uses
16-byte keys (the American
Data Encryption Standard
uses 7-byte keys). which pro·
vides a total of 212a possible
keys
Ultralock will work on any
8-bit computer running
CP/M-80 and 16-bit
machines with either Con
current CP/M or Concurrent
DOS. It costs £190 [approxi
mately $240) Contact Busi
ness Simulations Ltd..
Scriventon House. Speld
hurst. Kent TN3 OTU.
England; tel: Langton [0892
86) 3105 .
Circle 624 on inquiry card.

TEA for WP
olossum Software's TEA
is a tree-editor word
processing package. It lets
you break up files into mini
files. called leaves. that you
can connect using a tree
structure that reflects the
structure of your document.
TEA can serve as a scratch
pad for ideas that can later
be strung together logically
and for designing or writing
programs.
A TEA tree can contain
500 nodes: each leave
counts as I node. Up to 99
nodes can be attached to a
single parent. and a tree can
have as many as 35 levels.
A TEA file can contain 2
million characters.
Each leaf or branch can
contain a header and a two
line summary describing its
contents. You can scroll
through documents one leaf
at a time or jump from leaf
to leaf. Blocks of text can
be swapped. and leaves or
subtrees can be exchanged.
Printing a document is
said to a be merely a matter
of letting TEA use the tree
to work out the order of

C

leaves. All tree facilities can
be disabled. which automati
cally creates a single-leaf
file. External word-process
ing files can be read into
this program. and TEA files
can be converted for use by
other word processors.
A string-combination
search that locates combina
tions of separate words oc
curring in any order within a
leaf. sub-tree. or header is
provided Other features in
clude the use of function
keys. the ability to split
screens. date stamping. and
background printing.
Currently. TEA does not
support spelling checking.
proportional spacing. index
generation. or mail-merge. It
runs on 64 K-byte Z80 sys
tems running under CP/M.
An MS-DOS version is
planned. It costs £24 5. [In
the U.S.. it will range in
price from $149 to $199)
Contact Colossum Software
Ltd .. 310 Finchley Rd .. l.Dn
don NW3. England: tel:
01-435-9321.
Circle 625 on inquiry card .
(continued)
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WHAT'S NEW

68000 Cross-Assembler
wners of 64K,byte
Apple II. II+ . and Ile
computers can develop
MC68000 assembly pro
grams with the SX-68 cross
assembler from Allen Sys
tems.
Made up of an editor and
an assembler. the SX-68
package provides I 5 com
mands. including ASM and
Find. and 7 pseudo op-

0

codes. DOS 3. 3 can be
accessed from SX-68. The
instruction set considered
legal by the assembler is
that specified by Motorola
for the MC68000.
The editor lets you create
68000 assembly programs
and regular text files. Pro
grams can be saved on disk
or employed as input to the
assembler.

The assembler generates
both program listings and
object codes. An assembly
consists of two passes. The
first pass defines all sym
bols: the second is responsi
ble for generating the object
code and program listing.
Errors are reported on each
pass.
The maximum text size is
24K bytes. and the object

S

The entire process is user
controlled from the Mac.
The program is available for
$95. which includes a pair
of disks and instructions.
Complete with an 8-foot
cable. it's $12 5. Contact
DataViz Inc .. POB 1319. Nor
walk. CT 06856. (203)
866-4944 .

copex-1 and Frequency
Spectrum are available
from MAP International.
Both programs run on 48K
byte Apple 11+/Ile systems
equipped with a fast analog
input interface. such as the
Al-13 from Interactive Struc
tures. A disk drive is also
mandatory.
Scopex-1 turns the Apple
into a digital-to-memory
oscilloscope: up to 2 560
points can be processed. Its
functions include a program
sampling time from 28 to
2570 microseconds. x-/y-axis
factors. zero-line offset.
delay. auto/manual ranging.
and minimum/maximum.
rms. and average calcula
tions. With· a single key
stroke. you can display the
signal received and produce
hard copy.
Frequency Spectrum.
which comes with all the
features of Scopex-1.
calculates a frequenc y spec
trum using a file of overlap
ping-bandpass filters.
Analysis parameters can be
stored in AN.files for routine
analyses.
Scopex-1 costs S13 5. which
includes documentation and
a backup. Frequency Spec
trum is $222 . Contact MAP
International. Herc'uiesweg
116. Nlr2624VT. Delft. The
Netherlands: tel: 0 I 5-5 617 50.

Circle 628 on inquiry card.

Circle 629 on inquiry card.

S

$149.95. Versions for other
computers will be an
nounced. To hear a demon
stration. call (714) 536-0086.
ext. 999. Contact First Byte

Inc.. 284 5 Temple Ave.. Long
Beach. CA 90806. (800)
52 3-8070: in California. (800)
624-2692 or (213) 595-7006.
Circle 627 on inquiry card.

Data Bridge Between MAC and PC
acLink is a data bridge
between comparable
applications on the Macin
tosh and the IBM PC.
Through the use of matched
software on the two com
puters. data can be moved
at your request and auto
matically translated for the
application being used.
MacLink will move such

M
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Circle 626 on inquiry card.

Data-Analysis
Programs

Voice for Mac
mooth1alker is a text-to
speech synthesizer for
the Macintosh. This software
package accepts plain
English text from either the
keyboard or from a text file
and synthesizes it into an
adult female or male voice.
The voice is broadcast
through the Mac's internal
speaker or through an exter
nal amplifier.
With Smooth1alker. you
can control the speed. pitch.
volume. bass. and treble
levels of speech. each with
nine levels of control. You
can switch between voices
and define a custom diction
ary Smooth1alker is said to
understand phrasing. intona
tion. such salutations as Dr.
and Ms.. and mathematical
symbols. SmoothTulker can
read MacWrite text files and
selected portions of text.
An on-disk tutorial is sup
plied. The retail price is

code can be as large as 4K
bytes. The maximum
number of symbols is 450.
and the maximum number
of statements is 9999.
SX-68 is $I 00. including
documentation. A disk drive
is required. Contact Allen
Systems. 2151 Fairfax Rd..
Columbus. OH 43221. (614)
488-7122 .

spreadsheets as Lotus 1-2-3
and VisiCalc from the IBM
PC to the Macintosh and
translate them for use with
Multiplan. Word-processor
and general text files are
recognized and converted
for the Mac. and BASIC pro
grams are recognized and
relocated for use in Micro
soft BASIC.

WHAT'S NEW

SOF T WARE• IBM PC

Computer
Activity Log
ak Tree Technologies'
PCLOG keeps track of
your daily computing ac
tivities. which can be useful
for establishing your federal
income-tax deduction or tax
credit. With this program.
you can track the time spent
Cin one or more projects or
tasks.
PCLDG automatically
creates a log file entry. or
you can define its param
eters. The default values for
a project name and remark
are user-definable. It gathers
time and date information
from the system clock. All
parameters can be over
ridden. PCLOG can be
called from an AU1D
EXEC.BAT file. a .BAT file. or
from DOS.
You can use this program
with the IBM PC. the PCjr.
the AT&T PC6300. and a
variety of IBM PC com
patibles. System require
ments are 64K bytes of
RAM and a single floppy
disk drive.
The list price is $19.95.
which includes a manual
and a print utility. For fur
ther information. contact
Oak ·n·ee Technologies.
2619 Quail Valley Rd ..
Solvang. CA 93463. (805)
688-1495 ..
Circle 630 on inquiry card.

0

Interactive Software for Scientists
SYST is a three-package
set that gives scientists
data-acquisition. analysis.
and graphics functions. It
operates under standard
PC-IMS-DOS and uses the
IBM PC's 8087 micropro
cessor to achieve 80-bit in
ternal precision. With ASYST.
your applications can be as
large as the full 640K bytes
available with the IBM.
All ASYST commands are
written in so-called concep
tual terms. rather than pro
gramming syntax On-line
help and a glossary of key
words are provided.
Multiple operations can be
condensed into single
names. and you can pro
gram your function and con
trol keys to execute ASYST
words or commands in a
single keystroke
The first module. called
Systems/Graphics/Statistics.
establishes the system en
vironment. stores data. and
provides graphics and basic
mathematics/statistics func
tions. Data Analysis. the sec
ond package. lets you
reduce. manipulate. and
analyze data. It also pro
vides advanced mathe
matical capabilities. The Ac
quisition module allows you
to interface with various
scientific instruments.
Each module comes on a

A

... ........................................................
Mu]tifont Printing from WordStar
:,

ech/Print is a multifont
printing program for
WordStar users. It replaces
WordStar's Print command
and is compatible with all
WordStar control characters
and dot commands.
Tech/Print comes with a
number of ready-to-run fonts.
including IBM graphics.
mathematics/scientific. and
italic fonts. A font-design
tool. 'Jech/Font. is also pro
vided. Four fonts can be

T

printed simultaneously.
An IBM PC or a PC-com
patible computer with 96K
bytes of RAM and a single
floppy-disk drive are re
quired It supports the IBM
Graphics Printer or Epson·s
RX-. MX-. or FX-80 printers.
It costs $69.95 . For more in
formation. contact Goldstein
Software. 2 Redgate Court.
Silver Spring. MD 20904.
(301) 384-5 565.
Circle 632 on inquiry card.

double-sided. double-density
floppy disk. Module I. which
can be used as a stand
alone program. is required
to load the other two. The
complete package is less

than S1800. Modules can be
purchased separately. Con
tact Macmillan Software Co..
866 Third Ave.. New York.
NY 10022. (212) 702-3438 .
Circle 6 31 on inquiry card.

...........................................................:
: WHERE DO NEW PRODUCT ITEMS COME FROM?
:
: The new products listed in this section of BYTE are culled :
: from the thousands of press releases. letters. and telephone :
: calls we receive each month from manufacturers. distributors. :
: designers. and readers. The basic criteria for selection for :
: publication are (a) does a product match our readers· in- :
: terests. and (b) is it new or is it simply a reintroduction of :
: an old item. Because of the volume of submissions we must :
: sort through every month. the items we publish are based :
: on vendors· statements and are not individuall y verified. If:
: you want your product to be considered for publication (at :
: no charge). send full information about it. including its price :
: and an address and telephone number where a reader can
: get further information. to New Products Editor. BYTE. POB :
:
: 372. Hancock. NH 03449.

!
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* MBC 555-2

* Hercules Compatible
* RGB Port * Par. Port
* IBM Monochrome Port
* Mono-Graphics

* TM100-2
* 360K

$1089

$359

$149

• We Accept MC, Visa, Wire
Transfers, Certified Checks
• COD 's Available
• No Surcharge for
Credit Cards

• Shipping Minimum $5.00
• Purchase Orders Accepted
• This Ad Supersedes all Others
Prices Subject to Change

Customer Service IS Our Business
Fast Delivery & Lowest Prices

Monitor Mover
Gives Back the Desk

68000 Cross Assembler
Motorola VERSAdos + Compatible
Assembler, Linker, Object and Macro Librarian.
Absolute and Relocatable Code, Macros, In
cludes, and Conditional Assembly. Structured
Programming. No limit on source file size.
Uni x (C) Compatible Source
$700

CP/M-so·
$200

ll

CP/M-86•
$250

PC/DOSt
$250
Manual: $20
(refundable)

··Models to lit most CRT's
• Rotates 360° on base
• Adjustable height
• Support tray swivels and tilts
• Holds up to 50 lbs
•Clamp, screw and wall mountings

•9t!ware
1329 Gregory
Wilmette, IL 60091
0

(312) 251-5310

Li~kllllll 111
P.O. Box 8056
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508
(616) 241-4040

0:g1!al Resea1ch Hadcmark t lBM tradema1k, + MolOi'Ola 11aC1emar~

COMPUTER EXPO INC.
SOURCE COMPUTERS
(213) 208-0352
(213) 906-1984

208-0259
906-1634

Circle 78' on inquiry card.

Circle 245 on Inquiry card.

Circle 165 on inquiry card.

Apple Macintosh
IBM, XT, Hard disks
Eagle, Compaq, Columbia
NCR, Olivetti, Leading Edge
Multiusers
up to 16/TermSyst.
Printers/Plotters
Monitors, Disk Drives
Modems, Diskettes
Software
for PC & Multiusers
Printers : Epson, Okidata
Gemini, Radix, NEC, HP

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

Your IBM Model 50, 60, 65, 75, 85 or
95 Electronic Typewriter can be a
computer printer or terminal using
our interface modules:
Model 5060 RS232 Serial
Model 5060-CP Centronics Parallel

~

1111"=

SoM ~ cloc: ~ hl'l/ lOCI" ouzf.ce
i..11111 £>,.an . . . - . All ordln ohlppecl
from llod<. wllhln 24 hour-. Call toll FREE
(800) 235-4137 lor ~and...,,..,_

VIN and Ma.ta Can! llCUl"led.

Both Versions
can be easily
installed and
require NO
modifica
tions to the
typewriter.
A2K buffer is
standard, BK options/.

trlRR\ntr

· DYNAMIC RAM
256Kx1 150 ns SZ7.97
256Kx1 200 ns
25.97
. 64Kx1 150 ns
4.44
64Kx1 200 ns
4.27
16Kx1 200 ns
l .21
EPROM
27256
32Kx8 300 ns $49.97
27128
16Kx8 300 ns
18.77
27C64
8Kx8 200 ns
22.50
2764
8Kx8 250 ns
6.50
2732
4Kx8 250 ns
6.37
2716
2Kx8 450 ns
3.50
STATIC RAM
6264LP BKxB 150 ns $31 .25
6116P
2Kx8 150 ns
6.36

256K
256K
64K
64K
16K

Mas1erCardlVISA or UPS CASH COO

Factory New, Prime Parts .JJPoo
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

CALIFORNIA MICRO
COMPUTER

~~g",;"5~:ii,0~~a A'e (918) 267-4961
Prices thown above aretorOctobfr 14, 1984

..

(714) 964-9301

~.,"'1::~.:-,.=-c::..~::.=..g.,.

Circle 2$0 on Inquiry card.

Circle 3I 8 on inquiry card.

. ---------SAVE$$$$! .I
with
I
THE FREE SOFTWARE I
CATALOG AND DIRECTORY
by Robert A. Froehlich. Fora//CP/M
computers'. 5,000 entries. Indexes
for keywords, language,. author,
and file-name. The first book of its
kind ever! 460 pages. Enclose
check or money order for $9.95,
plus $1 .40 postage and handling
charge. If you wish, return book
within 1o days for full refund.
Crown Publishers, Inc. Dept. 915
34 Engelhard Ave., Avenel, NJ 07001

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

. __________..
Name_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City
State_ _Zip_ _
N .Y. and N.J. residents, add sales tax.

IQ_QVN PIJ!ll.ISFIERSJiil

Circle 102 on inquiry card.
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9323 Warbler Ave, Fountain Valley,CA92708

PERIPHERAL SWITCH
AUTOMATIC SWITCHES
FOR IBM PC
Fast, easy, automatic way to share a
printer or modem among many com
puters. No software required. RS232 or
centronics. It scans for peripheral re
quest, connects to the peripheral,
handles all hardware handshaking, and
releases the port. LEDs display chan
nel selected and busy status. Attractive
aluminum box. # channels-price:
2-$200 4-$250 6-$300 8-$350

MANUAL SWITCHES
FOR IBM PC
Uses PC board and aluminum box.
# lines switched RS232-IO Cent-20
RS232
1:2 $59(wow) I :4 $99
Centronics
I :2 $99
I :4 $179
Free book with each order entitled

a

Serial and Parallel Explained

~

RosE

<LECTROHtcs

P .0 . Box 742571

Mc AND v1sA
(713)240-ROSE
Houston, Tx 77274

Circle 358 on inquiry card.

FREE PC BOOK
s....11 hli,_ rt....,.. for tM IBM re
h1y rndY10 run pr09f•ml for ,.our
re: ,...iliug lin.co11 p10P011 I, raortlllVI.
ln-.olcin9 ,1nd •¥MV"°"'ttful8US1PACIC
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you1rc.
Sook Ind d llll PllCkW1nt 10 l l n 8 houro~Go 1h11d M>d ljllOI
1111 combinlt;on P1d<'9' "PC·COM80 °'.
0.-.No.&21 1eook•dilkJ
131.00
OrM-No.l!i2 l8ook1;1nlyl
112.lli
On!w·No.520 !Oill•onlyl
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POWER BACK·UP

.

.

BOA-6050·00 B·Slot .... $395.00

• .. CAB·3050·00 $11 0.00
• . • .. . CAB·3060·00 $11 0.00

This is OUR Junior!

XPC~XT

by

U;e this "Oriveless· workstation for low·cost nelwork·
ing. Features: • 4-slot IBM'" compatible Motherboard
• 128K Stardard Memory • 8088,8087 Math Co·
processor • Optiooal Floppy Drive with Controllers.
SYS·8100·00
$475.00
Fii System Yl•K.eyboanl, Mano Mamor. Video llsplay
catd. t26KAAM
SYS-8725-00 $895.00

.. POW-2050-00 $495.00

Add-On H.D. & Tape
10 Megabyte Irwin

XOR

on the lop, your
choice of Hard Disk
on the bottom.
Super appearance!
Requires one slot in
\111111111
your PC for SASI in·
ter1ace and an ex·
tension connector on the floppy card.
Everything else is supplied by us .

10 Meg H.D.

NEW

s2555oo

IBM "AT"
1.2M Floppy
· In Stock- For
your XPC!
Can Read
3.0 or 2.1

case Ol'lf

ISM tfpe
5Slot
8Slot • .

PC·300 300 watts

$1745/$1745/$1745!

Do it Yourself!

We think of this System as a "Do it Yoursell" System. Start by choosing
5or 8Slots. Some of the standard Features: • 64K RAM expandable
to 256K • 4 OMA Channels• Runs MS·DOS™ and CPiM·86™
jsoltware not included) • Multi-function Keyboard &Cable
• Hard Disk Ready Power Supply • Serial Ports • Parallel Ports
• And MORE!.
. SYS·8000·00 Only $895.00

Protect your Data with Oatastiekf" in case of aPowerlailure.Data shield® is abattery operaled,
self-contained Power Generator which instantly supplies even
unnterrupted AC Power toaMicrop..oceSS01 in too event of aPower
Drop or Ou1age.In addition prOV'des SurgeProtectio11 which fitters
and eliminates voltage spikes (surges) above 140 VAC.
PC·200 200 watts
POW-2000·00 $329.00

20 Meg Color
53490°0

Hard Disk Add.On

11111111111111111
1111111

Standard Features:
sr.·

• FuU·sizeKeyboardwith 10 Fooction Keys and Catculale<·type Numeric Keypad •
• 2-Slimline
DS!DO 48 TPI 360K Drives •
• Disk Controller Expan. Card, runs up to four SS or DD
• SIBM compatible eKpan. s!ots • Operating System Software Rebate • DOS B!OS on EPROM •
• 256K parity checked RAM on Molherboard • BOBB t 6·bit CPU • 4 OMA I 3 Timer channels •
• Supports PC·OOS • MS·DOS •CPIM·B6 •
• Up to 32K ot EPROM !tun BK supplied)
• Power S~ply is Hard·Disk·Ready. no • High resolution 12 • Monitor wilh Green
need to add·on additional
Screen· 18 MHz .~
jiiiiiiil•PI,.

M

11'\\

65 Meg $2895
105 Meg $3695
14 o Meg $4595

Two ways to go. The Internal system is cheaper
because it does not need a Power Supply &
Chassis. The same P/S &Chassis can be used
for a 10 Meg Tape Back·up on your XT!

DOS

Formats!

10 Meg $1395
20 Meg $1695
40 Meg $1995

10 Megabvte

65 Megabvte

s795 int/ 5995 ext

52495

20 Megabvte

105 Megabyte

1 095 lnt/S1295 ext

*3295

5

JTS Mu~tl !"ediaSystems
lnt.e ractive
T raining

INTERACTIVE
Video or Audio Tape Training!
That's Right!
Learn at home · at your own pace ·
Lotus 1·2·3™ Frameworkrn
WordStarrn
IBM-PC DOS™
dBase II"'
Symphony"'
SuperCalcrn
BusinessMaster TM
At last! An inexpensive, convenient means oflear·
ning how to use a Computer and Software. With
this System you sit comfortably in front of your
Computer. watch a demonstration. and then. the
Tape system (Audio or Video) actually IN·
TERACTS with you! Teliing you what keys to
strike, waiting for you to do the exercises at your
own rate. As much practice time as You want. A
pace that you set. Some classes 10 hours in length!
Fantastic detail and tips! Call us for more informa·
tion and practical demonstrations. Nothing like it
anywhere else!

-

The followilg ire r~lered Trad&marks and their Companies: 1-2·3, Symphony - Lotus Develop
ment Company;MS·OOS. PC·DOS. Fight Sinulator · MlcroSolt; dBaseU ·AshIon·Tate; WordSlar
• MiaoPro nternallanal Corp.; SupetCalc • Sorcim, Inc.; VISiCalc- VislCorp, Inc.; CP/M-86 ·Digital
Aese.:rch Inc.: IBM, IBM·PC, IBM·PC XT • lllternalional Btlsiless Machines.

5199.00

300 I 1200 BAUD MODEM
Does your computer communicate? II not, gel one of ours· it's by Qubie'.This
little jewel mounts in !he Shorl·Slotin your PC. Includes: Phone jack cables. PC
Talk Ill Software, One Year parts and labor warranty, and amanual.
BOA-8725·00 . .
, • $310.00
Optional Asynch Com Port cicuitry
I
.
•
1'
and con nectar
BOA-8726·00

$ 20.00

-·

- I

ADD·ON MEMORY
This single Card will enableyouto expand the smallest 64K PC to its lull '640K
llnits in incrementsol 64K. Includes RAM Disk and PrintSpool software and runs
DOS 1. 1 and 2.0 with no wait slates. • •
BOA-8650·00 $265.00

"Adlibral 64K Memory Clips
KJC.7601 ·00
. $ 75.00
ACOlorGrlllhics Card witi1 smooth scrolling display· No Flicker! Includes Light
Pen Interface, PrintSpooler, and RAM Disk Emulator.
BOA·8400·00 , , ... , . • • . • . • • • $289.00
This Monochrome Graphics Card is 100% compatible with
Lotus 1·2·3. Featuresbit·mappedgraphics
with a resolution of 720H x 348V and
SimuhtreOUS display of Text ANO Graphics.
BOA-8500·00 .
• $245.00

SERIAL SWITCHER 110 BOX

Expand your System withthis low-cost A·B Serial Switcher Box. It allows you to
connect Two Pr~ters toOne Port
or TwoComputers to One Printer.
Switch from Oct Matrix to Daisy
Wheel with the push of abutton.

~

W

SUNTRQNICSCQ.,INC.

1-800-421-5775(0RDERS ONLY) (213) 644-1110(CA.Order& INF.)

12621 Crenshaw Blvd., Hawthorne, CA. 90250

STORE HOURS: 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.(Mon.-Fri.) 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.(Sat.)

IBM XT Compatible

Apple Compatible Products

General Products

System I: 2 Slimline DSDD, 128K RAM,
1 Parallel Printer Port & Serial Port,
Color Graphics Card, Monitor (Amber
or" Green) _. ....... __ .• .. $1,499.00
FREE! Software (Personal Pearl : Data Base
Management System)
System II : System I Plus 1OMB Hard
Disk Drive System ..•. .• ... . $2,399.00
Features:
,,.Intel 8088 CPU
... Intel 8087 Math Co-Processor (Option)
,,.. Expandable on-board to 256K
,,..128K RAM w/Parity
,..9 IBM Compatible Expansion Slots
..-4 Channel DMA 8237
,,..9 Channel lnterr.upt 8259
,,.Mother Board dimension same as IBM PC

SUN Z80 Card (w/oSoftware) .... .. . $55.00
SUN 80 Column Card (w/Soft switch) .. $97.00
Power Supply (5 Amp) ........ . .. . . $59.95
Cooling Fan ........... . . . ....... $42.00
Parallel Printer Card .. ... . .. .... . .. $39.00
Floppy Disk Controller . .. .. ..... . . . $4 7 .00
EPROM Programmer (2716, 2732, 2764)
. . ...... ............. .... . . $75.00
APPARAT PROM Blaster . •• . • .. ... $119.00
ALSZ-Card (Z80 CPU).
. .... $149.00
ALS 80 Column Card . . . .......... $159.00
AFDC-1 Floppy Disk drive Controller . . $55.95
Run DOS 3.3 with any standard Shugart
compatible 51/4 Disk drive (2 drives per
card, Does not read '12 track, Apple II &
Apple II Plus)
Apple Prototype Board (SUN-722) . . . _. $5.95

SAM WOO HIGH RESOLUTION DISPLAY

0 Mother Board w/128K RAM ... . .. $475.00
0 Computer Cabinet . . . . . . . . . . .. $69.00
0 83 Key full-funtion Keyboard . . . . $120.00
0 100 WATT Power Supply ........ $130.00
0 Monochrome Graphic Card
w/Printer Port . .
. .. . . . $289.00
0 FDD Controller Card . .. ••.•... . $149.00
0 Parallel Printer Card . .......... .. $59.00
0 Dual A SYNC & RS232 Port . .
. $75.00
0 320KB DS/DD Slimline Disk Drive . $149.00
0 IBM Parallel Cable 1O'
...... $19.95
0 IBM Prototype Board (SUN-208) ... $9.50
D MICROLOG Z-80B Co-Processor,
Multi-funtion (Run CP/M80 Software)
..............
. .$499.00
O Apparat EPROM Blaster .
. .. $129.00
0 IBM Up-Grade Kit(4164) . . . $44.00/per kit

SEND ORDERS &
INQUIRES TO:

(jr:J
,... 22 MHz Bandwidth
... composite Video
... Anti-glare Screen
,,..Passes FCC & UL Approved
,,..1000 Lines or 132 Characters Across
12" AMBER or GREEN ..••••.

$99.00

* 1OM B Hard Disk Drive '(Internal) .. •· . •
w/Controller for IBM PC ........ $790.00
Personal Peaf! (Data Base Management
System) IBM Format .. . . .. ..... $99.00
* S-100 12 Slot Motherboard A & T . . . $55.00
Bare Board ....... . .. . ·....... $23.00
*IBM Prototype Board (SUN-208) ..... $9.50
*RAM 4164 (150ns) ..... .. ... ... $4.95

*
64K Static Memory Board (6116)
w/o RAM A & T ......•.... ... $155.00
64K Static Memory Board (6116)
w/RAM A & T . . .
. $339.00
Uses 6116 CMOS RAMS, 112 Amp Max,
w/64K @6MHz Extended Addressing, Bank
Select 4-16K Blocks, 2716 EPROM can
replace any 6116RAM, 8 Bit IEEE 696.
UFDC-1 5114 and 8 Floppy Disk Controller
(BIOS available) A & T . . . .... $245.00
Clock/Calendar A & T ... .••..• , . . $115.00
PrototypeBoard(SUN-721) _...•. ... $9.95
Mother Boards/Card Cages
(6, 8 & 12 Slots) are available ..... CALL

TTL IC, ROM, RAM & CPU CHIPS, CONNEC
TORS & IC SOCKETS ARE AVAILABLE.
TERMS : VISA, MASTER Card, C.O.D
(Cash or Certified Check Required). Check
(Allow 2-3 WKS for Clearing) 'Shipping'& H/C
$3.00 for 3 Lbs plus $0.50 for each add Lb.
Calif. residents add Calif. Sales Tax.
IBM & Apple are registered trade marks of IBM
& Apple
· .

SP COMPUTERS, INC.
P.O. Box 4073, Burlingame, CA 94010, U.S.A.

TEL. (415)340-1006
TELEX: 4070477 MO~S

Monday thru Saturday - 8:30 am thru 5:30 pm

SOFTWARE

MICROSOFT
Flight Simulator (IBM) ... . . . . . ... $ 34.
APPLIED SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
Flight Simulator (Apple) Sublogic ....33.
VersaForm . . .. ... ........ .. .... $267.
Multi Plan ... ... ................. 1 28.
ASHTON TAPE
Multitool Word W /Mouse .. . ..... 315.
.. 296.
dBASE II
Pascal Compiler ............ . .. . . 235.
Friday . . . . . . . . . . .
. ......... 175.
C Compiler . . . . .. .....•.•. .. .. ... 335
BPI ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
PBL CORPORATION
GLJAP/AR (Each) IBM-Lisa ... . ... 365.
Personal Investor ... .... ... . . .... . 95.
CONTINENTAL
PEACHTREE
Property Management .. .... . .... 326.
Peach·Pak (AR, AP, GL) ........ 254.
FOX & GELLER Quick Code ....... 155.
ROSESOFT Prokey ................. 93.
Quick Code DultiPack . ......... ... 55.
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL
FUNK SOFTWARE Sideways ........ 44.
Open Access .............. . .... 367.
HOWARD SOFT
SATELLITE SOFTWARE
Real Estate Analyzer II Apple .. . . 137.
Word Perfect. . ............ ..... . 275.
LOTUS 1-2-3 ..... .. .... .•. •. .• .... 299.
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
LATTICE C Compiler .............. 325.
Pis: File
LIFETREE Volkswriter Deluxe ...... 177.
Apple .... . .. ... ...... .. . . . . .. . . 74.
LIVING VIDEOTEXT
IBM . ... . . . .. ..... .... • ... • . . .. 84.
Pis: Report ............... . ...... 74.
Think Tank ...................... 110.
SOFTWORD SYSTEM
PETER NORTON Utility . ........ . . ... 55.
MICROSTUFF Crosstalk .. .. ...... . 128.
Multimate ............... .. . .... 265.
MICROPRO Spell Star .. ... . . • .... 101.
SORCIM SuperCalc 11 Apple.. .. . ... 185.
Word Starw/Applicard .. . ........ 299.
SuperCalc Ill IBM ...... ....... ... 167.
Mail Merge .. .. .................. 137.
STATEOFTHEART(FMSeries)
Bookkeeping ...... . ............. 350.
Super Sort .... • ... . . . • .• . ....... 137.
SYNPSE File Manager .......... . .. ... .
Cale Star ......... . . .... . ...... ... 87.
Info Star ........ .. .. .... . ... . ... 299.
WOLF Move-It ............. . ...... 119.
Word Star Pro .... . . . . ... . .. .. ... 349.
VISICORP
MICRORIM
Visicalc IV ........ ... ........... 170.
R Base 4000 ............... .. .. 299.
Visiword . . .... . . ... ............. 275.
TERMS: All prices subject to change. Cashier's check, MO, Bank Transfer. Allowtime for
company or personal checks to clear. Prices reflect cash prepaid discount. VISA·
MASTERCARD/ Add 3%. California residents add sales tax.
SHIPPllNG: UPS Surface Min. $3.50 within USA Continent.
530
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HARDWARE
PRINTERS
Okidata EpsQn . ... . .......... .. . Call
Juki ........................... . . Call
HAYES MICROCOMP~TER PRODUCTS
Hayes 300 Baud . . .. : . . ... .. ·. ·. . $205.
Smart Modem 1200B .. ... .. . .. . . 434.
Smart Modem 1200 ... ...... .... 485.
MONITORS
Amdek 12" 310A .......... . ..... 169.
Princeton RGB Hi Res . .. ... .. ... 480.
MEMORY CHIP SET
(64K/9 chips) ................ . . .. . 45.
AST 6-pak 64K ... . .... . .. .. . ... . 266.
KRAFT & TG Joystick . . .. . ..... .. . . . .. .
IBM . . ....... . . .... ... .. .... ... .. 35.
Apple ... . .. .' .. . . ...... • . ......... 35.
QUADRAM
.
Quadboard 11 64K ......... . .... 285.
Quadcolor I .. . ... ...... ... ... ... 206.
Quadlink . ............ .... . .. ... 525.
STB ,
Color Graphix Card ...... .. ... .. . 375.
HERCULES
Graphic Card . .. ... .... .. . .... .. . 350.
TALL GRASS Hard Disk 20 mgb .2296.
VERBATIM DISC
. 
S/S D/D 10 Pk.............. . ..... 24.
D/S D/D 10 Pk...... . .•. . . .. ... ... 34.

INTERNATIONAL INQUIRES
. WELCOME
Cirde 457 on inquiry card.

SOMEBODY

HasT.

.. J!.

aVe The Lowest Prices!
'

•

.

.

•

256~, 320k .
Disk Drive, (Toshiba Half or
Tandon .· Full-High), Persyst ·
Color Card, Amdek 300
Monitor, Dos 2.1

I BM PC,

PLUS!·A 1 OMB HARD
DISK SUB SYSTEM
All For Only:

$2699. 00

(We configure and test the
system for you at no extra c ost)

DRI VES
TANDON TM-100-2_ _
SLIMLINE DRIVES:
TOSHIBA
HITACHI
PANASONIC _ _
TEAC 558

MONITORS
$135.00
AMDEK 300
$149.00
AMDEK 300A
$165.00
AMDEK 310A
AMDEK COLOR I _ _ BEST PRICE
AMDEK COLOR II _ _ BEST PRICE
PGS' HX-12
$475.00
PGS MAX-12
$195.00
PGS SR-12
$625.00
IBM MONOCHROME DISPLAY $260.00
. $590.00
IBM COLOR DISPLAY
QUADCHROME C. DISPLAY_ $590.00

PRINTERS
$489.00
EPSON FX 80
$689.00
EPSON FX 100
$295.00
EPSON RX 80
$349.00
EPSON RX 80 FT
$299.00
OKI DATA 82A
$569.00
OKIDATA 83
$399.00
OKIDATA 92P
$649.00
OKIDATA 93P
$799.00
OKI DATA 84P
$1999.00
OKIDATA 2410P
$1849.00
OKIDATA 2350P
$1399.00
TOSHIBA P1351
TOSHIBA 1340
$825.00
NEC SPINWRITER 3550 _ _ $1650.00
NEC SPINWRITER 7730 _ _ $1750.00
NEC PINWRITER 80 COL._ $720.00
NEC PINWRITER 136 COL._ $960.00
QUAD INK JET PRINT
$799.00
CITOH 40 CPS
BEST PRICE
BEST PRICE
CITOH 55 CPS
$290.00
GEMINI 10X
GEMINI 15X
$390.00
BROTHER HR-25
$719.00
BROTHER HR-35
$925.00
SILVER REED 500P
$465.00
SILVER REED 550P
$570.00
SILVER REED 770P
$995.00
ACCESSORIES ON NEC & OK/DATA
PRINTERS AVAILABLE.

. •

•• ·

'

,,

STB RIO PLUS 64K _ _ BEST PRICE
STB SUPER RIO 64K _BEST PRICE
STB PIGGYBACK FOR
SUPER RIO .
BEST PRICE
STB GRAPH IX PLUS II _ _
$375.00

MODEMS
HAYES
SMART MODEM 1200
HAYES
SMART MODEM 300
HAYES 12008
PLUG IN MODEM CARD_ _
QUBIE PC 212A/1200
INTERNAL
QUBIE 212E/1200
EXTERNAL

$469.00
$209.00
$429.00
$275.00
$299.00

$199.00

HARD DISKS
$165.00
$165.00
$165.00
$165.00

MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS
AST 1/0+1 SER & 1 PAR _ _ $179.00
AST SIX PACK 64K, 1 SER,
1 PAR
$269.00
AST MEGA+64K, 1 SEA _ _ $269.00
$269.00
AST COMBO
$269.00
QUADBOARD 64K
(EXPANDABLE TO 256K)
QUADBOARD 64K, 1s, 1p, GAME PORT
(EXPANDABLE TO 384K) _ _ $299.00
IBM COLOR GRAPHIC
$225.00
ADAPTER
IBM MONO/PRINTER
ADAPTER .
$230.00
PERSYST COLOR
ADAPTER
$199.00
PERSYST MONO/PRINTER
ADAPTER
$215.00
HERCULES GRAPHIC
$349.00
PLANTRONICS
COLOR PLUS
BEST PRICE
PARADISE MULTl FUNCTION
CARD
BEST PRICE
ORCHID BLOSSOM _ _ BEST PRICE
64K RAM UPGRADE KIT _ _ $50.00
PEACOCK COLOR
CARD W/PP
$215.qo

1OMS HARD DISK SUB SYSTEM
INCLUDES:
SOFTWARE, CONTROLLER, CABLES, ETC.
INTERNAL
$850.00
EXTERNAL
$1025.00
TALLGRASSTECHNOLOGY
12MB W/TAPE BACKUP _ _ $2750.00
20MB W/TAPE BACKUP _ _ $3199.00
35MB W/TAPE BACKUP _ _ $4350.00
INTERFACE IBM
$125.00
POWER BACK-UP SYSTEM_ $479.00

GENERAL
MAXELL
DISKETTES MD2 _ _ _ $35.00/box
CONTROL
DATA DISKETTES _ _ _ $30.00/box
MICROSOFT MOUSE
$130.00
MOUSE W/WORD
$339.00
KEYTRONIC
KEYBOARD KB5151
$199.00
PARALLEL CABLES _ _ BEST PRICE
BEST PRICE
IBM PC DOS 2 .1

We also carry
CORONA, APPLE lie,
APPLE lie,
MACINTOSH,
T~CHMAR.

Many other products available, Please call for Low, Low Prices!

(714) 838-753Q
2640 Walnut Avenue, Unit K,

Tus~in ,

California 92680

Prices & availability subject to change without notice - IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corp .

Circle 453 for Dealer inquiries. Circle 454 for End-User mqumes.
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EXPOTEK
"PERSONAL SERVICE"
ORDER LINE 7 AM-7PM MST

8.00 - 528 - 8960
.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
(602) 482-0400
2017 E. CACTUS • PHOENIX ARIZONA 85022
c.o.b:s.

All prices are tor cash . cashiers check or money order . Allow 4 weeks bank clearance lor personal checks.
Visa/MC. and P.0.'s accepletf al additional charge . Prices subject to change.
Returns musl ha ve authorization number and are sub1ecl to a restocking charge.

f___,,O_,.,...,.R_l,...B..,..,,M.---·_p_C_ _ _ _ _ Novation~~~s~~-~-3

COMPUTERS

i....,.,,..,._ _ _ _

ALTOS
APPLE
COLUMBIA
COMPAQ
FRANKLIN
IBM
LEADING EDGE
NEC
NORTHSTAR

IBM PC ............. ...... .. Call Save S
AST Research
Six Pak Plus-from ........... $279
Combo Plus II-from .......... 279
Mega Plus-from .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 309
1/0 Plus-from .................... 139
auadram
Quadlink .............................. 489
Ouadboard ...................... .... 289
Quad 512 Plus ................. .. . 249
Ouadcolor ........................... 229
SOFTWARE
Lotus
1·2-3 .. ................................. 319

$AVE

Micropro
w/Crosstalk XVI ............ Call
Smart Cat 300/ 1200 ..... Call
WordStar/MailMerge ........... 349
lnfoStar ............................... 299 Netmaster (Apple) ............ 179
SpellStar .. .. ...................... ... 159 Anchor All models ........... Call
CalcStar .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... 99
Microstuf
Microcom Era 2
Crosstalk ................ ............. 105
w/Software ..................... 349
Microsoft
Multiplan .......... .... .. ........... .. 159
-CALL
Ashton Tate
HAYES
QUBIE
Framework .... ...................... Call
Friday! ................................. 185
PROMETHEUS
Ram Memory
4164·150 ................ 49/9perset
LOWEST PRICES

SANYO

DISK DRIVE$

$AVE

ACI 5, 10, 20 fl/IB Hard Disk
System w/6 MB Cartridge
SANYO
550-555 Systems .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. from $699
Back-up .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... Call
TELEVIDEO
Alpha Omega
RS232 Port
Directly Interchangeable with Sanyo. Can be
10 MEG w/controller ...... 849
ZENITH
programmed for bi-sync operation .......... .. .. .......... ....... ..... 79 TEAC 558
RS232 Port W /Cable
slimline DSDD ............ ... 179
TERMINALS
As above with Modem Cable .......... ........ ...... ...... ..... .... ..... 99 TEAC 55F
slimline DSQD ............... 249
Modem Cable Only ............................................................ 29
Adds
Maynard .............. .. ........... Call
A-1 Green ..................... 475
PRINTERS
A-2 Green .......... .. ........ . 490 ......,,.,.._....,,......,....----r-=-------.-::..,,.----,=---=----t Tallgrass Tech
Hard Disk System ......... Call
Epson
Silver Reed
Viewpoint 60 ........ .. ....... 619 Blue Chip
Hazeltine
M120/1 O ...... 279
All models . Call
EXP 400 ..... Call Tandon
5114" TM 100-1-SS/DD
Espirit I ............ .. ..... .. ..... 445
M120/15 ...... 349 Juki
EXP 500 ...... 349
160K ................ .. ......... 150
Espirit II ........................ 435 C.ltoh
6100 .. .......... 419
EXP 550 ..... . 399
Espirit Ill .................... .. .. 575
1550 AP ...... 499
NEC
I
EXP 770 .. ... Call
5114'' TM 100-2A OS/DD
1550 BCD.... 549
2050 .... ........ 759
Qume
Star Microtronics
320K ........................... 199
8510 AP ...... 309
3510 .......... 1214
QVT 102 Green ...... .... .. 535
Gemini 10X . 239
TM101-4
339
8510 BC2.... .419
3550 .......... 1469 Tally
(9 6 TPI Quad Den)
8510 BPI
389
7710
1649
.. ..
S
QVT 102 Amber ..... ...... 550
......
..........
pirt 80 ....... 24 9 Indus
QVT 103 Green ............ 840
160L
OKIDATA
GT A I
3 9
A10-20 ........ 449
QIV°!"d103 Amber .... .. ..... 850
FF1100-4505 ........1819999
LOWEST PRICES
GT-Ai~ie .............. ...... . 3!9
w!Tractor.. ..549
......
180L
.. .. .................. .
Teev1 eo
910 + ............ .. ... .... .. .... 519 Data Products
Panasonic
759 Micro-Sci
All models .. Call
Tos~~~actor ....
8010 ........ .. .. 449
A-2 (35TR) ...... ............... 189
925 ........... ..................... 699
~~g
:~~ Da~~~~~irecr°'or i. 1299 a~':t~er Pro .... 629
1340 ............ 749 Ra~;o (35TR) ................... 169
2000 .... .. ..... Call
11140
Tr!~~~a~......... 1299
Visual......... ............... ........
Elite I ................ ....... ...... . 249
Visual 50 Green .... ...... . 599 Di~~~oAPI ...... 699
~~BM IF... 1369
~::~e :: 1.... ...... .... .. .. .... . .... ~~~
120Ltr.qual...395
W~~~ual 55 Green .......... .. 720
630 ...... ....... Call
WIBM IF...1569
130 Ltr. qual. ..549
100e0 ...:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 319

............................ ....

11

Wyse 100 ......... .. ... ....... 680
Wyse 300 ..... .. ............. 1020
Zenith
Z-29 .............. ........ .. ..... . 639

MONITORS

"EW
AMDEK

BMC (Color)

CALL

249

Sheet Feeders
High quality mechanical single bin feeders for Diablo,
Qume, NEC, C.ltoh, Ricoh, Daisy, Daisywriter, Juki,
Dataproducts and others (specify type) ........ ................. 495
Electronic Dual Bin sheet feeders for most printers ...... Call
Tractor Feeders
High Swiss quality bi-directional tractors for Diablo,
Qume, NEC, C.ltoh, Ricoh, Radio Shack and others,
(specify type) .................................................................. 199
Silver Reed .................................. .. ................................. 125
Print Wheels & Ribbons .................. ................. ... Call Save $

$AVE
Leading Edge
Color RGB ........ .. ......... 399
NEC
JB 1201 .... .. .................. 155
JB 1260 .......... ... ...... 115
Tax an
12" Amber ..................... 125
Zenith
12" Green Screen ........... 95
12" Amber Screen .......... 99
532

BYTE • NOVEMBER 1984

$AVE

ZENITH

$AVE

Z160 PORTABLE w/Oual 360K Drives,
320K RAM Memory, Microsoft Word & Multiplan,
and Serial & Parallel Ports ............ .. ......................... 2049
VHS VIDEO RECORDERS ....... .. ..................... ........ $AVE
MONITORS -

All models ............ .. ....... LOWEST PRICES

ACCESSORIES
3M
5114 . SS/DD .............. 19/Box
5114 • DS/DD (96 TPI) . 45/Box
Memorex
5'14' SS/DD ...... .. ...... 18/Box
5'14' OS/DD .............. 23/Box
Elephant
5'14' SS/SD BULK ... 1.50 ea.
Head
5'14' Disk Head Cleaner
(2 Disk) .... ............... ,.. .. . 14
Printer Type Head
Cleaner) ......................... 9
Kraft
Joystick .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 39
Standby Power Sys. .. .. . Save
Switch Boxes
Parallel & Serial .. .. .. .. .. Save
Surge Protectors .......... 35-99
Chips 64K (4164-150) ........ 49
Koala Pad
w/Graphics Illustrator ....... 74
Circle 161 on inquiry

card.

74LSOO
74L500
74L501
74L502
74L503
74L504
74L505
74L508
74L509
74L510
74L511
74L512
74L513
74L514
14LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS40
74LS42
74LS48
74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83A
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LS113
74LS114
74LS 122
74LS123
74LS124
74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LSl33
74LS136
74LS138
74LS139
74LS145
74LS 148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS 165

.22
.24
25
.25
.30
.25
.30
.30
.25
.30
.30
.75
75
.35
.25
.30
30
.30
.30
.30
.30
35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.45
.45
.45
.75
.75
.75
.35
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.35
.45
.75
.75
.95
.95
.95
.75
.75
95
.75
.75
.95
.95
95
.95
.75
.75
.95
.75
.75
75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.95
.95

5.95
3.95
5.95
6.95
7.95
9.95
9.95
25.95
4.95
7.95
5.95

1984 IC
Master Manual
$79.95 plus
$5.00 shipping

MISC
8031
8035
8039
8085
8086
8087
8088
8155
8212
8237A
8250
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259
8279
8284
8286
8288
8748
6502
68000

ZJ!OACPU

1.50
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
.85
.90
2.50
1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45
T.45
1.45
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.85
1.85
1.85
2.25
3.95
1.65
1.65
1.65
1.75
1.75
1.50
2.95
1.15
3.75
1.35
1.75
1.95
.75
.75
.75
1.25
1.65
1.65
2.95
1.15
1.55
1.45
1.65
1.95
1.95
1.25
1.25
.95
.95
1.95
1.95
.95
.95
1.55
1.55
1.95
1.95
1.25
2.55
1.55
1.55
1.95
1.95
2.75
1.95
1.50
150

STATIC
RAM

MOSS
EPRON
2708
2716-450
2732-450
2732-250
2764-450
2764-250
2764-300
27128-250
TMS2516
TMS2716
TMS2532

74SOO

74L5166
74L5168
74L5169
74L5170
74L5173
74L5174
74L5175
74L5181
74L5190
74L5191
74L5192
74L5193
74L5194
74L5195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS258
74LS259
74LS260
74LS261
74LS266
74LS273
74LS275
74LS279
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS295
74LS298
74LS323
74LS324
74LS347
74LS348
74LS352
74LS353
74LS363
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS375
74LS377
74LS378
74LS379
74LS381
74LS385
74LS386
74LS390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS424
74LS640
74LS668
74LS645
74LS670
74LS690

2101
5101
2114-450
2114-200
2147
6116-4
6116-3
6116-2
6116LP·4
6116LP-3
6116LP-2

2.95
4.95
1.95
2.15
4.95
5.75
6.75
7.95
6.75
6.95
8.95

DYN. RAM
4116-200
4116-150
4116-120
4164-200
4164-150

1.95
2.25
2.95
6.75
6.95
24.95
5.95
12.50
14.95
24.95
189.00
24.95
12.95
3.25
22.95
14.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
5.95
5.95
9.95
9.95
24.95
21.95
55.00
4.95
39.95
3.95

74500
74502
74503
74504
74505
74508
74509
74510
74511
74515
74520
74522
74530
74532
74S38
74S40
74S51
74S64
74S65
74S74
74S86
74S112
74S113
74S114
74S124
74S133
74S134
74S135
74S136
74S138
74S139
74S140
74S151
74S153
74S157
74S158
74S160
74S161
74S163
74S174
74S175
74S188
74S194
74S195
74S196
74S225
74S240
74S241
74S242
74S243
745251
74S253
74S257
74S258
74S260
74S280
74S283
74S287
74S288
745289
74S373
74S374
74S387
74S471
74S472
74S473
74S474
74S475

.30
.30
.30
.35
.35
.65
.65
95
.95
.95
.95
95
.95
95
.95
.95
.95
.95
95
.95
.95
.95
.95
1.25
3.65
.95
1.25
1.65
2.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.95
2.25
2.25
355
2.55
2.55
2.55
7.75
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.25
2.25
1.95
1.95
1.25
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
7.95
7.95
9.95
9.95

GENERAL PURPOSE BOARDS

No. Contacts
p
p
p
p

441-1
442-1
721-1
722-1

Size

22144
22144
36172
36172

x
x
x
x

4.5··
4.5··
4.5"
4.5"

Contact Centers

Price

.156"
.156 ""
.100"
.100"

9.95
10.95
9.95
10.95

6"
9"
6"
9··

Microwave Antenna System
Freq. Range:

Solder Cup

Description
Part No .

Contacts

Down Converter
2. 20" White Painted Dish

3.

Hood

Right Angle PC Mounting

Socket

Pin

Socket

Grey

Black

DXXP

DXXS

RDXXP

ROX XS

DXXCGY

DXXC

2.05
2.05
2.50
4.75
6.00

2.65
3.60
3.25
7.10
9.25

3.90
3.70
4.50
9.40

3.20
5.40
4.80
10.95

1.55
1.55
1.55
2.95
3.50

"hWATT 5%
50 pcs
100 pcs
1000 pcs
5000 pcs

CARBON FILM
1.25
2.35
11.50
52.50

and Instructions
1.25

ALL FOR $97.95
IC SOCKETS
WW • WIRE WRAP

Joy Stick
for IBM P/C

.010 ea
.009 ea

$139. 00

1 - 99

II &

MATHEMATICS $189.oo
CO-PROCESSOR
Speedy EPROM

lie

$39.

V1sicalc. PASCAL

$22.95

8087

.025 ea
.024 ea

Apple II/lie
Compatible 16K RAM CARD
Disk Drive g~~P;~~~~ih
95
CONTROLLER
CARD $44.95

449.00
99.00
199.00
475.00
249.00
79.00

$19.95

.02 ea
.019 ea

FOR APPLE

Coax Cable Set

Tuneable Power Supply

JOYSTICK FOR
APPLE II

.012 ea
.011 ea

3'

5. Mounting Accessories

IBM PC SMARTMODEM 1200B. Plug-in
SMARTCOM II COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
SMARTMODEM 300. AUTO ANS/DIAL. 300 BAUD. RS232
SMARTMOOEM 1200. AUTO ANS/DIAL. 1200 BAUD. RS232
SMARTMODEL lie. 300 BAUD. AUTO ANS/DIAL. Plug-in
SMARTCOM I COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE

RESISTORS
•/,WATT 5% CARBON FILM
FROM 1 OHM TO 10M OHM
50 pcs
.99
100 pcs
1.89
9.50
1000 pcs
42.50
5000 pcs

60' and

4. Steel Case 5 - 20 DCV

MODEMS
HAYES

GHz

1. Wide Band Probe With

Pin
9
15
25
37
50

2.1 - 2.7

Includes:

D- SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS

t• -v_R._w_A_R_RAN_r_v_ __

Programmer
for Apple

II

00
$149.
Programming 2716. 2732.
2732A . 2764. 27128.
2516. 2532. 2564

in 30 seconds, soflware
control programming.
no additional

100

8 PIN WW
.55
14 PINWW
.65
16 PINWW
.65
18PINWW
.89
20 PIN WW
1.00
22 PIN WW
1.15
24PINWW
1.19
28PIN WW
1.45
40 PIN WW
1.89
LP • LOW PRO"ILF
.10
6 PIN LP
.12
8 PIN LP
14 PIN LP
.14
16 PIN LP
.16
.18
18 PIN LP
.28
20 PIN LP
.28
22 PIN LP
.30
24 PIN LP
.40
28 PIN LP
40 PIN LP
.48
64 PIN LP
4.10

.45

SS
.55
.79
.90
1.05
109
1.35
1.69
.09
.10
.12
.14
.16
.26
.24
.26
.32
.38

U/V EPROM ERASER
General Industries
$37.50
SUPER COOLING
FANS For APPLE
WITH SURG

$37.50

Build Your IBM™
PC/XT Compatible
at
Competitive
Prices
DEALER AND

OEM ARE

SOUND
CHIPS
76477
76489
AY3-8910
AY3-8912

2.95
8.95
9.95
12.95

~-·
••

CRYSTALS
32.758khz
1.0mhz
1.8432
2.0
' 2.097152
i 2.4576
3.2768
3.579535
4.0
5.0
5.0688
5 .185
5.7143
6.0
6.144
6.5536
8.0
10 .0
10.738635
12.00
14 .3 1818
15.0
16.0
17.430
18.0
18.432
20.0
22.1184
32.0

1.75
3.95
3.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95

INVITED

Completed
Unassembled
System
Hardware Only

$1,379

/,
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MULTIFUNCTION BOARD
{
,'
IJ
• 2toserial
up . . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
256kports,
RAM 1 .parallel
. . . . . . port
. . . .real
. . . time
. . . . clock. 64k RAM
. 219.00
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Floppy disk drive controller board
..
. . 119.00
Hard disk controller board/OTC 5150BX ...... 299.00
Color graphic board ......... ..... .. ... .. . 199.00
Monoeh rome + color + graphic board
.... 299.00
Panasonics disk drive. 320k, half height .. _... 129.00
Hard disk drive 10 MB/Shugart SA712
.. 549.00
..
. .. . 129.00
100W power supply with fan
Case .•• , ..• . _ ••. .• _.••..• _.••• _• ...... 109.00
Manual
. ••••• . . ••. . ••.• ••• •. .• ••
. 25.00
Keyboard ............................... 119.00
High resolulion color RGB monitor/Taxan ..... 399.00
High resolution green monilorfTaxan
. 119.00
Monilor stand •••• • • , ••••••• .. .. ......... . 19.95
Hayes 1200B modem . . . ....... . ......... . 399.00
Hayes 1200 modem . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . .. 475.00
Tandon TM100-2A .... . ... ••.• ••••• •• ..... 160.00
64k Memory Expansion Kit ••• . ••..••••••.• . 45.00
50 5V• Diskelt Store . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • . . 19.95

7400
SERIES
CALL FOR
PRICE

MOTHER BOARD:
• 8088 CPU wilh socket for co-processor 8087
• 8088 is supported by 8259A interrupt conlroller and 8237
OMA conlroller
• 2 (lwo) 28 pin sockels for ROM
• 8 (eight) expansion slots
• No RAM on board (RAM is on multifunction board)
Bare Board
................
. . 69.00
Ready Board . . . . . . . . . . ...... . ............ 179.00
(With IC sockets, resistors, capacitors, connectors, cryslals,
transistors soldered)
Tested Board (w/o ROM) ....... . ............ 299.00
IC kit ••• • .. •••••• .• •••••.••••••••• ....... 120.00
IBM is the trademark of International Business Machines.
Prices subject to change without notice.

TERMS: For shipping include $2.50 for UPS Ground or $3.50 for UPS Blue Label Air.
Items over 2 lbs. require additional shipping charges $10.00 minimum order.
COD Additional $2.00 Fee.
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Apple is a trademark of
Apple Computer.

Price 1s subject to change without notice.

CAPACITORS

*

Ceramic Disc

• Electrolytic

*

Tantalum

• Mylar
• Monolithic

1-(800) 821-3628

Handwellcorp

4962 EL CAMINO REAL• LOS ALTOS . CA 94022 • 14151 962-9265

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TELEFAX (415) 962-8249
Circle 18 5 on Inquiry card.

New Multichannel Hobby

BLANK BOARD - HOLES ON 100" GRID, No ETCHED CIRCUIT
EXCEPT CONTACT FINGER

TXL

171947 HANDWELL L TOS

......

NOVEMBER 1984 • BYTE

533

,.. ........

__.

,, Introducing

...

THE ~
3IVI RELIABLE
~

--..._.. __.
"TM

3NI ONE ef..
31\11 DAY
AFTER DAY
5 % Diskettes

furbofaX

~

the r1Jl1.'TI"t'.!i~'11'rn

~

.i
s

~

personal tax program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IBM PC or 100% compatible
33 forms.schedules& worksheets
FAST! Complete return in 3 sec.
Windowsi
Exceeds IRS print specs.
Full depreciation support
Much more!
CA/ AZ available December-$30

Req. 192K 565 plusS5 ship/hand
(CA residents add 6!12% sales tax)

5674 Honors San Diego. CA 92122
(619) 453-8722

B

(800) 621-0852 ext. 355

-.---.-.

····

Simulator:

Cross assembler:

10% Surcharge for Quantities ''8s.s; than 50di1."-ettn~
Hard or Soft Sector with Reinforced Hub (RH)

Debugger:
Single·step, trace, breakpoints. register and memory
manipulalions. 100% program execution conVol.

UNLIMITED WARRANTY. Sold in Boxes of IO.

.

llllFdllll ~~~~!r~~~ar~~ ~~~~~e~68
O~O'C.~'C.'C.~
Sales Tax.
• \OLL-1'
~
"[ES -;..

Fas! running machine language sortware! • Interested? •

395

Oulslde Michigan 1- 800 -258-0028

Ml Residents, Add 4% :

Send check or money order to:

Shipping & Handling,
Add $3.00/100
C.O.D. Add $2.00

·

Advises,
Forecasts,
Simulates,
Tutors,
Decides,
Evaluates,
Solves,
Reports.

.T..

Lets you Design,
create and run
problem solving
expert systems on
the IBM-PC or

DEC Rainbow. No

d

~/
---z./

S~~~e~~o~E

SPEED UP YOUR

dBASE
PROGRAMS

3M Scotch®
DISKETIES

w

dBRx/87,

DSDD·96TPI $2.94 ea.
$2.5D ea.
s·osoo.. .S3.1D ea.

SSDD·96TPI $2.33 ea.
. $2.D5 ea.

5~·

dHEIPER & RA+

s· SSDD

Add arrays, math functions,
8087 support, syntax
checking, animation &
windowing.

Add 5% lor orders less than 5D 5'A" diskettes.

~~ 8rJ~~m;~~~~rllru-:.~d1M~~ ~:~ ~~~:~~:· ~'~~~~
00
0
0
~~~~li~c~~g~\:~s~?ili~fi~~~~e~s o~~~e;Jd a~·s:1~~ ~!.
1

00

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
DN THE SAME PRDOUCT AND QUANTITIES!

LOW COST
E(E}PROM

UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMER

l--=l

* SUPPORTS:

CEPH<»tSI 2516 THRU 64, 2716 Ttmu 512,
27Cl6 TKRU 128, 68732 TllHU 66 (F.EPROMS) 52813
THRU 33. 2816A THRU 64A (MICROS) 8741 TKRU 4911
NO PBRSONAl.ITY l'K>DULES, ONBOARD f'OWER SUPPLY
flS232C INTERt'ACE, XON - XOH', RTS, CTS, DTR
ACCEf'TS l<EYBOARD ENTRY WITH LINE EDITING
ACCEPTS ASCII, INTEL, ANU MOTOROLA FO™ATS
USER FRIENDLY MONITOH FOR 110 DEBUGGING
~'AST PROGfW.t.!ING SUPf'ORTED: 2764 UNDl:'.R 3 MIN.
LOW/HIGH BYTE PROCRAfifotlNG .-OH 16 Bl'r DATA PATii
BYTE, BLOCK, OR CHIP ERA.Sf; ( EEPHOMS ONLY)
• LIST IN INTEL OR MOTOROLA HEX t-"Om.tAT
t VERIFY PROGRAM AND VERIFY BLANK C<fftANDS

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

* 1•109-01:
* 1409-0:.!:
* 1409-03:

4K fl~ARE. res. XFO~R. ooc
1409-01 + ruu SET or PARTS
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED UNIT
1409-ll: 8K Fl!ffifAAE, PCB, XFO~R, DOC
1409-12: 1409-11 ... FULL SET or PARTS
1409-13: ASSBKBLED AND TESTED UNIT
• CCfftUNICATION DRIVERS FOR ~ST PC'S

*
*
*

B&C MICROSYSTEMS
6322 l'K>JAVE DR, SAN JOSE, CA 95120
Tel. (408)997-7685, TWX 4995363

Call or write for details!

For orders only: 1-800-621-6827
(In Illinois: 1·312-944-2788)
(All other calls: 1-312-944-2788)
Hours: 9AM-5PM Central. Mon.-Fri.

~--- G'lt}'1P~o.7{:·,.

~ microproduct's

DISK WDRLD!, Inc.

P.O. BOX 6543 SILVER SPRING. l'VO. 20906

Suite 46D6 • 30 Easl Huron Streel •Chicago, Illinois 60611

DISK
WORLD!

•.........., ""'"11u1°'

~":!°" Pl1)Clttllng

3M

1301 J 946-2585

See us at COMDEX in Las Vegas

Circle 12 9 on inquiry card.

Circle 241 on Inquiry card.

$90.00
$200.00
$300.00
$125.00
$250.00
$350. 00
$35.00

C.OD.

Circle 337 on lnqu_iry card.

All diskelles are boxed in 10·s with Tyvek sleeves. reinforced
hubs on 511.·. user identification labels and write-protect tabs.

4980 5-A lA, Melbourne Sch. FL 32951
3051729-9046
CREDIT CARD ORDERS ACCEPTED

•
:

with dB/RA, dBRX,
s- SSSD

Research

~~~11P.~~nE~s.~~ Nir~1\ f~SJ-1A~'

about 1-0AY ANO Z·DAV delivery
service(availablelorareasonable
upchan1e).

SS-DD-RH. ........ Sl.62 SS-DD-RH..... . ... $2.19
SS-DD-96TPl-RH .. $2.45 DS-DD-96TPl-RH .. $3.05

Circle 208 on Inquiry card.

in:»i~n

Guaranteedsamedayshippingolin

Come on .. Take the Challenge...The Call is Free!

Fas\. unlimi!ed program lenglh, long symbols ( 12 charac·
lers distinguished), lil e includes. condihonal assembly,
command line swilches, in1erac\1ve operation. brilliant Ii·
sting oulput. delailed symbol table, symbol reference. 32
bi! Arithmetic.

~

---- -----

We will BEAT any price en
3M Oiskettes linthis issue.

~~~n~

Runs 6BOOO programs on your 8 ·bi! system. Full set ol
68000 instruclions and CPIM function cans available. ope
ration abort anylime. l00% pro1ecled system RAM.

These 3 high-performance tools all for S
• Available on B'" and most 5"' formals lorZBO CP1M.
· Free airmail shipping to lhe US (abroad. add 'S 7.50/packge)

c:hip 5Iioff. Inc

"APPLES TO APPLES"

n& \

Complete package includes:

•
;:a9Sun
it's hlsure4P
SAFEWARE Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as $35/yr covers:
• Fire • Theft • Power Surges
• Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident
For information or immediate coverage call:

1-800-848-3469
In Ohio call (614) 262-0559

~

SAFEWAHE. TllE INSLIHANCE AGENCY INC.

Circle 363 on inquiry card.

Circle 18 3 on Inquiry card.

'IBM® Compatible

1Qpc'~1peure:Jt.
11

E-PROMS -

Call! Lowes! Prices Anywhere

*4164-150/200 . .. . ... . .. . .. 399
2764-250 ...... . .. ... . ... . 575
6116-LP3 .................. 499
256K .................... 2650
TTL & HCT Parts - now avail .. Call
XIDEX OS DD Box of 10 ...... 265°
*TM-100-2 ............... 16995
*Teac Half-Heighls........... 16495
27-128 ..... . . . . .... ....... Call
27-256 ... .. ........... . ... Call

Add $3.95 shipping lo all mders • Prices subject lo
change • PO. 's on approval • G.D. D. OK • All new, no
surplus. no seconds, QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.

3310 WMain St., Tampa, FL 33607
In FL and for info, call 813-875-0299
FOR ORDERS ONLY, 800-237-8910

I01~:IC

TELEX 330690

Circle 323 on Inquiry card.

/

APEFACE . . .
. .. $59.95
TYMAC CONNECTION .. CALL
AXION . •. .....• . ... . . .. .. CALL
MICROBITS.....• ... ... .. CALL

BLUE CHIPS

LEGEND
880 ................ .. . $259.00
1000............... . .. $279.00
1200..............
. .CALL
1500.. . ............. ..... CALL
1081 ................. .... CALL

BO ... ......•..• ..... . ... . CALL
82A ................. .. $299.00
83A . .. .. ••.•• ......... $569.00
84 ... ...• . ...... . .... . $959.00
92 ... ..... • .. .. . ..... $399.00
93 .... . ••••..•••...• .. $685.00

Citoh

MANNESMANN
TALLY

SC-100 Color

... . $229.00
STSI TIU Stand - .. . .. - s 35.00

SG 1000 Green •••••. S 99.00
SA 1000 Amber . • .. .. S 109.00

300 Green ..... . ..... . $ l 39.00
300 Amber ... .... .. $149.00
310 Amber-IBM. _..... $159.00
Color I Plus ...... ..... $259.00
Color 4T·IBM . •• ... . . . $589.00

210 Col0t AGO •••• .. S259.00
100Green . ........ .. $115.00
105 Amber . . .. _ ... S 125.00
400 Color RGB ... .. $295.00
410 Color RGB ...... $349.00
420 Color RGB·IBM . $459.00
121 Green·IBM . . . . . . S 145.00
122 Amber-IBM
... $149.00

ZENITH
ZVMl 22A Amber . .... S 95.00
ZVM 123G Green . •• ... S 85.00
ZVM 124 Amber-IBM . S 129.00
ZVM131 Color . . ... .• $275.00
ZVM 133 RGB . • • . • • .. $389.00
ZVMl 35 Composite
$449.00
ZVM136 HI RES Color $589.00

GORILLA

$249.00

STAR
MICRONICS

EPSON
RX·BO . •.. . ....•. . . . ... $259.00
RX SOFT ...... . ...... $299.00
FX·BO ........ . .. . .. ... $439.00
FX· lOO•...•.•.•••.• ... $639.00

GEMINI 1 5X .. ... . . . .. $359.00
DEL TA 10 .. .. . ........ $375.00
DELTA 15 ........ . .... $475.00
RADIX 10 . . . .. . ....... $509.00
RADIX 15 ......... .. .. $559.00
POWERTYPE .... . ..... .. CALL
SWEET P
(MODEL 100) .. . .. .. $549.00
STX 80 ............. . . $1 49.00

PANASONIC

NEC

1090 ..... . . . . .... . . .. . $229.00
1091 .......... ...... .. 5299.00
1092 . . · •·•••·• · . .. .... 1439.00

NEC 8025 .. ......... . $699.00
NEC 8027 ... .. .. . . .. . $359.00

MODEMS

TAXAN

GEMINI 10X

SPIRIT 80 . ........... $299.00
MTL·160L............ $559.00
MTL·180L. ..... ...... $775.00

Gorilla GX100 ......... Sl 19.00
Gorilla Serial ...... . .. $129.00
Prowriter 851 O .. .•.•• $315.00
Prowriter II •.••....•• . $575.00
8600 .••.•••••••. .. ... $899.00
Starwriter . . . . _....... $929.00
Printmaster ......... $1199.00
Sheet leeder. .
. ... . $425.00
620 . . . . . • • • • . • • • . . . . $929.00
630 ....... . ......... s 1699.00
851 OSp •.... . •..• .•• .. $499.00
8510SCP . . , .. . . . ..... $559.00
A 10 Letterqual
. ... $499.00

MONITORS
J3 1260 Green . . .... $ 99.00
JB 1201 Green . .. .. . $145 .00
JB 1205 Amber
.. $145.00
JC 1215 Color ..... _. S255.00
JC 1216 RGB _ ...... $399.00
JC 460 Color _
. . $349.00

=

OKI DATA

CARDCO
L01 ....... .. ....... . .. $449.00
L03 .......... . .... .. .. S339.00
PRINTER INTERFACE ... $39.75
PRINTER INTERFACE W/
FULL GRAPHICS ..... $65.75

I

MITEY MO ....• 79.95
MICROBITS

SKC
SKC·SSSD ............. $14.75
SKC·SSDD . ............ $ 17.75
SKC·DSDD ........... . . $21.75

MPPl 000C ...... . .. .. S 109.00

ELEPHANT

NOVATION
J·Cat . ............... . . $89.00
Cat . ................. - $129.00
Smart Cat 103/ .. . . . S 169.00
Smart Cat 103/212 ... $389.00
AutoCat . ....... .. . . . . $209.00
212 Auto Cat. .
_. $539.00
Apple Cat II .
. .. $239.00
212 Apple Cat .
. . $439.00
Apple Cat 212 ....... $249.00
(Upgrade)
Smart Cat Plu s ... . ... $359.00

51/•"SSSD ............. S15.99
5W'SSDD ..... . ....... 517.99
5v.''DSDD . ............ 522.99

MAXELL
5'!.''MD·l ,, ....... . ..... S19.. 95
5V•'MD·2 . . . ......••.••. S24 .99

CERTRON
CASSETTES

12" Green . . . .. .. .. . S 82.00
12" Amber . .. . ...... , . $ 89.00

HARD DISK
DRIVE
IBM, APPLE
SONG WRITER D . . $27 .75
PHI BET A FILER ... $32 . 75
MASTER TYPE . . . . . $27 .75

PPC22A
Porlable 256K ·Amber .. . S 1995
PPC22G
Portable 256K·Green .. . $1995
PPCXTA
Porlable 256K·1 OMeg . . . $3295
COR128K 128K RAM .. , S 159

CONTINENTAL
HOME ACCOUNT D • . . . $44.75
TA X ADVANTAGE . ..... $35.75

Z·150

BUSINESS

ZENITH

... CALL

COLUMBIA DATA

VISICALC . ... , ........ $159.75
LETTER PERFECT. ..
$89.75

1600 .. ..... , . , . .

. ..... CALL

TELEVIDEO

ATARI
$34.75
s34.75

10 MEG ..
. . $975.00
20 MEG . . • • • . . . . . . . S 1399.00
30 MEG .. ........... .... CALL
"D.0 .S. EXTRA

INNOVATIVE
CONCEPTS
DISK STORAGE (10) . ... . $4.95
DISK STORAGE ( 15) . •. .. $9.95
DISK STORAGE (25) .... $19 .95
DISK STORAGE (50)
w/lock ............... . $25.75
DISK STORAGE ........ S 17.95
ROM STORAGE
... $24 .75

T S1605 .. ............... CALL

OVER 2000 SOFT-WARE TITLES IN STOCK

AMERICA'S MAIL ORDER HEADQUARTERS

LYCO

MSD
SD1 DRIVE .. , .
. ... $309.00
SD2 DRIVE . .......... $499.00

COMPUTER

WORLD'S LEADER IN SALES & SERVICE

CONCORD
ATARI 176K
MASTER ........... , 5289.00
ATARl348K
MASTER __ . _...•.... 5389.00
ATARI ADD·ON
DRIVE ............. . ... CALL

PERCOM

TRACK
DRIVES

AT88S1 . .............. $249.00
AT86S 1 PO ........ .. . $299.00
ADO·ON DRIVES . ........ CALL
AT 68 OOUBlER .•.• . . S 119.00

AT D2 . .......... . . .... $329.00
AT·D2 TURBO PAK ••••. 522.96
AT·OH........... , .•.•••• , CALL
PR INTER CABLE ., ..••. S22.95

H is ~ Fre~

POLICY

No Ch:11os1I on C 0 0 or d tH!>. free s tu pping o n V'epa1d cash orders w1th1n
tht- con tinentdl US
APO f PO and 1nternat.Qnal or ders add $5 00 plus J 1i,, IOf priority mail
s~rv1Ct· PA 1 f~S1den1s add sales tar. Adve11 1.zed prices sn• •w 4l\. d 1scounl

NOW!trom

DUST
COVERS

AFFORDABLE M·68000
COMPUTER SYSTEM

~

For Personal Computers and Small
Business Systems, Peripherals, Game
Units - Protective, Long-Lasting Vinyl
Resists Both Dust and Liquids.

direct to You

100 CPS Dot Matrix Printer

275

1

• Centronics
lntertm

For Immediate Delivery
CALL 800·845·5300

Or In N.Y. State Call (516) 293-sns
Clri:le 159 on Inquiry c.ari:l.

- CHOICE
Amdek
Apple
Atari
BMC
Columbia
Commodore
Corona
Eagle
Epson

M68KCPU 6-10 MHz CPU, 20K static RAM, t6K
EPROM, on board monitor,
two H::i-~32
serial ports, 16-blt parallel port, 5 timer/
counters expansion bus.
Barcboard......... ........................... 8 99.95
Comptct' Kit ................................ 9595.00
MD512K · 12B ·S 12K static RAM. floppy disk controller
f, hard disk Interface Bare board .•.. •. $ 99.95
Complete Kit (128K) ..................... 8725.00
M68KE
Enclosure with power supply, fan, filter, 4 slot
card cage
.....•.....••.......•.•.•.....•.•.•.•.•.•••...•.... 8249.00
l'l68KA81'l M68000 Macro Cross Assembler for CP/MBO,
IBM PC. TRS-8 0 and Apple II computers
·-················································· 8199.00
g~g ~~frsnid~ handling
:
Foreign orders add
820.00
Callfornia residents add 6.5 % tax

GROUP/VOLUME DISCOUNTS Al/AILABLE

tgg

EMS

OF COLORSFranklin Ace
IBM
Kaypro
Okidata
Rana Systems
Star Micronics
Televideo
Texas Instruments
PLUS OTHERS

FOR FREE BROCHURE WRITE:
ENCHANTED FOREST
P.O. Box 5261, Newport Beach, CA 92662
(118 Onyx)

~fc.~·~!o;;;~... (714) 854-8545

Sytem•
P.O. Box 16115 • lrvlne, CA 92713

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Circle 147 on inquiry card.

v1sK aoor
HARD + cVRlfY
pAr A SE
FiXT ends
boot hassles,
stops data
thieves-

DATAMAC, DAVONG,
GREAT LAKES, IOMEGA,
XEBEC, ZOBEX, others.
No-Slot Installation for
IBM PC, COMPAQ, COLUMBIA
$70 - $95 + tax/shpg

GOLDEN BOW
SYSTEMS
Box 3039

San Diego
CA 92/03
6191298-9349

SPECTACULAR

ml
s
1·

* Hayes Comµarihle *
* Free lommuni<"ations Soflware *

LIFETlME WARRANTY

y;

SV< DSIDD
(745)

s21;9ea

HAYES 12011
l'.S ROHOTlf'S ____ ..

20

It's simple to give your computer a voice with
the PersonalSpeechSystem(PSSlfrom
Votrax, Inc. The PSS is:
• a truly phonetic voice synthesizer
•an unlimited speech output synthesizer
• able to create sound effects and music
• an easy to operate, easily installed
synthesizer
• adaptable to most personal computers
Call 313-583-9884 to hear an actual voice
demonstration of the PSS over the phone.
Suggested retail price - $395.
Formore information and
specifications, write:

VOTRAX, INC.
1394 Rankin, Dept. 221!
'froy, Michigan 48083
1-800-521-1350
313-588-0341
(in Michigan)

Olde 419 on ln~lr)' 'card.

. • __ ., l'a<>word

:ltltl/l:WO Auto,\/[) w/rahles. spkr

--+

5 11." SS/QD/96TPI ... $2.55
51,1." DS/QD/96TPI ... $3.20
8" SS/SD .
. _ $2.00
8" SS/DD ___________ $2.45
8" OS/DD_ . __ __ ... __ $2.95

'* S:U..i;

A:--:CHOR Al TOMA TIO:--:_ .,,., SIC:--:ALMA:--:
Mark I :lllll Haud
$ 69
Mark X :ltlll Haud Auto A/ll
* $119
Mark XII IW0/:11111 Auto AID
*$239
~l'HIF:'

1-800-328-3472

Internal : W0/1:!110 Auto A/ 0
External :rnu/I ~110 Auto A/ D

Dealer inquiries invited. CO D's and charge
cards accepled. All orders shipped from
stock within 24 hrs.

*$269
*$289

DIRECT CONNECT DEVICES

~- N{

P.O. Hox I :1:u·,r,, San Luis Ohi•I>"· C' A 9:1406
CALL FOR FREE
C' ATALOG '

North Hills Corporation
3564 Rolling View Dr.
While Bear Lake, MN 55110
MN Call Collecl 1-612 -770 -0485

-

~

-

CALL TO
ORDER:
IHOf>I ;;4:1-6:108

Dealer Inquiries lm·ited

Clrde &2 on lnqlllry card.

How to turn a
shy computer into
a smooth talker.

2
DAY
SHIP

r:-;
STOC'l-i

3M DISKETTES

~Qeai s•1.·.s1~~
~

-MODEMS

LOWEST PRICES

Circle 121 on Inquiry card.

Buy/Sell Used Hardware
Without Risk!!!
In addition to receiving a monthly
newsletter containing latest com
puter information and sales,
membership allows you 1 free ad
plus additional ads at reduced
prices. Buyer selects ad, sends pur
chase price to Computer Swap
Shop who holds same in escrow
and notifies seller who ships to
buyer. Buyer has 7 days to examine
the equipment and - if satisfied,
seller receives sales price less
small commission; otherwise,
money is refunded. You must be a
member to buy or sell with Com
puter Swap Shop Inc.
NO RISK! BON OED.
Send $20 subscription fee to:
Computer Swap Shop, Inc.
Box 2988
Delray Beach, FL 33444
Circle 86 on fnquiry card.

l
t•

INTRODUCING

THE CYPHER'"
A COMPLETE 68000 & Z 80
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER SYSTEM
WITH ULTRA-HIGH-RES GRAPHICS!!

, . . . , ... CliJliil.~

aaOt· llOf" ~M
. ..... ll;ll~"Ylwatt
• i;a&J!DDiWT"'~~

<:cM!tlOl.i.fflllOlllj... .. 'f!CkMi

• ~C:OMrJlllDl1Llllll'OlllU&ll

"'ll,IOl.1aaJWINQI'~

. ::.~.:-::~

• ::.9f~flMiflilOcllC<lt1 Hill

..,~ ...... ·11""~1,..~l'IUaQill~ONNllOQU'll

ll

Clrde 291 on ln.qulry card.

II

AB
COMPUTERS

OUTPUT DEVICES

IBM PC and PC XT in stock.
available at special prices

Printers by Star, Epson, Okidata, Brother:

Wordstar .........
335.
dBASE II (Ashton-Tate) "
.....CALL
dBASE Ill (Ashton-Tate) .. ..
........ CALL
...... CALL Microsoft "WORD" (with MOUSE) .
325.
Peachtree Peachtext 5000
L
.,
189.
Spinnaker Software-full line......
CALL
UNIX Operating System for PC
CALL
COPY PC...... ...................
29.
*Personal Pearl (pearlsoft) - Database filing/
reporting system for personal productivity. Manipu·
late database thru simple English sentence com·
mands. Great for beginner or pro. Super business
aid. Includes functions for bookkeeping, general
ledger, billings management, mail list, sales
analysis, budget planning, more ................$235.
PLUS many other software specials ..........CALL
Zenith-All Zeniths fully software & hardware com
patible with the PC and XT ... superior keyboard:
i

Computer

Ram

Drive

Ports

Price

ZF-151·21 128K 360
1PU2 SER. CALL
ZF-151·52 320K 720 (2 drives) 1PL/2 SER. CALL
ZW-151·52 320K 10.6 MB+3601PU2 SER. CALL
ZF-161-21" 128K 360
1PU2 SER. CALL
ZF-16 1·52" 320K 720 (2 drives) 1PU2 SER. CALL
Sanyo-We have Sanyo 550 & 555 PC's. Built-in
software includes MOOS Version 11, Wordstar,
CalcStar, Basic, more. Great Prices ..........CALL
ALSPA 8" CPM Computers. 64 K memory work·
horse at super special prices.
1/SS ..... .................... .. ........... as low as $500.
2/SS ....... ......... $700.
2/DS ................$1,000.
'Portable

Star Micronics Gemini 10X ....................... $285.
-tO" carriage. FIT 120 CPS
Epson L0-1500- NEW 24-pin..
...CALL
letter qual. dot matrix

Epson RX-80-Tractor leed. Graltrax + .
289.
Okidata 92. ....
.. .. CA~L
Brother HR-35 Daisywheel 25 CPS Bi-Directional 915.
Brother HR-25 Daisywheel-23 CPS Bi·Direcliona1 675.
Brother HR-15 Daisywheel-13 CPS Bi·Directional 399.
Panasonic 1090 Printer ............... ................ 249

i----;RE_E_CATALOG!____

I This ad space can accommodate only a few of the I
I exceptional values available from AB. Our latest I
: catalog is packed with fantastic buys, top brands, :

Lt~::!'.:::~~!e:s.;.~r,!!e!.:1:~~0.:.:'.:

I

with Correspondence Mode

MONITORS

PLOTTERS BY AMDEK, SWEET-P:
Amdek Amplot II-Six Pen ...................... 890.
*SWEET .p 100-Single Pen (with 4 color pens)
SPECIAL, CALL
IBM Parallel Printer Cable
19.

USl-20 MHz band width, 1000 lines resolution.
Easily capable of 80 character display.
* 1200G (Pi-2)-12" green phosphor SPECIAL $85.
* 1200A (Pi-3)-12" amber phosphor SPECIAL 89.

/ETC.

DISKS AND ACCESSORIES

Panasonic, Amdek, Hitachi & Other
'h height, double side drives..
.. .. from $149.
*Winchester Drives (1 O MB)
895.
Ouadram Ouadboard-Parallel port, serial port,
clock/calendar.
No RAM-$229, w/64K·$279, w/384K-$499
Hercules graphics board ........... ..
359.
Votrax speech synthesizersPersonal Speech System .. ...... .. ..
249.
AST-full line of IBM cards & boards ..
.C ALL
Keytronics 5150 keyboard .......................... 179.
Hewlett Packard calculators, all models:
LOW, LOW PRICES .. ...................... .... CALL

VERBATIM-Verbatim DATALIFE® Minidisks are
super quality, super durable. Price per 51/4''
minidisk (sold in boxes of 10)
~/DD

Qty. 10

Qty. 50

Qty. 100

1~

1~

1~

DS/DD
2.60
2.55
2.50
*AB's OWN DISKETTES-Top disk quality at a
low, low
price .
buy 100
(DSIDD)
and pay
only $1.60 per disk.
Plus. before December 30, get a· free Amaray
Mediamate 5 disk file in the bargain!
AB carrys all major brands ... 3M, Verbatim,
Maxell, Wabash, BASF, Sentinel, Dysan . .. in all
popular sizes and configurations. CALL for
super prices.
DISK STORAGE
Mini Flip 'N File (50 5" disks)
..... $17.45
Rolltop 100 (100 disks, 10 dividers) .......... 2899
Mini Kas-ette/1 O (for 5" disks) 1/2.25 10/2.05 ea
•Amaray Mediamate 5........ ......
.. ... 11.99
PLUS- "HEAD" disk cleaning kit (w/2disks) 11.99
IBM drive analyzer (Verbatim) ................... 22.50

SOFTWARE
Lotus 1·2·3 ...
Lotus Symphony
Multi-Mate
icrosoft)

......$315.
479.
325.
129.

AMD EK
Video 310A-12" amber, 18 meg. TTL-IBM.$155.
Color II +-13" RGB TTL input...
435.
ZENITH
ZVM-124-12" amber... 22 MHz, TTL for IBM .....$150.
ZVM-135-High res. RGB+composite monitor .... 470.
ZVM-135·1-Cable for RGB monitor. ................ 23.

COMMODORE SPECIALS

POWER DEVICES

WC 6420 Auto Modem (also available
$ 65.
for Atari & Apple at slightly higher price)
Tech Sketch Light Pen & Micro Illustrator
44.
MSD Dual Superdrive for C64 & IEEE ..
570.
CBC 4112 Analog to Digital 4 Chan112 Bit ... . 179.
Typing Tutor Ill with Letter Invaders ..
35.
(Also for Apple & IBM)
Paper Clip Word Processor CBM/C64
60.
Oracle (Consultant) Data Base........
89.
BY Balleries Included
All other "Batteries Included" items in stock CALL
FORTH for PET/C 64..
50.
(Full Fig. Model) by Cargile/Riley
Ditto Disk 64 (copy discs even if
36.
original is copy protected)
STAT for PET/CBM/C64 ...
95.

II

Ordering lnlormation· Prices shown

Every product sold by AB Computers 1s lactory packed and
comes with the manufacturers warrantee However 1f an item 1s

defective when received you may return 1t to us within 15 days
for repair, adfustment or replacement at our option Returns

must be accompanied with copy of your 1nvo1ce. letter detailing

delect blank warrantee card and all original factory packing To
expedite handling please ca ll for return author1zat1on number
(Sorry, no return s on compute r software once opened)

'w;..v,.v;..~~l.O;.OJ.f/J..fl~O;.'t.fJJ.'OiJIJ.O.f;JJUf.fl 'f.f/.JJJ;,U~JJ;.W~9~

Circle 4 on inquiry card.

..

COMMUNICATIONS
Mark X Auto Dial/Auto Answer.
$119.
Anchor Mark XII Smart modem ............
265.
Hayes Smartmodem 1200B.
459.
(includes Smartcom II soltware)
Hayes SmartModem 1200/300....... .. ....
529.
"Crosstalk" software................................ 135.

comprehensive Statistical Analysis Routines

AB SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

~JJ

Datashield back-up power source
200 PC-200 watt .....................................$265.
300 XT-300 watt................. ... ..
390.
"BITS" Power back-up-250W, True uninterupiable.695.
Brooks 6 OutletSurge Suppressor/Noise Filter.......... .... ..... 54.

AB #A.

In ·

elude cash discount Add 3% for c red it

"""

card purchases (Ma stercard or VISAJ
Personal checks take 15 days to clear.

.~

no

waiting

on

cert1f1ed

checks

'·

~. ~

l

L

SI NCE 1976

252 BETHLEHEM PIKE

or

COLMAR PA 18915

money orders Add $1 50 shipping and

- !C handling on all orders Mail, APO/FPO,
=-'C Air may requir e additional charges PA
~ residents add S'J. sales tax All items

subiect to availability Prices subject to
-~ change Additional discounts available
~I to qualified educatmnal 1nst1tut1ons

JI.....l

THE VALUE LEADER

OR USE OUR ORDER LIN'E MONDAY SATURDAY

9 A. M. -

'

6 P. M. EST

800 811 1111
.

I

•

•

(IN

PA, 21s.a22.7727)

NOVEMBER

1984 • BYTE

537

100
Qty

20
Oty

1.97
2.66
2.50
3.18

2.10
2.82
2.65
3.36

*

Fast
Delivery

1.74
2.29
2.79
3.0 7

*

1.52
2.07
1.65
1.94

CALL 818-706-8602

*

Credi! For USA Direct Dial Call
Wilh Any Disk Order.

Disk!s

I- ]

..

:'Jwinf]Jings

Agoura Hills. CA 91301

IZI

~4MHt..No will: :atts

• IZ8Kbllni:fd RAM,60KbTPA
• 80 x 24 line high speed video
• Disk ConuoHer !up to 4 drives!
B"SS/SD, OS/DO 11.2 Mb)
5" SS/DD. DS/00. OHO II :lMbl

Factory
Warranty
1.40
1.94
1.53
1.81

*

1111 ~ fUlly Supponttl By<J'/M Plus

1.86
2.44
2.95
3.24

Use 5" and B"simultaneously
Both 5" and S"connectasbuilr-ln
• Two programmable RS232C ports
• Centronics printer pott
• 16 bitlTL l/Opo1t
• Parallel keyboard input port
• Oock calendar with t>atte1y backl..!P

A word for this Punch/Reader Combo is , . ••••.
: . ! • : • : : • : • : .• ! : •• : : • : ... : . : : . : •• : : •. ~ . : : : : . : . : . : ; : •

. . .. . . .. . .

... ...

: : : ~ : ~ : .: :,: : : . : : ~ .. : : : : .: . : . : : : : . : : :
:.:::u:;. , : : .. :,::: .. :: .. :::, .. ,;:., , ,::,:; . ,, : .. : ..

• Expansion bus fa enhancements
• Requires ~ +SV l.2A. +- 12VO.IA

Speed! Model 510 punches p"per !ape at 11 0cps.
reads al 150cps. Thi s rugged machine IS co mputer
compalible offering RS2 32C. currenl loop. pa ra llel
inputs . The ASCll·to-Baudot code co nversio ri per.
mils direct keyboard entry for Telex/TWX transmis 
sion. Plus : 256 characler slorage. 75-9600 baud
rale. 5·81evel !ape. slock. ADDMASTER CORP 416
Junipero Serra Dr.. San Gabriel. CA 91776 * 2131
285-1121.

MSC-tCO +5" 0HO(l.2MbJ drive S975

Free Price Lisi Available

Circle 124 on Inquiry card.

PRINTER RIBBONS
PRICE

PER
PER
RIBBON DOZEN
ANADEX 9500 ...
.. 10.50 109.80
APPLE DMP .................................... 5.25 52.20
C. ITOH PROWRITER .................... 5.25 52.20
EPSON MX-FX 70/80 .................. 5.00 48.00
EPSON MX-FX 100 .... .........___, 6.75 69.00
GEMINI 10-JOX-15-15X
2.50 23.40
IBM HARMONICA 'h"
6.75 78.00
IBM HARMONICA 314" ·-·-·-·-·- 7.95 92.40
IBM 4-COLOR
........... 15.75 180.00
IDS MICROPRISM-480 .............. 5.75 58.80
IDS PAPER TIGER 460/560 ........ 6.75 78.00
IDS PRISM ..................... ,.............. 7.95 92.40
IDS 4-COLOR ................................ 15.75 180.00
NEC· 3500 M/S Non Flip .......... 6.25 69.00
NEC - 3500 NYLON ........................ 9.00 96.00
NEC PC-8023A ...... ...... ......-......... 5.25 52.20
OKIDATA 80/82/83/92 ................ 2.50 23.40
OKIDATA-84 ................................ 5.00 57.00
RADIO SHACK DMP-2100 . ...... 7.50 87.00
RADIO SHACK LP VI & VI 11 .... 5.75 58.80
SILVER REED EX 550 S/S
5.00 57.00
SILVER REED EX 550 NYLON ... 9.00 105.00
TOSHIBA - 1350 ........................
7.50 87.00
XEROX 610/620 MIS ....... .......... 5.95 66.00
Add $3.00 Ship. & Hand. - To Order Call
Toll Free 1-800-742-1122
In MI (313) 569-3218 or Write for our Catalog

DWIGHT COMPANY, INC.
15565 Northland Drive - West Tower
Southfield, Michigan 48075-6496

Circle 14 2 on inquiry card.

DYNAMIC RAM
64K (4164) ............... . ........ $4.65
256K (41256) ...... ............. $29.00

Cttde 6 on Inquiry carci.

THE
HANDICAPPED'S

STATIC RAM
6116LP·3 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . $6.95
6246LP·15 .. ................. .. .. $32.00

• All Prices Subjecllo Change '
We Ship UPS . COD or PREPAID
Shipping and Insurance Are Exira

Circle 307 on inquiry card.

al!JM JO 11e::i a1qe11e•v s1onp0Jd Ja1110
S6't>!:S pue1s Jo1 1 uo~ 1a•!MS 'ii ll!J. MaN
DNlddlHS

Software & Hardware
for ·
COMMUNICATION•EDUCATION
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
VOCATIONAL•ENTERTAINMENT

+

!:

5upa1ua::i
01nv

'--J~ /I

a11 'll

Computability Corporation
101 ; Route 46 East
Pine Brook. New Jersey 07058
201-882-0171

suonns
aJ!:J 1ena
11

a1ddv JO:l

'1:>1is,or un9 au111:>1w

II
Ii

DEALIRS

TURN YOUR PROFITS.
Orde 456 on Inquiry cant

Circle 7 4 on Inquiry card.

ANALOG 1/0 CAPABILITY
FOR

HP 150

APPLE

• 16 CHANNEL A/D SINGLE ENDED

Compatible Disk Drives

• 8 CHANNEL A/D DIFFERENTIAL
• 2 CHANNEL D/A

DISK DRIVES WEST of California has purchased
a large quantity of 100 % Apple compatible half
height Ooppy disk drives and is offering them to
the public at UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICES\

• 12 BIT RESOLUTION

- BOARD MOUNTS IN ACC. SLOT OF HP

6730 VIEW DR. S.E.
PORT ORCHARD, WA 96366

sn1c1 AllOWJMI

5u1dd!~S

OO'CS PPV SJaPJO llV
i03J.lllNI sen1:i ONll Stl3W30

Catalog of Computer
Products
for the Handicapped

We carry a wide selection of IC's.
IF YOU NEED IT, WE CAN USUALLY GET IT!

(206) 876-6298

XO

· ::r~fl'Sll\

FREE

- DISPLAY 1 TO 4 CHANNELS OF DATA
ON SCREEN IN REAL TIME.

NORTHWEST MICROCHIPS
DISTRIBUTORS

au!lases ·M Z£9Z

Division Of Computability Corporation

8087 ................. $150.00
OEMS AND DISTRIBUTORS,
CHECK OUR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS!

zozse euozpv 'esa~

Sll01"811l1$1G

SOURCE~

EPROMS
2732 EPROM 350ns ................ .$4.50
2764 EPROM 250ns ........ ......... $7.00
27128 EPROM .. . .... ___ .. . .. .. .. . $21.00

· 6lS1N)Zlt'l'!09

II

•
•
•
•
•

High quality 1OOo/o Apple compatible
100 o/o tested before shipment
Includes cable _and enclosure
Ready to plug in and use
30 day return or replacement policy

1119.00

150.
- COMPLETE LOW COST SOFTWARE
HANDLER AND EXAMPLE PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE.

11

DISK DRIVES WEST
14252 Culver Drive, Suite A
Irvine. CA 92714 (714) 660·7030

$995 QTY 1-5

TERMS: MC, VISA. Prepaid (no perwoal check s) orC.0.0.
certified chec~. Add $3.50 for postage and handUng.

CLINICAL MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

Box 1055
Melbourne, Florida 32936
(305) 723-5475

Circle 62 on Inquiry card.

. -BRAND NIW - NO HCONDS •
NAMI BRAND MANUFACTURllR

1:
II
II

California 1esidants add sales tax.

IBM 1h High Compatibles - DSOD available - $ 149.00 + P&H

also

All 1terns sub 1ect to ava1lab1llty .

Orde 05 on Inquiry .caftl.

PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!
PRINTERS
OKIDATA

tvt.82A, 10" Para. & Ser........... $ 289
ML83A, 15" Para. & Ser. . . . . . . . . . . 545
tvt.92P, 160 cps.... . . .. .. ... . . . . 399
ML92 IBM Graphics Comp. . . . . . . . 429
ML92S, 160cps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 499
ML92 Apple Mac. 2K Graphics . . . . . Call
ML93P, 160 cps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 629
ML93 IBM Graphics Comp. . . . . . . . 649
ML93S, 160 cps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 769
tvt.84P, 200 cps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 799
ML84S, 200 cps . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 899

RITEMAN

Riteman Plus 120cps w/Tractor .. . . $
Riteman Blue Plus 140 cps IBM . . . .
Alleman II 160 cps,BKmem. wJTrac .
Rlteman 15, 160cps, 15" carr. . . . . .

257
342
369
549

QUME
Letterpro 20P Prop. Spc. Enh Prnt .. $ 567
1
2
40
1299

~f2i~bl ~~~th' ~: . . . cp~.. . . • . . . . .
STAR MICRONICS

Gemini 10X, 10", 120 cps . ........ $ 265
Gemlnl15X, 15'', 120cps . . . . . . . . . 367
Delta 10, 10", 160cps . . . . . . . • . . . . 399

EPSON

RXBO, 120 cps .... ........ ... .. . $
RXSOFT, Friction & Tractor ........
FXSO, 10" 160cps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MX100, 15" Carriage . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FX100, 160cps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
LO 1500 .. ...... . . .... ... .. .... .

275
319
447
469
667
Call

C.ITOH

Prowriter8510AP, 120cps . . ..... . $ 329
Prowriter8510 BC2, 120cps. . . . . . . 429
Prowriter8510SP, 180cps . . . . . . . . 455
Prowriterll1550P, 15"120cps... .. 527
Prowriter I I 1550BCD, 15" 120cps . . 557
Starwriter F10·40PU, 40 cps . . . . . . . 949
StarwriterA10, 18cps... .. .. .. ... 479
Prlntmaster F10·55PU, 55 cps .. ... 1199

BROTHER

HR25 ..... .. . ....... .. . ....... $ 669

DYNAX

DX15ByBrother,SameasHR15 ... $ 379

JUKI .
6100, L.Q. 18 cps wlproportlonal spc.$ 429

TOSHIBA

P1351 Dot Matrix, 192 cps, letter quality
100cps,doesgraphics. 3 in 1 printer $1289
P1340 same as above but 10" carr.. . 757

MANNESMANN-TALL Y

160L, 160cps . ....... .. . .. ...... $ 559
180L, 180cps. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 765

PANASONIC

1091wlTractor,120cps, 1 yr. war. .. $ 309

SOFTWARE
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP.

Lotus 1-2-3 ..................... $ 295
Symphony . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 437

PRINTER
ACCESSORIES

DISPLAY
MONITORS
NEC

ORANGE MICRO

Grappler+ ...... . .. . .......... $ 115
Buffered Grappler +,16Kexp.64K . 165
Mr. Chips for PC & XT, Par. Ser. Clock &
Cal.,64K .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . 389

TOSHIBA

Bl-Directional Tractor ... ....... .. $ 159
48
Font Disk for Down loading P1351 . .

MICROTEK

Dumpling GX (same as Grappler +) $ 68
DumpllngGX w/16K buffer. . . . . . . . 149
Dumpling GXw/32Kbuffer.... ... . 165
Add itional Buffering 16K • . " . . .
16

FOURTH DIMENSION

Par.Card&CableforApple ....... $

OKIDATA

Plug and Play for IBM . . .. . ....... $
Okigraph I for82A . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Okigraph I for 83A . .. . .. . , . • . . . . .
Tractor for 82A & 92 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CABLES

IBM PC to Parallel Printer •. . .. . .. . $
Serial Cable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •

49
35
43
43
49
16
18

.

IBM Grej!n Monochrome#121 ... .. $
IBM Amber Monochrome #122. . . • .
RGB IBM w/Cable#420... ........
RGBSuper Hi-Res.#415 . . . . . . . . . .
RGB/Comp. Med. Res. #210 . . . . . . .

139
145
439
393
259

PRINCETON GRAPHICS

HX-12forusewithlBMPC ... ... .. $ 479
Max12AmberforiBM . . . . . . . . . . . 199

JAGUAR

12" Green, Hi-Res Non-Glare ... . . . $
12" Amber, HI-Res Non-Glare .. . . . .

99
99

ACCESSORIES

Multi-function Card . . . . ..... . .... $ 273

System Saver .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .... $ ·59
Fan for Apple I & liE wlsurge . . . . . .
37

PC PEACOCK

APPLE

.

Super Serial Card ..... ... . . .. .. •$ 139

MICROMAX

Viewmax 128K extended 80 col. card
forApplel!E ....... . .... . .. .... $ 129
80 col. card for Apple II & II + . . .
139

ANCHOR

MarkXll . .• ...... . .... ........ . $ 229

U.S. ROBOTICS

Quad Color 1 Board ... . . .. . . .... $ 199

Password30011200 .. .. . .. .... .. . $ 335
Auto Dlal212A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 459

HAYES MICRO

300 Baud Smart Modem • . .. .. . .. . $
1200 Baud Smart Modem . . . . . . . . .
1200 B for IBM PC . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
Micro Modem !IE . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Chronograph . . . .... .. ... . : . . . .

205
459
359·
259
189

GIVE US A CHANCE TO BEAT THE
COMPETITION'S ADVERTISED PRICE.
IF YOU SEE IT ADVERTISED FOR LESS, CALL
COMPUTER CONNECTION RAST FOR LOWESTQUOTE!
MAIL ORDER:
We accepc VISA1 MasterCard,
12841 S. Hawthorne Blvd .. No. 585
.Hawthorne, California 90250

NOSU~

Circle 76 on Inquiry card.

•

SANYO

MBC 555-2 w/1 320K Drive & sftwr. .. $ 895
MBC 555-2 w/2 320K Drives &
more software. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1095
Serial Port for Sanyo . . . . . . . . . . . . .
69

TAVA
TAVA PC1 Par. & 1 Ser. Ports, 128K, 2·320K
Drives, Color Card & Monitor ... ... $1550
TAVAXTsame as above including 10 meg.
Hard Disk Drive .. . .. : . . . ........ $2495

NEC

PC8800, 2-320K Drives, TB1205 Amber
Monitor , FREE Software, Words tar,
Mallmerg, Multlplan .. .... ... ... . $1145

COMPAQ
256K, w/2 • 320K Drives ..... ... . . . $2195

· DISK DRIVES
SIEMENS
FD100-8 .. . . .... ... ............ $ 145

TANDON

RIA CREDrf CAADB

KAMERMAN
10 Meg. Internal Low Power w/Controller
Card & Software. 1 Year Warranty. 48 Hour
Replacement Guarantee .... ..... . $ 895

ALPHA OMEGA
10 Meg HD for IBM & Comp. w/Cont. Card
13MonthWarranty ..... ..... . .. • . $ 875

TEAC
55B DoubleSided360K .... $ 135 2 for255
Quad Density . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189

PANASONIC
112 Height,360K . . .. •. .... . ... .. . $ 139

Drives Far Apple & Franklin
RANA SYSTEMS

MODEMS

AST RESEARCH
QUADRAM

IBMPCBarew/cont.&keyboard . .. $1199
IBM PC64K, 1 Drive .. .. ........... 1345
IBM PC64K, 2 Drives. . . . . . . . . . . • . 1525
IBM PC, 2 Drives w/256K . . . . . . . . . . 1665
IBM XT, 128K, 10 Meg., 360KDr. .... 2995

TM100-2foriBMPC . .. . .. ..• ... . . $ 149
TM85-2, V1 Height,320K . . . . . . • • . . . 189

PARADISE

Six Pak+ ... ....... . .... . .. . .. $ 249
Mega Plus II ........ ..... . ...... 265

IBM

Kaypro II ...... ... , . .. ...... . . . $1179
Kaypro 4 ..... .. •• . • • •. • . .. .. . . 1645
Kaypro 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2295

APPLE .& FRANKLIN
ACCESSORIES

. .. . $ . 39

Apple !IE Starter System incl: Apple !IE, Tilt
Monitor, 1 Drive w/contoller, 80 col.
card........................... $1189
Apple licLightweightPortable . . . . . 999
Macintosh wllmage Writer , . . . . . . . . 2500

Cal About Al "AT" Systems

. IBM PC
ACCESSORIES

64K MEMORY UPGRADE

APPLE

KAYPRO

ANCHOR
AUTOMATION
Mark XII Hayes Comp.
$229
PANASONIC
1091 w/Trac.
$309
COMPAQ
2 Drives & 256K
$2195
NEC
JB 120:~~!20MHz

64K(9chips) :·..........

Softcard (CPIM) .... ...•... .. $ 239
Microsoft Word . . . . . . . . • . . . . 315

TAXAN

139
149
169
279
425

IBM PC BARE
w/IBM cont. &
keyboard 90 days war.
$1199
64K MEM. UPGRADE
$37
TANDON TM 100-2
$149
TEAC55B
Two for
$255
IBM to Printer
$16

MICROPRO INTERNA TIDNAL
MICROSOFT

V300 . ... .... .. ..... . .... ... ... $
V300A .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .
V310AforlBM PC . .. .. . . ..... ...
Colorl+,Composite13" .........
Color II+, Hi-Res. 13"/IBM ........

Order NOW for Christmas

color Graphics Card w/Par. Printer Port,
Compal. w/All IBMScftware,2yr. war. $ 225

ProPak(WSIMMISS/Starlndex) ..... $ 399
Option Pak(MIM, C/S, Sii) ; . . . . . . . . • 199

A MD EK

99
133
139
245
365

HOLIDAY SPEc;IAL5! !

ASHTON TATE

DBase l . . . ..... ....... ........ $ 329
DBase Ill .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. 419

JB1260, 12" Green ... . .... . . ... . $
JB1201,80col.,20MHz.. . ..... . ..
JB 1205(A) 12" Amber,20MHz . . . . .
JC 1215 Color Composit w/audlo .. .
JC1216RGB, Hl-Res/IBM640x300 . .

Ellte I .. ...... .. . ...... ..... . . . $ 225
Elite II . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 339
Elite ill . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . .. . . . . 399
Controller add . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . .
75

SUPER 5
Sup-5(V1 Height) . .... . . . ... .. ... $ 199
Controller Add . ....•. , . • . . . . . . .
65

MIC RD-SCI

A.Z .... . .......... . . . . .. . ... .. $ 185
Controller A<lll .. .. .. . • . .. . . . . . .
70

TOLL FREE
ORDER LINE

[BOO) 732-0304
[Outside California]

COD (w/depoait], Certified
Check• or Wire Tranefara•

[213) 1514-9019

Minimum BhipPWeCharge •4.00,
Som111 itenu..aubiect to back order•
CaNfornia Rea. add 8Ya % S.les
Tax. Prices aub;ect to change
without notice.

TECH. SALES & INFO. :
[213) 1514-9019

[Inside California}

Man.-Fri. 8 a .m. ta 6 p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m. ta 3 p.m.
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MEMOREX

o You Love Your Work
Keep It Fun
Let our fast stand elone

n.nJBU DISCS
take the drudgery out of programming!

WE Will NOT BE UNDER·
SOLD!! Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information Dealer
inquiries invited and C.0.D.'s
accepted

Your IBM PC w/126K, DOS 2.0, one disk drive and
our Program;

cross reference and/ or print Source
Code
flag duplicate data names and Invalid
references .

SIBEC51
8051/52 DEVELOPMENT"BOARD

Wiii

allow more than 1400 data names and
11,000 references

Wiii

process all versions of Cobol

8051-Based Single-Board Computer with
Monitor/Debugger
14 28-pin byte-wide
sockets; monitor will
program EEPROMS.
IPerfect for System
Development and
Educational Applications

Will
Wiii

Wiii be "persona llzed" wltn your name on

tne re?Orl headln

Invest $95° 0 in your future
Send c heck o r mo ney order to:
San Luis Obispo. CA

934-01. In Cal caU
(800)592-5935 or
805}543-1037

arcle 31.8 on Inquiry e<!ttl.

Mela Syslem Inc . of Alaska

2806 Iri s Drive

Circle 266 on Inquiry card.

Circle 41 on Inquiry card.

Get What You've Always Wanted 
Get type-set quality true proportional
spaced printing from your WordStar and
NewWord document files.

BYSO'" LISP is a complete · imple
mentation of LISP. Includes a full
screen editor, arrays, good debugg
ing. Very fast. Thoroughly tested.
Documentation includes "THE LIT
TLE LISPer." Everything you need to
get started plus a first class program
ming environment. Order today from
LEVIEN INSTRUMENT CO., Box
31R, McDowell, VA 24458
(703) 396-3345

~$82~M5
PC I28K
Circle 242 on inquiry card.

PropStar prints on most daisy-wheel
printers including Diablo, Qume, NEC,
and compatibles with ps type-wheels.
PropStar is a stand-alone program, not
a patch to your w.p. program, gi;Bs'
higher quality print than modified
WordStar, never crowds caps. PropStar
supports most of the common WordStar
and NewWord print enhancement•. For
CP/M-80 systems on 8 11 and 5-1/4"
media, also for MS-DOS systems on PC
media. Only $ 49.95, Visa &: M/C o.k.
Specify computer and printer model.

D

CIVIL
COMPUTING
CORPORATION

211 I Research Dri ve. Suite I
Livermo re. California 94550

14 151 455-8086

l'<!~"\l!::;'!f!;ljy i~fel~;~~~~ ~~;~r~~~bE~l~~ ~i 1\ficial

Call or write-Questions answered

CHESS MATE-Dept. Bil
21 Faulkner Hill Road
Acton, MA 01720
(617) 263-2087
Circle 55 on inquiry card.

analyze any statement you enter
and respond in true Rogeri an
fashion - and her remarks are often
amazingly appropriate!
Unlike the stripped down versions
you may have seen, our ELIZA has
retained the FULL power and range of expression al the
original mainframe program.
Best of all, ELIZA comes with !he complete SOURCE
PROGRAM (written in BASIC) ... anyone, even a
beginner, can easily customize ELIZA's responses.
So nexl lime people ask you what your computer can
do, bring out ELIZA and show them!

ELIZA is only $45 and available in the following formats:
•B" CP/M disk
•Apple II. II plus. lie, lie. Ill
•IBM PC and all compatibles •51/"" CP/M disk
•Commodore 64 (disk or cas.) (specify make and model)
c/a/
t~lligence
ESE.MfCH GROUP

1.

Add $3.00 shipping & handling
(Calif. res. add 6'h% sales tax.)
Checks, MasterCard .
, and VISA accepted

921 N. La Jolla Ave.• Dept. B
Los Angeles. CA 90046

Circle 2 5 on Inquiry card.

10

IOI, dllltrtn! KrHn •nd border colo•I
dtlinoblt, COPY •"llilltr lo mo•elduPli·
catt porlion1 o f 11>1 101. double li nt
1p.ci11g,d1lin1bl1formltngthandwidth,
ind ent PlfllP'tPh.1ut con bru~on
di1k ot CtW!llt. in no•m t l lormat or in
CotnnlOdott lorm11. te:>1\ rwn bt ~>'eil
•ilht1including1 il formt1co,.....1nd1.or
n t fa<ml11td form, IO 1hat ii Qn ~
di.eked by I SPiiiing c~dter. lintt c:tn
tM upto150c1>1<.c1111lon9,.40co!umn1
..-n~J.ttn f!ttimt.

Tht add l1i0 Mt f•t ura of Bl.IZTEXT
1.11111:
A n INCLUD E func:lion for llfge IU!I
that co nnot be held in rnemorv ~ I !he
11- t ime, you con inC lude ltJctfile"on
uptolourd i1k dri.,..1 .Thi1g in:>1 y oucon·
Uolonr .. ~ry luge tuu,yo u con P<int 1
wl1olt book 11111 wav. Abou l 26000
clw11cte11 co nbtin memo•V1ttht11mt

The t ermirl.ll l~ili!y buih into lht
BLlzTEXT 1.1p109, 1m1llowi you lo
1tnd/ffOl'i•ttloc1,onic· rnuo•!lel vii tht
phon~ IY!lfm aud 1 modem IVIC. HES,
Of Sm"t Modam l. Thi1 t;1i""1 you 1re•
menda.,1 opPOr1Un ilit1. f0< UilfO'ISl lt,
vou con recti•I tnd 11 1ht i.ome timt
itott dtti f<om 1 dHa bHt. a< 1 .,.,;"'
c.o llttlli~I te 1ru ti home .ond then W'nd
lhem . 10 1 1vp.:1o11in9 m.chine . The
t etminol mode' ~loo unbtu1ed IO wndl
rec.Ive jnlorm11ion from another com·
puw • it t fl S1J1 lillntl . E-vthing Qn

~i~e ~~~~m~!~t ·~;0 p1 ::i;";'.n1~e :::~'.

le1111th, !ht btudr1te. p~ritv. lull o• htll
dupl e,., J line Or X li nt. P•avam ;1
lri•ltbl.o on diolo. tnd onG>iMUe lllh
ipecily) .
Order·No . .49'5
onlyl49.QO
BUZTEXT COMBO PACK AGE
T1, i1 P1d<.ge con1i1 t1 ol the BLIZTEXT
1,1 wordJ11ocn1or pluo th e lollo.,.ing
tool1worlr. ing lnconjunc1ionwithBLIZ·
TEXT: A tompJe\~ mail ing list P•ogr1m
,.;,11 in option'"°""""" you 10 m..91
addfe>MJ .,.ilh t 1111.. crt~ltd by BLIZ·
TE XT.

t rod

Dirtr lbu lor

inquir i•t .,.

ELCOMP' P'UBLISHl~G. INC.
2174Wmt Foo1hi118lwl., Uni1E,Dtp1 .36
Up!tnil ,CAi11116
Ptoono:l714161J-8J14,Th..:ftll il

PAYMENT: CIMdt, VISA. MC
CA 'ftidtontltdd6"' ..ln1u .
Addt 2.00lorohipping
OuuidtUSA:add1S"'tgr>hippino
ln Singit. po1-CO n lac'I : l•IU 22456
lnGl<ftltn y CDntlC:t: teltll 526973

Circle I 50 on inquiry card .

Circle 61 on Inquiry card.

1

Other Fidelity products discounted

:~:;·he:~1~,'g~·g~~c~u';';;;;;t3e;,;~i·n t~~

ror rn;1rc 1h.. '4000 criu1n1n in II••

cQPy •t91I••·

limt.!nadditicntoth•tvou~veroom

Meet ELIZA, lhe computer ps ycho·
therapist
Created al MIT in 1966 lo run on a
large mainframe, ELIZA has become

Prices include shipping. C.0.D. add $2.00
MA residents add 50/o sales tax.

' GET ONE BASIC BOOK FREE WITH EVERY ORDER

· euzTEXT 1.1 W0<dpromQOr for c .6.4
Thi1 wordproo.. 0< hi• 111 the ftimn1
thlt vou e:d"'n from I 900d wordp•o·
cas10•Plu1.ome 1ddi1iona!IH1utt1 .Th t
111n1brd fe11uret int"IUdt:
FUii ICiH n o«tn, -cltdi1!ngwi1h horilGn·
Ill •.nd .,..~ i e4! "'•olling. dVNmic for.
m1t11no. P"nler cont•ol .OOlll C4n bt
, lmb..;ldN11n.,...,..ht11 wi1h;n \ht 1•x1. f0f
underlinin.g.1hj"101dilftrrntlrant,tnd
..nu,.,.., tlu your pt intor con P•rform.
wor1<1 wilh .. Pun t•n (P.,•ll • I, "'"11.
IEEEl. lingltkty1trolr.1fordi1lr.di<tc!ory
tnd t<tO• chlnr.el. global or IQgl Huch
~n~ ttplaoir. lelt ilnd •iQhl m1,9in hmifi·

o.i.

At Discount

Wa:, .$000'Now $510
Fide!.J~Y~ensory 9
Was~ Now $160
Sargon III b_y_)!.a yden Software
Was~ Now $45

comm.&4
FREE
Book
.............................................................

1,...;1.i.

.CHESS COMPUTERS
CHESS SOFTWARE

Fidelity Elite A/S World Champion

5335

[I ~!n~ry Tech:~o~y
0

Anchorage , Alaska 99503
Phone 907-243-8619

-tP

(213) 656-7368 or 654·2214

CSOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
PCDOS/MSDOS
• FULLCCOMPILERPERK&R
• lnline BOB7 or Assembler
Floating Point
• Full 1MB Addressing for
Code or Data
•Transcendental Functions
• MSDDS 1.1/2.0 LIBRARY SUPPORT
•Program Chaining using Exec
•Environment Available tD Main
• c-window™ C SOURCE CODE
DEBUGGER
• Variable Display & Alteration
Using C Expression
• FASTBOBB/BOB6 ASSEMBLER

Combined Package - 5199
Callo r write:
c-systems
Fullertnn, CA 92634
P.O. Box 3253 714-637-5362
TMc-systems

FORTRON CORPORATION
Quality at Low Cost
Designed for

UPGRADE IBM®
PC to PCXT
Ideal for
•Development Labs
•Industrial Application
•OEM Manufacturers

140 Watts Switching
Power Supply

Full Replacement
Same Dimension, same power
connector, same pin out lo regular
pc power supply.

Model: FC 135-40

4 Disk Drives
Connectors
Capable of handling 4 Drives.
Hard or Floppy.

Worldwide
Representatives
Wanted!

Built-In "ROTRON"
Cooling Fan
High CFM, Low Noise, Reliable.

ONLY

•® File #E82453

119900

PC XT Assembly Kit $375.00
Includes:
*Power Supply FC-135-40
*Cabinet FC-630 A2
*Keyboard FC-427

• European Safety Design

[Quantity discount available)

-ORDER TOLL FREE

(800) 821-9771

• Assembled, Fully Tested
in USA

[Outside Calif.)

PC Upgrade Kit $1040.00
Includes:
*Power Supply FC-135-40
*10 MB Winchester Drive
with Controller
*Winchester Bios

• 115 V/230 VAC Input Dual
Selectable

Tel. (415) 490-8171
TLX=559291 Fortran UD

• One year Warranty
Terms:
Shipping immediately from stock usu
ally. Minimum $5.00 shipping & han
dling. Personal check ship two weeks
later. 6.5% sales tax for CA residents.

3797 YALE WAY
FREMONT, CA 94538

*Also carry: Hundreds of standard models power switches from 30 watts to 300 watts, single output-multiple outputs.

Dealer & OEM Manufacturers Quantity Discounts Available
FC-427/ .----........_KEYBOARD

.

HSC130-40

$115.00

130 W. Switching
Power Supply

• 100% IBM® PC Plug-in Compatible
•Use High Quality TS-MOOOl Switch,
Life Time 20 Million Cycles
• High performance, High reliability
FC-330
•

I

cio

• To Build an IBM PCXT Compatible
• Power Switch on Back Sida
Pol!ition

• Flt Cabinet FC-630

Hard Disk Card
.!t

IBM PCXT
$299.00

Compatible

IBM PCXT
Compatible
Floppy Drive
Control Card

IBM PC
$99.00

Circle 170 for Dealer Inquiries. Circle 171 for End-User Inquiries.

Compatible

l.C.
MC1488

0.29

MC1489

0.29

8086

9.00

8284A

4.50

8237A-5

7.50

8284C

1.50

8275

15.00

*

Prices f ar Min.
Order 100 pc•
Si'JP.I~ Unit •

rices

7406
7407
74L600
74L602
74L604
74L605
74L608
74L609
74L610
74L612
74L620
74L651
74L674
74L686
74L690
74L6107
74L6123
74L6125
74L6132
74L6138
74L6139

0.49
0.49
0 .39
0 .39
0.49
0 .39
0.49
0.39
0.39
0 .39
0.39
0.49
0.70
0.49
0.39
0.39
0.49
0.79
0 .89
0 .69
0 .69

74L6155
74L6161
74L6165
74L6175
74L6191
74L6244
74L6245
74L6251
74L6257
74L6283
74L6375
74L6670
74674
746280

0 .95
0.49
0 .95
1.20
0 .95
1.20
1.20
1.50
0 .50
0.50
1.20
1.50
1.20
4.00

84K DRAM
41.00/9 pc:s
2764 250n1
5.25/pc:s

IBM® PC, PCXT are trademarks of IBM Corp.
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Jef_¥ WOW!
IBM-PC WITH DRIVi
'1399
APPLE 2e w1TH DR1v1: '889
SANYO SSS DSDD
'969
COMMODORE 64 '189

'369

JUK16100
OKIDATA92
EPSON RX 80 FT
BROTHER 1S
GEMINI 10X

1

384

'289
'354
'244

FREE
•

Bli.l,"n
Ca ll Toll Free

NY 1"2 2]

BOO VI DE084 o r 800 441 1144
or1nNY718627 1000

Cln:le 187 C),11 lnqilfry card.

Software for Apple II & Commodore:

GET ONE FORTH OR BOOK FREE WITH EVER't' S2Ct.OOOROER

FOATH Apoliellion1 on thl 18"' PC
A.oplK41toon oroqr1m• in F19FOFffH
vo"'r PC Sc:rern1 >how p,o\r.,... from
1npul/011to...1. b""il<V 1r"'. "1ilic11I 1n
11thgen<:9.
d~c:omoil1J.
b1ulr.Po •m
ro,,.11.... ~~.,.....o•d "'du. .i l1nH1 111.....
m11ling k1c with 1nvoicr ... r.111>11 incl .i
co~i..11 b"'•in9" Plldi.age comt11n.n9
inwo•"" wril"'f. m1~ing lilt Md 1nvtn•
tor¥ mntrol. orol~1.11on.i p1og1.im1 lor
tile W..rQll FORTH orogr~r
Ord•-Ho.61
Uloo•.l
112.15

POWE.A FOATH fo r AWU II•. ATAAI
IODXL .Com~

E1t1n,j<ld Fog .FORTH 1nd Oldilor Mid
n>1nYU11fulutiJit.... VttypcN11flUI
FigFOATHforAoplitllc
QocW·Mo.6166
119.tS

rn ·FOATH l.Awri ll00/800XL !Disk

11 $3

19 .96

FOATH 1ppkcttt0n n~p1" tor IM
novic1tnduP11rtprog11mmer . ll8P'911
This book ditc,,.utl the ""' of FOATH
for 9'11'111tting .o... nd. plotlin'il t'.ol'li<:1,
ind l'ltndling tut tnd 1t1i119S. lncludtld
t1'~mpl1pro"'1'"'1tlum111ng1np ...1.1nd
OUIOUI ..... 11'1, UM Of lht!llmf PD1'1
ltldtWmPltmtlli"tlill

OrOtr·'-· 170

IBoolll

17.95

• 39.00
llUIO

Ord•·lrilo.111

1...,.,.........

caoo..1

PAYMENT: c:twk. VISA.. MC
CA.....,,.ts..Wl'l ..l•lU••
AOCll2 .00fout1itlpi"'.

~_. .e .t.•11•

lnSi"M>Of•C:O-:

Cltde 151

L..lmifll

FORTH on "'' AT ARI by 11Jing

o .... 111d Oiat1ib.tto1 lnQulrits inwil.:I.
ELCOMP PllBLISHINO. INC .
2T14Wm Footb1llBlwd . Unl'lf

" " -' C714l62HIJ14.TI•

111.to

Ord...·No .7053
L•1n .FORTHl01 A,,LE Lie
Ord•·~O-

21111 01

~-

256....,.

liken

at

;-J-flr+-H-1-_,_..-1-1-.:1,-i...!hi:! rates from 3

lo 72000 H~
'
. Tlllxler&aJl'IOt, 01$1c
l=l=l:4'A::::t:::):::fl:;;;t:I~ ana-pnnter utllHleL.
~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~UHble
1-1-r+-+-+-+-+-+-+-1~~!$!! ~

F. F.T.

:r'Mi'! 128 spec
~~~~:~:~~~~:~:!:~~:!: Sir.Ii Hz
h'l:1a~~"fi
l--l-#-1--!.-l-+-+--l-ll-+to Y,
l-i-tt-+-tt-+-+-+-+-1"""" umpl• Ire~ Mag &
ltil&ii1i.:Y;:b::lii::t:tjti Ph-done
1 sect
,.
Nffdlr CPMIncard
Commodore Scope/FFT disk & manual . ... $85.
pple II Scope/FF disk & manual. ...... 1100.
Timex Scope/FFT Eprom Card ... .... ... . . $85.
· Please call or write.for FREE CATALOG.

112.•

( omputer , { onttnuum

~USA: lllld16'1.torthl000ftl
lnG•n11nvoo~ :

, ....
...i..

12451

521173

Ju 1 s.~t~e·11h A~en, e
Snn • I ' I!:>(<) C:A Y4 ••

e

,4. ::il

{';),! b~9·~

on IR®lrY card.

MEMORY
MODULES

VT102

BKxB
CMOS
RAM

Radio Shack Model 100
NEC PC-8201 A
Olivetti M10

CONNECT YOUR PC
TO YOUR DEC SYSTEM
PC100 turns your IBM PCIXT inlo a VT100152
terminal. PC102 adds VT102 printer and file
transfer support. PC102-132 supports true 132'
columns. Guaranteed. compatibility with all
VT100/52 applications incuding: EDT, WORDll,

~~=l=::l=P~~::l:L:l:T.!~'
.! ~?~~ca
>ff+--'Prli-t-./+-lm<+-...µ,.;~:l·natr
.....+-+""l-+r+-1~-+_.._41

FOATH l~i0<1onycu1 APf'LE lie
1Th1Appleinyo111Htnd)
A c:omplell in11odu~1on to FORTH on
vou• APPLE. l11tludf1 m1ny FOATH
1peiligition pl'O(lrtll'I• tnd "'IChine

fl1FOATHfor AT AAI aoox l

Ordlr·No.70SS

*

L•m -FORTH - 1 wblrl far lhl I»

'°' •i
l ..

Ord•-No.49&0

23~7Conc•,ls l ;:indAJP

ForApple II, Commodore 84, TRS 80 Color, Timex,
and others. Connects to CPU bua. 8 channels AID
& 8 channels DIA 1.6 ~SAID convert llmt. 8 bit
res. Easy lo program. BOx&cableavallable.•220.

'F ORTH
--·
11FOATHfocCo~

HARMONY VIDEO & COMPUTERS

-=:..7ct ANALOG 1/0 BOARD

, Suggested Lisi $120.00.
Purple Price

s49.95

, Low power CMOS design.
, Simple installation.
, 30 day satisfaction guarantee or your money back.
, 1 Year warranty.
, Next day shipmen! via UPS included in price.
, Optional Memory Test pro!Jfam $15. (Cassette)
, No frills direct connect Modem Cable - $9.95
Shipping: From slack. Free UPS surtace Cont. USA 
Add $4.00 for UPS 2 day Air - Add $7.00 for Canada
- P1yment VISA. Master Card. or American Express.
Checks held t4 days - Tu: 6'11 (Calif only).

Convert What You Have
To What You Want I

All-IN-ONE, DEC·CALC AND UNIX. PRICED
FROM 189. ·
• 110 through 9600 baud operations
• Complete keyboard and screen emula lion
• Optional 4010 graphics support

GENERAL MICROSYSTEMS

CALL NOW

6440 Flying Cloud Or.. Suile 205
Eden Prairie. Minnesota 55344
(612) 944-0593

PURPLE COMPUTING
2068 Ventura Blvd.
Camarillo, CA 93010

CALL FDR fllll INFOllfHflDll rACKHE.

VISA
MliwC..

........ btlrm
1 -18001 732-5012
CUI 18051987-4788

Ii
ii
11

,I

I!

'I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11

Cltde 177

on ln.qulry cai:d.

Otde 156 on Inquiry card.

Orde 34?

on Inquiry t.an:I.

New 64K Single Board Comp11ler
eliminates need for a terminal.
Includes video controller, any
size floppy driver controller,
6Mz CPU and CPM 2.2*-0nly $375.

l'l.J:XCBLB DISCS
WE WILL NOT BE UNDER·

APPLE COMPATIBLE
Substantial OEM Discounts Available.

Save yourself time, cost and trou·
ble of hardware design and inte·
gration. Haidware-Graphira'Alpha
Video Controller, No Terminal Nec
essary • 2 Serial Ports • 64K RAM
• 1/0 Expansion Software-Floppy
Disk Driver • Alpha Thrminal Driver
• Source Code Provided Call Us
'lbday-Megate) 1051 Clinton St.,
Buffalo N.Y. 14206 (416) 745-7214
•cPM

~a

tflldcmark of Digit.al Rcsun::h Inc.

Circle 263 on Inquiry card.

Prices tor dealers in quantities of 10 CJ more.
End Users Inquiries welcomed.

lie Slim Drive ... ... ... . $170.00
II+, lie Slim Drive ... . .. $140.00
II + , lie Shugart Drive ... $130.00
Controller Card .... ..... $35.00
Computer Case ......... $55.00
Keyboard ...... ..... .. . $70.00
(Numeric and Function Keys)
Switching Power Supply .. $45.00

Orde 154 on Inquiry card.

-....

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES

ea.

San Luis Obispo. CA

100 Foothill Blvd.

ELECTRADE CO. (408) 946-2541
780 Trimble Rd. Suite 605
San Jose, CA 95131

SOlDllCall Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited and C .0 .D's
accepted.

93401. In Cal. call
(800)592-5935 or
(805)543-1037

Circle 318 on .Inquiry, card.

.................................................................

®CUSTOM COMPUTER
.
TECHNOLOGY
1 CCT PLAZA  BOX 4160 - SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340

CCT

TOLL-FREE
ORDERIN.G:

800-222-8686
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT/
SERVICE /IN ARIZONA:
602-282-6299

Purchase your Hardware and Software directly from an OEM I Systems Integrator. Take advantage of our buying power! We stock a
full line of Board Level Components, Software and Peripherals. Call for your needs. We'll give you the Lowest Prices, and the Technical
Support and Know-Hoo we arequicklybecoming well-koown for. Satisfied Customers Nationwide.The Nation'sCustom Systems House
for Business, Education and Science. Call for asystem quote. CCT implements tomorrow's technology today!

CCT
(GmeuPro' J
80286NOW!
J CCf-286Zisourmodifiedversior
lfthe Ml-286 dual processor boarc
mm Macrotech. ltfeatures aZ-80H
md the Intel 80286, with socket fo1
he 80287. Directly replace~
m85/88 under MP/M 8-16, al
:hroughput increases of 3to 5!
J Introductory price  $1099.
:CT-4 SERIES W/286Z

:cT-4A-$5995 (INCL. CCT-2.4)
)Cf.48-$4895 (+DRIVE SYS.)
~CT-4C·$6695 (+DRIVE SYS.)
~CT-M512-512K STATIC BD-$2449
I

8"CP/MSOFTWARESPECIALS.

IBl\5E II ·Latest Version 2.4 ... . . . . . $349
Supercalc 86 ·for CPIM 86 & MPIM .. $ 99
Wordstar . . . . . $299 Pro-Pak .. . .. $429
Microsoft BASIC . . $299 Compiler . . $339
Supersoft FORTRAN IV $339 CComp $399
iacntree ::;enes ts Moou1es . . . . eacn ~:;99
1

TOP SELLING PERIPHERALS •

CCf-90K Parallel S-100 Terminal
Amber Screen • 90K Baud . . . .. . $749

Wyse 100-14" Green . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $699
Wordstar Prom Option . . . . . . . . . $ 75
Wyse 50 ....... $529 75 ....... $609
2001300 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1069
Visual 50 ... $599 Televideo 925 ... $749
!Hl . . . . . . $950 970 . ..... $1099
Liberty Freedom 100  $479

200  $679

Okidata 82-$329 83- $619 84-$899
92 . . .. .. .. $459 93 .. .. .. .. $719
NEC 7710 . . . . . $2150 7730 . . . . . $2150
Diablo 620 ..... $969 630 . . . . . $1899

.OUSTRIALGRADE
UPERIOR QUALITY

CCT DISK DRIVE SVSTEMS
I '
.
1

ROLLS ROYCES OF
THE INDUSTRY

S-100 HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS
Professionally engineered ST-506 type systems for the business market S-100 Computer user. In
cludes industry top quality drives, CompuPro Disk 3 OMA controller, all cabling, A&T, formatted,
burned-in. Provisionsfor up totwo hard disks in each system.We include operating system update.
CP/M 80, CP/M 86, CP/M 8-16, MP/M 8-16, CP/M 68K. (/1 SystemsareCCTinnovated hard/floppy
combinations, with Mitsubishi DSDD 8" drive.) 12 month warranty.
CCT-10 (11 + MEG) . ..... .. . . . ... $1799 CCT-10/1 . ... .. . . . ... .. .. . ... . $2349
CCT-20 (22 + MEG) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2319 CCT-20/1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2869
CCT-40 (36 + MEG) . . . .. ... . . ... . $2799 CCT-40/1 . .. . ... . ........ . .... $3349
CCT-60 (58 +MEG) (New) . . . ....... $3999 CCT-60/1 . . ... ......... .. ..... $4549
CCT-90 (87 +MEG) (New) .... .. . . .. $5209 CCT-90/1 . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . ...... $5759
CCT-125 (123 +MEG) (New) . . ...... $6399 CCT-125/1 . . ... .... . ... .. .... . $6949
Drive capacities shown are after formatting! We are working on tape cartridge back-up units.

CCT-2.4 • Dual 8" DSDD

FLOPPY SYsTEMS

Mitusbishi 2.4 Megabyte in Extra Heavy hori~ntal enclosure.
removeable filter ai.r sYStam. all cabling, MT, Burned in.The
fastest system available: .... .. .. .. .... . .... . $1229

CCT-5 • 51/4'' DSDD

IBM Compatible Tandon 320K. Extra Heavy Cabinet
accommodates two drives, hardorflo_ppy. All cabling, MT,
Burned-in. Perfect for our MS-DOS Package . . . . $399

* SUPER PRICES * COMPUPRO COMPONENTS * IN STUCK *
CCT-2 • $6799 • CCT-3 · $6699 • Disk 1A w/CPIM · $619 • CPU 8086187 · $819 • M-Drive/H · $1099
CPU 8085188 •$349
•
CPU 8086  $559/10Mhz • $599
•
CPU 68K • $519110Mhz  $639
CPU-Z · $249 • Disk 1A · $519 • Disk 3 • $499 •
(12Mhz} $2491 • RAM 21 (128K) • $749
RAM 22 (256K) • $1319
•
Interfacer 3 • $459
•
Interfacer
System Support 1 • $329
Enclosure 2Desk· $649/Rack • $699
•
CPIM 80 (CCTHMX) · :
:PIM 86 (CCTTMX) • $175
(
)
CPIM 8-16 (CCfTMX) •$199
•
MPIM 8-16 (CCTSX) • $49!
"n '" 16 Upgrade Kil: CP/M 86, RAM 16, Sys. Supt. 1, Cable · $709
CBoards  New Releases - CCT Mods Updates • $3010.S

I

CCT-1 - ENTRY LEVEL S-100 BUSINESS SYSTEM
• Enclosure 2-Desk-20 Slot Mainframe •
• CCf-2.4-Dual 8" Mitsubishi
SPECIAL PRICE
• CPU 8085188 • 6Mhz 808518Mhz 8088 • DSDD Drive System  2.4 Megabytes •
• Disk 1A ·OMA Floppy Disk Controller • • CPIM 80 • 2.2 HMX • CCT Modified •
• RAM 16  64K Static RAM • 12Mhz •
• All Cabling, Complete CCf Assembly,
• Interfacer 4 - 3Seriall2 Parallel 110 •
Testing, and Minimum 20 Hour Bum-in •
RUNS ALL STANDARD 8" CP/M SOFTWARE  INCWDES OUR EXCLUSIVE 12 MONTH DIRECT WARRANTY

$3,559

OPERATING SYSTEM NOTE: Latest CPIM, CPIM 86,MPIM 8-16,CPIM 68K, have each been restructured and optimized byCCf,
for utmost flexibil~y. power and speed. All CCf products are supported.

MS-DOS FOR COMPUPRO  IBM COMPATIBLE CCT MODIFIED SYSTEM
For anyCPIM 86 CompuPro System  Includes MS-DOS Version 2.0 and 51/4'' OMA Disk Controller, All Manuals  $699

t'nces o. ava11ao1111y suo1ec1 ID cnange. 1-111 proauc1s mm, ana carry 1u11 manuiac1urers warranues. 1,;a11 rnr caia1ag. i-ree iecnmca1 ne1p ID anyone. 1-111 proai
tested and set up for your system· Plug-Jn & Go! Arizona residents add sales tax CCT© Trademark  Custom Computer Technology; MS-DOS© li
Trademark- International Business Machines: ComouPro© Trademark- W.J. Godbout: CP/M© MP/M© Trademarks - Diaital Research
I

Circle I 04 on Inquiry card.
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DIGITAL RESEARCH• SORCIM •

SAGE IV OWNERS

•~

5, 10 MB EXPANDED WINCH.
BACKUPS AVAILABLE
ON REMOVABLE
CARTRIDGE DISK.

@TDK
flexible disks
Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information.
Dealer inquiries invited.
C. 0 .D. and charge cards

-

VISA'

NOW AVAILABLE:
•FLEXWARE'" Financial Software Sys.
•Our ULTRA-STREAM'" Graphics
Contact: MASTERBYTE
COMPUTERS OF N.Y.

>eliAn/Jfl. .9M $eAtl
~tatdojkuoA.e
1-800-932-0627
5Vew-four?

Authorizer! S7RIOE MICRO Distributor

c.ard.

I 00 Foo1hill Blvd

San Lu.is Obispo.CA
93401 lln C..l c611
18051 543· l 037 l

PO. Box 4135 WNY., N.J. 07093

Suite 815, 19 W. 34 St. N. Y.. N. Y. 10001
(212) 760-0340

Otcle 258 on fnqutcy

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES

1-800-624-0799
Circle 59 on inquiry card.

Clrde 318 on lnqulr:y card.

NEW
From the people who brought yoo ACCESS/BO
... It's FRIEND The Report Generator
FRIEND The Report Genetator befriends your current soltware
package, with an English query language for reports, and applica·
tions language extensions tor complex tasks. Reads and wn1tes
virtually all files (OBASE II, COBOL. BASIC. any ASCII)! Ask us
about your package.
FRIEND The Report Generator has hundreds of business and
research applications. from mailing list management to data reduc·
tion. Extracts. sorts. lists. cross·tabulates, computes, and dis·
plays any number of lields and computed variables, formatting and
totalling automatically. Original data remains untouched.

RS-232 DATA TAP can be used to monitor
the data which is being transmitted and
received on a RS·232 line. Drives a printer,
CRT, or any other RS-232 receive type
device. Requires no AC p!Mler or batteries
to operate. ORDER NOW! Only $34.95. All
cash orders postpaid (IL res. add 6 %
sales tax); we accept MC, Visa. Free: new
illustrated catalog of RS-232 interface and
testing equipment. Phone: 815-434-0846.
Make checks payable to:

For PC DOS, MS DOS. CPM. MPM. CPMB6. For most micros.
(Z80. 8080. 8085. 8086-8088) Most terminalcharacteristicsare
already in our '1stall program. We download. We support. $295
suggested retail price.
FRIENDS SOFTWARE CORPORATION
P.O. Box 527. Be1keley, CA 94701
4I 5·540·7282

B&B
!:!!~!!!-!!!!!:~
P.O. Box 10088,0TIAWA, IL 61350

FRIEND is available from: Distributors: •DATA PLUS BENELUX.
Waalre. Netherlands and Brussels OIJ.31·4904-5115 •RPW.
Montreal and Toronto. Canada 514·87B·t325 *Dealers and Sys
tems Houses: dRMETTA ASSOCIATES. Chicago 31 z.226·3957
•CDMPLUS. Hickory Hills, IL 3I 2·430·5205 •COMPUTER CON·
6

1

1

~~~1t~~~: ~~'.'.s~~~sto~1~~~&::. z:W.~;~:J~~E:~m:

INC.. Houston 713-723-6129 •M & 0 SYSTEMS (with Myte
Myke), Orchard Park, NY 716·66z.6621 •MARSH MANUFACTUR·
ING COMPANY. Northridge, CA 213-666·61I3

Circle I 72 on Inquiry card.

Circle 34 on Inquiry card.

GET ONE BASIC BOOK FREE WITH EVERY ORDER
ri..,

O<Me•l11I
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«IM•lh or th•H

Q.lrh !11U"tr•nU"en1..,1e<1nor 1.,n11I••
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•htw "" .,....,, ir:omoon~ . 1!1ftl, city ,
llote .

l•P<Od•. eudrl . ~1 . phont

numbt1 You CM Pron: Lobell. "' W!hch
101 Inv ~11mt1.,. 101 01mp1r 111
add•..... lram ca1.rorn11
4u~•blton
, d.. '.011ly
O.d.,·No 4961
1 ..a_cm
0.11tr u•d Dn1flbu101
1nv11..i
ELC OMPPUBLISHINO , INC
2174Wnl F0<tth1llBlvd .• Uno1 E, Otpt 36
Upl• nd ,CA 91186
""""~ 11141 623 .1314 ,TI•
29 81 91

Un1oen•IE.pe.,menurBo••dl0tC·64
Th•1IK>itdpl09'1n101heuNnl10npl)ll
o! Y""'' Comrnodo••64 11 •llow1 YOUIO
build you• own np.1n110n COft\1•11 Tll11
bo1td •I ''c:o""ne...it<I will\ tl\e IJool<
No

18~

llJlto

0..d••·No . 4910

E. pan..onBoard lorC64
Thi~ bo.,d •110....1 vou 10 uw uP 10 lovr
uno•trUlnperucn1r< boi<d1 1 l lhtl-otfte
lomt Allthtl•!INll1up.111lltl lll llf0Uf
1loU Tht<f "•oom P•.. ,..ld«l tor d•
coding '"'"'U Thr np1n 11on bo"d
oomn with o,.,.. plug for OM um••·wl
ope11menltrbo~d

Otilrt-No, 4992

l 29 .95

PAYMENT Chlcil . VISA. ltollC
CA1"•d1n1>;tdd6'!1.wlt11U
Add 1 2 .00!or1lupp1ng
Out11d•USA •dd15'!1.10t' 1tupp1n1t
lnS....,1po.rconucr:
ln ,Gcrrn•nv conuct

Circle 152 on inquiry card.

Hin
10l n

22456
526973

5%"

$99.00
dBase Ill
Annual Membership
$ 8.00
Software Rental Library $25.00

ccmPumart
16 Shipmaster. Clover, SC 2971 o
CALL: 1-800-334-3818. In SC 831-8502

111J!!11111i
~

8:30-5 :00 ET
Monday-Friday

MOUSER
·
ELECTRONICS

Specify soft,

Price 100 +

10 or 16 sector

Price 10-90

Single side
double density

1.60ea 1.45ea
1.85ea. 1.70ea.

Double side
double density

$99.00

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

FlexyDisks®

HARDWARE ADD·ONs
P..a11e1P..nt•• lnl•1l.tetlo•C .6•
r,.,1 •t•m•llow1yo"1ohoo'.upiP.,•lhll
pronlto "'''"•Ctn1ron..:1 typeontrrliQ
1ovou•Commodote64 • •• lheuwil..,I
All you hnr 10 do" m•h 1he P<OP••
connrc1oon1 hom lht uotr P0•1 10 vou1
p..nirt Th• 10!!,.,•tt ''"~"'lo• lllo l 1n1r1
IK tCO'lll:l on•t "~ OtCll>tHt E19!111tili
bo ll •• t 1ran1mol!ed. tllul th•I inte1ti,ct
ihOC ln p ..n l9•Jl)houhflll•h"n\f• r..1
11>a1 caPlll1l1 IY I. Tr~ UU!.Y ~ STOHE
119n•IU11 ulold to, hin<11hU1n g ltr!w~•n
comp11tr r ""'l ""''"' · Tl 1r whwu uotn
II•~ l ht cotnllltl• Commodatt chari~ltt
.et built 11\ so 11••1 you un """'
Commode<• th~r;1C! t" on • non Com
rnodo•tp nn lt •'
Tll•1 ••1 conmUo!U"1<> l lw•1t<lH•t1on
dt\k O• US1tll~. 1 hr 1n1truc\101U, i lldlht
pluqlorthtu!otfPO•I
Ord u -No. 4990

OR

Circle 71 on Inquiry card.

:;_~ BASF
MACROflREfd1tor/ A•wmt11e• lo<("64

RENT: LOTUS 1-2-3

Hard sectors In Library box only add .15.
Cerlilied Check - Money Order • Personal Check. Allow up
10 2 weeks for personal checks to clear. Add SJ.DO per 100
or part to each order for U.P.S. shipping charges.
NJ Residenls add 6% sales tax.

o4b4

E,.><t::-l--IANGE. INC

178 Route 206 South, P.O. Box 993
Somerville, N.J. 08876 • (201) 874-5050

Circle 110 on Inquiry card.

PROGRESSIVE will
custom engineer
a networking
configuration for
your office needs.

•

NETWORKS
FOR YOUR

IBM PC
Details below

Call to ask our AT
specialists how
to buy better value
while avoiding
hidden pitfalls.

The AT will
appeal to
buyers who
need maximum
performance.
Floppy Disk Drives:

t~~22!!~..~.~~~-...... $179

~~~~ ~h~~~~!~... ........ .$149

Mounting kit & "Y" jack FREE with purthase of two
MITSUBISHI, TEAC, SHUGART, CDC in stock .. . .. . CALL

Here's what you get:
• Engineered Layout.
• Custom Parts List.
• Price Comparisons.
• Service Options.

XT-LIKE
HARD DISKS
CAU. Alt nE LATEST AM> GREAlEST BUYS AND

CHOOSE FROM NAMES LIKE PEACHTHEE
PERIPIERALS, MAYNARD, EVEREX AND MITSUBISHI.

Chips (Always in stock}:

~1\i~v=~~'.:'. ~P<lRA~~. ~'. ~'. ~~ ..PfUCEr"
.. . ~19
1

WE ARE CHIP BROK£RS, ASK FOR OUANlTTY

NETWORKING APPLICATIONS ENGINEERING
We'd like to design a network application for your business using the PC. For a fee of $35
(refundable w/order) our networking applications department will custom sketch a layout
designed for your hardware and software requirements. Send us your description of the PC
configurations and the software applications to be considered. We will prepare and supply you
with ~ur own custom networking layout specific to your needs,complete with diagram, parts
recommendations, our bottom line price (with price comparisons), and service options.

~PRICE

~SERVICE

Quantity purchases allow us the best prices any
where. The prices )'JU see in our ads were prepared far in
adv.Ince, due lo magazine production requirements. We
will always try lo haw the looMlsl possible prices. II )'JU
haw any questions call our 'TOLL- FREE NUMBER.

Simply the best. We pride ourselves on our
unparalleled technical service and troubleshooting. In the
unlikely eYenl a problem should arise. our tech stall 1s
trained lo gel lo the bottom of things and help )'JU gel on
line ASAP. We haw inCffldibly last tum-around if repai' is

necessary.

~STOCK

~SUPPORT

We stock huge quantities ollhe finest and most popu.

We know and we care.We 'Mln·11ead )'JU into anything

lar prodUCIS for )QUI PC. Because we're on·line we can
supply stock inlormalion accurately and ship immediately
from our enormous inYenlory. There's no need lo call
around. because rt we don't haw rt. )'JU probably don't
want it

we know 'Mln'I work. Our stall is trained lo ask questions
like "Whal is )'Jur application?" and wo1fl <MJid a ICMer
cost altematiYe to push whats in stock. We'll gladly send
)'JU product inlonnalion instead ol pushing the close ol a
sale lo an unsure buyer. Again. WE CARE.

Ask for an application to join our Preferred Account Charge Club.
Circle 3 4 2 on inquiry card .

NEW IBM PRICES!!
IBM PC wi256K, 2 360K drives, controller,
Monochrome/Printer adapter; Amdek 310A . . . . . . . . ... SZ195
IBM PC wt256K, 2 360K drives, controller.
Color/Graphics adapter. HX-12 color monrt or . • . . . . . . • 52495

IBM PC wi256K, 2 Y.! ht 360K drives ,
controller. 10MB hard disk wtautoboot . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 52795
(These systems are brand new, lully tested and burned in, fuHy
warranteed for 90 days AND ARE ALWAYS IN STOCK!)

PROGRESSIVE
MICRO
DISTRIBUTORS

"IBM PC System Enhancement!; Our Business
_.Personal Service Is Our Commitment. ·

FOR ORDERS ONLY

1-800-446-7995
1-404-446-7995
for further information and technical support

HOURS: 9AM to 9PM EST
(Sal/Sun-12PM to SPM ESl)

7000 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Norcross, Georgia 30071
All prices are suti1ec1lo change without notice.
IBM is a registe1ed trademark ol International Business Machines

Call for an up-to-date price list.
NO SURCHARGE FOR MCNISA
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED NEXT DAY
NO VEMBER 1984 • B Y T E

545

'\.

~ ~~

l.i fet ime
Gua rantee!!

~~ ~ 7

r.I~

DISKS

~

Fuji-Memorex and Others...
Order 2 Boxes and SAVE!
Call Disk Works for our latest
prices on Memorex, Fuji and
3M diskettes.
1-800-292-1492 Nationwide or
(312) 368-0359 in Illinois
5 1/4 SSDD Sl.79 each
5 1/4 DSDD S2.29 each
31/5 DSDD S3.80 each
Prices are per disk in quantity 2 boxes of

CROSS

Are You Interested In

SOF'IWARE
for the NS32000

COMPILER$

• Complete run time source and
execution code
• 8" SS/SD Diskette
• Edison-80 User Manual
• Hansen's "Programming A
Personal Computer" (Including
complete compiler source)

U.S. prices start at $500

SOLUTIONWARE

for quantity pricing and shipping. All
orders shipped same day via UPS ground.

1283 ML Vi-·Alvl.ao Rd.

DISK WORKS

SDllllJVale, Calli. 94089
408/7411·7818 * TLX 4994284

Circle 12 2 on Inquiry card.

Edison·80: A CP/M"'-80 compatible
system based on Per Brinch
Hansen's Edison compiler,
includes:

* Cross Assembler*
* Cross Linker *
*Debugger*
* N.S. ISE Support *
* Librarian *
* Pascal Cross Compiler *
* C Cross Compiler *

to. Add S2. 50 shipping and handling. Call

II S. LaSalle St., Suite 2601
Chicago, IL 60603

And How They Operate?

INCWDES:

$49.95
Available Only From
SEQUITUR SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 411
Excelsior, MN 55331

SuJteB

Circle 377 on inquiry card.

Circle 369 on Inquiry card.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11

SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
1

i\; Big

Mouth

LISTEN!
Your
computer could be talk·
ing to you through the
BIG MOUTH from
ASTROTRONICS . True
speech synthesis lor ANY
computer through your
printer port. I parallel or
serial).

Logic
Simulation
System
4 state un it delay
(1.0, unknown,hi· z)

Input,

ASCII files or keyboard entry
User defi ned macros
Circuit desc ription
Named nodes
Sign.al sources, patterns
Full editing

$199

• Text to speech

• Will run on any compu te r
• Embed phonemes in text lor those special word~ .
• Programmable: Vocal-tract lrequency, inllection rate,
duration pitch, ar ticulation amplitude ... lor all 64
phonemes
• Can be programmed to make sound ellects or sing!
Kits lrom $59 Add ss.oo s & H

Cal. res. add 6% tax

Phone for Demonstration

(714) 734-6006
Al;, AstroTronics
#1!, MI C ROSYSTEMS

1137 Topaz Streel
Corona, CA 91720

Circle 29 on inquiry card.

6800 Family
Cross-Software

GILTRONIX SWITCHES ARE
THE BEST CHOICE.

11

Type:

Complete

• No software required
• 400 Character buller

11

Output:

Timing diagram (screen/printer)
Loading report (fanout)
Circuit listings
For MS-DOS, CPiM
Price $175

1. Serial (RS232J or
P;uallel
(Cenlronics)
2. Prompt Deliveries
3. Nationally Adver·
tised Products
4. 8f0ad Product
Line
5. Over 30,000 Units
Sold to Date
6. Sales and
Technical
Support

PRINTER/
MODEM

1. F.C.C. Approved
Uni l s
8. Manual and
Au1omalic Unils
9. Highesl Oualily
PC Board Switch
Technology
10. Buy Direct From
Giltronbc. or From
Any Aulhorized
Oislributor

Manual Units-2 to 6 Ports
Automatic Units-3 to 15 Ports

~'' '~'>lt!(Ol1.:lrt!Uf~~Ap~Cl)n;iu1tt In<

Tatum Labs
' P.O. Box 698
Sandy Hook, CT 06482
(203) 426-2184

l8M1u

rt~..:l l < loOt<!'Ul~e! !ol r<Nl.<ltwl ~t11U .uclollt'I

tor

(':I")

~'\'/.G"JI
•
I rontx
<1......
v~.J

J7BO

<ao•a" ";oy

PalO Alto

CA 94303

1415! 493 1JCO

ORDER HOT LINE 1 800 531·1300 (Outside of Callforma)

Circle 181 on inquiry card.

Circle 391 on inquiry card.

Verbatim

flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for
prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited. C.O.D. and
charge cards accepted.

-

VISll"

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

DISK DRIVES
(For PC, Mod I, Ill & IV)
Oume 142 A
Teac FD55B ..
Ta ndon TM100·2.
Tandon TM 101 ·4
CDC 9409 .
Case and PS .

$ 199
. . $169
$199
. $295
$219
.. $ 45

PC EXPANSIONS
Maynard Disk Con lroller .
Sandslar Series
lnlernal IOMBHDsyslems WS4
WS1 .
Ouadboard 164 Ki
Ouadcolor I .
AST S1xpackPlus (64 Kl
MegaPlus 164 Kl
110 Pl us
2nd SP. PP or Game
.
HERCULES graphics board
HAYES Modems : 300
Smarlmodem 1200 . .
Smarlmodem 12008
Sel ol 9 chips 164 Kl.

. $159
$call
$959
$990
$269
. $199
$269
$269
$ 129
. $ 37
$349
$209
$489
' $435
$ 49

San LuisObispo,CA
93401. In Cal. call
(800) 592-5935 or
~~--~~~ (805) 543-1037.
Circle 426 on inquiry card.

Circle 318 on lnauirv card.

VLM Computer Electronics
10 Park Place • Morrist own . NJ 0 7960
(201) 267-3268 Visa, MC . Check or COD

11

ACCESSORIES & PERIPHERALS

Ultraterm
T.M.

Other Monitors & Printers - SCALL

Enhancer II
Func1'0nStflp
Hardsw1tch
M,~romodem Chip
PSIO
Sonswlch
Ultraplan
V1deoterm w.Soltsw.tch &Inverse

255.91

139.99

1lUll
2SS.tl
36U'l
111 .91

CHARTSTAR - NEW
Business Graphics Package
For IBM 319.99

10

ry CONNECT!
~---

Memcxex5'1< OSIOD
Fhp ·n File wllocklray Holds 25-5'/t
F!·p ·n File w/lock1tay Holds 50·51//
Library Case (Assorled Colo1s)
Med.a Male Holds s0-sv. · Dske!tes
Meda Maie Holds SQ.J'h" O•skeaes
Pnnler Stand-Large (Plex1glass)
Pr1n1er Stand-Small (Plex1glass)

38.99
27.99
37.99
41.99
19.99
26.99

100

DAN PAYMAA Lower Case 1. Rev l6
Lower Case 2.Aev7
MICROSOFT Soltcard

Ram Card
ORANGE MICRO Giappter +

Bullerboard
Butlered Grappler
TITAN Accele1ator lie
Neptune64K
Salurn64K Ram
AS Tl/OP Ius
MegaP~s

Six Pack Plus
PLANTRONICS Color Plus Board
T!TAN64K Board
KRAFT Paddles
TG Paddles

APPLE JOYSTICK
Krall or TG- 39.99
IBM JOYSTICK
Kraft or TG - 44.99
KENSINGTON
SystemSaver-AP 65.00
PCSaver-IBM 29.99

MAIL AND
PHONE ORDERS
Inquiries Welcome!

(408) 985-0400
MAIL, PHONE, WILL-CALL
SERVICE FROM 6 AM tPsn

Choph~e1.0f0~
D. r~Eggs

ODESTAChess
SIERRA ON·L!NE Frogger
Utt:mall
SIA TECH Knight of Diamonds
Lega cy clUylgamyn
Wizardry

OLMSchool Versions Available
Alien Addition/Alligalor Mix
Demolition Division/Dragon Mix
Minus Mission/Mult1plica11on
Spel~ng WizNerb Viper
Word Invasion/Word Radar
LEARNING COMPANY Jugg!esRa;nbow
Ge11rudes PuzzlelSecrel
Magic Spell/Bumble Plol
NumberS!umper
Rocky'sBoots
PEACHTREE Algebra 1-111
Counting Bee
Decimals/Fractions 3.0
LEARNING COMPANY Addition Magician
Magic Spells
PEACHTREE Algebra I
SPINNAKER Alpttabel Zoo
Della Drawing
Facemaker1Frac1ionFevei
Hey D1ddle1Kindercomp
Most Amazing Thing
Snooper Troaps 1-11
Story Machine
LEARNINGCOMPANYReaderRabbrt
Moptown Hotel/Parade
WordSpinne1

Ap
Ap
Ap
IBM
IBM
IBM

MASTERTYPE
MICROSOFT Typ;ng Tutor 11
PEACHTREEPSATor SAT
CAIMaste1s
Subjects
MASTERTYPE

ADVANCED SKILLS

Muppet Learning Keys- NEW

MEMORY CHIPS
Top Quality for
Best Performance $CALL

su~ ~0G~tHgh1 s~ mu1a1or II

1

ULTIMAlll
BRODERBUNO 5'!p<ff 110

~~c:R~s~L:~i't(;~~:~~or II
SIR·TECH W,zardry
BRODERBUNDLoderunner
ApplePan.c
MICROlAB M,..20·•9er
SUBLOGlC N1ghl MissionPinball
me

Fun For IBM

c

APPLICATIONS

EDUCATIONAL
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
IBM
IBM
IBM
Ap/IBM
ApllBM
Ap/IBM
ApltBM
ApllBM
ApltBM
ApltBM
Apl!BM
ApllBM
ApnBM

M1crnlazer (AD Configuralions)
Ouad512• 64K
Quadboardtorll NoK
Ouadboard Ior II 64K
Ouadcolorl
Ouadcolor IUpgrade

MICROl.AB Crises Mountain

TELMERGE- IBM 119.99
New Telecommunications
Program From MicroPro

369.99
259.99
359.99
399.99
189.99
259.99
17.99
27.99
1.99
12.99
11.99
29.99
24.99

PRINTERS:C·ITOH
Epson FXSO
Ok,data 92P W!Ptug ·nPlay·IBM
DRIVES: 'h He.ght·Ap
Mcrosc;A·2·Ap
Teac \\ H..ghHBM
RIBBONS·Brother
MX&FXSO
MX& FX100
OKI 82.83. 92.93& Ge!nn'

BRODERBUND Gumball

HAYES MODEMS:300 Baud SmMmodem
1200BaudSma1lmodem
1200B·IBM .
M!cromodemlle
NOVA!ION MODEMS JC al
103SmartCa!
103'212AutoC at
Cat
App:ecal II 300 Baud
Applecal Upgrade 10 12 00 Baud
Expansion Module
ASCII EXPRESS·Ap
CROSSTALK·IBM
MICROSOFTSotterm 2-Ap

31,gg 299.99

159.99
179. 99
475.99
189.99
529.99
489.99
169.99
139.99
279.99
109.99

MONITORS Amdek 300A·Ap
Amdek310A·IBM
Pr ncelon HX· 12 A:GB-IBM
P1inceton Max ·12 Amber -IBM
Ouadram Ouadchrome AGB -JBM
Taxan 420 RGB·Ap!IBM
Taxan 12· Amber-IBM
Taxan 12· Amber20mhz·Ap
USI l•OOC Color Compos•le·Ap'tBM
USI p,, 9· Amber20mhz·Ap IBM

SOFTWARE
SCALL
ea22.99
ea22.99
••22.99
ea31.99
ea31.99
21.99
ea29.99
••26.99
26.99
34.99
ea31.99
23.99
ea33.99
26.99
27. 9~

34.99
21.99
32.99
ea23.99
ea21.99
26.99
ea29.99
23.99
26.99
ea26.99
26.99

'.

~-

Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM

BRODERBUND Bank Slreet wr;ler
Bank Slreet Speller
SIERRA ON·LINE Homeward
CONTINENTAL Tax Advaoage
Home Accounlanl
HomeAccountant(Mac)
BRODERBUND Bank Street wr;ter
CONTINENTALHome Accountant
TaxAdvan tage
·
MONOGRAM Dollars &lense

/fJ

ASHTON·TATEdBASE 11
BPl(Gl.AP.AR. PAY)
CONTINENTAL FCM·frrsl Class Marl
KENSINGTON Format 11
PFSReport
File. G1aph.Wri1e
SENSIBLE SPELLER
SIERRA ON·LINE Screenwriler II
ASHTON TATE dBASEIll
Encyclopedia
Framework
Friday
CONTINENTAL FCIA-Frrst Class Marl
Ullralile
UFETAEE Volksw1iter Deluxe
LOTUS Symphony
MULTIMATE
PFSRepon
Fi le.G raph.Wr.te

FOR THE BUSINESS
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM

CUTTHROATS Underwaler Treasure Hunt! - NEW
DEADLINE
Detect,ye Caseand YOU"REIT

~~~~ttER ~~=.:,~ss~n
Pl.ANETFALL
SEASTALKER
SORCERER
STARCROSS
SUSPENDED
WITNESS
ZOAKI
ZORK 11-111

lnvesliga1e aWild New World
Jun or Level Rescue M1sson
Mysl,c Clues &Magic Encounters
Sc1-F1Adventure. 2188 A 0.
3Levels and Custom Opt.ans
Classic Murder Myslery
All-T1meMos1Popu1ar
Advanced Levels

BEAGLE Apple Mechanic/Beagle Bag

g~~~~:iS~!g~~Sua~~edrake
FatCat
GPLE
Pronlo Dos/frame Up/Utility City
Tip Disk 1
EASTSIOEWlldcard 11
FINGERPRINTEpsonEnhancemen1
KOALA Touch Pad
MOCKINGBOARD  Speech Cllps SCALL
THUNDERCLOCK
KOALA Speed Key
Speed Key System
TouchPad
NORTON UTILITIES
SIOEWAYS
CENTRAL POINT Copy II +IPC
GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
BEAGLETypelaces
Grapt;cs - NEW
AtphaPlot
T1iple Dump  NEW
Flex Text
BRODERBUND Pmt Shop
PENGUIN Complete Graphics System
Graphics Magician

No Charge For Credit Cards
Prices Subject To Change
Software Sales Are Final
International Orders Welcome
Min. UPS Chg. $4 + Ins.

~.ig,su~=.1~.c~ic~l'.L

·-

.

'

~
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9timesfaster
Super Fast ZBO Assembly

Language Development Package

Our UNIFORTH Systems are used on computers from
the VIC-2~ to the VAX.c , and now are available
specfficslfy customized for your OEce mini· and mlcrc>
computer. All of these features are standard with
UNIFORTH: enhanced FORTH-79 (strings, arrays,
etc.); a full macro assembler; video editor (string func
tions, line stack); complete DOS Interface (uses stan
dard files for 1/ 0): primitive disk utility (R/W any sec
tor); IEEE-compatible floating point with all trig func
tions; single-step tracing; decompiler; teKt file support
vectored 1/0 ; and an excellent 200-page User's
Manu al.
Floa ling
Integer
Prices:
Polnl

I

I
I

ZBOASM
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 6000 line/ minute
Generates COM, HEX, or REL Illes
Cross-Refer ence
Zllog mnemonics
Time and Date In llstin g
Long labels

Version

SLRNK
• One or two pass operation

• Cross-reference
• COM or HEX output
• Fle xibl e addre ss control
~

RalnboW 100 (MSDOS" or
CP/M86"' I
Professlonal 325 or 350 (P/OS)
LSl/PDP·11 (RT·11)
L Sl/PDP·1 1 (RSX ·11)
VAX·11 (VMS-11)

i
'

V e1 sion'

s

300
600

160
400
220
400
BOO

• specify 8087, KEV-11 (FIS), FP ·11 or aohware floating point

Mosl forma ls available !or Z80 CPIM, COOS. and TURBOOOS

8199.95

$ 100
300
150

The ovsan quality difference Is
yours to try with advanced produc
tion techniques that assure every
diskette to be 100% error-free.
PLUS! If you call, write, or utilize
reader service In response to this
ad-we'll send you our full-range
catalog of computer supplies with
Special Offers good for further sav·
lngs on oysan diskettes and many
other quality prOducts.
LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS

North American postage Is Included; foreign orders add
$ 10. Maryland cuslomers add 5% tax.

I

12SO·E Rankin Dr.• Trev, Ml 48083
Phone: !3131 589·3440

Unified Software Systems

c.- L R.........Systems

P.O. Box 2644, New Carrollton, MO 20784, 301 1552·9590
,..,. ...... ~ 8f . . eitMt, caat
1...oo..a.:1.30f1 In , . ... 1·412) 2'2..otl4
tHJ
Mt lf'I SltNt. awki,, PA 1IOCl1

"°""'

WIIA

GI ll•1t.rc.1 ~

Clrde 372 on Inquiry card.

·-.. -·-

Slmply #1 In service & Rellablllty

DEC, VAX,POP.RT ·11 .RSX·11 (TM) Olgltal EqulpmanlC01p:
CP/M ( TM) Digital Rasa11ch; MSDOS (TM) Mletos oll: v1c .20
(TM) Commodore.

I
~

1€ rde' 407

on Inquiry

c.11rd.

'

~BASF

641(

·c

DISKETTES

BASF Diskettes at compe
titive price. Call TOLL FREE
(800) 235-4137 for prices and
Information. Visa and Master
Card accepted.

MEMORY CHIPS

$4.10
•
•
•
•
•
•

'
I

each

41 64 equivalent
200ns
Fully guaranteed
Data Sheet Included
Add HOO shipping
Send for info on our new low
cost IBM PC memory board

I CS TECHNOLOGY
P.O. BOX 643
MIDVALE, UT 84087
(801) 254-1463
i=
1~=.·i

SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 32

(~of6frfcfeJLI
ORDER TOIJ. FREE

l••I

1·800·EEl·PROM
( l-800-331-7766)

Circle 2 4 7 on Inquiry ca id.

arde 216 on lnqlllry carCI.

-

I
I

i
I

1
'

The Model 8232 communicates via
RS-232, and has 8 analog Inputs (0·5 VDC;
8 bits), 8 digital Inputs and outputs, and a
2000 point buffer. Suitable for field data
logging or lab use, the 8232 costs only
$540. Direct bus-connect unit for TRS
801111 & 4 Is $295. Detailed manual, $8.
Phone our applications engineer or write:

**

STARBUCK
**
DATA COMPANY
·

225er-SI" -

On:Je 380

QJ1

Logo is the
simplest_
programming

...

I

you can use.
Ten'apili"is the
simplestLogo
touse.

I'

l'.i

~-Terrapin™

The Original LDgo Peo{ie
(617) 492-8816

II

Qrcle 3 9 on lnqulry card.

-

.

LOWEST PRICES
"GUARANTEED"
FI NDA LOWER ADVERT/ZED PRICE IN THIS
MONTHS BYTE AND WE WILL BEAT IT BV5%

language

· MA Cl21S4 • (817) ·891M11129

Inquiry card

~

·~

* *PC EXPANSIONS* *
BABY BLUE II (256K) BACKGROUND
$149
PROCESSING, CPIM-80 EMULATOR
SMART TERMINAL EMULATOR PACKAGE
AST SIX PACK PLUS (64KJ
239
AST SIX PACK PLUS (384KI
489
EVEREX 10MB HD Y, HEIGHT (INT)
749
SYSQEN 10MB HD WITH 10MB
2099
STREAMING TAPE BACKUP
*'Ir APPLE EXPANSIONS 'lr *
ULTRA TERM40TO 160 COLUMNS

2011

* * 'lr PRINTERS 'lr
BROTHER HR25
23 CPS
OKI DATA 92
160 CPS
OKIDATA93
160CPS
SILVER REED 550
19CPS
Com Riter CR-11
160 CPS

6311
319
$29
399
399

* *
(DAISY)
(DOT)
(DOT)
(OAISY)
(DAISY!

TETON DIGITAL GROUP
BOX 20320 JACKSON, WY 83001
(307) 733-9315

;

.........................
_.. . ._..
¥!
Orcle 400 on Inquiry card.

LOWER PR!CES1 F

.
TEED•
A
...............CCESSORIES
.
for your IBM PC
NEW! FROM JADE
IBM Multifuntion Card

AST For IBM PC
LIST

Up to 384K. parallel printer port . RS-232 serial
port, FREE serial cable, clock / calendar. RAM
Disk/spooler and diagnostic software package

OK
64K _ __
256K
384K

10 MEGABYTE HARD DISK
For IBM PC

320K DISK DRIVES
For IBM PC

Plug-n - Run. ready to go, complete with
controller card. data cable. and . mounting
hardware. totally PC/XT compatible . faster than
XT . handles 4 different ope rating systems,
streamer tape ba ck-up ava ilable. External model
includes cabinet & power supply
10
10
15
.15
22
22

mbyte
mbyte
mbyte
mbyte
mbyte
mbyte

internal ·_ _ __
external
internal
ex
int
external

LIST

JADE

1795
2095
1995
2295
2495
2795

899.95
999.95
1299.95
1399.95
1699.95
1799.95

64K RAM UPGRADE
For IBM PC
High speed RAM upgrade kit with H'lEEI parity
(error detection) and one year warranty PRICE
LIST

JADE

~~

64K kit for IBM PC __ 90 39.95 _ 39.95
128K kit for IBM PC _ 180 77.90 - 38.95
192K kit for IBM PC _270 _ 115.85 _ J7.95
256K kit for IBM PC _360 - 147.80 - 36.95
384K kit for IBM PC _540 _ 209.70 _ 34.95

KEYTRONICS KEYBOARDS
KEYTRONICS KEYBOARD -

LIST

JADE

209

159.95

HIGH SPEED 8087 APU
List Price 293 - --

- SALE PRICE 179.95

COLOR PLUS-Vutek
Multifunction display adapter. fully hardware
and software compatible with IBM PC. Provides
color graphics, parallel printer port and async.
serial port. The 640 x 200 resolution graphics
operates in both RGB color or composite video
modes. Backed by two year warranty.
·
COLOR PLUS -

-

-

-

-

-

LIST

JADE

449

249.95.

JADE

349 SALE
_ _ _ _ 449 _ _ _
549 _ _ _
649 _ __

198.95
243.90
372.90
458.90

Double- sided, double-density
TANDON 100-2
169.00 each
TEAC 55B _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 129.00 each

SIX PAK PLUS OK
SIX PAK PLUS 64K
SIX PAK PLUS 256K
SIX PAK PLUS 384K
MEGA PLUS 64K
MEGA PLUS 256K
MEGA PLUS 512K

LIST

JADE

NI A
395
695
945
395
665
1095

249.95
269.95
489.95
589.95
269.95
429.95
799.95

1/0 PLUS

165

119.95

MP PLUS 64K
MP PLUS 128K
MP PLUS 192K
MP PLUS 256K
GRAPHPAK

295
395
495
595
790

199.95
249.95
299.95
349.95
574.95

New Advantage PC-AT
Up to 3 megabytes of RAM, parallel and serial
1/0 ports plus many options available

SOFTWARE For IBM PC
MICROSOFT WORD - - -R-BASE 4000
SMART KEY
MOVE-IT
MULTI PLAN
ACCOUNTING PARTNER _
CROSSTALK
PROKEY
MULTl MATE
SUPERCALC Ill
TRANSEND PC
.
SIDEKICK

LIST

JADE

395
495
89
125
250
395
195
129
495
395
189
50

249.95
319.95
69.95
89.95
169.95
249.95
129.95
99.95
299.95
249.95
139.95
44.95

MICROSOFT For IBM PC
MOUSE w/WORD - -- MOUSE - - - - - - - SYSTEM CARD 64K
SYSTEM CARD 256K

LIST

JADE

495
199
395
625

339.95
129.95
279.95
429.95

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
For IBM PC
LIST
JADE
QUADNET II
995
QUADNET VI
1995
QUADNET IV
2295
AST-PC net II
495
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY _ _ 595

879.95
1659.95
1989.95
399.95
499.95

DISKETTES For IBM PC
High quality double-sided , double 
density diskettes, certified t ob eabsolutely error
free . Box of 10, warranteed for one year
Box of 10 w/FREE plastic case _

Continental USA .

Inside California

800/421-5500
Los Angeles
213/973-7707

800/262-1710

LIST

JADE

39

19.95

495
128K Advantage
895
384K Advantage
1-5 Mb or 3Mb Advantage - - -

349.95
499.95
CALL

IBM VIDEO BOARDS
LIST

JADE

HERCULES COLOR
HERCULES GRAPHIC
PLANTRONICS COLOR PLUS
QUADCOLOR I
QUADCOLORll
AMDEK MAI
AST MONOGRAPH PLUS _ _

245
499
549
295
649
595

189.95
339.95
379.95
209.95
209.95
449.95
449.95

PC Peacock
PC 384K Genie OK
Paradise graphics card
Paradise Module A
Paradise Module B

299
395
395
95
275

239.95
249.95
319.95
87.95
239.95

2~

PERSYST BOARDS
Mono display aciapler
Mono display adp. w/parallel _
BoB Hi-res display adp. _ _ _
Time Spectrum SB 384 64K _

225
250
595
395

189.95
199.95
469.95
299.95

QUADRAM For IBM PC
QUADBOARD No.RAM _ _
QUADBOARD 64K
QUADBOARD 128K
QUADBOARD 256K
QUADBOARD 384K
QUAD LINK
QUAD 512 PLUS 64K
QUAD 512 PLUS 256K - - QUAD 512 PLUS 512K _ _ _
QUADCOLOR I
.
QUADCOLOR II

LIST

JADE

269
395
495
595
795
680
325
550
895
295
275

234.95
275.95
339.95
399.95
595.95
449.95
239.95
389.95
549.95
209.95
199.95

~~I>.:E:
Circle 223 on inquiry card.

Computer Products

4901 West Rosecrans Ave, Hawthorne, California 90250

gw.. 12

HAYES Smartmodem
Sophisticated direct-connect auto-answer/auto
dial modem, touch tone or pulse dialing
RS232C interface programmable LIST
JADE
Smartmodem 1200
1200B w/o Smartcom
1200B for IBM PC
Smartmodem 300
Hayes Cronograph
Mlcromodem 100
Mlcromodem lie
Smartmodem lie
PLEASE Software
Smartcom II

ll ___

699
539
599
289
249
399
299
339
395
149

475.00
359.95
399.95
199.00
199.95
299.95
239.95
249.95
299.95
99.95

1200b PRO MODEMS
From .Prometheus
1200B for IBM PC
1200 RS-232
1200A for Apple
1200 Mac Pac for Macintosh _

399
495
449
495

299.95
389.95
329.95
389.95

LIST

JADE

COMPLETE COMPUTER

s995.
with FREE! SOFTWARE
4MHz Z-BOA, 64K RAM, 9-inch hi-res non-glare amber monitor, composite vided· ou tput,
two 192 disk drives, full size 63 keyboard with separate numeric keypad and 16
programmable function keys, speech synthesizer, two serial ports, centronics parallel
printer port, bit mapped graphics. sculpted high-impact plastic case, only 26 lbs.
(Sale subjecno FCC approval)
BW-14 with twice the disk storage
128K RAM, and CP/M 3.0 $1195.00

•WDrdstar
•Mai/merge
•Ca/cstar
•Datastar
•Reportstar.
•CP/M & BASIC
•KAYPRO compatible
•Speech Synthesizer

HI-RES MONITORS
AMDEK 300G - -· - - - 179
AMDEK 310A
230
199
AMDEK 300A
AMDEK COLOR 300
349
AMDEK COLOR 500
525
650
AMDEK COLOR 600
AMDEK COLOR 700
799
PGS MAX-12
269
PGS HX-12
699
PGS SR-12
799
PGS DOUBLER board .
OUADCHROME
795
649
COMREX CR6800

139.95
179.95
149.95
249.95
399.95
469.95
589.95
199.95
469.95
649.95
229.95
499.95
499.95

ISOBAR
The ISOBAR looks like a standard multioutlet
power strip but contains surge suppression
circuitry and built-in noise filters, plus 15amp
circuit breaker
LIST
JADE
4 receptacle
89
59.95
8 receptacle
99
69.95

Complete Computer under 400.00

THE LITTLE BOARD with
FREE! CP/M 2.2
Minature single board CP /M computer designed
to mount directly on top of a 51/. floppy disk
drive (7.75" x 5.75 " ). Contains Z BOA, CPU, 64K
RAM, Boot Eprom, terminal port, modem port,
parallel printer port, floppy disk controller, and
CP/M 2.2 included FREE!
JADE
LIST
Liiiie Board with CP/M _ _ _ 400
SUPP.Ori package
.. 50
Serial. cable
_ 13
Dlskless monitor Eprom _ _ . 30
249
190K Disk drive
3SOK Disk drive
399

329.95
48.95
11.95
24.95
99.95
149.95

90 day warrant y
30 day exchange
Local service through
nationwide field service team.

DISK DRIVES
SIEMENS FOO 100-8 SS/DD
Li st 399
149.00 ea 2 for
SHUGART SA 801R SS/DD
List 502
355.00 ea 2 for
SHUGART SA-851R DS/DD
List 605
459.00 ea 2 for
TANDON TM 848-2 DS/DD thin-liAe
List 599
439.00 ea 2 for
NEC FD1165 DS/DD thin-line
List 599
450.00 ea 2 for

139.00 ea
349.00 ea
455.00 ea
435.00 ea
440.00 ea

Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally
balanced air flow system, rugged dual drive
power supply , cable kit, power switch, line cord,
fuse holder, cooling fan, nevermar rubber feet.
All necessary hardware to mount two 8 inch disk
arives, power supply, and fan. Does not include
signal cable
'
Dual B" Sub-A•sembly Cabinet LIST
JADE
Bare cabinet
75
49.95
299
199.95
Cabinet Kit
A & T
349
249.95

.B" Sub·Srtem-Slnile sided, double density
Kit w/2 Siemens FD100-8Ds _
950
479.00
A & T w/2 Siemens FD100~8Ds 995
529.00
Kit w/2 Shugart SA-801Rs _
1195
939.00
A & T w/2 Shugart SA-801Rs _ 1295
969.00
B" Sub-Sy•lema-Double sided, double detUJty
Kit w/2 Shugart SA-851Rs _ 1495
1199.00
A & T w/2 Shugart SA-851Rs 1595
1219.0ci

ULTRA-VIOLET
EPROM ERASERS

APPLE ACCESSORIES
ON SALE!
LIST
Full Height Disk Drive
Hall Height Disk Drive
Controller
8 Inch 2 Mbyte system
CP/M 3.0 Card
~Card with CP/M
16K RAM Card
Best 80 Column Card
Printer card & Cable
Fan w/surge protect
Koala Pad
Grappler Plus
Bullered Grappler/16K
Bullered Grappler/64K

_ _ _ 299
_ _ _..249
100
_ _ 2495

399
169
99
219
109
99
125
175
_ _ _ 245
_ _ _ 345

JADE

179.95
169.95
.79.95
1395.00
199.95
119.95

1~:::~

49.95
59.95
89.95
119.95
175.95
239.95

S-100 MAINFRAME
2 8 inch cut-outs
6 SLOT wlpower supply _ _ 699
12 SLOT wlpower supply 799

439.95
499.95

Inexpensive erasers for industry or hor
LIST

Spectronlcs w/o timer - - - - 99
Spectronlcs with timer
139
Loglcal Devices .
89

JADE

69.95
94.95
49.95

Dual B" Slim/In• Cabln•t
LIST
JADE
Bare Cabinet _ _ _ _ _ _ 75
59.95
A & T w/o drives
249
164.95
A & T w/2 OS/DD drives _
1495 1099.00

MEMORY BANK
BARE BOARD
25.00 each - - - - - - - 4 for 49.00

Serving Your Computer Needs Since 1975
We have showrooms in
Los Angeles, Woodland Hills;
Santa Ana, San Diego,
Sunnyvale, and Dallas
(Prices will be slightly higher In our relall alorea
But we're 11111 the beat deal In townl

Circle 224 on inquiry card.

Computer Products
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NEW! EPSON
lQ-1500
200 CPS &
letter quality!

NEW! EPSON
JX-80 Color Printer
160 CPS black and white printing
(identical to FX-80) . Plus seven color
printing compatible with popular software
such as LOTUS Symphony. Full color
graphics-plus 144 different typefaces!

24 pin head , 200 CPS draft mode, 67 CPS
letter quality mode
L0-1500
SAVE 200.00
LIST

TRACTOR ---.--- - - - 89
SHEET FEEDER
499

JADE

54.95
439.95

NEW! EPSON JX-BO _ _ 799

EPSON
Call us for our best price!

MX-BOFT 80 CPS w/FAEE graphics
& _tractor feed _ _ _ SAVE 150.00
FX-80 160 CPS w/FREE graphics
& tractor feed
SAVE 150.00
FX-100 160 CPS 15 inch platten
& tractor feed
SAVE 150.00

Apple lie or Macintosh Universal serial interlace
4K buffer, x-on, x-off
119.95

OKIDATA
Prices slashed!
160 CPS, Correspondence Qua//IYLIST JADE
OKI 92 parallel
599 389.95*
995 599.95
OKI 93 parallel FREE tractor_
120
99.95
2K serial board
49.95
IBM PC ROMS for 92 - - - - 59
IBM PC ROMS for 93_
69
59.95
19
9.95
Extra 82/93 Ribbons (2)
82/92 tractor
89
54.95
120 CPS & 200 CPS OK/DATAS
OKI 82 120 CPS
499
OKI 83 120 CPS
775
OKI 84 parallel 200 CPS__ 1395
OKI 84 serial 200 CPS _ _ _ 1495
2K seria I board
150
IBM PC ROMS for 82/83 _ _ _ 49_
IBM PC ROMS for 84
9

299.95
569.95
799.95*
949.95
119.95
39.95
89.95

350 CPS, Near Letter Qual/ly,
High-Resolution Graphics

OKI 2350 parallel
OK I 2350 serial

2695
277 5

1899.95
1999.95

* FREE Plug-n-Play option with purchase
of 92. 93, or 84

Expandable to 64K (parallel model expands to
512K)

LETTER QUALITY
PRINTERS ON SALE!
LIST

2340
Diablo 630 40 CPS
Tractor for 630
250
Starwriter F-10 40 CPS _ _ 1895
Starwriter F-10 55 CPS _ _ 1995
Tractor for F-10
250
Comrex CR-II 5K parallel _ _ 599
Comrex CR-II 5K serial _ _ 644
Tractor for CR-II
120
Keyboard for CR-II
199
Sheet feeder for CR-II _ _ _ 259
Silver Reed 500 14 CPS _ _ 599
Tractor for 500
149
Silver Reed 550 18 CPS _ _ 699
Tractor for 500
159
Silver Reed 770
1295
Tractor for 770
159
Juki 6100 18 CPS
599
Tractor for 6100
149
NEC 3550 33 CPS
2250
Tractor for 3550
265

Allows your computer to run either of two
printers . Standard parallel switch box
LIST

Printer Switch
149
Extra Cable - - -- -- - - 40

JADE

89.95
29.95

Pare/le/ In/Parallel out

LIST

JADE

BK
32K
128K

169
225
445

139.95
164.95
269.95

Serial In/Parallel out
BK
32K

199
260

169.95
199.95

199
260

169.95
199.95

199
260

169.95
199.95

JADE

1699.95
219.95
999.95
1299.95
219.95
399.95
499.95
99.95
179.95
199.95
499.95
124.95
599.95
129.95
999.95
139.95
449.95
124.95
1699.95
229.95

TOSHIBA P1 351
High speed & letter quality!
High qu ality 24 pin head. 192 CPS draft mode.
LIST
JADE
, 96 CPS letter quality
P1351
1895 1299.95
TRACTOR
195
174.95
1095
899.95
SHEET FEEDER

PRlf11TER ACCESSORU:s
LIST

A-B PRINTER SWITCH

Parallel in/Serial out

BK
32K
Serial in!Setial out

BK
32K

MICROBUFFER
Practical Peripherals
Stand alone Microbuffers
Parallel, 32K
Parallel, 64K
Serial, 32K
Serial, 64K
64K add-on board

LIST

JADE

299
349
299
349
179

229.95
269.95
229.95
269.95
149.00

259
299
259
299

189.95
229.95
189.95
229.95

Microbuffers for Epson Printers
159
Parallel, 16K
159
Serial, BK

129.95
129.95

Mlcrobuflers for Apple II

Parallel, 16K
Parallel, 32K
Serial, 16K
Serial, 32K

JADE

IBM PC style cable - - - - - 54
28.95
STANDARD parallel cable _ _ 40
28.95
APPLE Card & Cable
109
49.95
TRS·BO MDL-3 cable
109
49.95
COLUMBIA MPC cable
50
39.95
30
24.95
.RS-232 serial cable
AS LOW AS 19.95
PRINTER stands
RIBBONS
AS LOW AS 4.99
APPLE llC cable - -- - - - 39 27.95

STAR MICRONICS
Lowest prices!
GEMINI 10X

269.95

Call for prices on Gemini 15X, Della 10 & 15,
Radix 10 & 15, Power Type LO

We accept cash, checks, credit cards. or purchase orders lrom qualified firms and institutions.
Minimum prepaid order $15.00 California residents and 6 1/f/o tax . Export customers outside the U.S. or Canada please
add 10% to all_prices. Prices and availability subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling charges
via UPS Ground 50¢/lb . UPS Air $1 .00/lb. minimum charge $3.00 Prices quoted are for pre-paid orders only .

Circle 2 2 4 on inquiry card.

599.95

MICROFAZER BUFFERS
Quad ram

EPSON RX-80 100 CPS w/tractor, graphics
CALL FOR BEST PRICE
EPSON RX-SOFT 80 CPS w/FAEE ,graphics
Friction & tractor feed
SAVE 150.00
EPSON
Friction
EPSON
Friction
EPSON
Friction

.

Inside California

Continental U.S.

800/262-1710

800/421-5500

The Statistician
SPECIAL DISKETTE OFFER
verbatim oatallfe Disks have 6 data
shleldlng Improvements for greater
disk durability and longer data life.
PLUS! If you call, write, or utilize
reader service In response to this
ad-we'll send you our full-range
catalog of computer supplies with
Special Offers good for further sav
ings on verbatim diskettes and
many other quality products.
Call or write for our dlecounl catalog.

LVIEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
1250-E Rankin Dr., Troy, M 48083
Phone: !3131 589-3440
DATALIFE •THE NAME IS THE PROMISE
THE WARRANTY IS THE PROOF

• Multiple Regression
Stepwise
Ridge
Al Subsets
Backward Elimination
• Time Series Analysis
• Descriptive Statistics
• Transformations

• Survey Research
• Nonparametrics
• X·Y Plots
"ANOJA
• Random Sampfes
•Data Base
• Search & sort
• Hypothesis tests

Please cal TOLL FREE

1-800-334-0854 (Ext. 814)

Q

for more information
or write:
Quant Systems
Box 628
Charleston. SC 29402
VISA-MIC Accepted

Circle 349 on inquiry card.

Circle 2 51 on inquiry card.

PRINTER CABLES

$20.00

DIABLO 630

SHIPPING INCLUDED
INTERFACE CABLES
Parallel Printer
Interface Cable

INTERFACE CABLES
RS232 Serial
Interface Cable

Apple
Centronics
Columbia
Epson
Eagie
IBM PC
Kay pro
NEC
WANG
Zenith

TELEVfDEO

API or SPI

SPECIAL PRICING AVAILABLE TO DEALERS
CUS7'0M CABLES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

FABRICATION
CONCEPTS, •
INC.
8230 Miralani Drive• San Diego, CA 92126
(619) 271-4522

Circle 163 on inquiry card.

List price:
SPECIAL
PRICE:

tities at this low price. F.O.B. Santa
Cruz, CA. C.0.D. cash or certified check.
Calif. residents add sales tax.

Also: VICTOR 9000 SERVICE
Please call for information.
Z. EGERESI
211 WESTERN DR.
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 425-4512, TX 550467

Dealer lnQuiries
Invited

Circle 318 on Inquiry card.

-

DELIVERY

24 Hour Order Desk

~~~~~.1-800-634-2248
Visa, MasterCard , Cert. chk., M/0,· C.0.0. cash.
Get immediale shipment Schools& govt on P.O.• .
Personal or company checks held 14 days.
APO, FPO. Can. and other non· UPS delivered , add SS .
•FrH dell-..ryon mi11imum otdtrt o' 150 ot $Ora OrlNrs 1ddl2 lot S& H.

Software Services~
1326 25th St . S. Suite H, Fargo, NO

Circle 4 30 on Inquiry card.

5B1031·701·280--0121

Circle 376 on Inquiry card.

1nT mARYmAc

INDUSTRIES INC.

800-231-3680

$495 T~ :•
•
•
•
•

""'

*FREE

Like new: $1,095.00 Limited quan

compatible slepper motor
IBM Pc/XT control
plug-In board

-

6 YearWarranty-100% Certified

$1295.00

PC MOTION™ Control Board

(800)235-4137

I•

$1,749.00

Scotcti Diskettes
Rely on Scotch" diskettes to keep your valu
able data safe. Dependable Scotch diskettes
are tested and guaranteed error-lree. The low
abrasivity saves your read/write heads.
They're compatible with most diskette drives.

1.

Heavy duty letter quality printer, 40 C.P.S.
in it's origmal condition.

DB 25
Male/Female
Cable Length
up to 10 feet

Circle 315 on Inquiry card.

Radio Shack TRS-80's'
Epson Printers
People you Trust to give you the very best!

-

4 Axis stepper motor controller interface
32 digital 110 with (5) interrupts
4 channels encoder pulse inputs
Includes real time interrupt-driven easy to
use software
Smart board for Industrial and Robotic
motion control that uses only a small
percentage of cpu time. System needs only
simple BASIC commands from application
software.
- 100's of satisfied customers
use our products 
"'30-day money back guarantee'"'

~

ROGERS LABS Tel. (714) 751·0442
Telex 681393
2710 S. Graddy Way, Santa Ana, CA 92704

22511 Katy Fwv .. Katy !Houston! Texas 77450
!7131 392·0747
Telex 774132

,_,....,,,,

·.~
• : !18

i 11

Clrcle 2 57 on Inquiry card.

• Lowest
Price
•Reliable
service
• ouallty
Products

1

leleVideo
1191

The Televideo TPC/1 portable micro is a full fea
tured computer with the advantage of portability.
The 9inch amber phosphor offers easy readability
and a non-glare surface for easy on the eyes
screen display. TPC 1 has an IBM style, low pro
file keyboard, detachable for comfortable data in 
put which folds up to make a compact carrying
case. The alpha numeric displayed character set includes 96 ASCII characters, 32
control codes. along with 10 programmable function keys. The TPC/1 portable uses the
ZBO microprocessor and provides 64K of user RAM along with 32K of screen memory
which is used for both text and graphics. The standard software package includes
Telewrite exclusive word processor, Telecalc spreadsheet, Telechart business graph
ics and CPM operating system which makes the portable compatible with the largest
library of microcomputer software available. TVI-TPC/1

1629

EaGLE
21

RAM
16 BIT MICROPROCESSORS
Oct•gondu•I CPU 8088/ZBO, & contro ller.

g:::~~~=t=:!:=~&i~b~~·,6 .

OCT-89280

g:f::::

795.00
495.00
359.00

~t~Z:

750.00
895.00

8 BIT MICROPROCESSORS
250.00
275.00
339.00
495.00
429.00
359.00
629.00
1179.00
coll

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS
Compupro Diak 1A, double denalty.

GBT·DSK1A

C.ltfornle Comput er 2422A with CPM
T• rbetl Electronlcsdouble denally
T•rbell Electronlce •lnig19den•llY

CCS·2422
TAR•OOC
TAR-SOC

CPM OPERATING SYSTEM
Dlglt1I RHHt chCP/ M3,0, I" ag1. den.
Compupro CPM 2.2 fOf Olek 1.
Compupro CPMH for 9058 9nd 9086
T•rbell ElectronJca CPM 2.2

DAC-CpM30
GBT.CpM22
GBT·CpM86
TAA·CpM22

The Eagle llE/2 Computer features a 12" non·glaregreen phosphor CRT, typewriter style
keyboard with separate numeric cluster. This unit provides lwo 5 1/4" <tives tor a
combined storage capacity of 780 t</Byte. The computer contains a 4Mhz Z-80A, OMA
disk interface, two RS·232C serial ports, Centronics printer interface, along with an
auxillary parallel port.
Soltware inctudedconsistsol U..TRACALC electronic spreadsheet, SPELLBI NDER word
processor, CBASlC2, CP / M 2.2. and an exdusive Eagle menu driven ulility package.
These units are atl ..tacto1y new"' and are being oflered far below lheirsuggestedprice of
$2495. This is your opportunily to purchase a complete CPtM system 104' only 5895.

·

,.--------

249.00
159.00
265.00
159.DO

I •

-.00
......
......

'\

HARD DISK CONTROLLERS
Octagon herd dlak controller with EiC.
GodboutDltk 2, I " & 14" hard dlak
Godbout Dtak3, lor SV•'Wlncheatera
Weatern Digit.II n.w WD·1001 (not S-100)

OCT-HDt
GBT·DSK2

475.00
569.00

GBT-DSKJ
WDl-1001

629.00
319.00

EPROM BOARDS
IAC·P100
OGR-P32

465.00
119.00

DEC

e...::::=::ri't:!n':~~~

= : computer2710, 4 Mrlel port•
Celllomle Computer 2719, 2 Mriel, 2 per'I,
CeUfomle Computer 2720, 4 pGft per' I.

G8T-135A
GBT-138A
GBT-187A
CCS-2710
CCS-2719
CCS-2720

SPECIAL FUNCTION BOARDS
QTC-CC100
G8T-SVS1
DSC-AOM12
DSC-AIM 12
MUl-ICB10
MUL-TB4
IOT·W100
ART· WW100
EDP-100
GBT· MF2D
CAL· MB1 8

'.~~·1

•·It.CID
H.00

495.00
675,00
35.00

5

~s ~~~v~;;~o=~,:C:i~~~fl~~:~~~~~~~~ i~~~~~~
supplies the a·· endosures.are supplied with exhaust Ians.

•
•
•
•

a·:

$219.00
lull he!9ht dri ves.
Horizontal mounl dual
Vertical mount dual full height a· drives.
299.00
Horizontal mount one lull height or two half height 8". 239.00
Horizontal one lull height or two hall heigh I 51/•...
811.00

..JI

__':tlc

.::~.:.=II

Commodore

HesModem

IJ9

Th e He5Modem 1 is designed 10 beused with
the VIC-20 or the Commodore 64 microcomput·
ers. The Hes Modem 1 comes complete with
lerminal communication software. Plugs di·
rectly into lhe communications pan of your
CommodoreComputer. HES·M1

VIDEO DISPLAY CARPS
AST Monograph Plus
Hercules Graphic
PC Peaco ck Color
Plantronics ColorPlus
Quad Color I
STB Graphics Plus

monochrome/graphic
two year warranty
mono. RGB, graphics
print er port I soltware
expandable, high res.
with soltware
controller. power
3X speed of XT
full XT emulation
150 or 200 ns

-·

ENCLOSURES

-

-.u..t

449.79
339.89
229.00
379.98
209.75
379.67
1195.45
995.95
998.97

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

149

.......
......
...........

California Di,Qilal manulaclures an asortment of stock and cus
tom disk drive enclosures. II the volume is justified we will

.

:

$219.00
AST SixPackPlus
zero memory
265.00
AST SixPackPlus 64K with sofrware
499.00
AST SixPackPlus 384K fully populated board
AST MegaPlus II
64K to 512Kwith MegaPak 269.00
AST MegaPak
256K piggyback I MegaPlus 279.00
319.00
Persyst Board
64K with software
249.00
Ouadboard
64K with six lunclions
279.00
STB RIO Plus
64K with PC accelerator
STB Super 1/ 0
serial/par'l/game port 184.99

Franklin 1OMB ext.
Franklin 10MB int.
Maynard 1OMB int.

Q-BUSS

MAINFRAMES & MOTHER BOARDS
Ecllpee Dile, et.elnlHe, 22 •lot torld •upply
Cornpupro Enclo1ure 2, 20 elot•
Celifornlt Dlgll•l 18 elot mother boerd

L-- -- . .., .- :___
.

--

HARD DISK DRIVES

INTERFACE BOARDS
Compupro lnterl.cer II, with 5 Mtlal porta

-.-·. -.

MU

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS

~1:~~~tte,:;:~:~Je~~y,64K.

1119
ASr
SIX PAK PLUS

CONRAC
I;;,:
1i9
9" MONITOR

5.95
48.95
199.54

Plastic library
case supplied
with all diskettes
purchased from
California Digital.
The ShlJ!larl 801 A has long been the standard by which all

olher eigllt inch disk drives have been judged. The 801 A has

historically been used by lhousands ol quality conscious

equipment manufacturers because of their exlremely high
degree of reliability.
These unils are current production. rack mountable LSI tech
nology. The drives are identical to drives currently sold by
distributors at $600.
California Digital has aquired these NEW units as a result of
a change of marketing slrategy of the A.M. Jaquard Corpora
lion. This is the best value that has ever been olfered on any
Shugart eighl inch disk drive. SHU·B01 R

189
21g

Upon request, all drives are supplied
with power connectors and manual

MEMORY
4164 :,~~=$ J50ns

1.91

1

i-3t
4164150 ns.64K 128111lresh
4125& 1son1. 256K
DP8409 dynamic conIroller

IC"'""116150
ICM-4116200
ICM-4164150
ICM-41256150
ICT-8409

STATIC MEMORY
211.02200ns. 1K s1s11c

21l02450ns.. tKst.tk:
2112oon1.2K11at1c
2114300ns. 1Kx4
404'TMS450ns. 4K x 1
5251 300n•. 4K x 1
6116 P4 200ns.2K a 8
6116 P3150M . 2Kx 8

-

ICM41LDDGD

ICIHl......
ICM-'1114$0
IC».211QICI

............
"*'4\tUOO
ICIHttl llO

EPROMS

...,.

l.75

5.95
39.95
39.00

...

1.49
1.29

1.95
3.49
2.50
4.85
5.25

32

TEAC

Al. 1

SSB SSF
,.,., ""''''

48TPl-96TPI

1.45
1.45
4.95
27.70
29.00

.... ...
1.29
1.15

1. 15

OneTwo Ten
TEAC FD-54A half height
99 95 89
SHUGARTSA400Lfullheight 189 179 175
TANDONTM100·1 full height 169 165 179
Fi ve Inch Double Sided Dri ves
TEAC FD55B half height
139 135
TEACFD5 5 F96TPl, halfht.
139 135
CONTROL DATA 9409 PC
219 199
CONTROLDATA9428 1/2 ht. 219 199
SHUGART SA455 Half Height 189 179
PANASONIC JA551/2N (455) 13g 135
SHUGARTSA465Y2Ht.g6TPI 269 259
TANDON 100-2fullheight
179 175
TANDON 101·496TPlfullht. 329 319
MITSUBISHl4851 half height 169 159
MITSUBISHI 4853 96/TPl'h ht. 179 169
MITSUBISHI 4854 8 " elec.
395 385
QUME 142 half height
219 205

129
129
195
195
175
129
249
169
305
155
165
375
1g9

Eight lhch Single S
SHUGART801R
SIEMENS FDD 100-8
TANDON 848E·1 Half Height

129 125 119
369 359 349

2.75

1.85
3.25

2.25
4.65
4.05

1.75
2.99
1.99
4.50
4.85

10 Boxes 100 Boxes

SCOTCH
VERBATIM

18.95 17.50 16.50
CAL· S tli
•
:::::::~:::~.24.95 2.75 21.75
MMM-7'44 116
~=rn~~~

YAB· 5251tl

24.95 22.75 21.75

55tgw. 24.95 21.75 17.75
::t5Sl::224.95 22.· :1.25
gm :;::g 3s.oo
33.00
,

D Y5·105 /tD

o.so

Eight Inch Double Sided Driv es
SHUGART SA851 R
495 485
QUME 842 " QUME TRACK 8 " 459 459
TANDON 848E·2 Half Height 45g 447
219 219
REMEX RFD·4000
MITS UBISHI M2894·63
447 439
MITSUBISHI M2896·63. 'h H~ . 459 449

VERBATIM

555:H~!~37.95 35.95 31.25
VR B·SSDID \

~:mg:;~

37.95 35.95 32.75

MEMOREX :::~:} 32-~5 31.25 26.25
MAXELL
:::~:::g~:l~ 37.95 35.95 33.75
MAXELL 196"':l':!°''"" 45.do 43.00 41.25
llRX-0491

..

'

DYS. t 0 '4J2D

Five Inch Single Sided Drives

+ too+

1.65

1.65
5.25
34.85
35.00

Each box

DIGITALg:u~~

SCOTCH
ti.

DYNAMIC MEMORY

4116150ns.1&K
4116 200na.16K

CAL

CAL DIGITAL m:m
24.9S 22.75,20.50
NIA

These Tandon 14.2 Megabyte hard disk

Three Inch Disk Drives
SHUGART SA300
229

TenSee1 0r
St:Jleeri

FIVE INCH DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY

603SE

Five Inch Winchester Hard Disk Drives
One Two
999 959
FUJITSU M2235AS 27 Meg.
1589 1493
RODINE R0·208 53 Meg.
1995 1965
MAXTOR XT1065 65 Meg.
795
765
SHUGART 712 13 Meg. 'h Ht
795 775
TANDON 503 19 Meg.
389 379
TANDON 603 14.2 Meg.

Sott Sccto1

DYSAN

TANDON

jar computer company. Each unit has
passed 24 hours ol incoming burn -in.

FIVE INCH SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENS ITY

MEMOREX
MAXELL

1

drives are lhe excess inventory ol a ma ·

DISKETTE$ ~ 116.SO

475
449 .
435
209
433
409

DYSAN

m:rnmg 42.so 40.so 3s.so
DY5·20'412D

DYSAN / 96

:::

49.95 47.95 45.75

EIGHT INCH SINGLE SIDED SINGLE DENSITY

SCOTCH MMM·740/0
MEMOREX MRX-3062
VERBATIM VRB·3419000
DYSAN
DYS·3740/1

28.50 27 .so
27.75 26.60
31.50 29.50
35.75 32.75

23.80
22.25
25.60
29.75

EIGHT INCH SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY

SCOTCH MMM· 741/ 0 33.95 ~ 1.75
MEMOREX MRX·JD90
31.95 27.75
VERBATIM VRB-3418000 35.25 33.25
DYSAN
DYS-3740/ 10
40.75 8.75
MAXELL MXL·fD1
45.50 9.75

29.15
26.15
28.75
32.25
35.15

ND‘

. a-II=="’

COLO

Smash III’!Sellauf
0°30“

‘V

irriorr19

C patible with the Radio Shack Color Computer. The world famous Dragon computer is now available
in the United States. Manufactured by the Tano Corp. under license of the British Broadcasting Company.

4*, .

‘_._ ___
\

NUIIITH III II

I \

The Dragon comes complete with 64K Byte of memory, serial modem port along with a Centronics printer

interface. This unique microcomputer features Motorola's advanced 6809E microprocessor and comes

standard with Microsoft Color Basic, data base manager. and a complete word processing package. The

computer outputs color composite video along with Ft.F. video that allows the unit to be used in

*

l

conjunction with any color television. This is the ideal low cost computer to be used with any dial up

information system such as the Source, Western Union's EasyLink or any other time share service.

The NEC J(,-l40tD is a I3 medium/high resolution RGB monitor

suitable for use with the Sanyo MBC-550/555 or the IBM/PC The
monitor features a resolution 01400 dots by 240 lines Colors available
are Fled. Green. Blue. Yellow, Q/an. Magenta. Biadt and White

California Digital has agreed to act as exclusive agent for North America in an effort to assist The Tano
Corporation in reducing their overstock. For a limited time California Digital can offer the Dragon

computer for only $139.

These monitors are currently being used in applications far more

critical than microcomputers
The NEC monitor carries the Litton-Monroe label and was originally
sctﬁaduled for use in their "Office of the Future ’ equipment A change
in

onroe's marketing strategy has made these units excess inven-

tory Whlﬁig were sold to Cal;lorn1a Digital We are offering these prime
"new" R B monitors at a raction 0 their on trial cost Sanyo compatible NEC-1401/S. IBM/P/C Computer OOf?iD3liD|9 NEC4401/PC

MQNITQIIS

BMC 12A green phosphor 15 MHz c0lT1pOSii VIOQO
BMC 12 iii tr resoiirtiori. 20M»:

Nfldek 300% 12 green priospiiur
Amdek 300A 12 amber phos .rii-resmuiipri
Airicieir 310A 013:igr\ed1ofIEM/PC amber
zerriiri ZVM122 Amber Phosphor 12 40/30 wiiirriri swiicii
zBl'\li'1Z\/M123 green pripspnpr 12 isoiao CD1lJVT\Vl Switch
NEC JB1201 green phpspripr la MN: mrriposii map
NEC IB126o DO"1m9lCt3l grade cprrippsii
Motor. la 23 09911 llame oiiiiwrrilii C0rI1905iI V1090
Currrat 9 open 1ii'YiE mqurras iiprz sync s 12ir supply

BMC 12A
avc-raw

78 95
119 oo

mlk aooc 12a 95
AMK-300A
1313 95
AMK-JIOA
'56 95
ZTN-122
94 95
ZTH~Zl23
9-: as
15900
NEC'JBl201
NEC .iE126O
MOTBVV23
CON-BW9

11900

NEC-1401/X
BMC 9191

25900
Z36 95
37900
699017
33900
47500
29900
A1995
35995
A7895

15900
5900

siu GQWIIOI-IQX 120 aisrrssc
sisroprriirii-isx. i00Q1ar/soc 15 paper
SlarGerr\iniDel1a10_ l50Ctur/soc
Surcpriii eon iriciioris irmpr
rpsriius P1351. 19257131/sec latter Qulllly
oiiiapla 82A wrist A parallel st r paper

Okidaia 92A p3r3|l9llr1iB11ICO. 150 crisr/sec
Okldlis an l parallel 15 pmer
Oiiioata MA s parallet15 paper
Oiiidala 2350 lnowi J50 mar/sec
Epson RX-8010 120 Oisirsoc

Epson F)180_ io isoimr /sac Wllh QPBDMYBI

Epson FX100l5 160cti|r /soc with graphlrax
Arisoeii 95015 tiigri speed with graphics
Anadeii 96208 200 aw/sec parl A serial
Pr OWIIIU 8510 D813 llels-ii [$809 r

PIOWIIIBI II. paraliei is " paper. graphics
oaiaprpaucis B-600-3. we prlrlier soc tm
Piiriirpriiii P300 iiigri speed priiiisr 300 lines per Mlf\i.tl2
Pllrllibﬂll P600 ulilﬂ iiigii speed soo iiries per ffilﬂulﬂ

coi.on
NEC 4614010 MEGIUM/High 13 RG8
BMC AU9i9lU Coioi COMDO5" W090 Wit" Sound
BMC 9191M HGB O€5tQ"Bd lor use with irie IBM corrnuter
NEC JC 1 2030111. F165 color !T\Of’lIiU!
NEC JCi20l coioi mrroosii

Zeriliii Z\/Ml as RG8 s Composite Stllilblq for IBM PC
Afﬂdqk C010! 1, 1:1 wrgpsiiviaeo
Arndek color Ill 13 R e ii-rrespiiiiipri
Amdek Color ill » 13 F1GB.rr\ed-irm I9SO|ulIiDﬂ
ﬂiiricetpri ax 12 ROB lBM'PC Cbﬂlpillblé

BMC 9191M

NEC- i 203
NEC-JC1 201
ZYH-Z135

AMK-100
AMK-200
AMKJOO

PRN-i-1X12

STR-Gi0)1
STH-Gl5X
STFI-D10
vsr-caorr
1'os~1:1s1
oki-an
oki-92:1
OK!-BJA
0K1-84A
0K1-2350
EPS-HXBO
EPS-FXBO
EPS-FXIOO
ADX-95019
ADX-96205
1>i=1o-ss1p1=
PRO-2P
ops-asoo
PYX-P300
PTX-P600

52900
71900
102900

1129 00
359 00
689 00

6965 00
3995 00
5795 00

but1er plopﬂfiicﬂil Spacing pail

NECJ710
NEC-7730
NEC-3550
NEC-2050
SFID-EXPSOO
SRUEXP550
ggt-gig
JUK-56100
BTH-HFHS
FRO-FIOS
PRO-Flo?

CRX~CR2P

179500

179500

159900
99500
45900
65900
176500
B7900
31900
59500
112500

112500

49500

'l'IllMII§AI.$

\

Freedom Ill), split scissn. deilidtlble keyboard

Qumo 1 02 groan phosphor terminal
Ampeii Dinloqus 125 grsso screen.
Amos: D1sloupc175 Inblr screen. two page. iunc keys

~--. /

Wyn 50. 14"

Wysa
aoo. E #00900!
dlpily. 9911154210011
Zenith 29 terminal. VT52 corrlpstibio osutch bie keyboard

tile CTSZYZAH Modem is J00/120C
Aiilp Answer Aiiip oiiii Hayes Com
"
pﬂiiblﬂ Mycroll Labs COl'V\Dar1|Ot’1 CUﬂmUI’li(liIOI\5 software

Televrdeo 910 Plus. N061 mode
Televioeo 925, dQtlldt&iQ keyboard. Z2 |ui'lC1lO1'l keys
Telovidso 9S0.gr|pI1rc char npl1tscresr1.22Iurrc

Teieviaee 970. 14" groan. 1:12 ooiiirnri. European

$35 O0 additional

CTS 212AH
SOL MK1?
SGLMK1
Signalman Mark 1. direct connect with terminal cable
HY5-212AD
Hayes Smart Modem 1200 baud. auto answer. auip dial
HYS-i2(X7B
Hi1yos1200Bto1usew1tri it1elBM/PC1200 baud
Hayes Srrlnrrmodom. 300 baud ong, lute answer auto dial HYS~iO3AD
HYSMM2
H.1ys5 MlC1Dm0d6mll.103 Agpie reci epririeci
H
.
Ctir
ri
A t
I
.iUO I H vrer
E 5 gsalicgooassworti 38891250 oauo
S
oriril ii lﬂdtgirlilquﬂl
Universal eta $8? line
.answer 5 originate

CTS 212AH 1200 baud. auto dial

sigrinliriari Marti 12. 1200 patio Hayes Ocfhpallble

1,200 pi-we halt 0?“! my

ZICCCVCC

25900
7500

47900

42900
22900

E5s§'a5§;§m-u~—w._a$s~ es§susss s s

$135‘-; ‘:8‘§r?i

LIB-F100
OUM-102
APX-Di 25G
APX-Di 75A

WV5~50

WVS~300
ZTH-Z29
TVI-91°F
TVI-925
TVi-950
TVI-970

49500
53900
575%
71900
59500
115900
76500
57500
75900
95000
109500

The Sanyo MBC-550 Microcomputer includes 128K byte of memory. a 5‘/4" disk drive along with a parallel printer port. The computer
outputs both RG8 color and monochrome composite video. Extensive software such as Sanyo Basic. Wordstar. Calcstar and Easy
Writer I is included with the MBC-550.
Sanyo 550
rsducsd SALE price
159.00
Sanyo 550 Plus
two single sided drlvss
829.00
Sanyo 550-2
one double sldsd drive
949.00
Sanyo 550-2 Plus two double sided drives
1 095.00
Sanyo 555
two sgl. drives, bonus soft. 1 095.00
Slnyo 555-2
two dbl. drivss, bonus soﬂ. 1 249.00
Memory Upgrsds 256K total memory
99.00
Serial Card
modem Intsrhcs
85.00

31900

U‘ "g....°4iaiziiri .1 . . ..

ri or
H8L"i
"“‘< eriri i:r.".l.*2i~i:.c"<»-='
Nﬁvgtigg ii1anCaii‘fi3r212.1283pa1idamponi

Compatible

31700

WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS
NEC771O 55 charrseeorie. serisliriteriaoe
NEC7730 55 Chi!/56¢ pariiriierrsce
NEC355o p0pularpr1r11e1d1!S$%r\ed|orthelBM/PC
NEC205o desoanedf0rlBM/ 20 that/sec pail
Silvsrneee EX soo Mchar/sec DBf|>f\i8r1ICB
SIIVBV Reed EXPSSO 11 Char/sec par 1 lﬂi9l'1iLB
Diauiooaonocriarrsec serial
A‘
20
D1at>1o62O.p1 nionai aci horz vert lab cos
Juiiis1o0.1a?ﬁ:r rsec égeéﬁt
Brother unlit serial rrilerrace
Stisrwriier F10 serial. 40 char/sec
5lBrwrlierF\0&aralle| aociisirsee

Corririiii CR2.

uriiirersai ata

27900
38900
39900
19500
119500
34700
42700
56700
99700
199500

Advanced Logic Systems

.°.'.‘.”!.‘-"-.?.-° ‘E!,i.'.i.!?

29.00

ASCII

Cllllbmll Dl8l‘i:I his puldlleld

overC1000of

saMicrosrrrti>*1

keyboards irprri the General Dyinrriics cprppmtipri 9:1 ASCII encoded mil etteﬂ
swiicriss includes B iurictiori keys Ind 14 ltey l’ll.lN\Ql'l€ C|\J$iI1 irimi INS l1QYBOil'ﬂ an
e111: all ac 1 v at ueaior1ly349 MIC - BIJGDSID s
We also have available a rruichirig General Dyriarriu steel trim plnll $10

N011-0060006 Hytek sa iisy metll 0001351 keyboard tr1lK~58 :24 as MBICHIAQ i5l1ey
numeric clusle1S9 95 H|K~15 Both 101 priiy $29 as N|K~5B15

Power your single board system with one supply! This We
Kepro switcherapower supgly outputs +5 volts at 5 amps, eight
+12 volts at 1. amps. 2. amps surge. -12 volts at 0.5
amps. and a second +12 volts at 2.0 amp output. it is 3
birnper selectable for both 120 volt and 220 volt operation.
nits measures approximately 6" by 8". This board is
capable of supplying power for two 5'/4" Winchesters, a
sin 9 le board com P uter alon with a hard disk controller .
Also suitable for use with aﬂ lBM look-a-likes. Priced at
only $49.95 this power supply offers excellent value along
wit high reliability. KPT-512

from

is $399. while supplies
ALS-Z80

MEMORY UPGRADE

"64K" .... $42.00

HAYES 1200
MODEM
Now Only .... $475.00

SAMWOO MONITOR
Monochrome
18 MHz • 100% IBM

599.00
RITEMAN PRINTER
1 20cps Friction and Trector
Epson and IBM Compatible

Now Only

5319.00

MATH COPROCESSOR
INTEL 8087-3 ·

$155.00

The
Sav-On System II
IBM PC
• 2 Half Height DS/DD
Disk Drives
• 256K
• Parallel Port
• Monochrome Monitor

Only 51995
DANA
COOLING FAN

KEYTRONICS
KEYBOARDS
LOTUS 123
Only

5299.00

TELEX TERMINAL
Model C (300/1200 Baud]
D.D.D. Capability

11119.00

HARD DISK . DRIVES
20Mb TALLGRASS
35Mb TALLGRASS
70Mb TALLGRASS

Call
Call
Call

ORANGE MICRO
GRAPPLER + .
GRAPPLER + w/16K

. $112
. 178

IBM PC MULTICARD II™
"MULTICARD 11" multifunction card for the IBM
PC & XT expandable to 384K. Thousands of this
popular card have already been shipped by ACP.
•
•
•
•

•64-384K .
• Parallel Port
• Serlal/Game Port
• 1 Year Warranty

Disk Emulator Software
Printer Spooler Software
Clock/Calendar
Clock Software

522900 w/OK 5229°0

S-100 64K "CMOS" RAMCARD
Unbelievable
Price!

-

.

' ~-

'

s24900

'

Assembled and Tested

• ACP has sold over 1000 of these IEEE compatible,
low-priced, high-reliability 64K Static RAM Cards.
• Single 5-Volt operation.

SIEMEN'S SALE

You can now purchase Shugart
compatible 8" Disk Drives below your
existing factory direcl pri(inQI

These Prices are the lowesl ever

publiihod

'Siemen's 0500 F00200·8 .. $199.00
Also. with purchase al Disk Drives
you can buy the Vista V-1000 Dual Case

with Power Supply and Cable
lor only

$375.00 .

_Regular

ACP PRICE
APPLIED SOFrWARE Versaform .
. ... $299.00
Versalorm Hard Disk .
. .... 399.00
AATSCI Magic Window IJ ..•••...•....•..• 95.00
Magic Combo. . • • .
. . . . . . . . 169.00 I
ASHTON·TATE dBASE JI (CPtM) ......... 385.00
Fnday (CPiM) .
. . . . 198.00
BPI (Gl. AR, AP. Pay, Inv)
.• , . . .. oa. 299.00
BRODERBUND Bank Street Wriler ......... 49.00
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS The Jncred Jack .. 149.00
CONTINENTAL (Gl. AR, AP, Pay) . , ea. 189.00
Home Accountant . .
. ... 49.00
DATAMOST Real Estate Inv.. . .
. ... 99.00 I

o~~r;~~~~t~~k~t Manager .

EAMC:~~e~;~s~:i~S Vol. I ..

Price

'496..00

01fer Ltm1fed~ Faclory Warranty 90 Dirt,
Shipped Immediately lrom Stock! "OEM OUlnritltt

••

1

.,,,. 9x7 Dot Matm:.80 CPS.

... 211 Bullnl!tl lill!lnoq
... IO. !16. 132 Co!ulllll!. Gr.lllllics ml!

~~~~~Ms;~;~~. 110, 111

81o!t"'"11lng

Th .I n
e
LI.n
•
Drive

Bumble Games

... $49.95

COMPATIBLE
APPLE COMPATIBLE
DISK DRIVES
STANDARD HEIGHTS
VISTA Solo 5 1/4" Std. , ..• $199.0Q

s17 goo

•••.•.••...••

LEJ~:;~~~;~~:~NY

and Feed

TM

· ·:::

: ~~..~~

::::: ~~:~

Kg:~:li~~dules (8 a;~~-b1~i · · · · · · · · · ·

t1' Selectable Char Pitch. Lme Spacing

FOURTH DIMENSION •.•• 199..00
QUENTIN . •.•..•.....•.•. 209.0(J

•----------C-om_P•_•_ib-le_o_i_•k_P_•_n_t•_o_lkf
_ _--

--·

··:

~~~~

_
30 00
. 40.00

__

•

Secrets
. ....
. . . 45.00
41.00
L Gcrtrude·s
& S Crossword
Magic
. ...
MICROFUN Miner 2049er . , . .... .. . ........ Call
MICROLAB • . .
. ..... Call
MICROSOFTOe<alhlon .
. .. 25.00
Typing Tulor 11 •
• •.• 19.00
MONOGRAM Dollars & Sense . ..... ... _. 74.95
ORIGIN E•Odu•.
Ill
..... 41.95
1

umma

~~~~1~ ~ET~=n~~~s~Pener

Fraction Fever . _ •.
Kinde<OC•mp .

p::a"~N 8~G·s System

.

. S4 79.00

SEAGATE 1Dlllb Mm Ol1k .
lllPI esz. ... ••• . . .

558

499.00
. . 239_00

8 . ••.••.••• ' 441.111
CDC 1800 OS 1320KI . . •• , -· ·. ZlUO
SEAGATE ST506 16MB Win .I . •• :149.00
DUME Dalalrack

BYTE • NOVEMBER 1984

cf?;;
QUENTIN/
FORTH DIMENSION
Apple II/lie
Compatible
Disk Drive
Totally compatible to Apple Drives.

$19995
Controller ... . .... $49.95
Only

Just plug in and run.

App Ie II 16K

- -

RAM CARD
Compatible with
• PASCAL CP/M M

zao SoftcardTM
Full 1 year

Warranty.

1

Top

Quality by

$

49

NEW LOW
ACP PRICE

·
95

COEX

Also from C 0 EX, NEW EPSON
Parallel Interface for Apple.
With cable . .•...• , . , . , , . $49.95

···[!J~r.Jif.i~r!J:~!iJ[!j···

~~::~

... . .. . . .

LIST
ALS CP!M 3.0 Plus Card
$399.00
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
Power Control Center Pl 2
COEX 16K Ram Card
99.00
Parallel Pnn1ercard w1Cable 99.00
29.00
Apple II Prok:ltype Card
29.00
Apple I Exlender Card
64K Extended 80 Column 199.00
CORVUS Hard Disk Omn1ne1
EASTSIDE Wildcard ( 11 t w164)
Wildcard 2 (lie)
W1ldcard Plus (64K m 10 sec)
FINGERPRINT Epson Enhancer
GIBSON Light Pen (new Improved)
IS PKASO Interlace t•11ttl
199.00
PKASO lnte1face (Ill)
199.00
KENSINGTON Syslem Saver
89.95
PC Saver
49.95
KEYTRONICS KB200 II + Keybd 298.00
KOALA Graphics Pad
125.00
KRAFT Joyslick
49.00
Game Paddles
49.00
MCT Speed Demon
295.00
MPC 128K Bubble Memo1y
875.00
M&R Sup·r Mod II RF Modulator
69 .00
Sup"r Fan
50.00
MICROPRO 6MHl Applicard +· Word
MICROSOFT Z-80 Sollcard
395.00
Z-80 Sohcard Plus
645.00
Soltcard Premium Pak (II+)
695.00
495.00
Sollcard Premium Pak INe)
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER
Music Syslom
395.00
A 0 PILis D1A
350.00
MICROTEK Dumplmg SUI. w164K 349.00
ORANGE MICRO
Grappler Plus
175.00
16K Buflerboard
175.00
Grappler Bul!ered w ·16K
245.00
PCPI A~icard w 1281(,, 6MHz
595.00
8088 Coprocessor
595.00
Appl1caird W' 128K. 4MH2
495.00
PERISOFT (All w I Year Warranty)
99.00
Pnnterlink lntell. Printer I O
Messenger Umv. Serial I 0
135.00
T1meHnk Realhme Clock
110.00
175.00
Grallmk Graphics Io
Bulferlink w 16K Buller
189 00
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
Microbufler 16K (Epson Parallet) 159.00
Microbuller 32K (Epson Parallel) 199.00
Microbuller 16K {Epson Serial) 179.00
Microbuffer 32K IEpsonSerral) 219 .00
Microbuffer In-line 64K (Parallel) 349.00
1

PRM~~~~~:~~~~s~~:,~s::~ { ::;::~
°~~~~1~~ !IBM to Apple)
~\~~~::;:; ~~~ )~=~~:~ 1
1

Microlazer 32K (Parallel)
SATURN'TIT
AN
32K Aamcard
64K Aamcard
128K Ramcard
Acoele"lo,llC.,d(2.2e.2 • 1
Neptune 64K .. 80
Neplune 128K 1 80
Neplune 192K • 80

STREET~~~~:: ~:r~nn-tineJ

PROo~ ~~~ard

CPU SYSTEM UNIT

=~~~:oo~all~~:P;s~~ko6~v:."K~~~a~;d
0

plus User Kil. Serial Printer Po11 and Modem
Perl built-in .
Retail $2995

ACP $1995

VR201 MONOCHROME MONITOR
Retail

$325
$250

j~~~~~= ~ Toggle ne

VIDEX

~;~::~~m( 1(~~~
~~h~~~~~~

VISTA
ABOO 5·· Oisk Controller
A500 5'1i' Disk Controller
VOTAAX Type N"Talk
Pe'5onal SySlem

680 00
189.00
220.00
225.00

ACP
$299.00
149.00
49.95
49.95
20.00
20.00
99.95
Call
89.00
119.00
149.00
59.00
Call
139.00
159.00
69.95
39.95
225.00
95.00
36.00

36.00
249.00
699.00
49.00
38.00

Call
249.00
479.00
499.00
395.00
335.00
299.00
265.00
129.00
129.00
199.00
499.00
499.00
429.00
79.00
109.00
89.00
139.00
159.00
149.00
179.00
159.00
199.00
279.00
279.00
166.00
499.00
169.00
195.00
199.00

189.00
289.00
399.00
449.00
199.00
299.00
389.00
99.00
149.00
249.00 199.00
149.00 129.00
249.00 224.00
395.00 359.00
389.00
629.00 549.00
219.00
349.00
499.00
599.00

...,..00

59.95
59.95
64.95
64.95
345.00
379.00
149.00

49.95
49.95
54.95
54.95
229.00
279.00
129.00

379 .00
99.00
25900
395.00

299.00
49.95
199.00
329.00

ACP $259

CPM/86/80 and MS·DOS
Retail

K

1

ACP 5195

5Mb WINCHESTER HARD
DISK w/CONTROLLER

~:bs~~!r~~~~~~l Rcq.)

ACP $780

· · .. · · · ·:::: ~~;:~
PHOENIX Zoom Graph1• . .
. . 31.00

192Kb Memory
Retail $650
ACP $521

SOUT;~~~:r 6~~~1ele Ca1alog o.f S~i1~ar~49.95

Ce.II tor SpocilJ ~lnbow 100 .. Ptlclngl

.

Apple lie W'64K ..
Apple lie Business Syslem .. .
. .... . .
Includes: Apple lie w1128K. Oual Disk, 80 Column
Card, Momtor II. Prolile El(tension Option
Apple lie Enuy System .. , • . . .. ...... . .•. 995.00
Includes: Apple He w.64K. Disk It w1Conlroller
Apple lie Professional Syslem ..
• . . ...1795.00
Includes: Apple lie wJ128K, Oual Oisk. 80 Column
Card Moni1or II
lmagewriter 001 Matrix Printer . .
. .. . . 545.00
Apple Color Plottor . . • . .
. . . . .. 779.00
Apple Modem 1200 .
. 495.00
. ... 2695.00
Apple Ill 256K System ..
Apple 111 Plus 256K System • . • . . . . .. .. . 2995.00
Apple 111 Plus Business Syslem .
. ... ,4495.00
Lisa 2.... •••
. ........ 3495.00
Maclrnosh System .. _................... 2495.00
Apple lie System ... , •••• • •••••··~····, .1295.00
"Apple Products Available ln·slore Only"

SYNETIX Spnle I
Sprite II
Supersprite
Flashcard l44K
1
288
TG
Joys1ick
Select-a-pon

. .. . .... _23.00
. ..... 21.00

LOc~~~~ 1~~~- ~ -·-··········· .•.•••.• :: :;:~~
Mlg~~T~ci~:QL.~i~:,~1· .Sollcard) ... : : s~;:~

Thin line

with
Surge

-

.:: ~;:~~

......... :
TERRAPIN Logo. .
. .$119.00
, ...... 75.00
TRANSEND Tra11send I .
VIRTUAL Micro Cookt>ook (II. e. cl
.. 29.00
UTILITIES/SYSTEM
BEAGLE Apple Mechanic ................ S30.00
Apple Plot or Pronto DOS . . .
.. 30.00
Beagle " " " .
. .. Jo.oo
ODS Boss.. .
· · · · · · 20  00
Double Take or U!i1ity City ............. 30.00
CENTRAL POINT File< .
. . 16.00

tANOOll '4f.2

APPLE COOLING FAN

SP6:~aA~~~t~:~abe:.zoo ·· ····:::: ::::: ~~:~

~:r~!~11 s~~;~~;:~ 1 or

TW: fDUI ............... . 179.00

sgggs

.. . .
SIERRAION·LINE F'ogge< . .
. ........... 28.00
SIRTECH Legacy o! Llylgamya .
. 29.00
Kmghl ot Diamonds .
. .. 29.00
SOUTHEASTERN DataCaplure4.0 ........ 54.95

s~:~~~~e~iiQht 'simulator or Pinball . : . : : . !g:~g
._._4.9_.e_s... S~N~E~~~~~ 1 R;~~~ar;:. ~inance
.
14 95

•
SHUGART 801R .. ........... RH.1111

Apple lie Compatible

~::~~

....
. ..... : : ~6:~~
Compuread or Compuspell . .
. ... .... 23.00
EINSTEIN Memoiy Trainer
. . . 73 _00
ELECT. ARTS Music Conslruclion
Call
HARCOURT Compuler SAT ............... Call
11

Prlllllll9

APPLE II

·.::::

E~~:::~ 1T~~l~~~alh

B1-Dlrec11onal

CDEX ln!erface Card to Apple .

o:~~~~F~rz~~~~Kn~::~ e. cl .

s4995

. 199.00
.. 69.00

d Graph . .
......
. ............ 199.00
. . 99.00
HAYDEN Pie Wri1er ..
Compiler Plus ...
.., . • . , 79.00
Basic Compiler
. . . . . . . . . .. 45.95
. ... . 199.00
HOWARDSOFT Tax Pieparer ... .
Real Estale Analyzer .. .
. . ....... 139.00
...... .. ... 99.00 I
KENSINGTON Formal II
LIGHTNING Masteilype . .
. ... 35.00
LIVING VIDEOTEXT Thmk Tank(ll.lle.111) ... 119.00
MICROPRO Wordstar . .
. .... 249.00 I
Mailmerge or Spellslar ..
. ... .. _.. 139.00
. . . . 449.00
Words1ar Pro!. 4 Pak
1010 Pak or lnfoStar
...... Call
MICROSOFT Mul11pla11 .
. .. 179.00
Mutlilool Financial . .
. . . . , 79.00
Muttitool BUdget .
. 119.00
MEGAHAUS Megawr1!er .. ••• •••
. . 69.00
PEACHTREE Senes 40 (Gl. AR.AP) . . . . 379.00
Serres 9 (Text. Spel~ Mail) .
. .. 239.00
PERFECT SOFTWARE . ••• •••• ·•• • • ., , ...... . Call
QUARK Word Juggler (lie) .. _.... .. ..... . 199.00
Lex1check (lie)..
. ... 99.00
Call lor Apple Ill
SIERRA ON·LINE
Screenwriler II . .
. . 99.00
. . 149.00
Sc1eenwr1ter Proless1ona1 .
. . _169.00
General Manager II .
D1cl1onary . .
79.00
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING PFS1File
.... 89.00
,
• 89.00
PFS Graph or PFS Aepon
STATE OF lHE A.RT ... . ..•.• · ••••••••••• · Call
STONEWARE OB Mas1er 4.0 .
. .. 249.00
DBB Uhhty 1 01 2 .
••
. .. 89.00
SYSTEMS PLUS Ao:1 Plus (GL. AP. AR) .Se! 599.00
VISICORP Visicalc 3.3 .
. • . . . . . ... 179.00
V1sicalc Enhanced .
. ........ 199.00
V1s1tile or V1sdex ..
. ... 179.00
HOME & EDUCATION
BRODERBUND ChOphfter .
. . .. . $28.00
.... 28.00
Drol or Loderunner ..
. . ....... 44.00
Arcade Machine _ ••••
Apple Pamc
. · · ·· · ..... . 24.00
. . ........ 24.00
BUDGECO Raster Blaster .
... 29.00
P•nball Cons1'uct•on Sel .

COllNTlAPOtlfl SOFTWARE

COEX 80-FT

Printer Interface
w/Apple to Epson Cable

8 0 Column
. .... ~:::~~
Card w/64K

•t-----------------------.. ai;~~g;~~z:~~ ~-~ng Ch1ldr~n.::.:

DOT MATRIX PRINTER

Apple Compatible

. : : : ~~;:~~ '

FOX & GELLER Ouickcode . . .
d Utility . . .

· -----------------------1
-

BUSINESS

64K RAMS
Set of 9 Pcs

s5000
Apple'" Apple Trademark of Apple Computer
IBM '" IBM Tradematk ol ln1erna\Lonal Business
Machines
TERMS: We ~~ VISA. MC MO. Cls!M:is and Person•I clledls.
SSlOQI andComna11Y POs We da nold'la~e yoo r urdunl~ M: sn.p
PtrSCYlill cheeks reQ.un d1M1s!ans.c 1n dc1e d~1::;1ro • NoS~•
Ad.dtdonVISAorMC COO"s !Mr SSOO 1eq1111e10%. <le00loll•1lhordt1
Md 3'• sh~png and tland l111Q 101 UPS We offtt Silmol~ysh 1pme111
Pl"IWisub1ecl to cl\inge wiltloul na1cc We rtscive Uit "'111 tosu11
Sl1luleinanui.ct11e1 Wea renot r~tlortypoqii~1c.:il tn"ors
RetllUSalePrituflbyV¥'1

Circle 7 on inquiry card.

PEPPY's 2·way sensor is susceptible to
noise and solid objects in its path. When
the front sensor contacts a wall or other
obstacle or hears a loud noise, such as a
hand·clap, it automatically turns to the left.
Uses 2 AA and 1 9V battery (not included).

MV·916

$24.95

LINE TRACER 11

Uses an infra-red light sensor t oautomatic·
ally follow a black line (min. 10mm wide)
drawn on white paperboard. (Minimum turn
radius 15cm.) Uses 2 AA and 1 9V battery
(not included).

Two large wheels roll this new robot left or
right, forward or round & round; controlled
byhand·held remote control box. Uses 3 AA
and 2 9V batteries (not included).

Controlled by a Supersonic sound sensor
and a 1·channel electronic circuit. Use the
whistle in this kit and Piper-Mouse will follow
your commands, immediately turning left,
stopping, turning right, advancing and stop.
Uses 2 AA and 1 9V battery (not included).

Emits an infra-red beam to detect obstacles
in front. Knows how to avoid hitting walls!
Uses 2 AA and 1 9V battery (not included).

MV·935
$69.95
MR. BOOTSMAN

MV·915
$44.95
TURN BACKER

MV·912
$44.95
MEMOCON CRAWLER

Two ~peeds wllh sl~ legi;I Walks Of runs
forwards, backwards, lell, right, even tun
circle turns. Wired control.
Uses 2 AA batteries (not included).

$32.95

When its about to hit a wall, just yell "Look
Out!" and the robot automatically turns left.
ReQuires 4 "AA" batteries (not included).

MV·911

MEDUSA Walking robot with Sound Sensor!

R\Jns llvough the PfOgram you Inpu t on the
included keyboord: fQIWard, tum right or left.
pause, sound buzzer or turn llghl beam on.
Uses 2 Mand 1 BV battery (oot included).

1984

2101
6101
2102-1
2102l·4
21D2l·2
2111
2112
2114
2114-26
2114l·4
2114l·3
2114l·2
2126
2147
TMl404H
TMl4044-3
TMl4044-Z
MK4111
TH2011-200
TH2011·160
TH2011·100
HM811M
HMl118·3
HMl111-2
HMl118LM
HMl111LM
HMl118LP·!
z.1132
HM1214P·l6
HMl214LP..16

1.80
m 141450al
3.90
2511 4 1450a 11-1
I024 I I l460a
.II
IOU 1 I l460a) ILP)
.98
I024 1 I 1260a) ILP)
1.46
2.46
m 14145DaJ
m 1 4 145DaJ
U6
1024 I 4 1460a)
.88
1.10
1024 I 4 1260al
1024 1 4 1460u ILP)
1.20
1.30
1024 I 4 1300a)
1024 4 1200u) Ill
1.40
1024 1
2.49
4091 1 l55uJ
00
4091 1 145DaJ
3.46
4091 I 1300a)
3.96
4091 I 1200a)
4.46
1024 1 l260u)
uo
2041 I 1200a)
4.10
2041 I 1 l160a)
00
2041 lllOOaJ
1.10
2041 1 l200a) 11-1
4.70
2041
00
2041 1 l120a) .
uo
2041 I 1200a) 11-1
uo
2041 1 l160a) 11-JILPJ uo
2041 I 1120a) 11-11111 1.96
4091 I 1300aJ 101111)
33.96
31.96
1192 1 1 l160a)l1-1
81921 I 1160a) lc•a)
41.86

Ill)

llllOllll:I

LP= ltw l'IW!r

01111 = 01aJ.lllt!c

DYNAMIC RAMS
Tll4DZ1

Ul'0411
HHIO
IUllll
HHll
Alli-HI
4111-IH
ZI II
4114-ZH
4114-ZGI
4114·111

4098 I
4098 I
4088 I
1192 I
8182 I
18314 I
18314 I
18314 I
86638 I
86638 I
85638 I

I l260u)
I l300U)
I 1300a)
I 1200a)
I 1250a)
I 1200a)
I 1160a)
I 1160u) 151)
I 1250a)
I 1200a) 161)
I 1160a) 161)

1.86
1.86
1.86
1.80
uo
.79
1.20
uo
4.46
6.00
6.00

74LJOO
74LSOI
mm
ms03
ml04
74ll06
74LIOI
74LS09
74LJIO
ms11
mm
74ll13
mm
74ll16
m120
mm
mm
74LIH
mm
mm
74LS30
mm
mm
mm
mm
muo
mm
74LJ47
mm
mm
74ll61
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
74lll6
74llll
mm
74ll91
mm
mm
mm
74ll18
74LS107
74Ll109
ms112
m1113
74ll114
74ll122
74ll123
74Ll124

.23
.24
.24
.24
.23
.24
.27
.21
.24
.34
.34
.44
.61
.34
.24
.21
.24
.21
.21
.34
.24
.21
.64
.34
.34
.24
.41
.74
.74
.74
.24
.21
.21
1.20
.31
.34
.31
.31
.41
.69

.II
.31
.64

.II

.64
.64
.74

.II
.38
.38
.31
.31
.31
.44
.71
2.16

74LJ126
74LJIH
m1132
74LJ133
m1131
mSl37
74LSl31
74lll39
mSl46
74LSl47
74LSl41
74ll161
74ll163
74LSl64
74lll66
74ll168
74LSl67
74LSl61
74LS110
74ll111
74Ll112
74Ll113
74Ll114
74l1116
74LJ111
mllll
74LJ119
74LJ170
74LJ173
74ll174
74LJl76
74ll111
74LS119
74ll190
74LJ l91
74Lll92
74LJ 193
74ll1U
74LIU6
74LllH
74ll197
ms221
mmo
74ll241
74ll242
74ll243
msm
msm
mam
m1m
74LJ249
74ll261
74ll263
m1m
74ll261
74LJ261

.41
.41
.61
.61
.31
.H
.64
.64
1.16
2.46
1.30
.64
.64
1.86
.81
.81

.84

.61
.Bl
.14

.II

.14

.II

.u

uo
1.70
1.70
1.46

.II

.64
.64
2.10
uo

.II
.II
.71
.71

.II
.II

.78
.71

.II

.u

.91

.H
.91
1.26
1.46
.74
.98
.91
.68
.61
.61
.61
2.70

74ll280
mm1
74ll273
msm
msm
mmo
mun
74LIHO
mun
m1m
74LJZH
muu
mun
74LJ324
74ll362
74l8363
ml383
74ll384
74L1316
74LJ381
74ll317
74ll311
ml373
74ll374
mun
74Ll378
74ll378
74ll386
mme
mmo
mun
mnu
74ll3H
74LJ424
muu
mmo
74lll24
mmo
mm&
74lllll
m1m
meno
74lll74
74llll2
mm3
74lll84
74ll816
m1111
74ll819
74LJ713
81LH6
11LJ91
11lll7
llllll
26ll2621

mum

.61
.64
1.46
3.30
.41
1.86

.II
.II
.II
.91

.II

1.70
3.46
1.70
1.26
1'.!6
1.30
1.80
.41
.41
.44
.44
1.36
1.36
1.36
1.1 3
1.30
1.16
.44
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.46
uo
.38
1.90
3.96
2.16
2.16
1.86
1.86
1.46
uo
3.16
3.16
3.16
3.16
2.36
3.16
23.96
1.46
1.46
1.46
1.46
2.76
4.20

CRT CONTROLLERS
1771
1781
1783
1786
1787
2781
2783
2785

.. .. ....
. . .... . .
........
.... ....
... .. ...
.... .. ..
...
.. . .. ...

14.86
23.86
26 .86
28.86
48.95
78.86
79.95
805

2787 .... ....
8843 ..... ...
8272 ........
UP0786 . . . . ..
M88878 . . .. . .
M88877 ......
1891 ........
2143 ........

14.86
33.86
38.86
31.86
23.86
26.86
18.95
17.86

DISC CONTROLLERS
1771
1791
1793
1796
1787
2791
2113
2786

.. .... ..
........
.... ....
.... .. ..
. . .. ... .
........
.. .... ..
. . . ... . .

14.86
23.96
26.96
48.96
48.86
79.86
78.96
105

2797 ........
8143 ...... ..
8272 .. ......
UP0786 . ... . .
Mlll78 .. ... .
MIH77 .. .. ..
1891 .. .. ....
2143 ..... .. .

806
33.96
31.96
31.96
21.96
33.96
18.96
17 .96

QUV·T8/1

EPROM Eraser

8602
8604
8606
8607
8620
8622
1632
8646
8661

1 MHZ
.. .... ... 00
.. ....... uo
... .. .... 8.80
......... uo
.. ....... 4.30
. • ... • ... uo
.... .. ... 8.90
.. .. .... 21.60
.... .... 10.86

2 MHZ
8602A .... .... uo
mu ........ uo
863U .. .. .. . I0.96
1646A ...... . 28.96
8661A ..... .. 10.96

6800
88000. .. ... ... 58.96
8800 . . . . . . . . . 3.90
8802 .. .. .. .. . 7.80
8808 ... .. . ... 12.90
8809E. .. .. .. . . 18.96
8809 .. .. .... . 10.95
8810 . . . . . . . . . 2.90
8820 . . . . . . . . . 4.30
8821 .. .. .. .. . 3.20
8828 .. .... ... 13.86
8840 ......... 11.86
8843 .... . .... 33.86
8844 . .. . .. • .. 24.96
8846 . .. .. .. . . 13.86
8847 . . . . . .. .. I0.96
8860 .. .. .. .. . 3.20
8862 . .. . ... .. 15.70

8880 .... .. .. .. 9.90
8882 .. .. ..... 10 .96
8876 .. .. .. .. . 8.90
8880 .. .. . .. .. 2.20
6883 .... ..... 21.96
88047 . .. . . . . .. 23.86
88488.. ...... . 18.96
1 MHZ
88800 . ........ 9.86
88802 ....... . . 21.26
88809E . . .28.96
88809 . . ... . . . . 28.96
88810. .. .. .. .. 8.90
88821. . .. .. .. . 8.90
88846.. .... ... 18.96
88860... .. .. .. 6.90

8000
8036 ........ uo
8039 .. .. .. .. 8.90
INl-8010 .. .. . 11.96
INl-8073 ..... 41.96
IOIO ....... . UO
8016 ... .. .. . uo
IOl&A-2 .... . . 10 .96
1018 ..... .. . 21.96
1017 . .. . .. . 188.00
1081 ...... .. 31.96

8089 ...... ..
1166 .... ....
1166-2 .. .. . ..
1168 .. ......
1116 ... .....
1116-2 .. .....
1741 ........
1748 . .. .. . . .
8766 ... .. ...

11.96
uo
7.90
uo
21.96
31.96
31.96
49.96
23.96

8200
8202... . ...... 23.86
8203.......... 38.96
8206.. . ..... ... 3.46
8212 .... . . . .. .. 1.76
8214 . . ... . .... . 3.80
8218........... 1.70
8224. .. . .. . ... . 2.20
8228........... 1.76
8228. . ...... . . . 3.46
em. ........ . 11.86
8237-6 . . .... 20.96
8238..... . ..... 4.46
8243. .. ..... . . 10 .96
8260........ . . 18 .96
8261 ........ ... 4.46
8263.. .. ... . . .. 8.90
8263-6 .... ..... 7.90
8266.... . ... . .. 4.46

8266-6 .... ... .. 6.20
em. .. . ....... 7.90
8267·6 . ...... .. 8.90
em.... . ...... e.e&
8269-6 ........ . 7.46
8271 .. .. .. . . .. 76.00
8272.. ..... ... 38.86
8276.... .. .... 28 .86
em. . . .. . . . ... e.90
8279-6 .. ....... 9.00
8282. ... . . . .. .. 8.46
8283......... .. 8.46
8284.. ........ 14.96
8288........... 8.46
8287... . ... ... . 8.46
8288. ..... . . . . 24.00
8289 .. ...•. . . . 48.86
8292.......... 18 .96

4.46
268 I 1111)
2.49
1024 I 146011)
6.90
1024 I 146011) 161)
U5
20411 146011) 151)
6.90
2048 I 136011) 161)
20411 46011) 61)
6.46
20411 1460.1)
B.96
6.90
4098 I 1460.1) 1611
4098 I 146011) 16•
4.46
uo
4098 I 126011) 1611
4098 I 120011) IHI
IB.95
8.46
1192 I 146011) 1611
7.46
8192 I 126011) 1611
18.46
1192 I 1 120011) 161)
1192 1 I 146011) 161)
18.96
8192 I I 46011) 61) 124 111) 31.96
18314 1 I Call
24.96
51 = ....... 111 '"' "

$

8.0 MHZ
ZIOl-CPU . . . . . . 1.95
ZIOl·CTC . . • . . 12.96
ZBOHIO .. . .. 12.96
ZIOB·OART . . . . 12.95

4.0 MHZ
ZBOA-CPU . . . . . . 4.29
ZBOA-CTC . . . . . . 00
ZIOA·DART . . . . . 1.96
ZIOA·DMA .. .. 12.96
ZIOA-PIO . . . . . . 4.29
ZIOA-110/0 . . . . 12.96
ZBOA-110/1 .. . . 12 .96
ZIOA-110/2 .... 12.96
ZBOA-110/9 .... 12 .96
ZILOG

Z8132 ... . ... 33.96
Zl871 .. .. .. . 38.96

89.95

INTERFACE CHIPS
IT21 . •.... .. . 1.64
llT21 ...... ... 1.14
8T96
.81
em ......... .11
em .. . .. . .. . .e1

me .. .. .. .. ..
OMl131 . ......
OPl304 . . . . .. . .
018136 .. .. . ..
011838 .. .. .. .

.88
2.90
2.24
1.94
.98

CRYSTALS
1.0000
1.1432
2.0000
2.0972
2.4678

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

4.0000
4.1943
UllO
6.0000
6.0811
6.1860
6.2429
6.7143
8.0000
8.1440
8.4000
1.6638

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
lltz
MHz
MHz

.. .. . 3.89
. . .•. 3.89
... . . 2.89
. . .. . 2.89
. . • . . 2.89

I.DODO MHt .... 2.89
I0.0000 MHt .. . . 2.89
I0.7318 MHt .. . . 2.89
12.0000 MHt ... . 2.89
14.3182 MHt . ... 2.89
16.0000 MHt . ... 2.89
. . .. . 2.89
18.0000 MHt .... 2.89
. .... 2.89
17.4300 MHt .... 2.89
.. .. . 2.8 9
18.0000 MHt .... 2.89
... .. 2.89
ll. 432 o MHt · · · · 2.8 9
..... 2.89
19.8808 MHt .... 2.89
..... 2.89
20.0000 MHt . .. . 2.89
..... 2.89
22.1114 MHt ... . 2.89
..... 2.89
32.0000 MHt .... 2.89
.. . .. 2.89
38.0000 MHt ... . 2.89
. .. . . 2.89
48.0000 MHt .. .. 2.89
... . . 2.89
49.4360 MHt .... 2.89
... .. 2.89
49 .8900 MHt ... . 2.89
32.788 KHz .... .. 1.89

rn:: ::::::::rn

Z-80
2.5 ........ MHZ
ZIO-CPU .. .. .. . 3.90
ZIO·CTC ....... 3.85
ZBO·OART ... .. 10.96
ZIO·OMA . . . . . 13 .96
ZIO·PlO . . . . . . . 3.96
ZBD-110/0 .. .. . 11.96
ZID-110/1 .. .. . 11.96
ZID-110/2.. .. . I1.96
ZIO·SI0/9 . . . . . 11.96

EPROMS
1702
2708
2761
2718
2718 ·1
TMl2618
TMS2718
TMl2632
2732
2732-260
2732-200
2784
2784-260
2784-200
TMl2684
MC88784
27121

Your ticket to fast and
easy \C selections

3 MHZ
86021 .... .... 9.90

DIP SWITCHES

61 = Siltll 6 hit llJl'il

THE IC MASTER

CRYSTAL CLOCK
OSCILLATORS
PART NO .
1.000
1.843
2.000
4.000
8.000
10.000
18.000
11.432
19.880
20.000
32.000

FREQUENCY
1.0000MHz
1.8432 MHz
2.0000 MHz
4.0000 MHz
8.0000MHz
10.0000 MHz
18.0000 MHz
11.4320 MHz
19.8108 MHz
20.0000 MHz
32.0000 MHz

PRICE
9.96
9.96
9.96
9.96
9.85
9.96
9.95
9.96
9.96
1.96
9.ll6

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
7806T .. .... .....74
78M06C ...... .. .34
78DIT . .. .. .. . . . .74
7812T . .. .. .. .. . .74
7816T ...... . ... .74
78Z4T . . .. . .. .. . .74

s~

QUV·TB/1 Economy Model:
Low cost EPROM eraser in plastic en·
closure. The' UV element is in the lid
and you place the EPROMS in the bot·
tom half. No timer or switch option.
• Er1111 M' II 8 EPHOMS In 15 • 20 mlut11.
• 12,000 uWatts at 1" distance.
• 90·Day Warranty

u:

4 POSITION
6 POSITION
8 POSITION
7 POSITION
I POSITION

. .. . .. .. .. . •••• .. .. .. .. . .. .. .84
.. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .89
..... .. .... ... . .... ... .......19
.. .. .. .. .. .. •• .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .94
..... . .. .. . ... . ...... . .. .... .94

7906T ...... .. ...84
7901T .. . ........84
7912T .. . .. .. . .. .14
7916T ...........84
7924T ... .... .. ..84
790~K .. .. .. .. . 1.44

~:m:: :: : ::::
7912K ...... ... 1.44
7116K ........ . 1.34
7916K .... ..... 1.44
7824K ......... 1.34
7924K ......... 1.44
mo&.. .. .... ... ea mo&.. .. .. .... .is
79l12.. .. . .. ... .11
71l12.. .. .... .. .18
78ll6 .. . . ..... . .81
7Ql16 .... .... .. .71
78H06K. .. . .. .. 9.90 · LM323K.. . . .. . . UO
78Hl2K... . ... . UO
UA71140 . .. . .. . 1.90
C,T=T0·220
K=T0·3
L=T0·92

8 pl1 ST•.... .. • .12
14 ,1. ST. ........14
16 pil ST........ .16
18 ,11 ST. ...• . .•. 19
20 ,11 ST....•. . ..28
u ,,, Sl .........29
24 , 1.n ..... . . .29
28 pin ST. . .. .. .. .39
40 pl1 ST.•.. • .. ..48

ST = Soldertall

80Column Apple II+ . . . 149.95
80 Column Apple llE ... 129.95
Z80 Apple 11+ ...... .. . ... 89.00
Z8o Apple llE .. . ......... 89.00
16K Card . ......... ... ..... 39.95
Cooling Fan .. . . . ....... . . 38.95
Power Supply . .. ... .. . .. .. 74.95
Joystick ....... . . .. ........ 29.95
RF Modulator .......... . .. 13.95
Disk Drive .............. . 199.00
Controller Card ... .. ...... 59.95
Paddles ........... . . . ..... . . 7 .95

8 pl• WW..•.•.•.58
14 pit WW ... • ..••88
16 pl• WW . . ..... .68
18 ,1, WW ...... ..96
20 pl• WW . .•..• 1.04
22 pl• WW • . . ... 1.34
24 pllWW . .. • .. 1.44
28 pl1WW ....• . 1.64
40 pl1 WW . . . . . . 1.94
WW =Wlrewrap

ZIF SOCKETS
16 pl1 ZIF . •••. ... ... .... ........ ... .. 5.90
24 pl1 ZIF ..• . ..... . ....• .... . . ..•.... 7.90
28 pl1 ZIF . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 8.90
ZIF= TEXTOOL (Zero Insertion Forcel

APPLE COMPATIBLE

JOYSTICK

.', .~

29.95
•
•
•
•
•

DISKETTES

5 1/4"

COOLING FAN

P111llel Port
Serl1I Port
Clack C1lend1r
Sollw1re Included
1-Ynr W1r11nly

38.95

SS/DD ... 10for14.90
100 up ......... 139.00

APPLE COMPATIBLE

POWER SUPPLY
74.95

(Lifetime Warranty)

I

The Flip Sort PLUS"'
The new Flip Sort PLUSN adds
new dimensions to storage. Its
smoked acrylic elegance holds
over 100 diskettes with all the
features you expect from the Flip
$24.95
Sort Family

Exp1nd1ble lo 512K
Fully comp1tlble with IBM sollw1re
Fully comp1llble w/IBM dl1gno1llc ullllll11
Serl1I Port Anll1ble
1-Ym W1rrenly

$199.95

The FLIP SORT™
The new Flip SortNhas all the fine
qualities of the original with some
added benefits: a new design
and 50% greater capacity. Holds
75 diskettes and the price is now
lower than ever $16.95

• Powers Apple type systems
• +5V @ 5A +12V @ 3A
-5V @ .5A -12V @ .5A
• includes Instructions

16K RAM Card-Apple II+

-VUTEK-

• 2· Year Warranty

'

Ful bll·m1pped Color 611phlc1
Printer Port (LPT I. LPT2, LPT3)
Serl1I Port (Coml. Com2)
IBM PC , XT 1nd Porl1ble comp1llble
Full 1ollw111 comp1llblllly
Comp1llble with Lolua 1-2-3, Mulll·Pl1n
ind Righi Slmul1lor
• Full 2·Y11r W1r11nly P1rl1 1nd Llbor

$299.00
OS/DO
OS/DD

VIEWMAX·80e 129~5
• 80 Col. card for Apple llE
• 64K RAM Exp1nd1ble lo 128K

~ I~ ~ ; ~ l~ ~i ~;
1 r~1:~ ~ ; · ~ ·

;· .: .

40.00
I

-·!="1;;:

:~~·

.. ~ .....-~..,.
;

:

199.00
159.00

KEYBOARD EXTENSION CABLE
$19.95

• Self-Controlled 7 & 8 bit parallel Interlace
compallble with any electronics printer
• Sollware comminds to enable/disable 8th bit
trmmlulon lor dot/block gr1phlcs programs
• Commands to enable/disable auto line teed
• Variable print width (4D-255 ch111ct1rs/llnel
• Transmission rate up to 5DDD characters/sec.
• DDS 3.3. Pmal & CP/M compallble
• High quality amphenol connector. protected low
prollle header. sturdy 5' cable
• Gold plated edge connector

$59.00
Reg. Power Supply
Model 4A/PS (99/4)
3 DC Outputs:
12V@ .4A, +sv@ 1.1A

6.95
Assembled & Tested ... .

39.95

APPLE COMPATIBLE

DISK DRIVE

--  --

: .--

DISK DRIVES
T1ndon TM I00·2
Tm F0·558

• Video Soft Switch
• Inverse Video
• 2 Year Warranty

-5V @ .2A Highly Filtered

Color • Parallel • Serial
Card

•
•
•
•
•
•

• 80 Col. card for Apple II+

PRINTMAX

MEMORY CARD

•
•
•
•
•

149~5

The finest Parallel Printer md for Apple II
Series

SOFT SECTOR with HUB RING
(NO LABELI

VIEWMAX-80

64K RAM Upgrade

$249.95

ATHANA
SS/SD ...... 15.90
SS/DD ...... 16.90
DS/DD ...... 22.90
BULK 51/4" DISKEITES

r-...

micromax

199.DD
• Shugart mechanism, made in U.S.A.
• Directly replaces Apple Disk II
• Fully compatible with Apple Controller
or other Apple compatible controllers.

• One Year Werr&11ty

KEYBOARD (99/4)
48 keys 4" x 1O" 6.95

-

i
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IDEAL FOR MEGA-BOARD™ XT OR ANY IBM-PC PC-XT
COMPATIBLE BOARDS
OEM AND DEALER
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

EXCLUSIVE
FLIP-TOP-CASE™

FLJP-TOP-CASE'
OPENS FOR EASY
ACCESS TO INSIDEJI

Overcomes Problems
With PC Case

Bus Expansion Slot
Allows External
Access To PC Bus
Mounts Standard
Half or Full Height
Floppy Disk
or Hard Disk Drives
For Your Company Or
University Name Here

!ADVANCED KEYBOARD!

FEATURES: • Horizontal Return Key
• Caps Lock and
Num. Lock Indicators
Full PC Compatibility
• Enter Key for Numeric Keypad

ONLY

s149~ 5
. Fully Assembled and Tested with One Year
Limited Warranty

© 1984 Dlsplay Telecommunications Corporation
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Circle 13() on inquiry card.
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• FULL IBM PC-XT* COMPATIBILITY!
•FULL MEGA-BYTE RAM CAPACITY
ON MOTHERBOARD!
.
DEALERS AND OEM MANUFACTURERS
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

THOUSANDS
SOLD
WORLDWIDE!

Standard Key
board Interface
' (Full PC compatible)

Eight Compatible
1/0 Interface
Connectors

Power Connector
IBM• pinout
compatible)

i t---~(Full

(Full PC compatible)
(compatible with all
IBM-Pc· plug-in cards)

~---1 8088 Processor
(Same as PC)

8087 Numeric
Processor

Special J1
Interface

(Same as PC)

(Allows horizontal mount
ing of compatible expan
sion cards for easy bus
expansion and custom
configuring) (Board has
62 pin gold plated compat
ible connector)

Peripheral
Circuits
(Same as PC)

~---1 Support

Configuration
Switches
(Same as PC)

Extended ROM
Capability
(Runs all compatible PC
ROMS) (Jumper program
mable to accommodate all
popular BK, 161<, 32K and
64K ROM chips and NEW
EE ROMS! VPP power pin
available for EP ROM
burning!) (External
VPP voltage required)

Full Mega-Byte Ram Capacity!
On board!
(With parity)

o 256K Bytes using 64K chips

o 1 Mega Bytes using 256K chips

0

MEGA-BOARD'"  XT
BARE BOARD KIT . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 99.95
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED
SOCKET KIT .... .... ....... $199.95

8

D AM~~'i'.~6(~~~~)

COMPLETE . . . . . . . . . . ..... $499.95
(INCLUDES USERS MANUAL
AND MEGA·BIOS ROM)
0 USERS MANUAL WITH THEORY OF
OPERATION. SCHEMATICS, BLOCK
DIAGRAM, APPLICATION
· NOTES ........ . ..... . ..... . $ 19.95
0 MEGA-BIOS'" ROM (2764) FUU.Y XT
COMPATIBLE, MS-DOS,
PC DOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... $ 29.95 ,
0 HARD TO GET PARTS .......... . . CALL

FREE! Displaytel™
Exclusive.
Our Commitment to
Microcomputer
·
Education!

FREE Intel 8088
Data Book with each
Mega-Board"'Order!

•1BM and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business Machines
Circle 13 0 on inquiry card.
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HAYES COMMAND COMPATIBLE
W / HELP MENU

r.;::;\

\!:!!I

$329

U . S. ROBOTICS
FREE TELPAC INCLUDED

PASSWORD 1200 AUTO ANS.I DIAL
AUTO DIAL 212A !HAYES COMPAT.)

9369

IBM PERSONAL MODEM W/ SOFTWARE
IBM PERSONAL MODEM W/ 64K,
PRT PORT. CLOCK. S.W.
IBM PERSONAL MODEM W/ 266K. ETC.

9297

94~9

9469
9769

$79

TELPAC MSDOS/ CP / M BO

$489

HAYES 1200 MODEM

~--SOFTWARE

_____

SOFTWARE IS NOT RETURNABLE
BOS "C" COMPILER
CB6 C COMPILER
COMPUVIEW TRANSYS MS-DOS
CP / MB6 FILE TRANSFER

999
9299
9159

COMPUVIEW VEDIT-B6=$156
KNOWLEDGEMAN -B6 B" DBMS
K·PAINT

MS -DOS=$120
$345
S75

SORCIM SUPER CALC-3 IBM-PC
PERSONAL PEARL DBMS !PC)
ACCOUNTING PEARL IPC)

$245
9215
9635

DATAFLEX MULTI-USER
FILE & RECORD LOCKING DBMS
AVAIL. FOR MOST 0 / S FORMATS

CALL

NEW WORD WORD PROCESSOR IS
WORD STAR COMPATIBLE & HAS
MERGE PRINT SINGLE / MULTI-USER
CP / M BO OR B6 & PC-DOS

9169

!!ID DIGITAL RESEARCH
"C" LANGUAGE COMPILER-B6
CP/M PLUS (3 .0)
ACCESS MNGR.
DISPLAY MNGR .
SPEED PROG. PKG.
GSX
C BASIC COMPILER
PASCAL MT+
PL / 1 W/ UTILITIES
ASMBLR + TOOLS

BO= 9195
BO= 9260
BO= 9130
BO = 955
BO= 9325
BO = 9226
BO= 9359
BO= 9130

9229
9246
B6 =9260
B6 =9325
B6 =9163
B6 =965
B6 =9390
86 =9390
B6: 94BB
B6 = 9130

TERMINALS-
___ & MONITORS--
auME OVT 102G
FREEDOM 200 TERMINAL - AMBER
iEMUL TELEVIDEO 950 & ADM 31)
LIBERTY FREEDOM 220G
Of.C VT220 EMUL . W / FULL
SUPERSET OF VT100
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX1 2 HI -RES RGB
TAXAN RGB 420 (IBM LOOK-ALIKE)
USI AMBER 12" HI -RES MON. (20MHz)
WYSE-50 14", 132 COL., EMUL. TVI 910,
920. 925 . ADDS-VP & HAZEL TINE 1500

71Mn#
~

ZVM122A GRN. NON GLARE
ZM123A AMB. NON GLARE .

$459
CALL

CALL
$469
9489
999
9519

BROTHER HR- 15
BROTHER HR-26
BROTHER HR-36
BROTHER M-2024 MATRIX L.O .
DAISYWRITER 2000 W/4BK
EPSON RJ;BOFT
EPSON FXBOFT
EPSON FX100
EPSON LQ1600 W/ CENTRONICS 1/ F
OKIDATA 92P
OKIDATA 92S
OKIDATA 93P
OKIDATA 93S
TALLY SPIRIT - 80 PARALLEL
TALLY SPIRIT - BO 2K SERIAL l / F
TALLY MT-160L P&S W / TRACTOR
TALLY MT-1BOL P&S W / TRACTOR
TALLY MT · 1B05 SERIAL " DEMO SALE "
TALLY PIXY-3P PLOTTER
TEXAS INST.
NEC 2010-1
NEC 3610-1
NEC 7710-1

9425
9695
9976
91.099
•976
CALL
FOR
LOW
PRICE
9419
94B9
$660
9749
9289
8B6
9696
$795
$795
84B9

TIB56 W/ TRACT
20 CPS SERIAL/FRICTION
36 CPS SERIAL / FRICTION
66 CPS SERIAL / FRICTION

9798
9707
91,339
81.B19

MlflPRACTICAL
!/!!PERIPHERALS
MICROBUFFER EPSON "CARDS":

MBP-16K PARALLEL

$65
9163
9196
96B

MBS 32K SERIAL
MBS 64K PARALLEL
MEM 32K EXPANSION MODULE

MICROBUFFER IN-UNE "ST AND ALONES":
MBIS SERIAL 64K
8244
MBIP PARALLEL 64K
8244
MEM-64 EXPANSION MODULE
9118

EXCELLENT FOR
SWIJCHING PI S PC '1
9396
9696

SB -400-LVC 1 HR+@ 4.00 WATTS
SB-1000 1/2HR+@ 1000 WATTS
ISOBAR LINE FILTERS:
IBAR 2-6 2 OUTLETS & 6 FT. CORD
IBAR 4-6 4 OUTLETS & 8 FT. CORD
IBAR B -16 8 OUTLETS & 16 FT. CORO

940
866
866

----DISK DRIVES
CALL FOR LOW, LOW
PRICES ON SUBSYSTEMS

landon

100-2 5w·osoo

Qume

s1s9

1 YEAR WARRANTY

142 DSDO 5 1Jl'" 1h HI
242 OSOD B'"Y, HI
B42 DSDO 8" STD HI

9149
$359
$449

MITSUBISHI
M2B94 STD B" OSOO
M2B96 II> HI B" OSOD

9446
8446

NATIONAL/PANASONIC
6'11'' Y2HI FLPY. DIRECT ORV. 1 YR . WARR.

S129

SANYO
5'4'' V.HI FLPY. DIRECT ORV . 1 YR. WARR .

S115

TOSHIBA
FOR IBM-PC & PORTABLE
RATED

HIGHEST ENGINEERING
QUALITY

5V•" Y2HI FLPY. DIRECT ORV. 1 YR . WARR.
APPLE II, 11+. llE MICROBUFFER II+ 16K
91B1
PROCLOCK/APPLE 11.11•. llE
8108
SERIALll APPLE II, II+, llE W / RS232
COMMUNICATIONS & GRAPHICS
9119
GRAPHICARD W/ ON -BD S.W . FOR 36 PRT 966
UNIVERSAL 64K BUFFER
"IN" SOR P

ri

" OUT" S OR P

S209

=INDUSTRIAL QUALITY=
----CABINETS _ __
DUAL Y2HI HORIZ . 5W' FLPY.
SINGLE STD HI HORIZ . 5 '14" FLPY
5'14' H.0. CABINET KP .S. & FAN
DUAL B" Y2 HI FLPY

S75
S59
$225
S1B9

INTEGRAND

800 OB2F W/ NECESSARY OPTIONS
800 OW SAME AS ABOVE
W / PROVISION FOR 8 " H.O.
11000 W / OAK SIDE PANELS
2906 DUAL 61/'' W / 1 SLOT

8676
e446
9169

rn

91, 169
$749
9669
9296

=POWER SOLUTIONS=
Litton

WE SERVICE FLOPPY DRIVES
5114' + PARTS+ SHIPPING
8" + PARTS + SHIPPING

$35
$50

ST506 5'A INCH BARE HARD DRIVES:

ounn1um

0540 42 .66Mb 45m SEC ACCESS

~"°"

XT-1066 66 .99Mb 30m SEC ACCESS
XT-1105 106.27Mb 30m SEC ACCESS
XT- 1140 143.66Mb 30m SEC ACCESS

91.396

91,996
•2,996
93,749

9496

PARA DYNAMICS
3B20S PRONTO W/ SEQUENCE'!
2810 MINI-PRONTO 10 SLOT
2X8" BAYS
36100 10 SLOT W/ 2X6'!.'' FLPY BAYS
22000 DUAL STD. 8 " ORV. CAB.

9155

JEFFERSON·
ELECTRIC

TRUE SINE WAVE. 100% BATTERY OPER . W I NO
SWITCH-OVER . BYPASS STATIC SWITCH
750 WATTS@ 16 MIN . #370 -B11 · 100
91.675

DXS- 100 TAPE BACK-UP FOR
S -100 BUS COMPUTERS W!HARO DISK
17.6Mb on 555 ' CARTRIDGE TAPE
INCLO .s All SOFTWARE . CTRL BO ..
CABINET. DR IVE. ANO CABLES
Sl ,995
ITS- 100 + 42Mb 9-TRACK
TAPE SUBSYSTEM

$5,795

PCOICTAPE IBM- PC BACK -UP
TO 60Mb IN 10 MIN. OR LESS

Sl .995

PC-9 TRACK SUBSYSTEM FOR BACK-UP
& MAINFRAME DATA TRANSFER
S5,795

lf!l~'\11,111 Amcodyne
ARAPAHOE 71I0 25Mb FIXED &
REMOVABLE B" H.O . W135 mSEC . AVG. ACC.
S3,995
FULL CDC LARK COMPATIBLE
OPTIONAL PI S
25Mb B" OYSAN CARTRIDGE

-- -= --- -~~~- ®

, , ,, ,,,_ I ~:Jfems
SYSTEM 811 / A SINGLE-USER
SYSTEM 811 / 8 TWO-USER
SYSTEM 811 / C MULTI-USER
SYSTEM 816 / 0 8088-10MHz
SYSTEM 816 / 0d W / O M -ORIVE/H
SYSTEM 811 / E 68000 -10MHz
SYSTEM 811 / Ee W / O M-ORIVE / H

•4 .199
'4.899
H .299
89.299
•&.699
'7.099
•&.099

TO ADO 40Mb H.0 . TO ABOVE ADO:
TO HAVE 2NO 8" FLPY W/ H.0.

•1 .900

SYSTEM 816110 4 -USERS
SYSTEM 816110 H20 20Mb H.0 .
SYSTEM B16110 H40 40Mb H.O.
SEE ALLOY FOR TAPE BACK ·UP

$3 ,495
$5 ,295
$5 ,595

'600

CPU 286 MT W / 287 MATH CHIP
•1.613
CPU 286 IMHz CSC W/ 287MATH CHIP •1.649
CPU Z llMHz A6T
'229
CPU 8086/88 A6T
•349
HUDSON B087 PIGGY BACK FOR ABOVE
$446
CPU 808810MHz A6T
CPU 88/ B7 &MHz A6T
CPU 8BK W / MMU OPTION CSC
CPU 8BK 10MHz CSC
RAM 22 266K STATIC 8616 A6T
M-ORIVE/ H 612K RAM -DISK
INTERFACER 3-B SERIAL A6T
INTERFACER 4 -3 SERIAU2 PARALLEL
SYSTEM SUPPORT 1 A6 T
DISK 1A 611.'' 6 B" FLPY CTRL
DISK 2 A6T 8 1' H.0 . CNTRL SET
DISK 3 A6 T 6 1/4' H.0 . CNTRL
W / CP / M 80688

'689
'739
'796

'600

$1.076
'896
14B9
'319
'319
'489
'669
'669

KON AN
SMC· 200 DUAL ORV. SMC VF CTRL BO. S500
OGC· 100 CTRL B0/511.'' H.O .. ST-506 VF S325

81 ,699
81,999

llLJ- 1E PLUS

W 1 2 OSCO DRVS . AND
ONLY CP/ M 2 .2, NEW WORD . 6 CO-PILOT
$1,059
MENU SYSTEM

MD3-MDCPBB-256

AS ABOVE W /
BOBB CO-PROC . 6 266K RAM UPGRD.
MDP-3 PORT. SAME AS M03
EXCEPT WITH 6X7" SCREEN

& EPSON RXBOFT PAT.

82,498

$1 ,599

SUPER WORD PROCESSOR SALE
MD3-E PLUS WI 2 OSCO DRVS.•
TERMINAL. NEW WORD. CO-PILOT
MENU SYSTEM. SPELLING CHECKER.
PLUS BROTHER HR-15 PAT.

M05-£ WI
MD5-E WI

1 FLPY 6 &Mb H.O .
2 FLPY 6 &Mb H.D .

81 ,499
•1.826
•1 .896

W/ 11Mb H.D .• 128K,
10SDD ORV., TERMINAL. CP/M 3 .0 .
All MD3 SOFTWARE EPSON FXBO
180 CPS DOT MATRIX OR BROTHER
HR-15 13 CPS DAISY PRINTER $2,996
SAME AS MDII W I 16.44Mb

'3.496

SAME AS MDII W/ 34Mb

•4.996

COLUMBIA
1600-VP PORTABLE
W'CURRENT S.W . PKG AND
DUAL OS DD DRVS .

STANDARD-NET
FOR IBM 6 2150 PC'S INCLO.'s
BO .. SOFTWARE 6 INSTALL GUIDE

S599

S1 .796

BUILD YOUR OWN P .C.
IBM-PC W'256K RAM. PC -DOS 2 .1
1 DSDD ORV . 6 CONTROLLER W'K.B.
1 TA NOON TM 100-2 (SEE DISK DRVS .)
STB GRAPHICS PLUS 11 MONO 6 COLOR
GRAPHICS W'CLOCK . PRT. PORT

64K RAM 4164-160 NS
9 CHIPS/SET
U.S.I. 20MHz 12" AMBER MONITOR
PGS HX12 HI-RES RGB MONITOR
INTEGRATION. BURN -IN 6 TEST
5Mb REMOV . CARTRIDGE H.0 . IN P.C .
(Will BOOT FROM THE HARO DISK)

$1 ,695
S159
S325

$3~
$109
$495
S95
$1 ,395

1 OMb " PC-INSIDER"

'696
8670
SUPER 1B61256K MSTRI SLAVE-4 USERS S1,439
CP / M 3 .0
'360
TURBOOOS MULTl -USER
'860
HOC 1001-6 6'A'' H.D. CONTROLLER
W / S.W. DRIVERS
•460

J

...-=:--/

=--1i=-n-te-rcon--tinen--ta__,I

.:::=

Micro Systems

CPZ 48008 &MHz MASTER
268KMB MEMORY BOARD
CPS-B40 64K RAM SLAVE 6MHz
CPS-B6A 128K RAM SLAVE 6MHz
MUTO ·E ZBO MULTl-TURBODOS

'739
'709
S3B9
$529
S556

QUASI-DISK 612K RAM-Ol&K W I ON-BO. ORV.
STATUS LED' S WRITE PROTECT, OMA
E-Z INSTALL W/ SAMPLE CP / M BIOS
'896
512K PIGGY-BACK EXPANSION
'896
BATTERY BACK-UP WI PWR. SUPPLY
8189
MFIO ALL-IN-ONE 110 BO. IEEE S-100/ 696
8 ASYNCH. SERIAL, 2 PARA.. BAUD
RATE GEN .. CLOCK-CAL / BATT .. PROG
PRIORITY INTERRUPT W / 8 LEVEL CTRL
PERSONALITY BOS 6 CBLS OPTIONAL
SERIAL OPTION BO. FOR MFIO
CENTRONICS PARA OPTION FOR MFIO
STD PARALLEL OPTION BO. FOR MFIO

826
•39
826

•

iji!';~~l:J FOR IBM-PC
CAPTAIN 64K, IS. IP, CLK / CAL
8269
WAVI:. ' XT' MEMORY BO 64K
8210
DYNAMIC MEMORY W / 2611K
8336
INTERNAL REMOV. H.D . IN PC - INSTALLS
DIRECTLY INTO PC, STORES 30X MORE
THAN FLPYS 6 IS 9X FASTER
81 ,466
6Mb REMOV . H.O. 6 33Mb IN EXPAN.
CHASIS - HIGH DENSITY PRIMARY
STORAGE. MANY CONFIG. POSS ..
STORES 100X MORE THAN FLPYS ..
6 ADDITIONAL SLOTS FOR OPTS.
S3,995
EXPANSION CHASSIS W / 8 SLOTS
8889
GRAPHICS MASTER - HIGH RES. COL.
(840X400). MONO (720X700), RGB,
NTSC COMPOSITE 6 IBM MONO .
MON .• 128K, LT. PEN INTERFACE
8496
SCRIBE TENDER - IP 6 IS CABLE, IP
8169
6 2S PORTS, MULT. 1/ 0 CAPABILITIES
TIME MASTER - W'BATTERY
jrCAPTAIN 84K P, C, 1 YR BATT LIFE
jrWAVE 84K
.
jrCADET 64K ADD ON PIGGYBACK BO.
FOR jr CAPTAIN / WAVE
jr 2NO MATE 64K. P, C. 1YR BATT LIFE

$99
82titi
8239
•169
8119

73200
73020
73010
73210

-

1 OMb FIXED H.0 .
ABOVE W / 6Mb REMOV . H.0 .
6Mb REMOV . H.0.
2 .&Mb REMOV . H.0 .' a

--

81,498
82.488
•1,496
82,488

~--.

~-~

DATA

STIITEMS

SBC-300 ""°ASTER OR SLV·8MHz, 114K.
1S, 1P, SASIPORT
EXPANOORAM IV 266 W/ PARITY
1/0 8 W / 8 ASYNCHRONOUS RS232
SBCB / 18 DUAL CPU EXECUTES ZBO 6
8088 CODE. 6'A'' 6 8 " FLPY CTRL, 2S. 8
VECTORED 6 REAL TIME INTERRUPTS
EXPANOORAM V 21i8K

H.D . SUBSYS 769
16Mb "PC -OUTSIDER " H .0 . SUBSYS .
$1 ,225
21Mb " PC -OUTSIDER " H .D . SUBSYSTEM S1 ,375
33 .3Mb " PC-OUTSIDER " H.D . SUBSYS
S1 ,775
WESTERN DIGITAL ST -506 H.O. CTRL
S245

Mac Drive·
8469

SYNTECH

MD11 SYSTEM

MD-16
MD-34

MICROSOFT WORD W'MAIL LIST 6 MULTI-PLAN
INCLUDED Wt ALL ZENITH CPU' S UNTIL JAN. B5 .
Z-150 PC THE MOST COMPATIBLE PC $2,095
Z-150 PC (W' 10.6Mb H.O.)
$3,369
Z-160 PC PORTABLE
S2 .249
ZF-121 -22 SYS. W / 2 ORVS ., COLOR.
MSOOS 2 .0, LOTUS 1-2-3, ZVM136
Hl·RES RGB 13" MONITOR
'3.396
CV-1952 19" HI-RES RGB MON.
'396

iffr.~f@!qg/g}

MORROWIJ

M02 SYSTEM W/ TERMINAL
& EPSON RXBOFT PAT.
M03 AS ABOVE W/ PEARL DBMS

~-=-=-- ~

•&96
'826
'436

•689
'862

Cromemco
DPU 88000 6 ZBOA
'889
FFP FAST FLOATING POINT
'2.389
MCU MEMORY CONTROL / FOR 612MSU
'419
612MSU ERROR CORRECTING MEMORY '2, 119
8BOOO CROMIX MULTI-USER/TASK.
S506

RIO PLUS: RS232 S. P 1/ 0, G, CLK/
CAL. 84K 6 PC ACCEL. STB-Rl0+64

8267

GRAPH IX PLUS II: RGB 6 MONOCHROME
PRINTER 6 LT. PEN PORTS

8326

SUPER RIO: RAM-10 MUL'll -FUNC. W /
84K (UPGRO TO 788K), 2S. 1 P (IBM
COMPAT.) 1 G. CLK / CAL.
STB-SRI0-84
STB-PB-64 PIGGYBK (EXPAND. TO 612K)

8275
S165

MEMORY EXPAN. BO: 84K (EXPAND
TO 384K) STB-1-84

$195

IBM-AT COMPATIBLE BOS :
QUARTER BYTE 64K
(CAN USE 256K CHIPS)
RIO PLUS II 84K
TO 3B4K . 1S (2NO S OPTIONAL) .
1 P. CLOCK . GAME . PC ACCELERATOR

$165

.

IBMPC w/ 1 OMB

AMERICA'S NO. 1

==· =-=
=--® Syst~m~ .
- - ~~= Spec1al1sts

256K one llow.f Drive Ksrb!xrd '
10 MB Hord DiSli with COOrroller
BOOTS FROM HARD DISK 9odcup 0!10 moi

ALL SYSTEMS ARE CONFIGURED
AND TESTED AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

WE CUSTOMIZE IBM PC SYSTEMS

IBM PC

J2599

'IBMPCw/30MB
256K, one lloppy Drive Keyboonl
$ 99

$1899

36 .

30 MB Hord Disk with Controller '
and Booster Powet Sum
BOOTS FROM llA_RO·'OISIC

256K, two disk drives 360K each,
Drive Controller and Keyboard

·* .PRICEWAR * CAuusLASTwnHYOURBESTauons *
PRINTERS

HARD DRIVES

NETWORl<ING

s

..... s2s9 FX-eo ..... 479 TALL GRASS TECHNOLOGY
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
EPSON Rx.so
RX-SOFT .. . .$299 fX-100 ... .$629
PC Net PLUS Starter Kit .... .. .... .. ...... . ... $899
LQ-ISOO Porollel ... $1,149 Serial ........... $11 99 20MBw/20MBBackup ... . . . . . ... $3,099 PC .netBlossom, PC turbo, PC netPlusRom . . .. . .... CALL
L0-1500 Tractor ..... .$50 Cutsheet feeder .... .$399 35 MB w/45 MB Backup . . ... . .. ... $4,299
OMNINET
OKIDATA 9ZP •. .. .....•..•. . ~399 "'"'7_ o_M_B_w_l6_0_MB_B_ack_up_._· _·._·._· ·_··_·s.,....s,_99--t9 CORVUS
CALL FOR YOUR CONFIGURATION AND PRICES
•
93P ... ........... . 619
.
E
8
$888
INCLUDES PWG& PIAY
84P ... ...... ...... 749 QUBI •IOM . .... .... .. .
.IUKI LlrOuolity, 18CPS, 13" wide ..... •. .$399 EVEREX I OMB
$888 MULTl-DISPLAY CARDS
1
6

.,__---~~~-~
N,E°C .... ..-....-....-~.~- ...~-:..-.-. ...·.-:_·._-. ..--..-..-..·._·.-_::-_-_. _.$. . , :~ii~MA_
= -_YN_AR_D_
_ I O__
MB_;3~---M·B_

__,

.

~-=~:.::.~~·· . ·.· ·.~

~~~Pc.;;.:INWR~ITE::.:,;RP2~on~d:..:..P3:,,;."'=
· ·~
" ..;..;.
· ..;,.;..·
" .;..;_......-...CAl=-tl
.. · · ....
l OMBIWS-1 ... .... $BBB 1OMB/WS-2 ... ....$1,029

DYNAX DX·15<L•• feede $399
$!

l(avboald . • . S149 Troctor . . •$99 >ill'!;I
r · . . 99
BROTHER HR-25 .. $619 HR-35 .. $899
Tra<for . .....• .$1 19 Cul Sheet Fteder . .....•. $199

30MB/WS1A...... $1999 3DMBIWS-2A ...... $2,099
WS-1Gemini ...... $1049 WS-2 Gemini ...... $1149
"The Gemini" indudes IOMBHard Disk & Half HI. floppy

FLOPPY DRIVES

EVEREX Graphics Edge

$399

TECMAR Graphiu Mosler

CALL

~~~-~~~~~~SI~~ -~~~~~f~~~- ~~~~~~ .t-T_E_A- - ;C:-; lt'T.;El~- ;H; :; f; ;5f_
- s .~_u~_!i:_::::::::
_ _ _ _::_::_J;:-;;:;:;;;-;~H.; .1 E
;:; .R; .;. C;.; .U;..-:LES
. : ~~. ;:. .: .= ~=. Gioph:.:.;Groi.'i~ia=-ia.:.;:.
58

~:.;.;n~;

.::.;..:
: .:..;..·
: .:.;..
· : :..;..;
:

ANADEX • DIABLO
QUME

Ht · DSDD
. . ... .... .... $199
CDC Full
Holl Ht. - DSDD .. _....... .
. .$179

NEW STB !_~phia l .I
nw

$349

• ~ TOSHIBA

ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
MAx :12 Amber-Monochrome . .... .. . - ~ 1 79
· -· · ·. ......
· · •· · · .· ·. ·_.· 599
44 9
PGS SRHX-12-Hi-Res
-12---Super Hi~olor
 Res ·Color

566

B Y T E • NOVEMBER 1984

HAYES

1200 Slondalone .$469
SMARTMODEM 12008 w/Softwore $389

Ble11som • QJC (to 384K) .....•......••..... Best Price
PC net/upgrade! . ... .. ... ...• .•... •.... . •.. .CAU

NEWQUADBOARD Ito ~~Kl $219

arde 70 on Inquiry ca.rd.

FREE SOFTWARE

3IVI

RENT THE PUBLIC DOMAIN!
User Group Software isn't copyrighted, so no fees

diskettes

to payl 1000's of CP/M and IBM · software
programs in .COM and source code to copy

yourself! Games, business, utilities! All FREEi

CP/M USERS GROUP LIBRARY

5 'IAl"

Volumes 1-92, 46 disks rental-$45

Specify solt,
10 or 16 sector

Remains in place during keyboard use.
Prevents damage from liquid spills, dust,
ashes, etc. Fits like a second skin, excellent
feel. Homerow and numeric locators.
Available for: IBM-PC, Apple lie, Radio
Shack Model 100, Commodore 64.
Send $29.95, check or M.0., Visa & MC
include exp. date. Specify computer type.
Dealer inquires invited. Free brochure
available.
MERRITI Computer Products, Inc.
2925 LBJ, #180 I Dallas, Texas 75234
' (214) 942-1142

Double sided
double density

(6191 941-0925 information,
(6191 727-1015 anytime order machine
Have your credit card ready!

~•.- . _ 1533 Avohill Dr. ,....,.. ·

~

In

i

Vista, CA 92083 . . .

~

IAM EX.[

on In~ cardr

Maxell floPpy Disks
The Mini-Disks

e PRINTER-PANASONIC 1091
$310
• NASHUA DISKS -soft sectored- ssoo I 15
10 to a box
OSOO I 20
IBM
• COLOR GRAPHICS CARD
S111
• MULTIFUNCTION CARD1170
• DISK CONTROLLER CARD
1126
• DISK DRIVE -TEAC sse- 320KB, osoo
1180
APPLE
• Z80 CARD (Microsoft comp.)
S 80
• BO COLUMN CARD (Vldex comp.)
S BO
e GRAPHCS PRIN~R CARD (Grappler+ corn11J S 70
e 128K RAM CARD (Titan. Saturn comp.)
$180
• DISK DRIVE (aim to TEAC SSA)
$150

with maxi!Tium quality.

e

TAm!ON MODEM I (sirn ti Miao Mcdern la)
$160
• 6 MONTH WARRANTY •
All cards are.highest quallty and fully socketed.
Call or writs !or complete prk:e list and data sheets

LANTON COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Box B • '$! Juneau Boulevard
Woodbury, NY 11797

24 HOUR ORDER LINE
(NYS) 8©632-4441 • (outside NYS) ~1

HOFFMAN INT'L

Sh~n~ and h•ndllng chlJVll ~r ordlf. 2nd day • lr S3DO llddlOonal.

~~.i~~?;,~~~·~~:ci::du~~c~C::~f~

600 N McClurg CT. STE. 309A
Chicago, Illinois 60611

IIIr

Orcle 196 on Inquiry card.

~~~n:·~~~ltl=~:.=i~ =~=~um~f.:...btl&X.Uld

IMllab!lty M}eci "to

arac; 318 on lnqub'.y ~rd.

tZiide 239 on lnqulr:y card.

NEW!
NOTHING LIKE IT!

,,

IBM PC

---

THE PRINTER STAND™

~s4495·
• ~I. ·
.

I

.

COMPAQ

& COMPATIBLES

INTERNAL 10MB HARD DISK
WI WESTERN DIGIT AL Controller
1 Vear factory warranty,
Several installed. Complete .. $850
Additional 1 MB hard disk $ 550
Fixed + Removable HD (10MBI - $CALL
Hard disk + Tape backup -$CALL

o

'
.

ORDER NOW

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER OR CHARGE IT:
VISA • MASTERCARD • AM. EX. SPECIFY FINISH:
LT. OR DARK POPLAR OR WALNUT.. UNCONDITION·
ALLY GUARANTEED 2 TO 4 WEEK DELIVERY.

(812) 897-5351

SYNmEY '1fl()[JU(]TS
P.O. Box 485, Boonville, IN 47601
ca~.

Shipping, handling & insurance- $7.50 per library.

APPLE AND IBM
COMPATIBLE PERIPHERALS

PROM 8200 (FAST
UNIVERSAL 1YPE
EPROM &PROM
PROGRAMMER) CAil
EPROM: 2716, 2732,
2732A, 2764, 27128,
27256, 2516, 2531, 2564
Prom: ANY KIND

.

Rental is for 7 days after receipt, 3 days grace to
return. Use credit card, no disk deposit.

-------------------1 ~

ALL PHONES
CALL NOW (312) 280·7610
DIST. WANTED
CUSTOM PRODUCTS

Clrde 462 dn Inquiry

Volumes 1-135, SY." disks $135
Public Domain User Group Catalog Disk $5 pp.
fCP/M onlyl (payment in advance, please)

E,,,XCHANGE. !NL.

Cilde

•Elevates & Tilts 80 Col1111111 •
Printer 45° Angle for easy
readability • Saves space!
• Paper feeds from underneath
• Solid Hardwoods

MOST FORMATS AVAILABLE! SPECIFY.

IBM PC-SIG !PC-DOSI LIBRARY

178 Route 206 South , P.Q Box 993
Somerville, N.J. 08876 • (201) 874·5050

Apple Compatible .

Plll1 S2 Post•t•

'

047:4
Public Domain Software Center

TTL IC Tester Card
$125.00
Z-80 Card $30. 00
80 Cnlumn Card $40.00
Disk Drive $149.00
(APPLE OR l.B.M.)
14 inch Monitor $89.00

~

1.90ea 1J5ea
2.45ea 2.30ea

Volumes 1-90, 46 disks rental-$45
Volumes 91-172, 40 disks rental-$45
SPECIAL/ Renr all SIGIM volumes for $85

I

..,.

I

I

Certified Check. Money Order . Personal Check. Allow up
lo 2weeks for personal checks lo clear.Add $3.00 per 100
or part lo each order for U.P.S. shipping charges.
NJ Residents add 6% sales tax.

Crde 265 on lnqull)' card.

l.B.M. Compatible

Price 100 +

Price 10·90

Single sided
double density

KEYBOARD PROTECTOR

Oise $125.00
KeyBoard $189.00
Motherboard with
JCS (no Ram)
$240.()()
Motherboard with
IC (1 m add. 12BK)
$500.00
Power Supply 130
Watt $175.00
Multi Function Card
$250.00
Color Graphic Board
$209.00
Floppy Disk Control
Card $170.00

I

SIG/M USERS GROUP LIBRARY

MOTOROLA 64K

chips .....

$49 .00

PIMS

Complete Medical,
Dental office software, written in
dBASE II

Dealer Inquiries

SRI DATA SYSTEMS
10 S. Route 17, Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) 684-4518 Visa, MC, Check, COD

~
-~ All ~ ~

PIODQCTS' ~·

18-Blt. S- 100 Bua: Syatama & Boards

* * * BBElr\U QISCQCJl(lS' * * *
25'11 of! Uat Price <UPS extra> tor
Cashier's Check or Money Order
+ + +

=

You save MONEY
We save TIME
+ + +
See -~ UlMAS ~- ad In BYTE
or request complete specifications

'

\

4

UGHJNING

B02B8-CPU

SeJ=ED

& B02B7-NDP:

I
11468.76

I I ntUNDfBINQ fEBFOflMANCE I I
B01B8 & 1/0 & 256K-DRAM & S . 25"/B"
disk controller & CCP/M-86: 11196.26
Configured for SanTec-S700 printer:
Te/eV/deo-GA970C VDT: 11121. 76
Spettblnder-6. 30 w·1P: 1371 . 26
ltlEllATIC CO..PUTER ft'STE..S
BOX 1331 .. EOFORO, ..A 02155

(6171 683-6540

Cltde 448 on Inquiry, card.

ST~TIC
2101
5101
2102-1
2102L-4
2102L-2
2125
2111

256x4
256x4

1024x4
1024x1
1024x1
1024x1
256x4
256x4
256x4

2111L

2112
2114L-15
2114
2114-25
2114L-4
2114L-3
2114l-2
TC5514
2141
2147
2148
TMS4044-4
TMS4044·3

1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
4096x1
4096x1

1024x4
4096x1

4096x1
4096x1
4096x1
TMS40L44-2
UPD410
4096x1
MK4118
1024x8
TMM2016-200
2048x8
TMM2016-150
2048x8
2048x8
TMM2016-100
HM6116-4
2048x8
HM6116-3
2048x8
HM6116-2
2048x8
HM6116LP-4
2048x8
HM6116LP-3
2048x8
HM6116LP-2
2048x8
TC5516
2048x8
2048x8
TMS4016
Z-6132
4096x8
HM6264P-15
8192x8
HM6264LP-12
8192x8
HM6264LP-15
8192x8
LP=Low power
TMS4044-2

I

RAMS
(450na)
(450ns)lcmoa)
(450na)
1450ns)ILP)

(250no)(LP)
(45na)
(450ns)

(450na)(LP)
(450na)
{150ns)(LP)
(450ns)

(250ns)
(450na)(LP)
(300no)(LP)
(200ns)(LP)
(650ns)(cmoa)
(200na)
(55na)
(70ns)

1.95
3.95
.89
.99
1.45
2 .95
2.49
2.95
2.99
8/19.95
8 / 9.95
8/10.95
8/12.95
8/13.45
8/13.95
4 .95
2 .95
4.95
4 .95
3.49
3.99
4.49
4 .95
3.95
9.95
4.15
4 .95

(450na)
(300ns)
(200ns)
(200ns)(LP)
(100ns)
(250ns)
(200ns)
(150ns)
(100ns)
6.15
(200ns)(cmos)
4.75
(1 SOna)(cmos)
4.95
(120ns)lcmoa)
8 .95
(200ns)(cmoa)(LP)
5 .95
1150ns)(cmoa)(LP)
6.95
(120ns)(cmosJILP)
10.95
(250ns)(cmoa)
9.95
(200na)
6.95
(300na){Qstat)
34.95
(150na)(cmos)
34.95
(120ns)(cmoa)
49.95
{150na)(cmos)
39.95
Gstat=Quasi-Static

DYNAMIC RAMS
TMS4027

4096x1
4096x1
4096x1
4096x1
4096x1
4096x1
8192x1
8192x1
16384x1
16384x1
16384x1
16384x1
16384x1
16384x1
32768x1
65536x1
65536x1
65536x1

2107
MM5280
TMS4050
UPD411
TMS4060
MK4108
MM5298
4118-300
4116-250
4116-200
4116-150
4116-120
2118
MK4332
4164-200
4164-150

4164-120
MCM6665
65536x1
TMS4164
65536x1
4164-REFRESH 65536x1
TMS4416

16384x4
262144x1
262144x1
5¥=Singfe 5 Vott Supply

41256-150
41256-200

(250ns)
(200na)
(300na)
(300na)
(JOOns)
(JOOna)
(200na)
(250ns)
(300na)
(250na)
(200na)
(150ns)
(120na)
(150nsll5v)
(200na)
(200ns)(5¥)
(150na)(5¥)
(120ns)(5v)
{200ns)(5¥)
(150na)(Sv)

1.99
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

4.49
4 .95

9 .95
12.95
4.49

12.95
12.95

12.95
12.95

6.0 MHz
9 .95
12.95

4096x8
4096x8

4096x8
4096x8
4096x8
4096x8
4096x8

2732A-35
2732A

2732A-2
2764
2764-250
2764-200
TMS2564
MCM68764
MCM68766
27128-45
27128-30
27128

(200111.)(SV)

(450ns)(5V)(21V
(350no)(5V)(21V
(250ns)(5V)(21V
(200ns)(5V)(21V
(450ns)(5V)
(250no)(5V)
(200ns)(5V)
(450no)(5V)

4096x8
8192x8

8192x8

8192x8

PGM)
PGM)
PGM)
PGM)

8192x8
8192x8
(450ns)(5V)l24 pin)
8192x8
(350n1)(5V)(24 pin)
(450ns)(5V)
16384x8
16384x8
(300no)(5V)
16384x8
(250ns)(5V)
SV=Single 5 Volt Supply 21V PGM=Program at 21 Votts

****HIOH TECH****
65C02

$12.95

CMOS VERSION OF THE 1 MHz
6502 MICROPROCESSOR
*

LOW POWER-Bma OPERATION, 10 MICROAMP
STANDBY

* SINGLE POWER SUPPLY: 3-6 VOLTS
* 27 NEW INSTRUCTIONS AND ADDRESS MODES
• PIN FOR PIN COMPATIBILITY WITH 6502
• BUS ENABLE AND MEMORY LOCK FEATURES
• USED IN APPLE™ lie COMPUTERS

3.95
2.95

2.!5

2 .115
2.95

2.!5

2 .95
2.95

2.H
2.95

us

2.SS
2-95

us
:us

18.0
18.432
20.0
22. 1184
24.0
32.0

MM5307

2.95

11 .95
11.95

12.95
16.95
10.95
10.95

FUNCTION
3 .!IS
1AI

3.75
3.95

2.0 MHz
6.95
9.95
11 .95
27.95
11.95

3.0 MHz
9.95

UARTS

B Y T E • NOVEMBER 1984

74LS05
74LS08

74LS09
74LS10
74LS11
74LS12
74LS13

74L514
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21

74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33

74LS37
74LS38
74LS40

HD46505SP

68047

8275
7220
CRT5027
CRT5037
TMS9918A

74LS91

DP8350

74LS92
74LS93

74LS95
74LS96
74LS107

6502
4.95
65C02(CMOS)12.95
6504
6.95
6505
8 .95
6507
9.95
4.35
6520
6.95
6522
9.95
6532
6545
22.50
6551
11.85

ZILOG

74LS03
74LS04
I

74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS63
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90

6845
6847
MC1372

9/44.95
9/49.00

29 .95
29.95

74LS02

2.SS
2.95
2.95

%.95

8645
68845

4.95
9.95

&SO:Z.8

74LSOO
74LS01

2.!S

GENERATORS
BIT RATE

COM8116

68000-8
I

6800

6802
6803
I 6808
6809E
6809
6810
6820
6821
6828
6840
6843
6844
6845
6847
6850
6852
6860
6875
6880
6883
68047
68488

49.95
2.95
7 .95
19.95

13.90
14.95
11.95
2.95
4.35
2.95
14.95
12.95
34.95
25.95
12.95
11.95
3.25
5.75
7.95
6.95
2 .25
22.95
24.95
19.95

6800 :11 1 MH.1
68800
68802
68809E

68809
68810
68821
68840
68845
68850

10.95

22.95
29.95
29.95
6.95
6.95
19.95

19.95
5.95

8031
8035
8039
INS-8060
IN5-8073
8080
8085

29.95
5.95
5.95
17.95
49.95
3 .95
4.95
11.95

8085A·2

8086
8087
8088
8089
8155
8155-2
8156
8185
8185-2
8741

8748
8749
8755

24.95
175.00
29.95
69.95
6.95
7.95
6.95
29.95
39.95
29.95
24.95
39.95
24.95

MISC.
UPD7201

TMS99531
TMS99532
ULN2003
3242

3341
MC3470
MC3480

11C90
95H90
2513-001 up
2513-002 low

8202
8203
8205
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8237
8237-5
8238
8243

8250
8251
8253
8253-5
8255
8255-5
8257
8257-5
8259
8259-5
8271
8272
8274
8275
8279
8279-5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288
8289
8292

24.95
. 39.95
3.50
1.80
3 .85
1.75
2.25
1.80
3.49

19.95
21.95
4.49
4.45
10.95
4.49

6.95
7.95

1771
1791
1793
1795
1797
2791

2793
2795
2797
6843
8272
UPD765
MB8876

M88877
1691
2143

15.95

23.95
23.95
23.95
23.95
54.95
54.95
59.95
59.95
34.95
39.95
19.95

29.95
34.95
7 .95
7.95

4.49

5.25
7.95
8.95
6.90
7.50
79.95
39.95
39.95
29.95
8 .95
10.00
6 .50
6.50
5.50
6.50
6.50
25.00

18.432
20.0
24.0

2.!IS
2.115

17.430

MC14411
8R1941
4702
COM5016

7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7 .95
7 .95
7 .95
7 .95

2.95
Z.!S
Z.85
2.95
Z.95

74LS42
74LS47

(150ns)(5v)
44.95
(200na)(5v)
39.95
REFRESH=Pin 1 Refresh

6522A
6523A
6545A
6551A

1.M
3.llli

1.8432
2.0
2.097152
2.4576
3.2768
3.579545
4 .0
4.032
5.0
5.0688
5.185
5.7143
6.0
6.144
6.5536
8.0
10.0
10.738635
14.31818
15.0
16.0

74LS48
74LS49

8.95
8.95
8.95
(150no)(5V)(REFRESH) 8.95
(150na)(5¥)
9.95

6502A

32.76.8 KHz
1.0MHz.

****SPOTLIOHT****

817.95

12.95
19.95

568

2048x8

8/12.95
8/14.95
8/29.00

6500

4.0 MHz

1024x8
2048x8
2048x8
2048x8
2048x8

4.50
3.95
5.95
2.95
3 .95
5.95
5.50
7.95
5.95
4.95
8 .95
11.95
4.95
4.95
9.95
13.95
6.95
7.95
19.95
14.95
39.95
42.95
19.95
22.95
24.95

1.85
8/11.75

1.0 MHz

11.95

(450ns)(5V)
(650ns)
(450no)(5V)
(350ns)(5V)
(450no)(5V)
(450ns)
(450no)(5V)
(450no)(5V)
(250na)(5V)

1.95

Z-80

11.95
11 .95
11.95

(450ns)

1.95

2.5 MHz
3.95
3.95
10.95
14.95
3 .95

(1us)

256x8
1024x8

1702
2708
2756
2716-6
2716
2716 · 1
TMS2616
TMS2716
TMS2532
2732
2732-250
2732-200
2732A·4

KEYBOARD
CHIPS

74LS109
74LS112
74LS113
74LS114

74LS122
74LS123
74LS124
74L5125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS137

74LS138
74LS139
74LS145
74LS147

74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155

74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161

:24
.25
.25
.25
.24
.25
.28
.29
.25
.35
.35
.45
.59
.35
.25
.29
.25
.29
.29
.35
.25
.29
.55
.35
.35
.25
.49
.75
.75
.75
.25
.29
.29
1.25
.39
.35
.39
.39
.49
.60
.69
.39
.55
.89
.55
.55
.75
.89
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
.45
.79
2.90
. 49
.49
.59
.59
.39
.99
. 55
.55
1.20
2.49
1.35
.55
.55
1.90
.69
.69
.65
.59
.69
.65
.69
.65
.69
.95
1.95
1.75
1.75

49.95

74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS166
74LS168
74LS169
74LS170 1.49
74LS173
.69
74LS174
.55
74LS175
.55

14.95

74LS181

CLOCK
CIRCUTS

2.15

74LS189 8.95
74LS190
.89
74LS191
.89
74LS192
.79
74LS193
.79
74LS194
.69
74LS195
.69
74LS196 .79
74LS197
.79
74LS221
.89
74LS240
.95
74LS241
.99
74LS242
.99
74LS243
.99
74LS244 1.29
74LS245 1. 49
74LS247
.75
74LS248
.99
74LS249
.99
74LS251
.59
74LS253
.59
74LS257
.59
74LS258
.59
74LS259 2.75
74LS260
.59
74LS261 2.25
74LS266
.55
74LS273 1.49
74LS275 3.35
74LS279
.49
74LS280 1.98
74LS283
.69
74LS290
.89
74LS293
.89
74LS295
.99
74LS298
.89
74LS299 1.75
74LS322 5.95
74LS323 3.50
74LS324 1.75
74LS348 2.50
74LS352 1.29
74LS353 1.29
74LS363 1.35
74LS364 1.95
74LS365
.49
74LS366 .49
74LS367
.45
74LS368 .45
74LS373

1.39

74LS374
74LS375
74LS377
74LS378
74LS379
74LS385
74LS386
74LS390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS396
74LS399
74LS424
74LS447
74LS490
74LS540
74LS541
74LS624
74LS640
74LS645
74LS668
74LS669

1.39
.95
1.39
1.18
1.35
3.90
.45
1.19
1.19
1. 19

1.89
1.49
2 .95
.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

3.99
2.20
2.20

1.69
1.89
74LS670 1.49
74LS67414.95
74LS682 3.20

74LS683
74LS684
74LS685
74LS688
74LS689
81LS95
81LS96
25LS2518
25LS2521
25LS2538
25LS2569
26LS31

26LS32

I

3.20
3.20
3.20
2.40
3.20
1.49
1.49

4.13
2.80
3.74
2.80
2 .19
2 .19

Circle 229 on inquiry card.

74SOO
74S02
74S03
74504
74SOS
74S08
,,'S~~

74S10
74511

74S1S
74S20
74S22
74S30
74S32
74S37
74S38
74S40
74SS1
74564
74S6S
74S74
74S8S
74S86
74S112
74S113
74S114
74S124
74S132
74S133
' 74S134

.32
.3S
.3S
.3S
.3S
.3S
.40
.3S
.3S
.3S
.3S
.3S
.3S
.40
.88
.8S
.3S
.3S
.40
.40
.so
1.99
.so
.so
.so
.SS
2 .7S
1.24
.4S
.so

74S13S
.89
745138
.8S
74S139
.8S
745140
.SS
74S1S1
.9S
74S1S3
.9S
74S1S7
.9S
74S1S8
.9S
74S181
1.9S
74S162 1.9S
74S163
1.9S
74S188
3.9S
74S189 3.9S
74S174
.9S
74S17S
.9S
74S180 11.9S
745181
3.9S
745182
2.9S
74S18S 16.9S
74S188
1.9S
74S189 6 .9S
74S194
1.49
74S19S
1.49
74$196
1.49
74S197
1.49
74S201
6 .9S
74S22S
7.9S
74S226
3.99
74S240 2.20
745241
2.20

74S244
2.20
74S2S1
.9S
74S2S3
.9S
74S2S7
.9S
74S2S8
.9S
74S260
.79
74S273
2.4S
74S274 19.9S
74S27S 19.9S
74S280
1.9S
74S283
3.29
74S287
1.90
74S288
1.90
74S289
6 .98
74S299 7.3S
74S301
6 .9S
74S373 2.4S
74S374
2.4S
74S381
7.9S
74S387
1.9S
74S399
2.9S
74S412 2.98
74S470 6.9S
745471
4.9S
74S472 4.9S
74S474 4 .9S
74SS70 2.9S
74SS71
2.9S
74SS73 9.9S
875181 16.2S
87S18S 16.9S

4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
401S
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
402S
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4034
403S
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4048
4049
40SO
40S1
40S2
40S3
4060
4066
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
407S
4076
4077
4078
4081
4082
408S
4086
4093
4094
4098
4099
14409
14410
14411
14412
14419
14433
4S02
4S03
4S07
4S08
4S10
4S11
4S12
4S14
4S1S
4S16
4S18
4S19
4S20
4S21
4S22
4S26
4S27
4S28
4S29
4S31

7400
7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
740S
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412

7413
7414

7416
7417
7420
7421
7422
7423
742S
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432
7433

7437
7438
7439
7440

7442
I

7443
7444
7445
7446
7447

7448
7450
74S1
74S3
' 74S4
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
747S
7476
7480
7481
7482

.19
.19
.19
.19
.19
.2S
.29
.29
.24
.19
.19
.2S
.30
.3S
.49
.2S
.2S
. 19
.3S
.3S
.29
.29
.29
.29
.4S
.19
.29
.4S
29
.29
.79
.19
.49
.&S
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.19
.23
.23
.23
.23
.3S
.29
.34
.33
.4S
.3S
.S9
1.10
.9S

7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
7494
749S
7496
7497
74100
7410S

.so
.59
.3S
2 .1S
.3S
.40
.so
.3S
.&S
.SS
.70
2.7S

74107

.30
.4S
.45
.SS
1.SS
1.20
.29
.4S
.49
.4S
.4S
.SS
.4S
.so
.&S
2 .9S
4.9S
2 .9S
.60
1.7S
1.20
1.3S
.SS
.&S
.SS
1.2S
.7S
.&S
.SS
1.&S
.8S
.69
.8S
.69
.8S
.8S
1.00
2.96
1.65

74109
74110

74111
74116

74120
74121
74122
74123
7412S
74126
74128
74132
74136
74141

74142
74143
74144

7414S
74147
74148

741SO
741S1
741S2
741S3
74154

741SS
741S6
741S7
741S9
74160
74161
74162
74163
74164
7416S
74166
74167
74170

1.75
1.14

TRANSISTORS
2N918
MPS918
2N2102
2N2218
2N2218A
2N2219
2N2219A
2N2222

. so
.2S
.75
.so
.so
.so
.so
.2S
PN2222
.10
MPS2369 .2S
2N2484
.2S
.so
2N290S
2N2907
.2S
PN2907 1 .2S
2N30SS
.79
30SST
.69
2N3393
.30
.2S
2N3414
.40
2N3S63
2N3565
.40
.2S
PN3S6S
MPS3638 .2S
MPS3640 .2S
.2S
PN3643
PN3644
.2S
MPS3704 . 1S
MPS3706 .15

2N3772
2N3903
2N3904
2N3906

2N4122
2N4123
2N4249
2N4304
2N4401

2N4402
2N4403
2N48S7
PN4916

1. 8S
.25
.10
.10
.2S
.2S
.2S
.7S
.2S
.2S
.2S
1.00
.2S
.2S
.2S
.2S
.2S
.3S

2NS086
PNS129
PNS139
2NS209
2N6028
2N6043 1 .75
2N604S 1. 7S
MPS-A OS
MPS-AO&
MPS·A13
MPS -ASS
MPU-131
TIP29
TIP31

74172
74173
74174
7417S
74176
74177
74178
74179
74180
74181

74182
74184
74185

74189
74190
74191
74192
74193

74194
7419S
74196
74197
74198
74199
74221
74246
74247
74248
74249
742S1
742S9
7426S
74273
74276
74278
74279
74283
74284
7428S
74290
74293
74298
74351

7436S
74366
74367
74368
74376
74390
74393
74425
74426
74490

S.9S
.7S
.89
.89
.89
.7S
1. 1S
1.7S
.7S
2.2S
.7S
2.00
2.00
2.99
1. 1S
1. 15
.79
.79
.8S
.8S
.79
.7S
1.3S
1. 3S
1.35
1.3S
1.2S
1.85
1.95

.7S
2 .2S
1.3S
1.9S
1.2S
3 .11

.75
2.00
3.7S
3.7S
.9S
.7S
.8S
2.2S
.&S
.&S
.&S
.6S
2.20
1.7S
1. 3S
3.1S
.85
2.SS

IC
SOCKETS
8
14
16
18
20
22
24
28
40
64

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN

1-99
.13
.1S
.17
.20
.29
.30
.30
.40
.49

100
.11
.12
.13
.18
.27
.27
.27
.32
.39

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST 4.25CAU

ST•SOLOERT AIL
8 PIN WW .S9
14 PIN WW .69
16 PIN WW .69
18 PIN WW .99

At

.ea
.u

"'°

20 PIN WW 1.09 .98

22 PIN WW 1.39 1.28

24 PIN WW 1.49 1.35

28 PIN WW 1.69 1.49
40 PIN WW 1.99 1.80

.29
.2S
.2S
.89
.29
.95
.39
.4S
.2S
.2S
.38
.79
.39
.39
.69
.79
.39
.7S
.79
.79
.29
.8S
.29
1.6S
.4S
.69
.79
.39
1.9S
.8S
.7S
.7S
.69
.8S
.79
.8S
.9S
.69
.3S
.3S
.79
1.99
.79
.89
.39
.39
.29
.3S
.29
.29
.29
.29
.79
.S9
.29
.29
.29
.9S
.9S
.49
2.99
2.49
1.9S
12.9S
12.9S
11.9S
12.9S
7.9S
14.9S
.9S
.6S
1.2S
1.9S
.8S
.8S
.8S
1.2S
1.79
1.SS
.89
.39
.79
4.99
1.2S
1.2S
1.9S
1. 19
2.9S
.9S

4S32
4S38
4S39
4S41
4S43
4SS3
4SSS
4SS6
4SS8
4S60
4569
4S81
4S82
4584
4S8S
4S151
4702
4724
74COO
74C02
74C04
74C08
74C10
74C14
74C20
74C30
74C32
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C76
74C83
74C8S
74C86
74C89
74C90
74C93
74C9S
74C1SO
74C1S1
74C1S4
74C1S7
74C160
74C161
74C162
74C163
74C164
74C16S
74C173

1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
2 .64
1. 19
S.79
.9S
.9S
2.4S
4.2S
3 .49
1.9S
1.9S
.7S
.7S
12.9S
12.9S
1.SO
.3S
.3S
.3S
.3S
.3S
.S9
.3S
.3S
.39
1.29
1.99
.&S
.&S
.80
1.9S
1.9S
.39
4.SO

74C174

1. 19

1.19

1.7S
.99
S.7S
2.2S
3 .2S
1.7S
1. 19

1. 19
1.19
1. 19
1.39
2.00
.79

74C17S 1. 19
74C192 1.49
74C193 1.49
74C19S 1.39
74C200 S.7S
74C221 1.7S
74C224 2.2S
74C373 2.4S
74C374 2.4S
74C901
.39
74C902 .8S
74C903
.8S
74C90S 10.9S
74C906
.9S
74C907 1.00
74C908 2.00
74C909 2.7S
74C910 9 .9S
74C911 8.9S
74C912 8 .9S
74C914 1.9S
74C91S 1.19
74C918 2.7S
74C920 17.9S
74C921 1S.9S
74C922 4.49
74C923 4.9S
74C925 S.9S
74C926 7.95
74C927 7 .95
74C928 7.95

A new famWy of high apeed CMOS logic featuring
the speed of low powM Schottky (8na typical gate prop
agation d~ay), combined with the advantages of CMOS:
very low power consumption, superior noise immunity,
and improved output drive.

74HCOO
74HC: Operate at CMOS logic levels and are ideal
for new, all- CMOS designs.

74HCOO
74HC02
74HC04
74HC08
74HC10
74HC11
74HC14
74HC20
74HC27
74HC30
74HC32
74HCS1
74HC74
74HC7S
74HC8S
74HC86
74HC93
74HC12S
74HC132
74HC138
74HC139
74HC151

74HC1S3
74HC1S4
74HC1S7
74HC161
74HC164
74HC166
74HC174

74HC17S
74HC193
74HC194
74HC19S
74HC238
74HC240
74HC241
74HC242
74HC243

.99
1.2S
1.04
1.09
1.3S
1.89
1.89
1.89
1.89
1.89
1 .89
.89
.8S
1.39
1.89
4.99
.99
2.29
2.29
1.39
1.99
1.39
1.S9
1.39
.89
.89
1.29
2 .39
2.29

74HC244

74HC24S
74HC2S1
74HC2S7
74HC2S9
74HC273
74HC299
74HC367
74HC373
74HC374

74HC393
74HC4017
74HC4020
74HC4024
74HC4040
74HC4049
74HC40SO
74HC4060
74HC4S11
74HC4S38

1.15

1.2S
2.9S
.99

74HCTOO
74HCT: Direct, drop-in replacements tor LS TI'\. and
can be intermixed wilh 74LS in the same cWcuit .

74HCTOO
74HCT02

.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.89
.69
.69
.69
.79
.69
.8S
.95

74HCT04

74HCT08
74HCT10
74HCT11
74HCT14
74HCT20
74HCT27
74HCT30
74HCT32

74HCTS1
74HCT74
74HCT75

74HCT17S
74HCT193
74HCT194
74HCT19S
74HCT238
74HCT240
74HCT241
74HCT242
74HCT243
74HCT244
74HCT24S
74HCT2S1
74HCT2S7
74HCT2S9
74HCT273
74HCT299
74HCT367
74HCT373
74HCT374
74HCT393
74HCT4017
74HCT4020

1.49

74HCT8S
74HCT86

.79
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.1S
1. 1S
1.0S
1 .0S
2.99
.99
1.29
1.39
3 .0S

74HCT93

74HCT12S
74HCT132
74HCT138
74HCT139
74HCT1S1
74HCT1S3
74HCT1S4
74HCT1S7
74HCT161
74HCT164
74HCT166
74HCT174

1.09
1.39
1.19
1.29
1.49

2 .19
2 .19
2.19
2 . 19
2.19
2.19
1.09
.99
1.S9
2.09
S.2S
1.09
2.49
2.49
1.S9
2.19
1.S9
1 .79
1.S9
.99
.99

74HCT4024

74HCT4040
74HCT4049
74HCT40SO
74HCT4060
74HCT4S11
74HCT4538

1.09

1.49

2.69
2.S9

DCORPORATION
SPECTRONICS
EPROM
ERASERS
Capacity Intensity

74C929 19.95

74C930 4.9S
80C9S
.8S
80C96
.9S
80C97
.95
80C98
1.20

.S9
.S9
.S9
.S9
.S9
.S9
.79
.S9
.S9
.S9
.69
.S9
.7S
.8S
1.3S
.69
1. 19
1. 19
1. 19
.99
.99
.89
.89
2.49
.89

PE-14
PE-14T
PE·24T
PL·26ST
PR-12ST
PR-320T

Timer

Chip

(uW/ Cm2 )

.

9
9
12
30
2S
42

8,000
8,000
9,600
9,600
17,000
17,000

~

$83.00
$119.00
$17S.OO
S255.00
9349.00

SS9S.00

8T26
8T28
8T95
8T96
8T97
8T98
OM8131
OP8304
OS8833
OS883S
OS8836
OS8837
OS8838

INTERSIL

AOC0800 1S.SS
AOC0804 3.49
4.49
AOC0809
AOC0816 14.9S
AOC0817
9 .9S
8 .9S
AOC0831
DACOBOO
4.49
OAC0806
1.9S
OAC0808 2.9S
OAC1020 8 .25
OAC1021
7 .9S
OAC1022 S.9S
MC1408L6 1.9S
MC1408L8 2.9S

EXAR

9304
9316
9328
9334
9368
9401
9601
9602
9637
96S02

.9S
1.00
1.49

2 .SO
3.9S
9 .9S
.7S
1.SO
2.9S
1.9S

.7S
.7S
.7S
.7S
.7S

790ST
7908T
7912T
791ST
7924T

T0-3 CASE PACKAGE
780SK
7812K
781SK
7824K

1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39

790SK
7912K
791SK
7924K

1.49

T0-92 CASE PACKAGE
78LOS
78L12
78L1S

.69
.89
.89

79LOS
79L12
79L1S

.79

OTHER VOLTAGE REGS
78MOSC Svolt

v~amp

T0-220

LM323K Svolt 3amp T0.3

LM338K Adj. Samp T0.3
78H05K Svolt Samp T0-3
78H12K Svott Samp T0-3
78POSK 5volt 10amp T0-3
UA78S40 FAIRCHILD DIP

LINEAR
LM301
LM301H
LM307
LM308
LM308H
LM309H
LM309K
lM310

.34
.79
.4S
.69
1. 15
1.9S
1.2S
1.7S
LM311
.64
LM311H
.89
LM312H
1.7S
LM317K
3.9S
1.19
LM317T
LM318
1.49
1.S9
LM318H
1.90
LM319H
LM319
1.2S
LM320""'7900
LM322
1.&S
LM323K
4.9S
.S9
LM324
.&s
LM329
LM331
3.9S
1. 19
LM334
1.40
LM33S
1.7S
LM336
3.9S
LM337K
LM338K
3.9S
LM339
.99

LM340 ...7800

LM348
LM3SOK
LM3SOT
LM3S8
LM3S9
LM376
LM377
LM378
LM379
lM380
LM380N·8
LM381
LM382
LM383
LM384
LM386
LM387
LM389
LM390
LM392
LM393
LM394H
LM399H
NE531

NESS5
NESS&
NESS8
NES64
lMS6S
LMS66

.99
4 .9S
4.60
.69
1.79
3.7S
1.9S
2.SO
4.SO
.89
1.10
1.60
1.60
1.9S
1.9S
.89
1.40
1.3S
1.95
.69
1.29
4.60
S.00
2 .9S
.34
.6S
1.SO
2.9S
.99
1.49

LMS67
NES70
NES71
NES90
NES92
LM709

lM710
LM711
LM723
LM723H
LM733
LM741

.89
3.9S
2.9S
2.SO
2.7S
.S9
.7S
.79
.49
.SS
.98
.3S

LM741N·1 4.35

LM741H

.40
.69
.S9
LM1014
1.19
LM1303
1.9S
LM1310
1.49
MC1330
1.69
MC1349
1 .89
MC13SO
1.19
MC13S8
1.69
MC1372
6 .9S
LM1414
1.59
LM14S8
.S9
LM1488
.69
lM1489
.69
LM1496
.8S
LM1SS8H 3.10
LM1800
2.37
LM1812
8 .2S
3.SO
LM1830
LM1871
S.49
LM1872
S.49
LM1877
3 .S2
LM1889
1.9S
LM1896
1.7S
ULN2003 2 .49
LM2877
2.05
LM2878
2.2S
.8S
LM2900
lM2901
1.00
LM747

LM748

MP02907 1.95

LM2917
LM3900
LM390S
LM3909
LM3911
LM3914
LM391S
LM3916
MC4024
MC4044
RC4136
RC41S1
LM42SO
LM4500

2.9S
.S9
1.2S
.98
2.2S
3.9S
3.9S
3.9S
3.9S
4.SO
1.2S
3.9S
1.7S
3.2S
.69
1.49

RC4SS80
lM13600
LM13700 1.45
H• TO·S CAN, K•T0-3, T•T0-220

INTERFACE
1.S9
1.98
.89
.89
.89
.89
2 .9S
2 .29
2 .2S
1.99
.99
1.&S
1.30

780ST
7808T
7812T
781ST
7824T

76477
3.9S
76488
S.9S
76489
8 .9S
SSl·263 39.9S
AY3-8910 12.9S
AY3-891212 .9S
1.49
MC3340
SP1000 39.00

OPTO-ISOLATORS

RCA
2 .7S
1. 29
1.2S
2.90
2.90
1.7S
1. 10
1.&S
1.6S

CA3083
CA3086
CA3089
CA3096
CA3130
CA3140
CA3146
CA3160
CA3183

Tl
4.20
1.6S
3.2S
1.49
1.49

1.9S
1.9S
1.9S
1.2S
1.2S

7S36S
7S4SO
7S4S1
7S4S2
7S453
7S4S4
7S491
7S492
7S493
7S494

BIFET

TIP32

Circle 229 on Inquiry card.
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E}SICl'I~ DESICl'IS. IHC.

MIJUMIZER llJ
XT COMPATIBLE
+SV@ 1SA
+ 12V @ 4 . 2A
-SV @ .SA
"
-12V@ .SA

$175 00

1 VEAR WARRANTY

•SAME DRIVE
AS SUPPLIED
BYIBM
• DS/ DD - 320K

' I
'.

$199.00

-

--

-

RS-232 Serial
Parallel Por1
Clock Calendar
Game Adaptor

BOTH CAROS FEATURE GLASS EPOXY WITH PLATED·
THROUGH HOLES, SOLDER MASK, SILK· SCREENED, GOLD
CARD·EDGE. MOUNTING BRACKETS ANO INSTRUCTIONS
INCLUDED.

1

$179.95
• FULL HEIGHT SHUGART MECHANISM
• DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR APPLE DISK II

COlffllOUBI CIRD

l

MAXIMIZER

A ST6-PA CK+
384K
1
1
YES
OPTIONAL

,

OPuoRii iiik MAXISTACR

$4l95
$29.95
$159.95
$44.95

Port

Game Adaptor

* 128K MAXISTACK
* Additional 64K Ram
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

(641()

RP 525 EPROM PROGRAMMER

OTHER ACCESSORIES
FOR APIU II

FOR APPLE COMPUTERS$79.95
Low cos t epr o m programmer for A p ple and
App le compa t ible mac h ines. Allows cop ying
a nd burning of a ll s t andard 27 s eries 12716 ·
271281 eproms. A very si mple menu operated
d is p lay gets you on your way in seconds.

• NO EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY
NEEDED
• NO SOFTWARE NEEDED
•AUTOMATIC SELECTION FOR 2716,
2732, 2723A. 2764 & 27128
•LED INDICATORS FOR ACTIVITY
• HIGH SPEED WRITE ALGORITHM

•

.

384K / 512K'
2'

* 2nd Serial

$29.85

$189 95

' "l

,,

Second S e rial Po rt Optional

$259•95 *

AS ABOVE, WITH MODULAR SIGNAL DECODING
AREA PROVIDING BUS.s BUFF ERING. B LOCK
DECODING. AND ADDITIONAL DECODING.

• T£AC MECHAN I SM-DIRECT DR IVE
• 100% AP·PLE COMPATIBLE-35 TRACK
• 40 TRACK WHEN USED WITH OPTIONAL
CONTROLLER

..

J=~

\

OPTIONS:

GENERAL PURPOSE DEVELOPMENT BOARD
WITH CONVENIENT LINES FOR POWER ANO
GROUND . HOLES ON .1" CENTERS.

JDR HALF HEIGHT DISK DRIVE

-."?.· ., •

"

YES
OPTIONAL

1 With

$27.95

JDR 16K RAM CARD
$39.95

'!"

MAXIMIZE YOUR IBM OR KT
Maximum Memory

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY
• EXPAND YOUR 48K APPLE TO 64K
• USE IN PLACE OF
APPLE LANGUAGE CARD

'
!.__

--

-

ALL WITHA 2 YEAR WARRANTY

VIEWMAX-80
$159.95
• 80 COLUMN CARD FOR APPLE II+
VIEWMAX-.&
$129.95
* 80 COLUMN CARD FOR APPLE lie
• 64K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 128K

6RAPHMAX

$129.95

ntUNDERCLOCK

$129.95

• OFFICIAL PRODOS CLOCK CALENDAR
• 100% MOUNTAIN SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
• BSR CONTROL OPTIONS AVAILABLE

KRAFT JOYSTICK
• SELF CENTERING
•AXIS ISOLATION

APIU COMPATIBll
POWER SUPPLY

• USE TO POWER APPLE
TYPE SYSTEMS
• +SV @ 4A +12V @ 2.SA
- SV @ .SA -12V @ .SA
• APPLE POWER CONNECTOR
• INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED

• HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
• PRINTER CARD

$49.95

51/4" DISKFILE
BMC MONITOR STAND
MODEL PA-900
AU9191U

Your Dis play will
Tilt & Swivel

S29.9S

MONOCHROME
BMC BM JJ1201G GREEN 12"
BMC BM 12EUY 18MHz AMBER
BMC BM 12EUN 18MHz HIGH
RES GREEN
NEC JB 1201M 20MHz GREEN
ZENITH ZVM-123 1SMHz GREEN

COLOR

570

B YT E • NOVEM BER 1984

*
*

89.98
139. 9S
11S.OO
169.00
10S.OO

*

80 CPS DOT MA TRIX PRINTER
PRINTS Bl-DIRECTIONAL IN 40,
80, 71 OR 142 COLUMNS IN
NORMAL, DOUBLE WIDTH OR
COMPRESSED TEXT.
PRINT SUPERSCRIPT AS WELL
AS SUPERB GRAPHICS IN
CHARACTER OR BIT IMAGE.

* ATTRACTIVE,
FUNTIONAL DISK
STORAGE SYSTEM
* 7S DISK STORAGE
CAPACITY

M01 Soft. SS / SD
M010 Soft. SS / DO
M020 Soft. OS / DO
M02F Soft, DS / 40
M0110 10 Socio" SS / OD 19.95
MD2100 10 Sector. OS / 0030.75

8 INCH
F01 So ft. SS / SD
F010 Soft, SS / DO
F020 Soft, OS / DO

VERBATIM

Circle 230 on inqu ir y card.

CABINETS FOR 51/4"
DISK DRIVES
CABlNET #1 5 29.95
* Dl mensions8% x 5''1,. x 3"'/,."
* Co lor match es Apple
* Fits standar d 5 Y," drives, inc.
Shugart
* Includes mounting hardwar e and
feet

CABINET #2

5

TRANSFORMERS
FRAME STYLE
12.6VAC
12.6VAC
12.6VAC
12.6VAC
25.2VAC

2amp
2amp
4amp
8amp
2amp

CT
CT
CT
CT

TANDON

4.95
5.95
7.95
10.95
7.95

TM 100-1 5'!.o" (FOR IBM) SS / DD
TM 100-2 5'!.'' (FOR IBM) DS / DD

MPI
MPl-852 5'14'' (FOR IBM) DS / DD

79.00

* Complete with power supply,
sw itch , line cord, fus e & standard
power c onnector
* Dimens ions : 11 '/, x 5'/, x 3 ''J,,"
* +5V @ 1AMP, +12V @1. 5AMP
* Please specify gray or tan

250ma
500ma
1amp
2amp

FD-558 Y2 HEIGHT DS / DD
FD-55F 'h HEIGHT DS / QUAD

3.95
4.95
5.95
6.95

5159.00
5200.00

SHUGART
SA 400L SW' (40 TRACK) SS / DD

FD100-8 BY SIEMENS . SHUGART 801 EQUIV.
SS / DD 10 / s129.95 ea.
5149.95
FD200-8 BY SIEMENS, SHUGART 851 EQUIV.
DS / DD 10/ S185.00 ea.
5195.00

6, 9, 12 voe selectable with
univeral adapter
8.95

JFORMAT-2

$59.95

TEAC HALF HE!GHT
SUPPORT FOR QUAD DENSITY DRIVES
FROM TALL TREE SYSTEMS
PLEASE INCLUDE SUFFICIENT AMOUNT FOR SHIPPING ON ABOVE ITEMS

Please include sufficient amount
for shipping on above items.

MICROCOMPUTER
HARDWARE HANDBOOK ........_
FROM ELCOMP - $14 .95

HA RD TO FI ND
Can easily be snapped apart to make
any size header, all w ith .1" centers
1x36
2x40
2x40

STRAIGHT LEAD
STRAIGHT LEAD
RIGHT ANGLE

CONTACTS
10
16
20
25
26
34
40
50

IDCEN36 Ribbon Cable 36 Pin Male
8.95
IDCEN36/F Ribbon Cable 36 Pin Female 8.95
CEN36
Solder Cup
36 Pin Male
7.95

"SNAPABLE" HEA DERS
.99
2.49
2.99

SHORTING BLOCKS
SPACEDAT .1" CENTERS
IDEAL FOR DISK DRIVES
OR ANY .1" HEADER

COLOR CODED

SINGLE COLOR

I Over800pagesof
manufacturers·data ·~--1111
sheets on most co mmonly used \C's .
Includes:
* TTL - 74/74LS and 74F
*CMOS
* Voltage Regulators
* Memory - RAM, ROM, EPROM
* CPU 's - 6800, 6500, Z80, 8080,
8085, 8086/8
* MPU support & interface 6800, 6500, Z80,8200, etc .

~
~

5199.95

8" DISK DRIVES

DC ADAPTER

NOTE: Please Include su ff ici en t amount for
shipping on abo ve items.

5139.95

TEAC

PLUG CASE STYLE
12VAC
12VAC
12VAC
12VAC

5199.00
5199.00

EDGECARD
CONNECTORS

DESCRIPTION

ORDER BY
8

S·100ST
S·100WW
72 pin ST
72pinWW
50 pin ST
44 pin ST
44 pin WW

3.95
4.95
6.95
7.95
4.95
2.95
4.95

M

IB

1'

10 '

1'

10 '

.50
.55
.65
.75
.75
.98
1.32
1.38

4.40
4.80
5.70
6.60
6.60
8.60
11.60
12. 10

.83
1.00
1.25
1.32
1.32
1.65
1.92
2.50

7.30
8.80
11 .00
11.60
11.60
14.50
16.80
22.00

CONTACTS
IB
H

m

HIGH RELIABILITY
TOOLED ST IC
SOCKETS

AUGATx x- ST

.99

.99

.99

1.69

1.89

COMPONENT
CARRIERS
(DIP HEADERS)

ICCxx

.65

.75

.85

1.00

1.25

1.45

1.65

RIBBON CABLE
DIP PLUGS (IDCI

IDPxx

'

M

U

~

1.89

1.99

2.49

2.99

1.25

1.35

1.50

2.50

For order inst ructions see " IDC Connec to rs" bel o w.

D·SUBMINIATURE
DESCRIPTION
SOLDER CUP
RT. ANGLE
PC SOLDER
IDC RIBBON CABLE
HOODS

ORDER BY
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE

BLACK

GREY
MOUNTING HARDWARE-S1 .00

DPxxP
DBxxS
DBxxPR
DBxxSR
IDBxxP
IDBxxS
HOOD·B
HOOD

9
2.08
2.66
1.65
2 .18
3-:37
3.69

15
2.69
3.63
2.20
3.03

CONTACTS
25
2.50
3.25
3.00
4.42

4.70

6.23

5.1 3

6.84

37
4.80
7.11
4.83
6 .19

50
6.06
9.24

9.22
10.08

1.25
1.25
1.60
1.60
2.95
3.50
For order instructions see " IDC Connectors" below.

IDC CONNECTORS
DESCRIPTION
SOLDER HEADER
RT. ANGLE SOLDER HEADER
WW HEADER
RT.ANGLE WW HEADER
RIBBON HEADER SOCKET
RIBBON HEADER
RIBBON EDGE CARD

ORDER BY
10
.82
.85
1.86
2.05
1.15

IDHxxS
IDHxxSR
IDHxxW
IDHxxWR
IDSxx
IDMxx
IDEx x

2.25

20
1.29
1.35
2.98
3.28
1.86
5.50
2.36

CONTACTS
26
34
1.68
2.20
1.76
2.31
3.84
4.50
4.22
4.45
3 .15
2.43
6.25
7.00
2.65
3.25

40
2.58
2.72
5.28
4.80
3.73
7.50
3.80

50
3.24
3.39
6.63
7.30
4.65
8.50
4.74

ORDERING INSTRUCl' IONS: llisert the number of contacts In the position marked .. xx ·· of the ..order by".. part
number listed. EXAMPLE: A 10 pin • lght•n gl• •older atyl• header would be IDH 10 SR.

Circle 230 on inquir y card.
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UNIT PRICE

5.95
5.95
7.95
8.95
10.95

CAPACITORS
TANTALUM
IV

10Y

15Y

20Y

25V

.22ul
.27

.33

..
.47

2.95
14.95
14.95
.35
.35
.95
10 / 1.00
10/ 1.00

.35

1.0
1.5
1.1
2.2
2.7
3.3

.40

.45
.35
.40

.45

4.7

.45

.40
.45
.50

.55

.IO

.IO

.15
.75
.llO

.45

I.I

...

.45

.40

.45

.55
.70

.55
.15
.75

.15
.15
1.110

.IO
.15
.llO
1.25
1.35
2.25

.15
.llO

1.50
1.35
1.75
3.25
3.75

BYPASS CAPS

.01 µf DISC
.01 µf MONOLITHIC
.1 µf DISC
.1 µf MONOLITHIC

100/S6.00
100/ S12.00
100/SB.OO
100 / S15.00

RESISTORS

't. WATT 5% CARBON FILM
ALL STANDARD VALUES
FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG OHM
50 PIECES SAME VALUE
.025
100 PIECES SAME VALUE
.02
1000 PIECES SAME VALUE
.o15

SPECIALS END 11/30/84

RF MODULATOR
(ASTEC UM1082) QUANTITIES LIMITED

* PRESET TO CHANNEL 3
* USE TO BUILD
*

lV-COMPUTER INTERFACE
+5 VOLT OPERATION

LED LAMPS
1-1111 100-up
.10
.11
.11

572

NOW
ONLY

.Oii
.15
.15

B Y TE • NO VEMBER 1984

$815

1N751
1N759
1N4148
1N4001
1N4004
1N5402
KBP02
KBP04
MDA801
MDA980-1
MDA980-2
VM48

LED DISPLAYS

HP 5082-7710
MAN72
MAN 74
FND-357 (359)
FND-500 (503)
FND-507 (510)
TIL· 311 4•7

cc
cc
cc
cc

CA

DIODES

5.1 VOLT ZENER
.25
12.0 VOLT ZENER
.25
(1N914)SWITCHING 25/1.00
50PIV 1A
12/1.00
400PIV RECTIFIER
10/ 1.00
200PIV 3A
.25
200PIV 1.5A BRIDGE
.45
400PIV 1.SA BRIDGE
.55
50PIV 12A BRIDGE
1.39
1.95
50PIV 12A BRIDGE
100PIV 12A BRIDGE
2.25
DIP-BRIDGE
.35

1.29

.99
.99

1.25
1.41
CA
UI
HEX W/LOGIC t .H

DIP
SWITCHES

DISC

kOp'
25
27

..
33

47

51

12
100
220
330

50V .05
50V .05
50Y .05
50Y .05
50Y .05
50V .05
50Y .06
50Y.06
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U·N·C·L·A·S·S·I·F·I·E·D A·D·S

BYTE is concerned about software piracy. Unclassified
ads proposing exi:hanges of software must specify that the
software was written by the individual or is in the public
domain. BYTE reserves the right to reject any unclassi#ed
ad that does not meet this criterion.

.......................•.....•••.......

NEEDED: Nonprofit organization seeks tax
deductible donations of disk-based computers and
peripherals (Apple II. IBM PC. VIC-20) to teach com
puter technology and programming to economically
disadvantaged students. American Philanthropy As
sociation Inc.. IOI Santa Barbara Plaza. Los Angeles.
CA 90008. (213) 295-3707.
WANTED: Apple II or CP/M-compatible hardware for
a financially distressed grade/high school seeking
to expand computer training program. Will pay ship
ping and provide receipt for tax purposes. Yeshiva
Achei 'ltnimim. 2408 Fifth Ave.. Pittsburgh. PA 15213.
(412) 681-2446.
WANTED: Small grade school seeks donation of
Apple II+ or lie to introduce small children to com
puters. Donation is tax deductible. Dick Stringham.
St. Mary·s School. 195th St.. Mokena. IL 60448. (312)
479-2526.
.
.
WANTED: lax-deductible donation of Commodore
64 computers and appropriate hardware accessor
ies for Commodore 64 and TRS-80 for use in K-12
school system classroom activities and program
ming. W. David Turner. Superintendent. Mt. Morris
Community Unit School. District # 261. 40! South
Fletcher. Mt. Morris. IL 61054. (815) 734-6032 .
WANTED: lax-deductible donation of computer.
monitor. disk drives. and printer for nonprofit "rights
of animals and those who protect them" group. B. I
Huffman. Robinwood. 8591 Kennard Rd.. Lodi. OH
44254. \216) 948-4101.
WANTED: New England Sierra Club needs a com
puter for filing. accounting. mass mailing. and word
processing. '1\vo workstations. letter-quality printer.
and modem needed. lax-deductible contribution;
we pay shipping. IBM compatibility preferred.
Jonathan Driller. 16171 227-5339 or (617) 522-9239
evenings.
WANTED: Biologist needs donation of IBM or com
patible computer for environmental water quality
study. Goals are to improve supply, quality. and cost
effectiveness of present system. Resulting simula
tion software will become public domain. Grant
Barkman. 2602 Edgar St.. Regina. Saskatchewan
S4N 3L 7. Canada.
NEEDED: Near-bankrupt. nonprofit public-domain
software group would appreciate CP/M-86 or MS
DOS business computer (Fujitsu. DEC Rainbow. Tl
Professional. etc.) for organization automation. Will
pay shipping. Alex Gray. 922 West Duarte. Apt. 3.
Arcadia. CA 91006.
WANTED: Apple computer for church to keep mem
ber mailing lists. personal information files. and
bookkeeping. Donation is tax deductible and a Jet
ter of confirmation will be sent. St. James Baptist
Church. do Stuart H. Brooks Jr.. 1429 Briarcliff Ave.
Charlottesville. VA 22903. (804) 979-0146.
\\ANTED: Missionary responsible for introduction of
computer system (MC68000 multiuser micro with
UNIX) in Christian publishing organization needs
books (UNIX. C. DBMS. word processing. etc.) or
magazines. Anything will help. Inga Haake. Beth
Shalom. Caixa Postal 1688. 90000 Porto Alegre RS.
Brazil.
NEEDED: I need help(includingmodems) to form the
first international bulletin-board service in Europe.
The Commodore 64 will be the first system. Con
tributors will come on line first. SFC C. P. Daniels.
HQ 7th Medcom. Box #I. APO NY 09102.
NEEDED: Donated computer equipment for noncom
mercial. open-access RBBS/RCPM. Need 1200-bps
modem. 8-inch disk drives. and computer. Prefer
MITS Altair but can use any CP/M computer. Mark
D. Pickerill. 80 Desmond Rd.. Salinas. CA 93907.
WANTED: Computer engineer seeks donation of
hardware to set up full-time. nonprofit bulletin-board
service. Robert F. Faery Jr.. I 03 Smith-Monroe Hill.
Charlottesville. VA 22904. (215) 436-0266.

NEEDED: Information on good statistical and other
software packages available for the NCR Decision
Mate V. Plan to purchase; need opinions on perfor
mance. I. E. Bangali. PEMSU. Ministry of Agriculture
and Natural Resources. Freetown. Sierra Leone. West
Africa.
WANTED: lax-deductible donation of a computer sys
tem for nonprofit arts organization in Appalachian
mountains. For use with mailing lists. accounting.
word processing. graphics. and teaching youth Will
pay shipping. James Agee Film Project. 316 East
Main St.. Johnson City. TN 37601. (6151 926-8637.
WANTED: Small church needs computer for word
processing and newsletter mailing-list maintenance.
Donation is tax deductible. United Church of God.
POB 45. Lake Winola. PA 18625. (7171 378-2056.
NEEDED: Nonprofit organization researching
schizophrenia and drug abuse needs donation of
computer. disk drives. printer. and information on
computer diagnosis systems. Stephen Resch. PSR
Research Group. 6 51 lakecrest Dr.. Menasha. WI
54952. (4141 722-9626.
NEEDED: New York scriptwriter requests advice on
using WordStar to write and edit scripts. Gary Apple.
165 West 47th St.. New York. NY 10036. (212)
787-8741.
WANTED: A used printer for a VIC-20. I will pay for
shipping and will accept almost any reasonable
offer. Brett Greenberg. POB I 5 53-VHFS. Warrenton.
VA 2 2186. (703) 7 54-8621 weekends or evenings.
FOR SALE: Micromation chassis. IMSAI chassis.
IMSAI SIO board. four PTC 3P+S 1/0 boards. four
S-100 32K memory boards. two IMS PIO boards. two
INFO 2000 adapter boards. Dyna byte Naked ler
minal board. Exerciser and parts for PerSci floppy
disk drive. two digital voltmeters. and Educassette
data recorder. For prices send SASE. John Freeman.
8 5 5 West 1800 North Place. Grove. UT 84062.
WANTED: Information on laser. artificial intelligence.
and holography. Donald Sutherland. C-604101
N-162-L. POB 2000. Vacaville. CA 95696.
WANTED: People interested in joining a lelevideo
users group for the East Coast. Jon Cohen. 11 5
Country Club Place. Cherry Hill. N I 08003.
FOR SALE: CDR FDC 880H 5V. - and 8-inch disk con
troller with dual board modification kit and
Livingston Logic Labs CDR BIOS. Best offer or trade.
Jim Cunningham. 1563 Van Wyck Rd.. Bellingham.
WA 98226. (206) 733-8820 evenings.
FOR SALE: Netronics Explorer-85 with 4K RAM. six
slot S-100 card cage. RS-232C. cassette interface.
and power supply: 5400. Netronics terminal; 64 by
16. RS-232C. case. cable: SI 50. S-100 64K dynamic
RAM board: 5225. All three: 5650. Cassette deck
with power supply and cables: S 50. Sanyo 12-inch
monitor: S7 5. Richard J. Havanec. 57 5 Sedgewick
Ave. Stratford. CT 06497. (203) 377-4080 evenings.
FOR SALE: '1\vo Std-Bus Z80 systems: each has
Mostek MDX-CPU-I I Z80 board. MDX-SIO board.
and prolog #7702 2 716 EPROM card (I 6KJ. One sys
tem with monitor and keyboard. Excellent working
order with documentation: S500 firm Larry Stack.
9037 Stack Rd .. Colfax. NC 27235. (919) 993-5828.
FOR SALE: ERG-68000 System II with 24-megabyte
8-inch Winchester disk. DMA controller. 10-MHz
CPU. eight serial VO lines. and 18-slot solid card cage
with 30-amp power supply. Like new. Original cost
S13 .000; asking 58000 or 1best offer. Mitch Bogart.
268 Foster St.. Brighton. MA 02135 . (617) 890-8558
days. (617) 782-5789 evenings.
FREE: Information about public-domain software and
a directory of users groups for the Commodore 64 .
Dallas Computer Club. C-64. 2914 Poplar 'lrail.
Garland. TX 75042 .
·
FOR SALE: S-100. ZBO microcomputer. 48K single
Micropolis Model II drive. with Amdek 100 monitor
and Centronics 779 printer: 5950. Atari 800 bare
boards: 550. Tl 59: 550. Pat Fitzgibbons. 2 3 5 East
Viking Dr.. #355. St. Paul. MN 55117 . (612) 481-9296.
5-6 or 10-11 P.m
WANTED: Information on 3-bit red and white plastic
computer circa 1968. that programmed with dif
ferent lengths of drinking straws and ran programs
as fast as you could cycle the clock lever by hand.
It also played NIM and did binary arithmetic. David
Dubowski. 09 Estes Park. POB 3318. Chapel Hill.
NC 27515-3318.

FOR SALE: Back issues of BYTE. ·rwo sets. 1976
January 1978. Many still in orginal wrapper. Singly:
55 an issue. Quantity discounts. Chuck Markham.
362 Commonwealth Ave. #2E. Boston. MA 02115.
FOR SALE: TRS-80 Model I Level II expansion inter
face. 48K. RS-232 interface. single disk. Asking 5800.
will consider reasonable offer. Albert Kasenter. POB
2026. Lynchburg. VA 24 501.
FOR SALE: Complete 6809 system includes: SWTPCo
mainframe. Percom 6809 CPU. 40K static memory.
real-time clock. floppy-disk system with 80-track
double-density disks. 4Q.column printer. cassette in
terface. and modified CFI024 terminal. SASE for
complete list. No reasonable offer refused. S. Brown.
35 Kettle Pond Rd.. Amherst. MA 01002. (413)
253-3183 evenings.
FOR SALE: H-11 A computer. Compatible with DEC
PDP-ll/03. Serial and parallel interfaces. extended
arithmetic chip. 3 2K bytes. Manuals and relevant
Heath Users Group Remarks. Will consider trade for
53000 value. but prefer cash offer. John Potter. RR
5. Eganville. Ontario KOi ITO. Canada. (613)
625-2137.
FOR SALE: TRS-80 Model I with 48K expansion in
terface. monitor. external disk drive. RS-232. voice
synthesizer. quick printer II. cassette recorder. all
cables. and reference literature. Fully operational:
5950. Joseph J. Cappello. Eagle Valley Rd .. Sloats
burg. NY 10974. (9141 753-5536 after 7 p.m.
FOR SALE: DEC PDP-8. complete documentation.
less rack cabinet and teletype. Best reasonable offer
plus shipping. Also need any information on the F-8
based Video Brain Computer System: schematics.
ROM packs. interpreter listings. etc. Bryan McPhee.
418 Virginia Dr.. Browns Mills. NJ 08015.
FOR SALE: Godbout desktop S-100 enclosure with
20-slot motherboard. CPU-Z 6-MHz Z80 card. one
DMA floppy-disk controller. two RAM 20 boards.
Interfacer 2. memory-mapped video board. dual
Shugart 801 Rs with power supply, monitor. and key
board: 53000 or best offer. Bjorn Helgaas. RR 2.
Luverne. MN 56156. (507) 283-4751.
FOR SALE: S-10 O boards. Vector Electronics mother
board and power supply: SI 00. Extra motherboard:
550. Wameco front panel board: 575. G.R.I. 771 key
board: 550 . IMSAI 8085 MPU-B: 575 . Vector Graph
ics 8080 CPU and PROM boards: 550/set. IMS BK
RAM: 550. larbell cassette 110: 550. Cromemco
Color Dazzler: S7 5. Wanted: printer. 12 00-bps
modem. or SixPakPlus for IBM PC. David Deelstra.
Box 520402. Salt Lake City. UT 84152. (801)
278-7040.
FOR SALE: HP Series 80 package. Includes HP-87 A:
5990. H P9 I 21: 5990. Both for S1800. HP-86A: 5850.
Three Epson IEEE-488 adapters: S50 ea. Many ac
cessory modules. ROMs. and supplies: 50-75 per
cent off list or best offer. Don Person. Box 3103 .
Albany. NY 12203. (518) 482-9023.
FOR SALE: Apple Silentype thermal printer with in
terface for Apple 11/11 + and lie. and five rolls of ther
mal paper: 5300 or best offer. Warren Spivack. 662 5
Ave. H. Brooklyn. NY 11234 . (212) 494-5250.

UNCLASSIFIED POLICY: Readers who have
computer equipment to buy. sell. or trade or who
are requesting or giving advice may send a notice
to BYTE for inclusion in the Unclassified Ads
section. lb be considered for publication. an adver
tisement must be noncommercial and nonprofit
(individuals or bona #de computer clubs). typed
double-spaced. contain 60 words or less. and in
clude name and address. This is a free service;
notices are printed as space permits. Your con
firmation of placement is appearance in an issue
of BYTE as we engage in no correspondence.
Please allow at least four months for your ad
to appear. Send your notices to BYTE. Un
c/assi#ed N.s. POB 372. Hancock. NH 03449.
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THE PICK OF THE CROP

AUTHOR(S)

ARTICLE

The Data General/One . . . .... ......... Williams.
Sheldon
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar:
The Lis'ner I 000 .......... . .......... Ciarcia
A Go Board for the Macintosh ... .. ..... Webster
A Travesty Generator for Micros .... . . . . . Kenner.
· O"Rourke
The Pick Operating System,
Part 2: System Control. . . .. ..... .. . . . . Cook.
Brandon
AGAT'. A Soviet Apple II Computer ....... Bores
Introduction to Semiconductors .. . .. .. . . Miller
The MC68020 3 2-bit Microprocessor .. .. . Groepler.
Kennedy
The Xtar Graphics Microprocessor ... . ... Coleman.
Powers
RISC Chips .. . .. .. . . . . .... . ..... . . ... Markoff
Gallium Arsenide Chips . ... .... . . . ..... Robinson
The 80286 Microprocessor .... .. . .. . ... Wells
The PF4 74 .... ... ...... . . .. ..... .... Rosenthal
The HP 150 Computer ...... .... ... . ... Haas
The Columbia Multipersonal Computer-VP .. Callamaras
leading Edge and MultiMate ........... Puotinen
polyFORTH and PC/FORTH ............. Tulia
Samna Word Ill .. . ................... Rabinovitz
The Mannesmann Tully Spirit 80 Printer .. Welch
The Brother HR-15 letter-Quality Printer .. Callamaras
Computing at Chaos Manor:
NCC Reflections ....... . ..... . ... . .... Pournelle
BYTE West Coast: New Developments .. . . Markoff.
Robinson.
Shapiro
BYTE Japan: Technology Shock .... ... ... Raike
BYTE U.K.: A Plethora of Portables ....... Pountain
Mathematical Recreations:
Toggling Functions ............. . ...... Ecker

Readers selected the review of "The Macin
tosh" for the top spot in the August tally.
Bruce F. Webster will be sent the SIOO
bonus because he reviewed the Mac prior
to his appointment as a Contributing Editor.
Jerry Pournelle·s variety of reflections. ob
tained "Between Conventions" while Com
puting at Chaos Manor. wins second men
tion. In third place is the renowned Niklaus
Wirth. who wins $50 for "History and Goals
of Modula-2:" Steven Hendrix's "The 65816
Microprocessor. Part I: Software" about the
successor to the 6502 takes fourth place.
And in fifth place is the BYTE West Coast
interview conducted by editors John Markoff
and Ezra Shapiro. "Macintosh's Other
Designers:·
·

BIG BWE BOMB RESULTS
The results for the BYTE Guide to the IBM
Personal Computers are iii as well. First place
and a c-note go to Stephen S. Fried for
"Evaluating 8087 Performance on the IBM
PC" William J. Claff's "An Introduction to PC
Assembly-Language Programming" takes
second place and $50. "Modems: The Next
Generation" by Mark Klein wins third place.
BYTE congratulates all these writers.
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800 SOFTWARE . ...... .... .. 31>5
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AB COMPUTERS ... .. . .. . . . . 537
ACL \MC............... ..... 205
AOON CORP.. .. .. • .. .. .
. 370
ADDMASfER CORP. . • • • .. .. . . 538
ADISA ... . , .. . ...... , • , .. .. 462
ADV. COMP. PROD. ..••.• . .. . 558
ADV. SYS. CONCEPTS .
. .. 84
ADVANCED BUSINESS COMP... 325
ADVANCED COMPUTER SYS.. . 486
ADVANCED MEMORIES . . .•• • 362
ALF PRODUCfS. INC . .... . ... 256
ALL ELECfRONICS CORP ..... . 66
AUDY COMPUTER PRODUCTS. 380
ALPH A OMEGA COMPUTER .... 16
ALPHA OMEGA COMPUTER . .. . 8 5
AMBER SYSfEMS . ...... . . .. . 212
AMPEXCORP. ... .. . .. . . 156.157
AMPRO COMPUTERS INC. . . . . 70
ANADEX.. .. .... ..... .. ... 290
ANTEX DATA SYS. . . ...... . .. 396
APPLE COMPUTER INC. . •• , . CU, I
APPLIED COMPUTER PROD.... 394
APPLIED COMPUTER PROD. .. . 395
APROPOS TECHNOIDGY . . .... 92
ARTHUR YOUNG BUSINESS SYS.213
ARTIFICIAL INTL. RESEARCH . . 540
ARTISOFT. .
. . . . . 538
ASHlON·TATE ..... .... ..... . 463
ASfROfRONICS . . .. ..... . . .. 546
Al&T TECHNOIDGY . . ..... 46. 47
Al&T TECHNOLOGY . . .. 398, 399
AVERY LABEL .. ...... .. .. .. 330
AVERY LABEL .. ., ........ .. 330
AVOCET . .. ... ..... ... .... . 355
B&B ELECTRONICS. •••. . .. ... 517
B&B ELECfRONICS , •• • . •. •• 544
B&C MICRO SYSTEMS ... . . ... 534
BABETTE INC........ ...... .. .94
BASF SYSfEMS.. . .. .. • ..
.. 412
.239
BAUDVILLE... . . .. ....
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC. . .. . .. . 22
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC
. 23
BO SOFTWARE .... .. . .
. 498
BELLSOFT INC..
. . .. .. 468
BELLSOUTH ADV. & PUBL. . . .. 499
BEST WESfERN INTL. INC. . .. . 312
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. . . 28, 29
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. 517
BYTE BACK ISSUES .
. . 460
BYTE SUBSCRIBER NOf\CE . .. . 515
BYTEK COMP. SYS. CORP.. . . .. 506
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. 452
C·SYSfEMS.
. .... . 540
C. 11DH DIGITAL PRODUCTS ... . 38
C. llOH DIGITAL PRODUCIS . . .. 38
C.S.D. INC. .
. . . 206
CALIF. DIGITAL . . . . . 553 , 554, 555
CALIF. MICRO COMP. . . ... . ... 528
CAMBRIDGE GRAPHIC SYSTEMS450
CANON U.S.A.. . . .......... 195
CANON U.S.A. . ..... .. .. .. . .. 197
CANON U.S.A. . ... .... ....... 199
CANON U.S.A. . . .... . . .. .... . 201
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. . .. 238
CBS EDUC. & PROF. PUB. DIV.. 375
CDR SYSTEMS
. .... 517
CHESS MATE.
. . 540
CHIP.SOFT. INC.
. . . . 534
CHORUS DATA SYSTEMS . .. ... 409
CHRISLIN INDUSfR\ES INC.
. 165
CHROMOD ASSOC. . .
. . . 160
CHRYSTAL SOFTWA RE ....... 544
CITIZEN AMERICA .... .. . 138, 139
CIVIL COMPUTING CORP. .. . . . 540
CLEO SOFTWARE . ... . . . 456, 457
CLINICAL MICROSYSfEMS INC. 538
CMA MICRO COMP.. DIV.. . . . . .. 94
CODE·A·PHONE CORP. ... 332, 333
COGITATE .. ............ . . : . 496
COGITATE.......
. .. . .... 517
COMMERCIAL BUSINESS SYS. . 509
COMP. COMPNTS. UNLTD. 472. 473
. COMPETITIVE EDGE .
. .. 70
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COMPUMART . ..... .. ...... . 544
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COMPUPRO.
. ... .. 431
COMPUSERVE .
. ... . ... .. 183
COMPUTABILITY CORP. . . . .. 538
COMPUTERBANC .
. .. .... . 76
COMPUTER BROKERAGE SVCS.. 50
.. . 490
COMPUTER CHANNEL
COMPUTER CONNECTION INC. . 539
COMPUTER CONTINUUM ..... 542
COMPUTER DISCOUNT PROD. . . 547
COMPUTER EXPO . , • •• , • , ••• 528
COMPUTER FRIENDS .
. ... 442
COMPUTER HEADQUARTERS .. 181
COMPUTER HUT OF N.E. . ... , 371
COMPUTER INNOVATIONS .. .. 227
COMPUTER M AIL ORDER . 300, 301
COMPUTER PARTS MERCHANT 511
COMPUTER SALES .
. . 84
COMPUTER SOFTWARE TECH. . 510
COMPUTER SWAP SHOP . . .. 536
COMPUTER WAREHOUSE . .. .. 363
. . 466
COMPUTER·MATE. INC. .
COMPUTERS AND MORE . . . 219
COMPUTERS WHOLESALE . . . 190
COMPUTING! . . .... . ... . . . .. 508
COMPUVIEW PROD. INC
. 251
COMPUVIEW PROD. INC. .
. 236
CONDOR COMP. CORP..
. .. 7
CONROY-LAPOINTE .. . . .. 202, 203
CONROY-LAPOINTE . . . . 202. 203
CONROY-LAPOINTE . . ... 202. 203
CONTROL DATA CORP. . . . 282, 283
CORVUS SYS INC . ....... .... 249
COSMOS.
. ..... .. . 286
CROMEMCO. .
. .. 5
CROWN PUBLISHERS.
. 528
CUESTA SYSfEMS . . .
. .. . 26
CUS1DM COMP. TECH.
543
CYMA CORPORATION ...... . . 494
DANAS COMP. DISCOUNT . . . . 390
DATA ACCESS CORP. . . . . .. • • . 475
DATA ELECfRONICS INC. . • ... 461
DATA EXCHANGE. ...... , " . 544
DATA EXCHANGE
.. . 567
DATA GENERAL CORP. .• ,., 32A·D
DATA SPEC . . .. .......... ... 182
DATA SPEC . .. . . . • . . .
. . . . 182
DATASOUTH COMP. CORP. . ... 260
DAYFID SOFTWARE . . . . . 316, 317
DAYTEC. INC. .... .... . . . .... 427
DENNISON COMP. SUPPLIES .. 400
DIDAK MFG. INC. . . ... ........ 323
. 418
DIGITAL PRODUCTS INC
DIGIT AL RESEARCH COMP. . . .. 60
DIRECFCONNECT DEVICES . . 536
DISCOUNT COMPUTER . . ..... 291
DISCOUNT COMPUTER CENTERS93
DISK DRIVES WEST .
. 538
DISK WORKS . • • •• .•.•. ..... 546
DISK WORLD. INC. .... ... .
172
DISK WORLD. INC.
. . . 254
DISK WORLD. INC. . •••••••. . . 444
DISK WORLD. INC. . . .
. . . 454
DISK WORLD. INC
... 534
DISKETTE CONNECTION . . ... . 515
DISKS 'N THINGS .
. 538
DISPLAY TELECOMMNCTNS562, 563
DOCUTEL OLIVETTI. . ... .. . .. 225
DOKAY COMP. PROD. 559, 560, 561
DOW !ONES .
. . . . . . 337
DOW !ONES SOFTWARE . . ... 271
DOW !ONES SOFTWARE . .
. 273
DOW !ONES SOFTWARE . .. . . . 275
DOW !ONES SOFTWARE . . .. .. 507
DUPONT COMPANY .
. .. . . . 388
DWIGHT CO.. INC. . . ... .... 538
DYMEK COR P.
.. . . 295
DYNAX. INC. .. .............. 151
DYSAN CORP. .... .. ... .. .. .. . 71
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ECONOMY SOFfWARE .
. . 298
ECOSOFT .. ... .. . ......... .. 30
EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMP.. . 536
ElCOMP .
. ........ 517
ELCOMP.
. .. 528
ElCOMP .... ........ .... . . . 540
ELCOMP . ........... ...... . 542
ELCOMP .
. 544
ELECfRADE CO
... 517
ELECfRADE CO. . . .. . ...... . 542
ELEK·TEK .
. . 392
ELLIS COMPUTING INC. . • , .
221
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH GROUP 455
ENCHANTED FOREST . . . • , • • . 536
ENF\N RESOURCES. INC. . . . . . 374
EPSON AMERICA . . . ....... . . 210
ESPRIT SYSTEMS INC.
. . 536
EXPERT COMPUTERS. .
. . 516
EXPOfEK . .
. . . . . .. . . 488
EXPOfEK .
. .. ... . .. . . 532
EXPRESS BUSINESS SOFTWARE 77
EXSEL .
. . ... . . ... . . 428
FABRICATION CONCEPTS INC. . 552
FALCON SAFETY PROD... .... 408
Fl\RBWARE . .
. 528
FIDELITY·FIE . ........... . .. . 517
FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING .... 384
FLOPPY DISK SERV. INC. .. • ••• . 18
FORTRON. INC
.. 541
FORTRON. INC. .......... . .. . 541
FRIENDS SOFTWARE .. . . .. . . . 544
FUii ELECTRONICS AMERICA .. 150
FUii PHOJD FILM . . . . . . . . 12, 13
GENERAL DATA COMM... 422. 423
GENER AL MICROSYSTEMS . . . . 542
GENER AL TECHNOIDGY . .. . 235
GENESIS MICROSYSTEMS. . . . 467
GIFFORD COMP. SYS. .
. 257
GILTRONIX. INC. . . . . . . . . . . . 546
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS . .... . 536
GRYPHON MICRO PROD.
. .. 534
GTEK INC....... , ...... ...... 67
H&E COMPUTRONICS. . . . . . . 233
H A NOWELL CORP. . ......... . 533
HARMONY VIDEO COMP. .. . . . 86
HARMONY VIDEO COMP
. . 542
HARPER & ROW PUB.INC. . .... 415
HAYES MICROCOMP. PROD.208, 209
HAYES MICROCOMP. PROD. .. . 465
HEATH COMPANY . . .. ... 184, 185
HEATH COMPANY .
. . . . 426
HERCULES COMPUTER TECH. .. 25
HERMES PRECISA INTL
. 299
HIERATIC COMP. SYS .. . ..... 567
HIGH CALIBER SYS. INC
. 432
567
HOFFMAN INT'L. • , •• •• , • .
HOLLYWOOD HARDWARE ... . 404
HOOLEON COMPANY . . . .
. . 74
HUMAN EDGE SOFTWARE . ... 174
HUMAN EDGE SOFTWARE .... 397
HWAN HONG .
. .. 313
I.BS CORP.. , .. .. • .. .
. ... 96
1.B.S. CORP. ........ . , ... , ... . 96
IBM-(ISG) SERVICES.
. . . .. 453
IBM NOD-SYS. SUPPLIES ..... 429
\CS TECHNOLOGY .. . . . . . . . .. 548
IMAGING TECHNOLOGY. . . . . 439
INKWELL SYSTEMS.
. ... 220
INMAC .
. . .... . ... . .. .. 330
INNOVATIVE SOFTWA RE . . 346, 347
INOV\ON CORP.
. .. . ..... 216
INTEGRAND . . .
. ... ... . . . . 68
INTEGRATED DATA SYSTEMS .. 483
INTELLIGENT DATA SYS. .. .. .. 451
INTERACflVE SfRUCTURES ... . 90
INTERACflVE SfRUCTURES . . . . 281
INTERTEC DATA SYS.
. .. 15
INTEX MICRO SYS. .. . .. .... .. 515
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1D GET FURTHER information on the products advertised in BYTE. fill
out the reader service card with your name and address. Then circle
the appropriate numbers for the advertisers you select from the list. Add
a 20-cent stamp to the card. then drop it in the mail. Not only do you
gain information. but our advertisers are encouraged to use the
marketplace provided by BYTE. This helps us bring you a bigger BYTE.
The index is provided as an additional service by the publisher. who
assumes no lia~ility for errors or omissions. 'Correspond directly with
company.
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IOMEGA . ... . . .. .. • • ..
. .. 393
!ADE COMP. PROD.. ••••• . • , . 549
!ADE COMP. PROD. . ..... 550, 551
JAMECO ELECTRONICS . . 228, 229
JAMES. LW & ASSOC. . _••• • . . 488
JC SYSTEMS . ...... ...... . .. 424
JDR MICRODEV\CES INC . . 568, 569
JDR MICRODEVICES INC. . . 570, 571
JDR MICRODEV\CES INC. ... . . 572
JVB ELECTRONICS . ••• . ••.. .. 500
KADAK PRODUCTS .
366
KAMERMAN LABS . . . . . .
. . 297
KEITHLEY/DAS . ........... .. 327
KENS\NG1DN MICROWARE . . • .. 87
KIMTRON CORP. ......... ... 433
KOALA TECHNOIDG\ES CORP. . 226
LABORATORY MICROSYS. . . . . . 239
LAN1DN COMP. SYS. INC.
. . 567
LAlT\CE. INC. . .
. . 514
LEADING EDGE PROD.
. . .' U
LEVEL 5 RESEARCH .
. 534
LEVIEN INSTRUMENT CO .. . . . 540
LIBERTY ELECTRONICS .. . . . . . 241
LIFEBOAT ASSOC . .. .... 512, 513
LINTEK _
.... 528
LOGICAL DEVICES . . . . .
. . . 32
LOGICAL DEVICES.
. ..... . 548
lDGICAL MICROCOMPUTER . .. . 97
lDMAS DATA PRODUCIS . ... . . 75
LYSEN COMP. SYS..
. . 548
LYSEN COMP.SYS. . •••••••• .. 552
LYCO COMPUTER. .
. ..... 535
MACMILLAN BOOK CWBS . . . 193
253 MAGNUM P.C. . ......... ..... 446
254 MANX SOFTWARE SYS.. ... .. . . 52
255 MANX SOFTWARE SYS. .
. . . 53
256 MARIACHI OY
.. 66
257 MARYMAC INDUSTRIES . . ... . 552
258 MASTERBYTE COMP. OF NY: .. 544
259 MAXELL DATA PRODUCfS ... . 223
260 · MAYNARD ELECTRONICS . . . . . 58
261 MC·P APPLICATIONS.
. 318
' MCGRAW.HILL BOOK CO . 410, 411
262 MCI .. . . . . . . ....... . . . ... .. . 31
263 MEGATEL COMPUTER TECH. .. 542
456 MEMORY PWS DISTRIBUlORS. 538
264 MERCURY MEGABANK .
. 161
265 MERRITT COMP. PRODUCTS . . . 567
463 MET-CHEM . ..... ........ . .. 428
266 META SYSTEMS .
. . . . 540
267 MFJ ENTERPRISES INC . . . . . 438
268 MICRO AGE COMP. SIORES INC. 501
269 MICRO DATA BASE SYS. .. . ... 358
270 MICRO DATA BASE SYS. .. 518, 519
271 MICRO DESIGN INTL. .
. . . .. 64
272 MICRO DESIGN INT'L. . .
. . 377
273 MICRO MAR1'. INC ...... . .. . . 51
274 MICRO MART. INC. .
. .. 56. 57
444 MICRO PRODUCIS. INC.
.. 529
255
278 MICROGR AFX . • • • • • • . • . .
279 MICROMINT INC. . . .
. 504
275 MICRON TECHNOLOGY. INC. . . . 92
280 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD. .. . 528
' MICRORIM INC. . . .. ..... 338. 339
453 MICROSHOP . .. : . . . ... . ... .. 531
454 MICROSHOP
.. 531
MICROSOFT CORP. . • . . • , . . 20, 21
MICROSOFT CORP. . ••••.• . . . . 149
MICROSOFT CORP. .. ..... . . . 403
MICROSOFT CORP. , • , ..... .. 405
MICROSOFT CORP. •••• .•• ••• 407
. .. 474
282 MICROfECH EXPORTS .
283 MICROflME . .. .. . ......... ... . 4
284 M\CROWAY . . .
. . . 489
285 MIDWEST MICRO·PERIPHERALS . 192
286 MIMIC SYSTEMS INC. . .
272
287 MllCHELL MANAGEMENT SYS. 78
288 M\TSUBA ....... ... .. .. ... . . 314
289 MODULA SYS. CORP. . , •• , •• . , . 30
290 MORROW . .. ....... .. . .. . . . 487
291 MOTEL COMPUTERS LIMITED . 536
292 MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS . .. .. 246
293 MOUSER ELECTRONICS . ... .. 544
294 MPI .
. . . . . . .. . . .... . 17
295 MT\ SYSTEMS CORP. . . .
. .. 364
296 MULTI-TECH SYSTEMS .... .. .. . 24
298 N.B.S... ........ ..... .. .. . .. 486
299 NATIONAL COMPUTER LTD.. .. 369
300 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS. . . 142
301 NATURAL MICROSYSTEMS. . . 167
302 NCR APPLIED DIGITAL DATA .. 349
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303 NEC INFORMATION SYS. ...... cm
304 NETWORX INC. ..... .... . . .. 386
305 NEWSNET INC. . .... . .. . .. . . .. 79
98 NIBBLE NOJCH COMP. PROD.. . 496
306 NICOLET PARATRONICS .... . .. 26
443 NORTH AMERICAN BUSN. SYS: 509
NORTH HILLS CORP. . . . . .... . 428
• NORTH HILLS CORP. ..... .... 536
30
NORTHWEST MICROCHIPS D!Sf.538
NRI SCHOOLS ELECTR. DIV. .. . 481
308 OKIDATA . ........... . ... . .. 340
309 OLDSMOBILE DIVISION
. . 169
3IO ORCHID TECHNOLOGY . ••••• . 158
313 ORION INSTRUMENTS . •• •• •. . 458
439 ORYX SYSTEMS ... .... .. 484. 485
440 ORYX SYSfEMS .
. .. .484. 485
441 ORYX SYSTEMS .. . . . ... 484, 485
315 PC HORIZONS .. •.•.••. .. . . . 552
316 P.C NETWORK . . . .. .... .478. 479
318 PACIFIC EXCHANGES . ... 517, 528,
540. 542. 544. 546. 548. 552. 567
319 PANASONIC . . .... . ... .. . .. . 497
320 PANASONIC SENIOR PARTNER . 293
321 PANASONIC INDUSTRIAL CO. ... 95
' PARADISE SYSfEMS . . . . . . . 62. 63
323 PC PIPELINE . •••••• , • , . .. .. . 534
324 PEACHTREE SOFTWARE . ... . 217
325 PEGASUS DATA SYS. ..... .. .. 86
326 PERSOFT ........ .... . .. . ... 354
432 PICK SYSTEMS .......... . . .. . 91
329 PIPELINE COMPUTER . . .. 526, 527
331 POCKET TECHNOlOGY. . . ... 270
332 POLAROID CORP . ....... . . 88, 89
334 POPCOMIPRENTJCE CORP . . 379
335 POWER BASE SYS.. .. ... 356. 357
337 PRECISION DATA PRODUCIS .. 534
339 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS. ..... 49
340 PRIORITY ONE . . ......... ... 360
341 PROGRAMMERS SHOP . . . . . .. 373
342 PROGRESSIVE MICRO DISTR. .. 545
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343 PROMETHEUS PRODUcrs .. .. . 178
344 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS . . .. 417
. .. 80. 81
345 PROfEClO ENTERPR.
465 PSDJ . .. ..... ,, . ....... 470, 471
330 PUBLIC DOMAIN SFTW. crR.. . 567
346 PURCHASING AGENl: THE . . . . 146
. 542
347 PURPLE COMPUTING . .
348 QANTEX DIV... . • .•.•.• ••• , . 389
.. 552
349 QUANT SYSTEM
351 QUARK JNCORP<
.. 153
352 QUBJE DJ;""'" '
•••• .. 137
. . 383
353 OUCES. . ..... . ......
354 QUJMAX :
•• . .. 240
RACAl.rVADIC . .
. . .. . 244, 245
. . .. . . . CIV
355 RADIO SHACK .
356 RCA . •••• , . . .. ... . . . ..... . . 230
357 RELA X TECHNOLOGIES . . .. . 509
ROGERS LABS . . ..... . .... .. 552
358 ROSE ELECTRONICS ....... . . 528
. . .. 187
359 RTE DELTEC.
360 S-100 DIV. 696 CORP. . . . 564. 565
361 S-100 DIV. 696 CORP. .... 564, 565
. . 517
362 SAB·LINK. INC
363 SAFEWARE . .
. .... .. ..... 534
364 SAV·ON COMPUTERS . ... 556, 557
• SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS .
. . 69
366 SEEOUA COMP. CORP.. •••••• . .. 8
367 SEMIDJSK SYSfEMS.......... 367
368 SENTINEL TECHNOLOGIES . .... 34
369 SEQUITUR SOFTWARE ..... ... 546
370 SIGNAL TECHt·~ · ~rv . . • . . . 82
• SILICON SPEC!
••••• .. 368
SILVER FOX . . •.•• . ... , • . . . 173
37
SLR SYSTEMS. .
. .. . 548
' SOF1CRAFT INC. ••••••••• ... 307
SOFTLINE CORP. •• .• ••.••• ... 54
37· SOFTWARE ARTS .... ... .. . . . 175
SOFTWARE CONNECTIONS ... . 345
460 SOFTWARE GALORE . .. ...... 306
375 SOFTWARE GROUP. THE .. 188. 189
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376 SOFTWARE SERVICES. .
. .. 552
377 SOWTJONWARE CORP... . .... 546
378 SOURCE TELECOM?. CORP.... 163
457 SP COMPUTERS . •••• • • , ... .. 530
379 SPSS . .. . ................ .. 443
567
• SRI DATA SYSTJ
. . .. 548
380 STARBUCK OAT.
381 STB SYSTEMS . .. • • . • .•.. ... . 155
382 SUMICOM .
222
383 SUMMIT SOrrWARI
I. INC.498
384 SUNOL SYSTEMS . ••• •. . .• •• . 419
SUNTRONJCS . • • • • • . • . ... . 530
385 SUPER COMPUTER IN C. .. .... 447
386 SUPERSOFT . . ... . . . ..... . .. 351
387 SWIRE LSI LTD. .. . .... . .... . . 514
SYSGEN INC. . , . • • • . • . . . . .. 391
462 SYNERGY PRODUcrs •••• ... . 567
388 SYSfEMS MANAGMNl: ASSOC. . 243
389 SYSfEMS STRATEGIES ..
. . . 74
390 TALL.GRASS TECH. ...... .. . 98, 99
391 TATUM LABS ..... . •••••.•• . 546
437 TAX AN. CORP. •• , ....... .. . . 331
438 TAXAN. CORP. . . ....... . ... 331
393 TD! SYSTEMS. INC.
. . .. . .. 435
394 TDK ELECTRONICS .. . . . . 328, 329
446 TEK·AIDS INDUSTRIES. INC. .... 515
TEKTRONIX INC. . .
. .. 14 7
396 TELETEK ENTERPRISES. INC. ... 4 3
397 TELEVIDEO SYSTEMS ... . .... 215
431 TELOS ... ............ . . 176, 177
398 TELlONE . . . .
. ... 352
399 TERRAPIN INC . .
. ... . 548
400 TElON DIGITAL GRP.. INC . .... 548
TEX AS INSTRUMENTS . • .•. ••. . 11
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS . . . ..... 353
' TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ..... . . . 477
401 THOUGHTWARE INC. . . . 492. 493
402 THREE M COMPANY . . . . 502 , 503
156 TIGERTRONICS . ....... . .. ... 542
403 lOSHIBA AMERICA INC.
. . . 441
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404 TRIMARCHI & ASSOCIATES . . . 302
405 U.S. ROBOTICS . .. ....... ... .. 45
406 ULTRATECH INC. . . .
. . 242
407 UNIFIED SOFTWARE SYS. . . .. 548
408 UNIPRESS SOPTWARE INC. . .. . 402
409 UNISOURCE . .... ......... .. . b\
410 UNIVERSAL DA
SYS.
. . ... . 35
411 VAULT CORP..
. . .. .... . 36, 37
. .. .. . . . .. . 385
412 VEN·TEL INC. . .
413 VERTEX SYSTEM' .•• •••• .. . 315
414 VIDE X.
.. 27
... . 72, 73
415 VISUAL TECH. INC.
416 VISUAL TECH. INC. .... . ..... 207
. 437
417 VISUAL TECH. INC.
VLM COMPUTER ELECrR . .... 546
418 VOTRA X. INC..
. . . . .. 440
419 VOTRAX. INC . .... . . ........ 536
420 WABASH DATATECH . . . ..... 334
421 WADSWORTH PROF. SFTW. . .. . 491
' WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS 237
. .... 311
422 WESTERN UNION . .
4 2 3 WHJTESMJTHS LTD .
. .... 459
208 WILKE SOPrWARE ENGJNEERJNG534
424 WJl l I .. MS. MARK CO. . .• •.• . • 171
425 WINTEK CORP. .... . . . .. . ... . 274
426 WINTEK CORP. . .. .. .. . . . . ... 546
427 WYSE TECHNOLOGY ... . 284, 285
429 ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
421
430 ZOLTEN EGERESJ .
. 552

• Correspond directly with company.
INTERNA TLONAL ADVERTISING SECTION
501
502
503
504
505
506

AMERICAN BUYING & EXPORT448B
CASIO.
. . . ..... 448A
OLIVErrI . • • • • • • •
. . 4480
OLIVETrl . , • _••• . • , • •••• .. 448E
OLIVElTI .
. ... 448F
PHILIPS AUSTRIA • .• • . ..... 448C

No dorneslic inauiries. vleas:e.

GET PREPARED

1) Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber l.D. Card,
in boxes in Step 4 below. (Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)
2) Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 6b below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.)

CALL AIMS

3) Now, on a Tuuch-'Ibne telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice
commands.

ENTER YOUR
4) When AIMS says: "Enter Subscriber Number"
SUBSCRIBER AND
(Enter by pushing the numbers and symbols [# or * enclosed in the
ISSUE NUMBERS
boxes] on te~hone £?d ig'!lori~ blank boxes)
Enter 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 00 00
5) When AIMS says "Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter [) 00 [) [) rn 00 00
ENTER YOUR
INQUIRIES

END SESSION

6a) When AIMS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank
b) Repeat 6a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)
1. 0 0 0 00 00 6. 0 0 0 00 00 10. 0 0 0 00 00
2. 0 0 0 00 00 7.0000000 11.0000000
3 . 0 0 0 00 00 8. 0 0 0 00 00 12. 0 0 0 00 00
4. 0 0 0 00 00 9. 0 0 0 00 00 13. 0 0 0 00 00
5. 0 0 0 00 00

boxes)
14. 0
15. 0
16. 0
17. 0

7) End session by entering [!] [!] [ID [) 00 00
8) Hang up after hearing final message
If you are a subscriber and need assistance, call (603) 924·9281.

If you are not a subscriber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800·258·5485.
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Don't Miss An Issue!
Have BYTE
delivered to
your door.
Each month BYTE will bring you the
latest in microcomputer tech nology.
DISCOVER and IMPLEMENT new
ideas. Don't miss the origina l informa
tion presented in the pages of BYTE.

With BYTE you'll always be among
the first to know about the important
breakthroughs. worthwhi le new
equipment. and innovative projects
in the world of computing .
CHALLENGE US to deliver the
very best idea in microcomputers
and advanced technology to you
Return the attached card today1
Subscribe to BYTE-the world's
leading computer magazine
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INTRODUCING PINWRITER
DOTMATRIXPRINTERS.
ANDAHEAD TO HEAD
COMPARISON OF WHY
THEY'RE BETTER.
Our new multi-mode
Pinwriter®dot matrix printers
have a lot in common with
our Spinwriter®letter-quality
printers. Designed and manu
factured with the same qual
ity and reliability that has
made our Spinwriters the best
selling letter-quality printers
to PC users. We also gave
them many unique capabili
ties you won't find on other
dot matrix printers. Especially
at such an affordable price.
More dots, more fonts, more
versatility.
One thing that makes Pin
writers stand out from other

Our exclus!Ve 18-pin print head is graphically sharper
than a 9-pin printer. as this unretouched photo shows.

dot matrix printers is our
printhead. It has 18 pins.
Compared to the usual nine.
It also has true dual-pass
printing. The result: an amaz
ing 240x240 dots per inch.
The qu i ck brown fo x

The quick e r bro wn fo x

Three speeds cover all your printing needs.

That's why the print is as
close to letter quality as you
can get without getting a

Spinwriter.
And why
charts, illustra
tions and
graphics
look so
crisp.
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Our new P2 and P3 dot matrix
printers give you everything our Spinwriter
letter-quality printers are famous for.
including forms handlers.

Pinwriters have something
else no other dot matrix print
ers have. Eight operator
selectable print styles, plus as
many as 11 international
character sets. And an LED
display to tell you which style
has been selected.
What else? Three printing
speeds. 300, 900 or 1800
words per minute to handle
all your printing needs from
word processing to data
processing.
Plus, a variety of forms
handlers to speed up all your
paperwork. All made and de
signed by NEC. And all easily
installed and changed by the
operator.
For the final word, see your
NEC dealer.
Only a demonstration can
Pinwriter and Spinwriter ar e registered trademarks of
NEC Corporation.

show you how clearly supe
rior the Pinwriter is compared
to other dot matrix printers.
And how versatile it is.
For the Pinwriter retailer
nearest you, call 1-800-343
4419. In Massachusetts call
617-264-8635.
And find out why more
and more PC users are saying,
"NEC and me."

NEC
AND
Mf
NEC Information
Systems. Inc.
1414 Mass. Ave.
Boxborough, MA
01719
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''Designing arevolutionary concept in software
demanded acomputer with extraordinary performance.
-Bill Gates
of the Board,
The Tandy 2000 delivered." Chairman
Microsoft
Bill Gates has been at the
leading edge of personal
computing from the very
beginning. His company is a
leading producer of
microcomputer software.
"Our newest software
product, MS-Windows, is an
integrated windowing
environment. It will let
personal computer users
combine individual programs
into a powerful, integrated
system.
"When we set out to design
MS-Windows in color~ we
knew that the Tandy 2000
computer would let us turn an
extraordinary product into a
work of art. The graphics are
sharp and crisp, and gave us a
degree of creativity like
nothing before.
"Our engineers were quite
impressed with the processing
speed of the Tandy 2000's 80186
microprocessor, too. And while
the finished product will utilize
the 2000's Digi-Mouse, the
well-laid out keyboard has
helped us speed through the
design stage.
"We're proud of our
work. So when we want to
show someone how great
MS-Windows really is, we give
them a demonstration. On the
Tandy 2000."
Isn't it time you enjoyed
peak performance from a

personal computer? Go ahead,
watch how much faster today's
most sophisticated programs
run on the high-technology
Tandy 2000.
You can choose from the
hottest programs around, too,
with our exclusive Express
Order Software service.
Tandy 2000 systems start at
$2999, and can be leased for
only $105 per month*. Come in
today and see what you've
been missing.

Engineered for Excellence!
We've introduced the latest in technology
for over W years. The Tandy 2000 offers
twice the speed, graphics resolution and
disk storage of other MS-DOS systems.

Our new 1985 computer
catalog is yours for the asking
at any Radio Shack Computer
Center or participating Radio
Shack store or dealer. Check
out our complete line of
microcomputers-from pocket
models to lap-size portables,
from powerful desktop
computers to multi-user office
systems. We have it alL That's
why we invite comparison!
Available at over 1200
Radio Shack Computer Centers and at
participating Radio Shack stores and dealers.

ftad1e /haeK

COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
Circle 3 5 5 on inquiry card.
•Plus applicable use/ sales tax. Prices apply at Radio
Shack Computer Centers and participating stores and
dealers. MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

